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Legal Notice
This Catalog is the de! nitive statement of Loma 
Linda University on the requirements for admission, 
enrollment, curriculum, and graduation. The University 
reserves the right to change the requirements and 
policies set forth in this Catalog at any time upon 
reasonable notice. In the event of con" ict between the 
statements of this Catalog and any other statements by 
faculty or administration, the provisions of this Catalog 
shall control, unless express notice is given that the 
Catalog is being modi! ed.
The information in this Catalog is made as accurate 
as possible at the time of publication. Students 
are responsible for informing themselves of and 
satisfactorily meeting all requirements pertinent 
to their relationship with the University. The 
University reserves the right to make such changes as 
circumstances demand with reference to admission, 
registration, tuition and fees, attendance, curriculum 
requirements, conduct, academic standing, candidacy, 
and graduation.
This Catalog contains the operating policy statements 
for Loma Linda University’s educational programs. 
Any deviation from these policies must be approved by 
University administration.
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President)s Welcome 
It is a privilege to 6elcome you to Loma Linda 
University. This is a very uni>ue place?one that 
balances on the t6in foundations of Faith and Science. 
We believe 6e have a divinely ordained mission to 
push these boundaries into increasing avenues of 
service and discovery. 
Being a student here 6ill eEpose you to a group of 
faculty and staff 6ho have chosen to be part of this 
eEperience 6e call Loma Linda. They have chosen to 
6orF here because they share in the belief that this is 
a special place. 
We have chosen to concentrate on 6hat 6e call 
MissionHFocused Learning. This means that all 6e 
seeF to offer here at Loma Linda is centered on a 
much greater theme than producing Fno6ledgeable 
professionals, because 6e believe that 6ho you are is 
even more important than 6hat you Fno6. To assist 
in this lifelong process, 6e are encouraging the 
enculturation of our seven core values, Fno6n by the 
acronym of JCHIEFS. These are Justice, Compassion, 
Humility, Integrity, EEcellence, Freedom, and SelfH
ControlNPurity. I encourage each of you to search 
your o6n heart and find 6ays to strengthen these 
virtues in everything you do. 
You also 6ill find here an incredible miEture of 
cultural diversity. Revel in our differences and use 
each eEposure to help you understand the issues that 
separate us. With understanding comes acceptance. 
And 6ith acceptance come peace and fello6ship. So 
use your time at Loma Linda to seeF out those from 
other countries and cultures from 6hom you can 
learn and gain greater understanding. We 6ill all be 
better as 6e tear do6n those barriers that often 
separate us. 
All this uni>ueness is centered on the profound belief 
that God is here, active in the lives and eEperiences of 
each of us. Through our 6eeFly Campus Worship, the 
prayers of faculty in class, and the daily interchanges 
across campus, I invite you to join me in getting to 
Fno6 Him better. Place your future in His hands. 
Have confidence in His leading. SeeF out 
opportunities to fello6ship and gro6 in His love. 
 
ThanF you for joining our campus family. I hope it 
6ill become as special to you as it has for so many of 
our 25,000 alumni. 
Cordially yours, 
 
Richard H. Hart, M.D., Dr.P.H. 
President 
Loma Linda University 
UNIVERSITY CATALOG 
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Programs, Degrees, and Certificates 
The degree and certificate curricula at Loma Linda University are under continuous revieC and are, therefore, 
subject to change and improvement Cithout prior notice, as the need occurs. The University also offers nondegree 
and short courses throughout the United States and globally to meet the continuing-education and extension-
program needs of alumni, health professionals, and lay persons in the church and in the community. Most degree 
courses are approved for continuing-education credit. 
The Faculty of Graduate Studies oversees Ph.D. and research master's degrees, as Cell as combined-degrees 
programs. 
KEY TO CODES 
AH School of Allied Health Professions 
PH School of Public Health 
SD School of Dentistry 
SM School of Medicine 
SN School of Nursing 
SP School of Pharmacy 
ST School of Science and Technology 
SR School of Religion 
FGS Faculty of Graduate Studies 
IS Interdisciplinary Studies 
QLLU diploma, across schoolsRfacultiesS  
UG Undergraduate 
PB Postbaccalaureate 
PD Post-D.D.S. or Post-D.D.M. 
PM Post-master's 
PMD Post-M.D. 
PP Postprofessional 
U off-campus, Canada 
UU off-campus, South Africa and Thailand 
UUU off-campus, Guam and HaCaii 
UUUU off-campus, Saudi Arabia 
VV off-campus, Chile 
VVV off-campus, Peru 
VVVV off-campus, Russia  
 
Program School Degrees;Certificates Offered 
Anatomy SM M.S., Ph.D. 
Biochemistry SM M.S., Ph.D. 
Biology ST M.S., Ph.D. 
Biomedical and Clinical Ethics SR M.A., PB certificate 
Biomedical Sciences SM PB certificate 
Biostatistics PH M.P.H., M.S.P.H., PB certificate Qbasic, advancedS 
Business Administration PH M.B.A.UUU 
Case Management ST PB certificate 
Child Life Specialist ST M.S., PB certificate 
Child Life Specialist ST M.S. 
Clinical Mediation ST PB certificate 
Clinical Ministry SR M.A., PB certificate 
Clinical Laboratory Science AH B.S. QformerlyW Medical TechnologyS 
Coding Specialist AH Certificate 
Communication Sciences and Disorders AH B.S., M.S., Transitional M.S. QformerlyW Speech-
Language Pathology and AudiologyS 
Counseling ST M.S. 
Counseling, Family ST PB certificate QSeeW Family CounselingS 
Counseling, School ST PB certificate QSeeW School CounselingS 
Criminal Justice ST M.S. 
Cytotechnology AH Certificate, B.S. 
Dental Anesthesiology, Advanced SD M.S.D., PD certificate 
Dental Hygiene SD B.S. 
Dentistry, General SD D.D.S. 
Dentist Program, International SD D.D.S. 
Diagnostic Medical Sonography AH Certificate 
  Programs, Degrees, and Certificates 
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Dietetic Technology AH A.S., PB certificate 
Drug and Alcohol Counseling ST PB certificate 
Earth Science ST Ph.D. 
Emergency Medical Care AH B.S. 
Emergency Preparedness and Response PH PB certificate 
Endodontics, Advanced SD M.S., M.S.D., PD certificate 
Environmental and Occupational Health PH M.P.H. 
Environmental Sciences ST B.S. 
Epidemiological Research Methods PH PB certificate 
Epidemiology PH M.P.H., Dr.P.H, PB certificate Dbasic, advancedF 
Family Counseling ST PB certificate 
Family Life Education ST PB certificate 
Family Studies ST M.A. 
Family Studies ST Ph.D. 
Forensic Science ST PB certificate 
Geographic Information Systems for Global Health 
and Development 
PH M.P.H. 
Geology ST B.S., M.S. 
Gerontology ST M.S. 
Global Epidemiology PH M.P.H. 
Global Health PH M.P.H., Dr.P.H., certificate 
Global HealthKMaternal-Child Health PH Combined M.P.H. 
Health Policy and Leadership PH M.P.H. 
Health Care Administration PH M.B.A., M.B.A. Mith GIS certificate 
Health Care Administration PH B.S.P.H. 
Health Education PH M.P.H., Dr.P.H. 
Health Geographics and Biomedical and Data 
Management 
PH B.S.P.H. 
Health Geoinformatics PH Certificate 
Health Information Administration AH B.S., PB certificate 
Health Policy and Leadership PH M.P.H. 
Health Professions Education ST PB certificate 
Health Promotion and Education PH DSeeN Health EducationF 
Health Services Research PH DSeeN Health AdministrationF 
Health Science IS B.S. 
Implant Dentistry, Advanced SD M.S. option, PD certificate 
International Dentist Program SD DSeeN Dentist Program, InternationalF 
Lifestyle Intervention PH PB certificate 
Lifestyle Medicine PH M.P.H. 
Marital and Family Therapy ST M.S.O 
Marital and Family Therapy ST D.M.F.T. 
Marital and Family Therapy ST Ph.D. 
Master of Science in Dentistry SD M.S.D. 
Maternal and Child Health PH M.P.H.PPKPPP 
Medical Dosimetry AH Certificate 
Medical Radiography AH A.S. 
Medical Scientist SM M.D.KPh.D 
Medicine SM M.D. 
Microbiology and Molecular Genetics SM M.S., Ph.D. 
Natural Sciences ST M.S. 
Nuclear Medicine Technology AH Certificate 
Nursing SN A.S., B.S., M.S.OO, PM advanced certificates, Ph.D. 
Nutrition PH M.P.H., M.S., Dr.P.H. 
Nutrition and Dietetics AH B.S., M.S. 
UNIVERSITY CATALOG 
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Nutrition Care Management AH M.S. >online@ 
Occupational Therapy AH M.O.T., O.T.D. 
Occupational Therapy Assistant AH A.A. 
Online Executive M.P.H PH M.P.H. 
Online Health Education M.P.H. PH M.P.H. 
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, Advanced SD M.S.,  M.S.D., PD certificate 
Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopedics, 
Advanced 
SD M.S., PD certificate 
Orthotics and Prosthetics AH M.S. 
Peace Corps Master's International 
ProgramNMaster of Public Health 
PH M.P.H. 
Pediatric Dentistry, Advanced SD M.S.,  M.S.D., PD certificate 
Periodontics, Advanced SD M.S., M.S.D., PD certificate 
Pharmacology SM M.S., Ph.D. 
Pharmacy SP Pharm.D. 
Phlebotomy AH Certificate 
Physical Therapist Assistant AH A.S. 
Physical Therapy AH M.P.T., D.P.T., D.Sc. 
Physician Assistant Sciences AH M.P.A. 
Physiology SM M.S., Ph.D. 
Preventive Care PH Dr.P.H. 
Program Evaluation and Research ST PB certificate 
Prosthodontics, Advanced SD M.S. option, PD certificate 
Psychology, General ST M.A. 
Psychology, Clinical ST Psy.D., Ph.D. 
Public Administration ST D.P.A. 
Public Health PH >SeeQ Online Executive M.P.H.@ 
Public Health Practice PH M.P.H. RRNRRRNRRRR 
Radiation Sciences AH B.S., M.S. 
Radiation Therapy Technology AH Certificate 
Radiologist Assistant AH M.S. 
Rehabilitation Science AH Ph.D. 
Religion and the Sciences SR M.A. 
Reproductive Health PH PB certificate 
Respiratory Care AH B.S.SSSS, PP B.S., certificate 
School Counseling ST PM certificate, PPS credential 
Social Policy and Social Research ST Ph.D. 
Social Work ST M.S.W. 
Social Work, Clinical ST Ph.D. 
Spanish Studies for Health Care Professionals ST Certificate 
Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology AH >SeeQ Communication Sciences and Disorders@ 
Tobacco-Control Methods PH PB certificate 
 
DISTANCE LEARNING PROGRAMS 
OFFERED AT LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY 
School of Allied Health Professions 
Health Information Administration >B.S.@ 
Imaging Informatics >Certificate@ 
Occupational Therapy >O.T.D.@ 
Nuclear Medicine Technology >Certificate@ 
Nutrition Care Management >M.S.@ 
Radiation Sciences >B.S.NM.S.@ 
Radiation Therapy Technology >Certificate@ 
Radiologist Assistant >M.S.@ 
Respiratory Care >Blended@ 
School of Dentistry 
Dental Hygiene Completion Program >B.S.@ 
School of Public Health 
Online Executive Master's in Public Health >M.P.H.@ 
Health Education >M.P.H., Dr.P.H.@ 
  Accreditation Overvie. 
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The University is accredited as a degree6granting 
institution by the Western Association of Schools and 
Colleges >WASC?. The programs of the schools are 
accredited by the appropriate accrediting agencies, 
and graduates are eligible to taDe the Eualifying 
eFaminations of the respective state and national 
licensing or registration bodies and to join 
professional organiHations. Details of accreditations 
are given in the individual programs and in Section 
JI of this CATALOG. 
Founded as College of Evangelists in 190S606, the 
University .as chartered as College of Medical 
Evangelists by the state of California December 13, 
1909, and .as accredited by North.est Association of 
Secondary and Higher Schools April 7, 1937. 
Accredited by WASC >Western Association of Schools 
and Colleges? Yprior to January 1962, Western College 
Association\ February 24, 1960, it became Loma Linda 
University July 1, 1961. 
ACCRE2ITING AGENCIES 
Loma Linda University is fully accredited by the 
Western Association of Schools and Colleges >WASC?, 
.hich may be contacted at^ 
Accrediting Commission for Senior Colleges and 
Universities of the Western Association of Schools 
and Colleges >WASC? 
98S Atlantic Avenue, Suite 100 
Alameda, CA 94S01 
Phone^ S10a74869001 
FAX^ S10a74869797 
Web site^ c.... asc.eb.orgd 
Email^ c.ascsre.ascsenior.orgd 
WASC is an institutional accrediting agency 
recogniHed by the U.S. Secretary of Education and the 
Commission on Recognition of Postsecondary 
Accreditation. 
In addition to WASC, the follo.ing organiHations 
accredit specific University schools or programs^ 
Accreditation Council for Occupational Therapy 
Education >ACOTE?, American Occupational Therapy 
Association, Inc. >AOTA? 
Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education 
>ACPE? 
Accreditation Revie. Commission on Education for 
the Physician Assistant >ARC6PA?, Medical Education 
Department 1R6 
Adventist Accrediting Association 
American Physical Therapy Association 
American Psychological Association 
American Speech6Language6Hearing Association 
 
Approval Committee for Certificate Programs, a Joint 
Committee of the Association for Healthcare 
Documentation Integrity and the American Health 
Information Management Association 
Association of American Medical Colleges 
 
California Association of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse 
Counselors >CAADAC? 
California Board of Registered Nursing 
California Commission on Teacher Credentialing 
California Department of Public Health, Radiologic 
Health Branch 
California Department of Public Health, Laboratory 
Field Services 
Commission on Accreditation for Dietetics Education 
>CADE? of the American Dietetic Association 
Commission on Accreditation for Health Information 
Management Education 
Commission on Accreditation for Marriage and 
Family Therapy Education of the American 
Association for Marriage and Family Therapy 
Commission on Accreditation in Physical Therapy 
Education, American Physical Therapy Association 
>APTA? 
Commission on Accreditation of Allied Health 
Education Programs >CAAHEP? 
Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education 
>CCNE? 
Commission on Dental Accreditation of the American 
Dental Association >CODA? 
Committee on Accreditation for Respiratory Care 
Council on Education for Public Health 
Council on Medical Education of the American 
Medical Association 
Council on Social WorD Education, Division of 
Standards and Accreditation 
Cytotechnology Programs Revie. Committee 
Joint Committee on Accreditation for Respiratory 
Care Education 
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Joint Review Committee on Education in Diagnostic 
Medical Sonography GJRCEHDMSI 
Joint Review Committee on Education in Radiologic 
Technology GJRCERTI 
Joint Review Committee on Educational Programs in 
Nuclear Medicine Technology 
Liaison Committee on Medical Education, 
Association of American Medical Colleges 
National Accrediting Agency for Clinical Laboratory 
Sciences GNAACLSI 
National Commission for Health Education 
Credentialing, Inc. 
SpeechHLanguage Pathology Educational Standards 
Board, American SpeechHLanguageHHearing 
Association 
State of California, Environmental Health Specialist 
Registration Program 
  
For a current list of accrediting agencies, please 
contact the UniversityRs Office of Academic Affairs. 
A""irmative A+tion 
The University routinely monitors its educational 
and employment practices regarding women, 
minorities, and the disabled to ensure compliance 
with the law and University policy. The UniversityRs 
affirmative action policy is to provide eSual access to 
admissions, educational programs and activities, 
financial aid, student services, and employment. 
In compliance with Title IT of the Educational 
Amendments of 1VWX and Section Y0[ of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1VW\, a grievance procedure has 
been established to process student complaints 
alleging violation of these regulations or of the 
UniversityRs policy of nondiscrimination based on 
gender or disability. InSuiries concerning Title IT may 
be directed to the affirmative action officer. 
EmploymentHrelated discrimination complaints, 
including those filed by student employees, are 
processed in conformity with the provisions outlined 
in existing staff personnel policies. Complaints related 
to discrimination in academic areas are reviewed in 
conformity with the procedures established by the 
academic administration. 
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Accommodation for 
Disability 
Loma Linda University is in compliance 8ith the 
Americans 8ith Disabilities Act, Sec. =0? of the 
Rehabilitation Act, as 8ell as 8ith local and state 
reAuirements. The University is committed to 
providing educationEincluding support services and 
reasonable accommodations for disabilitiesEto 
Aualified applicants for 8hom such accommodation 
does not fundamentally alter the chosen program or 
create an undue burden. 
For information regarding accommodation for 
disability, the student should consult the office of the 
dean of the school to 8hich application for admission 
is being made. 
 
Follo8ing acceptance, the student may be asked if he 
or she has a disability reAuiring accommodation. A 
student 8ho desires accommodation for a disability 
He.g., physical, learning, or psychologicalI identified 
after acceptance should consult the office of the dean 
regarding a reAuest for accommodation. The 
accommodation reAuest must be submitted in 8riting 
on the designated form. The completed form and the 
reAuired supporting documentation 8ill be evaluated 
by appropriate University entities to determine 
8hether or not the applicant can be eJpected to 
perform the essential functions of the program. All 
discussions 8ill remain confidential. 
 
Nondiscrimination 
Policy 
Loma Linda University 8as established by the 
Seventh-day Adventist Church as an integral part of 
its teaching ministry. The University affirms that 
Christian principles are incompatible 8ith various 
forms of discrimination that have divided societies, 
and that all persons are of eAual 8orth in the sight of 
God and should be so regarded by all His people. 
Therefore, the University is committed to eAual 
education and employment opportunities for men 
and 8omen of all races; and does not discriminate on 
the basis of handicap, gender, race, color, or national 
origin in its educational or admissions policies, 
financial affairs, employment programs, student life 
and services, or any University-administered 
program. 
To this end, the University is in compliance 8ith 
Titles VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 12S? as 
amended; and is in substantial compliance 8ith Title 
IT of the Education Amendments of 127W HX? CFR 10S 
et seA.I, Sections =0X and =0? of the Rehabilitation 
Discrimination in Employment Act of 12S7, and 
Section ?0W of the Vietnam Era Veterans AdYustment 
Act of 127?; and does not discriminate against any 
employees or applicants for employment on the basis 
of age or because they are disabled veterans or 
veterans of the Vietnam era. In addition, the 
University administers student programs 8ithout 
discrimination on the basis of ageEeJcept in those 
programs 8here age is a bona fide academic 
Aualification for admissionEin accordance 8ith the 
provisions of the Age Discrimination Act of 127=. 
The University reserves constitutional and statutory 
rights as a religious institution and employer to give 
preference to Seventh-day Adventists in admissions 
and employment, including but not limited to ?W 
U.S.C. Secs. W000e-1, W000e-W; Sec. S-1= of Federal 
EJecutive Order 11W?S; ?1 CFR Sec. S0-1.=H=I; W0 
U.S.C. Sec. 1S[1 HaIHXI; X? CFR Secs. 10S.1W HaIHbI, 
10S.W1, 10S.X1, 10S.X2, 10S.?0, 10S.=1, and 10S.=7; 
California Government Code Sec. 1W2WS HdIH1I; Title II, 
Division ?, Chapter W, Sec. 7W[S.= of the California 
Code of Regulations; the First Amendment to the 
United States Constitution; and Article 1, Sec. ?, of the 
California Constitution. The University believes that 
Title IT regulations are subYect to constitutional 
guarantees against unreasonable entanglement 8ith 
or infringements on the religious teachings and 
practices of the Seventh-day Adventist Church. The 
University eJpects students and employees to uphold 
biblical principles of morality and deportment as 
interpreted by the Seventh-day Adventist Church. 
The University claims eJemptions from the 
provisions of Title IT set forth in X? CFR Secs. 10S.1W 
HaIHbI, 10S.W1, 10S.X1, 10S.X2, 10S.?0, 10S.=1, and 
10S.=7. 
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!he %cademic +alendar 
Academic dates for Faculty of Graduate Studies AFGSB and the Schools ofE 
  AH Allied Health Professions   SN Nursing  
  PH PuIlic Health   SP Pharmacy   
  SD Dentistry   SR Religion   
  SM Medicine   ST Science and Technology   
 
/001 
January 
S M T W T F S 
        1 N O 
P Q R S 8 U 10 
11 1N 1O 1P 1Q 1R 1S 
18 1U N0 N1 NN NO NP 
NQ NR NS N8 NU O0 O1 
               
FeIruary 
S M T W T F S 
1 N O P Q R S 
8 U 10 11 1N 1O 1P 
1Q 1R 1S 18 1U N0 N1 
NN NO NP NQ NR NS N8 
              
               
March 
S M T W T F S 
1 N O P Q R S 
8 U 10 11 1N 1O 1P 
1Q 1R 1S 18 1U N0 N1 
NN NO NP NQ NR NS N8 
NU O0 O1         
               
April 
S M T W T F S 
      1 N O P 
Q R S 8 U 10 11 
1N 1O 1P 1Q 1R 1S 18 
1U N0 N1 NN NO NP NQ 
NR NS N8 NU O0     
               
May 
S M T W T F S 
          1 N 
O P Q R S 8 U 
10 11 1N 1O 1P 1Q 1R 
1S 18 1U N0 N1 NN NO 
NP NQ NR NS N8 NU O0 
O1              
June 
S M T W T F S 
  1 N O P Q R 
S 8 U 10 11 1N 1O 
1P 1Q 1R 1S 18 1U N0 
N1 NN NO NP NQ NR NS 
N8 NU O0         
               
July 
S M T W T F S 
      1 N O P 
Q R S 8 U 10 11 
1N 1O 1P 1Q 1R 1S 18 
1U N0 N1 NN NO NP NQ 
NR NS N8 NU O0 O1   
               
August 
S M T W T F S 
            1 
N O P Q R S 8 
U 10 11 1N 1O 1P 1Q 
1R 1S 18 1U N0 N1 NN 
NO NP NQ NR NS N8 NU 
O0 O1            
SeptemIer 
S M T W T F S 
    1 N O P Q 
R S 8 U 10 11 1N 
1O 1P 1Q 1R 1S 18 1U 
N0 N1 NN NO NP NQ NR 
NS N8 NU O0       
               
OctoIer 
S M T W T F S 
        1 N O 
P Q R S 8 U 10 
11 1N 1O 1P 1Q 1R 1S 
18 1U N0 N1 NN NO NP 
NQ NR NS N8 NU O0 O1 
               
NovemIer 
S M T W T F S 
1 N O P Q R S 
8 U 10 11 1N 1O 1P 
1Q 1R 1S 18 1U N0 N1 
NN NO NP NQ NR NS N8 
NU O0           
               
DecemIer 
S M T W T F S 
    1 N O P Q 
R S 8 U 10 11 1N 
1O 1P 1Q 1R 1S 18 1U 
N0 N1 NN NO NP NQ NR 
NS N8 NU O0 O1     
               
 
/020 
January 
S M T W T F S 
          1 N 
O P Q R S 8 U 
10 11 1N 1O 1P 1Q 1R 
1S 18 1U N0 N1 NN NO 
NP NQ NR NS N8 NU O0 
O1              
FeIruary 
S M T W T F S 
  1 N O P Q R 
S 8 U 10 11 1N 1O 
1P 1Q 1R 1S 18 1U N0 
N1 NN NO NP NQ NR NS 
N8             
               
March 
S M T W T F S 
  1 N O P Q R 
S 8 U 10 11 1N 1O 
1P 1Q 1R 1S 18 1U N0 
N1 NN NO NP NQ NR NS 
N8 NU O0 O1       
               
April 
S M T W T F S 
        1 N O 
P Q R S 8 U 10 
11 1N 1O 1P 1Q 1R 1S 
18 1U N0 N1 NN NO NP 
NQ NR NS N8 NU O0   
               
May 
S M T W T F S 
            1 
N O P Q R S 8 
U 10 11 1N 1O 1P 1Q 
1R 1S 18 1U N0 N1 NN 
NO NP NQ NR NS N8 NU 
O0 O1            
June 
S M T W T F S 
    1 N O P Q 
R S 8 U 10 11 1N 
1O 1P 1Q 1R 1S 18 1U 
N0 N1 NN NO NP NQ NR 
NS N8 NU O0       
               
July 
S M T W T F S 
        1 N O 
P Q R S 8 U 10 
11 1N 1O 1P 1Q 1R 1S 
18 1U N0 N1 NN NO NP 
NQ NR NS N8 NU O0 O1 
               
August 
S M T W T F S 
1 N O P Q R S 
8 U 10 11 1N 1O 1P 
1Q 1R 1S 18 1U N0 N1 
NN NO NP NQ NR NS N8 
NU O0 O1         
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September 
S M T W T F S 
      1 7 8 4 
: ; < = 9 10 11 
17 18 14 1: 1; 1< 1= 
19 70 71 77 78 74 7: 
7; 7< 7= 79 80     
               
October 
S M T W T F S 
          1 7 
8 4 : ; < = 9 
10 11 17 18 14 1: 1; 
1< 1= 19 70 71 77 78 
74 7: 7; 7< 7= 79 80 
81              
November 
S M T W T F S 
  1 7 8 4 : ; 
< = 9 10 11 17 18 
14 1: 1; 1< 1= 19 70 
71 77 78 74 7: 7; 7< 
7= 79 80         
               
December 
S M T W T F S 
      1 7 8 4 
: ; < = 9 10 11 
17 18 14 1: 1; 1< 1= 
19 70 71 77 78 74 7: 
7; 7< 7= 79 80 81   
               
!""#    
S&MME) SESSIONS !""#    
MA.    
: E Compassion in Action series 
17 E Compassion in Action series 
18 E Health and Faith Forum 
19IJun 18 SD Registration for Summer Nuarter 
19 E Compassion in Action series 
71 E Awards Chapel 
78 SM, SP, SD Baccalaureate service 
74 SM, SP, SD Commencement ceremonies 
7: E Memorial Day recess 
7: E Last day to submit SUE petitions 
7: E Last day to drop with a VWV 
7< E Health and Faith Forum 
7= E Health and Faith Forum (formerly Bioethics and Wholeness 
Grand Rounds) 
  E Celebration Chapel 
/&NE    
9I17 SD Final examinations 
17 SD Predoctoral and Dental Hygiene Program Spring Nuarter 
ends 
  SD Advanced Dental Education Programs didactic Spring 
Nuarter ends 
  SD California Board Law and Ethics Examination 
  E Spring Nuarter ends 
18 AH, SN, PH, SR, ST Focus on Graduates (Vesper service) 
18I1= SD Western Regional Board Examination 
18 AH, SN, PH, SR, ST Baccalaureate service 
14 AH, PH, SN, SR, ST Commencement ceremonies 
1; SD D1 comprehensive examination 
  SD D7 National Board qualifying examination 
1;IJul < SD Predoctoral and Dental Hygiene Program summer recess 
1< SD Instruction begins for didactic remediation session 
1= E Grades due from faculty 
  SP PY 1I8 endIofIyear assessment 
77IAug < SN SummerIonly Ph.D.Idegree Nursing Program 
77 E Summer Nuarter begin date 
79IJul 8 SM Junior orientation 
 
80 SD Advanced Dental Education Programs orientation 
Advanced Dental Education Program in Orthodontics term 
begins 
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!"L$    
2 AH Commencement exercises for Saudi Arabia Respiratory Care 
Program 
F U Independence Day recess 
H SD Instruction begins for DDS, Dental Hygiene, and IDP 
programs 
H SM SM senior orientation 
1L SD Dental Hygiene Program National Board Examination 
1N SD DO summer mock board 
2Q U First L-week summer session ends 
O0 U Second L-week summer session begins 
A"&"ST    
L U CHDMM Qth Annual Summer Research Symposium 
W-H SM Orientation (First Year) 
W SM White-coat ceremony 
H-N SM Freshman orientation 
N SM Orientation (Second Year) 
1H SP PY F APPE begins 
2W SD UIC NBII mock board 
P*ST-S"MMER SESSI*NS 
2334 
   
SEPTEM5ER    
H U Labor Day recess 
F U Summer [uarter ends 
N SM Sophomore orientation 
10 U Grades due from faculty 
11 SD Advanced Dental Education Programs didactic Summer 
[uarter ends 
Advanced Dental Education Program in Orthodontics ends 
(second year only) 
1L-1N SD Final examinations 
1Q SD Predoctoral and Dental Hygiene Program Summer [uarter 
ends 
  SD Advanced Dental Education Programs clinical Summer 
[uarter ends 
End of term for specific programs 
2F U Faculty colloquium 
2L-2H SM Pine Springs Retreat 
1Q-2N SD Predoctoral and Dental Hygiene Program summer recess 
FALL 7"ARTER 2334    
21-2L SP PY 1 orientation 
2L-2H SM Pine Springs Ranch retreat 
2W SD Advanced Dental Education Program in Endodontics ends 
(third year only) 
2N U Fall [uarter begins 
*CT*5ER    
W U Health and Faith Forum (formerly Bioethics and Wholeness 
Grand Rounds) 
N*9EM5ER   
F U Health and Faith Forum (formerly Bioethics and Wholeness 
Grand Rounds) 
2L-2H U Thanksgiving recess 
:ECEM5ER    
Q U Health and Faith Forum (formerly Bioethics and Wholeness 
Grand Rounds) 
1N U Fall [uarter ends 
1Q-Jan O U Christmas recess 
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2010    
JANUARY    
1 U Winter 5uarter begins 
10 U Health and Faith Forum 
1= U Martin Luther King, Jr., Day 
2G U Health and Faith Forum 
FEBRUARY    
10 U Health and Faith Forum 
12 SM Family Day and Freshman Dedication Service 
1K U Presidents' Day 
21 U Health and Faith Forum 
MARCH    
1= SM Senior Match Day 
1N U Winter 5uarter ends 
20-2= U Spring recess 
2N U Spring 5uarter begins 
APRIL    
G U Health and Faith Forum 
2= U Health and Faith Forum 
MAY    
12 U Health and Faith Forum 
2= SP 
SM 
Hooding ceremony 
Consecration and Hooding Ceremony 
2N SM,SP, SD Baccalaureate services 
00 SM, SP, SD Commencement services 
JUNE    
11 U Spring 5uarter ends 
11 U Focus on Graduates Vesper service 
12 SAHP, SN, SST Baccalaureate services 
10 SAHP, SN, SST Commencement services 
21 U Summer 5uarter begins 
JULY    
K U Independence Day recess 
AUGUST    
SEPTEMBER    
0 U Summer 5uarter ends 
 
  
 
II 
A$OUT T(E UNIVERSITY 
!"iversit) +isio" a"d /issio" 
!"iversit) 01iloso31) 
4ore +alues 
6tude"t 7ear"i"8 Out:o;es 
!"iversit) /a:e< 4oat o= >r;s< a"d 
6eal 
!"iversit) ?ou"datio"s 
(istory 
A century of service 
> !"ique !"iversit) 
Seventh<day Adventist heritage 
Our unique features 
63iritual 7i=e 
Chapel services 
Religion classes 
7ear"i"8 A"viro";e"t 
University student mission<focused learning 
opportunities 
University liEraries 
Learning resources 
>d;issio" 0oli:ies a"d B"=or;atio" 
Personal qualities 
Application and admissions 
Transcripts 
Continuous enrollment 
Study deferral 
Re<entrance 
Pre<entrance eHaminations 
Transfer credit 
(ealthIImmuniJations 
ComEined degrees programs 
Admissions classifications 
Advisement 
International students 
English proficiency 
Pre<entrance eHamination results 
International evaluations 
Finance and employment 
Visas 
Transfer students 
Study load 
Employment for international students 
Civisio" o= De"eral 6tudies 
General education requirements 
Loma Linda University philosophy of general 
education 
Loma Linda University criteria for general 
education courses 
Loma Linda University general education 
requirements 
6tude"t 7i=e 
From university to student 
Mhole<person health 
RecreationIMellnessN The Orayson Center 
Student health service 
Loma Linda University Student health plan 
Malpractice coverage 
OisaEility insurance 
Counseling and health services 
Governing practices 
Academic authority 
Academic integrity 
Conduct 
Grievance procedure 
Copyright violations 
Communication devices 
>:ade;i: 0oli:ies a"d B"=or;atio" 
Registration 
$acQground checQs 
Student level 
Course numEers 
Unit of credit 
Attendance 
CLEP 
Credit Ey eHamination 
Course waiver 
Independent study 
Correspondence course 
EHtension study 
Scholastic standing 
Academic standing 
VeteransS Eenefits 
Privacy rights of students in academic records 
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Grade change 
Repeating a course 
Personal leave of absence 
Withdrawal 
Administrative withdrawal 
Facilitating the transfer of currently registered 
students 
Academic residence 
Catalog in effect for degree requirements 
Graduation 
Commencement exercises 
Diplomas 
Financial Policies and Information 
Student fees 
General practices 
Deposits 
Housing 
International students 
Health service 
Student aid 
Veterans' benefits 
WICHE 
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Vision&'Transforming 
Lives' 
Mission 
Loma Linda University, a Seventh;day Adventist 
Christian health;sciences institution, seeks to further 
the healing and teaching ministry of Jesus Christ (to 
make man whole( byE 
Educating ethical and proficient Christian health 
professionals and scholars through 
instruction, example, and the pursuit of 
truthH 
Expanding knowledge through research in the 
biological, behavioral, physical, and 
environmental sciencesH and applying 
this knowledge to health and diseaseH 
Providing comprehensive, competent, and 
compassionate health care for the whole 
person through faculty, students, and 
alumni. 
 
In harmony with our heritage and global mission, 
! We encourage personal and professional 
growth through integrated development of 
the intellectual, physical, social, and spiritual 
dimensions of each member of the 
University community and those we serve. 
! We promote an environment that reflects 
and builds respect for the diversity of 
humanity as ordained by God. 
! We seek to serve a worldwide community by 
promoting healthful living, caring for the 
sick, and sharing the good news of a loving 
God. 
 
To achieve our mission we are committed to8 
Our Students 
Our primary responsibility is the education of 
students'who come from diverse ethnic and cultural 
backgrounds, enabling them to acMuire the 
foundation of knowledge, skills, values, attitudes, and 
behaviors appropriate for their chosen academic or 
health care ministry. We nurture their intellectual 
curiosity. We facilitate their development into active, 
independent learners. We provide continuing 
educational opportunities for our alumni and 
professional peers. We encourage a personal 
Christian faith that permeates the lives of those we 
educate. 
Our Faculty, Staff, and Administration 
We respect our faculty, staff, and administration who 
through education, research, and service create a 
stimulating learning environment for our students. 
They contribute to the development of new 
understandings in their chosen fields. They 
demonstrate both Christian values and competence in 
their scholarship and professions. 
Our Patients and Others We Serve 
We provide humanitarian service through people, 
programs, and facilities. We promote healthful living 
and respond to the therapeutic and rehabilitative 
needs of people. We seek to enhance the Muality of life 
for individuals in local, regional, national, and world 
communities. 
Our God and Our Church 
We believe all persons are called to friendship with a 
loving God both now and throughout eternity. We 
support the global mission of the Seventh;day 
Adventist Church by responding to the need for 
skilled Christian health professionals and scholars. 
We seek to honor God and to uphold the values of the 
Seventh;day Adventist Church and its commitment to 
awakening inMuiry. We are drawn by love to share 
the good news of God expressed through the life and 
gospel of Jesus Christ and to hasten His return. 
A Seventh-day Adventist health sciences institution 
UNIVERSITY CATALOG 11 
University Philosophy 
As implied by its motto, >TO MAKE MAN 
WHOLE,> the University affirms these tenets as 
central to its view of educationL 
God is the Creator and Sustainer of the universe. 
Mankind's fullest development entails a growing 
understanding of the individual in relation to both 
God and society. 
The quest for truth and professional expertise, in an 
environment permeated by religious values, benefits 
the individual and society and advances the ministry 
of the Seventh-day Adventist Church. 
>Wholeness means the lifelong, harmonious 
development of the physical, intellectual, emotional, 
relational, cultural and spiritual dimensions of a 
person's life, unified through a loving relationship 
with God and expressed in generous service to 
others.> 
!uoted in *The Grace of Wholeness* by Gerald R. 
Winslow, Ph.D., SCOPE, Spring 1AAA. Also quoted as the 
adopted definition of wholeness in the Loma Linda 
University Wholeness Inventory. 
 
 
Core Values 
The University affirms these values as central to its 
view of educationL 
COMPASSIONUThe sympathetic willingness to be 
engaged with the needs and sufferings of others. 
Among the most memorable depictions of 
compassion in Scripture is the story of the Good 
Samaritan, which Loma Linda University has taken as 
a central symbol of its work. 
INTEGRITYUThe quality of living a unified life in 
which one's convictions are well-considered and 
match one's actions. Integrity encompasses honesty, 
authenticity, and trustworthiness. 
EXCELLENCEUThe commitment to exceed 
minimum standards and expectations. 
FREEDOMUThe competency and privilege to make 
informed and accountable choices and to respect the 
freedom of others. God has called us not to slavery 
but to freedom. 
JUSTICEUThe commitment to equality and to treat 
others fairly, renouncing all forms of unfair 
discrimination. The God of the Bible is One who calls 
people continually to justice. According to the 
prophets, religious faith could be genuine only when 
it led the believers to >seek justice, rescue the 
oppressed, defend the orphans, XandY plead for the 
widow.> 
PURITY/SELF-CONTROLUThe commitment to be 
morally upright and moderate in all things, with 
complete control over one's emotions, desires, and 
actions. 
HUMILITYUThe willingness to serve others in a 
sacrificial manner, and the self-respect that renounces 
haughtiness or arrogance. 
  Student Learning Outcomes 13
S"#$%&" L%)*&+&, 
O#"./0%1 
Loma Linda University7s student learning outcomes 
are in the process of <eing implemented throughout 
all degree programs within the University. The Office 
of Assessment and Institutional Learning is worBing 
with programs to guide the assessment of these 
outcomes. All degree programs have articulated their 
learning outcomes, which will also reflect the 
University7s value of educational effectiveness. 
O#"./0% 2 Students understand and apply the 
University philosophy of wholeness in 
their personal and professional lives. 
 
O#"./0% 3 Students understand the importance of 
integrating the University7s Christ-
centered values in their personal and 
professional lives. 
 
O#"./0% 4 Students demonstrate critical thinBing. 
 
O#"./0% 5 Students develop a commitment to 
discovery and lifelong learning. 
 
O#"./0% 6 Students demonstrate effective 
communication sBills in English. 
 
O#"./0% 7 Students demonstrate effective use of 
technology appropriate to the 
discipline. 
 
O#"./0% 8 Students understand the importance of 
em<racing and serving a diverse world. 
 
O#"./0% 9 Students demonstrate the importance of 
colla<orating with others within and 
across disciplines. 
 
:&+;%*1+"< M).%> C/)" 
/@ A*01> )&$ S%)B 
Traditionally the ceremonial mace represents the 
authority vested in the highest officer of a governing 
<ody. In an educational institution, the authority 
sym<oliGed <y the mace derives from respect for the 
authority of Bnowledge and for the rights and value 
of the individual. Thus the leader of an academic 
community assumes the o<ligation and challenge to 
ensure for its mem<ers a climate conducive to growth 
in Bnowledge and grace. 
The construction of the ceremonial mace of Loma 
Linda University evoBes further ideas. Its two metals, 
<ronGe and aluminum, suggest the value of lessons 
<oth ancient and contemporary. Rather than lying 
prone, an instrument to <e wielded, this mace stands 
upright in cele<ration of the human spirit. Its open 
construction implies free exposure to Juestions, ideas, 
and conflict. The eight vertical supporting elements 
Kat three points <ound together as for strength and 
sta<ility in unityL uphold a graceful oval that points 
outward to the universe, the province of inJuiry. 
Within the oval, the University seal appears to float 
unfettered. The <asic design of the coat of arms and 
the seal of Loma Linda UniversityNesta<lished in 
130P as the College of Medical EvangelistsNis a 
contemporary modification of the shield, a heraldic 
device. 
Within the seal, the Christian crossNa universal 
sym<olNacBnowledges the role of Jesus Christ as 
Savior and Redeemer.  
The lighted torchNpart of our logo since 13P3N
suggests the illuminating power of Bnowledge and 
the central role of the Holy Spirit in teaching and 
healing. It also references the institution7s call to serve 
as a light to the world. 
The ancient staff of Aesculapius, long associated with 
medicineNand part of our logo since the 13T0sN
represents in the modern and <road sense the 
com<ined services of all the healing arts and sciences. 
Across the <ase of the shield, the open <ooB 
sym<oliGes the Word of GodNthe foundation of all 
truth, the source of the Christ-centered commission, 
the inspiration for all endeavor of humanity for 
humanity. 
Framing the shield are, at the left, the <ranch of oaB 
leaves and acorns, presented in ancient times to honor 
the civic contri<ution of one who had saved his 
<rother-citiGen7s lifeW and, at the right, the laurel 
<ranch, presented to honor personal achievement. 
Shown together, the oaB and laurel <ranches form a 
wreathNsuggesting that the life-saving and life-
enhancing worB of the health sciences <rings with it 
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an obligation to act honorably, courageously, and 
selflessly. 
The emblems of the seal imply that one who has the 
privilege of learning also has the obligation of valor 
and honor. On the scroll below the shield is the 
mottoIadopted in 1K55 on the occasion of the fiftieth 
anniversary of this institutionIMTo Make Man 
Whole.M 
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HISTOR6 
Loma Linda University is part of the Seventh-day 
Adventist system of higher education. In 1K05, the 
University (formerly College of Medical Evangelists) 
was foundedIthrough a series of divine 
providencesIat Loma Linda, California, by the 
Seventh-day Adventist Church. The School of 
Nursing began in 1K05. In 1K0K, the College of 
Medical Evangelists received its charter as a medical 
school with the express purpose of preparing 
physicians who could meet the needs of the whole 
person. Both schools emphasiVed the need for 
healthful living as a part of medical care, a 
revolutionary concept in 1K05. 
The University was designated by the Seventh-day 
Adventist Church as a center for educating health 
professionals. The original schoolsINursing and 
MedicineIhave been Woined by Allied Health 
Professions, Dentistry, Pharmacy, Public Health, 
Science and Technology, and Religion[ and the 
Faculty of Graduate Studies. The curricula of the 
University are approved by their respective 
professional organiVations. From its small beginnings, 
the University has achieved widespread recognition, 
having sent more of its graduates into international 
service than has any other university. It remains 
committed to the vision of its founders and is 
sustained by its close association with the church. 
From 1K1] to 1K^0, the University operated within 
health facilities in two cities: Loma Linda and Los 
Angeles. In September 1K^0, all health-professional 
education was consolidated at Loma Linda. In 1K^`, 
Loma Linda University Medical Center opened in its 
new three-tower facilityIa landmark cloverleaf 
structure. The medical center continues on the cutting 
edge of health care, providing excellent service for 
patients and expanding educational opportunities for 
students. 
In 1KK0, the Board of Trustees designated Loma Linda 
University a health-sciences universityIpart of a 
complex comprised of Loma Linda University 
Medical Center, faculty-practice plans, and affiliated 
institutions. The University is a leader in the field of 
health-sciences education, research, and service. 
The most current campus census figures (April 000K) 
indicate that the core of the combined faculties 
consists of 1,0KK full-time teachers. Part-time and 
voluntary teachers (1,a03Ilargely clinicians in the 
professional curricula) bring the total to 0,`00. As of 
Spring cuarter 000K, `a0 students from 110 countries 
outside the United States are represented in the 
enrollment of a,11a. 
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A C$NT'RY OF S$R-IC$ 
Today the original 1908 property is part of an 
e;panding health sciences campus, which includes@ 
! five medical facilities, licensed for 
appro;imately 9A0 bedsC  
o Loma Linda University Medical Center 
GLLUMCH, 1966J 
o Loma Linda University Children's 
Hospital GLLUCHH, 1993J 
o Loma Linda University Medical Center 
East Campus Hospital GLLUECHH, 2003J 
licensed under LLUMC as Loma Linda 
University Community Medical Center 
GLLUCMCH, 1993Cformerly known as 
Loma Linda Community HospitalJ 
o Loma Linda University Heart & Surgical 
Hospital GLLUSHSH, 2009J 
o an acute psychiatric care facility, 
licensed in 1991 for R9 bedsCthe Loma 
Linda University Behavioral Medicine 
Center GLLUBMCH 
! nine Loma Linda University Adventist 
Health Sciences Center GLLUAHSCH 
institutes, three LLUAHSC-related research 
centers, and various school-related research 
centers Gsee Learning ResourcesHJ 
! and Loma Linda University Gon-campus, 
distance-education, and online-degree 
programs through the Schools of Allied 
Health Professions, Dentistry, Medicine, 
Nursing, Pharmacy, Public Health, and 
ReligionJ and the Faculty of Graduate 
Studies. 
 
1908 School of Nursing 
1909 School of Medicine, renamed the College of 
Medical Evangelists GCMEH 
1922 Department of Dietetics 
193\ School of Medical Technology] 
19A1 School of Physical Therapy] 
19A8 Radiologic Technology Program] 
19AR School of Tropical and Preventive Medicine 
Greorganized as School of Public Health, 196AH 
1983 School of Dentistry 
198A Graduate School Grestructured as Faculty of 
Graduate Studies, 2008H 
198R Dental Hygiene Program 
1989 Occupational Therapy Program] 
1963 Medical Records Administration Program] 
1966 Schools/Programs Gsee ] aboveH consolidated 
as the School of Allied Health Professions 
196\ Loma Linda University campus merges with 
La Sierra College 
196R Loma Linda University Medical Center 
dedicated 
1990 Loma Linda and La Sierra campuses become 
two separate universities 
1991 Loma Linda University designated a health-
sciences university 
199\ Loma Linda University and Medical Center 
Gcorporately linked together through Loma 
Linda University Adventist Health Sciences 
CenterCLLUAHSCH 
2002 School of Pharmacy 
2003 School of Science and Technology 
200\ School of Religion 
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Spiritual Life 
/orship e3periences represent a critical dimension 
o+ the educational e3perience at Loma Linda 
Universit: and are availa;le to the student man: 
times throu<hout the wee>? In addition to re<ular 
Frida: evenin< and Saturda: servicesB man: classB 
schoolB clu;B and Universit: activities include a 
component o+ worship and praise to Cod? 
CHAPEL SERVICES 
In >eepin< with the commitment o+ our missionB 
Loma Linda Universit: students have special 
reDuirementsB such as chapel service attendance each 
/ednesda: mornin< in the Universit: Church? The 
chapel pro<rams provide a variet: o+ opportunities to 
inte<rate +aith and learnin<? Under<raduates who live 
in the residence halls are also e3pected to attend 
worships in the residence halls each wee>? 
RELIGION CLASSES 
Classes in reli<ion are part o+ the core curriculum in 
each o+ the Universit:Gs schools and pro<rams? These 
classes deal with the stud: o+ the Bi;leB ethicsB clinical 
ministr: Iwhich concentrates on wa:s to understand 
and meet the spiritual needs o+ patients in a manner 
that is noninvasive and individuall: appropriateJB 
and a variet: o+ other issues related to the studentGs 
+ield o+ stud: and personal spiritual Kourne:? 
All students who choose Loma Linda as their 
universit: ma>e a commitment to conduct their lives 
in a manner that re+lects their sense o+ responsi;ilit: 
+or the honor and inte<rit: o+ the Universit: and 
themselves as mem;ers o+ its communit:? 
Learning Environment 
Loma Linda Universit: is dedicated to creatin< a 
learnin< environment that promotes the li+elon< 
pursuit o+ >nowled<eB wisdomB and s>ills used +or 
sel+less service to man>ind? Throu<h intentional 
educational strate<iesB Loma Linda Universit: 
interweaves its visionB missionB and core values with 
its student learnin< outcomes?  The Universit:Ms 
mission o+ wholeness <ives +ocus to the learnin< 
environment that ;alances mindB ;od:B and spirit 
Ips:choNsocialNph:sicalNspiritualJ and <ives meanin< 
to the motto o+ missionN+ocused learnin<? In this 
health care institutionB critical and anal:tical thin>in< 
s>ills in the healthB ;ehavioralB and natural sciences 
are ;lended with a commitment to spiritual and 
moral development? 
 
Loma Linda Universit: pled<es to studentsB sta++B 
+acult:B alumniB and the local and <lo;al communities 
its commitment to upholdin< inte<rit:B valuin< 
diversit:B en<a<in< with the communit: in serviceN
learnin< scholarshipB and honorin< the process o+ 
on<oin< sel+Nassessment +or the purpose o+ 
continuous Dualit: improvement? The Universit: and 
each o+ its schoolsB pro<ramsB and classes provide 
clearl: de+ined student learnin< outcomes and 
measura;le per+ormance indicators to create a 
learnin< atmosphere that is clear and +ocused? 
The Universit: is en<a<ed in s:stematic academic 
pro<ram review? Curricular maps are maintained +or 
each pro<ram to assure ali<nment ;etween student 
learnin< outcomes and planned academic activities? 
Pro<ram review +ollows care+ull: developed 
schedules as outlined in schoolNspeci+ic assessment 
matrices? 
Loma Linda Universit: is committed to usin< 
assessment data to <uide academic and +iscal master 
plannin< +or the Universit:? 
The total resources o+ the Universit: o++er a wealth o+ 
opportunit: to the student with initiative and 
willin<ness to develop individual capacit: to the 
+ullest e3tent? The academic resourcesB a++iliated 
clinical +acilitiesB and communit: a<encies constitute a 
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UNIVERSITY STUDENT MISSION-
FOCUSED LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES 
Students for International Mission Service (SIMS) 
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Community-Academic Partners in Service (CAPS) 
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Major library resources 
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Admission Policies and 
Information 
PERSONAL 8UALITIES 
Loma Linda University was established to provide 
professional health education in a distinctively 
Christian environment that prepares well-Gualified, 
dedicated Christian health-science professionals who 
are committed to fulfilling the mission of this 
University to serve humanity. Students at Loma 
Linda University are eKpected to uphold the Christian 
ethical and moral standards of this Seventh-day 
Adventist Church-related institution while on and off 
campus. 
The University's emphasis on health and the health 
professions, as well as the practices of the supporting 
church, preclude admission of applicants who use 
tobacco, alcoholic beverages, or narcotics. The rights 
of the individual are recognized and respectedN 
however, any conduct that is contrary to the 
principles governing a healthful and moral lifestyle is 
not acceptable for a Loma Linda University student. 
The prospective student has the freedom to accept or 
reOect these principles and practices. However, once 
application is made to this University, it is assumed 
that the applicant has chosen to abide by them. 
In selecting students for entrance to programs in the 
schools, the admissions committees look for evidence 
of personal integrity, academic achievement, healthy 
lifestyle, self-discipline, and self-direction. An 
applicant accepted to a school must possess 
capabilities to complete the full curriculum in the 
allotted time at the levels of competence reGuired. 
While preference is given to Seventh-day Adventist 
Church members, anyone interested in studying at 
Loma Linda University and willing to live by the 
institutionSs standards is encouraged to apply. 
Some programs reGuire an interview with the faculty. 
Acceptance of an applicant into any curriculum is 
contingent on the recommendation of the department 
conducting the program. 
APPLICATION AND ADMISSIONS 
Where to apply 
It is important to know the specifics of the application 
process and to begin this process well in advance of 
the date of anticipated or desired entrance. Degree 
and program information and reGuirements can be 
found online at Uwww.llu.eduV. Application to a 
degree or certificate program is to be submitted 
online at Uwww.llu.eduWcentralWapplyWindeK.pageV. 
EKceptionX Some Loma Linda University programs 
use eKternal application services, as noted on the Web 
page. 
Where to email, call, or Crite 
For information about Loma Linda UniversityX 
Email UaskZllu.eduV or to the school of choice, using 
the address listed on Uwww.llu.eduWcentralW 
applyWindeK.pageV. 
Telephone inGuiries may be made at [00W422-4LLU. 
Dialing from Canada, please call [00W^_[-_114. 
Correspondence regarding application and admission 
should be addressed toa 
     Office of Admissions 
     bSchool of choicec 
     Loma Linda University 
     Loma Linda, CA d2e^0 
Procedure 
The applicant should complete the following 
application reGuirementsX 
! Complete and submit the application forms 
online at Uwww.llu.eduWcentralW 
applyWindeK.pageV, accompanied by the 
nonrefundable application fee. Some 
programs use eKternal application services, 
as listed. 
! ReGuest letters of recommendation. 
! ReGuest that official transcripts of all 
postsecondary course work be sent directly 
to the Office of University Admissions. High 
school transcripts are reGuired for 
application to undergraduate programs. 
! Take the appropriate admissions tests, as 
noted in the school and program sections of 
this CATALOG, and reGuest that the results 
be sent to the Office of University 
Admissions. 
ApplicationErevieC process 
All completed applications are reviewed by the 
appropriate admissions committee, which makes the 
final decision regarding acceptance. 
Acceptance 
Upon receipt of the notice of acceptance, the applicant 
is eKpected to send a letter to confirm acceptance, 
along with the reGuired nonrefundable deposit. This 
deposit is deducted from the tuition and fees due at 
the initial registration. 
ApplicantGs records 
The application and all supporting records and 
documents become the property of the University. 
TRANSCRIPTS 
Incoming 
Applicants not applying through an eKternal 
application service must provide official transcripts of 
all postsecondary education prior to offers of 
admission. However, international applicants bnon-
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U.S. citizens and non-U.S. permanent residents) must 
meet all admission re<uirements for the chosen 
program before an offer of acceptance can be issued, 
whether or not the program uses an eBternal 
application service. Official final transcripts 
documenting completion of all course worE taEen 
between the time of application and matriculation 
must be received within the first <uarter of 
enrollment. Applicants eBpecting an associateFs 
degree to be awarded before matriculation at Loma 
Linda University must provide documentation (e.g., 
letter from registrar, school dean, or designee) 
showing eBpected degree completion. Otherwise, a 
high school transcript will be re<uired for acceptance. 
Applicants to programs that re<uire a bachelorFs 
degree must submit documentation (e.g., letter from 
registrar, school dean, or designee) of completion of 
bachelorFs degree prior to matriculation. Subse<uent 
enrollment is contingent upon the previous 
submission of all official final transcripts. Applicants 
are re<uired to furnish evidence (transcripts, GED, 
CHSPE, or e<uivalent) of completion of high school in 
order to be granted admission to undergraduate 
programs of the University. The final transcript must 
include the date of graduation. Students who hold an 
associate degree from a regionally accredited 
college/university upon admission do not need to 
furnish a high school transcript, unless re<uired to 
validate specific course worE. The University accepts 
only official transcripts sent directly to Loma Linda 
University from the college, university, or high school 
issuing it. Transcripts submitted by the student are 
not considered official. 
Applicants who have attended international schools 
are re<uired to submit official transcripts (marE 
sheets) in the original language, which convey the 
grade and credits earned in each subQect; and an 
English translation of their transcripts, if not already 
in English. In accordance with the United States 
immigration regulations, international applicants can 
be evaluated on the basis of a previewed unofficial 
copy of their transcripts, on the condition that the 
University receives official transcripts before the 
admission is finalized. Applicants to programs that 
re<uire a bachelorFs degree must submit 
documentation of completion of a bachelorFs degree 
prior to matriculation. 
Official education transcripts (or marE sheets), 
degrees earned from international institutions, or 
professional credentials must be sent to an evaluation 
center approved by Loma Linda University. The 
center reports the evaluation results directly to the 
Office of University Admissions. 
Transcripts and evaluation results received by the 
University become the property of the University and 
will not be released to the student or forwarded to 
any other institution. 
Out$oin$ 
The University provides transcripts to other 
institutions or to the student or graduate only upon 
written re<uest of the student or graduate. 
The University reserves the right to withhold all 
information concerning the record of any student 
who is in arrears in the payment of accounts or other 
charges, including student loans. No transcripts will 
be issued until all of the studentFs financial 
obligations to the University as defined in this 
CATALOG have been met. 
)ONTINUOUS ENRO112ENT 
A student who has not enrolled for any classes, or 
paid the continuous registration fee for courses still in 
progress from a previous term, will be inactivated at 
the beginning of the second <uarter of nonenrollment, 
unless s/he is on an approved leave of absence 
(maBimum of four academic <uarters, including 
Summer Tuarter). (EBample: A student who enrolled 
for Autumn Tuarter, but who does not enroll for 
Winter Tuarter, will be inactivated at the close of 
registration Wtwo weeEs into the <uarterX for the 
subse<uent Spring Tuarter). 
Inactivated or formally withdrawn students who 
wish to return to complete their degree program are 
re<uired to reapply with sufficient time for ade<uate 
review of any new transcript credits and advisement 
of any new program re<uirements. 
The reapplication process also re<uires the 
submission of official transcripts from all 
colleges/universities attended since the student last 
attended this University. Official transcripts from 
colleges/universities the student attended while 
enrolled at this University must also be submitted if 
they were not submitted prior to inactivation. 
Students who reapply to a program are subQect to the 
program re<uirements published in the Catalog in 
effect at the time of re-entry. All graduates are 
eBpected to have documented current Enowledge in 
their field of study as of the date of graduation (date 
on diploma). 
Leave-of-absence status does not eBtend the studentYs 
five-year (masterYs) or seven-year (doctoral) time limit 
for completion of a degree program. If the re-
applicant is within a year of his/her time limit at the 
time of reapplication, or if the time limit has eBpired 
and the re-applicant is re<uesting re-admission and a 
time eBtension, then s/he must submit a <uarter-by-
<uarter plan for meeting all degree re<uirements. The 
re-admission re<uest will be evaluated with the 
degree-completion time eBtension. 
STU3Y 3EFERRA1 
Applicants are accepted for a specified entering date. 
If the applicant does not enter the program at the time 
stated for admission, the application will become 
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inactive unless the school receives a written re@uest to 
hold the application.  Not all programs permit an 
applicant to defer an application; however, for those 
programs for which this is permitted, an application 
may not be deferred for more than one year. After one 
year, a new application must be submitted. Accepted 
applicants who wish to reactivate their acceptance at 
a later date must apply to the school for reactivation. 
Previous acceptance does not guarantee acceptance at 
a later time. Individuals must meet admission and 
graduation re@uirements that are in effect for the 
school year during which they first register. 
!"#"N%!&N'" 
See Continuous Enrollment policy in this section of 
the CATALOG. 
P!"#"N%!&N'" "*&M,N&%,-NS 
Official pre-entrance examination results, as re@uired 
by each program, should be sent to the Office of 
University Admissions, except for the following 
programs: 
! Applicants to the School of Medicine are 
re@uired to take the Medical College 
Admission Test (MCAT) and have scores 
sent to the schoolSs Office of Admissions 
through an application submitted to the 
American Medical College Admissions 
Service (AMCAS); 
! Applicants to the School of Dentistry are 
re@uired to take the Dental Admission Test 
(DAT) and have scores sent directly to the 
schoolSs Office of Admissions. 
%!&NS/"! '!"D,% 
Applicants must file with the Office of University 
Admissions complete records of all studies taken on 
the collegeUuniversity levels. Transfer credit is 
defined as credit completed at another U.S.A. college 
or university accredited by a regional association, or 
credit earned at an institution accredited by the 
Seventh-day Adventist educational system, or credit 
earned at an international institution recognized by 
its government. The University reserves the right to 
re@uire an applicant to satisfactorily complete written 
andUor practical examinations in any course for 
which transfer credit is re@uested. Remedial, high 
school-level courses, and courses identified by the 
transfer institutionSs catalog as not applicable toward 
a baccalaureate degree are not accepted for transfer 
into an undergraduate program. Graduate transfer 
courses must be e@uivalent to courses appropriate to 
degree re@uirements. 
1unior colleges 
A maximum total of 70 semester units or 105 @uarter 
units of credit will be accepted from regionally 
accredited junior colleges. Subject and unit 
re@uirements for admission to the respective 
programs are outlined in Section III. 
,nternational 
Credits submitted from a college outside the United 
States are evaluated on an individual basis by an 
evaluation center approved by Loma Linda 
University, which reports the evaluation results 
directly to the Office of University Admissions. It is 
the applicantSs responsibility to contact an approved 
evaluation service and supply the re@uired 
documents for evaluation. 
Professional schools 
Credits earned in a professional school are accepted 
only from a school recognized by its regional or 
national accrediting association and only for a course 
that is essentially the e@uivalent of what is offered at 
this University or is substantially relevant to the 
curriculum. 
Military schools 
Credit for studies taken at a military service school is 
granted to veterans according to recommendations in 
the !"ide of )he +,e-ican 1o"ncil on 3d"ca)ion. 
'orresAondenceCdistance course DorE 
Course work taken at a regionally accredited school is 
ordinarily accepted. Home Study International, Silver 
Spring, Maryland, is the officially affiliated 
correspondence school for Loma Linda University. 
H"&G%HC,MMHN,I&%,-NS 
Pre#entrance health reJuirementsC,mmuniLations 
It is expected that necessary routine dental and 
medical care and elective surgery will have been 
attended to before the student registers. 
New students are re@uired to have certain 
immunizations and tests before registration. Forms 
for a studentSs personal physician to use in 
documenting the completion of immunization 
re@uirements are provided on the New-Student 
Portal. In order to avoid having a hold placed on the 
registration, the student is encouraged to return the 
documentation forms to Student Health Service no 
later than three weeks prior to the beginning of 
registration. The student must give evidence in the 
form of physician records or University health-service 
records for the items listed below before registration 
for the first academic @uarter. 
NOTE: Charges for immunizations and tests 
completed at Student Health Service will be billed to 
the studentSs account. 
! Two MMRs^measles (rubeola), mumps, 
rubella (German measles) 
! Immunizations must be current after 1980. 
! PPD (TB) skin result or x-ray report 
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! If a returning student is assigned to a clinical 
facility that re8uires a tuberculosis skin test, 
then the student is re8uired to have the test 
within the si> months before the assignment 
begins. For School of Dentistry applicants 
only, this test must be repeated at least 
yearly while a student, and more fre8uently 
if re8uired for placement at a clinical agency 
site. 
! Tetanus/Diphtheria booster 
! Booster must be current within ten years. 
! Garicella (chicken po>) blood test and/or 
immunization 
! If no known history of chicken po>, student 
will need to provide proof of a positive titer 
or of a completed series of two vaccinations. 
! Hepatitis-B vaccination series 
! Students who have had hepatitis-B in the 
past should employ e>tra protection when 
involved in direct patient care and may 
re8uest a modified curriculum, if necessary. 
This series of three vaccinations may be 
completed at this University even if it was 
begun elsewhere. 
For further information, consult the Student Handbook, 
University Policies: Communicable disease 
transmission-prevention policyP and the Student 
Health Service office, e>tension 88770. 
COMBINED DEGREES PROGRAMS 
Information regarding combined degrees programs, 
their curricula, pre-entry re8uirements, distribution of 
instruction, graduation re8uirements, finances, etc., 
may be obtained from the schools and program 
directors responsible for the programs. See Section III 
of this CATALOV for combined-degrees program 
options. 
BAC/GROUND CHEC/ 
After students are accepted, they will receive a link on 
their New-Student Portal that will allow them to get a 
University-specific background check. Other 
background checks will not be accepted. 
ADMISSIONS CLASSIFICATIONS 
Applicants are admitted under one of the following 
classifications and must be approved for acceptance 
by the department(s) in which they propose to do 
their maXor concentration. Acceptance into a specific 
program is re8uired before any credit earned can be 
applied to a degree or certificate. 
Regular 
Regular status is given to a student who has met all 
entrance re8uirements and is registered for a standard 
course of study leading toward a degree or certificate 
in one of the schools of the University. 
Pro<isional 
Provisional status may be given to a student who has 
been accepted for admission but has not yet received 
regular status, either because of 8ualitative or 
8uantitative deficiencies in the academic record. 
Nondegree 
Nondegree status may be granted to a student who 
has not been admitted to a degree or certificate 
program but who is registered for selected courses in 
one of the schools of the University. Nondegree 
students are limited to a total of 12 units cumulative 
of courses that are applicable to a degree program at 
this University. 
Continuing education CCED 
Continuing-education status is given to a student 
who is registered for a continuing-education course 
earning continuing-education units (CEUs). 
ADEISEMENT 
Upon admission into a degree program, each student 
is assigned an academic advisor\a faculty member in 
the student]s maXor department who serves as the 
student]s first line of communication in addressing 
professional and personal successes and potential 
challenges. 
Faculty advisors are prepared to discuss career 
opportunities, academic policies, academic problems, 
curriculum, and personal circumstances. 
It is the student]s responsibility to consult with 
his/her advisor in planning the program of study. 
Thereafter, advisees should schedule counseling 
sessions with their advisors to monitor progress and 
assure completion of degree re8uirements. When 
8uestions arise relating to curriculum or policy 
re8uirements, students should always refer first to the 
CATALOV and their own program curriculum 
outline. Ne>t, they may seek counsel from their 
academic advisor. _uestions arising after discussion 
with the advisor should be referred to the department 
chair or the academic dean. 
Orientation and advisement sessions are scheduled 
for all new students. These sessions provide general 
guidance regarding student services, health care, 
library resources, safety and security, registration 
procedures, and academic policy. 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
International applicants (non-U.S. citizens and non-
U.S. permanent residents) must meet all admissions 
re8uirements for the chosen program before an offer 
of acceptance can be issued. This includes providing 
evidence of their ability to meet estimated living 
e>penses and all financial obligations to the 
University that will occur during their program. 
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After acceptance into the chosen program, the office 
of International Student and Scholar Services will 
contact international applicants and guide them 
through the appropriate procedures. For Huestions, 
please contact International Student and Scholar 
Services at 909/558-4955. 
English proficienc/ 
Regardless of nationality or citizenship, an applicant 
whose native language is not English or whose 
secondary education has been given outside the !.S. 
is reHuired to pass an approved test of English 
proficiency. Additionally, any applicant whose 
English competency is uncertain in regards to their 
professional success at Loma Linda !niversity may 
be reHuired to pass a test of English proficiency. The 
minimum reHuired score for IELTS is 6.5. The 
minimum reHuired score on MELAB is 77. A 
minimum TOEFL score of 550 (paper-based) / 213 
(computer-based) / 80 (Internet-based) is reHuired. A 
Test of Spoken English (TSE) with a minimum score 
of 55 is reHuired only for M.P.A., entry-level M.P.T., 
and D.P.T. degrees. TOEFL scores are valid for two 
years from the test date. If it has been more than two 
years since the examinee last took TOEFL, the test 
must be taken again to have the scores reported. Visit 
the TOEFL Web site at <www.ets.org/toefl> for the 
most up-to-date information and examination 
registration. 
Pre1entrance e4amination results 
All official pre-entrance test scores (e.g., TOEFL, 
/RE)  as reHuired by each program must be sent 
directly to the Office of !niversity Admissions by the 
testing organization. 
International evaluations  
All international (non-!.S.) transcripts, including 
high school, must be submitted to one of the LL!-
approved evaluation services. See 
<www.llu.edu/central/apply/intltrans.page> for a 
list of the approved companies. 
Finances and emplo/ment 
!nited States immigration regulations and Loma 
Linda !niversity reHuire that international students 
must be prepared to provide an advance deposit and 
must provide documentation that additional funds 
will be forthcoming to meet school expenses. The 
deposit will be held by the !niversity during the 
program of study and will be applied to the last 
Huarteras tuition charge. Alternatively, the deposit 
may be refunded, less any outstanding balance on the 
account, if the student is denied a visa or terminates 
his/her program. 
Scholarships and assistantships for international 
students are scarce. Contact your program for 
availability and application information. 
International students must obtain written 
authorization from International Student and Scholar 
Services before accepting any on-campus 
employment. Off-campus employment reHuires prior 
issue of a work permit by the !.S. Citizenship and 
Immigration Services. F- and b-visa students must 
limit their employment to twenty hours or less per 
week while registered for courses and while classes 
are in session during three of four Huarters in an 
academic year. Regulations allow full-time work 
(forty hours or less per week) during school breaks 
and summer vacations (if studentsa programs allow 
summer Huarters off). For Huestions, please telephone 
International Student and Scholar Services at 
909/558-4955. 
VISAS 
F1> student visas 
Loma Linda !niversity is authorized by the !nited 
States Department of Homeland Security to issue F-
visa applications (i.e., I-20 forms). The F-1 student 
visa is the visa of choice for most international 
students coming to Loma Linda !niversity. This visa 
allows some nondegree study (e.g., certificates, 
preceptorships, and English-as-a-second-language 
studies). Degree-earning students are subject to 
study-load reHuirements and are allowed limited on-
campus employment. 
The I-20 is issued after a student: 
1. has been accepted into a program and all 
official transcripts (mark sheets) have been 
received by the !niversity, 
2. has paid the advance deposit, and 
3. has documented his/her financial plan for 
the chosen program. 
International Student and Scholar Services can be 
contacted at 909/558-4955 for further information 
regarding F-1 student visas and the regulations 
governing this visa. 
?1visa e4change program 
Loma Linda !niversity has an Exchange Visitor 
Program that is approved by the !.S. Department of 
State. This b-visa exchange program is authorized to 
sponsor/host degree-earning students, nondegree 
(continuing education) students, short-term scholars, 
visiting professors, and research scholars. The b-visa 
form, DS-2019, is issued after an exchange visitor has 
been accepted into a program, scholar position, or 
professor positionf and has documented his/her 
financial plan (including health insurance for b-1 and 
b-2 dependents). 
Loma Linda !niversity also hosts exchange visitors 
who are sponsored by other organizations (e.g., 
Fulbright scholars). As a hosting institution, Loma 
Linda !niversity has limited authority over an 
exchange visitor since the authority resides in the 
sponsoring organization. 
!nder current exchange visitor regulations, b-2 
dependents are allowed to enroll part or full time at 
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Loma Linda University. Also, their credits earned can 
be either degree or nondegree applicable. 
>-1 exchange visitors are allowed to work; but 
employment guidelines differ, depending on the 
exchange category. Contact International Student and 
Scholar Services at 909I558-4955 for further 
information and regulations governing the Exchange 
Visitor Program. 
Ot#er 'isas 
Internationals may enter the U.S. on a wide variety of 
visas. However, a visa may have to be changed before 
a student can commence academic studies at this 
University. For further information regarding 
regulations and study options for specific visa types, 
contact International Student and Scholar Services at 
909I558-4955. 
Stud. load 
Both the F- and >-student-visa regulations require the 
successful completion of a full study load during each 
quarter of each academic year (as defined by each 
program). A minimum of 12 units per quarter is 
usually considered full time for an undergraduate 
program; 8 units per quarter is considered full time 
for a graduate program. In any quarter in which there 
will be a reduced study load, prior approval is 
needed from an international student adviser in 
International Student and Scholar Services. 
Transfer students 
International students currently attending other 
schools in the United States who have either an I-20 or 
a DS-2019 and who wish to attend Loma Linda 
University must do a school-to-school transfer. The 
timing of a transfer is critical in order to maintain visa 
status; therefore, it is important to consult with an 
international adviser at each school as soon as the 
acceptance letter is received. 
Stud. load 
Both the F- and >-student-visa regulations require the 
successful completion of a full study load during each 
quarter of every academic year (as defined by each 
program). A minimum of 12 units per quarter is 
usually considered full time for an undergraduate 
program; 8 units per quarter is considered full time 
for a graduate program. In any quarter in which there 
will be a reduced study load, prior approval is 
needed from an international student advisor in 
International Student and Scholar Services. 
Emplo.ment for international students 
International students must obtain written 
authorization from International Student and Scholar 
Services before accepting any on-campus 
employment. Off-campus employment requires prior 
issue of a work permit by the U.S. Citizenship and 
Immigration Services. F- and >-visa students must 
limit their employment to twenty hours or less per 
week while registered for courses and while classes 
are in session during three of four quarters in an 
academic year. Regulations allow full-time work 
(forty hours or less per week) during school breaks 
and summer vacations (if students' programs allow 
summer quarters off). For questions, please telephone 
International Student and Scholar Services at 
909I558-4955. 
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(2e Di6ision o: /eneral 'tu@ies o::ers general 
e@uBation Bourses t2at BontriCute to t2e :ul:illment o: 
reEuirements t2at aFFly to t2e HaB2elor o: 'BienBe 
@egree Frograms in t2e 'B2ools o: ,llie@ Iealt2 
Jro:essionsK DentistryK "ursingK an@ JuCliB Iealt2L #n 
a@@itionK t2ese sB2ools o::er a 6ariety o: general 
e@uBation Bourses t2at are oFen to stu@ents aBross all 
sB2oolsL (2e Di6ision o: /eneral 'tu@ies also Fro6i@es 
o6ersig2t :or Bourses t2at may Ce seleBte@ to enriB2 a 
stu@entMs aBa@emiB eNFerienBe Cut O2iB2 @o not :ul:ill 
-oma -in@a !ni6ersity general e@uBation 
reEuirementsL 
 
L;=A L:N!A UN:>24S:T? 
PA:L;S;PA? ;F G2N24AL 2!UCAT:;N 
,s a 'e6ent2P@ay ,@6entist 2ealt2PsBienBes 
institutionK -oma -in@a !ni6ersity seeQs to eNemFli:y 
a li:e o: ser6iBe an@ sensiti6ity Ceyon@ t2e 
reEuirements o: aBa@emiB eNBellenBe Oit2in a 
Fro:essional @isBiFlineL Rit2 its riB2 sFiritual 2eritageK 
t2e !ni6ersity FlaBes sFeBial emF2asis on e@uBating 
its stu@ents :or a li:e o: ser6iBe in a gloCal BommunityL 
/eneral e@uBation at -oma -in@a !ni6ersity Bonsists 
o: BoursesK leBturesK FrogramsK an@ aBti6ities 
Boor@inate@ Oit2 t2e intent to integrate :ait2 an@ 
learningL #n a@@ition to t2e CasiBs o: Bultural 2eritage 
an@ @i6ersityK sBienti:iB inEuiry an@ analysisK 
BommuniBationK an@ OellnessK t2e BurriBulum 
emF2asiSes t2e !ni6ersityMs sFiritual 2eritageT as Oell 
as moral an@ et2iBal @eBision maQing t2at is 
groun@e@ in +2ristian FrinBiFlesL 
(2usK a general e@uBation is Bonsi@ere@ to Ce t2e 
Bornerstone uFon O2iB2 stu@ents Cegin Bulti6ating 
t2eir aCilities toU 
VL !n@erstan@ t2e :un@amental +2ristian 
FrinBiFles an@ ,@6entist 2eritage t2at 
un@ergir@ -oma -in@a !ni6ersityL 
1L WaQe in:orme@ moral an@ et2iBal @eBisionsL 
0L #nBorForate BritiBalPt2inQing sQills into 
Fersonal an@ Fro:essional eNFerienBeL 
XL $alue in@i6i@uals Oit2 @i6erse BaFaCilities 
an@ i@eologiBalK et2niBK gen@erK an@ 
generational FersFeBti6esL 
YL +ommuniBate e::eBti6elyL 
ZL !n@ertaQe sBienti:iB inEuiry an@ analysisL 
[L ,FFreBiate t2e BontriCutions o: t2e arts an@ 
2umanities to soBietyL 
\L %Namine t2e 2istoriBal Casis o: t2e 2ealt2P
sBienBes Fro:essionsL 
]L De6eloF sel:PaOareness t2roug2 CalanBe o: 
mentalK F2ysiBalK soBialK an@ sFiritual asFeBts 
o: @aily li6ingL 
V^L Wo@el ser6antPlea@ers2iF in 2ealt2 Bare as 
eNemFli:ie@ Cy Jesus o: "aSaret2L 
(2e -oma -in@a !ni6ersity F2ilosoF2y o: general 
e@uBation Breates a uniEue learning en6ironment 
Bommitte@ to t2e BonBeFt o: 2uman O2olenessL 
`aBulty are seleBte@ O2o emCraBe t2e sFirit as Oell as 
t2e sFeBi:iBs o: general e@uBation an@ O2o FurFose to 
eNten@ its goals into all asFeBts o: uni6ersity li:ea
:rom t2e resi@enBe 2all Frograms to t2e Bore o: 
Fro:essional stu@iesat2us a@@ing an in6isiCle 
BurriBulum to t2e reEuire@ Bourse o::eringsL #t is t2is 
sFirit in tan@em Oit2 t2e sFeBi:iBs o: a liCeral arts 
e@uBation t2at insFires stu@ents to aB2ie6e aBa@emiB 
eNBellenBeK 6alue @i6ersityK Fursue li:elong learningK 
an@ li6e to Cless ot2ersL 
L;=A L:N!A UN:>24S:T? C4:T24:A 
F;4 G2N24AL 2!UCAT:;N C;U4S2S 
! (2e Bourse assists t2e 2ealt2PsBienBes 
stu@ent in Bulti6ating aCilities in one or more 
o: t2e FreBe@ing ten asFeBts @esBriCe@ in t2e 
-oma -in@a !ni6ersity F2ilosoF2y o: 
general e@uBation :or CaBBalaureate @egreesL 
! (2e Frimary :oBus o: t2e Bourse BontriCutes 
to t2e rele6ant QnoOle@ge an@ 
un@erstan@ing o: a suCbeBt area Oit2in one o: 
t2e :olloOing @omains @esBriCe@ in t2e 
-oma -in@a !ni6ersity general e@uBation 
reEuirements :or CaBBalaureate @egreesL 
! (2e Bourse is Case@ on aFFroFriate 
FrereEuisitesK FartiBularly O2en o::ere@ at 
t2e uFFerP@i6ision le6elL 
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! The course is open to all baccalaureate 
degree students of Loma Linda University 
for general education credit. 
! Courses transferred to Loma Linda 
University for general education credit from 
another accredited institution must fall 
within one of the domains described in 
Loma Linda University@s general education 
reAuirements for the baccalaureate degree. 
LOMA LINDA UNIVERSIT/ GENERAL 
EDUCATION RE2UIREMENTS 368 
2UARTER UNITS6 
In harmony with its commitment to wholeness, Loma 
Linda University reAuires all students graduating 
with a baccalaureate degree to complete a minimum 
of 68 Auarter units of general education, which are 
integrated into the entire undergraduate program. 
ReAuirements are organiGed into five domains, as 
outlined in the following: 
DOMAIN 18 RELIGION AND 
HUMANITIES 328-32 2UARTER UNITS6 
The study of religion must include an average of 4 
units of religion course worJ for every 48 Auarter 
units earned while attending a Seventh-day Adventist 
college or university. For students who did not earn 
all their credit at a Seventh-day Adventist college or 
university, the reAuired religion units will be prorated 
based on the number of credits earned at a Seventh-
day Adventist college or university (i.e., one unit for 
every 12 units taJen at a Seventh-day Adventist 
institution). All students earning a bachelor@s degree, 
including those who have met the preceding 
reAuirements, must taJe at least one course in religion 
from Loma Linda University (see following 
paragraph). All reAuired credits in religion must be 
earned from a Seventh-day Adventist institution, but 
it is strongly recommended that students at other 
institutions include some religion as part of the 
overall reAuirement for Domain 1.R 
One religion course dealing with the spiritual heritage 
of the philosophy and mission of Loma Linda 
University is reAuired of all graduates and must be 
taJen from Loma Linda University. Courses that 
fulfill this reAuirement are: RELT 406 Adventist 
Beliefs and Life, RELT 423 Loma Linda Perspectives, 
RELT 436 Adventist Heritage and Health, or RELT 
437 Current Issues in Adventism. 
Students whose reAuired units in religion from a 
Seventh-day Adventist institution have been prorated 
(reduced) are encouraged to maJe up the additional 
units in Domain 1 (28 Auarter units) with further 
religion courses and/or additional units in 
humanities from Loma Linda University. 
The study of humanities must include a minimum of 
12 units. The credits in humanities must be selected 
from at least three of the following areas: 
civiliGation/history, fine arts, literature, modern 
language, performing/visual arts (not to exceed 4 
Auarter units), or philosophy. 
R Religion courses taJen at non Seventh-day 
Adventist institutions will be credited as a philosophy 
in the humanities area of Domain 1. 
All religion courses, applied or nonapplied, will be 
credited in the religion area if taJen at a Seventh-day 
Adventist institution or as a philosophy in the 
humanities area if taJen at a non Seventh-day 
Adventist institution. 
Students who have taJen religion courses at other 
Seventh-day Adventist institutions will retain full 
credit, even if there is overlap of content with a 
religion course taJen on the campus of Loma Linda 
University. 
DOMAIN 28 SCIENTIFIC IN2UIR/ AND 
ANAL/SIS 324-32 2UARTER UNITS6 
Scientific inAuiry and analysis encompass both the 
natural and social sciences. The study of natural 
sciences must include a minimum of 12 units. The 
units in natural sciences must be selected from two of 
the following content areas: biology, chemistry, 
geology, mathematics, physics, and statistics. 
The study of social sciences must include a minimum 
of 12 units. One course (or components integrated 
into several courses) dealing specifically with issues 
of human diversity is reAuired. The remaining units 
in the social sciences must be selected from the 
following content areas: anthropology, economics, 
geography, political sciences, psychology, and 
sociology. 
DOMAIN 38 COMMUNICATION 39-13 
2UARTER UNITS6 
Course worJ in communication must include a 
complete seAuence in English composition that meets 
the baccalaureate degree reAuirements of a four-year 
college or university. (For samples of English 
composition reAuirements, see end of this section.) 
Other areas of study in communication may include 
courses in computer-information systems, critical 
thinJing, and public speaJing. 
DOMAIN 48 HEALTH AND WELLNESS 32-
6 2UARTER UNITS6 
To encourage the pursuit of lifelong leisure activities 
and wellness, the study of health and wellness must 
include at least two separate physical activity courses 
totaling a minimum of 1 Auarter unit, and one course 
in personal health or nutrition. Additional units may 
include other areas of health, nutrition, and physical 
fitness. 
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DOMAIN 5) ELECTIVES 
%lecti7es 9rom the >re7ious 9our domains may be 
selected to com>lete the general education minimum 
reFuirements o9 GH Fuarter unitsI 
LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY GENERAL 
EDUCATION COURSES O44ERED 
AT LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY 
General education courses offered by the schools 
are listed below in Domains 1-4. 
DOMAIN 1) RELIGION and HUMANITIES 
L28-O2 Puarter unitsQ 
HUMANITIES 
ARTA 205 The Language of Art L2-4Q 
Jasic conce>tsK materialsK and history o9 the 
7isual arts that enable the nonart maLor to 
de7elo> an art 7ocabulary and gain insight into 
the creati7e >rocessI 
CHIN 105 Chinese Civilization L4Q 
#ntroduces and discusses im>ortant as>ects o9 
+hinese ci7iliMationN languageK literatureK historyK 
geogra>hyK cultureK economicsK >hiloso>hiesK and 
religionsO as Pell as modernQday >oliticsI 'ur7eys 
the Mandarin +hinese languageK 9ocusing on 
basic >ronunciationK grammarK traditional and 
sim>li9ied Pritten charactersK and sentence 
constructionI +ommunication in e7eryday li9eK 
eIgIK in restaurantsK on >ublic trans>ortationK in 
health care encountersI #ncludes interacti7e 
learningK role >layK mediaK musicK and cultural 
>resentations to enhance understanding and 
synthesiMe learningI Pro7ides basic sTills and 
understanding necessary 9or 9urther +hinese 
studies and researchI 
CHIN 106 China TodayWIts Language and Culture 
L4Q 
Jrie9ly discusses +hinaUs >ast as bacTground 9or 
study o9 im>ortant as>ects o9 the countryUs 
changingK di7erseK and modern cultureV
including its >oliticsK economicsK and religionI 
#ntroduces the richness o9 the +hinese languageK 
Phile em>hasiMing common 7ocabulary used in 
e7eryday con7ersationK es>ecially in a health care 
en7ironmentI !ses roleQ>lay and interacti7e 
learning to >re>are studentsK 9acultyK and sta99 in 
their 7aried roles and missions to interact Pith 
modern +hinaI Pro7ides 9undamental sTills and 
understanding 9or 9urther +hinese studies and 
researchI #ncludes one local 9ield tri>I 
CHIN 111 Mandarin I L4Q 
+oncentrates on study o9 modern 7ernacular 
Mandarin +hinese in both s>oTen and Pritten 
9ormsI -isteningK s>eaTingK readingK and sim>le 
Priting sTills immerse students in 7ocabulary 
and sim>le grammatical rulesI %m>hasiMes 
a>>lied learningK indi7idual inFuisiti7enessK and 
9earless 7erbal >racticeI 'ome homePorT 
reFuiredI 'tudents eW>ected at the end o9 the 
course to >ronounce a list o9 common PordsK 
distinguish them by listeningK and use them in 
sim>le dialogues and miniQs>eechesI Pro7ides 
com>etence to read sim>le road signsK restaurant 
menusK some sim>le nePs>a>er headlines and 
ad7ertisementsK sim>le biblical teWtsK and 
+hinese idiomsI No TnoPledge o9 +hinese 
language reFuiredI Xull attendance eW>ectedI 
CHIN 112 Mandarin II L4Q 
'eFuel to +H#N ZZZI +ontinues study in modern 
7ernacular Mandarin +hinese in both s>oTen and 
Pritten 9ormsI %m>hasiMes 9urther >ro9iciency in 
the 9our basic language sTills [listeningK s>eaTingK 
readingK and Priting +hinese\O increases 
com>etence in 7ocabulary and grammatical 
TnoPledgeI #ntroduces health careQrelated 
terminologyK +hristian teWts in +hineseK +hinese 
idioms and %nglish translationsI %Wamination 
includes a sim>le s>eech in class and a short 
narrati7e Pritten in +hineseI 
PrereFuisiteN +H#N ZZZO unless student can s>eaT 
+hinese and Prite some +hinese charactersI 
CHIN 205 Immersion Language and Culture 
Program L4Q 
#ntegrates >rogram Pith a domestic or an 
international ser7ice >roLect Pithin a +hinese 
communityI ,>>lies classroom learning in realQ
li9e situationsI 'tudent recei7es an educational 
]+hina eW>erience] 9irsthand through eighty 
clocT hours o9 lecturesK discussionK and ser7ice 
learningI 
PrereFuisiteN +H#N Z^_` or +H#N Z^G` or +H#N 
0^_` [`may be taTen concurrently\I 
CHIN 206 Health Care-Service Learning in a 
Chinese Context L2Z 4Q 
Xocuses on an international ser7iceQlearning 
>roLect Pithin a +hinese communityI +lassroom 
lectures a>>lied to a healthQeW>osition >roLectI 
'tudent recei7es an inQde>th +hina education 
eW>erience through language and cultural 
immersion Pith >ractical learning Phile ser7ing 
>eo>leUs needsI 
PrereFuisiteN +H#N Z^_` or +H#N Z^G or +H#N 
ZZZ or +H#N 0^_ [`may be taTen concurrently\I 
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CH#$ &05 Mandarin for Health Care Professionals 
78, :; 
Focuses on the ability to listen9 s:ea;9 read and 
<rite in a =hinese health care>related setting9 
such as medical and dental offices9 clinics9 
hos:itals9 nursing homes9 :ublic health facilities9 
and childcare centersA Students study and role 
:lay common communication eBchanges <ith 
:atients9 :hysicians9 dentists9 nurses9 and 
:aramedical :ersonnelA 
PrereDuisiteE =HGN IJ3 or =HGN IJK or =HGN 
IIIL unless student demonstrates com:etence in 
=hinese language and ;no<ledge commensurate 
<ith that gained as a result of com:leting the 
:rereDuisitesA 
D$H= :0> Professional Ethics 78; 
Develo:s understanding of hygienistMs 
obligations to the :ublic and to hisNher 
:rofessional associationA Defines the ethical and 
mature conduct eB:ected of :rofessional health 
care :rovidersA =om:ares and contrasts 
:rofessional ethics and :ersonal morality as they 
relate to dental hygiene :racticeA 
D$H= :0A Burisprudence 78; 
Oa<s and regulations that govern the :ractice of 
dental hygiene9 <ith s:ecial em:hasis on 
=alifornia regulationsA Standards of government 
regulationsA Pbligations of the hygienist to the 
:ublic and to hisNher :rofessionA Domain GA 
E$EL 80G #ntroduction to Literature 7:; 
Gntroduces reading and analysis of maQor literary 
genresE :oetry9 drama9 short story9 and essayA 
E$EL 8:G Literary Iorms and #deas 7:; 
Raried content from Duarter to Duarter9 <ith 
s:ecific areas listed in the class schedule Ssuch as 
drama9 the short story9 contem:orary literature9 
<omen in literature9 =A SA Oe<isTA May be 
re:eated <ith ne< content for additional creditA 
E$EL :K> Theory and Applications of Linguistics 
7&; 
Gntroduces general linguisticsA =overs the core 
linguistic areas of syntaB9 :honetics9 :honology9 
mor:hology9 and semanticsL also :eri:heral 
linguistic areas such as sociolinguistics9 
:ragmatics9 and :sycholinguisticsA 
MUHL 805 #ntroduction to Music 7:; 
Vasic music literature9 <ith some attention to 
other artsA 
SPA$ 101 Elementary Spanish # 78, :; 
Gntroduces S:anish culture and language9 
:roviding the fundamentals of languageE 
:ronunciation9 intonation9 and grammatical 
structuresA =overs beginning>level grammar and 
communication Smedical and generalT9 designed 
for students and :rofessionals having little or no 
:revious eB:osure to the S:anish languageA 
Gncludes a three>hour language laboratory for the 
W>unit courseA The Y>unit course covers the 
beginning level of medical S:anish 
communication for the Physician Assistant 
Program and for :rofessionals having little or no 
:revious eB:osure to the S:anish languageA 
SPA$ 108 Elementary Spanish ## 7:; 
=ontinues SPAN IJI9 <ith em:hasis on refleBive9 
:reterite9 :resent :erfect9 and im:erfect verbsA 
Focuses on conversational s;illsA Gncludes 
medical and social vocabularyA 
PrereDuisiteE SPAN IJIL or eDuivalent <ith 
instructorMs a::rovalA 
SPA$ 10& Elementary Spanish ### 7:; 
=ontinues SPAN IJY9 <ith further study of the 
fundamentals of :ronunciation9 com:osition9 and 
structure of the S:anish language and cultureA 
PrereDuisiteE SPAN IJYL or eDuivalentA 
SPA$ 11> Spanish Literature # 7:; 
Surveys literature from the :eninsular S:anish 
<ritersA Gncludes a directed study :roQect 
covering a revie< of short stories9 discussions of 
<orldvie< issues of literature and cultural 
:ers:ectivesA Taught in [nglishA 
SPA$ 11A SpainR Culture and CiviliTation 7:; 
Gntroduces and revie<s the culture and language 
of S:ainL summari\es and analy\es S:ainMs 
achievements in the Ne< ]orldA A directed 
study :roQect that includes s:ending time <ith a 
S:anish family and <riting an eight>:age re:ortA 
Taught in [nglishA 
SPA$ 188 Tradition and Paradox of Latin American 
Women 7:; 
Provides health care :roviders9 through 
literature9 <ith ;no<ledge of the gro<ing Oatina 
:o:ulationL their cultural needs and eB:eriences 
in social9 academic9 and family life activitiesL and 
ho< they stri;e a balance bet<een their old and 
ne< <orldsA Taught in [nglishA 
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23ac6ic89 in 6he S=ani>h lang8age and c8l683e in 
a 6o6al i99e3>ion enCi3on9en6D 2a36 oE 6he 6o6al 
co>6 oE 68i6ion 9ay incl8de a 63i= 6o a S=ani>hG
>=eaHing co8n63yD S8=e3Ci>ed eI=e3ience> 
co998nica6ing Ji6h 6he S=ani>hG>=eaHing 
=o=8la6ion KLehaCio3al and 9edical CocaL8la3y 
incl8dedMD 
23e3eN8i>i6eO S2," PQP o3 S2," PPR o3 S2," 
PPS o3 S2," PTTU o3 S=ani>hGlang8age cla>> o3 
eN8iCalen6 KVQ ho83>Wcon6ac6 lec683e>MD 
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23ac6ic89 in 6he S=ani>h lang8age and c8l683e in 
a 6o6al i99e3>ion enCi3on9en6D 2a36 oE 6he 6o6al 
co>6 oE 68i6ion 9ay incl8de a 63i= 6o a S=ani>hG
>=eaHing co8n63yD S8=e3Ci>ed eI=e3ience> 
co998nica6ing Ji6h 6he S=ani>hG>=eaHing 
=o=8la6ion KLehaCio3al and 9edical CocaL8la3y 
incl8dedMD 
23e3eN8i>i6eO S2," PPR o3 S2," PPS o3 S2," 
PT0U o3 S=ani>hGlang8age cla>> o3 eN8iCalen6D 
!"#$ &(9 ")*+,-+./ -0 :;<-+*= !1*0-23 4> 567 
Teache> >68den6> 6o 6aHe a co9=le6e heal6h 
hi>6o3y in S=ani>hX8>ing E8nc6ional heal6hG
=a66e3n 6ool>Y =3ac6icing in a heal6h ca3e 
in>6i686ionD Ze>igned Eo3 >68den6> Jho a3e 
in6e3e>6ed in 9edical S=ani>hD 
23e3eN8i>i6eO S2," PPR o3 PPS o3 PT0D 
!"#$ '9& 40,;)/;<-*,; !1*0-23 4 567 
%naLle> >68den6> and =3oEe>>ional> 6o in6e3CieJ 
S=ani>hG>=eaHing =a6ien6> in a c3o>>Gc8l683al 
con6eI6 and 6o co998nica6e o3ally in 6he S=ani>h 
lang8ageD +oCe3> 6he 3eEleIiCe Ce3L>Y =3e>en6Y 
=3e6e3i6eY i9=e3Eec6Y and E8683e 6en>e>D The 
>8L[ec6iCe in no8n> and adCe3Lial cla8>e>Y 
co9=a3a6iCe> and >8=e3la6iCe>D 
23e3eN8i>i6eO S2," PQ0D 
!"#$ '9' 40,;)/;<-*,; !1*0-23 44 567 
ReCieJ> and con6in8e> S2," TQPD !>e> an 
in6e3ac6iCeY co998nica6iCe a==3oach in Jhich 
>68den6> lea3n clinical and >ocial CocaL8la3y and 
a3e 6e>6ed a6 6he end oE 6he N8a36e3D \o83 clinical 
in6e3CieJ> in S=ani>h K3eco3ding and 
63an>c3iLingMU 0QG1Q 9in86e> oE lang8age 
laLo3a6o3yU E8683eY condi6ionalY =a>6 >8L[8nc6iCeY 
condi6ional =e3Eec6Y and co9=o8nd 6en>e>D 
23e3eN8i>i6eO S2," TQPU o3 eN8iCalen6D 
!"#$ '9( 40,;)/;<-*,; !1*0-23 444 567 
Ze>igned Eo3 >68den6> in 6he adCanced 
in6e39edia6e leCel 6o E836he3 >68dy and =3ac6ice 
3eading co9=3ehen>ionY CocaL8la3y L8ildingY 
conCe3>a6ionY and J3i6ing in a c8l683al con6eI6D 
+ond8c6ed in S=ani>hD 
23e3eN8i>i6eO S2," TQTU o3 eN8iCalen6D 
!"#$ (9& #<?*0+;< :;<-+*= !1*0-23 4 567 
\oc8>e> on adCanced 9edical 6e39inology and 
6he a==lica6ion oE lang8age 6o =a6ien6 ca3eY 
incl8ding co9=3ehen>ion and co998nica6ion 
Le6Jeen =3oEe>>ional and =a6ien6D %I=lo3e> 
in6e3c8l683al i>>8e>D #ncl8de> >Hill> and 
CocaL8la3y 8>eE8l in clinical >e66ing> a> Jell a> 
=h3a>e> and co99and> 8>ed d83ing =hy>ical 
a>>e>>9en6>D +ond8c6ed en6i3ely in S=ani>hD 
23e3eN8i>i6eO S2," TQ0U o3 eN8iCalen6D 
!"#$ 69& #<?*0+;< !1*0-23 @A/1A2-,-A0 4 567 
Ze>igned Eo3 S=ani>h >=eaHe3> o3 Eo3 >68den6> a6 
6he adCanced leCel oE S=ani>hD S68den6> 98>6 
haCe =3eCio8> eI=e3ience in co9=o>i6ion cla>>e>Y 
S2," TQ0 o3 eN8iCalen6D +o83>e coCe3> ac6iCi6ie> 
6o eI=lo3e idea> and Eind a 6he9e Eo3 6he J3i6ing 
6a>HY Ca3io8> =3eJ3i6ing 6echniN8e>Y 9e6hod> oE 
o3gani]ing co9=o>i6ion>Y deEining 6he =83=o>e oE 
6he =ieceY and iden6iEying 6he 3eade3 Eo3 Jho9 
6he >68den6 Jill J3i6eD +o83>e 6a8gh6 en6i3ely in 
S=ani>hD 
23e3eN8i>i6eO S2," TQ0U o3 eN8iCalen6D 
!"#$ 6(9 B-?;)2-,C -0 ,3; DE;0,CFG-)2, @;0,.)C 567 
Zi>c8>>e> 6he =hilo>o=hy oE diCe3>i6yXincl8ding 
lang8age and c8l683eX6aHing in6o acco8n6 6he 
la3ge3 g3o8= oE i99ig3an6> 6o +aliEo3niaY 
incl8ding 6he -a6ino and ,>ian =e3>=ec6iCe a> 
co9=a3ed Ji6h 6he 9ain>63ea9 and 6he ,E3icanG
,9e3ican g3o8=D %I=lo3e> =3ac6ical and 
=hilo>o=hical Jay> oE =3o9o6ing =e3>onal and 
>ocial 8ni6y in diCe3>i6yD 
!""# '&H I;J-00-0J !-J0 K*0J.*J; 5(7 
\oc8>e> on lea3ning ,9e3ican Sign -ang8age 
K,S-M Eo3 conCe3>a6ional =83=o>e>D S68den6> 
lea3n Einge3G>=ellingY acN8i3e a >ign CocaL8la3y oE 
a==3oIi9a6ely ^QQ Jo3d>Y and eI=lain and 
de9on>63a6e 6he La>ic g3a99a6ical 38le> oE ,S-D 
.==o368ni6y 6o 8>e ,S- Ji6h na6iCe >igne3>D 
Zi>c8>>e> ,S- in con63a>6 6o 6he Ca3io8> >ign 
>y>6e9> c833en6ly Leing 8>ed in ed8ca6ional 
>e66ing> in 6hi> co8n63yD 
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RELIGION 
RELE 455 Christian Understanding of Sexuality >2, 
3B 
Interpretations of human sexuality in ancient, 
medieval, and modern Christian thought, with 
emphasis on contemporary issues such as 
marriage, divorce, homosexuality, and artificial 
human procreation. Additional project required 
for third unit. 
RELE 456 Personal and Professional Ethics >2, 3B 
The foundations, norms, and patterns of personal 
integrity and professional responsibility. 
Additional project required for third unit. 
RELE 457 Christian Ethics and Health Care >2, 3B 
Ethical issues in modern medicine and related 
fields from the perspective of Christian thought 
and practice. Additional project required for 
third unit. 
RELR 404 Christian Service >1, 2B 
Student participates in approved service 
learning, with written reflection on the Christian 
reasons for service. Additional project required 
for second unit. 
RELR 408 Christian Perspectives on Marriage and 
the Family >2, 3B 
From a Christian perspective, overviews the 
family life cycle. Additional project required for 
third unit. 
RELR 409 Christian Perspectives on Death and 
Dying >2, 3B 
From a Christian perspective, considers the 
meaning of deathGincluding the process of 
dying, cultural issues regarding death and dying, 
grief and mourning, suicide, and other related 
issues. Additional project required for third unit. 
RELR 415 Christian Theology and Popular Culture 
>2, 3B 
Examines concepts and practices in popular 
culture from a Christian perspective. Additional 
project required for third unit. 
RELR 427 Crisis Counseling >2, 3B 
Crisis phenomena, current crisis theory, a 
Christian model of crisis care, and the dynamics 
and practices of crisis care. Additional project 
required for third unit. 
RELR 429 Cultural Issues in Religion >2, 3B 
Studies similarities and differences between 
European-American culture and IminorityI 
cultures in America, and the differences 
pertaining to the way religion is perceived and 
practiced. Additional project required for third 
unit. 
RELR 448 Church and Community Leadership >2, 3B 
Theology and practice of lay church involvement 
and leadership by health care professionals. 
Additional project required for third unit. 
RELR 475 Art of Integrative Care >2, 3B 
The integration of psychosocial and spiritual care 
in the clinical setting. Additional project required 
for third unit. 
RELT 404 New Testament Writings >2, 3B 
Interprets selected letters and passages of the 
New Testament, with a view to their theological 
and practical significance for today. Additional 
project required for third unit. 
RELT 406 Adventist Beliefs and Life >2, 3B 
Fundamental tenets of Seventh-day Adventist 
faith and the lifestyle that such faith engenders. 
Additional project required for third unit. 
RELT 415 Philosophy of Religion >2, 3B 
Philosophical study of religion, including the 
nature and function of religious language, 
evidence for the existence of God, the problem of 
evil, and religious diversity. Additional project 
required for third unit. 
RELT 416 God and Human Suffering >2, 3B 
Suffering and evil in relation to the creative and 
redemptive purposes of God for this world. 
Additional project required for third unit. 
RELT 419 Gospel of John >2X3B 
Explores the message of key passages and themes 
in John for today. Additional project required for 
third unit. 
RELT 423 Loma Linda Perspectives >2X3B >meets 
religion reYuirementB 
History and philosophy of Loma Linda 
University as a Christian health-sciences 
institution that fosters human wholeness. 
Additional project required for third unit. 
U"I$E&SI() CA(AL.G 38 
!"#T &'& (iblical .rophets 6'789 
Explores the theological and practical 
significance for today of selected books, passages, 
and themes in the .ld (estament prophets. 
Additional proHect required for third unit. 
!"#T &': Contemporary !eligious Issues 6', 89 
Analyzes prominent topics in religion discussed 
in contemporary Hournals. Additional proHect 
required for third unit. 
!"#T &'C Desus 6', 89 
Studies Lesus as healer and teacher, prophet and 
reformer, Son of God and Savior. Additional 
proHect required for third unit. 
!"#T &'E Gospel of HarI 6'789 
Explores the message of key passages and themes 
in Nark for today. Additional proHect required 
for third unit. 
!"#T &'J Gospel of #uIe 6'789 
Explores the message of key passages and themes 
in Luke for today. Additional proHect required for 
third unit. 
!"#T &8C Adventist Neritage and Nealth 6', 89 
.rigin and development of Seventh-day 
Adventist interest in health, from the background 
of nineteenth-century medicine and health 
reform to the present. Additional proHect required 
for third unit. 
!"#T &8O Current Issues in Adventism 6', 89 
Selected theological, ethical, and organizational 
questions of current interest in Adventism, with 
the goal of preparation for active involvement in 
the life of the Seventh-day Adventist Church. 
&ecommended for students with a Seventh-day 
Adventist background. Additional proHect 
required for third unit. 
!"#T &8J Gospel of HattheP 6'789 
Explores the message of key passages and themes 
in Natthew for today. Additional proHect 
required for third unit. 
!"#T &&Q Rorld !eligions 6', 89 
Surveys the origins, beliefs, and contemporary 
practices of the worldQs maHor religious systems. 
Gives attention to the interaction between 
specific religions and their culturesR and to 
similarities, differences, and potential for 
understanding among the religions. Additional 
proHect required for third unit. 
!"#T &&& Christian Hission 6', 89 
Applies biblical theology to defining the 
concerns, structures, and methods of Christian 
mission. Concept of the Church, the definition of 
missionary, and the priorities of mission. 
Additional proHect required for third unit. 
!"#T &&O Cross7cultural Hinistry 6', 89 
Studies the challenges of serving in cross-cultural 
situations from a Christian mission perspective, 
using the insights of missiology and cultural 
anthropology as they relate to personal and 
professional growth, social change, and effective 
intercultural communication and service. 
Additional proHect required for third unit. 
!"#T &C& .aulSs Hessage in !omans 6', 89 
Chapter-by-chapter interpretation of PaulQs most 
influential letter, in which the good news of 
GodQs salvation is applied to the issues of 
Christian life and community. Additional proHect 
required for third unit. 
!"#T &CE Taniel 6'789 
"ature, purpose, and message of the apocalyptic 
book of Daniel. Additional proHect required for 
third unit. 
!"#T &CJ !evelation 6'789 
"ature, purpose, and message of the apocalyptic 
book of &evelation. Additional proHect required 
for third unit. 
!"#T &O& #ove and Sex in the (ible 6', 89 
Studies Scripture on the reality, nature, and 
challenges of love—both divine and humanR and 
of key biblical passages on the goodness, 
meaning, and distortions of human sexuality. 
Additional proHect required for third unit. 
!"#T &O: Spirituality and the Contemporary 
Christian 6', 89 
Explores the meaning of spirituality in the light 
of Scripture and Christian thought, and studies 
practices and disciplines that form and mature an 
individualQs spiritual life. Additional proHect 
required for third unit. 
!"#T &OC The (ible and "thics 6', 89 
Vays in which the Bible and ethics are related. 
NaHor ethical themes in biblical teaching. 
Additional proHect required for third unit. 
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DOMAIN 2) SCIENTIFIC IN/UIRY AND 
ANALYSIS 
(24-32 quarter units) 
AHCC 235 Essentials of Human Anatomy and 
Physiology (4) 
./01#es!/4e!s/+05/0+e!,'1!(0'5/#&'!&(!/4e!406,'!
7&189!#'5-01#':!&+:,'!s8s/e6s;!<+e+e=0#s#/e!/&!
6,'8!5e+/#(#5,/e!,'1!,ss&5#,/e!1e:+ee!>+&:+,6s9!
e;:;9!5&1#':!s>e5#,-#s/?5e+/#(#5,/e9!&550>,/#&',-!
/4e+,>8!,ss#s/,'/?@;@;!Ae5/0+e!,'1!-,7&+,/&+8!
+e=0#+e1;!
AHCC 235L Essentials of Human Anatomy and 
Physiology Laboratory (1) 
./01#es!/4e!s/+05/0+e!,'1!(0'5/#&'!&(!/4e!406,'!
7&189!#'5-01#':!&+:,'!s8s/e6s;!<+e+e=0#s#/e!/&!
6,'8!5e+/#(#5,/e!,'1!,ss&5#,/e!1e:+ee!>+&:+,6s9!
e;:;9!5&1#':!s>e5#,-#s/?5e+/#(#5,/e9!&550>,/#&',-!
/4e+,>8!,ss#s/,'/?@;@;!Ae5/0+e!,'1!-,7&+,/&+8!
+e=0#+e1;!
AHCC 241 Microbiology (2.5) 
"es#:'e1!(&+!s/01e'/s!#'!/4e!4e,-/4!s5#e'5es;!
B#s/&+89!5-,ss#(#5,/#&'9!6&+>4&-&:89!:+&C/49!
5&'/+&-9!/+,'s6#ss#&'9!,'1!>,/4&-&:8!&(!se-e5/e1!
7,5/e+#,9!$#+0ses9!(0':#9!+#5De//s#,9!,'1!>,+,s#/es;!
B&s/!1e(e'ses!,:,#'s/!6#5+&7#,-!>,/4&:e's9!
#'5-01#':!s>e5#(#5!,'1!'&'s>e5#(#5!#660'#/8;!<e+!
CeeDE!-e5/0+e!2F!4&0+s9!-,7&+,/&+8!2F!4&0+s;!
G&0+se!5&$e+s!/C&!=0,+/e+s;!)+,1e!:#$e'!0>&'!
5&6>-e/#&'!&(!/4e!HIJ9!HIH!se=0e'5e;!
<+e+e=0#s#/eE!@!5&--e:eK-e$e-!54e6#s/+8!5&0+se;!
AHCC 242 Microbiology (2.5) 
"es#:'e1!(&+!s/01e'/s!#'!/4e!4e,-/4!s5#e'5es;!
B#s/&+89!5-,ss#(#5,/#&'9!6&+>4&-&:89!:+&C/49!
5&'/+&-9!/+,'s6#ss#&'9!,'1!>,/4&-&:8!&(!se-e5/e1!
7,5/e+#,9!$#+0ses9!(0':#9!+#5De//s#,9!,'1!>,+,s#/es;!
B&s/!1e(e'ses!,:,#'s/!6#5+&7#,-!>,/4&:e's9!
#'5-01#':!s>e5#(#5!,'1!'&'s>e5#(#5!#660'#/8;!<e+!
CeeDE!-e5/0+e!2F!4&0+s9!-,7&+,/&+8!2F!4&0+s;!
G&0+se!5&$e+s!/C&!=0,+/e+s;!)+,1e!:#$e'!0>&'!
5&6>-e/#&'!&(!HIJ9!HIH!se=0e'5e;!
<+e+e=0#s#/eE!@BGL!HIJ;!
AHCC 250 Anatomy and Physiology (4) 
@'!MK0'#/!5&0+se!NI!0'#/s!O#'/e+!P0,+/e+!>-0s!I!
0'#/s!.>+#':!P0,+/e+Q!/4,/!5&$e+s!s/+05/0+e!,'1!
(0'5/#&'!&(!406,'!7#&-&:8;!R&+!s/01e'/s!e'/e+#':!
/C&K!,'1!(&0+K8e,+!4e,-/4K!>+&(ess#&',-!>+&:+,6s!
s054!,s!>48s#5,-!/4e+,>89!&550>,/#&',-!/4e+,>89!
5,+1#&>0-6&',+8!s5#e'5es9!5&660'#5,/#&'!
s5#e'5es!,'1!1#s&+1e+s9!+,1#,/#&'!/e54'&-&:89!
'0+s#':9!,'1!&/4e+!>+&:+,6s!C#/4!,'!,',/&68!
,'1!>48s#&-&:8!>+e+e=0#s#/e;!
AHCC 251 Anatomy and Physiology (4) 
@'!MK0'#/!5&0+se!NI!0'#/s!O#'/e+!P0,+/e+!>-0s!I!
0'#/s!.>+#':!P0,+/e+Q!/4,/!5&$e+s!s/+05/0+e!,'1!
(0'5/#&'!&(!406,'!7#&-&:8;!R&+!s/01e'/s!e'/e+#':!
/C&K!,'1!(&0+K8e,+!4e,-/4!>+&(ess#&',-!>+&:+,6s!
s054!,s!>48s#5,-!/4e+,>89!&550>,/#&',-!/4e+,>89!
5,+1#&>0-6&',+8!s5#e'5es9!5&660'#5,/#&'!
s5#e'5es!,'1!1#s&+1e+s9!+,1#,/#&'!/e54'&-&:89!
'0+s#':9!,'1!&/4e+!>+&:+,6s!C#/4!,'!,',/&68!
,'1!>48s#&-&:8!>+e+e=0#s#/e;!
<+e+e=0#s#/eE!@BGL!HSFT!NT6,8!7e!/,De'!
5&'50++e'/-8Q;!
AHCC 351 Statistics for the Health Professions (3) 
R0'1,6e'/,-!>+&5e10+es!#'!5&--e5/#':9!
s066,+#U#':9!,',-8U#':9!>+ese'/#':9!,'1!
#'/e+>+e/#':!1,/,;!Ve,s0+es!&(!5e'/+,-!/e'1e'58!
,'1!$,+#,/#&'9!>+&7,7#-#/89!7#'&6#,-!,'1!'&+6,-!
1#s/+#70/#&'9!48>&/4es#s!/es/#':!,'1!5&'(#1e'5e!
#'/e+$,-s9!/K/es/s9!54#Ks=0,+e9!5&++e-,/#&'9!,'1!
+e:+ess#&';!W'/+&105/#&'!/&!.<..!s/,/#s/#5,-!
>,5D,:e!(&+!5&6>0/e+!1,/,!,',-8s#s;!
<+e+e=0#s#/eE!@!>,ss#':!s5&+e!&(!,/!-e,s/!XS!
>e+5e'/!60s/!7e!,54#e$e1!&'!/4e!6,/4e6,/#5s!
5&6>e/e'58!eY,6#',/#&';!
AHCC 402 Pathology I (4) 
R0'1,6e'/,-!6e54,'#s6s!&(!1#se,se9!#'5-01#':!
5e--!#'Z0+8[!#'(-,66,/#&'9!+e>,#+9!+e:e'e+,/#&'9!
,'1!(#7+&s#s[!,'1!$,s50-,+9!5,+1#,59!+es>#+,/&+89!
:,s/+&#'/es/#',-9!4e>,/&7#-#,+89!0+#',+89!
+e>+&105/#$e9!e'1&5+#'e9!,'1!#'/e:06e'/,+8!
>,/4&-&:#es;!
AHCC 403 Pathology II (3, 4) 
R0'1,6e'/,-!6e54,'#s6s!&(!1#se,se9!#'5-01#':!
/4e!5e'/+,-!,'1!>e+#>4e+,-!'e+$&0s!s8s/e6s9!7&'e!
,'1!Z&#'/9!sDe-e/,-!60s5-e9!1e$e-&>6e'/,-9!
:e'e/#59!#'(e5/#&0s9!,'1!>,+,s#/#5!>,/4&-&:#es[!,'1!
'e&>-,s#,;!R&0+/4!0'#/!+e=0#+es!/C&!,0/&>s8!
$#eC#':s!,'1!C+#//e'!+e>&+/;!
<+e+e=0#s#/eE!@BGL!IFH;!
AHCC 418 Physiology I (4) 
<48s#&-&:8!&(!/4e!406,'!7&189!#'5-01#':!
5e--0-,+9!'e0+&60s50-,+9!5,+1#&$,s50-,+9!
+es>#+,/&+89!:,s/+&#'/es/#',-9!+e',-9!,'1!e'1&5+#'e!
>48s#&-&:8;!
AHCC 419 Physiology II (3) 
"e/,#-e1!s/018!&(!'e0+&60s50-,+!>48s#&-&:8;!
<+e+e=0#s#/eE!@BGL!IJM;!
!"I$%&SI() +A(A-./ 01 
AHC$ 461 Research Methods (2) 
Introduces the scientific >ethod in research@ 
Aocuses on the >aBor steCs of the research 
Crocess as theD relate to researchFreCort 
eGaluationH CroCosal IritinJH literature reGieIH 
deGeloC>ent of conceCtual fra>eIorKH 
identification of GariaLlesH state>ent of 
hDCothesesH research desiJnH and analDsis and 
Cresentation of data@ 
PrereNuisiteO AH+Q RST@ 
BCHM 306 Introduction to Organic and 
Biochemistry (6) 
Ueets the orJanic and Lioche>istrD reNuire>ents 
of nursinJ and allied health students@ +oGers the 
no>enclatureH structureH and salient che>ical 
CroCerties of the nine classes of orJanic 
co>Counds@ +oGers the structures and LioloJical 
functions of CroteinsH carLohDdratesH liCidsH and 
nucleic acidsV inter>ediarD >etaLolis>@ 
%>ChasiWes releGant healthFrelated toCics@ 
DNHD 390 Introductory Statistics (2) 
Aunda>entals of statistical analDsis and critiNue 
of research data in scientific literature and in 
student research CroBects@ Inferential and 
descriCtiGe statisticsH freNuencD distriLutionH 
histoJra>sH Lar JraChsH and statistical tests@ 
-aLoratorD co>Cuter Cractice in CreCarinJ and 
analDWinJ research data@ Xo>ain II@ 
ENHH 414 Introduction to Environmental Health (3) 
Introduces an oGerGieI of the >aBor areas of 
enGiron>ental healthH such as ecoloJDH 
enGiron>ental laIH and CoCulation concernsV 
enGiron>ental diseases and toYinsV foodH IaterH 
and air NualitDV radiationV noiseV and solid and 
haWardous Iaste@ 
EPDM 414 Introduction to Epidemiology (3) 
Uethods and strateJies used to inGestiJate 
distriLutionH deter>inantsH and CreGention of 
disease in hu>an CoCulations@ Xisease 
classificationH >easures of disease freNuencD and 
relatiGe effectH and >ethods used to isolate 
effects@ Assess>ents of enGiron>ental conditionsH 
lifestDlesH and other deter>inants of disease@ 
InterCretation of results and statistical 
associations@ +ritical eGaluation of scientific 
literature@ Student Cresents Cersonal literature 
studD@ -aLoratorD included@ 
PrereNuisiteO S(A( 0T0Z [Z>aD Le taKen 
concurrentlD\@ 
SPPA 304 Hearing Science (4) 
Introduces Lasic theories and laLoratorD eYercises 
in acousticsH CsDchoacousticsH and ChDsioloJical 
acoustics@ 
SPPA 376 Anatomy of Speech and Hearing 
Mechanism (4) 
Anato>D and ChDsioloJD of auditorDFGocal 
co>>unicatiGe Crocess@ 
STAT 414 Introduction to Biostatistics I (3) 
Aunda>ental Crocedures in >anaJinJH 
su>>ariWinJH CresentinJH analDWinJH and 
interCretinJ data@ Ueasures of central tendencD 
and Gariation@ InGestiJates Lino>ial and nor>al 
CroLaLilitD distriLutions@ (oCics includeO 
CroLaLilitDV confidence interGalsV and hDCothesis 
testinJ usinJ tFtestsH chiFsNuareH correlationH and 
reJression@ ]rieflD introduces A".$A and 
>ultiGariate analDsis@ %>ChasiWes Cractical 
aCClication@ -aLoratorD use of the Cersonal 
co>Cuter in statistical CroLle> solGinJ@ 
PrereNuisiteO +o>CetencD in introductorD leGel 
>athe>atics@ 
+oreNuisiteO S(A( 0TS@ 
STAT 415 Computer Applications in Biostatistics (1) 
-aLoratorD use of the Cersonal co>Cuter in 
statistical CroLle> solGinJ@ 
PrereNuisiteO S(A( 0T0Z [Z>aD Le taKen 
concurrentlD\V or eNuiGalent@ 
STAT 464 Survey and Advanced Research Methods 
(4) 
PrinciCles and Crocedures of surGeDs as aCClied 
to the health sciences@ SurGeD and research 
desiJnsH Nuestionnaire constructionH interGieIinJ 
techniNuesH sa>ClinJ techniNuesH sa>CleFsiWe 
deter>inationH nonresConse CroLle>s@ Xata 
collectionH codinJH CrocessinJH and eGaluation@ 
Presentation of results@ Practical eYCerience 
Jained LD co>CletinJ a surGeD CroBect@ 
PrereNuisiteO S(A( 0T0H S(A( 0TS@ 
+rossFlistinJO S(A( S^0@ 
AHC$ 305 Infectious Disease and the Health Care 
Provider (1) 
+urrent issues related to infectious diseaseH Iith 
sCecial e>Chasis on CrinciCles of eCide>ioloJD 
and the etioloJD of HI$_AIXS@ Xiscusses disease 
CatholoJD and >odes of trans>ission co>Cared 
Iith heCatitisH tuLerculosisH and influenWa@ 
XeGeloC>ent of ethical resConse to CsDchosocialH 
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econo5ic6 ,n1 le7,l concerns8 Str,te7ies ,n1 
9ro7r,5s for e10c,tion6 9re$ention6 ,n1 
i1entific,tion of reso0rces8 :59,ct on the he,lth 
c,re <or=er> ris= f,ctors> ,n1 9rec,0tions for 
?loo1@?orne 9,tho7ens6 A:B6 he9,titis6 ,n1 
t0?erc0losis8 
AHC$ 324 Psychosocial Models and Interventions 
(2) 
C,Dor 5o1els of stress6 crisis6 ,n1 9sycholo7ic,l 
tr,05,> ,n1 ho< they rel,te to he,lth c,re 
9ro$i1ers8 Fsychosoci,l re,ctions ,n1 res9onses 
of 9o90l,tions6 in1i$i10,ls6 ,n1 c,re 9ro$i1ers to 
societ,l 1isr09tion ,n1 tr,05,6 5e1ic,l 
e5er7encies6 ,n1 1e,th ,n1 1yin78 G99lies 
9rinci9les for s0ici1e inter$ention6 critic,l 
inci1ent 1e?riefin7s6 ,n1 1e,th notific,tion8 
Holes of 9sychi,trists6 9sycholo7ists6 soci,l 
<or=ers6 f,5ily ther,9ists6 ,n1 ch,9l,ins8 
Cetho1s of 9ro$i1in7 te59or,ry6 ,1eI0,te 
9sycholo7ic,l c,re for in1i$i10,ls in 9sychosoci,l 
crisis8 
Jross@listin7K )LMA NNO8 
AHC$ 328 Wholeness Portfolio I (1) 
:ntro10ces SGAF 7o,ls for 7r,10,tes8 St01ent 
1e5onstr,tes 9ro7ression to<,r1 <holeness6 
co59,ssion6 s099ort of 1i$ersity6 ,99reci,tion of 
h05,n <orth6 ,n1 co55it5ent to lifelon7 
9erson,l ,n1 9rofession,l 7ro<th8 
AHC$ 407 Financial Management (2) 
Pin,nci,l ,s9ects of he,lth c,re in$ol$in7 
9ros9ecti$e rei5?0rse5ent syste56 ,n,lysis of 
$,rio0s he,lth c,re@rei5?0rse5ent sche5es6 ,n1 
hos9it,l fin,nci,l 1is?0rse5ents8 M017et@
$,ri,nce ,n,lysis6 ,n,lysis of cost co59onents6 
o9er,tin7 st,te5ents6 ,n1 9ro10cti$ity rel,te1 to 
, 1e9,rt5ent ?017et8 S9eci,l 9roDects 5,y ?e 
,ssi7ne1 ,s nee1e18 Fer <ee=K lect0re Q ho0rs8 
AHC$ 408 Health Care Management (4) 
C,n,7e5ent theoryK 9l,nnin76 or7,niRin76 
1irectin76 ,n1 controllin7 Sincl01in7 ?017et,ry 
controlsT8 De9,rt5ent 9ro10cti$ity ,n1 theories 
of <or= si59lific,tion8 Fre9,r,tion of res05es6 
inter$ie<in7 s=ills6 9rofession,l ,ttit01es6 7ro09 
theory6 ,n1 7ro09 1yn,5ics8 St01ents s9en1 the 
l,st t<o@to@three <ee=s 1oin7 s9eci,l 9roDects 
1esi7ne1 ,n1 s09er$ise1 ?y their 1e9,rt5ents8 
SDe9,rt5ent of U0trition ,n1 Dietetics st01ents 
re7ister for , Q@0nit 9r,ctic05 in conD0nction 
<ith this co0rse8T 
AHC$ 415 Educational Psychology for Health 
Professionals (3) 
Fsycholo7ic,l f,ctors rel,te1 to le,rnin7 
9rocesses in 9rofession,l ,n1 hi7her e10c,tion8 
V59h,siRes the role of co550nic,tion s=ills in 
le,rnin7 settin7s6 7en1er infl0ences on le,rnin76 
o?Decti$es settin7 ,n1 co0rse 1esi7n6 sti50l,tion 
of hi7her@le$el thin=in76 5oti$,tion6 ,n1 
retention8 
FrereI0isiteK GAJW 2XO8 
AHC$ 421 Psychology of Physical Disability (2) 
Fsycholo7ic,l re,ctions to illness or 1is,?ility8 
Cetho1s of 1e,lin7 <ith these re,ctions 
consi1ere1 <ith reference to the clinic,l sit0,tion8 
Se5in,r ,99ro,ch to 9rofession,l res9onsi?ilities 
for he,lth c,re8 
AHC$ 498 Wholeness Portfolio II (1) 
St01ent 1e$elo9s 9ortfolio th,t ill0str,tes the 
9otenti,l 7r,10,teYs ,?ility to 5eet the 7o,ls set 
?y the School of Gllie1 Ae,lth Frofessions for 
7r,10,tes of ?,cc,l,0re,te ,n1 5,sterYs 1e7ree 
9ro7r,5s8 
ANTH 304 Biological Anthropology (4) (meets 
diversity requirement) 
VZ9lores the inter,ction ?et<een ?iolo7y ,n1 
c0lt0re in 9ro10cin7 the $,ri,tions in 9hysic,l 
tr,its c0rrently fo0n1 <orl1<i1e8 VZ,5ines 
9rocesses of ch,n7e res0ltin7 fro5 here1ity6 
ecolo7ic,l ,1,9t,tion6 1iet,ry 1ifferences6 5,te 
selection6 1ise,se6 ,n1 other f,ctors8 VZ,5ines the 
9ro?le5s of 9,leo9,tholo7y S1ise,se in ,ncient 
9o90l,tionsT6 h05,n=in1 in the fossil recor16 ,n1 
the 9l,ce of ?iolo7ic,l ,n1 ecolo7ic,l f,ctors in 
the f,ll of ,ncient ci$iliR,tions8 Det,ile1 
consi1er,tion of scientific ,n1 soci,l ?,ses for 
9o90l,r conce9tions of [r,ce8[ 
ANTH 306 Language and Culture (4) (meets 
diversity requirement) 
S0r$eys ,nthro9olo7ic,l lin70istics ,n1 
sociolin70istics8 Jonsi1ers the 9l,ce of l,n70,7e 
,n1 co550nic,tion in soci,l inter,ction8 
:ntro10ces 1escri9ti$e ,n1 str0ct0r,l lin70istics 
,n1 1isco0rse ,n,lysis8 VZ,5ines lin70istic 
9l0r,lis5 in the \nite1 St,tes8 Jontr,sts 
l,n70,7e of he,lth c,re 7i$ers <ith the l,n70,7e 
styles of 9eo9le they ser$e8 L,n70,7e 
9ro10ctions s0ch ,s fol=lore6 h05or ,n1 other 
for5s of [<or1 9l,y6[ c0rses ,n1 ?lessin7s6 ,n1 
7lossol,li,8 
ANTH 315 Cultural Anthropology (4) (meets 
diversity requirement) 
G1$,nce1 co0rse in ethnolo7y ,n1 soci,l 
or7,niR,tion8 VZ9lores the n,t0re of c0lt0re6 
7i$in7 s9eci,l ,ttention to s0ch fe,t0res ,s 
technolo7y6 econo5ic ,cti$ities6 co550nity 
or7,niR,tion6 =inshi9 ,n1 5,rri,7e6 soci,l 
control6 5,7ic ,n1 reli7ion6 the ,rts6 ,n1 other 
!N#$%&S#() +,(,-./ 01 
for5s of cul:ur;l <eh;?iorA Bresen:s ; Dide ;rr;F 
of eG;5Hles fro5 socie:ies ;round :he DorldA 
ANTH 316 Archaeology (4) 
S:udies HrinciHles of ;rch;eologic;l rese;rch ;nd 
:he disco?eries of cen:ers of ci?iliJ;:ion in :he 
Middle %;s:L :he Medi:err;ne;nL :he NeD MorldL 
:he N;r %;s:L ,fric;L ;nd o:her H;r:s of :he DorldL 
H;r:icul;rlF recen: disco?eriesA ,lso co?ers :he 
5;in fe;:ures of <i<lic;l ;rch;eologFA So5e 
;::en:ion gi?en :o rese;rch in:o Hrehis:oric 
cul:uresA 
ANTH 436 Cultural Contexts of Religion (4) 
,n:hroHologic;l ;HHro;ch :o :he s:udF of 
religious <eliefs ;nd Hr;c:icesL focusing on :he 
di?ersi:F of religious eGHressions :h;: c;n 
Hro?ide insigh: in:o Dh;: 5;Oes us hu5;n ;nd 
hoD De c;n <;::le :he fr;il:ies of hu5;ni:FA 
Bro5o:es e5H;:hF Di:h HeoHle fro5 cul:ur;l ;nd 
religious :r;di:ions o:her :h;n onePs oDnL ;s Dell 
;s :oler;nce ;nd resHec: for :heir differencesA 
ANTH 448 Medical Anthropology (4) (meets 
diversity requirement) 
S:udies sicOness ;nd he;l:h ;s uni?ers;l f;c:ors in 
:he hu5;n condi:ionA %G;5ines Dorld ?ieD ;s ;n 
eGHl;n;:orF sFs:e5 for hu5;n <eh;?iorL gi?ing 
e:hnogr;Hhic eG;5Hles of curing sFs:e5s ;nd 
coHing 5ech;nis5sA Qe;ls Di:h crossRcul:ur;l 
co55unic;:ion of he;l:h HrinciHles ;nd 
Hr;c:icesA 
DNHF 414 Personal Finance (2) 
Berson;l fin;nce :oHicsL including credi:L :;GesL 
insur;nceL re;l es:;:eL <udge:ingL housingL ;nd 
infl;:ionA 
ENKH 422 Principles of Geographic Information 
Systems (4) 
+o5Hrehensi?e o?er?ieD of :he conceH:sL 
func:ionsL ;HHlic;:ionsL :echnologiesL ;nd :rends 
Her:;ining :o ;u:o5;:ed geogr;Hhic infor5;:ion 
sFs:e5s S/#STA Nr;5eDorO for unders:;nding :he 
designL de?eloH5en:L i5Hle5en:;:ionL ;nd 
5;n;ge5en: of /#SA (oHics includeU /#S 
h;rdD;re ;nd sof:D;re consider;:ionsL d;:; 
resourcesL :echnic;l issues ;nd ;HHlic;:ions in 
/#SA 
HADM 444 Financial Accounting for Health Care 
OrganiPations (4) 
Nund;5en:;ls of HreH;ring ;nd unders:;nding 
fin;nci;l s:;:e5en:sA %5Hh;siJes rel;:ionshiHs 
<e:Deen :he <;l;nce shee:L inco5e s:;:e5en:L 
;nd c;shRfloD s:;:e5en:A /ener;llF ;cceH:ed 
;ccoun:ing :er5inologFA 
HPRO 431 Psychology and Sociology of Sport (3) 
&oleL effec:L ;nd i5Hor:;nce of sHor: in socie:FA 
BsFchologic;l HrinciHles :h;: 5o:i?;:e 
indi?idu;ls :o ini:i;:e ;nd con:inue sHor: 
;c:i?i:iesA 
PSFC 226 Life-Span Development (4) 
-ifeRsH;n course e5Hh;siJing :he HhFsic;lL 
5en:;lL e5o:ion;lL soci;lL ;nd religiousV5or;l 
de?eloH5en: fro5 conceH:ion :hrough 
;dul:hoodL ;gingL ;nd de;:hA 
PSFC 305 Psychological Foundations of Education 
(4) 
%GHlores educ;:ion;l HsFchologF :hrough 
;HHlic;:ion of de?eloH5en: ;nd le;rning :heories 
:o ins:ruc:ionL ;chie?e5en: 5o:i?;:ionL selfR
es:ee5L cl;ssroo5 5;n;ge5en:L suHHor:i?e ;nd 
disruH:i?e Hrocesses on school si:esL c;5Hus 
s:;nd;rdsL disciHlin;rF Hr;c:icesL leg;lVe:hic;l 
issuesA &eWuires rese;rch on effec:i?e educ;:ion;l 
Hr;c:ices ;nd rel;:ed found;:ionsA ,ddi:ion;l 
rese;rch for gr;du;:e credi:A 
BrereWuisi:eU /ener;l HsFchologFA 
PSFC 404 Psychological Tests and Measurements (3) 
Qe?eloHs co5He:encies ;nd unders:;ndings for 
selec:ingL ;d5inis:eringL ;nd in:erHre:ing :he 
5;Xor :FHes of s:;nd;rdiJed :es:s ;nd in?en:ories 
used in HsFchologF ;nd educ;:ionA Bresen:s 
:heore:ic;l HrinciHles ;nd issues :oge:her Di:h 
h;ndsRon ;HHlic;:ionsA Br;c:icu5 reWuiredA 
PSFC 405 Psychology of Human Relations (2, 3) 
Yu5;n rel;:ions for c;reer ;nd Herson;l successA 
(oHics include :he effec:i?e use of hu5;n 
resourcesL co55unic;:ionL le;dershiH sOillsL 
decision 5;OingL s:ress 5;n;ge5en:L 
;sser:i?eness :r;iningL 5;n;ging conflic:sL c;reer 
de?eloH5en:L ;nd ;chie?ing <;l;nceA 
PSFC 460 The Exceptional Individual (3) 
S:udies :he de:er5in;n:sL ch;r;c:eris:icsL 
Hro<le5sL ;nd ;dXus:5en:s of indi?idu;ls Dho 
de?i;:e 5;rOedlF fro5 :he nor5 in :heir 5en:;lL 
HhFsic;lL e5o:ion;lL or soci;l ;H:i:udesL :r;i:sL 
;nd :endenciesA %5Hh;siJes educ;:ion ;nd c;reer 
Hl;nningA .Hen :o uHHer di?ision gr;du;:e ;nd 
Hos:gr;du;:e s:uden:s onlFA 
PSFC 479 Human Neuropsychology (4) 
#n:roduces <r;inR<eh;?ior rel;:ionshiHsL 
including cere<r;l ;sF55e:rFL disconnec:ion 
sFndro5esL disorders of 5e5orF ;nd l;ngu;geL 
<iologic;l su<s:r;:es of ;ffec:i?e <eh;?iorL 5o:or 
;nd HerceH:u;l dFsfunc:ionL ;nd drug ;c:ionsA 
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P"#$ &'( )**+,-.al* of P34l.c "+al-h 7&8 
Essential issues in public health, including 
history from ancient times to HMOs@ definitions@ 
organization and infrastructure@ functions, 
practices, programs, and services. Contributions 
of important public health practitioners. Political, 
social, and economic considerations of public 
health problems. 
S:#; ('& ;,-ro=3c-.o, -o Soc.olo>y 7&8 
Introduces the scientific study of human society 
and behavior in social settings. Course topics 
include: sociological theory and research, culture 
and social structure, socialization, groups and 
organizations, social problems, social institutions, 
and social change. Assists the student in 
achieving a greater understanding of self and 
society, and preparing for successful personal 
and professional life. 
S:#; &@@ ;,-+rA+,-.o, S-ra-+>.+* for B-CD.*E Fo3-h 
7&8 
Psychological and spiritual intervention 
strategies for working with at-risk youth, taught 
within the framework of nature retreats known 
as Operation Kessica. Students learn mentoring, 
spiritual nurturing, and psychoeducational 
group leadership skills. Modalities include 
spiritual transformation activities, group 
interactions, nature exploration, low and high 
ropes challenge experiences, drama, music, and 
art. Theory-based topics covered: dangerous 
coping methods, spiritual deficiencies, and 
dysfunctional family systems of at-risk youth. 
Focuses on understanding gang culture, 
addictive processes, family and community 
violence, and spiritual recovery strategies. 
SPPB G@@ H.l.,>3al.*m a,= H.c3l-3ral.*m ; 7J8 
Explores theories and issues of bilingualism and 
biculturalism, introducing literature that gives 
insights into the experiences and achievements of 
minority college students and young adults. 
Opportunity for students to examine their 
personal identity and competence when faced 
with another culture or language. Explores 
various bilingual or dual-language educational 
practices and their potentials based on 
psycholinguistic models. 
S:#;BK S#;)L#)S 
LBMNDBK S#;)L#)S 
O:PB;L GQ #:PPNL;#BM;:L 
7RC(G S3ar-+r 3,.-*8 
B"#$ (@@ Prof+**.o,al K.-+racy for Lo,C,a-.A+ 
D+a=+r* 7G8 
Emphasizes English literacy for students whose 
official language of instruction is other than 
English. Focuses on reading, analyzing, and 
responding to articles relevant to studentsO 
professional studies. 
Prerequisite: AHCK 129. 
Corequisite: AHCK 131. 
B"#$ G'T Prof+**.o,al #omm3,.ca-.o,* 7(CJ8 
Forms of written and verbal communication 
routinely required in the performance of the 
health care managerOs duties. Projects include 
memos, letters, confidential FAU cover design, 
short reports, meeting notices, minutes, and 
creation of agendas. 
B"#$ G(( P+=.cal M+rm.,olo>y 7J8 
Language of medicine, including word 
construction, word analysis, definitions, and the 
use of terms related to medical science. Course 
organized by body systems. 
B"#$ GG( "3ma, D+*o3rc+ Pa,a>+m+,- 7G8 
Theory and practice of the management of 
people at work. Organizational behavior 
concepts and the problems of employee 
procurement, training, and motivation. Kob 
evaluation, wage administration, employee 
benefits, and negotiating with labor unions. 
Preparation for both managing people and 
directing a department in a complex 
organization. 
B"#$ &'U Oy,am.c* of K+ar,.,> a,= M+ach.,> 7J8 
Examines the theories of learning applied to the 
teaching process. Evaluates current research and 
methods of instruction. 
B"#$ &'R B=3l- K+ar,.,> S-yl+* 7G8 
Theories and styles of learning@ personality 
factors related to learning@ and implications of 
effective intellectual, emotional, and social 
functioning included within the context of 
structuring education for the adult learner. 
Analyzes the teaching process, including setting 
objectives, selecting content, and designing 
classroom and clinical teaching strategiesWwith 
emphasis on alternatives to lecturing. 
!NIVERSIT) CATALOG 44 
!H#$ &'( )*t,o.uctio* to #o23ute, !33licatio*7 
8'9 
Hands-on instruction in Word, Excel, and 
PowerPoint. Lectures, laboratory assignments, 
quizzes, proLects, and a practical examination. 
(Course not taught every quarter.) 
!H#$ &:' ;ataba7e =a*a>e2e*t ) 8'9 
Theories and steps of database development 
using Microsoft Access. Topics include but are 
not limited to: relationships, form building, 
advanced queries, reporting, and macros. 
Requires a proLect creating a basic health 
information database from scratch. 
!H#$ &:: ;ataba7e =a*a>e2e*t )) 8'9 
Continuation of AHCT 432 with the development 
of an advanced database in Microsoft Access. 
Includes the application of drop-down menus, 
reports, security features, and macros. 
Prerequisite: AHCT 432W or consent of instructor. 
!H#$ &(& ?,ou3 P,oce77 a*. ;A*a2ic7 8:9 
Introduces principles and techniques of group 
theories, processes, and dynamics, as applied to 
the health-professional setting. Concepts include 
group functions, roles, structures, and 
characteristicsW group membership, norms, 
dynamics, and relations. Theoretical perspectives 
on group development, dynamics, and conflicts. 
Practical issues, including educational 
applications, negotiation, observation, and 
diagnosis. Leadership issues, facilitation, 
expedition, and termination. Simulation 
exercises, active learning, and flexible choices of 
study and application. 
!H#$ &(B Se2i*a,7 i* Dea.e,7hi3 8'9 
Prepares graduates for entry into the new work 
requirements. Through observation and 
participation, students explore the responsibility 
of today's employee to successfully integrate 
customer and community service and social 
responsibility. 
;FHG &HH Ie7ea,ch J,iti*> 8'9 
Elective course for students wishing to write 
their research study for submission to 
professional Lournals for possible publication. 
HPIK &&: J,iti*> fo, Publicatio* 8'9 
Writing by health professionals for popular, lay, 
or professional publications. Selection of Lournal 
or magazine, writing of query letter, preparation 
of abstract and manuscript in final form for 
submission. Includes preparation of camera-
ready art. Not a remedial writing course. 
I;F? 'MM !.Na*ce. Iea.i*> Oech*iPue7Q!ble 
))) 8'9 
Advanced reading course to increase student's 
rate of reading by developing cognitive 
organizational strategies such as: special 
techniques for processing information while 
reading textbooksW and previewing, skimming, 
and scanning techniques. Advanced skills for 
improving memory, taking tests, and reducing 
anxiety. 
SO!O &:H Ru*.a2e*tal7 of =ic,oco23ute, S7a>e 
8T9 
Fundamental principles of microcomputer use. 
Introduces DOS and Windows commands and 
features. Lectures and in-class demonstrations 
emphasizing how to create, organize, manage, 
and protect files on hard disks. Laboratory 
homework required. Not applicable toward a 
graduate degree in the School of Public Health. 
JI)O :'& J,iti*> fo, Health #a,e P,ofe77io*al7 8'9 
Students learn to write term papers and 
publishable articles from research in the health 
care literature. 
 
;K=!)F &U HV!DOH !F; JVDDFVSS 
8'W( Pua,te, u*it79 
;O#S :XT Hu2a* Fut,itio* 8:9 
Fundamentals of normal nutrition. 
Carbohydrates, proteins, fats, vitamins, mineralsW 
their roles in human metabolism. Introduction to 
nutrition in the life cycle. Per week: lecture 3 
hours. 
;O#S :TT Hu2a* a*. #li*ical Fut,itio* fo, 
Fu,7i*> 8&9 
Fundamentals of normal nutrition. 
Carbohydrates, proteins, fats, vitamins, mineralsW 
their roles in human metabolism. Investigates the 
role of nutrition at various stages in the life cycle 
of the individual in health and disease. Nutrition 
intervention in the prevention and treatment of 
disease in the clinical setting. 
;O#S :T' #li*ical Fut,itio* fo, Fu,7i*> 8'9 
Nutrition intervention in the prevention and 
treatment of disease in the clinical setting. 
HPIK &T& Pe,7o*al Health a*. Rit*e77 8&9 
Applies health principles to the student's 
physical, mental, spiritual, and social health. 
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!"R$ &'( )on,-.e0 !eal3h 567 
Studies fitness and health in terms of consumer 
welfare, marketing, and fraud. Discusses ethics 
as related to professional behavior. 
!"R$ &'8 !eal3h 3h0o-gh 3he :ife S>an 5&7 
Examines changes in health status that may occur 
between birth and old age. EmphasiAes tailoring 
wellness strategies and programs to the needs of 
various age groups. 
?@TR &B& ?-30i3ion and Di3ne,, 567 
Basic principles of nutrition and healthful eating 
for fitness and exercise. Role of nutrition and 
exercise in optimiAing health from a scientific 
standpoint. Myths prevalent among consumers 
in the area of nutrition and fitness. 
"EF) ''G Hnde>enden3 Fc3iJi3ie, 5K(L '7 
Develops an appropriate activity program in 
conjunction with the staff at the activities center. 
Develops motor skills and physical stamina in a 
manner that will promote lifelong involvement in 
physical activity. 
 
M$NFH? (O E:E)THPES 
Electives from Domains 1-4 may be selected to 
complete the general education minimum 
requirements of 68 quarter units. 
E?Q:HS! )$N"$SHTH$? 
RER@HRENE?TS H? SEPE?T!SMFT 
FMPE?THST )$::EQES 
The following sequences of English composition 
courses taught in Seventh-day Adventist schools are 
representative of sequences that would meet LLU 
general education requirements. 
Andrews 
University 
ENGL 111-112Q English Composition 
and ENGL 306Q Writing Seminar (9 
quarter units) 
 
Atlantic Union 
College 
ENGL 101-102Q College Writing I and 
II (6 semester units) 
 
Columbia 
Union College 
ENGL 101-102Q Composition (6 
semester units) 
 
La Sierra 
University 
ENGL 111-113Q Freshman English (9 
quarter units) 
 
Oakwood 
University 
ENGL 111-113Q Freshman 
Composition (6 semester units) 
 
Pacific Union 
College 
ENGL 101-102Q College English (8 
quarter units) 
 
Southern 
Adventist 
University 
ENGL 101-102Q College Composition 
(6 semester units) 
 
 
Southwestern 
Adventist 
University 
ENGL 121Q Freshman Composition 
and ENGL 220Q Technical Writing 
and Research (6 semester units) 
 
Union College ENGL 111-112Q College Writing I and 
II (6 semester units) 
 
Walla Walla 
University 
ENGL 121-122Q College Writing and 
ENGL 223Q Research Writing (9 
quarter units) 
)@:T@RF: ST@MHES )ERTHDH)FTES 
Courses applicable to the Spanish Studies Program 
certificate for health care professionals (22 units) 
ANTH 304 Biocultural Anthropology (4) GE 
(Domain 2) and certificate 
ANTH 306 Language and Culture (4) GE (Domain 
2) and certificate 
ANTH 448 Medical Anthropology (4) GE (Domain 
2) and certificate 
RELR  404 Christian Service (1-2)^ GE (Domain 1) 
and certificate 
SPAN  118 Spanish Literature I (2-4) GE (Domain 1) 
and certificate 
SPAN  119 Spanish Culture/CiviliAation (2-4) GE 
(Domain 1) and certificate 
SPAN  122 Tradition and Paradox in Latin 
American Women (2-4) 
GE (Domain 1) and certificate 
SPAN  101 Introductory Spanish for the Professions 
(3) 
GE (Domain 1) and certificate 
SPAN 201 Intermediate Spanish for the Professions 
(3) 
GE (Domain 1) and certificate 
SPAN 123 
and 128 
Practicum in Spanish (4) GE (Domain 1) 
and certificate 
SPAN 425 Advanced Spanish III (3) certificate 
SPAN 426 Spanish in the Hospital Setting (3) 
certificate 
SPAN 428 Practicum in Spanish (4) certificate 
SPAN 430 Diversity in the Twenty-First Century (4) 
certificate 
  Service-learning experience (80 clock 
hours) certificate 
E?Q:HS! )$N"$SHTH$? 
RER@HRENE?TS H? ?$?SSEPE?T!SMFT 
FMPE?THST )$::EQES 
The following sequences of English composition 
courses taught in non-Seventh-day Adventist schools 
are representative of sequences that would meet LLU 
general education requirements. 
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California State University1 San 2ernardino 
ENG 101 Freshman Composition and one of the 
following upper-division expository writing coursesK 
EDUC 306, ENG 306, HUM 306, MGMT 306, NSCI 
306, or SSCI 306 (8 quarter units) 
Crafton 4ills Colle5e 
ENGL 101 Freshman Composition (CAN ENGL 2) 
and ENGL 102 Intermediate Composition and Critical 
ThinkingW or ENGL 152 Intermediate Composition 
and Literature (CAN ENGL 4) (8 semester units) 
Fullerton Colle5e 
ENGL 100 College Writing (CAN ENGL 2) and ENGL 
102 Introduction to Literature (CAN ENGL 4) (6 
semester units) 
8t9 San :acinto Colle5e 
ENGL 101 Freshman Composition (CAN ENGL 2) 
and ENGL 103 Writing and Reading Critically (CAN 
ENGL 4) (8 quarter units) 
<iverside Community Colle5e 
ENG 1A English Composition (CAN ENGL 2) and 
ENG 1B Critical Thinking and Writing (CAN ENGL 
4) (8 semester units) 
San 2ernardino Valley Colle5e 
ENGL 101 Freshman Composition (CAN ENGL 2) 
and ENGL 102 Intermediate Composition and Critical 
Thinking (8 semester units) 
University of California1 <iverside 
ENGL 1A Beginning Composition, ENGL 1B 
Intermediate Composition, and ENGL 1C Applied 
Intermediate Composition (12 quarter units) 
?@8A ?ICDA UCIVE<SITG GECE<A? 
EDUCATI@C C@U<SES—@C?ICE ACD 
2@@J?ET 
A complete listing of courses offered each academic 
term at this University to meet general education 
domain requirements is included on the Loma Linda 
University Web site at 
\www.llu.edu^central^ssweb^index.page_ under 
the course schedules. 
By linking from Course Schedules to General 
Education Brochure and Course Descriptions, the 
student has access also to the entire list of general 
education courses and course descriptions. This list is 
also available at the above Web site as a printable 
booklet —aLoma Linda University General Education 
Philosophy, Requirements, and Courses.a 
SC4@@? ACD K<@G<A8LSKECIFIC GE 
<EMUI<E8ECTS 
For additional information about specific general 
education requirements, see the desired schools and 
programs—Section III of this CATALOG. 
Student ?ife 
The information on student life contained in this 
CATALOG is brief. The most current Student 
(andbook more comprehensively addresses 
University and school expectations, regulations, and 
policies, and is available to each registered student. 
Students need to familiarice themselves with the 
contents of the Student (andbook. Additional 
information regarding policies specific to a particular 
school or program within the University is available 
from the respective school. 
F<@8 UCIVE<SITG T@ STUDECT 
Loma Linda University was established to provide 
education in a distinctively Christian environment. 
Students are expected to respect the standards and 
ideals of the Seventh-day Adventist Church. 
Prospective students have the freedom to choose or 
reject University or school standards, but the decision 
must be made before enrollment. Application to and 
enrollment in Loma Linda University constitute the 
studentes commitment to honor and abide by the 
academic and social practices and regulations stated 
in announcements, bulletins, handbooks, and other 
published materialsW and to maintain a manner that is 
mature and compatible with the Universityes function 
as a professional institution of higher learning. 
It is inevitable that the student will come under 
question if academic performance is below standardW 
student duties are neglectedW social conduct is 
unbecomingW or attitudes demonstrate deficiencies 
such as poor judgment, moral inadequacy, or other 
forms of immaturity. 
Procedures for evaluation of academic and 
nonacademic performance—as well as for the student 
to exercise his^her right of appeal—are described in 
the current CATALOG and in each schooles section of 
the Student (andbook. Grievances regarding both 
academic and nonacademic matters must be 
processed according to these published grievance 
procedures. After a student files an appeal or 
grievance, the faculty assesses the studentes fitness for 
a career in the chosen profession and recommends to 
the dean appropriate action regarding the studentes 
continuance or discontinuance. 
Prospective students who have questions concerning 
the Universityes expectations should seek specific 
information prior to enrollment. 
N4@?ELKE<S@C 4EA?T4 
The University regards the student from a 
cosmopolitan and comprehensive point of view. It is 
cosmopolitan in that historically the Universityes 
global mission has promoted bonds and opportunities 
in education and service without regard to gender, or 
to national, racial, or geographical origin. It is 
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com0re2ensive in t2at t2e University8s concern *or t2e 
9el*are o* t2e st$dent traditionally 2as ;een an 
integrated concern *or assisting t2e st$dent to9ard 
92ole=0erson 2ealt2>;alanced develo0ment o* 
s0irit$al? social? 02ysical? and mental 2ealt2@ 
A$ltivating t2e 2ealt2 o* any one 0art en2ances t2e 
2ealt2 o* all 0arts@ Neglecting or a;$sing t2e 2ealt2 o* 
one 2arms t2e 2ealt2 o* all@ Ce*ore one can eD0erience 
92ole=0erson 2ealt2? t2ere m$st ;e a 0ractical 
a00reciation o* t2e interde0endent interaction o* eac2 
0art o* t2e 92ole@ 
"t$dents *rom all sc2ools o* Loma Linda University 
may congregate and 0artici0ate in t2e m$lti*aceted 
0rograms o**ered t2at involve t2e 2olistic conce0t o* 
social? intellect$al? 02ysical? emotional? and s0irit$al 
9ellness@ E2ese 0rograms s$00ort Loma Linda 
University8s motto? FEo maGe man 92ole@H 
Spiritual health 
In addition to 0ersonal J$iet times? o00ort$nities *or 
t2e st$dent to *$rt2er develo0 ric2? 0ersonal s0irit$al 
reso$rces are 0rovided in sc2ed$led religio$s 
eDercises and activities and in in*ormal association 
9it2 ot2ers 92o c2eris2 s0irit$al val$es@ Keligion 
classes as 9ell as 9eeGly c2a0el services are 0art o* 
t2e reJ$ired c$rric$l$m@ 
Social health 
"it$ated 9it2in easy access o* t2e ocean? mo$ntains? 
and desert? t2e University 0rovides n$mero$s 
o00ort$nities *or st$dents to com0lement t2eir *ormal 
learning t2ro$g2 0artici0ation in a 9ide variety o* 
recreational? c$lt$ral? and ot2er activities@ L variety o* 
University=? sc2ool=? and gro$0=s0onsored events 
enco$rages st$dents to relaD and ;ecome ;etter 
acJ$ainted 9it2 one anot2er@ E2ro$g2 t2ese activities 
and events? st$dents can enric2 t2eir gro$0 
interaction and leaders2i0 eD0eriences? increase t2eir 
enMoyment o* and interest in *ields o$tside t2eir 
0ro*ession? develo0 t2eir talents? en2ance 92olesome 
and memora;le association 9it2 ot2ers? and c$ltivate 
s$00ortive and li*elong social relations2i0s@ 
Mental health 
E2e University 0romotes mental 2ealt2 ;y 
enco$raging st$dents to st$dy and 0ractice 0rinci0les 
o* so$nd 0syc2ological 2ealt2 and to access state=o*=
t2e=art co$nseling and mental 2ealt2 services? as 
needed@ 
Physical health 
E2e University 0romotes 02ysical *itness ;y 
enco$raging recreational interests and ;y 0roviding 
co$rses in *ield eDercises? ;ody ;$ilding? and 2ealt2 
instr$ction@ Ln e**ort is eDerted to interest eac2 
st$dent in some recreational and 2ealt2=;$ilding 
activity t2at may ;e carried over to en2ance *$t$re 
li*e@ 
RECREATION/WELLNESS: THE 
DRAYSON CENTER 
 
E2e Nrayson Aenter? Loma Linda University8s 
recreation and 9ellness center? 0rovides state=o*=t2e=
art *itness *acilities@ E2e center incl$des a OP?QQQ=
sJ$are=*oot m$lti0$r0ose gymnasi$m? 92ic2 may 
accommodate t2ree *$ll=siRed ;asGet;all co$rts? *ive 
volley;all co$rts? or nine ;adminton co$rts@ Aircling 
t2e gymnasi$m8s inside 0erimeter is an elevated? 
r$;;eriRed? t2ree=lane r$nning tracG@ E2e *acility also 
incl$des *ive racJ$et;all co$rts 9it2 vie9ing areas? 
and *$lly eJ$i00ed men8s and 9omen8s locGer rooms@ 
Lero;ics st$dios and cardiovasc$lar and *itness areas 
are eJ$i00ed *or strengt2 training? s0orts 
conditioning? ;ody ;$ilding? and 0o9er li*ting@ L OO=
*oot=2ig2? PSQ=*oot 9ater slide ends in t2e near;y 
recreational 0ool@ E2is s2allo9 0ool is 92eelc2air 
accessi;le@ Ln o$tdoor Tac$RRi is also availa;le? as 
9ell as indoor sa$nas in t2e men8s and 9omen8s 
locGer rooms@ Incl$ded in t2e com0leD are a lig2ted? 
siD=co$rt tennis *acilityU a +QQ?QQQ=sJ$are=*oot 
m$lti$se recreational area 9it2 *o$r so*t;all *ields? a 
2al*=mile=long tracGU and 0icnic and game areas@ 
E2e Nrayson Aenter o**ers li*etime leis$re classes 
VnoncreditW? s$c2 as lo9 and 2ig2=im0act aero;ics? 
;allet? Garate? and M$do@ E2e Xellness Y**ice o**ers 
0ersonal training? massage t2era0y? and individ$al 
n$trition co$nseling and gro$0 n$trition classes 9it2 
a registered dietitian@ 
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE 
Zro*essional services are rendered ;y t2e "t$dent 
[ealt2 "ervice? 92ic2 0rovides ;asic care to st$dents@ 
E2e "t$dent [ealt2 "ervice is located in t2e Aenter *or 
[ealt2 Zromotion in \vans [all? corner o* "te9art 
and Lnderson streets@ E2e 2o$rs are ]onday t2ro$g2 
E2$rsday? ^ a@m@=S 0@m@U _riday? ^ a@m@=O 0@m@ "ervices 
are *ree to st$dents@ 
LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY STUDENT 
HEALTH PLAN 
E2e University=s0onsored "t$dent [ealt2 Zlan is 
designed to 0rovide com0re2ensive medical coverage 
*or t2e st$dent and 2is`2er eligi;le de0endentVsW@ It is 
not an ins$rance 0rogram@ E2e 0lan incl$des 
U"IVE&SI() CA(ALOG 01 
coverage for hospital care, surgery, emergency care, 
prescription drugs, and moreF Generally, to Ge eligiGle 
for reimGursement under the provisions of the plan, 
eHpenses must Ge incurred Ihile coverage is in effectF 
EHpenses incurred Gefore plan coverage Gecomes 
effective or after plan coverage has terminated Iill 
not Ge coveredF (his plan Iill only provide medical 
coverage on an eHcess GasisF (his means that all 
medical eHpenses must first Ge suGmitted to any other 
availaGle source of health care coverageF (here is no 
vision or dental coverage availaGleF Please see the 
Loma Linda University KeG site for Student Lealth 
Services for a complete eHplanation of the Student 
Lealth Plan 
MNhttpOPPIIIFlluFeduPcentralPstudenthealthPindeHF
pageQRF 
E"#$%%&'"( 
(he enrollment form must Ge returned to &isS 
Management as specified in order to gain access to 
the services providedF 
*#'+'##',-.#$/0,'# .%1" 
(he health plan has Geen developed as a PPO 
MpreferredUproviderR planF Venefits for services 
utiliWed outside the preferredUprovider structure Ge 
reducedF 
*%1" 2'1# 
(he planUGenefit year is a fiscal year and runs from 
Xuly Y through Xune Z[F 
*#'-'304(0"5-6$",0(0$" '36%740$" 
If a student or patient has not maintained continuous 
\creditaGle coverage\ under another health plan 
during the tIelve months prior to the student]s date 
of enrollment, or prior to the coverage effective date, 
the folloIing preUeHisting condition eHclusion Iill 
applyO (his plan Iill not cover any medical condition, 
illness, or in^ury for Ihich medical advice, diagnosis, 
care, or treatment Ias recommended or received Gy 
the student or patient during the siH months prior to 
the student]s date of enrollment or during the siH 
months prior to the effective date of health plan 
coverageF (reatment includes receiving services and 
supplies, consultations, diagnostic tests, or prescriGed 
medicationsF (his eHclusion Iill apply for tIelve 
months from the coverage effective date, or date of 
enrollment if the individual Ias enrolled at the time 
of enrollment to the University, unless such an 
individual remains treatment free during the siHU
month term Geginning Iith the date of enrollment or 
effective date of coverageF If the individual remains 
treatment free during this siHUmonth term, the preU
eHistingUcondition eHclusion Iill apply only during 
this siHUmonth periodF (his eHclusion Iill not apply to 
pregnancyUrelated medical eHpenses or to medical 
treatment for a neIGorn or adopted childF MA student 
Iho Ias covered Gy another health plan prior to 
enrollment at this University should read the 
folloIing section entitled \Lealth Insurance 
PortaGility and AccountaGility ActF\R 
A student Iho has a preUeHisting condition should 
checS Iith any prior insurer to oGtain complete 
information regarding hisPher rights to COV&A 
coverage during this preUeHistingUconditionUeHclusion 
periodF 
HEALTH I=SU@A=CE *O@TABILITD 
A=E ACCOU=TABILITD ACT FHI*AAG 
If a student has Geen covered under a medical plan 
during the past tIelve months, all or part of the preU
eHisting condition eHclusion may Ge Iaived Ihen 
sPhe comes under the University planF In order for a 
determination to Ge made regarding the student]s 
coverage, the former insurance company or employer 
must provide to &isS Management a certificate 
verifying the previous coverageF If the student has 
any preUeHisting medical conditions, it is imperative 
that this certificate Ge returned to &isS Management 
along Iith the health plan enrollment formF 
ELIHIBILITD 
A student is eligiGle for Genefits if sPheO 
! Is attending Loma Linda University as a 
graduate or undergraduate student_ and 
! Is a degreeUtracS studentF A student Iho is 
accepted into a degree program and Iho is 
registered for more than [ units Iill Ge 
charged the enrollment fee regardless of the 
numGer of units for Ihich sPhe is registeredF 
! Is a nondegree student registered for more 
than 0 unitsF As student Iho is not accepted 
into a degree program Gut Iho is registered 
as a nondegree student for more than 0 units 
Iill Ge charged the enrollment feeF LoIever, 
a nondegree student registered for 0 units or 
feIer Iill not Ge charged the fee and Iill 
not Ge eligiGle to Guy into the Student Lealth 
PlanF 
! Kas previously covered under the plan and 
is on an approved leave of aGsence from 
hisPher academic programF 
! IS an IPUonly studentF A student Iho is 
IorSing on \In Progress\ courses and Iho is 
not registered for any other units Iill Ge 
charged the enrollment feeF 
A,,0(0$"1% 0"+$#&1(0$" #'51#,0"5 '%050I0%0(2 
! A student Iho drops all units Gefore the 
deadline Iill not Ge charged for or covered 
Gy the planF Any student Iho is charged the 
enrollment fee and drops all units Gefore the 
last day for a full refund Mgenerally one IeeS 
after the first day of classesR, Iill receive a 
full refund of the enrollment fee and Iill 
have no access to any University GenefitsF 
Please refer to the Student Finance Y[[U
percent refund policyF 
! LLUALSC employees Iho are \fullUtime, 
Genefit eligiGle\ Iill not Ge charged the 
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enrollment fee. The fee 4ill not apply, 
regardless of 4hether or not employees are 
using the education benefit. Spouses of 
employees 4ho are using the employee 
education benefit 4ill be charged the 
enrollment fee. 
! Students participating in an off-campus or 
online program 4ill not be charged the 
enrollment fee unless specifically required 
by the program. 
! An eligible student's coverage 4ill become 
effective on the first day of class or student 
orientation, 4hichever occurs first. 
!uy$in provision 
Bnder the follo4ing provisions, a student may obtain 
coverage under this health plan or extend coverage to 
a spouse or dependent children each quarter. In order 
to receive any coverage under this plan, a student 
must apply for coverage during an open-enrollment 
periodE4ithin thirty days of a status change (i.e., 
4ithin thirty days of marriage or 4ithin thirty days of 
the birth of a child) and pay the appropriate quarterly 
student contribution, as outlined belo4H 
1. Spouse/Dependent childrenEIf  a student is 
covered under this plan, s/he may extend 
health plan coverage to his/her spouse or 
dependent child(ren). 
L. (eave of absence ((OA)EIf a student has 
been covered under the plan up until 
immediately prior to leaving school on an 
approved leave of absence ((OA), s/he may 
extend coverage under the plan for the 
length of the approved (OA, up to a 
maximum extension of one year. 
3. Continuation coverageEIf a student has 
been covered under this plan but no longer 
meets the eligibility requirements (for 
example, s/he did not attend classes during 
any quarter, including Summer Puarter), 
s/he 4ould be able to continue coverage for 
his/her eligible dependents for up to one 
quarter through this buy-in provision. 
The open-enrollment period for eligible students and 
dependents is the last t4o 4eeks of each calendar 
quarter. Buy-in coverage 4ill be effective from 
Sanuary 1 to March 31, April 1 to Sune 3U, Suly 1 to 
September 3U, and October 1 to December 31. No 
invoices or reminders are sent to students 4ho are 
buying into the plan. The Department of Risk 
Management cannot add Student Health Plan fees to 
the student's account. All payments must be made by 
check or money order. A ne4born child must also be 
enrolled in the plan 4ithin thirty days of birth or 
adoption in order to receive any coverage under this 
plan. There is no automatic or temporary coverage 
provided for any dependents, including adopted or 
ne4born children. 
Extension/Continuation coverageEA fee of [3,U.UU 
per quarter for the student plus one of the amounts 
belo4 for dependents is charge for 
extension/continuation coverageH 
! One dependent (spouse or child) of a 
covered studentE[+LU.UU per quarter 
! T4o or more dependentsE[\+U.UU per 
quarter 
-rescription$drug coverage 
Each enrolled student 4ill be given a C]S/Caremark 
health care identification card, 4hich can be used at 
any participating pharmacy displaying the 
C]S/Caremark decal. The cost of the prescription 
4ill be billed directly to the plan after the student 
pays a copayment. Prescriptions filled through 
C]S/Caremark 4ill be limited to a maximum of a 
thirty-day supply. The copayment amounts 4ill be 
[1^.UU for generic drugs and [3U.UU for brand-name_ 
drugs that are dispensed at the health plan's preferred 
pharmaciesH the ((BMC Pharmacy, the Campus 
Pharmacy (located in the (oma (inda Market), the 
Faculty Professional Pharmacy (located in the Faculty 
Medical Offices), and the ((B Community Pharmacy. 
If the prescription is filled at any other participating 
C]S/Caremark pharmacy, there 4ill be a [L^.UU 
copayment for generic products or a [+U.UU 
copayment for brand-name_ drugs. Prescriptions not 
filled by the C]S/Caremark system 4ill not be 
covered under the plan. There is a [^,UUU.UU 
maximum deductible per individual per fiscal plan 
year. 
_The copayment 4hen a name brand is purchased 
because no generic substitute is availablea ho4ever, if 
a student chooses a name brand over a generic drug, 
the student 4ill be responsible for the generic 
copayment plus any difference in cost bet4een the 
t4o medications. 
4tili6ation review 
All services that require preadmission revie4 or prior 
authoribation must be processed through the 
Department of Risk Management. The types of 
services that require prior authoribation includeH 
! Hospital admissions 
Scheduled admissions must be authoribed 
prior to entrance to the hospital. In the case 
of emergency admissions, notification must 
be made the next business daya or if 
admission occurs on the 4eekend, 4ithin +\ 
hours. 
! All outpatient surgeries 
! Home-health services, skilled nursing 
facilities 
! Orthotics and purchase or rental of durable 
medical equipment 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*01*
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s/he completes initial registration and financial 
clearance. 
The identification card allows access to various 
student services, including the libraries, Student 
Health, recreation facilities (i.e., the Drayson Center), 
parking, etc. Also, the bar code on the card allows 
currently enrolled and financially cleared students to 
charge against their accounts at the Campus 
Bookstore and campus cafeterias, and for ticket sales 
available through the Student Services office. In 
subsequent quarters, the card's bar code is 
automatically reactivated at each registration upon 
financial clearance. 
Jor further information regarding these identification 
cards, please contact Student Services. 
!esidence hall 
The Kniversity is coeducational and accepts both 
single and married students. Any single student who 
prefers to live on campus may do so. Students are 
expected to live on campus unless they areM 
! married, 
! twenty-one years of age or older, 
! in a graduate program, or 
! living with their parents. 
Students who wish to live off campus but who do not 
meet one of the foregoing requirements may petition 
the vice president for student services for a possible 
exception. This should be done well in advance of 
registration to allow the student adequate time to 
plan. Additional information about campus housing 
can be obtained from the housing Oeb site at 
Pwww.llu.edu/central/housing/index.pageQ. 
The student must keep the Kniversity informed of his 
or her current address and telephone number and 
other contact numbers. 
,arriage 
A student who marries or changes marital status 
during the academic year must provide the school 
with advance written notification of the change in 
status in order to keep school records correct and up 
to date. Students should make every effort to 
schedule their wedding ceremonies during academic 
recesses. 
/ame change 
Currently enrolled students may change their names 
on Kniversity records when they provide evidence 
(e.g., certified copy of a marriage certificate) that the 
name change is official. In addition to filing a Request 
for Change of Name on Kniversity Records form with 
the Office of Kniversity Records, the student must 
present a current ID card or other form of picture ID 
with his or her name as it appears on Kniversity 
records, along with official documentation of the 
name change. 
Name changes must be processed no later than six 
months prior to graduation if the new name is to 
appear on the diploma. 
1rofessional a44arel 
Clinic and laboratory apparel are distinctive articles 
of dress specified by the department or school and are 
to be worn only in the manner prescribed and under 
the conditions specified in the school or department 
dress code. Student uniforms are to be maintained in 
clean, presentable condition. Information on the 
required professional dress is provided in Section III 
of this CATALOG and in the Kniversity Student 
(and*oo,. 
1ersonal a44earance 
Students in the classroom or clinical environment 
must exhibit personal grooming consistent with 
expectations of the health care institution, the 
profession, the school, and the Kniversity. Specific 
guidelines regarding grooming and attire are 
provided in Section III of this CATALOG and in the 
Kniversity Student (and*oo,. 
1ersonal 4ro4erty 
The school assumes no responsibility for the loss of 
the student's personal property, instruments, or other 
items by theft, fire, or unknown causes. The student is 
expected to assume responsibility for the safekeeping 
of personal belongings. 
7ars and trans4ortation 
Because the student is responsible for transportation 
arrangements and costs for special projects and off-
campus clinics, it is advantageous for the student to 
have access to a car.  
The Kniversity enforces traffic rules and regulations 
as provided for by the State of California Vehicle 
Code. It is the sole responsibility of the driver of any 
vehicle on Kniversity property to become familiar 
with these regulations. Drivers are held responsible 
for any infraction of the regulations. Copies of the 
brochure entitled Loma Linda Kniversity Traffic and 
Parking Regulations are available at the Department 
of Security. 
Vehicles used by students on campus must be 
registered with the Department of Security. Returning 
students must go to the Department of Security 
annually in September to renew registration. 
7onfidentiality 
The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 
Act (HIPAA) of 199Z requires that all health care 
professionals maintain the highest level of 
confidentiality in matters pertaining to clients. 
Discussions or written assignments relating to client 
information, either health related or personal, may 
not include identifying data. Clients' privacy and 
rights are to be protected. 
Jailure to maintain confidentiality could result in 
legal action. Jor additional information, see 
UNI$ERSIT) CATALOG 52 
2Introduction to HIPAA2 at >home.mc.llumc.edu/ 
Departments/LLUHS-Departments/HIPAA-
Information/HIPAA-Help/Introduction-to-
HIPAA/Index.htmlK. 
Su#stance a#use 
As a practical application of its motto, 2To make man 
whole, 2Loma Linda University is committed to 
providing a learning environment conducive to the 
fullest possible human development. Because the 
University holds that a lifestyle free of alcohol, 
tobacco, and recreational/illegal drugs is essential for 
achieving this goal, it maintains policies that foster a 
campus environment free of these substances. 
All students are expected to refrain from the use of 
tobacco, alcohol, or recreational or illegal  mind-
altering substances. Possession or use of these 
substances may be cause for dismissal. 
For details regarding the University's drug-free 
environmentVas well as information regarding 
prevention, detection, assessment, treatment, relapse 
prevention, confidentiality, and disciplineVsee the 
Loma Linda University Student Handbook, Section $, 
University PoliciesW Alcohol, controlled substances, 
and tobacco policy. 
Se+ual harassment 
Sexual harassment is reprehensible and will not be 
tolerated by the University. It subverts the mission of 
the University and threatens the well-being, 
educational experience, or careers of students, faculty, 
employees, and patients. 
Because of the sensitive nature of situations involving 
sexual harassment and to assure speedy and 
confidential resolution of these issues, students 
should contact the office of the dean in their 
respective schools. 
A more comprehensive statement of the policy 
regarding sexual harassment and sexual standards 
can be found in the Loma Linda University Student 
Handbook, Section $, University Policies. 
0mployment 
It is recommended that students limit work 
obligations (outside employment for income) that 
divert time, attention, and strength from the arduous 
tasks of class preparation, clinical practice, and/or 
training in their chosen career. A student wishing to 
work during the school year should consult the Office 
of the Dean of the school in which s/he is enrolled 
regarding employment restrictions or prohibitions. 
0mployment for international students 
International students must obtain written 
authorization from International Student and Scholar 
Services before accepting any on-campus 
employment. Off-campus employment requires prior 
issue of a work permit by the Bureau of Citizenship 
and Immigration Services. F- and \-visa students must 
limit their employment to twenty hours or less per 
week while registered for courses and while classes 
are in session during three of four quarters in an 
academic year. Regulations allow full-time work 
(forty hours or less per week) during school breaks 
and summer vacations (if students' programs allow 
summer quarters off). For questions, please telephone 
International Student and Scholar Services at 
909/55_-4955. 
ACAD0MIC AU=>ORI=A 
The Office of the Dean of the school in which the 
student is enrolled is the final authority in all 
academic matters, with the exception of General 
Education requirements, and is charged with the 
interpretation and enforcement of academic 
requirements. Any exceptions or changes in academic 
requirements, graduation requirements, or grades are 
not valid unless approved by the dean. Any actions 
taken by individual faculty members with regard to 
these matters are advisory only and are not binding 
on the school or the University unless approved by 
the dean. 
ACAD0MIC IN=0GRI=A 
The academically dishonest act considers that 
academic dishonesty intentionally violates the 
community of trust upon which all learning is based, 
intentionally compromises the orderly transfer of 
knowledge from teacher to student, and is 
inconsistent with good professional and moral 
behavior. Accordingly, the penalty for academic 
dishonesty is severe. 
Acts of dishonesty include but are not limited toW 
! thefta 
! falsifying or changing grades or other 
academic recordsa 
! plagiarism or excessive paraphrasing of 
someone else's worka 
! knowingly giving, obtaining, or falsifying 
information during examinations or other 
academic or professional practice 
assignmentsa 
! using unauthorized aids during 
examinationsa 
! loud and disruptive behavior during 
lectures, demonstrations, or examinationsa 
! excessive unexcused absences from classes 
or from clinical assignments. 
2Examinations2 are defined as regularly scheduled 
tests, quizzes (scheduled or unscheduled), final 
examinations, comprehensive assessments, take-home 
tests, open-book tests, and any other assignment 
given by an instructor or preceptor whether for a 
grade, points toward a grade, or for zero points (e.g., 
a learning exercise). 
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Instructors and students are responsible for reporting 
instances of academic dishonesty for investigation; 
An instructor may ta=e immediate action during an 
e>amination or other point-generating activity in 
order to maintain the integrity of the academic 
process; Substantiated violations are to be brought 
before the designated disciplinary body for action; 
Disciplinary action may include receiving a failing 
grade on the e>amination or assignmentA receiving a 
failing grade in the courseA suspensionA or permanent 
dismissal from the program; 
CO#D%C& 
Students are e>pected to conduct themselves in a 
professional manner during didactic and clinical 
training; Professional conduct includes Cbut is not 
limited toD punctualityE and respect for other peopleA 
their propertyA and their right to learn; It also includes 
an appropriate respect for those in authority; Students 
of (oma (inda Fniversity are e>pected to behave in a 
manner that will not bring criticism upon themselvesA 
the programA the schoolA or the Fniversity; 
Because students may be e>posed to patients' 
relatives and friends in any public placeA and because 
their conversations and their attitudes have an effect 
on those around themA students are as=ed to observe 
the followingJ 
! Any information given to the student by a 
patient or contained in a medical record 
must be held in strict confidence; ThereforeA 
the discussion of a patient's diagnosis and 
treatment or other clinically related topics 
should be e>tremely guarded; A patient's 
family and community people may be 
listening and may incorrectly interpret the 
things discussed; Careless tal= may lead to 
malpractice litigation; 
! A Mo=ing or casual attitude toward illness 
and medical treatment should not be 
displayed since it may seem uncaring and be 
disturbing to those who are ill and sufferingA 
as well as to the family members; 
! Student and staff behavior in professional 
situations may be the deciding influence for 
or against Christian beliefsA valuesA and a 
health-enhancing lifestyle; 
An in-depth description of the professional conduct 
e>pected of students is contained in the (oma (inda 
Fniversity Student Handbook; 
GRI+,A#C+ PROC+D%R+ 
Grievances related to se>ual harassmentA racial 
harassmentA or discrimination against the disabled 
shall be pursued in accordance with Fniversity 
policies specifically relating to these items; Grievances 
related to academic matters or other issues covered by 
specific policies shall be made pursuant to the policies 
of the school in which the student is enrolled; A 
student who questions whether the process provided 
by the school has followed the policy of the school in 
regard to hisPher grievance may request the office of 
the chancellor conduct a review of the process used 
by the school in responding to hisPher academic 
grievance; 
Students who believe that an error has been made or 
that they have been dealt with in an inappropriate 
manner by an office or nonacademic department of 
the Fniversity such as recordsA student financeA 
student affairsA health servicesA Drayson CenterA etc;A 
may see= correction by the following stepsJ 
Q; The student may put hisPher complaint in 
writing and provide it to the head of the 
department or office involved; The student 
may request an appointment and discuss 
this matter with the department head; The 
department head will ma=e a decision and 
provide a written answer to the student 
within fourteen days of receiving the 
student's written complaint or meeting with 
the studentA whichever is later; If the answer 
is not satisfactory to the studentA sPhe mayR 
S; Put the complaint in writing and send it to 
the dean of student affairs for review; The 
matter will be considered at the ne>t meeting 
of the dean's councilA and the student will be 
informed in writing of the council's response 
within seven days of the council's 
consideration of the complaint; 
COP/RIGH& ,IO1A&IO#S 
The copyright law of the Fnited States CTitle QTA FSCD 
governs the ma=ing of photocopies or other 
reproductions of copyrighted material; Fnder certain 
conditions specified in the lawA libraries and archives 
are authoriUed to furnish a photocopy or other 
reproduction; One of these specific conditions is that 
the photocopy or reproduction is not to be Wused for 
any purpose other than private studyA scholarshipA or 
research;X If a user ma=es a request for or later uses a 
photocopy or reproduction for purposes in e>cess of 
Wfair useAX that user may be liable for copyright 
infringement; This institution reserves the right to 
refuse to accept a copying order ifA in its MudgmentA 
fulfillment of the order would involve violation of 
copyright law; 
CO33%#ICA&IO# D+,IC+S 
All communication devices must be set to YoffY or 
YvibrateY during classA laboratoryA clinicA or chapel; No 
cell phonesA PDAsA calculatorsA laptopsA or other 
electronic or communication items may be used in the 
classroomA testing facilityA or laboratory unless 
specifically a part of that activity and approved by the 
faculty member in charge; 
!"I$%&SIT) CATALO/ 01 
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Students of the !ni<ersity are responsiAle for 
informing themsel<es of and satisfactorily meeting all 
regulations pertinent to registration, matriculation, 
and graduationG In this section HSection III are the 
!ni<ersity regulationsG See Section III for regulations 
that pertain to each school and programG 
RE4ISTR!TIO8 
&egistration dates are puAlished on the WeA at 
KLLLGlluGeduMssLeAMregistrationGhtmlNG The WeA 
should Ae checOed for specific dates of registration, 
since these dates <ary during some Puarters due to 
holiday schedulesG Posted deadlines for registration 
and change of registration are in effect and AindingG  
After consultation Lith their academic ad<isor, 
students register onlineG &egistration procedure 
includes entering classes online and clearing financeG 
Students are ad<ised to print the &ePuest for 
Clearance SuAmitted form from the WeA in order to 
retain Lritten documentation that they ha<e 
rePuested financial clearanceG !pon completion of 
registration, the student must oAtain an ID card at the 
!ni<ersity Office of Student Affairs HfirstSPuarter 
registration onlyIG 
A lateSregistration period of at least a LeeO prior to 
the Aeginning of the Puarter and eTtending to fi<e 
days after the Puarter Aegins is pro<ided, during 
Lhich a lateSregistration fee of U0V Lill Ae charged, 
unless the course is offered as an intensi<e that 
rePuires registration Aefore the end of the first day of 
classG 
Students may not attend class Lithout Aeing 
registered G "o credit is granted for academic LorO 
performed during any Puarter Lithout registrationG 
C:#-;% '- 0%;',10#1'*- 
A change in registration rePuires filing a &egistration 
Change &ePuest HAddMDropI form Lith the Office of 
!ni<ersity &ecordsG Students recei<e Lritten 
<erification each time a change of program is 
officially appro<edG Students are ad<ised to retain this 
Lritten <erification as documentation of their 
registrationG  
A student may add courses that folloL the general 
!ni<ersity calendar during the first se<en calendar 
days of the PuarterG Courses that folloL the general 
!ni<ersity calendar may Ae dropped during the first 
fourteen days of the Puarter Lithout academic 
penaltyG Course changes after the fourteenth day of 
the Puarter affect the permanent grade recordG 
Students may LithdraL from a course prior to the 
fourteen calendar days Aefore the final eTamination 
LeeO, after Lhich time LithdraLals are no longer 
permittedG 
S1<$= +*#$ 
!sually an academic study load is defined in terms of 
credit unitsG A full undergraduate load is considered 
to Ae WX or more units per PuarterY a full graduate 
load is considered to Ae Z units per PuarterG  
The normal course load, including all course LorO for 
Lhich a student may Ae registered at this or another 
institution, is W[ Puarter units for an undergraduate 
student and WX Puarter units for a graduate studentG 
FullStime study loads are those specified Ay the 
departments for each programG Students of 
eTceptional aAility may register for additional course 
LorO upon recommendation of the department and 
consent of the deanG 
8*->??U "*<0,%, #, A#01 */ 1*1#+ +*#$ /*0 /'-#-"'#+ 
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&egular courses for Lhich a student is registered at 
another financialSaid eligiAle institution constitute 
part of the student's study loadG Courses must Ae 
transferaAle and rePuired for completion of the 
student's Loma Linda !ni<ersity degree programG 
Correspondence and independent study courses are 
eTcluded, per federalSaid regulationsG Only Lhen the 
student enrolls in such courses using the Consortium 
Agreement form Hfrom the Office of Financial AidI 
Lill the courseHsI count on the student's total load as 
eligiAle for financialSaid and loanSdeferment 
purposesG 
A person Lho is not enrolled in regular classes Aut 
Lho is occupied in research, dissertation, or thesis, is 
classified as a studentG ^y filing an Academic Load 
$alidation form e<ery Puarter at registration, the 
academic load may Ae <alidated for loan defermentG 
STUBE8T ?EVE? 
Students enrolled in a professional program in Lhich 
they are classified as freshman, sophomore, _unior, or 
senior Lill Ae classified according to the le<el of the 
course LorO they are taOing HeGgG, a student Lith a 
pre<ious Aaccalaureate degree pursuing another 
Aaccalaureate degree Lould Ae classified as a 
sophomore Lhile taOing sophomoreSle<el courses, 
etcGIG 
Students enrolled in AlocO programs are classified 
according to the le<el of the AlocO in Lhich they are 
enrolled HeGgG, master'sSWst, Xnd, or `rd yearY or 
freshman, sophomore, _unior, senior, as is appropriate 
for the degree programY or P)W aprofessional year WbIG 
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Units earned by equivalency may not be used as part 
of the enrolled load. 
Equivalency examinations must be taHen before the 
final quarter of residency. 
The maximum amount of credit that may be earned 
by equivalency examination is determined by each 
school but may not exceed a maximum of 20 percent 
of the units required for the degree or certificate. 
!OURSE (AI+ER 
Certain course requirements in a program may be 
waived on the basis of previously completed course 
worH, experience, or licensure. An examination for 
waiver credit, if required, may be taHen only once and 
must be taHen before the last quarter of the program 
of study. Waiver of a specific course requirement does 
not reduce the number of units required for a 
program or residency requirements. A waiver 
examination does not carry academic credit and 
cannot be used to maHe up for a course in which an 
unsatisfactory grade was received. For examination 
fee, see Schedule of Charges in the Financial 
Information section. 
Permission to waive a course requirement in the 
School of Pharmacy requires prior approval of the 
department chair and consent of the dean. 
IN-E.EN-EN/ S/U-Y 
Independent study may be undertaHen subQect to the 
consent of the department chair and/or the Office of 
the Dean. The student is responsible for completion of 
the Directed/Independent Study Title Request form 
in addition to the regular registration. University 
policy limits directed study to 12 quarter units of 
undergraduate credit and 8 units of graduate credit in 
a degree program. Individual programs may further 
limit these units. The Office of the Dean should be 
consulted regarding limits on credit earned through 
independent study. Independent study is to be 
completed in adequate time before graduation to 
allow recording in the Office of University Records. 
E1/ENSION S/U-Y 
To be acceptable for credit, an extension course must 
be evaluated as to its equivalence to an accepted 
course. To assure that the course will transfer to Loma 
Linda University, the student should contact the 
Office of University Records prior to taHing the 
course. Registration for extension study requires prior 
approval of the department chair and consent of the 
dean. 
S!2O3AS/I! S/AN-IN4 
456789 6:7 ;5678 <=>:?9 
The following grades and grade points are used in 
this University. Each course taught in the schools has 
been approved for either a letter grade and/or an 
S/U grade. 
A 4.0 Outstanding performance. 
A- 3.7   
B[ 3.3   
B 3.0 Very good performance for 
undergraduate credit\ Satisfactory 
performance for graduate credit. 
B- 2.7   
C[ 2.3   
C 2.0 Satisfactory performance for 
undergraduate credit. Minimum 
performance for which credit is granted 
toward a degree in the School of Nursing 
or the School of Allied Health 
Professions. 
C- 1.7 Minimum performance for which credit 
is granted toward a degree in the School 
of Dentistry, the School of Pharmacy, or 
the School of Public Health. 
D[ 1.3   
D 1.0 Minimum performance for which 
undergraduate credit is granted, except 
as indicated above. 
F 0.0 Failure_given for not meeting minimum 
performance. 
S none Satisfactory performance_counted 
toward graduation. Equivalent to a C 
grade or better in undergraduate courses, 
or a B grade or better in graduate courses. 
An S grade is not computed in the grade-
point average. A student may request a 
grade of S in only a limited amount of 
course worH as determined by the school. 
This is done by the student`s filing with 
the Office of University Records the 
appropriate form prior to fourteen 
calendar days before the final 
examination weeH. Once filed, the grade 
is not subQect to change. 
U none Unsatisfactory performance_given only 
when performance for an S-specified 
course falls below a C grade level in an 
undergraduate course or a B grade level 
in a graduate course. Similar filing 
procedures as given for S grade above are 
required. The U grade is not computed in 
the grade-point average. 
S/N none Satisfactory performance in a clocH-hour 
course. Not included in total units. Same 
grading criteria as the S grade given for a 
credit-hour course. 
U/N none Unsatisfactory performance in a clocH-
hour course. Not included in total units. 
Same grading criteria as the U grade 
given for a credit-hour course. 
CR none Credit for Credit by Examination. 
Counted toward graduation/units 
earned but not units attempted. Such 
credit cannot be counted for financial aid 
purposes. 
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NC none No credit for Credit by Examination: 
Does not count for any purpose: 
W   WithdrawalAgiven for withdrawal from 
a course prior to fourteen calendar days 
before the final examination week: 
Withdrawals during the first fourteen 
calendar days of a quarter or the first 
seven calendar days of a five-week 
summer session are not recorded if the 
student files with the Office of University 
Records the appropriate form prior to the 
cut-off date: 
 
Withdrawals outside this time frame, 
upon recommendation of the dean, may 
be removed at the discretion of the vice 
president for academic affairs: In the case 
of nontraditionally scheduled courses, W 
will be given for withdrawal from a 
course prior to completion of 80 percent 
of the course, excluding the final 
examination period: 
 
Withdrawals during the first 20 percent 
of a course, excluding the final 
examination period, are not recorded if 
the student files with the Office of 
University Records the appropriate form 
prior to the date when this 20 percent of 
the course is completed: 
 
A student may withdraw only once from 
a named cognate course that sNhe is 
failing at the time of withdrawal: 
UW   Unofficial WithdrawalAindicates that the 
student discontinued class attendance 
after the close of registration but failed to 
withdraw officially: 
I   IncompleteAgiven when the maOority of 
the course work has been completed and 
circumstances beyond a studentPs control 
result in the student being unable to 
complete the quarter: An I notation may 
be changed to a grade only by the 
instructor before the end of the following 
term (excluding the summer sessions for 
those not in attendance during that term): 
Incomplete units are not calculated in the 
grade-point average: 
 
By use of the petition formAavailable 
online at 
Twww:llu:eduNcentralNsswebNregistratio
n:pageUAthe student requests an I 
notation from the instructor, stating the 
reason for the request and obtaining the 
signatures of the instructor, the 
department chair, and the associate dean: 
The form is left with the instructor: The 
instructor reports the I notation on the 
grade-report form, as well as the grade 
the student will receive if the deficiency is 
not removed within the time limit: The 
petition form is then filed with the Office 
of University Records along with the 
grade-report form: The notation I is not 
granted as a remedy for overload, failure 
on final examination, absence from final 
examination for other than an emergency 
situation, or a low grade to be raised with 
extra work: 
IP   In ProgressAindicates that the course has 
a duration of more than a single term and 
will be completed by the student no later 
than the final term of the course, not to 
exceed five quarters for independent 
study and research courses (original 
quarter of registration plus four 
additional quarters): The studentPs final 
grade will be reported on the instructorPs 
grade report at the end of the term in 
which the course is completed: If the 
course work is not completed within the 
five-quarter time limit, a grade of U will 
be given: 
AU   AuditAindicates registration for 
attendance only, with 80 percent class 
attendance considered a requirement: A 
request to change a credit course to audit 
or an audit course to credit may be made 
no later than the fourteenth calendar day 
after the beginning of a quarter, or the 
seventh calendar day after the beginning 
of the five-week summer session: (This 
does not apply to short summer courses 
lasting only a week or two:) 
AUW   Audit WithdrawalAgiven for 
withdrawing from a course, or to indicate 
that the 80 percent class attendance 
requirement was not met: 
ACADEMIC STANDING 
The following classifications are based on scholastic 
performance, as defined by each school within the 
UniversityW regular standing or academic probation: 
VETERANS BENEFITS 
Under Title 38 of the U:S: Code, Loma Linda 
University is approved for the training of veterans 
and other eligible persons: Information regarding 
eligibility for these programs may be obtained by 
calling 888NGIBILL1 or 888N442-4551: Application for 
benefits must be made directly to the Veterans 
Administration (VA) and may be done via the Web: 
The Office of University Records serves as the 
certifying official for Loma Linda University: 
Students should contact the certifying official prior to 
their first enrollment certification: 
Students receiving veteranPs benefits who fail for 
three consecutive quarters to maintain the cumulative 
grade-point average (G:P:A:) required for graduation 
will have their benefits interrupted, and the VA office 
will be notified: 
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School o6 Medicine students must maintain 
satis6actory grades 6or all reDuired courses 6or the 
year in Ehich they are currently enrolled. I6 a grade in 
a reDuired course re6lects unsatis6actory progress, the 
School o6 Medicine student Eill not be certi6ied until 
hisJher probationary status Kusually one yearL has 
been removed. 
For more in6ormation, open linOs to the VA Web site 
KQStudentsQ or QProspective StudentsQL on the 
University Web page at ShttpTJJEEE.llu.eduU. 
PRI$ACY RIGHTS -F STU0ENTS IN 
ACA0EMIC REC-R0S 
Under the Family %ducation &ights and Privacy Act 
KF%&PAL, students have 6ull rights o6 privacy Eith 
regard to their academic records, including their 
grade reports. Grades are available to the student 
online at SEEE.llu.eduJcentralJssEebJindeV.pageU. 
The .66ice o6 University &ecords sends one copy o6 
the student grade report to the school. 
The campus is authoriWed under F%&PA to release 
Qdirectory in6ormationQ concerning students. The 
University has classi6ied the 6olloEing as student 
directory in6ormation Ehich may be releasedT name, 
address Kpermanent and localL, picture, marital status, 
birth date, school, program, class, previous college, 
and telephone number, unless the student speci6ically 
reDuests in Eriting that the in6ormation not be 
released. Directory in6ormation Eill only be released 
by the academic dean's o66ice o6 the school in Ehich 
the student is enrolled. All reDuests 6or directory 
in6ormation received by all other o66ices o6 the 
University Eill be trans6erred to the appropriate 
school o66ice. 
GRA0E CHANGE 
Faculty members are responsible 6or evaluating and 
assigning grades. A grade may not be changed eVcept 
Ehen an error has been made in arriving at or 
recording a grade. Such changes are permissible up to 
the end o6 the succeeding term. 
The 6aculty member must obtain the dean's signature 
on the Change o6 Grade 6orm a6ter the initial grade 
has been entered. 
REPEATING A C-URSE 
.nce grades have been posted 6or a course, a student 
Eishing to improve hisJher grade  must repeat the 
course. When repeating a course, the student must 
attend class and laboratory sessions as ordinarily 
reDuired and taOe all regularly scheduled 
eVaminations. The amount o6 tuition paid 6or 
repeated courses is determined by the school. Both 
the original and the repeat grades Eill appear on the 
student's permanent record, but only the repeat grade 
is computed in the G.P.A. and included in the total 
units earned. ! #$%&'($ )*+ ,'-'*$ * ./%,#' /(0+ /(.'1 
*(& (/ )/,' $2*( $3/ ./%,#'# )*+ 4' ,'-'*$'& 5( * 
#$%&'($6# &'7,'' -,/7,*)8 
PERS-NAL LEA$E -F ABSENCE 
A leave o6 absence is de6ined as being aEay 6rom 
school 6or the remainder o6 the Duarter, to a 
maVimum o6 one year, Eithout the intent to return. 
The appropriate program EithdraEal 6orm must be 
obtained 6rom the University Web site and approved 
by the dean or hisJher designee prior to the student's 
departure. Stipulations 6or re-entry are given to the 
student in Eriting. The student should consult the 
.66ice o6 the Dean regarding the possibility o6 
maintaining health coverage and continuous 
registration during the leave period. 
6ITH0RA6AL 
To EithdraE 6rom a courseKsL, the student must 
complete a &egistration Change &eDuest KAddJDropL 
6orm. I6 a student 6inds it necessary to EithdraE 6rom 
a degree or certi6icate program, the dean Kor hisJher 
designeeL must be noti6ied in Eriting. The student 
then arranges 6or 6ormal EithdraEal 6rom the 
program by 6iling a Program WithdraEal 6orm 6rom 
the University Web site. The Change o6 Program 6orm 
or the &egistration Change &eDuest KAddJDropL 6orm 
should be completed as soon as possible a6ter the 
student determines that sJhe cannot complete the 
Duarter. These 6orms must be 6iled no later than 
6ourteen days prior to the end o6 the Duarter. 
Courses dropped during the 6irst tEo EeeOs o6 the 
term are not included in the student's permanent 
record. 
I6 a student is discontinuing the entire program, the 
date the Program WithdraEal 6orm is properly 
submitted to the .66ice o6 University &ecords Eill be 
the date o6 EithdraEal used to calculate tuition 
re6unds. Tuition is re6unded according to the practice 
outlined in the Financial In6ormation section o6 this 
CATAL.G. Failure to 6ile the Program WithdraEal 
6orm may result in avoidable charges to the student's 
account. 92' $%5$5/(:,';%(& -/05.+ ;/, /;;:.*)-%# #$%&'($# 
5# 05#$'& %(&', $2' *--05.*40' #.2//0 5( <'.$5/( === /; $25# 
>!9!?@A8 
A0MINISTRATI$E 6ITH0RA6AL 
Students Eho 6ail to maOe arrangements 6or a leave o6 
absence or continuing registration may be 
administratively EithdraEn 6rom school. A6ter one 
Duarter, i6 the student has not re-enrolled, sJhe Eill 
be inactivated. 
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F"#I%I&"&I'( &*+ &,"'-F+, .F 
#/,,+'&%0 ,+(I-&+,+1 -&/1+'&- 
The following steps apply to processing an 
application for a student who is currently registered 
at Loma Linda University> 
1@ The student submits application Bonline or 
paperC to a new program that is not part of a 
DointEcombinedFdegree arrangement@ 
G@ The Office of University Records 
prominently flags the transcript as being 
from a currently registered student@ 
J@ The flagged University transcript is 
forwarded to the new program for 
evaluation@ 
K@ The new program contacts a designated 
person in the home schoolEprogram to 
obtain relevant information about the 
student without revealing that an 
application is under consideration@ 
2@ If the new program decides to accept the 
studentL the acceptance letter instructs the 
student to taMe one of the following 
actionsN  
! Send a letterEdeposit accepting the offer 
of admission and process a Total 
Withdrawal form or a Leave of Absence 
form for the program sEhe is leavingL or 
! Decline the offer of admission@ 
6@ The home program has an opportunity to 
speaM with the student when sEhe attempts 
to get an advisor's signature on the Total 
Withdrawal form@ 
T@ The Office of University Records updates the 
student's program in Uanner upon the Total 
Withdrawal and acceptance into the new 
program@ 
"#"1+2I# ,+-I1+'#+ 
A student must meet the residence requirements 
indicated for a particular degree or certificate@ 
#"&"%.( I' +FF+#& F., 1+(,++ 
,+3/I,+2+'&- 
SubDect to department approvalL students may 
complete degree requirements outlined in any 
CATALOG in effect during the time they are enrolled 
as accepted students in a school@ HoweverL students 
who have been on leave of absence for more than one 
yearL or who failed to register without leave of 
absence Bconsult Office of the Dean regarding number 
of quartersC may be required to reFenter the program 
under the CATALOG in effect at the time of reFentryL 
with the exception of students who are on leave from 
a school to pursue a medical or dental degree at this 
University@ Such students may complete their 
program under their original CATALOG@ 
(,"1/"&I.' 
The responsibility for meeting graduation 
requirements rests primarily upon the student@ 
ThereforeL students should read and understand the 
requirements as set forth in this CATALOG and 
consult carefully with their advisor to plan a sequence 
of courses each term that fulfills these requirements@ 
A student's program of study is governed by the 
requirements listed in the University CATALOG at 
the time of admission[ howeverL when circumstances 
demandL the University reserves the right to maMe 
changes with reference to admissionL registrationL 
tuition and feesL attendanceL curriculum 
requirementsL conductL academic standingL 
candidacyL and graduation@ 
The undergraduate who plans to graduate must 
submit an \Undergraduate Intent to Graduate\ form 
two quarters prior to graduation@ The form is 
available online at 
]www@llu@eduEsswebEdocumentsEintgrad@pdf^@ 
#.22+'#+2+'& +4+,#I-+- 
The candidate completing requirements in the Spring 
_uarter is expected to be present at the 
commencement exercises and receive the diploma in 
person@ Permission for the degree to be conferred in 
absentia is contingent upon the recommendation of 
the dean to the chancellor and can be granted only by 
the chancellor@ If a candidate has not satisfactorily 
fulfilled all requirementsL the University reserves the 
right to prohibit participation in commencement 
exercises@ 
1IP%.2"- 
All diplomas issued to graduates list the degrees only@ 
No official diploma is awarded that identifies a 
specific area of specialiaation@ 
!"#VE&S#T) CATALOG 01 
!inancial (olicies and 
In.ormation 
The student is expected to arrange for financial 
resources to cover all expenses Defore the Deginning 
of each school yearF Accounts Gith other schools or 
Gith this !niversity must have Deen settledF 
&egistration is not complete until tuition and fees for 
each term are paidI therefore, the student should De 
prepared to maKe these payments during scheduled 
registration periods for each academic yearF Tuition 
and fees may vary from amounts shoGnF 
2T4567T !662 
Students attending this !niversity Gill De charged an 
enrollment fee, Dased on the criteria indicated DeloGF 
"either the fee in total nor any portion of the fee Gill 
De Gaived under any circumstancesF Other schoolL
specific charges—such as technology fees, laDoratory 
fees, etcF—may also appear on the student accountF 
The folloGing criteria govern the enrollment feeN 
OF Students Gho are accepted into a degree 
program and registered Gill De charged the 
enrollment fee, regardless of the numDer of 
units for Ghich they are registeredF 
PF Students Gho are not accepted into a degree 
program Dut Gho are registered as 
nondegree students for more than four QRS 
units Gill De charged the enrollment feeF 
TF Students Gho are GorKing on "#n Progress" 
courses and Gho are not registered for any 
other units Gill De charged the enrollment 
feeF 
RF A student Gho is charged the enrollment fee 
Dut Gho drops all units Defore the deadline 
for a full refund Qgenerally one GeeK after 
the first day of classesS, Gill receive a full 
refund of the enrollment fee and Gill have 
no access to any !niversity DenefitsF Please 
refer to the percentLrefund policyF 
WF LL!AXSC employees Gho are "fullLtime, 
Denefit eligiDle" Gill not De charged the 
enrollment fee, Ghether they are using their 
education Denefit or notF Spouses of 
employees Gho are using the employee 
Denefit Gill De charged the enrollment feeF 
0F Students participating in an offLcampus or 
online program Gill not De charged the 
enrollment fee unless the program 
specifically reYuires this feeF 
ZF Other schoolLspecific fees Gill De charged 
independent of the enrollment feeF 
"oteN The student enrollment fee includes health 
coverageF 
86769:; (9:<TI<62 
:dvance >ayments@re.unds 
Students Ghose student loans are pending at the time 
of registration—Ghose applications Gere not filed at 
least thirty days prior to registration or Gho have not 
paid the Dalance due for registration—Gill De charged 
a [W1F11 late paymentF Tuition and fees are due and 
payaDle in full Defore or at registration each termF #f a 
student GithdraGs from a perLunit course or from a 
DlocK or nonDlocK registration up to 01 percent into a 
term, tuition Gill De refunded on a proLrata DasisF 
Students Gho drop a course from a DlocK program of 
courses Gill not receive a refund Qplease refer to the 
Yuarterly registration and refund dates 
\GGGFlluFedu]ssGeD]1terms]regdatesFhtml^SF 
Bonthly statement 
The amount of the monthly statement is due and 
payaDle in full upon presentation of the statementF A 
student unaDle to meet this reYuirement must maKe 
proper arrangements Gith the director of student 
financeF An account that is more than thirty days past 
due is suD_ect to a finance charge of F`TT percent per 
month QO1 percent per yearSF Failure to pay scheduled 
charges or to maKe proper arrangements Gill De 
reported to the respective school and may cause the 
student to De considered aDsent, discontinued, or 
ineligiDle to taKe final examinationsF 
!inancial clearance 
The student is expected to Keep a clear financial status 
at all timesF Financial clearance must De oDtained— 
• each term in order to complete registrationI 
• Defore receiving a certificate or diplomaI 
• Defore reYuesting a transcript, statement of 
completion, or other certification to De issued 
to any person, organibation, or professional 
DoardF 
To oDtain financial clearance from the Student Loan 
Collections Office, students Gith campusLDased 
student loans must De current on all scheduled loanL
account payments and must have fully completed a 
loan exit intervieG, after ceasing to De enrolled for at 
least half time at this !niversityF #f the studentcs loan 
accounts are not current, or an exit intervieG has not 
Deen fully completed, a hold Gill De placed Dy the 
Student Loan Collection Office on transcript, diploma, 
or degree verificationI and POE reYuests and other 
services may De deniedF Please note that all student 
loans are reported to a credit Dureau organibation on 
a monthly DasisF #f a student fails to comply Gith the 
terms and conditions of the promissory note, the 
Student Loan Collection Office Gill accelerate the 
loanQsS, place the student loanQsS in collection Gith an 
outside agency, and demand immediate payment of 
the entire unpaid Dalance—including principal, 
interest due, late fees, other fees, collection costs, 
attorney costs, and legal costsF 
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Payments 
4an5ca/d6 A896 chec56 ;i/e t/ans.e/6 and cash 
<ay0ents a/e acce<ted> 8hec5s should @e 0ade 
<aya@le to Ao0a Ainda Bnive/sity and should 
indicate the studentDs -E nu0@e/ to ensu/e that the 
co//ect account is c/edited> -n case a <ay0ent is 
/etu/ned6 the/e ;ill @e a FGH>II /etu/ned-ite0 .ee 
assessed> (ay0ents a/e acce<ted in <e/son at Student 
"inance6 @y 0ail6 and online at L;;;>llu>eduM 
cent/alMss;e@Mstudent.inanceMindeN><aOeP> 
*EPOSITS 
Acceptance *eposit 
B<on noti.ication o. acce<tance6 the student 0a5es 
the /eQui/ed de<osit Rsee school o/ </oO/a0 .o/ 
s<eci.ic de<osit a0ountS> This a0ount is deducted 
./o0 the tuition and .ees due at /eOist/ation o/ 
.o/.eited i. the student does not en/oll> 
Room and key deposit 
Uesidence hall /oo0 and 5ey de<osits .o/ Eaniells 
8o0<leN and .o/ Aindsay 9all a/e .o/.eited a.te/ 
AuOust 3H i. occu<ancy does not .ollo; .o/ the 
Autu0n Vua/te/> At the close o. the te/0 o. 
/esidence6 @oth the /oo0 de<osit and the 5ey de<osit 
a/e /e.unded a.te/ the deanDs ins<ection and clea/ance 
and the studentDs /etu/n o. the 5ey> 
HOUSING 
-. a student is inte/ested in on-ca0<usM/esidential 
housinO6 a<<lication 0ay @e 0ade online at 
L;;;>llu>eduMcent/alMhousinOMindeN><aOeP> 
INTERNATIONAL STU*ENTS 
-nte/national a<<licants Rnon-B>S> citiWens and non-
B>S> <e/0anent /esidentsS 0ust 0eet all ad0issions 
/eQui/e0ents .o/ the chosen </oO/a0 @e.o/e an o..e/ 
o. acce<tance can @e issued> This includes </ovidinO 
evidence o. thei/ a@ility to 0eet esti0ated livinO 
eN<enses and all .inancial o@liOations to the 
Bnive/sity that ;ill occu/ du/inO thei/ </oO/a0> 
A.te/ acce<tance into the chosen </oO/a06 the o..ice 
o. -nte/national Student and Schola/ Se/vices ;ill 
contact inte/national a<<licants and Ouide the0 
th/ouOh the a<</o</iate </ocedu/es> "o/ Questions6 
<lease tele<hone -nte/national Student and Schola/ 
Se/vices at XIXMHHY-ZXHH> 
HEALTH SERVICE 
A student /eOiste/ed .o/ 0o/e than .ou/ units <e/ 
Qua/te/ o/ en/olled in a ce/ti.icate o/ deO/ee </oO/a0 
is auto0atically cove/ed @y the Student 9ealth (lan 
</ovisions> A nondeO/ee student 0ay /eQuest and 
<ay .o/ health-<lan cove/aOe i. sMhe is a <a/t-ti0e 
student ;ho has @een acce<ted into a 4oa/d 
a<</oved RdeO/ee o/ ce/ti.icateS </oO/a0 and is 
cu//ently /eOiste/ed .o/ 3-Z units> "o/ .u/the/ 
in.o/0ation6 see the Student 9ealth (lan in the 
Student Ai.e section o. this 8ATAA[\> 
STU*ENT AI* 
The Bnive/sity <a/tici<ates in O/ant6 schola/shi<6 and 
loan </oO/a0s> "inancial assistance is availa@le to 
students ./o0 Bnive/sity and Oove/n0ent loan .unds 
and othe/ s<ecial t/ust .unds> A needs-analysis 
syste0 a<</oved @y the .ede/al Oove/n0ent is used 
to evaluate the need .o/ .inancial aid> A <a/ental 
cont/i@ution .acto/ is conside/ed .o/ de<endent 
students> 
-t is necessa/y .o/ students ;ho a/e see5inO .inancial 
assistance to .ile the "/ee A<<lication .o/ "ede/al 
Student Aid R"A"SAS as soon as <ossi@le .o/ the 
cu//ent acade0ic yea/> 
Loans 
Aoans a/e availa@le @oth to unde/O/aduate and 
O/aduate students ;ho a/e eliOi@le to <a/tici<ate in 
Oove/n0ent loan </oO/a0s> Aoans a/e /est/icted to 
citiWens o. the Bnited States and ce/tain eliOi@le 
noncitiWens> 8e/tain .unds a/e inte/est ./ee ;hile a 
student is en/olled at least hal. ti0e> -nQui/ies a@out 
loans should @e 0ade to the [..ice o. "inancial Aid> 
Work-study program 
]o/5 o<<o/tunities 0ay @e availa@le to students a.te/ 
.inancial need is dete/0ined @y the [..ice o. "inancial 
Aid> The 0a^o/ity o. .undinO .o/ on-ca0<us 
e0<loy0ent is </ovided @y the Bnited States 
Oove/n0ent .o/ Bnited States citiWens and ce/tain 
eliOi@le noncitiWens> 
Dinancial aid applications 
To a<<ly .o/ .inancial aid .o/ the GIIX-GI3I acade0ic 
yea/ RSu00e/ Vua/te/ th/ouOh S</inO Vua/te/S6 the 
student 0ust co0<lete a "A"SA> "A"SA a<<lications 
a/e availa@le online at L;;;>.a.sa>edu>OovP> The 
"A"SA a<<lication 0ust @e /ene;ed annually> 
8al \/ant deadline is _a/ch G> 
VETERANS BENEDITS 
Bnde/ Title `Y o. the B> S> 8ode6 Ao0a Ainda 
Bnive/sity is a<</oved .o/ the t/aininO o. vete/ans 
and othe/ eliOi@le <e/sons> -n.o/0ation /eOa/dinO 
eliOi@ility .o/ these </oO/a0s 0ay @e o@tained @y 
callinO YYYM\-4-AA3 o/ YYYMZZG-ZHH3> A<<lication .o/ 
@ene.its 0ust @e 0ade di/ectly to the aete/ans 
Ad0inist/ation RaAS and 0ay @e done via the ]e@> 
The [..ice o. Bnive/sity Ueco/ds se/ves as the 
ce/ti.yinO o..icial .o/ Ao0a Ainda Bnive/sity> 
Students should contact the ce/ti.yinO o..icial </io/ to 
thei/ .i/st en/oll0ent ce/ti.ication> 
Students /eceivinO vete/anDs @ene.its ;ho .ail .o/ 
th/ee consecutive Qua/te/s to 0aintain the cu0ulative 
O/ade-<oint ave/aOe R\>(>A>S /eQui/ed .o/ O/aduation 
;ill have thei/ @ene.its inte//u<ted6 and the aA o..ice 
;ill @e noti.ied> 
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S2hool o6 Me9i2ine stu9ents ?ust ?aintain 
satis6a2tory Cra9es 6or all reDuire9 2ourses 6or the 
year in Ehi2h they are 2urrently enrolle9F I6 a Cra9e in 
a reDuire9 2ourse re6le2ts unsatis6a2tory proCressH the 
S2hool o6 Me9i2ine stu9ent Eill not Ie 2erti6ie9 until 
his/her proIationary status Kusually one yearL has 
Ieen re?ove9F 
For ?ore in6or?ationH open linOs to the VA PeI site 
KQStu9entsQ or QProspe2tive Stu9entsQL on the 
University ho?e PeI paCe at 
ShttpT//EEEFlluFe9uUF 
WI#$% 
The University parti2ipates in the stu9ent-eW2hanCe 
proCra? o6 the Pestern Interstate Co??ission 6or 
HiCher E9u2ation KPICHELF EliCiIility reDuire?ents 
vary a?onC statesF Intereste9 stu9ents shoul9 apply 
to their stateYs 2erti6yinC o66i2er 6or 6urther 
in6or?ationF 
The na?e an9 a99ress o6 the 2erti6yinC o66i2er 2an Ie 
oItaine9 6ro? the Pestern Interstate Co??ission 6or 
HiCher E9u2ationH Z[Z\ Center Green Drive Suite 1[[H 
^oul9erH COFH _[Z[`F PeI paCeT 
SEi2heFe9u/sep/psep/UF 
InDuiry ?ay also Ie ?a9e at the O66i2e o6 Stu9ent 
Finan2ial Ai9F The appli2ation 9ea9line is O2toIer `\ 
prior to the year ai9 is nee9e9F 
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!ean%s (e)*o,e 
Welcome to the School of Allied Health Professions 
at Loma Linda University. Here you will receive a 
@uality education from a committed faculty and staff. 
Regardless of the discipline you have chosen to study, 
we believe we offer an environment that fosters 
academic excellence, professional competence, and 
spiritual development. 
Our close and effective connection with Loma Linda 
University Medical Center enables both students and 
faculty to stay on the cutting edge of health care 
practice. The school&s more than 1,300 clinical 
affiliations throughout the United States offer a wide 
variety of experience options designed to develop a 
well-rounded health care professional. 
In the School of Allied Health Professions, we are 
committed to your education and professional 
development; and we believe that it is more than just 
clinical competence—it is our emphasis on the 
development of the caring and compassionate 
professional—that sets us apart. 
Craig R. Sackson, S.D., M.S.W. 
Dean 
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S"#$$% F$()*+,-$). 
The School of Allied Health Professions was 
established in 1966 (under the name School of Health 
Related Professions, 1966-1971) to consolidate the 
administration of individual curricula initiated earlier 
in the University: medical technology, 1937; physical 
therapy, 1941; medical radiography, 1941; 
occupational therapy, 1959; health information 
management (formerly medical record 
administration), 1963. 
 
Curricula added since the school was established are 
nuclear medicine technology, 1970; radiation therapy 
technology, 1970; cardiopulmonary sciences (formerly 
respiratory therapy), 1971; nutrition and dietetics, 
1972; medical sonography, 1976; special imaging 
technology, 1976; cytotechnology, 1982; coding 
specialist, 1987; occupational therapy assistant, 1988; 
physical therapist assistant, 1989; emergency medical 
care, 1993; surgical technology, 1995; physician 
assistant, 2000; polysomnography, 2002; radiologist 
assistant, 2003; medical dosimetry, 2003. The 
curriculum in speech-language pathology and 
audiology, renamed communication sciences and 
disorders in 2009, was initiated in 1965 under the 
auspices of the College of Arts and Sciences of La 
Sierra University (formerly Loma Linda University, 
La Sierra campus). The program was transferred to 
the School of Allied Health Professions in 1987. 
Particulars governing programs currently offered are 
detailed in this section of the CATALOG following 
information that pertains to students schoolwide. 
/-..-$) +)* 0$+%. 
OUR /ISSION 
The School of Allied Health Professions is dedicated 
to fulfilling the mission of Loma Linda University 
through academic and clinical training of allied health 
professionals. The school prepares competent health 
professionals in a Christian environment that 
emphasizes the healing and teaching ministry of Yesus 
Christ Zto make man whole.Z 
To meet local, national, and international allied health 
care needs, we seek to serve: 
1. Students choosing to become health care 
professionals. 
2. #ndividuals in need of medical care or health 
promotion programs. 
3. Faculty and staff committed to working with 
students in a Christian educational setting. 
OUR 0OA7S 
The goals of the School of Allied Health Professions 
are to: 
1. Provide an environment in which the 
student may develop responsibility for 
integrity, ethical relationships, and empathic 
attitudes that contribute to the welfare and 
well-being of patients. 
2. Help the student accept responsibility for 
integrity, ethical relationships, and empathic 
attitudes that can contribute to the welfare 
and well-being of patients. 
3. Help the student develop a background of 
information and attitudes conducive to 
interprofessional understanding and 
cooperation. 
4. Encourage the student to cultivate habits of 
self-education that will foster lifelong 
growth. 
5. Engender and nurture in the student the 
desire to serve humankind—and, in 
particular, to serve as needed in the medical 
centers sponsored by the Seventh-day 
Adventist Church, both in this country and 
elsewhere. 
 
The goals of the School of Allied Health Professions 
for the ideal graduate are that s/he: 
1. Demonstrates clinical competence in his/her 
chosen profession. 
2. Operates from a foundation of personal and 
professional ethics that incorporates the 
fundamental values espoused by Loma 
Linda University. 
3. Demonstrates compassion for others in the 
manner of Christ. 
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General Regulations 
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.;#>,4,>!;%-)%&9!%#V*,%#9#$+.!,$!+5#!>-$+#\+!-4!+5#!
)#$#%&'!%#V*,%#9#$+.!&;;',>&B'#!+-!&''!;%-)%&9.2!
AD,ISSIONS 3OLICIES AND 
INFOR,ATION 
Q5#!;%-)%&9!&89,..,-$.!>-99,++##.!-4!+5#!
I$,7#%.,+?!,$+#$8!+5&+!&$!&;;',>&$+!+-!&$?!-4!+5#!
.>5--'.!,.!V*&',4,#8!4-%!+5#!;%-;-.#8!>*%%,>*'*9!&$8!
,.!>&;&B'#!-4!;%-4,+,$)!4%-9!+5#!#8*>&+,-$&'!
#\;#%,#$>#!-44#%#8!B?!+5,.!I$,7#%.,+?2!Q5#!&89,..,-$.!
>-99,++##.!-4!+5#!.>5--'!&>>-9;',.5!+5,.!B?!
#\&9,$,$)!#7,8#$>#!-4!.>5-'&.+,>!>-9;#+#$>#@!9-%&'!
&$8!#+5,>&'!.+&$8&%8.@!&$8!.,)$,4,>&$+!V*&',+,#.!-4!
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;%-)%&9!,$!:5,>5!.+*8?!,.!8#.,%#82!
K$!.#'#>+,$)!.+*8#$+.@!+5#!C89,..,-$.!3-99,++##!-4!
+5#!O>5--'!-4!C'',#8!P#&'+5!=%-4#..,-$.!'--N.!4-%!
#7,8#$>#!-4!.#'4U8,.>,;',$#@!;#%.-$&'!,$+#)%,+?@!&$8!
,$+#''#>+*&'!7,)-%2!Q5#!>-99,++##!&'.-!'--N.!4-%!
#7,8#$>#!+5&+!.+*8#$+.!;-..#..!+5#!>&;&B,',+,#.!
%#V*,%#8!+-!>-9;'#+#!+5#!4*''!>*%%,>*'*9!,$!+5#!
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UNIVERSITY +ATA-OG 01 
APPLICATI'( A(* ACC+PTA(C+ 
Where to write 
+2rres62n8en9e :;2ut :8>issi2n t2 :@@ 6r2Ar:>s :n8 
requests C2r :66@i9:ti2n inC2r>:ti2n sD2u@8 ;e 
:88resse8 t2 tDe OCCi9e 2C A8>issi2ns :n8 Re92r8sE 
S9D22@ 2C A@@ie8 He:@tD Gr2Cessi2nsE -2>: -in8: 
UniversityE -2>: -in8:E +A JKLMNO 
Apply early 
One 9@:ss is :8>itte8 :nnu:@@y t2 >2st 2C tDe 
6r2Cessi2n:@ 6r2Ar:>sO P2st 6r2Ar:>s ;eAin QitD tDe 
Autu>n Qu:rterO ES9e6ti2ns :re n2te8 in tDe 
res6e9tive 6r2Ar:>s 2C tDis +ATA-OGO 
-:te :66@i9:ti2ns :re 92nsi8ere8 :s @2nA :s s6:9e is 
:v:i@:;@eO N2tiCi9:ti2ns Aener:@@y :re sent ;etQeen 
T:nu:ry U :n8 P:y UME 8e6en8inA 2n tDe 
92>6@eteness 2C inC2r>:ti2n 6r2vi8e8 :n8 tDe 8:te 2C 
:66@i9:ti2nO A66@i9:nts sD2u@8 inquire :t tDe OCCi9e 2C 
A8>issi2ns :n8 Re92r8s iC n2ti9e 2C :9ti2n is n2t 
re9eive8 ;y A6ri@ UM C2r 299u6:ti2n:@ tDer:6y :n8 
6Dysi9:@ tDer:6yE :n8 ;y P:y UM C2r 2tDer 6r2Ar:>sO 
Application review process 
A@@ 92>6@ete8 :66@i9:ti2ns :re Cirst revieQe8 ;y tDe 
8e6:rt>ent 9D:ir :n8 C:9u@tyO A re92>>en8:ti2n 2n 
e:9D :66@i9:ti2n is tDen su;>itte8 t2 tDe s9D22@Vs 
A8>issi2ns +2>>itteeE QDi9D >:Wes tDe Cin:@ 
8e9isi2n reA:r8inA :99e6t:n9eO 
Procedure 
TDe 6r29e8ure C2r :66@i9:ti2n :n8 :99e6t:n9e is Aiven 
;e@2QO A@@ 92rres62n8en9e :n8 829u>ents :re t2 ;e 
sent t2 tDe OCCi9e 2C A8>issi2ns :n8 Re92r8sE S9D22@ 
2C A@@ie8 He:@tD Gr2Cessi2nsE -2>: -in8: UniversityE 
-2>: -in8:E +A JKLMNO 
UO Fi@e tDe 92>6@ete :66@i9:ti2n C2r> 
Yin9@u8inA re92>>en8:ti2nsE iC re9eive8ZE 
:992>6:nie8 ;y tDe [0N :66@i9:ti2n CeeO 
KO Request tD:t tr:ns9ri6ts 2C :@@ 92@@eAe 92urse 
Q2rW ;e sent t2 tDe s9D22@O HiAD s9D22@ 
tr:ns9ri6ts :re require8 2C :@@ :66@i9:nts in 
2r8er t2 veriCy Ar:8u:ti2n :n8 92>6@eti2n 2C 
DiAD s9D22@ >:tDe>:ti9sO 
LO U62n re9ei6t 2C tDe n2ti9e 2C :99e6t:n9eE 
return tDe require8 8e62sit :n8 tDe 9:r8 
6r2vi8e8 t2 92nCir> :99e6t:n9eO 
\O Gr2vi8e De:@tD re92r8s 2r 9ertiCi9:tesE :s 
require8O 
 
'nline application 
A66@i9:ti2ns :re :v:i@:;@e 2n@ine :t ]QQQO@@uOe8u^O 
Y+@i9W 2n _:66@y_ un8er -2>: -in8: UniversityOZ 
Applicant's records 
TDe :66@i9:ti2n :n8 :@@ re92r8s su;>itte8 in su662rt 
2C tDe :66@i9:ti2n ;e92>e tDe 6r26erty 2C tDe 
UniversityO 
+(T?A(C+ ?+@UI?+B+(TS 
SubjectFdiploma requirements 
HiAD s9D22@ :n8 92@@eAe su;`e9t require>ents C2r e:9D 
6r2Ar:> :re 2ut@ine8 in tDe res6e9tive 6r2Ar:>sO 
Stu8ents :re require8 t2 CurnisD evi8en9e 2C 
92>6@eti2n Y2CCi9i:@ tr:ns9ri6tZ 2C DiAD s9D22@ in 2r8er 
t2 ;e Ar:nte8 :8>issi2n t2 un8erAr:8u:te 6r2Ar:>s 
in s9D22@s 2C tDe UniversityO A DiAD s9D22@ 8i6@2>: 2r 
its equiv:@entE tDe GEDE is require8O 
Grade requirement 
E@iAi;i@ity C2r 92nsi8er:ti2n ;y tDe A8>issi2ns 
+2>>ittee is ;:se8 2n : Ar:8e-62int :ver:Ae 2C :t 
@e:st KON Y2n : \ON s9:@eZ C2r :@@ 92urse Q2rW Ys9ien9e 
:n8 n2ns9ien9e su;`e9ts 92>6ute8 se6:r:te@yZ 
6resente8 in Cu@Ci@@>ent 2C entr:n9e require>ents C2r 
:@@ 6r2Ar:>s in tDe s9D22@O A Ar:8e-62int :ver:Ae 
92nsi8er:;@y DiADer tD:n tDe >ini>u> is eS6e9te8 
;e9:use 2C tDe n:ture 2C tDe stu8ies in >:ny 
6r2Cessi2n:@ 6r2Ar:>s :n8 tDe 92>6etiti2n C2r tDe 
@i>ite8 nu>;er 2C 26eninAsO In Aener:@E Ar:8e-62int 
:ver:Aes ;etQeen KOM :n8 LON :re 92nsi8ere8 >ini>:@E 
8e6en8inA 2n tDe 6r2Ar:>O A >ini>u> Ar:8e 2C + 
YKONZ is require8 C2r :@@ 92@@eAe tr:nsCer 92ursesO 
Transcripts 
Tr:ns9ri6ts YtDe 829u>ents ;y QDi9D instituti2ns 
2CCi9i:@@y 92nvey tDe Ar:8es :n8 9re8its e:rne8 in 
s6e9iCi9 su;`e9ts :n8 tDe st:Ae 2C 92>6@eti2n 2C 
9urri9u@u> require>entsZ :re :99e6te8 2n@y QDen 
sent 8ire9t@y t2 tDe University ;y tDe issuinA 
instituti2nO Tr:ns9ri6ts re9eive8 ;y tDe -2>: -in8: 
University ;e92>e tDe 6r26erty 2C tDe University :n8 
Qi@@ n2t ;e re@e:se8 t2 tDe stu8ent 2r C2rQ:r8e8 t2 
:ny 2tDer instituti2n u62n request 2C tDe stu8entO 
Academic probation 
Stu8ents QD2se 9u>u@:tive GOGOAO :t tDe en8 2C :ny 
qu:rter is @ess tD:n tDe >ini>u> require8 ;y tDe 
s9D22@ 2r 6r2Ar:> Qi@@ ;e 6@:9e8 2n :9:8e>i9 
6r2;:ti2nE :n8 tDe nu>;er 2C units C2r su;sequent 
reAistr:ti2ns Qi@@ ;e restri9te8 t2 : >:Si>u> 
8eter>ine8 ;y tDe s9D22@ 2C 6r2Ar:>O A stu8ent 2n 
:9:8e>i9 6r2;:ti2n `e26:r8ices Dis 2r Der st:n8inA in 
: 8eAree 2r 9ertiCi9:te 6r2Ar:>O 
  Stu%ent Life +,
Student Life 
-.e information on 3tu%ent life 5ontaine% in t.i3 
CA-ALOG i3 :rief; -.e mo3t 5urrent Student 
Handboo, more 5ompre.en3ivel> a%%re33e3 
?niver3it> an% 35.ool e@pe5tation3A regulation3A an% 
poli5ie3C an% i3 availa:le to ea5. regi3tere% 3tu%ent; 
Stu%ent3 nee% to familiariDe t.em3elve3 Eit. t.e 
5ontent3 of t.e Student Handboo,- A%%itional 
information regar%ing poli5ie3 3pe5ifi5 to a parti5ular 
35.ool or program Eit.in t.e ?niver3it> i3 availa:le 
from t.e re3pe5tive 35.ool; 
PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS 
Personal grooming 
Goo% ta3te in%i5ate3 t.at .air5utA .air3t>lingA an% 
per3onal grooming :e neatA an% 5on3ervative rat.er 
t.an o3tentatiou3; 
Grooming an% 3t>le 3.oul% al3o :e pra5ti5alA 3o t.at 
t.e 3tu%ent 5an perform a33igne% %utie3 Eit.out 
em:arra33ment or in5onvenien5e; Spe5ifi5all>F 
• GenH3 .air mu3t :e neatl> trimme% an% not 
fall :eloE t.e 5ollar; Pon>tail3A 3piJe3A an% 
%rea%lo5J3 are not a55epta:le; 
• Gu3ta5.e3 an% :ear%3A if EornA mu3t :e neat 
an% 5lo3el> trimme%; 
• KomenH3 .airA if longA ma> :e reLuire% to :e 
tie% :a5J; SpiJe3 an% %rea%lo5J3 are not 
a55epta:le; 
• -.e Eearing of .at3 in%oor3 i3 not 
a55epta:le; 
• Kor%3A pi5ture3A an%Mor 3>m:ol3 %i3pla>e% 
on 5lot.ing 3.oul% :e 5on3i3tent Eit. a 
C.ri3tian in3titution an% 3en3itive to a 
%iver3e 3tu%ent population; 
• E@5e33ive maJeOup an% fragran5e3 are not 
appropriate; 
• Ring3A if EornA 3.oul% :e loE profile an% 
limite% to one finger per .an%; Gale 
3tu%ent3 are not alloEe% to Eear ear 
ornament3; If Eorn :> EomenA ear 
ornament3 are limite% to 3imple 3tu%3 an% 
3.oul% not %rop :eloE t.e :ottom of t.e 
earlo:e3; Su5. ornament3 are limite% to one 
per ear; Ring3 or ornament3 in ot.er 
anatomi5al 3ite3 are not a55epta:le; 
• Ringernail3 3.oul% :e maintaine% in a 
profe33ional mannerA 5lo3el> trimme%A an% 
3.oul% not interfere Eit. patient 3afet> an% 
5omfort %uring treatment3; Nail poli3.A if 
EornA 3.oul% :e of a 3u:%ue% 5olor; 
 
Academic Policies and 
Information 
Stu%ent3 are re3pon3i:le for informing t.em3elve3 of 
t.e poli5ie3 an% regulation3 pertinent to regi3trationA 
matri5ulationA an% gra%uationC an% for 3ati3fa5toril> 
meeting t.e3e reLuirement3; 
ACADEMIC RESIDENCE 
In or%er to gra%uate from Loma Lin%a ?niver3it> 
Eit. a :a5.elorH3 %egreeA a 3tu%ent mu3t 5omplete at 
lea3t TU of t.e la3t VW unit3A or a minimum of VX total 
unit3 of 5our3e EorJA at t.i3 ?niver3it>; A minimum 
gra%e of C YU;Z[ or :etter i3 reLuire% for all \;S; an% 
po3t:a55alaureate %egree3; 
GRADUATION CEREMONIES 
Gra%uation event3 in5lu%e formal 5eremonie3 
i%entifie% a3 5onferring of %egree3A aEar%ing of 
%iploma3A an% re5ognition of 5an%i%ate3 for %egree3; 
Ot.er relate% gra%uation event3 in5lu%e t.e 
:a55alaureate an% ve3per3 3ervi5e3; -.e 5onferring of 
%egree3 5eremon>Yie3[ o55ur3 at t.e 5lo3e of t.e 
Spring ]uarter an% in5lu%e3 an a5a%emi5 pro5e33ionA 
t.e formal 5onferring of %egree3 :> t.e pre3i%entA an% 
t.e pre3entation of %iploma3 :> t.e %ean of t.e 
35.ool; Can%i%ate3 E.o 5omplete t.e reLuirement3 
for %egree3 an% 5ertifi5ate3 are invite%A Eit. familie3 
an% frien%3A to atten% an% parti5ipate in t.e3e 
important an% 5olorful event3; 
-o :e eligi:le to parti5ipate in gra%uation event3A 
5an%i%ate3 mu3t .ave 5omplete% all reLuirement3 for 
t.e %egreeA in5lu%ing prereLui3ite3 an%Mor 
5oreLui3ite3A a3 3pe5ifie% :> t.e 35.ool; In 5ertain 
%egree program3A upon aut.oriDation of t.e %eanA 
e@5eption3 Eill :e ma%e for 5an%i%ate3 E.oF 
• Have onl> 5lini5al e@perien5e reLuirement3 
to 5omplete an% 5an pro_e5t 5ompletion :> 
t.e en% of t.e 5alen%ar >earC 
• Can 5omplete remaining %egree 
reLuirement3 :> t.e en% of t.e Summer 
]uarterC or 
• Are in a :lo5J program; 
 
-.e 3till inOprogre33 5our3e EorJ ma> not e@5ee% W 
unit3 for gra%uate 3tu%ent3 or `U unit3 for 
un%ergra%uate 3tu%ent3; A 3tu%ent E.o 5omplete3 
t.e reLuirement3 for a %egree or 5ertifi5ate Yot.er t.an 
5lini5al e@perien5e[ at t.e en% of t.e SummerA 
AutumnA or Kinter ]uarter i3 invite% to parti5ipate in 
t.e 3u:3eLuent aune 5ommen5ement event3; -.e 
offi5ial %ate of gra%uation on t.e %iploma i3 
or%inaril> t.e la3t %a> of t.e term in E.i5. t.e 
reLuirement3 for a %egree are 5omplete%; 
UNI$ERSIT) CATALOG 00 
Superior academic performance and achievement in 
scholarship and leadership are recognized in the 
printed graduation program for persons who 
complete their baccalaureate degree and who at the 
end of the quarter preceding their final term have 
acquired a cumulative grade-point average for all 
college work (includes course work taken at other 
colleges/universities, except for remedial courses), as 
followsO 
 
P.5     Graduation cum laude 
P.8     Graduation magna cum laude 
P.T     Graduation summa cum laude 
Although the official commencement program 
indicates names of graduates who qualify for honors 
on the basis of their grade-point average as of the end 
of the quarter preceding their final term, the 
subsequently issued diploma and transcript may 
indicate graduation with honors if the student's final 
quarter's record has increased the grade-point 
average sufficiently to qualify for honors at that time. 
SCHOLAS'IC S'AN+ING 
Repeatin4 a course 
A student who receives an unsatisfactory grade in a 
required course and is required by the faculty to do 
additional work may request permission of the 
faculty to pursue one of the following plans. In either 
plan the student must register and pay the applicable 
tuition. 
W. Review the course work under supervision 
and take a make-up examination (usually 
not given before a minimum of two weeks of 
study). A passing grade resulting from a 
repeat examination will be limited to a C 
(2.0). (See the Schedule of Charges in the 
Financial Information section of this 
CATALOG for the tuition rate for tutorial 
course work.) 
2. Repeat the course, attend class and/or 
laboratory, and take the final course 
examination. Full tuition will be charged 
whether regular or occasional attendance is 
required. (See the Schedule of Charges in the 
Financial Information section of this 
CATALOG for the tuition rate.) 
A student who receives an unsatisfactory grade in a 
required clinical-experience course and is required by 
the faculty to do additional work must reregister and 
pay the applicable fee. (See the Schedule of Charges 
in the Financial Information section of this CATALOG 
for the fee for repeat of clinical experience.) 
Both the original and repeat grades are entered in the 
student's permanent academic record, but only the 
repeat grade is computed in the grade-point average. 
A course may be repeated only one time. 
:romotion and probation 
Each student's record is reviewed quarterly by the 
faculty. Promotion is contingent on satisfactory 
academic and professional performance and on 
factors related to aptitude, proficiency, and 
responsiveness to the established aims of the school 
and of the profession. As an indication of satisfactory 
academic performance, the student is expected to 
maintain the following grade-point averageO 
2.0   Associate and baccalaureate degree 
programs 
2.5   Master's degree program 
P.0   Doctoral degree program 
 
A student whose grade-point average in any term 
falls below the minimum required for the degree, or 
who receives in any professional or required course a 
grade less than a C (2.0), or whose clinical 
performance is unsatisfactory is automatically placed 
on academic probation. Continued enrollment is 
subject to the recommendation of the department. If 
continued enrollment is not recommended, the case is 
referred to the Administrative Council of the school 
for final action. 
If continued enrollment is recommended, the student 
will be required to institute a learning-assistance plan 
within the first two weeks of the following quarter 
and meet regularly scheduled appointments with the 
academic advisor. The learning-assistance plan 
shouldO identify the problem, identify and list the 
goals, state the time frame, and include student and 
advisor signatures and date. 
A student who is on academic probation and fails to 
make the minimum required grade-point average the 
following quarter or fails to have an overall minimum 
grade-point average after two quarters will have 
disqualified him-/herself from the program. 
Standard of student pro4ress (time frame@orA) 
After initial enrollment in a program, students must 
complete program requirements within the following 
time framesO 
A.S. degree P years 
B.S. degree 5 years 
Master's degree 5 years 
Doctoral degree 0 years 
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Pediatric ad*anced life support 2PALS6 
Pediatric advanced life support (PALS) teaches health 
care providers how to manage a cardiopulmonary-
arrest child or infant with medications, endotracheal 
intubation, defibrillation, and chest compressions 
with ventilations. 
• Pediatric advanced life support 
• Pediatric advanced life support instructor 
course 
• Pediatric advanced life support renewal 
 
Neonatal resuscitation program 
The neonatal resuscitation program teaches the health 
care provider how to manage and resuscitate a 
newborn infant experiencing life-threatening 
cardiopulmonary problems. 
• Neonatal resuscitation provider 
• Neonatal resuscitation provider instructor 
• Neonatal resuscitation provider renewal 
 
Heartsa*er automated e;ternal defi<rillator 
2AED6 
The heartsaver automated defibrillator (AED) teaches 
the lay person or health provider how to use the AED 
in conjunction with cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
(CPR). 
• Automatic external defibrillation 
ACLS COURSE 
The advanced cardiac life support (ACLS) course is 
designed to reevaluate medical professionals as ACLS 
providers and to increase their skills in the 
management of cardiac arrest, airway management, 
and arrhythmia recognition. The lectures, workshops, 
and tests adhere to the guidelines of the American 
Heart Association. Participants will gain hands-on 
experience in code management. 
ACLS course o<Cecti*es 
At the completion of the course, participants will be 
able to demonstrate proficiency according to 
American Heart Association standards in the areas of: 
• Adult CPR 
• Mouth-to-mask ventilation 
• Esophageal obturator airway placement 
• Endotracheal intubation 
• Basic arrhythmia recognition and 
therapeutic treatment 
• Team leadership in a megacode situation, 
including patient assessment arrhythmia 
recognition and treatment, supervision of 
team members and problem solving. 
 
ACLS prerequisites 
• Be a health care provider whose activities 
demand proficiency in ACLS skills. 
• Study the textbook prior to class attendance. 
 
ACLS registration 
The registration form, along with payment, should be 
submitted at least two weeks before course beginning 
date. Registration closes when classes are full. 
ACLS continuing-education units 
An ACLS card will be issued upon successful 
completion of the course. The ACLS provider course 
and ACLS renewal course are approved by the 
California Board of Registered Nursing (provider 
number CEP 10Q0/) and constitute eligibility for 
sixteen hours of CE credit for the ACLS provider 
course and eight CE credits for ACLS renewal course. 
A textbook is required for this course. Precourse 
materials and textbook can be picked up at Life 
Support Education (price varies from year to year). 
For additional information regarding materials, 
please call 909/558-Q977. 
Additional ACLS fees 
X25.00   Rescheduling fee 
X25.00   Retesting fee, if test is failed 
X25.00   Processing fee for refunds 
 
Refund policy 
A seven-day notice is required for cancellation or 
rescheduling. In case of emergency or if the applicant 
is called into work, LSE should be notified. A X25.00 
processing fee will be charged for refunds. 
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Financial Policies and 
Information 
(he .ffice of the 9ean i< the final authorit@ in all 
financial matter< and i< charCed Dith the 
interEretation of all financial Eolicie<F An@ eGceEtion< 
to EuHli<hed Eolic@ in reCard to reduction or 
reimHur<ement of tuition mu<t He aEEroIed H@ the 
deanF An@ <tatement H@ indiIidual facult@ memHer<J 
EroCram director<J or deEartment chair< in reCard to 
the<e matter< i< not HindinC on the <chool or the 
!niIer<it@ unle<< aEEroIed H@ the deanF 
&eCi<tration i< not comElete until tuition and fee< for 
the reKuired in<tallment are EaidL thereforeJ the 
<tudent <hould He EreEared to maMe the<e Ea@ment< 
durinC <cheduled reCi<tration for each academic @earF 
(here ma@ He adNu<tment< in tuition and fee< a< 
economic condition< DarrantF 
GENERAL FINANCIAL PRACTICES 
(he <tudent i< eGEected to arranCe for financial 
re<ource< to coIer all eGEen<e< Hefore the HeCinninC 
of each <chool @earF 
OreIiou< account< Dith other <chool< or thi< 
!niIer<it@ mu<t haIe Heen <ettledF 
SCHEDULE OF CHARGES (2009-2010) 
P'uHNect to chanCe H@ Qoard of (ru<tee< actionR 
".(ES (uition rate< are effectiIe 'ummer Tuarter 
throuCh the folloDinC 'ErinC TuarterF 
Tuition information: by department 
Column U )EA& academic @earVcla<< 
Column W !"#(' total unit< for academic @ear 
Column X (!#(#." total tuition for academic @ear 
Column 1 '(A(!' <Eecified deCree or certificateJ 
fullYtime or EartYtimeJ or tracM 
ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 
Rehabilitation Science—Doctor of Philosophy 
!nit< and tuition Iar@J deEendinC uEon unit< 
tran<ferred into -oma -inda !niIer<it@F 
)EA& !"#(' (!#(#." '(A(!' 
    
Z[\X Eer 
unit 
  
CARDIOPULMONARN SCIENCE 
Emergency Medical Care—Progression 
Bachelor of Science 
)EA& !"#(' (!#(#." '(A(!' 
U X] ZU0JU^^   
W X_ ZU0J[^^   
CPCER—CENTER FOR PREHOSPITAL 
CARE, EDUCATION, AND RESEARCH 
`or contact information reCardinC COCE& certificate 
EroCram and tuitionJ <ee -EA&"#"G 
&E'.!&CEV&E'EA&Ca CE"(E&YCenter for 
Oreho<Eital CareJ EducationJ and &e<earch PCOCE&R 
Respiratory Care—Bachelor of Science 
)EA& !"#(' (!#(#." '(A(!' 
U [X ZWXJ][^   
W [_ ZW\J[[^   
Respiratory Care—Certificate 
)EA& !"#(' (!#(#." '(A(!' 
U 1[ ZW^JW[^   
W X\ ZU\JW^^   
Respiratory Care—Postprofessional Bachelor 
of Science 
)EA& !"#(' (!#(#." '(A(!' 
"eD [[ ZW1J0[^   
Cont U^ Z1J[^^   
CLINICAL LABORATORN SCIENCE 
Phlebotomy—Certificate 
)EA& !"#(' (!#(#." '(A(!' 
  [ ZUJ\_^   
Cytotechnology—Bachelor of Science 
)EA& !"#(' (!#(#." '(A(!' 
U [\ ZW[JW^^   
W 10 ZWUJUU[   
Cytotechnology—Certificate 
)EA& !"#(' (!#(#." '(A(!' 
U [\ ZW[JW^^   
W U1 Z\JX^^   
Clinical Laboratory Science—Bachelor of 
Science 
)EA& !"#(' (!#(#." '(A(!' 
U \X ZW]JX[^ (racM AJ QJ C 
W \W ZW0J_^^   
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND 
DISORDERS 
Communication Sciences and Disorders—
Bachelor of Science 
)EA& !"#(' (!#(#." '(A(!' 
U 10Y\^ ZWUJU[^ to ZW0J^^^ 
W X]Y\X ZU0JU^^ to ZW]JX[^ 
Communication Sciences and Disorders—
Transitional Master's 
)EA& !"#(' (!#(#." '(A(!' 
U [U ZWWJ_[^   
W U Z1[^   
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UNIVERSIT) CATALOG 01 
Postprofessional-Master of Physical Therapy 
)EAR UNITS TUITION STATUS 
2 33 4215637   
8 28 415287   
Entry Level-Doctor of Physical Therapy 
)EAR UNITS TUITION STATUS 
2 00 4315399   
8 1:;: 4375<21   
3 38;: 42:5397   
Postprofessional-Doctor of Physical Therapy 
)EAR UNITS TUITION STATUS 
2 31 4265317   
8 < 4959<7   
Postprofessional-Doctor of Science 
)EAR UNITS TUITION STATUS 
2 33 4215637   
8 3< 42<56<7   
3 28 4215287   
Progression-Doctor of Physical Therapy 
)EAR UNITS TUITION STATUS 
2 00 4315399   
8 1:;: 4375<21   
3 38;: 42:5397   
Postprofessional Master's-Orthotics and 
Prosthetics 
)EAR UNITS TUITION STATUS 
2 31 4265317   
8 < 4959<7   
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT SCIENCES 
Physician Assistant-Master of Physician 
Assistant 
)EAR UNITS TUITION STATUS 
2 :6 43851:9   
8 :< 4335820   
3 6 495:79   
RADIATION TECHNOLOGY 
Medical Radiography-Associate in Science 
)EAR UNITS TUITION STATUS 
Ne> 30 4285:71   
Cont 83 405009   
Medical Sciences-Bachelor of Science 
)EAR UNITS TUITION STATUS 
258 
Units DaF varF deJending uJon units 
transMerred into LoDa Linda UniversitF; 
Radiation Therapy-Certificate 
)EAR UNITS TUITION STATUS 
Ne> 80 42:5872   
Cont 3 42516<   
Radiologist Assistant-Bachelor of Science 
)EAR UNITS TUITION STATUS 
Ne> No longer acceJting ne> students; 
Cont 3: 42:50:7   
Radiologist Assistant-Certificate 
Units and tuition varF5 deJending uJon units 
transMerred into LoDa Linda UniversitF; 
)EAR UNITS TUITION STATUS 
Ne> No longer acceJting ne> students; 
Cont 86 4285177   
Diagnostic Medical Sonography-Certificate 
)EAR UNITS TUITION STATUS 
Ne> 87 4225871 
TracP 2 
GeneralQVascular 
Cont 2 21 4<5776 TracP 2 
Cont 8 9 4858:8 TracP 2 
Ne> 82 4225683 TracP 8 Cardiac 
Cont 2 4:13 TracP 8 
Medical Dosimetry-Certificate 
)EAR UNITS TUITION STATUS 
Ne> 37 42156<7 TracP A PSFsics 
Cont 27 4:5137 TracP A 
Ne> 82 4225683 TracP B 
Cont 0 435<92 TracP B 
Nuclear Medicine Technology-Certificate 
)EAR UNITS TUITION STATUS 
Ne> 2: 46599:   
Cont : 48562:   
Special Imaging Technology: (CT and MRI) 
)EAR UNITS TUITION STATUS 
Ne> 26 4275239   
Special Imaging Technology: Certificate in 
Computed Tomography (CT) 
)EAR UNITS TUITION STATUS 
Ne> 27 4:5137   
Special Imaging Technology: Certificate in 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 
)EAR UNITS TUITION STATUS 
Ne> 28 4150:1   
Radiation Sciences-Master's 
)EAR UNITS TUITION STATUS 
2 26 4275239   
8 89 4235:28   
3 0 435<92   
Imaging Informatics-Certificate 
)EAR UNITS TUITION STATUS 
2 26 465277   
8 1 485077   
Radiologist Assistant-Master's 
)EAR UNITS TUITION STATUS 
2 9< 48857:7 TracP 2UEntering 
>Q AAQAS 
2 97 4885:87 TracP 8UEntering 
>Q BSQBA 
SUPPLIES 
EstiDated annual eVJense oM 4177W425:77 Mor suJJlies 
(teVtYooPs5 JroMessional aJJarel5 Daterials)5 
deJending on JrograD and Fear oM studF; 
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SPECIAL CHAR+ES 
34 Application 
74 8eapplication 
144 Acceptance deposit: nonrefunda<le 
=applied on tuition> 
7?4 Acceptance deposit for @APABA degrees: 
nonrefunda<le =applied on tuition> 
?44 Acceptance deposit for DAPAAA degree: 
nonrefunda<le =applied on tuition> 
?4 Eate registration charge =if student 
registers later than one full GeeH <efore 
the first day of the termJ see Kniversity 
calendar for specific dates> 
M? 8eturned checH charge 
?4 Eate payment charge if loan funds are not 
received <y registration and loan 
application Gas made less than thirty days 
<efore registrationJ if checH is returned <y 
<anH =in addition to NM? charge>J or if 
student give a postdated checH at 
registration 
M44 Application fee for PP-DAPABA 
O-- A-D OFF-CA1PUS STUDE-T 
HOUSI-+ 
Students may go to 
QGGGAlluAeduRcentralRhousingRindexApageT for 
housing information and a housing application formA 
1ISCELLA-EOUS E4PE-SES 
cost Bransportation for off-campus assignments 
=Kniversity sponsored> 
cost Dem<ership fees 
cost Uealth care items not covered <y health 
insurance 
cost VreaHage: damage: loss of Kniversity 
eWuipment 
 
A5ARDS A-D SCHOLARSHIPS 
AGards for scholastic attainment and leadership 
a<ility have <een made availa<le to students Ghose 
performance and attitudes reflect Gell the ideals and 
purposes of the schoolA 
SCHOOL-5IDE SCHOLARSHIPS 
Selma Andrews Award 
Bhe Selma AndreGs AGard is open to all students of 
the schoolA Students are encouraged to apply to their 
departments for scholarships from this fundA Bhere is 
no application deadlineA 
CARDIOPUL1O-AR? SCIE-CES 
American 1edical Response 
Bhe American Dedical 8esponse =AD8> Scholarship 
is given to a current or past employee of AD8 Gho 
demonstrates excellence in the clinical practice of 
emergency medical service =EDS> and outstanding 
academic achievement in the Emergency Dedical 
Yare ProgramA 
Emergency 1edical Care Alumni Scholarship 
Bhe Emergency Dedical Yare Alumni Scholarship 
AGard is presented to a student Gho has shoGn 
exceptional Wuality of GorH in the Emergency Dedical 
Yare Program and related proZects: Gith contri<utions 
to the emergency medical care community through 
acts of diversity: service: or volunteerismA 
Faculty Award 
Bhe Faculty AGard is presented to a student Gho has 
shoGn promise of outstanding professional 
achievement and Ghose performance is in harmony 
Gith the o<Zectives and goals of the KniversityA 
Louisa Jezerinac Cardiopulmonary Scholarship 
Award 
Bhe Eouisa Je\erinac Yardiopulmonary Scholarship 
AGard is given to a student Ghose patient care 
exemplifies the Wualities of compassion and 
dedicationA 
5illiam von Pohle 1emorial Respiratory Care 
Clinical Excellence Award 
Bhe ]illiam von Pohle Demorial 8espiratory Yare 
Ylinical Excellence AGard is given each year to the 
respiratory care student in hisRher senior year Gho 
demonstrates excellence in clinical practice and an 
attitude consistent Gith the mission of Eoma Einda 
KniversityA 
CLI-ICAL LABORATOR? SCIE-CE 
Affiliate Recognition Award 
Bhe Affiliate 8ecognition AGard is given to a senior 
clinical la<oratory science student Gho has 
demonstrated outstanding performance during 
clinical rotation^including cooperation: motivation: 
and an a<ility to GorH Gell Gith staffA 
Chair's Award 
Bhe Yhair_s AGard is given to a senior clinical 
la<oratory science student and to a cytotechnology 
student in recognition of outstanding scholarship and 
leadership Wualities that are in harmony Gith the 
o<Zectives and goals of the KniversityA Selection is 
<ased on the recommendation of the facultyA 
Clinical Laboratory Science (CLS) Scholarship 
Bhe clinical la<oratory science =YES> endoGment 
fund is presented to YES students on the <asis of 
scholarship and promise of professional achievementA 
Faculty Award 
Bhe Faculty AGard is presented to a senior clinical 
la<oratory science student and to a cytotechnology 
student Gho have shoGn promise of outstanding 
professional achievement and Gho intend to pursue a 
career in the area of medical technology or 
cytotechnologyA Selection is <ased on 
recommendation of the facultyA 
!"#$E&S#T) +,T,-O/ 01 
Marlene Ota Scholarship 
The 4arlene Ota S:holarship is a?arded to a 
:ytote:hnoloBy student ?ho has demonstrated 
inteBrityE leadershipE and a:ademi: eF:ellen:eG 
Moncrieff Scholarship Award 
The 4on:rieff S:holarship ,?ard is presented 
annually to a :lini:al laIoratory s:ien:e student ?ho 
has demonstrated superior s:holarshipJ professional 
dedi:ationJ finan:ial needJ and su:h personal 
attriIutes as dependaIilityE inteBrityE and initiativeG 
Walsch-Loock Scholarship Award 
The Lals:hM-oo:N S:holarship ,?ard is presented 
annually to a :lini:al laIoratory s:ien:e student on 
the Iasis of s:holarshipE promise of professional 
a:hievementE and finan:ial needG 
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND 
DISORDERS 
Evelyn Britt Promising Student Award 
The Evelyn Oritt PromisinB Student ,?ard is 
presented to students preparinB for Braduate ?orN in 
spee:hMlanBuaBe patholoBy and audioloByG #t 
re:oBniQes students ?ho sho? promise of s:holasti: 
and professional a:hievementG 
Outstanding Senior Award 
The OutstandinB Senior ,?ard is Biven to a student 
?ho has performed ?ell a:ademi:allyE developed 
Bood :lini:al sNillsE and :ontriIuted to :reatinB a 
positive learninB environment ?ithin the departmentG 
Dean's Award 
The ReanSs ,?ard is Biven annually in re:oBnition of 
a:ademi: eF:ellen:e and :ommitment to the 
oITe:tives of the s:hoolG 
President's Award 
The PresidentSs ,?ard is Biven annually in 
re:oBnition of superior s:holasti: attainment and 
a:tive parti:ipation in the student :ommunityE ?ithin 
the frame?orN of +hristian :ommitmentG , re:ipient 
is sele:ted from ea:h s:hool of the !niversityG 
HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
Audrey Shaffer Endowment 
#n the interest of promotinB student involvement in 
the international mission of -oma -inda !niversityE 
the ,udrey Shaffer Endo?ment provides travel 
eFpenses for student :lini:al and affiliation 
eFperien:es in health :are fa:ilities outside the !nited 
StatesG +andidates must demonstrate a:ademi: 
eF:ellen:e and leadership UualitiesG 
&e:ommendations from department fa:ulty and 
students are reUuiredG 
Faculty Award 
The Va:ulty ,?ard is presented to students ?ho have 
sho?n promise of leadershipE s:holarshipE and 
potential :ontriIution to their :hosen professionG One 
a?ard is Biven annually to students BraduatinB from 
the proBrams in health information administration 
and health information systemsG 
Health Information Management Student 
Awards 
The Wealth #nformation 4anaBement Student 
,?ards are Biven Iy :lassmates to the BraduatinB 
students ?ho have sho?n promise of leadershipE 
s:holarshipE and potential :ontriIution to their :hosen 
professionG 
Margaret B. Jackson Scholarship Award 
The 4arBaret OG Xa:Nson S:holarship ,?ard is 
presented Iy the department to a senior on the Iasis 
of s:holarshipE promise of outstandinB professional 
a:hievementE and finan:ial needG 
Sally Jo Davidian Scholarship 
The Sally Xo Ravidian S:holarship is presented to a 
student ?ho demonstrates professionalismE 
leadership potentialE s:holasti: a:hievementE and 
finan:ial needG Preferen:e is Biven to sinBle mothers 
returninB to :olleBeG 
Smart Corporation Scholarship Award 
The Smart +orporation S:holarship ,?ard is 
presented to a health information administration 
student on the Iasis of s:holarship and finan:ial needG 
NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 
Fred Lambert Memorial Scholarship Award 
The Vred -amIert 4emorial S:holarship ,?ard is 
Biven annually to a Tunior ?ho has demonstrated 
outstandinB potential for su::ess as an administrative 
dietitianG The a?ard ?ill Ie Biven Iased on a:ademi: 
su::essE involvement in so:ial and professional 
a:tivitiesE personal promotion of the profession and 
imaBe of the administrative dietitianE and suImission 
of an essay dis:ussinB ho? the food servi:e 
administrator :an :ontriIute to the mission of the 
SeventhMday ,dventist +hur:hG 
Oathleen Oeen Polber Scholarship 
The Yathleen Yeen ZolIer S:holarship ,?ard is 
Biven Iy the department to sele:ted Tuniors in 
re:oBnition of s:holarship and promise of 
outstandinB professional a:hievementG 
Lydia Sonnenberg Scholarship Award 
The -ydia SonnenIerB S:holarship ,?ard is 
presented annually to sele:ted Tunior studentsG 
Sele:tion is Iased on a:ademi: performan:eE as ?ell 
as demonstrated sNill and interest in puIlishinB 
nutrition information for the puIli:G 
Martha Miller Scholarship Award 
The 4artha 4iller S:holarship ,?ard is Biven 
annually to a sophomore or Tunior student Iased on 
s:holarshipE demonstrated finan:ial needE and 
promise of outstandinB professional a:hievementG 
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!"#$%#%&'()'*(+%,#,#%-.(/0"1'%(/..&-%)#%&'(
2-3&0)$.3%4(/5)$*(
T5e Nutrition and Dieteti&s Alu0ni Asso&iation 
S&5olars5i; A<ard is =iven annuall? to a senior 
student <5o 5as de0onstrated outstandin= a&ade0i& 
;erfor0an&e and ;ro0ise of e@;ertise in ;rofessional 
a&5ieve0entA 
!"#$%#%&'()'*(+%,#,#%-.(6)-"0#7(/5)$*(
T5e Nutrition and Dieteti&s Fa&ult? A<ardB ;resented 
to sele&ted Cunior studentsB is Dased on s&5olars5i;B 
;ro0ise of ;rofessional a&5ieve0entB and 
de0onstrated finan&ial needA 
8"#3(9%##0,(!,0.&'(2-3&0)$.3%4(/5)$*(
T5e Rut5 Little Nelson S&5olars5i; A<ard is 
;resented to sele&ted students in t5e Cunior ?earA 
Sele&tion is Dased on s&5olars5i;G leaders5i;G finan&ial 
needG and su&5 ;ersonal attriDutes as inte=rit?B 
de;endaDilit?B and initiativeA 
:%'%;$,*(<)'(=,0#(2-31%##(2-3&0)$.3%4(
>'*&51,'#(
T5e Hinifred Van Pelt S&50itt S&5olars5i; 
Endo<0ent ;rovides s&5olars5i;s to nutrition and 
dieteti&s students <5o 5ave de0onstrated finan&ial 
needB satisfa&tor? ;ro=ress to<ard a de=reeB and 
;rofessional ;ro=ressA 
?@@A=/BC?!/9(BD>8/=E(
+)'%,0(/0)'(F%G.&'(H,1&$%)0(2-3&0)$.3%4(
/5)$*(
T5e Daniel Alan GiDson Me0orial S&5olars5i; 
A<ard is =iven to MAOATA de=ree students Dased on 
finan&ial needB and re&o=niNes &o00it0ent to fo&us 
on ;5?si&al d?sfun&tionOort5o;aedi&s in 
o&&u;ational t5era;?A 
>*5%'')(H)$.3)00(2-3&0)$.3%4(/5)$*(
T5e Ed<inna Mars5all S&5olars5i; A<ard is =iven 
annuall? to MAOATA de=ree students Dased on finan&ial 
needB and re&o=niNes ;otential for leaders5i; and 
edu&ation in t5e field of o&&u;ational t5era;?A 
6)-"0#7(/5)$*(
T5e Fa&ult? A<ard is ;resented to a =raduatin= 
student <5o 5as s5o<n ;ro0ise of outstandin= 
;rofessional a&5ieve0ent and <5ose ;erfor0an&e is 
in 5ar0on? <it5 t5e oDCe&tives of t5e Universit?A 
D)1%*(I)J)3,$%)'(H,1&$%)0(/5)$*(
T5e Ha0id Rava5erian A<ard is =iven to a student in 
t5e se&ond or t5ird ?ear of t5e Do&tor of O&&u;ational 
T5era;? Pro=ra0 <5o e@e0;lifies &o0;assionB 
leaders5i;B ;ro=ra0 innovationB and dedi&ation to t5e 
&o00unit? in t5e s;irit of o&&u;ational Custi&eA 
C'0)'*(@&"'#%,.(?--"4)#%&')0(B3,$)47(
/..&-%)#%&'(&;(@)0%;&$'%)(/5)$*(
T5e Inland Counties O&&u;ational T5era;? 
Asso&iation of California A<ard is ;resented to 
senior OT students in re&o=nition of e@&ellent 
a&ade0i& and &lini&al ;erfor0an&eA 
97''(/$$)#,%K(H,1&$%)0(2-3&0)$.3%4(/5)$*(
T5e L?nn Arratei= Me0orial S&5olars5i; A<ard is 
=iven annuall? to an MAOATA de=ree student Dased on 
finan&ial needB and re&o=niNes &o00it0ent to t5e 
;ra&ti&e of ;ediatri&s or =eriatri&s in t5e field of 
o&&u;ational t5era;?A 
?--"4)#%&')0(B3,$)47(/0"1'%(/..&-%)#%&'(
/5)$*(
T5e O&&u;ational T5era;? Alu0ni Asso&iation 
A<ard re&o=niNes outstandin= s&5olasti& and 
;rofessional a&5ieve0ent in o&&u;ational t5era;?A 
?--"4)#%&')0(B3,$)47(>'*&51,'#(
2-3&0)$.3%4(/5)$*(
T5e O&&u;ational T5era;? Endo<0ent S&5olars5i; 
A<ard is =iven annuall? to students Dased on 
s&5olars5i;B finan&ial needB and ;ro0ise of 
;rofessional a&5ieve0entA 
8&.,(L"-3,$(H,1&$%)0(2-3&0)$.3%4(
T5e Rose Tu&5er Me0orial S&5olars5i; A<ard is 
=iven to MAOATA de=ree students Dased on finan&ial 
need and re&o=niNed &o00it0ent and &reativit? in 
t5e ;ra&ti&e of o&&u;ational t5era;?A 
=DE2C@C/!(/22C2B/!B(=8?F8/H(
=/(6)-"0#7(/5)$*(
T5e PA Fa&ult? A<ard is ;resented to a ;5?si&ian 
assistant student <5o 5as s5o<n ;ro0ise of 
outstandin= ;rofessional a&5ieve0ent and <5ose 
;erfor0an&e is in 5ar0on? <it5 t5e oDCe&tives and 
=oals of t5e Universit?A 
24%$%#(&;(99A(=37.%-%)'(/..%.#)'#(/5)$*(
T5e S;irit of LLU P5?si&ian Assistant A<ard 
re&o=niNes students <5o 5ave dedi&ated t5e0selves 
to t5eir ;rofessional =oalB ;erseverin= <it5 =ood 
5u0or in t5e fa&e of adversit?G 5ave s5o<n 
&o0;assion for and sensitivit? to ot5ersG 5ave a 
;ositive attitudeG and 5ave served as ;ositive 
a0Dassadors for t5is ;ro=ra0 t5rou=5out t5eir PA 
;ro=ra0 trainin=A 
B3,(@3)%$M.(/5)$*(
T5e C5airUs A<ard is ;resented to a senior PA 
student in re&o=nition for outstandin= ;erfor0an&e 
and ;rofessional de;ort0ent in Dot5 t5e dida&ti& and 
&lini&al ;5ases of t5e ;ro=ra0A T5e re&i;ient is an 
individual <5o 5as &onsistentl? de0onstrated 
Vualities t5at are in 5ar0on? <it5 t5e =oals of t5e 
de;art0ent and t5e Universit?A 
=37.%-%)'(/..%.#)'#(/0"1'%(/5)$*(
Re&i;ients of t5e P5?si&ian Assistant Alu0ni A<ard 
de0onstrate t5e follo<in= &riteriaW sound Cud=0ent in 
resolvin= student issuesB <illin=ness to lead a&tivities 
or stud? =rou;sB 0ature and res;onsiDle De5aviorB 
f=ood ra;;ort <it5 ;eers and fa&ult?OstaffB and 
re&ent involve0ent in &o00unit? servi&eA 
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12#*.""%#(")+$,#-&2",%3)*#2)45$.--.($.)!6&2/)
The Association of Schools of Allied Health 
Professions Scholarship is presented to the student 
who is recognized for outstanding performance in the 
allied health professions, who is achieving excellence 
in his/her academic program, and who has 
significant potential to assume future leadership roles 
in an allied health profession. 
7,.)8%"%(9)+'&2)!6&2/)
The Rising Star Award is presented to the student 
whose overall performance exemplifies the following 
criteria: advancing the physician assistant profession, 
entrepreneurship in invention or learning, 
noteworthy performance in research, outstanding 
community service, interest in mentoring patients, 
and contributing to the department and/or 
university. 
10:+;<!=)7048!1:)
>&$?-'@)!6&2/)
The Faculty Award is presented to a senior who has 
shown promise of outstanding professional 
achievement, and whose performance is in harmony 
with the obPectives and goals of the University. 
>2./)AB)C##2)!6&2/)
The Fred B. Roor Award is presented to a senior who 
has demonstrated exceptional clinical skills and 
knowledge in the care of physical therapy patients. 
1,@"%$&-)7,.2&3@)!-?D(%)!""#$%&'%#()
!$,%.E.D.(')!6&2/)
The Physical Therapy Alumni Association 
Achievement Award recognizes outstanding 
scholastic attainment and active participation in 
physical therapy student activities and community 
involvement. 
1,@"%$&-)7,.2&3@)!-?D(%)!""#$%&'%#()
+$,#-&2",%3)!6&2/)
The Physical Therapy Alumni Association 
Scholarship Award recognizes the student with the 
highest scholastic attainment in professional studies. 
8&(/&--)<B);"-.@)C.D#2%&-)!6&2/)
The Randall C. Isley Remorial Award recognizes a 
graduating PTA student who demonstrates 
scholarship, outstanding compassion, and inspiration 
in his/her pursuit of PTA as a second career. 
8#()0.2",.@)+'?/.(')4(/#6D.(')
The Ron Hershey Student Endowment provides 
scholarship funds for students who demonstrate 
financial need and who exemplify the Christian 
qualities of love, patience, caring, humility, and a 
striving for excellence. 
7,#D&")FB)A?2G.)C.D#2%&-)+$,#-&2",%3)
!6&2/)
The Thomas G. Burke Remorial Scholarship Award 
recognizes the outstanding student dedicated to the 
pursuit of a second career. 
8!H;!7;IJ)74<0JI=IF:)
>&$?-'@)!6&2/)
The Faculty Award is given by the department in 
recognition of superior scholarship. 
K&-'.2)=B)+'%-"#()!6&2/)
The Ualter L. Stilson Award is given to a student in 
each clinical facility who has shown promise of 
outstanding professional achievement and whose 
performance is in harmony with the obPectives of the 
University. 
!HH;7;IJ!=)84LM;84C4J7+)
For additional policies governing Loma Linda 
University students, see Section II of this CATALOG, 
as well as the University Student Hand*oo,- Students 
are responsible for informing themselves of and 
satisfactorily meeting all regulations pertinent to 
registration, matriculation, and graduation. 
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Clinical Laboratory Science—AH 
(4.S.) 
RO7NEY M. ROATH, Chair, 7epartment of Clinical 
Laboratory Science 
CATHERINE G. 7AVIS, Program 7irector 
MONIIUE C. GILBERT, Clinical Coordinator 
PAUL C. HERRMANN, Medical 7irector 
FACULTY 
Craig E. Austin 
Grace T. Baker 
Nove Basical-Oliver 
Terry C. Belcher 
Rames A. Brandt 
Linda S. Buckert 
Helen E. Clark 
Louis R. Cota 
Catherine G. 7avis 
Betty M. Fitzsimmons 
Monique C. Gilbert 
Sally P. Greenbeck 
Ronald H. Hillock 
R. Capua Hollands 
Valerie R. Humphries 
Ronald S. Rohnson 
Susie M. Rohnson 
Rasmine H. Caloshian 
Tuyhoa T. Le 
Rohn E. Lewis 
Phillip Liang 
Glenis 7. Linas 
Wagih E. Mikhail 
Thuan H. Nguyen 
Rames M. Pappas 
Shashank Patel 
Rodney M. Roath 
Teri R. Ross 
Racquelin S. Sandro 
Mojgan Sassounian 
Stuart B. Schneider 
Linda R. Shain 
Catherine Vogel 
Patricia A. Williams 
Rane N. Yappia 
 
A student who has an interest in science, an 
investigative mind that enjoys the challenge of 
solving problems quickly and accurately, and a desire 
to help others should consider a career as a clinical 
laboratory scientist. 
Clinical laboratory scientists examine and analyze 
body fluids, tissues, and cells. They look for bacteria, 
parasites, or other microorganisms; analyze the 
chemical content of fluids; match blood for 
transfusions; and test for drug levels in the blood to 
show how a patient is responding to treatment. 
Clinical laboratory scientists perform complex 
chemical, biological, hematological, immunologic, 
microscopic, and bacteriologic tests. They use, 
maintain, and troubleshoot sophisticated laboratory 
equipment that is used to perform diagnostic tests. 
The clinical laboratory scientist possesses the 
scientific and diagnostic skills required for 7NA and 
biomolecular technology and genetic engineering 
applications, analyzes these test results, and discusses 
them with the medical staff. 
O<<ortunities 
Employment of clinical laboratory workers is 
expected to parallel the growth of other health care 
occupations through the year \014, particularly as the 
volume of laboratory tests increases with population 
growth and with the development of new technology. 
Employment opportunities are excellent, with current 
vacancy rates of 16 percent. The twenty-first century 
is offering clinical laboratory scientists new avenues 
for test development, experimental design, 
administration, and education. Clinical laboratory 
scientists work in hospitals or similar medical 
facilities, clinical and reference laboratories, home 
health diagnostics, transfusion services, physicians' 
offices, and private medical clinics. Employment is 
also available in pharmaceutical and biotechnology 
companies, health information systems, 7NA 
technology and genetic engineering corporations, 
research laboratories, federal government agencies, 
forensics and crime investigation, veterinary 
hospitals, U.S. Public Health Service facilities, areas of 
medical product development, and in customer and 
patient education. 
The <rogram 
The Clinical Laboratory Science Program is a two-
year professional program that culminates in a 
Bachelor of Science degree. Prerequisite courses may 
be taken at any accredited college or university and 
are completed during the freshman and sophomore 
years. Accepted students transfer into the program at 
the junior-year level, which begins in August during 
the postsummer session. After satisfactory completion 
of the program, the student is awarded a Bachelor of 
Science degree and is eligible to take the state and 
national board examinations and to become a licensed 
clinical laboratory scientist. 
The junior year is a ten-month program of lecture and 
laboratory. Emphasis is on the basic clinical science 
courses, including theory and correlations. 
The senior year is a ten-month clinical practicum that 
provides professional clinical experience in the 
hospital laboratory environment. Emphasis is on 
technical proficiency, application of theory to patient 
care, laboratory organization, and managerial skills. 
Senior students must coordinate their time with the 
operation of Loma Linda University Medical Center's 
!NIVE&SIT) CATALOG 02 
clinical laboratory and with supplemental affiliate 
training laboratories in the community. 
Clinical affiliations 
Multiple clinical affiliations enrich the student's 
clinical training by providing exposure to procedures 
in different types of medical facilities. During the 
forty-week clinical practicum, supplemental training 
may be scheduled at any of the following clinical 
sites: 
Primary affiliation 
Loma Linda !niversity Medical Center 
Loma Linda, California 
Supplemental affiliations 
LifeStream 
San Bernardino, California 
Community Hospital of San Bernardino 
San Bernardino, California 
Hoag Hospital 
Newport Beach, California 
Rerry L. Pettis Memorial Veterans Medical Center 
Loma Linda, California 
Taiser Permanente Medical Center 
Fontana, California 
 
Transportation to scheduled assignments 
Transportation to training laboratories is the 
responsibility of the student. Depending on the 
clinical assignment, commuting times may be up to 
two hours one way. Senior students must coordinate 
their time with the operational schedules of the Loma 
Linda !niversity Medical Center Clinical Laboratory 
and affiliate laboratories in the community. The 
senior schedule is a full-time week (forty clock hours) 
arranged on a Monday through Friday, day shift 
schedule. On occasion, days or times outside of this 
typical schedule may be necessary to allow students 
exposure to unique procedures. A special calendar 
schedule, different from the !niversity academic 
calendar, is followed. 
Accreditation 
The program is accredited by the National 
Accrediting Agency for Clinical Laboratory Sciences 
(NAACLS), 5600 North &iver &oad, Suite \20, 
&osemont, IL 60010; telephone: \\3/\14-0000; FAb: 
\\3/\14-0006; email: naaclsinfocnaacls.org; Web site: 
ewww.naacls.orgf. 
The program also satisfies the requirements in 
medical technology of the American Society of 
Clinical Pathologists' Board of &egistry for Medical 
Technology, P. O. Box 122\\, Chicago, IL 60612-02\\. 
The program is approved by the State of California 
Department of Health Laboratory Field Services, 050 
Marina Bay Parkway, &ichmond, CA g4004-6403; 
telephone: 510/0\3-632\. 
ewww.dhs.ca.gov/ps/ls/lfsb/f 
Professional registration 
Completion of the required sequence of academic 
course work and directed professional experience 
prepares the graduate to take the certifying 
examinations of the ASCP Board of &egistry of 
Medical Technologists and the National Certification 
Agency for Medical Laboratory Personnel, P. O. Box 
15g45-20g, Lenexa, TS 55205; telephone: g13/430-
5110; and the licensure examination of the state of 
California. Information regarding examinations can 
be obtained from the program director. 
In 1ggg, the program name was changed from 
medical technology to clinical laboratory science. The 
program has prepared and qualified graduates as 
clinical laboratory scientists. 
The department goals 
1. To provide opportunity, instruction and 
guided experience by which the student may 
acquire the basic knowledge and attain the 
skills essential to the practice of a chosen 
profession. 
2. To help the student accept responsibility for 
integrity, ethical relationships, and empathic 
attitudes that can contribute to the welfare 
and well-being of patients. 
3. To help the student develop a background of 
information and attitudes conducive to 
interprofessional understanding and 
cooperation. 
4. To encourage the student to cultivate habits 
of self-education that will foster lifelong 
growth. 
5. To engender and nurture in the student the 
desire to serve mankind, and in particular, to 
serve as needed in the medical centers 
sponsored by the Seventh-day Adventist 
Church both in the !nited States and 
abroad. 
 
CLS program learning outcomes 
1. Demonstrate basic knowledge and technical 
ability essential to the practice of clinical 
laboratory science. 
2. Practice professionalism through ethical 
behavior and attitudes. 
3. Demonstrate in laboratory practice and in 
the community those leadership and 
administrative skills that are consistent with 
the mission of the School of Allied Health 
Professions. 
4. Adhere to rules and regulations promoting 
workplace and patient safety and continuous 
quality improvement (ChI). 
5. Exhibit analytical and critical-thinking skills 
necessary to succeed in laboratory medicine. 
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The program o+,ectives 
The Clinical Laboratory Science Program endeavors 
to present a complete educational experience that 
culminates in a @achelor of Science degree in clinical 
laboratory science. The education and clinical 
experience obtained in this program will give the 
student the eligibility to take the clinical laboratory 
scientist examinations offered by the National @oard 
of Registry, the National Certification Association, 
and other entities approved by the state of California. 
The bachelorHs degree in clinical laboratory science 
will be granted independent of any external 
certification or licensing examinations. The graduate 
will demonstrate professional entry-level 
competencies in chemistry, hematology, 
immunohematology, immunology, and microbiology; 
as well as their respective subsections. 
2ow to apply 
Applications to the Clinical Laboratory Science 
Program are accepted beginning December 1. Early 
submission of application is recommended. 
Applications continue to be reviewed and accepted 
until the program is filled. Preference will be given to 
applicants whose completed applications and 
transcripts are received by Narch 1. Complete an 
online application at 
Owww.llu.edu/central/apply/index.pageQ. 
Applicants must complete prerequisite course work at 
any accredited college before being admitted to the 
School of Allied 2ealth Professions; projected course 
work that will be completed before beginning the 
program will be considered in the application 
process. 
Academic progression 
A minimum grade of C (2.0) is required for all courses 
in the program; C- grades are not acceptable. A 
student who receives a grade of less than C in any 
academic course that is part of the professional 
curriculum, is automatically placed on probation. A 
student who receives an XUnsatisfactoryX in any 
segment of a clinical practicum, is automatically 
placed on clinical probation. In probation or in clinical 
probation, continued enrollment for the next quarter, 
term, or rotation segment is subject to the 
recommendation of the department. 
If continued enrollment is not recommended, the 
department will notify the student in writing. If 
continued enrollment is recommended, the student 
will be required to institute a learning assistance 
program contract and meet regularly scheduled 
appointments with the academic advisor. A student 
on probation is automatically dismissed from the 
program if a second grade of less than C is received in 
any academic course that is part of the professional 
curriculum, or if a second XUnsatisfactoryX is received 
during any subsequent rotation segment. A student 
on clinical probation is automatically dismissed from 
the program if a second unsatisfactory is received 
during any subsequent rotation segment. 
Readmission to the program will require 
reapplication. 
CP; certi<ication 
Students are required to have current health care 
provider cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) 
certification (adult, child, and infant) for all scheduled 
clinical experiences. This certification must be 
completed at the American 2eart Association health 
care provider level. Certification may be completed 
prior to beginning the program of study or may be 
obtained at Loma Linda University. Classes are 
arranged on campus at Life Support Education, 
University Arts @uilding, 2488\ Taylor Street, Suite 
102. 
Admission 
To be eligible for admission, applicants must have 
completed a minimum of 96 quarter units or 64 
semester units at an accredited college or university. 
A minimum grade of C (2.0) is required for all 
transfer courses; C- (C minus) grades are not 
acceptable for transfer. A minimum G.P.A. of 2.\5 for 
science is recommended. Prerequisites and transfer 
patterns may be viewed at Owww.llu.edu/allied-
health/sahp/transfer/index.pageQ. 
PREREaUISITE 
2umanities and religion—20 quarter or 14 semester 
units total, selected from at least three of the 
humanities and religion areas: 
! Art/Nusic (performing arts limited to 2 
quarter units) 
! Civilization/2istory, foreign language, 
literature, philosophy, religion—  
o a maximum of 8 quarter units of religion 
may be applied to the above 20 
quarter/14 semester units; for students 
who attended or are enrolled in an 
Adventist college, 4 quarter units of 
religion are required per year attended 
 
College mathematics (algebra or higher level) 
General chemistry with laboratory, complete 
sequence 
Organic chemistry with laboratory, complete 
sequence 
e Introductory physics with laboratory, complete 
sequence (must include principles of light and 
electricity) 
e General biology with laboratory, one course 
Cultural diversity or cultural anthropology (one 
course); (select remainder of social sciences units to 
total of 10 quarter units from at least two of these 
areas: anthropology, economics, geography, political 
science, psychology, sociology) 
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English composition, complete sequenceA select 
remainder of communication units to total 9 quarter 
units from these coursesG computers, puHlic speaIing, 
critical thinIing 
Health education, personal health, or nutrition (one 
course) 
Two physical education courses 
Electives, as necessary, to meet the minimum total 
requirement of 96 quarter unitsA recommendedG 
anatomy and physiology, Hiochemistry, cellular or 
molecular Hiology, genetics, speech, computer 
applications, critical thinIing 
For total unit requirements for graduation, see 
Division of General Studies (Section II)S 
TStudents planning to apply to advanced degree 
programs should verify current admission 
requirementsS
 
Junior Year, Post-Summer Session  Units 
CLSM 105 Procedures in PhleHotomy 4S0 
CLSM 105L Procedures in PhleHotomy LaHoratory 1S0 
CLSM 309 [uantitative Analysis (Chemical) 4S0 
Totals 9S0  
 
Autumn 3uarter  Units 
AHCJ 328 Wholeness Portfolio I Course spans entire academic year 1S0 
AHCJ 418 Physiology I 4S0 
CLSM 321 Hematology I 4S0 
CLSM 327 Clinical and Pathogenic MicroHiology I 5S0 
CLSM 331 Biochemistry 5S0 
Totals 19S0  
 
Winter 3uarter  Units 
CLSM 322 Hematology II 4S0 
CLSM 324 Immunology I 4S0 
CLSM 328 Clinical and Pathogenic MicroHiology II 5S0 
CLSM 332 Clinical Chemistry I 4S0 
CLSM 341 Immunohematology I 3S0 
Totals 20S0  
 
Spring 3uarter  Units 
CLSM 303 Urine and Body Fluid Analysis I 1S0 
CLSM 307 Medical Parasitology 3S0 
CLSM 333 Clinical Chemistry II 4S0 
CLSM 342 Immunohematology II 3S0 
RELE 457 Christian Ethics and Health Care 2S0 
RELT 423 Loma Linda Perspectives 2S0 
Totals 15S0  
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Senior (ear, Post-Summer Session  5nits 
CLSM 43: Immunoassay 2?0 
Totals 2?0  
 
Autumn Quarter  5nits 
AHCJ 498 Wholeness Portfolio II Course spans entire academic year :?0 
CLSM 45: Clinical Laboratory Management I 2?0 
CLSM 496 Clinical Laboratory Science Seminar I :?0 
RELN 4NN 5pper division religion 2?0 
Totals 6?0  
 
Winter Quarter  5nits 
CLSM 452 Clinical Laboratory Management II 2?0 
CLSM 497 Clinical Laboratory Science Seminar II :?0 
RELN 4NN 5pper division religion 2?0 
Totals 5?0  
 
Spring Quarter  5nits 
CLSM 453 Clinical Laboratory Management III 2?0 
CLSM 498 Clinical Laboratory Science Seminar III 2?0 
Totals 4?0  
 
Senior (ear Clinical Practicum  5nits 
CLSM 47: Clinical Practicum I 
A twelve-week clinical rotation in the areas of 
hematology, urinalysis, and parasitology 
6?0 
CLSM 4:: 5rine and Body-Vluid Analysis II (:) 
CLSM 4:4 Clinical Parasitology (2) 
CLSM 422 Hematology III (6) 
CoreYuisites  9?0 
Totals :5?0  
 
Senior (ear Clinical Practicum  5nits 
CLSM 472 Clinical Practicum II 
A twelve-week clinical rotation in the areas of 
microbiology and immunohematology 
6?0 
CLSM 4:3 Diagnostic Microbiology (6) 
CLSM 442 Immunohematology III (3) 
CoreYuisites  9?0 
Totals :5?0  
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Senior Year Clinical Practicum  Units 
CLSM 483 Clinical Practicum III 
A tAelCe-AeeE clinical rotation in the areas of 
chemistry, immunology, and sMecial Mrocedures 
1.0 
CLSM 434 Clinical Chemistry III (5) 
CLSM 455 SMecial Procedures (4) 
Corequisites  9.0 
Totals 15.0  
Overall Totals 165.0  
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Coding Specialist0AH 
(Certificate) 
DEBRA HAMADA: Program Coordinator 
FACUL:; 
Terri ?@ Rouse 
Diana Medal 
ADVIS?R; C?MMI::EE 
BarBara PinCoDitE: Chair 
Susan Armstrong 
Angela BarCer 
Evelia Campos 
Carel Hanson 
Diana Medal 
Beverly Miller 
Tanya McCandish 
Diana McIaidJHarrah 
Patricia Small 
 
Health care facilities need coders Dho accurately 
select ICDJ9JCM codes: CPT codes: and DRN and 
APC assignments for diagnostic and surgical 
information recorded in health records@ In most 
instances: financial reimBursement is directly tied to 
these numeric codes@ The statistical information 
generated from these codes is also used in research: 
Ouality improvement in patient care: education: and 
administrative decision maCing@ 
?pportunities 
Coding specialists are in demand in acute care and 
amBulatory care facilities: physiciansP office practices: 
and longJterm care facilities@ A variety of government 
agencies reOuire coding eQpertise as Dell@ The need 
for accurate: sCilled coders is acute in California and 
throughout the nation@ Information aBout RoB 
opportunities is provided to alumni as it Becomes 
availaBle@ 
:he program 
The Coding Specialist Program certificate is a nineJ
Ouarter program@ Classes meet one night a DeeC@ The 
last tDo Ouarters of the program consist of an 
internshipJliCe laBoratory eQperience0H?CS 261: 262 
Coding Practicum I: II@ These practicums meet one to 
tDo times per DeeC@ Prior to Beginning coding 
courses: the student is introduced to health care 
records: confidentiality: ethics: and pharmacology@ 
Professional certification 
Vpon successful completion of the program: the 
student is eligiBle to taCe the national entryJlevel 
certification eQamination of the American Health 
Information Management Association@ 
:he program objectives 
Vpon completion of the program: the graduate 
should Be Oualified toW 
1@ Vse Dith understanding the instructions in 
format: organiEation: and mechanics of the 
ICDJ9JCM: CPT: and E X M coding systems@ 
2@ Code Dith accuracy and consistency@ 
3@ AnalyEe medical records to identify 
significant medical conditions and surgical 
proceduresZ correctly select the principal 
diagnosis and procedureZ and appropriately 
seOuence other diagnoses: complications: 
and procedures@ 
4@ Supervise health data collection and 
processing through coding: indeQing: and 
maintaining disease and operation statistics@ 
5@ Develop policies and procedures for coding: 
including a plan for coding Ouality@ 
6@ ]olloD federal: state: and professional 
association guidelines for coding in the 
health care environment@ 
7@ Vnderstand the concepts of the prospective 
payment system and perform diagnosticJ
related group and amBulatory patientJ
classification assignments using decision 
trees and computeriEed patientJdata 
groupers@ 
3@ Delineate the difference BetDeen 
optimiEation of coding in compliance Dith 
governmental regulations and fraudulent 
coding@ 
 
Accreditation 
The Coding Specialist Program is approved By the 
Approval Committee for Certificate Programs 
(ACCP): a Roint committee of the American 
Association for Medical Transcription (AAMT) and 
the American Health Information Management 
Association (AHIMA)@ 
PRERE`VISITE 
In addition to high school graduationaNED: the 
folloDing prereOuisitesacourses must Be completed at 
an accredited college or universityW 
Human anatomy and physiology 
Medical terminology 
Essentials of human diseases 
Introduction to computer applications 
Special course workLcredit 
Credit for life eQperience may Be offered through 
Daiver or eOuivalency eQamination@ 
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Required  !nits 
HLC' 236 Pharmacology 3C0 
HLC' 239 Introduction to Health &ecords 'cience 3C0 
HLC' 242 Coding I 4C0 
HLC' 243 Coding II 4C0 
HLC' 245 Coding III 4C0 
HLC' 254 Evaluation and Management Coding for Billing and &eimbursement 3C0 
HLC' 257 Coding 'pecial Topics 3C0 
HLC' 961 Coding Practicum I 2C0 
HLC' 962 Coding Practicum II 2C0 
&ELE 457 Christian Ethics and Health Care 2C0 
Totals 30C0  
Overall Totals 12.2  
A minimum grade of C (2C0) is required for all courses in the programC 
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Paige Shaughnessy 
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Speech-language pathologists (SLP) evaluate and 
treat children and adults Rith communication 
disordersP Difficulties in the areas of speech, 
language, fluency, sRalloRing, and voice are 
associated Rith a variety of disorders, including 
developmental delay, hearing impairment, cleft 
palate, cereTral palsy, stroQe, and head inUuryP 
Audiologists are involved in prevention, 
identification, assessment, and rehaTilitation of 
hearing disordersP Students Rho choose these 
professions should have an interest in RorQing Rith 
peopleP 
Opportunities 
The entry level for speech-language pathology is the 
masterVs degreeP Employment opportunities for 
speech-language pathologists and audiologists are 
found in speech and hearing clinics, puTlic schools, 
hospitals, universities, health departments, sQilled 
nursing facilities, home health agencies, rehaTilitation 
centers, industry, and private practiceP These 
environments alloR for consideraTle flexiTilityP There 
is ample opportunity for employmentP 
Employment opportunities for speech-language 
pathology assistants (SLPA) include RorQing under 
supervision of the speech-language pathologist Rith 
children in schools, or Rith children and adults in 
private clinics, hospitals, or sQilled nursing facilitiesP 
Student Professional Association 
Students are eligiTle for memTership in the National 
Student Speech-Language-Hearing Association 
(NSSLHA)P Students are encouraged to Tecome 
memTers, read the Uournals, and attend local 
meetingsP Information aTout NSSLHA can Te found 
at XRRRPnsslhaPorgYnsslhaZP 
COMM?EICATIOE SCIEECES AED 
DISOHDEHS15.S. 
The Communication Sciences and Disorders Program, 
leading to the Machelor of Science degree, Tegins Rith 
the Autumn [uarter of the Uunior yearP The freshman 
and sophomore years, Rhich are taQen at an 
accredited collegeYuniversity, other than Loma Linda 
Gniversity, afford the students the fundamentals of a 
liTeral educationP The emphasis in the Uunior and 
senior years is on professional courses and practical 
experienceP 
Gpon completion of the Machelor of Science degree, 
students are prepared to seeQ admission to a graduate 
program in speech-language pathology or related 
disciplinesP Students are encouraged to taQe SLPA 267 
FieldRorQ during their senior year in order to qualify 
for the speech-language pathology assistant license, 
issued Ty the California Speech-Language Pathology 
and Audiology MoardP 
Student learning outcomes 
In addition to the stated institutional learning 
outcomes, the undergraduate SLP student is expected 
to meet the folloRing programmatic learning 
outcomes` 
1P Demonstrate a Tasic QnoRledge of the 
human communication processesP 
2P Demonstrate a Tasic QnoRledge of the maUor 
types of human communication disordersP 
3P Demonstrate a commitment to ethical and 
compassionate serviceP 
4P Demonstrate an understanding of and 
respect for individuals from diverse cultures 
and languagesP 
 
Admission to the 5achelor of Science degree 
program 
PHEHEJ?ISITES 
Domain I 
Humanities and Heligion: (28-32 quarter units) 
A minimum of 12 quarter units if the student is 
required to taQe 16 units of religion from an SDA 
university Tefore you graduatePd 
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A minimum of 20 quarter units if you are required to 
take 8 units of religion from Loma Linda University 
before graduationGH 
The credits in humanities must be selected from at 
least three of the folloKing content areas: 
civiliMationNhistoryO fine artsO literatureO modern 
languageO PerformingNvisual arts (not to eRceed 4 
quarter credits)O or PhilosoPhyG 
HSPecific religion courses offered at Loma Linda 
University are required for graduationG The studentUs 
academic advisor Kill assist himNher in determining 
hoK may religion courses Kill be neededO Khich 
religion courses should be takenO and Khich academic 
quarters it Kould be advisable to take these coursesG 
Domain II 
Scientific Inquiry and Analysis: (24-32 quarter units) 
Natural Sciences: (minimum of 12 units) The credits 
in natural sciences must be selected from tKo of the 
folloKing content areas: biologyO chemistryO geologyO 
mathematicsO PhysicsO and statisticsG 
Mathematics requirement: 4 semesters of high school 
advanced mathematics or intermediate algebra taken 
in college Kill meet the UniversityUs mathematics 
requirement[ hoKeverO the student Kill not receive 
academic credit for the course KorkG College algebra 
Kill meet the UniversityUs mathematics 
requirementGIn additionO the student Kill receive 
academic credit for the courseG 
One Physical science required (introduction to 
PhysicsO recommended) 
One biological science required (human anatomy and 
PhysiologyO recommended) 
Social Sciences: (minimum of 12 quarter units) Select 
additional courses from anthroPologyO economicsO 
geograPhyO Political scienceO PsychologyO and 
sociologyG 
/eneral Psychology required 
Human groKth and develoPmentO develoPmental 
Psychology or child develoPment required 
A course on cultural diversity required (cultural 
anthroPology recommended)G 
Domain III 
Communication: (9-13 quarter units) 
English: Course Kork must include a comPlete 
sequence in English comPosition that meets the 
baccalaureate degree requirements of a four-year 
college or university (eGgGO English 101 and 102)G 
SPeech: One sPeech or interPersonal communication 
course requiredG 
ComPuter courses: not required but course Kork 
taken in this category Kould be counted in this 
domainG 
Domain I$ 
Health and Wellness (2-] quarter units) 
Personal health or nutritionG One course required 
Physical Activity: must include at least tKo seParate 
Physical activity courses totaling a minimum of 1 
quarter credit 
Electives 
A total of 9] quarter units of credit are required for 
admission into the ProgramG UPon fulfilling all of the 
aforementioned domain requirementsO the student 
may still need to take elective credits in order to 
comPlete the minimum quarter-unit requirementG 
Application 
The aPPlication for the Bachelor of Science degree in 
communication sciences and disorders is available 
onlineG Official transcriPts of all academic records 
from collegesO universitiesO and Professional or 
technical schools must be ProvidedG `or comPlete 
instructionsO Please go to 
aKKKGlluGeduNcentralNaPPlyNindeRGPagebG Online 
aPPlications oPen October 1G APPlications close for 
Bachelor of Science June 30G 
PROGRAM OF INSTRUCTION 
At Loma Linda UniversityO the student enters the 
Program in communication sciences and disorders 
Kith 9] quarter units (]4 semester units)G Students 
Kho transfer into this Program from a community 
college may transfer a maRimum of 105 quarter units 
(70 semester units)G All other credits must come from 
a senior collegeG AccePtance into the Program does 
not guarantee that students Kill get all of the 
academic credit needed to graduateG Some students 
may need to comPlete additional academic course 
KorkG A minimum grade of C (2G0) is required for a 
course to count toKards graduationG 
Clinical experience 
SuPervised clinical Practicum is recommended but 
not required in the Bachelor of Science degree 
ProgramG ComPletion of sPecific courses Precedes 
Placement for PracticumG Clinical Practicum is 
available for students Kho have a /GPGAG of 3G0 or 
above in the mafor coursesG 
Speech-language pathology assistant 
Students in the Bachelor of Science degree Program 
may Kork toKards meeting eligibility requirements 
for registration in the state of California as a sPeech-
language Pathology assistant (SLPA)G 
Requirements 
Although SLPAs tyPically receive an associate degree 
Kith a sPecialty in sPeech-language PathologyO 
students Kho have comPleted a bachelorUs degree in 
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speech-language pathology or communication 
sciences and disorders may qualify for the California 
state- issued SLPA certificate after achieving a grade 
of C or better in CMSD 26E SLPA Fieldwork (2 units), 
offered at Loma Linda University. 
Students generally make arrangements to register for 
CMSD 26E Fieldwork in their last undergraduate 
quarter of study (Spring Nuarter of the senior year). 
For further information about SLPA Registration 
please go to Pwww.slpab.ca.govQ and select 
RApplicants,R then RSLP Assistants.R 
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND 
DISORDERS.M.S. TRANSITIONAL 
PROGRAM 
The Master of Science degree in Communication 
Sciences and Disorders-Transitional Program is 
designed for individuals who have a bachelorTs 
degree from an accredited college or university, with 
a major in a field other than speech-language 
pathology or communication disorders. Any 
individual with a bachelorTs degree from an 
accredited institution is eligible for the transitional 
program. This program permits completion of 
undergraduate course work (generally completed in 
one year of full-time study) prior to enrolling in 
graduate-level courses. 
The program is three years in length. In the first year 
of the program, students complete undergraduate 
course work that provides the necessary foundation 
for graduate-level courses. The second and third 
years include graduate course work and clinical work 
that prepare students for professional practice. 
Upon completion of the Master of Science degree for 
the Communication Sciences and Disorders1
Transitional Program, graduates are eligible for the 
preliminary speech-language pathology services 
credential (California public schools) and the 
temporary license in speech-language pathology 
(California Department of Consumer Affairs). 
Graduates are also prepared to seek employment as 
 clinical fellows, working towards the certificate of 
clinical competence (through the American Speech-
Language-Hearing Association). 
Student learning outcomes 
The learning outcomes are listed under the Master of 
Science degree in the communication sciences and 
disorders section. 
Admission 
The admissions committee considers the following 
qualifications in making admission decisions: 
personal statementY overall G.P.A.Y last two yearsT 
GPAY GRE scoresY and letters of recommendation. 
Admission decisions fit into one of three categories: 
regular admissionY alternate statusY denial of 
admission. 
Regular admission. Admission is granted to students 
who submit a literate personal statement and positive 
letters of recommendation, who demonstrate 
professional potential, and who meet the scholarship 
and examination requirements for admission to the 
graduate program. A G.P.A. of 3.0 or above and a 
GRE score of 1000 on the verbal and quantitative 
sections, combined, and an analytical writing score of 
4.0 or higher are recommended. The faculty has 
observed that students who have a G.P.A. of 3.3 or 
above and a GRE of 1000 or above are more successful 
in graduate school than students with lower 
scholastic and examination scores. A students with a 
3.5 on the written portion of the GRE may be 
considered if s/he score  41 or higher in the written 
portion of the CBEST (see Degree Requirements). 
Alternate status. Alternate status is given for one of 
two reasons: 1) the student qualifies for admission, 
but the class is fullY or 2) application is being held for 
spring grades or CBEST scores. 
Denial of admission. A student may be denied 
admission for a variety of reasons, including: his/her 
lack of a literate personal statementY recommendation 
letters that cite significant reservationsY or low G.P.A. 
and/or GRE scores. Admission is unlikely if the 
studentTs overall GPA is below 3.3. Admission is also 
unlikely if the studentTs combined GRE score is below 
1000 and the analytical writing score is below 4.0. 
Graduate Record EBamination (GRE) 
Scores on the general test (verbal, quantitative, and 
analytical writing) of the Graduate Record 
Examination (GRE) are required with application for 
admission. Applicants may access information at 
Pwww.gre.orgQ. 
Application 
The application for the Master of Science degree in 
Communication Sciences and Disorders1Transitional 
Program is available online at Pwww.llu.edu/ 
central/apply/index.pageQ. Official transcripts of all 
academic records from colleges, universities, and 
professional or technical schools must be provided. 
For complete instructions, please go to 
Pwww.llu.edu/central/apply/index.pageQ. 
Applications and all supporting information 
(transcripts, GRE test results, recommendations, etc.) 
should be submitted by March 1 to be included in the 
first round of selection. Later applications will be 
considered only if spaces are available. The 
admissions office processes the applications and 
sends them to the Department of Communication 
Sciences and Disorders. Applications that are received 
after March 1 are reviewed in the order they are 
received. Nualified late applicants may be placed on 
the RalternatesT list.R 
Online applications open October 1. 
Applications close March 1. 
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Degree re&uirements 
1. A minimum of one quarter in residence as a 
graduate student, 
2. Maintaining a minimum GPA of 3.3 in the 
undergraduate course work to enroll in the 
graduate course work. 
3. A minimum of 51 quarter units of 
foundational courses, including: CMSD 2N6, 
314, 31N, 318, 324, 334, 3N6, 424, 434, 435, 444, 
454, 4NN, 485, 486 completed prior to 
enrollment in 500- and 600-level course 
work. 
4. A minimum of 54 quarter units of CMSD 
graduate credit, excluding externship (8 
units), directed teaching (8 units), and 
religion (3 units minimum). 
5. Evidence of having completed 400 clock 
hours of clinical practice, including 25 clock 
hours of observation (3N5 clock hours of 
direct client/patient contact, with 325 of 
these hours being at the graduate level). 
6. Completion of written comprehensive 
examinations (Winter \uarter of the third 
year). 
N. California Basic Education Skills Test 
(CBEST). 
8. Completion of the graduate portfolio. 
 
California Basic Educational S7ills Test 
9CBEST: 
The California Commission of Teacher Credentialing 
requires that all students in the credential program 
take the California Basic Education Skills Test 
(CBEST). This test must be taken before entering the 
graduate program, or within the first quarter. The 
CBEST is a measure of reading. writing, and 
mathematics proficiency and is required by law for 
anyone applying for a credential in the public schools 
of California or Oregon. This test is given by National 
Evaluation Systems, Inc., Box 340880, Sacramento, CA 
05834-0880, 016/028-4001. Additional information my 
be found at <www.cbest.nesino.com>. 
Student ;rogress revie= 
Each student's progress in the Master of Science 
degree in Communication Sciences and Disorders—
Transitional Program is reviewed quarterly and upon 
completion of the undergraduate course work. The 
student must maintain a G.P.A. of 3.3 in the 
undergraduate course work to be eligible to enroll in 
the 500- and 600-level graduate courses. 
Clinical ;racticum 
Students in the Master of Science degree in 
Communication Sciences and Disorders—Transitional 
Program may begin clinical practicum either during 
the Summer \uarter following the first year or Fall 
\uarter of the second year. 
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND 
DISORDERS—M.S. 
The Program leading to the Master of Science degree 
in communication sciences and disorders offers: 
preparation for careers in the professional practice of 
speech-language pathology; provides a basis for 
graduate study and research at a more advanced 
level; and encourages the development of 
independent growth. The clinical services of the 
Department of Communication Sciences and 
Disorders, Loma Linda University Medical Center, 
and affiliated practicum sites provide opportunity to 
obtain breadth of experience in a variety of settings. 
The program provides opportunity for the graduate 
! to satisfy all academic and clinical 
requirements for the American Speech 
Language-Hearing Association's certificate 
of clinical competence, the California 
Speech-Language Pathology Services 
credential, and the California License in 
speech-language pathology, or 
! to prepare for doctoral study or careers in 
related fields. 
 
The program does not offer a master's degree in 
audiology. 
The Master of Science degree program in 
communication sciences and disorders is accredited 
by the Council on Academic Accreditation of the 
American Speech-Language-Hearing Association. The 
program is approved by the California Commission 
for Teacher Credentialing to prepare students for the 
appropriate California public school credential. The 
program of study consists of completing (1) required 
graduate-level courses, (2) supervised clinical 
practice, and (3) comprehensive examinations. 
Acceptable undergraduate preparation includes a 
bachelor's degree in speech-language pathology or in 
communicative disorders. GRE and CBEST scores are 
required. 
Student learning outcomes 
In addition to the stated institutional learning 
outcomes, the graduate student in the 
Communication Sciences and Disorders Master of 
Science Program is expected to meet the following 
learning outcomes: 
1. Demonstrate a basic knowledge of the 
human communication processes. 
2. Demonstrate a basic knowledge of the major 
types of human communication disorders 
and swallowing disorders. 
3. Demonstrate a basic knowledge of the 
principles and methods of and skills in 
prevention, assessment, and intervention for 
people with communication and swallowing 
disorders. 
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4. Demonstrate knowledge of processes used in 
research and the integration of research 
principles into evidence-based clinical 
practice. 
5. Demonstrate a commitment to ethical and 
compassionate service. 
C. Demonstrate an understanding of and 
respect for individuals from diverse cultures 
and languages. 
 
A"#ission 
The faculty considers the following qualifications in 
making admission decisionsG personal statement; 
overall I.P.A.; major I.P.A.; IRE scores; clinical 
performance/professional potential; and letters of 
recommendation. Loma Linda University students 
are not automatically admitted to the graduate 
program by simply meeting the minimum entrance 
criteria. Admission decisions fit into one of three 
categoriesG regular admission, alternate status, and 
denial of admission. 
Re+ular a"#ission0 Admission is granted to students 
who submit a literate personal statement and positive 
letters of recommendation, who demonstrate 
professional potential, who have no undergraduate 
deficiencies, and who meet the scholarship and 
examination requirements for admission to the 
graduate program. A I.P.A. of 5.0 or above and a 
IRE score of 1000 on the verbal and quantitative 
sections, combined, and an analytical writing score of 
4.0 or higher is recommended. The overall I.P.A. and 
the major I.P.A. of 5.5 or above is expected. The 
faculty has observed that students who have a I.P.A. 
of 5.5 or above and a IRE of 1000 or above are more 
successful in graduate school than those with lower 
scholastic and examination scores. A student with a 
5.5 on the written portion of the IRE may be 
considered if s/he has a score of 41 or higher in the 
written portion of the CBEST. (See Degree 
Requirements) 
Alternate status0 Alternate status is given for one of 
two reasonsG 1) the student qualifies for admission, 
but the class is full; or 2) the application is being held 
for spring grades or CBEST scores. For example, a 
LLU senior who is showing a climbing I.P.A. but 
who needs additional time to demonstrate solid 
academic performance might be given alternate 
status. 
Denial o3 a"#ission0 A student may be denied 
admission for a variety of reasons, includingG his/her 
lack of a literate personal statement; recommendation 
letters that cite significant reservations; or, low I.P.A. 
and/or IRE scores. Admission is unlikely if the 
student's overall I.P.A. is below 5.0 and/or the 
I.P.A. in the major is below 5.5. Admission is also 
unlikely if the combined IRE score is below 1000 or 
the analytical writing score is below 4.0. Occasionally, 
students who do not perform well academically in the 
freshman and sophomore years, but who demonstrate 
a dramatic improvement in the last two years, may be 
considered. These students may show strong 
academic performance in the major. This pattern is 
taken into consideration in the admission process. 
4ra"uate Recor" E7a#ination 84RE9 
Scores on the general test (verbal, quantitative, and 
analytical writing) of the Iraduate Record 
Examination (IRE) are required with application for 
admission. Applicants may access information at 
\www.gre.org]. 
Cali3ornia ;asic E"ucational S=ills Test 
8C;EST9 
The California Commission of Teacher Credentialing 
requires that all students in the credential program 
take the California Basic Education Skills Test 
(CBEST). This test must be taken before entering the 
graduate program, or within the first quarter. The 
CBESTis a measure of reading, writing, and 
mathematics proficiency and is required by law for 
anyone applying for a credential in the public schools 
of California or Oregon. This test is given by National 
Evaluation Systems, Inc,. Box 540880, Sacramento, CA 
45854-0880, 41C/428-4001. Additional information my 
be found at \www.cbest.nesino.com]. 
Application 
Application for the Master of Science degree in 
Communication Sciences and Ddisorders Program are 
due at the School of Allied Health Professions by 
February 1. The admissions office processes the 
applications and sends them to the Department of 
Communication Sciences and Disorders. The faculty 
reviews the applications the second or third week of 
February. Applications that are received after 
February 1 are reviewed in the order they are 
received. Typically, the class fills by the February 1 
deadline. bualified late applicants may be placed on 
the calternates' list.c 
Online applications open October 1. Applications 
close for Master of Science degree program February 
1. 
De+ree re@uire#ents 
The program of study consists ofG (a) required 
graduate-level courses; (b) supervised clinical 
practice; and, (c) the comprehensive examination. 
The following are requirements for the Master of 
Science degree in communication sciences and 
disordersG 
1. A minimum of one quarter in residence as a 
graduate student. 
2. A minimum of 54 quarter units of CMSD 
credit, plus 8 units each of Externship 
(CMSD 547) and Directed Teaching (CMSD 
588), and a minimum of 5 units of religion. 
5. Evidence of having completed 400 clock 
hours of supervised clinical practice, 
including 25 clock hours of observation (575 
clock hours of direct client/patient contact, 
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with 378 of these hours being at the graduate 
level). 
4. Completion of written comprehensive 
examinations. 
8. California Basic Education Skills Test 
(CBEST). 
O. Completion of the graduate portfolio. 
 
Student progress revie/ 
Each student's progress in the Master of Science in 
Communication Sciences and Risorders Program is 
reviewed Tuarterly. 
Students must maintain a C average, without any 
course falling below a grade of C. 
Clinical practicum 
Students in the Master of Science degree in 
Communication Sciences and Risorders Program 
begin clinical practicum during the first Tuarter of the 
first year. All students are expected to enroll in 
clinical practicum each Tuarter during the first year. 
Externship or advanced directed teaching are 
completed during the summer between the first and 
second years. There is some flexibility in clinical 
practicum during the second year.
5unior Year ! B8S8! 98S8!
Transitional 
98S8!
AHCJ 378! Wholeness Portfolio I! 1.0!  !  !
CMSR 71]! Beginning Sign Language! 3.0!  !  !
CMSR 7]O! Communication across the Lifespan! 4.0!  ! 4.0!
CMSR 784! Introduction to Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology! 3.0!  !  !
CMSR 314! Language Analysis for Speech-Language Pathology! 4.0!  ! 4.0!
CMSR 318! Transcription Phonetics! 3.0!  ! 3.0!
CMSR 374! Language Risorders of Children! 4.0!  ! 4.0!
CMSR 334! Phonological and Articulation Risorders! 4.0!  ! 4.0!
CMSR 3]O! Anatomy of Speech-Hearing Mechanism! 4.0!  ! 4.0!
CMSR 488! Clinical Methods in Speech-Language Pathology! 4.0!  ! 4.0!
CMSR 48O! Riagnostic Methods in Speech-Language Pathology! 4.0!  ! 4.0!
PSYC 308! Psychological Foundations of Education! 4.0!  !  !
PSYC 4O0! The Exceptional Individual! 3.0!  !  !
RELE 4``! Upper Rivision Ethics! 7.0!  !  !
RELT 40O! Adventist Beliefs and Life (7.0)!
RELT 473! Loma Linda Perspectives (7.0)!
RELT 43O! Adventist Heritage and 
Health (7.0)!
RELT 43]! Current Issues in Adventism (7.0)!
Choose one course ! 7.0! a! a!
Totals! 40.0 ! a ! 31.0 !
!
Available electives (may not be taug?t every year) ! B8S8! 98S8!
Transitional 
98S8!
CMSR 3]]! Bilingualism and Biculturalism I! 7.0!  !  !
CMSR 47O! Behavior Management Applications with Special Populations! 7.0!  !  !
CMSR 448! TechniTues for ESL and Accent Modification! 7.0!  !  !
Totals! O.0 ! a ! a !
!
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AHCJ 305 Infectious Disease and the Health Care Provider 1.0     
AHCJ 4B1 Statistics and Research for Health Professionals I 3.0     
AHCJ 4B2 Statistics and Research for Health Professionals II 3.0     
AHCJ 498 Fholeness Portfolio II 1.0     
CMSD 304 Hearing Science 4.0     
CMSD 31B Acoustic and Physiological Phonetics 2.0   2.0 
CMSD 424 Adult Language Pathology 4.0   4.0 
CMSD 434 Disorders of Fluency 2.0   2.0 
CMSD 435 Voice Disorders 2.0   2.0 
CMSD 444 Organic Speech Disorders 4.0   4.0 
CMSD 454 Hearing Problems and Basic Audiometry 4.0   4.0 
CMSD 4QB Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology Practicum (1.0-4.0) 1.0-4.0     
CMSD 4BB Bilingualism and Biculturalism II 2.0   2.0 
PSUC 404 Psychological Tests and Measurements 3.0     
PSUC 4B9 Human Neuropsychology 4.0     
RELY 4YY Upper Division Religion 2.0     
RELR 4YY Upper Division Relational 2.0     
Totals 44.0-4B.0  —  20.0  
 
1&)23)/"'4$&./'(")&  *+!+ ,+!+ 
-&)#.$/$%#)0'
,+!+ 
CMSD 511 [raduate Portfolio I   1.0 1.0 
CMSD 523 Seminar in Early Childhood Language Disorders   3.0 3.0 
CMSD 525 Seminar in School-Aged Child Language Disorders   3.0 3.0 
CMSD 535 Voice Disorders   3.0 3.0 
CMSD 554 Swallowing Disorders   3.0 3.0 
CMSD 5QB 
Clinical Practice in Speech-
Language Pathology and 
Audiology, Advanced (1.0-Q.0) 
1 unit times 3 quarters   3.0 3.0 
CMSD 5B5 Instrumentation in Speech and Hearing   1.0 1.0 
CMSD 598 
Research Methods and Professional Literature in Speech-
Language Pathology 
  3.0 3.0 
CMSD QB9 Seminar: Motor Speech Disorders/Augmentative Communication   3.0 3.0 
CMSD Q82 Seminar: Traumatic Brain Inaury   3.0 3.0 
CMSD Q84 Seminar: Adult Language Disorders   3.0 3.0 
CMSD Q88 Seminar: Articulation   3.0 3.0 
Totals —  32.0  32.0  
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Graduate Second Year  B/S/ M/S/ 
Transitional 
M/S/ 
CMSD 512 Graduate Portfolio II   1.0 1.0 
CMSD 545 Issues in School Speech-Language Pathology   3.0 3.0 
CMSD 564 Auditory Rehabilitation and Hearing Aids   3.0 3.0 
CMSD 567 
Clinical Practice in Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology, 
Advanced (1.0-6.0) 
  2.0 2.0 
CMSD 576 Instrumentation II   1.0 1.0 
CMSD 585 Seminar in Professional Aspects of Speech-Language Pathology   3.0 3.0 
CMSD 587 Counseling in Communication Disorders   3.0 3.0 
CMSD 588 Directed Teaching in Speech-Language Pathology   8.0 8.0 
CMSD 597 Externship in Speech-Language Pathology   8.0 8.0 
CMSD 685 Seminar: Stuttering   3.0 3.0 
CMSD 687A Seminar: Open Seminar   2.0 3.0 
CMSD 687B Seminar: Open Seminar   3.0 3.0 
CMSD 697 Research (1.0-4.0)   1.0 1.0 
RELZ 5ZZ Graduate-level Religion   3.0   
Totals —  44.0  42.0  
Overall Totals 77/89:8;/8 <=/8  :;>/8  
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RODN56 7. ROATH, Chair, Department of Clinical 
Laboratory Science 
7ARL5N5 7. OTA, Program Director 
DARR6L G. H5USTIS, 7edical Director 
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9,C:;<= 
Darryl G. Heustis 
Claro 6. 7asangcay 
7arlene 7. Ota 
7argaret A. Tavares 
Pamela I. Wat 
 
Cytotechnology is a specialty within the broad field 
of clinical laboratory science. The cytotechnologist, 
working under the direction of a pathologist, detects 
cell changes caused by different disease processes and 
is able to differentiate between normal, atypical, and 
malignant cell changes. In recogniQing microscopic 
abnormalities of cells and cellular patterns from 
various body sites, the cytotechnologist assists the 
pathologist in detecting cancer at its earliest and 
potentially most curable stage. As a result, physicians 
are able to diagnose and treat cancer long before 
discovering its existence by alternate methods. 
>pport@nities 
Cytotechnologists work in hospitals, clinics, and 
independent pathology laboratories. The employment 
outlook for cytotechnologists is favorable, with the 
demand for trained workers exceeding the supply. 
Cytotechnologists can advance to supervisory 
positions, participate in research activities, or become 
teachers in the field. Advancement is based on 
experience, skill, and advanced education. 
<he program 
The Cytotechnology Program, based on the 
completion of two years of study at an accredited 
college or university, leads either to a certificate or to 
a certificate and a Bachelor of Science degree. The 
program of study begins with the Autumn Tuarter. A 
certificate is awarded at the completion of the fourth 
quarter of study, and those electing to continue are 
awarded the Bachelor of Science degree upon the 
completion of an additional two quarters of study. 
With the certificate in cytotechnology and the 
baccalaureate degree, the student is eligible to take a 
national examination and become a registered 
cytotechnologist. Registered cytotechnologists 
entering the program to receive the Bachelor of 
Science degree are considered to have completed, on 
the basis of registry, the equivalent course work listed 
in the first four quarters of the program. A total of 6W 
quarter units is applied toward the graduation 
requirements, provided the course work in pathology 
is equivalent to that offered in the certificate program 
at this University. Where credit in pathology is not 
equivalent, the requirement may be met by taking 
AHCI WXY, WXZ at this University[ or by completing a 
minimum of \ quarter units of upper-division course 
work in developmental biology or comparative 
animal physiology at an accredited college or 
university. 
A writing-validation examination will be 
administered to all students. For those students 
achieving a score of less than W on the Wholistic 
Writing Score Sheet, remedial writing must be taken 
within the first academic year. Upon retest, the 
student must achieve a score of W or higher. 
Clinical affiliations 
7ultiple clinical affiliations enrich the student's 
clinical training by providing exposure to different 
specimen types in the clinical environment. During 
the twelve-week clinical practicum, supplemental 
training may be scheduled at any of the following 
clinical sites: 
Primary affiliation 
Loma Linda University 7edical Center 
Loma Linda, California 
7@pplementary affiliations 
Loma Linda Pathology Group 
Faculty 7edical Offices 
Loma Linda, California 
Ierry L. Pettis 7emorial Veterans 7edical Center 
Loma Linda, California 
Physicians Automated Laboratory 
Bakersfield, California 
Tuest Diagnostics 
Riverside, California 
Scripps 7emorial Hospital 
La Iolla, California 
 
,ccreditation 
The program is accredited by the Commission on 
Accreditation of Allied Health 5ducation Programs 
(CAAH5P), 1Z61 Park Street, Clearwater, Fl ZZ056 in 
collaboration with the Cytotechnology Programs 
Review Committee,telephone: 0Y0/Y1X-YZ5X[ email: 
<caahepgcaahep.org> or 
<ASCPgcytopathology.org>[ or Web site: 
<www.cytopathology.org>. 
Professional registration 
Upon completion of the certificate program (fourth 
quarter of study) and the completion of a 
baccalaureate degree, the student is eligible to sit for 
the certifying examination given by the Board of 
Registry of the American Society for Clinical 
Pathology (ASCP), ZZ West 7onroe, Suite 16XX, 
Chicago, IL 6X6XZ[ telephone Z1Y/5W1-W999[ FAi 
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General chemistry with laboratory, complete 
sequence 
College algebra 
English composition, complete sequence 
PRERE?UISITE FOR CYTOTECHNOLOGY, B.S. 
Humanities—20 units minimum (choose minimum of 
two areas from: 
! history, literature, philosophy, foreign 
language, art / music appreciation / history)  
o Included in the 20-unit minimum: 
o 4 units of religion per year of 
attendance at a Seventh-day 
Adventist college or university 
 
General biology, complete sequence 
Human anatomy and physiology, complete sequence 
Vicrobiology with laboratory 
General chemistry with laboratory, complete 
sequence 
College algebra 
Cultural anthropology or an approved course dealing 
with cultural diversity 
Select 8 units from a minimum of two areas: 
Sociology, economics, geography, political science, 
psychology, anthropology 
English composition, complete sequence (minimum 
of 9 quarter units) 
Personal health or nutrition 
Two physical activity courses 
Electives to meet the minimum total requirement of 
9X quarter units 
!o# tota' un*t #e,u*#e-ent. /o# 0#aduat*on, .ee Se4t*on 55, 
6*7*.*on o/ 8ene#a' Stud*e.9 
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Prospective students should apply as soon after 
January Z as possible for the next academic year. The 
certificate program begins in August and the B.S. 
degree program begins in September. Preference will 
be given to applicants whose applications and 
completed transcripts are received by Varch Z. 
It is suggested that applicants take a minimum of two 
years of mathematics and natural sciences (excluding 
general science) during the high school years. A high 
school diploma or the GED is required for acceptance. 
*+,(-./$0123-0141+%.$
If English is not the native language, an 
undergraduate must submit a minimum score of 550 
for the Test of English as a Foreign Language 
(TOEFL) or a minimum score of 90 percent on the 
Vichigan Test of English Language Proficiency 
(VTELP) or the equivalent. Vinimum scores of 5 both 
on the TOEFL writing test and the speaking test (T_E 
and TSE-A) are required for acceptance (see Section II, 
International Students). 
56&714-6$'0",01..-"+$
A minimum grade of C (2.0) is required for all courses 
in the program. A grade of less than C in any course, 
or unsatisfactory clinical performance, will be cause 
for dismissal from the program for the remaining 
academic year. Readmission to the program will 
require reapplication.
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CLSC `4Z Female Genital Cytology X.0 X.0 
Totals X.0  X.0  
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CLSC `4Z Female Genital Cytology X.0 X.0 
CLSC `5Z Respiratory Cytology X.0 X.0 
RELT 42` Loma Linda Perspectives 2.0 2.0 
Totals Z5.0  Z5.0  
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A.C1 426 Introduction to Computer Applications   2.0 
CLSC 302 Introduction to Radiographic Procedures II   2.0 
CLSC 405 Pathology   5.0 
CLSC 432 Current Research Techniques   3.0 
RELH 4HH Upper Division Religion   2.0 
Totals ,  14.0  
O2erall Totals 78/9  :9;/9  
 
A microscope rental fee and a usage-and-replacement fee are required for the Autumn, Winter, Spring, and Summer 
quarters. 
Summer Puarter is the best time to take the religion units; 8 units of religion are required for the B.S. degree. 
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  Diagnosti* +edi*a. Sonograp234AH 789
Patient;*are <et2ods 
P23si*s 
= Spe*i>i* *o?rse re@?ire<ents <?st Ae *o<p.eted at 
an a**redited *o..ege or ?niBersit3C 
CPR certification 
St?dents are re@?ired to 2aBe *?rrent 2ea.t2 *are 
proBider *ardiop?.<onar3 res?s*itation DCPRG 
*erti>i*ation Dad?.tH *2i.dH and in>antG >or a.. s*2ed?.ed 
*.ini*a. eIperien*esC CPR *erti>i*ation <?st Ae 
*o<p.eted at t2e A<eri*an Heart Asso*iation 2ea.t2 
*are proBider .eBe.C Certi>i*ation <a3 Ae *o<p.eted 
prior to Aeginning t2e progra< o> st?d3 or <a3 Ae 
oAtained at Lo<a Linda UniBersit3C C.asses are 
aBai.aA.e on *a<p?s at Li>e S?pport Ed?*ationH 
UniBersit3 Arts A?i.dingH MNOOP Ta3.or StreetH S?ite 
78MC
 
Required  
2-3ear 
Certificate 
RD5S, RVT 
1-3ear 
Cardiac 
RDCS 
E++C 97R Cardio.og3   9C8 
RELE NRP C2ristian Et2i*s and Hea.t2 Care DMC8;9C8G MC8 MC8 
RT+S 99S E*2o*ardiograp23 I   NC8 
RT+S 9NN Introd?*tion to +edi*a. Sonograp23 RC8   
RT+S 9NR OA;G3n Sonograp23 RC8   
RT+S 9NW Vas*?.ar Te*2no.og3YDopp.erYS*an Te*2ni@?es RC8   
RT+S 9NP E*2o*ardiograp23 II   NC8 
RT+S 9NO AAdo<enYNe?rosonograp23 RC8   
RT+S 9RO Introd?*tion to U.traso?nd P23si*s and Instr?<entation 7C8 7C8 
RT+S 9PS U.traso?nd P23si*s and Instr?<entation I MC8 MC8 
RT+S 9OP U.traso?nd P23si*s and Instr?<entation II 7C8 7C8 
RT+S SWR Cardia* U.traso?nd C.ini*a. A>>i.iation   7MC8 
RT+S SWW Cardia* U.traso?nd C.ini*a. A>>i.iation   77C8 
RT+S SWP Cardia* U.traso?nd C.ini*a. A>>i.iation   77C8 
RT+S SWO Cardia* U.traso?nd C.ini*a. A>>i.iation   7MC8 
RT+S SP7 +edi*a. Sonograp23 C.ini*a. A>>i.iation 77C8   
RT+S SPM +edi*a. Sonograp23 C.ini*a. A>>i.iation 77C8   
RT+S SP9 +edi*a. Sonograp23 C.ini*a. A>>i.iation 77C8   
RT+S SPN +edi*a. Sonograp23 C.ini*a. A>>i.iation 77C8   
RT+S SPR +edi*a. Sonograp23 C.ini*a. A>>i.iation 7MC8   
RT+S SPW +edi*a. Sonograp23 C.ini*a. A>>i.iation 77C8   
RT+S SPP +edi*a. Sonograp23 C.ini*a. A>>i.iation 77C8   
RT+S SPO +edi*a. Sonograp23 C.ini*a. A>>i.iation 77C8   
Tota.s 77RC8  W9C8  
 
 
 
 
 
UNIVERSITY CATALOG 012
O"#$%&'(  
)*Y,'- 
C,-#$0$1'#, 
RDMS6 RVT 
9*Y,'- 
C'-:$'1 
RDCS 
RTMS 480 Topics in Medical Sonography I 0.1   
RTMS 48E Topics in Medical Sonography II 0.1   
RTMS 484 Topics in Medical Sonography III 0.1 0.1 
RTMS 482 Topics in Medical Sonography IV E.1   
RTMS 485 Topics in Medical Sonography V   E.1 
Totals 5.1  4.1  
O;,-'(( T%#'(< 9)=>=  ??>=  
 
Track 0: Third credential (RDCS) requires additional nine months in the program. 
Track E: RVT or RDMS credential requires one additional year 
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D"#$#$"% T#%()*+*,-.AH 
1C#3$"4"%5$#6 A7S79 
G5ORGIA W. HODG;IN, Program Director 
BACIN5 D. TAELOR, Academic Coordinator, Clinical 
5ducation 
FACULTY 
;enneth Burke 
Bertrum C. Connell 
P. Cory Gheen 
Georgia W. Hodgkin 
Bartina I. ;arunia 
Cindy L. ;osch 
DeDe Noval 
Louise 5. Schneider 
Baxine D. Taylor 
CLINICAL FACULTY 
Adleit Asi 
Roopa Bajwa 
Carol S. Baker-Briggs 
Nancy Banda 
Adele Barrack 
Leticia Bean 
Brian D. Beres 
Aurea Burgos 
Bargie I. Carson 
Dustine Castro 
Tivien Choi 
Barbara B. Dickinson 
Priscilla 5scritor 
Lorraine W. Visher 
Alyson Voote 
Danetta Vrost 
Wanda Grant 
Dorothy Gibson 
Tracy Granbury 
Bargaret Hagerty 
Belissa Halas-Liang 
Lisa Harris 
Ruby S. Hayasaka 
Sondra D. Henderson 
Richard Dacobs 
Vebra Dohnson 
Adrine ;aloshian 
Susan ;ellon 
Berrill L. ;ing 
Lyndee Lawrence 
Connie Lexion 
Susan ;. Lewis 
Carla Lyder 
Berijane Balouin 
Gwen Boore 
Leann Onasch 
Leh C. Ota 
Heba Peters 
5lizabeth Quigley 
Sue Razor 
Inherla H. Rivera 
Dean Sellars 
Vrances Suen 
Terri Taylor 
Baryellen Westerberg 
Linda D. Whiting 
Pamela Eong 
AD@ISORY COMMITTEE 
Dames Lumsden, Chair 
Deanne Silberstein, Tice Chair 
Rupa Bajwa 
Carol S. Baker-Briggs 
Betsy Cline 
Bertrum C. Connell 
Barbara Crouse 
David Dyjack 
Ayad Vargo 
Dottie Gibson 
Gayle Hoxter 
Craig R. DacksonY 
Richard A. Dacobs 
Adrienne ;aloshian 
Berijane T. Balouin 
Norman H. Beyer 
Snorri Olafsson 
Sue Razor 
Patty Watts 
Ralph Watts 
Baryellen Westerberg 
Grenith D. [immerman 
Yex officio 
 
The dietetic technician is a support member of the 
nutrition care team. At the direction of the dietitian, 
the dietetic technician screens patients for nutrition 
care needs, marks menus, teaches individuals or 
groups, monitors effectiveness of nutrition care, and 
documents findings in the patient's medical record. 
Dietetic technicians contribute to the overall success 
of the food service by developing menus, supervising 
food service employees, monitoring quality of food, 
and providing in-service training for employees. 
OEE*3$F)"$"#G 
The dietetic technician practices with other members 
of the nutrition care team, including the registered 
dietitian, the dietetic assistant, and food production 
and food service personnel. 5mployment may be 
found in a variety of environments, including 
hospitals and other health care facilities, retirement 
centers, schools and universities, government and 
community agencies, food management companies, 
and industrial feeding sites. 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*012
!IETETIC TECHNOLOGY—CERTIFICATE 
Admission 
(3*45*56787465*93:*;<=7>>73?@*AB5*;CC67D;?A*A3*AB5*
D5:A797D;A5*C:38:;=*=E>A*B;F5*5;:?5<*;*=7?7=E=*39*;*
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'C55DB*
Subject requirements 
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D5:A797D;A5*7?*<75A5A7D*A5DB?3638G*7>*7<5?A7D;6*A3*AB5*
C:38:;=*39*7?>A:EDA73?*93:*AB5*,K'K*<58:55K*+3E:>5>*
C:5F73E>6G*A;V5?*AB;A*;:5*7<5?A7D;6*A3*D3E:>5>*:5NE7:5<*
93:*AB5*<58:55*=;G@*H7AB*C:3C5:*<3DE=5?A;A73?@*45*
D3?>7<5:5<*;>*=55A7?8*AB5*:5NE7:5=5?A>K*(B5*97?;6*
<5D7>73?*7>*=;<5*AB:3E8B*AB5*;D;<5=7D*F;:7;?D5*
C:3D5>>K*
(B7>*C:38:;=*=55A>*AB5*WL1*D63DV*B3E:>*39*
C:395>>73?;6*C:;DA7D5*?5D5>>;:G*A3*5>A;467>B*567874767AG*
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!IETETIC TECHNOLOGY—A.S. 
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D3=C65A73?*39*AB5*C:38:;=K*
Accreditation 
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Emergency Medical Care—AH 
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  "mergency Medical Care—AH 105
67eneral psychology 
6Cultural anthropology or an approved course 
dealing with cultural diversity 
Select A more quarter units from sociology, 
economics, geography, political science, psychology 
6"nglish composition, complete sequence 
Personal health or nutrition 
Two physical activity courses 
In addition to course work listed above, electives to 
meet 116 quarter units 
6 Denotes "MC L.S. degree program prerequisites 
66 Requirement may be waived based on review of 
previous course work completed 
PR"R"OUISIT"QCOR"OUISIT" SPrephysician 
Assistant TrackT 
Humanities—U0 units minimum Schoose minimum of 
three areas fromV history, literature, philosophy, 
foreign language WSpanish language recommendedX, 
art Q music appreciation Q history 
Included in this minimum, A units of religion per year 
of attendance at a Seventh-day Adventist college or 
university 
6Human anatomy with laboratory 
6Human physiology with laboratory 
7enetics course, recommended 
Microbiology with laboratory 
67eneral chemistry with laboratory, complete 
sequence 
6Introductory physics with laboratory or general 
physics 
6College algebra 
67eneral psychology 
6Cultural anthropology or an approved course 
dealing with cultural diversity 
7eneral or introductory sociology 
6Zreshman "nglish, complete sequence 
6Personal health or nutrition 
Two physical activity courses 
6In addition to course work listed above, electives to 
meet 56 quarter units 
6 Denotes "MC L.S. degree program prerequisites 
PR"R"OUISIT"QCOR"OUISIT" SPremedicine TrackT 
Humanities—U0 units Schoose minimum of three 
areas fromV history, literature, philosophy, foreign 
language WSpanish language recommendedX, art Q 
music appreciation Q historyT 
Included in this minimum, A units of religion per year 
of attendance at a Seventh-day Adventist college or 
university 
67eneral biologyQ[oology with laboratory, complete 
sequence 
67eneral chemistry with laboratory, complete 
sequence 
67eneral physics with laboratory, complete sequence 
Organic chemistry with laboratory, complete 
sequence 
Liochemistry, recommended 
Microbiology with laboratory 
6College algebra Scalculus recommendedT 
67eneral psychology 
6Cultural anthropology or an approved course 
dealing with cultural diversity 
Select A more quarter units from sociology, 
economics, geography, political science, 
anthropology, psychology 
6Zreshman "nglish, complete sequence 
6Personal health or nutrition 
Two physical activity courses 
In addition to course work listed above, electives to 
meet 56 quarter units 
6 Denotes "MC L.S. degree program prerequisites 
!lease no)e* 
A maximum of 105 quarter units or ^0 semester units 
from a juniorQcommunity college may be transferred 
for credit. 
+,,-)-onall./ C- grades and below are not 
transferable for credit. 
0ene1al e,2ca)-on 1e42-1emen)s 
Zor total unit requirements for graduation, see Section 
II, Division of 7eneral Studies. 
6om72)e1 1e42-1emen) 
The "mergency Medical Care Program faculty is 
proud to be on the cutting edge in using distance 
education technology to facilitate teaching of course 
work. This technology, however, requires that all 
prospective students applying for admission to the 
"MC program have access to a computer with 
Internet capabilities by the time they actually begin 
the program. The "MC program and its faculty will 
not be responsible for course work not completed due 
to inability to access a computer. Computer hardware 
specifications may be obtained from the 
cardiopulmonary sciences department secretary. 
6!8 ce1)-9-ca)-on 
Students are required to have current health care 
provider cardiopulmonary resuscitation SCPRT 
certification Sadult, child, and infantT for all scheduled 
clinical experience. CPR certification must be 
completed at the American Heart Association health 
care provider level. Certification may be completed 
prior to beginning the program of study or may be 
obtained at Loma Linda University. Classes are 
available on campus at Life Support "ducation, 
University Arts building, UAaa^ Taylor Street, Suite 
10U.
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!unio& ()a&  Units 
AHCJ 328 ;holeness Portfolio I 1.0 
AHCJ 402 Pathology I 4.0 
AHCJ 403 Pathology II 4.0 
EHHC 308 Pharmacology 3.0 
EHHC 314 ECG Interpretation and Analysis 2.0 
EHHC 315 Cardiology 3.0 
EHHC 316 12-Lead ECG Interpretation 2.0 
EHHC 325 Current Issues in Emergency Hedical Care 2.0 
EHHC 331 Introduction to Theories of Emergency Hedical Services 2.0 
EHHC 332 Theories of Emergency Hedical Services 2.0 
EHHC 389 Junior Seminars 1.0 
EHHC 425 Instruction and Curriculum Design in Emergency Services 3.0 
EHHC 451 Health Care Hanagement for Prehospital Providers 2.0 
EHHC 484 Legal Issues in Health Care 2.0 
RELE 457 Christian Ethics and Health Care 2.0 
RELT 423 Loma Linda Perspectives 3.0 
Totals 38.0  
 
S)nio& ()a&  Units 
AHCJ 305 Infectious Disease and the Health Care Provider 1.0 
AHCJ 324 Psychosocial Hodels and Interventions 2.0 
AHCJ 471 Statistics and Research for Health Professionals I 3.0 
AHCJ 472 Statistics and Research for Health Professionals II 3.0 
AHCJ 498 ;holeness Portfolio II 1.0 
EHHC 435 Disasters, ;HD, and Terrorism 3.0 
EHHC 436 Trauma and Surgical Care 2.0 
EHHC 445 Perinatal and Pediatric Care 3.0 
EHHC 446 Physical Diagnosis 2.0 
EHHC 447 Geriatrics and Aging 3.0 
EHHC 448 Advanced Physical Diagnosis and Critical Care  2.0 
EHHC 452 Seminars in EHS Hanagement I 2.0 
EHHC 453 Seminars in EHS Hanagement II 2.0 
EHHC 464 Ethics and Leadership in Emergency Services 2.0 
EHHC 471 Senior ProVect I 2.0 
EHHC 472 Senior ProVect II 2.0 
EHHC 489 Senior Seminars 1.0 
RELT 416 God and Human Suffering 3.0 
Totals 39.0  
O-)&all /otals 2234  
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Healt& Care A+,inistration—AH 
234S46 
3RAD 6AMIS:;, Program Director 
FACULT; 
6ane E. Adams 
Stewart R. Albertson 
S. Eric Anderson 
6ames 3anta 
Dora 3arilla 
Lynna S. 3elin 
Donna 3ennett 
Richard 3lanco 
Richard 3runo 
6ohn Carney 
3onnie I. Chi-Lum 
William Colwell 
6ames M. Crawford 
Wayne S. Dysinger 
Dwight C. Evans 
Earl Kerguson 
3rent A. Kisher 
Garry 6. Kitzgerald 
Donn P. Gaede 
3radley P. Gilbert 
Eugenia Giordano 
:scar A. Giordano 
Albin H. Grohar 
Ronald P. Hattis 
Gordon E. Hewes 
Renee L. Hills 
Paul A. Hisada 
Troy A. Holmes 
David L. Holt 
Michael H. 6ackson 
3rad A. 6amison 
David 6. Pinsey 
Gregory Pono 
6ames Pyle 
Dave Lawrence 
Parl 6. McCleary 
Rafael Molina 
LeRoy ;attress 
Donald G. Pursley 
Sharon Rushing 
Steve Serrao 
Paul Simms 
Teri S. Tamayose 
David Tejada-de-Rivero 
C. Torben Thomsen 
Abel Torres 
 
The Health Care Administration Program leading to 
the 3.S. degree prepares individuals to serve in 
midlevel administration. Settings include assisted 
living and skilled nursing facilities; rehabilitation 
centers; private, public, and proprietary clinics; and 
medical centers. 
Graduates will be skilled in assessment, developing 
strategic and marketing plans, personnel 
management, budget development and management, 
health care law, and operations management. 
Learner out=o,es 
Upon completion of this degree, the graduate should 
be able toU 
1. Communicate effectively with the public, 
staff, and constituencies. 
2. Develop and manage a multidepartmental 
budget. 
3. Apply health care law to policy 
development. 
4. Develop and operationalize a marketing 
plan. 
5. Resolve personnel issues effectively. 
RE@UIRED GENERAL EDUCATION 
COURSES 
D:MAI; 1U RELIGI:; A;D HUMA;ITIES (28-32 
quarter units) 
ReligionU The study of religion must include an 
average of 4 units of religion course work for every 48 
quarter units earned while attending a Seventh-day 
Adventist college or university. 
:ne of the following religion courses requiredU 
! RELT 406 Adventist 3eliefs and Life 
! RELT 423 Loma Linda Perspectives 
! RELT 436 Adventist Heritage and Health 
! RELT 437 Current Issues in Adventism 
 
HumanitiesU Minimum of 12 units chosen from at 
least three of the following areasU civilization/history, 
fine arts, literature, modern language, 
performing/visual arts (not to exceed 4 quarter units), 
or philosophy. 
D:MAI; 2U SCIE;TIKIC I;cUIRd A;D A;ALdSIS 
(24-32 quarter units) 
;atural SciencesU Minimum of 12 units chosen from 
two of the following content areasU biology, 
chemistry, geology, mathematics, physics, and 
statistics. 
Social sciencesU Minimum of 12 units. :ne course (or 
components integrated into several courses) dealing 
specifically with issues of human diversity is 
required. The remaining units in the social sciences 
must be selected from the following content areasU 
anthropology, economics, geography, political 
sciences, psychology, and sociology. 
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DOMAIN 45 COMMUNICATIONS 67804 quarter 
unitsB 
EnClish compositionJ complete sequenceK 6must meet 
the baccalaureate deCree requirements oN a Nour8year 
colleCe or universityKB 
Communication electives may include courses in 
computer inNormation systemsJ critical thinQinCJ and 
public speaQinCK 
DOMAIN R5 SEALTS AND WELLNESS 618U quarter 
unitsB 
Personal health or nutrition 
Two separate physical activity courses 
ELECTI$ES 
Electives Nrom any oN the Nour domains may be 
selected to complete the General Education minimum 
requirements oN UX quarter units and the total units 
required Nor a baccalaureate deCree 6071BK
 
Major  Units 
ASCY RZ0 Statistics and Research Nor Sealth ProNessionals I 4K[ 
ASCY RZ1 Statistics and Research Nor Sealth ProNessionals II 4K[ 
SCAD 4[\ Sealth Care Communication RK[ 
SCAD 40U Economics Nor Sealth Care ManaCers RK[ 
SCAD 41X Sealth Care OrCani]ational ^ehavior RK[ 
SCAD 44U LeCal Environment oN Sealth Care RK[ 
SCAD 4\7 Sealth Care MarQetinC RK[ 
SCAD 4Z\ Sealth Care InNormation Systems RK[ 
SCAD R[0 Sealth Care8Operations ManaCement RK[ 
SCAD R[7 Principles oN Public Sealth Administration RK[ 
SCAD RRU AccountinC Nor Sealth Care ManaCers RK[ 
SCAD RUR Sealth Care _inance RK[ 
SCAD R7X Sealth Care Policy and StrateCy Senior project RK[ 
ASCY 440 Suman Resource ManaCement 64B 
SCAD 4ZR Sealth Care8Suman Resources 6RB 
Choose one course 4K[8RK[ 
Totals \4K[8\RK[  
Overall Totals 192.0  
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Hea$t& (n*o,-at.on /d-.n.1t,at.on2/H 
345 6e,t.*.6ate7 H(894,o:,e11.on7 5.S.= 
MARIL8N ": DA<IDIAN= Program Director 
PAULINE CALLA= Clinical Coordinator= Recruitment 
Coordinator 
>/?@A8B 
Pauline Calla 
Eere E: C'risFens 
DeGora' Critc'field 
No'a S: Da'er 
MarilIn ": DaJidian 
Intit'ar S: Elias 
Eennifer L: Guerrero 
DeGra L: "amada 
Diana S: Medal 
Linda M: Palmer 
Dulce L: PeLa 
Terri L: Rouse 
Mic'ael Scofield 
AudreI E: S'affer 
Nrenda TaIlor 
Douglas F: PeleGir 
/CD(SEFB ?EGG(88HH 
Eric Anderson 
Felicia C'ao 
DeGora' Critc'field 
Sue DoQisRC'air 
CInt'ia DoIon 
CInt'ia Giltner 
Craig EacSsonT 
Margaret EacSson 
Art'ur UroetV 
Uristin UrugRSc'midt 
Neena Nair 
NarGara PinSoQitV 
Nrenda TaIlor 
T eW officio 
 
"ealt' care records are Fart of an integrated sIstem 
of 'ealt' information: T'e data FroJide a Gasis for 
Fatient care= XualitI assurance= legal defense= 
reimGursement= risS management= accreditation= 
Flanning= and decision maSing: 
"ealt' information management 'as assumed 
increased imFortance Qit' t'e adJent of FrosFectiJe 
FaIment= 'ealt' care FriJacI legislation= corForate 
comFliance= and t'e electronic 'ealt' record: A career 
in 'ealt' information management is liSelI to aFFeal 
to a Ferson Q'o 'as organiVational and leaders'iF 
aGilities and Q'o is interested in and 'as aFtitude for 
medical science= Gut Q'ose talents are suited for 
FarticiFation ot'er t'an F'Isical inJolJement in 
'uman illness: 
T'e 'ealt' information administrator YformerlI 
SnoQn as medical record administratorZ designs= 
deJeloFs= and maintains sIstems for storage= 
retrieJal= and dissemination of information in 
accordance Qit' federal= state= and local statutes and 
regulations: T'is Ferson QorSs Qit' t'e medical staff 
and ot'er 'ealt' Frofessionals in researc'= 
administratiJe studies= functions relatiJe to 'ealt' 
information= and FatientRcare eJaluation: T'e 'ealt' 
information administrator in a 'ealt' care facilitI Qill 
FroJide management leaders'iF in Flanning and 
organiVing t'e deFartment= motiJating and 
eJaluating emFloIees= and FroJiding inRserJice 
Frograms for deFartmental emFloIees or ot'er 
Fersonnel in t'e facilitI: In addition= strategic 
Flanning inJolJement for 'ealt' information sIstems 
is an imFortant function: 
EIIo,tun.t.e1 
P'ile manI 'ealt' information administrators are 
emFloIed in Jarious areas of acute care facilities= 
ot'ers QorS in alternatiJe deliJerI 'ealt' care 
sIstems= researc' facilities= XualitI assurance= 
softQare deJeloFment comFanies= industrial 
estaGlis'ments= goJernment agencies= medical 
deFartments of insurance comFanies= accounting 
firms= or as consultants to sSilled nursing and ot'er 
facilities: 
T'e multiFlicitI of neQ tec'nologies= t'e adJent of 
electronic 'ealt' records= t'e demand for 'ealt' 
information= t'e emF'asis on eJaluation of care= t'e 
surge in researc'= t'e emF'asis on cost control= and 
ot'er factors comGine to reXuire comFre'ensiJe 
SnoQledge and increased utiliVation of administratiJe 
talent and [udgment: 
/66,ed.tat.on 
T'e "ealt' Information Administration Program is 
accredited GI t'e Commission on Accreditation for 
"ealt' Informatics and Information Management 
Education YCA"IIMZ= \44 Nort' Mic'igan AJenue= 
Suite \3]^= C'icago= IL _^_^3R]]3` 
8&e 1tudent $ea,n.n: out6o-e1 
UFon comFletion of t'e Frogram= t'e graduate Qill Ge 
Xualified toa 
3: AdJocate effectiJelI for 'ealt' care FriJacI 
and confidentialitI: 
\: Sit for t'e registered 'ealt' information 
administration YR"IAZ credentialing 
eWamination Gased on masterI of t'e 'ealt' 
information management curriculum: 
4: Perform assessment and management of t'e 
information needs for a JarietI of 'ealt' care 
settings: 
b: Design= select= and imFlement 'ealt' care 
information sIstems: 
]: Understand t'e FrinciFles of effectiJe 
Fersonnel management: 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*001
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E:79Y9<?6*F:8<8*F6=:B86*C;*:*D6:HJ*NC7[*>C:5*C7*C9D67*
76:8C48*?B89*=C?E>696*:>>*=CB786*NC7[*N<9D<4*:*;CB7Y
J6:7*E67<C53*
Clinical experience 
(D766*=C?E>6?649:7J*9JE68*C;*=><4<=:>*6TE67<64=6*:76*
C;;67653*(D6*;<789*<8*:*H:7<69J*C;*:88<@4?6498*<4*>:7@6*
:45*8?:>>*DC8E<9:>8*:45*C9D67*;:=<><9<68*9D:9*N<>>*
:=AB:<49*9D6*89B5649*N<9D*?:4:@<4@*<4;C7?:9<C4*<4*
:>>*:8E6=98*C;*9D6*D6:>9D*=:76*64H<7C4?6493*(D6*
?:\C7<9J*C;*9D686*:88<@4?6498*:76*6<9D67*:9*-C?:*
-<45:*!4<H678<9J*O65<=:>*+64967*C7*:9*DC8E<9:>8*
>C=:965*<4*8CB9D674*+:><;C74<:3*
(D6*86=C45*9JE6*C;*=><4<=:>*6TE67<64=6*<8*:*9D766YN66[*
<496748D<E*:9*9D6*645*C;*9D6*\B4<C7*J6:73*(D6*
<496748D<E*<8*4C9*76AB<765*C;*@7:5B:968*C;*:4*
:==765<965*D6:>9D*<4;C7?:9<C4*96=D4C>C@J*E7C@7:?3*
(D6*9D<75*:88<@4?649*<8*:*9D766YN66[*:;;<><:9<C4*
5B7<4@*9D6*'E7<4@*LB:7967*C;*9D6*864<C7*J6:73*
,77:4@6?6498*;C7*9D6*<496748D<E*:45*:;;<><:9<C4*8<968*
:76*?:56*9D7CB@D*9D6*56E:79?649*=D:<7*:45*9D6*
=><4<=:>*=CC75<4:9C73*'9B56498*:76*768EC48<F>6*;C7*9D6<7*
CN4*97:48EC79:9<C4*9C*9DC86*;:=<><9<68*4C9*N<9D<4*
N:>[<4@*5<89:4=6*C;*9D6*!4<H678<9JG*:8*N6>>*:8*;C7*;CC5*
:45*>C5@<4@*5B7<4@*:88<@4?6498*:9*5<89:49*8<9683*
Professional registration 
!EC4*=C?E>69<C4*C;*9D6*E7C@7:?G*:45*C4*9D6*
76=C??645:9<C4*C;*9D6*;:=B>9JG*@7:5B:968*:76*6><@<F>6*
9C*N7<96*9D6*AB:><;J<4@*6T:?<4:9<C4*C;*9D6*,?67<=:4*
M6:>9D*#4;C7?:9<C4*O:4:@6?649*,88C=<:9<C4*;C7*9D6*
568<@4:9<C4*C;*&M#,*P76@<896765*D6:>9D*<4;C7?:9<C4*
:5?<4<897:9C7Q3*
Professional association 
'9B56498*:45*@7:5B:968*:76*6><@<F>6*9C*F6=C?6*
?6?F678*C;*9D6*,?67<=:4*M6:>9D*#4;C7?:9<C4*
O:4:@6?649*,88C=<:9<C4*:45*9D6*+:><;C74<:*M6:>9D*
#4;C7?:9<C4*,88C=<:9<C43*(D6*EB7EC86*C;*9D686*
:88C=<:9<C48*<8*9C*E7C?C96*9D6*:79*:45*8=<64=6*C;*D6:>9D*
<4;C7?:9<C4*?:4:@6?6493*(D6J*@7:49*89B5649*
?6?F678D<E*:9*:*4C?<4:>*=C89*9C*B4567@7:5B:968*C;*
:EE7CH65*8=DCC>83*(D6*89B5649*<8*6TE6=965*9C*F6=C?6*
:*?6?F67*C;*9D686*:88C=<:9<C48G*E:J*9D6*4C?<4:>*5B68G*
76:5*9D6*\CB74:>8G*:45*F6=C?6*;:?<><:7*N<9D*9D6*
E7C;688<C4:>*:=9<H<9<683*
Admission 
(C*F6*6><@<F>6*;C7*:5?<88<C4*9C*9D6*R3'3*56@766*
E7C@7:?*<4*D6:>9D*<4;C7?:9<C4*:5?<4<897:9<C4G*9D6*
:EE><=:49*?B89*D:H6*=C?E>6965*:*?<4<?B?*C;*Z2*
AB:7967*B4<98*:9*:4*:==765<965*=C>>6@6*C7*B4<H678<9J3*
S.O,#"*0]*&%-#/#."*,"S*M!O,"#(#%'*PUX*
AB:7967*B4<98Q*
MB?:4<9<68^+DCC86*?<4<?B?*C;*9D766*:76:8*;7C?]*
D<89C7JG*><967:9B76G*?C5674*>:4@B:@6G*ED<>C8CEDJG*:45*
:79_?B8<=*:EE76=<:9<C43*
#4=>B565*<4*9D<8*?<4<?B?G*1*B4<98*C;*76><@<C4*E67*J6:7*
C;*:99645:4=6*:9*:*'6H649DY5:J*,5H649<89*=C>>6@6*C7*
B4<H678<9J3*
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DO7AIN 9: SCI=NTI?IC IN@AIRC AND ANALCSIS 
(9FGH9 Iuarter units) 
Natural Sciences (39 units minimum) 
Human anatomL and p'Lsio%ogL wit' %aboratorLQ 
comp%ete seIuence 
C'oose remaining units from: c'emistrLQ geo%ogLQ 
mat'ematicsQ astronomLQ p'LsicsQ statisticsS 
Social sciences (39 units minimum) 
Cu%tura% ant'ropo%ogL or an approTed course dea%ing 
wit' cu%tura% diTersitL 
Genera% psLc'o%ogL 
C'oose 9 additiona% courses from: socio%ogLQ 
economicsQ geograp'LQ po%itica% science 
DO7AIN H: CO77ANICATIONS (VG3H Iuarter 
units) 
=ng%is' compositionQ comp%ete seIuence 
Introduction to computers (must inc%ude word 
processing) 
DO7AIN F: H=ALTH AND W=LLN=SS (9GX Iuarter 
units) 
Persona% 'ea%t' or nutrition 
Two p'Lsica% actiTitL courses 
OTH=R 
IntroductorL accounting (one Iuarter or semester) 
=%ectiTes to meet t'e minimum tota% reIuirement of 
VX Iuarter unitsS 
?or tota% unit reIuirements for graduationQ see 
DiTision of Genera% StudiesQ Section II of t'is 
CATALOGS
 
Junior Year  Certificate B.S. 
AHCZ 93F ?undamenta%s of Computer SLstems 9S[ 9S[ 
AHCZ H[4 Infectious Disease and t'e Hea%t' Care ProTider 3S[ 3S[ 
AHCZ H94 AS SS Hea%t' CareGDe%iTerL SLstem 9S[ 9S[ 
AHCZ H9\ W'o%eness Portfo%io I   3S[ 
AHCZ HH3 Human Resource 7anagement   HS[ 
AHCZ H43 Statistics for t'e Hea%t' Professions   HS[ 
AHCZ F[9 Pat'o%ogL I FS[ FS[ 
AHCZ F[H Pat'o%ogL II HS[ HS[ 
HLIN H[3 Introduction to Hea%t' Records 7anagement FS[ FS[ 
HLIN H[H ]asic Coding Princip%es and Tec'niIues I HS[ HS[ 
HLIN H[F ]asic Coding Princip%es and Tec'niIues II HS[ HS[ 
HLIN H[4 Hea%t' Care Statistica% App%ications HS[ HS[ 
HLIN H94 P'armaco%ogL for Hea%t' Information Administration 9S[ 9S[ 
HLIN HX3 Hea%t' Information Administration LaboratorL I 3S[ 3S[ 
HLIN HX9 Hea%t' Information Administration LaboratorL II 3S[ 3S[ 
HLIN HV4 Professiona% Practice =^perience IGGZunior Affi%iation HS[ HS[ 
HLIN FF3 Lega% Aspects of Hea%t' Information Administration FS[ FS[ 
HLIN F\H LongGTerm and A%ternatiTe De%iTerL SLstems in Hea%t' Care FS[ FS[ 
HLIN FVH Hea%t' Information 7anagement I FS[ FS[ 
R=L_ F__ Apper DiTision Re%igion   9S[ 
R=LR F__ Apper DiTision Re%ationa%   9S[ 
Tota%s FFS[  4HS[  
 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*001
*
Senior Year*! Certificate! B.S.!
,2+3*456! 7898:8;<*=8>8?<@<>9! 6AB! 6AB!
,2+3*455! 'C<DE8F*GHIJ<D9;*E>*+I@CK9<H*,CCFED89EI>;! 6AB! 6AB!
,2+3*4LM! NOIF<><;;*GIH9PIFEI*##! *! 0AB!
2-#"*5B1! %*Q*=*+IRE>?*PIH*SEFFE>?*8>R*&<E@:KH;<@<>9! 6AB! 6AB!
2-#"*4B0! 'KHT<U*IP*2<8F9O*'U;9<@;*=8>8?<@<>9! 4AB! 4AB!
2-#"*4BV! WE>8>DE8F*=8>8?<@<>9*PIH*2<8F9O*#>PIH@89EI>*=8>8?<@<>9! 6AB! 6AB!
2-#"*460! 'KHT<U*IP*2<8F9O*'U;9<@;*=8>8?<@<>9X,CCFE<R! 4AB! 4AB!
2-#"*444! +IHCIH89<*+I@CFE8>D<*E>*2<8F9O*+8H<! 5AB! 5AB!
2-#"*44Y! +IRE>?*'<@E>8H! 5AB! 5AB!
2-#"*4Y0! ZK8FE9U*#@CHIT<@<>9*E>*2<8F9O*+8H<! 5AB! 5AB!
2-#"*416! 2<8F9O*#>PIH@89EI>*,R@E>E;9H89EI>*-8:IH89IHU*###! 0AB! 0AB!
2-#"*415! 2<8F9O*#>PIH@89EI>*,R@E>E;9H89EI>*-8:IH89IHU*#$! 0AB! 0AB!
2-#"*4VY! &<;<8HDO*=<9OIR;*E>*2<8F9O*#>PIH@89EI>*=8>8?<@<>9! *! 5AB!
2-#"*4M4! +KHH<>9*(ICED;*E>*2<8F9O*#>PIH@89EI>*,R@E>E;9H89EI>! 5AB! 5AB!
2-#"*4L4! 2<8F9O*#>PIH@89EI>*=8>8?<@<>9*##! YAB! YAB!
2-#"*4LY! GHIP<;;EI>8F*GH8D9ED<*%[C<HE<>D<*'<>EIH*,PPEFE89EI>! 5AB! 5AB!
&%-%*4YV! +OHE;9E8>*%9OED;*8>R*2<8F9O*+8H<! 6AB! 6AB!
&%-(*465! -I@8*-E>R8*G<H;C<D9ET<;! *! 6AB!
(I98F;! 5MAB*! 44AB*!
Overall Totals! 82.0*! 97.0*!
*
*
,*@E>E@K@*?H8R<*IP*+*\6AB]*E;*H<^KEH<R*PIH*8FF*DIKH;<;*
E>*9O<*CHI?H8@A*
,RRE9EI>8F*D<H9EPED89<*H<^KEH<@<>9;_*,>*--!*/AGA,A*IP*
6AY*@K;9*:<*@8E>98E><R*9OHIK?OIK9*9O<*CHI?H8@A*,*
@E>E@K@*IP*YB*K>E9;*E;*H<^KEH<R*PIH*DI@CF<9EI>A*
HEALTH INFORMATION 
ADMINISTRATION—HIT-PROGRESSION 
PROGRAM 
Admission 
(I*:<*<FE?E:F<*PIH*8R@E;;EI>*9I*9O<*2<8F9O*#>PIH@89EI>*
(<DO>IFI?U*\2#(]*GHI?H<;;EI>*SA'A*R<?H<<*CHI?H8@`*
9O<*8CCFED8>9*@K;9*:<*8*?H8RK89<*IP*8>*8DDH<RE9<R*
O<8F9O*E>PIH@89EI>*9<DO>IFI?U*CHI?H8@*IH*OIFR*8*
DKHH<>9*&2#(*DH<R<>9E8FA*
SubLect requirements 
,*@8[E@K@*IP*VB*;<@<;9<H*K>E9;*IH*0BY*^K8H9<H*K>E9;*
IP*9H8>;P<H*DH<RE9*E;*8DD<C9<R*PHI@*8DDH<RE9<R*JK>EIH*
DIFF<?<;A*
Prerequisites 
7.=,#"*0_*&%-#/#."*,"7*2!=,"#(#%'*\6B*
^K8H9<H*K>E9;]*
2K@8>E9E<;X+OII;<*@E>E@K@*IP*9OH<<*8H<8;*PHI@_*
OE;9IHU`*FE9<H89KH<`*@IR<H>*F8>?K8?<`*COEFI;ICOU`*8>R*
8H9a@K;ED*8CCH<DE89EI>A*
#>DFKR<R*E>*9OE;*@E>E@K@`*4*K>E9;*IP*H<FE?EI>*C<H*U<8H*
IP*899<>R8>D<*89*8*'<T<>9ObR8U*,RT<>9E;9*DIFF<?<*IH*
K>ET<H;E9UA*
7.=,#"*6_*'+#%"(#W#+*#"Z!#&)*,"7*,",-)'#'*
\64b56*^K8H9<H*K>E9;]*
Natural sciences*\06*K>E9;*@E>E@K@]*
2K@8>*8>89I@U*8>R*COU;EIFI?U*cE9O*F8:IH89IHU`*
DI@CF<9<*;<^K<>D<*
+OII;<*H<@8E>E>?*K>E9;*PHI@_*DO<@E;9HU`*?<IFI?U`*
@89O<@89ED;`*8;9HI>I@U`*COU;ED;`*;989E;9ED;A*
Social sciences*\06*K>E9;*@E>E@K@]*
+KF9KH8F*8>9OHICIFI?U*IH*8>*8CCHIT<R*DIKH;<*R<8FE>?*
cE9O*DKF9KH8F*RET<H;E9U*
/<><H8F*C;UDOIFI?U*
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Choose 6 additional courses from9 sociology, 
economics, geography, political science 
DOMAIN B9 COMMUNICATIONS (GH3B Iuarter 
units) 
English composition, complete seIuence 
Introduction to computers (must include Lord 
processing) 
DOMAIN M9 HEALTH AND OELLNESS (6HP Iuarter 
units) 
Personal health or nutrition 
TLo physical activity courses 
OTHER 
Introductory accounting (one Iuarter or semester) 
Electives to meet the minimum total reIuirement of 
GP Iuarter unitsT 
General education reIuirements of Domains I 
through IVW see Division of General Studies, Section II 
of this CatalogT 
Available at LL+ (may be transferred from another regionally accredited institution)  Units 
AHCX 63M Fundamentals of Computer Systems 6TZ 
AHCX B33 Medical Terminology 6TZ 
AHCX B6[ UT ST Health CareHDelivery System 6TZ 
AHCX B[3 Statistics for the Health Professions BTZ 
AHCX MZ6 Pathology I MTZ 
AHCX MZB Pathology II BTZ 
AHCX MB6 Data\ase Management 6TZ 
AHCX MP3 Research Methods 6TZ 
HLIN B6[ Pharmacology for Health Information Administration 6TZ 
HLIN BP3 Health Information Administration La\oratory I 3TZ 
HLIN M4[ Research Methods in Health Information Management BTZ 
HLIN MGB Health Information Management I MTZ 
Totals BZTZ  
 
Required core professional courses from the HIT program  Units 
AHCX BB3 Human Resource Management BTZ 
HLIN BZ3 Introduction to Health Records Management MTZ 
HLIN BZB 
Basic Coding Principles and 
TechniIues I 
(ta^en Lithin tLo years, or current Lor^ 
e_perienceW eIuivalency e_amination may \e 
reIuired) 
BTZ 
HLIN BZM 
Basic Coding Principles and 
TechniIues II 
(ta^en Lithin tLo years, or current Lor^ 
e_perienceW eIuivalency e_amination may \e 
reIuired) 
BTZ 
HLIN BZ[ Health Care Statistical Applications BTZ 
HLIN BP6 Health Information Administration La\oratory II 3TZ 
HLIN BG[ Professional Practice E_perience I—Xunior Affiliation BTZ 
HLIN MM3 
Legal Aspects of Health Information 
Administration 
(ta^en Lithin tLo years, or current Lor^ 
e_perience, or evidence of ten hours of recent 
training in HIPAA legislationW eIuivalency 
e_amination may \e reIuired) 
MTZ 
HLIN M[3 `uality Improvement in Health Care BTZ 
Totals 64TZ  
 
UN#$ERS#() CA(ALO/ 001
!"#$%&"'()*(+"(),-".()/&*$0/(112  Units 
AHC7 89: #nfectious Disease and tCe HealtC Care Provider 0H9 
AHC7 8I1 JColeness Portfolio # 0H9 
AHC7 K9L Minancial Nanagement IH9 
AHC7 KQ1 JColeness Portfolio ## 0H9 
HL#N 89R E S N Coding for Tilling and Reimbursement IH9 
HL#N K90 Survey of HealtC Systems Nanagement KH9 
HL#N K9L Minancial Nanagement for HealtC #nformation Nanagement IH9 
HL#N KI0 Survey of HealtC Systems NanagementWApplied KH9 
HL#N KKK Corporate Compliance in HealtC Care 8H9 
HL#N KK: Coding Seminar 8H9 
HL#N KRI HealtC #nformation Administration Laboratory ### 0H9 
HL#N KR8 HealtC #nformation Administration Laboratory #$ 0H9 
HL#N K18 Long-(erm and Alternative Delivery Systems in HealtC Care KH9 
HL#N K1K Current (opics in HealtC #nformation Administration 8H9 
HL#N KQK HealtC #nformation Nanagement ## :H9 
HL#N KQ: Professional Practice Experience Senior Affiliation 8H9 
RELE K:L CCristian EtCics and HealtC Care IH9 
REL( KI8 Loma Linda Perspectives IH9 
(otals KKH9  
34"&,55(6*),57 898:9  
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Medical Dosimetry—AH 
(Certificate) 
BALDEV PATYAL, Program Director 
FACULTY 
Carol Davis 
Noriece Aisinger 
Anh Ly 
THE PROGRAM 
The "edical Dosimetry Program is designed to 
educate personnel in the discipline of dosimetry 
within a radiation oncology environment, and to 
prepare them to take the certified medical 
dosimetristIs board examination (C"D). 
"edical dosimetry is a dynamic, exciting field 
involving a combined knowledge of mathematics, 
physics, and the biological and medical sciences. 
Dosimetrists plan optimal isodose distributions and 
treatment dose calculations for a variety of external 
beam as well as brachytherapy treatments. "edical 
dosimetrists must possess excellent analytical skills, 
the ability to critically evaluate data, and an aptitude 
for physics and mathematics. They must also be able 
to work closely as a team with physicists, physicians, 
radiation therapists, and other personnel. 
Due to a lack of training programs in medical 
dosimetry throughout the United States, there is a 
shortage of medical dosimetrists in many areas of the 
country. This program aims to provide a supply of 
well-trained dosimetrists who will be able to meet the 
needs of radiation oncology facilities in the local area 
and beyond. 
The program obEectiFes 
Upon completion of the program, the graduate 
should be qualified to: 
1. Demonstrate ability to accurately complete 
dosimetric calculations and procedures as 
they pertain to all aspects of treatment 
planning for external beam and 
brachytherapy. 
2. Develop and define critical-thinking skills to 
enhance ability to analyUe and compute 
dosimetric data as they relate to all aspects of 
radiation therapy treatment. 
3. Exhibit professional behavior, which 
includes ability to communicate with other 
professionals and work well both 
individually and as a team member. 
4. "anage patients in an empathetic manner 
and exhibit basic patient-care proficiencies. 
5. Support the professional code of ethics and 
comply with the stated scope of practice. 
Admission educational bacIground 
Students will either need to have: 
! ARRT registration in radiation therapy 
technology with a minimum of two years 
postgraduate clinical experience or 
! a baccalaureate degree in physics or 
mathematics from an accredited university. 
 
Program design 
The length of the program will depend on the 
entering qualifications. For ARRT candidates, the 
program will be four quarters in length. For B.S. 
degree candidates, the program will be five quarters 
long. 
Instruction will include a mixture of lecture, 
laboratory, and clinical work. Students will be 
exposed to a variety of different methodologies 
within dosimetry, including work with proton 
therapy-treatment planning. 
All instruction will be conducted in the Radiation 
"edicine Department of Loma Linda University 
"edical Center. The only exceptions to this will be a 
short clinical rotation to Long Beach "emorial, and 
City of Hope medical centers. 
The program faculty consists of physicists and 
dosimetrists who are extremely experienced in their 
field0many, in both photon and proton therapy-
treatment planning. 
Accreditation 
The American Association of "edical Dosimetrists 
(AA"D) strongly supports the concept of formal 
dosimetry training, which leads to board eligibility 
for the certificate in medical dosimetry (C"D). This 
qualification is considered to be the gold standard in 
dosimetry education. 
The \oint Review Committee on Education in 
Radiologic Technology (\RCERT) accreditation of 
dosimetry programs became available in 2003. As 
soon as regulations allow, application for 
accreditation will be made for this program. 
PREREQUISITE, B.S. IN PHYSICS TRACA 
Anatomy and physiology (no laboratory required) 
"edical terminology 
PREREQUISITE, ARRT-REGISTERD RADIATION 
THERAPY TECHNOLOGIST TRACA 
College algebra 
Trigonometry 
UNI$ERSITY CATALOG 012
!irst Year  
Radiation 
Therapy 
Track 
B.S. Physics 
Track 
RELE 345 Christian Ethics and Health Care 1B2 1B2 
RTMD E20 Treatment Planning I EB2 EB2 
RTMD E25 Principles of Brachytherapy 1B2 1B2 
RTMD E2N Radiation Therapy Core--Concept Review 0B2   
RTMD E03 Ruality AssuranceT with LaUoratory 1B2 1B2 
RTMD E44 Physical Principles of Radiation Therapy I EB2 EB2 
RTMD E4V Physical Principles of Radiation Therapy II EB2 EB2 
RTMD NV0 Practicum   NB2 
RTMD NV1 Practicum   WB2 
RTMD NVE Practicum   WB2 
RTMD N50 Practicum 02B2   
RTMD N51 Practicum 02B2   
RTMD N5E Practicum 02B2   
RTMR 1W4 Principles of Radiography I   EB2 
RTMR EE3 CT and Cross-sectional Anatomy 1B2 1B2 
RTSI EVN CT Physics 1B2 1B2 
RTTH EE1 Radiation Biology   0B2 
RTTH E33 Radiation Therapy Procedures   1B2 
RTTH EV3 Radiation Oncology I   1B2 
RTTH EV4 Radiation Oncology II   1B2 
RTTH EVV Radiation Oncology III   1B2 
Totals 42B2  4VB2  
 
Second Year  
Radiation 
Therapy 
Track 
B.S. Physics 
Track 
RTMD E21 Treatment Planning II 1B2 1B2 
RTMD E24 Special Topics 1B2 1B2 
RTMD NV3 Practicum   WB2 
RTMD NV4 Practicum   WB2 
RTMD N53 Practicum 02B2   
Totals 03B2  12B2  
Overall Totals 64.0  76.0  
 
Students who have already taken these classes will Ue reYuired to retake them under another numUerB 
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Medical Radiography0AH 
(A4S4 on campus and Saudi Arabia) 
MAR5 J. CLEME;TS, Program Director 
BRE;DA PFEIFFER, Assistant Program Director 
STEHE; L. LEBER, Clinical Coordinator 
IREIJRK E. WAT5I;S, Medical Advisor 
 FACULTY 
Laura L. Alipoon 
Mark J. Clements 
Michael F. Iorio 
Arthur W. 5roetz 
Steven L. Leber 
Brenda L. Pfeiffer 
Timothy Seavey 
Andrew L. Shepard 
Renee ;. Stone 
 
The medical radiographer, or radiologic 
technologist, is responsible for the accurate imaging 
of body structures on a radiograph or other image 
receptor. The technologist provides for patient 
protection and comfort, determines proper exposure 
factors, manipulates medical imaging equipment, 
evaluates the radiograph image for quality and 
utilizes film or digital technologies to archive and 
transmit the patient examination images for physician 
evaluation. 
The technologist may also assist the radiologist 
physician in specialized radiographic procedures. 
These may require the use of sterile procedures and 
universal precautions in the administration of 
radiographic contrast agents to the patient for the 
enhanced viewing of body systems and their 
functions. 
The program 
The Medical Radiography Program begins with the 
Autumn Vuarter and is based on the completion of 
one year of prerequisite course work at any 
accredited college or university. The first quarter at 
Loma Linda University primarily emphasizes the 
theoretical aspects of radiography, with one day per 
week in clinical orientation. The remaining six 
quarters combine clinical training on a two-to-five-
days-per-week basis, with more advanced classroom 
topics. The schedule may involve limited evening 
assignments. Clinical and classroom involvement in 
the program is full time (Z0 hours/week). Students 
are off on all national holidays and quarter breaks. 
Affiliations 
For the clinical portion of the program, students are 
assigned to one of the affiliated medical centers^ Loma 
Linda University Medical Center, Loma Linda 
University Community Medical Center, Inland Halley 
Regional Medical Center, Hemet Halley Medical 
Center, Eisenhower Medical Center, Desert Hospital, 
Redlands Community Hospital, Menifee Halley 
Medical Center, Parkview Community Hospital, 
Pioneer Memorial Hospital, El Centro Regional 
Medical Center, St. Bernardine's Medical Center, 
Community Hospital of San Bernardino, or St. Mary 
Regional Medical Center. 
Accreditation 
The program is accredited by the Joint Review 
Committee on Education in Radiologic Technology 
(JRCERT), 20 ;orth Wacker Drive, Suite 2`50, 
Chicago, IL 60606-31`2; telephone 312/70Z-5300. The 
program is also approved by the Radiologic Health 
Branch (RHB) of the state of California, Department 
of Public Health MS 7610, P.J. Box ff7Z1Z, 
Sacramento, CA f5`ff-7Z1Z; telephone^ f16/327-5106. 
CPR certification 
Students are required to have current health care-
provider cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) 
certification (adult, child, and infant) for all scheduled 
clinical experience. CPR certification must be 
completed at the American Heart Association health 
care provider level. This may be completed prior to 
beginning the program of study or may be obtained 
at Loma Linda University. Classes are available on 
campus at Life Support Education, University Arts 
Building, 2Z``7 Taylor Street, Suite 102. 
Professional registration and certification 
Upon completion of the requirements for the 
Associate in Science degree, the graduate is eligible to 
write the qualifying examination of The American 
Registry of Radiologic Technologists (ARRT). 
Program graduates who pass the ARRT examination 
in radiography are eligible to pay for and receive the 
state license (CRT) in California without further 
testing. Iraduates are encouraged to become 
members of The California Society of Radiologic 
Technologists (CSRT) and the American Society of 
Radiologic Technologists (ASRT) for professional 
growth and continuing education in their professional 
discipline. 
Program mission statement 
The Medical Radiography Program seeks to support 
Loma Linda University's overall mission—gTo make 
man wholeg—by providing a well-rounded 
educational experience for its students that produces 
registry-eligible radiographers who practice excellent 
patient care and radiation safety. 
The program obEectives 
Upon completion of the program, the graduate 
should be qualified to^ 
1. Complete all certification requirements of 
the state of California and the American 
Registry of Radiologic Technologists. 
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1. Anticipate and provide basic patient care, 
comfort, and education, as needed. 
D. Practice radiation protection by utilizing 
principles of basic x-ray production and 
interactions to limit radiation exposure to the 
patient, self, and other members of the 
health care team. 
M. Understand the limits of equipment 
operation, including the recognition of 
equipment malfunctions and problem-
reporting procedures. 
O. Obtain optimum images by properly 
utilizing equipment, accessories, techniques, 
and procedures; and apply knowledge of 
human structure, function, and pathology to 
varying patient situations. 
S. Demonstrate knowledge and skills relating 
to quality-assurance activities. 
7. Provide services to humanity, with full 
respect for the dignity of all persons. 
8. Communicate appropriately with patients, 
colleagues, and others with whom sWhe 
comes in contact. 
X. Behave in a professional manner in all 
interactions. 
0Z. Demonstrate teamwork in the clinical setting 
and other situations where this concept leads 
to completion of goals that an individual 
could not easily meet alone. 
00. Support the profession's code of ethics and 
comply with the profession's scope of 
practice. 
01. Continue to improve knowledge and skills 
by participating in educational and 
professional activities, sharing knowledge 
with colleagues, and investigating new and 
innovative aspects of professional practice. 
 
The program outcomes 
0. Students demonstrate understanding of and 
integrate LLU's philosophy of wholeness in 
their personal and professional lives. 
1. Students demonstrate effective use of 
knowledge and skills within their radiology 
discipline. 
D. Students demonstrate professional behavior 
in classroom and clinical settings. 
M. Students will be prepared to work in their 
profession. 
O. Students continue to improve knowledge 
and skills by participating in professional 
educational activities, sharing knowledge 
with colleagues while investigating new and 
innovative aspects of their professional 
practice. 
 
Admission 
To be eligible for admission, the applicant must have 
completed high school from an accredited institution 
or passed the GED and completed a minimum of M1 
quarter units \or 18 semester units] at an accredited 
college or university. 
PRERE^UISITE 
Religion required, M units per year of attendance at a 
Seventh-day Adventist college or university 
Human anatomy and physiology with laboratory, 
complete sequence 
Two years high school mathematics at algebra level or 
above, with grades of C or above; or algebra in college 
Medical terminology 
One year high school chemistry or physics or physical 
science; or introductory chemistry, introductory 
physics, or physical science in college \one 
quarterWsemester] 
General psychology or sociology 
English composition, complete sequence 3Students 
who already have a bachelor's degree from a 
regionally accredited college or university do not 
have to complete additional units in this area. 
Speech 
Computers, one year high school computer courses; 
or one quarterWsemester college computer course 
Electives to meet the minimum total requirements of 
M1 units 
Observation e7perience 
A minimum of twelve hours of observation in a 
radiology department is required. Contact the 
department to obtain the appropriate form. 
PROGRAM OF INSTRUCTION 
Certain aspects of the curriculum require individual 
scheduling. Time arrangements may be subject to 
change. Entrance to the clinical year is contingent 
upon the completion of all prior requirements.
 
Sophomore BearC Autumn Duarter  Units 
AHCJ D1S Fundamentals of Health Care 1.Z 
AHCJ D18 Wholeness Portfolio I 0.Z 
RELe Mee Upper division religion 1.Z 
RTMR 1Z1 Orientation Laboratory 0.Z 
RTMR 11M Law and Ethics in Radiologic Sciences 0.Z 
RTMR 1MS Professional Communications 1.Z 
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RTMR 475 Medical Radiography Procedures I 4.= 
RTMR 475L Medical Radiography Procedures Laboratory I 3.= 
RTMR 4A7 Principles of Radiography I 5.= 
Totals 37.=  
 
Winter (uarter  Units 
RTMR 443 Radiologic Patient Care 4.= 
RTMR 47F Medical Radiography Procedures II 4.= 
RTMR 47FL Medical Radiography Procedures Laboratory II 3.= 
RTMR 4AF Radiation Protection and Biology 4.= 
RTMR 4AH Principles of Radiography II F.= 
RTMR 573 Medical Radiography Affiliation I 7.= 
Totals 3H.=  
 
Spring (uarter  Units 
RTMR 477 Medical Radiography Procedures III 4.= 
RTMR 477L Medical Radiography Procedures Laboratory III 3.= 
RTMR 4A5 Radiologic Physics 5.= 
RTMR 4A7 Principles of Radiography III 4.= 
RTMR 574 Medical Radiography Affiliation II 7.= 
Totals 37.=  
 
Clinical Year2 Summer (uarter  Units 
RTMR 575 Medical Radiography Affiliation III 34.= 
RTSI 5H9 CT Physics 4.= 
Totals 3F.=  
 
Autumn (uarter  Units 
RTMR 55F CT and CrossLsectional Anatomy 4.= 
RTMR 5F7 Radiologic Pathology 4.= 
RTMR 57F Medical Radiography Affiliation IV 3=.= 
Totals 3F.=  
 
Winter (uarter  Units 
RTMR 543 Radiographic Film Critique 4.= 
RTMR 5F4 Computer Applications in Radiology 3.= 
RTMR 577 Medical Radiography Affiliation V 3=.= 
RTSI 5HF Patient Care in Special Imaging 4.= 
Totals 37.=  
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Spring Quarter  Units 
REL7 277 Upper division religion 1.0 
RTMR CDC Comprehensive Review 0.0 
RTMR C8D Medical Radiography Affiliation VI 00.0 
Totals 0C.0  
Overall Totals 345.4  
A minimum grade of C N1.0O is required for all courses in the program. 
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Nuclear Medicine Technology—AH 
5Certificate9 
89)3 8:;8<8-3= ;(o0(a> ?+(e$to( 
 
"u$%ea( >ed+$+ne uAeA (ad+oa$t+B+t1 to d+a0noAe and 
t(eat d+AeaAe. -.+A >ed+$a% ADe$+a%t1 D(oB+deA 
+nEo(>at+on about bot. t.e At(u$tu(e and t.e Eun$t+on 
oE B+(tua%%1 eBe(1 >aGo( o(0an A1Ate> H+t.+n t.e 
bod1. "u$%ea( >ed+$+ne D(o$edu(eA a(e AaEe= +nBo%Be 
%+tt%e o( no Dat+ent d+A$o>Eo(t= and do not (eIu+(e t.e 
uAe oE aneAt.eA+a. 
-.e nu$%ea( >ed+$+ne te$.no%o0+At +A (eADonA+b%e Eo( 
D(eDa(+n0 and ad>+n+Ate(+n0 (ad+oD.a(>a$eut+$a%AJ 
De(Eo(>+n0 Dat+entK+>a0+n0 D(o$edu(eAJ 
a$$o>D%+A.+n0 $o>Dute( D(o$eAA+n0 and +>a0e 
en.an$e>entJ ana%1L+n0 b+o%o0+$ ADe$+>enAJ and 
D(oB+d+n0 +>a0eA= data ana%1A+A= and Dat+ent 
+nEo(>at+on Eo( d+a0noAt+$ +nte(D(etat+on b1 t.e 
D.1A+$+an .ea%t. $a(e tea> >e>be(. 
Objectives 
?u(+n0 t.e tHe%BeK>ont. $e(t+E+$ate "u$%ea( 
)ed+$+ne -e$.no%o01 ;(o0(a>= AtudentA take Eo(>a% 
$ou(Ae Ho(k a%on0 H+t. +nAt(u$t+on +n t.e $%+n+$a% 
aADe$tA oE nu$%ea( >ed+$+ne. -.+A +n$%udeA 
Da(t+$+Dat+on= unde( $%oAe AuDe(B+A+on= +n t.e a$tua% 
D(o$edu(eA H+t.+n t.e nu$%ea( >ed+$+ne deDa(t>ent. 
-.e $%+n+$a% $a%enda( Ba(+eA E(o> t.e Nn+Be(A+t1 
$a%enda( +n t.at t.e $%+n+$a% A$.edu%e +A Eu%% t+>e OEo(t1 
$%o$k .ou(A De( HeekP= a((an0ed a(ound %e$tu(eA and 
$oo(d+nated H+t. aEE+%+ated nu$%ea( >ed+$+ne 
deDa(t>entA. -.e D(o0(a> be0+nA H+t. t.e 3utu>n 
Qua(te(. 
Program outcomes 
NDon $o>D%et+on oE t.e D(o0(a>= t.e 0(aduate 
A.ou%d be Iua%+E+ed toR 
5. ?e>onAt(ate t.e knoH%ed0e and Ak+%% baAe to 
Iua%+E1 Eo( Ho(k +n nu$%ea( >ed+$+ne at a 
.oAD+ta% o( $%+n+$. 
6. ?e>onAt(ate $(+t+$a% t.+nk+n0 +n nu$%ea( 
>ed+$+ne. 
S. Te.aBe +n a D(oEeAA+ona% >anne( +n a%% 
+nte(a$t+onA. 
U. Vo>D%1 H+t. t.e $u((ent Atanda(dA and 
D(a$t+$eA Aet b1 t.e 0oBe(n+n0 bod+eA and 
D(oEeAA+ona% o(0an+Lat+onA. 
 
Accreditation 
-.e D(o0(a> +A a$$(ed+ted b1 t.e WeAte(n 3AAo$+at+on 
oE S$.oo%A and Vo%%e0eA= 3$$(ed+t+n0 Vo>>+AA+on Eo( 
Sen+o( Vo%%e0eA and Nn+Be(A+t+eA= YZ7 3t%ant+$ 
3Benue= Su+te 5[[= 3%a>eda= V3 YU7[5J and b1 t.e 
?eDa(t>ent oE Hea%t. Se(B+$eA= 9ad+o%o0+$ Hea%t. 
T(an$.= ;.\. To] YU6^S6= Sa$(a>ento= V3 YU6SUK^S6[. 
Distance education 
-.e "u$%ea( )ed+$+ne -e$.no%o01 ;(o0(a> +A oEEe(ed 
B+a d+Atan$e edu$at+on at V+t1 Vo%%e0e +n _(eAno= 
Va%+Eo(n+a. 
CPR certification 
StudentA a(e (eIu+(ed to .aBe $u((ent 
$a(d+oDu%>ona(1 (eAuA$+tat+on OV;9P $e(t+E+$at+on 
Oadu%t and $.+%dP Eo( a%% A$.edu%ed $%+n+$a% e]De(+en$e. 
V%aAAeA a(e aBa+%ab%e on $a>DuA at <+Ee SuDDo(t 
8du$at+on= Nn+Be(A+t1 3(tA bu+%d+n0= 6UZZ^ -a1%o( 
St(eet= Su+te 5[6. 
Professional registration and certification 
NDon $o>D%et+on oE t.e $e(t+E+$ate (eIu+(e>entA= t.e 
Atudent +A e%+0+b%e to H(+te t.e Iua%+E1+n0 e]a>+nat+on 
+n nu$%ea( >ed+$+ne oE t.e 3>e(+$an 9e0+At(1 oE 
9ad+o%o0+$ -e$.no%o0+AtA O399-P= and t.e $e(t+E1+n0 
e]a>+nat+on oE t.e "u$%ea( )ed+$+ne -e$.no%o01 
Ve(t+E+$at+on Toa(d O")-VTP and oE t.e Atate oE 
Va%+Eo(n+a OV-")P. 
Admission 
;9898QN`S`-8 
-.e aDD%+$ant must &ul&ill one o& the &ollo,ing 
re0uirements1 
Te a 0(aduate oE an a$$(ed+ted (ad+o%o0+$ te$.no%o01 
D(o0(a>J o( 
Te an 399-K(e0+Ate(ed (ad+o%o0+$ te$.no%o0+AtJ o( 
Te an 3SV;K$e(t+E+ed >ed+$a% te$.no%o0+AtJ o( 
Te a (e0+Ate(ed nu(Ae H+t. at %eaAt tHo 1ea(A oE $o%%e0e 
$(ed+t= H+t. a >+n+>u> oE an aAAo$+ate de0(eeJ o( 
HaBe a ba$$a%au(eate de0(ee +n one oE t.e natu(a% 
A$+en$eAJ 
3"? must ha3e cre5its in the &ollo,ing1 
-Ho 1ea(A .+0. A$.oo% >at.e>at+$A H+t. 0(adeA oE V 
o( aboBe= +nte(>ed+ate a%0eb(a +n $o%%e0e 
V.e>+At(1 H+t. %abo(ato(1 Oone Iua(te(aAe>eAte( 
+nt(odu$to(1 o( 0ene(a%P 
bene(a% D.1A+$A H+t. %abo(ato(1= $o>D%ete AeIuen$e 
O.+0.%1 (e$o>>endedP 
Hu>an anato>1 and D.1A+o%o01 H+t. %abo(ato(1= 
$o>D%ete AeIuen$e 
)ed+$a% te(>+no%o01 
;at+entK$a(e >et.odA 
Observation experience 
3 >+n+>u> oE tHent1KEou( .ou(A oE obAe(Bat+on +n a 
nu$%ea( >ed+$+ne deDa(t>ent +A (eIu+(ed. 
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Certifications 
03 CP& certification >adultB childDE 
13 $enipunctureG 
H3 %C/I%J/ interpretationG 
 
All H certifications must Me completed prior to 
entering the program3 
.ffered MyP 
E LL! Life Support %ducation 
G LL! Qedical Center Staff ReSelopment
 
Required  !nits 
&%L% TUV Christian %thics and Wealth Care 13X 
&T"Q HU0 Principles of "uclear Qedicine # H3X 
&T"Q HU1 Principles of "uclear Qedicine ## H3X 
&T"Q HUH "uclear Qedicine Procedures # 13X 
&T"Q HUT "uclear Qedicine Procedures ## 13X 
&T"Q HU2 Positron %mission Tomography  13X 
&T"Q HY0 Topics in "uclear Qedicine # 13X 
&T"Q ZV0 "uclear Qedicine Affiliation # 003X 
&T"Q ZV1 "uclear Qedicine Affiliation ## 003X 
&T"Q ZVH "uclear Qedicine Affiliation ### 003X 
&T"Q ZVT "uclear Qedicine Affiliation #$ 003X 
Totals 2X3X  
Overall Totals 60.0  
A minimum grade of C >13XD is re[uired for all courses in this program3 
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!"#$%#%&'()'*(+%,#,#%-./01(
234546(7454(%'(!"#$%#%&'()'*(+%,#,#%-.6(
7454(%'(!"#$%#%&'(8)$,(7)')9,:,'#;(
&'<%',=(
56RTR9: C< C=""6>>? Program +irector 
C6=RCDA E< H=+CFD"? Associate Program 
+irector 
:AGD"6 H< TAI>=R? Academic Coordinator of 
Clinical 6d#cationL Program +irector? "#trition Care 
:anagement 
>08?@AB(
Fenneth D< 5#rNe 
5ertr#m C< Connell 
"oha O< +aher 
P< Cory Cheen 
Ronald H< HillocN 
Ceorgia E< HodgNin 
:artina D< Far#nia 
Cindy >< Fosch 
HeHe "oval 
Ronald Rea 
>o#ise 6< Ochneider 
:aRine H< Taylor 
8@C!C80@(>08?@AB(
Adleit Asi 
Roopa 5ajwa 
Carol O< 5aNerV5riggs 
"ancy 5anda 
Adele 5arracN 
>eticia 5ean 
5rian +< 5eres 
A#rea 5#rgos 
:argie D< Carson 
H#stine Castro 
Wivien Choi 
5arbara 5< +icNinson 
Priscilla 6scritor 
>orraine E< Yisher 
Alyson Yoote 
+anetta Yrost 
Eanda Crant 
+orothy Cibson 
Tracy Cranb#ry 
:argaret Hagerty 
:elissa HalasV>iang 
>isa Harris 
R#by O< HayasaNa 
Oondra +< Henderson 
Richard Hacobs 
Yebra Hohnson 
Adrine Faloshian 
O#san Fellon 
:errill >< Fing 
>yndee >awrence 
Connie >eRion 
O#san F< >ewis 
Carla >yder 
:erijane :alo#in 
Cwen :oore 
>eann =nasch 
>eh C< =ta 
Heba Peters 
6liZabeth [#igley 
O#e RaZor 
Dnherla H< Rivera 
Hean Oellars 
Yrances O#en 
Terri Taylor 
:aryellen Eesterberg 
>inda H< Ehiting 
Pamela Iong 
0+DC5EFB(8E77CAAGG(
Hames >#msden? Chair 
Heanne Oilberstein? Wice Chair 
R#pa 5ajwa 
Carol O< 5aNerV5riggs 
5etsy Cline 
5ertr#m C< Connell 
5arbara Cro#se 
+avid +yjacN 
Ayad Yargo 
+ottie Cibson 
Ceorga HodgNin 
Cayle HoRter 
Craig R< HacNson\ 
Richard A< Hacobs 
Adrienne Faloshian 
:erijane T< :alo#in 
"orman H< :eyer 
Onorri =lafsson 
O#e RaZor 
Patty Eatts 
Ralph Eatts 
:aryellen Eesterberg 
Crenith H< ]immerman 
\eR officio 
 
+ietetics? a vital profession in the field of health 
promotion and medical n#trition therapy? foc#ses on 
the sciences of n#trition and management in 
providing n#trition care and instr#ction in proper 
food choices thro#gho#t life< Dndivid#als and gro#ps 
benefit from the worN of the registered dietitian? 
which leads potentially to better health and longer 
life< +ietetic practice is the application of principles 
derived from integrating Nnowledge of food? 
n#trition? biochemistry? physiology? b#siness and 
management? jo#rnalism? behavioral and social 
sciences? and the arts to achieve and maintain health? 
prevent disease? and facilitate recovery from illness< 
!?AFCACE!(0!+(+CGAGAC85/
8EEF+C!0AG+(HFEIF07(
The coordinated program/a joint effort of the Ochool 
of Allied Health Professions and the Ochool of P#blic 
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Health9offers students the option to pursue one of 
three degrees: 
! B.S. degree in nutrition and dietetics 
! M.S. degree in nutrition and dietetics 
! M.P.H. degree in public health nutrition 
 
Each of these degrees culminates in eligibility to 
obtain a credential in dietetics, where one could 
become a registered dietitian. The student obtains this 
credential upon successful completion of the 
registration eOamination offered by the Commission 
on Dietetic Registration of the American Dietetic 
Association. The coordinated program in dietetics 
combines supervised professional practice with the 
didactic curriculum to develop professional skills 
concurrently with cognitive and technical skills that 
enable the graduate to establish eligibility to become a 
registered dietitian. 
B.S. degree in nutrition and dietetics 
The B.S. degree prepares entrySlevel dietitians to Toin 
the profession and contribute to the wholeness of 
humankind. The graduate is awarded the Bachelor of 
Science degree and is eligible to write the registration 
eOamination of the Commission on Dietetic 
Registration of the American Dietetic Association. 
This program is comprised of didactic and supervised 
professional practice eOperiences in an environment 
of liberal arts education to prepare an educated 
graduate. Admission to the professional program at 
this University begins with the Tunior year of college. 
The applicant will present at least two years of 
education from an accredited college or university to 
meet specific subTect requirements for 2009S2010. 
The professional program of seven quarters includes 
theory, laboratory, research, and clinical eOperiences. 
Ten weeks of clinical eOperiences are scheduled at the 
end of the Tunior year and during the Spring Quarter 
of the senior year. Students participate as active 
members of the nutrition care team in multiple 
clinical settings. Administrative affiliation eOperiences 
involve decisionSmaking assignments in volumeS
feeding operations in school food service or health 
care. 
M.S. degree in nutrition and dietetics 
The M.S. degree prepares entrySlevel dietitians to Toin 
the profession in areas of advanced practice and in 
specialty areas that will allow them to contribute to 
the wholeness of humankind. The graduate is 
awarded a B.S. degree in nutrition and dietetics and a 
M.S. degree in nutrition and dietetics at the 
conclusion of the program. This program is 
comprised of didactic and supervised professional 
practice eOperiences in an environment of liberal arts 
education to prepare an educated graduate. 
Admission to this professional program at this 
University begins with the Tunior year. The applicant 
will present at least two years of education from an 
accredited college or university to meet specific 
subTect requirements for 2009S2010. The prerequisite 
requirements are identical to the B.S. degree program 
requirements. 
The professional program of eleven quarters includes 
theory, laboratory, research and clinical eOperiences. 
Four hundred hours of supervised professional 
practice are scheduled at the end of the Tunior year; 
and another four hundred hours of supervised 
professional practice eOperiences in medical nutrition 
therapy are scheduled during the last year of the 
program. Students participate as active members of 
the nutrition care team in multiple clinical settings. 
Students may choose an emphasis in medical 
nutrition therapy or public health nutrition. Students 
choosing to earn the M.P.H. degree in public health 
nutrition should consult the Nutrition Program in the 
School of Public Health section of this Catalog. 
M.S. degree in nutrition and dietetics for DPD 
graduates 
The M.S. degree for didactic programs in dietetics 
(DPD) is specifically designed for graduates who 
choose not to pursue a standard dietetic internship 
but who wish to complete a combined master]s 
degree and supervised practice eOperience in order to 
establish eligibility to write the Registration 
EOamination for Dietitians and become a registered 
dietitian.This program builds upon previous course 
work in nutrition and dietetics and culminates with 
an M.S. degree and a verification statement covering 
both didactic and supervised practice requirements. 
The prerequisite for this degree is a DPD verification 
statement. A 3.0 or above G.P.A. and GRE scores are 
required. 
5pportunities 
Members of the dietetics profession practice in a 
variety of environments9including hospitals and 
other health care facilities, schools and universities, 
government and community agencies, business, and 
industry. A growing number of dietitians are 
employed in physicians] offices, clinics, home health 
care agencies, mass communication, and many other 
entrepreneurial roles. 
By successfully passing the Registration EOamination 
for Dietitians, practice opportunities as a specialist in 
medical nutrition therapy, administrative dietetics, 
nutrition education, community nutrition, or research 
are available. There is increased recognition of the 
importance of nutrition in the fields of medicine, 
dentistry, and health promotion9with emphasis on 
fitness and optimal wellSbeing. This indicates that the 
dietitian]s scope of practice is steadily broadening. 
The registered dietitian in medical nutrition therapy 
applies the science of nutrition to the care of people 
through health promotion and disease prevention, 
and uses medical nutrition therapy in the treatment of 
disease. The effective dietitian must be aware of the 
cultural, social, economic, aesthetic, and 
psychological factors that affect eating patterns. As a 
member of the patientScare team, the registered 
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*ietitian 56+7 is responsi9le ;or assessing, 
implementing, an* monitoring t?e nutritional care o; 
patients@ An a**ition, t?e 6+ maB serCe pro;essionallB 
as a nutrition practitioner in ?ealt? careD a teac?er in 
an e*ucational institutionD a researc? *ietitianD or a 
nutrition consultant-e*ucator in municipal, state, or 
;e*eral *epartments o; ?ealt?@ 
F?e 6+ in management is accounta9le ;or t?e ;oo* 
serCice sBstem@ An a ?ealt? care institution, sG?e is 
responsi9le ;or t?e e;;ectiCe ;unctioning o; ;oo* 
serCice ;rom t?e stan*point o; patients, 
a*ministration, me*ical sta;;, an* personnel@ F?e 
a*ministratiCe 6+ maB also teac?D manage ;oo* 
sBstems in e*ucational, pu9lic, or commercial 
;acilitiesD serCe as a consultant to ?ealt? care or 
e*ucational institutionsD or enter t?e ;iel* o; researc?@ 
CommunitB registere* *ietitians practice in *iCerse 
settings, translating nutrition science into improCe* 
?ealt? status@ C?allenges maB inclu*e ;orming 
partners?ips Iit? Carious organiJations, mastering 
tec?nologB, enacting regulations an* policies t?at 
protect an* improCe t?e pu9licKs ?ealt?, an* 
creatiCelB managing scarce resources@ +ietitians 
IorLing in t?e communitB eM?i9it ?ig?-NualitB 
lea*ers?ip an* planning sLills, an* manB create 
positions t?at are entrepreneurial as Iell as 
;inanciallB reIar*ing@ 
Accreditation 
F?e coor*inate* program in *ietetics is currentlB 
grante* continuing accre*itation 9B t?e Commission 
on Accre*itation ;or +ietetics O*ucation o; t?e 
American +ietetic Association, 23P Sout? 6iCersi*e 
PlaJa, Suite 3PPP, C?icago, AS TPTPT-T44U, V23GW44-
UXPP@ We9 siteZ [III@eatrig?t@orgGca*e\D ]aMZ 
V23GW44-XW2^@ 
Professional registration 
_pon satis;actorB completion o; t?e program an* 
upon recommen*ation o; t?e ;acultB, t?e gra*uate 
Iill receiCe a Ceri;ication statement an* 9e eligi9le to 
taLe t?e 6egistration OMamination ;or +ietitians in 
or*er to 9ecome a registere* *ietitian@ 
Professional association 
Stu*ents an* gra*uates are eligi9le ;or mem9ers?ip 
in t?e American +ietetic Association@ F?e association 
grants stu*ent mem9ers?ip at a nominal rate to 
stu*ents in accre*ite* programs@ 
F?e national o;;ice o; t?e American +ietetic 
Association is at 23P Sout? 6iCersi*e PlaJa, Suite 
3PPP, C?icago, AS TPTPT-T44U@ Along Iit? 
mem9ers?ip in t?e American +ietetic Association, 
stu*ents 9ecome mem9ers o; t?e Cali;ornia +ietetic 
Association@ Stu*ents are encourage* to `oin t?e 
Cali;ornia +ietetic Association-Anlan* +istrict an*, 
I?ere possi9le, t?e SeCent?-*aB A*Centist +ietetic 
Association@ 
Goals of the coordinated program 
F?e goals o; t?e coor*inate* program in nutrition an* 
*ietetics are toZ 
2@ Prepare gra*uates to 9e competent entrB-
leCel *ietitians I?o are eligi9le to Irite t?e 
6egistration OMamination ;or +ietitians@ 
3@ Prepare gra*uates I?o are serCant lea*ers 
in t?eir c?osen pro;ession@ 
V@ ProCi*e pro;essionallB traine* registere* 
*ietitians Iit? eit?er an emp?asis in me*ical 
nutrition t?erapB or pu9lic ?ealt? nutrition 
I?o maB 9e emploBe* 9B t?e ?ealt? care 
an* e*ucational sBstems o; t?e o; t?e 
SeCent?-*aB A*Centist C?urc?D or 9B local, 
national, or international entities@ 
 
Learning outcomes 
_pon completion o; t?e program, t?e gra*uate Iill 9e 
Nuali;ie* toZ 
2@ Per;orm competentlB at t?e entrB leCel o; 
pro;essional practice@ 
3@ OM?i9it C?ristian et?ical an* moral Calues@ 
V@ OM?i9it an inCestigatiCe spirit to continue 
attaining LnoIle*ge an* *eCeloping 
pro;essional competencB 9eBon* t?e entrB 
leCel@ 
X@ Communicate e;;ectiCelB an* 9e computer 
literate, using an* analBJing *ata in t?e 
*ecision-maLing process@ 
U@ +eCelop lea*ers?ip sLills to ac?ieCe personal 
an* corporate goals@ 
T@ Ancorporate critical-t?inLing sLills into 
pro;essional an* personal *ecisions@ 
^@ +emonstrate, ;rom a ?istorical an* 
contemporarB 9asis, t?e Calue o; *iCersitB in 
t?e personal an* pro;essional li;e ;rom 
et?nic, gen*er, generational, an* i*eological 
points o; CieI@ 
 
Admission 
A*mission to t?e program is 9ase* upon a selectiCe 
process@ Fo 9e eligi9le ;or consi*eration, t?e applicant 
mustZ 
! ?aCe a V@P a@P@A@ or a9oCe 
! complete an interCieI 
! complete an online application 
! proCi*e recommen*ations 
! complete program prereNuisites 
 
P6O6OQ_ASAFO 
1umanities/3P Nuarter units minimum 5c?oose 
minimum o; t?ree areas ;romZ ?istorB, literature, 
p?ilosop?B, ;oreign language, artGmusic 
appreciation, or artGmusic ?istorB 
cust inclu*e X units o; religion per Bear o; atten*ance 
at a SeCent?-*aB A*Centist college or uniCersitB 
FIo Bears ?ig? sc?ool mat?ematics Iit? gra*es o; C 
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or better, or college algebra 
Anatomy and physiology with laboratory, complete 
sequence 
Introductory chemistry with laboratory, complete 
sequence or general chemistry with laboratory (two 
quarters of one semester) 
(".TE: General chemistry with laboratory 
recommended Lone semester or two quartersM for 
those considering an advanced degree in nutrition 
and dietetics, although either chemistry sequence will 
be accepted.) 
Microbiology with laboratory 
General psychology 
Introduction to sociology 
English composition, complete sequence 
Speech 
Two physical activity courses 
Human nutrition 
Total minimum re-uirement. /0 -uarter units 
For total unit requirements for graduation, see 
Division of General Studies, LLU General Education 
Requirements (Section II).
2unior Year  45S5 45S5/M5S5 
M5S5 
(DPD) 
AHCT 329 .rganic Chemistry with Laboratory 5.2 5.2   
AHCT 334 Biochemistry 5.2 5.2   
DTCS 322 Food Selection and Presentation 5.2 5.2   
DTCS 324 Community "utrition 5.2 5.2   
DTCS 325 Professional Issues in "utrition and Dietetics 1.2 1.2   
DTCS 321 "utrition and Human Metabolism 4.2     
DTCS 341 Introduction to Clinical "utrition 5.2 5.2   
DTCS 342 Medical "utrition Therapy I 5.2 5.2   
DTCS 343 Medical "utrition Therapy II 5.2 5.2   
DTCS 371 Quantity Food Purchasing, Production, and Service 5.2 5.2   
DTCS 372 Food Systems .rganization and Management 4.2 4.2   
RELR 4^^ Upper Division Relational   3.2   
RELT 436 Adventist Heritage and Health 3.2 2.2   
Totals 52.2  52.2  —  
 
Senior Year  45S5 45S5/M5S5 
M5S5 
(DPD) 
^^^^ ^^^ Elective Undergraduate electives as needed   4.2-13.2   
AHCT 325 Infectious Disease and the Health Care Provider 1.2 1.2 1.2 
AHCT 331 Human Resource Management   3.2   
AHCT 427 Financial Management 2.2     
AHCT 471 Statistics and Research for Health Professionals I 3.2     
AHCT 472 Statistics and Research for Health Professionals II 3.2     
DTCS 395 "utrition and Dietetics Practicum 12.2     
DTCS 396 Food Systems Management--Affiliation   6.2 6.2 
DTCS 397 Community "utrition Affiliation   6.2 6.2 
DTCS 425 Senior Seminar 1.2 1.2 1.2 
DTCS 442 "utrition Counseling 3.2     
DTCS 445 "utrition Care Management 4.2 4.2 4.2 
DTCS 452 Advanced "utrition 4.2     
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+T56 783 0dva(-ed :edi-al "utritio( T<era=> 3.0 3.0   
+T56 7A2 Bood 6-ie(-e 7.0 7.0   
+T56 7C3 :edi-al "utritio(DT<era=> 0EEiliatio( 2F.0     
+T56 7CA GHer-ise I<>sioloJ> i( :edi-alD"utritio( T<era=> 3.0     
+T56 7KK "utritio( a(d +ieteti-s L(de=e(de(t 6tud>   F.0   
RGNG 78C 5<ristia( Gt<i-s a(d 1ealt< 5are 3.0 3.0 3.0 
RGNR 7OO P==er +ivisio( Relatio(al F.0     
Totals A0.0  3C.0D7A.0  F2.0  
 
!raduate Program  B.S. B.S.0M.S. 
M.S. 
(DPD) 
+T56 8FA I<arQa-oloJ> i( :edi-al "utritio( T<era=>   F.0 F.0 
+T56 887 0dva(-ed :edi-al "utritio( T<era=>     3.0 
+T56 8C7 0dva(-ed Bood 6>steQs :a(aJeQe(t   3.0 3.0 
+T56 8CA GHer-ise I<>sioloJ> i( :edi-al "utritio( T<era=>   3.0 3.0 
GI+: 80K Iri(-i=les oE G=ideQioloJ> L   3.0 3.0 
"PTR 807 "utritio(al :etaRolisQ   8.0 8.0 
"PTR 80K IuRli- 1ealt< "utritio( a(d SioloJ>   3.0 3.0 
"PTR 82C 0dva(-ed "utritio( LT 5arRo<>drates a(d Ni=ids   7.0 7.0 
"PTR 82U 0dva(-ed "utritio( LLT Irotei(sV WitaQi(sV a(d :i(erals   7.0 7.0 
"PTR 82K I<>to-<eQi-als   F.0 F.0 
"PTR 8FA "utritio( 5ou(seli(J a(d Gdu-atio(   F.0   
"PTR 838 Resear-< 0==li-atio(s i( "utritio(   3.0 3.0 
"PTR 8A7 5o(teQ=orar> Lssues oE WeJetaria( +iets   F.0 F.0 
"PTR A08 6eQi(ar i( "utritio(   2.0 2.0 
"PTR AK7 Resear-<   7.0 7.0 
RGNO 8OO XraduateDlevel ReliJio(   3.0   
RGNG 837 Gt<i-al Lssues i( IuRli- 1ealt<     3.0 
6T0T 80K Xe(eral 6tatisti-s   7.0 7.0 
Totals /  7U.0  7K.0  
 
Affiliation  
0EEiliatio( u(its do (ot -ou(t toYard Qi(iQuQ Jraduate u(its required Eor t<e 
deJree.  B.S. B.S.0M.S. 
M.S. 
(DPD) 
+T56 8CU 5li(i-al "utritio( 0EEiliatio( [A.0D2F.0\   2U.0 2U.0 
Totals /  /  /  
O;erall Totals >>?.@  
>AB.@C
>DD.@ 
E@.@  
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NUTRITION CAR* MANAG*M*NT-M.S. 
The M.S. degree in nutrition care management is a 
postprofessional degree for registered dietitians who 
seek advancement into administrative roles in their 
current position or in another institution. Nutrition 
care management refers to the administration and 
management of the delivery of nutrition care in a 
broad sense. It includes the management of nutrition 
care dietitians as they provide medical nutrition 
therapy to a patient; it also includes preparation to 
become an assistant director in a food and nutrition 
service in either medical nutrition therapy or food 
service management. Finally, it also means 
preparation to become the director of the food and 
nutrition department in medical centers or in school 
food service. The emphasis of the program in 
management is to effectively use the resources 
available to achieve the mission of the employing 
organization. 
This degree is a Oeb-based, online program in which 
all courses are offered via the Internet. No more than 
two classes are offered each quarter. Although the 
student is able to individually customize the program 
to some degree, s/he is expected to keep up to date 
with the discussion and projects assigned in each 
class. Courses must be completed by the end of the 
quarter specified. 
Mission of the online program 
The mission of the Master of Science degree in 
nutrition care management is to prepare leadership 
personnel in nutrition care and multidepartmental 
management. Graduates will exhibit a Christian 
managerial style in their approach to achieving 
objectives and dealing with customers and 
employees; as well as in applying ethical principles to 
all aspects of life. Graduates will be proactive scholars 
who strive to meet the needs of our dynamic society 
by becoming creative thinkers who apply and use 
research to advance the practice of nutrition and 
dietetics, and by developing and implementing public 
policy. 
The Master of Science degree in nutrition care 
management will be offered via distance education 
using Blackboard, an Internet-based learning system. 
Students will not be required to take any courses on 
campus during the two years of the online program. 
The 48-unit program includes courses offered by the 
Department of Nutrition and Dietetics in the School 
of Allied Health Professions, by the M.B.A. degree 
program in the School of Public Health, and by the 
School of Religion. 
Goals of the online program 
The goals of the Master of Science degree in nutrition 
care management are to: 
! Further the education and training of 
registered dietitians who are advanced-level 
practitioners and/or managers, as well as 
potential leaders in the profession; and who 
are willing to serve not only the Seventh-day 
Adventist health care community but also 
the greater community by promoting 
optimum health and nutrition. 
! Graduate trained professionals who are 
effective managers, competent leaders, 
educators, and researchers thoroughly 
prepared to contribute to the profession's 
body of knowledge through publications, 
professional presentations, and advocacy. 
 
Student learning outcomes 
The learning outcomes for the Master of Science 
degree in nutrition care management include 
preparing the Registered Dietitian to: 
1. Demonstrate in-depth knowledge of 
nutrition and dietetics, and to serve the 
needs of the global community at advanced 
practice levels. 
2. Apply a Christian approach to all aspects of 
ethics, management, and leadership within 
his/her area of responsibility and in his/her 
personal life. 
3. Exhibit an investigative spirit and to 
continue to attain knowledge and develop 
professional competency for advanced-level 
practice. 
4. Use current issues and environmental 
information from his/her system's external 
and internal environment to influence 
and/or adapt to changes that will impact the 
organization and/or public policy. 
5. Apply research, statistical methods, and 
current technology to evaluate and improve 
his/her areas of responsibility. 
6. Engage in program development to serve the 
needs of the global community. 
7. Contribute to the profession's body of 
knowledge by publishing or giving oral 
presentations of cogent research results. 
8. Develop executive management and 
leadership skills to achieve personal and 
corporate goals. 
 
Admission 
The program is open to registered dietitians who have 
had at least two years of experience in the profession 
and who are passionate about their role as a potential 
manager in the profession. To be considered for 
acceptance into this graduate program, the applicant 
must present: 
! A transcript indicating completion of the 
academic requirements for registration as a 
dietitian 
! A G.P.A. of 3.0 or above 
! A letter of application 
! A letter of recommendation from his/her 
supervisor and/or department head 
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! the name of a mentor who will be a member 
of the team supporting the student through 
the educational experience. Other members 
of the team include the individual student, 
the academic faculty, and the student's 
faculty advisor. 
PROGRAM OF INSTRUCTION 
Teaching methodology 
The Master of Science degree in nutrition care 
management will be offered via an online format 
utiliFing Blackboard 7.1 Community and Learning 
System. The nutrition and dietetics faculty have 
approved an online syllabus template and Blackboard 
set-up template to ensure that certain course 
management strategies are in place and consistent 
throughout the program. Prior to beginning the 
program, students will complete an online course that 
teaches the skills necessary to operate effectively in 
this online learning environment. Students will be 
expected to attend a two-day, on-campus orientation 
prior to beginning their course work. The orientation 
will include: 
Day 1—On-site orientation 
Morning 
! Introduction of faculty and advisor 
! Introduction to Loma Linda University's 
mission and fundamental values 
! Orientation to the Master of Science degree 
in nutrition care management—including 
mission, student learning expectations, and 
learning outcomes 
! Introduction to Blackboard—including its 
various components, such as discussion 
boards, posting, and accessing course 
information and assignments 
! Downloading and posting information from 
Blackboard 
! Log-in issues 
 
Afternoon 
! "etiquette 
! Online library tutorial 
! Tour of Loma Linda University Medical 
Center 
! Drayson Center 
! Seventh-day Adventists and their heritage 
 
Day 2—On-site orientation 
Morning 
! Technology strategies and tips for 
communication and successful participation 
! Rebcam and Sahoo chat 
! Registration 
! Contact information for University Records 
and Financial Aid 
! Expectations for mentor 
! Sahoo and Google meeting space 
 
Autumn Quarter  Units 
AHCX 545 Legal and Ethical Issues in the Health Professions 3.0 
HADM 52] OrganiFational Behavior in Health Care 3.0 
Totals 6.0  
 
Winter Quarter  Units 
AHCX 331 Human Resource Management 3.0 
DTCS 554 Advanced Medical "utrition Therapy 3.0 
Totals 6.0  
 
Spring Quarter  Units 
PHTH 536 Research and Statistics II 3.0 
RELT 557 Theology of Human Suffering 3.0 
Totals 6.0  
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!"#$%&'(")*+'!,--"*'.,)*/"*  Units 
DTCS 898 Nutrition Care Marketing 1.C 
DADM EC2 DealtG SHstems Strategic Klanning 1.C 
Totals E.C  
 
0,/,-%'.,)*/"*  Units 
ADCL 8EE TGeoretical Moundations of -eadersGip 1.C 
ADCL 8QR Instructional Effectiveness  1.C 
Totals E.C  
 
12%/"*'.,)*/"*  Units 
DTCS 81E DealtG Care Minancial Management 1.C 
DADM EC0 DealtG SHstemsTOperations Management 1.C 
Totals E.C  
 
!3*2%4'.,)*/"*  Units 
DTCS ERE Nutrition CareTManagement KroUect E.C 
Totals E.C  
 
562*&'(")*+'!,--"*'.,)*/"*  Units 
DTCS 8C8 /raduate Seminar—Kortfolio 1.C 
DTCS 8QR Capstone Course in Nutrition Care Management 1.C 
Totals E.C  
78"*)99'5$/)9: ;<=>  
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!ccupational T-erap01A3 
(Entr067e8el 9.!.T.; <ostprofessional 
9.!.T.; !.T.D.) 
LIANE H. HE<ITT, Department Chair and Program 
Director for Entry-Level Master of Occupational 
Therapy, and Postprofessional Master of 
Occupational Therapy 
IUDITH A. PALLADINO, Academic Coordinator for 
Fieldwork Education, Occupational Therapy Program 
HEATHER A. IAOAHERIAN, Program Director for 
Doctor of Occupational Therapy Program 
AACC7TD 
Beth Aune-Nelson 
L. Christine Billock 
Ioyce A. Cabrera 
Sheryl L. Clemons 
Noha S. Daher 
Michael S. Davis 
Deborah Enix 
Bonnie I. Forrester 
Luella M. Grangaard 
Sathryn I. Gunderson 
Diane S. Hardy 
Liane H. Hewitt 
Ioyce <. Hopp 
Shu-Chuan Hsu 
Esther M. Huecker 
Heather A. Iavaherian 
Iohn <. Serr, Ir. 
Tonia A. Simber 
Bradford D. Martin 
Danielle I. Meglio 
Ianette L. Morey 
Laurie E. Nelson 
Harold T. Neuendorff 
Nancy Olsen 
Iudith A. Palladino 
Sharon L. Pavlovich 
Saren M. Pendleton 
AreVou Salamat 
Ernest R. Schwab 
Patricia Shiokari 
Diana Su-Erickson 
Heather I. Thomas 
Donna G. Thorpe 
Wvonne C. Trousdale 
Christine M. <ietlisbach 
Grenith I. Ximmerman 
 
The occupational therapist works with persons who 
find it difficult to cope with psychological or 
physiological dysfunction. 
The primary concern of the therapist is to stimulate 
those changes in behavior patterns that will increase 
the patient's personal independence and ability to 
work within his/her cultural and personal milieu. To 
accomplish this goal, the occupational therapist 
evaluates the patient; sets up treatment goals; and 
works together with the occupational therapy 
assistant in selecting tasks from the gamut of normal 
daily self-care activities, using them to assist the 
patient in gaining independent living skills regardless 
of disability or handicap. 
Essential to the role of occupational therapy is an 
interest in the behavioral sciences and a concern for 
the individual's need to find proper adjustments to 
life's circumstances. A desire to teach and a 
background or interest in medical science are 
beneficial. Those inclined to mechanical or scientific 
techniques are suited to helping patients develop 
their capacities for employment. Others find that they 
can use their interests in creative arts, crafts, music, 
and teaching to work with disabled homemakers, 
children, and retired persons. 
!pportunities 
Occupational therapists practice in general hospitals, 
rehabilitation centers, pediatric or psychiatric clinics, 
schools, skilled nursing facilities, home care, and 
outpatient community-centered programs (including 
hand rehabilitation, work evaluation, and adult day 
care facilities). Occupational therapy professionals 
have a wide choice of positions (using varied 
therapeutic skills with individuals of varying age and 
disability) and opportunities for advancement. 
Accreditation 
The Occupational Therapy Program is accredited by 
the Accreditation Council for Occupational Therapy 
Education (ACOTE), P.O. Box 31220, Bethesda, MD 
20824-1220; telephone: 301/652-2682, <eb site 
<www.aota.org>. 
<rofessional registration 
Upon satisfactory completion of the occupational 
therapy entry-level M.O.T. degree—including 
completion of Level II fieldwork within twenty-four 
months following completion of academic 
preparation, and upon recommendation of the 
faculty—the graduate is eligible to take the national 
certification examination administered by the 
National Board for Certification for Occupational 
Therapy (NBCOT). The board offers computeriVed 
examinations on demand throughout the year. After 
successful completion of this examination, the 
individual will be an occupational therapist, 
registered (OTR). 
Many states require licensure in order to practice; 
however, state licenses are based on the results of the 
NBCOT certification examination. The American 
Occupational Therapy Association provides 
recognition essential to the practice of occupational 
therapy in the United States and most foreign 
countries. Information about qualifying examinations 
can be obtained at the office of the department chair. 
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When the graduate applies to write the certification 
examination with NBCOT, sIhe will be asked to 
answer questions related to the topic of felonies. 
Felony convictions may affect a candidate's ability to 
sit for the national certification examination or obtain 
state licensure. For further information on these 
limitations, contact NBCOT at 12 S. Summit Avenue, 
Suite 100, Gaithersburg, MD 20877-4150[ telephone 
301I990-7979, Web site ]www.nbcot.org^. Graduates 
practicing in the state of California must acquire 
licensure from the California Board of Occupational 
Therapy. For further information, contact CBOT at 
916I263-2294[ email_ ]cbot`dca.ca.gov^. The office 
address is 2005 Evergreen Street, Suite 2050, 
Sacramento, CA 95815-3831. 
!ro$essional associations 
Students are eligible for membership in the American 
Occupational Therapy Association and Occupational 
Therapy Association of Californiaatwo organibations 
that foster development and improvement of service 
and education. Students are encouraged to become 
members, read the cournal, and attend local 
professional meetings. The national association 
address is_ American Occupational Therapy 
Association, P. O. Box 31220, Bethesda, MD 20824-
1220. Web site_ ]www.aota.org^[ telephone_ 800I729-
2682. The state association address is_ Occupational 
Therapy Association of California, PO Box 276567, 
Sacramento, CA 95827-6567. Web site_ 
]www.otaconline.org^[ telephone_ 888I686-3225. 
.CC0!A23.4A5 2678A!Y:7428Y;
57<75 =AS278 .? .CC0!A23.4A5 
2678A!Y 
The Occupational Therapy Program begins with the 
Summer euarter. Admission to the Entry-Level 
Master of The Occupational Therapy Program cunior 
and senior years at this University is based on 
presentation of credit for two academic years of 
prerequisites earned at an accredited college or 
university, as listed under AdmissionaEntry-Level 
Master of Occupational Therapy. 
Students who already have a previous baccalaureate 
degree in another macor may apply under option two, 
based on specific prerequisites listed under 
AdmissionaOption Two. 
The curriculum is built on three levels of learning_ 
foundation, practice, and professional. These levels of 
learning represent curriculum content that supports 
the student's progressive growth and knowledge. 
Initially, students focus primarily on foundation 
knowledge courses in basic sciences combined with 
concepts of wholeness and looking at their own, as 
well as others' occupational worlds. Next, the 
curriculum emphasibes student learning of core 
occupational therapy practice. Subsequently, the 
curriculum provides opportunities for the student to 
develop professional competency in research and in 
program developmentIevaluation[ and to envision 
how the occupational therapy profession enhances 
health care trends. Classroom instruction is integrated 
with supervised fieldwork practice at approved 
community programs. 
C!8 certi$ication 
Students are required to have current 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) certification 
(adult and child) for all scheduled clinical experience. 
All CPR certifications must be completed at a health 
care provider level and accredited through the 
American Heart Association. Classes are available on 
campus at Life Support Education University Arts 
building, 24887 Taylor Street, Suite 102. 
3mmuniBations 
Students are required to have a current tuberculosis 
test and titers for varicella, MMR, tetanus, diptheria, 
and hepatitis B series for all scheduled fieldwork 
experience. 
Clinical eCperience 
For the two, three-month fieldwork experiences 
(Winter euarter of the second year and Winter 
euarter of the third year), the student is assigned for 
experience at approved hospitals and in community 
health care programs. Assignments cannot always be 
arranged in the immediate community because of 
limited facilities[ students are responsible for their 
own transportation. Level II fieldwork must be 
completed within twenty-four months of the didactic 
course work. Students must also clear fingerprinting 
and background checks prior to beginning fieldwork. 
2he program outcomes 
At the end of the Master of Occupational Therapy 
program, students will_ 
1. Articulate the history of the profession, the 
scope and role of occupational therapy 
within health care, and its contributions to 
the quality of life. 
2. Engage in occupational therapy practice to 
promote client(s) participation in society. 
3. Engage in global critical thinking to envision 
future possibilities for personal, professional, 
and societal potential. 
4. Understand how lifestyle impacts health and 
consider person-environment factors in 
establishing interventions in the clinical and 
community settings. 
5. Use research literature to inform clinical 
decisions and engage in research that 
contributes to best practice. 
6. Integrate Christ-centered values in personal 
living and professional practice. 
AG=3SS3.4H .!23.4 .47 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (B.S.) AND MASTER OF 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY (M.O.T.) TRACi 
Option one is for individuals who do not have an 
earned bachelor's degree from an accredited college 
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or university. :raduates <ill receive a Bachelor of 
Science degree in health science and a Master of 
Occupational Therapy degree. 
To be eligible for admissionD the applicant must have 
completed a minimum of 96 Guarter units at an 
accredited college or university. 
!lease 'ote* :rades of C- are not transferable for 
credit. 
!rere,-.s.te 
Humanities—20 units minimum (choose minimum of 
three areas fromM historyD literatureD philosophyD 
foreign languageD artNmusic appreciation or historyD 
applied artNmusic) 
Included in this minimumD 4 units of religion per year 
of attendance at a Seventh-day Adventist college or 
university 
Human anatomy and physiology <ith laboratoryD 
complete seGuence 
Select one additional content area from chemistryD 
physicsD or physical science 
T<o years high school mathematics <ith grades of C 
or betterD or intermediate algebra 
Sociology 
:eneral psychology 
Human gro<th and development 
English compositionD complete seGuence 
Speech 
Personal health or nutrition 
T<o physical activity courses 
Electives to meet the minimum total reGuirementM 96 
Guarter units 
/or0 e12er.e'3e 
A minimum of forty hours of documented 
observation in an OT setting is reGuired before 
application <ill be considered for admission. 
4567887O:* O!T7O: T/O 
MASTER OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY (M.O.T.) 
TRACZ 
Option t<o is for individuals <ho have earned a 
baccalaureate degree in another ma[orD from an 
accredited college or university. :raduates <ill 
receive a Master of Occupational Therapy degree 
ONLY. 
PRERE\UISITE 
The applicant must complete the follo<ing sub[ect 
reGuirements at an accredited college or universityM 
Human anatomy and physiology <ith laboratoryD 
complete seGuence 
Select one additional science course from chemistryD 
physicsD or physical science 
For option t<oD prereGuisites may be <aived at the 
discretion of the Department of Occupational 
Therapy. 
/or0 e12er.e'3e 
A minimum of forty hours of documented 
observation in an OT setting is reGuired before 
application <ill be considered for admission. 
 <O2t.o' O'e a'= O2t.o' T>o? 
@-'.or AearB 8-CCer D-arter  E.8.G6.O.T. !r.or E.8. 
AHCJ 412 Anatomy 9.0 9.0 
OCTH 301 Introduction to Occupational Therapy 2.0 2.0 
OCTH 305 Terminology for Occupational Therapy Practice 2.0 2.0 
OCTH 331 Functional Zinesiology 3.0 3.0 
Totals 16.0  16.0  
 
4-t-C' D-arter  E.8.G6.O.T. !r.or E.8. 
AHCJ 305 Infectious Disease and the Health Care Provider 1.0 1.0 
AHCJ 404 Pharmacology 1.0 1.0 
OCTH 309 Human Occupation across the Lifespan 5.0 5.0 
OCTH 314 Tas` Analysis 2.0 2.0 
OCTH 321 Intervention TechniGues and Strategies I 2.0 2.0 
OCTH 341 Functional Neuroscience 3.0 3.0 
RELT 423 Loma Linda Perspectives 2.0   
Totals 16.0  14.0  
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!inter Quarter  B.S./M.O.T. Prior B.S. 
AHC4 567 Pathology # 5.6 5.6 
OCTH 16A /roup Eynamics and #nterMention 7.6 7.6 
OCTH 10N Therapeutic Oedia 7.6 7.6 
OCTH 10P Occupational Therapy Practicum # 7.6 7.6 
OCTH 5N0 Eisorders of Human Performance # N.6 N.6 
&%L% 5NP Christian %thics and Health Care 7.6 7.6 
Totals 0P.6  0P.6  
 
Spring Quarter  B.S./M.O.T. Prior B.S. 
AHC4 561 Pathology ## 1.6 1.6 
AHC4 5P0 Statistics and &esearch for Health Professionals # 1.6 1.6 
OCTH 10A Eesign and Technology 7.6 7.6 
OCTH 102 Occupational Therapy Practicum ## 7.6 7.6 
OCTH 557 Case Analysis, &easoning, and Oanagement # 7.6 7.6 
OCTH 5N7 Eisorders of Human Performance ## N.6 N.6 
&%LT 50A /od and Human Suffering 7.6   
Totals 0S.6  0P.6  
 
Senior Year, Summer Quarter  B.S./M.O.T. Prior B.S. 
AHC4 5P7 Statistics and &esearch for Health Professionals ## 1.6 1.6 
OCTH 50P Occupational Therapy Practicum ### 7.6 7.6 
OCTH 510 #nterMention TechniTues and Strategies ## 1.6 1.6 
OCTH 551 Case Analysis, &easoning, and Oanagement ## 7.6 7.6 
OCTH 5N1 Eisorders of Human Performance ### 5.6 5.6 
Totals 05.6  05.6  
 
Autumn Quarter  B.S./M.O.T. Prior B.S. 
OCTH 502 Occupational Therapy Practicum #$ 7.6 0.6 
OCTH 51N UpperU%Vtremity &ehaWilitation and Splinting 1.6 1.6 
OCTH 5NN Case Analysis, &easoning, and Oanagement ### 1.6 1.6 
OCTH 5NA Community Practice 7.6 7.6 
OCTH N7A Business Topics in Health Care 7.6 7.6 
OCTH N50 Current Trends in Occupational Therapy Practice # 1.6 1.6 
&%L& 5PN Art of #ntegratiMe Care 7.6   
Totals 0P.6  05.6  
 
!inter Quarter  B.S./M.O.T. Prior B.S. 
OCTH 5S0 FieldZor[ %Vperience # 07.6 07.6 
Totals 07.6  07.6  
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!"#$%#&'()'#"*(+,"-./(0%#"&'"  12+23425262 7"-8"(12+2 
OCTH 542 Current Trends in Occupational Therapy Practice II 3.0 3.0 
OCTH 544 Advanced Occupational Therapy History 3.0 3.0 
OCTH 563 Professional Competency Development I 1.0 1.0 
OCTH 5F1 Research I 3.0 3.0 
Totals 10.0  10.0  
 
+%99'"(0%#"&'"  12+23425262 7"-8"(12+2 
HHHH HHH Elective Graduate elective 3.0 3.0 
OCTH 551 Theoretical Perspectives on Occupation 3.0 3.0 
OCTH 561 Program Development/Design I 3.0 3.0 
OCTH 564 Professional Competency Development II 1.0 1.0 
OCTH 5F2 Research II 2.0 2.0 
Totals 12.0  12.0  
 
:%&%9.(0%#"&'"  12+23425262 7"-8"(12+2 
OCTH 552 Graduate Seminar 3.0 3.0 
OCTH 562 Program Development/Design II 3.0 3.0 
OCTH 565 Professional Competency Development III 1.0 1.0 
OCTH 5F3 Research III 2.0 2.0 
RELR 536 Spirituality and Everyday Life 3.0 3.0 
Totals 12.0  12.0  
 
;-.&'"(0%#"&'"  12+23425262 7"-8"(12+2 
OCTH 591 Fieldwork Experience II 12.0 12.0 
Totals 12.0  12.0  
5<'"#==(68&#=> ?@A2B ?@B2B 
 
A minimum grade of C with an overall G.P.A. of 2.5 is 
required for all courses in the program. 
The program of instruction is full time for each 
quarter. Academic credit of less than 12 units per 
quarter does not indicate less than full-time work. 
5CCD7:6E5F:G(6HIJ:7)K
75+67J5LI++E5F:G(4:+6IJ(5L(
5CCD7:6E5F:G(6HIJ:7)(
6M'(,"8/"#9(
The postprofessional masterUs degree program is 
designed for the occupational therapist with an entry-
level baccalaureate degree in occupational therapy 
who wishes to pursue advanced studies in the 
profession. 
:$9->>-8.(
To be eligible for admission, the applicant must have 
earned a bachelorUs degree or postbaccalaureate 
certificate in occupational therapy from an accredited 
program, with a minimum G.P.A. of 3.0. The 
applicant must also be certified by the National Board 
for Certification in Occupational Therapy (NBCOT). 
The applicantUs recommendations, interview, personal 
statement, and work experience are also considered in 
the admissions screening process. 
International students with no NBCOT certification 
must have graduated from a WFOT-recogni]ed 
university and complete the required fieldwork 
experience for their degree. TOEFL score of 550 
(paper-based), or 80 (Internet-based), is required for 
students speaking English as a second language. 
Foreign transcript reports must be submitted from 
either the Association of American College Registrars 
and Admissions Officers (AACRAO), Education 
!"#$E&S#(Y +A(A-./ 012
+redentials E<aluators ?E+E@, or Borld Education 
Ser<ices ?BES@D 
The program outcomes 
At the end oF the postproFessional masterIs degree 
program, students willL 
0D Mecome leaders in occupational therapy, 
occupying a Oroad range oF roles in 
education, clinical practice, or administration 
within a <ariety oF clinical settingsD 
PD Qemonstrate ad<anced specialiRation and 
proFessional sSillsD 
TD Qemonstrate the sSills to respond to the 
changing needs oF societyD 
1D #ntegrate +hrist-centered <alues in personal 
li<ing and proFessional practiceD 
 
P&E&EQ!#S#(E 
Maccalaureate degree in occupational therapy From an 
accredited institutionD 
PR1GRAM 15 I7STRUCTI17 
(he curriculum is Fi<e quarters in length For Full-time students, or may Oe tailored For part-time studentsD 
Major  !nits 
.+(H ZP[ Musiness (opics in Health +are TD2 
.+(H Z1P +urrent (rends in .ccupational (herapy Practice ## TD2 
.+(H Z11 Ad<anced .ccupational (herapy History TD2 
.+(H ZZ0 (heoretical Perspecti<es on .ccupation TD2 
.+(H ZZP /raduate Seminar TD2 
.+(H Z[T ProFessional +ompetency Qe<elopment # 0D2 
.+(H Z[1 ProFessional +ompetency Qe<elopment ## 0D2 
.+(H Z[Z ProFessional +ompetency Qe<elopment ### 0D2 
(otals 0\D2  
 
Cognates  !nits 
AH+J Z2^ (eaching and -earning Styles TD2 
AH+J Z00 Miostatistics # TD2 
AH+J ZP[ +omputer Applications ## TD2 
AH+J Z^0 &esearch # TD2 
AH+J Z^P &esearch ## PD2 
&E-_ Z__ /raduate-le<el religion TD2 
(otals 0`D2  
 
Electives  !nits 
____ ___ Electi<e 02D2 
(otals 02D2  
1verall Totals 45.0  
 
E1CT1R 15 1CCUPATI17AL 
THERAPH—J1.T.E.K 
The program 
(he Qoctor oF .ccupational (herapy Program 
pro<ides occupational therapists an opportunity to 
Further their education through its FleaiOle online 
FormatD (he online community Fosters learning and 
proFessional growth through creati<e learning 
eaperiences, critical reFlections, and discussionsD 
(he program will taSe approaimately two-and-a-halF 
years to complete in accordance with the proFessional 
doctorate accrediting standards oF the Bestern 
Association oF Schools and +ollegesD (he course worS 
includes emphasis on spirituality, di<ersity, critical 
reasoning, ad<ocacy, participation, education, and 
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resear#-. T-e #apstone pro8e#t is a pro9essional 
rotation :esigne: <0 t-e stu:ent= allo>ing -im@-er to 
#reativel0 eBplore ne> areas o9 pra#ti#e= an: engage 
in innovative resear#- an: programming. 
The program outcomes 
2t t-e en: o9 t-e :o#toral program= stu:ents >illC 
4. 2rti#ulate an: serve t-e #ommunit0 <0 
promoting -ealt- an: t-e integration o9 
min:= <o:0= an: spirit. 
D. Eontri<ute to t-e pro9essionFs <o:0 o9 
Gno>le:ge t-roug- >ritten :issemination o9 
resear#- an: oral presentations. 
H. 2:vo#ate 9or t-e pro9ession= #lient= an: t-ose 
in nee: t-roug- parti#ipation in #ommunit0 
an: pro9essional organiIations. 
5. Eommit to li9elong learning t-roug- 
:is#ipline: a:van#ement o9 Gno>le:ge an: 
parti#ipation in pro9essional a#tivities. 
 
Admission 
To <e eligi<le 9or a:mission= t-e appli#ant must -ave 
earne: a masterFs :egree in o##upational t-erap0 or 
anot-er relate: 9iel: >it- a minimum J.K.2. o9 H.0. 
2ppli#ants ma0 -ave a <a#-elorFs :egree in 
o##upational t-erap0 an: a masterFs :egree in 
o##upational t-erap0 or anot-er relate: 9iel:= or t-e0 
ma0 -ave a <a#-elorFs :egree in a relate: 9iel: an: a 
masterFs :egree in o##upational t-erap0. 2ppli#ants 
in t-e Mnite: States must <e #erti9ie: <0 t-e Oational 
Poar: o9 Eerti9i#ation in O##upational T-erap0 
QOPEOTR. T-e appli#antFs re#ommen:ations= p-one 
intervie>= personal statement= an: >orG eBperien#e 
are also #onsi:ere: in t-e a:missions s#reening 
pro#ess. 
2ppli#ants 9rom ot-er #ountries must su<mit 
veri9i#ation o9 li#ensure an: #erti9i#ation in 
o##upational t-erap0. Soreign trans#ript reports must 
<e su<mitte: 9rom eit-er t-e 2sso#iation o9 2meri#an 
Eollege Tegistrars an: 2:missions O99i#ers 
Q22ET2OR or U:u#ation Ere:entials Uvaluators 
QUEUR. Test o9 Unglis- as a Soreign Vanguage QTOUSVR 
s#ores must <e at least WW0 QpaperX<ase:R or at least 80 
QZnternetX<ase:R. 
KTUTUQMZSZTU 
\asterFs :egree in o##upational t-erap0 or a relate: 
9iel: 9rom an a##re:ite: institution an: siB mont-s o9 
pro9essional pra#ti#e.
 
Major  Mnits 
OET3 600 O##upational S#ien#e H.0 
OET3 604 Spirit o9 ^iverse 2<ilities Z H.0 
OET3 60D Spirit o9 ^iverse 2<ilities ZZ H.0 
OET3 605 3ealt-= So#iet0= an: Karti#ipation H.0 
OET3 60W U:u#ation in O##upational T-erap0 H.0 
OET3 606 Vea:ers-ip in O##upational T-erap0 H.0 
OET3 644 Tesear#- ZC Kroposal Writing 5.0 
OET3 645 Tesear#- an: Kro9essional Totation ZZ W.0 
OET3 6D4 Kro9essional Totation Klanning D.0 
OET3 6DD Kro9essional Totation Kroposal 4.0 
OET3 6DH Kro9essional Totation 5.0 
OET3 6DW Kro9essional Totation ZZZ 5.0 
OET3 6D` Kro9essional Ku<li#ation an: ^issemination W.0 
Totals 5H.0  
 
UN#V%RS#TY CATAL.G 112
 
!ognates  Units 
AHC8 9:; Critical Analysis of Scientific Literature EF: 
HPR. ;:H Principles of Health KehaLior EF: 
R%L% ;21 Christian Kioethics EF: 
R%LR ;E; Spirituality and Mental Health EF: 
R%LT ;EH Christian Understanding of God and Humanity EF: 
Totals 1;F:  
)verall .otals /012  
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Ort$otics and Prost$etics/01 
2Postprofessional 6.8.9 
0d:ission 
To be eligible for admission, the applicant must have 
earned a baccalaureate degree in orthotics and 
prosthetics or a baccalaureate degree in any ma@or 
and an orthotics or prosthetics certificate degree from 
an accredited college or university. There is no GRE 
requirement for acceptance into this program. 
TO<=> score 
A TOEFL score of 550 (213 if computer generated or 
80 if Internet-based) is required for foreign students. 
All foreign transcripts, including high school, must be 
submitted to an approved evaluation service. The list 
of the three approved services can be obtained from 
the School of Allied Health Professions admissions 
office. Results of the evaluation are to be sent to this 
university directly from the evaluation center. Official 
foreign transcripts must be sent to the School of 
Allied Health Professions, directly from school to 
school, at the time of application. 
T$e pro?ra: 
The Postprofessional Master of Science Program in 
orthotics and prosthetics is designed for individuals 
Rith a baccalaureate degree in orthotics and 
prosthetics or a baccalaureate degree in any ma@or 
and an orthotics or prosthetics certificate degree from 
an accredited college or university Rho Rish to 
pursue advanced studies in their profession. 
Practice credentials 
The educational requirements for orthotic and 
prosthetic practitioners has progressively increased 
since the American Soard of Certification in Orthotics 
and Prosthetics (ASC) originally set the standards for 
the unique balance of technical skills, rehabilitation 
techniques, and medical engineering in 1948. The 
National Commission of Orthotic and Prosthetic 
Education (NCOPE), the professional accrediting 
body, has set a minimum requirement for educational 
and experiential guidelines for the provision of 
orthotic and prosthetic care. Several states have 
licensing laRs regarding the provision of orthotic and 
prosthetic care. Credentials are evaluated based on 
the applicable entry-level education or 
postbaccalaureate certification. Postprofessional 
education cannot be used for this purpose. 
>earnin? outco:es 
In addition to the stated institutional learning 
outcomes the postprofessional Master of Science 
degree in orthotics and prosthetics student is 
expected to meet the folloRing programmatic 
learning outcomes: 
Outcome 1— Discovery. Students Rill demonstrate a 
commitment to discovery. 
Outcome 2— Science. Students Rill use basic science 
knoRledge to advance orthotics and 
prosthetics practice. 
Outcome 3— Global outreach. Students Rill provide 
orthotic and prosthetic care to the larger 
Rorld population. 
Outcome 4— Clinical excellence. Students Rill 
provide advanced patient-specific 
orthotic and prosthetic care. 
Outcome 5— Education excellence. Students Rill 
demonstrate a commitment to the 
promotion of the profession through 
excellence in teaching. 
Outcome 6— Administration. Students Rill 
demonstrate a commitment to the 
promotion of the profession through 
excellence in administration. 
 
 
Required  Units 
AHC] 509 Teaching and Learning Styles 3.0 
AHC] 511 Siostatistics I 3.0 
AHC] 519 Graduate ^holeness Portfolio 1.0 
AHC] 535 Advanced Physiology II: Exercise and Thermoregulation 3.0 
AHC] 544 Advanced Functional Neuroanatomy 3.0 
AHC] 545 Legal and Ethical Issues in the Health Professions 3.0 
AHC] 591 Research I 3.0 
AHC] 592 Research II 3.0 
AHC] 696 Research Rotations 2.0 
ORPR 504 Materials Science in Orthotics and Prosthetics  3.0 
ORPR 505 Current Issues in Orthotics and Prosthetics 3.0 
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ORPR 305 Advanced Specialty Tracks in Orthotics and Prosthetics F.0 
PHTH 313 Topics in Rehabilitation F.0 
PHTH 32K Pathokinesiology of Gait F.0 
PHTH 5F0 Kinetics of the Human BodyR Physics-Based Kinesiology F.0 
RELR 323 Health Care and the Dynamics of Christian Leadership F.0 
Totals 13.0  
O"erall Totals ,-./  
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Ph#sical Therapist Assistant—AH 
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6EA88I8E STUART =E8DES, Program Director 
CARDL 6. APPLETD8, Assistant Program Director; 
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FAC9LTY 
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Steven D. 8ewton 
Ronald =. Rea 
 
The physical therapist assistant is a skilled 
paraprofessional health care worker who, under the 
direction and supervision of a physical therapist, 
implements selected components of the patient's 
treatment program. The extent to which the physical 
therapist assistant is involved in treatment depends 
upon the supervising therapist. 
A planned patient-care program is carried out by the 
assistant, following established procedures. Duties of 
the physical therapist assistant include: training 
patients in exercises and activities of normal daily 
living; performing treatment interventions; utilizing 
special equipment; assisting in performing tests, 
evaluations, and complex treatment procedures; and 
observing and reporting the patient's responses. 
The rehabilitation team may include the occupational 
therapist, nurse, speech and hearing therapist, 
respiratory therapist, recreational therapist, 
physician, social worker, chaplain, vocational 
counselor, dietitian, and psychologist. This team has 
as its objective the optimum functional restoration 
and rehabilitation of patients disabled by illness or 
injury. 
Opportunities 
Physical therapy offers a career for men and women 
who are interested in medical science and who enjoy 
working with people. Physical Therapist Assistant 
Program graduates have a wide choice of 
opportunities with medical groups, hospitals, 
rehabilitation centers, outpatient clinics, national and 
state agencies, and school systems. For those who 
desire to further their education, =aster of Physical 
Therapy, Doctor of Physical Therapy, and Doctor of 
Physical Therapy Science programs are available. 
The program 
The Physical Therapist Assistant Program (PTA), 
which is fifteen months in length, leads to the 
Associate in Science degree and professional 
licensure. The program begins with the sophomore 
year. Instruction begins in 6une; graduation is the 
following 6une. Dfficial program completion, 
however, is when clinical affiliations are completed—
usually by the end of September. 
Clinical eAperience 
Supervised clinical experience is obtained in a variety 
of settings during the program. Students complete a 
two-week practicum and three major clinical 
assignments, each six weeks in length. 
All clinical assignments will be made by the 
coordinator of clinical education or a designate (or 
program director). Because of the limited number of 
local facilities available, assignments cannot be made 
on the basis of the student's family/marital status or 
personal preference. 
Although the department makes an effort to 
accommodate the student's preference, the student 
agrees to accept the clinical assignment made by the 
department at any of the affiliated facilities, whether 
local or out of state. 
Accreditation 
The program is accredited by the Commission on 
Accreditation in Physical Therapy Education of the 
American Physical Therapy Association, 1111 8orth 
Fairfax Street, Alexandria, \A 22314; telephone, 
703/706-3245. 
CPR certification 
Students are required to have current health care 
provider cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) 
certification (adult, child, and infant) for all scheduled 
clinical experience. CPR certification must be 
completed at the American Heart Association health 
care provider level. Certification may be completed 
prior to beginning the program of study or may be 
obtained at Loma Linda University. Classes are 
available on campus at Life Support Education, 
University Arts building, 24887 Taylor Street, Suite 
102. 
Transportation 
Students are required to have their own 
transportation to and from clinical sites. 
Professional licensing 
Satisfactory completion of the degree requirements 
and clinical affiliations qualifies the student to sit for 
the 8ational Physical Therapist Assistant Licensing 
Examination. Licensure is not required in all states for 
the physical therapist assistant to practice. 
Information about licensure or registration in the state 
in which one wishes to practice can be obtained on 
the Web at <www.fsbpt.org/directory.cfm>. 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*012
Professional association 
'3456738*975*:;9549368*9;6*6<=:=><6*?@;*A6A>6;8B=C*
=7*3B6*,A6;=D97*EBF8=D9<*(B6;9CF*,88@D=93=@7G*(B6*
@>H6D3=I68*@?*3B6*988@D=93=@7*9;6*3@*?@836;*56I6<@CA673*
975*=AC;@I6A673*@?*86;I=D6*975*654D93=@7G*(B=8*
@;:97=J93=@7*:;9738*8345673*A6A>6;8B=C*93*9*7@A=79<*
D@83*3@*4756;:;9549368*@?*9CC;@I65*8DB@@<8G*(B6*
8345673*=8*;6K4=;65*3@*>6D@A6*9*A6A>6;*@?*3B=8*
988@D=93=@7*LB=<6*=7*3B6*C;@:;9AG*(B6*793=@79<*@??=D6*
@?*3B6*,A6;=D97*EBF8=D9<*(B6;9CF*,88@D=93=@7*=8*93*
0000*"@;3B*M9=;?9N*'3;663O*,<6N975;=9O*$,*PPQ01G*
Program philosophy statement 
#7*9DD@;597D6*L=3B*3B6*A=88=@7*@?*-@A9*-=759*
!7=I6;8=3FRS(@*A9T6*A97*LB@<6SR975*@?*3B6*
'DB@@<*@?*,<<=65*U69<3B*E;@?688=@78RS3@*D@73=746*3B6*
B69<=7:*975*369DB=7:*A=7=83;F*@?*V6848*+B;=83SR3B6*
C;@:;9A*=8*D@AA=3365*3@*3B6*B=:B683*56I6<@CA673*@?*
3B6*CBF8=D9<O*6A@3=@79<O*A6739<O*975*8C=;=349<*
D9C9D=3=68*@?*=38*?9D4<3F*975*83456738G*E;@A@3=7:*
LB@<67688*D@783=34368*9*D9;=7:*D@AA=3A673*3@*3B6*
L6<<W>6=7:*@?*@3B6;8O*3@*83456738*975*3@*C;@:;9A*
C6;8@776<X*3@*9D3=I6*67:9:6A673*=7*3B6*95I97D6A673*
@?*3B6*C;@?688=@7X*975*3@*9*<=I=7:*D@786D;93=@7*3@*/@5G*
'3456738*=7*3B=8*C;@:;9A*L=<<*B9I6*@CC@;347=3=68*3@*
56I6<@C*9*D@AA=3A673*3@*6ND6<<67D6*=7*86;I=D6*?@;*
@3B6;8*975*3B6=;*C;@?688=@7O*975*3@*56I6<@C*9*
>=><=D9<<FW=7?@;A65*?9=3B*975*9*D@AA=3A673*3@*<=?6W
<@7:*8C=;=349<*:;@L3BG*
Program mission 
(B6*E(,*C;@:;9A*9??=;A8*3B6*A=88=@7*975*I9<468*@?*
-@A9*-=759*!7=I6;8=3F*975*3B6*'DB@@<*@?*,<<=65*
U69<3B*E;@?688=@78*>F*C;@I=5=7:*97*654D93=@79<*
C;@:;9A*3B93*C;6C9;68*CBF8=D9<*3B6;9C=83*988=839738*
LB@86*<=I68*9;6*>9<97D65*=7*3B6*56I6<@CA673*@?*
=736<<6D3O*8@D=9<*8T=<<8O*D@AC63673*C;9D3=D6O*975*
8C=;=349<*D@776D3=@7G*
Program goals 
#7*@;56;*3@*9DB=6I6*3B6*E(,*C;@:;9A*A=88=@7O*3B6*
E(,*C;@:;9A*:@9<8*9;6*3@Y*
0G E;@I=56*36DB7=D9<*<6I6<*CBF8=D9<*3B6;9CF*
654D93=@7*?@;*3B6*CBF8=D9<*3B6;9C=83*988=83973*
3B93*D4<A=79368*=7*97*,88@D=936*=7*'D=67D6*
56:;66G*
PG E;6C9;6*:;9549368*;695F*3@*C;@I=56*CBF8=D9<*
3B6;9CF*=736;I673=@78*975*86;I=D68*4756;*3B6*
5=;6D3=@7*975*84C6;I=8=@7*@?*<=D67865*
CBF8=D9<*3B6;9C=838*=7*9*I9;=63F*@?*8633=7:8G*
QG E;6C9;6*:;9549368*?@;*86;I=D6*LB@*
56A@783;936*63B=D9<*>6B9I=@;*D@78=83673*L=3B*
<6:9<*975*C;@?688=@79<*839759;58G*
1G E;@I=56*@CC@;347=3=68*?@;*83456738*3@*:9=7*
D@AC988=@7936*=78=:B3*=73@*C;9D3=D68*975*
>6B9I=@;8*?@475*=7*9*I9;=63F*@?*63B7=D*975*
D4<34;9<*>9DT:;@4758*L=3B=7*97*93A@8CB6;6*
@?*;68C6D3*?@;*5=??6;67D68G*
ZG E;@I=56*@CC@;347=3=68*?@;*:;9549368*3@*
D@78=56;*3B6*D@7D6C3*@?*LB@<67688*LB67*
955;688=7:*3B6*76658*@?*3B6*C93=673[D<=673*=7*
36;A8*@?*CBF8=D9<O*A6739<O*975*8C=;=349<*
D@7D6;78G*
2G E;6C9;6*:;9549368*3@*D@AA47=D936*
6??6D3=I6<F*L=3B*C93=673[D<=6738*975*?9A=<F*
LB67*9CC;@C;=936O*L=3B*D@<<69:468*975*L=3B*
@3B6;*A6A>6;8*@?*3B6*B69<3B*D9;6*56<=I6;F*
369AG*
\G ]9=739=7*D@AC<=97D6*L=3B*+,E(%*
6I9<493=I6*D;=36;=9*?@;*E(,*654D93=@79<*
C;@:;9A8G*
*
Program faculty goals 
#7*@;56;*3@*C;@I=56*3B6*<69;7=7:*6NC6;=67D68*76D6889;F*
975*568=;65*3@*C;6C9;6*:;9549368*?@;*C;9D3=D6O*3B6*
:@9<8*@?*3B6*E(,*C;@:;9A*?9D4<3F*9;6*3@Y*
0G U@<5*83936*C;9D3=D6*<=D6784;6*98*L6<<*98*
A6A>6;8B=C*=7*3B6*C;@?688=@79<*
@;:97=J93=@7^8_G*
PG U@<5*9*A9836;`8W<6I6<*56:;66*@;*B=:B6;G*
QG ]9=739=7*D@736AC@;9;F*T7@L<65:6[C;9D3=D6*
6NC6;3=86*=7*988=:765*369DB=7:*9;698G*
1G E;9D3=D6*6??6D3=I6*=783;4D3=@79<*A63B@58*
;6<6I973*3@*D@4;86*D@73673O*D@4;86*568=:7*975*
<69;7=7:*988688A673*A63B@58G*
ZG a6I6<@CO*=AC<6A673O*975*6I9<4936*3B6*
36DB7=D9<*975*D<=7=D9<*654D93=@7*D@AC@76738*
@?*3B6*E(,*D4;;=D4<4AG*
2G ,DD6C3*9CC<=D9738*=73@*3B6*E(,*C;@:;9A*
LB@*B9I6*956K4936<F*D@AC<6365*9<<*
6<=:=>=<=3F*;6K4=;6A6738*975*LB@*C;@I=56*
84??=D=673*6I=567D6*@7*LB=DB*3@*C;65=D3*
84DD688?4<*D@AC<63=@7*@?*3B6*E(,*C;@:;9AG*
\G !86*97*9CC;@9DB*3@*654D93=@7*=7*3B6*E(,*
D<988;@@A*LB=DB*;6?<6D38*97*9CC;6D=93=@7*@?*
3B6*369DB=7:*975*B69<=7:*A=7=83;F*@?*V6848*
+B;=83G*
bG %7:9:6*=7*86;I=D6*?@;*3B6*8DB@@<O*3B6*
47=I6;8=3FO*3B6*C;@?688=@7*975[@;*3B6*
D@AA47=3FG*
cG ]@56<*C;@?688=@79<*975*C6;8@79<*>6B9I=@;*
3B93*=8*=7*B9;A@7F*L=3B*+B;=83W<=T6*I9<468*=7*
=736;9D3=@78*L=3B*83456738O*839??O*D@<<69:468O*
9<4A7=O*?9A=<FO*975*3B6*C4><=DG*
*
Expected student learning outcomes 
(B6*A=88=@7*@?*3B6*E(,*C;@:;9A*=8*3@*:;954936*
CBF8=D9<*3B6;9C=83*988=839738*LB@86*<=I68*9;6*>9<97D65*
=7*3B6*56I6<@CA673*@?*=736<<6D3O*8@D=9<*8T=<<8O*
D@AC63673*C;9D3=D6O*975*8C=;=349<*D@776D3=@7G*
/;9549368*@?*3B6*C;@:;9A*L=<<*>6*9><6*3@Y*
0G a6A@783;936*9*>98=D*<6I6<*@?*T7@L<65:6*975*
8T=<<8*9CC;@C;=936*?@;*89?6*975*6??6D3=I6*
C;9D3=D6*98*9*CBF8=D9<*3B6;9C=83*988=83973*975*
98*9*A6A>6;*@?*3B6*B69<3B*D9;6*369AG*
PG E;@I=56*CBF8=D9<*3B6;9CF*=736;I673=@78*975*
86;I=D68*4756;*3B6*5=;6D3=@7*975*84C6;I=8=@7*
@?*<=D67865*CBF8=D9<*3B6;9C=838*=7*9*I9;=63F*@?*
8633=7:8G*
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6. 89hi:it ethi'al :ehavior 'onsistent =ith le>al 
and pro@essional standards =hen intera'tin> 
=ith instrA'torsB 'lassmatesB patientsD'lients 
and @amil$ mem:ersB and 'lini'al personnel. 
4. Eemonstrate 'ompassionate respe't @or 
di@@eren'es en'oAntered in intera'tions =ith 
individAals @rom other ethni' and 'AltAral 
:a'F>roAnds. 
5. Eemonstrate 'onsideration o@ the 'lose 
interrelationship o@ ph$si'alB mentalB and 
spiritAal 'on'erns =hen addressin> the 
needs o@ patientsD'lients and others. 
 
!"#$%%$&'(
)*+,%+('&-+. Hrades :elo= I are not trans@era:le @or 
'redit. 
To :e eli>i:le @or admissionB a stAdent mAst have 
'ompleted the @ollo=in> prereJAisites at a re>ionall$ 
a''redited 'olle>e or Aniversit$ and have a minimAm 
H.".A. o@ 2.5 :oth in s'ien'e and in nons'ien'e 'lasses. 
"L8L8MNOSOT8 
OndividAals =ho alread$ have a :a'helorQs de>ree 
@rom a re>ionall$ a''redited 'olle>e or Aniversit$ 
need to 'omplete onl$ the prereJAisites denoted =ith 
an asterisF RSTU 
VoAr Anits o@ reli>ion reJAired onl$ i@ appli'ant has 
attended a SeventhWda$ Adventist 'olle>e or 
Aniversit$ 
Sele't 4 Anits @rom one areaU histor$B literatAreB 
philosoph$B @orei>n lan>Aa>eB artDmAsi' 
appre'iationD histor$ 
S2Aman anatom$ and ph$siolo>$ =ith la:orator$B 
'omplete seJAen'e 
SOntrodA'tor$ ph$si's =ith la:orator$B one 
JAarterDsemester 
ST=o $ears hi>h s'hool mathemati's =ith >rades o@ I 
or a:ove or intermediate al>e:ra in 'olle>e 
SHeneral ps$'holo>$ 
S2Aman >ro=th and development or developmental 
ps$'holo>$ or a:normal ps$'holo>$ 
Vreshman 8n>lish 'ompositionB 'omplete seJAen'e 
SSpee'h 
"ersonal health or nAtrition or t=o ph$si'al a'tivit$ 
'oArses 
8le'tives to meet the minimAm total reJAirements o@ 
4X JAarter Anits or 62 semester Anits 
/&01234%+05,-$&'(+67+0$+'8+(
T=ent$ hoArs in an inpatient ph$si'al therap$ settin>B 
plAs an additional si9t$ hoArs in an inpatient or 
oAtpatient settin>1@or a total o@ ei>ht$ hoArs1are 
reJAired. 
 
)93:9!;(3<(=>?@9AB@=3>(
?&7C&#&0+(D+,0E(?F##+0(GF,0-+0  Nnits 
"TAS 203 Anatom$ 4.0 
"TAS 205 OntrodA'tion to "h$si'al Therap$ 3.0 
"TAS 20Z Eo'Amentation SFills 3.0 
"TAS 232 "h$si'al Therap$ "ro'edAres 6.0 
"TAS 263 "h$si'al Therap$ [odalities 6.0 
"TAS 255 "s$'hoso'ial Aspe'ts o@ 2ealth 2.0 
L8\8 45Z "ersonal and "ro@essional 8thi's 2.0 
Totals 3Z.0  
 
!F-F#'(GF,0-+0  Nnits 
A2I] 605 On@e'tioAs Eisease and the 2ealth Iare "rovider 3.0 
"TAS 206 Applied ^inesiolo>$ 4.0 
"TAS 224 Heneral [edi'ine 6.0 
"TAS 225 _eArolo>$ 6.0 
"TAS 225 TherapeAti' 89er'ise 2.0 
"TAS 26Z Applied 8le'trotherap$ 6.0 
Totals 3Z.0  
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!"#$%& ()*&$%&  !nits 
PTA' 889 .rthopaedics # B.0 
PTA' 8B2 Eound +are 1.0 
PTA' 81B Applied /eriatrics B.0 
PTA' 858 Applied Neurology B.0 
PTA' 891 Applied Prosthetics and .rthotics 8.0 
PTA' 895 Professional 'eminar 1.0 
PTA' 8M1 Physical Therapist Assistant Practicum 1.0 
R%-R 1N5 Art of #ntegratiOe +are 8.0 
Totals 19.0  
 
S,&"#- ()*&$%&  !nits 
PTA' 811 Applied Pediatrics 8.0 
PTA' 851 .rthopaedics ## B.0 
PTA' 891 Physical Therapy Practice 1.0 
PTA' 8MB Physical Therapist Assistant Affiliation # 9.0 
Totals 18.0  
 
S)..%& ()*&$%&  !nits 
PTA' 8M1 Physical Therapist Assistant Affiliation ## 9.0 
PTA' 8M5 Physical Therapist Assistant Affiliation ### 9.0 
Totals 18.0  
/0%&*11 T3$*14 56.8  
A minimum grade of + (8.0) is required for all courses in the program. 
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Physical Therapy—AH 
(M.P.T.4 D.P.T.4 D.Sc.) 
EDD ASHLEY, Chair, Department of Physical 
Therapy 
LA@RENCE E. CHINNOCF, Associate Chair, 
Program Director for Entry-Level Doctor of Physical 
Therapy 
EVERETT B. LOHMAN III, Program Director for 
Postprofessional Master of Physical Therapy, 
Postprofessional Doctor of Physical Therapy, 
Postprofessional Doctor of Science, Postprofessional 
Master of Science in Orthotics and Prosthetics 
Program 
CAROL J. APPLETON, Academic Coordinator of 
Clinical Education for Progression Master of Physical 
Therapy Program 
THERESA JOSEPH, Academic Coordinator of Clinical 
Education for Entry-Level Doctor of Physical Therapy 
Program 
FACULTY 
Carol J. Appleton 
Bertha Carlo-Poni 
Lawrence E. Chinnock 
Mei Lee Chiu 
Gary A. Coleman 
Nicceta Davis 
Christine Eddow 
Intithar S. Elias 
Bonnie J. Sorrester 
Henry Garcia 
Joseph Godges 
Ronald A. Hershey 
Patricia A. Hokama 
Joyce @. Hopp 
Norma C. Huckaby 
Susan M. Huffaker 
Eric G. Johnson 
Robert S. Landel 
Everett B. Lohman III 
Helen H. Marshak 
Bradford D. Martin 
Jeannine Stuart Mendes 
Steven D. Newton 
Melvin A. Orser 
Jerrold S. Petrofsky 
Ronald M. Rea 
Gail T. Rice 
Ernest R. Schwab 
Howard @. Sulzle 
Robert @. Swen 
James M. Syms 
Desmyrna R.Taylor 
Donna G. Thorpe 
Antonio Valenzuela 
@illiam E. @althall 
Ardis E. @azdatskey 
Melanie A. @estberg 
Lily L. Young 
Grenith J. Zimmerman 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
Edd J. Ashley 
Dennis Canig 
Lawrence E. Chinnock 
Theresa O. DeLao 
Liane H. Hewitt 
Craig R. Jackson* 
@endy Lantz 
Lee Nattress 
Lyn Nattress 
*ex officio 
 
Beyond the Associate in Science degree, physical 
therapy options include pre- and postprofessional 
master's and doctoral degrees: 
• Postprofessional Master of Physical Therapy, 
• Progression Doctor of Physical Therapy 
• Entry-level Doctor of Physical Therapy, 
• Postprofessional Doctor of Physical Therapy, 
• Postprofessional Doctor of Science, 
• Postprofessional Master of Science in 
Orthotics and Prosthetics 
 
Physical therapists evaluate and treat patients with 
disease, injury, or disabilities. In many states, 
registered physical therapists work as independent 
practitioners. Physical therapy techniques are applied 
to restore strength, flexibility, and coordination] to 
reduce pain] and generally to prepare the patient to 
function more effectively at work and in activities of 
daily living. Agents such as heat, light, electricity, 
water, exercise, and massage are used. @hile working 
with patients, psychological and sociological 
principles are used to motivate and instruct. 
@ithin the profession, there are many specialties—
including orthopaedics, neurology, pediatrics, 
geriatrics, cardiopulmonary, hand rehabilitation, and 
sports physical therapy. Physical therapists work in 
acute care and convalescent hospitals, rehabilitation 
centers, children's centers, private practice, athletic 
training and sports medicine programs, research 
institutions, school systems, and home care agencies. 
ProCessional association 
Students and graduates are eligible for membership 
in the American Physical Therapy Association 
(APTA). The objective of the association is to foster 
development and improvement of service and 
education. This organization grants student 
membership at a nominal cost to students of 
approved schools. The student is required to become 
a member of this association while in the program 
U"I$ERSIT) CATALOG 150
and is encouraged to read the journal and attend the 
APTA-sponsored meetings. 
Professional re,istration 
Satisfactory completion of the progression M.P.T. or 
entry-level D.P.T. degree requirements and clinical 
affiliation qualifies the student to sit for all state 
licensure examinations. Information about the state 
registries of physical therapists can be obtained at the 
office of the department chair. All states require that a 
physical therapist pass the national qualifying 
examination for licensure to practice. California 
application form and fee are submitted to the Physical 
Therapy Board of California, 1418 Howe Avenue, 
Suite 16, Sacramento, CA 95825X Yeb site: 
[www.ptb.ca.gov\. 
P./01CA4 5.6RAP/8PR9GR60019; 
<=P=5= 
The Progression Doctor of Physical Therapy (D.P.T.) 
Program is specifically for applicants with an 
associate degree in physical therapy who wish to 
advance to a doctoral degree. Applicants must have 
graduated from a CAPTE-accredited program within 
a regionally accredited institution. A minimum G.P.A. 
of _.0 is required for prerequisite course work. 
Individuals who have already earned a bacheloras 
degree in any field from a regionally accredited 
institution need only complete the prerequisites 
denoted with two asterisks (**). 
Admission criteria include: G.P.A., completion of 
prerequisites, interview, essay, recommendations, 
and work experience. The minimum subject 
admission requirements in quarter units are listed 
below. 
DOMAI" 1: HUMA"ITIES A"D RELIGIO" 
(20 quarter/14 semester units minimum) 
.umanities 
(12 quarter/8 semester units minimum) 
Credits in humanities must be selected from at least 
three of the following areas and must include at least 
one upper-division course: 
Civilidation/History 
Fine arts 
Literature 
Modern language 
Philosophy 
Performing/$isual arts (not to exceed 4 quarter units) 
Reli,ion 
An applicant who has attended an Adventist college 
or university is required to have taken 4 quarter units 
of religion from an Adventist institution for each year 
of attendance at an Adventist college or university. 
Up to 8 quarter credits may apply towards the 20 
credits required in Domain 1. If the applicant has not 
attended an Adventist institution,  no religion units 
are required. In either case, however, the applicant 
must have completed 20 quarter/14 semester units in 
Domain 1: Humanities and Religion. 
DOMAI" 2: SCIE"TIFIC I"QUIR) A"D A"AL)SIS 
;atural 0ciences: The study of natural sciences must 
include at least one upper-division course. 
** Human anatomy and physiology with laboratory, 
complete sequence (preferred) 
or 
General biology (complete sequence) 
** Select one of the following options: 
Option one: General chemistry with laboratory 
(complete sequence) 
and 
a minimum of 6 quarter/4 semester units of any 
physics with laboratory 
Option two: General physics with laboratory 
(complete sequence) 
and 
a minimum of two academic terms of any sequenced 
chemistry with laboratory 
** Statistics 
** One additional natural science course 
 
** Medical terminology (required only of students 
entering gune 2012 and beyond) 
0ocial 0ciences 
9 quarter/6 semester units minimum, with at least one 
upper-division course 
** General psychology 
** Human growth and development 
DOMAI" _: COMMU"ICATIO" 
Freshman composition, complete sequence (must 
meet transfer requirements to four-year college or 
university) 
** One course in communication skills (speech) 
** One basic computer course, which includes word 
processing and spreadsheets (Applicants may 
document proficiency.) 
DOMAI" 4: HEALTH A"D YELL"ESS 
Health education (personal health or nutrition) 
Two activity courses in physical education 
DOMAI" 5: ELECTI$ES 
Applicants must have a total of 1_8 quarter/92 
semester units, with a minimum of 18 quarter/12 
semester units of upper-division course work. Credits 
earned in a PTA program may be applied toward the 
1_8 quarter/92 semester unit requirement. 
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No more than 105 quarter/70 semester units may be 
transferred from a community college. 
!lease note* 3ra4es o6 78 an4 :elo; are not a''e-te4 
6or 're4it. 
Accreditation 
T#e -ro>ra? is a''re4ite4 :$ t#e 7o??ission on 
/''re4itation in "#$si'al T#era-$ @4u'ation o6 t#e 
/?eri'an "#$si'al T#era-$ /sso'iationB 1111 Cort# 
Dair6aE StreetB /leEan4riaB G/ HHI1JK tele-#one 
70IN70O8IHJ2. 
Loma Linda Uni3ersit4 De6artment o7 !h4sical 
Thera64 student learnin; outcomes 
P-on 'o?-letion o6 t#e -ro>ra?B >ra4uates s#oul4 
:e Quali6ie4 to 4e?onstrateR 
1. @ntr$8level Tno;le4>e an4 'lini'al sTills 
a--ro-riate 6or sa6e an4 e66e'tive -#$si'al 
t#era-$ -ra'ti'e. 
H. Uulti'ultural 'o?-eten'eB i.e.B 4e?onstrate 
'o?-assion an4 res-e't 4urin> intera'tions 
;it# in4ivi4uals 6ro? 4i66erent et#ni' an4 
'ultural :a'T>roun4s. 
I. 7lini'al reasonin> evi4en'e4 :$ t#e a:ilit$ to 
'riti'all$ t#inT an4 inte>rate evi4en'e8:ase4 
-ra'ti'e into t#eir 'lini'al 4e'ision8?aTin> 
sTill set. 
J. /;areness an4 a--li'ation o6 t#e et#i'al an4 
le>al -ara?eters surroun4in> t#e -ro6ession 
o6 -#$si'al t#era-$. 
2. Pn4erstan4in> o6 evi4en'e8:ase4 'lini'al 
'are utiliVin> 'olla:orative relations#i-s 
:et;een t#e -atientB -#$si'al t#era-istB an4 
ot#er #ealt# 'are -ra'titioners. 
O. @66e'tive ver:al an4 nonver:al 
'o??uni'ation ;it# instru'torsB 'lass?atesB 
an4 'lini'al -ersonnel as nee4e4 to ;orT 
e66e'tivel$ as a ?e?:er o6 a #ealt# 'are 
tea?. 
Clinical e=6erience 
Su-ervise4 eE-erien'e is o:taine4 in a variet$ o6 
settin>s an4 at 4i66erent ti?es 4urin> t#e -ro>ra?. 
Dirst8$ear stu4ents 'o?-lete a t;o8;eeT -ra'ti'u? 
assi>n?ent 4urin> t#e S-rin> Wuarter. Se'on48$ear 
stu4ents 'o?-lete a t#ree8;eeT assi>n?ent 4urin> 
t#e /utu?n Wuarter. T#e ?aXor 'lini'al assi>n?ents 
are 4urin> t#e t#ir4 $ear. T#e stu4ent ;ill :e 
assi>ne4 a t#ree8;eeT 'lini'al rotation an4 a ten8;eeT 
a66iliation 4urin> Su??er WuarterB an eleven8;eeT 
a66iliation 4urin> Yinter WuarterB an4 one ten8;eeT 
a66iliation 4urin> S-rin> Wuarter. 
/ll 'lini'al assi>n?ents ;ill :e ?a4e :$ t#e a'a4e?i' 
'oor4inator o6 'lini'al e4u'ation or a 4esi>nate. 
Ze'ause o6 t#e li?ite4 nu?:er o6 lo'al 6a'ilities 
availa:leB assi>n?ents 'annot :e ?a4e on t#e :asis o6 
t#e stu4ent[s 6a?il$N?arital status or -ersonal 
-re6eren'e. /lt#ou># t#e 4e-art?ent ?aTes an e66ort 
to a''o??o4ate t#e stu4ent[s -re6eren'eB t#e stu4ent 
a>rees to a''e-t t#e 'lini'al assi>n?ents ?a4e :$ t#e 
4e-art?ent at an$ o6 t#e a66iliate4 6a'ilitiesB ;#et#er 
lo'al or out o6 state. 
TOEFL score 
/ TO@D] s'ore o6 220 ^H1I i6 'o?-uter >enerate4_ is 
reQuire4 6or 6orei>n stu4ents. /ll 6orei>n trans'ri-tsB 
in'lu4in> #i># s'#oolB ?ust :e su:?itte4 to an 
a--rove4 evaluation servi'e. T#e list o6 t#e t#ree 
a--rove4 servi'es 'an :e o:taine4 6ro? t#e S'#ool o6 
/llie4 0ealt# "ro6essions a4?issions o66i'e. `esults 
o6 t#e evaluation are to :e sent to t#is Pniversit$ 
4ire'tl$ 6ro? t#e evaluation 'enter. O66i'ial 6orei>n 
trans'ri-ts ?ust :e sent to t#e S'#ool o6 /llie4 0ealt# 
"ro6essionsB 4ire'tl$ 6ro? s'#ool to s'#oolB at t#e ti?e 
o6 a--li'ation. 
!ROGRAC OF INSTRUCTION 
Senior YearH Summer Quarter  Pnits 
/07J I11 Ue4i'al Ter?inolo>$ H.0 
/07J J1H /nato?$ b.0 
"0T0 JIO cinesiolo>$ I.0 
"0T0 JId Uanual Uus'le Testin> I.0 
`@]T JJ0 Yorl4 `eli>ions H.0 
Totals 1b.0  
 
Autumn Quarter  Pnits 
/07J I02 en6e'tious fisease an4 t#e 0ealt# 7are "rovi4er 1.0 
/07J IHd Y#oleness "ort6olio e 1.0 
/07J J1d "#$siolo>$ e J.0 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*012
,3+4*556* "789:;<;=:>?*#* 5@A*
B3(3*56C* (D79;E78=FG*B9:G7H897I* 6@A*
B3(3*510* 'GF7<=FJFG*#<K8F9?*#* 2@A*
B3(3*10L* %M7G=9:=D79;E?* 6@A*
&%-(*5AL* ,HN7<=FI=*O7MF7JI*;<H*-FJ7* 2@A*
(:=;MI* 2A@A**
*
Winter (uarter** !<F=I*
,3+4*5A2* B;=D:M:P?*#* 5@A*
,3+4*50Q* BD?IF:M:P?*##* 6@A*
,3+4*52L* #<=9:H8G=F:<*=:*+:>E8=79*,EEMFG;=F:<I* 2@A*
,3+4*555* "789:;<;=:>?*##* 2@A*
,3+4*16R* 3FI=:M:P?* 6@A*
B3(3*56Q* 38>;<*-FJ7*'7K87<G7* 6@A*
B3(3*550* OF:I=;=FI=FGI*#* 2@A*
(:=;MI* 0Q@A**
*
Spring (uarter** !<F=I*
,3+4*5A6* B;=D:M:P?*##* 6@A*
B3(3*506* +MF<FG;M*"789:M:P?* 2@A*
B3(3*565* B(*+:>>8<FG;=F:<*;<H*S:G8>7<=;=F:<* 2@A*
B3(3*561* BD?IFG;M*(D79;E?*T:H;MF=F7I* 6@A*
B3(3*552* OF:I=;=FI=FGI*##* 2@A*
B3(3*5L1* %U79GFI7*BD?IF:M:P?* 6@A*
B3(3*5C0* BD?IFG;M*(D79;E?*B9;G=FG8>*#* 0@A*
B3(3*5CC* -:G:>:=F:<*'=8HF7I* 6@A*
(:=;MI* 0Q@A**
*
Graduate First Year, Summer (uarter** !<F=I*
,3+4*5A5* BD;9>;G:M:P?* 2@A*
3B&.*1AR* ,IE7G=I*:J*37;M=D*B9:>:=F:<* 2@A*
B3(3*512* 'GF7<=FJFG*#<K8F9?*##* 2@A*
B3(3*100* +MF<FG;M*.9=D:E;7HFGI* 2@A*
B3(3*102* +MF<FG;M*BI?GDF;=9?* 2@A*
B3(3*12C* 'GF7<=FJFG*V:8<H;=F:<I*J:9*(D79;E78=FG*%U79GFI7* 2@A*
B3(3*1C1* .9=D:E;7HFGI*#$* 0@A*
(:=;MI* 06@A**
*
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Autumn 'uarter  45&ts 
/078 99; <#ole5ess "ort>ol&o ?? 1.0 
/078 21B 7l&5&'al ?CaD&5D 3.0 
"0T0 9;9 T#era-eEt&' FGer'&se 3.0 
"0T0 201 HeEroloD$ ? 2.0 
"0T0 221 Ort#o-aeK&'s ? 3.0 
"0T0 222 Le5eral MeK&'&5e ? 3.0 
"0T0 2N2 "#$s&'al T#era-$ "ra't&'EC ?? 1.2 
Totals 1B.2  
 
Winter 'uarter  45&ts 
"0T0 202 HeEroloD$ ?? 3.0 
"0T0 209 "eK&atr&' 7are 3.0 
"0T0 222 Ort#o-aeK&'s ?? 3.0 
"0T0 22B Le5eral MeK&'&5e ?? 3.0 
"0T0 239 Oo>tPT&ssEe Te'#5&QEes 2.0 
RFST 22N T#eoloD$ o> 0ECa5 OE>>er&5D 3.0 
Totals 1N.0  
 
Spring 'uarter  45&ts 
"0T0 203 HeEroloD$ ??? 3.0 
"0T0 223 Ort#o-aeK&'s ??? 3.0 
"0T0 229 0a5K Re#aT&l&tat&o5 >or t#e "#$s&'al T#era-&st 2.0 
"0T0 229 Ler&atr&'s 2.0 
"0T0 222 U&>>ere5t&al U&aD5os&s 2.0 
"0T0 2B1 "#$s&'al T#era-$ /KC&5&strat&o5 9.0 
RFSF 229 7#r&st&a5 V&oet#&'s 3.0 
Totals 19.0  
 
Graduate Second Year, Summer 'uarter  45&ts 
"0T0 2N3 "#$s&'al T#era-$ "ra't&'EC ??? 1.2 
"0T0 2;3/ "#$s&'al T#era-$ />>&l&at&o5 ?/ 9.0 
Totals 2.2  
 
Autumn 'uarter  45&ts 
"0T0 2;3V "#$s&'al T#era-$ />>&l&at&o5 ?V 1.0 
"0T0 291 /Kva5'eK Ort#o-aeK&' OtEK&es B.0 
"0T0 292 /Kva5'eK HeEroloD&' OtEK&es 9.0 
"0T0 299 /Kva5'eK Le5eral MeK&'&5e OtEK&es 9.0 
Totals 12.0  
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!inter Quarter  Units 
PHTH 192 Ph;sical Therap; Affiliation II 1.E 
Totals 1.E  
 
Spring Quarter  Units 
PHTH 191 Ph;sical Therap; Affiliation III 1.E 
Totals 1.E  
Overall Totals 153.0  
 
PHYSICAL THERAPY—
POSTPROCESSIONAL M.P.T. 
Admission 
To Fe eligiFle for admission, the applicant must haLe 
earned a FachelorMs degree in ph;sical therap; from 
an accredited program. There is no /RE reNuirement 
for acceptance into this program. A personal 
computer (minimumP 9EE MHR multimedia) Tith 
Internet access (minimumP 1U V.F.p.s. Wconnected at 
22X V.F.p.s.Y) is reNuired. 
TOECL score 
A TOEFL score of 11E ([0\ if computer-generated, 9E 
if Internet-Fased test) is reNuired for foreign students. 
All foreign transcripts, including high school, must Fe 
suFmitted to an approLed eLaluation serLice. The list 
of the three approLed serLices can Fe oFtained from 
the School of Allied Health Professions admissions 
office. Results of the eLaluation are to Fe sent to this 
UniLersit; directl; from the eLaluation center. 
Official foreign transcripts must Fe sent to the School 
of Allied Health Professions, directl; from the school 
to school, at the time of application. 
The program 
The Postprofessional Master of Ph;sical Therap; 
Program (PP-MPT) is designed for indiLiduals Tith a 
Faccalaureate degree in ph;sical therap; Tho Tish to 
pursue adLanced studies in their profession. 
Practice credentials 
To practice ph;sical therap; in the United States, one 
must meet the criteria of the state in Thich s^he 
Tishes to practice. Credentials are eLaluated Fased on 
the applicaFle entr;-leLel education. Postprofessional 
education cannot Fe used for this purpose. 
Learning outcomes 
In addition to the stated institutional learning 
outcomes, the PP-MPT student is e_pected to meet 
the folloTing programmatic learning outcomesP 
Outcome 0— DiscoLer;. Students Till demonstrate a 
commitment to discoLer;. 
Outcome [— Science.  Students Till use Fasic science 
VnoTledge to adLance ph;sical therap; 
practice. 
Outcome \— /loFal outreach. Students Till proLide 
ph;sical therap; care to the larger 
Torld population. 
Outcome 2— Clinical e_cellence. Students Till 
proLide adLanced patient-specific 
ph;sical therap; care. 
 
PROGRAM OC INSTRUCTION 
Major  Units 
PHTH 1[b PathoVinesiolog; of /ait \.E 
PHTH 1\0 Soft-Tissue MoFiliRation \.E 
PHTH 121 
Orthopaedic InterLentionsP MoFiliRation of Peripheral "erLes c Diathroidal doints of the 
E_tremities 
\.E 
PHTH 129 Function-Based RehaFilitation \.E 
PHTH 12b VestiFular RehaFilitation \.E 
PHTH 11E IntegratiLe Approach to Earl; RehaFilitation \.E 
PHTH 1b9 AdLanced Specialt; TracVs \.E 
Totals [0.E  
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Cognates  3nits 
AHC7 289 Teac#ing and Learning Styles >.8 
AHC7 211 Biostatistics I >.8 
AHC7 219 Craduate E#oleness Portfolio 1.8 
AHC7 2GG Advanced Functional Neuroanatomy >.8 
AHC7 2G2 Legal and Et#ical Issues in t#e Healt# Professions >.8 
AHC7 291 Researc# I >.8 
AHC7 29N Researc# II >.8 
AHC7 O9O Researc# Rotations N.8 
RELR 2P2 Art of Integrative Care >.8 
Totals NG.8  
Overall Totals 45.0  
 
PHYSICAL THERAPY—ENTRY-LE?EL 
D.P.T 
The program 
T#e EntryQLevel Doctor of P#ysical T#erapy Program 
SD.P.T.T is for individuals U#o #ave no previous 
degree in p#ysical t#erapy. No bac#elorWs degree is 
reXuired. T#e D.P.T. degree program is t#ree years in 
lengt#. A minimum C.P.A. of >.8 is reXuired for 
prereXuisite course UorY. 
Accreditation 
T#e program is accredited by t#e Commission on 
Accreditation in P#ysical T#erapy Education of t#e 
American P#ysical T#erapy AssociationZ 111 Nort# 
Fairfax StreetZ AlexandriaZ \A NN>1G] telep#one 
P8>^P8OQ>NG2. 
Clinical experience 
Supervised experience is obtained in a variety of 
settings and at different times during t#e program. 
FirstQyear students complete a tUoQUeeY practicum 
assignment during t#e Spring _uarter. SecondQyear 
students complete a t#reeQUeeY assignment during 
t#e Autumn _uarter. T#e ma`or clinical assignments 
are during t#e t#ird year. T#e student Uill be 
assigned a t#reeQUeeY clinical rotation and a tenQUeeY 
affiliation during Summer _uarterZ an elevenQUeeY 
affiliation during Einter _uarterZ and one tenQUeeY 
affiliation during Spring _uarter. 
All clinical assignments Uill be made by t#e academic 
coordinator of clinical education or a designate. 
Because of t#e limited number of local facilities 
availableZ assignments cannot be made on t#e basis of 
t#e studentWs family^marital status or personal 
preference. Alt#oug# t#e department maYes an effort 
to accommodate t#e studentWs preferenceZ t#e student 
agrees to accept t#e clinical assignments made by t#e 
department at any of t#e affiliated facilitiesZ U#et#er 
local or out of state. 
Loma Linda University Department of Physical 
Therapy student learning outcomes 
3pon completion of t#e programZ graduates s#ould 
be Xualified toa 
! EntryQlevel YnoUledge and clinical sYills 
appropriate for safe and effective p#ysical 
t#erapy practice. 
! Multicultural competenceZ i.e.Z compassion 
and respect during interactions Uit# 
individuals from different et#nic and 
cultural bacYgrounds. 
! Clinical reasoning evidenced by t#e ability to 
critically t#inY and integrate evidenceQbased 
practice into t#eir clinical decisionQmaYing 
sYill set. 
! AUareness and application of t#e et#ical and 
legal parameters surrounding t#e profession 
of p#ysical t#erapy. 
! 3nderstanding of evidenceQbased clinical 
care utilicing collaborative relations#ips 
betUeen t#e patientZ p#ysical t#erapistZ and 
ot#er #ealt# care practitioners. 
! Effective verbal and nonverbal 
communication Uit# instructorsZ classmatesZ 
and clinical personnel as needed to UorY 
effectively as a member of a #ealt# care 
team. 
Admission requirements 
To be eligible for admission to t#e EntryQLevel Doctor 
of P#ysical T#erapy ProgramZ t#e applicant must 
#ave a minimum C.P.A. of >.8 and must #ave 
completed a minimum of 1>d Xuarter units at a 
regionally accredited college or university. Admission 
is a selective process. Criteria used includea C.P.A.Z 
completion of sub`ect reXuirementsZ intervieUZ essayZ 
recommendationsZ and UorY experience. 
T#e minimum sub`ect admission reXuirements in 
Xuarter units are listed beloU. Individuals U#o 
already #ave an earned bac#elorWs degree in any field 
from a regionally accredited institution need only 
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complete the prerequisites denoted with two asterisDs 
(FF). Additional electives in the areas that have one 
asterisD (F) are recommended. 
Please note* Grades of C- and below are not 
transferable for credit. 
DOMAIN 1: RELIGION AND HUMANITIES (28 
quarter/19 semester units, minimum) 
Humanities /01 quarter400 semester units minimum5 
Credits in humanities must be selected from at least 
three of the following content areas, and one course 
must be at the upper-division level. 
CiviliWation/history 
Fine arts 
Literature 
Modern language 
Philosophy 
Performing/visual arts (not to exceed 4 quarter units) 
Reli7ion 
An applicant who has attended an Adventist college 
or university is required to have taDen four quarter 
units of religion from an Adventist institution for 
each year of attendance at an Adventist college or 
university. Up to 12 quarter credits may apply 
towards the 28 credits required in Domain 1. If the 
applicant has not attended an Adventist institution, 
no religion units are required. In either case, however, 
the applicant must have completed 28 quarter/19 
semester units in Domain 1: Humanities and Religion. 
DOMAIN 2: SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY AND ANALYSIS 
(53 quarter/35 semester units, minimum) 
 
Natural Sciences 
The study of natural sciences must include at least 
one upper-division course: 
FFHuman anatomy and physiology with laboratory, 
complete sequence (preferred) 
or 
FFGeneral biology (complete sequence) 
FFOne additional natural science course 
FFStatistics 
;;Select one o< t=e <ollo>in7 t>o o?tions* 
;;Option one: General chemistry with laboratory 
(complete sequence) 
and 
a minimum of 6 quarter/4 semester units of any 
physics with laboratory 
;;Option two: General physics with laboratory 
(complete sequence) 
and 
a minimum of two academic terms of any sequenced 
chemistry with laboratory 
 
FF Medical terminology (required only of students 
entering _une 2012 and beyond) 
Social Sciences 
(16 quarter /11 semester units, minimum) 
The study of social sciences must include at least one 
upper-division course: 
FFGeneral psychology 
FFHuman growth and development 
DOMAIN 3: COMMUNICATION 
(15 quarter/10 semester units, minimum) 
Freshman composition, complete sequence (must 
meet transfer requirements to four-year college or 
university) 
FFOne course in basic communication sDills (speech) 
FFOne basic computer course that includes word 
processing and spreadsheets. (Applicants may 
document proficiency.) 
DOMAIN 4: HEALTH AND WELLNESS 
(3 quarter/2 semester units, minimum) 
Required* 
Physical education (two physical activity courses) 
Personal health education or nutrition course 
DOMAIN 5: ELECTIVES 
To meet total requirements of 138 quarter/92 
semester units 
Students must have a minimum of 18 quarter/12 
semester units of upper-division course worD. 
No more than 105 quarter/70 semester units may be 
transferred from a community college. 
FFWORc/OBSERVATION EePERIENCE 
Required* 
Twenty hours in an inpatient physical therapy setting, 
plus an additional sixty hours in an inpatient or 
outpatient setting—for a total of eighty hours—are 
required 
Please note* Grades of C- and below are not accepted 
for credit. 
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T"EFL score 
A TOEFL score of 22: (<1= if computer generated) is 
reEuired for foreign studentsF All foreign transcriptsG 
including high schoolG must be submitted to an 
approved evaluation serviceF The list of the three 
approved services can be obtained from the Jchool of 
Allied Health Professions admissions officeF Results 
of the evaluation are to be sent to this University 
directly from the evaluation centerF Official foreign 
transcripts must be sent to the Jchool of Allied Health 
ProfessionsG directly from school to schoolG at the time 
of applicationF 
PR".RAM "F INSTRUCTI"N 
Senior 8ear, Summer Quarter  Units 
AHCN =11 Medical Terminology <F: 
AHCN P1< Anatomy QF: 
PHTH P=R Sinesiology =F: 
PHTH P=T Manual Muscle Testing =F: 
RELT PP: Uorld Religions <F: 
Totals 1QF:  
 
Autumn Quarter  Units 
AHCN =:2 Vnfectious Disease and the Health Care Provider 1F: 
AHCN =<T Uholeness Portfolio V 1F: 
AHCN P1T Physiology V PF: 
AHCN PP= Xeuroanatomy V PF: 
PHTH P=3 Therapeutic Procedures =F: 
PHTH P21 Jcientific VnEuiry V <F: 
PHTH 21R Electrotherapy =F: 
RELT P:R Adventist Yeliefs and Life <F: 
Totals <:F:  
 
Winter Quarter  Units 
AHCN P:< Pathology V PF: 
AHCN P1Q Physiology VV =F: 
AHCN P<R Vntroduction to Computer Applications <F: 
AHCN PPP Xeuroanatomy VV <F: 
AHCN 2=T Histology =F: 
PHTH P=Q Human Life JeEuence =F: 
PHTH PP1 Yiostatistics V <F: 
Totals 1QF:  
 
Spring Quarter  Units 
AHCN P:= Pathology VV =F: 
PHTH P1= Clinical Xeurology <F: 
PHTH P=P PT Communication and Documentation <F: 
PHTH P=2 Physical Therapy Modalities =F: 
U"I$%R'IT) +ATAL./ 012
3HTH 556 7iostatistics II 6>? 
3HTH 5@1 %Aercise 3hysiology H>? 
3HTH 5I0 3hysical Therapy 3racticum I 0>? 
3HTH 5II Locomotion 'tudies H>? 
Totals 0O>?  
 
!"#$%#&'()*"+&(,'#"-(.%//'"(0%#"&'"  Units 
AH+P 5?5 3harmacology 6>? 
H3R. 1?2 Aspects of Health 3romotion 6>? 
3HTH 516 'cientific Inquiry II 6>? 
3HTH 100 +linical .rthopaedics 6>? 
3HTH 106 +linical 3sychiatry 6>? 
3HTH 16I 'cientific Soundations for Therapeutic %Aercise 6>? 
3HTH 1I1 .rthopaedics I$ 0>? 
Totals 0H>?  
 
1%&%/2(0%#"&'"  Units 
AH+P 5O2 Tholeness 3ortfolio II 0>? 
AH+P 10@ +linical Imaging H>? 
3HTH 525 Therapeutic %Aercise H>? 
3HTH 1?0 "eurology I 6>? 
3HTH 160 .rthopaedics I H>? 
3HTH 161 /eneral Uedicine I H>? 
3HTH 1I6 3hysical Therapy 3racticum II 0>1 
Totals 0@>1  
 
3*2&'"(0%#"&'"  Units 
3HTH 1?6 "eurology II H>? 
3HTH 1?5 3ediatric +are H>? 
3HTH 166 .rthopaedics II H>? 
3HTH 16@ /eneral Uedicine II H>? 
3HTH 1H5 'oftVTissue Techniques 6>? 
R%LT 11I Theology of Human 'uffering H>? 
Totals 0I>?  
 
.4"*25(0%#"&'"  Units 
3HTH 1?H "eurology III H>? 
3HTH 16H .rthopaedics III H>? 
3HTH 165 Hand Rehabilitation for the 3hysical Therapist 6>? 
3HTH 115 /eriatrics 6>? 
3HTH 111 Xifferential Xiagnosis 6>? 
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PHTH 561 Physical Therapy Administration 4.0 
RELE 524 Christian Bioethics 3.0 
Totals 19.0  
 
Graduate Second Year. Summer 0uarter  Units 
PHTH 573 Physical Therapy Practicum III 1.5 
PHTH 583A Physical Therapy Affiliation IA 4.0 
Totals 5.5  
 
Autumn 0uarter  Units 
PHTH 583B Physical Therapy Affiliation IB 1.0 
PHTH 591 Advanced Orthopaedic Studies 6.0 
PHTH 592 Advanced Neurologic Studies 4.0 
PHTH 594 Advanced General Medicine Studies 4.0 
Totals 15.0  
 
2inter 0uarter  Units 
PHTH 584 Physical Therapy Affiliation II 5.0 
Totals 5.0  
 
Spring 0uarter  Units 
PHTH 585 Physical Therapy Affiliation III 5.0 
Totals 5.0  
Overall Totals 173.0  
 
PHYSICAL THERAPY—
POSTPROHESSIONAL D.P.T. 
Admission 
The Postprofessional Doctor of Physical Therapy 
Program RPP-DPTT is designed for the individual with 
a degree in physical therapy who wishes to pursue 
advanced studies in the profession. To be eligible for 
admission, the applicant must have earned a 
bachelorXs degree in Yhysical therapy from an 
accredited program, and must have earned a masterXs 
degree. UpYn evaluation of transcripts, additional 
corequisites may be required, and sequencing of 
courses maybe modified. There is no GRE 
requirement for acceptance into this program. 
Since some courses are [eb based, students admitted 
into the program must have access to a personal 
computer Rminimum\ 800 MH] multimediaT with 
Internet access Rminimum\ 56 k.b.p.s. _connected at 
44` k.b.p.s.aT. 
Learning outcomes 
In addition to the stated institutional learning 
outcomes the PP-DPT student is ebpected to meet the 
following programmatic learning outcomes\ 
Outcome 1— Teamwork. Students will demonstrate 
the ability to collaborate with others 
within and across disciplines. 
Outcome 2— Discovery. Students will demonstrate a 
commitment to discovery. 
Outcome 3— Science. Students will use basic science 
knowledge related physical therapy 
practice. 
Outcome 4— Global outreach. Students will provide 
physical therapy care to the larger 
world population. 
Outcome 5— Clinical ebcellence. Students will 
provide advanced patient-specific 
physical therapy care. 
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PROGRAM OF INSTRUCTION 
First Year  !34ts 
7777 777 %le:t4ve <.0 
,>+? @0A BCarFa:oloHI 43 &eCaJ4l4tat4o3 K.0 
,>+? @11 +l434:al #FaH43H K.0 
,>+? @1L ,Mva3:eM BCIs4oloHI #N "eOroJ4oloHI K.0 
,>+? @PA QeM4:al ':ree343H Ror &eCaJ4l4tat4o3 BroRess4o3als K.0 
,>+? @@1 BroRess4o3al 'IsteFs 43 Qa3aHeFe3t # K.0 
,>+? 10@ +r4t4:al ,3alIs4s oR ':4e3t4R4: -4teratOre K.0 
,>+? 1<< S4re:teM 'tOMI K.0 
B>T> @T1 ,Mva3:eM +l434:al Bra:t4:e # K.0 
B>T> @TP ,Mva3:eM +l434:al Bra:t4:e ## K.0 
B>T> @TK ,Mva3:eM +l434:al Bra:t4:e ### K.0 
B>T> 1P< -oUerVWOarter X4oFe:Ca34:al &elat4o3sC4Ys K.0 
&%-& @P@ >ealtC +are a3M tCe SI3aF4:s oR +Cr4st4a3 -eaMersC4Y K.0 
Totals T@.0  
Overall Totals 45.0  
 
DISTANCE EDUCATION 
TCe BostYroRess4o3al So:tor oR BCIs4:al TCeraYI 
BroHraF 4s oRRereM o3 s4te at +astle QeM4:al +e3terZ 
[a4lOaZ >aUa44. 
PHYSICAL THERAPY—
POSTPROFESSIONAL D.Sc. 
TCe So:tor oR ':4e3:e BroHraF 4s a resear:CVor4e3teM 
Mo:toral MeHree Mes4H3eM Ror tCe YCIs4:al tCeraY4st 
UCo U4sCes to YOrsOe aMva3:eM stOM4es 43 tCe area oR 
eMO:at4o3Z resear:CZ Jas4: s:4e3:eZ a3M aMva3:eM 
:l434:al Yra:t4:e. To Je el4H4Jle Ror aMF4ss4o3Z tCe 
aYYl4:a3t FOst Cave a Xa:Celor oR ':4e3:e MeHree 43 
YCIs4:al tCeraYI ear3eM RroF a3 a::reM4teM YroHraFZ 
a3M a3 ear3eM Faster\s MeHree. !Y]3 evalOat4o3 oR 
tra3s:r4YtsZ aMM4t4o3al :ore^O4s4tes FaI Je re^O4reM_ 
a3M se^Oe3:43H oR :oOrses FaI Je FoM4R4eM. TCere 4s 
3o /&% re^O4reFe3t Ror a::eYta3:e 43to tC4s YroHraF_ 
CoUeverZ sO::essROl :oFYlet4o3 oR a :oFYreCe3s4ve 
Ur4tte3 e`aF43at4o3 4s re^O4reM 43 orMer to aMva3:e to 
:a3M4Ma:I MOr43H tCe YroHraF. , Ur4tte3 M4ssertat4o3 
a3M a MeRe3se oR tCe M4ssertat4o3 4s a re^O4reFe3t oR 
tCe YroHraF. ,t tCe :oFYlet4o3 oR tCe YroHraFZ tCe 
M4YloFa U4ll Je aUarMeM JI tCe ':Cool oR ,ll4eM 
>ealtC BroRess4o3s 43 :o3aO3:t4o3 U4tC tCe ba:OltI oR 
/raMOate 'tOM4es. 
'43:e soFe :oOrses are ceJ JaseMZ stOMe3ts aMF4tteM 
43to tCe YroHraF FOst Cave a::ess to a Yerso3al 
:oFYOter dF434FOFN L00 Q>e FOlt4FeM4af U4tC 
#3ter3et a::ess dF434FOFN @1 g.J.Y.s. h:o33e:teM at 
TTi g.J.Y.s.jf. 
Learning outcomes 
#3 aMM4t4o3 to tCe stateM 43st4tOt4o3al lear343H 
oOt:oFes tCe S.':. stOMe3t 4s e`Ye:teM to Feet tCe 
RolloU43H YroHraFFat4: lear343H oOt:oFesN 
OOt:oFe 1k S4s:overI. 'tOMe3ts U4ll MeFo3strate a 
:oFF4tFe3t to M4s:overI. 
OOt:oFe Pk ':4e3:e. 'tOMe3ts U4ll Ose Jas4: s:4e3:e 
g3oUleMHe to aMva3:e YCIs4:al tCeraYI 
Yra:t4:e. 
OOt:oFe Kk /loJal oOtrea:C. 'tOMe3ts U4ll Yrov4Me 
YCIs4:al tCeraYI :are a3M eMO:at4o3 to 
tCe larHer UorlM YoYOlat4o3. 
OOt:oFe Tk +l434:al e`:elle3:e. 'tOMe3ts U4ll 
Yrov4Me aMva3:eM Yat4e3tVsYe:4R4: 
YCIs4:al tCeraYI :are. 
OOt:oFe @k Tea:C43H. 'tOMe3ts U4ll serve as 
Fe3tors a3M eMO:ators to 4H34te tCe 
RlaFe oR M4s:overIZ g3oUleMHeZ a3M 
:r4t4:al tC43g43H. 
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PROGRAM OF INSTRUCTION 
First Year  3nits 
6666 666 7lective 9.0 
/0<= >0? "#ar@acoloB$ in Ce#aDilitation 9.0 
/0<= >16 <linical E@aBinB 9.0 
/0<= >1F /dvanced "#$sioloB$ EH IeJroDioloB$ 9.0 
/0<= >K? Ledical ScreeninB Nor Ce#aDilitation "roNessionals 9.0 
/0<= >>1 "roNessional S$ste@s in LanaBe@ent E 9.0 
/0<= 60> <ritical /nal$sis oN ScientiNic OiteratJre 9.0 
/0<= 6PP Qirected StJd$ 9.0 
"0T0 >41 /dvanced <linical "ractice E 9.0 
"0T0 >4K /dvanced <linical "ractice EE 9.0 
"0T0 >49 /dvanced <linical "ractice EEE 9.0 
"0T0 6KP OoSerTUJarter Vio@ec#anical Celations#i-s 9.0 
C7OC >K> 0ealt# <are and t#e Q$na@ics oN <#ristian Oeaders#i- 9.0 
Totals 9P.0  
 
Second Year  3nits 
/0<= >06 7dJcational 7valJation and <linical /ssess@ent 9.0 
/0<= >1> <JrricJlJ@ Qevelo-@ent in 0iB#er 7dJcation 9.0 
/0<= >94 /dvanced IeJroloBical Ce#aDilitation 9.0 
/0<= >9> /dvanced "#$sioloB$ EEH 7Wercise and T#er@oreBJlation 9.0 
/0<= >>6 /d@inistration in 0iB#er 7dJcation 9.0 
/0<= >64 <ollaDorative OearninB in 0iB#er 7dJcation 9.0 
/0<= >6P <o@-Jters and 7lectronics Nor <linicians 9.0 
/0<= >PP Qirected Teac#inB 9.0 
"0T0 >9> Cesearc# and Statistics E 9.0 
"0T0 >96 Cesearc# and Statistics EE 9.0 
"0T0 >PP <o@-re#ensive 7Wa@ination . 
C7O7 >K> 7t#ics Nor Scientists 9.0 
Totals 99.0  
 
Third Year  3nits 
"0T0 >9? Cesearc# and Statistics EEE 9.0 
"0T0 >9F Cesearc# and Statistics EX 9.0 
"0T0 6P? Cesearc# and Statistics X 9.0 
C7OT >>? T#eoloB$ oN 0J@an SJNNerinB 9.0 
Totals 1K.0  
Overall Totals 84.0  
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Physician Assistant,AH 
(M.P.A.) 
3A$#3 L.P%56 #nterim Chair 
?%""Y HAU6 Medical 3irector 
ALLA" M. ?%3ASH#6 3idactic Coordinator6 #nterim 
Program 3irector 
/H#"A /. HATR#?6 Assistant 3idactic Coordinator 
YASM#" C. CH%"%6 Assistant Clinical Coordinator 
/%RAL3 A. /LA$A56 Clinical Coordinator 
FACULTY 
Allan M. ?edashi 
HenricJ C. ?ourne 
Yasmin C. Chene 
/erald A. /lavaM 
?enny Hau 
/hina Hatrib 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
Allan M. ?edashi 
HenricJ C. ?ourne 
MarJ Carr 
Hent ChoP 
/erald A. /lavaM 
Helen R. /reenPood 
?enny Hau 
Craig R. QacJsonR 
3avid LopeM 
/ail T. Rice 
/renith Q. 5immerman 
ReT officio 
 
Physician assistants (PAs) are health professionals 
Pho are licensed to practice medicine under 
physician supervision. Physician assistants are 
Xualified by graduation from an accredited physician 
assistant educational program and by certification by 
the "ational Commission on Certification of 
Physician Assistants. Yithin the physicianZPA 
relationship6 the PA eTercises autonomy in medical 
decision maJing and provides a broad range of 
diagnostic and therapeutic services. The clinical role 
of a PA includes primary and specialty care in 
medical and surgical settings in rural and urban 
areas. The PA[s practice is centered on patient care 
and may also include educational6 research6 and 
administrative activities. 
The program 
Loma Linda University offers a professional course of 
study leading to the Master of Physician Assistant 
(M.P.A.) degree. This degree prepares students for 
medical PorJ as midlevel health care professionals. 
The program consists of didactic and clinical phases 
that run concurrently for eight Xuarters over a 
tPenty\four\month period. A neP class is accepted 
annually. Students are selected from a variety of 
clinical bacJgrounds. %Tperience in patient care6 
duration of eTperience6 level of patient contact6 and 
degree of responsibility are considered in the 
evaluation of each applicant. /raduates from the 
program are eligible to Prite the national board 
eTamination. 
Accreditation 
The program is fully accredited by the Accreditation 
RevieP Commission on %ducation for the Physician 
Assistant6 #nc. (ARC\PA). 
Program objectives 
Upon completion of the program6 the graduate Pill be 
Xualified to] 
0. .btain detailed and accurate patient 
histories. 
2. Perform appropriate physical eTaminations. 
^. %valuate patients and maJe diagnoses. 
_. .rder6 perform6 and interpret diagnostic 
tests. 
`. .rder and perform selected therapeutic 
procedures. 
1. 3evelop6 implement6 and monitor patient\
management plans. 
a. Present patient data in oral and Pritten 
forms. 
b. Provide continuity of patient care. 
c. Assist in surgical procedures. 
0d. Perform life\saving procedures in emergency 
situations. 
00. Counsel and instruct patients regarding 
issues of health care management6 mental 
health6 therapeutic regimens6 normal groPth 
and development6 and family planning. 
02. Refer patients to appropriate 
healthZmentalZ social service agencies in the 
community. 
0^. Yrite drug orders. 
0_. Conduct a medical literature search. 
0`. Conduct an investigation of a medical6 
health6 or psychosocial topice perform a 
statistical evaluatione and present data in 
appropriate oral and Pritten formats. 
 
Program outcomes 
#n addition to the stated institutional learning 
outcomes the M.P.A. degree student is eTpected to 
meet the folloPing programmatic learning outcomes] 
0. 3emonstrate basic science JnoPledge in 
physician assistant sciences. 
2. 3emonstrate competence6 JnoPledge6 and 
clinical sJills in physician assistant sciences. 
^. 3emonstrate critical\thinJing sJills in 
physician assistant sciences and practice. 
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Admission 
PR2R2QUISIT2 
Co::ege=:eve: prereAuisite courses inc:ude the 
Do::oEingF 
A bacca:aureate degree Drom an accredited institution, 
in a%%iti'n t' patient care experience 
-uman anatom$ and ph$sio:og$ Eith :aborator$, 
comp:ete seAuence 
Introductor$ chemistr$ Eith :aborator$, comp:ete 
seAuence Kinorganic, organic, and biochemistr$L 
or 
one $ear oD genera: chemistr$ Eith :aborator$ 
Microbio:og$ Eith :aborator$ 
Genera: ps$cho:og$ 
Genera: socio:og$ or eAuiva:ent 
or 
Cu:tura: anthropo:og$ or eAuiva:ent 
Co::ege a:gebra 
2ng:ish, one $ear 
R2COMM2NQ2Q 
Statistics, medica: termino:og$, and computer :iterac$ 
PR2F2R2NC2 GIS2N TO 
App:icants Eith documented hea:th care experience 
Seventh=da$ Adventists 
Graduates oD Toma Tinda Universit$ 
App:icants Drom underrepresented popu:ations 
App:icants Eith documented communit$ service 
Admission requirements 
An overa:: GUPUAU oD at :east 0UV or higher and a 
science GUPUAU oD 0UV or higher on a WUV sca:eU 
App:ications must be submitted through CASPA 
XEEEUcaspaon:ineUorgYU 
Three :etters oD recommendation,one Drom a 
practicing MUQU, QUOU or PUAU 
Qocumented patient=care experience 
Please note1 Grades be:oE C are not accepted Dor 
creditU 
Ho3 to apply 
App:ications are accepted betEeen Zune . and 
Qecember .U App:ications must be made through the 
Centra: App:ication Service Dor Ph$sician Assistants 
KCASPA[L this service is avai:ab:e at 
XEEEUcaspaon:ineUorgYU Comp:eted app:ications and 
a:: supporting documents must be received b$ the 
Qepartment oD Ph$sician Assistant Sciences n' later 
t+an ,anuar. /01 ReAuired intervieEs are granted to 
Aua:iDied app:icants upon invitation b$ the 
admissions committeeU 
App:icants must comp:ete a:: prereAuisite course 
Eor\ at an accredited co::ege beDore being admitted 
to a program in the Schoo: oD A::ied -ea:th 
ProDessionsU 
A minimum score oD ]]V Kpaper based[ or ^.0 
Kcomputer based Drom the Test oD 2ng:ish as a Foreign 
Tanguage KTO2FT[ must be submittedU An$ student 
Eith a score on the TO2FT Eriting test KT_2[ oD :ess 
than W Ei:: be reAuired to do remedia: Eor\ during 
the program and reta\e the TO2FTU 
Housing 
On=campus housing is avai:ab:e Dor men and EomenU 
For inDormation on the men`s dormitor$ KQanie::s` 
Residence[, ca:: aVab]]c=W]/.U For inDormation on the 
Eomen`s dormitor$, Tindsa$ -a::, ca:: aVab]]c=W]/.U 
Financial aid 
App:ications Dor Dinancia: aid shou:d be submitted 
ear:$, even beDore the student is admitted into the 
programU Processing oD Dinancia: aid shou:d be done 
b$ Zanuar$ .U App:ications Dor CAT Grants KCa:iDornia 
residents on:$[ must be postmar\ed no :ater than 
March ^U These app:ications are avai:ab:e aDter 
Qecember ^]U The Universit$`s Student Financia: Aid 
ODDice Ei:: he:p app:icants obtain the necessar$ 
app:ications and guide them in the process oD 
app:$ing Dor aidU App:icants Dor aid must contact the 
ODDice oD Financia: Aid, Toma Tinda Universit$, Toma 
Tinda, CA a^0]V at aVab]]c=W]VaU 
Contact information 
dever:e$ Stoc\er 
aVab]]c=e^a] 
Xbstoc\erf::uUeduY 
or visit the SA-P _eb site at 
XEEEU::uUeduba::ied=hea:thbsahpbpabindexUpageYU 
PR<=RAM <F I@STRUCTI<@ 
First DearE Autumn Fuarter  Units 
A-CZ ].a Graduate _ho:eness PortDo:io Year=:ong course .UV 
PAST WV. Anatom$ and Ph$sio:og$ I 0UV 
PAST WVW diochemistr$ Dor Ph$sician Assistants 0UV 
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3AST 406 Clinical La:oratory 2.0 
3AST A0B Cehavioral Science for 3hysician Assistants 3.0 
3AST A21 Research I 3.0 
RELE A0A Clinical Ethics 3.0 
S3AN 101 Elementary Spanish I 2.0 
Totals 20.0  
 
!inter Quarter  Units 
3AST 402 Anatomy and 3hysiology II 3.0 
3AST 411 3athology for 3hysician Assistants I 3.0 
3AST 421 3harmacology for 3hysician Assistants I 3.0 
3AST A14 3hysical Niagnosis I 3.0 
3AST A22 Research II 2.0 
3AST A41 Clinical Medicine for 3hysician Assistants I A.0 
Totals 1B.0  
 
Spring Quarter  Units 
3AST 403 Anatomy and 3hysiology III 3.0 
3AST 412 3athology for 3hysician Assistants II 3.0 
3AST 422 3harmacology for 3hysician Assistants II 3.0 
3AST A0P Seminar in 3reventive Medicine 2.0 
3AST A1A 3hysical Niagnosis II 3.0 
3AST A42 Clinical Medicine for 3hysician Assistants II A.0 
Totals 1B.0  
 
Su..er Quarter  Units 
3AST A04 3rimary Care 3ediatrics 2.0 
3AST A0A QomenRs Sealth Care 2.0 
3AST A06 Clinical STills for 3hysician Assistants 4.0 
3AST A43 Clinical Medicine for 3AsU III 3.0 
S3AN 123 3racticum in Spanish I 4.0 
Totals 1A.0  
 
Se/on1 2ear3 4utu.n Quarter  Units 
3AST A16 3hysician Assistant 3rofessional Issues YearWlong course 2.0 
3AST A23 Research III 
YearWlong courseX research proYect presented during 
Spring Zuarter 
2.0 
Totals 4.0  
 
   1#5
 
Clinical rotations  
1 rotation Summer, 3 Autumn, 3 Winter, 3 Spring, and 2 Summer quarters Units 
PAST 524 Family Medicine I 4.0 
PAST 525 Family Medicine II 4.0 
PAST 52# Internal Medicine I (Inpatient Medicine) 4.0 
PAST 527 Internal Medicine II (Outpatient Medicine) 4.0 
PAST 528 Pediatrics I (Inpatient Pediatrics) 4.0 
PAST 529 Pediatrics II (Outpatient Pediatrics) 4.0 
PAST 531 Obstetrics and Gynecology 4.0 
PAST 532 General Surgery 4.0 
PAST 533 Emergency Medicine 4.0 
PAST 534 Psychiatry/Behavioral Medicine 4.0 
PAST 53# Elective I 4.0 
PAST 537 Elective II 4.0 
Totals 48.0  
Overall Totals 01234  
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Uor radiologic technologists educationallJ EreEared 
PeJond the level of the ,ssociate in 'cience degree3 
there are numerous career oEtions2 &adiologJ 
deEartments in large hosEitals offer career 
oEEortunities in management3 suEervision3 and 
research2 %Vcellent oEEortunities also eVist for those 
who are qualified to teach radiologic technologJ2 #n 
addition3 commercial enterErises and state 
governments continuallJ need technologists with 
advanced training to serve as customer 
reEresentatives3 technical consultants3 and health 
EhJsicists2 
:<e(=>o?>"@(
(he Nachelor of 'cience degree Erogram3 which 
Pegins at the level of the Xunior Jear3 emEhasiMes the 
more advanced areas in radiologic technologJ and is 
designed to EreEare graduates for careers in 
administration3 clinical sEecialties3 teaching3 or health 
EhJsics2 
.**>e#$%"%$on(
-oma -inda !niversitJ is regionallJ accredited PJ the 
Restern ,ssociation of 'chools and +olleges 5R,'+63 
YZ[ ,tlantic ,venue3 'uite 0\\3 ,lameda3 +, Y][\0^ 
teleEhone3 [0\B_]Z`Y\\0^ U,a3 [0\B_]Z`Y_Y_^ 
bwww2wascweP2orgc or bwascsrdwascsr2orgc2 
7A!(*e>%$B$*"%$on(
'tudents are required to have current health care 
Erovider cardioEulmonarJ resuscitation 5+7&6 
certification 5adult3 child3 and infant6 for all scheduled 
clinical eVEerience2 +7& certification must Pe 
comEleted at the ,merican Oeart ,ssociation health 
care Erovider level2 (his maJ Pe comEleted Erior to 
Peginning the Erogram of studJ or Pe oPtained at 
-oma -inda !niversitJ2 +lasses are availaPle on 
camEus at -ife 'uEEort %ducation3 !niversitJ ,rts 
Puilding3 e]ZZ_ (aJlor 'treet3 'uite 0\e2 
:<e(=>o?>"@(oCDe*%$Ee,(
02 /raduate Eractitioners who are leaders in 
the Erofession and who are caEaPle of 
serving the greater communitJ in the EuPlic3 
Erivate3 and nonErofit sectors2 
e2 /raduate managers3 administrators3 and 
educators who contriPute to the Erofessionfs 
PodJ of gnowledge through leadershiE roles3 
EuPlications3 Erofessional Eresentations3 and 
advocacJ2 
 
A>o?>"@(oF%*o@e,(
!Eon comEletion of the Erogram3 the graduate 
should Pe qualified to: 
02 =emonstrate leadershiE and reflective 
thinging in radiation sciences2 
e2 Nehave in a Erofessional manner in all 
interactions2 
i2 #mErove gnowledge and sgills in radiation 
sciences2 
]2 ,EElJ advanced Eractice in radiation 
sciences2 
 
.#@$,,$on(
(o Pe eligiPle for admission3 the aEElicant must Pe a 
graduate of an aEEroved associate degree Erogram 
5or the equivalent6 in radiologic technologJ3 radiation 
theraEJ3 nuclear medicine3 or diagnostic ultrasound 
5sonograEhJ62 , maVimum of _\ semester or 0\[ 
quarter units from an accredited Xunior college will Pe 
acceEted as transfer credit3 including units for clinical 
education2 'tudents who have comEleted a hosEital 
training Erogram are allowed uE to [[ quarter units 
of academic credit on the Pasis of their registrJ 
certificate2 
7e>%$B$*"%$on(
(he aEElicant must have certification from the 
,merican &egistrJ of &adiologic (echnologists 
5,&&(6 or equivalent sEecialtJ certification2 
,EElicants who are eligiPle to tage the ,&&( 
eVamination for certification Put who have not had 
oEEortunitJ to do so are given Erovisional status for 
one quarter2 %ligiPilitJ to continue is suPXect to 
studentfs oPtaining certification2 #t should Pe 
understood that the !niversitJ will not sign or 
validate registrJ documents of students who oPtained 
their training in another Erogram2 
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R"#$"T$O' )C$+'C+),-.). 
The student in the baccalaureate degree program 
completes: 
! The general studies requirements (General 
Education) 
! The radiation technology core requirements 
(online) 
! An area of emphasis (administration and 
education, clinical practice, science, or 
informatics) 
 
Electives to meet the needs of the individual student 
are selected from eFisting courses after consultation 
Gith the program director. 
PREREJUISITE/COREJUISITE 
Students must fall Githin 12 quarter units of 
completion of General Education (GE) requirements 
in order to be considered for the Qachelor of Science 
in radiation sciences core program. Those 
requirements are listed beloG. 
Statistics and research methods (taRen Githin the past 
five years). Please contact the program director for 
online statistics and research methods courses. 
Humanities-28 units minimum (choose minimum of 
three areas from: history, literature, philosophy, 
foreign language, art/music appreciation/history). 
Included in this minimum, 4 units of religion per year 
of attendance at a SeventhUday Adventist college or 
university. Vive units of religion are included in the 
QSRS core as a corequisite. A total of 28 quarter units 
are required to fulfill this area. 
Human anatomy and physiology Gith laboratory, one 
semester/quarter minimumW or general biology Gith 
laboratory, complete sequence. 
Natural Sciences-Additional natural science units 
from: chemistry, geology, mathematics, physics, and 
statistics. Must have a total of 12 quarter units of 
natural sciences, including up to 6 units from 
anatomy and physiology (no more than 6 units in any 
one area from the natural sciences may be used). 
TGo years high school mathematics Gith grades of C 
or above, or intermediate algebra in college. 
Social Science-Units to include cultural 
anthropology (or an approved course dealing Gith 
cultural diversity). Must have a total of 12 quarter 
units of social science. Select additional quarter units 
from: economics, geography, political science, 
psychology, sociology, or anthropology. 
English composition, complete sequence. Additional 
communication units may include courses in 
computer information systems, critical thinRing, and 
public speaRing. Minimum of 9 units are needed to 
complete this area. 
Personal health or nutrition and tGo physical activity 
courses to meet the minimum of 3 quarter units. 
Electives to meet the minimum total requirements of 
192 quarter units. 
 
/a1or  Units 
AHC\ 328 ]holeness Portfolio I 1.0 
AHC\ 498 ]holeness Portfolio II 1.0 
HCAD 305 Health Care Communication 4.0 
HCAD 316 Economics for Health Care Managers 4.0 
HCAD 336 Legal Environment of Health Care 4.0 
HCAD 374 Health Care Human Resources 4.0 
HCAD 464 Health Care Vinance 4.0 
RTCH 325 EFcel Qasics for Radiology Managers 2.0 
RTCH 385 Radiologic Trends in Health Care 3.0 
RTCH 418 Health Information Management and Radiology Coding for Radiology Managers 4.0 
RTCH 464 Moral Leadership 4.0 
RTCH 471 Applied Research Methods 2.0 
RTCH 472 Applied Research Methods 1.0 
UNIVERSITY CATALOG 012
 
RTCH 425 Digital Management in RadiologB C.E 
RTCH 4F4 Senior ProIect C.E 
RTMR 450 Management oK a Radiologic SerLice M.E 
Totals 45.E  
 
Religion  Units 
RELO 4OO UPPer diLision religion M.E 
RELT 4E1 AdLentist BelieKs and LiKe (C to M) 
RELT 4CM Loma Linda PersPectiLes (C to M) 
RELT 4M1 AdLentist Heritage and HealtT (C to M) 
RELT 4MU Current Issues in AdLentism (C to M) 
CToose one course C.EWM.E 
Totals 5.EW1.E  
 
Area of emphasis: administration and education  Units 
RSTH 4U0 Instructional TecTniXues I C.E 
RTCH 4U5 Curriculum DeLeloPment in HealtT Sciences C.E 
RTCH 400 StudentWTeacTing Practicum I (C) 
RTCH 40C StudentWTeacTing Practicum II (C) 
RTCH 40M Management Practicum I (C) 
RTCH 404 Management Practicum II (C) 
CToose 1 units 1.E 
Totals 0E.E  
 
Area of emphasis: imaging informatics  Units 
RTII M54 Introduction to InKormatics M.E 
RTII M52 PACS Planning and ImPlementation  M.E 
RTII M5F 
Digital RadiograPTB and PACS Kor tTe 
Imaging SPecialist 
PrereXuisite Kor imaging inKormatics C.E 
RTII M14 AdministratiLe Issues in InKormatics  M.E 
RTII M12 Future Management oK PACS M.E 
Totals 04.E  
Overall Totals 9:.0-9>.0  
 
Area of emphasis: clinical practice (1A-31 units) 
A FWC4 montT, KullWtime internsTiP in a clinical 
sPecialtB can [e selected Krom tTe Kollo\ing areas] 
• Nuclear sonograPTB (M0 units) 
• Nuclear medicine tecTnologB (02 units) 
• SPecial imaging tecTnologB (02 units) 
• Radiation tTeraPB tecTnologB (CU units) 
 
AccePtance into tTese sPecialties into tTe 
[accalaureate Program. 
Area of emphasis: science (12-1> units) 
0CW05 Xuarter units selected Krom tTe natural sciences 
in tTe areas oK [iologB, micro[iologB, cTemistrB, matT 
or PTBsics. TTese courses are ta^en at Bour local 
college_uniLersitB. A minimum grade oK C` (C.5) is 
reXuired Kor all courses. 
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RADIATI&N SCIENCES—M.S. 
&NLINE PR&GRAM 
M456 4O"4O8 Progra< Director 
The program 
>?e Master of Science in "adiation Sciences Progra< 
?as a co<<it<ent to educate and eBpand t?e 
DnoEFedge and eBpertise of radioFogG ?eaFt? 
professionaFs HG proIiding radioFogG practitioners in 
t?is co<<unitG8 as EeFF as across t?e countrG8 Eit? an 
opportunitG to adIance t?eir education. 
Distance education 
>?e Master of Science in "adiation Sciences Progra< 
is an onFine progra< open to KuaFified appFicants. 
Mission statement 
>?e <ission of t?e Master of Science in "adiation 
Sciences Progra< is to proIide students Eit? an 
en?anced understanding of Feaders?ip8 <anage<ent8 
ad<inistration and education so t?at t?eG can Heco<e 
productiIe Feaders in t?e radioFogG andLor ot?er 
enIiron<ents. 
Program objectives 
0. Mraduate practitioners E?o are Feaders in 
t?e profession and E?o are capaHFe of 
serIing t?e greater co<<unitG in t?e puHFic8 
priIate8 and nonprofit sectors. 
N. Mraduate <anagers8 ad<inistrators8 and 
educators E?o can contriHute to t?e 
professionOs HodG of DnoEFedge t?roug? 
Feaders?ip roFes8 puHFications8 professionaF 
presentations8 and adIocacG. 
 
Program outcomes 
Ppon co<pFetion of t?e progra<8 t?e graduate 
s?ouFd He KuaFified toQ 
0. De<onstrate Feaders?ip and refFectiIe 
t?inDing in radiation sciences. 
N. Be?aIe in a professionaF <anner in aFF 
interactions. 
S. 4<proIe DnoEFedge and sDiFFs in radiation 
sciences. 
T. .ppFG adIanced practice in radiation 
sciences. 
 
Admission requirements 
>o He eFigiHFe for ad<ission8 t?e appFicant <ust ?aIe 
earned Hac?eForOs degree Eit? a <ini<u< MP. of S.U. 
.ppFicants <ust aFso possess VationaF Wertification or 
eKuiIaFent in a "adiation Science discipFine. 
>?e appFicantOs Fetters of reco<<endation8 teFep?one 
interIieE8 Eritten essaG8 and EorD eBperience are 
aFso considered in t?e ad<issions screening process. 
.FF appFicants <ust ?aIe t?e foFFoEingQ 
! . Hac?eForOs degree co<pFeted Eit? a MP. 
of S.U 
! VationaF certification or eKuiIaFent in a 
radiation science discipFine 
! OfficiaF transcripts for aFF coFFege course 
EorD 
! "esu<e and t?ree Fetters of reference 
! >EoXpage essaG descriHing t?e appFicantOs 
personaF and professionaF sDiFFs and 
acco<pFis?<ents8 interests8 career goaFs8 and 
?oE t?e M.S.".S. EiFF ?eFp ac?ieIe t?e<. 
! >eFep?one interIieE Yto He sc?eduFed after 
appFication ?as Heen suH<ittedZ 
 
P"6"6[P4S4>6 
Bac?eForOs degree fro< an accredited institution 
Statistics YEit?in fiIe Gears of appFicationZ 
"esearc? <et?ods YEit?in fiIe Gears of appFicationZ 
Program design 
>?e progra< is tEentGXfour <ont?s or eig?t Kuarters 
in Fengt?. Students EiFF co<e to ca<pus for t?reeXtoX
fiIe daGs for orientation approBi<ateFG tEo EeeDs 
prior to t?e Heginning of sc?ooF in t?e first .utu<n 
[uarter. SuHseKuentFG8 aFF courses EiFF He totaFFG 
onFine untiF t?e EeeD prior to graduation E?en t?e 
students EiFF again co<e to ca<pus to present t?eir 
researc? pro\ects. >?e progra< <aG He co<pFeted in 
one Gear Heginning ]aFF [uarter of NUU2 Yupon 
approIaF HG progra< directorZ. 
Research requirements 
Statistics and researc? <et?ods courses are reKuired if 
not co<pFeted Eit?in fiIe Gears of appFication. ^?iFe 
in t?e progra<8 students EiFF co<pFete a SXunit 
researc? <et?ods course ./W_ `2`8 E?ic? EiFF 
incFude descriptiIe statisticsa and 1 units of ">"S 1N08 
1NN Wapstone Pro\ect. Students EiFF prepare at Feast 
one puHFis?aHFe <anuscript to He suH<itted to t?e 
Depart<ent "esearc? Wo<<ittee for eIaFuation 
regarding its puHFication potentiaF. 
Professional portfolio 
>?e student EiFF co<pFete a professionaF portfoFio 
E?iFe in t?e progra<. >?e portfoFio EiFF contain 
eIidence of t?e groEt? and Fearning t?at occurred 
E?iFe t?e student progressed t?roug? t?e progra<Q 
preX and postrefFection on t?e seIen core IaFues of t?e 
PniIersitG8 Feaders?ip assess<ent resuFts8 and finaF 
papers or pro\ects fro< course EorD. >?e student EiFF 
He asDed to refFect on ?isL?er groEt?8 insig?ts8 and 
appFication of DnoEFedge gained E?iFe in t?e 
progra<. PortfoFio seFections EiFF He pFaced in t?e 
portfoFio KuarterFG. 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*012
*
Required** !3456*
,7+8*9:9* -;<=>*=3?*%5@4A=>*#66B;6*43*5@;*7;=>5@*CDEF;664E36* GH2*
,7+8*9II* (@;ED;54A=>*JEB3?=54E36*EF*-;=?;D6@4K* GH2*
,7+8*9I1* C;D6E3=>*-;=?;D6@4K** GH2*
,7+8*91I* L=64A6*EF*M=DN;543<* GH2*
,7+8*91O* 7;=>5@*+=D;*J43=3A;*=3?*&;4PQBD6;P;35* GH2*
,7+8*91R* #365DBA54E3=>*%FF;A54S;3;66** GH2*
,7+8*9OI* +BDD4AB>=*C>=3343<*43*7;=>5@*'A4;3A;6** GH2*
,7+8*9R9* &;6;=DA@*=3?*'5=54654A6*+E3A;K56*=3?*M;5@E?6T*#35;DP;?4=5;** GH2*
7,UM*9VO* .D<=34W=54E3=>*L;@=S4ED*43*7;=>5@*+=D;* GH2*
7,UM*91:* M=3=<43<*7BP=3*&;6EBDA;6*43*7;=>5@*+=D;*.D<=34W=54E36* GH2*
7,UM*I2:* 7;=>5@*'X65;P6*'5D=5;<4A*C>=3343<* GH2*
&%-(*9IG* 7;=>5@*+=D;Y*7BP=345XY*=3?*/E?*ZGH2[:H2\* GH2*
&(&'*9O:* L=64A6*EF*#P=<43<*#3FEDP=54A6** GH2*
&(&'*I0:* CDEF;664E3=>*CED5FE>4E** GH2*
&(&'*I09* ,?S=3A;6*43*(;A@3E>E<XT*%?BA=54E3=>*=3?*M=3=<;D4=>*#66B;6** GH2*
&(&'*IV0* +=K65E3;*CDE];A5*#* GH2*
&(&'*IVV* +=K65E3;*CDE];A5*##* GH2*
(E5=>6* 90H2**
Overall Totals* 51.0**
  "a$iation T*era-. Te/*nolo1.234 565
Radiation Therapy Technology—AH 
5Certificate8 
73"89 :3;<S> 7lini/al ?ro1ram :ire/tor> 7ertiAi/ate 
RADIATI;N THERAP? TECHN;L;G?-
CERTIFICATE 
T*e AiAteenBmont* /ertiAi/ate -ro1ram is 1iDen in a 
$istan/e learnin1 Aormat> in /onEun/tion Git* Hresno 
7ommunit. 7olle1eI Stu$ents must atten$ eit*er t*e 
9oma 9in$a or t*e Hresno 7am-us Aor instru/tion> 
an$ ma. atten$ /lini/al e$u/ational sites in t*e 9oma 
9in$a> Hresno> JaKersAiel$ or ?orterDille areasI T*e 
-ro1ram /ommen/es in t*e Hall Luarter an$ inDolDes 
/ourse GorK Dia tele/onAeren/in1> as Gell as a 
/om-re*ensiDe> su-erDise$> /lini/al e$u/ation in all 
as-e/ts oA /lini/al ra$iation on/olo1.I Stu$ents are 
eM-e/te$ to rotate to $iAAerent /lini/al sites in t*eir 
s-e/iAi/ 1eo1ra-*i/al area $urin1 t*e -ro1ram in 
or$er to en*an/e t*eir /lini/al a/umenI T*e -ro1ram 
is NO *ours -er GeeK an$ AolloGs t*e main PniDersit. 
/alen$arI 
Program outcomes 
5I 7om-re*en$ treatment /*arts an$ ot*er 
$ata su/* as treatment -lans an$ :""Qs> an$ 
Re aRle to eMtra/t all $ata ne/essar. to 
/om-lete an a//urate -atient treatmentI 
SI 7om-re*en$ t*e -rin/i-les oA t*e 
/onstru/tion an$ o-eration oA ra$iation 
t*era-. a//elerators an$ Ream mo$iAi/ation 
$eDi/esI 
TI 3//uratel. /om-lete all as-e/ts oA -atient 
treatment> an$ un$erstan$ t*e nee$ Aor $ail. 
re-ro$u/iRilit. oA UsetBu-IU 
NI VAAe/tiDel. an$ /o*erentl. /ommuni/ate 
i$eas to -atients> -atientsQ Aamilies> staAA> 
-eers> an$ Aa/ult.I 
WI 3//uratel. maintain -atient treatment 
re/or$s Git* t*e un$erstan$in1 t*at t*e. are 
le1al $o/umentsI 
6I Pn$erstan$ t*e -rin/i-les oA 1eneral qualit. 
assuran/e an$ /ontinuous qualit. 
im-roDement Z7L<[ as t*e. a--l. to t*e 
-ra/ti/e oA ra$iation t*era-.I 
6I Pn$erstan$ t*e -rin/i-les oA ra$iation saAet. 
as t*e. a--l. to t*e -ra/ti/e oA ra$iation 
t*era-.I 
\I Pn$erstan$ t*e -rin/i-les oA 4<??3 as t*e 
a/t a--lies to t*e -ra/ti/e oA ra$iation 
t*era-.I 
 
Accreditation 
T*e -ro1ram is a//re$ite$ R. t*e Joint "eDieG 
7ommittee on V$u/ation in "a$iolo1i/ Te/*nolo1.> 
SO ^ort* _a/Ker :riDe> Suite 9OO> 7*i/a1o> <9 6O6O6B
S9O5a tele-*one T5Sb6ONBWTOOI 
Distance education 
T*e "a$iation T*era-. Te/*nolo1. ?ro1ram is 
oAAere$ Dia $istan/e e$u/ation at Hresno 7it. 7olle1e> 
Hresno> 7aliAorniaI 
CPR certification 
Stu$ents are require$ to *aDe /urrent *ealt* /are 
-roDi$er /ar$io-ulmonar. resus/itation Z7?"[ 
/ertiAi/ation Za$ult> /*il$> an$ inAant[ Aor all s/*e$ule$ 
/lini/al eM-erien/eI 7?" /ertiAi/ation must Re 
/om-lete$ at t*e 3meri/an 4eart 3sso/iation *ealt* 
/are  -roDi$er leDelI T*is must Re /om-lete$ -rior to 
Re1innin1 t*e -ro1ram oA stu$.I 7lasses are aDailaRle 
on /am-us at 9iAe Su--ort V$u/ation> PniDersit. 3rts 
Ruil$in1> SN\\6 Ta.lor Street> Suite 5OSI 
Admission 
?"V"VLP<S<TV 
To Re a$mitte$ into t*e "a$iation T*era-. 
Te/*nolo1. ?ro1ram an$ to Re/ome /ertiAie$ an$ 
re1istere$> t*e a--li/ant must fulfill the follo,ing t,o 
prere1uisites2 
Je an 3""TBre1istere$ ra$iolo1i/ te/*nolo1ista and 
Je a 1ra$uate oA an a//re$ite$ ra$iolo1i/ te/*nolo1. 
-ro1rama 
AND must have credits in the follo,ing2 
"a$iation -*.si/s 
4uman anatom. an$ -*.siolo1. Git* laRorator.> 
/om-lete sequen/e 
7olle1e al1eRra 
"a$iation -rote/tion ZaDailaRle in -roAessional 
-ro1ram Aor t*ose G*o *aDe not taKen it[ 
?atientB/are met*o$s 
ceneral -s./*olo1. 
7om-uters 
or 
Je a re1istere$ nurse or 
Je a 1ra$uate oA an a//re$ite$ allie$ *ealt* -ro1ram 
Zminimum trainin1 oA tGo .ears[ 
AND must have credits in the follo,ing2 
4uman anatom. an$ -*.siolo1. Git* laRorator.> 
/om-lete sequen/e 
7olle1e al1eRra 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*012
3456789*:4;<6=>9>?@*
A8:64=:B78;4*<4:C>5D*
&8568:6>=*EC@D67D*
&8568:6>=*E;>:47:6>=*F8G8698H94*6=*E;>I4DD6>=89*
E;>?;8<*I>;*:C>D4*JC>*C8G4*=>:*:8K4=*6:L*
A;6=76E94D*>I*;856>?;8EC@*
+><EM:4;D*
/4=4;89*ED@7C>9>?@*
Observation experience required 
,*<6=6<M<*>I*I>;:@*C>M;D*>I*J>;K*>HD4;G8:6>=*6=*8*
;8568:6>=*:C4;8E@*54E8;:<4=:*6D*;4NM6;45O*
*
Required** !=6:D*
,P+Q*RST* A8:C>9>?@*##* TOS*
&%-%*RU1* +C;6D:68=*%:C67D*8=5*P489:C*+8;4* 2OS*
&((P*TT2* &8568:6>=*V6>9>?@* 0OS*
&((P*TR2* A8:64=:B+8;4*A;87:674D*6=*&8568:6>=*(C4;8E@* 2OS*
&((P*TRR* &8568:6>=*(C4;8E@*A;>745M;4D* 2OS*
&((P*TRW* &8568:6>=*(C4;8E@*&4G64J* 0OS*
&((P*TUU* AC@D6789*A;6=76E94D*>I*&8568:6>=*(C4;8E@*#* TOS*
&((P*TUX* AC@D6789*A;6=76E94D*>I*&8568:6>=*(C4;8E@*##* TOS*
&((P*TU1* ,EE9645*Y>D6<4:;@* 2OS*
&((P*TXR* &8568:6>=*.=7>9>?@*#* 2OS*
&((P*TXU* &8568:6>=*.=7>9>?@*##* 2OS*
&((P*TXX* &8568:6>=*.=7>9>?@*###* 2OS*
&((P*Z10* &8568:6>=*(C4;8E@*,II6968:6>=*#* WOS*
&((P*Z12* &8568:6>=*(C4;8E@*,II6968:6>=*##* WOS*
&((P*Z1T* &8568:6>=*(C4;8E@*,II6968:6>=*###* WOS*
&((P*Z1R* &8568:6>=*(C4;8E@*,II6968:6>=*#$* WOS*
&((P*Z1U* &8568:6>=*(C4;8E@*,II6968:6>=*$* 02OS*
(>:89D* XZOS**
Overall Totals* 67.0**
  Radiologist Assistant—A. 101
!"#$%&%'$()*+(($()",)-+.*
/0121*3,&$,456&4,#4#*78%'8"9:*
R2N22 STON27 Program Director 
 
;<4*=8%'8"9*
The student @ill receiAe didactic and clinical 
mentoring on neonatal7 Bediatric7 adult7 and geriatric 
BoBulationsC Courses @ill Ee a comEination oF 
discussion7 BroGects7 case studies and WeE-Eased 
learningC Students are resBonsiEle For Finding their 
o@n clinical site and radiologist mentorC This is an 
online BrogramJ ho@eAer7 and students must Ee on 
camBus one @eeK in the Autumn Quarter7 and one 
@eeK in the First Winter and SBring Muarters7 and one 
@eeK in the Final SBring QuarterC 
0$(($%,*
The mission oF the Radiologist Assistant Program is to 
BroAide students @ith a sound clinical7 didactic7 and 
moral Foundation so that they can imBact Batient care 
in a BositiAe and meaningFul mannerC 
>$($%,*
The Radiologist Assistant Program at Ooma Oinda 
UniAersity @ill Ee one oF the Bremier radiologist 
assistant Brograms in the nation—home to a Brogram 
that students @ill @ant to attendC Its diAerse and saFe 
learning enAironment @ill contriEute to the Aie@ oF 
Ooma Oinda UniAersity as one oF the stateRs economic 
and cultural centersC 
7?8=%(4*
The BurBose oF the Radiologist Assistant Program is 
to educate students to comBetently Function as 
radiologist assistants in the Aariety oF imaging 
enAironmentsC 
;<4*=8%'8"9*%@A4B)$C4(*
1C Graduate comBetent adAanced Bractice 
technologists @ho BerForm Brocedures and 
clinical actiAities oF the BroFession 
2C Graduate leaders @ho engage in actiAities 
that adAance the BroFession 
1C Graduate midleAel Bractitioners @ho @ill 
imBact health care deliAery 
UC Graduate BroFessionals @ho maintain 
recogniVed educational standards oF the 
BroFession 
WC Graduate BroFessionals @ho emBloy BroBer 
ethics @ithin the BroFession 
 
+#9$(($%,(*84D?$8494,)(*
To Ee eligiEle For admission7 the aBBlicant must haAeX 
1C A maYimum oF 1ZW Muarter or 0Z semester 
units From an accredited college[uniAersity7 
@hich @ill Ee acceBted as transFer credit7 
including units For clinical educationC 
Students @ho haAe comBleted a hosBital 
training Brogram are allo@ed WW Muarter 
units \as a Bart oF the maYimum] oF academic 
credit on the Easis oF their registry certiFicateC 
2C CertiFication From the American Registry oF 
Radiologic Technologists \ARRT] 
1C A minimum oF t@o years oF Full-time 
radiograBhy @orK eYBerienceC 
 
;E%*)8"BF(*G%8*4,)8",B4*
Students enter the MCSCdegree Brogram t@o diFFerent 
@aysC TracK one allo@s the student to enter @ith an 
associate degreeC In their First year7 students taKe the 
WZ-unit \includes reMuired religion] online core oF the 
_achelor oF Science degree in radiation sciencesC 
Students in good standing at the end oF their First year 
@ill Brogress to the radiation assistant curriculum in 
their second year and @ill Ee locK steB @ith the TracK 
t@o radiation assistant studentsC At the end oF three 
years7 these students @ill Ee granted a _CSC degree and 
an MCSC degree7 Eased on the course @orK done and 
the total numEer oF unitsC 
TracK t@o allo@s students to enter @ith a EachelorRs 
degree and Eegin their radiation assistant curriculum 
in the First Muarter oF the BrogramC For Eoth tracKs7 
general education reMuirements @ill Ee comBleted 
Brior to Eeginning the BrogramC 
 
H?,$%8*I4"8  +121*)%*0121 78$%8*6121 
A.Ca 1Zb ProFessional Communications 2CZ   
A.Ca 12b Wholeness PortFolio I 1CZ   
A.Ca Ucb Wholeness PortFolio II 1CZ   
.CAD 1ZW .ealth Care Communication UCZ   
.CAD 11d 2conomics For .ealth Care Managers UCZ   
.CAD 11d Oegal 2nAironment oF .ealth Care UCZ   
.CAD 10U .ealth Care-.uman Resources UCZ   
!"#$%&S#TY +ATA-O/ 014
3+A4 454 3ealth +are <inance 4.0   
&%-B 4BB !pper 4ivision &eligion 4.0H5.0   
&%-T 405 Adventist JelieKs and -iKe L.0   
&T+3 MLN %Ocel Jasics Kor &adiologP Qanagers L.0   
&T+3 M8N &adiologic Trends in 3ealth +are M.0   
&T+3 408 
3ealth #nKormation Qanagement and &adiologP +oding Kor &adiologP 
Qanagers 
4.0   
&T+3 454 Qoral -eadership 4.0   
&T+3 410 Applied &esearch Qethods L.0   
&T+3 41L Applied &esearch Qethods 0.0   
&T+3 48N 4igital Qanagement in &adiologP L.0   
&T+3 4T4 Senior UroVect L.0   
&TQ& 4N0 Qanagement oK a &adiologic Service M.0   
Totals NM.0HNN.0  W  
 
!enior Year, Autu.n /uarter  A.!. to M.!. Prior 3.!. 
A3+X N0T /raduate Wholeness UortKolio 0.0 0.0 
&%-B 4BB !pper 4ivision &eligion M.0 M.0 
&T&A 4LN <luoroscopP and &adiation Urotection 0.0 0.0 
&T&A 4L5 &adiologP &eporting 0.0 0.0 
&T&A 4M0 UharmacologP # L.0 L.0 
&T&A 444 UathophPsiologP  L.0 L.0 
&T&A 410 +linical #nternship L.0 L.0 
&T&A NL0 &adiologP Urocedures and #mage %valuation # M.0 M.0 
Totals 0N.0  0N.0  
 
4inter /uarter  A.!. to M.!. Prior 3.!. 
A3+X 40L UathologP # 4.0 4.0 
&T&A 4ML UharmacologP ## L.0 L.0 
&T&A 4N0 Uatient Assessment # L.0 L.0 
&T&A 41L +linical #nternship N.0 N.0 
&T&A 4T0 +rossHsectional AnatomP # 0.0 0.0 
&T&A NLL &adiologP Urocedures and #mage %valuation ## M.0 M.0 
Totals 01.0  01.0  
 
!pring /uarter  A.!. to M.!. Prior 3.!. 
A3+X 40M UathologP ## M.0 M.0 
&T&A 4NL Uatient Assessment ## L.0 L.0 
&T&A 41M +linical #nternship 5.0 5.0 
   175
RTRA 476 Topics for the Radiologist Assistant 2.0 2.0 
RTRA 492 Cross-sectional Anatomy II 1.0 1.0 
RTRA 523 Radiology Procedures and Image Evaluation III 3.0 3.0 
Totals 17.0  17.0  
 
Graduate Year, Summer Quarter  A.S. to M.S. Prior B.S. 
RTRA 446 Clinical Management and Education 2.0 2.0 
RTRA 524 Radiology Procedures and Image Evaluation IH 3.0 3.0 
RTRA 571 Clinical Internship IH 6.0 6.0 
Totals 11.0  11.0  
 
Autumn Quarter  A.S. to M.S. Prior B.S. 
RELJ 5JJ Graduate-level Religion 3.0 3.0 
RTRA 572 Clinical Internship H 6.0 6.0 
RTRA 591 Radiologist Assistant Research Project I 1.0 1.0 
Totals 10.0  10.0  
 
6inter Quarter  A.S. to M.S. Prior B.S. 
RTCH 567 Leadership Theory and Practice 3.0 3.0 
RTRA 573 Clinical Internship HI 6.0 6.0 
RTRA 588 Comprehensive Review 1.0 1.0 
RTRA 592 Radiologist Assistant Research Project II 2.0 2.0 
Totals 12.0  12.0  
 
Spring Quarter  A.S. to M.S. Prior B.S. 
RTRA 384 Radiobiology and Health Physics 2.0 2.0 
RTRA 424 Medical-Llegal Issues in Radiology 1.0 1.0 
RTRA 574 Clinical Internship HII 6.0 6.0 
RTRA 593 Radiologist Assistant Research Project III 2.0 2.0 
Totals 11.0  11.0  
Overall Totals 146.0-14C.0 93.0  
 
 
Radiologist Assistant—AH
!NI$%&SITY +ATA-O/ 012
Rehabilitation Science—AH 
1Ph.D.5 
/&%NIT3 J5 6IMM%&MAN, Pro<ram Director 
 
TDe ScDool oF Allied 3ealtD ProFessions oFFers tDe 
Doctor oF PDilosopDK de<ree in reDaLilitation science5 
TDe de<ree pro<ram LK desi<n is inclusiNe oF tDe 
manK reDaLilitation proFessions, and oFFers 
opportunities For qualiFied clinical proFessionals in 
allied DealtD to prepare For careers in independent 
researcD, teacDin<, and administration5 It is tDe <oal oF 
tDis pro<ram to prepare <raduates wDo will: 
! ProNide Nision and direction For tDe 
inte<ration oF tDe reDaLilitation proFessions5 
! +ommit tDemselNes to wDoleRperson care5 
! AdNance tDe tDeorK and practice oF 
reDaLilitation science tDrou<D researcD5 
! Acquire and inte<rate knowled<e related to 
tDe social and Lasic medical sciences5 
! Assess, deNelop, and implement 
interdisciplinarK communitK Lased serNices5 
 
Admission 
Applicants must meet tDe Followin< minimum 
requirements: 
! TacDelorUs or masterUs de<ree in anK allied 
DealtD proFessions area or discipline related 
to reDaLilitation science, witD a minimum 
/5P5A5 oF V5W in academic and proFessional 
course work5 
! +urrent licensureXcertiFication in one oF tDe 
reDaLilitation science proFessions5 
 
ProspectiNe students are required to suLmit tDe 
Followin<: 
05 A Formal letter oF support From a primarK 
researcD FacultK memLer wDose researcD 
interests and aNailaLilitK most closelK matcD 
tDose oF tDe applicant5 TDe pro<ram director 
will coordinate meetin<s Letween applicants 
and prospectiNe researcD FacultK5 
Y5 +urriculum Nitae, includin< work DistorK, 
Formal education, continuin< education, 
licensure or certiFication, proFessional 
or<aniZations, Donors, awards, puLlications, 
presentations, and <rants5 
V5 At least one example oF written work (e5<5, 
term paper, course assi<nment, puLlication, 
masterUs de<ree researcD pro]ect or tDesis)5 
 
Requirements 
A minimum oF 00_ units LeKond tDe LacDelorUs de<ree 
is required For students Doldin< a masterUs or doctoral 
de<ree in a proFessional area` up to _a <raduateRleNel 
quarter units taken in completion oF tDe proFessional 
de<ree maK Le applicaLle to tDe Doctor oF PDilosopDK 
de<ree5 Application oF tDese credits to tDe Doctor oF 
PDilosopDK de<ree must Le reNiewed LK tDe ScDool oF 
Allied 3ealtD ProFessions Doctor oF PDilosopDK in 
&eDaLilitation Science +ommittee prior to suLmission 
to tDe bacultK oF /raduate Studies For approNal5 TDe 
studentUs pro<ram course work For tDe de<ree must 
Le approNed LK tDe Doctor oF PDilosopDK in 
&eDaLilitation Science +ommittee5
 
Curriculum 
DOMAI@ 1  
Political and proFessional adNocacK  !nits 
&%S+ a0a Political and ProFessional AdNocacK in 
&eDaLilitation (V) 
&%S+ a02 Practicum in AdNocacK (0 to V) 
SPO- 20V Social Science +oncepts I (_) 
SPO- 20_ Social Science +oncepts II (_) 
2 units minimum 25W 
Totals 25W  
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!OMAIN (  
Theories and applications in health care systems and delivery  Units 
AHC= 545 Legal and Ethical Issues in the Health 
Professions (3) 
AHC= 552 Professional Systems in Kanagement 
II (3) 
HADK 528 Organizational Behavior in Health 
Care (3) 
HADK 542 Kanagerial Accounting for Health 
Care Organizations (3) 
HADK 559 Health Care Karketing (3) 
HADK 564 Health Care Finance (3) 
HADK 575 Kanagement Information Systems in 
Health Care (3) 
HADK 601 Health Systems-Operations 
Kanagement (3) 
HADK 604 Health Systems Strategic Planning (3) 
OCTH 600 Occupational Science (3) 
OCTH 604 Health, Society, and Participation (3) 
3 units minimum 3.0 
RESC 519 
Rehabilitation Theories and 
Applications in Health Care 
Required 3.0 
Totals 6.0  
 
!OMAIN )  
Determinants of health behavior  Units 
EPDK 509 Principles of Epidemiology I (3) 
GLBH 517 Cultural Issues in Health Care (3) 
GLBH 548 Violence and Terrorism Issues (3) 
HPRO 509 Principles of Health Behavior (3) 
HPRO 515 Kind-Body Interactions and Health 
Outcomes (3) 
HPRO 526 Lifestyle Diseases and Risk 
Reduction (3) 
HPRO 588 Health Behavior Theory and 
Research (4) 
6 units minimum 6.0 
Totals 6.0  
 
!OMAIN *  
Leadership and higher education  Units 
AHC= 506 Educational Evaluation and Clinical 
Assessment (3) 
AHC= 509 Teaching and Learning Styles (3) 
AHC= 551 Professional Systems in Kanagement 
I (3) 
AHC= 556 Administration in Higher 
Education (3) 
6 units minimum 6.0 
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AHCJ 564 Collaborative Learning in Higher 
Education (3) 
AHCJ 599 Directed Teaching (3) 
"RSG 544 Teaching and Learning Theory (3) 
"RSG 546 Curriculum Development in Higher 
Education (3) 
"RSG 555 Pharmacology in Advanced Practice 
I (3) 
  
OCTH 605 Education in Occupational Therapy (3) 
OCTH 606 Leadership in Occupational 
Therapy (3) 
  
Totals 6.0  
 
Religion  
Include 9 units of religion, chosen from the following ethical, theological, and relational courses (other 
religion courses selected in consultation with the program director)  Units 
RELE 524 Christian Bioethics (3) 
RELE 525 Ethics for Scientists (3) 
3 unit minimum  3.0 
RELR 525 Health Care and the Dynamics of 
Christian Leadership (3) 
RELR 536 Spirituality and Everyday Life (3) 
3 unit minimum  3.0 
RELT 557 Theology of Human Suffering (3) 
RELT 563 Healthcare, Humanity, and God (3) 
3 unit minimum  3.0 
Totals 9.0  
 
Research an. .issertation  
Didactic course work (12 units minimum)  Units 
RESC 697 Research (1.0-12.0) 24.0 
AHCJ 605 Critical Analysis of Scientific 
Literature (2) 
HPRO 589 Qualitative Research [ethods (3) 
[\A[ 502 Research Tools and [ethodology: 
Qualitative (3) 
PHTH 535 Research and Statistics I (3) 
STAT 515 Grant- and Contract-Proposal 
Writing (3) 
STAT 535 Introduction to [odern 
"onparametric Statistics (3) 
STAT 564 Survey and Advanced Research 
[ethods (3) 
STAT 568 Data Analysis (3) 
9 units minimum  9.0 
   17$
 
MFTH 601 Statistics I (4) 
PHTH 536 Research and Statistics II (3) 
PSYC 502 Advanced Statistics II (4) 
STAT 514 Intermediate Statistics for Health-
Science Data (3) 
No more than one of these courses  3.0-4.0 
Totals 36.0-37.0  
!"era&& Tota&s ,-./01/./  
 
2omprehensi"e e8aminations 
The written comprehensive examination is designed 
to establish that the student has a broad 
understanding of rehabilitation science. A student is 
eligible to take the written examination after 
completing a minimum of 30 Ruarter units of course 
work, including 6 units from each of the four core 
domains and 6 units in research and statistics. 
The oral examination is designed to establish that the 
student has adeRuate foundational information in 
appropriate content areas, as well as a plan to answer 
a research Ruestion appropriate for a doctoral 
dissertation. Following successful completion of the 
written comprehensive examination, the oral 
examination will be scheduled by the student's 
research mentor in consultation with the program 
director. Questions for the examination will be over 
the student's research proposal and the content areas 
on which the proposal rests. 
Ad"ancement to candidac< 
The student may apply for admission to doctoral 
candidacy after (a) passing the written and oral 
comprehensive examinationsW and (b) securing the 
support of his or her research advisory committee. 
=issertation 
The candidate's capacity for independent 
investigation and scholarly achievement must be 
demonstrated by the presentation and oral defense of 
an acceptable dissertation, usually resulting in one-to-
three publications. One paper must be accepted for 
publication before the candidate's graduation. 
>enera& re?uirements 
For information about reRuirements and practices to 
which all graduate students are subject, the student 
should consult the Policies and General Regulations 
in Section II and the School of Allied Health 
Professions in Section III. 
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!es$%rator* Care-./ 
0Cert%1%2ate3 4.6.3 7ost$ro1ess%onal 
4.6.: 
3A$#3 LOPE56 3epartment of Cardiopulmonary 
Sciences ChairH Postprofessional B.S.Program 3irector 
3A$#3 M. STA"TO"6 Program 3irector6 B.S.6 Entry 
Level and Certificate 
NATHER#"E GATTUSO6 3irector of Clinical 
Education6 B.S. 
R#CHAR3 3. "ELSO"6 Program 3irector—Saudi 
Campus 
". LE""AR3 SPECHT6 Medical 3irector 
;.C<=T? 
Nate Gattuso 
3avid LopeQ 
Arthur MarshaR 
Charles B. Spearman 
". Lennard Specht 
3avid M. Stanton 
C=@A@C.=BCOAT!.CT ;.C<=T? 
Alan Alipoon 
G. Ophelia BrooRs 
RaSuel M. CalderoneT$iQcaino 
Beth Elliot 
3ennis Graham 
Tony UPaulineV Hilton 
Linda HoustonTWeenstra 
Leo M. Langga 
Michael Lum 
Traci L. Marin 
Leslie Morales 
Richard 3. "elson 
Ehren "go 
Curtis PoXell 
MarR S. Rogers 
3ouglas Roth 
Richard ". Sample 
Loreen N. Scott 
Lindsey Simpson 
Marco Soto 
Thomas Y. Taylor6 Jr. 
Michael Terry 
Carter Tong 
Maria )un 
 
Respiratory care is an allied health profession that 
promotes health and improvement in the 
cardiopulmonary function of people Xith heart and 
lung a[normalities and disease. "eX[orn6 pediatric6 
adult6 and elderly patients are treated for a Xide 
range of pro[lems—infant respiratory distress 
syndromeH traumaH cardiopulmonary arrestH 
conditions [rought on [y shocRH postoperative 
surgical complicationsH and respiratory diseases such 
as pneumonia6 asthma6 cystic fi[rosis6 chronic 
[ronchitis6 and emphysema. 
The respiratory care practitioner is a mem[er of the 
health care team in medical centers6 sRilled nursing 
facilities6 outpatient reha[ilitation programs6 
physician offices6 and inThome care. Many are 
involved in research and development of neX and 
innovative care and eSuipment. They are effective 
communicators and compassionate caregivers6 
possessing an aXareness of cultural sensitivity and 
diversity. They have leadership roles in patient 
education6 Xellness intervention6 and development of 
respiratory care plans. Respiratory care professionals 
apply criticalTthinRing sRills in cardiopulmonary 
diagnostics and patient assessment to optimiQe 
decision maRing and delivery of patient care. #n a 
time of high technology6 increasing groXth of the 
elderly population6 and increasing num[ers of 
patients Xith asthma and chronic lung disease6 there 
is a greater demand for educated and sRilled 
respiratory care practitioners. 
7ro1ess%onal a22reD%tat%on3 l%2ensEre3 anD 
2reDent%al%ng 
Respiratory care program accreditation is provided 
[y the Commission on Accreditation of Allied Health 
Education Programs UCAAHEPV upon 
recommendation of the Committee on Accreditation 
for Respiratory Care UCoARCV. Standards and 
guidelines pu[lished [y CoARC must [e met6 
relevant to general and respiratory care education 
and to ongoing program assessment and 
improvement. #nSuiries regarding CAAHEP can [e 
directed to 1361 ParR Street6 ClearXater6 WL 33^56H 
telephone ^2^a210T2350H Ye[ site 
bXXX.caahep.orgcH or WAd ^2^a210T2354. #nSuiries 
regarding CoARC can [e directed to 1241 HarXood 
Road6 Bedford6 Td ^6021T4244H telephone 11^a213T
2135H or Ye[ site bXXX.coarc.comc. The Respiratory 
Care Program at Loma Linda University is CAAHEP 
accredited. 
Graduates of CAAHEPTaccredited respiratory care 
programs must apply to the State of California 
3epartment of Consumer Affairs Respiratory Care 
Board URCBV for a license to practice in the state. The 
RCB reSuires that graduates of respiratory care 
programs complete general and respiratory care 
education courses Xith grades of C or a[ove6 
resulting in a minimum of an Associate in Science 
degree in respiratory care. Graduates must 
successfully complete an efamination for licensure6 
declare felony convictions6 and undergo 
fingerprinting. License denial may occur due to prior 
felony convictionUsV. #nSuiries regarding the RCB can 
[e directed to 444 "orth 3rd Street6 Suite 2^06 
Sacramento6 CA 95114H telephone 916a323T9913H WAd 
916a323T9999H or Ye[ site bXXX.rc[.ca.govc or 
bRCBinfohdca.ca.govc. 
The "ational Board for Respiratory Care6 #nc. 
U"BRCV6 provides nationally recogniQed credentialing 
efaminations for graduates of accredited respiratory 
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care programs. Those who successfully complete the 
entry-level examination receive the certified 
respiratory therapist (CRT) credential. This 
examination currently is required by the state of 
California for licensure to practice respiratory care. 
Advanced practitioner examinations are required for 
the registered respiratory therapist (RRT) credential, 
neonatal-pediatric specialist certification (NPS), and 
certified (CPFT) and registered (RPFT) pulmonary 
function technologist. NBRC inquiries can be made to 
18000 W. 105th Street, Olathe, OS 66061, telephone 
913S895-4900U FAV 913S895-4650U or Web site 
Wwww.nbrc.orgX. 
Professional association 
The American Association for Respiratory Care 
(AARC) encourages students and graduates to 
become members and participate in national meetings 
and local chapters. The AARCYs aim is to foster 
professional growth, encourage research, and provide 
services and representation for its members. Further 
information may be obtained from the national office, 
9425 North MacArthur Boulevard, Suite 100, Irving, 
TV ]5063U telephone 9]2S243-22]2U or Web site 
Wwww.aarc.orgX. 
The California Society for Respiratory Care (CSRC), 
as an affiliate of the AARC, is a nonprofit professional 
organi^ation whose mission is to represent and 
encourage excellence in the art and science of 
cardiopulmonary support. 
The CSRC is committed to health, healing, and 
disease prevention in the California community. The 
society extends these concepts to its members, 
students, health care professionals, and the public 
through education and clinical practice. Further 
information may be obtained from the CSRC at 1961 
Main Street, Suite 246, Watsonville, CA 950]6U 
telephone 888S]30-2]]2U FAV 831S]63-2814U or Web 
site Wwww.csrc.orgX. 
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6PR certification 
Students are required to have current health care 
provider cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) 
certification (adult, child, and infant) for all scheduled 
clinical experience. CPR certification must be 
completed at the American Heart Association health 
care provider level. This may be completed prior to 
beginning the program of study or may be obtained 
at Loma Linda University. Classes are available on 
campus at Life Support Education, University Arts 
building, 2488] Taylor Street, Suite 102. 
Admission 
To be eligible for admission, the applicant must have 
completed a minimum of 96 quarter units (64 
semester units) from an accredited college or 
university, or its equivalent from a foreign education 
program. 
PREREbUISITE 
Human anatomy and physiology or general biology 
with laboratory, complete sequence 
Microbiology with laboratory 
Introductory chemistry with laboratory, complete 
sequenceU or general chemistry with laboratory, 
complete sequence 
High school-level physics or introductory physics, 
one quarterSsemester in collegeU or general physics, 
one quarterSsemester in college 
Two years of mathematics selected from: algebra I 
(elementary), algebra II (intermediate), or geometry. 
Course work may be taken in high school or college. 
General psychology 
English composition, complete sequence 
Introduction to computers (high school or college) 
RE6OMME<=E= 6O>RSE ?OR@ 
Speech 
Required minimum grade 
All course work must have a grade of C (2.0) or better. 
Professional eligiDilitE 
Upon completion of the program, graduates are 
eligible to pursue all credentialing examinations 
offered by the National Board for Respiratory Care 
(NBRC). Inquiries to NBRC can be made to 8310 
Nieman Road, Lenexa, OS 66214-15]9U telephone 
913S599-4200U email: Wnbrc-infofnbrc.orgXU or Web 
site Wwww.nbrc.orgX. 
Fees 
Respiratory Therapy Board Examination Review 
g260.00 (applied year 2 to RSTH 496) 
Written Registry Self Assessment Examination g40.00 
(applied year 2 to RSTH 496) 
EquiFalencE eGaminationHEFaluation of credit 
Applicants who have comparable education or 
experience may be able to gain credit toward the 
certificate by equivalency examination or evaluation 
of credit on an individual basis. Loma Linda 
University reserves the right to assess the respiratory 
care knowledge base and competencies of each 
applicant by assessment examination(s). 
A Loma Linda University grade-point average of C 
(2.0) is required for all courses in the program. 
(See Section IV for course descriptions.) 
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Loma Linda !niversity offers t@o Bachelor of Science 
degree programs in respiratory care. The first 
program is for students @ho have had no previous 
education in respiratory care and @ho have 
completed the program prereIuisites listed belo@. 
T/e 1ro4ra6 
The t@o-yearL upper-division program leading to the 
Bachelor of Science degree is a seIuence of 
professional course @ork intended to prepare 
competent respiratory therapists @ith advanced 
abilities in clinical care. Course @ork may be 
designed to@ard meeting entrance reIuirements for 
the dentistryL medicineL and physician assistant 
programs. 
T/e 1ro4ra6 o78e9t;ves 
!pon completion of the programL the graduate 
should: 
1. Collect and revie@ pertinent clinical 
information and suggest and implement 
diagnostic proceduresL according to age-
specific criteria. 
2. SelectL obtainL assembleL maintainL and 
correct malfunctions on all respiratory 
therapy eIuipment. 
3. Administer medications via aerosolL 
subcutaneousL and other appropriate routes 
of deliveryL according to age-specific criteria. 
4. Apply current and advanced respiratory 
care concepts and treatment plans in the 
areas of ventilatory support systems 
Qinvasive and noninvasiveRL medical gas 
therapyL gas eSchange therapyL air@ay careL 
and advanced resuscitation techniIuesL 
according to age-specific criteria. 
5. Assist the physician in the performance of all 
diagnostic or therapeutic procedures related 
to cardiopulmonary function. 
6. Vunction as an efficient member of the 
interdisciplinary team. 
W. Demonstrate advanced kno@ledge and 
clinical skill in specialty areas selected from 
o neonatalYpediatric critical care 
o adult critical care 
o cardiopulmonary diagnostics 
o hyperbaric medicine 
o sleep disorders medicine 
o cardiopulmonary rehabilitation 
o eStended care 
 
$ro4ra6 o>t9o6es 
#n addition to the stated institutional learning 
outcomesL the respiratory care student is eSpected to 
meet the follo@ing programmatic learning outcomes: 
1. Demonstrate basic cardiopulmonary 
kno@ledge in respiratory care. 
2. Demonstrate advanced kno@ledge and 
clinical skills in respiratory care practice. 
3. Demonstrate critical-thinking skills in 
respiratory care. 
 
&?6;ss;o@ 
To be eligible for admissionL the applicant must: 
1. Complete the subZect reIuirements noted as 
prereIuisites Qstudents @ho have not 
completed these reIuirements may be 
accepted on a provisional basisR[ and 
2. Arrange for an intervie@ at the !niversity 
by appointment Qan off-campus or telephone 
intervie@ can be arranged for the distant 
studentR. 
 
PRERE]!#S#TE 
A>6a@;t;es—20 Iuarter Q14 semesterR units 
minimum Qchoose minimum of three areas from: 
historyL literatureL philosophyL foreign languageL 
artYmusic appreciation or artYmusic history 
#ncluded in this minimumL 4 units of religion per year 
of attendance at a Seventh-day Adventist college or 
university 
Bat>ral #9;e@9es—Human anatomy and physiology 
@ith laboratoryL complete seIuence[ or general 
biology @ith laboratoryL complete seIuence[ 
microbiology @ith laboratory[ introductory chemistry 
@ith laboratoryL complete seIuence[ or general 
chemistry @ith laboratoryL complete seIuence 
High school-level physics or introductory physicsL 
one IuarterYsemester in college[ or general physicsL 
one IuarterYsemester in college 
T@o years high school mathematics @ith grades of C 
or above or intermediate algebra in college 
#o9;al #9;e@9es—PsychologyL sociologyL and cultural 
anthropology or an approved course dealing @ith 
cultural diversity 
+o66>@;9at;o@s—English compositionL complete 
seIuence[ speech 
Computers 
Aealt/ a@? Dell@ess—Personal health or nutrition 
T@o physical activity courses 
Electives to meet minimum total reIuirement of 12 
Iuarter Q55 semesterR  units 
Vor total unit reIuirements for graduationL see 
Division of General StudiesL LL! General Education 
ReIuirements QSection ##R. 
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!unior Year+ Autumn /uarter  Certificate 3.S. 
AHCJ 311 Medical Terminology 2.0 2.0 
AHCJ 326 Fundamentals of Health Care 2.0 2.0 
AHCJ 328 Wholeness Portfolio I   1.0 
RSTH 304 Cardiopulmonary Anatomy and Physiology 4.0 4.0 
RSTH 331 Pharmacology I 2.0 2.0 
RSTH 334 Patient Assessment 2.0 2.0 
RSTH 341 Respiratory Therapy Science I 5.0 5.0 
Totals 17.0  18.0  
 
6inter /uarter  Certificate 3.S. 
AHCJ 402 Pathology I   4.0 
RSTH 332 Pharmacology II 2.0 2.0 
RSTH 342 Respiratory Therapy Science II 5.0 5.0 
RSTH 366 Diagnostic Techniques 3.0 3.0 
RSTH 381 Cardiopulmonary Diseases I 2.0 2.0 
RSTH 3M1 Respiratory Care Practicum I 2.0 2.0 
Totals 14.0  18.0  
 
Spring /uarter  Certificate 3.S. 
AHCJ 305 Infectious Disease and the Health Care Provider 1.0 1.0 
AHCJ 403 Pathology II   3.0 
RELE 457 Christian Ethics and Health Care 2.0 2.0 
RSTH 323 Pulmonary Function Methodology 3.0 3.0 
RSTH 343 Respiratory Therapy Science III 4.0 4.0 
RSTH 382 Cardiopulmonary Diseases II 2.0 2.0 
RSTH 3M2 Respiratory Care Practicum II 2.0 2.0 
Totals 14.0  17.0  
 
Senior Year+ Summer /uarter  Certificate 3.S. 
EMMC 316 12-Lead ECG Interpretation   2.0 
RELT 406 Adventist Beliefs and Life   2.0 
RSTH 3M3 Respiratory Care Practicum III   4.0 
RSTH 404 Critical Care   4.0 
Totals —  12.0  
 
 
 
!"#$E&'#() +,(,-./ 012
Senior Year, Autumn Quarter  Certificate 3.S. 
&'(3 452 +ase 'tudies in ,dult &espiratory +are CDE   
&'(3 2C0 Perinatal and Pediatric &espiratory +are CDE   
&'(3 242 ,dHanced Patient ,ssessment CDE   
&'(3 220 &espiratory (herapy 'cience #$ 4DE   
&'(3 2K2 &espiratory +are Practicum #$ CDE   
(otals 00DE  L  
 
Autumn Quarter  Certificate 3.S. 
,3+M 2N5 'eminars in -eadership   CDE 
,3+M 2O0 'tatistics and &esearch for 3ealth Professionals #   4DE 
,3+M 2K1 Qholeness Portfolio ##   0DE 
&'(3 452 +ase 'tudies in ,dult &espiratory +are   CDE 
&'(3 2C0 Perinatal and Pediatric &espiratory +are   CDE 
&'(3 242 ,dHanced Patient ,ssessment   CDE 
&'(3 220 &espiratory (herapy 'cience #$   4DE 
&'(3 2K2 &espiratory +are Practicum #$   CDE 
(otals L  0ODE  
 
5inter Quarter  Certificate 3.S. 
,3+M 2OC 'tatistics and &esearch for 3ealth Professionals ##   4DE 
&E-& 2O5 ,rt of #ntegratiHe +are   CDE 
&'(3 2CC ,dHanced Perinatal and Pediatric &espiratory +are CDE CDE 
&'(3 2C2 Exercise Physiology and Pulmonary &ehaTilitation 4DE 4DE 
&'(3 222 +ase 'tudies in "eonatalUPediatric &espiratory +are CDE CDE 
&'(3 2NN ,dHanced Viagnostic (echniWues   CDE 
&'(3 2K5 &espiratory +are Practicum $ CDE CDE 
(otals KDE  0NDE  
 
Spring Quarter  Certificate 3.S. 
EXX+ 405 +ardiology 4DE 4DE 
&E-( 20N /od and 3uman 'uffering   CDE 
&'(3 2N2 +ase Xanagement in &espiratory +are   CDE 
&'(3 2O0 #nstructional (echniWues #   CDE 
&'(3 2O2 +ardiopulmonary 3ealth Promotion and Visease PreHention   CDE 
&'(3 2KN &espiratory +are Practicum $# 4DE 4DE 
(otals NDE  02DE  
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Summer Quarter  *erti,i-ate ..S. 
E44C 316 128Lead ECG Interpretation 2.0   
RSTH 393 Respiratory Care Practicum III 4.0   
RSTH 404 Critical Care 4.0   
Totals 10.0  —  
Overall Totals 67.0  772.0  
 
A minimum of 192 quarter units are required for the 
Lachelor of Science degree in respiratory care. 
:;S<=:>TO:? *>:;@
<OST<:OA;SS=OB>C ..S. 
Loma Linda University offers tPo Lachelor of Science 
degree programs in respiratory care. The second 
program is for students Pho have an Associate in 
Science degree in respiratory care from a CAAHEP8
accredited respiratory care program and Pho Pish to 
earn a Lachelor of Science degree in respiratory care. 
This program is designated as the postprofessional 
Lachelor of Science degree in respiratory care. 
TDe program 
The tPo8yearQ upper8division program leading to the 
Lachelor of Science degree is a sequence of 
professional course PorR intended to graduate 
individuals Pho have acquired advanced RnoPledge 
in the respiratory care professionQ including 
assessmentQ therapeutic interventionsQ and 
management of patients Pith cardiopulmonary8
related disordersS and Pho uphold the standards of 
the mission and goals of the School of Allied Health 
Professions. 
TDe program goals 
The goals of the program are toT 
1. Provide therapists to the respiratory care 
and medical communities Pho have 
advanced practice training in 
cardiopulmonary care and fundamental 
RnoPledge in the areas of leadership and 
education. 
2. Provide an undergraduate program for tPo8
year8level respiratory therapists that 
enhances and Uroadens their RnoPledge in 
cardiopulmonary health care sciences and 
general studiesQ and alloPs progression into 
graduate programs. 
 
TDe program oGHe-tives 
Upon completion of the programQ the graduate 
shouldT 
1. Apply fundamental and advanced adultQ 
pediatricQ and neonatal respiratory care 
concepts and treatment plans in the areas of 
pathophysiologyQ diagnostics and advanced 
interventionsQ gas eVchange therapyQ medical 
gas therapyQ airPay careQ and ventilatory 
support systems (invasive and noninvasive). 
2. Apply proUlem8solving sRills in the areas of 
advanced pulmonary physiologyQ related 
diagnosticsQ and comprehensive pulmonary 
rehaUilitation programs. 
3. Perform fundamental and advanced patient 
assessment and diagnostic sRills for various 
cardiopulmonary diseases. 
4. Yevelop fundamental sRills to conduct and 
interpret research in the health care arena. 
5. Yevelop fundamental sRills in leadership. 
6. Yevelop fundamental sRills in topic 
presentation to the health care profession 
and patient8care communityQ using 
appropriate lecture and demonstration 
techniques. 
 
<rogram out-omes 
In addition to the stated institutional learning 
outcomesQ the postprofessional respiratory care 
student is eVpected to meet the folloPing 
programmatic learning outcomesT 
1. Yemonstrate advanced RnoPledge in 
respiratory care. 
2. Yemonstrate advanced leadership sRills. 
3. Yemonstrate critical8thinRing sRills in 
respiratory care practice. 
 
>Imission 
To Ue eligiUle for admissionQ the applicant mustT 
1. Le a graduate of a CAAHEP8approved or 
provisionally approvedQ or CAHEA8
approved advanced practitioner associate 
degree (or the equivalent) program in 
respiratory careS 
2. Complete the suUZect requirements noted as 
prerequisites (students Pho have not 
completed these requirements may Ue 
accepted on a provisional Uasis)S andQ 
3. Arrange for an intervieP at the University 
Uy appointment (an off8campus intervieP 
can usually Ue arranged for the distant 
student). 
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PRERE4UISITE 
H67anities—?@ 6nits 7ini767 (choose 7ini767 of 
three areasG history, literat6re, philosophy, foreiLn 
lanL6aLe, artM76sic appreciation, or artM76sic 
history) 
Incl6OeO in this 7ini767, P 6nits of reliLion per year 
of attenOance at a SeQenthROay AOQentist colleLe or 
6niQersity 
H67an anato7y anO physioloLy Sith laToratory, 
co7plete seU6enceG or Leneral TioloLy Sith 
laToratory, co7plete seU6enceG or Leneral VooloLy 
Sith laToratory, co7plete seU6ence 
MicroTioloLy Sith laToratory 
IntroO6ctory che7istry Sith laToratory or Leneral 
che7istry Sith laToratory 
HiLh schoolRleQel physicsG or introO6ctory physics, 
one U6arterMse7ester in colleLeG or Leneral physics, 
one U6arterMse7ester in colleLe 
TSo years hiLh school 7athe7atics Sith LraOes of C 
or aToQe or inter7eOiate alLeTra in colleLe 
/eneral psycholoLy or socioloLy 
C6lt6ral anthropoloLy or an approQeO co6rse OealinL 
Sith c6lt6ral OiQersity 
Select P 7ore U6arter 6nits fro7 socioloLy, 
psycholoLy, econo7ics, LeoLraphy, political science 
EnLlish co7position, co7plete seU6ence 
Speech 
Co7p6ters 
Personal health or n6trition 
TSo physical actiQity co6rses 
ElectiQes to 7eet 7ini767 total reU6ire7ent of X2 
U6arter 6nits 
For total 6nit reU6ire7ents for LraO6ation, see 
DiQision of /eneral St6Oies, LLU /eneral EO6cation 
ReU6ire7ents (Section II). 
!"#$%&'#()
The senior pro\ect is a c6l7inatinL ToOy of Sor], 
OeQelopeO Ty the st6Oent in cons6ltation Sith the 
proLra7 Oirector anO presenteO to the Oepart7ent 
fac6lty. ^or] 7ay Te a research paper, clinical 
presentation, 7anaLe7ent pro\ect, or other pro\ect 
approQeO Ty the proLra7 Oirector.
 
*#+&,-).#/-0)12%23+)42/-%#-  Units 
AHC_ `?1 ^holeness Portfolio I 0.@ 
AHC_ P2a Se7inars in LeaOership ?.@ 
AHC_ PX1 ^holeness Portfolio II 0.@ 
RSTH `@0 AOQanceO Respiratory Therapy Science I `.@ 
RSTH P?? AOQanceO Perinatal anO PeOiatric Respiratory Care ?.@ 
RSTH P`P AOQanceO Patient Assess7ent ?.@ 
Totals 00.@  
 
5&+%#-)42/-%#-  Units 
AHC_ P@? PatholoLy I P.@ 
AHC_ Pb0 Statistics anO Research for Health Professionals I `.@ 
RSTH P?P Ecercise PhysioloLy anO P6l7onary RehaTilitation `.@ 
RSTH P`0 Senior Pro\ect I ?.@ 
RSTH P22 AOQanceO DiaLnostic TechniU6es ?.@ 
RSTH P1a EQiOenceORdaseO MeOicine in Respiratory Care P.@ 
Totals 01.@  
 
*6-&+7)42/-%#-  Units 
AHC_ P@` PatholoLy II `.@ 
AHC_ Pb? Statistics anO Research for Health Professionals II `.@ 
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EMMC 315 Cardiology 3.0 
EMMC 316 12-Lead ECG Interpretation 2.0 
RSTH 401 Cardiopulmonary Intensive Care 2.0 
RSTH 432 Senior Project II 2.0 
RSTH 471 Instructional Techniques I 2.0 
RSTH 486 Evidenced-Based Medicine in Respiratory Care II 4.0 
Totals 21.0  
 
Summer 'uarter  Units 
RSTH 433 Senior Project III 2.0 
RSTH 451 Respiratory Care Affiliation I 2.0 
RSTH 487 Evidenced-Based Medicine in Respiratory Care III 4.0 
Totals 8.0  
O+erall Totals 01.3  
!"#$%&'#() +,(,-./ 011
School certificates 
, certi7icate is de7ined as a docu>ent o7 co>pletion 
o7 a nondeAree educational eBperience. 'chool o7 
,llied Eealth Fro7essions school certi7icates are 
aGarded upon co>pletion o7 orAaniHed proAra>s o7 
studI at the postsecondarI level. +urrentlIK 7our 
school certi7icates are o77ered. 
'tudents reAisterinA in one o7 these school certi7icate 
proAra>s reAister throuAh the .77ice o7 !niversitI 
&ecords 7or the coursesK Lut the certi7icate is issued LI 
the 'chool o7 ,llied Eealth Fro7essionsK not -o>a 
-inda !niversitI. (he &ecords .77ice >aintains a 
record o7 reAistration Lut not the certi7icate. &ecords 
o7 the certi7icate and its aGardinA are >aintained LI 
the sponsorinA depart>ent in the 'chool o7 ,llied 
Eealth Fro7essions. 
Minancial aid is ".( availaLle to students reAistered 
in school certi7icate proAra>s. (hese proAra>s do not 
>eet necessarI reNuire>ents estaLlished LI the !.'. 
Oepart>ent o7 %ducation 7or aid eliAiLilitI. 
  "ertificate in "om-uted 0omogra-hy 4"05678 
Certificate in Computed Tomography 4CT56
A8 
90:;:N =. =:?:@A Brogram Cirector 
 
Overvie; of program 
0he com-uted tomogra-hy technologist ForGs in a 
highly s-ecialiHed field o-erating so-histicated 
com-uteriHed tomogra-hy equi-ment. 0his 
technology -roJides detailed crossKsectional images 
of the human bodyA assisting -hysicians Fith quality 
-atient diagnosis and treatment. 
0his is a fullKtimeA siMKmonth certificate -rogram 
com-leted in tFo quarters6Nall and Ointer. Nall 
Puarter starts at the end of 9e-tember and Ointer 
Puarter ends around the middle of Qarch. Curing the 
-rogramA students taGe formal course ForG along 
Fith clinical instruction. Rt is a fullKtime -rogram Fith 
no arrangements for -artKtime or eJening status. 
"linical sites are aJailable but the student is not 
guaranteed -lacement close to the studentSs residence. 
0he -rogram requires T0 hours -er FeeGA Fhich 
includes didactic and clinical eM-erience. "linical 
eM-erience includes four 4T5A eightKhour days -er 
FeeG. "lasses are scheduled for one day -er FeeG 
and may require the student to be on cam-us. 
0he -rogram also offers a combined nineKmonth 
"0/Q@R -rogram. Rnterested a--licants should checG 
the a--ro-riate boM on the a--lication. 
Program outcomes 
W-on com-letion of the -rogramA the graduate 
should X 
1. ?e a GnoFledgeable -rofessional in the field 
of study. 
Z. Cemonstrate leadershi- and critical thinGing 
in all areas of "0 scanning. 
[. ?ehaJe Fith ethical standards as a 
-rofessional "0 technologist. 
T. BositiJely interact and communicate Fith 
-atientsA de-artment -ersonnelA and 
-rofessional staff. 
5. Qaintain sGills and GnoFledge by 
interacting Fith felloF -rofessionalsA 
attending educational conferencesA and 
staying current Fith changing technology. 
 
The CT student profile 
! :nthusiastic and interested in maintaining 
high standards of academicsA clinical 
-erformanceA and -atient care. 
! Bossesses a broad GnoFledge of human 
anatomy and com-uter sGills. 
! 9trong academic -erformance in science and 
related courses. 
! Cetail orientedA able to ForG under -ressure 
Fith criticalKthinGing and -roblemKsolJing 
sGills. 
 
0he a--licant should submit meaningful 
recommendations from -rior teachersA ForG 
su-erJisorsA or health -rofessionals Fho are 
GnoFledgeable about his/her qualifications. 7n 
a--licant Fho is com-leting a -rogram in radiologic 
technology -rior to the start of the -rogram may 
a--ly as long as s/he has com-leted 7@@0A "@0A and 
"B@ requirements by the -rogram start date. 
Program re?uirements 
1. "urrent 7@@0 @egistry in @adiation 
0echnology 4@05 
Z. "urrent "alifornia 4"@05 license 
[. "urrent "B@ "ard Fith the 7merican 8eart 
7ssociation. 
T. 7 minimum ]B7 of Z.5 must be maintained 
in all didactic and clinical courseForG. :ach 
student must com-lete all clinical 
requirements and class ForGA including 
assignmentsA quiHHesA and eMams. 
 
O@servation experience 
7 minimum of eight hours of career obserJation in 
"0 is required. 0he "areer ^bserJation Norm is 
aJailable as a doFnload from the forms -age on the 
Oeb site. 
Application procedure 
1. 7--lication should include a statement of 
-ur-oseA a--lication feeA three 
recommendationsA and transcri-ts. ^fficial 
transcri-ts must come directly from other 
schools to the 9chool of 7llied 8ealth 
Brofessions admissions office. 
Z. 7--lications are acce-ted starting _anuary of 
each year. 
[. Ceadline for a--lications is Qay 1. 
 
Intervie;s 
RnterJieFs are conducted toFards the end of Qay. 7ll 
a--licants Fill be interJieFed by the -rogram 
director and re-resentatiJes of the 9chool of 7llied 
8ealth Brofessions. 7--licants residing in southern 
"alifornia should -lan for a -ersonal interJieF. 
7--licants Fill be notified by -hone or email of their 
interJieF schedule. 
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(3e inter9ie:s are rated in t3e >?@@?:ing >?ur areasC 
aD W?rF eGperienIe ?r training JaIFgr?und 
JD &eI?mmendati?ns 
ID ,IademiI JaIFgr?und 
dD +?mmuniIati?n sFi@@s, Fn?:@edge, 
m?ti9ati?n, etID 
 
Selection 
,>ter a@@ app@iIants 3a9e Jeen inter9ie:ed, t3e 
se@eIti?n I?mmittee >?r t3e +( pr?gram meets t? 
maFe t3e >ina@ se@eIti?nsD Se@eIti?ns are usua@@M 
deIided JM t3e midd@e ?> Nune and I?n>irmati?n ?> 
eaI3 deIisi?n is mai@ed t? t3e respeIti9e app@iIant 
>r?m t3e .>>iIe ?> ,dmissi?ns >?r t3e SI3??@ ?> ,@@ied 
Oea@t3 Pr?>essi?nsD 
Acceptance 
,IIepted app@iIants are n?ti>ied JM t3e end ?> NuneD
 
Autumn /uarter  CT CT 3 MRI 
&(S# QRS Patient +are in SpeIia@ #maging TD2 TD2 
&(S# QR1 +( P3MsiIs TD2 TD2 
&(S# 1U0 SpeIia@ #maging V+(WX&#Y ,>>i@iati?n # 02D2 02D2 
(?ta@s 0SD2  0SD2  
 
Winter /uarter  CT CT 3 MRI 
&(S# QR0 X&# P3MsiIs #   TD2 
&(S# QRU +r?ssZseIti?na@ &adi?grap3iI ,nat?mM TD2 TD2 
&(S# 1UT SpeIia@ #maging V+(WX&#Y ,>>i@iati?n ## 02D2 02D2 
(?ta@s 0TD2  0SD2  
 
Spring /uarter  CT CT 3 MRI 
&(X& Q[0 (?piIs in XediIa@ &adi?grap3M #   TD2 
&(S# QRT X&# P3MsiIs ##   TD2 
&(S# 1UQ SpeIia@ #maging V+(WX&#Y ,>>i@iati?n ###   02D2 
(?ta@s \  0SD2  
Overall Totals 26.0  42.0  
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Online Certi*icate in Imaging In*ormatics—
AH 
TIMOTH9 SEAVE9, Program Director 
 
The program 
The purpose of the program is to enable the learners 
to function as Picture Archiving Computer Systems 
(PACS) Administrators. 
8istance education 
The Imaging Informatics Program is an online 
program open to qualified applicants throughout the 
nation. 
Program outcomes 
Upon completion of the program, the graduate 
should be qualified to: 
1. Demonstrate leadership and critical thinking 
in the management of imaging informatics. 
2. Behave in a professional manner in all 
interactions in imaging informatics. 
3. Comply with the current standards and 
practices set by the governing bodies of 
imaging in the medical field. 
4. Improve knowledge and skills in the 
imaging informatics arena. 
 
Admission re<uirements 
To be eligible for admission, applicants must show 
proof of having completed a medical radiography 
associate-level certificate, from an accredited 
institution or show compliance with the American 
Registry of Radiologic Technology (ARRT) 
regulations for limited technicians using computed 
radiography (CR) and direct capture radiography 
(DR). Applicants must have at least two years of 
experience with CR or DR in their work place or take 
a prerequisite CR/DR course (available online at 
Loma Linda University). Special considerations can 
be made by the program director on a case-by-case 
basis. For clarification and to insure proper 
advisement, please contact the Program Director, 
Timothy Seavey, via email (YtseaveyZllu.edu[) prior 
to starting the application process. 
The applicant's recommendations, phone interview, 
and work experience are also considered in the 
admissions screening process. 
It is preferred that applicants meet at least one of the 
following: 
Certified by the American Registry of Radiologic 
Technology (ARRT), Diagnostic Radiography 
OR 
in good standing with the American Registry of 
Radiologic Technology (ARRT) Limited Tech CR/DR. 
All applicants must have the following: 
! Copy of current state and/or national 
license/certification 
! Official transcripts for all college and related 
course work 
! Three letters of reference 
! One-page essay describing their personal 
and professional skills and 
accomplishments, interests, career goals, and 
how the Imaging Informatics Program will 
help achieve them 
! Phone interview (to be scheduled after 
application has been submitted) 
 
Program design 
The program will consist of four 3-unit courses 
totaling 12 quarter units. The student will utilize text, 
video, PowerPoint, and other interactive online 
resources to optimize the online environment through 
the Blackboard delivery system. The student will be 
assessed using quizzes, papers, group discussion, 
laboratory assignments, and pro^ects. Completion of 
the Informatics Certificate program counts for two 
points of the seven required to qualify for the 
American Board of Imaging Informatics Examination. 
(www.ABII.org). 
Program o* instruction 
The program of instruction outlined below is for 
students applying for the 2009-2010 academic year. 
Courses may be taken concurrently. Program start 
dates are for Fall and Spring quarters.
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*012
*
Required** !3456*
&(##*789* #35:;<=>54;3*5;*#3?;:@A54>6* 7BC*
&(##*78D* E,+'*EFA3343G*A3<*#@HFI@I35A54;3** 7BC*
&(##*7J9* ,<@43465:A54KI*#66=I6*43*#3?;:@A54>6** 7BC*
&(##*7JD* L=5=:I*MA3AGI@I35*;?*E,+'* 7BC*
(;5AF6* 02BC**
Overall Totals* 12.0**
'5=<I356*@AN*>;@HFI5I*5OI*H:;G:A@*43*5P;*Q=A:5I:6*;:*43*;3I*NIA:B*
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Certificate in Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
(MRI)4AH 
S;<=<N ?@ ?<A<RB Program Director 
 
Overvie9 of program 
+agnetic resonance imaging technologists worH in a 
highlI specialiKed field operating sophisticated 
computeriKed equipment@ ;heI proOide detailed 
crossPsectional images of the human QodIB assisting 
phIsicians with qualitI patient diagnosis and 
treatment@ 
;his is a fullPtimeB siRPmonth certificate program 
requires two quarters4Sinter and Spring@ ;he 
program starts in TanuarI and ends around the 
middle of Tune@ During the program students taHe 
formal course worH along with clinical instruction@ 
;here are no arrangements for partPtime or eOening 
status@ "linical sites are aOailaQle Qut the student is 
not guaranteed placement close to the his/her 
residence@ 
;he program requires VW hours per weeHB which 
includes didactic and clinical eRperience@ "linical 
inOolOes four eightPhour daIs per weeH@ "lasses are 
scheduled for one daI per weeH and maI require the 
student to Qe on campus@ 
5 comQined ninePmonth +R0/"; program is also 
offered@ 0nterested applicants should checH the 
appropriate QoR on the application@ 
Program outcomes 
Xpon completion of the programB the graduate 
should Qe qualified to: 
1@ Ae a HnowledgeaQle professional in the field 
of studI@ 
Z@ Demonstrate leadership and critical thinHing 
in all areas of +R0 scanning@ 
9@ AehaOe with ethical standards as a 
professional +R0 technologist@ 
V@ PositiOelI interact and communicate with 
patientsB department personnel Band 
professional staff@ 
[@ +aintain sHills and Hnowledge QI 
interacting with fellow professionalsB 
attending educational conferencesB and 
staIing current with changing technologI@ 
 
The MRI student profile 
1@ <nthusiastic and interested in maintaining 
high standards of academicsB clinical 
performanceB and patient care@ 
Z@ Possesses a Qroad Hnowledge of human 
anatomI and computer sHills@ 
9@ Strong academic performance in science and 
related courses@ 
V@ Students should Qe detailPorientedB aQle to 
worH under pressure with criticalPthinHing 
and proQlemPsolOing sHills@ 
 
;he applicant should suQmit meaningful 
recommendations from prior teachersB worH 
superOisorsB or health professionals who are 
HnowledgeaQle aQout his/her qualifications@ 5n 
applicant who is completing a program in radiologic 
technologI prior to the start of the program maI 
applI as long as s/he has completed 5RR;B "R;B and 
"PR requirements QI the program start date@ 
Program requirements 
! "urrent 5RR; registrI in radiation 
technologI (R;) 
! "urrent "alifornia ("R;) license 
! "urrent "PR card with the 5merican Heart 
5ssociation@ 
! 5 minimum \@P@5@ of Z@[ must Qe 
maintained in all didactic and clinical course 
worH@ <ach student must complete all 
clinical requirements and class worHB 
including assignmentsB quiKKesB and eRams@ 
 
Observation eCperience 
5 minimum of eight hours of career oQserOation in 
+R0 is required@ ;he "areer ]QserOation ^orm is 
aOailaQle as a download from the forms page on the 
SeQ site@ 
Application procedure 
1@ 5pplications are accepted starting in TanuarI 
of each Iear@ 
Z@ Deadline for applications is +aI 1@ ;he 
program starts the following TanuarI@ 
9@ 5pplication should include a statement of 
purposeB application feeB three 
recommendations and transcripts@ ]fficial 
transcripts must come directlI from other 
schools to the School of 5llied Health 
admissions office@ 
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!nter&ie(s 
Inter7ie9s are conducted to9ards the end of May. All 
applicants 9ill be inter7ie9ed by the program 
director and representati7es of the School of Allied 
Health Professions. Applicants residing in southern 
California should plan for a personal inter7ie9. 
Applicants 9ill be notified by phone andLor email of 
their inter7ie9 schedule. Inter7ie9s are rated in the 
follo9ing four areasM 
a. WorO experience or training bacOground 
b. Recommendations 
c. Academic bacOground 
d. Communication sOillsQ Ono9ledgeQ 
moti7ationQ etc. 
 
Se,e-ti.n 
After all applicants ha7e been inter7ie9edQ the 
selection committee for the MRI program meets to 
maOe the final selections. Selections are usually 
decided by the middle of June and confirmation of 
each decision is mailed to the respecti7e applicant 
from the Office of Admissions for the School of Allied 
Health Professions. 
A--eptan-e 
Applicants accepted for the follo9ing Winter Suarter 
are notified by the end of June. 
All information in this promotion is subTect to change.
 
Autumn Quarter  56! 78 9 56! 
RTSI 364 Patient Care in Special Imaging   2.0 
RTSI 369 CT Physics   2.0 
RTSI 971 Special Imaging ZCTLMRI[ Affiliation I   10.0 
Totals —  14.0  
 
Winter Quarter  56! 78 9 56! 
RTSI 361 MRI Physics I 2.0 2.0 
RTSI 367 Cross-sectional Radiographic Anatomy 2.0 2.0 
RTSI 972 Special Imaging ZCTLMRI[ Affiliation II 10.0 10.0 
Totals 14.0  14.0  
 
Spring Quarter  56! 78 9 56! 
RTMR 381 Topics in Medical Radiography I 2.0 2.0 
RTSI 362 MRI Physics II 2.0 2.0 
RTSI 973 Special Imaging ZCTLMRI[ Affiliation III 10.0 10.0 
Totals 14.0  14.0  
<&era,, 8.ta,s =>?@  A=?@  
  Certi'icate in P,le.otom1—AH 167
Certificate in Phlebotomy—AH 
RODNEY ROATH, C,air, Department o' Clinical 
La.orator1 Science 
TERI D. ROSS, Program Director 
PAGL C. HERRHANN, Hedical Director 
 
Procedures in p,le.otom1 are designed to train 
individuals to collect .lood 'or la.orator1 anal1sis, 
M,ic, is necessar1 'or t,e diagnosis and care o' t,e 
patient. Ideal 'or ,ealt, pro'essionals seeNing to 
eOpand t,eir current sNills, or 'or t,ose interested in a 
pro'ession in la.orator1 medicine, t,is training 
program is approved .1 t,e Cali'ornia Department o' 
Pu.lic Healt,, La.orator1 Field Services. T,e Sc,ool 
o' Allied Healt, issues a certi'icate in p,le.otom1 to 
success'ul participants. 
The program 
T,e program trains t,e modern p,le.otomist to 
per'orm venipuncture and capillar1 puncturesQ topics 
include medical terminolog1, la.orator1 sa'et1, .asic 
anatom1 and p,1siolog1, Rualit1Sassurance met,ods, 
and medicolegal issues o' p,le.otom1. A minimum 
o' 'ort1 ,ours o' supervised clinical eOperience is 
availa.le at Loma Linda Gniversit1 Hedical Center 
and ot,er medical a''iliates, alloMing participants to 
ac,ieve pro'icienc1 in t,e ,ealt, care setting. 
Accreditation 
T,e program is approved .1 t,e Cali'ornia 
Department o' Pu.lic Healt,, La.orator1 Field 
Services, T70 Harina Va1 ParNMa1, Vuilding P, 1st 
Floor, Ric,mond, CA 6WT0WSXW03Q telep,oneZ 710[X\0S
376\. We. siteZ _MMM.d,s.ca.gov`. 
Professional registration 
Gpon success'ul completion o' t,e certi'icate 
program, participants receive a certi'icate o' 
completion in p,le.otom1 and are eligi.le to taNe 
eOaminations suc, as t,e national certi'1ing 
eOamination o''ered .1 t,e Voard o' Registr1, 
American Societ1 o' Clinical Pat,ologists aASCPb, 
\100 West Harrison Street, C,icago, IL X0X1\Q 
telep,one, T00[X\1SW1W\ or t,e National Center 'or 
Competenc1 Testing aNCCTb, 7007 College Vlvd., 
Overland ParN, cS XX\11, T00[T77SWW0W, We. siteZ 
_MMM.ncctinc.com`Q or an1 ot,ers recognided .1 t,e 
state o' Cali'ornia. 
Admission 
To .e eligi.le 'or admission, t,e applicant must .e 1T 
1ears o' age or older and ,ave a ,ig, sc,ool diploma 
or GED. All registrants must ,ave current 
immunidations ameasles, mumps, ru.ella, tetanusb 
PPD sNin test, proo' o' ,epatitis V vaccine, and pass a 
.acNground c,ecN. 
How to apply 
Prospective students s,ould contact t,e Department 
o' Clinical La.orator1 Science in t,e Sc,ool o' Allied 
Healt, Pro'essions 'or an application pacNet Mit, 
instructions.
 
Required  Gnits 
AHCD 107 Procedures in P,le.otom1 7.0 
Totals 7.0  
Overall Totals 5.0  
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Financia& In)ormation 
3inancial policies 
General financial practices 
Satisfactory Academic Progress Policy 
Student financial aid 
Schedule of charges/Tuition/3ees 
(2009-2010) 
General Dentistry 
IDP 
Dental Hygiene 
On- and off-campus student housing 
Awards 
Additional policies and requirements 
Programs1 Degrees1 and Certi)icates 
General Dentistry, D.D.S. 
Dental Hygiene, B.S. 
International Dentist, D.D.S. 
Advanced Dental Education 
Dental Anesthesiology, certificate, M.S.D. 
(optional) 
Endodontics, M.S. (optional), M.S.D. 
(optional), post-D.D.S./D.M.D., certificate 
Implant Dentistry, M.S. (optional), M.S.D. 
(optional), post-D.D.S./D.M.D., certificate 
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, M.S. 
(optional), M.S.D. (optional), post-
D.D.S./D.M.D., certificate 
Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopaedics, 
M.S., post-D.D.S./D.M.D., certificate 
Pediatric Dentistry, M.S. (optional), M.S.D. 
(optional), post-D.D.S./D.M.D., certificate 
Periodontics, M.S. (optional), M.S.D. 
(optional), post-D.D.S./D.M.D., certificate 
Prosthodontics, M.S. (optional), M.S.D. 
(optional), post-D.D.S./D.M.D., certificate 
Dual MaWors in Advanced Education 
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!ean%s (elcome 
Dentistry is a strategic component of overall health; 
and Loma Linda University School of Dentistry is a 
vibrant center of education where you will acquire 
knowledge, technical skills, management expertise, 
and the ability to exceed patients' expectations—
thereby providing you with the capacity to thrive in 
your dental career. 
Our faculty are committed to providing you with an 
evidence-based education that incorporates the most 
advanced electronic education resources available. 
You will receive abundant experience in patient care, 
both in the School of Dentistry and at extramural 
clinics that help meet the dental health needs of 
individuals with limited or no access to dental care. 
Our ongoing commitment to clinical and foundational 
research provides you with rich opportunities to 
work with outstanding faculty in a wide variety of 
investigative activities. 
You will receive an excellent contemporary education 
filled with rich clinical experience. However, it is the 
people who have been drawn to this unique 
environment of Christian education that make Loma 
Linda University a special place. I invite you to learn 
more about our clinical services; our programs; and 
our exceptional family of students, faculty, and staff. 
Charles J. Goodacre, D.D.S., M.S.D. 
Dean, School of Dentistry 
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School 'oundations 
HIST2RY 
, 23all 6ut deter3ined >rou@ oA denti2t2 3et durin> 
the 2u33er oA 1DEF in /rand -ed>eG HiIhi>an. (heir 
@ur@o2e Ka2 to Aor3 an or>aniLation that Kould 
2erMe a2 a Iataly2tG ur>in> the 'eMenthOday ,dMenti2t 
+hurIh to 2@on2or a dental 2Ihool Khere youn> 
adult2 Iould learn the dental @roAe22ion in an 
enMiron3ent Ion2i2tent Kith their reli>iou2 6elieA2. 
(he2e 3en Kere the Aounder2 oA the "ational 
,22oIiation oA 'eMenthOday ,dMenti2t Penti2t2 
Q",'P,PR. 
!nder the leader2hi@ oA Pr. J. &u22ell HitIhellG the 
or>aniLationT2 Air2t @re2identG the >oal oA a +hri2tian 
dental 2Ihool 6e>an taUin> IonIe@tual Aor3. 
",'P,P eV@anded in 3e36er2hi@ and o6WeItiMe2 
throu>h 3en 2uIh a2 Pr. +. +. &ayG Kho toured the 
Iountry on hi2 oKn ti3e in 2earIh oA AelloK 'eMenthO
day ,dMenti2t denti2t2 Kho Kere Killin> to @ur2ue 
",'P,PT2 >oal2. 
Pr. H. Xe62ter YrinIe 2erMed a2 @re2ident oA 
",'P,P in 1DEZ and 1DED. ,t a 3eetin> in 'an 
[ranIi2Io in 1DEDG ",'P,P 3e36er2 Moted 
unani3ou2ly to 2u@@ort the dental 2Ihool @roWeIt. 
-ater that year at a ",'P,P 2e22ion in \in2daleG 
#llinoi2G the 3e36er2 @led>ed a 2tron> AinanIial 6a2e 
in 2u@@ort oA their >oal2. 
(he 3o3entu3 oA the eAAort 6eIa3e eMident in the 
early 1D512. (he /eneral +onAerenIe oA 'eMenthOday 
,dMenti2t2G under the >uidanIe oA Yre2ident X. \. 
^ran2onG a2Ued Pr. YrinIe to IonduIt a Aea2i6ility 
2tudy. .AAiIial aItion Ka2 taUen in 1D51 to authoriLe 
e2ta6li2h3ent oA the 'Ihool oA Penti2try a2 a unit oA 
-o3a -inda !niMer2ityT2 'Ihool oA HediIine. Pr. 
YrinIe Ka2 2eleIted a2 the Air2t dean oA the 'Ihool oA 
Penti2try. \i2 leader2hi@ in or>aniLin> and 
eMentually ad3ini2terin> the neK 'Ihool oA Penti2try 
Ka2 AaIilitated 6y hi2 @rior eV@erienIe a2 @re2ident oA 
the HiIhi>an Pental ,22oIiation and a2 Ihair oA the 
,3eriIan Pental ,22oIiation +ounIil on Pental 
%duIation. [ortyOtKo 2tudent2 Io3@ri2ed the 
inau>ural Ila22 in the late Aall oA 1D5F. 
, dental hy>iene IurriIulu3 leadin> to a ^aIhelor oA 
'IienIe de>ree Ka2 deMelo@ed in 1D5D under the 
direItion oA Pr. /erald ,. HitIhellG Ihair oA the 
Pe@art3ent oA YeriodontiI2. $iolet ^ate2 6eIa3e 
Ihair oA the neK de@art3entG and the Air2t Ila22 oA ten 
dental hy>ieni2t2 >raduated in 1D_1. 
#n 1D_1 Pr. +harle2 (. '3ith 6eIa3e dean. Purin> 
thi2 @eriod the 2Ihool eV@erienIed @o2itiMe >roKth in 
3any area2. , dental a22i2tin> IurriIulu3 Ka2 
deMelo@ed in 1D_Z under the leader2hi@ oA ^etty 
`endner. (he Air2t Ila22 >raduated in 1D_DG reIeiMin> 
the ,22oIiate in 'IienIe de>ree. , dental auViliary 
utiliLation QP,!R @ro>ra3 Ka2 initiated to @roMide 
enhanIed learnin> Aor dental 2tudent2. (he 
Honu3ent $alley Pental +liniI Aor "aMaWo #ndian2 
Ka2 2tarted in 1D__G and Pean '3ith 2uIIeeded in 
Aindin> Aro3 @u6liI 2ourIe2 Ai2Ial 2u@@ort Aor the 
IliniI 6uildin> and Aor AaIulty hou2in>. "eK 
adManIed eduIation Q@o2tdoItoralR @ro>ra32 Kere 
initiated in AiMe IliniIal di2Ii@line2a orthodontiI2G oral 
2ur>eryG @eriodontiI2G endodontiI2G and oral 
@atholo>y. 
Purin> the 1Db12G the 'Ihool oA Penti2try Iontinued 
it2 eMolution into one oA the @re3ier IliniIal @ro>ra32 
in the !nited 'tate2. Pr. Jud2on cloo2ter 6eIa3e dean 
in 1Db1. .ne oA hi2 3aWor Iontri6ution2 Ka2 the 
eV@an2ion oA YrinIe \allG KhiIh Ka2 Io3@leted in 
Hay 1Db_. (he neK 6uildin> 3ore than dou6led the 
nu36er oA IliniIal unit2d @roMided AaIilitie2 Aor 
2@eIialiLed area2 oA IliniIal in2truItiond and inIluded 
ei>ht neK re2earIh la6oratorie2G neK Ila22roo32G 
2e3inar roo32G a3@hitheater2G ur>ently needed 
teaIher oAAiIe 2@aIeG and a Io33en2urate eV@an2ion 
oA 2u@@ort AaIilitie2 and 2erMiIe2. (he .ral and 
HaVilloAaIial 'ur>ery +liniI Ka2 re3odeledG and an 
out@atient 2ur>iIenter Ka2 deMelo@ed to 3eet the 
need2 oA tho2e @atient2 reeuirin> >eneral ane2the2ia 
Aor dental treat3ent. 
(he 'Ihool oA Penti2try 6eIa3e an i3@ortant re>ional 
re2ourIe Aor @roMidin> dental Iare Aor 
deMelo@3entally di2a6led Ihildren and adult2G 3any 
oA Kho3 reeuire 2uIh a treat3ent 2ettin>. (he 
^io3aterial2 &e2earIh -a6oratory Ka2 Ion2truItedd 
and neK adManIed eduIation @ro>ra32 Kere initiated 
in @ediatriI denti2tryG i3@lant denti2tryG dental 
ane2the2iolo>yG and @ro2thodontiI2. , neK @ro>ra3 
Ka2 e2ta6li2hed in 1DZ5 to @roMide a !.'. dental 
eduIation Aor Aorei>nOtrained denti2t2. ,n inIrea2in> 
nu36er oA dental @roAe22ional2 Aro3 other Iountrie2 
Kere 2eeUin> an ,3eriIan eduIation and the 
o@@ortunity to @raItiIe denti2try in the !nited 'tate2 
or to >ain adManIed UnoKled>e to 2hare in their oKn 
Iountrie2. (he #nternational Penti2t Yro>ra3 
Iontinue2 to oAAer an inten2iMeG tKentyOoneO3onth 
Iour2e oA 2tudy leadin> to a P.P.'. de>ree. (he 
@ro>ra3 ha2 added a 2iVO3onth IertiAiIate @ro>ra3 
li3ited to dental 3i22ionarie2 Aro3 other Iountrie2 
Kho 2en2e the need Aor u@dated Iontinuin> 
eduIation. 
#n 0111G the Air2t 3aWor eV@an2ion oA the 'Ihool oA 
Penti2try in 3ore than tKenty year2 added 15G111 
2euare Aeet to YrinIe \all on the ea2t 2ide and 
@roMided tKo neK @atient entranIe2. (he eV@anded 
'@eIial +are Penti2try +liniI and the enlar>ed 
YediatriI Penti2try +liniI Kere reloIated to the 
>round Aloor. ,n additional 2tudent la6oratory Ka2 
al2o inIluded on that leMel. .n the 2eIond AloorG the 
neK 2@aIe alloKed Aor eV@an2ion oA the @redoItoral 
IliniIG Kith thirtyO2iV additional o@eratorie2. 
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OUR MISSION 
2oma 2inda 4ni5er.it8 Sc$oo& o9 :enti.tr8 .ee;. to 
9urt$er t$e $ea&ing and teac$ing mini.tr8 o9 =e.u. 
>$ri.t ?$erein@ 
! Student. &earn to pro5ide $ig$BCua&it8 ora& 
$ea&t$ care Da.ed on .ound Dio&ogic 
princip&e.E 
! Fatient. recei5e competent care t$at i. 
pre5enti5e in purpo.e and compre$en.i5e in 
.cope, and pro5ided ?it$ compa..ion and 
re.pectE 
! 'acu&t8, .tudent., and .ta99 5a&ue t$e patient 
re&ation.$ip, re.pect di5er.it8, and .$are 
re.pon.iDi&it8 D8 ?or;ing toget$er to?ard 
academic, pro9e..iona&, .piritua&, and 
per.ona& gro?t$E 
! Sc$o&ar&8 acti5it8 and re.earc$ pro5ide a 
9oundation 9or e5idenceBDa.ed &earning and 
en$ance ?$o&eBper.on careE 
! H$e ?or;p&ace en5ironment attract. and 
retain. a .uperior and di5er.e 9acu&t8 and 
.ta99 ?$o moti5ate, educate, and .er5eE 
! Iur communitie. J&oca&, g&oDa&, and 
pro9e..iona&K Dene9it 9rom our .er5ice, 
.te?ard.$ip, and commitment to &i9e&ong 
&earningE 
VISION 
2oma 2inda 4ni5er.it8 Sc$oo& o9 :enti.tr8 i. a 
preeminent $ea&t$ care organiLation .ee;ing to 
repre.ent Mod in a&& ?e doE We are ent$u.ia.tica&&8 
committed to eOce&&ent, inno5ati5e, compre$en.i5e 
education o9 our .tudent. and ?$o&eBper.on care o9 
our patient.E 
Iur .tudent., .ta99, and 9acu&t8 are empo?ered 
t$roug$ an enaD&ing en5ironment t$at $onor. t$e 
dignit8, di5er.it8, and ?ort$ o9 e5er8oneE 
Iur graduate. are eOemp&ar8 pro9e..iona&. and 
progre..i5e c&inician. o9 integrit8E 
Iur 2ordP. eOamp&e in.pire. u. to enric$ our &oca& 
and g&oDa& communitie. t$roug$ .er5iceE H$i. i. our 
ca&&ingE 
CORE VALUES 
! Qe&ie9 in Mod 
! Re.pect 9or t$e indi5idua& 
! Frincip&ed .piritua&it8 
! Student 9ocu.ed 
! Smpat$ic care 
! >ommitment to .er5ice 
! Fur.uit o9 trut$ 
! Frogre..i5e eOce&&ence 
! Ana&8tic t$in;ing 
! S99ecti5e communication 
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General Information 
GENERAL REGULATIONS 
Students of the University are responsible for 
informing themselves of and satisfactorily meeting all 
regulations pertinent to registration, matriculation, 
and graduation. This section of the CATALOG 
provides the general setting for the programs of the 
School of Dentistry and outlines the subject and unit 
requirements for admission to individual professional 
programs. It is important to review specific program 
requirements in the context of the general 
requirements applicable to all programs. 
SPECIFIC PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 
Information on the preceding pages pertains to 
general requirements governing all students. The 
student is reminded of individual responsibility to be 
fully informed not only of these general requirements 
but also of the specific requirements in the following 
pages, which govern the curriculum of the chosen 
program. 
PROGRAMS AND DEGREES 
The School of Dentistry offers a comprehensive range 
of programs. Each of the school's five programs 
draws on the curricula of the various departments. 
1. The undergraduate curriculum, the 
DENTAL H)GIENE Program and the 
DENTAL H)GIENE DEGREE 
COMPLETION Program, leads to the 
Bachelor of Science degree and prepares the 
dental hygienist to enter a variety of careers. 
Dental hygiene is a four-year college 
curriculum; the junior and senior years are 
taken in the Loma Linda University School 
of Dentistry. 
2. The four-year professional curriculum, the 
GENERAL DENTISTR) Program, leads to 
the Doctor of Dental Surgery degree and 
equips the general dentist to meet the needs 
of a diverse patient population. 
3. THE INTERNATIONAL DENTIST Program, 
a twenty-four-month (two academic years) 
curriculum, leads to a Doctor of Dental 
Surgery degree from Loma Linda University 
upon completion of the program. The 
program is designed for the dentist who has 
earned a dental degree outside the United 
States. 
4. The AD$ANCED DENTAL EDUCATION 
Programs lead to postdoctoral certificates in 
eight specialty and nonspecialty areas of 
dentistry and, at the student's option, 
additionally to the Master of Science or a 
Master of Science in Dentistry degree. 
5. The COMBINED DEGREES Programs lead 
to a Doctor of Dental Surgery degree 
(through the School of Dentistry) earned 
concurrently with a Master of Public Health 
degree (through the School of Public 
Health)—D.D.S./M.P.H.; or to the Doctor of 
Dental Surgery degree (through the School 
of Dentistry) earned concurrently with a 
Master of Science degree or Doctor of 
Philosophy degree—D.D.S./M.S. or 
D.D.S./Ph.D. 
 
COMBINED DEGREES PROGRAMS 
D.D.S. / M.P.H. 
A combined degrees Doctor of Dental Surgery and 
Master of Public Health degree program is open to 
qualified students who want to influence and manage 
the future as skilled leaders—in public or private 
sectors—from large health care systems to mission 
hospitals, from research laboratories to primary care. 
The Master of Public Health degree can be taken, 
within a twelve-month period after either the second 
or third year of the D.D.S. degree program, in any of 
the following majors: biostatistics, environmental and 
occupational health, community wellness, 
epidemiology, health administration, health 
education, international health, maternal and child 
health, or nutrition. 
D.D.S. / M.S. 
A combined degrees program leading to the Doctor of 
Dental Surgery and the Master of Science degrees is 
open to qualified students of dentistry. The student 
who is interested in establishing a broader 
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professional base in science or who is looking toward 
a career in teaching or research may take an interim 
leave from the School of Dentistry after the second or 
third professional years and fulfill professional 
degree requirements subsequent to or concurrent 
with completing course work and research for the 
Master of Science degree. 
The combined degrees program in dentistry and in 
biomedical and clinical ethics is designed to fit the 
schedule of D.D.S. degree students. Ethics in dentistry 
is an emerging academic interest, and this program 
aims to evolve the Loma Linda University dental 
school into one of a very select few in the nation 
known for their expertise in ethical issues. This 
program requires 48 units of credit. 
!"!"#"$%$&'"!"$
The biomedical sciences program provides 
opportunity for well-qualified and motivated 
students to pursue both a professional and a graduate 
education and to prepare for careers in clinical 
specialization, teaching, or investigation in health and 
human disease. The student who has a baccalaureate 
degree and the approval of the School of Dentistry 
Office of Academic Affairs may enter the combined 
degrees program and work concurrently toward the 
Doctor of Dental Surgery and the Doctor of 
Philosophy degrees. A minimum of six years is 
required to complete a combined degrees program, 
offered cooperatively by the School of Dentistry and 
the School of Medicine, the School of Religion, or the 
School of Science and Technology. 
(!)(*+,!$!,*-(.$,!/+(-01*$
&2132(4#$
The School of Dentistry offers advanced dental 
education programs in specialty and nonspecialty 
disciplines of dentistry. Postdoctoral certificates, 
Master of Science (M.S.) and Master of Science in 
Dentistry (M.S.D.) degrees are available. The purpose 
of these programs is to offer candidates an 
opportunity to integrate advanced clinical training 
with meaningful exposure to applied basic science 
and research. For additional information and to 
submit an online application, interested applicants 
should visit the School of Dentistry Web site 
(Graduate Programs). 
Advanced dental education programs leading to a 
professional certificate with an option to also pursue 
the Master of Science (M.S.) degree or the Master of 
Science in Dentistry (M.S.D.) degree are: 
! Dental Anesthesiology 
! Endodontics 
! Implant Dentistry 
! Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery 
! Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopedics 
(M.S. degree only) 
! Pediatric Dentistry 
! Periodontics 
! Prosthodontics 
These programs are organized to comply with the 
standards of the Council on Dental Education of the 
American Dental Association, and the objectives and 
content meet the requirements of the respective 
specialty boards. In addition, the programs in 
endodontics, oral and maxillofacial surgery, 
orthodontics and dentofacial orthopedics, pediatric 
dentistry, periodontics, and prosthodontics are 
accredited by the Commission on Dental 
Accreditation, a specialized accrediting body 
recognized by the Council on Postsecondary 
Accreditation and the United States Department of 
Education. For additional information, the student 
may contact: 
The Office of Advanced Education 
Loma Linda University 
School of Dentistry 
Loma Linda, CA 92350 
 
<www.llu.edu/dentistry/gradprograms/ 
index.page> 
(5678879:$;<=>7;<6<:?8$@9;$A5BA:C<5$5<:?AD$
<5>CA?79:$E;9F;A68%E98?59C?9;AD$E;9F;A68$
An appropriate degree from an accredited college or 
university is required for admission into the 
advanced dental education programs and 
postgraduate programs. A doctoral degree in 
dentistry (Doctor of Dental Surgery or Doctor of 
Dental Medicine) or the equivalent is required for 
admission to all programs. The applicant should have 
achieved a general grade-point average of not less 
than 3.0 on a 4-point scale, with no grade below 2.0. 
In addition to acceptable scholastic performance, the 
applicant must give evidence of personal and 
professional fitness for growth in the science and art 
of the intended dental discipline. For application 
deadlines, see the section on each individual program 
or refer to the chart on the following page. 
After applicants are accepted into the advanced 
dental education programs in dental anesthesiology, 
endodontics, oral and maxillofacial surgery, pediatric 
dentistry, periodontics, prosthodontics, or the 
postdoctoral program in implant dentistry, they may 
apply for admission to the Faculty of Graduate 
Studies for the purpose of earning an M.S. degree; or 
to the Office of Advanced Education to earn an 
M.S.D. degree (in addition to the advanced program 
certificate). For the purpose of the Faculty of 
Graduate Studies application only, a Graduate Record 
Examination (GRE) certificate is required at the time 
of application to the Faculty of Graduate Studies. 
Applicants for the Master of Science (M.S.) degree 
UNIVERSIT) CATALOG 
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who meet or exceed the minimum entrance 
requirements may be accepted to the Faculty of 
Graduate Studies (FGS) by the School of Dentistry's 
Associate Dean for Advanced Dental Education. The 
master's degree thesis must be completed, defended, 
and accepted in final form (as evidenced by a 
completed Form D) by both the graduate program 
and the Faculty of Graduate Studies. The time lapse 
from acceptance to the master's degree program to 
completion of all degree requirements and the thesis 
may not exceed five years. 
For additional information regarding the dates and 
times for GRE, call toll free 609S771V7670W or visit Web 
site Ywww.gre.orgZ. Applicants for whom English is 
a second language must show satisfactory results on 
the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL). 
For additional information, call toll free 800S257V9547. 
!esidence 
The required time in residence varies with each 
program. For the length of a program, refer to the 
information under each program description. 
Sti+ends 
Stipends are provided in the dental anesthesiology 
and the oral and maxillofacial surgery programs. For 
details, contact the program directors. 
,-ition 
Tuition and fees quoted in the school financial 
information section of this CATALOG are for the 
academic year 2009V2010. 
,hesis 
Students on the Master of Science degree trac^ are 
required to pursue study in basic or clinical research, 
the results of which are to be presented in thesis form 
according to standards set by the Faculty of Graduate 
Studies Council. Students may be required to defend 
the thesis orally. A thesis is optional for the M.S.D. 
degree. 
P-1lisha1le +a+er 
Students on the Master of Science in Dentistry degree 
trac^ must submit a publishable paper (or optional 
thesis) no later than one year from the date they 
complete their certificate program. Candidates are 
admitted to only one master's degree trac^ of their 
choosing. 
5eneral re6-ire7ents 
For information about requirements and practices to 
which all graduate students are subject, the student 
should consult Section II of this CATALOG. 
D-al 7a9or o+tion 
Applicants to the programs in implant dentistry, 
periodontics, and prosthodontics have the option to 
select an extended program (approximately fourVandV
oneVhalf years in total length) to pursue dual majors 
in two of the following disciplines of study` 
periodontics, prosthodontics, or implant dentistry. 
Students must complete all the requirements of each 
ADAVrecogniaed specialty program (periodontics and 
prosthodontics) in order to be eligible to pursue board 
certification. Dual credit up to 100 units may be 
awarded for courses required by the two programs. 
Individuals who wish to pursue the dual major 
option must indicate such an interest by completing 
separate applications to both programs. Applicants to 
one of the optional dual major programs must not 
only meet the admissions requirements of each 
program, but must also be admitted to the advanced 
education programs they designate. 
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Admissions Criteria for Advanced Dental Education Programs 
1ffecti3e 4anuary 78 .//98 a::lications to all graduate :rograms must be submitted online through @oma @inda 
AdmissionsB 
Program 
Dfficial 
Transcri:tFsG 7 
Humulati3e 
GBPBAB. GR1J 
National 
Loards Part (M TD1F@0 
@etters of 
Recommendation 
Oental 
AnesthesiologyP 
!" $o& ' ( )os+,+o-s 
ReQuired JB/ Not ReQuired ReQuired 
Fall a::licantsG 
ReQuired J 
1ndodontics 
!. $o& ' / )os+,+o-s 
ReQuired JB/ ReQuired for 
internationally 
trained 
a::licants 
ReQuired 
Fall a::licantsG 
ReQuired J 
(m:lant Oentistry 
/( $o& ' / )os+,+o-s 
ReQuired JB/ See SJ Not ReQuired ReQuired J 
Dral and TaUillofacial 
SurgeryV 
" 0rs& ' / )os+,+o-s2 
( 0rs& ' ! )os+,+o-s 
ReQuired JB/ See SJ ReQuired 
Fall a::licantsG 
score of VP or 
higher 
ReQuired J 
Drthodontics and 
Oentofacial 
Drtho:edics98W 
!. $o& ' ( )os+,+o-s 
ReQuired JB/ ReQuiredW ReQuired 
Fall a::licantsG 
ReQuired J 
Pediatric Oentistry 
!" $o& ' " )os+,+o-s 
ReQuired JB/ See SJ ReQuired 
Fall a::licantsG 
ReQuired J 
Periodontics7/ 
/( $o& ' / )os+,+o-s 
ReQuired JB/ See SJ ReQuired 
Fonly XBSBY
trained 
a::licantsG 
ReQuired J 
Prosthodontics 
/( $o& ' " )os+,+o-s 
ReQuired JB/ See SJ ReQuired 
Fonly XBSBY
trained 
a::licantsG 
ReQuired J 
7 Transcri:tsZ Transcri:ts from all :ostsecondary schools 
from [hich credit [as recei3ed8 [hether or not the [or\ 
:ertains to the @oma @inda Xni3ersity degree8 are reQuired 
to com:lete the a::licationB 
. GradeY:oint a3erage FGBPBABGZ A cumulati3e GBPBAB of JB/ 
Fon a MB/ scaleG is reQuired for admissionB 
J GR1 FGraduate Record 1UaminationG criteriaZ Although the 
Graduate Record 1Uamination FGR1G may not be reQuired 
by all :rograms for admission8 it is reQuired of all students 
[ho [ish to a::ly for admission to the Faculty of Graduate 
Studies and :ursue a Taster of Science FTBSBG degreeB The 
sum of the GR1 3erbal and Quantitati3e :ercentile ran\ings 
must eQual or eUceed 7//B Furthermore8 neither the 3erbal 
nor Quantitati3e score may be lo[er than the J0th :ercentile 
for that sectionB (n addition8 only GR1 test scores [ithin the 
:ast fi3e years [ill be acce:tedB 
The GR1 ]riting Assessment score must eQual or eUceed 
MB/B A::licants [ith scores lo[er than MB/ must satisfactorily 
com:lete the @oma @inda Xni3ersity Hritical 1ssay or the 
Xni3ersity course in 1nglish [riting8 as s:ecified by the 
associate dean for ad3anced dental educationB 
M National Loards8 Part (Z Refers to Part ( of the t[oY:art XBSB 
National Loard 1UaminationsB Part (( must also be submitted 
[hen a3ailableB All must be :assing gradesB 
0 1nglishYlanguage s\illsZ NonYXBSB a::licants8 for [hom 
1nglish is not their :rimary language and [hose secondary 
education has been gi3en outside the XBSB are reQuired to 
ta\e the TD1F@ eUaminationB They must demonstrate 
satisfactory 3erbal and [ritten 1nglishYlanguage s\illsB A 
minimum TD1F@ score of 00/ F:a:erYbasedG8 .7J Fcom:uterY
basedG8 and V/ F(nternetYbasedG is reQuiredB TD1F@ scores are 
3alid for t[o years from the test dateB 
P Oental licenseZ All a::licants for the Ad3anced 1ducation 
Program in Oental Anesthesiology [ho are not currently 
enrolled in a XBSB or Hanadian dental school must ha3e a 
current XBSB or Hanadian dental licenseB 
9 (nternational Oentist ProgramZ All internationally trained 
a::licants for the Ad3anced 1ducation Program in 
orthodontics and dentofacial ortho:aedics must com:lete an 
accredited (nternational Oentist ProgramB 
V Dral and TaUillofacial SurgeryZ All a::licants to the siUY
year :rogram also must submit their OAT scores to 
Xni3ersity Admissions through official channelsB 
UNI$ERSIT) CATALOG 
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9 Orthodontics and Dentofacial OrthopedicsC This program 
reFuires applicants to meet the reFuirements for the 
certificate program and the Master of Science IM.S.K degree 
track. Therefore, to be considered, an applicant must take the 
GRE and meet or exceed the reFuirements stated above in 
item Q3. Copies of official test results must be sent to 
University Admissions through official channels. 
10 PeriodonticsC This program has a rolling admission 
process betVeen January 1, 2009, and September 1, 2009, 
Vhich means it reserves the right to fill its entering class 
prior to the September 1 deadline.
 
!""lication an+ ,ro.ram 0ate2 
LLU Applications PASS Applications 
Advanced Education 
Programs 
Program Open Close 
Admissions 
Committee 
Meets Open Close Start Date Ending Date 
DENTAL 
ANES 
1X1X2009 9X1X2009 October 5X15X2009 9X1X2009 July 1 June 30 
ENDN 1X1X2009 9X15X2009 October 5X15X2009 9X15X2009 July 1 
Late 
September 
IMPD 1X1X2009 9X15X2009 December nXa nXa July 1 June 30 
ORDN 1X1X2009 8X1X2009 November nXa nXa Late June 
Late 
September 
OMFS nXa nXa January 5X15X2009 9X1X2009 July 1 June 30 
PEDN 1X1X2009 10X15X2009 December 5X15X2009 10X15X2009 Late June June 30 
PERI 1X1X2009 
9X1X2009 
IRolling 
AdmissionsK 
September 5X15X2009 9X1X2009 July 1 June 30 
PROS 1X1X2009 8X15X2009 October 5X15X2008 8X15X2009 July 1 June 30 
 
 
034T36 3F 089T!: ;<6G86> ?0.0.;.A 
,63G6!B 
!""lication an+ a+mi22ion 
The Admissions Committee looks for evidence of 
scholastic competence, moral and ethical standards, 
and significant Fualities of character and personality. 
In broad terms, the folloVing are standards reFuired 
for admissionC 
! Intellectual capacity to complete the 
curriculum. 
! Emotional adaptability and stability. 
! Social and perceptual skills. 
! Physical ability to carry out observation and 
communication activities, and the possession 
of sufficient motor and sensory abilities to 
practice general dentistry. 
! Commitment to a dynamic spiritual journey 
and service to mankind. 
All materials submitted for admission should be sent 
toC 
Office of Admissions 
School of Dentistry 
Loma Linda University 
Loma Linda, CA 92350 
,reCentrance reDuirement2 
Although the predentistry curriculum in an 
accredited college can be completed in three years, a 
baccalaureate degree or eFuivalent is strongly 
recommended. The folloVing complete college 
courses are reFuired for entrance into the D.D.S. 
degree programC 
HUMANITIES 
Freshman English Icomplete seFuence, 2 semesters or 
2 FuartersK to include composition and literature 
NATURAL SCIENCES Icomplete course, one full year 
or eFuivalentK 
General biology or ^oology Vith laboratory 
General chemistry Vith laboratory 
General physics Vith laboratory 
Organic chemistry Vith laboratory 
Biochemistry Ione semester or a minimum of 4 unitsa 
2 Fuarters or a minimum of 6 unitsK 
ELECTI$ES Istrongly recommendedK 
Molecular biology andXor Cell biology 
Genetics 
Immunology 
  "#$#%&' I$)*%+&,-*$ 
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supplementary application and materials 
within thirty days. This includes an essay 
specific to Loma Linda University, a wallet-
siIed photograph, and the application fee of 
KL5. 
N. !r#nscri(ts. .fficial transcripts may be sent 
to AADSAS and then released by AADSAS 
to the School of Dentistry. When an 
applicant becomes an accepted student, 
official transcripts, mailed directly from all 
colleges/universities, are required in order 
for the student to be registered for the first 
quarter of classes. 
5. *e,erences. The applicant is asked to supply 
a minimum of three personal references. It is 
recommended that these include an 
academic reference from a science instructorU 
a reference from an employerU a character or 
religious reference, such as from a ministerU 
and a reference from a friend in the dental 
profession. If the applicant has attended a 
college or university that has a 
preprofessional committee that prepares a 
preprofessional evaluation, it is required that 
Loma Linda University be sent a copy of this 
evaluation from the committee. Members of 
the applicant's family are excluded from 
writing the required letters of reference, 
although letters will be accepted for the file 
in addition to those required. 
Recommendation letters may be sent to 
AADSAS and then released by AADSAS to 
Loma Linda University School of Dentistry. 
Y. -ent#l 0dmission !est. The applicant is 
required to complete and must meet specific 
criteria related to performance on the Dental 
Admission Test ZDAT[. Preference is given to 
applicants who have taken the test by 
.ctober of the academic year preceding that 
for which admission is desired. The student 
entering the first year is expected to have 
taken the test within the past two years. If 
the test has been taken more than one time, 
the most recent scores are used for 
admission criteria. The committee reviews 
all scores on the test. The DAT scores must 
be on file at Loma Linda University before 
an acceptance to the school will be issued. 
Test results should be sent to Loma Linda 
University, School of Dentistry, .ffice of 
Admissions. 
L. 4nter5ie6. The applicant's records will be 
screened when the supplementary 
application, recommendations, and 
transcripts are on file. The applicant may 
then be invited to the school for a personal 
interview. An interview is required for 
admission. The interview provides an 
opportunity for evaluation of noncognitive 
factors, including communication skills, 
personal values, motivation, and 
commitment to goals of the professionU as 
well as genuine concern for others in the 
service of dentistry. At the time of the 
interview, a tour of the school will be given 
by a current student in the program. 
2. 78ser5#tion. It is important that 
preprofessional students seek experience 
observing and assisting in a dental office to 
become familiar with the work of a dentist or 
a dental hygienist. Prior to interviewing, 
applicants are expected to complete a 
minimum of twenty hours of 
observation/work experience in a dental 
facility, ten of which must be done in a 
general practitioner's office. 
]. 0cce(t#nce. The accepted student receives 
an acceptance letter and a follow-up letter 
with information relative to required forms 
and deposit deadlines. 
^0. Pre:entr#nce ;e#lt; 
re<=irements>4mm=ni?#tions@ It is expected 
that necessary routine dental and medical 
care will have been attended to before the 
student registers. 
 
"ew students are required to have certain 
immuniIations and tests before registration. 
Forms to document the required 
immuniIations are provided for the 
physician in the acceptance packet set to the 
student by the school. In order to avoid 
having a hold placed on registration, the 
student is encouraged to return the 
documentation forms in the provided 
envelope to Student Health Service no later 
than six weeks prior to the beginning of 
classes. 
 
Students enrolling in the School of Dentistry 
must provide documentation of having had 
the following immuniIations and testsa 
o MMRs—measles Zrubeola[, mumps, 
rebella ZGerman measles[ Zor provide 
proof of two previous MMRs[. 
o PPD ZTB[ skin test Zcurrent skin test 
result or x-ray report[. 
o Tetanus/Diphtheria booster. 
o Chicken pox blood test and/or 
immuniIation. If no known history of 
chicken pox, then student may choose 
blood test Zwhich may reveal pre-
existing immunity[ and/or 
immuniIation Zif no prior immunity[. 
o Hepatitis-B vaccination series. Students 
who know themselves to have had 
  General Information 
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hepatitis-B in the past should employ 
extra protection when involved in direct 
patient care and may re=uest a modified 
curriculum, if necessary. This series of 
three vaccinations may be completed at 
this University (even if it was begun 
elsewhere) through the Student Health 
Service. (The student will be charged a 
fee.) 
o A recent eye examination performed by 
an ophthalmologist or optometrist. 
For further information, consult the St#dent 
(and*oo,, Section VKUniversity PoliciesK
Communicable disease transmission-
prevention policyN and the Student Health 
Service office, extension OOPP/. 
 
If a returning student is assigned to a clinical 
facility that re=uires a tuberculosis sQin test, 
the student is re=uired to have the test 
within the six months before the assignment 
begins. 
 
RR. Deposits. The student accepted into 
dentistry must submit a deposit of SR,/// 
and the re=uired forms to the Office of 
Admissions. All deposits become part of the 
first =uarter's tuition. Failure to submit this 
deposit will result in the loss of the 
applicant's position in the class. The 
remaining balance of the first =uarter's 
tuition and fees is due no later than the day 
of matriculation in late September. If the 
applicant has submitted a completed 
application for financial aid by March ., and 
if the Stafford application has been 
submitted by June RX, the final installment 
can be paid utiliYing University-assisted 
sources. 
 
Non-U.S. citiYens and nonpermanent 
residents are re=uired by U.S. immigration 
regulation to secure sufficient funds and pay 
for their first year's tuition and fees before 
they can register for Autumn [uarter. In 
addition, they must provide documentary 
evidence of sufficient funds for their second 
year. International students will receive the 
necessary visa applications and registration 
clearance after they have submitted their 
SR,/// deposit and payment plan. 
Transfer 
Transfer from another school of dentistry in the 
United States is not recommended and is considered 
only in unusual circumstances. Credits from 
professional schools (business, medical technology, 
nursing, pharmacy, chiropractic, or medicine) do not 
fulfill admission re=uirements. Credit for studies 
taQen at a military service school is granted to 
veterans according to recommendations in the -#ide 
of the 1merican Co#ncil on Ed#cation and/or the 
California Committee for the Study of Education. The 
University reserves the right to re=uire satisfactory 
completion of written or practical examinations in 
any course for which transfer credit is re=uested. 
A transfer applicant should expect to begin at the 
first-year level and will be considered only if there is 
space available at the appropriate level or in the 
dental class desired. An application for transfer will 
be considered when the following information is 
received in the school's Office of Academic Affairs: 
! letter from applicant, stating reason for 
re=uesting transferN 
! letter of recommendation from the dean of 
the dental school where the applicant is 
enrolledN 
! official transcripts sent directly to the Office 
of Academic Affairs for both predental and 
dental school courses completedN 
! Dental Admission Test results. 
INTERNATIONAL DENTIST PROGRAM 
Application and admission 
Application forms are available online at 
`www.llu.edu/central/apply/index.pagea. Re=uests 
for information are accepted by mail, email, or 
telephone. 
Pre-entrance re?uirements 
! Dental degree from a recogniYed foreign 
dental schoolN 
! Successful completion of the National Dental 
Board Examination Part I and Part IIN 
! TOEFL examination with a minimum score 
of XX/ on the written examination or a 
minimum score of .Rd on the computer 
examination or a minimum of O/ on the 
Internet-based examinationN 
! Dental school transcript (evaluated by an 
evaluation center approved by the 
University). 
Other documentation is re=uired, as outlined in the 
application. An application fee of SPX is re=uiredK
with the application and accompanying 
documentationKbetween February R and August R. 
All application material sent to the Office of 
Admissions becomes the property of the school. 
Students currently enrolled in a similar program at 
another university are not eligible to apply and will 
not be accepted for admission. 
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Application procedure 
 
13 References3 The a77licant is re?uired to 
su77ly a DiniDuD of three 7ersonal 
references3 It is recoDDended that these 
include an acadeDic reference froD a science 
instructorF a reference froD an eD7loyerF 
and a character andGor a reliHious reference3 
MeDbers of the a77licantKs faDily are 
eLcluded froD MritinH the re?uired letters of 
referenceF althouHh letters Mill be acce7ted 
for the file in addition to those re?uired3 
Letters should be sent directly to the School 
of Dentistry Office of AdDissions3 
03 Selection process  
o Screenin'O CoD7leted a77lications 
subDitted before the a77lication 
deadline Mill first be ePaluated by the 
Office of AdDissions3 The Dost 
?ualified a77licants Mill be inPited for 
interPieMs and deLterity testinH3 
o InterviewO InterPieMs Mill be schedule on 
the saDe day as the deLterity test3 
o De-terit. te0tO testinH is conducted on 
one or Dore Sundays in October3 
o 1ina3 0e3ectionO The results of the 
deLterity test and interPieMF as Mell as 
the a77licantKs a77lication DaterialsF are 
7resented to the School of Dentistry 
AdDissions CoDDittee for final 
selection3 TMentyQfour a77licants are 
acce7ted each year for enrollDent in the 
International Dentist ProHraD the 
folloMinH year3 
S3 Transcripts3 A77licants Dust 7roPide 
official transcri7tsF Dailed directly froD all 
colleHesGuniPersities attended by the 
studentF of all 7ostsecondary education 7rior 
to offers of adDission3 
T3 Language3 All classes are conducted in 
EnHlishF and 7atients treated in the clinic 
coDDunicate in EnHlish3 A77licants Dust 
deDonstrate coD7etence in both Mritten and 
s7oUen EnHlish3 
V3 Entering students/Deposit3 A student 
acce7ted into the International Dentist 
ProHraD Dust subDit a de7osit of W1F222 
USD to LoDa Linda UniPersity by the date 
s7ecified3 Students Dust also 7ay in adPance 
for tMo ?uartersK tuition costs3 For students 
eliHible for HoPernDentQs7onsored financial 
aid 7roHraDsF only the first ?uarterKs tuition 
is re?uired at the initial reHistration3 LiPinH 
eL7enses ParyF de7endinH on the studentKs 
lifestyle3 GenerallyF the liPinH eL7enses 
ranHe froD W1F222QW1FY22 Zor Dore[ 7er 
Donth3 
\3 Pre-entrance health 
requirements/Immunizations3 It is eL7ected 
that necessary routine dental and Dedical 
care Mill haPe been attended to before a 
student reHisters3 NeM students are re?uired 
to haPe certain iDDuni]ations and tests 
before reHistration3 ForDs to docuDent the 
re?uired iDDuni]ations are 7roPided for the 
7hysician in the acce7tance 7acUet sent to 
the student by the school3 In order to aPoid 
haPinH a hold 7laced on the reHistration 
7acUetF the student is encouraHed to return 
the docuDentation forDs in the 7roPided 
enPelo7e to Student Health SerPice no later 
than siL MeeUs 7rior to the beHinninH of 
classes3 
 
Students enrollinH in the School of Dentistry 
Dust 7roPide docuDentation of haPinH had 
the folloMinH iDDuni]ations and testsO 
o MMRs_Deasles Zrubeola[F DuD7sF 
rubella ZGerDan Deasles[ Zor 7roPide 
7roof of tMo 7rePious MMRs[3 
o PPD ZT`[ sUin test Zcurrent sUin test 
result or LQray re7ort[3 
o TetanusGDi7htheria booster3 
o ChicUen 7oL blood test andGor 
iDDuni]ation3 If no UnoMn history of 
chicUen 7oLF then student Day choose 
blood test ZMhich Day rePeal 7reQ
eListinH iDDunity[ andGor 
iDDuni]ation Zif no 7rior iDDunity[3 
o He7atitisQ` Paccination series3 Students 
Mho UnoM theDselPes to haPe had 
he7atitisQ` in the 7ast should eD7loy 
eLtra 7rotection Mhen inPolPed in direct 
7atient care and Day re?uest a Dodified 
curriculuDF if necessary3 This series of 
three Paccinations Day be coD7leted at 
this UniPersity ZePen if it Mas beHun 
elseMhere[ throuHh the Student Health 
SerPice3 ZThe student Mill be charHed a 
fee3[ 
o A recent eye eLaDination 7erforDed by 
an o7hthalDoloHist or o7toDetrist3 
For further inforDationF consult the St5dent 
7and8oo9F Section V_UniPersity PoliciesO 
CoDDunicable disease transDissionQ
7rePention 7olicya and the Student Health 
SerPice officeF b2bGVVYQYcc23 
 
Students in the International Dentist 
ProHraD haPe the saDe benefitsF includinH 
health care coPeraHeF as are described 
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elsewhere in this CATALOG. 
  
7. !t#$ent financia, ai$. Private loans may be 
available to augment government loans. For 
more information, contact the Office of 
Financial Aid at email DfinaidEllu.eduFG or 
by telephoneI 909L558-4509. 
-./0A2 3456./. 78958A: 
A;;,ication an$ a$mi>>ion 
A student must have a high school diploma or its 
equivalent, and must meet college entrance 
requirements. After successful completion of the 
required pre-entrance courses in an accredited college 
or university, admission to the Dental Hygiene 
Program is in the Tunior year. 
To apply, please visit our Ueb site at 
Dwww.llu.eduLcentralLapplyLindex.pageF. 
Applications and all other required documentation 
must be submitted between July 1 and February 1. 
7re@entrance reA#irement> 
The dental hygiene applicant must meet the following 
minimum requirementsI 
! 9X quarter or X4 semester units of acceptable 
college credit. 
 
NOTEI Loma Linda University requires all 
students who graduate with a baccalaureate 
degree to complete a minimum of X8 quarter 
units of general education, which is 
integrated into the entire undergraduate 
program. 
! Good scholastic standing, with a grade-point 
average of 2.7 or higher in science course 
wor\ and in nonscience course wor\, 
averaged separatelyG a minim&m 'rad* of - 
for all /r*0*ntranc* co&rs* 4or5 to b* 
transf*rr*d to t7* 8ni9*rsity; 
! The average entering grade-point is 3.2 or 
above. 
! Acceptable personal qualities. 
! A personal interview with a representative 
designated by the School of Dentistry. This 
interview will assess characteristics such as 
personal values, spiritual heritage, 
communication s\ills, service orientation, 
and volunteer experience. 
! Minimum of 20 hours experience observing 
with a dental hygienist is encouraged prior 
to an interview. Dental assisting experience 
is also highly recommended. 
! Dental hygiene applicants are expected to 
complete all general education requirements 
before matriculating in the School of 
Dentistry. A student may be accepted with a 
deficiency in one or more of the areas but is 
expected to eliminate deficits before 
enrolling in the Dental Hygiene Program. 
-enta, BCDiene Denera, e$#cation reA#irement> 
 
DOMAIN II 28-32 units 
Religion and Humanities 
Four quarter or three semester units of religion for 
each year of attendance at a Seventh-day Adventist 
collegeG cultural heritage courses (20 quarter units or 
14 semester units) selected from a minimum of three 
different areaschistory andLor civilidation, fine arts 
(theory course wor\ only), literature, 
philosophyLethics, foreign language, performing 
artsLvisual arts (not to exceed four quarter units). 
DOMAIN III 24-32 units 
Scientific Inquiry and Analysis and Social Sciences 
One full year of chemistry covering inorganic, 
organic, and biochemistryceach with laboratoryG 
human anatomy and human physiology with 
laboratory (may be two separate courses or sequential 
courses)G microbiology with laboratory. <ci*nc* co&rs* 
4or5 m&st b* com/l*t*d 4it7in fi9* y*ars /rior to 
admission; Nonremedial college mathematics or 
statistics. Introductory sociology, general psychologyG 
and cultural anthropologyLdiversity courses. 
DOMAIN IIII 9-13 units 
Communication 
English composition and literature, a complete 
sequenceG and a speechLinterpersonal 
communicationLpersuasion course. An introductory 
course in computers is highly recommended. 
DOMAIN IVI 2-X units 
Health and Uellness 
A personal health or nutrition course and two 
physical education activity courses. The same 
physical education course should not be ta\en more 
than once. 
29:A 26/-A E/6F.8!604 !G3992 9H 
-./06!084 2.A8/6/5 9E0G9:.! H98 
03. /.I -./0A2 58A-EA0. 
Graduating dental students must be competent to 
independentlyI 
1. Perform clinical decision ma\ing that is 
supported by foundational \nowledge and 
evidence-based rationales. 
2. Promote, improve, and maintain oral health 
in patient-centered and community settings. 
3. Function as a leader in a multicultural wor\ 
environment and manage a diverse patient 
population. 
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43 Understand the importance of maintaining 
physicalE emotionalE financialE and spiritual 
health in oneGs personal life3 
53 Apply ethical principles to professional 
practice3 
!"#A !&'(A )'&*+,-&T/ -C1""! "2 
(+'T&-T,/ A(*A'C+( (+'TA! 
+()CAT&"' 3,"4,A#- -T)(+'T 
!+A,'&'4 ")TC"#+- 
Graduate students and residents in advanced dental 
education programs are eJpected to: 
13 Understand the didactic foundation of their 
discipline and master the clinical sLills 
reMuired to utiliNe that foundation3 
23 Integrate advanced clinical training Oith 
meaningful eJposure to the applied basic 
sciences3 
33 Engage in a proRect involving advanced 
clinical training Oith meaningful eJposure to 
research3 
43 Integrate interdisciplinary treatment 
planning into their didactic and clinical 
activity3 
53 Apply for and pursue board certification in 
their discipline through the appropriate 
sponsoring organiNation3 
63 Understand the importance of developing a 
commitment to the UniversityTOide student 
learning outcomes3 
-56den5 !i;e 
-C1""! "2 (+'T&-T,/ T+C1'&CA! 
-TA'(A,(- 
In harmony Oith its oOn educationE researchE and 
service obRectivesE and using the American Dental 
Education Association suggested guidelinesE Loma 
Linda University School of Dentistry has identified 
technical standards for its programs3 The Mualified 
applicant Oill meetE or Oill have the potential to meetE 
the folloOing technical standardsVstandards that 
every student in the dentistry programs is eJpected to 
reach3 
C<=ni5i>e a@ili5ieB 
School of Dentistry students must have abilities that 
alloO them to accurately and effectively measureE 
verifyE calculateE reasonE analyNeE and synthesiNe3 
Students must be able to comprehend threeT
dimensional relationships and to understand the 
spatial relationships of structures in order to fully and 
completely solve dental problems3 In additionE 
students must be able to visualiNe and comprehend 
physical demonstrations in the classroomE laboratoryE 
and clinic3 Effective problem solving reMuires 
students to gatherE organiNeE and assess relevant 
information in order to arrive at an integrated 
solution3 
"@Ber>a5i<n 
For learning to occurE students Oill be reMuired to 
observe and interpret demonstrations and 
eJperiences3 Such observation reMuires the functional 
use of visionE touchE hearingE and somatic sensation3 
Observation is further enhanced by the sense of smell3 
Students must be able to acMuire information from 
Oritten documentsX and to visualiNe information 
presented in images from papersE filmsE slidesE videosE 
or DVDs3 They must be able to interpret radiographic 
and other graphic imagesE Oith or Oithout the use of 
assistive devices3 Students must be able to observe 
patients accuratelyE at a distance and close at hand3 
They must be able to observe and appreciate verbal 
and nonverbal communications Ohen performing 
dental operations or administering medications3 
All students in the School of Dentistry must possess 
adeMuate visual and tactile sLills to perform dental 
eJaminations and provide treatment3 Visual acuityE 
accommodationE and color vision are necessary to 
discern differences and variations in colorE shapeE and 
general appearance betOeen normal and abnormal 
hard and soft tissues3 Touch and somatic sensation 
are reMuired for effective learningE as Oell as for 
effective evaluation and treatment of patients3 A 
student must also possess sufficient visual acuity to 
read electronic chartsE recordsE small printE and 
handOritten notations3 
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Communication 
Students in the Schoo2 of 3entistr5 must be f2uent in 
the use of standard 9ritten and spo;en <ng2ish. Thus 
students@ communication 9ith patients, facu2t5, and 
staff 9i22 be faci2itated 9hen e2iciting or providing 
informationC or 9hen documenting changes in 
patients@ mood, activit5, andDor posture. Students 
must a2so be s;i22ed in observing and understanding 
nonverba2 communication. En addition, the5 must 
deve2op the professiona2 judgment that 9i22 enab2e 
them to discern 9hen and ho9 to maintain patient 
confidentia2it5. 
Motor skills 
Schoo2 of 3entistr5 students shou2d have sufficient 
motor and sensor5 capabi2it5 in both hands to be ab2e 
to provide genera2 denta2 care. The5 must possess the 
motor and sensor5 capabi2ities to perform diagnostic 
procedures—inc2uding such diagnostic maneuvers as 
pa2pation, percussion, and auscu2tationC and to 
perform basic 2aborator5 tests. <Hercising these 
capabi2ities reIuires coordination of both gross and 
fine muscu2ar movements, eIui2ibrium, and 
functiona2 tacti2e and visua2 senses. 
Students must be ab2e to operate foot contro2s, 
uti2iJing fine movementsC and to operate highK or 
2o9Kspeed denta2 instruments, accurate25 performing 
movements of 2ess than oneKha2f mi22imeter. The5 
must a2so demonstrate 9e22Kdeve2oped tacti2e sense 
and precise contro2 9hi2e using denta2 hand 
instruments. 
Behavioral and social attributes 
Students must be ab2e to perform basic 2ife support 
(e.g., CPR), transfer and position disab2ed patients, 
and ph5sica225 restrain patients 9ho 2ac; motor 
contro2. Additiona225, the5 must be ab2e to position or 
reposition themse2ves around the patient and denta2 
chair 9hi2e sitting or standing. 
Students must possess the emotiona2 stabi2it5 and 
resi2ience reIuired for fu22 uti2iJation of their abi2ities 
in the conteHt of a fu22 and cha22enging education 
program. Success in the educationa2 program reIuires 
use of good judgmentC prompt comp2etion of a22 
responsibi2ities attendant to the diagnosis and care of 
patientsC and deve2opment of mature, sensitive, and 
effective re2ationships 9ith patients, staff, or 
co22eagues. 
Et is a2so imperative that students be ab2e to to2erate 
ph5sica225 taHing 9or;2oads and to function 
effective25 under stress. Students must be ab2e to 
adapt to changing environments, to disp2a5 
f2eHibi2it5, and to 2earn to function in the face of 
uncertainties inherent in the c2inica2 prob2ems of 
man5 patients. Compassion, integrit5, honest5, 
concern for others, interpersona2 s;i22s, interest, 
cu2tura2 sensitivit5, and motivation are a22 persona2 
Iua2ities that 9i22 be assessed during the admissions 
and education process. 
Disabled applicants and students 
Et is Loma Linda Universit5@s po2ic5 to comp25 fu225 
9ith the provisions of the Americans 9ith 3isabi2ities 
Act, Sect. STU of the Rehabi2itation Act. The schoo2 is 
committed to providing denta2 education—inc2uding 
support services and reasonab2e accommodations for 
disabi2ities—to Iua2ified app2icants 9ho 9i22 be ab2e 
to perform a22 technica2 standards 9ith or 9ithout 
accommodationsC and for 9hom such accommodation 
does not fundamenta225 a2ter the Schoo2 of 3entistr5 
courses or create an undue burden. 
3uring the app2ication process, the schoo2 reIuests 
that an app2icant disc2ose an5 disabi2it5 for 9hich an 
accommodation ma5 be needed. The Admissions 
Committee reIuires 9ritten documentation of the 
disabi2it5, 9hich the5 9i22 revie9 prior to ma;ing an 
assessment as to 9hether or not the app2icant can be 
eHpected to perform the essentia2 functions of the 
program. 
A student 9ho desires accommodation for an5 
disabi2it5 identified after admission must comp2ete a 
reIuest form avai2ab2e in the office of the associate 
dean for student affairs for eva2uation 9ith 
appropriate Universit5 entities. Appropriate and 
reasonab2e accommodation 9i22 be provided, as 
necessar5. 
POLICIES FOR THIS SCHOOL 
The information on student 2ife contained in this 
CATALVW is brief. The S"#$%&" (a&$*oo, more 
comprehensive25 addresses Universit5 and schoo2 
eHpectations, regu2ations, and po2iciesC and is 
avai2ab2e to each registered student. Students need to 
fami2iariJe themse2ves 9ith the contents of the 
S"#$%&" (a&$*oo,. Additiona2 information regarding 
po2icies specific to a particu2ar schoo2 or program 
9ithin the Universit5 is avai2ab2e from the respective 
schoo2. 
CODE OF ETHICS 
A schoo2 of dentistr5 is a p2ace 9here the 
professiona2s of tomorro9 are se2ected and trained in 
the deve2opment of professiona2 and ethica2 standards 
that are consistent 9ith the highest goa2s of the 
profession. Et is for this purpose that the Schoo2 of 
3entistr5 has a code of ethics. This code is a means of 
educating and training the future denta2 professiona2 
in areas of ethica2 activit5, and a 9a5 of deve2oping 
an ethica2 and mora2 a9areness that 9i22 he2p 
professiona2s serve the pub2ic and the profession. The 
code of ethics of the Schoo2 of 3entistr5 app2ies to a22 
students in the schoo2—inc2uding denta2 h5giene, 
dentistr5, internationa2, graduate, and certificate 
students. En addition, residents, fe22o9s, preceptors, 
research scho2ars, and eHchange students invo2ved in 
schoo2 programs sha22 a2so be subject to these schoo2 
po2icies. 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*
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6M*;A6@:D?=:C<*CH*=94*>4?<N8*-:8=*4?D9*\A?7=47E*(94*
4@:I:6:@:=M*74\A:7454<=8*?74b*
! +C5;@4=4*?=*@4?8=*10*A<:=8*CH*I7?B4B*DCA784*
TC7S*BA7:<I*=94*\A?7=47X*
! ,D9:4G4*?*=475*I7?B4O;C:<=*?G47?I4*CH*?=*
@4?8=*aE^*T:=9*<C*I7?B4*@CT47*=9?<*?*`OX*
! &4D4:G4*<C*#<DC5;@4=4*I7?B48*C<*=94*I7?B4*
74;C7=E*
! ! "#$%&'(#!)*+,-'$.(,*!
!
/01
Course waiver 
"!#,2-3&!-&42(-&'&*.!'$5!6&!7$(8&%!(+!.9&!$::;(#$*.!
9$3!:-&8(,23;5!.$<&*!.9&!#,2-3&!$*%!&$-*&%!$!=-$%&!,+!
>!,-!$6,8&?!62.!*,!#-&%(.!-&32;.3@!A8$;2$.(,*!+,-!
7$(8&-!,+!#,2-3&3!7(;;!6&!#,':;&.&%!,*;5!$+.&-!$*!
$::;(#$*.!9$3!6&&*!$##&:.&%!.,!.9&!:-,=-$'?!$*%!'23.!
6&!$::-,8&%!65!.9&!#,2-3&!%(-&#.,-!$.!.9(3!B*(8&-3(.5!
$*%!.9&!3#9,,;C3!$33,#($.&!%&$*!+,-!$#$%&'(#!$++$(-3@!
D2(.(,*!(3!*,.!-&%2#&%!(+!#,2-3&3!$-&!7$(8&%!,-!(+!$!
3.2%&*.!.$<&3!;&33!.9$*!$!+2;;!;,$%@!
Special examination 
).!(3!.9&!:,;(#5!,+!.9&!3#9,,;!.9$.!$;;!3.2%&*.3!$-&!
&E:&#.&%!.,!.$<&!&E$'(*$.(,*3!$.!.9&!3#9&%2;&%!.('&@!
D9&!,*;5!$##&:.$6;&!&E#23&!+,-!*,.!.$<(*=!$*!
&E$'(*$.(,*!,*!.('&!(3!'$F,-!(;;*&33!G%,#2'&*.&%!65!
.9&!H.2%&*.!I&$;.9!H&-8(#&!$*%!#,*8&5&%!.,!.9&!
#,2-3&!%(-&#.,-!$*%!.9&!J++(#&!,+!H.2%&*.!"++$(-3!:-(,-!
.,!.9&!&E$'(*$.(,*K@!D9&!#,*3&42&*#&3!,+!'(33(*=!$*!
&E$'(*$.(,*!2*%&-!.9&!#(-#2'3.$*#&3!,+!%,#2'&*.&%!
(;;*&33!$-&!%&.&-'(*&%!65!.9&!#,2-3&!%(-&#.,-@!)+!$!
3.2%&*.!$::&$-3!;$.&!+,-!$*!&E$'(*$.(,*?!3L9&!'$5!6&!
%&*(&%!$%'(33(,*!.,!.9&!&E$'(*$.(,*!3(.&@!)+!$!3.2%&*.!
$--(8&3!;$.&!+,-!$*!&E$'(*$.(,*!$*%!(3!$;;,7&%!.,!.$<&!
.9&!&E$'(*$.(,*?!3L9&!7(;;!6&!-&42(-&%!.,!+(*(39!.9&!
&E$'(*$.(,*!$.!.9&!3$'&!.('&!$3!3.2%&*.3!79,!$--(8&!
,*!.('&@!
Repeating/remediating a course 
)+!$!3.2%&*.!-&#&(8&3!$*!2*3$.(3+$#.,-5!,-!+$(;(*=!=-$%&!
(*!$!-&42(-&%!#,2-3&?!(.!7(;;!6&!*&#&33$-5!+,-!9('L9&-!
.,!%,!$%%(.(,*$;!7,-<@!>$3&%!,*!.9&!,-(=(*$;!=-$%&!
&$-*&%!65!.9&!3.2%&*.?!$*%!2:,*!.9&!-&#,''&*%$.(,*!
,+!.9&!"#$%&'(#!M&8(&7!N,''(..&&?!,*&!,+!.9&!
+,;;,7(*=!:;$*3!7(;;!6&!:2-32&%O!
0@ P,-!#,2-3&3!7(.9!2*3$.(3+$#.,-5!:&-+,-'$*#&!
GQRLQLB!=-$%&3K!.9&!3.2%&*.!'23.!
-&-&=(3.&-!+,-!.9&!#,2-3&?!-&8(&7!.9&!#,2-3&!
7,-<!(*%&:&*%&*.;5?!-&:&$.!-&42(-&%!
$33(=*'&*.3!,-!42(SS&3?!$*%!.$<&!$*5!,-!$;;!
#,2-3&!&E$'(*$.(,*3!$3!-&42(-&%!65!.9&!
#,2-3&!%(-&#.,-@!D9&!9(=9&3.!=-$%&!$;;,7&%!
+,-!$!-&'&%($.&%!#,2-3&!(3!N@!".!.9&!
%(3#-&.(,*!,+!.9&!"#$%&'(#!M&8(&7!
N,''(..&&!$*%!#,2-3&!%(-&#.,-?!.9&!3.2%&*.!
'$5!6&!-&42(-&%!.,!-&:&$.!.9&!#,2-3&!$.!.9&!
*&E.!#,2-3&!,++&-(*=@!
/@ P,-!#,2-3&3!7(.9!+$(;(*=!:&-+,-'$*#&!GP!
=-$%&3K?!.9&!3.2%&*.!'23.!-&-&=(3.&-!+,-!.9&!
#,2-3&?!$..&*%!.9&!#;$33!$*%L,-!;$6,-$.,-5?!
$*%!.$<&!$;;!#,2-3&!&E$'(*$.(,*3!$.!.9&!*&E.!
-&=2;$-!#,2-3&!,++&-(*=@!
T@ >,.9!.9&!,-(=(*$;!$*%!-&:&$.!=-$%&3!$-&!
&*.&-&%!(*.,!.9&!3.2%&*.C3!:&-'$*&*.!
$#$%&'(#!-&#,-%?!62.!,*;5!.9&!-&:&$.!=-$%&!
2*(.3!$-&!#,':2.&%!(*!.9&!=-$%&U:,(*.!
$8&-$=&@!
ACADEMIC CRITERIA FOR PROMOTION 
Academic criteria for academic advancement and 
program completion 
 
Dentistry 
Level D1 to level D2 
! N2'2;$.(8&!V@W@"@!$.!,-!$6,8&!/@X@!
! H2##&33+2;!#,':;&.(,*!,+!Q0!#,':-&9&*3(8&!
&E$'(*$.(,*@!
Level D2 to D3 
! N2'2;$.(8&?!%(%$#.(#?!$*%!:-&#;(*(#$;!
;$6,-$.,-5!V@W@"@!$.!,-!$6,8&!/@X@!
! H2##&33+2;!#,':;&.(,*!,+!Y$.(,*$;!>,$-%!
AE$'(*$.(,*!W$-.!)@!
Level D3 to D4 
! N2'2;$.(8&!V@W@"@!$.!,-!$6,8&!/@X@!
! H2##&33+2;!#,':;&.(,*!,+!Y$.(,*$;!>,$-%!
AE$'(*$.(,*!W$-.!))@!
Dental Hygiene 
Z2*(,-!.,!H&*(,-!
! N2'2;$.(8&!%(%$#.(#!$*%!:-&#;(*(#$;!V@W@"@!
$.!,-!$6,8&!/@X@!
! H2##&33+2;!#,':;&.(,*!,+!F2*(,-!#;(*(#!
:-,',.(,*!JHNA@!
GRADUATE STUDENT/RESIDENT 
! N2'2;$.(8&?!%(%$#.(#?!$*%!;$6,-$.,-5!V@W@"@!
$.!,-!$6,8&!T@X!G>K@!
! H2##&33+2;!#,':;&.(,*!,+!$;;!&8$;2$.(,*3@!
! H2##&33+2;!#,':;&.(,*!,+!"**2$;!H.2%&*.!
A8$;2$.(,*!G(*#;2%&3!$!-&8(&7!,+!&*.(-&!
$#$%&'(#!-&#,-%K@!
! H&;&#.(,*!+,-!$%8$*#&'&*.!.,![$3.&-!,+!
H#(&*#&!%&=-&&!#$*%(%$#5!G+,-!.9,3&!,*![@H@!
%&=-&&!.-$#<!,*;5K@!
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY ACADEMIC 
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION 
"!#$*%(%$.&!#,':;&.(*=!-&42(-&'&*.3!(*!.9&!H:-(*=!
\2$-.&-!(3!&E:&#.&%!.,!6&!:-&3&*.!$.!.9&!
#,''&*#&'&*.!&E&-#(3&3!$*%!-&#&(8&!.9&!%(:;,'$!(*!
:&-3,*@!W&-'(33(,*!+,-!.9&!%&=-&&!.,!6&!#,*+&--&%!(*!
$63&*.($!(3!#,*.(*=&*.!2:,*!.9&!-&#,''&*%$.(,*!,+!
.9&!%&$*!.,!.9&!:-&3(%&*.!$*%!#$*!6&!=-$*.&%!,*;5!65!
.9&!:-&3(%&*.@!)+!$!#$*%(%$.&!9$3!*,.!3$.(3+$#.,-(;5!
+2;+(;;&%!$;;!-&42(-&'&*.3?!.9&!B*(8&-3(.5!-&3&-8&3!.9&!
-(=9.!.,!:-,9(6(.!:$-.(#(:$.(,*!(*!#,''&*#&'&*.!
&E&-#(3&3@!
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*
*
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Dentistry 
,*345676489*:;<*8=9*>;38;<*;:*>9584?*'@<A9<B*69A<99*
C@D8*E9*48*?94D8*8F958BG;59*B94<D*;:*4A9*456*C@D8*
=4H9I*
1J '487D:438;<7?B*3;CK?9896*4??*<9L@7<9C958D*;:*
8=9*3@<<73@?@CM753?@675A*DK937:796*
4889564539N*?9H9?*;:*D3=;?4<D=7KN*?95A8=*;:*
43469C73*<9D769539N*5@CE9<*;:*3<9678*@578DN*
456*D9<H739G?94<575A*<9L@7<9C958DJ*
0J +;CK?9896*DK9374?*9O4C75487;5DN*4D*<9L@7<96*
EB*8=9*:43@?8BJ*
PJ '@339DD:@??B*3;CK?9896*Q4<8D*#*456*##*;:*8=9*
"487;54?*R;4<6*%O4C75487;5J*
SJ >9C;5D8<4896*9H769539*;:*D487D:438;<B*C;<4?*
456*K<;:9DD7;54?*3;56@38N*;:*6@9*<9A4<6*:;<*
+=<7D8745*3787T95D=7KN*456*;:*3;5D7D8958*
<9DK;5D7H959DD*8;*8=9*9D84E?7D=96*47CD*;:*8=9*
!57H9<D78BJ*
UJ >7D3=4<A96*:7545374?*;E?7A487;5D*8;*8=9*
!57H9<D78BJ*
2J R995*39<87:796*EB*8=9*:43@?8B*4D*4KK<;H96*:;<*
A<46@487;5J*
Dental Hygiene 
#5*;<69<*8;*E9*9?7A7E?9*:;<*A<46@487;5N*8=9*D8@6958*
C@D8*=4H9I*
1J +;CK?9896*8=9*!569<A<46@489*#58958*8;*
/<46@489*V;<CJ*
0J +;CK?9896*4??*<9L@7<9C958D*:;<*46C7DD7;5*8;*
8=9*3=;D95*3@<<73@?@CJ*
PJ '487D:438;<7?B*3;CK?9896*4??*3=;D95*
<9L@7<9C958D*;:*8=9*3@<<73@?@CN*753?@675A*
DK937:796*4889564539N*?9H9?*;:*D3=;?4<D=7KN*
?95A8=*;:*43469C73*<9D769539N*456*5@CE9<*;:*
3<9678*@578DJ*
SJ ,8895696*45*433<967896*3;??9A9*:;<*8=9*:7<D8*
8F;*B94<DN*456*-;C4*-7564*!57H9<D78B*
'3=;;?*;:*>9587D8<B*:;<*8=9*W@57;<*456*D957;<*
B94<DJ*
UJ ,3=79H96*5;*?;F9<*8=45*4*+G*A<469*75*4??*
3;<9*3;@<D9D*456*4*C757C@C*A<469GK;758*
4H9<4A9*;:*0JXJ*
2J +;CK?9896*DK9374?*9O4C75487;5D*4D*<9L@7<96*
EB*:43@?8BJ*
YJ Q4DD96*8=9*>9584?*ZBA7959*"487;54?*R;4<6*
%O4C75487;5J*
[J >9C;5D8<4896*9H769539*;:*D487D:438;<B*C;<4?*
456*K<;:9DD7;54?*3;56@38N*;:*6@9*<9A4<6*:;<*
+=<7D8745*3787T95D=7KN*456*;:*3;5D7D8958*
<9DK;5D7H959DD*8;*8=9*9D84E?7D=96*47CD*;:*8=9*
!57H9<D78BJ*
\J >7D3=4<A96*:7545374?*;E?7A487;5D*8;*8=9*
!57H9<D78BJ*
1XJ R995*39<87:796*EB*8=9*:43@?8B*4D*4KK<;H96*:;<*
A<46@487;5J*
11J +;CK?9896*69584?*=BA7959*8<47575A*F78=*4*
39<87:73489*;<*,DD;37489*75*'379539*69A<99*
:<;C*45*433<967896*3;??9A9*456*3;CK?9896*
8=9*>9A<99G+;CK?987;5*Q<;A<4C*48*8=9*
'3=;;?*;:*>9587D8<B*]K9<8475D*8;*>9A<99G
+;CK?987;5*Q<;A<4C*A<46@489D*;5?B^J*
.ATIO.AL DE.TAL BOARDS 
'@339DD:@?*3;CK?987;5*;:*8=9*"487;54?*R;4<6*
%O4C75487;5*Q4<8D*#*456*##*]"R%G#*456*"R%G##^*7D*4*
<9L@7<9C958*:;<*A<46@487;5J*(=9*"487;54?*R;4<6*
9O4C75487;5D*4<9*69D7A596*8;*4DD9DD*3;A5787H9*
_5;F?96A9*;:*8=9*E4D73N*E9=4H7;<4?N*456*3?75734?*
D379539DJ*%?7A7E7?78B*8;*D78*:;<*978=9<*K4<8*;:*8=9*
"487;54?*R;4<6*%O4C75487;5*7D*6989<C7596*EB*
D@339DD:@?*3;CK?987;5*;:*8=9*3@<<73@?@C*?94675A*@K*8;*
8=9*9O4C75487;5J*#5*466787;5N*D8@6958D*4<9*<9L@7<96*8;*
K4DD*4*3;CK<9=95D7H9*9O4C75487;5*8=48*4DD9DD9D*
C4D89<B*;:*8=9*89D8*DK937:73487;5D*K<7;<*8;*943=*
"487;54?*R;4<6*%O4C75487;5J*(=9*9?7A7E7?78B*
<9L@7<9C958D*456*87C984E?9*:;<*K4DD75A*8=9*"487;54?*
R;4<6*%O4C75487;5*4<9*D84896*E9?;FI*
Q,&(*#*
!irst atte)*t+*
'3=96@?96*6@<75A*`@59*;<*`@?B*:;??;F75A*3;CK?987;5*
;:*8=9*D93;56*B94<J*#:*4*D8@6958*:47?D*8=9*9O4C75487;5N*
Da=9*F7??*=4H9*=9<a=7D*D3=96@?96*3?7573*87C9*
D@ED845874??B*<96@396J*>@<75A*8=7D*87C9N*D8@6958D*F7??*
E9*<9L@7<96*8;*D8@6B*:;<*4*<9G9O4C75487;5*5;*?489<*
8=45*>939CE9<J*
,e-o/d atte)*t+*
#:*4*D8@6958*6;9D*5;8*D@339DD:@??B*3;CK?989*8=9*D93;56*
4889CK8*;:*8=9*Q4<8*#*9O4C75487;5*EB*8=9*956*;:*
,@8@C5*b@4<89<N*Da=9*F7??*E9*<9L@7<96*8;*84_9*4*8F;G
L@4<89<*?94H9*;:*4ED9539*8;*K<9K4<9*:;<*<9G9O4C75487;5*
8=9*D@3399675A*'@CC9<*b@4<89<J*
T2ird atte)*t+*
,:89<*84_75A*8=9*<9G9O4C75487;5*75*8=9*D@3399675A*
'@CC9<*b@4<89<N*8=9*D8@6958*F7??*E9*4??;F96*8;*F;<_*
;5*8=9*3?7573*@587?*9O4C75487;5*<9D@?8D*4<9*<9397H96J*#:*
8=9*D8@6958*D@339DD:@??B*3;CK?989D*8=9*Q4<8*#*
9O4C75487;5N*Da=9*F7??*3;5875@9*8;*F;<_*;5*8=9*3?7573*
:;<*8=9*'@CC9<*456*,@8@C5*L@4<89<D*456*F7??*E9A75*
67643873*3;@<D9D*4A475*6@<75A*8=9*c7589<*b@4<89<*
F78=*8=9*3@<<958*8=7<6GB94<*D8@6958DJ*#:*8=9*D8@6958*
6;9D*5;8*D@339DD:@??B*3;CK?989*8=9*"487;54?*R;4<6*
%O4C75487;5*Q4<8*#*;5*8=9*8=7<6*4889CK8N*Da=9*F7??*E9*
67D3;5875@96*:<;C*8=9*K<;A<4CJ*
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PART II 
First attempt— 
Scheduled in December of the fourth year. If the 
examination is not successfully completed, access to 
the clinic will be restricted in order to provide 
additional time for study. The student will be given 
an opportunity to retake the examination in the 
following Spring Quarter. National Board 
Examination policy requires subsequent attempts to 
be at least ninety days apart. If a student fails the Part 
II examination, s/he will not be permitted to 
participate in licensure examinations. 
,econd attempt— 
A student who fails the Part II examination a second 
time will be required to take a leave of absence to 
prepare for a re-examination. A candidate for the 
Doctor of Dental Surgery degree must have 
successfully completed Parts I and II of the National 
Board Examination before being awarded the D.D.S. 
degree. 
!"#$%&'"%( *#" +$+&%,-$ "%.-%/ 
There are six Academic Review CommitteesM D1, D2, 
D3, D4, IDP, and Dental Hygiene. Qembership of 
each committee consists of the associate dean for 
academic affairs, the associate dean for student 
affairs, the associate dean for admissions, and the 
course directors of all courses required of the 
respective class in the academic year. The associate 
dean for clinic administration and primary attending 
faculty are members of the D3/D4 Academic Review 
Committees. In addition, each committee has two 
student members appointed by the dean in 
consultation with the DSA officers. Student 
committee members will be in the class one year 
ahead of the class being reviewed. 
The Academic Review Committees meet once per 
quarter to evaluate student academic and clinical 
performance and progress records. Students whose 
performance does not meet the stated academic 
standards and students who are being considered for 
discontinuation may be scheduled for a hearing with 
the committee. 
The committee also recommends to the dean all 
appropriate candidates for promotion, academic 
probation, repeat, or other appropriate actions; as 
well as students who should receive special 
recognition for academic excellence. 
The process for evaluation of academic performance 
is as followsM 
1. The Academic Review CommitteeSby 
reviewing grades, reports, and other 
pertinent informationSidentifies students 
whose academic and/or clinical 
performance is below acceptable levels. 
2. The associate dean for student affairs notifies 
a student facing possible academic sanctions 
regarding the time and place for a meeting 
called for the purpose of allowing the 
student to appear before the committee to 
present reasons why action should not be 
taken. The Academic Review Committee 
considers the student's presentation and all 
available information before making a 
recommendation. 
3. The dean may enforce one or more of four 
academic sanction optionsS 
o Academic probation 
o Remedial action 
o Academic leave of absence 
o Academic discontinuation 
Please refer to Academic Disciplinary Policy 
for more specific descriptions regarding each 
academic sanction. 
 
4. A student may appeal the decision of the 
Academic Review Committee to the dean. 
Such appeals are not expected to be routine 
and should be considered only in 
circumstances where new and relevant 
information exists that was not available for 
consideration by the Academic Review 
Committee. The dean will review the matter 
and either render a decision or appoint a 
three-member ad hoc committee. Qembers 
of this committee will not have been 
involved in the Academic Review 
Committee decision process. The ad hoc 
committee will determine whether the 
process was appropriately followed, review 
new information, and judge whether the 
record supports the decision. They will 
report their findings and recommendation to 
the dean, who will decide if the appealing 
student will be permitted to continue 
participating in classes and/or clinical 
assignments during the appeal proceedings. 
+$+&%,-$ &-($-!0-1+"2 !#0-$2 
+cademic pro<ation 
Academic probation is a specified period of time 
during which the student is given an opportunity to 
comply with specific academic standards. Such action 
must be confirmed by letter to the student. 
$riteria for placement on academic pro<ation 
ApredoctoralB -&!B and dental hDgiene studentsH 
A student will be placed on academic probation if 
s/he meets one or more of the following conditionsM 
1. Term or cumulative grade-point average 
(G.P.A.) below 2.0. 
U"IVER'IT) CATALOG 
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2. 4ailing (U;4) or unsatisfactory (DF;D) 
grades in any course required for the degree. 
3. Clinical performance below minimum 
ePpected for current academic level. 
4. 'ocial;behavioral;ethical problems that 
significantly impact academic and;or 
clinical performance. 
!riteria (or advisor- notice o( potential (or acade2ic 
probation 
A graduate student;resident will be sent an advisory 
letter of the potential for placement on academic 
probation under the following conditionsS 
1. Term G.P.A. of 2.7 (B-). 
2. One or more courses with grade of B-. 
3. One or more courses with a grade of 
marginally satisfactory (M'). 
!riteria (or place2ent on acade2ic probation 
45raduate students and residents7 
Graduate students;residents will be placed on 
academic probation if they meet one or more of the 
following conditionsS 
1. Term G.P.A. of 2.3 (CF). 
2. 4ailing (4;U) or unsatisfactory (CF;C;C- or 
DF;D;D-) grades in any course required for 
the specialty certificate or Master of 'cience 
(M.'.) degree program (if applicable). 
3. Clinical performance below minimum 
ePpected for their year level. 
4. 'ocial;behavioral;ethical problems that 
significantly impact academic and;or 
clinical performance. 
8evel o( acade2ic probation 4predoctoral9 :;<9 
dental =-5iene9 5raduate students and residents7 
The level of academic probation indicates the 
seriousness of the cumulative academic deficiency. 
HoweverZ depending on the seriousness or nature of 
the academic deficiencyZ a student may be considered 
for academic leave of absence or discontinuation at 
any level of probation. 
Level 1 4irst term on academic probation. 
 
Level 2 'econd term on academic probationZ 
consecutive or nonconsecutive. 
  E[CEPTIO"S Continued academic 
probation due to failing grade in a course 
that cannot be repeated until a later term. 
 
 
 
Level 3 Third term on academic probationZ 
consecutive or nonconsecutive. If a student 
is unable to remove academic probationary 
status within the following termZ s;he will 
be considered for academic discontinuation. 
  E[CEPTIO"S Continued academic 
probation due to failing grade in a course 
that cannot be repeated until a later term. 
 
Level 4 If a student meets the criteria for academic 
probation for a fourth termZ consecutive or 
nonconsecutiveZ s;he will be considered for 
academic discontinuation. 
 
!8:>:! <ROABT:O> 
Dtudent in 5ood clinic standin5 
The student who meets attendance requirementsZ 
clinic point requirementsZ and requirements as 
defined by the clinical departments in the 'chool of 
Dentistry shall receive a \'atisfactory\ (') grade for 
the quarter. 
!linic probation 8evel E-'tudents who meet one or 
more of the following criteriaS 
1. 4ailure to meet the attendance requirement] 
2. 4ailure to meet the published minimum 
clinic point requirement] 
3. 4ailure to achieve the standards of care 
ePpected in their quality of patient 
treatment] 
4. 4ailure to meet the requirements defined by 
the clinical departments in the 'chool of 
Dentistry. 
'tudents will receive a \Marginal 'atisfactory\ (M') 
grade and will be required to attend 4riday afternoon 
clinic sessions for the following quarter. 'tudents on 
clinic probation Level 1 will not be eligible for honors 
programs during the time they are on probation. 
'tudents are notified in writing of their probation 
status. 
If studentsZ while on clinic probation Level 1Z meet the 
attendance requirementsZ achieve the overall 
minimum clinic point requirement at the end of the 
remedial quarterZ improve their quality of patient 
treatment as neededZ and complete all requirements 
as defined by the clinical departmentsZ they return to 
\good standing\ status and will not be required to 
attend the 4riday afternoon clinic sessions the 
following quarter. 
!linic probation 8evel F-'tudentsZ who while on 
clinic probation Level 1Z meet one or more of the 
following criteriaS 
1. 4ailure to meet the attendance requirement] 
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2. Fall more than 200 points below the 
minimum points required for the remedial 
quarter; 
3. Failure to achieve the standards of care 
expected in their quality of patient care; 
4. Failure to complete requirements defined by 
the clinical departments in the School of 
Dentistry. 
Students on clinic probation Level 2 will receive an 
FUnsatisfactoryF (U) grade, register again for the 
SDCL course, and continue to attend Friday afternoon 
clinic sessions. Students on Clinic Probation Level 2 
will not be eligible for honors programs. Students on 
Clinic Probation 2 will have one quarter to meet the 
attendance requirement, finish the quarter with fewer 
than 200 points below the requirement, meet the 
standard of care expected in their quality of patient 
care and complete all requirements as defined by the 
clinical departments in the School of Dentistry. 
If students, while on clinic probation Level 2, meet the 
attendance requirement, improve their quality of 
patient care, complete the requirements defined by 
the clinical departments of the School of Dentistry, 
and finish the quarter with fewer than 200 points 
below the minimum, they will return to clinic 
probation Level 1. The student can eventually work 
back to good standing. 
!linic probation -evel 0-Students, who while on 
clinic probation Level 2, meet one or more of the 
following criteria: 
1. Complete the remedial quarter more than 
200 points below the minimum; 
2. Failure to meet the attendance requirement; 
3. Failure to achieve the standards of care 
expected in their quality of patient care; 
4. Failure to complete requirements defined by 
the clinical departments in the School of 
Dentistry during the remedial quarter. 
Clinic probation Level 3 requires the Academic 
Review Committee to consider discontinuing the 
student or require him/her to repeat one academic 
year. If the Academic Review Committee votes to 
require a student to repeat a year, the student will join 
the following class at that point in the academic 
calendar. The Academic Review Committee will 
determine which courses (if any) the student must 
repeat. 
When a student is required to repeat one year, s/he 
immediately returns to Fgood standingF status. 
1isciplinar3 actions available (graduate students 
and residents) 
A student/resident who is not performing up to 
expectations can receive the following: 
Restriction of 
clinical privileges 
by program director 
Academic 
probation 
(Level 1 to 3) 
by the associate dean for 
advanced education upon the 
recommendation of the 
program director 
Behavioral 
probation 
(Level 1 to 3) 
by the associate dean for 
advanced education upon the 
recommendation of the 
program director 
Clinical 
probation 
(Level 1 to 3) 
by the associate dean for 
advanced education upon the 
recommendation of the 
program director 
Discontinuation by the associate dean for 
advanced education upon the 
recommendation of the 
program director 
 
Probation (graduate students and residents) 
All recommendations to the associate dean for 
advanced education must be supported by well-
documented evidence of repeated counseling and 
other internal measures designed to point out 
deficiencies and take corrective action through a 
detailed remediation program. A remediation 
program must be specific in design, implemented, 
and monitored for any student/resident who is not 
performing up to a program's stated standards. It is 
helpful to have documentary evidence on record by 
multiple faculty members, with detailed accounts of 
dates, times, explanations of counseling, discussions, 
and corrective measures. Written statements from 
support staff should also be included if they have 
direct contact or knowledge of a matter involving a 
graduate student/resident. 
Graduate students/residents may be placed on 
academic probation, behavioral probation, and 
clinical probation. Probation begins at Level 1 and 
may progress to Level 3. Graduate students/residents 
should be placed on probation for a prescribed period 
of time: one quarter, two quarters, etc. This 
information should be conveyed to a 
student/resident verbally and in writing. 
!ontinuation (graduate students and residents) 
Students/residents who are not progressing as 
expected may be continued in their year group for as 
long as necessary before being promoted to the next 
year or discontinued. To exercise this option, the 
associate dean for advanced education must inform 
University Records of the decision to continue a 
student/resident and state the anticipated length of 
that continuation. Program directors determine when 
to continue a student/resident, when to discontinue a 
student/resident, and whether to allow him/her to 
graduate or continue his/her studies. Invariably, the 
length of the continuation period will determine 
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2hen a student;resident actually completes his;her 
program. 
!i#$ontinuation +gra.uate #tu.ent# an. re#i.ent#0 
Students;residents 2ho do not maFe any measuraGle 
improvement Gy the end of the prescriGed 
remediation and counseling periods may Ge 
discontinued Gy the associate dean for advanced 
education on the recommendation of the respective 
program director. 
1e#tri$tion# 2or a #tu.ent on a$a.emi$ pro5ation 
A student on academic proGationJ 
1. May not serve as an officer for any classM 
schoolM or extracurricular organiOation. 
2. May not taFe any elective courses. 
3. May not participate in any elective off-
campus service-learning or mission 
activities. 
4. Remains on academic proGation until all the 
terms of the proGation sanctions have Geen 
fulfilledM unless the student is discontinued. 
1eme.ia6 a$tion +1eme.iation0 
As a condition for continued enrollmentM remedial 
action may consist ofJ 
1. CounselingM tutoringM and;or repeating 
assignments or course 2orFS or completing 
additional assignments or course 2orFM 
possiGly including repeating an academic 
year or portion thereof. 
2. .ther specified reTuirements. 
A$a.emi$ 6ea8e o2 a5#en$e 
Academic leave of aGsence is a specified period of 
time during 2hich the student is 2ithdra2n from the 
academic program. Upon reTuest to and approval Gy 
the Academic Revie2 CommitteeM the student may 
return to the program at a year;term level specified 
Gy the committee. The student may Ge reTuested to 
fulfill specific reTuirements prior to re-entering the 
academic program. 
The follo2ing guidelines pertain to 2hen an 
academic leave of aGsence may Ge considered for a 
student 2ho is in one or more of the follo2ing 
situationsJ 
! Student has a serious academic deficit that 
cannot Ge removed 2hile continuing 2ith 
current course 2orF. 
! At the end of the academic yearM student 
does not meet the criteria for promotion to 
the next academic year. 
! Student has three consecutive Tuarters on 
academic proGation. 
! Student has not passed the "ational Board 
Examination on schedule after t2o attempts 
and needs full study time to prepare for the 
"ational Board Examination. 
! Student fulfills criteria for academic 
discontinuation yet sho2s promise for future 
success despite current deficiencies. 
Return from an academic leave of aGsence reTuires 
that the student reapply for admission Gy 2ritten 
reTuest to the associate dean for academic affairs. The 
student must meet the reTuirements for readmission 
specified Gy the Academic Revie2 Committee at the 
time the leave of aGsence 2as granted. The 
reTuirements for readmission may also Ge revie2ed 
Gy the Academic Revie2 Committee. 
A$a.emi$ .i#$ontinuation +in$6u.e# 9!: #tu.ent#0 
Guidelines for academic discontinuation are as 
follo2sJ 
!; Year 
! Any term 2ith one or more failing gradesM 
regardless of term or cumulative G.P.A. 
! Three or more unsatisfactory or failing 
grades 2ithin the academic yearM regardless 
of term or cumulative G.P.A. 
! Three consecutive Tuarters on academic 
proGation. 
! Failure to fulfill terms of academic proGation 
2ithin the specified time period. 
! Failure to meet criteria for promotion to D2 
year Gy the end of the D1 year. 
!= Year 
! Any term 2ith one or more failing gradesM 
regardless of term or cumulative G.P.A. 
! Four or more unsatisfactory or failing grades 
since enrollment in the programM regardless 
of term or cumulative G.P.A. 
! Failure to fulfill terms of academic proGation 
2ithin the specified time period. 
! Level 4 academic proGation. 
! Failure to meet criteria for promotion to D3 
year Gy the end of the D2 year. 
!> Year 
! Any term 2ith one or more failing gradesM 
regardless of term or cumulative G.P.A. 
! Five or more unsatisfactory or failing grades 
since enrollment in the programM regardless 
of term or cumulative G.P.A. 
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! 1ailure to +ul+ill terms o+ a#ademi# pro6ation 
7it8in t8e spe#i+ied time period. 
! :evel 4 a#ademi# pro6ation. 
! 1ailure to meet #riteria +or promotion to =4 
>ear 6> t8e end o+ t8e =? >ear. 
D" $ear 
! 1ailure to pass eit8er se#tion o+ t8e @ational 
Aoard BCamination 7it8in t8ree attempts. 
! 1ailure to a#8ieve eligi6ilit> +or graduation 
7it8in +ive +ull a#ademi# >ears o+ enrollment 
in t8e dental program. !"#$%&'()*+(,*-&./$)&-*
01(*2,$*,$3.',$/*&(*,$%$2&*2)*2#2/$4'#*5$2,*(,*
01(*2,$*()*2*-%6'&*%,(7,248*91$-$*-&./$)&-*4.-&*
2#1'$:$*$6'7';'6'&5*+(,*7,2/.2&'()*0'&1')*()$*5$2,*
(+*&1$*)$0*7,2/.2&'()*/2&$*2--'7)$/*2&*&1$*&'4$*(+*
#12)7$*&(*2)*26&$,)2&$*%,(7,248 
Dental h,-iene /uniors 
! An> term 7it8 one or more +ailing grades, 
regardless o+ term or #umulative G.G.A. 
! T8ree or more unsatis+a#tor> or +ailing 
grades 7it8in t8e a#ademi# >ear, regardless 
o+ term or #umulative G.G.A. 
! 1ailure to +ul+ill terms o+ a#ademi# pro6ation 
7it8in t8e spe#i+ied time period. 
! 1ailure to meet #riteria +or promotion to =I 
senior >ear 6> t8e end o+ t8e =I Junior >ear. 
Dental h,-iene seniors 
! An> term 7it8 one or more +ailing grades, 
regardless o+ term or #umulative G.G.A. 
! T8ree or more unsatis+a#tor> or +ailing 
grades 7it8in t8e a#ademi# >ear, regardless 
o+ term or #umulative G.G.A. 
! 1ailure to +ul+ill terms o+ a#ademi# pro6ation 
7it8in t8e spe#i+ied time period. 
! 1ailure to pass t8e @ational Aoard 
BCamination 7it8in t8ree attempts. 
! 1ailure to a#8ieve eligi6ilit> +or graduation 
7it8in t8ree +ull a#ademi# >ears o+ 
enrollment in t8e dental 8>giene program. 
)n some situations t8e A#ademi# Kevie7 Lommittee 
ma> re#ommend t8at a student repeat an a#ademi# 
>ear Mor portion t8ereo+N as an alternative to 
dis#ontinuation. 
3raduate students5Residents 
! T8ree or more unsatis+a#tor> or +ailing 
grades 7it8in t8e a#ademi# >ear, regardless 
o+ term or #umulative G.G.A. 
! T8ree #onse#utive Ouarters o+ a#ademi# 
pro6ation. 
! 1ailure to +ul+ill terms o+ a#ademi# pro6ation 
7it8in t8e spe#i+ied time period. 
! 1ailure to a#8ieve eligi6ilit> +or a7ard o+ a 
#erti+i#ate in t8e #lini#al spe#ialt> program 
7it8in t8e standard num6er o+ +ull a#ademi# 
>ears. 
S89D:N8<INI8IA8:D ACAD:MIC 
3RI:AANC: PROC:D9R: 
)+ a student 7is8es to #ontest a grade, sP8e s8ould 
dis#uss t8e grade +irst 7it8 t8e instru#tor, 78ere 
appropriateQ t8en 7it8 t8e #ourse dire#tor, i+ 
appli#a6leQ and +inall> 7it8 t8e department #8air. )+ 
t8e student is not satis+ied, sP8e ma> t8en appeal to 
t8e asso#iate dean +or a#ademi# a++airs M+or +urt8er 
dis#ussion o+ t8e a#ademi# grievan#e pro#ess, see 
:oma :inda Rniversit> <&./$)&*=2)/;((>, Se#tion TU
Rniversit> Goli#iesN. 
S:RAIC: D:ARNIN3 
Servi#e :earning at :oma :inda Rniversit> S#8ool o+ 
=entistr> #ontinues t8e original purpose o+ t8e 
s#8oolUto train dental 8ealt8 pro+essionals to 
provide servi#e to underserved populations, 6ot8 
lo#all> and a6road. 
1ield eCperien#e +or students o+ dentistr> and dental 
8>giene in#ludes eCtramural opportunities 7it8in t8e 
R.S. and in +oreign #ountries. )n addition to providing 
#lini#al treatment, servi#e-learning eCperien#es 
in#lude lo#al 8ealt8 +airs and elementar> s#8ool 
dental 8ealt8 presentations. Servi#e eCperien#es ma> 
last +rom one da> to several 7eeWs. 
All dental and dental 8>giene students are reOuired to 
#omplete assigned servi#e-learning rotations and 
minimum #lo#W 8ours as des#ri6ed in ea#8 program. 
=ental students are reOuired to #omplete a minimum 
o+ 1/0 servi#e-learning 8ours. 1ort> 8ours must 6e 
#ompleted doing lo#al #ommunit> servi#e dentistr>. 
Rp to ?0 o+ t8e remaining 80 8ours ma> 6e #ompleted 
doing nondental servi#e. =ental 8>giene students 
must #omplete Z[ servi#e-learning 8ours. T8irt>-+ive 
M?[N 8ours o+ lo#al servi#e are reOuired, and up to 1[ 
nondental servi#e 8ours 7ill 6e #redited. 
Students are reOuired to 6e in good and regular 
standing to 6e eligi6le to parti#ipate in ele#tive 
international servi#e-learning eCperien#es. 
D:ARNIN3 :NAIRONM:N8 
Ae#ause t8e stud> o+ dental s#ien#es and arts is 6ased 
on a +oundation in essentiall> t8e same s#ien#e 
su6Je#ts as are studied in medi#ine and allied 8ealt8 
#urri#ula, t8e S#8ool o+ =entistr> s8ares 7it8 t8e 
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School of Medicine the facilities for teaching basic 
sciences. 
Classrooms, laboratories, student lounges, teachersE 
offices, and clinical facilities related solely to dentistry 
occupy the School of Dentistry building, named in 
honor of M. Iebster Prince, the first dean. Prince Hall 
is on the University mall facing the University Church 
and adMacent to the Medical Center. The facilities 
effectively accommodate collaboration Nith the 
Medical Center in ongoing research and service 
programs. 
The total resources of the University constitute a 
Nealth of opportunity for the student Nith initiative 
and Nillingness to develop individual capacity to the 
fullest eOtent. Students find varied opportunities for 
serving and learning in the immediate University 
community, in school-sponsored service-learning 
clinics, in clinical and research electives, and in 
diverse volunteer programs. 
!A#I% #%I'N%'# D'*A+,M'N, 
#'+.IN/ ,0' #%0OO2 O3 D'N,I#,+4 
The Loma Linda University departments of basic 
sciences include anatomy, biochemistry, 
microbiology, and physiology and pharmacology. 
The basic sciences serve as the foundation for the 
dental sciences by leading toNard an understanding 
of normal structure and function, as Nell as 
introducing the basis for pathology in the practice of 
dentistry. 
SubMects are taught in the first year of the dental 
hygiene and the first tNo years of the general 
dentistry curricula as part of three conceptually 
integrated sequences of coursesRsequences in 
physiology, in anatomy, and in applied science. 
Throughout the basic sciences, an appreciation of 
GodEs creation and His Nisdom is reinforced through 
the study of human biology. Students are encouraged 
to eOtend their knoNledge and apply it for their oNn 
Nell-being and for the Nell-being of their patients. 
! The Department of Anatomy provides 
students Nith the opportunity to learn the 
fundamental morphology of the human 
body, including gross anatomy, histology, 
neuroanatomy, and embryology. 
! The Department of Biochemistry enables 
students to learn the fundamentals of 
biochemistry as they apply to the practice of 
dentistry. 
! The Department of Physiology and 
Pharmacology enables the student to 
describe the normal physiological functions 
of the maMor body systems as they relate to 
the mastery of dentistryU and to apply the 
principles and basic concepts of drug action, 
safety, and disposition. 
This basic science focus provides a basic fund of 
knoNledge that is essential for the practice of 
dentistry and dental hygiene. The faculty are 
dedicated to providing students Nith tools that 
eOpand their thinking and challenge them to ask 
probing questions and to earnestly search for 
ansNers. Their aim is to prepare students to eOcel 
scientifically. The higher aim is, through the Christian 
atmosphere of this University, to prepare students to 
become truly compassionate dentists. 
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Financial Information 
FINANCIAL POLICIES 
0he 3))ice o) the 4ean is the )inal a6thorit7 in all 
)inancial ,atters and is charged :ith the 
inter;retation o) all )inancial ;olicies< =n7 e>ce;tions 
to ;6?lished ;olic7 in regard to red6ction or 
rei,?6rse,ent o) t6ition ,6st ?e a;;ro@ed ?7 the 
dean< =n7 state,ent ?7 indi@id6al )ac6lt7 ,e,?ersA 
;rogra, directorsA or de;art,ent chairs in regard to 
these ,atters is not ?inding on the Bchool or the 
Cni@ersit7 6nless a;;ro@ed ?7 the dean< 
Registration is not co,;lete 6ntil t6ition and )ees on 
the reE6ired install,ent are ;aidF there)oreA the 
st6dent sho6ld ?e ;re;ared to ,aGe these ;a7,ents 
d6ring sched6led registration )or each acade,ic 7ear< 
0here ,a7 ?e adH6st,ents in t6ition and )ees as 
econo,ic conditions :arrant< 
GENERAL FINANCIAL PRACTICES 
0he st6dent is e>;ected to arrange )or )inancial 
reso6rces to co@er all e>;enses ?e)ore the ?eginning 
o) each school 7ear< Ire@io6s acco6nts :ith other 
schools or this Cni@ersit7 ,6st ha@e ?een settled< 
SATISFACTORY ACADEMIC PROGRESS 
POLICY 
0o ?e eligi?le )or )ederalA stateA and 6ni@ersit7 
)inancial aidA st6dents are reE6ired ?7 the C<B< 
4e;art,ent o) Jd6cation and the state o) Kali)ornia 
to ,aintain satis)actor7 ;rogress to:ard their degree 
o?Hecti@es< (n co,;liance :ith ;rescri?ed reg6lationsA 
the Cni@ersit7 and Bchool o) 4entistr7 ha@e 
esta?lished g6idelines that are designed to ens6re 
that st6dents s6ccess)6ll7 co,;lete co6rses to 
;ro,ote ti,el7 ad@ance,ent to:ard a s;eci)ic 
degree o?Hecti@e< 
Definition of satisfactory academic progress 
0he Bchool o) 4entistr7 de)ines satis)actor7 acade,ic 
;rogress ?7 the )ollo:ing three criteriaL 
M< Neeting a ,ini,6, gradeO;oint a@erage 
reE6ire,ent< 
.< NaGing 7earl7 ;rogress ?7 co,;leting the 
acade,ic reE6ire,ents de)ined )or a 
;rogra,< 
/< Ko,;leting the degree o?Hecti@e :ithin the 
,a>i,6, ti,e allo:ed< 
Grade-point average requirement 
0o ,aintain satis)actor7 acade,ic ;rogressA st6dents 
in the dental and dental h7giene ;rogra,s ,6st 
,aintain a ,ini,6, c6,6lati@e gradeO;oint a@erage 
o) .<P< (n additionA dental h7giene st6dents ,6st 
achie@e no lo:er than a K grade in all core co6rses< 
Yearly progress requirement 
Jach st6dentQs acade,ic ;rogress is e@al6ated ?7 the 
=cade,ic Re@ie: Ko,,ittee at the end o) each 
acade,ic ter,A and a c6,6lati@e re@ie: is cond6cted 
to deter,ine eligi?ilit7 )or ;ro,otion at the end o) 
each acade,ic 7ear< 0he 3))ice o) =cade,ic =))airs 
,onitors the ,ini,6, gradeO;oint a@erage 
reE6ire,ent< 0he "inancial =id 3))ice ,onitors 
7earl7 ;rogress and the ,a>i,6, ti,e allo:ance< 
Bt6dents :hose acade,ic standing or degree 
;rogress )alls ?elo: the standard recei@e a )inancial 
aid :arning d6ring the ne>t E6arter o) registration< () 
their acade,ic standing or degree ;rogress is not 
raised to the standard ?7 the end o) the E6arter in 
:hich the )inancial aid :arning :as iss6edA all 
)inancial aid :ill ?e ter,inated )or these st6dents 
6ntil the reE6ire,ents ha@e ?een ,et< 
Reasonable degree progress 
(t is e>;ected that st6dents :ill co,;lete the 
reE6ire,ents )or a degree :ithin the sched6led 
c6rric6l6, ti,e )or the degree< 0he 4octor o) 4ental 
B6rger7 degree is sched6led to ?e co,;leted in )o6r 
7ears and ,a7 not e>ceed si> 7ears< 0he Rachelor o) 
Bcience degree in dental h7giene is sched6led to ?e 
co,;leted in t:o 7ears in the ;ro)essional c6rric6l6, 
and ,a7 not e>ceed three 7ears< 
Certification of status 
0he 3))ice o) =cade,ic =))airs :ill certi)7 the o))icial 
stat6s o) each enrolled st6dent at the end o) each 
acade,ic 7ear to Cni@ersit7 Records and to the 3))ice 
o) "inancial =id< 
Student financial aid 
Soans are a@aila?le onl7 to Cnited Btates citiTensA 
greenOcard holdersA or those :ith ;er,anentOresident 
stat6s< U6ali)ied st6dents can o?tain loans )or 
a;;ro>i,atel7 VW ;ercent o) t6ition costs< "or ,ore 
in)or,ationA contact the 3))ice o) "inancial =id ?7 
e,ailL X)inaidY6ni@<ll6<ed6ZF or ?7 tele;honeL 
[P[\WW]O^WP[< 
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SCHEDULE OF CHARGES (2009-2010) 
2su56ect to chan>e 5y @oard oC Trustees actionE 
DENTISTRY 
T!#T#O"F 
Girst )ear  H11I9K0 GallI NinterI 'prin> 
quarters 
'econd )ear  HQ1I107 &ates eCCective 5e>innin> 
'ummer Uuarter 
Third )ear  HQ1I107 &ates eCCective 5e>innin> 
'ummer Uuarter 
Gourth )ear  HQ1I107 &ates eCCective 5e>innin> 
'ummer Uuarter 
%"&O--V%"T G%%' 
Girst )ear HWI671 GallI NinterI 'prin> 
quarters 
'econd )ear H0I0K0 %CCective 5e>innin> 
'ummer Uuarter 
Third )ear H0I0K0 %CCective 5e>innin> 
'ummer Uuarter 
Gourth )ear H0I0K0 %CCective 5e>innin> 
'ummer Uuarter 
'CYOO- OG D%"T#'T&) G%%' 
Girst )ear HWI660   
'econd )ear H[Q7   
Third )ear H[Q7   
Gourth )ear H[Q7   
#"'T&!V%"T' A"D &%"TA- 
Girst )ear HQI70K   
'econd )ear H1I7QW   
Third )ear HKKQ   
Gourth )ear H[[   
'!\\-#%' 
Girst )ear H9[7   
'econd )ear H[KW   
Third )ear H1W9   
Gourth )ear HQ11   
-A@O&ATO&) G%%' 
Girst )ear HWKQ   
'econd )ear HW10   
Third )ear HW00   
Gourth )ear H10   
T%]T^VA"!A-' 
Girst )ear HWIW00   
'econd )ear HWI060   
Third )ear HWI000   
Gourth )ear HK00   
"AT#O"A- @OA&D %]AV#"AT#O"' 
Girst )ear H0   
'econd )ear H06Q   
Third )ear H0   
Gourth )ear HK1Q   
&%'TO&AT#$% D%\A&TV%"T '!\\-#%' 
Girst )ear H01Q   
'econd )ear H196   
Third )ear HW0W   
Gourth )ear HQ7   
 
OTY%& D%\A&TV%"T '!\\-#%' 
Girst )ear HW00   
'econd )ear HQ6Q   
Third )ear H1Q0   
Gourth )ear H0   
TOTA- T!#T#O" A"D G%%' 
Girst )ear HQ6IQQ6   
'econd )ear H6QI[01   
Third )ear H60IW6W   
Gourth )ear HQ[I[90   
 
IDP CLASS OF 2011 (entering program Spring 
2009)  
T!#T#O" 
'prin> 0009 HW7IW[[ 'tudents enterin> 
pro>ram 'prin> 0009 
2Class oC 00WWE 
'ummer 0009 HW[I017   
Autumn 0009 HW[I017   
Ninter 00W0 HW[I017   
'prin> 00W0 HW[I017   
%"&O--V%"T G%%' 
'prin> 0009 HQ0[   
'ummer 0009 HQQ[   
Autumn 0009 HQQ[   
Ninter 00W0 HQQ[   
'prin> 00W0 HQQ[   
'CYOO- OG D%"T#'T&) G%%' 
'prin> 0009 HW9Q   
'ummer 0009 H19Q   
Autumn 0009 HKW0   
Ninter 00W0 HW9Q   
'prin> 00W0 HW9Q   
#"'T&!V%"T #''!% 
'prin> 0009 H6I6K0   
'ummer 0009 H0   
Autumn 0009 H0   
Ninter 00W0 H0   
'prin> 00W0 H0   
'!\\-#%' 
'prin> 0009 H970   
'ummer 0009 HWW   
Autumn 0009 H7   
Ninter 00W0 HW0   
'prin> 00W0 H1   
-A@O&ATO&) G%%' 
'prin> 0009 H1Q   
'ummer 0009 H1Q   
Autumn 0009 HKQ   
Ninter 00W0 HKQ   
'prin> 00W0 HK0   
T%]T^VA"!A-' 
'prin> 0009 H[06   
'ummer 0009 H0   
Autumn 0009 H0   
Ninter 00W0 H0   
'prin> 00W0 H0   
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CO2PUT6R 
Spring .;;< =.,.;;   
Su,,er .;;< =;   
Autu,n .;;< =;   
Binter .;C; =;   
Spring .;C; =;   
TOTAL TUITION ANF F66S 
Spring .;;< =.G,/G.   
Su,,er .;;< =C<,C/H   
Autu,n .;;< =CG,</<   
Binter .;C; =CG,GI/   
Spring .;C; =CG,GJI   
 
I#P CLASS OF 2010 (students graduating Spring 
2010) 
TUITION 
Su,,er .;;< =CG,;IK Students graduating 
Spring .;C; 
Autu,n .;;< =CG,;IK   
Binter .;C; =CG,;IK   
6NROLL26NT F66S 
Su,,er .;;< =//G   
Autu,n .;;< =//G   
Binter .;C; =//G   
SCHOOL OF F6NTISTRY F66S 
Su,,er .;;< =C</   
Autu,n .;;< =.K.   
Binter .;C; =C</   
SUPPLI6S 
Su,,er .;;< =JJ   
Autu,n .;;< =IC   
Binter .;C; =.JI   
LABORATORY F66S 
Su,,er .;;< =J;   
Autu,n .;;< =C;   
Binter .;C; =C;   
TOTAL TUITION ANF F66S 
Su,,er .;;< =CG,GHJ   
Autu,n .;;< =CG,<.G   
Binter .;C; =C<,;II   
 
#ENTAL HYGIENE 
TUITION 
Qunior Year =.J,GGJ Fall, Binter, Spring 
Ruarters 
Senior Year =JC,GII 6ffectiSe Teginning 
Su,,er Uuarter 
6NROLL26NT F66S 
Qunior Year =C,H.; Fall, Binter, Spring 
Ruarters 
Senior Year =.,CH; 6ffectiSe Teginning 
Su,,er Uuarter 
SCHOOL OF F6NTISTRY F66S 
Qunior Year =C,H/;   
Senior Year =.,C//   
INSTRU26NTS ISSU6 
Qunior Year =/,C/J   
Senior Year =;   
SUPPLI6S 
Qunior Year =</.   
Senior Year =C./   
LABORATORY F66S 
Qunior Year =C/;   
Senior Year =G;   
T6VT/2ANUALS 
Qunior Year =<C/   
Senior Year =.IG   
NATIONAL BOARF 6VA2INATIONS 
Qunior Year =;   
Senior Year =.H/   
TOTAL TUITION ANF F66S 
Qunior Year =JI,J.J   
Senior Year =JH,GKK   
 
NOT6X TYe figures listed aToSe are esti,ates Tased 
on tYe Test infor,ation aSailaTle for tYe .;;<Z.;C; 
scYool year as of Qanuary .;;<. Tuition and 
enroll,ent fees are pending approSal Ty Lo,a Linda 
UniSersity Board of Trustees. Students sYould plan 
on an annual increase consistent ]itY inflation in tYe 
education sector. 
ON- AN# OFF-CAMPUS STU#ENT 
HOUSING 
Students ,ay go to ^]]].llu.edu/central/ 
Yousing/inde_.page` for Yousing infor,ation and a 
Yousing application for,. 
AWAR#SFGENERAL #ENTISTRY 
PROGRAM 
Fentistry students are eligiTle to receiSe a]ards of 
Sarious ainds for de,onstrated e_cellence, scYolastic 
attain,ent, leadersYip aTility, tecYnical aTility, 
professional proficiency, initiatiSe, and otYer 
acco,plisY,ents or acYieSe,ents, according to tYe 
Tases estaTlisYed Ty tYe donors. TYe na,es of all 
a]ard recipients are printed in tYe UniSersity 
co,,ence,ent progra,. 
General awards 
Acade,y of Fentistry International 
Acade,y of beneral Fentistry 
Acade,y of Osseointegration Outstanding I,plant 
Fentistry 
Acade,y of OperatiSe Fentistry 
AlpYa O,ega ScYolarsYip 
A,erican Acade,y of bold Foil Operators 
A,erican Acade,y of I,plant Fentistry 
A,erican Acade,y of Oral and 2a_illofacial 
PatYology 
UNI$ERSITY CATA-O/ 
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American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial 
Radiology 
American Academy of Oral Medicine 
American Academy of Orofacial Pain 
American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry 
American Academy of Periodontology 
American Association of Endodontists 
American Association of Oral E Maxillofacial 
Surgeons 
American Association of Oral Giologists 
American Association of OrtHodontics 
American College of DentistsI SoutHern California 
Section 
American College of ProstHodontists 
American Dental Society of AnestHesiology 
American Student Dental Association 
Gen WK Oesterling ALard 
GoyMo ALard for CHristNliMe Service in Dentistry 
California Association of Oral and Maxillofacial 
Surgeons 
California Dental Association N Senior ALards 
California Dental Association Community -eadersHiP 
ALard 
David Anderson Recognition ALard 
Delta Dental Student -eadersHiP ALard 
Dental Foundation of California ScHolarsHiPs 
DentsPly Student Clinician ALard 
Fixed ProstHodontics DePartment ALard 
/K RartSell Clinician ALard 
/raduate ImPlant Dentistry ALard 
ICOI/Sullivan ScHein Dental PreNdoctoral 
AcHievement ALard 
International College of Dentists 
KennetH EK Wical 
--U Center for Dental ResearcH 
Omicron KaPPa UPsilon William SK Kramer ALard 
Oral Surgery DePartment ALard 
PCSP/VPD ALard in Excellence ProstHodontics 
Pacific Dental Services ScHolarsHiP 
Pierre FaucHard Academy 
Pierre FaucHard Academy ScHolarsHiP 
Service -earning ALard 
SoutHern California Academy of Endodontics 
SoutHern California Academy of Oral PatHology 
SoutHern California Society of Dentistry for CHildren 
Wil Alexander ALard 
Wilfred AK Nation ALard 
Alumni Association 
THe Alumni Association ALard is given for 
manifested qualities and abilities indicative of 
Potential for Professional and community leadersHiPK 
President1s Award 
THe PresidentYs ALard is made annually in 
recognition of suPerior scHolastic attainment and 
active ParticiPation in tHe student communityI LitHin 
tHe frameLorM of CHristian commitmentK One 
reciPient is selected from eacH scHool of tHe 
UniversityK 
Dentistry Academic Excellence Silver Award 
A dental student LHo acHieves a score of one 
standard deviation above tHe national mean on tHe 
NGENI is acMnoLledged as folloLsZ 
! Certificate of recognition given at ScHool of 
Dentistry ALards CHaPel at tHe end of tHe 
fourtH year 
! ScHool Pays tHe fee for NGENII 
! Recognition in --U Dentistry Journal 
! Recognition in --U Dentalgram 
! Press release to studentYs Home neLsPaPer 
Dentistry Academic Excellence Gold Award 
A dental student LHo acHieves a score of one 
standard deviation above tHe national mean on botH 
NGENI and NGENII is acMnoLledged as folloLsZ 
! Certificate of recognition given at tHe ScHool 
of Dentistry ALards CHaPel at tHe end of tHe 
fourtH year 
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! S&1oo' pa34 56788 to9ar:4 t1e app'i&ation 
)ee )or one 4tate or regiona' 'i&en4ure 
e>amination 
! ?e&ognition in @@A !entistr( *ournal 
! ?e&ognition in @@A !entalgram 
! ?e&ognition on a Bperpetua'B p'aCue on 
puD'i& :i4p'a3 
! Ere44 re'ea4e to 4tu:entF4 1ome ne94paper 
NASDAD 
An a9ar: i4 giHen D3 t1e Iationa' A44o&iation o) 
SeHent1J:a3 A:Henti4t Kenti4t4 to promote 
4&1o'ar41ip an: to en&ourage 1ig1 4tan:ar:4 o) 
&1ara&ter an: &on:u&t an: t1e :emon4tration o) 
'ea:er41ip aDi'it3L 
O'U 
Mmi&ron Nappa Ap4i'on OMNAP, t1e nationa' 1onor 
4o&iet3 )or :enti4tr3, 9a4 )oun:e: in 6R6S )or t1e 
purpo4e o) promoting 4&1o'ar41ip among :enta' 
4tu:ent4L Mn'3 4tu:ent4 91o ranT in t1e upper .8 
per&ent o) t1e &'a44 Cua'i)3 )or &on4i:erationL A 
ma>imum o) 6. per&ent o) ea&1 gra:uating &'a44 i4 
e'igiD'e )or a'umni memDer41ipL 
Prince 
UL WeD4ter Erin&e, t1e )ir4t :ean o) t1e S&1oo' o) 
Kenti4tr3, e4taD'i41e: in 6R7/ an annua' a9ar: to De 
giHen to a 4enior re&ogniWe: D3 t1e 4enior &'a44 an: 
t1e )a&u't3 a4 1aHing out4tan:ing Cua'itie4 o) 
4&1o'ar41ip, 'ea:er41ip, an: 4te9ar:41ipL 
AWARDS—INTERNATIONAL DENTIST 
PROGRAM 
(n a::ition to Deing e'igiD'e )or t1e 4pe&ia' a9ar:4 
'i4te:, 4tu:ent4 in t1e (nternationa' Kenti4t Erogram 
are e'igiD'e to re&eiHe a9ar:4 Da4e: on 
a&&omp'i41ment4 an: a&1ieHement4 t1at re)'e&t t1e 
i:ea'4 o) t1e programL X1e name4 o) a'' a9ar:4 
re&ipient4 are note: in t1e AniHer4it3 &ommen&ement 
programL 
Ero)e44iona'i4m A9ar: 
@'o3: Yaum Z'ini&a' [>&e''en&e A9ar: 
Mmi&ron Nappa Ap4i'on OMNAP 
AWARDS—DENTAL HYGIENE 
PROGRAM 
Kenta' 13giene 4tu:ent4 are e'igiD'e to re&eiHe a9ar:4 
D3 :emon4trating 4&1o'a4ti& attainment, 'ea:er41ip 
aDi'it3, te&1ni&a' an: pro)e44iona' &ompeten&3, an: 
ot1er a&&omp'i41ment4 an: a&1ieHement4 t1at re)'e&t 
t1e i:ea'4 o) t1e :enta' 13giene pro)e44ionL X1e name4 
o) a'' a9ar: re&ipient4 are printe: in t1e AniHer4it3 
&ommen&ement programL 
X1e AU[?(ZAI ASSMZ(AX(MI M" EAY@(Z 
\[A@X\ K[IX(SX?Y AWA?K i4 pre4ente: to a 
4tu:ent 91o 1a4 :emon4trate: a 4pe&ia' intere4t in 
&ommunit3 :enti4tr3 an: &ommitment to :enta' 
puD'i& 1ea't1L Se'e&tion i4 D3 Hote o) t1e :enta' 
13giene )a&u't3L 
X1e YAX[S AWA?K i4 giHen to t1e 4tu:ent 91o 
:emon4trate4 notaD'e a&1ieHement :uring trainingL 
Se'e&tion i4 D3 Hote o) t1e )a&u't3L 
X1e ZA@("M?I(A K[IXA@ \Y^([I(SXS 
ASSMZ(AX(MI MAXSXAIK(I^ @[AK[?S\(E 
AWA?K i4 pre4ente: D3 t1e Za'i)ornia Kenta' 
\3giene A44o&iation to a 4tu:ent :emon4trating 
pro)e44iona' 'ea:er41ipL X1e re&ipient o) t1i4 a9ar: i4 
4e'e&te: D3 t1e :enta' 13giene &'a44 an: )a&u't3 
'iai4onL 
X1e Z@(I(Z(AIFS AWA?K i4 giHen to t1e 4tu:ent 
91o :emon4trate4 out4tan:ing &'ini&a' a&1ieHement4 
an: t1e 1ig1e4t 'eHe' o) &on&ern )or patient4L Se'e&tion 
i4 D3 Hote o) t1e )a&u't3L 
X1e K[AIFS AWA?K i4 giHen )or e>&e''en&e in t1e 
&omDine: &1ara&teri4ti&4 o) &'ini&a' aDi'it3 an: 
pro)e44iona'i4mL Se'e&tion i4 Da4e: on t1e 
re&ommen:ation o) t1e :enta' 13giene )a&u't3 an: 
t1e :eanL 
X1e N@MMSX[? \AUAI(XA?(AI AWA?K i4 giHen 
to t1e 4tu:ent 91o :emon4trate4 a 4pirit o) giHing, 
Tin:ne44, an: ent1u4ia4mL Se'e&tion i4 D3 Hote o) t1e 
)a&u't3L 
X1e U(KK@[XMI AWA?K i4 giHen in re&ognition o) 
1ig1 4tan:ar:4 o) 4erHi&e, 4piritua' 'ea:er41ip, an: 
:e:i&ation to &1ur&1 an: 1umanit3L X1e re&ipient o) 
t1i4 a9ar: i4 &1o4en D3 t1e &'a44L 
X1e U(XZ\[@@ AWA?K i4 giHen D3 Hote o) t1e &'a44 
to t1e 4tu:ent &on4i:ere: to De t1e mo4t out4tan:ing 
'ea:er :uring t1e t9o 3ear4 o) :enta' 13giene 
trainingL 
X1e E?[_[IX(_[ K[IX(SX?Y AWA?K "M? 
?[S[A?Z\ i4 4pon4ore: D3 Jo1n4on a Jo1n4on an: 
i4 pre4ente: in re&ognition o) out4tan:ing 
a&1ieHement in :enta' 13giene re4ear&1L Se'e&tion i4 
D3 Hote o) t1e :enta' 13giene )a&u't3L 
X1e ?[S[A?Z\ AWA?K i4 giHen D3 Hote o) t1e 
)a&u't3 to t1e 4tu:entO4P 91o4e re4ear&1 De4t 
repre4ent4 t1e &ompi'ation o) 4&ienti)i& prin&ip'e, 
&ontriDution to t1e Do:3 o) Tno9'e:ge )or :enti4tr3 
an: :enta' 13giene, an: in&rea4e: a&&e44 to ora' 
1ea't1 &areL 
X1e S(^UA E\( A@E\A AWA?K &on4titute4 
e'e&tion to t1e nationa' 1onor 4o&iet3 )or :enta' 
13gieni4t4L (t i4 Da4e: on 4&1o'ar41ip an: &1ara&ter 
an: i4 'imite: to 68 per&ent o) t1e &'a44, &1o4en )rom 
t1e top .8 per&ent 4&1o'a4ti&a''3L 
!"#$E&S#(Y +A(A-./ 
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(2e S(!4E"( .5 (6E YEA& AWA&4 is :iven to 
t2e student A2o emCodies t2e attriCutes oF eGcellence 
and JroFessionalismKt2e ideal studentL Selection is 
CM vote oF t2e FacultML 
(2e (&#N+.!"(Y 4E"(A- 6Y/#E"#S(OS S.+#E(Y 
AWA&4 is :iven in reco:nition oF outstandin: 
student contriCution to t2e JroFessional associationL 
Selection is CM vote oF t2e (riN+ountM SocietM in 
conPunction Ait2 t2e FacultM liaisonL 
(2e WES(E&" S.+#E(Y .5 QE&#.4."(.-./Y 
AWA&4 is :iven to a student A2o demonstrates 
outstandin: ac2ievement and aJtitude in 
JeriodonticsL (2is aAard is selected CM t2e FacultML 
(2e 4E"(A- 6Y/#E"E A+A4ER#+ ES+E--E"+E 
AWA&4 is :iven to a dental 2M:iene student A2o 
ac2ieves a score oF TU or aCove on t2e 4ental 6M:iene 
"ational Voard EGaminationL (2e reciJient Aill Ce 
acWnoAled:ed as FolloAsX 
! "otiFication oF receiJt oF t2e Academic 
EGcellence AAard 
! +ertiFicate oF reco:nition aAarded durin: 
t2e Jinnin: ceremonM on commencement 
AeeWend 
! YZ[U sc2olars2iJ 
! &eco:nition in --! !entistr( *ournal 
! &eco:nition in --! !entalgram 
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CHARLES 7. GOODACRE, Dean, School of Dentistry 
The goal of the General Dentistry Program is to train 
practitioners in the delivery of highGquality dental 
care that is preventive in purpose and comprehensive 
in scope, and that is based on sound biological 
principles. 
34rric4l46 
Dentistry, liKe all health professions, exists to benefit 
society and, therefore, continually assesses its 
professional services to ascertain what measures, 
attitudes, and sKills most effectively serve society. 
The School of Dentistry is committed toN 
! Oeginning the curriculum with a strong 
foundation in the sciences that are basic to 
Knowledge of the structure and function of 
the human being in health and in sicKness. 
! Providing an educational environment that 
progressively leads a student to mastery and 
correlation of clinical sciences and sKills. 
! Developing a frame of reference from which 
to mobilize the resources of dentists and 
associated professional personnel in both 
delivery of health care and contribution to 
community wellGbeing by education for the 
prevention of illness. 
These concepts include responsibility for contributing 
to the body of scientific Knowledge by questioning, 
investigating, and teachingQ for remaining sensitive 
and adaptive to the needs of humanity in everG
changing conditionsQ and for maintaining 
consciousness of the individual obligation to live, 
practice, and strive for the good of humanity. 
The curriculum in dentistry, organized to be 
completed in four academic years, fulfills 
requirements for the Doctor of Dental Surgery degree. 
789ecti:e 
The primary obRective of the dental curriculum is to 
graduate men and women who attest to the purpose 
of the University and the goals of the School of 
Dentistry, which include advancing Knowledge and 
understanding of health, disease, and ways to 
improve health and the dental health careGdelivery 
system through basic and applied research. 
;<6issio# 
Information and procedures for applying to the 
Doctor of Dental Surgery Program can be found 
under Application and Admissions in the School of 
Dentistry general information in Section III of this 
CATALOG. 
>e?4latio#s 
The student is also subRect to the conditions of 
registration, attendance, financial policy, governing 
practices, and graduation requirements outlined in 
Section II and in the School of Dentistry general 
information in Section III of this CATALOG. 
@#str46e#ts) teAt8ooBs) a<<itio#al 6aterials 
The instruments, textbooKs, and materials required 
for the study and practice of dentistry are prescribed 
by the School of Dentistry. The school issues dental 
instruments each quarter as needed in the program. 
Unauthorized or incomplete equipment is not 
acceptable. Advance administrative approval must be 
obtained for any exception. 
C6Dlo(6e#t 
Oecause the dental program is very rigorous, firstG
year students in dentistry may not accept partGtime 
employment during the first term. Such employment 
thereafter may be accepted by the student only upon 
receiving written permission from the Office of the 
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs. 
;ca<e6ic i#ce#ti:e Dro?ra6 
Detailed information on the Academic Incentive 
Program may be found under that heading in the 
School of Dentistry general information in Section III 
of this CATALOG. 
Eice#si#? 
Eligibility to taKe examinations given by the state and 
regional boards of dental examiners is based on 
essentially the same requirements as are stipulated by 
the School of Dentistry for the Doctor of Dental 
Surgery degree. Information about the examinations 
of the respective states is available from the associate 
dean for academic affairs. Credentials from the 
National Ooard of Dental Examiners are accepted in 
lieu of the written portion of a state examination in 
most states. Uany states require the National Ooard 
Examination and provide no alternative. VThe 
national board does not include a clinical 
examination.W 
!1!1S1 co6Dete#cies 
The curriculum is designed to ensure that by 
graduation all students will have the sKills, attitudes, 
and competencies important to the successful practice 
of dentistry. Students must be competent in the 
following Knowledge and sKills, and are expected to 
be able to perform them independently. 
!"I$%&'IT) CATA-O/ 
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34 C&ITICA- THI"6I"/—Perform clinical 
decision maEing that is supported by 
foundational Enowledge and evidenceObased 
rationales4 
 
The new dentist must be able toP  
a4 !nderstand the fundamental principles 
governing the structure and functioning 
of the human organism4 
b4 Integrate information from biomedicalQ 
clinicalQ and behavioral sciences in 
addressing clinical problems4 
c4 &ead and evaluate scientific literature 
and other appropriate sources of 
information in maEing oral healthO
management decisions4 
d4 Remonstrate the ability to use soundQ 
scientifically derived laboratory and 
clinical evidence to guide clinical 
decision maEing4 
e4 Apply criticalOthinEing and problemO
solving sEills in the comprehensive care 
of patients4 
f4 !nderstand the role of lifelong learning 
and selfOassessment in maintaining 
competency and attaining proficiency 
and expertise4 
 
04 COTT!"IT) I"$O-$%T%"T—PromoteQ 
improveQ and maintain oral health in patientO
centered and community settings4 
 
The new dentist must be able toP  
a4 %xplain the role of the dental 
professional in a community setting4 
b4 &ecogniUe the effectiveness of 
communityObased programs4 
c4 %xplain the role of professional dental 
organiUations in promoting the health of 
the public4 
d4 %xplain the concept of a worldwide 
community as described in the world 
mission of the 'eventhOday Adventist 
Church4 
 
14 RI$%&'IT)—Vunction as a leader in a 
multicultural worE environment and 
manage a diverse patient population4 
 
The new dentist must be able toP  
a4 Remonstrate the ability to serve patients 
and interact with colleagues and allied 
dental personnel in a multicultural worE 
environment without discrimination4 
b4 Remonstrate honesty and 
confidentiality in relationships with 
staff4 
c4 %xplain the principles of leadership and 
motivation4 
d4 Remonstrate the sEills to function 
successfully as a leader in an oral health 
care team4 
e4 Communicate effectively with patientsQ 
peersQ other professionalsQ and staff4 
 
W4 P&OV%''IO"A- P&ACTIC%—!nderstand 
the basic principles important in developingQ 
managingQ and evaluating a general dental 
practice4 
 
The new dentist must be able toP  
a4 %valuate the advantages and 
disadvantages of different models of 
oral health care management and 
delivery4 
b4 %xplain legalQ ethicalQ and risE 
management principles relating to the 
conduct of dental practice4 
c4 %xplain the basic principles of personnel 
managementQ office systemsQ and 
business decisions4 
d4 Apply financial management sEills to 
debt and business management4 
e4 Apply Enowledge of informational 
technology resources in contemporary 
dental practice4 
f4 !nderstand the importance of spiritual 
principles as a basis for developing a 
philosophy of health care4 
 
X4 P%&'O"A- A"R P&OV%''IO"A- 
YA-A"C%—!nderstand the importance of 
maintaining physicalQ emotionalQ financialQ 
and spiritual health in oneZs personal life4 
 
The new dentist must be able toP  
a4 Remonstrate the ideal of service 
through the provision of compassionateQ 
personaliUed health care4 
b4 !nderstand the importance of 
maintaining a balance between personal 
and professional needs for successful 
life management4 
c4 %xplain the issues associated with 
chemical dependencyQ its signs in 
oneself and othersQ and the resources 
and treatments available4 
d4 %xplain the basic principles of personal 
financial planning and retirement 
planning4 
e4 %xplain the concept of personal 
wholeness espoused by -oma -inda 
!niversity and the 'eventhOday 
Adventist Church4 
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6. PATIENT MANAGEMENT.Apply 
behavioral and communication skills in the 
provision of patient care. 
 
The new dentist must be able to:  
a. RecogniKe and manage significant 
cultural, psychological, physical, 
emotional, and behavioral factors 
affecting treatment and the dentist-
patient relationship. 
b. Establish rapport and maintain 
productive and confidential 
relationships with patients, using 
effective interpersonal skills. 
c. RecogniKe common behavioral 
disorders and understand their 
management. 
d. Use appropriate and effective 
techniNues to manage anxiety, distress, 
discomfort, and pain. 
e. Manage dental fear, pain, and anxiety 
with appropriate behavioral and 
pharmacologic techniNues. 
 
7. ETHICS.Apply ethical principles to 
professional practice and personal life. 
!O#A%& %%( ASS*SS#*&T O, T-* 
.AT%*&T A&! T-* O/A0 
*&1%/O&#*&T 
8. ETAMINATION OV PATIENTS.Conduct a 
comprehensive examination to evaluate the 
general and oral health of patients of all ages 
within the scope of general dentistry. 
 
The new dentist must be able to:  
a. Identify the chief complaint and take a 
history of the present illness. 
b. Conduct a thorough medical history, 
social history, and dental history. 
c. Perform an appropriate clinical and 
radiographic examination using 
diagnostic aids and tests, as needed. 
d. Identify patient behaviors that may 
contribute to orofacial problems. 
e. Identify biologic, pharmacologic, and 
social factors that may affect oral health. 
f. Identify signs of abuse or neglect. 
g. Establish and maintain accurate patient 
records. 
 
9. "IAGNOSIS."etermine a diagnosis by 
interpreting and correlating findings from 
the examination. 
 
The new dentist must be able to:  
a. Identify each problem that may reNuire 
treatment. 
b. Establish a clinical or definitive 
diagnosis for each disorder identified. 
c. Assess the impact of systemic diseases 
or conditions on oral health and/or 
delivery of dental care. 
d. RecogniKe conditions that may reNuire 
consultation with or referral to another 
health care provider and generate the 
appropriate reNuest. 
 
10. TREATMENT PLANNING."evelop a 
comprehensive treatment plan and 
treatment alternatives. 
 
The new dentist must be able to:  
a. Identify treatment options for each 
condition diagnosed. 
b. Identify systemic diseases or conditions 
that may affect oral health or reNuire 
treatment modifications. 
c. Identify patient expectations and goals 
for treatment. 
d. Explain and discuss the diagnosis, 
treatment options, and probable 
outcomes for each option with the 
patient or guardian. 
e. "evelop an appropriately seNuenced, 
integrated treatment plan. 
f. Modify the treatment plan, when 
indicated, due to unexpected 
circumstances, noncompliant 
individuals, or for patients with special 
needs (such as frail or elderly\ or 
medically, mentally, or functionally 
compromised individuals). 
g. Present the final treatment plan to the 
patient, including time reNuirements, 
seNuence of treatment, estimated fees, 
payment options, and other patient 
responsibilities in achieving treatment 
outcomes. 
h. Secure a signed consent to treatment. 
 
11. MANAGEMENT OV PAIN AN" 
ANTIETY.Manage pain and anxiety with 
pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic 
methods. 
 
The new dentist must be able to:  
a. Evaluate the patient_s physical and 
psychological state and identify factors 
that may contribute to orofacial pain. 
b. Manage patients with craniofacial pain 
and be able to differentiate pain of a 
nondental origin. 
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12. EMER/E"CY TREATME"T—Manage 
dental emergencies and medical emergencies 
that may be encountered in dental practice. 
 
The new dentist must be able to:  
a. Manage dental emergencies of 
infectious, inflammatory, and traumatic 
origin. 
b. Provide basic life-support measures for 
patients. 
c. Develop and implement an effective 
office strategy for preventing and 
managing medical emergencies. 
 
13. HEALTH PROMOTIO" A"D 
MAI"TE"A"CE—Provide appropriate 
preventive and/or treatment regimens for 
patients with various dental carious states, 
using appropriate medical and surgical 
treatments. 
 
The new dentist must be able to:  
a. Use accepted prevention strategies, such 
as oral hygiene instruction, 
microbiologic evaluation, nutritional 
education, and pharmacologic 
intervention to help patients maintain 
and improve their oral and systemic 
health. 
b. Properly isolate the tooth/teeth from 
salivary moisture and bacterial 
contamination. 
c. Differentiate between sound enamel, 
hypomineralized enamel, remineralized 
enamel, and carious enamel. 
d. Develop and implement an appropriate 
treatment plan for enamel surfaces that 
can be managed by remineralization 
therapies. 
e. Develop and implement an appropriate 
treatment plan for tooth surfaces with 
caries involving the enamel and/or 
dentin. 
f. Remove or treat carious tooth structure 
and restore with appropriate materials. 
g. Determine when a tooth has such severe 
carious involvement as to require 
extraction. 
 
14. ASSESSME"T OF TREATME"T 
OUTCOMES—Analyze continuously the 
outcomes of patient treatment to improve 
the treatment. 
 
The new dentist must be able to:  
a. Perform periodic chart review and case 
presentations. 
b. Review and assess patient-care 
outcomes. 
DO#AI& III( R*+TORATIO& TO 
OPTI#A. ORA. H*A.TH0 12&CTIO&0 
A&D *+TH*TIC+ 
1W. TREATME"T OF PERIODO"TAL 
DISEASE—Evaluate and manage the 
treatment of periodontal diseases. 
 
The new dentist must be able to:  
a. Design and provide an appropriate oral 
hygiene-instruction plan for the patient. 
b. Remove hard and soft deposits from the 
crown and root surfaces. 
c. Evaluate the outcomes of the initial 
phase of periodontal treatment. 
d. Manage the treatment of patients in the 
maintenance phase of therapy. 
e. Recognize and manage the treatment of 
advanced periodontal disease. 
f. Recognize the need for and 
appropriately use chemotherapeutic 
agents. 
g. Manage the treatment of mucogingival 
periodontal problems. 
h. Manage the treatment of hard- and soft-
tissue problems in preparation for 
restorative procedures. 
 
1X. MA"A/EME"T OF DISEASES OF 
PULPAL ORI/I"—Evaluate and manage 
diseases of pulpal origin and subsequent 
periradicular disease. 
 
The new dentist must be able to:  
a. Prevent and manage pulpal disorders 
through the use of indirect and direct 
pulp capping and pulpotomy 
procedures. 
b. Assess case complexity of each 
endodontic patient. 
c. Manage endodontic emergencies. 
d. Manage nonsurgical endodontic therapy 
on permanent teeth. 
e. Recognize and manage endodontic 
procedural accidents. 
f. Manage pulpal and periradicular 
disorders of traumatic origin. 
g. Manage endodontic surgical treatment. 
h. Manage bleaching of endodontically 
treated teeth. 
i. Evaluate outcome of endodontic 
treatment. 
 
17. MA"A/EME"T OF PATHOLO/IC 
CHA"/ES—Recognize and manage 
pathologic changes in the tissues of the oral 
cavity and of the head and neck area. 
 
The new dentist must be able to:  
a. Recognize clinical and radiographic 
changes that may indicate disease. 
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23 4ecogni8e variations of normal and 
developmental anomalies3 
c3 Identif) conditions that ma) re@uire 
treatment3 
d3 Banage oral and maCillofacial 
pathologic conditions using 
pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic 
methods3 
 
DE3 FA/IH /I4+IHAJ HA4K.Lrovide 2asic 
surgical care3 
 
Mhe new dentist must 2e a2le to:  
a3 Lerform uncomplicated eCtractions of 
teeth3 
23 Banage surgical eCtraction* as well as 
common intraoperative and 
postoperative surgical complications3 
c3 Banage pathological conditions* such as 
lesions re@uiring 2iops)* locali8ed 
odontogenic infections* and impacted 
third molars3 
d3 Banage patients with dentofacial 
deformities or patients who can 2enefit 
from preprosthetic surger)3 
 
DP3 BAQA+KBKQM RS RHHJI/AJ 
IQ/MAFIJIMT.4ecogni8e and manage 
pro2lems related to occlusal sta2ilit)3 
 
Mhe new dentist must 2e a2le to:  
a3 4ecogni8e and manage occlusal 
discrepancies3 
0U3 A//K//BKQM AQ" BAQA+KBKQM RS 
BAVIJJA4T AQ" BAQ"IFIJA4 
/WKJKMR"KQMAJ "I/H4KLAQHIK/.
Assess and manage maCillar) and 
mandi2ular sXeletodental discrepancies.
including space maintenance* as represented 
in the earl)* miCed* and permanent 
dentitions3 
 
Mhe new dentist must 2e a2le to:  
a3 Lerform miCed dentition anal)ses 
utili8ing the Bo)ers and Qance 
methods3 
23 Lerform a /teiner cephalometric 
anal)sis to evaluate for individual 
sagittal and coronal plane sXeletodental 
discrepancies compared to normative 
data3 
c3 Kvaluate the noncephalometric 
sXeletodental facial esthetics of the 
child* adolescent* or adult patient3 
d3 Banage multidisciplinar) treatment 
cases involving orthodontics3 
e3 4ecogni8e the effects of a2normal 
swallowing patterns* mouth 2reathing* 
2ruCism* and other parafunctional 
ha2its on the sXeletodental structuresY 
and manage treatment3 
 
0D3 4K/MR4AMIRQ AQ" 4KLJAHKBKQM RS 
MKKMZ.Banage the restoration of 
individual teeth and the replacement of 
missing teeth* for proper form* function* and 
esthetics3 
 
Mhe new dentist must 2e a2le to:  
a3 Assess teeth for restora2ilit)3 
23 Assess esthetic and functional 
considerations3 
c3 Banage preservation of space following 
loss of teeth or tooth structure3 
d3 /elect appropriate methods and 
restorative materials3 
e3 "esign fiCed and remova2le prostheses3 
f3 Implement appropriate treatment 
se@uencing3 
g3 Lerform 2iomechanicall) sound 
preparations3 
h3 Sa2ricate and place 2iomechanicall) 
sound provisional restorations3 
i3 BaXe impressions for diagnostic and 
treatment casts3 
[3 R2tain anatomic and occlusal relation 
records for articulation of casts3 
X3 Lrepare casts and dies for the 
construction of restorations and 
prostheses3 
l3 Banage the la2orator) fa2rication of 
restorations and prostheses3 
m3 Kvaluate and place restorations that are 
clinicall) accepta2le3 
n3 Instruct patients in follow\up care of 
restorations and prostheses3 
o3 "etermine causes of postoperative 
pro2lems after restoration and resolve 
such pro2lems3 
!"#$%"&'$"()*(+*")#$%',$"()*
-./.012*!./345306*708901:*
HlocX Zours 
+4053*;.10<*=>3>:/*?>103.0  Jec]/em Ja2 Hlin Motal 
Motal 
Inits 
AQAM ^DD Zuman Anatom) for "entists I _U _U . EU ^3U 
"QK/ `UE Introduction to the "ental Lrofession DU . . DU D3U 
LZ/J ^U1 Fiochemical Soundations of Lh)siolog) ^U . . ^U ^3U 
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RELT 335 Spirituality and the Christian Bealth Professional 20 G G 20 2.0 
RESI 301 Restorative Ientistry I Lecture 20 G G 20 2.0 
RESI 301L Restorative Ientistry I LaMoratory G 60 G 60 2.0 
Totals 140  100  G  240  13.0  
 
ClocO Bours 
!i#ter (uarter  LecPSem LaM Clin Total 
Total 
Units 
ANAT 512 Buman Anatomy for Ientists II 40 40 G 80 5.0 
INES 303 Personal Ievelopment 1S 3 G 22 2.0 
PBSL 504 Physiological Systems of the Buman Uody 46 6 G 52 5.0 
RELE 334 Christian Ethics for Ientists 20 G G 20 2.0 
RESI 302 Restorative Ientistry II 28 G G 28 2.0 
RESI 302L Restorative Ientistry II LaMoratory G 66 G 66 2.0 
Totals 153  115  G  268  18.0  
 
ClocO Bours 
+,ri#- (uarter  LecPSem LaM Clin Total 
Total 
Units 
ANAT 513 Buman Anatomy for Ientists III 40 40 G 80 5.0 
INES 305 Etiology and Management of Iental Caries 22 G G 22 2.0 
PERI 305 Introduction to Periodontics 20 G G 20 2.0 
PBSL 505 Bomeostatic Mechanisms of the Buman Uody 55 G G 55 5.0 
RESI 308 Restorative Ientistry III Lecture 20 G G 20 2.0 
RESI 308L Restorative Ientistry III LaMoratory G 80 G 80 2.0 
Totals 153  120  G  233  18.0  
 
ClocO Bours 
+e.o#d 1ear2 +u33er (uarter  LecPSem LaM Clin Total 
Total 
Units 
INES 318 Communication Uasics for the Ientist 10 G G 10 1.0 
OIRP 501 Principles of MicroMiology IN 44 G G 44 4.0 
OIRP 301 Radiology IW Clinical Procedures 11 16 G 23 1.5 
OIRP 325 Patient Assessment and Iata Management 28 13 G 45 3.0 
OIRP 351 General and Systemic Pathology I 40 G G 40 4.0 
PERI 342 Essential Periodontal Therapy LaMoratory 10 38 G 48 2.0 
RESI 30S Restorative Ientistry IV Lecture 20 G G 20 2.0 
RESI 30SL Restorative Ientistry IV LaMoratory G 60 G 60 2.0 
Totals 163  131  G  2S4  1S.5  
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Clock Hours 
Autumn 'uarter  Lec/Sem Lab Clin Total 
Total 
Units 
ANES B51 Dental Anesthesia: Local Anesthesia and Inhalation Sedation 33 11 — 44 4.0 
ODRP B2N Patient Diagnosis and Treatment Planning 12 13 — 25 1.5 
ODRP B52 General and Systemic Pathology II 40 — — 40 4.0 
ODRP B55 Radiology II: Theory and Interpretation 20 — — 20 2.0 
RESD BN4 Removable Prosthodontics 44 49 — 93 5.5 
RESD BB1 Single Casting Technique Lecture 20 — — 20 2.0 
RESD BB1L Single Casting Technique Laboratory — N0 — N0 2.0 
SDCL B11 Clinic Orientation I 10 — — 10 1.0 
Totals 1B9  133  —  312  22.0  
 
Clock Hours 
+inter 'uarter  Lec/Sem Lab Clin Total 
Total 
Units 
ODRP BN1 Oral Pathology and Diagnosis N0 — — N0 N.0 
PERI B41 Essential Periodontal Therapy 20 — — 20 2.0 
RESD BB2 Fixed Prosthodontics Lecture 20 — — 20 2.0 
RESD BB2L Fixed Prosthodontics Laboratory — N0 — N0 2.0 
RESD 8B5 Restorative Dentistry Clinic — — 15 15 0.5 
SDCL B12 Clinic Orientation II 20 — — 20 2.0 
Totals 120  N0  15  195  14.5  
 
Clock Hours 
-pring 'uarter  Lec/Sem Lab Clin Total 
Total 
Units 
DNES B89 National Board Part I Review 40 — — 40 1.0 
ENDN 831 Endodontics I 10 — — 10 1.0 
ENDN 832 Endodontics II — N0 — N0 2.0 
ODRP B35 Dental Emergency Diagnosis and Treatment 10 — — 10 1.0 
ORDN B51 Principles of Orthodontics I 10 — — 10 1.0 
PEDN B53 Pediatric Dentistry I Lecture 22 — — 22 2.0 
PEDN B53L Pediatric Dentistry I Laboratory — 44 — 44 1.0 
PHRM 501 Pharmacology and Therapeutics SD 4 — — 4 4.0 
RESD 8B5 Restorative Dentistry Clinic — — 30 30 1.0 
SDCL B13 Clinic Orientation III — — 30 30 1.0 
Totals 9N  104  N0  2N0  15.0  
 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*
*
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*
+3456*7489:*
Third Year, Summer Quarter** -;5<';=* ->?* +3@A* (4B>3*
(4B>3*
!A@B:*
,"%'*CDE* F;AB>3*,A;:BG;:@>H*,IJ>A5;I*(4K@5:* 0D* L* L* 0D* 0MD*
F"%'*CDN* ,KK3@;I*'B>B@:B@5:* 00* L* L* 00* 0MD*
F"%'*CD2* &;:;>95G*F;:@OA* E2* 0N* L* ND* 0MD*
.F&P*C0Q* .9>3*F@>OA4:@:R*&>I@434OSR*>AI*P>BG434OS*+3@A@5* L* L* 0D* 0D* EMD*
.TU'*CDQ* .9>3*>AI*T>V@334W>5@>3*'89O;9S*#* ED* L* L* ED* EMD*
P%F"*C0Q* P;I@>B9@5*F;AB@:B9S*+3@A@5* L* L* EQ* EQ* DMQ*
&%'F*XX1* U@V;I*P94:BG4I4AB@5:*##*-;5B89;* EE* L* L* EE* 0MD*
&%'F*XX1-* U@V;I*P94:BG4I4AB@5:*##*->?49>B49S* L* 22* L* 22* 0MD*
&%'F*CEE* F;AB>3*T>B;9@>3:*##* ED* L* L* ED* EMD*
&%'F*CXQ* &;:B49>B@J;*F;AB@:B9S*+3@A@5* L* L* 2D* 2D* 0MD*
'F+-*CDE* +3@A@5>3*P>B@;AB*+>9;* ED* L* NN* QN* 0MD*
(4B>3:* YY** YD** E1Y** 10C** EXMQ**
*
+3456*7489:*
Autumn Quarter** -;5<';=* ->?* +3@A* (4B>3*
(4B>3*
!A@B:*
F"%'*CD2-* &;:;>95G*F;:@OA*->?49>B49S* L* 11* L* 11* EMD*
%"F"*C1N* %AI4I4AB@5:*#$* E1* L* L* E1* EMD*
.F&P*CDX* .9>3*T;I@5@A;*#H*(TZ<.94W>5@>3*P>@A*#* ED* L* L* ED* EMD*
.F&P*C0E* 'K;5@>3*+>9;*F;AB@:B9S* ED* L* L* ED* EMD*
.F&P*C0Q* .9>3*F@>OA4:@:R*&>I@434OSR*>AI*P>BG434OS*+3@A@5* L* L* EQ* EQ* DMQ*
.TU'*CEE* .9>3*>AI*T>V@334W>5@>3*'89O;9S*##* EE* L* L* EE* EMD*
.TU'*C0Q* .9>3*>AI*T>V@334W>5@>3*'89O;9S*+3@A@5*#* L* L* 1D* 1D* EMD*
.&F"*CDE* T@A49*(44BG*T4J;=;AB* 0D* L* L* 0D* 0MD*
P%F"*C0Q* P;I@>B9@5*F;AB@:B9S*+3@A@5* L* L* 1D* 1D* EMD*
P%&#*X2Q* 'K;5@>3*(4K@5:*@A*P;9@4I4AB>3*(G;9>KS* 00* L* L* 00* 0MD*
&%-&*XEX* F@J;9:@BS*>AI*BG;*+G9@:B@>A*7;>3BG*P94W;::@4A>3* 00* L* L* 00* 0MD*
&%'F*CQN* #=K3>AB*F;AB@:B9S* 00* L* L* 00* 0MD*
&%'F*CQN-* #=K3>AB*F;AB@:B9S*->?49>B49S* L* 1D* L* 1D* EMD*
&%'F*CXQ* &;:B49>B@J;*F;AB@:B9S*+3@A@5* L* L* 2D* 2D* 0MD*
'F+-*CD0* +3@A@5>3*P>B@;AB*+>9;* ED* L* NN* QN* 0MD*
(4B>3:* END** 21** EXY** 1C0** 0DMQ**
*
+3456*7489:*
Winter Quarter** -;5<';=* ->?* +3@A* (4B>3*
(4B>3*
!A@B:*
.F&P*CDC* .9>3*T;I@5@A;*##H*T;I@5>33S*+4=K94=@:;I*P>B@;AB* 0D* L* L* 0D* 0MD*
.F&P*C0Q* .9>3*F@>OA4:@:R*&>I@434OSR*>AI*P>BG434OS*+3@A@5* L* L* EQ* EQ* DMQ*
.TU'*CEE* .9>3*>AI*T>V@334W>5@>3*'89O;9S*##* EE* L* L* EE* EMD*
.&F"*CEE* P9@A5@K3;:*4W*.9BG4I4AB@5:*##* EE* L* L* EE* EMD*
 "entistr)* +eneral.S" 
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34"5 827 3e8iatric "entistr) II 70 . . 70 7.0 
34"5 82= 3e8iatric "entistr) >linic . . 10 10 7.0 
34?I 80= 3erio8ontal Surgical TDerap) 70 . . 70 7.0 
?4FG 2GG 3roHessionalIlevel ?eligion 4lective 20 . . 20 2.0 
?4S" 822 Operative "entistr) II Fecture 7L . . 7L 7.0 
?4S" 822F Operative "entistr) II FaMorator) . 10 . 10 7.0 
?4S" 82= ?estorative "entistr) >linic . . L0 L0 2.0 
S">F 801 >linical 3atient >are 70 . NN =N 2.0 
Totals 708  10  7NO  282  7=.=  
 
>locP Qours 
Spring (uarter  FecRSeS FaM >lin Total 
Total 
Tnits 
"54S 2ON 3uMlic QealtD "entistr) 20 . . 20 2.0 
O"?3 877 Oral Ue8icine IIIV TUWROroHacial 3ain II 70 . . 70 7.0 
O"?3 82= Oral "iagnosis* ?a8iolog)* an8 3atDolog) >linic . . 10 10 7.0 
34"5 82= 3e8iatric "entistr) >linic . . 10 10 7.0 
3Q?U =01 >linical 3DarSacolog) in "entistr) 20 . . 20 2.0 
?4F? 2NO 3ersonal an8 XaSil) WDoleness 20 . . 20 2.0 
?4S" 807 XiZe8 3rostDo8ontics an8 Occlusion 70 . . 70 7.0 
?4S" 821 Operative "entistr) III Fecture 7L . . 7L 7.0 
?4S" 821F Operative "entistr) III FaMorator) . 10 . 10 7.0 
?4S" 82= ?estorative "entistr) >linic . . L0 L0 2.0 
S">F 80N >linical 3atient >are 70 . NN =N 2.0 
Totals 70L  10  7LN  100  7L.0  
 
>locP Qours 
Fourth Year, Summer (uarter  FecRSeS FaM >lin Total 
Total 
Tnits 
O"?3 82L Oral Ue8icine I[V >linical Oral 3atDolog) an8 Oncolog) 20 . . 20 2.0 
O"?3 82= Oral "iagnosis* ?a8iolog)* an8 3atDolog) >linic . . 10 10 7.0 
34"5 82= 3e8iatric "entistr) >linic . . 70 70 0.= 
34?I 82= 3erio8ontics >linic . . L0 L0 2.0 
?4S" 82= ?estorative "entistr) >linic . . 270 270 2.0 
S">F 80= >linical 3atient >are 70 . NN =N 2.0 
Totals 10  .  1=N  18N  7N.=  
 
>locP Qours 
Autumn (uarter  FecRSeS FaM >lin Total 
Total 
Tnits 
"54S 802 3ractice UanageSent I 22 . . 22 2.0 
"54S 88O 5ational \oar8 3art II ?eview =0 . . =0 2.0 
O"?3 82= Oral "iagnosis* ?a8iolog)* an8 3atDolog) >linic . . 10 10 7.0 
!"#$%R'#T) CATA-O/ 
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P%4" 255 Pediatric 4entistry Clinic — — C0 C0 0.5 
P%R# 255 Periodontics Clinic — — G0 G0 0.0 
R%'4 2GC 'enior Topics in Removable Prosthodontics 00 — — 00 0.0 
R%'4 255 Restorative 4entistry Clinic — — 0C0 0C0 5.0 
'4C- 20G Clinical Patient Care C0 — MM 5M 0.0 
Totals C00  —  15M  M5G  C2.5  
 
ClocN Hours 
!"#$%& ()*&$%&  -ecQ'em -ab Clin Total 
Total 
!nits 
4"%' 20R Practice Sanagement ## 00 — — 00 0.0 
4"%' 25C The 4entist and the -aw 00 — — 00 0.0 
O4RP 255 Oral 4iagnosisV RadiologyV and Pathology Clinic — — 10 10 C.0 
P%4" 255 Pediatric 4entistry Clinic — — 00 00 C.0 
P%R# 255 Periodontics Clinic — — G0 G0 0.0 
R%-R 5C5 Christian 4entist in Community 00 — — 00 0.0 
R%'4 255 Restorative 4entistry Clinic — — 0C0 0C0 5.0 
'4C- 205 Clinical Patient Care C0 — MM 5M 0.0 
Totals 5M  —  1GM  M12  CR.0  
 
ClocN Hours 
+,&"#- ()*&$%&  -ecQ'em -ab Clin Total 
Total 
!nits 
%"4" 255 %ndodontics Clinic — — 10 10 C.0 
O4RP 255 Oral 4iagnosisV RadiologyV and Pathology Clinic — — 10 10 C.0 
OSW' 255 Oral and SaXillofacial 'urgery Clinic ## — — 10 10 C.0 
OR4" 255 Orthodontics Clinic — — 10 10 C.0 
P%4" 255 Pediatric 4entistry Clinic — — 00 00 C.0 
P%R# 255 Periodontics Clinic — — M5 M5 C.5 
R%'4 2MM Restorative 'tudy Club 'eminar 2 — — 2 0.5 
R%'4 255 Restorative 4entistry Clinic — — 0C0 0C0 5.0 
'4C- 202 Clinical Patient Care C0 — MM 5M 0.0 
Totals C2  —  M1R  M55  CG.0  
./%&*00 12$*03 45678  9:6  ;5;4:  <57:7  ;64=8  
>?@1AB A@?+1C?+D.B.EF 
-ARR) 4. TRAPPV 4irectorV Advanced %ducation 
Program 
ZOH" [. -%)SA"V 4irectorV 'pecial Care 4entistry 
Clinic 
GAHIB1F 
\arry ]. ]rall 
Zohn [. -eyman 
-arry 4. Trapp 
The 4ental Anesthesiology 4epartment is staffed by 
dentists with advanced training in anesthesiology. 
'taff members provide didactic and clinical 
instruction in all areas of pain and anXiety control in 
dentistry. !ndergraduateV predoctoralV and 
postdoctoral students learn techniques ranging from 
local anesthesia and parenteral sedation to general 
anesthesia. Related topics taught include physical 
diagnosisV clinical pharmacologyV management of 
 "#$%&'%()* G#$#(,-.S" 
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3#4&5,--) 5637(63&'#4 7,%&#$%'* ,$4 3,$,8#3#$% 69 
3#4&5,- #3#(8#$5&#': O<'#(=,%&6$ 69 ,$4 
7,(%&5&7,%&6$ &$ %># ,$#'%>#%&5 3,$,8#3#$% 69 
7,%&#$%' &$ %># S5>66- 69 "#$%&'%() O?%7,%&#$% S?(8#() 
C#$%#( 7(6=&4# , ?$&A?# 6776(%?$&%) 96( '%?4#$%' %6 
-#,($ ,4=,$5#4 'B&--' &$ 8#$#(,- ,$#'%>#'&, 
%#5>$&A?#':
 
!"#$%&% #'()* 
ANES 11G "#$%,- A$#'%>#'&,H L65,- A$#'%>#'&, ,$4 I$>,-,%&6$ S#4,%&6$ G:K 
ANES LM1 "#$%,- A$#'%>#'&,H L65,- A$#'%>#'&, ,$4 I$>,-,%&6$ S#4,%&6$ G:K 
ANES NK1 "#$%,- A$#'%>#'&,H A4=,$5#4 T67&5' 2:K 
+&,-./ &+#!.-1",./ %&$21!&% 
RONAL" Q: "AILEY* C>,&( 
3.!#/-4 
R6$,-4 Q: ",&-#) 
L&$56-$ S: E4T,(4' 
U&--&,3 V: W66B#( 
N#,- A: Q6>$'6$ 
X(#4 C: Y,'&'5>B# 
Q: S: Y&3 
G#6(8# V: L#'',(4 
E4$, V: L6=#-#'' 
U&--&,3 A: L6=#-#'' 
W: V,)$,(4 L6T() 
Y,%>-##$ L: V66(# 
G,() V: N#-'6$ 
T>63,' C: R68#(' 
R6$,-4 Q: S#56( 
Y,$&$, C: T6-#46 
R6<#(% ": U,-%#( 
U? Z>,$8 
 
T># "&=&'&6$ 69 "#$%,- E4?5,%&6$,- S#(=&5#' 7(6=&4#' 
&$'%(?5%&6$ 96( , =,(&#%) 69 $6$5-&$&5,- '?<[#5% ,(#,'* 
&$5-?4&$8 <#>,=&6(,- '5&#$5#* 7(,5%&5# 3,$,8#3#$%* 
7(#=#$%&=# ,$4 5633?$&%) 4#$%&'%()* ,$4 '#(=&5#\
-#,($&$8: T># &$%#(,5%&6$' 69 7,%&#$%'* '%,99* ,$4 
4#$%&'%' ,(# #],3&$#4 &$ -&8>% 69 =,(&#4 7#('6$,-&%) 
5>,(,5%#(&'%&5'^ %># ,(% ,$4 '5&#$5# 69 #'%,<-&'>&$8 ,$4 
67#(,%&$8 , '?55#''9?- 7(,5%&5# ,(# #],3&$#4^ ,$4 
7(#=#$%&=# 4#$%&'%() &$ %># 699&5# ,$4 5633?$&%) &' 
'%?4&#4 ,' %># ?$4#(-)&$8 7>&-6'67>) 69 4#$%,- 
7(,5%&5#: S%?4#$%' ,(# (#A?&(#4 %6 7,(%&5&7,%# &$ 
7(6=&4&$8 4#$%,- '#(=&5#' ,$4 4#$%,- >#,-%> #4?5,%&6$ 
&$ 4#$%,--) ?$4#('#(=#4 '#%%&$8' 6?%'&4# %># 4#$%,- 
'5>66- 5-&$&5* 7(6=&4&$8 %># #]7#(&#$5# 69 &$=6-=#3#$% 
&$ %># (#,- T6(-4 _%6 3,B# 3,$ T>6-#:_
!"#$%&%  #'()* 
"NES 1KM E%&6-68) ,$4 V,$,8#3#$% 69 "#$%,- C,(&#' 2:K 
"NES MKG S7,$&'> 96( %># "#$%,- S(69#''&6$,- 2:K 
"NES LKK O(&#$%,%&6$ %6 T66%> V6(7>6-68) 2:K 
"NES LKM E%&6-68) ,$4 V,$,8#3#$% 69 "#$%,- C,(&#' 2:K 
"NES LKL S#('6$,- "#=#-673#$% 2:K 
"NES LKN I$%(64?5%&6$ %6 %># "#$%,- S(69#''&6$ `1a 1:K 
"NES L1N C633?$&5,%&6$ SB&--' 96( %># "#$%&'% 1:K 
"NES LN9 N,%&6$,- b6,(4 S,(% I R#=&#T 1:K 
"NES L9G S?<-&5 W#,-%> "#$%&'%() 2:K 
"NES NKG A77-&#4 S%,%&'%&5' 2:K 
"NES NKc R#'#,(5> "#'&8$ 2:K 
"NES NKcL R#'#,(5> "#'&8$ L,<6(,%6() 1:K 
"NES NKL S(,5%&5# V,$,8#3#$% I 2:K 
"NES NK9 S(,5%&5# V,$,8#3#$% II 2:K 
"NES N1L S(,5%&5# V,$,8#3#$% I 96( I"S 1:K 
"NES N1N S(,5%&5# V,$,8#3#$% II 96( I"S 1:K 
"NES NM1 T># "#$%&'% ,$4 %># L,T 2:K 
"NES NN9 N,%&6$,- b6,(4 S,(% II R#=&#T 2:K 
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!"D$D$"%IC( 
ROBERT A. HANDYSIDES, Chair 
MAHMOUD TORABINE=AD, Director, Advanced 
Education Program 
F+C,-%. 
Leif J. BaKland 
RoMert A. Handysides 
David E. =aramillo 
Steven G. Morrow 
Gerardo A. M. Toledo 
Mahmoud ToraMinejad 
 
 
Endodontics is the discipline of dentistry concerned 
with the morphology, physiology, and pathology of 
the human dental pulp and apical tissues. Its study 
and practice encompass the Masic clinical science, 
including Miology of the normal pulpS the etiology, 
diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of diseases and 
injuries of the pulp and associated apical conditions. 
The department faculty have developed preclinical 
lectures, laMoratory exercises, and clinical training 
that cover the scope of endodontics. These 
experiences are coordinated and incorporated in a 
manner that provides patients with optimum oral 
health care in a setting that promotes the mission of 
the School of Dentistry.
 
C$,/(!(  ,nits 
ENDN UV1 Endodontics I 1.0 
ENDN UV2 Endodontics II (2 quarters) 2.0 
ENDN UV4 Endodontics IV 1.0 
ENDN U[\ Endodontics Clinic 1.0 
$/+- DI+4"$(I(, /+DI$-$4., +"D P+%7$-$4. 
LANE C. THOMSEN, Chair 
F+C,-%. 
Heidi L. Christensen 
=ennifer Y. Fang 
Neal A. =ohnson 
Heidi B. JohltfarMer 
HilMert Lent^, =r. 
Ali MaKKi 
Audrey N. Mojica 
Susan C. Richards 
Susan Roche 
Lane C. Thomsen 
The Department of Oral Diagnosis, Radiology, and 
Pathology covers a variety of disciplines. The overall 
focus of the department is to train dental students to 
consider all related factors when arriving at a 
diagnosis and formulating a treatment plan that will 
Mest meet the needs of each patient. Courses are 
offered that cover aspects of general and systemic 
pathology, oral medicine, geriatric and special needs 
dentistry, emergency diagnosis and treatment, oral 
pathology, radiology, diagnosis, and treatment 
planning. The department_s aim is to prepare dental 
students to excel in compassionate and 
KnowledgeaMle service to patients that is Mased on a 
comprehensive gathering and interpretation of 
pertinent data. 
C$,/(!( ,nits 
IDPO \V4 Oral Medicine/Orofacial Pain and TMD 2.0 
IDPO \V\ Oral Pathology and Diagnosis 2.0 
IDPO [2\ Patient Assessment and Data Management for IDP 2.0 
IDPO [2a Patient Diagnosis and Treatment Planning for IDP 2.0 
ODRP V11 General and Oral Pathology DH \.0 
ODRP \01 Principles of MicroMiology 4.0 
ODRP [01 Radiology Ib  Clinical Procedures 1.\ 
ODRP [2\ Patient Assessment and Data Management V.0 
ODRP [2a Patient Diagnosis and Treatment Planning 1.\ 
ODRP [V\ Dental Emergency Diagnosis and Treatment 1.0 
ODRP [\1 General and Systemic Pathology I 4.0 
ODRP [\2 General and Systemic Pathology II 4.0 
ODRP [\\ Radiology IIb  Theory and Interpretation 2.0 
ODRP [a1 Oral Pathology and Diagnosis a.0 
ODRP U0[ Oral Medicine Ib TM=/Orofacial Pain I 1.0 
ODRP U0U Oral Medicine IIb Medically Compromised Patient 2.0 
ODRP U11 Oral Medicine IIIb TM=/Orofacial Pain II 1.0 
ODRP U21 Special Care Dentistry 1.0 
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OD45 605 Oral Diagnosis, 4adiology and 5athology Clinic 
>1 quartersAB units requiredC 
D.5-B.D 
OD45 60G Oral Medicine IJK Clinical Oral 5athology and Oncology 0.D 
OD45 6L5 Oral Diagnosis, 4adiology and 5athology Clinic 
>1 quartersA1 units requiredC 
1.D-1.D 
!"#$ #&D (#)*$$!+#,*#$ -."/0"1 
MLMO S. HQ4RO4D, Chair; Director, Mdvanced 
Qducation 5rogram 
WMYOQ X. YMOMXM, Director, 5redoctoral 5rogram 
+#,.$21 
Liviu R. Qftimie 
Mlan S. Herford 
Rred 4. Matthews 
Wayne X. Yanaka 
 
 
Yhe predoctoral courses in the Department of Oral 
and Maxillofacial Surgery include didactic and 
clinical instruction to prepare the student for dealing 
with patients seen in the general practice of dentistry. 
Sub`ect matter considered includes patient evaluation 
prior to surgery, surgical instruments, complications 
and ways of preventing them, infections of the region, 
antibiotics, analgesic drugs to alleviate pain resulting 
from surgical procedures, prescription writing, and 
preparation of the mouth for prostheses. Oral and 
maxillofacial surgery procedures not done by the 
general dentist are included in the lectures because 
knowledge regarding these procedures is necessary to 
provide a basis for proper advice to patients with 
conditions that are treated by the specialist. Clinical 
experience ranges from a basic minimum of routine 
cases to more difficult, advanced cases, according to 
the student's demonstrated ability, perseverance, 
`udgment, and interest in oral and maxillofacial 
surgery.
 
,!."-0- .n45s 
ID5O  60G Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery for ID5 0.D 
OMRS 6D5 Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery I 1.D 
OMRS 611 Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery II >0 quartersA0 units requiredC 1.D-0.D 
OMRS 619 Intravenous Sedation 1.5 
OMRS 605 Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery Clinic I 1.D 
OMRS 6L5 Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery Clinic II 1.D 
!"27!D!&2*,- #&D D0&2!+#,*#$ !"27!80D*,- 
JOSQ5H M. CM4USO, Chair 
J. Leroy Leggitt, Director, Mdvanced Qducation 
5rogram 
+#,.$21 
Joseph M. Caruso 
James 4. Rarrage 
Gabriela Q. Garcia 
J. Leroy Leggitt 
4oland D. W. Oeufeld 
Xitchai 4ungcharassaeng 
4. David 4ynearson 
 
 
Yhe predoctoral courses in the Department of 
Orthodontics, as outlined by the Mmerican Dental 
Mssociation, apply the knowledge derived from the 
basic sciences, research, and clinical treatment to the 
science of orthodontics so that the dental graduate 
will have the background necessary to recogniee 
those conditions sAhe is capable of managing. Clinical 
experience ranges from minor tooth movement and 
early treatment cases to more difficult, advanced 
cases according to the student's demonstrated ability, 
perseverance, `udgment, and interest in orthodontics. 
Yhe graduate will be able toK 
1. Mnticipate and detect malocclusions. 
0. Yake steps to prevent or intercept 
malocclusion where possible. 
B. Use this knowledge as an ad`unct to 
procedures in all other phases of dental 
practice. 
1. 5rovide a basis for understanding the 
possibilities of orthodontic treatment. 
5. Yreat limited orthodontic problems that fall 
within the general dentist's sphere of 
knowledge and training. 
G. Xnow the bases on which case referrals are 
made and how to handle a referral correctly. 
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!O#RS&S #nits 
ORDN 751 Principles of Orthodontics I 1.0 
ORDN 801 Minor Tooth Movement 2.0 
ORDN 811 Principles of Orthodontics II 1.0 
ORDN 875 Orthodontics Clinic 1.0 
+&,I.TRI! ,&1TISTRY 
BONNIE A. NELSON, Chair 
F. ROBERT TRAFICANTE, Jr., Director, Advanced 
Education Program 
F.!#4TY 
Jung-Wei Chen 
Richard L. Grabowsky 
J. Todd Milledge 
Bonnie A. Nelson 
Wesley K. Okumura 
F. Robert Traficante, Jr. 
 
The Department of Pediatric Dentistry is committed 
to teaching excellent clinical techniques in children's 
dentistry, and instilling within the dental student the 
importance of providing an emotionally healthy 
environment for the child patient while [at the 
dentist.[ The faculty has developed didactic, 
laboratory, and clinical learning environments in 
pediatric dentistry. This broad experience is designed 
to prepare the student for the general practice of 
dentistry for children.
!O#RS&S #nits 
IDPP 755 Pediatric Dentistry Clinic for IDP  1.0 
IDPP 756 Pediatric Dentistry I for IDP 2.0 
IDPP 756L Pediatric Dentistry I Laboratory for IDP 1.0 
PEDN 753 Pediatric Dentistry I Lecture   2.0 
PEDN 753L Pediatric Dentistry I Laboratory 1.0 
PEDN 821 Pediatric Dentistry II 1.0 
PEDN 825 Pediatric Dentistry Clinic I (4 quarters_3.5 units required) 0.5-3.5 
PEDN 875 Pediatric Dentistry Clinic II (4 quarters_3 units required) 0.5-3.0 
+&RIO,O1TI!S 
CRAIG M. RIRIE, Interim Chair, Department of 
Periodontics; Director, Predoctoral Program 
JEFFREY M. HENKIN, Director, Advanced Education 
Program 
F.!#4TY 
Nikola Angelov 
R. Leslie Arnett, Jr. 
Jeffrey M. Henkin 
Oliver C. Hoffmann 
Yoon J. Kim 
S. Scott Lee 
Leticia C. Lenoir 
Adrian Mobilia 
Manoochehr Parsi 
Craig M.Ririe 
Dennis H. Smith 
Barbara H. Valadez 
Albert M. Weissman 
Klaus D. Wolfram 
The Department of Periodontics provides education 
and training for predoctoral, dental hygiene, and 
postgraduate students in the art and science of 
periodontics. Periodontics encompasses the study of 
the supporting structures of the teeth; as well as the 
etiology, pathogenesis, diagnosis, and treatment of 
diseases that affect the supporting structures of the 
teeth. The study of periodontics helps to form basic 
concepts of health and disease. These concepts are 
applied in the treatment of periodontal diseases and 
in the maintenance of dental health over a patient's 
lifetime, providing comprehensive dental therapy for 
the individual patient. In this way, the Department of 
Periodontics contributes directly to the School of 
Dentistry's academic and service mission [to make 
man whole.[
 
!O#RS&S #nits 
IDPP 754 Clinical Periodontics 2.0 
IDPP 759 Special Topics in Periodontal Therapy 2.0 
PERI 705 Introduction to Periodontics 2.0 
PERI 741 Essential Periodontal Therapy, Lecture 2.0 
PERI 742 Essential Periodontal Therapy, Laboratory 2.0 
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PER6 789 Special Topics in Periodontal Therapy 0.A 
PER6 BA9 Periodontal Surgical Therapy 1.A 
PER6 B79 Periodontics Clinic (1 quartersI7.9 units required) 1.A-7.9 
RES$ORA$IVE *EN$IS$R, 
DOUGLASS B. ROBERTS, Chair 
QATREW T. TATTAD6U6L, Director, Advanced 
Education Program in Prosthodontics 
JA6QE L. LOYADA, Director, Advanced Education 
Program in 6mplant Dentistry 
-ACUL$, 
Daniel R. Armstrong 
Frederick A. Berry 
George A. Blount 
David C. Brodeur 
\athan A. Dinsbach 
Qark E. Estey 
Qichael J. Fitzpatrick 
Ronald E. Forde 
Belen G. Geach 
Gary J. Golden 
Charles J. Goodacre 
B. Dan Rall 
William R. Reisler 
Balsam F. Jekki 
Rami R. Jekki 
Joseph U. T. Tan 
Qathew T. Tattadiyil 
Amir R. Thatami 
S. Ale`andro Tleinman 
Edward S. C. To 
Doris R. Tore 
Uiming Li 
Jaime L. Lozada 
Luminita S. \arita 
Qichael R. Qeharry 
Gregory D. Qitchell 
Steven G. Qorrow 
Brian B. \ovy 
Andrew T. Ordelheide 
James R. Padgett 
Patricia Ramos 
Paul L. Richardson 
Douglass B. Roberts 
Elizabeth B. Robbins 
Sofia 6. Rodriguez-Lopez 
Clyde L. Roggenkamp 
Erik F. Sahl 
Jung Rwa Suh 
Daniel E. Tan 
L. Parnell Taylor 
Anthony G. Theodorou 
Qarcelo G. Toledo 
F. Jose Torres 
Robert D. Walter 
Ronald L. Uoung 
Periza Yaninovic 
 
 
The Department of Restorative Dentistry 
encompasses the specific disciplines of operative 
dentistry, fixed prosthodontics, and removable 
prosthodontics. 6t provides a home base for 
biomaterials research and graduate programs in 
implant dentistry and prosthodontics. 6t is the aim of 
the department to provide each student with a 
thorough understanding of both technical and clinical 
skills, enabling the comprehensive treatment of 
diseased or lost tooth structure and the replacement 
of missing teeth. Other goals are to instill in each 
student an interest in exploring new frontiers in 
dentistry and in recognizing the need for a continued 
quest for knowledge.
 
COURSES U1234 
6DPR 7A1 Operative Dentistry 6 with Laboratory 0.A 
6DPR 7A0 Operative Dentistry 66 with Laboratory 0.A 
6DPR 7A1 6ntroduction to Occlusion 0.A 
6DPR 781 Removable Prosthodontics 6 with Laboratory 0.A 
6DPR 780 Removable Prosthodontics 66 with Laboratory 0.A 
6DPR 782 Removable Prosthodontics 666 with Laboratory 0.A 
6DPR 771 Fixed Prosthodontics 6 with Laboratory 0.A 
6DPR 770 Fixed Prosthodontics 66 with Laboratory 0.A 
6DPR BA1 Fixed Prosthodontics 666 with Laboratory 0.A 
6DPR BA2 Operative Dentistry 666 with Laboratory 0.A 
6DPR B91 6mplant Dentistry with Laboratory 2.A 
RESD 7A1 Restorative Dentistry 6 Lecture 0.A 
RESD 7A1L Restorative Dentistry 6 Laboratory 0.A 
RESD 7A0 Restorative Dentistry 66 Lecture 0.A 
RESD 7A0L Restorative Dentistry 66 Laboratory 0.A 
RESD 7AB Restorative Dentistry 666 Lecture 0.A 
RESD 7ABL Restorative Dentistry 666 Laboratory 0.A 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*
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&%'2*345* &6789:;8<=6*26>8<78:?*#$*-6@8A:6* 0B4*
&%'2*345-*&6789:;8<=6*26>8<78:?*#$*-;C9:;89:?* 0B4*
&%'2*3D1* &6E9=;CF6*G:978H9I9>8<@7* JBJ*
&%'2*33K* '<>LF6*+;78<>L*(6@H><MA6*-6@8A:6* 0B4*
&%'2*33K-*'<>LF6*+;78<>L*(6@H><MA6*-;C9:;89:?* 0B4*
&%'2*330* N<O6I*G:978H9I9>8<@7*-6@8A:6* 0B4*
&%'2*330-*N<O6I*G:978H9I9>8<@7*-;C9:;89:?* 0B4*
&%'2*33P* N<O6I*G:978H9I9>8<@7*##*-6@8A:6* KB4Q*0B4*
&%'2*33P-*N<O6I*G:978H9I9>8<@7*##*-;C9:;89:?* KB4Q*0B4*
&%'2*R4K* N<O6I*G:978H9I9>8<@7*;>I*.@@FA7<9>* KB4*
&%'2*RKK* 26>8;F*S;86:<;F7*##* KB4*
&%'2*R00* .T6:;8<=6*26>8<78:?*##*-6@8A:6* KB4*
&%'2*R00-*.T6:;8<=6*26>8<78:?*##*-;C9:;89:?* KB4*
&%'2*R0P* .T6:;8<=6*26>8<78:?*###*-6@8A:6* KB4*
&%'2*R0P-*.T6:;8<=6*26>8<78:?*###*-;C9:;89:?* KB4*
&%'2*R11* &6789:;8<=6*'8AI?*+FAC*'6E<>;:* 4BJ*
&%'2*RJ1* #ETF;>8*26>8<78:?** 0B4*
&%'2*RJ1-*#ETF;>8*26>8<78:?*-;C9:;89:?* KB4*
&%'2*RDK* '6><9:*(9T<@7*<>*&6E9=;CF6*G:978H9I9>8<@7* 0B4*
&%'2*R3J* &6789:;8<=6*+F<><@*UK4*MA;:86:7VP3BJ*A><87*:6MA<:6IW* 4BJX3B4*
'2+Y*311* +F<><@;F*(:;<><>L*<>*,I=;>@6I*&6789:;8<=6*26>8<78:?* RB4*
'2+-*3KK* +F<><@*.:<6>8;8<9>*#* KB4*
'2+-*3K0* +F<><@*.:<6>8;8<9>*##* 0B4*
'2+-*3KP* +F<><@*.:<6>8;8<9>*###* KB4*
'2+-*R4K* +F<><@;F*G;8<6>8*+;:6* 0B4*
'2+-*R40* +F<><@;F*G;8<6>8*+;:6* 0B4*
'2+-*R4P* +F<><@;F*G;8<6>8*+;:6* 0B4*
'2+-*R41* +F<><@;F*G;8<6>8*+;:6* 0B4*
'2+-*R4J* +F<><@;F*G;8<6>8*+;:6* 0B4*
'2+-*R4D* +F<><@;F*G;8<6>8*+;:6* 0B4*
'2+-*R43* +F<><@;F*G;8<6>8*+;:6* 0B4*
'2+-*R4R* +F<><@;F*G;8<6>8*+;:6* 0B4*
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Dental H)*iene,SD 
.B.S.1 
1RISTI 5. 7IL1INS, Chair 
5EAN M. HONNY, Director, Degree Completion 
Program 
FACULT8 
Darlene A. Armstrong 
1ellie R. Bergendahl 
D. Darlene Cheek 
5aneen C. Duff 
Debra 1. Oriesen 
5ean M. Honny 
Michelle T. Hurlbutt 
Shirley A. Lee 
5oni A. Stephens 
1risti 5. 7ilkins 
Colleen 7hitt 
 
 
Established in 1959, the Department of Dental 
Hygiene, the undergraduate program of the School of 
Dentistry, is largely focused on preventive oral health 
services and maintenance care. Dental science 
courses, preclinical lectures and seminars, laboratory 
exercises, and clinical assignments have been 
developed to provide training in the variety of 
procedures delegated to the dental hygienist within 
the dental practice setting. These experiences are 
sequenced in an organiVed manner that provides for 
continual growth and competency in performance of 
all traditional and expanded function procedures. 
The purpose of the program is to develop 
professionals prepared for the current practice of 
dental hygiene, as well as graduates who are 
additionally prepared to deal with future changes in 
dentistry. Courses that encourage critical thinking 
and problem-solving techniques and that enhance the 
ability to evaluate the latest in research are important 
adjuncts to clinical training. 
Upon completion of this curriculum, graduates will 
be prepared to enter a variety of career options 
available to a dental hygienist. 
The Degree Completion Program is designed for 
licensed dental hygienists who graduated from an 
Associate in Science degree program, or its 
equivalent, and wish to complete the baccalaureate 
(B.S.) degree in dental hygiene. This program is the 
equivalent of one full academic year. In addition to 
the degree completion courses in either education or 
public health, the student will need to complete any 
remaining general education requirements needed to 
fulfill a baccalaureate degree. 
The Degree Completion Program is designed to be 
completed primarily online, with a requisite teaching 
or public health component that may be 
accomplished in the geographical area of the student. 
This program offers the challenge and quality of a 
traditional classroom, yet provides the flexibility to fit 
education into the life of the busy dental professional. 
Students can study at their own convenience, learn in 
small groups with expert faculty, and meet career 
goals at their own speed. Students who tend to be the 
most successful in this type of program are self-
directed, computer literate, and self-motivated in 
their learning and study habits. 
Two areas of focus are included in this program. The 
first is teaching and prepares the student to instruct in 
a dental hygiene program. The second is a public 
health focus, which will allow graduates to work in a 
community/dental public health program or will 
enable them to teach in a dental hygiene program. 
P:ilo<o=:) 
A profession in the health arts and sciences calls 
increasingly for persons of intelligence, integrity, 
responsibility, and depth of human understanding. 
Therefore, the program of instruction is planned on a 
strong liberal arts foundation. The student is 
encouraged to take electives that contribute to 
breadth of knowledge and quality of values. The 
choice of electives in early college work is important 
for many reasons. 
The School of Dentistry is interested in applicants 
with the potential to become hygienists who are well-
read and caring persons prepared to communicate 
effectively in professional and community 
relationships. They should be able to draw on 
knowledge of the structure and function of the 
human body in health and disease, applying 
resources based on Christian ideals and values to aid 
in the solution of personal problems. They should 
also be able to develop the attitudes and skills that 
will most effectively serve society. 
Goal 
The goal of the Dental Hygiene Program is to educate 
competent, concerned, and active members of the 
dental hygiene profession who possess the ability to 
effectively perform the expanding scope of practice of 
the dental hygienist. 
Loma Linda University emphasiVes Christian values 
and beliefs and the concept of whole-person care. 
Opportunities for spiritual growth and fellowship 
among faculty and students are interwoven into daily 
academic pursuits, clinical practice, and social 
interactions. 
The advancement of dental hygiene depends on an 
ever-growing body of knowledge. Therefore, this 
program also places great importance on providing 
an atmosphere in which students can develop the 
skills necessary to objectively assess new theories and 
trends in dentistry in light of scientific knowledge 
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and principles. >y combining Christian values with 
an appreciation for research and the scientific 
method, graduates will continually apply evidence-
based principles to patient care and exhibit GodMs love 
in the quality of service they render. 
Admission 
Information and procedures for applying to the 
Dental Pygiene Program can be found under the 
Application and Admissions section of the general 
information for the School of Dentistry in Section III. 
Curriculum 
Dental hygiene, a profession dating back to 1913, is 
largely concerned with preventive health services. 
The hygienist works in association with the dentist in 
private practice offices, industrial organizations, 
schools, hospitals, state or federal public health 
services, and the armed forces. 
The curriculum is organized as a four-year college 
program leading to the >achelor of Science degree. 
The freshman and sophomore years of largely 
prescribed, preprofessional study may be taken at any 
accredited college. The professional program begins 
with the junior year in the School of Dentistry. The 
program is approved by the Commission on Dental 
Accreditation of the American Dental Association. 
The first class at this University graduated in 1921.
 
Clock Pours 
.unior /ear2 Autumn 4uarter  Lec/Sem Lab Clin Total 
Total 
Units 
A"AT 301 Pead and "eck Anatomy, DP 40 Z Z 40 4.0 
D"P) 303 Dental Materials and Techniques 20 Z Z 20 2.0 
D"P) 305 Dental Anatomy Lecture 22 Z Z 22 2.0 
D"P) 305L Dental Anatomy Laboratory Z 44 Z 44 1.0 
D"P) 309 Radiology I 33 28 Z 21 3.0 
D"P) 321 Preclinical Dental Pygiene I Lecture 22 Z Z 22 2.0 
D"P) 321L Preclinical Dental Pygiene I Laboratory Z 88 Z 88 2.0 
RELT 423 Loma Linda Perspectives 20 0-30 Z 20-50 2.0 
Totals 15^  120-190  Z  31^-34^  18.0  
 
Clock Pours 
5inter 4uarter  Lec/Sem Lab Clin Total 
Total 
Units 
A"AT 303 General and Oral Pistology and Embryology 30 Z Z 30 3.0 
A"ES 314 
Dental Anesthesia: Local Anesthesia and Inhalation 
Sedation 
41 14 Z 55 4.0 
D"P) 310 Radiology II 22 Z Z 22 2.0 
D"P) 322 Preclinical Dental Pygiene II Lecture 20 Z Z 20 2.0 
D"P) 322L Preclinical Dental Pygiene II Laboratory Z 44 Z 44 2.0 
D"P) 3^5 Dental Pygiene Clinic Z Z 30 30 1.0 
D"P) 380 Medically Compromised Patients 20 Z Z 20 2.0 
D"P) 381 Pharmacology for the Dental Pygienist I 44 Z Z 44 2.0 
Totals 1^^  58  30  225  18.0  
 
Clock Pours 
Spring 4uarter  Lec/Sem Lab Clin Total 
Total 
Units 
D"P) 323 Preclinical Dental Pygiene III 22 Z Z 22 2.0 
D"P) 323L Preclinical Laboratory Z 40 Z 40 1.0 
! "#$%&'!()*+#$#,-"!
!
./0
"1(2!304! "#$%&'!()*+#$#!5'+$+6! ,! ,! 7.8! 7.8! /98!
"1(2!3:8! ;#<+6&'')!5=>?@=>+A#<!B&%+#$%A! .8! ,! ,! .8! .98!
"1(2!3:.! BC&@>&6='=*)!D=@!%C#!"#$%&'!()*+#$+A%!EE! 77! ,! ,! 77! 798!
"1(2!/8F! E$%@=<G6%+=$!%=!B#@+=<=$%+6A! .8! ,! ,! .8! .98!
H"IB!377! J#$#@&'!&$<!H@&'!B&%C='=*)!"(! F8! ,! ,! F8! F98!
IKLK!/F0! 5C@+A%+&$!K%C+6A!&$<!(#&'%C!5&@#! .8M38! ,! ,! .8M38! .98!
N=%&'A! 7/3M7F3!! /8!! 7.8!! 383M373!! 7O98!!
!
5'=6P!(=G@A!
Senior Year, Summer -uarter!! L#6Q-#>! L&R! 5'+$! N=%&'!
N=%&'!
S$+%A!
"1K-!38F! K%+='=*)!&$<!;&$&*#>#$%!=D!"#$%&'!5&@+#A! 74! :! ,! ./! .98!
"1(2!3.:! "#$%&'!()*+#$#!B=@%D='+=!B@&6%+6G>! 78! ,! ,! 78! 798!
"1(2!304! "#$%&'!()*+#$#!5'+$+6! ,! ,! 7.8! 7.8! /98!
"1(2!3O8! E$%@=<G6%=@)!-%&%+A%+6A! ..! ,! ,! ..! .98!
"1(2!/84! H@%C=<=$%+6A!5=$6#?%A!D=@!"#$%&'!()*+#$#! 78! ,! ,! 78! 798!
"1(2!/74! "#$%&'!(#&'%C!K<G6&%+=$!E! .8! ,! ,! .8! .98!
"1(2!/.7! I#A#&@6C!E! :! 38! ,! 3:! .98!
N=%&'A! :4!! 3:!! 7.8!! .//!! 7/98!!
!
5'=6P!(=G@A!
Senior Year, Autumn -uarter!! L#6Q-#>! L&R! 5'+$! N=%&'!
N=%&'!
S$+%A!
"1(2!/77! "#$%&'!()*+#$#!N=?+6A!E! ..! ,! ,! ..! .98!
"1(2!/7F! T??'+#<!1G%@+%+=$! ..! ,! ,! ..! .98!
"1(2!/70! "#$%&'!(#&'%C!K<G6&%+=$!EE! .8! ,! ,! .8! .98!
"1(2!/..! I#A#&@6C!EE! .8! ,! ,! .8! .98!
"1(2!/3F! -?#6+&'!N=?+6A!+$!B#@+=<=$%&'!NC#@&?)! ..! ,! ,! ..! .98!
"1(2!/F7! 5'+$+6&'!-#>+$&@!E! 78! ,! ,! 78! 798!
"1(2!/0F! "#$%&'!()*+#$#!5'+$+6!E! ,! ,! 704! 704! /98!
"1(2!/OF! "#$%&'!()*+#$#!1&%+=$&'!U=&@<!B@#?&@&%+=$! 77M..! ,! ,! 77M..! 798!
IKLI!/0F! T@%!=D!E$%#*@&%+V#!5&@#! .8M38! ,! ,! .8M38! .98!
N=%&'A! 7/0M74:!! ,!! 704!! 3.3M3//!! 7:98!!
!
5'=6P!(=G@A!
Winter -uarter!! L#6Q-#>! L&R! 5'+$! N=%&'!
N=%&'!
S$+%A!
"1(2!/8:! B@=D#AA+=$&'!K%C+6A! ..! ,! ,! ..! .98!
"1(2!/7.! "#$%&'!()*+#$#!N=?+6A!EE! ..! ,! ,! ..! .98!
"1(2!/7:! 5@+%+6&'!EAAG#A!=D!(#&'%C!5&@#! ..! ,! ,! ..! .98!
"1(2!/37! "#$%&'!BGR'+6!(#&'%C! 33! ,! ,! 33! 398!
"1(2!/F.! 5'+$+6&'!-#>+$&@!EE! 77! ,! ,! 77! 798!
!"#$%RS#T) +,T,-.G 
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D"4) 156 Dental 4<=iene +linic ## @ @ A56 A56 1BC 
D"4) 1DE Dental 4<=iene "ational Goard Preparation AAL00 @ @ AAL00 ABC 
Totals A0ALAN0  @  A56  0D5LNC2  AEBC  
 
+locO 4ours 
Spring (uarter  -ecQSem -ab +lin Total 
Total 
!nits 
D"4) 1CD Turisprudence 00 @ @ 00 0BC 
D"4) 1AN Dental 4<=iene Topics ### 00 @ @ 00 0BC 
D"4) 1A1 Personal Uinance 0C @ @ 0C 0BC 
D"4) 1EN +linical Seminar ### AA @ @ AA ABC 
D"4) 155 Dental 4<=iene +linic ### @ @ A56 A56 1BC 
R%-R 1C2 +hristian PerspectiWes on Xarria=e and the Uamil< 0CLNC @ @ 0CLNC 0BC 
Totals DELACE  @  A56  05AL02A  ANBC  
Overall Totals 926-978  296-326  798  
2,020-
2,102  
115.0  
 
DENTAL DEGIENE TEN CORE 
COMPETENCIES 
The curriculum is desi=ned to ensure that b< 
=raduation all students Yill haWe the OnoYled=eZ 
sOillsZ and attitudes to success[ull< enter the practice 
o[ dental h<=ieneB Students meetin= =raduation 
requirements must be able to] 
+ompetenc< A] ,ppl< a pro[essional code o[ 
ethics in all patient and 
pro[essional interactionsB 
+ompetenc< 0] ,dhere to the [ederalQstate le=al 
and re=ulator< [rameYorO in the 
proWision o[ oral health careB 
+ompetenc< N] ,ppl< criticalLthinOin= and 
problemLsolWin= sOills in the 
proWision o[ oral health care to 
promote YholeLpatient health 
and YellnessB 
+ompetenc< 1] !se eWidenceLbased decision 
maOin= and emer=in= treatment 
modalities to eWaluate and 
incorporate accepted standards 
o[ careB 
+ompetenc< E] #ncorporate sel[Lassessment and 
pro[essional =roYth throu=h 
li[elon= learnin=B 
+ompetenc< 6] ,dWance oral health serWices 
throu=h a[[iliations Yith 
pro[essional or=ani^ationsZ 
serWice actiWitiesZ and researchB 
+ompetenc< 5] ,ppl< qualit< assurance to 
ensure a continued commitment 
to accepted standards o[ careB 
+ompetenc< 2] +ommunicate e[[ectiWel< Yith 
diWerse indiWiduals and =roups 
serWin= all persons Yithout 
discrimination b< 
acOnoYled=in= and appreciatin= 
diWersit<B 
+ompetenc< D] ProWide accurateZ consistentZ and 
complete assessmentZ dia=nosisZ 
plannin=Z implementationZ 
eWaluationZ and documentation 
[or the proWision o[ all phases o[ 
the dental h<=iene process o[ 
careB 
+ompetenc< AC] ProWide collaboratiWeZ 
indiWiduali^ed patient care that 
is comprehensiWe and 
compassionateB 
 
Regulations 
The student is also subject to the conditions o[ 
re=istrationZ attendanceZ [inancial polic<Z =oWernin= 
practicesZ and =raduation requirements outlined in 
Section ## and in the School o[ Dentistr< =eneral 
in[ormation in Section ### o[ this +,T,-.GB 
Employment 
Dental h<=iene students ma< accept partLtime 
emplo<ment durin= the school <ear a[ter receiWin= 
approWal [rom the department chair and the associate 
dean [or academic a[[airsB Permission to YorO is 
=ranted on the basis o[ =radesZ class loadZ and healthB 
`orO hours ma< not inter[ere Yith classZ laborator<Z 
or clinic assi=nmentsB 
Supplies 
Dental h<=iene students must haWe prescribed 
teatbooOsZ suppliesZ instrumentsZ and uni[ormsB The 
o[[icial instruments issued must be purchased [rom 
the School o[ Dentistr< durin= re=istrationB 
!nauthori^ed or incomplete equipment is not 
acceptableB ,dWance consent must be obtained [or 
 Dental ()giene,-D 
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an) e1ce3tion5 67e student must <u) t7e 3rofessional 
a33arel ?uniforms@ 3rotective e)eBear@ and s7oesC 
s3ecified <) t7e -c7ool of Dentistr)5 
!i#$ns$ 
6o 3ractice@ t7e dental 7)gienist must 3ass state 
licensing e1aminations given <) state andDor regional 
dental e1amining <oards5 67e e1aminations are given 
several times eac7 )ear5 Credentials from t7e Fational 
Goard of Dental E1aminers are acce3ted in lieu of t7e 
Britten 3ortion of a state e1amination in all states5 
-ome states 7ave additional Britten tests5 Iurt7er 
information can <e o<tained from eac7 state licensing 
<oard5 
FJ6EK Consult advisor regarding ot7er courses t7at 
ma) <e a33lied to t7e 3rogram5 
()*+)) ,-./!)01-2 /+-*+3. 
! Dental ()giene,Education 6racL 
! Dental ()giene,Pu<lic (ealt7 6racL 
N3on com3letion of t7e dental 7)giene Degree 
Com3letion Program@ t7e graduateOs LnoBledge Bill 
<e en7anced toK 
P5 -u33ort t7e Nniversit)Os mission in a variet) 
of 7ealt7 care@ educational@ communit)@ and 
researc7 settings <e)ond a traditional dental 
office setting5 
.5 Nnderstand and com3re7end researc7 
met7odolog) to evaluate scientific literature5 
Q5 Rdentif) neB 3roducts andDor tec7niSues 
needed for education or 3u<lic 7ealt7 in t7e 
field of dental 7ealt75 
/5 Rncrease aBareness of et7ics in t7e education 
or 3u<lic 7ealt7 setting5 
T5 Develo3 3edagogical sLills to 3re3are t7e 
graduate to <e an educator in 3u<lic 7ealt7 
or educational settings5 
34mission 
Iormal a33lication for admission to t7is 3rogram 
must <e su<mitted <) Ie<ruar) P for t7e class 
<eginning in -e3tem<er5 67e 3rogram ma) <e 
com3leted on a fullU or 3artUtime <asis5 Gasic 
reSuirements and credentials for admission includeK 
! Vraduation from a dental 7)giene A5-5 
degree 3rogram accredited <) t7e 
Commission on Dental Accreditation5 
! -uccessful com3letion of t7e Dental ()giene 
Fational Goard E1amination5 
! -uccessful com3letion of a state or regional 
clinical <oard e1amination5 
All a33licants must 3rovide t7e folloBingK 
! All college transcri3ts 
! A33lications su<mitted <etBeen Xul) P and 
Ie<ruar) P for admission to t7e online 
degree com3letion 3rogram5 A33lication is 
availa<le at YBBB5llu5eduDcentralD 
a33l)Dinde153ageZ5 
! 67ree letters of reference@ including one from 
t7e director of t7e accredited dental 7)giene 
3rogram from B7ic7 t7e a33licant 
graduated5 
All students graduating from [oma [inda Nniversit) 
Bit7 a G5-5 degree in dental 7)giene must 7ave 
com3leted all of t7e 3rereSuisites@ including t7e four 
domains for general education5 -7ould an) 
3rereSuisite <e lacLing@ it must <e com3leted at a !our-
&ear college or uni/ersit& <efore or during t7e degree 
com3letion 3rogram at [oma [inda Nniversit) -c7ool 
of Dentistr)5
,or$  
\inimum grade of CU reSuired on all t7e folloBing courses including t7ose in t7e 
concentration !
)48#9tion 
0r9#;!
/8<=i# 
>$9=t? 
0r9#;!
DFE- Q]T! Etiolog) and \anagement of Dental Caries! .5]! .5]!
DF(^ Q0]! Rntroductor) -tatistics! .5]! .5]!
DF(^ /P/! Personal Iinance! .5]! .5]!
DF(^ /.P! _esearc7 R! .5]! .5]!
DF(^ /..! _esearc7 RR! .5]! .5]!
DF(^ //P! Princi3les of Education R! Q5]! Q5]!
DF(^ //.! Princi3les of Education RR! Q5]! Q5]!
DF(^ ///! 6eac7ing Practicum ?Q5]U/5]C! /5]! /5]!
DF(^ /`/! ae<UGased 6ec7niSues! .5]! .5]!
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D"H) 498 
Dental Hygiene Directed Study 
(1.0-10.0) 
To be completed in three 
separate 1-unit registrations 
3.0 3.0 
D"H) 499 &esearch Writing 2.0 2.0 
&ELE 417 Christian Ethics and Health Care (2.0-3.0) 2.0 2.0 
&ELT 423 Loma Linda Perspectives (2.0-3.0) 2.0 2.0 
Totals 31.0  31.0  
 
!oncentration  
*ducation 
.rac/ 
0u1lic 
3ealt4 
.rac/ 
D"H) 419 Essentials of Public Health for Dental Hygienists   4.0 
D"H) 421 Educational Psychology for Health Professionals 3.0   
D"H) 428 Health Care Management   3.0 
D"H) 436 Legal and Ethical Principles in Education 2.0   
D"H) 437 Ethical Principles in Public Health for the Dental Hygienist   2.0 
D"H) 446 Principles of Clinical Instruction 3.0   
D"H) 449 Treating the Special-"eeds Patient   3.0 
D"H) 484 Legal Issues in Health Care   2.0 
Totals 8.0  14.0  
56erall .otals 89:;  <=:;  
"OTEW Consult advisor regarding other courses that may be applied to the program. 
Course titles followed by a number in parentheses indicate a variable unit course or a course that is to be repeated 
one or more times until the total required units are reached. The number inside the parentheses is the unit value of 
the course. The number in the column is the total units required for the degree program. 
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Dentistr() International Dentist Pro0ram2
3D 
4D.D.3.6 
MICHAEL =. FITAPATRICC, Program Director 
7A9:;T= 
Michael =. Fitzpatrick 
Balsam F. =ekki 
Rami R. =ekki 
Gregory D. Mitchell 
Sofia I. Rodriguez-Lopez 
Marcelo G. Toledo 
Claus D. Wolfram 
 
 
The International Dentist Program, founded by Dr. 
Lloyd Baum in 1985, is designed to allow qualified 
dentists educated in countries outside the United 
States to earn a Doctor of Dental Surgery (D.D.S.) 
degree in the United States. More than 250 students 
from fifty countries have graduated from the 
program. 
The D.D.S. degree from a U.S. dental college is an 
educational requirement for eligibility to take the 
dental licensure examination in many states. The 
program has a minimum length of two academic 
years (twenty-four calendar months), but may be 
extended, when necessary, to meet the needs of a 
particular student. 
Admissions 
Information and procedures for applying to the 
International Dentist Program can be found under 
Application and Admissions in the School of 
Dentistry general information in Section III of this 
CATALOG. 
Re0ulations 
The student is also sub\ect to the conditions of 
registration, attendance, financial policy, governing 
practices, and graduation requirements outlined in 
Section II and in the School of Dentistry general 
information in Section III of this CATALOG.
 
Clock Hours 
Third =ear) 3prin0 Cuarter  Lec/Sem Lab Clin Total 
Total 
Units 
DNES 707 Personal Development 19 ` — 22 2.0 
ENDN 8`1 Endodontics I 10 — — 10 1.0 
ENDN 8`2 Endodontics II — 60 — 60 2.0 
IDPG 845 Evidence-Based Dentistry 22 — — 22 2.0 
IDPO 725 Patient Assessment and Data Management 22 — — 22 2.0 
IDPO 826 Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery 11 `` — 44 2.0 
IDPP 759 Special Topics in Periodontal Therapy 22 — — 22 2.0 
IDPR 701 Operative Dentistry I 11 `` — 44 2.0 
IDPR 761 Removable Prosthodontics I 11 `` — 44 2.0 
IDPR 771 Fixed Prosthodontics I 11 `` — 44 2.0 
RELE 7`4 Christian Ethics for Dentists 20 — — 20 2.0 
Totals 159  195  —  `54  21.0  
 
Clock Hours 
3ummer Cuarter  Lec/Sem Lab Clin Total 
Total 
Units 
IDPG 845 Evidence-Based Dentistry 22 — — 22 2.0 
IDPO 726 Patient Diagnosis and Treatment Planning 22 — — 22 2.0 
IDPO 826 Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery 11 `` — 44 2.0 
IDPP 754 Clinical Periodontics 11 `` — 44 2.0 
UNIVERSIT) CATALOG 
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IDPP 755 Pediatric Dentistry 22 — — 22 2.0 
IDPP 755L Pediatric Dentistry Laboratory — EE — EE 1.0 
IDPR 702 Operative Dentistry II 11 33 — EE 2.0 
IDPR 70E Introduction to Occlusion 22 — — 22 2.0 
IDPR 752 Removable Prosthodontics II 11 33 — EE 2.0 
IDPR 772 Fixed Prosthodontics II 11 33 — EE 2.0 
Totals 1E3  20P  —  352  1P.0  
 
Clock Hours 
Autumn 'uarter  Lec/Sem Lab Clin Total 
Total 
Units 
IDPC 825 General Clinics — — 2E0 2E0 8.0 
IDPP 755 Pediatric Dentistry Clinic—IDP — — E8 E8 1.0 
IDPR 753 Removable Prosthodontics III 11 33 — EE 2.0 
IDPR 801 Fixed Prosthodontics III 11 33 — EE 2.0 
IDPR 803 Operative Dentistry III 11 33 — EE 2.0 
ORDN 801 Minor Tooth Movement 20 — — 20 2.0 
Totals 53  PP  288  EE0  17.0  
 
Clock Hours 
+inter 'uarter  Lec/Sem Lab Clin Total 
Total 
Units 
IDPC 825 General Clinics — — 2E0 2E0 8.0 
IDPO 535 Oral Pathology and Diagnosis 22 — — 22 2.0 
IDPR 85E Implant Dentistry for the IDP Student 22 EE — 55 3.0 
ORDN 811 Principles of Orthodontics II 10 — — 10 1.0 
PEDN 821 Pediatric Dentistry II 10 — — 10 1.0 
RELR 7EP Personal and Family Xholeness 20 — — 20 2.0 
Totals 8E  EE  2E0  358  17.0  
 
Clock Hours 
-ourth 0ear1 S3rin4 'uarter  Lec/Sem Lab Clin Total 
Total 
Units 
IDPC 835 General Clinics — — 2E0-EE0 2E0-EE0 12.0 
Totals —  —  2E0-EE0  2E0-EE0  12.0  
 
Clock Hours 
Summer 'uarter  Lec/Sem Lab Clin Total 
Total 
Units 
IDPC 835 General Clinics — — 2E0-EE0 2E0-EE0 12.0 
Totals —  —  2E0-EE0  2E0-EE0  12.0  
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7loc9 :ours 
!"#"$%&'"()#*) Lec=Sem La> 7lin Total 
Total 
@nits 
DNES CDE Practice Mana0ement I for IDP Students 2 IJ 2 IJ D.J 
IDP7 CI5 General 7linics 2 2 4IJ 4IJ C.J 
IDPO 56I Oral Medicine-Orofacial Pain and TMD 4J 2 2 4J 4.J 
RELT EDE 7Pristian Qeliefs and Life 4J 2 2 4J 4.J 
Totals IJ  IJ  4IJ  64J  D6.J  
 
7loc9 :ours 
+,%#*)&'"()#*)  
Lec=Se
m 
La> 7lin Total 
Total 
@nits 
DNES CDC Practice Mana0ement II for IDP Students 2 IJ 2 IJ D.J 
IDP7 CI5 General 7linics 2 2 4IJ 4IJ C.J 
Totals 2  IJ  4IJ  4CJ  R.J  
-.*)(//&01#(/2 345  674  
893::;
89:::  
79<53;
79553  
87=>=  
&
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Postdoctoral Programs 
There are three degree options available in advanced dental education. 
! Certificate 
! Master of Science (M.S.) 
! Master of Science in Dentistry (M.S.D.) 
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Dental Anesthesiology/ Ad1anced3SD 
5PD Certificate/ M;S;D;< 
LARR9 D. TRAPP, Director, Advanced Education 
Program 
FACULTY 
Aarry B. Brall 
John W. Leyman 
Larry D. Trapp 
 
 
The advanced education program in dental 
anesthesiology is offered to dentists who desire to 
pursue a career in anesthesiology for dentistry. The 
educational design of this twenty-four month 
program provides a strong clinical background in 
anesthesiology. The program is based in the Boppel 
Special Care Dentistry Center (BSCDC), an outpatient 
facility utilizing general anesthesia for dental care. 
The BSCDC is located in the School of Dentistry, 
where approximately 4,000 patients are treated on an 
annual basis. Additional training at area hospitals is 
received in structured rotations in cardiology, internal 
medicine, and anesthesiology. 
Didactic instruction is coordinated through the School 
of DentistryRs Department of Dental Anesthesiology. 
Residents attend an anesthesiology lecture series and 
weekly grand rounds at Loma Linda University 
Medical Center. In addition, regular meetings of the 
dental anesthesiology residents are held, during 
which a variety of contemporary topics are 
discussed—including a review of the current 
literature. Residents also participate in teaching pain 
control in the predoctoral curriculum. 
Upon successful completion of the program, the 
dental anesthesiologist will be eligible to take the 
diplomate examination of the American Dental Aoard 
of Anesthesiology, and to apply for a general 
anesthesia permit in any state of the United States. 
Following enrollment into the program, residents 
may apply for acceptance to the Master of Science in 
Dentistry (M.S.D.) degree track in addition to the 
specialty certificate. The application should be 
submitted at the end of the first year and be 
supported by the program director. Admission into 
the M.S.D. degree track may extend the length of 
study. Any additional time must be in residence, and 
continued financial support is not guaranteed. 
Dental anesthesiology goals 
1. To provide to the dental anesthesia resident 
anesthesia-related skills and knowledge that 
are the basis for a safe and responsible 
practice of office- or hospital-based dental 
anesthesiology after completion of the 
training program. 
2. To provide an in-depth education in acute 
pain and anxiety as they pertain to dental 
treatment and an understanding of the 
application of the pharmacologic and 
behavioral treatments of these conditions. 
3. To provide a background in the health 
sciences and clinical medicine that allows a 
dentist anesthesiologist to recognize and 
appropriately refer the patient who is at 
elevated risk for anesthesia due to 
comorbidities. 
4. To select graduates of dental schools in the 
United States and Canada for training in 
anesthesiology who have demonstrated 
character values that include integrity, 
respect for others, a willingness to work 
hard, compassion, and the willingness to 
take responsibility. 
Program link: <www.llu.edu/dentistry/anesthesia/ 
graduateprogram.page> 
Application process 
The advanced education program in dental 
anesthesiology participates in the Postdoctoral 
Application Support Service (PASS) of the American 
Dental Education Association (ADEA), which allows 
applicants to apply to multiple participating 
institutions. 
PASS applicants for the Advanced Education 
Program in dental anesthesiology must also complete 
and submit a separate online application 
<www.llu.edu/central/apply/index.page> directly 
to Loma Linda University. 
This program also will accept direct applications for 
individuals who are not applying to other institutions 
through PASS. 
Application deadline 
Application for admission should be submitted no 
later than September 1 of the year prior to the 
summer of intended enrollment. 
Tuition 5DEEF-DEHE< 
No tuition or fees are charged. Residents are paid a 
stipend during training. 
Insurance and fees 5DEEF-DEHE< 
^398 Insurance per academic quarter, which is paid 
by the department. 
^123 Student service fees per quarter, which are paid 
by the department. 
^195 Information technology support fee per quarter, 
which is paid by the department.
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*
*
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!a#or* Certificate !.S. . 
,"%'*103 4567869:;<*=>*?;@6867;A*4BC<68D:*E6DF7=<6<A*D7@*G=<96HD:*45=H=8=:*I3JKL MJK MJK 
,"%'*1NO ,7;<HB;<6D*/5D7@*&=P7@<*I3JKL MJK MJK 
,"%'*1NM ,7;<HB;<6D*&;<6@;7H<*';Q67D5*I0JKL 32JK 32JK 
,"%'*2KN ,7;<HB;<6D*-6H;5DHP5;*&;R6;S*I3JKL MJK MJK 
,"%'*21N 45D8H68;*(;D8B67F*67*,7;<HB;<6D*I3JKT0JKL 2JK 2JK 
,"%'*2U2 '8B=:D5:C*,8H6R6HC*67*E;7HD:*,7;<HB;<6=:=FC 3JK 3JK 
,"%'*2UO, &;<;D58B * 3JK 
,"%'*2UOV &;<;D58B* * 3JK 
(=HD:< NOJK* NUJK* 
 
/nterdisciplinary* Certificate !.S. . 
&%-%*10N +B56<H6D7*V6=;HB68< WJK WJK 
(=HD:< WJK* WJK* 
 
Clinical**
!76H<*>=5*8:6768*95D8H68;*8=P5<;<*@=*7=H*8=P7H*H=SD5@*Q676QPQ*7PQX;5*=>*F5D@PDH;*P76H<*
5;YP65;@*>=5*HB;*@;F5;;J* Certificate !.S. . 
,"%'*ON2 /;7;5D:*,7;<HB;<6D*IUJKL O0JK O0JK 
(=HD:< Z* Z* 
6verall 9otals :;.;* :<.;* 
+=P5<;*H6H:;<*>=::=S;@*XC*D*7PQX;5*67*9D5;7HB;<;<*67@68DH;*D*RD56DX:;*P76H*8=P5<;*=5*D*8=P5<;*HBDH*6<*H=*X;*5;9;DH;@*
=7;*=5*Q=5;*H6Q;<*P7H6:*HB;*H=HD:*5;YP65;@*P76H<*D5;*5;D8B;@J*(B;*7PQX;5*67<6@;*HB;*9D5;7HB;<;<*6<*HB;*P76H*RD:P;*=>*
HB;*8=P5<;J*(B;*7PQX;5*67*HB;*8=:PQ7*6<*HB;*H=HD:*P76H<*5;YP65;@*>=5*HB;*@;F5;;*95=F5DQJ*
 Endodonti(s* Advan(ed/SD 
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Endodontics, Advanced—SD 
(PD Certificate, 7.S.D., 7.S.) 
MAHMOUD TORA;INE>AD* Dire(tor* Advan(ed 
Edu(ation PrograC 
:ACULT> 
Leif FG ;aHland 
Robert AG HandKsides 
David EG >araCillo 
MaLCoud TorabineMad 
 
 
TLe Cission of tLe advan(ed dental edu(ation 
NrograC in endodonti(s is to train endodontists OLo 
are Nrofi(ient in treating teetL tLat rePuire root (anal 
tLeraNK QartR* OLo Nossess an inSdeNtL biologi(al 
HnoOledge related to endodonti(s Qs(ien(eR* and OLo 
Lave Narti(iNated in endodonti( resear(L and 
tea(LingG 
TLe goals of tLe advan(ed dental edu(ation NrograC 
in endodonti(s in(lude training endodonti(s OLo 
LaveT 
UG TLe HnoOledge ne(essarK to diagnose and 
Nlan treatCent for various NulNal and 
NeriaNi(al (onditions* and OLo Nossess sHills 
at tLe level of Nrofi(ien(K to treat/alone or 
in (on(ert OitL otLer dental and Cedi(al 
Nra(titioners/various NulNal and NeriaNi(al 
(onditionsG 
2G ForCallK taHen bioCedi(al s(ien(esSrelated 
endodonti(s and LealtL s(ien(es (ourses at 
an advan(ed levelG 
WG Parti(iNated in endodonti( resear(L and 
tea(LingG 
XG ;een NreNared for (areers in (lini(al Nra(ti(eG 
TLe NrograC begins in >ulK and rePuires tOentKS
seven ContLs in residen(e for tLe sNe(ialtK (ertifi(ateG 
FolloOing enrollCent into tLe NrograC* students CaK 
aNNlK for a((eNtan(e to eitLer tLe Master of S(ien(e 
QMGSGR or tLe Master of S(ien(e in DentistrK QMGSGDGR 
degree tra(H in addition to tLe sNe(ialtK (ertifi(ateG 
TLe aNNli(ation sLould be subCitted at tLe beginning 
of tLe se(ond Kear and Cust be suNNorted bK tLe 
NrograC dire(torG AdCission into tLe MGSG or tLe 
MGSGDG degree tra(H CaK eYtend tLe lengtL of studKZ 
tLe additional tiCe Cust be in residen(eG TLe 
Graduate Re(ord EYaCination QGRER Oill be rePuired 
for tLose OLo ele(t to Nursue adCission into tLe MGSG 
degree NrograCG 
Graduates in botL tLe (ertifi(ate and graduate degree 
NrograCs are edu(ationallK Pualified for (ertifi(ation 
bK tLe ACeri(an ;oard of Endodonti(sG 
PrograC linHT \OOOGlluGedu]dentistrK]endo] 
graduateNrograCGNage^G 
Application process 
TLe advan(ed edu(ation NrograC in endodonti(s 
Narti(iNates in tLe Postdo(toral ANNli(ation SuNNort 
Servi(e QPASSR of tLe ACeri(an Dental Edu(ation 
Asso(iation QADEAR* OLi(L alloOs aNNli(ants to 
aNNlK to CultiNle Narti(iNating institutionsG 
PASS aNNli(ants for tLe advan(ed edu(ation NrograC 
in endodonti(s Cust also (oCNlete and subCit a 
seNarate online aNNli(ation 
QLttNT]]OOOGlluGedu]aNNlKR dire(tlK to LoCa Linda 
UniversitKG 
TLis NrograC also Oill a((eNt dire(t aNNli(ations for 
individuals OLo are not aNNlKing to otLer institutions 
tLrougL PASSG 
Application deadline 
ANNli(ation for adCission sLould be subCitted bK 
SeNteCber U3 of tLe Kear Nrior to tLe suCCer of 
intended enrollCentG 
Tuition 
Tuition for tLe 2__`S2_U_ s(Lool Kear is aU_*44_ Ner 
a(adeCi( PuarterG In addition* fees for ea(L a(adeCi( 
Puarter in(ludeT insuran(e* aW`bZ student servi(es* 
aU2WZ inforCation te(LnologK suNNort* aU`3Z and 
Ci(rosurgerK fee* ab__G
 
7ajor  Certificate 7.S.D. 7.S. 
ENDN 3WX Endodonti( TreatCent Conferen(e Q2G_R UbG_ UbG_ UbG_ 
ENDN d_U Prin(iNles of Endodonti(s Q2G_R U_G_ U_G_ U_G_ 
ENDN d_X Literature SeCinar in Endodonti(s Q2G_R U2G_ U2G_ U2G_ 
ENDN d3X Pra(ti(e Tea(Ling in Endodonti(s QUG_R XG_ XG_ XG_ 
ENDN d`4A Resear(L UG_ UG_ UG_ 
ENDN d`4; Resear(L QUG_S2G_R UG_ 2G_ 2G_ 
Totals XdG_  X4G_  X4G_  
!"#$%&S#() +,(,-./ 
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Interdisciplinary  Certificate M.S.D. M.S. 
/&3" 145 #nt8odu<t=on to >=o?ed=<aB &eCea8<D 5EF 5EF 5EF 
/&3" 1G1 +B=n=<aB .8aB HatDoBoIJ 0EF 0EF 0EF 
/&3" KF4 H8a<t=<e LanaIe?ent 0EF 0EF 0EF 
/&3" KFM H8oNeCC=onaB %tD=<C 0EF 0EF 0EF 
/&3" K00 >=o?ed=<aB S<=en<e # 5EF 5EF 5EF 
/&3" K0G >=o?ed=<aB S<=en<e ## 5EF 5EF 5EF 
/&3" KG0 >aC=< L=<8oCu8Ie8J (e<Dn=OueC 0EF 0EF 0EF 
#LH3 K44 #nt8odu<t=on to #?PBant 3ent=Ct8J 0EF 0EF 0EF 
#LH3 K40 ,dQan<ed #?PBant 3ent=Ct8J 0EF 0EF 0EF 
.&H, 1GG &ad=oBoIJ 0EF 0EF 0EF 
H%&# K05 Lode8ate Sedat=on =n He8=odont=<C 5EF 5EF 5EF 
&%-R 1RR /8aduateSBeQeB &eB=I=on GEF GEF GEF 
(otaBC GGEF  GGEF  GGEF  
 
Clinical  
!n=tC No8 <B=n=< P8a<t=<e <ou8CeC do not <ount toTa8d ?=n=?u? nu?be8 oN I8aduate 
un=tC 8eOu=8ed No8 tDe deI8eeE  Certificate M.S.D. M.S. 
%"3" V01 +B=n=<aB H8a<t=<e =n %ndodont=<C W2EFX V0EF V0EF V0EF 
(otaBC Y  Y  Y  
Overall Totals 99.0  <0.0  <0.0  
+ou8Ce t=tBeC NoBBoTed bJ a nu?be8 =n Pa8entDeCeC =nd=<ate a Qa8=abBe un=t <ou8Ce o8 a <ou8Ce tDat =C to be 8ePeated 
one o8 ?o8e t=?eC unt=B tDe totaB 8eOu=8ed un=tC a8e 8ea<DedE (De nu?be8 =nC=de tDe Pa8entDeCeC =C tDe un=t QaBue oN 
tDe <ou8CeE (De nu?be8 =n tDe <oBu?n =C tDe totaB un=tC 8eOu=8ed No8 tDe deI8ee P8oI8a?E 
! "#$%&'(!)*'(+,(-./!012&'3*145)!
!
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Implant Dentistry, Advanced4SD 
(PD Certificate, M.S.D., M.S.) 
90":;!<=!<>?0)0/!)+-*3(@-/!012&'3*1!;1A3&(+@'!
B-@C-&#!
FACU?TA 
0%&11+'!9=!0%D0-1&E!
F@'C!G=!GE@+!
9@,*$E!F=!H=!H&'!
5=!0%*I&'1-@!H%*+'#&'!
9&+#*!<=!<@J&1&!
!
!
KE*!&12&'3*1!1*'(&%!*1A3&(+@'!$-@C-&#!+'!+#$%&'(!
1*'(+,(-.!%*&1,!(@!&!3*-(+L+3&(*=!KE*!$@,(1@3(@-&%!
,(A1*'(!#&.!&%,@!@M(&+'!&!:&,(*-!@L!53+*'3*!1*C-**=!
KE*!$-@C-&#!+,!1*,+C'*1!(@!$-*$&-*!(E*!,(A1*'(!L@-!
(E*!$-&3(+3*!@L!+#$%&'(!1*'(+,(-.!&'1!(@!$-@2+1*!(E*!
L@A'1&(+@'!L@-!(E*!3@'(+'A*1!&3NA+,+(+@'!@L!
O'@P%*1C*!&'1!3%+'+3&%!,O+%%,!+'!(E+,!1*#&'1+'C!&-*&=!
"#$%&'(!1*'(+,(-.!+'(*-L&3*,!P+(E!(E*!1*'(&%!
,$*3+&%(+*,!@L!@-&%!&'1!#&Q+%%@L&3+&%!,A-C*-./!
$-@,(E@1@'(+3,/!&'1!$*-+@1@'(+3,=!KE*!+#$%&'(!
1*'(+,(-.!,(A1*'(!P+%%!M*!*Q$*3(*1!(@!&3E+*2*!
&12&'3*1!O'@P%*1C*!&'1!,O+%%,!+'!3*-(&+'!&,$*3(,!@L!
&%%!(E*,*!1*'(&%!,$*3+&%(+*,!&'1!(@!M*!$-@L+3+*'(!+'!
+#$%&'(!$-@,(E@1@'(+3,!&'1!+#$%&'(!,A-C*-.=!KE*!
3@'(*'(!@L!(E*!$-@C-&#!+,!1*,+C'*1!(@!$-*$&-*!(E*!
,(A1*'(!L@-!3*-(+L+3&(+@'!M.!(E*!0#*-+3&'!R@&-1!@L!
"#$%&'(!)*'(+,(-./!&'1!A$@'!&$$%+3&(+@'!,SE*!#&.!M*!
NA&%+L+*1!&,!&'!&,,@3+&(*!L*%%@P!@L!(E*!0#*-+3&'!
03&1*#.!@L!"#$%&'(!)*'(+,(-.=!
KE*!$-@C-&#!,(&-(!1&(*!+,!9A%.!T/!&'1!(E*!-*NA+-*1!
(+#*!+'!-*,+1*'3*!L@-!(E*!3*-(+L+3&(*!+,!UV!#@'(E,=!
W@%%@P+'C!*'-@%%#*'(!+'(@!(E*!$-@C-&#/!,(A1*'(,!#&.!
&$$%.!L@-!&33*$(&'3*!(@!*+(E*-!(E*!:&,(*-!@L!53+*'3*!
X:=5=Y!@-!(E*!:&,(*-!@L!53+*'3*!+'!)*'(+,(-.!X:=5=)=Y!
1*C-**!(-&3O!+'!&11+(+@'!(@!(E*!,$*3+&%(.!3*-(+L+3&(*=!
KE*!&$$%+3&(+@'!,E@A%1!M*!,AM#+((*1!M*L@-*!(E*!*'1!@L!
(E*!L+-,(!.*&-!&'1!#A,(!M*!,A$$@-(*1!M.!(E*!$-@C-&#!
1+-*3(@-=!01#+,,+@'!+'(@!(E*!:=5=!@-!(E*!:=5=)=!1*C-**!
(-&3O!#&.!*Q(*'1!(E*!%*'C(E!@L!,(A1.!(@!3@#$%*(*!&!
-*,*&-3E!$-@I*3(!&'1!&!(E*,+,=!KE*!&11+(+@'&%!(+#*!
#A,(!M*!+'!-*,+1*'3*=!KE*!Z-&1A&(*![*3@-1!
;Q&#+'&(+@'!XZ[;Y!P+%%!M*!-*NA+-*1!L@-!(E@,*!PE@!
*%*3(!(@!$A-,A*!&1#+,,+@'!+'(@!(E*!:=5=!1*C-**!
$-@C-&#=!
Implant dentistry goals 
T= K@!*1A3&(*!C-&1A&(*!,(A1*'(,!@L!(E*!
&12&'3*1!*1A3&(+@'!$-@C-&#!+'!+#$%&'(!
1*'(+,(-.!(@!(E*!$-@L+3+*'3.!%*2*%!PE@!&-*!
3&$&M%*!@L!1*%+2*-+'C!+#$%&'(!1*'(+,(-.!
(-*&(#*'(=!
6= K@!$-@2+1*!+'D1*$(E!1+1&3(+3!&'1!3%+'+3&%!
+',(-A3(+@'!+'!$-@M%*#DM&,*1!$&(+*'(!
,+(A&(+@',!(E&(!-*NA+-*!+#$%&'(!$-@,(E@1@'(+3!
&'1!,A-C+3&%!,@%A(+@',=!
U= K@!(-&+'!C-&1A&(*!,(A1*'(,!@L!(E*!&12&'3*1!
*1A3&(+@'!$-@C-&#!+'!+#$%&'(!1*'(+,(-.!(@!
1*2*%@$!3%+'+3&%!$-&3(+3*=!
\= K@!&3E+*2*!(E*!E+CE*,(!%*2*%,!@L!$&(+*'(D
(-*&(#*'(!,&(+,L&3(+@'=!
7= K@!*1A3&(*!C-&1A&(*!,(A1*'(,!@L!(E*!
&12&'3*1!*1A3&(+@'!$-@C-&#!+'!+#$%&'(!
1*'(+,(-.!(@!$*-L@-#!-*,*&-3E!&'1!$-&3(+3*!
(*&3E+'C=!
B-@C-&#!%+'O]!
^PPP=%%A=*1AS1*'(+,(-.S+#$%&'(SC-&1A&(*$-@C-&#=
$&C*_=!
Application deadline 
0$$%+3&(+@'!L@-!&1#+,,+@'!,E@A%1!M*!,AM#+((*1!M.!
5*$(*#M*-!T7!@L!(E*!.*&-!$-+@-!(@!(E*!,$-+'C!@L!
+'(*'1*1!*'-@%%#*'(=!
Tuition 
KE*!"#$%&'(!)*'(+,(-.!B-@C-&#!3@##*'3*,!P+(E!&!
-*,+1*'3.!+'!&'*,(E*,+@%@C.!+'!(E*!5$-+'C!`A&-(*-!
M*L@-*!(E*!$-@C-&#a,!&3&1*#+3!.*&-!M*C+',!+'!(E*!
5A##*-!`A&-(*-=!
KA+(+@'!L@-!(E*!6bb8D6bTb!,3E@@%!.*&-!+,!cTb/ddb!$*-!
&3&1*#+3!NA&-(*-=!011+(+@'&%!L**,!L@-!*&3E!&3&1*#+3!
NA&-(*-!+'3%A1*!+',A-&'3*/!cU8ef!,(A1*'(!,*-2+3*,/!
cT6Uf!&'1!+'L@-#&(+@'!(*3E'@%@C.!,A$$@-(/!cT87=!
5$-+'C!`A&-(*-!6bb8D6bTb]!W@-!5$-+'C!`A&-(*-/!&!
,*$&-&(*!L**!@L!cebb!+,!3E&-C*1!L@-!Z[)g!VU6!R&,+3!
:+3-@,A-C*-.!K*3E'+NA*4(&O*'!M.!,(A1*'(,!1A-+'C!
(E*!L+-,(!NA&-(*-!X5$-+'CY=!KE+,!L**!1@*,!'@(!+'3%A1*!
+',(-A#*'(,!&'1!(*Q(M@@O,=!5(A1*'(,!,E@A%1!$%&'!@'!
&'!&''A&%!+'3-*&,*!3@',+,(*'(!P+(E!+'L%&(+@'!+'!(E*!
*1A3&(+@'!,*3(@-=
Major! Certificate M.S.D. M.S. 
":B)!7b7 B&(+*'(!B-*,*'(&(+@'!5*#+'&-!XT=bY Tb=b Tb=b Tb=b 
":B)!7UU 0$$%+*1![&1+@%@C.!L@-!"#$%&'(!)*'(+,(-. T=7 T=7 T=7 
":B)!7VT )*'(&%!R+@*'C+'**-+'C 6=b 6=b 6=b 
":B)!7e7 "#$%&'(!B-@,(E@1@'(+3,!X6=bY Tb=b Tb=b Tb=b 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*
*
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#345*126 -789:;8<:9*&9=79>*7?*#@AB;?8*59?87C8:D*E6F2G0F2H 00F2 00F2 00F2 
#345*12I +<::9?8*-789:;8<:9*&9=79>*7?*#@AB;?8*59?87C8:D*E0F2H 02F2 02F2 02F2 
#345*166 #?8:JK<L87J?*8J*#@AB;?8*59?87C8:D 0F2 0F2 0F2 
#345*160 ,K=;?L9K*#@AB;?8*59?87C8:D 0F2 0F2 0F2 
#345*1M6 .:;B*#@AB;?8*'<:N9:D*E6F2H 66F2 66F2 66F2 
#345*1MI 57;N?JC7C*;?K*(:9;8@9?8*4B;??7?N*7?*#@AB;?8*59?87C8:D*E6F2H 62F2 62F2 62F2 
#345*1MO 49:7G#@AB;?8*P7C8JA;8QJBJND 6F2 6F2 6F2 
#345*1RI 4:;L87L9*(9;LQ7?N*7?*#@AB;?8*59?87C8:D*E6F2GMF2H MF2 MF2 MF2 
#345*1S1 'LQJB;:BD*,L87=78D*7?*#@AB;?8*59?87C8:D 6F2 6F2 6F2 
#345*1SO, &9C9;:LQ * 6F2 6F2 
#345*1SOT &9C9;:LQ * 0F2 0F2 
(J8;BC SRFR* SUFR* SUFR* 
 
Inter&is)i*linary* .erti/i)ate 01S1D1 01S1 
/&5"*R6I #?8:JK<L87J?*8J*T7J@9K7L;B*&9C9;:LQ IF2 IF2 IF2 
/&5"*RMR +B7?7L;B*.:;B*4;8QJBJND 0F2 0F2 0F2 
/&5"*12S 4:JV9CC7J?;B*%8Q7LC 0F2 0F2 0F2 
/&5"*100 T7J@9K7L;B*'L79?L9*# IF2 IF2 IF2 
/&5"*10M T7J@9K7L;B*'L79?L9*## IF2 IF2 IF2 
/&5"*1M0 T;C7L*37L:JC<:N9:D*(9LQ?7W<9C 0F2 0F2 0F2 
.3X'*12I '9B9L89K*(JA7LC*7?*.:;B*;?K*3;Y7BBJV;L7;B*'<:N9:D*E6F2H 66F2 66F2 66F2 
.3X'*121 ,AAB79K*'<:N7L;B*,?;8J@D 6F2 6F2 6F2 
4%&#*10I 3JK9:;89*'9K;87J?*7?*49:7JKJ?87LC IF2 IF2 IF2 
4&.'*R22 4:JC8QJKJ?87L*-789:;8<:9*&9=79>*E0F2H 1F2 1F2 1F2 
4&.'*RI1 .LLB<C7J?*;?K*3J:AQJBJND 0F2 0F2 0F2 
4&.'*RIO .LLB<C7J?Z*4:7?L7AB9C*;?K*#?C8:<@9?8;87J? 0F2 0F2 0F2 
4&.'*RRR &9@J=;[B9*4;:87;B*4:JC8QJKJ?87LC 0F2 0F2 0F2 
4&.'*R1R +J@AB989*59?8<:9*4:JC8QJKJ?87LC 0F2 0F2 0F2 
4&.'*R11 ,K=;?L9K*+J@AB989*59?8<:9*4:JC8QJKJ?87LC 0F2 0F2 0F2 
4&.'*ROR X7Y9K*4;:87;B*4:JC8QJKJ?87LC 0F2 0F2 0F2 
4&.'*RO1 ,K=;?L9K*X7Y9K*4;:87;B*4:JC8QJKJ?87LC*#*E3+*,9C8Q987LCH 0F2 0F2 0F2 
4&.'*RSR 3;Y7BBJV;L7;B*4:JC8Q987LC 0F2 0F2 0F2 
&%-%*R0I +Q:7C87;?*T7J98Q7LC MF2 MF2 MF2 
(J8;BC RSF2* ROF2* ROF2* 
 
*
*
*
 "mp%ant )entistr./ 0d2anced—S) 
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Clinical  
9nits :or c%inic practice co<rses do not co<nt to=ard minim<m n<m>er o: 
?rad<ate <nits re@<ired :or the de?reeB  Certificate M.S.D. M.S. 
"CD) E6F G%inica% Dractice in "mp%ant )entistr. HIBJK IJBJ IJBJ IJBJ 
"CD) E67 G%inica% Dractice in Deriodontics in "mp%ant )entistr. H6BJK IBJ IBJ IBJ 
"CD) E6E G%inica% Dractice o: Drosthodontics in "mp%ant )entistr. H6BJK 6JBJ 6JBJ 6JBJ 
Tota%s —  —  —  
/verall Totals 164.6 166.6  166.6  
Go<rse tit%es :o%%o=ed >. a n<m>er in parentheses indicate a 2aria>%e <nit co<rse or a co<rse that is to >e repeated 
one or more times <nti% the tota% re@<ired <nits are reachedB The n<m>er inside the parentheses is the <nit 2a%<e o: 
the co<rseB The n<m>er in the co%<mn is the tota% <nits re@<ired :or the de?ree pro?ramB 
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Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, Advanced6
SD 
(PD Certificate, M.S.D., M.S., M.D.) 
ALAN S2 3ERFORD, Director, Ad>anced Education 
Program 
FACULTY 
Eeffrey S2 Dean 
Li>iu F2 Eftimie 
Alan S2 3erford 
Fred R2 MattheKs 
Wayne N2 (anaOa 
 
 
(he ad>anced dental education program in oral and 
maQillofacial surgery is designed to prepare the 
resident for practice of the specialty and to pro>ide 
the foundation for the continued acRuisition of 
OnoKledge and sOills2 Clinical surgical health care 
deli>ery is emphasiSed2 (he resident is introduced to 
research methodology and teaching to de>elop an 
increased aKareness of their importance in assessing 
clinical procedures and patient management2 (he 
content of the program conforms to the Standards of 
the Commission on Accreditation and is designed to 
prepare the surgeon for certification by the American 
Uoard of Oral and MaQillofacial Surgery2 
FourVyear and siQVyear residency programs are 
a>ailable2 Residents in the siQVyear program Kill also 
complete medical school and a oneVyear general 
surgery internship2 (he residency begins Euly W2 
FolloKing enrollment into the program, residents 
may apply for acceptance to either the Master of 
Science (M2S2) or the Master of Science in Dentistry 
(M2S2D2) degree tracO in addition to the specialty 
certificate2 (he application should be submitted 
before the end of the first year and must be supported 
by the program director2 Admission into the M2S2 or 
the M2S2D2 degree tracO may eQtend the length of 
studyZ the additional time must be in residence2 (he 
/raduate Record EQamination (/RE) Kill be reRuired 
for admission into the M2S2 degree program2 
Oral and maxillofacial surgery goals 
W2 (o prepare the resident for competent 
deli>ery of health care2 
02 (o prepare the resident for continual 
acRuisition of sOills and OnoKledge to 
impro>e health care2 
[2 (o prepare the resident for certification by 
the American Uoard of Oral and 
MaQillofacial Surgery2 
\2 (o pro>ide the bacOground for stimulation 
of academic achie>ement should the resident 
Kish to enter into a teaching career2 
]2 (o enable the resident to practice the full 
scope of oral and maQillofacial surgery in a 
competent and sOillful manner based on a 
thorough OnoKledge of the basic sciences2 
12 (o integrate oral and maQillofacial surgical 
care Kith other medical and dental 
specialties in the health care deli>ery system2 
^2 (o conduct clinical in>estigation and_or 
research studies2 
`2 (o encourage the resident to practice the 
specialty based upon the highest moral and 
ethical standards2 
a2 (o pro>ide the resident the opportunity to 
achie>e a high degree of clinical proficiency 
in his_her speciality2 
Wb2 (o pro>ide eQtensi>e surgical eQperience of a 
broad nature2 
WW2 (o de>elop competence in the 
administration of inpatient and outpatient 
general anesthesia, local anesthesia, and 
sedation techniRues2 
W02 (o pro>ide the resident Kith the basic sOills 
and tools reRuired to manage the 
administration of his_her practice2 
W[2 (o pro>ide competence in resident 
communication sOills2 (raining Kill include 
public speaOing, lecturing, Kriting, and 
impro>ing the residentcs critical thinOingd
pro>iding a foundation to become an 
effecti>e student and mentor2 
W\2 (o pro>ide residents eQposure and sOill to 
e>aluate and treat patients Kith the 
maQillofacial sOeletal system, including but 
not limited to dentoal>eolar surgery, 
maQillofacial trauma, reconstructi>e, 
pathology and orthognathic_craniofacial 
surgery2 
W]2 (o demonstrate the importance of lifelong 
learning and to encourage promotion of 
faculty2 
Program linOe fKKK2llu2edu_dentistry_oms_ 
graduateprogram2pageg2 
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Application process 
The advanced education program in oral and 
ma)illofacial surgery participates in the Postdoctoral 
Application Support Service (PASS) of the American 
Dental Dducation Association (ADDA), Ehich alloEs 
applicants to apply to multiple participating 
institutionsF 
PASS applicants for the advanced education program 
in oral and ma)illofacial surgery must also complete 
and submit an online application directly to Loma 
Linda IniversityF PASS applicants should contact the 
Office of Advanced Dental Dducation to have a Loma 
Linda Iniversity application opened for them online 
after submitting their PASS applicationF 
The advanced education program in oral and 
ma)illofacial surgery also participates in the 
Postdoctoral Dental (atching Program ((atch)F This 
program identifies and JmatchesJ the preferences of 
applicants and the advanced education program, 
using a ranK order list submitted by the applicant and 
the programF 
Application deadline 
Application for admission should be submitted by 
October 1 of the year prior to the summer of intended 
enrollmentF The program participates in the 
Postdoctoral Application Service (PASS) and the 
National (atch ProgramF Applicants to the si)Nyear 
program must also apply to the School of (edicineF 
Tuition 
Tuition and fees are EaivedF
 
1ajor  Certificate 1.S.D. 1.S. 
O(OS 9PQ Selected Topics in Oral and (a)illofacial Surgery (1FP) 12FP 12FP 12FP 
O(OS 9PR 
Integrated Orthodontic and Surgical Correction of 
Dentofacial Deformities (1FP) 
12FP 12FP 12FP 
O(OS 9P9 Applied Surgical Anatomy 1FP 1FP 1FP 
O(OS 9PU 
Principles of (edical Vistory, Physical D)amination, and 
Clinical (edicine 
2FP 2FP 2FP 
O(OS 9PW Surgical Oral and (a)illofacial Pathology Conference (PFR) 9FP 9FP 9FP 
O(OS 9PX Literature RevieE in Oral and (a)illofacial Surgery (PFR) 9FP 9FP 9FP 
O(OS 91R Current Trends in (edicine and Surgery (2FP) 12FP 12FP 12FP 
O(OS 919 Application of Surgical Principles to Orthognathic Surgery 1FP 1FP 1FP 
O(OS 91U 
Critical Decision (aKing in Oral and (a)illofacial 
Surgery (1FP) 
12FP 12FP 12FP 
O(OS 91W Introduction to Zeneral Anesthesia 1FP 1FP 1FP 
O(OS 9X9 Scholarly Activity in Oral and (a)illofacial Surgery 1FP 1FP 1FP 
O(OS 9XUA Research   1FP 1FP 
O(OS 9XUB Research (1FPN2FP)   2FP 2FP 
Totals 99FP  9XFP  9XFP  
 
Interdisciplinary  Certificate 1.S.D. 1.S. 
ZRDN 9P1 Practice (anagement 2FP 2FP 2FP 
ZRDN 9:2 Basic (icrosurgery Techni\ues 2FP 2FP 2FP 
RDLD R:Q Dthical Issues in Public Vealth :FP :FP :FP 
Totals UFP  UFP  UFP  
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!linical  
Units for clinic practice courses do not count toward minimum number of 
graduate units required for the degree. ! !ertificate! +,-,D,! +,-,!
OMFS 614!
Clinical Experience in Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery 
Practice NO.PQ!
OP.P! OP.P! OP.P!
Totals! R ! R ! R !
/verall 2otals! 53,7 ! 58,7 ! 58,7 !
Course titles followed by a number in parentheses indicate a variable unit course or a course that is to be repeated 
one or more times until the total required units are reached. The number inside the parentheses is the unit value of 
the course. The number in the column is the total units required for the degree program. 
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:"SEPH >. CARUS", Chair 
V. LER"E LEGGITT, Director, Advanced Education 
Program 
=39>?@A+
:oseph >. Caruso 
:ames R. Farrage 
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V. Leroy Leggitt 
Roland D. O. Neufeld 
Qitichai Rungcharassaeng 
R. David Rynearson 
 
 
The graduate program in orthodontics and 
dentofacial orthopedics is organiRed to provide 
graduates with the knowledge and skill toU 
1. Develop technical competence in the skill of 
orthodontics. 
2. Deepen understanding of the basic natural 
sciences and their correlation with the 
practice of orthodontics. 
3. Develop analytical thinking. 
4. Develop skills in clinical research. 
5. Increase the sense of responsibility toward 
the patient and the community. 
8. Develop increased awareness of the 
obligation to make contributions to the 
growth and stature of the profession and to 
coordinate with individuals in other allied 
professional disciplines. 
All of the above goals are designed to prepare the 
student for a specialty practice in orthodontics or for 
pursuing a teaching career. The content of the 
program conforms to the standards developed by the 
specialty board, and graduates are educationally 
qualified for certification by the American Board of 
"rthodontics. 
The master[s degree program requires a minimum of 
twenty-seven months in residence, beginning in late 
:une. Additional time may be required, depending on 
the research selected. The Graduate Record 
Examination (GRE) is required for admission into the 
master[s degree program. 
!"#$%&%'#()*+,'&+&.'#%/,)(,0+%"#$%1.&()*+B%,0*+
1. Students will have course work in 
biomedical sciences that is intended to 
provide the knowledge required to practice 
orthodontics and dentofacial orthopedics as 
defined by the program[s proficiency 
standard. 
2. Students will have a clinical experience that 
is varied and demanding and that will 
prepare them for the clinical practice of 
orthodontics and dentofacial orthopedics, 
with emphasis in bioprogressive principles. 
3. Students will perform research that provides 
them with experience involving problem 
solving, critical thinking, research 
methodology and scientific writing. 
4. Students will be exposed to and participate 
in a teaching experience. 
5. Students will be exposed to professional 
venues that encourage continued 
professional growth. 
Program linkU `www.llu.edu/dentistry/ortho/ 
graduateprogram.pageb. 
3110(),#(%'+&.,&0('.+
All applications for admission should be submitted to 
the school by August 1 of the year prior to the 
summer of intended enrollment. 
@C(#(%'+
Tuition for the 200d-2010 school year is e10,770 per 
academic quarter. Additional fees for each academic 
quarter includeU insurance, e3d8; student services, 
e123; and information technology support, e1d5.
 
:,D%"  9."#(/(),#. :;6; 
"RDN 524 Introduction to Graduate "rthodontics 12.0 12.0 
"RDN 524L Introduction to Graduate "rthodontics Laboratory 8.0 8.0 
"RDN 525 >aterials Science and >echanics 2.0 2.0 
"RDN 528 Applied Anatomy 2.0 2.0 
"RDN 527 Clinical Photography 1.0 1.0 
!"#$E&S#T) +,T,-./ 
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.&2" 343 ,dvanced +ephalometrics 0.E 0.E 
.&2" 341 +oncepts of Ghysical ,nthropology 0.E 0.E 
.&2" 3J3 /rowth and 2evelopment 4.E 4.E 
.&2" 3J1 Lundamentals of .cclusion 0.E 0.E 
.&2" 3NO 2iagnosis and Treatment Glanning # 0.E 0.E 
.&2" 3NJ 2iagnosis and Treatment Glanning ## 0.E 0.E 
.&2" 3PJ +urrent .rthodontics -iterature # 0.E 0.E 
.&2" 3QO +urrent .rthodontics -iterature ## 0.E 0.E 
.&2" 3QN .rthognathic Surgery Theory and -iterature &eview 0.E 0.E 
.&2" 1EJ Seminar in .rthodontics O.E O.E 
.&2" 1E3 ,dvanced Seminar in .rthodontics RO.ES 0.E 0.E 
.&2" 1E1 +raniofacial /enetics 0.E 0.E 
.&2" 1EP Ghysiology and Gathology of Speech O.E O.E 
.&2" 14J .rthodontics +linical +onference 0.E 0.E 
.&2" 143 Linishing Techanics # 0.E 0.E 
.&2" 141 Linishing Techanics ## O.E O.E 
.&2" 13J Gractice Teaching in .rthodontics RO.EUJ.ES J.E J.E 
.&2" 133 Temporomandibular Lunction and 2ysfunction 0.E 0.E 
.&2" 13N .rthodontic Woard Greparation RO.EU1.ES 1.E 1.E 
.&2" 1QN, &esearch O.E O.E 
.&2" 1QNW &esearch O.E 0.E 
Totals 1N.E  1P.E  
 
I"#$%&'()'*+'",%-  C$%#'/'),#$ M1S1 
/&2" 3OJ #ntroduction to Wiomedical &esearch J.E J.E 
/&2" 1EO Gractice Tanagement 0.E 0.E 
/&2" 1EQ Grofessional Ethics 0.E 0.E 
/&2" 104 Wiomedical Science ## 3.E 3.E 
.TLS 1EP Surgical .ral and Taxillofacial Gathology +onference RE.3S 0.E 0.E 
.TLS 1O1 ,pplication of Surgical Grinciples to .rthognathic Surgery O.E O.E 
&E-Y 3YY /raduateUlevel &eligion 4.E 4.E 
Totals OQ.E  OQ.E  
 
C+'"'),+  
!nits for clinic practice courses do not count toward minimum number of graduate units 
required for the degree.  C$%#'/'),#$ M1S1 
.&2" N03 +linical Gractice in .rthodontics RN.ES 31.E 31.E 
Totals [  [  
O4$%,++ T7#,+( 891:  8;1:  
+ourse titles followed by a number in parentheses indicate a variable unit course or a course that is to be repeated 
one or more times until the total required units are reached. The number inside the parentheses is the unit value of 
the course. The number in the column is the total units required for the degree program. 
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F. ROBERT TRAFICANTE, Jr., Director, Advanced 
Education Program 
J. TODD MILLEDGE, Associate Director, Advanced 
Education Program 
9/4:;<=)
Jung-Wei Chen 
Richard L. Grabowsky 
J. Todd Milledge 
Bonnie A. Nelson 
Wesley K. Okumura 
F. Robert Traficante, Jr. 
 
 
The advanced dental education program in pediatric 
dentistry is designed to prepare the resident as a 
specialist in this area of dentistry. The curriculum 
leads to a certificate in pediatric dentistry. Clinical 
pediatric dentistry is emphasized; however, this 
clinical experience is balanced with a didactic 
curriculum of multidisciplinary courses and seminars. 
There is also a research component designed to 
expose the resident to problem solving using the 
scientific method. The program requires a minimum 
of twenty-four months in residence beginning July 1, 
and fulfills the requirements for initiating the process 
of certification by the American Board of Pediatric 
Dentistry. 
Following enrollment into the program, residents 
may apply for acceptance to either the Master of 
Science (M.S.) or the Master of Science in Dentistry 
(M.S.D.) degree track in addition to the specialty 
certificate. The application should be submitted 
before the end of the first year and must be supported 
by the program director. Admission into the M.S. or 
the M.S.D. degree track may extend the length of 
study; the additional time must be in residence. The 
Graduate Record Examination (GRE) will be required 
for those who elect to pursue admission into the M.S. 
degree program. 
!"#$%&'$()#"+&$,&'-)>?%@,)
1. To prepare the resident to be a specialist 
who is proficient in providing 
comprehensive, preventive, and therapeutic 
oral health care for infants and children 
through adolescence, including those with 
special health care needs. 
2. To provide an educational structure that 
complies with the standards set forth by the 
Commission on Dental Accreditation. 
3. To prepare the resident for the practice of 
pediatric dentistry. 
4. To train pediatric dentists who have 
participated in pediatric dental research. 
5. To train pediatric dentists who have 
participated in teaching pediatric dentistry. 
6. To prepare the resident for certification by 
the American Board of Pediatric Dentistry. 
Program link: <www.llu.edu/dentistry/pediatrics/ 
graduateprogram.page>. 
/AA@$(%&$?+)A'?(",,)
The advanced education program in pediatric 
dentistry participates in the Postdoctoral Application 
Support Service (PASS) of the American Dental 
Education Association (ADEA), which allows 
applicants to apply to multiple participating 
institutions. 
PASS applicants for the advanced education program 
in pediatric dentistry must also complete and submit 
a separate online application 
<http://www.llu.edu/central/apply/index.page> 
directly to Loma Linda University. 
This program also will accept direct applications for 
individuals who are not applying to other institutions 
through PASS. 
/AA@$(%&$?+)#"%#@$+")
Application for admission should be submitted by 
October 15 of the year prior to the summer of 
intended enrollment. 
<B$&$?+)%+#)5"",)
Tuition for the 2009-2010 school year is $10,770 per 
academic quarter. Additional fees for each academic 
quarter include: insurance, $398; student services, 
$123; and information technology support, $195.
 
6%C?'  4"'&$5$(%&" 6727*7 6727 
PEDN 503 Pediatric Dental Seminar (2.0) 16.0 16.0 16.0 
PEDN 508 Pediatric Hospital Dentistry Seminar 2.0 2.0 2.0 
PEDN 512 Oral Sedation Seminar 2.0 2.0 2.0 
PEDN 521 Principles of Medicine and Physical Diagnosis 2.0 2.0 2.0 
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PEDN 506 Introduction to Ort?odontics 0AB 0AB 0AB 
PEDN 506L Introduction to Ort?odontics Laboratory FAB FAB FAB 
PEDN 1B6 Pediatric Dental Literature I0AB-F0ABK F6AB F6AB F6AB 
PEDN 156 Practice Teac?ing for Pediatric Dentistry IFAB-5ABK 5AB 5AB 5AB 
PEDN 12B 
Elective Study for Advanced Education Students of Pediatric 
Dentistry IFAB-FBABK 
5AB 5AB 5AB 
PEDN 1O1 Sc?olarly Activity in Pediatric Dentistry FAB FAB FAB 
PEDN 1OPA Researc?   FAB FAB 
PEDN 1OPQ Researc?   FAB FAB 
Totals 5BAB  50AB  50AB  
 
Inter&i()ip+inar-  Certi/i)ate 01S1D1 01S1 
GRDN 5F6 Introduction to Qiomedical Researc? 6AB 6AB 6AB 
GRDN 5S5 Clinical Oral Pat?ology 0AB 0AB 0AB 
GRDN 1BF Practice Management 0AB 0AB 0AB 
GRDN 1BO Professional Et?ics 0AB 0AB 0AB 
GRDN 100 Qiomedical Science I 6AB 6AB 6AB 
GRDN 10S Qiomedical Science II 6AB 6AB 6AB 
ORDN 501 Applied Anatomy 0AB 0AB 0AB 
ORDN 565 GroVt? and Development SAB SAB SAB 
ORDN 1B1 Craniofacial Genetics 0AB 0AB 0AB 
ORDN 1B2 P?ysiology and Pat?ology of Speec? FAB FAB FAB 
ORPA 5SS Radiology 0AB 0AB 0AB 
RELE 506 C?ristian Qioet?ics SAB SAB SAB 
Totals SFAB  SFAB  SFAB  
 
C+ini)a+  
!nits for clinic practice courses do not count toVard minimum number of 
graduate units required for t?e degreeA  Certi/i)ate 01S1D1 01S1 
PEDN P05 Pediatric Dental Clinic I2ABK 16AB 16AB 16AB 
Totals X  X  X  
O5era++ Tota+( 9110  9<10  9<10  
Course titles folloVed by a number in parent?eses indicate a variable unit course or a course t?at is to be repeated 
one or more times until t?e total required units are reac?edA T?e number inside t?e parent?eses is t?e unit value of 
t?e courseA T?e number in t?e column is t?e total units required for t?e degree programA 
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Peri%d%nti)s+ Ad.an)ed—SD 
(PD Certi5i)ate+ M7S7D7+ M7S7) 
JEFFREY M. HEN?IN, Program Director, Advanced 
Education Program 
FACULTY 
Nikola Angelov 
R. Leslie Arnett 
Jeffrey M. Henkin 
Yoon J. ?im 
Craig M. Ririe 
Dennis Smith 
Albert M. Weissman 
 
 
The three-year advanced dental education program in 
periodontics leads to a certificate in periodontics with 
an optional Master of Science QM.S.R or Master of 
Science in Dentistry QM.S.D.R degree. 
The certificate in periodontics prepares the student 
for a specialty practice and provides the basis for 
continuing professional development after 
completion of the program. Specific emphasis is 
placed on various high-level technique procedures, 
including esthetics- and prosthetics-related 
mucogingival surgery, root-form implant placement, 
preparatory augmentation, and repairs. The program 
includes didactic and clinical training, as well as 
research in a topic selected by the student. 
The student is required to complete one or more 
research proTects and is involved in clinical and 
didactic predoctoral teaching activities. The Graduate 
Record Examination QGRER is required for those who 
elect to pursue the M.S. degree program. The optional 
masterWs degree tracks are intended for the student 
who wishes to pursue an academic career or full-time 
clinical practice. 
A minimum of thirty-six months in residence is 
required, beginning in July. 
Peri%d%nti)s g%als 
1. To train graduate students in the science of 
periodontics0including contributions from 
the literature, an understanding of 
periodontal pathology, and knowledge of 
the history and current rationale for 
performing clinical procedures in 
periodontics. 
2. To train graduate students to be able to 
perform at the level of proficiency the full 
range of clinical procedures that are 
considered essential to establish a specialty 
practice in the field of periodontics. 
3. To train graduate students to be able to 
design, conduct, and report a periodontal 
research proTect under the guidance of and 
in collaboration with a graduate faculty 
memberZ and to encourage graduate 
students to become diplomates of the 
American Board of Periodontology. 
4. To train graduate students to be able to teach 
in both didactic and clinical areas of 
predoctoral periodontics at the level of a 
Tunior faculty member, with the intent to 
enhance their ability to communicate with 
peers. 
5. To train graduate students to be able to 
successfully complete the American Board of 
Periodontology Certification Examination. 
6. To train graduate students to be able to 
achieve successful careers in clinical practice, 
research, and/or dental education. 
Program link: <www.llu.edu/dentistry/perio/ 
graduateprogram.page> 
Appli)ati%n pr%)ess 
The advanced education program in periodontics 
participates in the Postdoctoral Application Support 
Service QPASSR of the American Dental Education 
Association QADEAR, which allows applicants to 
apply to multiple participating institutions. 
PASS applicants for the advanced education program 
in periodontics must also complete and submit a 
separate online application 
<www.llu.edu/central/apply/index.page> directly 
to Loma Linda University. 
Through a rolling admissions process, this program 
also will accept direct applications for individuals 
who are not applying to other institutions through 
PASS. Applicants will be selected for admission 
during the application period until the class is filled. 
Once the class has been filled, an announcement will 
be posted on the programWs description on the Loma 
Linda University School of Dentistry Web site, and 
the admissions process will be closed for the year. 
Appli)ati%n deadline 
Application for admission should be submitted to the 
program by September 1 of the year prior to the 
summer of intended enrollment. 
Tuiti%n 
Tuition for the 2009-2010 school year is $10,770 per 
academic quarter. Additional fees for each academic 
quarter include: insurance, $398Z student services, 
$123Z and information technology support, $195.
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!a#or ! &erti*icate! !,S,D,! !,S,!
PERI 425! The Periodontium! 2.2! 2.2! 2.2!
PERI 4AB! Periodontal Pathology G2.2H! B2.2! B2.2! B2.2!
PERI I2B! Periodontal Therapy G2.2H! B2.2! B2.2! B2.2!
PERI I25! Current Periodontal and Implant Literature G2.2H! BK.2! BK.2! BK.2!
PERI I24! Implant Literature Review G2.2H! 5.2! 5.2! 5.2!
PERI IBB! Introduction to Periodontics! 2.2! 2.2! 2.2!
PERI IB5! Implant Treatment Planning G2.2H! 25.2! 25.2! 25.2!
PERI I25! Moderate Sedation in Periodontics! 5.2! 5.2! 5.2!
PERI IA5! Clinical Conference GB.2-2.2H! S.2! S.2! S.2!
PERI I45! Practice Teaching in Periodontics GB.2H! 5.2! 5.2! 5.2!
PERI ISI! Scholarly Activity in Periodontics! B.2! B.2! B.2!
PERI IS1A! Research!  ! B.2! B.2!
PERI IS1B! Research GB.2-2.2H!  ! 2.2! 2.2!
Totals! S2.2 ! SA.2 ! SA.2 !
!
/nterdisci3linary ! &erti*icate! !,S,D,! !,S,!
GRDN 4B5! Introduction to Biomedical Research! 5.2! 5.2! 5.2!
GRDN 4A4! Clinical Oral Pathology! V! 2.2! 2.2!
GRDN I2S! Professional Ethics! 2.2! 2.2! 2.2!
GRDN I22! Biomedical Science I! 5.2! 5.2! 5.2!
GRDN I2A! Biomedical Science II! 5.2! 5.2! 5.2!
GRDN IA2! Basic Microsurgery Techniques! 2.2! 2.2! 2.2!
RELE 425! Christian Bioethics! A.2! A.2! A.2!
Totals! BS.2 ! 2B.2 ! BS.2 !
!
&linical  
Units for clinic practice courses do not count toward minimum number of 
graduate units required for the degree. ! &erti*icate! !,S,D,! !,S,!
PERI 124! Clinical Practice in Periodontics GB.2-I.2H! 12.2! 12.2! 12.2!
PERI 12I! Clinical Practice in Implant Surgery G2.2H! 25.2! 25.2! 25.2!
Totals! V ! V ! V !
6verall 9otals! :;<,; ! ::=,; ! ::>,; !
Course titles followed by a number in parentheses indicate a variable unit course or a course that is to be repeated 
one or more times until the total required units are reached. The number inside the parentheses is the unit value of 
the course. The number in the column is the total units required for the degree program. 
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Prosthodontics, Advanced1SD 
(PD Certificates, M.S.D., M.S.) 
7-89:; 8< =-88-D>?>@, Dire+tor, -(.an+e( 
:(u+ation "rogram 
FACULTY 
Da(im E< FaGa 
H'arles J< Koo(a+re 
F< Dan 9all 
JoseL' ?< =< =an 
7at'eM 8< =atta(iyil 
-mir 9< ='atami 
2< -leOan(ro =leinman 
Jaime @< @oPa(a 
;< "atri+Q Daylor 
"aul @< Ri+'ar(son 
S< Jose 8orres 
7yron 2< ;iner 
 
 
8'e 2+'ool oT DentistryUs a(.an+e( (ental e(u+ation 
Lrogram in Lrost'o(onti+s is (esigne( to in+rease t'e 
QnoMle(ge Gase an( +lini+al an( laGoratory sQills oT 
t'e stu(ent in all areas oT Lrost'o(onti+s< >n a((ition 
to +on.entional TiVe( an( remo.aGle Lrost'o(onti+s, 
t'is Lrogram oTTers +onsi(eraGle eVLerien+e in 
imLlant Lrost'o(onti+s an( est'eti+ (entistry, an 
intro(u+tion to maVilloTa+ial Lrost'eti+s, an( t'e 
(iagnosis an( treatment oT Latients Mit' 
temLoroman(iGular (ysTun+tion< HomLre'ensi.e 
inter(is+iLlinary treatment Llanning seminars Mit' 
stu(ents an( Ta+ulty oT ot'er a(.an+e( (ental 
e(u+ation Lrograms are (esigne( to LreLare t'e 
stu(ent to intera+t Mit' an( +oor(inate t'e treatment 
oT Latients reWuiring a(.an+e( Lrost'o(onti+ +are< 
8'e Lrogram Gegins on July 6 an( reWuires t'irtyXsiV 
mont's in resi(en+e to +omLlete t'e +ertiTi+ate 
reWuirements< 
SolloMing enrollment into t'e Lrogram, stu(ents may 
aLLly Tor a++eLtan+e to eit'er t'e 7aster oT 2+ien+e 
Y7<2<Z or t'e 7aster oT 2+ien+e in Dentistry Y7<2<D<Z 
(egree tra+Q in a((ition to t'e sLe+ialty +ertiTi+ate< 
8'e aLLli+ation must Ge suLLorte( Gy t'e Lrogram 
(ire+tor< -(mission into t'e 7<2< or t'e 7<2<D< (egree 
tra+Q may eVten( t'e lengt' oT stu(y[ t'e a((itional 
time must also Ge in resi(en+e< 8'e Kra(uate Re+or( 
:Vamination YKR:Z is reWuire( Tor t'ose M'o ele+t to 
Lursue t'e 7<2< (egree Lrogram< 
Prosthodontic goals 
6< 8o e(u+ate stu(ents oT t'e -(.an+e( 
:(u+ation "rogram in "rost'o(onti+s to 
Ge+ome LroTi+ient in t'e (eli.ery oT 
Lrost'o(onti+ +are< 
4< 8o train stu(ents to LerTorm at t'e le.el oT 
LroTi+ien+y Tor t'e Tull range oT +lini+al 
Lro+e(ures t'at are +onsi(ere( an integral 
Lart oT t'e sLe+ialty oT Lrost'o(onti+s[ to 
utiliPe eVLerien+e(, 'ig'ly +omLetent Ta+ulty 
M'o are re+ogniPe( Gy t'e sLe+ialty[ an( to 
a++omLlis' management oT LatientsU 
Lrost'eti+ nee(s su++essTully so t'at t'e 
Latients are satisTie(, +omTortaGle, an( 
a++eLtaGly treate( in a timely, eTTi+ient 
manner< 
\< 8o e(u+ate stu(ents oT t'e a(.an+e( 
e(u+ation Lrogram in Lrost'o(onti+s to 
LerTorm resear+' an( Lra+ti+e tea+'ing< 
]< 8o en+ourage stu(ents to Larti+iLate in 
Lrost'o(onti+s (ental tea+'ing an( to 
LreLare t'em to +ontinue to groM 
LroTessionally an( Ge+ome emissaries Tor t'e 
2+'ool oT Dentistry, t'e (ental LroTession, 
an( t'e sLe+ialty oT Lrost'o(onti+s< 
"rogram linQ^ _MMM<llu<e(u`(entistry`Lrost'o` 
gra(uateLrogram<Lagea< 
Application process 
8'e a(.an+e( e(u+ation Lrogram in Lrost'o(onti+s 
Larti+iLates in t'e "ost(o+toral -LLli+ation 2uLLort 
2er.i+e Y"-22Z oT t'e -meri+an Dental :(u+ation 
-sso+iation Y-D:-Z, M'i+' alloMs aLLli+ants to 
aLLly to multiLle Larti+iLating institutions< 
"-22 aLLli+ants Tor t'e a(.an+e( e(u+ation Lrogram 
in Lrost'o(onti+s must also +omLlete an( suGmit a 
seLarate online aLLli+ation _MMM<llu<e(u`+entral` 
aLLly`in(eV<Lagea (ire+tly to @oma @in(a 
bni.ersity< 
8'is Lrogram also Mill a++eLt (ire+t aLLli+ations Tor 
in(i.i(uals M'o are not aLLlying to ot'er institutions 
t'roug' "-22< 
Application deadline 
-LLli+ation Tor a(mission s'oul( Ge suGmitte( Gy 
-ugust 6c oT t'e year Lrior to t'e summer oT inten(e( 
enrollment< 
Tuition and fees 
8uition Tor t'e 4ddeX4d6d s+'ool year is f6d,55d Ler 
a+a(emi+ Wuarter< -((itional Tees Tor ea+' a+a(emi+ 
Wuarter in+lu(e^ insuran+e, f\eg[ stu(ent ser.i+es, 
f64\[ an( inTormation te+'nology suLLort, f6ec<
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!"#$#%&"  
Units for clinic practice courses do not count toward minimum number of 
graduate units re@uired for the degree.  !'()#*#%&)' +,-,., +,-, 
PROS 7D0 Clinical Practice of Prosthodontics GH.0I HH.0 HH.0 HH.0 
Totals —  —  —  
/0'(&""123)&"4 567,8 569,8 569,8  
Course titles followed by a number in parentheses indicate a variable unit course or a course that is to be repeated 
one or more times until the total re@uired units are reached. The number inside the parentheses is the unit value of 
the course. The number in the column is the total units re@uired for the degree program. 
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Dual &ajor Option 
Applicants to the programs in implant dentistry, 
periodontics, and prosthodontics have the option to 
select an extended program (approximately four-and-
a-half years in length) to pursue dual majors in two of 
these areas of study. 
Students must complete all the requirements of each 
ADA-recognized specialty program (periodontics and 
prosthodontics) to be eligible for board certification. 
Dual creditRup to STT unitsRmay be awarded for 
courses required by the two programs. 
Individuals who wish to pursue the dual-major 
option must indicate such an interest by completing 
separate applications to both programs. Applicants in 
one of the optional dual major programs must not 
only meet the admissions requirements of each 
program, but must also be admitted to the advanced 
education programs they designate.
 
&ajor ! /eriodontics 4 
/rost5odontics!
/eriodontics 4 
Implant Dentistry!
/rost5odontics 4 
Implant Dentistry!
IMPD 5T5! Patient Presentation Seminar (S.T)!  ! ST.T! ST.T!
IMPD 5XX! Applied Radiology for Implant Dentistry! S.5! S.5! S.5!
IMPD 5YS! Dental Bioengineering! 2.T! 2.T! 2.T!
IMPD 5[5! Implant Prosthodontics (2.T)!  ! ST.T! ST.T!
IMPD YTS! Literature Review in Implant Dentistry (S.T-2.T)!  ! 22.T! 22.T!
IMPD YT2!
Current Literature Review in Implant 
Dentistry (2.T)!
 ! 2T.T! 2T.T!
IMPD YSS! Introduction to Implant Dentistry! 2.T! 2.T! 2.T!
IMPD YS2! Advanced Implant Dentistry!  ! 2.T! 2.T!
IMPD YXS! Oral Implant Surgery (S.T)!  ! SS.T! SS.T!
IMPD YX2!
Diagnosis and Treatment Planning in Implant 
Dentistry (S.T)!
 ! SS.T! ST.T!
IMPD YX1! Peri-Implant Histopathology!  ! S.T! S.T!
IMPD Y52! Practice Teaching in Implant Dentistry!  ! X.T! X.T!
IMPD Y]Y! Scholarly Activity in Implant Dentistry!  ! S.T! S.T!
PERI 522! The Periodontium! 2.T! 2.T!  !
PERI 5XS! Periodontal Pathology (2.T)! ST.T! ST.T!  !
PERI YTS! Periodontal Therapy (2.T)! S2.T! S2.T!  !
PERI YT2!
Current Periodontal and Implant 
Literature (2.T)!
S[.T! S[.T!  !
PERI YT5! Implant Literature Review (2.T)! 2.T! 2.T!  !
PERI YSS! Introduction to Periodontics! 2.T! 2.T!  !
PERI YS2! Implant Treatment Planning (2.T)! 22.T! 22.T!  !
PERI Y22! Moderate Sedation in Periodontics! 2.T! 2.T! 2.T!
PERI YX2! Clinical Conference (S.T-2.T)! ].T! ].T!  !
PERI Y52! Practice Teaching in Periodontics (S.T)! 2.T! 2.T!  !
PERI Y]Y! Scholarly Activity in Periodontics! S.T! S.T!  !
PROS 5TT! Prosthodontic Literature Review (2.T)! 22.T! Y.T! 22.T!
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PROS 551 
Removable Partial Prosthodontics Literature 
Review 
2.5   2.5 
PROS 552 
Complete Denture Prosthodontics Literature 
Review 
2.5   2.5 
PROS 555 
Patient Presentation Seminar CProsthodontics, 
Implant, PerioF C1.5F 
G.5   G.5 
PROS 515 Practice Teaching in Prosthodontics 2.5   2.5 
PROS 525 Dental Materials Science 2.5   2.5 
PROS 520 Clinical Application of Dental Materials 2.5   2.5 
PROS 546 Occlusion and Morphology 2.5 2.5 2.5 
PROS 540 Occlusion: Principles and Instrumentation 2.5 2.5 2.5 
PROS 555 Removable Partial Prosthodontics 2.5 2.5 2.5 
PROS 556 TMP Function and Dysfunction 1.5   1.5 
PROS 550 Advanced Removable Partial Prosthodontics 2.5   2.5 
PROS 565 Complete Denture Prosthodontics 2.5 2.5 2.5 
PROS 566 Advanced Complete Denture Prosthodontics 2.5 2.5 2.5 
PROS 505 Fixed Partial Prosthodontics 2.5 2.5 2.5 
PROS 506 
Advanced Fixed Partial Prosthodontics I CMC 
AestheticsF 
2.5 2.5 2.5 
PROS 5G5 Maxillofacial Prosthetics 2.5 2.5 2.5 
PROS 654 
Literature Review in Implant Dentistry for 
Prosthodontists C2.5F 
16.5   16.5 
PROS 634 Diagnosis and Treatment Planning C2.5F 1T.5   1T.5 
PROS 630 Geriatric Dentistry 1.5   1.5 
PROS 6G6 Scholarly Activity in Prosthodontics 1.5   1.5 
Totals 1G1.5  25T.5  1G5.5  
 
Interdisciplinary  Periodontics 1 
Prosthodontics 
Periodontics 1 
Implant Dentistry 
Prosthodontics 1 
Implant Dentistry 
GRDN 514 Introduction to Biomedical Research 4.5 4.5 4.5 
GRDN 535 Clinical Oral Pathology 2.5 2.5 2.5 
GRDN 651 Practice Management 2.5   2.5 
GRDN 65G Professional Ethics 2.5 2.5 2.5 
GRDN 622 Biomedical Science I 4.5 4.5 4.5 
GRDN 623 Biomedical Science II 4.5 4.5 4.5 
GRDN 632 Basic Microsurgery TechniYues 2.5 2.5 2.5 
OMFS 654 
Selected Topics in Oral and Maxillofacial 
Surgery C1.5F 
  11.5 11.5 
OMFS 656 Applied Surgical Anatomy   1.5 1.5 
RELZ 5ZZ Graduate-level Religion     3.5 
RELE 524 Christian Bioethics 3.5 3.5   
Totals 23.5  33.5  35.5  
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Clinical  
!3456 789 :;434: <9=:54:> :8?96>6 @8 385 :8?35 58A=9@ 
B434B?B 3?BC>9 87 D9=@?=5> ?3456 9>E?49>@ 789 5F> @>D9>>G  
Periodontics / 
Prosthodontics 
Periodontics / 
Implant Dentistry 
Prosthodontics / 
Implant Dentistry 
IMPD 10K +;434:=; P9=:54:> 43 IB<;=35 D>354659L MNGOP   NOGO NOGO 
IMPD 102 
+;434:=; P9=:54:> 43 P>948@8354:6 43 IB<;=35 
D>354659L M0GOP 
  NGO NGO 
IMPD 101 
+;434:=; P9=:54:> 87 P9865F8@8354:6 43 IB<;=35 
D>354659L M0GOP 
  0OGO 0OGO 
PERI 10K +;434:=; P9=:54:> 43 P>948@8354:6 MQGOR2GOP 10GO 10GO   
PERI 102 +;434:=; P9=:54:> 43 IB<;=35 S?9D>9L M0GOP 0NGO 0NGO   
PROS 1QO +;434:=; P9=:54:> 87 P9865F8@8354:6 M2GOP 22GO   22GO 
T85=;6 S  S  S  
Overall Totals 214.5 241.5  23?.5 
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!aster o) S+ien+e in Dentistry 0!1S1D12 
Degree, A67an+e68SD 
Graduate students and residents enrolled in certain 
advanced education programs are eligible to apply 
for and be awarded a Master of Science in Dentistry 
0M.S.D.2 degree, if they fulfill all of the following: 
A6mission :ro+ess 
 
1. The following minimum requirements have 
been established for admission to the M.S.D. 
degree program: 
 
Admissions requirements  
o Cumulative grade-point average 
0G.P.A.2 of 3.0 
o Approval by the program director 
o Academic record of scholastic 
competence 
o Demonstrated professionalism and 
integrity 
2. A candidate for the M.S.D. degree must 
complete an Loma Linda University online 
Application for Admission and a Part I 
0Application for Admission for the Master of 
Science in Dentistry OM.S.D.P degree2 form. 
The Part I form can be found in the 
advanced education section of Blackboard. 
The Part I form—which can be completed 
online 
Swww.llu.edu/dentistry/gradprograms/in
dex.pageV and printed for signatures—must 
be accompanied by a research protocol 
approved by the candidateWs Research 
Guidance Committee 0RGC2 and reviewed 
by the School of Dentistry Research 
Committee. 
3. The Part I form must be signed by the 
applicantWs program director and the 
Research Guidance Committee 0RGC2 
members. 
4. The completed Loma Linda University 
application, Part I form, and approved 
protocol are then reviewed for approval by 
the associate dean for advanced dental 
education to ensure all admissions 
requirements have been met. 
5. Accepted applicants will receive a letter of 
admission from the associate dean for 
advanced dental education. They must 
acknowledge acceptance of their admission 
in writing to the Office of Advanced Dental 
Education. 
Degree re;uirements 
 
1. Students must perform scholarly activity as 
defined by the programWs director. Programs 
may differ in how this requirement is met in 
order to afford directors the opportunity to 
align such activity with the experience, 
background, and interest of each student 
and of the programWs faculty as a worthy and 
achievable goal is pursued. The nature of the 
scholarly activity will be defined in Part II 
0Statement of Completion for the Master of 
Science in Dentistry OM.S.D.P degree2 of the 
degree application form as submission of a 
formatted, publishable manuscript or an 
optional thesis. Should a program elect to 
require a thesis, the format will be 
prescribed by the associate dean for 
advanced education in conjunction with the 
corresponding program director. 
2. Students must successfully complete all the 
course requirements of the certificate 
program, with additional units in research 
for the masterWs degree program 0see 
individual program descriptions at 
Swww.llu.edu/dentistry/gradprograms/in
dex.pageV2. Candidates complete sections I 
and II of the Part II form to indicate their 
anticipated degree completion date. 
3. Students who do not complete the 
publishable paper during their program will 
have one year from their program end date 
to fulfill this requirement. 
4. A publishable paper and public presentation 
of the research are required. The manuscript 
must be in a format approved by the 
respective program director. 
5. Students who do not complete the 
publishable paper during their program will 
have one year from their program end date 
to fulfill this requirement. 
^. After conducting an internal degree audit, 
the program director completes and signs 
Part II of the application to verify that all 
requirements for the M.S.D. degree have 
been met. 
7. The associate dean for advanced education 
reviews the studentWs file and academic 
record 0final degree audit2 before signing the 
UNIVERSITY CATALOG 
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Part II form: signifying approval to aCard 
the Master of Science in Dentistry JM.S.D.L 
degree. 
The M.S.D. degree is not offered by the advanced 
education program in orthodontics and dentofacial 
orthopaedics. 
 "a$ter o) Science ."/S/0 1egree, 4d6anced7S1 
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Master of Science .M.S.0 Degree, Advanced—
SD 
;raduate $tudent$ and re$ident$ enro==ed in certain 
ad6anced education program$ are e=igi@=e to app=A 
)or and @e aBarded a "a$ter o) Science ."/S/0 degree, 
i) tCeA )u=)i== a== o) tCe )o==oBing/ 
ADMISSION PROCESS 
D/ ECe )o==oBing minimum reFuirement$ Ca6e 
@een e$ta@=i$Ced )or admi$$ion to tCe "/S/ 
degree programG 
 
4dmi$$ion$ reFuirement$ 
o "inimum cumu=ati6e gradeHpoint 
a6erage .;/I/4/0 o) J/K 
o ;LM 6er@a= and Fuantitati6e percenti=e 
ranNing$ mu$t eFua= or eOceed tCe DKKtC 
percenti=e/ PurtCermore, neitCer tCe 
6er@a= nor Fuantitati6e percenti=e 
ranNing maA @e =oBer tCan tCe JQtC 
percenti=e )or tCat $ection/ Rn=A ;LM 
$core$ earned BitCin tCe pa$t )i6e Aear$ 
Bi== @e accepted/ 
o 4n ana=Atica= Briting $core o) S/K or 
CigCer 
o 4ppro6a= @A tCe program director 
o 4cademic record o) $cCo=a$tic 
competence 
o 1emon$trated pro)e$$iona=i$m and 
integritA 
8/ 4n app=icant to tCe "/S/ degree mu$t 
comp=ete a Toma Tinda Uni6er$itA on=ine 
4pp=ication )or 4dmi$$ion, a$ Be== a$ a Porm 
4 .Ietition )or 4dmi$$ion to VandidacA0/ 
ECe on=ine app=ication i$ opened )or $tudent$ 
a=readA enro==ed in a certi)icate program/ 
Porm 4 i$ )ound on W=acN@oard and can @e 
comp=eted on=ine and printed )or $ignature$/ 
ECi$ )orm mu$t @e accompanied @A a 
re$earcC protoco= appro6ed @A tCe 
app=icantX$ Le$earcC ;uidance Vommittee 
.L;V0 and re6ieBed @A tCe ScCoo= o) 
1enti$trA Le$earcC Vommittee/ 
J/ Porm 4 mu$t @e $igned @A tCe app=icantX$ 
program director and Le$earcC ;uidance 
Vommittee .L;V0 mem@er$/ 
S/ ECe comp=eted Toma Tinda Uni6er$itA 
app=ication, Porm 4, and tCe appro6ed 
protoco= are tCen re6ieBed )or appro6a= @A 
tCe a$$ociate dean )or ad6anced denta= 
education to en$ure tCat a== admi$$ion$ 
reFuirement$ Ca6e @een met/ 
Q/ 4ccepted app=icant$ Bi== recei6e a =etter o) 
admi$$ion )rom tCe a$$ociate dean )or 
ad6anced denta= education/ ECe pro$pecti6e 
$tudent mu$t acNnoB=edge acceptance o) 
Ci$YCer admi$$ion in Briting to tCe o))ice o) 
4d6anced 1enta= Mducation/ 
DEGREE RE@UIREMENTS 
D/ 4pp=icant$ mu$t undertaNe $cCo=ar=A 
acti6itAYre$earcC a$ de)ined @A eacC 
program director/ Irogram$ maA di))er in 
CoB tCi$ reFuirement i$ met in order to 
a))ord director$ tCe opportunitA to a=ign 
$ucC acti6itA BitC tCe eOperience, 
@acNground, and intere$t o) eacC $tudent 
and o) tCe programX$ )acu=tA a$ a BortCA and 
acCie6a@=e goa= i$ pur$ued/ 
8/ Student$ mu$t $ucce$$)u==A comp=ete a== 
cour$e reFuirement$ o) tCe certi)icate 
program, BitC additiona= unit$ in re$earcC 
)or tCe ma$terX$ degree .$ee indi6idua= 
program de$cription$ on=ine0/ Student$ mu$t 
$u@mit a comp=eted Porm V, Ietition )or 
;raduation, to indicate tCeir anticipated 
degree comp=etion date/ 
J/ 4 tCe$i$ and a pu@=ic tCe$i$ de)en$e are 
reFuired/ ECe tCe$i$ mu$t @e in a )ormat 
appro6ed @A tCe tCe$i$ editor in tCe Pacu=tA 
o) ;raduate Studie$ .P;S0/ 
S/ Student$ BCo do not comp=ete tCe tCe$i$ 
during tCeir program Bi== Ca6e )i6e Aear$ 
)rom tCeir program end date to )u=)i== tCi$ 
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!ean%& We)*+me 
Thank you for your interest in Loma Linda 
University School of Medicine. This Catalog Gill 
provide you Gith detailed information about our 
people, programs, and facilitiesK as Gell as our 
reLuirements and expectations. 
Medical education remains our numberNone priority. 
The school offers Luality programs in medical 
education for medical students, combined degrees 
students, house staff, alumni, and professional peers 
Githin a system of demonstrated Christian values and 
beliefs. Our faculty are committed to ensuring that 
those Ge educate Gill develop the skills and 
intellectual curiosity needed for success as lifelong 
learners in a changing Gorld. 
Oe Gelcome your interest. 
 
Roger Hadley, M.D. 
Dean, School of Medicine 
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S"hoo% Foun*ation. 
/0S123Y 
The professional curriculum in medicine, usually 
re:uiring four academic years of study and 
experience in a university and hospital setting, was 
first offered at Loma Linda University in 1909. Ten 
decades later, the events since 1909 seem blurred by 
the rapid changes that institutions of higher learning 
experience in an effort to keep pace with the growth 
of knowledge. Nearly 10,000 students have graduated 
from the School of Medicine and practiced in all 
corners of the earth, fulfilling the UniversityIs 
mission—KTo make man whole.K 
 
Sin"e 6787 
The first two years of medicine were always taught 
on the Loma Linda campus. From 1913 to the mid-
1960s, the third and fourth years were taught in Los 
Nngeles at what is now White Memorial Medical 
Center Qthe first part of which was built in 1918R and 
at nearby Los Nngeles County Hospital Qnow Los 
Nngeles County/USC Medical CenterR. Construction 
of Loma Linda University Medical Center Qinclusive 
of clinical, teaching, and research facilitiesR allowed 
the entire four-year curriculum to be offered on and 
near the Loma Linda campus, beginning with school 
year 1966-1967. The medical center was occupied in 
July 1967. 
293 :0SS02; 
The mission of the School of Medicine is to continue 
the healing and teaching ministry of Jesus Christ, KTo 
make man wholeK QLuke 9:6R. 
<reparing the ph@.i"ian 
Our purpose is the formation of Christian physicians, 
providing whole-person care to individuals, families, 
and communities. Fulfilling this responsibility 
re:uires— 
A*u"ation 
Creating an environment in which medical students, 
graduate students, and residents will ac:uire the 
knowledge, skills, values, and attitudes appropriate 
to Christian health professionals and scholars. 
3e.ear"h 
Cultivating an atmosphere of in:uiry and discovering 
new routes to wholeness through basic and clinical 
research. 
SerBi"e 
Providing timely access to cost-effective, 
comprehensive, whole-person care for all patients, 
without regard for their circumstances or status. 
CeBe%oping the Dho%e per.on 
The Christian view of wholeness holds that the needs 
of patients go beyond the healing of the body, and 
that the development of students involves more than 
the training of the mind. We are dedicated to 
promoting physical, intellectual, social, and spiritual 
growth in our faculty and our studentsZ and to 
transforming our daily activities into personal 
ministries. 
3ea"hing the Dor%* 
Providing whole-person care wherever the 
opportunity arises, participating with the world 
community in the provision of local medical 
education, providing international physicians and 
scientists the opportunities for professional 
interaction and enrichment, sharing the good news of 
a loving God as demonstrated by the life and 
teachings of Jesus Christ—these are the goals of the 
students, faculty, and graduates of Loma Linda 
University School of Medicine. 
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General (egulations 
Students of the University are responsible for 
informing themselves of and satisfactorily meeting all 
regulations pertinent to registration, matriculation, 
and graduation. Section III gives the general setting 
for the programs of each school and outlines the 
subIect and unit requirements for admission to 
individual professional programs. It is important to 
review specific program requirements in the context 
of the general requirements applicable to all 
programs.  
 
Appli1ation an2 
A23issions 
The program admissions committees of the 
University intend that an applicant to any of the 
schools is qualified for the proposed curriculum and 
is capable of profiting from the educational 
experience offered by this University. The admissions 
committees of the school accomplish this by 
examining evidence of scholastic competence, moral 
and ethical standards, and significant qualities of 
character and personality. Applicants are considered 
for admission only on the recommendation of the 
program in which study is desired. 
THE STUDY OF =EDICINE 
Preparation for the practice of medicine begins early 
in life and early in the studentNs schooling. The greater 
the aptitudes for and interests in learning widely and 
appreciatively in the maIor areas of knowledge—the 
natural sciences, the humanities, the behavioral 
sciences—the more able and versatile the student is 
likely to become. 
In selecting students, the Admissions Committee of 
the School of Medicine looks for applicants who are 
best suited to fulfill the mission of the school and to 
successfully practice medicine. The school desires 
students who demonstrate ability to learn 
independently, to think critically, and to articulate 
clearly—both orally and in written form—their ideas 
and opinions. It is important that students in the 
School of Medicine demonstrate excellent 
interpersonal skills and show evidence of sensitivity 
to the needs of humanity. 
The Admissions Committee of the School of Medicine 
puts forth considerable effort to ensure that an 
applicant is qualified for medical school. The 
applicantNs credentials are reviewed to assess 
scholastic performance. The committee also looks for 
prerequisite qualities of character and personality, 
potential for selfRdirection and the use of 
discriminating Iudgment, and dedication to the ideal 
of service to society. 
GENE(AL ENT(ANCE INFO(=ATION 
A total of 85 semester T128 quarterV units of credit 
from an accredited college is required for acceptance 
by the School of Medicine. Preference is given, 
however, to college graduates. Credit must be 
presented for the following subIectsW 
SEMESTER/YUARTER HOURS 
General biology or [oology with laboratory—8/12 
General or inorganic chemistry with laboratory—8/12 
Organic chemistry with laboratory—8/12 
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Physics with laboratory—8812 
English equivalent to satisfy baccalaureate degree 
requirement 
Religion as required by the college attended 
REBCIRED 
Keyboard and computer skills 
RECOMMENDED 
Introductory course in basic statistics 
Biochemistry, strongly recommended 
Science credits earned in professional schools (e.g., 
allied health professions, business, dentistry, nursing, 
or pharmacy) do not fulfill requirements for 
admission to medicine. CLEP and Pass8Fail 
performances are not acceptable for the required 
courses. 
The Medical College Admission Test (MCAT) is 
required. Scores older than three years will not be 
considered. 
A""LICATION "ROCEDURE AND 
ACCE"TANCE 
It is important to know the specifics of the application 
process and to begin the application process well in 
advance of the date of anticipated (or desired) 
entrance to medical school. 
./010 t3 41it0 
The School of Medicine is a member of the American 
Medical College Application Service (AMCAS). 
Applications must be submitted through AMCAS. 
Their application is available on the Web at 
Vwww.aamc.org8students8amcas8application.htmW. 
A6CAS 8098:in0 
Application should be made directly to AMCAS 
between June 1 and November 1 for entry in August 
of the following year. 
F00s 
The AMCAS fee is required each time an application 
is submitted. An additional fee to the School of 
Medicine is required with each supplementary 
application. 
"13>08?10 
The application procedure is as follows: 
1. The applicant submits a formal application 
to AMCAS, with fee and requested 
transcripts. The applicantZs verified data are 
forwarded to the School of Medicine by 
AMCAS. 
2. When the application is received from 
AMCAS, Loma Linda Cniversity School of 
Medicine requests completion of a 
supplementary application and reference 
forms. The prospective student should 
provide evidence of exposure to health care 
through personal involvement or in other 
ways confirming the applicantZs decision to 
become a physician. 
3. After the supplementary application and 
letters of reference have been submitted and 
reviewed, the applicant may be invited for 
an interview. 
4. The information submitted by the applicant 
through AMCAS, the supplementary 
application, the letters of reference, and the 
interview reports are then evaluated by the 
Admissions Committee of the School of 
Medicine. This committee determines 
whether an applicant is accepted or rejected. 
All applicants are notified of the final 
decision of the Admissions Committee 
regarding their application. Acceptance 
notices are sent to regular applicants 
beginning December of the year preceding 
admission to the School of Medicine, 
continuing until the class is filled. 
5. The accepted applicant sends a written 
acceptance of his8her offer of admission as a 
student, together with a _100 acceptance 
deposit, by the announced date (about thirty 
days after the notification of acceptance). 
This deposit is refundable until May 15 of 
the year in which the student has been 
accepted for entry. 
6. In summary, the Admissions Office requires 
the following: 
! berified AMCAS application 
! Loma Linda Cniversity School of 
Medicine supplementary application 
and _75.00 application fee. 
! Appraisal of the applicantZs character, 
ability, and suitability for a medical 
career by persons knowledgeable about 
the applicantZs past performance. 
! A preprofessional recommendation 
packet, if available, from the applicantZs 
undergraduate college8university. 
! ApplicantZs availability for interviews, 
should an offer for an interview be 
extended. 
"10@0nt19n>0 /09:t/ 10A?i10B0nt 9n8 /09:t/ 
ins?19n>0 
Students must meet the immunidation requirements 
as stated. In addition, students are expected to have 
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palpation, auscultation, percussion, and other 
diagnostic maneuvers. A candidate should be able to 
do basic laboratory tests (urinalysis, CBC, etc.); carry 
out diagnostic procedures (proctoscopy, paracentesis, 
etc.); and read EKGs and F-rays. A candidate should 
be able to execute motor movements reasonably 
required to provide general care and emergency 
treatment of patients. Examples of emergency 
treatment reasonably required of physicians are 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation, the administration of 
intravenous medication, the application of pressure to 
stop bleeding, the opening of obstructed airways, the 
suturing of simple wounds, and the performance of 
simple obstetrical maneuvers. Such actions require 
coordination of both gross and fine muscular 
movements, equilibrium, and functional use of the 
senses of touch and vision. 
INTELLECTUAL-CONCEPTUAL INTEGRATIVE 
AND TUANTITATIVE ABILITIESU These abilities 
include measurement, calculation, reasoning, 
analysis, and synthesis. Problem solving, the critical 
skill demanded of physicians, requires all of these 
intellectual abilities. In addition, the candidate should 
be able to comprehend three-dimensional 
relationships and to understand the spatial 
relationships of structures. 
BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL ATTRIBUTESU A 
student must possess the emotional stability required 
for full utilization of his/her intellectual abilities; the 
exercise of good Zudgment; the prompt completion of 
all responsibilities attendant to the diagnosis and care 
of patients; and the development of mature, sensitive 
and effective relationships with patients. Students 
must be able to tolerate physically taxing workloads 
and to function effectively under stress. They must be 
able to adapt to changing environments, to display 
flexibility, and to learn to function in the face of 
uncertainties inherent in the clinical problems of 
many patients. Compassion, integrity, honesty, 
concern for others, interpersonal skills, interest, and 
motivation are all personal qualities that are expected 
of Loma Linda University School of Medicine 
students. 
St#$%nt Li*% 
The information on student life contained in this 
CATALOG is brief. The Loma Linda University 
Student Handbook more comprehensively addresses 
University and school expectations, regulations, and 
policies; and is available on the University Web site to 
each registered student and to prospective students 
who request a copy in writing from the School of 
Medicine, Office of the Associate Dean for Student 
Affairs. Students are expected to familiarize 
themselves with the contents of the Student Handbook 
and to abide by its policies. Additional information 
regarding policies specific to a particular school or 
program within the University is available from the 
respective school. 
St#$%nt +,-.ni/.ti+ns 
The purpose of Loma Linda University School of 
Medicine student organizations is toU 
! Encourage high Christian ideals among 
medical students. 
! Involve medical students in developing and 
furthering their education. 
! Enhance involvement in and loyalty to Loma 
Linda University. 
! Invite medical students to seek constructive 
solutions to problems and foster leadership 
among medical students. 
At registration into the School of Medicine, students 
automatically become members of the School of 
Medicine Student Association. Other student 
organizations that operate within the School of 
Medicine and that are represented on the School of 
Medicine Senate include the followingU 
1. The American Medical Association^
Medical Student Section (AMA-MSS), Loma 
Linda University Chapter. 
2. The American Medical Student Association 
(AMSA), Loma Linda University Chapter. 
3. The Christian Medical and Dental 
Association (CMDA). 
4. The Organization of Student Representatives 
(OSR) to the Association of American 
Medical Colleges (AAMC). 
5. Student National Medical Association 
(SNMA) LLU Chapter. 
6. Hands-On Wholeness. 
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Curriculum 
WHOLE-PERSON FORMATION 
Personal and pro<essional gro?th <or the student in 
medicine is the <ocus o< the disciplines in the school, 
the <aculty in the School o< Medicine, and the School 
o< Religion. Courses and content are o<<ered to 
emphasiIe biblical, ethical, and relational aspects o< 
the physicianKs personal and pro<essional 
development. The core <or ?hole-person <ormationN
<ourteen quarter units o< religion and ethicsNis 
provided during the <irst three years o< the medicine 
curriculum. 
LEARNIN8 OUTCOMES FOR MEDICAL 
STUDENT EDUCATION 
Outcome I 
Students ?ill develop a Pno?ledge base in the basic 
sciences essential <or advancement to the next phase 
o< their medical education. 
Outcome II 
Students ?ill develop the clinical sPills that are 
integral to the sa<e and competent practice o< 
medicine. 
Outcome III 
Students ?ill integrate basic science Pno?ledge, 
clinical sPills, values, and pro<essional behaviors 
?ithin the context o< providing ?hole-person care <or 
patients. 
Outcomes I? 
Students ?ill develop diagnostic reasoning and 
analytic problem-solving sPills in order to assimilate 
in<ormation and establish appropriate diagnoses and 
treatment plans. 
Outcome ? 
Students ?ill develop interpersonal and 
communication sPills that ?ill enable them to 
e<<ectively interact ?ith peers, <aculty, patients and 
their <amilies, and other health care providersN
including those <rom diverse bacPgrounds (e.g., 
cultural, ethnicity, gender, generational, 
socioeconomic, and religious). 
Outcome ?I 
Students ?ill develop pro<essionalism, excellence and 
scholarship, accountability and responsibilityT and 
demonstrate altruistic behaviors. 
Outcome ?II 
Students ?ill integrate ethical and Christ-centered 
principles o< conduct in their personal and 
pro<essional lives. 
Academic Information 
The academic progress o< each student is monitored 
by the Academic Revie? Committee. Speci<ic policies 
<or handling misconduct (academic or nonacademic) 
are published in the St#$ent Han$*oo, 2006. 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Communications to the medical student regarding 
academic and clinical assignments, scholarship 
opportunities, and other important in<ormation are 
routed through the O<<ice o< the Dean. The student 
mailboxes and bulletin board are located in the 
medical center. It is the responsibility o< students to 
checP their email and mailboxes and the bulletin 
board daily. 
REDUIRED SUPPLIES 
Microscope 
The student is expected to have access to a 
satis<actory compound microscope (usually one 
rented <rom the school) that meets the <ollo?ing 
requirementsX 
! The microscope shall be no older than <i<teen 
years. 
! The lenses shall be in good condition and 
shall include scanning and oil-immersion 
obYectives. 
! The equipment shall include an Abbe 
condenser ?ith racP-and-pinion adYustment, 
an iris diaphragm, and a mechanical stage. 
Textbooks 
Students are required to purchase the textbooPs 
adopted by the School o< Medicine Curriculum 
Committee. 
Instruments 
Students are required to purchase the instruments 
adopted by the physical diagnosis course. 
PRACTICES AND RE8ULATIONS 
Length of academic residence 
To <ul<ill the degree requirement pertaining to length 
o< academic residence, it is the usual policy that the 
student must be registered <or <ull-time course ?orP 
during the entire Yunior and senior academic years <or 
the Doctor o< Medicine degree. 
Course exemptions 
Students ?ho seeP exemption <rom registering <or 
courses that they tooP prior to entering the School o< 
Medicine must quali<y <or the exemption by passing a 
comprehensive examination covering the course 
material in question. 
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S3ould t3e student 7uali+8, in lieu o+ t3e regular 
course t3e student ;ill <e re7uired to participate in 
an ad>anced program t3at ma8 include additional 
studies, researc3 acti>ities, and?or teac3ing@ A 
;ritten paper ;ill <e re7uired +rom all students 
completing t3e ad>anced program@ 
A3e course director, t3e senior associate dean o+ 
medical student education, and t3e student ;ill ;orB 
toget3er to determine t3e content o+ t3e ad>anced 
program@ Cull tuition, e7ui>alent to t3at o+ t3e regular 
program, ;ill <e c3arged@ 
E"aminations 
Students must taBe eDaminations at t3e sc3eduled 
time@ Students ;3o arri>e more t3an +i+teen minutes 
late to an eDaminationEor a+ter anot3er student 3as 
le+t during t3e eDamination +or an8 reasonE;ill <e 
denied t3e opportunit8 to taBe t3e eDamination@ 
S3ould a student miss an eDamination <ecause o+ an 
eDcused a<sence, t3e eDamination cannot <e made up 
at a later time@ )nstead, t3e compre3ensi>e +inal 
eDamination in t3e course +or ;3ic3 t3e missed 
eDamination occurred ;ill <e ;eig3ted an eDtra 
amount, proportional to t3e ;eig3ting o+ t3e missed 
eDaminationFsG@ )n addition, course directors ma8 
re7uire ot3er remediation at t3eir discretion@ 
)n order to 3a>e an eDcused a<sence, t3e student must 
o<tain a ;ritten eDcuse +rom t3e H++ice o+ t3e Iean 
prior to t3e administration o+ t3e test in 7uestion@ A3is 
;ritten eDcuse must t3en <e pro>ided to t3e course 
director@ Students missing eDaminations +or 3ealt3 
reasons must pro>ide documentation +rom Student 
Jealt3 t3at t3e8 ;ere indeed ill@ W3et3er or not t3is 
documentation is an ade7uate eDcuse +or missing an 
eDamination ;ill <e le+t to t3e discretion o+ t3e H++ice 
o+ t3e Iean@ 
Students ;3o miss eDaminations ;it3out prior 
appro>al +rom t3e H++ice o+ t3e Iean 3a>e an 
uneDcused a<sence@ As a result, t3e student ;ill 
recei>e a Lero +or t3e missed eDaminationFsG@ 
)n t3e e>ent o+ a <ona +ide emergenc8, ;3ere prior 
appro>al is not +easi<le, t3e H++ice o+ t3e Iean must 
<e contacted as soon as possi<le@ Cailure to do so ;ill 
result in an uneDcused a<sence@ 
Grading policy 
Course directors su<mit grades at t3e end o+ t3e 
course, indicating t3e o>erall e>aluation o+ t3e 
studentNs per+ormance in t3e course@ A3e grade 
re+lects t3e success or +ailure o+ t3e student in meeting 
t3e o<Oecti>es o+ t3e course in terms o+ Bno;ledge, 
sBills, attitudes, and >alues@ A3e grade ;ill <e 
recorded as SAA)SCACAHPY i+ t3e student eDceeded 
t3e minimum re7uirements +or o>erall per+ormance@ 
A3e grade assigned ;ill <e RSSAA)SCACAHPY i+ t3e 
student did not meet t3e minimum re7uirements +or 
o>erall per+ormance@ A3e grade assigned ;ill <e 
TAPU)SAV SAA)SCACAHPY i+ t3e student met <ut 
did not eDceed t3e minimum re7uirements +or o>erall 
per+ormance@ 
Complete promotion and retention policies are 
distri<uted to eac3 class at orientation@ 
Class standing 
Class standing is determined <8 t3e H++ice o+ t3e 
Senior Associate Iean +or Tedical Student Wducation 
and is <ased on student per+ormance on inX3ouse, 
+acult8Xgenerated eDaminations and on SYTW su<Oect 
eDaminations@ 
Promotion 
Zromotion is contingent on satis+actor8 academic 
per+ormance@ Yot3 cogniti>e and noncogniti>e 
e>aluations o+ academic per+ormanceEas ;ell as 
assessment o+ personal suita<ilit8 to assume t3e 
responsi<ilities o+ t3e medical pro+essionEare 
utiliLed in maBing promotion decisions@ A3e 
Academic Pe>ie; Committee o+ t3e Sc3ool o+ 
Tedicine periodicall8 re>ie;s student per+ormance 
and progress and recommends promotion, retention, 
or dismissal on t3e <asis o+ t3e o>erall academic 
record@ A3e Stu$ent (an$*oo, contains additional 
details regarding t3e criteria used <8 t3e Academic 
Pe>ie; Committee +or promotion decisions@ 
Academic probation 
Students ;3ose cumulati>e academic record at t3e 
end o+ an8 academic 8ear is less t3an satis+actor8 are 
placed on academic pro<ation@ 
8ithdra:al 
Ao ;it3dra; +rom a courseFsG, t3e student must +ile a 
C3ange o+ Zrogram +orm[ to completel8 ;it3dra; 
+rom sc3ool, a Aotal Wit3dra;al +orm must <e 
completed@ A3ese +orms s3ould <e completed and 
su<mitted on t3e last da8 o+ class attendance@ A3e 
date o+ ;it3dra;al used in calculating tuition re+unds 
;ill <e t3e date on ;3ic3 t3e properl8 completed 
+orm is su<mitted to t3e H++ice o+ Rni>ersit8 Pecords@ 
USMLE Steps I and II policy 
States >ar8 in t3e num<er o+ times a student can 
attempt RSTVW eDaminations and still <e eligi<le +or 
licensure@ A signi+icant num<er o+ states allo; no 
more t3an t3ree attempts@ A3e sc3ool 3as de+ined its 
o;n limits +or num<er o+ attempts allo;ed@ Sc3ool 
polic8 re7uires students enrolled in t3e Voma Vinda 
Rni>ersit8 Sc3ool o+ Tedicine to pass Step ) in no 
more t3an t3ree attempts@ 
Students must complete t3e clinical course ;orB 
re7uired +or graduation ;it3in t3ree 8ears o+ starting 
t3e clinical curriculum[ t3e8 are permitted a 
maDimum o+ +our se7uential attempts to pass Step )) 
o+ t3e RSTVW@ A3e student\s +irst attempt at passing 
Step )) o+ t3e RSTVW must taBe place onl8 a+ter s?3e 
3as satis+actoril8 passed all Ounior clerBs3ips and 
prior to 3is?3er completion o+ all re7uired senior 
clinical course ;orB@ 
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A student who has failed Step II but who has 
completed all course curriculum requirements must 
remain enrolled in the School of Medicine as a 
directed-study student until s/he either has passed 
Step II of the USMLE or failed Step II of the USMLE 
for the fourth time. During this directed study, the 
student will be charged tuition. 
DOCTOR O' MEDICINE DEGREE 
REQ.IREMENTS 
The School of Medicine requires that a candidate for a 
degree or certificate from the school must have met 
the following requirements for the Doctor of Medicine 
degree: 
! Completed all requirements for admission. 
! Attended an accredited medical school for 
four academic years, the last two of which 
must have been spent at this school. 
! Completed honorably all requirements of the 
curriculum, including specified attendance, 
level of scholarship, length of academic 
residence, and credit units. 
! Completed additional special examinations 
covering any or all subjects of the medical 
curriculum, as may be required. 
! Successfully completed USMLE 
examinations RSteps I and IIS, as specified—
both clinical skills and knowledge 
components. 
! Given evidence of moral character, of due 
regard for Christian citizenship, and of 
consistent responsiveness to the established 
aims of the University and of the school. 
! Discharged financial obligations to the 
University. 
The candidate is required to participate in graduation 
exercises upon completion of the academic program. 
If the candidate is out of sequence with his/her 
current class but would like to participate in the 
commencement exercises, s/he must have completed 
a minimum of three months of the required senior 
clerkships, i.e., medicine, surgery, family medicine, 
neurology, ambulatory care, and intensive 
care/emergency medicine by April 1 of the year of 
graduation. Consent for the student to be absent, 
granted by the president of the University, is 
contingent on the recommendation of the dean to the 
president. 
The families and friends of graduates are invited to be 
present at the official conferring of degrees service. 
DOCTOR O' MEDICINE0ORAL AND 
MA3ILLO'ACIAL S.RGERY DEGREE 
REQ.IREMENTS 
The Doctor of Medicine/Oral and Maxillofacial 
Surgery Program RM.D./OMSS is designed to provide 
an opportunity for qualified dentists to obtain the 
Doctor of Medicine degree in a customized, three-
year period. Clinical surgical health care delivery is 
emphasized. The content of the program conforms to 
the Standards of the Commission on Accreditation 
and is designed to prepare the oral surgeon for 
certification by the American Board of Oral and 
Maxillofacial Surgery. Oral and maxillofacial surgery 
residents begin their residency program on the OMS 
service. They subsequently enter the second year at 
Loma Linda University School of Medicine with 
advanced standing. The residents then complete the 
second, third, and fourth years of medical school. The 
third year of the M.D./OMS curriculum consists of 
required clerkships in acute care, neurology, a 
subinternship in ENT, and preventive and 
community medicine. An additional 30 units of 
electives, which include anesthesia and oral and 
maxillofacial surgery, complete the final year of the 
medical program. The graduate then enters a one-
year general surgery internship, followed by two 
years of oral and maxillofacial surgery residency. 
GRAD.ATE COM5INED DEGREES 
PROGRAMS 
Loma Linda University is committed to fostering the 
investigative skills of its medical students. Students 
interested in pursuing careers in academic medicine 
and medical research may wish to enroll in one o% &'e 
com*ined de-rees 0ro-r1ms. 
Com9ine= =egrees AM.D.0M.S. or M.D.0PC.D.DE
SM0GS 
The M.D./Ph.D. combined degrees program is 
available through the School of Medicine. It includes 
many of the features of the Medical Scientist Program. 
Students in the combined degrees program complete 
the first two years of the standard medical 
curriculum. This is followed by three or more years of 
graduate course work and research to qualify for a 
Ph.D. degree, or at least one year for an M.S. degree, 
before commencing the last two years of the medical 
school curriculum—the clinical training—for the 
Doctor of Medicine degree. Majors are offered in 
anatomy, biochemistry, microbiology and molecular 
genetics, physiology, and pharmacology. 
For the M.D./M.S. and M.D./Ph.D. combined degrees 
programs, the prerequisites and Graduate Record 
Examination requirements are similar to those 
described for the Medical Scientist Program, except 
that biochemistry is not required. 
Me=iFal SFientist Program AM.D.0PC.D.D 
Loma Linda University is committed to fostering the 
investigative skills of its medical students. Students 
interested in pursuing careers in academic medicine 
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-o/a -in3a )niversit9 :e3ical Center =--):C> 
Loma Linda University >edical Center is a maAor 
teaching center serving San Dernardino and Riverside 
counties. In addition to its large population of 
referred patientsI the medical center is also the Level 1 
trauma center for the region and is a tertiary-care 
center for high-risL obstetrics and neonatal intensive 
care. An eNtension houses the Loma Linda Cancer 
Center and the Proton Treatment Center for cancer 
therapy. Patients in the medical center are available 
for medical studentI residentI and fellowship training. 
-o/a -in3a )niversit9 C?il3ren@s "osAital 
The Loma Linda University ChildrenQs Hospital 
provides a singleI centraliSed location where 
newbornsI infantsI and children can receive 
comprehensive medical care. Deing seen at a 
comprehensive center for childrenQs health care 
assures parents and their children that all aspects of 
the childQs health will be closely monitored and 
understood. Loma Linda University ChildrenQs 
Hospital staffTpediatric nursesI physiciansI 
surgeonsI anesthesiologistsI radiologistsI and other 
professionalsTworL together to assure that every 
patient receives the highest possible quality of 
medical attention. 
The organiSation of a childrenQs hospital also means 
that the hospitalQs staff is chosen from among people 
who are specially trained and have a deep interest in 
childrenQs health care. Every Loma Linda University 
ChildrenQs Hospital employee is highly sLilled in 
dealing with children and has made the care of 
children a personal priority. The childrenQs hospital is 
Lnown as Vthe place for little faces.V 
-o/a -in3a )niversit9 #ast Ca/ABs 'Aecialt9 
"osAital 
The East Campus Specialty Hospital (the former 
Loma Linda Community Hospital) is a teaching 
resource for students in family medicineI physical 
medicine and rehabilitationI orthopaedicsI and 
clinical neuroscience. In additionI it serves as the 
primary inpatient training site for house staff in 
family medicine. 
-o/a -in3a "eart an3 'BrCical "osAital 
Loma Linda University Heart Y Surgical Hospital is a 
specialty hospital that will serve as a teaching 
resource in the specialties of urologyI gynecologyI 
otolaryngologyI and cardiovascular disorders. 
DacBlt9 :e3ical OEEices 
The Zaculty >edical Offices include facilities for 
multiple specialties and an outpatient surgery suite 
that handles approNimately 30 percent of all the 
surgery done at the Loma Linda University >edical 
Center. The Z>O is utiliSed for studentsQ outpatient 
eNperience in nearly all specialties. 
Ferr9 -. Hettis :e/orial Ieterans Center 
The ]erry L. Pettis >emorial Veterans >edical Center 
serves a wide geographic area and cares for a large 
population of veterans. Outpatient clinics and 
inpatient wards are available for student and resident 
teaching. The residency programs are integrated with 
the Loma Linda University >edical Center and are 
under the supervision of the faculty of the School of 
>edicine. 
(iversi3e CoBnt9 (eCional :e3ical Center 
The Riverside County Regional >edical Center is 
located ten miles southeast of Loma Linda in the city 
of >oreno Valley. The patient population reflects an 
inner-city profile with a large concentration of urgent 
medical and surgicalI traumaI obstetricsI and 
pediatrics cases. Patients are available for studentI 
residentI and fellowship training. 
-o/a -in3a )niversit9 Je?avioral :e3icine Center 
The Loma Linda University Dehavioral >edicine 
CenterTa freestandingI full-service psychiatric 
hospitalTopened in early 1991. Loma Linda 
University Dehavioral >edicine Center offers adultI 
childI adolescentI and chemical-dependency 
servicesTincluding inpatient and partial 
hospitaliSation. Special emphasis is given to services 
that provide the integration of Christian faith with 
psychiatric care for patients desiring such. 
K?ite :e/orial :e3ical Center 
The White >emorial >edical Center is located 
approNimately siNty miles west of Loma Linda in the 
city of Los Angeles. The patient population reflects an 
inner-city profile with a large concentration of urgent 
medical and surgicalI traumaI obstetricsI and 
pediatrics cases. Patients are available for studentI 
residentI and fellowship training. 
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Resear&h Centers 
Basic science investigation is advanced, and patient 
treatment is enhanced through the ground-breaking 
research conducted at the four centers of the School of 
Medicine. 
C,-T,R F0R 1,ALT1 DISPARITI,S 
A-D 80L,CULAR 8,DICI-, 
The objective of the Center for Health Disparities and 
Molecular Medicine is to use cutting-edge molecular 
genetics and cellular techniques to study the influence 
of the augmented state of cellular oxidative stress 
(ASCOS) and inflammatory pathways on cell death 
and survival as it pertains to chronic health-
disparities diseases such as cancer and diabetes. The 
education mission of the center is to train a diverse 
group of graduate students, medical students, and 
postdoctoral scientists who are involved in health-
disparities research in Loma Linda University School 
of Medicine. The community outreach objective of the 
center is to develop community trust and establish 
strong partnerships and outreach for community-
based participatory research and education. 
C,-T,R F0R P,RI-ATAL :I0L0;Y 
The primary research focus of the Center for Perinatal 
Biology is investigation of developmental fetal and 
neonatal biology and physiology. The majority of the 
funding to support this research is derived from 
competitive grants awarded by the National Institutes 
of HealthR additional funding is provided by the 
National Science Foundation, the American Heart 
Association, the March of Dimes Birth Defects 
Foundation, and other agencies. The biomedical 
scientists in this internationally renowned research 
center also teach basic science courses in the School of 
MedicineR as well as graduate courses in their 
disciplinesT physiology/pharmacology, 
gynecology/obstetrics, pathology/human anatomy, 
biochemistry/microbiology, and pediatrics. 
For the graduate students, postdoctoral fellows, and 
beginning investigators—who spend from two-to-
four years in research and training in fields related to 
developmental physiology—the center is an ideal 
environment. A number of visiting scholars from 
other universities also work in the center during 
sabbaticals or other interims. 
-,UR0SUR;,RY C,-T,R F0R 
R,S,ARC1, TRAI-I-;, A-D 
,DUCATI0- 
The Neurosurgery Center for Research, Training, and 
Education has as its primary focus the improvement 
of patient care by conducting translational research. 
These goals are met by the research and development 
of new biologically and technologically advanced 
diagnostic procedures, minimally invasive surgical 
techniques, and innovative instrumentation. The 
center functions in collaboration with many well 
known institutions such as George Mason University, 
UCLA, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and 
Wadsworth Center in New Zork. 
The center has been recipients of a five-year NIH 
competitive grant to determine the role of iron 
perturbations in metabolism in the pathogenesis of 
Alzheimer\s disease as well as grants for proteomic 
study of schizophrenia. Our multidisciplinary work 
involves the Departments of Biochemistry, Radiology, 
Cell and Molecular Biology, Radiobiology, Psychiatry, 
Geriatric Medicine, and Biostatistics. The center is 
also interested in the development of new hemostatic 
agents that involve the control of hemorrhage. To this 
end it has developed new procoagulants and surgical 
devices in collaboration with industry. The center 
works in close collaboration with industrial resources 
for both testing and development of new surgical 
instrumentation. The director and associate director 
of the center hold numerous international and United 
States patents on surgical instruments and other 
devices. 
! Opportunities for predoctoral and 
postdoctoral training in both biochemistry 
and cell biology, particularly as it relates to 
neurodegenerative disease. 
! A computerized data bank, which is 
currently accessing cases of mild cognitive 
impairment, looking for determinants that 
lead to the development of Alzheimer\s 
disease. 
! We are proud of our student (medical, 
predoctoral) mentoring. Two recent Ph.D. 
recipients in biochemistry worked in our 
Biochemistry Laboratory. They were both 
selected for the Dean\s Award as ]Best 
Graduate Student.] 
The Neurosurgery Center for Research, Training, and 
Education plays an important role in 
multidisciplinary research, interfacing with many 
other departments within the school as well as with 
outside institutions-such as the National Institutes of 
Health and foreign medical institutions, including the 
Freie University of Berlin and Nanjing University. 
!"#$%&S#(Y +A(A-./ 012
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!a#$%l !( )omstoc/ 01ard 
The Daniel D. Co,stoc8 A:ard is given annually to 
the senior student :ith the ,ost distinguished 
perfor,ance in internal ,edicine. Selection is based 
on scholarshipC interest in scienceC s8illC devotion to 
patient careC and personal attributes of dependability 
and integrityDas de,onstrated by the physicianC 
Daniel D. Co,stoc8C for :ho, the a:ard is na,ed. 
!o#ald 4( 5r$ggs 01ard 
The Donald E. Griggs A:ard is presented annually to 
a senior student selected for ,eritorious scholarship 
and serviceDthe highest grade in the clinical 
rotations of ,edicineDreflecting those Gualities 
de,onstrated by the physician and teacher for :ho, 
the a:ard is na,ed. 
!a7$d 8( 9$#s:a1; <r(; 01ard 
The David H. Iinsha:C Sr.C A:ard is presented 
annually to a senior student :ho has de,onstrated 
outstanding Gualities of leadership and scholarship 
and :ho is entering a categorical surgery residency 
progra, :ith the intention of pursuing a career in 
general surgery. 
5=> ?( 9=#t 01ard 
The Guy M. Iunt A:ard is presented annually by the 
Depart,ent of Neurology to a senior student :ho 
co,bines outstanding acade,ic achieve,ent and the 
spirit of gentle caring that :as eLe,plified by Dr. 
Iunt. 
9arold @( 9oA$% 01ard 
The Iarold M. IoLie A:ard is presented by the 
Depart,ent of Medicine to a senior ,edical student 
:hose ,eritorious scholarshipC eLceptional 
perfor,ance in ,edicine :ith e,phasis in researchC 
and service reflect those Gualities de,onstrated by 
the physician and teacher for :ho, the a:ard is 
na,ed. 
8%#Bam$# Co7$tD 01ard 
The HenNa,in OovitP A:ard is presented to a senior 
,edical student :ho has de,onstrated Gualities of 
leadership and scholarship in the field of psychiatry. 
Ealt%r P( Grd%l:%$d% 01ard 
The Qalter R. Ordelheide A:ard is given annually by 
the Depart,ent of "a,ily Medicine to a senior 
student :ho has de,onstrated outstanding 
scholarship and leadershipC and :ho has fostered the 
pro,otion and advance,ent of fa,ily ,edicine. 
Pr%s$d%#tHs 01ard 
The RresidentTs A:ardC established in U/V0C is 
presented annually in recognition of superior 
scholastic attain,ent and active participation in the 
student co,,unityC :ithin the fra,e:or8 of 
Christian co,,it,ent. One recipient is selected fro, 
each school of the University. 
<oc$%t> Ior 0cad%m$c 4m%rg%#c> ?%d$c$#% 01ard 
The Society for Acade,ic E,ergency Medicine 
A:ard is presented to the senior ,edical student :ho 
has de,onstrated eLcellence in the specialty of 
e,ergency ,edicine. 
Jar#%r @( @o:#s; @r(; 01ard 
The Varner M. MohnsC Mr.C A:ard is given to a 
graduating senior :ho is recogniPed as an 
outstanding student :ith the potential of beco,ing a 
future faculty ,e,ber in the Depart,ent of 
Medicine. 
0l=m#$ 0ssoc$at$o#K9%rL%r 01ard 
The School of Medicine Alu,ni Association A:ard is 
given annually to students :ho de,onstrate 
outstanding leadership in furthering the ,ission of 
Lo,a Linda University School of Medicine. 
E$l 0l%Aa#d%r E:ol%MP%rso# )ar% 01ard 
The Qil AleLander Qhole[Rerson Care A:ard 
recogniPes a senior ,edical student :hoC during the 
clinical yearsC has de,onstrated to his\her peers and 
colleagues a gro:ing eLcellence in the physicalC 
,entalC e,otionalC spiritualC and relational care of 
his\her patients as part of the art of ,edical practice. 
0lN:a Gm%ga 0lN:a 9o#or <oc$%t> 
"ourth[year students are reco,,ended for 
,e,bership in the national honor ,edical societyC 
Alpha O,ega Alpha. Me,bership is deter,ined 
based on scholasticC professionalC and personal 
perfor,ance. The School of Medicine :as granted a 
charter for establishing the Epsilon Chapter on April 
UC U/5]. 
Oog%r E( 8ar#%s 01ard 
The Roger Q. Harnes A:ard is presented to a senior 
student :ho has de,onstrated to an unusual degree 
the Gualities of co,passionC 8indnessC and hu,ilityD
as eLhibited by the physician and teacher for :ho, 
the a:ard is na,ed. 
9arold P( Q$Nr$c/ 01ard 
The Iarold ". _ipric8 A:ard is presented annually 
by the Depart,ent of Gynecology and Obstetrics to a 
senior student in recognition of overall acade,ic 
achieve,ent and clinical perfor,ance in gynecology 
and obstetricsC as de,onstrated by the physician and 
teacher for :ho, the a:ard is na,ed. 
!$st$#g=$s:%d <t=d%#t $# 4m%rg%#c> ?%d$c$#% 
01ard 
The Distinguished Student in E,ergency Medicine 
A:ard is given by the depart,ent to a senior student 
:ho is devoted to e,ergency ,edicine and 
co,,itted to pursuing it as a career. 
!$st$#g=$s:%d <t=d%#t $# Pr%7%#t$7% ?%d$c$#% 
01ard 
The Distinguished Student in Rreventive Medicine 
A:ard is given to a senior student :ho has 
de,onstrated eLceptional perfor,ance in preventive 
,edicine and is co,,itted to pursuing it as a career. 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*012
Philip '. Reiswig Award 
(34*536768*9:*&46;<6=*,<>?@*6;*8?4;4AB4@*BC*>*;4A6C?*
;BD@4AB*4AB4?6A=*B34*E647@*CE*C?B3C8>4@6F*;D?=4?G*<3C*
4H36I6B;*B34*@4@6F>B6CAJ*4AB3D;6>;KJ*>A@*FCKK6BK4AB*
CE*B34*83G;6F6>AL74>@4?*EC?*<3CK*6B*6;*A>K4@:*
ADDITI5NAL RE9UIREMENTS 
MC?*>@@6B6CA>7*8C76F64;*=CN4?A6A=*-CK>*-6A@>*
!A6N4?;6BG*;BD@4AB;J*;44*'4FB6CA*##*CE*B36;*+,(,-./J*
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;>B6;E>FBC?67G*K44B6A=*>77*?4=D7>B6CA;*84?B6A4AB*BC*
?4=6;B?>B6CAJ*K>B?6FD7>B6CAJ*>A@*=?>@D>B6CA:
*
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1ENNETH R. 8RIGHT, Program Coordinator 
3!C56T8 
PRIMARY APPOINTMENTS 
Denise L. Bellinger 
Brad A. Cole 
Bertha C. Escobar-Poni 
Michael A. 1irby 
Anissa Y. LaCount 
Pedro B. Nava 
1erby C. Oberg 
1imberly O. Payne 
  
SECONDARY AND ADOUNCT APPOINTMENTS 
Marino De Leon 
8illiam M. HooQer 
Paul O. McMillan 
Steven M. Yellon 
 
 
It is the mission of the Loma Linda University basic 
science programs to further the teaching and healing 
ministry of Oesus Christ by fostering scholarly 
eScellence leading to the discovery, integration, and 
dissemination of biomedical Qnowledge. 
The basic sciences of the School of Medicine offer 
graduate programs with emphases in anatomy, 
biochemistry, microbiology, pharmacology, and 
physiology. The Ph.D. degree curriculum is designed 
to prepare students for a career in independent 
research and teaching in an academic or 
biotechnology setting. Students may enter any of 
these five Ph.D. degree programs by applying to the 
Integrated Biomedical Graduate Studies Program. 
After completing a common first-year core 
curriculum, students will select a program and a 
mentor for the completion of their studies, during 
which advanced courses and laboratory worQ allow 
them to fully develop an area of research interest and 
eSpertise. Students usually rotate through up to three 
research laboratories before selecting a research 
advisor. 
The M.S. degree course of study provides education 
appropriate for technicians involved in biomedical 
research and for medical technologists seeQing career 
advancement. A pathway to combined M.D.UPh.D. 
degrees is also offered. 
The School of Medicine through its Division of 
Human Anatomy in the Department of Pathology 
and Human Anatomy, along with other departments 
of the University, offers programs leading to the 
Master of Science and the Doctor of Philosophy 
degrees in the field of anatomy. These departments 
are active participants in the systems biology 
curricula, which consist of interdisciplinary courses 
and seminars coordinated by the faculties of the 
Departments of Anatomy, of Physiology and 
Pharmacology, and of Biochemistry and Microbiology 
in the School of Medicine. The degree programs 
provide opportunities for qualified students to 
prepare for careers in teaching and research. 
Graduate programs in anatomy provide opportunities 
for qualified students to study all aspects of human 
morphology from both didactic and investigative 
points of view. Study and research on other species 
and in other biomedical disciplines may be included 
in the studentWs curriculum. Students are introduced 
to research methods, both through scientific literature 
and the laboratory, while worQing on a significant 
research problem. Students acquire eSperience in 
scientific communication by participating in seminars, 
writing critical reviews, and reporting results of 
research eSperience either in thesisUdissertation form 
or as publishableUpublished papers. 
The program outcomes of the Anatomy Program are 
as followsX 
1. Students will demonstrate a broad 
Qnowledge of the biomedical sciences and 
subZect mastery of the anatomical disciplines. 
2. Students will be able to interpret current 
literature in their discipline. 
3. Students will be able to apply the scientific 
method. 
4. Students will understand the need to 
practice scientific and professional ethics. 
5. ^Students will understand the process of 
applying for eSternal funding. 
^ This obZective is not applicable to M.S. degree 
students. 
M.). !91 /:.1. 1;<=;;) 
The School of MedicineWs Division of Biochemistry 
offers study in the Biochemistry Program leading to 
the Master of Science and the Doctor of Philosophy 
degrees. These degree programs provide a broad 
biochemical bacQground while allowing the student 
to fully develop a special area of research interest. The 
Master of Science degree provides content 
appropriate for persons preparing to teach at the 
secondary level or in related professional school 
areas, or for persons intending to pursue careers as 
research technicians. The Doctor of Philosophy degree 
is designed to prepare the graduate for a career in 
independent research and teaching in university, 
clinical, biotechnological, or government 
environments. Ph.D. degree students are eSpected to 
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develop creativity and independence, in addition to 
technical skills. 
Co#$ined de*rees 
Combined degree (Ph.D./M.D. and M.S./M.D.) 
options are also available. The combination of an M.S. 
degree with a professional degree provides additional 
content and research experience as a background for 
postgraduate medical or dental education. The 
combination of a Ph.D. degree with a professional 
degree prepares the student for a future in academic 
medicine or dentistry—combining research, teaching, 
and clinical practice. 
The combined degrees are described at the end of 
Section III in this CATALOG. 
PRERESUISITE COURSES 
Applicants must have a bachelorTs degree from an 
accredited U.S. college or the equivalent from a 
foreign university. Foreign applicants must have their 
transcripts evaluated by an accredited agency for 
equivalency to a U.S. degree. Entrance requirements 
include a full year of each of the following 
undergraduate courses: general biology, general 
chemistry, organic chemistry, and general physics. 
Upper division biology (such as cell and molecular 
biology) and chemistry (such as biochemistry) are 
strongly recommended. Calculus is also 
recommended. Results of the general test of the 
Graduate Record Examination (GRE) must be 
submitted. Applicants whose first language is not 
English must submit scores from the TOEFL (Test of 
English as a Foreign Language). The program 
reserves the right to decide on the equivalence of 
courses presented by the applicant. 
First/0ear curriculu# 
The first-year curriculum includes a course sequence 
taught by interdisciplinary faculty that integrates all 
the disciplines of the biomedical basic science areas—
moving from molecules through cellular mechanisms 
to integrated systems. In addition, a supplemental 
course covers research-related topics—such as 
scientific communication and integrity, information 
handling, and statistics; as well as successful grant 
writing. Students learn of new developments in the 
biomedical sciences through weekly seminars, and 
they gain presentation skills of their own in a weekly 
student presentation seminar series. During the 
subsequent years, formal courses continue to broaden 
and integrate into a meaningful whole an 
understanding of the clinical consequences of cellular 
events. 
5eli*ion re6uire#ent 
Students in the Master of Science (M.S.) programs are 
required to complete one 3-unit, graduate level 
religion class (RELT 617 Seminar in Religion and the 
Sciences). Students in the Ph.D. degree program are 
required to complete 3 graduate level religion courses 
of three or more units each. These must include RELT 
617; as well as RELE 525 Ethics for Scientists and 
RELR 588 Personal and Family _holeness. A course 
in biblical studies (RELT 588, RELT 559, RELT 560, 
RELT 564, or RELT 565) may be substituted for either 
the ethical or relational course. 
5esearc78Dissertation or T7esis 
A student will at all times have registration in 
research units. An IP will be assigned until the 
student registers for new units. The units should be 
spread out over the course of time it takes to complete 
thesis or dissertation research satisfactorily. An IP 
may not be carried for longer than five quarters. 
A<AT=MY—M.S. 
A minimum of 45 units is required for the M.S. 
degree, as detailed in the table below. Two options, a 
research track and a course work track, are available. 
Students must maintain a G.P.A. of at least 3.0. 
Students must adhere to all University and program 
policies as published in the Student (andboo,, 
University CATALOG, or bStudent Guide.b Policies 
and requirements are subject to change. 
Course CorD tracD 
Under this plan, the student fulfills the total unit 
requirement by taking additional electives. The 
student takes a comprehensive written examination 
over the graduate course work in lieu of preparing a 
thesis. 
5esearc7 tracD 
Under this plan, the student fulfills the core 
requirements and also carries out research that 
culminates in a thesis. The student must pass an oral 
examination given by his/her graduate guidance 
committee after the thesis has been completed. 
A<AT=MY—PF.D. 
For the Ph.D. degree, students must complete a 
minimum of 88 units, as detailed in the table below, 
and must maintain a G.P.A. of at least 3.0. In addition, 
doctoral students are required to pass both written 
and oral comprehensive examinations in order to 
advance to candidacy. They must successfully defend 
the dissertation to their guidance committee before 
being awarded the Ph.D. degree. Students must 
adhere to all University and program policies as 
published in the Student (andboo,, University 
CATALOG, or bStudent Guide.b Policies and 
requirements are subject to change.
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Basic science core  
M.S. 
Coursework 
M.S. 
Research Ph.D. 
I/0* 103 /io'edical Co'':nication and Inte;rity ,.0 ,.0 ,.0 
I/0* 10, /io'edical In>or'ation and *tatistics ,.0 ,.0 ,.0 
I/0* 10@ /io'edical 0rant Aritin;     ,.0 
I/0* 133 Cell:lar +ecBanis's and Inte;rated *yste's I     C.0 
I/0* 13, Cell:lar +ecBanis's and Inte;rated *yste's II     C.0 
I/0* 13@ Cell:lar +ecBanis's and Inte;rated *yste's III     C.0 
I/0* 1,3 Cell:lar +ecBanis's and Inte;rated *yste's I Do:rnal 
Cl:E 
    ,.0 
I/0* 1,, 
Cell:lar +ecBanis's and Inte;rated *yste's II Do:rnal 
Cl:E 
    ,.0 
I/0* 1,@ 
Cell:lar +ecBanis's and Inte;rated *yste's III Do:rnal 
Cl:E 
    ,.0 
Totals G.0  G.0  @H.0  
 
Major  
M.S. 
Coursework 
M.S. 
Research Ph.D. 
"I"T 13H Ie:roscience 0* H.0 H.0 H.0 
"I"T 1G3 0ross "nato'y 0* 30.0 30.0 30.0 
"I"T 1G, CellJ Tiss:eJ and Or;an /iolo;y 1.0 1.0 1.0 
"I"T 1GG L:'an M'Eryolo;y Nect:re ,.0 ,.0 ,.0 
Totals ,@.0  ,@.0  ,@.0  
 
Seminars  
M.S. 
Coursework 
M.S. 
Research Ph.D. 
I/0* H0G Introd:ction to Inte;rative /iolo;y Presentation *e'inar 3.0 3.0 3.0 
I/0* H01 Inte;rative /iolo;y Presentation *e'inar Q3.0R   3.0 ,.0 
I/0* H07 
Inte;rated /io'edical 
0rad:ate *t:dies 
*e'inar Q3.0R 
Te;istration and attendance 
reU:ired every U:arter in 
residenceJ E:t :nits do not 
co:nt toVard total reU:ired 
>or ;rad:ation. 
) ) ) 
Totals 3.0  ,.0  @.0  
 
Religion  
M.S. 
Coursework 
M.S. 
Research Ph.D. 
TMNM 1,1 MtBics >or *cientists     @.0 
TMNT 1G9 Personal and Wa'ily ABoleness     @.0 
TMNT H37 *e'inar in Teli;ion and tBe *ciences @.0 @.0 @.0 
Totals @.0  @.0  9.0  
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!lecti'es  
)*+*,
-./rse1.r2 
)*+*,
3esearc5 65*7* 
ANAT 222 Graduate Anatomy Elective 
Electives in 
anatomyBembryology 
14.0     
Totals 14.0  H  H  
 
3esearc587issertati.n,.r,:5esis  
)*+*,
-./rse1.r2 
)*+*,
3esearc5 65*7* 
ANAT 697 Research (1.0-O.0)   13.0 15.0 
IBGS 696 Research Rotations (1.0)     2.0 
Totals H  H  17.0  
;'erall,:.tals <=*>  <=*>  ??*>  
Course titles followed by a number in parentheses indicate a variable unit course or a course that is to be repeated 
one or more times until the total required units are reached. The number inside the parentheses is the unit value of 
the course. The number in the column is the total units required for the degree program. 
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(M.S., Ph.D.)  
34546O34 894:;.45<=9>=4.? 3ro@ra( 
CoorCinator 
FACULTY 
3:E/F:G F33OE5T/45T. 
8anilo "osJovic 
3eneloLe 8MerJsen<=M@&es 
NolOO /. ;irsc& 
Nillia( =. :. 6an@riC@e 
Qonat&an N. 5eiCi@& 
/ic&ael 3ecaMt 
C&ristoL&er 3err, 
6aRrence C. .oRers 
5at&an Nall 
:. "rMce NilcoS 
  
.4CO58F:G F58 F8Q95CT F33OE5T/45T. 
Carlos F. Casiano 
=ansel /. Tletc&er 
8aila >riCle, 
CliOOorC =err(ann 
8aviC F. =essin@er 
/arJ .. Qo&nson 
;in<=in@ Nillia( 6aM 
T&o(as F. 6inJ&art 
.MUUMra(an /o&an 
Nillia( Q. 3earce 
Qo&n Q. :ossi 
6aRrence ". .anCUer@ 
8onna 8. .tron@ 
"arr, 6. Ta,lor 
 
 
Et is t&e (ission oO t&e 6o(a 6inCa 9niversit, Uasic 
science Lro@ra(s to OMrt&er t&e teac&in@ anC &ealin@ 
(inistr, oO QesMs C&rist U, Oosterin@ sc&olarl, 
eScellence leaCin@ to t&e Ciscover,? inte@ration? anC 
Cisse(ination oO Uio(eCical JnoRleC@e. 
T&e Uasic sciences oO t&e .c&ool oO /eCicine oOOer 
@raCMate Lro@ra(s Rit& e(L&ases in anato(,? 
Uioc&e(istr,? (icroUiolo@,? L&ar(acolo@,? anC 
L&,siolo@,. T&e 3&.8. Ce@ree cMrricMlM( is Cesi@neC 
to LreLare stMCents Oor a career in inCeLenCent 
researc& anC teac&in@ in an acaCe(ic or 
Uiotec&nolo@, settin@. .tMCents (a, enter an, oO 
t&ese Oive 3&.8. Ce@ree Lro@ra(s U, aLLl,in@ to t&e 
Ente@rateC "io(eCical >raCMate .tMCies 3ro@ra(. 
FOter co(Lletin@ a co((on Oirst<,ear core 
cMrricMlM(? stMCents Rill select a Lro@ra( anC a 
(entor Oor t&e co(Lletion oO t&eir stMCies? CMrin@ 
R&ic& aCvanceC coMrses anC laUorator, RorJ alloR 
t&e stMCent to OMll, CeveloL an area oO researc& 
interest anC eSLertise. .tMCents MsMall, rotate 
t&roM@& ML to t&ree researc& laUoratories UeOore 
selectin@ a researc& aCvisor. 
T&e /... Ce@ree coMrse oO stMC, LroviCes eCMcation 
aLLroLriate Oor tec&nicians involveC in Uio(eCical 
researc& anC Oor (eCical tec&nolo@ists seeJin@ career 
aCvance(ent. F Lat&Ra, to co(UineC /.8.V3&.8. 
Ce@rees is also oOOereC. 
T&e .c&ool oO /eCicineWs 8ivision oO "ioc&e(istr, 
oOOers Lro@ra(s leaCin@ to t&e 8octor oO 3&ilosoL&, 
anC /aster oO .cience Ce@rees. T&ese Lro@ra(s 
inclMCe a core cMrricMlM( t&at LroviCes a UroaC 
UacJ@roMnC in Uioc&e(istr,<relateC issMes anC 
aLLroac&es. FCvanceC coMrses alloR eac& stMCent to 
CeveloL OMll, an area oO interest. :esearc& stren@t&s oO 
t&e CeLart(ent inclMCeX cancer Uiolo@,? 85F Ca(a@e 
anC reLair? (easMre(ent oO t&,roiC &or(ones? 
coa@Mlation? neMroUiolo@,? LeLtiCe strMctMre? vaccine 
CeveloL(ent? anC raCiation Uiolo@,. 
T&e Lro@ra( oMtco(es oO t&e "ioc&e(istr, 3ro@ra( 
are as OolloRsX 
1. .tMCents Rill Ce(onstrate a UroaC 
JnoRleC@e oO t&e Uio(eCical sciences anC 
sMUYect (aster, in (olecMlar? cellMlar anC 
inte@rative asLects oO Uioc&e(istr,. 
Z. .tMCents Rill Ue aUle to interLret cMrrent 
literatMre in t&eir CisciLline. 
0. .tMCents Rill Ue aUle to aLLl, t&e scientiOic 
(et&oC. 
4. .tMCents Rill MnCerstanC t&e neeC to 
Lractice scientiOic anC LroOessional et&ics. 
5. ].tMCents Rill MnCerstanC t&e Lrocess oO 
aLLl,in@ Oor eSternal OMnCin@. 
] T&is oUYective is not aLLlicaUle to /... Ce@ree 
stMCents 
M.S. and Ph.D. degrees 
T&e .c&ool oO /eCicineWs 8ivision oO "ioc&e(istr, 
oOOers stMC, in t&e "ioc&e(istr, 3ro@ra( leaCin@ to 
t&e /aster oO .cience anC t&e 8octor oO 3&ilosoL&, 
Ce@rees. T&ese Ce@ree Lro@ra(s LroviCe a UroaC 
Uioc&e(ical UacJ@roMnC R&ile alloRin@ t&e stMCent 
to OMll, CeveloL a sLecial area oO researc& interest. T&e 
/aster oO .cience Ce@ree LroviCes content 
aLLroLriate Oor Lersons LreLarin@ to teac& at t&e 
seconCar, level or in relateC LroOessional sc&ool 
areas? or Oor Lersons intenCin@ to LMrsMe careers as 
researc& tec&nicians. T&e 8octor oO 3&ilosoL&, Ce@ree 
is Cesi@neC to LreLare t&e @raCMate Oor a career in 
inCeLenCent researc& anC teac&in@ in Mniversit,? 
clinical? Uiotec&nolo@ical? or @overn(ent 
environ(ents. 3&.8. Ce@ree stMCents are eSLecteC to 
CeveloL creativit, anC inCeLenCence? in aCCition to 
tec&nical sJills. 
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Combined degrees 
Com5ined degree (P>.D.AM.D. and M.S.AM.D.) 
oEtions are also availa5le. T>e com5ination of an M.S. 
degree Lit> a Erofessional degree Erovides additional 
content and researc> exEerience as a 5acNground for 
Eostgraduate medical or dental education. T>e 
com5ination of a P>.D. degree Lit> a Erofessional 
degree EreEares t>e student for a future in academic 
medicine or dentistry—com5ining researc>, teac>ing, 
and clinical Eractice. 
T>e com5ined degrees are descri5ed at t>e end of 
Section ### in t>is CATALO/. 
P&%&%SU#S#T% COU&S%S 
AEElicants must >ave a 5ac>elorTs degree from an 
accredited U.S. college or t>e eUuivalent from a 
foreign university. Foreign aEElicants must >ave t>eir 
transcriEts evaluated 5y an accredited agency for 
eUuivalency to a U.S. degree. %ntrance reUuirements 
include a full year of eac> of t>e folloLing 
undergraduate coursesW general 5iology, general 
c>emistry, organic c>emistry, and general E>ysics. 
UEEer division 5iology (suc> as cell and molecular 
5iology) and c>emistry (suc> as 5ioc>emistry) are 
strongly recommended. Calculus is also 
recommended. &esults of t>e general test of t>e 
/raduate &ecord %xamination (/&%) must 5e 
su5mitted. AEElicants L>ose first language is not 
%nglis> must su5mit scores from t>e TO%FL (Test of 
%nglis> as a Foreign Language). T>e Erogram 
reserves t>e rig>t to decide on t>e eUuivalence of 
courses Eresented 5y t>e aEElicant. 
First-year curriculum 
T>e firstXyear curriculum includes a course seUuence, 
taug>t 5y interdisciElinary faculty t>at integrates all 
t>e disciElines of t>e 5iomedical 5asic science areas—
moving from molecules t>roug> cellular mec>anisms 
to integrated systems. #n addition, a suEElemental 
course covers researc>Xrelated toEics suc> as scientific 
communication and integrity, information >andling, 
and statisticsY as Lell as successful grant Lriting. 
Students learn of neL develoEments in t>e 
5iomedical sciences t>roug> LeeNly seminars, and 
t>ey gain Eresentation sNills of t>eir oLn in a LeeNly 
student EresentationXseminar series. During t>e 
su5seUuent years, formal courses continue to 5roaden 
and integrate into a meaningful L>ole an 
understanding of t>e clinical conseUuences of cellular 
events. 
Religion requirement 
Students in t>e Master of Science (M.S.) degree 
Erograms are reUuired to comElete one 0Xunit, 
graduate level religion class (&%LT Z[\ Seminar in 
&eligion and t>e Sciences). Students in t>e P>.D. 
degree Erogram are reUuired to comElete 0 graduate 
level religion courses of t>ree or more units eac>. 
T>ese must include &%LT Z[\Y as Lell as &%L% ]2] 
%t>ics for Scientists and &%L& ]^^ Personal and 
Family _>oleness. A course in 5i5lical studies (&%LT 
]^^, &%LT ]]`, &%LT ]Z1, &%LT ]Za, or &%LT ]Z]) 
may 5e su5stituted for eit>er t>e et>ical or relational 
course. 
Research8Dissertation or Thesis 
A student Lill at all times >ave registration in 
researc> units. An #P Lill 5e assigned until t>e 
student registers for neL units. T>e units s>ould 5e 
sEread out over t>e course of time it taNes to comElete 
t>esis or dissertation researc> satisfactorily. An #P 
may not 5e carried for longer t>an five Uuarters. 
BIOCHEMISTRB—M.S. 
A minimum of a] units is reUuired for t>e M.S. 
degree, as detailed in t>e ta5le 5eloL. TLo oEtions, a 
researc> tracN and a course LorN tracN, are availa5le. 
Students must maintain a /PA of at least 0.1. 
Students must ad>ere to all University and Erogram 
Eolicies as Eu5lis>ed in t>e Student band5ooN, 
University CATALO/, or cStudent /uide.c Policies 
and reUuirements are su5dect to c>ange. 
Course work track 
Under t>is Elan, t>e student fulfills t>e total unit 
reUuirement 5y taNing additional 5ioc>emistry 
electives. T>e student taNes a comEre>ensive Lritten 
examination over t>e graduate course LorN in lieu of 
EreEaring a t>esis. 
Research track 
Under t>is Elan, t>e student fulfills t>e core 
reUuirements and also carries out researc> t>at 
culminates in a t>esis. T>e student must Eass an oral 
examination given 5y >isA>er graduate guidance 
committee after t>e t>esis >as 5een comEleted. 
BIOCHEMISTRB—PH.D. 
For t>e P>.D. degree, students must comElete a 
minimum of \^ units, as detailed in t>e ta5le 5eloL, 
and must maintain a /.P.A. of at least 0.1. #n addition, 
doctoral students are reUuired to Eass 5ot> Lritten 
and oral comEre>ensive examinations in order to 
advance to candidacy. T>ey must successfully defend 
t>e dissertation to t>eir guidance committee 5efore 
5eing aLarded t>e P>.D. degree. Students must 
ad>ere to all University and Erogram Eolicies as 
Eu5lis>ed in t>e !tudent (and*oo,, University 
CATALO/, or cStudent /uide.c Policies and 
reUuirements are su5dect to c>ange.
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!asic science core  
M.S. 
Course0or1 
M.S. 
2esearch Ph.D. 
IBGS 501 Biomedical Communication and Integrity 2.0 2.0 2.0 
IBGS 502 Biomedical Information and Statistics 2.0 2.0 2.0 
IBGS 503 Biomedical Grant Writing     2.0 
IBGS 511 Cellular Mechanisms and Integrated Systems I 8.0 8.0 8.0 
IBGS 512 Cellular Mechanisms and Integrated Systems II 8.0 8.0 8.0 
IBGS 513 Cellular Mechanisms and Integrated Systems III 8.0 8.0 8.0 
IBGS 521 Cellular Mechanisms and Integrated Systems I Journal 
Club 
2.0 2.0 2.0 
IBGS 522 
Cellular Mechanisms and Integrated Systems II 
Journal Club 
2.0 2.0 2.0 
IBGS 523 
Cellular Mechanisms and Integrated Systems III 
Journal Club 
2.0 2.0 2.0 
Totals 34.0  34.0  36.0  
 
Major  
M.S. 
Course0or1 
M.S. 
2esearch Ph.D. 
BCHM HHH 
Graduate Biochemistry 
Elective 
Elective courses in 
biochemistry. At least two 
units must be in a 
techniques course and 2 
units in a didactic literature 
based course. 
7.0   12.0 
Totals 7.0  -  12.0  
 
Se7inars  
M.S. 
Course0or1 
M.S. 
2esearch Ph.D. 
IBGS 604 
Introduction to Integrative Biology Presentation 
Seminar 
1.0 1.0 1.0 
IBGS 605 Integrative Biology Presentation Seminar (1.0)   1.0 2.0 
IBGS 607 
Integrated Biomedical 
Graduate Studies 
Seminar (1.0) 
Registration and 
attendance required every 
quarter in residence, but 
units do not count toward 
total required for 
graduation. 
- - - 
Totals 1.0  2.0  3.0  
 
2eligion 
M.S. 
Course0or1 
M.S. 
2esearch Ph.D. 
RELE 525 Ethics for Scientists     3.0 
RELR 549 Personal and Family Wholeness     3.0 
RELT 617 Seminar in Religion and the Sciences 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Totals 3.0  3.0  9.0  
 
 
!"I$%&'IT) C,T,-O/ 002
Research/Dissertation or Thesis  
M.S. 
Coursework 
M.S. 
Research Ph.D. 
3C45 678 &esearc> ?@.0B@0.0C   6.0 @D.0 
I3/' 676 &esearc> &otations ?@.0C     I.0 
Totals K  6.0  @8.0  
Overall Totals 45.0  45.0  77.0  
CoLrse titles MolloNed Py a nLRPer in parent>eses indicate a variaPle Lnit coLrse or a coLrse t>at is to Pe repeated 
one or Rore tiRes Lntil t>e total reULired Lnits are reac>ed. T>e nLRPer inside t>e parent>eses is t>e Lnit valLe oM 
t>e coLrse. T>e nLRPer in t>e colLRn is t>e total Lnits reULired Mor t>e deVree proVraR. 
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O67ectives 
Loma Linda University is committed to fostering the 
investigative sFills of its medical students. Students 
interested in pursuing careers in academic medicine 
and medical research may wish to enroll in one of the 
combined degrees programs. 
The Medical Scientist Program is designed to develop 
a studentLs independence and competence as an 
investigative scientist and clinician. It provides 
students with a broad educational base for the 
practice of medicine and medically related research. 
The program is administered by the School of 
Medicine in cooperation with the Naculty of Graduate 
Studies. 
3ro;ra< description 
The program is designed to attract students who are 
energiPed by doing research and want to contribute 
substantially to this enterprise. 
Students enter this combined degrees program 
through the graduate program. In the first year, 
students participate in a new and revised, 
scientifically integrated program that includes 
biochemistry, molecular biology, physiology, 
pharmacology, and anatomy. 3hile in the first year, 
students also rotate through the laboratories of 
selected faculty members. 
In the second year, students increase their 
involvement with individual laboratory proQects 
while continuing to complete graduate course 
requirements. Students in selected areas may also be 
asFed to serve as teaching assistants for graduate or 
medical classes. Students pursuing the combined 
degrees will also be involved with Qoint basic science 
and clinical meetings and conferences with the aim of 
understanding the interrelationships between 
laboratory-based and clinical research. 
Upon demonstration of laboratory success, as 
indicated by completion of a first-author manuscript, 
the student will continue on to the traditional first 
two years of the medical school curriculum. It is 
anticipated that the amount of time required to 
demonstrate laboratory success will be two-to-three 
years. Successful students who have acquired 
essential laboratory sFills should continue their 
affiliation with the host laboratory and continue 
research progress as time permits while in the 
medical school curriculum. 
Upon successful completion of the first two years of 
the medical curriculum and Step 1 of the USMLE, 
students will begin a series of rotations between the 
clinical sciences and the research laboratory. During 
these later years, students will complete all of the 
standard clinical rotations and continue progress on 
laboratory proQects. It is the intent of this program 
that students will acquire the requisite sFills needed 
for a successful career at the interface of laboratory-
based and clinical research. 
3ro;ra< ad<ission 
Admission into the Medical Scientist Program is 
competitive and requires evidence that the student is 
liFely to develop into a successful medical scientist. 
The student must submit separate applications to the 
School of Medicine for both the M.D. and the Ph.D. 
degree programs, and meet the stated admissions 
requirements for each of these programs. The 
application pacFage for the Ph.D. degree program 
requires scores for the general test of the Graduate 
Record EUamination. Both programs must accept the 
student scores before the student is admitted to the 
Medical Scientist Program. Students entering the 
M.D.WPh.D. combined degrees program who 
determine that a research career is inappropriate may 
elect to complete the M.D. degree program 
independently. Students entering the Ph.D. degree 
program who desire a career in academic medicine 
may choose to apply for admission to the M.D.WPh.D. 
combined degrees program at a point after their entry 
into the Ph.D. degree programX however, the standard 
medical school application process will be required at 
that point. 
>inancial assistance 
Ninancial assistance to students in the Medical 
Scientist Program may provideY 
1. Cost-of-living stipends during those periods 
in which students are most directly involved 
in graduate education. The amount of the 
stipend is equivalent to that available to 
Ph.D. degree students in the basic science 
graduate programs.Z 
2. Tuition waivers for all graduate program 
course worF. 
3. Tuition deferment for the freshman and 
sophomore years of the M.D. degree 
curriculum. 3hen a student completes an 
M.S. or Ph.D. degree, tuition deferred from 
the freshman and sophomore years is 
canceled. 
4. Tuition waiver for both the Qunior and senior 
years of the M.D. curriculum, upon 
completion of a Ph.D. degree. 
M.D.WPh.D. students are ordinarily eUpected to 
complete their Ph.D. degree before beginning the 
third year of medical school. Students who have not 
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completed the Ph.D. degree may apply for a tuition 
deferment for their junior year of the medical 
curriculum, and, in unusual cases, for the first quarter 
of their senior year. Applications for tuition 
deferment beyond the first two years must be 
approved by the student's dissertation committee and 
signed by the dissertation advisor, the associate dean 
for basic sciences, and the dean of the School of 
Medicine. Under no circumstances will a student be 
granted a tuition deferment or be allowed to register 
for the last two quarters of medical school until s/he 
have finished the requirements for the Ph.D degree. If 
a student withdraws from the Ph.D. degree program 
his/her tuition deferments will be converted to a 
loan. Completion of the M.D. degree terminates the 
student's participation in the Medical Scientist 
Program and ends the availability of tuition waiver. 
Any tuition deferments then in force will convert to 
loan obligations at that time. 
! Stipends fro. t/e Sc/ool of Medicine 3ill 4e a3arded for 
t/e first t3o 6ears of t/e graduate progra., provided t/at 
t/e student .a;es satisfactor6 acade.ic process and 
re.ains in good and regular standing. Stipends covering 
stud6 4e6ond t/e first t3o 6ears s/ould ordinaril6 4e 
o4tained fro. t/e individual la4oratories or depart.ents in 
3/ic/ t/e student conducts researc/.
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!io$edical +ciences.+M 
01ost3accala4reate Certi7icate8 
3ENNET7 8RIG7T, Program Coordinator 
 
 
9:C;<T> 
Students accepted into the postbaccalaureate 
certificate Biomedical Sciences Program enroll in basic 
science courses with first-year medical students. 
Kaculty responsible for teaching students in the 
biomedical sciences program will be those who teach 
these first-year basic science courses. 
The certificate program enables students to complete 
their studies with one academic year of full-time 
commitment. The program is intended to provide 
postbaccalaureate eMperience in the rapidly changing 
area of biomedical sciences. As such, it will either 
augment other career choices—such as high school 
teaching, patent law, and biotechnology 
management—or improve the preparation for 
professional training in medicine. 
:d$ission 
Applicants to the Biomedical Sciences Program must 
satisfy the same requirements as those applying to 
medicine at Loma Linda UniversityR that is, they will 
have completed a baccalaureate degree (or its 
equivalent) with a course of study that includes a year 
each of general biology, general chemistry, organic 
chemistry and general physics. Applicants are 
required to taUe the Medical College Acceptance Test 
(MCAT) with no score less than 6 and an aggregate 
score greater than 20. 
Co4rse o7 st4dy 
Students are currently required to complete 36 units 
selected from courses indicated by the program 
coordinator. These courses will include 3 units of 
religion, with the remaining units selected from the 
first-year medical curriculum. 
The curriculum followed by the biomedical certificate 
students will be developed in consultation with the 
program director, and will typically include gross 
anatomy, physiology, and either cell structure and 
function or biochemistry and neuroscience. In 
addition, students are asUed to enroll in a critical-
thinUing course, and in one religion course. The total 
number of units for which students enroll during a 
school year is approMimately 36. 
In special circumstances, students might be able to 
transfer course credits obtained in the Biomedical 
Sciences Program to a masterXs degree program in the 
basic sciences. In order to transfer credit to a masterXs 
degree program, the student must obtain a letter 
grade of B or better in a given course. 
Although several of the courses may share lecture 
eMperience and tests with the Doctor of Medicine 
degree program, such courses will not be transferred 
to the M.D. degree programR and a student 
subsequently admitted to the M.D. degree program 
should eMpect to taUe, and pay for, the normal M.D. 
degree curriculum.
 
9irst >ear@ +4$$er A4arter  Units 
ANAT 550 Gross Anatomy[Embryology 1.0 
BC7M 511 Medical Biochemistry, Molecular Biology, and Genetics I 1.0 
MDC] 504 Cell Structure and Kunction 2.0 
P7SL 521 Medical Physiology GS I 1.0 
STC] 501 Critical ThinUing 4.0 
Totals 9.0  
 
:4t4$n A4arter  Units 
ANAT 551 Medical Gross Anatomy[Embryology II 5.0 
BC7M 512 Medical Biochemistry, Molecular Biology, and Genetics II 3.0 
MDC] 505 Cell Structure and Kunction 3.0 
P7SL 522 Medical Physiology GS II 1.0 
Totals 12.0  
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!inter (uarter  Units 
ANAT 552 Medical Gross Anatomy/Embryology III 2.0 
MDCJ 506 Cell Structure and Function 2.0 
PHSL 523 Medical Physiology GS III 5.0 
Totals 9.0  
 
Spring (uarter  Units 
ANAT 553 Medical Gross Anatomy/Embryology IV 1.0 
MDCJ 507 Cell Structure and Function 2.0 
PHSL 524 Medical Physiology GS IV 1.0 
RELS 5SS Graduate-level Religion 3.0 
Totals 7.0  
.verall Totals 45.7  
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-. ROGER -ADLE6, Dean, School of Medicine 
./00I./2/M)
The curriculum in medicine consists of four academic 
years. Instruction is on the Euarter system. The first 
eight Euarters are oriented to the sciences basic to the 
practice of medicineI the remaining two academic 
years are made up of clinically oriented core 
instruction and up to eighteen weeKs of clinical 
electives. 
T-E FIRST 6EAR of medical education will begin to 
establish a foundation in the sciences basic to the 
practice of medicine—with emphasis on the 
principles and mechanisms of normal development, 
structure, and function—including the normal 
changes of aging and the behavioral considerations 
that influence normal development. Course content 
will be organiOed around individual organ systems 
whenever possible. The first year will also begin to 
develop the sKills, values, attitudes, and professional 
behaviors that are integral to the safe, competent, 
compassionate, ethical and Christian practice of 
medicine both now and in the future. The educational 
program will maKe use of a wide variety of 
pedagogical methods—including but not limited to 
traditional lecture, small group, problem-based and 
case-based learning, personaliOed computer-based 
instruction, Euantitative laboratory experiences, and 
patient-care experiences. 
T-E SECOND 6EAR of medical education will 
continue to establish a foundation in the sciences 
basic to the practice of medicine—with emphasis on 
the principles and mechanisms of abnormal structure 
and function, principles of therapy, and behavioral 
considerations that affect disease treatment and 
prevention. Course content will be organiOed 
according to individual organ systems whenever 
possible. The second year will continue to develop the 
sKills, values, attitudes, and behaviors that are 
integral to the safe, competent, compassionate, 
ethical, and Christian practice of medicine both now 
and in the future. The educational program will maKe 
use of a wide variety of pedagogical methods, 
including but not limited to traditional lectureI small 
group, problem-based, and case-based learningI 
personaliOed computer-based instructionI 
Euantitative laboratory experiencesI and longitudinal 
patient-care experiences. 
T-E T-IRD 6EAR of medical education will 
establish a body of Knowledge, sKills, values, 
attitudes, and behaviors in six core clinical science 
disciplines to build a foundation for patient care in 
ambulatory and hospital based settings. Students will 
attain this foundation through a process of self-
directed learning, independent study, and guided 
supervision and teaching by house staff and faculty. 
Students will have ample opportunity to learn the 
value of honor, shared responsibility, and 
accountability by directly participating in patient-care 
activities as Sunior colleagues on the health care team. 
The didactic program will emphasiOe: a) 
understanding the pathophysiology of diseaseI b) 
establishing diagnoses through interpretation of 
physical examination and diagnostic dataI and c) 
applying management principles to patients with 
acute and chronic conditions. Recurring experiences 
in whole-person care, medical ethics, laboratory 
medicine, health maintenance, and disease prevention 
will be integrated into the six core disciplines. 
Students will have the opportunity to explore an area 
of interest during an elective experience for the 
purpose of beginning the process of choosing a career 
in medicine. 
T-E FOURT- 6EAR of medical education will 
reEuire students to integrate the entirety of their 
medical Knowledge, sKills, values, and attitudes 
gained during the first three years and apply it more 
autonomously to patient care. Students will 
participate in supervised patient-care experiences in 
neurology or family medicine, emergency medicine, 
intensive care medicine, and a subintern-level 
experience in medicine, surgery, or pediatrics. 
Although repetitive clinical duties during the fourth 
year are a necessary part of preparing students for the 
rigors of postgraduate training, students will still 
have ample opportunity to pursue individual 
interests during a minimum eighteen weeKs of 
elective rotations. To reestablish the importance of 
science in medical practice, at least one month of 
elective may be in the basic science discipline of the 
studentWs choosing. Students will have adeEuate 
vacation time to study for Step II of the USMLE and 
successfully participate in the residency selection 
process. 
345267860(59):50M;<I59)
Personal and professional growth for the student in 
medicine is the focus of the disciplines in the school, 
the faculty in the School of Medicine, and the School 
of Religion. Courses and content are offered to 
emphasiOe biblical, ethical, and relational aspects of 
the physicianWs personal and professional 
development. The core for whole-person formation—
14 Euarter units of religion and ethics—is provided 
during the first three years of the medicine 
curriculum.
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,irst 1ear4 5677er 86arter  Units 
ANAT 721 Gross Anatomy>Embryology 1.0 
CCDE 721 Fundamentals of Duman Ciochemistry SE 1.0 
EMCN 7O0 Eedical Neuroscience 1.0 
EMCN 770 Cell Structure and Function 2.0 
EMCN 761 Physical Miagnosis 1.0 
EMCN 766 EvidenceSCased Eedicine and Information Sciences 1.0 
ENES 701 Orientation to Eedicine 2.0 
PDSL 717 Eedical Physiology 1.0 
Totals 10.0  
 
96t67n 86arter  Units 
ANAT 722 Gross Anatomy>Embryology II 7.0 
CCDE 722 Fundamentals of Duman Ciochemistry SE 0.0 
EMCN 77O Cell Structure and Function 0.0 
EMCN 762 Physical Miagnosis 2.0 
EMCN 767 EvidenceSCased Eedicine and Information Sciences 2.0 
PDSL 716 Eedical Physiology 1.0 
Totals 16.0  
 
;inter 86arter  Units 
ANAT 720 Gross Anatomy>Embryology III 2.0 
EMCN 7OO Eedical Neuroscience 0.0 
EMCN 777 Cell Structure and Function 2.0 
EMCN 760 Physical Miagnosis 0.0 
EMCN 768 EvidenceSCased Eedicine and Information Sciences 1.0 
PDSL 717 Eedical Physiology 7.0 
PSYT 721 Fundamentals of Cehavioral Science 2.0 
Totals 18.0  
 
5<rin= 86arter  Units 
ANAT 72O Gross Anatomy>Embryology IV 1.0 
EMCN 7OO Eedical Neuroscience 1.0 
EMCN 776 Cell Structure and Function 2.0 
EMCN 76O Physical Miagnosis 1.0 
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MDCJ 569 Evidence-Based Medicine and Information Sciences 1.0 
M@ES 502 Orientation to Medicine 4.0 
PESL 518 Medical Physiology 1.0 
PSLT 522 Fundamentals of Behavioral Science 1.0 
Totals 12.0  
 
!"#on& ("ar+ !u--"r .uart"r  Units 
MDCJ 524 Pathophysiology and Applied Physical Diagnosis 1.0 
MICR 511 Medical Microbiology 1.0 
PATE 514 Euman Systemic Pathology 2.0 
PERM 511 Medical Pharmacology 1.0 
PSLT 514 Psychopathology 1.0 
Totals 6.0  
 
0utu-n .uart"r  Units 
BCEM 531 Biochemical Basis of Euman Disease SM 1.0 
MDCJ 524 Pathophysiology and Applied Physical Diagnosis 3.0 
MDCJ 571 Diseases of @euroscience 3.0 
MICR 512 Medical Microbiology 2.0 
PATE 514 Euman Systemic Pathology 2.0 
PERM 512 Medical Pharmacology 3.0 
PRVM 514 Clinical Preventive Medicine 1.0 
PSLT 514 Psychopathology 3.0 
Totals 18.0  
 
1int"r .uart"r  Units 
BCEM 532 Biochemical Basis of Euman Disease SM 1.0 
MDCJ 525 Pathophysiology and Applied Physical Diagnosis 4.0 
MICR 513 Medical Microbiology 3.0 
PATE 515 Euman Systemic Pathology 6.0 
PERM 513 Medical Pharmacology 2.0 
PRVM 515 Clinical Preventive Medicine 1.0 
Totals 17.0  
 
!prin4 .uart"r  Units 
BCEM 533 Biochemical Basis of Euman Disease SM 1.0 
MDCJ 526 Pathophysiology and Applied Physical Diagnosis 2.0 
MDCJ 572 Diseases of @euroscience II 1.0 
MICR 514 Medical Microbiology 1.0 
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PAT4 516 4uman Systemic Pathology 4.0 
P4RM 514 Medical Pharmacology 1.0 
PRVM 516 Clinical Preventive Medicine 2.0 
Totals 12.0  
 
T"ird 'ear  
1.5 units L 1 weeN of clinical clerNship  Units 
GYOB 701 Gynecology and Obstetrics ClerNship (6 weeNs) 9.0 
MEDN 701 Medicine ClerNship (12 weeNs) 18.0 
MNES 791 Third-year Elective (2 weeNs) 3.0 
PEDS 701 Pediatrics ClerNship (8 weeNs) 12.0 
PSYT 701 Psychiatry ClerNship (6 weeNs) 9.0 
SURG 701 Surgery ClerNship (12 weeNs) 18.0 
FMDN 701 Family Medicine ClerNship (6) 
NEUR 701 Neurology ClerNship (6) 
Choose one rotation (4 weeNs)  6.0 
Totals 75.0  
 
*o,rt" 'ear  
Clinical clerNships  Units 
EMDN 821 Emergency Medicine ClerNship (2 weeNs) 3.0 
MDC[ 821 Preventive and Community Medicine (4 weeNs) 6.0 
ANAT 891 Anatomy Elective (1.5 to 18) 
ANES 891 Anesthesiology Elective (1.5 to 18) 
DERM 891 Dermatology Elective (1.5 to 18) 
EMDN 891 Emergency Medicine Elective (1.5 to 18) 
FMDN 891 Family Medicine Elective (General 
Family Medicine) (1.5 to 18) 
GYOB 891 Gynecology and Obstetrics 
Elective (1.5 to 18) 
MDC[ 891 \hole-Person Care (1.5 to 12) 
MEDN 891 Medicine Elective (1.5 to 18) 
NEUR 891 Neurology Elective (1.5 to 18) 
NEUS 891 Neurosurgery Elective (1.5 to 18) 
OP4M 
891 
Ophthalmology Elective (1.5 to 18) 
ORT4 891 Orthopaedic Surgery Elective (1.5 to 18) 
OTOL 891 Otolaryngology Elective (1.5 to 18) 
PAT4 891 Pathology Elective (1.5 to 18) 
PEDS 891 Pediatrics Elective (1.5 to 18) 
P4RM 891 Pharmacology Elective (1.5 to 12) 
P4SL 891 Physiology Elective (1.5 to 12) 
Elective rotations (18 weeNs L 27 units)  27.0 
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PMR. /01 Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 
Elective (1.5 to 1/) 
PR?M /01 Preventive Medicine Elective (1.5 to 1/) 
PSAT /01 Psychiatry Elective (1.5 to 1/) 
RADS /01 Radiology Elective (1.5 to 1/) 
RDMF 
/01 
Radiation Medicine Elective (1.5 to 1/) 
SURG /01 Surgery Elective (1.5 to 1/) 
UROL /01 Urology Elective (1.5 to 1/) 
  
LMDF 701 Lamily Medicine Clerkship (6) 
FEUR 701 Feurology Clerkship (6) 
Choose one rotation (4 weeks)  6.0 
MEDF /22 Medicine Intensive Care (1.5) 
PEDS /22 Pediatrics Intensive Care (3) 
SURG /22 Surgery ICU (3) 
Choose one rotation (2 weeks)  3.0 
LMDF /21 Lamily Medicine Subinternship (6) 
MEDF /21 Medicine Subinternship (6) 
PEDS /21 Pediatrics Subinternship (6) 
SURG /21 Surgery Subinternship (6) 
Subinternship: Choose one rotation (4 weeks)  6.0 
Totals 51.0  
!vera&& (ota&s ,-..0  
Course titles followed by a number in parentheses indicate a variable unit course or a course that is to be repeated 
one or more times until the total required units are reached. The number inside the parentheses is the unit value of 
the course. The number in the column is the total units required for the degree program. 
 
1esidency programs 
Loma Linda University Medical Center sponsors a 
variety of accredited residency programs. These 
include residencies in anesthesiology, pediatric 
anesthesiology, dermatology, procedural 
dermatology, emergency medicine, pediatric 
emergency medicine, family medicine, internal 
medicine, internal medicine—pediatrics, cardiology, 
gastroenterology, pulmonary/critical care medicine, 
rheumatology, neurology, child neurology, clinical 
neurophysiology, neurological surgery, obstetrics and 
gynecology, ophthalmology, orthopaedic surgery, 
otolaryngology, clinical and anatomic pathology, 
pediatrics, critical care pediatrics, neonatology, 
physical medicine and rehabilitation, pain 
management, plastic surgery, preventive medicine, 
occupational medicine, psychiatry, radiation 
oncology, radiology, neuroradiology, pediatric 
radiology, surgery, thoracic surgery and general 
vascular surgery. Additional nonaccredited 
fellowships are available. 
Graduate physicians wishing to apply for entrance 
into these programs should contact the director of the 
program. 
Graduate dentists who seek residencies in dental 
anesthesia, endodontics, oral implantology, 
orthodontics, pediatric dentistry, periodontics, and 
prosthodontics should apply directly to the School of 
Dentistry. 
:ontinuing medica& education 
Recogni]ing the imperative of life-long learning for 
professionals, the School of Medicine supports a 
program of continuing medical education for 
physicians beyond their formal postgraduate years. 
The Office of Continuing Medical Education is 
accredited by the Accreditation Council for 
Continuing Medical Education to provide Category I 
continuing medical education credit for physicians. 
Course offerings include weekly, biweekly, and 
monthly School of Medicine departmental grand 
rounds and a large number of one-day and multiday 
conferences and workshops that are presented locally 
and nationally for School of Medicine faculty, alumni, 
and practicing physicians within the geographic area 
in which the conferences are presented. 
Lor more information, please write to: 
Melodee Fewbold, Director of Continuing Medical 
Education 
Loma Linda University School of Medicine 
11234 Anderson Street, Room A537 
Loma Linda, CA 02354_ or telephone 000/55/-406/ 
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T"E DEPARTME*TS OF T"E SC"OOL 
OF MED0C0*E 
The twenty9two departments of the School of 
Medicine areF 
! Anesthesiology 
! Hasic Science 
! Cardiovascular and Thoracic Surgery 
! Dermatology 
! Emergency Medicine 
! Lamily Medicine 
! General and Trauma Surgery 
! Gynecology and Obstetrics 
! Medicine 
! Neurology 
! Neurosurgery 
! Ophthalmology 
! Orthopaedic Surgery 
! OtolaryngologyF Nead and NecO Surgery 
! Pathology and Numan Anatomy 
! Pediatrics 
! Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 
! Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery 
! Preventive Medicine 
! Psychiatry 
! Radiation Medicine 
! Radiology 
! Urology 
 
A*EST"ES0OLOG2 
ROHERT D. MARTIN, Chair 
RICNARD L. APPLEGATE, II, Vice Chair 
D030S0O*S 
CR0T0CAL CARE 
GARY STIER, Nead 
PED0ATR0CS 
LINDA MASON, Nead 
CARD0AC 
STANLEY HRAUER, Nead 
FACULT2 
Martin S. Allard 
Donald Lynn Anderson 
Richard L. Applegate II 
Sherif A. ATer 
Hernard U. Hrandstater 
Allen L. Hrandt 
Stanley D. Hrauer 
Hurton A. Hriggs 
Douglas C. HrocOmann 
Maureen N. Hull 
Edward R. Campbell 
Deborah M. Chung 
Anne T. Cipta 
Carl E. Collier 
Lrancis L. Comunale 
MarO E. Comunale 
Uennifer H. Cristall 
Ihab Dorotta 
EliTabeth GhaTal 
Hrenna L. Gustafson9UacOson 
Erlinda GuTon9Castro 
Marsha S. UacOsteit 
Penny L. Vimball9Uones 
Carol A. Lau 
Ryan E. Lauer 
Charles Lee 
Sandra N. Lee 
Uohn Lenart 
Marina U. Liu 
Samuel U. Loh 
MarO R. MacOnet 
Robert D. Martin 
Linda U. Mason 
Deborah McIvor 
Uames A. Meyer 
Leander L. Moncur 
Phebe E. Mosaad 
Shannon M. Mulder9Michaelson 
Monica M. Neumann 
Rebecca U. Patchin 
Paul I. Patel 
Thomas Rasmussen 
H. H. Roberson 
Neidi A. Robertson 
Abdul R. Samady 
Michelle L. Schlunt 
Valeria A. Seabaugh 
Uean E. Sprengel 
Gary R. Stier 
Donald L. Stilson 
Shirley Tan 
Teresa L. Thompson9RaTTouO 
Sidney E. Torres 
Uohn L. VilWoen 
Linda I. Sat 
Uohn N. Xhang 
 
 
The goals of the Department of Anesthesiology are toF 
1. Provide necessary anesthesia, analgesia, pain 
control, and intensive care of the highest 
caliber and with Christian empathy to 
patients of Loma Linda University Medical 
Center and its affiliated facilities. 
2. Educate medical students, dentists, and 
anesthesiology residents in the fields of 
anesthesia, critical care, and pain control. 
0. Increase Onowledge of the use of anesthetic 
and analgetic agents. 
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3ane ?4 <:;oFane 
%lena ?4 -:I:na 
3DsK:n D4 -oIe 
6enneK8 D4 ?acFneK7 3;4 
+8;:sK:ne %4 ?oo;8ea> 
3oseL8 H4 'e>;aF 
H;e> H4 'oeL;ono 
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Ta/ara 12 Tho/as 
6ndrea S2 Thorp 
David D2 Tito 
1ouis P2 Tran 
Matthew >2 Underwood 
ReAa BaeAaAiAi 
Edward D2 Bargas 
MarcusT2 Both 
RoFert G2 Hagner 
E2 1ea Halters 
DeForah 12 HashJe 
Sa/uel K2 Hilson 
Hillia/ 62 HittlaJe 
Gelvin 12 Hong 
Ernest S2 Hoodhouse 
Gi/Ferly R2 Mi//er/an 
 
 
The philosophy oN the Depart/ent oN E/ergency 
Medicine centers on a co//it/ent to Ouality in its 
serviceP teachingP and research /issions2 This 
depart/ent Nunctions as a crossroads interNace 
Fetween the co//unity and the /edical center 
services(providing a point oN access to /edical care 
Nor /any people who are seriously and uneQpectedly 
illP and whose condition /ay Fe co/pro/ised Fy 
geographic isolation and socioecono/ic 
disadvantage2 
The oFRectives oN the depart/ent are toS 
12 Provide and coordinate costTeNNectiveP 
e/pathicP and co/passionate prehospitalP 
e/ergencyP and trau/a services oN eQcellent 
Ouality2 
U2 Support and contriFute to the achieve/ent 
oN /edical education co/petency Nor all 
categories oN e/ergency care proNessionals2 
*2 Develop initiatives that pro/ote increased 
understanding oN and i/proved techniOues 
and sJills in e/ergency care practiceP 
heighten positive perception oN this 
specialtyP and contriFute to Ouality research 
in this area2 
V2 Pro/ote tea/worJ sJills a/ong the various 
services and proNessionals co/prising the 
e/ergency /edical syste/2 
 
!AMILY ME)ICINE 
DOHN G2 TESTERM6NP Zhair 
!ACULTY 
Travis >2 6del/an 
Hill 6leQander 
Y2 Paul 6oyagi 
Da/es 6ppel 
Davier 62 6r/iRo 
Randy 62 >eddoe 
6ndre B2 >laylocJ 
1isa >olla 
Ron G2 >rathwaite 
Machary D2 Zash 
Ro/eo Zastillo 
Banessa 62 Zastro 
Suneeta Zhoudhary 
Harren >2 Zhurg 
Zasey Z2 Zole 
F2 Daniel ZruA 
Danet 62 Zunningha/ 
1inda Deppe 
Dai Bien Du 
Hayne Dysinger 
Daniel 12 EngleFerg 
Zhristy 12 EsJes 
6llen Z2 FeliQ 
1inda H2 Ferry 
Dohn Fle/ing 
Zhristopher B2 Flores 
Daniel Franco 
Michael E2 Frederich 
HerFert N2 KieFel 
Zynthia D2 Klasgow 
David F2 KlossFrenner 
DeanTZlaude Hage 
Zalvin Hagglov 
Tina M2 HallerTHade 
Dean E2 HaynesT1ee 
Gevin R2 HerricJ 
Donathan Horst/ann 
Ming Zhang Isinhue 
Hillia/ H2 Dih 
DenniNer 62 GeehFauch 
Ga/al GeRriwal 
Day D2 Gerr 
Shar/el O2 Gettler 
Marina GhuFesrian 
Richard Gi/ 
Zlaire H2 Goga 
Rosarin Griengprarthana 
Da/es S2 Gu 
6nissa Y2 1aZount 
KilFert H2 1ee 
Tony >2 1ee 
Margaret H2 1ester 
RuFin Z2 1in 
Yi 1ieu 
Kerald 1oNthouse 
Dason 12 1ohr 
Maria >2 1ohr 
TareJ M2 Mahdi 
Manoucher Manoucheri 
DenniNer Martin 
Kary E2 Marais 
Genneth D2 McZarty 
1aurie P2 McNaughton 
Elliot 62 MeltAer 
Renu Mittal 
Kina D2 Mohr 
Halter Z2 Morgan 
Gelly Morton 
Ti/othy E2 NeuNeld 
6nh Thi Nguyen 
Hieu T2M2 Nguyen 
Sa/uel S2 Oh 
Michael R2 Oliverio 
Michelle T2 Opsahl 
RoFert D2 Orr 
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3ar6ara 78 Orr 
7amie S8 Os6orn 
S?ant?aram R8 Aai 
EriB G8 Aalmer 
Lien T8 A?am 
Gordon D8 A?illips 
R8 SteGen AulGerman 
Ro6ert IuigleK 
Mic?elle E8 ReeGes 
Magda L8 Ro6inson 
Ann M8 Ronan 
SteGe SalNman 
Oat?erine R8 Sc?laert? 
Oendall G8 Scott 
AudreK F8 S?anB 
Mic?ael D8 S?ep?erd 
O?QaRa A8 SiddiSui 
Lauren M8 Simon 
Grace E8 Song 
Rut? Stan?iser 
MarB S8 Sutton 
7o?n O8 Testerman 
NancK Testerman 
7eTTreK R8 Unger 
EriB G8 Uals? 
Leonard S8 Uerner 
7o?n D8 Uilson 
Est?er U8 Uon 
Ro6ert O8 Yamada 
7acB Yu 
 
 
T?e o6RectiGes oT t?e Department oT FamilK Medicine 
are toV 
18 AroGide medical students and residents Qit? 
education and training t?at eWempliTies 
eWcellenceX compassionX and Q?oleness in 
t?e specialtK oT TamilK medicine8 
Y8 Educate students and residents to proGide 
eGidenceZ6asedX 6est practiceX c?ronic 
disease care t?at spans t?e arc oT care[Trom 
preGention to management to palliatiGe care8 
08 Teac? students to eGaluate and manage 
common pro6lems at t?e primarK care leGelX 
proGiding continuing and compre?ensiGe 
?ealt? care Tor indiGiduals oT 6ot? genders 
and all ages8 
\8 Teac? students and residents t?e sBills 
necessarK to taBe a spiritual ?istorK and 
incorporate t?e spiritual and psKc?osocial 
into t?e 6iomedical aspects oT clinical care8 
]8 Introduce students and residents to t?e use 
oT a sKstems approac? and SualitK 
improGement tec?niSues to improGe patient 
saTetK and assure t?e deliGerK oT 6est 
practiceX eGidenceZ6ased care to a population 
oT patients8 
^8 Introduce students to TamilK p?Ksician role 
models so t?at students Qill 6e a6le to maBe 
inTormed c?oices regarding TamilK medicine 
as a career option8 
!ENERAL AND TRAUMA SUR!ER- 
ANTONIO E8 RO3LESX Interim C?air 
DIVISIONS 
COLORECTAL 
!ENERAL 
ANTONIO E8 RO3LESX Head 
PEDIATRIC 
DONALD C8 MOORESX Head 
TRANSPLANT 
TRAUMA 
RICHARD D8 CATALANOX Head 
FACULT- 
YouseT G8 Amaar 
MarGin 78 Atc?ison 
7oanne E8 3aerg 
Aedro U8 3aron 
7acB L8 3ennett 
A?ilip 78 3oKne 
7ames A8 3roQn 
Ric?ard D8 Catalano 
Lori 78 H8 C?oQ 
N8 Eugene CleeB 
Ualdo Concepcion 
7o?n T8 Cul?ane 
7osep? $8 DaGis III 
CliTTord C8 EBe 
Edson S8 Franco 
Carlos A8 Gar6eroglio 
FeBede U8 Gemec?u 
Gerald Gollin 
LaQrence A8 Harms 
LaQrence E8 HeisBell 
DaGid 38 Hins?aQX Sr8 
Alan S8 HerTord 
C?arles Oung C?a Hu 
Fara6i M8 Hussain 
7anet O8 I?de 
$ictor C8 7oe 
Samir D8 7o?na 
Simon M8 Oeus?Berian 
Faisal A8 O?an 
Arput?araR Higgins Oore 
Fari6orN LalaNarNade? 
Uriel R8 LimRoco 
7errold O8 Longer6eam 
H8 Daniel Ludi 
S?arron S8 78 Lum 
M8 C8 T?eodore MacBett 
Lester L8 Mo?r 
Donald C8 Moores 
Andre C8 NguKen 
T?omas A8 O`Callag?an 
OBec?uBQu N8 ORog?o 
CliTton D8 ReeGes 
MarB E8 ReeGes 
SteQart E8 Rendon 
7orge L8 RiGera 
Antonio E8 Ro6les 
FranB A8 Rogers 
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Sharmila Ro4-Chowdhur4 
9isella L< Sand4 
9re=or4 S< Shan> 
9ruce C< Ste@@es 
Arnold D< TaDuenca 
Der4a U< Ta==e 
Edward P< Ta==e 
Matthew S< Tan 
RalHh I< ThomHson 
Jeir I< Thelander 
DaKid C< ThomHson 
Noel Mictor 
Nansen S< Wan= 
DaKid Tai Wai Won= 
Ian N< Won= 
I< Fran> Qamanishi 
RoDert M< Quhan 
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WILLIAM C< PATTONT Chair 
URQAN T< OSNIROT Mice Chair 
0)%1'-"(
Urian D< Acacio 
Teresa P< AKants 
JeKin C< Ualli 
Uarr4 S< Uloc> 
NarDinder S< Urar 
An=ela S< Ca@@re4 
Emerald U< Caruso 
PhiliH I< Chan 
Ai-Mae Chee-Wat>ins 
Chul Choi 
Sand4 S< Chaun 
Iohannah Corselli 
Shirle4 A< Fon= 
9eor=e I< 9ilson 
QKonne 9< 9ollin 
WilDert 9onValeV 
Ie@@re4 S< Nardest4 
Elaine E< Nart 
Maril4n NerDer 
Iohn D< IacoDson 
Ronald U< Iohnson 
Lisa A< Jairis 
Elden D< Jeene4 
Melissa Q< Jidder 
Iohn I< Jim 
I< Dee Lansin= 
Jathleen M< Lau 
Elisa M< Lindle4 
Lawrence D< Lon=o 
Laurel I< Munson 
Ric> D< Murra4 
Masao Na>amoto 
Ur4an T< Oshiro 
Jaren N< Oshiro 
William C< Patton 
9ordon 9< Power 
Narold M< Racine 
Lero4 A< Reese 
Elmar P< Sa>ala 
Nerminia S< SalKador 
Danielle Saw4er-Mac>net 
N4un S< ShKartsman 
Dominique Shaw 
Jathr4n Shaw 
Sam Siddi=hi 
Mar4 L< Small 
E< Laurence SHencer-Smith 
Darrell L< Mau=han 
RoDert I< Wa=ner 
Cli@@ord A< Walters 
Jim Warner 
Cinna T< Wohlmuth 
Jenneth N< Won= 
 
 
The HurHose o@ the DeHartment o@ 94necolo=4 and 
ODstetrics is to HroKide an academic enKironment that 
encoura=es learnin=T teachin=T and research< 
The oDXectiKes o@ the deHartment are toY 
+< ProKide medical students with a Droad Dase 
o@ >nowled=e in oDstetrics and =4necolo=4 
@or entrance into a Hrimar4 care sHecialt4< 
Z< Instill a standard o@ medical e[cellence that 
will lead to a continuin= Hro=ram o@ medical 
education reachin= throu=h and De4ond the 
residenc4 4ears< 
*< ProKide @acult4 who @unction as role models 
@or the students and residents< 
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DOU9LAS R< NE9STADT M<D<T Chair 
PNILIP M< 9OLDT E[ecutiKe Mice ChairT DeHartment 
o@ Medicine 
PNILIP I< ROOST Mice ChairT Ierr4 L< Pettis Memorial 
Meterans Medical Center 
DANIEL I<S< JIMT Mice ChairT RiKerside Count4 
Re=ional Medical Center 
RAQMOND Q< WON9T Associate Chair @or Student 
Education 
LAWRENCE J< LOOT Associate Chair @or Resident 
Education 
DANIEL I< JIMT Associate Chair @or Resident 
Education 
MICNAEL N< WALTERT Associate Chair @or Finance 
and DeKeloHment 
JEITN J< COLUURNT Associate Chair @or Research 
*/3/,/&#,(
%).*/&'&!"(
JENNETN R< IUT\QT Nead 
$#*&%./#&'&!"(
I< LAMONT MURDOCNT Nead 
!),-.&$#-$.&'&!"(
TERENCE D< LEWIST Nead 
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GENERAL INTERNAL MEDICINE AND 
GERIATRIC MEDICINE 
RAYMOND Y. 6ONG, 8ead 
INFECTIOUS DISEASE 
JAMES J. COUPERUS, 8ead 
NEPHROLOGY 
SIEGMUND TEIC8MAN, 8ead 
ONCOLOGY4HEMATOLOGY 
C8IEN-S8ING C8EN, 8ead 
PULMONARY AND CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE 
P8ILIP M. GOLD, 8ead 
RHEUMATOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY 
?EIT8 ?. COLBURN, 8ead 
FACULTY 
Ramadas Abboy 
Imdad Ahmad 
Shobha S. Aiyar 
8aris Ali 
Bradley T. Anderson 
James D. Anholm 
Patricia J. Applegate 
Mihran 8. Ask 
8. 8elen Baek 
Ramesh C. Bansal 
Daljeet B. Bansal 
Rebekah Bartos-Specht 
Stephen B. Bartsch 
Samuel BaR 
David J. Baylink 
David M. Bee 
Diane J. Berriman 
Joann ?. Bischoff 
Michael U. Bishara 
Moe 8. Bishara 
Patricia S. Blakely 
David Bland 
Ingrid ?. Blomquist 
Reiner Bonnet 
Daniel L. Bouland 
Charles 8. Brinegar, Jr. 
Gary 6. Brown 
Vickie D. Brown-8arrell 
Evert A. Bruckner 
John M. Byrne 
Elber S. Camacho 
Cynthia R. Canga-Siao 
?enneth A. Cantos 
Moises R. Carpio 
Ethelred E. Carter 
Carlos Casiano 
Daniel Castro 
Robert B. Chadwick 
Bobby S. Chan 
Urancis D. 6. Chan 
SuRanne E. Chang 
6illiam 6ei-Ming Chang 
Xeno L. Charles-Marcel 
Gregory Cheek 
Chien-Shing Chen 
Shaw S. Chen 
Jun R. Chiong 
Steven 6. Chong 
MorteRa ChitsaRan 
C. Joan Coggin 
?eith ?. Colburn 
Stanley C. Condon 
David S. Condon 
Adrian N. Cotton 
Alfred C. Cottrell 
James J. Couperus 
Debra D. Craig 
Milton G. Crane 
Raymond B. Crawford 
Chitra Damodaran 
Nagamani Dandamudi 
Lino J. DeGuRman 
Thomas ?. Denmark 
James R. Dexter 
Beverly ?. Dolberg 
Ralph Downey III 
James P. Drinkard 
Lida Eatedali 
Bertram 8. Eckmann 
Bouchra Edderkaoui 
8arvey A. Elder 
Gilbert P. Eng 
SuRanne Enlow-6hitaker 
Dwight C. Evans 
J. Robert Evans 
Basem R. Uarag 
RamiR A. Uargo 
John R. Uarley 
Marian A. Uedak 
Earl 6. Uerguson 
Ronald S. Uernando 
David R. Uerry 
J. Michael Uinley 
Anthony U. Uirek 
UranR P. Uisher 
Steven C. Uorland 
Glenn L. Uoster 
Gary E. Uraser 
Gerald S. Uriedman 
8elmuth U. UritR 
Geir P. Urivold 
Roger C. Garrison 
Thomas E. Godfrey 
Philip M. Gold 
Alma A. GonRaga 
Eduardo J. GonRaga 
Alan Gorenberg 
Daniel Gorenberg 
6alter S. Graf 
George M. Grames 
Daila Gridley 
Margaret A. Griffin 
Ronald Griffin 
Jocelyn Gunnarsson 
Mouna E. 8addad-6ilson 
Susan L. 8all 
Paul G. S. J. 8ammond 
Steven B. 8ardin 
6illiam 8. 8ardt, Jr. 
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The motto of Loma Linda University, XTo make man 
whole,X is central to achieving the objectives of the 
Department of Medicine. These objectives include 
progressing in the science of medicine while 
maintaining the art of medicine—the caring attitude 
that is so important to the well-being of physicians 
and of patients. 
The objectives of the department are to: 
1. Train medical students in the highest 
tradition of medical education—both the art 
and the science of medicine. 
2. Train resident physicians in the art, science, 
and practice of internal medicine consistent 
with the high ideals of this school and of the 
American College of Physicians. 
3. Disseminate to colleagues new and recent 
discoveries in the science of medicine. 
4. Be actively involved in the study of basic 
pathophysiology of disease processes. 
5. Care for patients with expertise and 
compassion in the highest Christian 
tradition. 
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The Department of Ophthalmology is committed to: 
L. Provide an academic environment that will 
foster an in-depth understanding of the 
specialty of ophthalmology. 
2. Provide education for students, residents, 
and fellows that prepares them for an 
academic, community, or mission practice. 
0. Encourage and support clinical research. 
2. Inspire students and residents to promote 
preventive ophthalmology. 
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The Department of Orthopaedic Surgery provides a 
lecture series to junior medical students. The 
objectives of the series are to: 
L. Introduce the specialty of orthopaedic 
surgery. 
2. Teach physical diagnosis of the 
musculoskeletal system. 
0. Review care of common orthopaedic 
conditions. 
2. Survey orthopaedic subspecialties and 
orthopaedic surgery. 
Z. Stimulate students to consider a career in 
orthopaedic surgery. 
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The DeIartment oJ PhBsical Medicine and 
Rehabilitation 8as established to deLeloI clinical 
serLices in rehabilitation medicine and to oJJer 
resoGrces Jor teaching and research in the Jield oJ 
rehabilitation. These clinical and academic actiLities 
coLer a 8ide sIectrGm oJ clinical medicine bGt haLe 
as a central basis the notion that rehabilitation is a 
comIleN Irocess inLolLing not onlB mGltiIle 
disciIlines bGt also consideration oJ the Iatient in the 
broader conteNt oJ the JamilB and commGnitB. The 
IsBchosocialOsIiritGal asIects oJ rehabilitation 
comIlete the 8holeOIerson JocGsP thGs IroLiding an 
oIIortGnitB Jor JacGltB and stGdents to obserLe and 
eNIerience Iatient care 8hile meeting the goals and 
obQectiLes oJ the School oJ Medicine. 
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The DeIartment oJ PsBchiatrB IroLides edGcational 
Irograms that inclGde clinical training and research 
Jor medical stGdentsP IsBchiatrB residentsP and 
IsBchiatrB Jello8s. 
DGring the Jirst and second BearsP the DeIartment oJ 
PsBchiatrB directs the teaching oJ the behaLioral 
sciences coGrses. In these interdisciIlinarB coGrsesP 
lectGres and demonstrations coLer a broad range oJ 
hGman behaLioral determinants—inclGding the 
biologBP IsBchologBP sociologBP and IsBchoIathologB 
oJ behaLior. A holistic conceIt oJ behaLiorP inclGding 
its sIiritGal comIonentsP is taGght. 
 "edicine()" *+,
-he third12ear4 si617ee8 ps2chiatr2 c:er8ship 
inc:;des< fi>e 7ee8s di>ided bet7een t7o ps2chiatr2 
treatment sitesB and one 7ee8 at an addiction 
treatment siteC -hese c:er8ship e6periences offer 
broad and >aried training in the treatment of 
ps2chiatric prob:ems of ad;:ts and chi:drenC )t;dents 
a:so participate in an interacti>e4 case1based seminar 
seriesC 
Eo;rth12ear medica: st;dents ha>e the opport;nit2 to 
ta8e e:ecti>es 7ith ps2chiatr2 fac;:t2 in chi:d and 
ad;:t settings4 as 7e:: as an intensi>e 
readingFdisc;ssion co;rse in re:igion and ps2chiatr2C 
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-he Lepartment of Vre>enti>e "edicine is in>o:>ed 
in pre>enti>e medicine training and research and in 
patient and comm;nit2 ser>ice acti>ities for the 
)choo: of "edicineC -he Lepartment pro>ides a 
comprehensi>e fo;r12ear pre>enti>e medicine 
c;rric;:;m to a:: medica: st;dentsC Nrad;ate medica: 
ed;cation training is a>ai:ab:e in a genera: pre>enti>e 
medicine residenc24 an occ;pationa: medicine 
residenc24 and an addiction medicine fe::o7shipC -he 
department 7or8s 7ith and s;pports the )choo: of 
V;b:ic Qea:th as 7e:: as >ario;s other Soma Sinda 
programs in hea:th promotion and epidemio:og2 
research proUects4 the most prominent of 7hich is the 
Hd>entist Qea:th )t;d2C Vre>enti>e medicine fac;:t2 
direct c:inica: ser>ices at the Penter for Qea:th 
Vromotion4 the )ocia: Hction Pomm;nit2 ^)HP_ 
Qea:th )2stem c:inics4 Kmpire Zcc;pationa: 
"edicine4 and fi>e separate Mn:and Kmpire `ni>ersit2 
hea:th ser>icesC H di>erse fac;:t2 foc;s primar2 
acti>ities thro;gh the )choo: of "edicine4 the )choo: 
of V;b:ic Qea:th4 the Terr2 SC Vettis "emoria: 
]eterans "edica: Penter4 the )an Rernardino Po;nt2 
Qea:th Lepartment4 and >ario;s other 
regiona:Fcomm;nit2 entitiesC 
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The purposes of the Kepartment of Radiology are to 
provideM 
+. ECcellent patient services through imaging 
studiesN special diagnostic proceduresN and 
interventional procedures. 
O. Educational programs that include research 
and clinical training for technologistsN 
dosimetristsN physicistsN medical studentsN 
postdoctoral felloPsN radiology residents and 
felloPs. 
*. Research support through laQoratory 
facilities and clinical facilities. 
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It >s the <>ss>9n 9T the L9<a L>n=a Un>Cers>tF Jas>c 
sc>ence Sr9:ra<s t9 TQrther the teach>n: an= heaA>n: 
<>n>strF 9T HesQs Chr>st JF T9ster>n: sch9AarAF 
eUceAAence Aea=>n: t9 the =>sc9CerF, >nte:rat>9n, an= 
=>sse<>nat>9n 9T J>9<e=>caA Gn9KAe=:e4 
The Jas>c sc>ences 9T the Sch99A 9T Me=>c>ne 9TTer 
:ra=Qate Sr9:ra<s K>th e<Shases >n anat9<F, 
J>9che<>strF, <>cr9J>9A9:F, Shar<ac9A9:F, an= 
ShFs>9A9:F4 The Ph4D4 =e:ree cQrr>cQAQ< >s =es>:ne= 
t9 SreSare stQ=ents T9r a career >n >n=eSen=ent 
research an= teach>n: >n an aca=e<>c, cA>n>caA, 9r 
J>9techn9A9:F sett>n:4 StQ=ents <aF enter anF 9T 
these T>Ce Ph4D4 =e:ree Sr9:ra<s JF aSSAF>n: t9 the 
Inte:rate= B>9<e=>caA Gra=Qate StQ=>es Pr9:ra<4 
ATter c9<SAet>n: a c9<<9n T>rstRFear c9re 
cQrr>cQAQ<, stQ=ents K>AA seAect a Sr9:ra< an= a 
<ent9r T9r the c9<SAet>9n 9T the>r stQ=>es, =Qr>n: 
Kh>ch a=Cance= c9Qrses an= AaJ9rat9rF K9rG aAA9K 
stQ=ents t9 TQAAF =eCeA9S an area 9T research >nterest 
an= eUSert>se4 StQ=ents QsQaAAF r9tate thr9Q:h QS t9 
three research AaJ9rat9r>es JeT9re seAect>n: a research 
a=C>s9r4 The M4S4 =e:ree c9Qrse 9T stQ=F Sr9C>=es 
e=Qcat>9n aSSr9Sr>ate T9r techn>c>ans >nC9ACe= >n 
J>9<e=>caA research an= T9r <e=>caA techn9A9:>sts 
seeG>n: career a=Cance<ent4 A SathKaF t9 c9<J>ne= 
M4D4VPh4D4 =e:rees >s aAs9 9TTere=4 
The Sch99A 9T Me=>c>neWs D>C>s>9n 9T M>cr9J>9A9:F 
an= M9AecQAar Genet>cs 9TTers Sr9:ra<s Aea=>n: t9 
the D9ct9r 9T Ph>A9s9ShF an= Master 9T Sc>ence 
=e:rees4 The Sr9:ra<s >ncAQ=e a c9re cQrr>cQAQ< that 
Sr9C>=es a Jr9a= JacG:r9Qn= >n <9AecQAar J>9A9:F, 
><<Qn9A9:F, an= <e=>caA <>cr9J>9A9:F an= 
>nTect>9Qs =>seases4 A=Cance= c9Qrses aAA9K each 
stQ=ent t9 =eCeA9S TQAAF an area 9T >nterest4 Research 
stren:ths 9T the =eSart<ent >ncAQ=eX s>:naA 
trans=Qct>9n >n Jacter>a, <9AecQAar :enet>cs 9T 
C>rQAence >n Jacter>a, <echan>s<s 9T 9U>=at>Ce stress 
res>stance, <echan>s<s 9T ceAA =eath, ceAAQAar an= 
tQ<9r ><<Qn9A9:F, aQt9><<Qn>tF, chaSer9n>ns an= 
Sr9te>n T9A=>n:, <echan>s<s 9T S9sttransAat>9naA 
<9=>T>cat>9n, cancer J>9A9:F, an= DNA restr>ct>9n 
<9=>T>cat>9n4 
The Sr9:ra< 9Qtc9<es 9T the M>cr9J>9A9:F an= 
Me=>caA Genet>cs Pr9:ra< are as T9AA9KsX 
Y4 StQ=ents K>AA =e<9nstrate a Jr9a= 
Gn9KAe=:e 9T the J>9<e=>caA sc>ences an= 
sQJZect <asterF >n <9AecQAar, ceAAQAar, an= 
>nte:rat>Ce asSects 9T <>cr9J>9A9:F an= 
<9AecQAar :enet>cs4 
14 StQ=ents K>AA Je aJAe t9 >nterSret cQrrent 
A>teratQre >n the>r =>sc>SA>ne4 
04 StQ=ents K>AA Je aJAe t9 aSSAF the sc>ent>T>c 
<eth9=4 
[4 StQ=ents K>AA Qn=erstan= the nee= t9 
Sract>ce sc>ent>T>c an= Sr9Tess>9naA eth>cs4 
\4 ]StQ=ents K>AA Qn=erstan= the Sr9cess 9T 
aSSAF>n: T9r eUternaA TQn=>n:4 
] Th>s 9JZect>Ce >s n9t aSSA>caJAe t9 M4S4 stQ=ents 
!646*=C:*8D6:6*:E0FEE4*
The Sch99A 9T Me=>c>neWs D>C>s>9n 9T M>cr9J>9A9:F 
an= M9AecQAar Genet>cs 9TTers stQ=F >n the 
M>cr9J>9A9:F an= M9AecQAar Genet>cs Pr9:ra< 
Aea=>n: t9 the Master 9T Sc>ence an= the D9ct9r 9T 
Ph>A9s9ShF =e:rees4 These =e:ree Sr9:ra<s Sr9C>=e 
a Jr9a= <>cr9J>9A9:F an= <9AecQAar :enet>cs 
JacG:r9Qn= Kh>Ae aAA9K>n: the stQ=ent t9 =eCeA9S 
TQAAF a sSec>aA area 9T research >nterest4 
The thes>s 9r research Master 9T Sc>ence =e:ree 
Sr9C>=es tra>n>n: T9r >n=>C>=QaAs Kh9 K>AA Jec9<e 
techn>c>ans >nC9ACe= >n J>9<e=>caA research >n 
Qn>Cers>t>es 9r >n the J>9techn9A9:F >n=QstrF, an= T9r 
<e=>caA techn9A9:>sts seeG>n: sSec>aA>^e= research 
tra>n>n:4 The n9nthes>s Master 9T Sc>ence =e:ree 
Sr9C>=es c9ntent aSSr9Sr>ate T9r <e=>caA 
techn9A9:>sts SreSar>n: T9r the sSec>aA>st >n 
<>cr9J>9A9:F cert>T>cat>9n_ T9r sec9n=arF teachers 
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seeking advanced training in areas such as molecular 
biology, immunology, or microbiology; and for 
students seeking admission to a professional school, 
such as medicine or dentistry. 
The Doctor of Philosophy degree is designed to 
prepare students for a career of independent research 
and teaching in a university, clinical, or biotechnology 
environment. Students are expected to develop 
creativity and independence in addition to technical 
skills. 
Combined degrees 
Combined-degree (Ph.D./M.D. and M.S./M.D.) 
options are also available. The combination of an M.S. 
degree with a professional degree provides additional 
content and research experience as a background for 
postgraduate medical or dental education. The 
combination of a Ph.D. degree with a professional 
degree prepares the student for a future in academic 
medicine or dentistry—combining research, teaching, 
and clinical practice. 
The combined degrees are described at the end of 
Section III in this CATALOG. 
PREREOUISITE COURSES 
Applicants must have a bachelor's degree from an 
accredited U.S. college or the equivalent from a 
foreign university. Foreign applicants must have their 
transcripts evaluated by an accredited agency for 
equivalency to a U.S. degree. Entrance requirements 
include a full year of each of the following 
undergraduate courses: general biology, general 
chemistry, organic chemistry, and general physics. 
Upper division biology (such as cell and molecular 
biology) and chemistry (such as biochemistry) are 
strongly recommended. Calculus is also 
recommended. Results of the general test of the 
Graduate Record Examination (GRE) must be 
submitted. Applicants whose first language is not 
English must submit scores from the TOEFL (Test of 
English as a Foreign Language). The program 
reserves the right to decide on the equivalence of 
courses presented by the applicant. 
First-0ear curriculum 
The first-year curriculum includes a course sequence 
taught by interdisciplinary faculty that integrates all 
the disciplines of the biomedical basic science areas—
moving from molecules through cellular mechanisms 
to integrated systems. In addition, a supplemental 
course covers research-related topics—such as 
scientific communication and integrity, information 
handling, and statistics; as well as successful grant 
writing. Students learn of new developments in the 
biomedical sciences through weekly seminars, and 
they gain presentation skills of their own in a weekly 
student presentation seminar series. During the 
subsequent years, formal courses continue to broaden 
and integrate into a meaningful whole an 
understanding of the clinical consequences of cellular 
events. 
Religion re6uirement 
Students in the Master of Science (M.S.) degree 
programs are required to complete one 3-unit, 
graduate level religion class (RELT 617 Seminar in 
Religion and the Sciences). Students in the Ph.D. 
degree program are required to complete three 
graduate level religion courses of 3 or more units 
each. These must include RELT 617; as well as RELE 
525 Ethics for Scientists and RELR 588 Personal and 
Family Wholeness. A course in biblical studies (RELT 
588, RELT 559, RELT 560, RELT 564, or RELT 565) 
may be substituted for either the ethical or relational 
course. 
MICROBIOLOG= AND MOLECULAR 
GENETICSEM.S. 
A minimum of 45 units is required for the M.S. 
degree, as detailed in the table below. Two options, a 
research track and a course work track, are available. 
Students must maintain a G.P.A. of at least 3.0. 
Course work track 
Under this plan, the student fulfills the total unit 
requirement by taking additional microbiology and 
molecular genetics electives. The student takes a 
comprehensive written examination over the 
graduate course work in lieu of preparing a thesis. 
Students must adhere to all University and program 
policies as published in the !"#$%&"'()&$*++,, 
University CATALOG, or "Student Guide." Policies 
and requirements are subject to change. 
Research track 
Under this plan, the student fulfills the core 
requirements and also carries out research that 
culminates in a thesis. The student must pass an oral 
examination given by his/her graduate guidance 
committee after the thesis has been completed. 
ResearchJDissertation or Thesis 
A student will at all times have registration in 
research units. An IP will be assigned until the 
student registers for new units. The units should be 
spread out over the course of time it takes to complete 
thesis or dissertation research satisfactorily. An IP 
may not be carried for longer than five quarters. 
MICROBIOLOG= AND MOLECULAR 
GENETICSEPH.D. 
For the Ph.D. degree, students must complete a 
minimum of 78 units, as detailed in the table below, 
and must maintain a GPA of at least 3.0. In addition, 
doctoral students are required to pass both written 
and oral comprehensive examinations in order to 
advance to candidacy. They must successfully defend 
the dissertation to their guidance committee before 
being awarded the Ph.D. degree. Students must 
adhere to all University and program policies as 
published in the !"#$%&"'()&$*++,, University 
CATALOG, or "Student Guide." Policies and 
requirements are subject to change.
UNIVERSIT) CATALOG 001
 
!a#$% #%$en%e %o*e  
+,S, 
.ou*#e0o*k 
+,S, 
2e#ea*%3 43,5, 
IBGS 501 Biomedical Communication and Integrity 2.0 2.0 2.0 
IBGS 502 Biomedical Information and Statistics 2.0 2.0 2.0 
IBGS 500 Biomedical Grant Writing     2.0 
IBGS 511 Cellular Mechanisms and Integrated Systems I 8.0 8.0 8.0 
IBGS 512 Cellular Mechanisms and Integrated Systems II 8.0 8.0 8.0 
IBGS 510 Cellular Mechanisms and Integrated Systems III 8.0 8.0 8.0 
IBGS 521 Cellular Mechanisms and Integrated Systems I Journal 
Club 
2.0 2.0 2.0 
IBGS 522 
Cellular Mechanisms and Integrated Systems II Journal 
Club 
2.0 2.0 2.0 
IBGS 520 
Cellular Mechanisms and Integrated Systems III Journal 
Club 
2.0 2.0 2.0 
Totals 01.0  01.0  06.0  
 
+a6o*  
+,S, 
.ou*#e0o*k 
+,S, 
2e#ea*%3 43,5, 
MICR OOO 
Graduate Microbiology 
Elective Q—S 
Must include at least 6 
units in a didactic, 
literature-based course 
7.0   9.0 
MICR 500 Immunology     0.0 
Totals 7.0  —  12.0  
 
Se7$na*#  
+,S, 
.ou*#e0o*k 
+,S, 
2e#ea*%3 43,5, 
IBGS 601 Introduction to Integrative Biology Presentation Seminar 1.0 1.0 1.0 
IBGS 605 Integrative Biology Presentation Seminar Q1.0S   1.0 2.0 
IBGS 607 
Integrated Biomedical 
Graduate Studies Seminar 
Registration and 
attendance required every 
quarter in residence, but 
units do not count toward 
total required for 
graduation 
1.0 — — 
Totals 2.0  2.0  0.0  
 
2e8$9$on  
+,S, 
.ou*#e0o*k 
+,S, 
2e#ea*%3 43,5, 
RELE 525 Ethics for Scientists     0.0 
RELR 519 Personal and Family Wholeness     0.0 
RELT 617 Seminar in Religion and the Sciences 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Totals 0.0  0.0  9.0  
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R"#"a%&h(D*##"%tat*on o% Th"#*#  
M.S. 
Co4%#"5o%6 
M.S. 
R"#"a%&h Ph.D. 
IBGS 999 Research Rotations =1.@A     2.@ 
MICR 99D Research =1.@-D.@A   9.@ 15.@ 
Totals 3  9.@  1D.@  
89"%a:: Tota:# ;<.=  ;>.=  ??.=  
Course titles followed by a number in parentheses indicate a variable unit course or a course that is to be repeated 
one or more times until the total required units are reached. The number inside the parentheses is the unit value of 
the course. The number in the column is the total units required for the degree program. 
UNI$ERSIT) +ATALO/ 001
Pharmacology—SM 
(M.S., Ph.D.) 
2OHN 4U+HHOL56 Pr9gra< +99rdi?a@9r 
FACULTY 
PRIMAR) APPOINTMENTS 
Eilee? 4ra?@leD 
29h? 4FGhh9lH 
Sea? M. Jils9? 
La?gli?g 5ha?g 
LFM9 5ha?g 
  
SE+ONDAR) AND AD2UN+T APPOINTMENTS 
Li?G9l? P. Edwards 
DaPid A. Hessi?ger 
Jillia< PearGe 
Lawre?Ge S9wers 
2ipi?g Ta?g 
 
 
I@ is @he <issi9? 9R @he L9<a Li?da U?iPersi@D MasiG 
sGie?Ge pr9gra<s @9 RFr@her @he @eaGhi?g a?d heali?g 
<i?is@rD 9R 2esFs +hris@ MD R9s@eri?g sGh9larlD 
eSGelle?Ge leadi?g @9 @he disG9PerD6 i?@egra@i9?6 a?d 
disse<i?a@i9? 9R Mi9<ediGal T?9wledge. 
The MasiG sGie?Ges 9R @he SGh99l 9R MediGi?e 9RRer 
gradFa@e pr9gra<s wi@h e<phases i? a?a@9<D6 
Mi9Ghe<is@rD6 <iGr9Mi9l9gD6 phar<aG9l9gD6 a?d 
phDsi9l9gD. The Ph.D. degree GFrriGFlF< is desig?ed 
@9 prepare s@Fde?@s R9r a Gareer i? i?depe?de?@ 
researGh a?d @eaGhi?g i? a? aGade<iG 9r 
Mi9@eGh?9l9gD se@@i?g. S@Fde?@s <aD e?@er a?D 9R 
@hese RiPe Ph.D. degree pr9gra<s MD applDi?g @9 @he 
I?@egra@ed 4i9<ediGal /radFa@e S@Fdies Pr9gra<. 
AR@er G9<ple@i?g a G9<<9? Rirs@UDear G9re 
GFrriGFlF<6 s@Fde?@s will seleG@ a pr9gra< a?d a 
<e?@9r R9r @he G9<ple@i9? 9R @heir s@Fdies6 dFri?g 
whiGh adPa?Ged G9Frses a?d laM9ra@9rD w9rT all9w 
@he s@Fde?@ @9 RFllD dePel9p a? area 9R researGh 
i?@eres@ a?d eSper@ise. S@Fde?@s FsFallD r9@a@e 
@hr9Fgh Fp @9 @hree researGh laM9ra@9ries MeR9re 
seleG@i?g a researGh adPis9r. 
The M.S. degree G9Frse 9R s@FdD pr9Pides edFGa@i9? 
appr9pria@e R9r @eGh?iGia?s i?P9lPed i? Mi9<ediGal 
researGh a?d R9r <ediGal @eGh?9l9gis@s seeTi?g Gareer 
adPa?Ge<e?@. A pa@hwaD @9 G9<Mi?ed M.D.VPh.D. 
degrees is als9 9RRered. 
The SGh99l 9R MediGi?eWs DiPisi9? 9R Phar<aG9l9gD 
9RRers pr9gra<s leadi?g @9 @he D9G@9r 9R Phil9s9phD 
a?d Mas@er 9R SGie?Ge degrees. These pr9gra<s 
i?GlFde a G9re GFrriGFlF< @ha@ pr9Pides a Mr9ad 
MaGTgr9F?d i? phar<aG9l9gDUrela@ed issFes a?d 
appr9aGhes. AdPa?Ged G9Frses all9w eaGh s@Fde?@ @9 
dePel9p RFllD a? area 9R i?@eres@. ResearGh s@re?g@hs 9R 
@he pr9gra< i?GlFdeX Gardi9PasGFlar6 ?eFr9l9giGal6 
dePel9p<e?@al6 pFl<9?arD6 a?d <9leGFlar 
phar<aG9l9gD. 
The pr9gra< 9F@G9<es 9R @he Phar<aG9l9gD Pr9gra< 
are as R9ll9wsX 
Y. S@Fde?@s will de<9?s@ra@e a Mr9ad 
T?9wledge 9R @he Mi9<ediGal sGie?Ges a?d 
sFMZeG@ <as@erD i? <9leGFlar6 GellFlar6 a?d 
i?@egra@iPe aspeG@s 9R phar<aG9l9gD. 
[. S@Fde?@s will Me aMle @9 i?@erpre@ GFrre?@ 
li@era@Fre i? @heir disGipli?e. 
0. S@Fde?@s will Me aMle @9 applD @he sGie?@iRiG 
<e@h9d. 
\. S@Fde?@s will F?ders@a?d @he ?eed @9 
praG@iGe sGie?@iRiG a?d pr9Ressi9?al e@hiGs. 
]. ^S@Fde?@s will F?ders@a?d @he pr9Gess 9R 
applDi?g R9r eS@er?al RF?di?g. 
^ This 9MZeG@iPe is ?9@ appliGaMle @9 M.S. degree 
s@Fde?@s 
M.S. AND P<.D. DEGREES 
The SGh99l 9R MediGi?eWs DiPisi9? 9R Phar<aG9l9gD 
9RRers s@FdD i? @he Phar<aG9l9gD Pr9gra< leadi?g @9 
@he Mas@er 9R SGie?Ge a?d @he D9G@9r 9R Phil9s9phD 
degrees. The Mas@er 9R SGie?Ge degree is ?9@ aPailaMle 
as a? 9p@i9? R9r e?@eri?g s@Fde?@s. These degree 
pr9gra<s pr9Pide a Mr9ad Mi9Ghe<iGal MaGTgr9F?d 
while all9wi?g @he s@Fde?@ @9 RFllD dePel9p a speGial 
area 9R researGh i?@eres@. The Mas@er 9R SGie?Ge degree 
pr9Pides G9?@e?@ appr9pria@e R9r pers9?s prepari?g @9 
@eaGh a@ @he seG9?darD lePel 9r i? rela@ed pr9Ressi9?al 
sGh99l areas6 9r R9r pers9?s i?@e?di?g @9 pFrsFe 
Gareers as researGh @eGh?iGia?s. The D9G@9r 9R 
Phil9s9phD degree is desig?ed @9 prepare @he 
gradFa@e R9r a Gareer i? i?depe?de?@ researGh a?d 
@eaGhi?g i? F?iPersi@D6 Gli?iGal6 Mi9@eGh?9l9giGal6 9r 
g9Per?<e?@ e?Pir9?<e?@s. Ph.D. degree s@Fde?@s are 
eSpeG@ed @9 dePel9p Grea@iPi@D a?d i?depe?de?Ge i? 
addi@i9? @9 @eGh?iGal sTills. 
Combined degrees 
+9<Mi?ed degree _Ph.D.VM.D. a?d M.S.VM.D.` 
9p@i9?s are als9 aPailaMle. The G9<Mi?a@i9? 9R a? M.S. 
degree wi@h a pr9Ressi9?al degree pr9Pides addi@i9?al 
G9?@e?@ a?d researGh eSperie?Ge as a MaGTgr9F?d R9r 
p9s@gradFa@e <ediGal 9r de?@al edFGa@i9?. The 
G9<Mi?a@i9? 9R a Ph.D. degree wi@h a pr9Ressi9?al 
degree prepares @he s@Fde?@ R9r a RF@Fre i? aGade<iG 
<ediGi?e 9r de?@is@rDaG9<Mi?i?g researGh6 @eaGhi?g6 
a?d Gli?iGal praG@iGe. 
The G9<Mi?ed degrees are desGriMed a@ @he e?d 9R 
SeG@i9? III i? @his +ATALO/. 
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!e#ea%&'()*##e%tat*on o% /'e#*# 
A student will at all times ha:e registration in 
research units. An <P will be assigned until the 
student registers >or new units. The units should be 
s@read out o:er the course o> time it takes to com@lete 
thesis or dissertation research satis>actorily. An <P 
may not be carried >or longer than >i:e quarters. 
0!1!1234S4/1 673!S1S 
A@@licants must ha:e a bachelorCs degree >rom an 
accredited D.S. college or the equi:alent >rom a 
>oreign uni:ersity. Foreign a@@licants must ha:e their 
transcri@ts e:aluated by an accredited agency >or 
equi:alency to a D.S. degree. Fntrance requirements 
include a >ull year o> each o> the >ollowing 
undergraduate coursesG general biologyH general 
chemistryH organic chemistryH and general @hysics. 
D@@er di:ision biology Isuch as cell and molecular 
biologyJ and chemistry Isuch as biochemistryJ are 
strongly recommended. Calculus is also 
recommended. Results o> the general test o> the 
Mraduate Record FNamination IMRFJ must be 
submitted. A@@licants whose >irst language is not 
Fnglish must submit scores >rom the TOFFP ITest o> 
Fnglish as a Foreign PanguageJ. The @rogram 
reser:es the right to decide on the equi:alence o> 
courses @resented by the a@@licant. 
8*%#t9:ea% &u%%*&u<u= 
The >irst-year curriculum includes a course sequence 
taught by interdisci@linary >aculty that integrates all 
the disci@lines o> the biomedical basic science areas—
mo:ing >rom molecules through cellular mechanisms 
to integrated systems. <n additionH a su@@lemental 
course co:ers research-related to@ics—such as 
scienti>ic communication and integrityH in>ormation 
handlingH and statisticsR as well as success>ul grant 
writing. Students learn o> new de:elo@ments in the 
biomedical sciences through weekly seminarsH and 
they gain @resentation skills o> their own in a weekly 
student @resentation seminar series. During the 
subsequent yearsH >ormal courses continue to broaden 
and integrate into a meaning>ul whole an 
understanding o> the clinical consequences o> cellular 
e:ents. 
!e<*>*on %e?u*%e=ent 
Students in the Master o> Science IM.S.J degree 
@rograms are required to com@lete one /-unitH 
graduate le:el religion class IRFPT TU0 Seminar in 
Religion and the SciencesJ. Students in the Ph.D. 
degree @rogram are required to com@lete / graduate 
le:el religion courses o> three or more units each. 
These must include RFPT TU0R as well as RFPF VWV 
Fthics >or Scientists and RFPR VXX Personal and 
Family Yholeness. A course in biblical studies IRFPT 
VXXH RFPT VVZH RFPT VT[H RFPT VT\H or RFPT VTVJ 
may be substituted >or either the ethical or relational 
course. 
0HA!BA67C7DEFBGSG 
Two o@tionsH a research track and a course work 
trackH are a:ailable. A minimum o> \X Iresearch trackJ 
or \Z Icourse work trackJ units is required >or the M.S. 
degreeH as detailed in the table below. Students must 
maintain a M.P.A. o> at least /.[H and they must adhere 
to all Dni:ersity and @rogram @olicies as @ublished in 
the Student Handboo,H Dni:ersity CATAPOMH or 
]Student Muide.] Policies and requirements are 
sub^ect to change. 
6ou%#e Ho%k t%a&k 
Dnder this @lanH the student >ul>ills the total unit 
requirements by taking additional electi:es. The 
student takes a com@rehensi:e written eNamination 
o:er the graduate course work in lieu o> @re@aring a 
thesis. 
!e#ea%&' t%a&k 
Dnder this @lanH the student >ul>ills the core 
requirements and also carries out research that 
culminates in a thesis. The student must @ass an oral 
eNamination gi:en by his/her graduate guidance 
committee a>ter the thesis has been com@leted. 
0HA!BA67C7DEF0HG)G 
For the Ph.D. degreeH students must com@lete a 
minimum o> 0V unitsH as detailed in the table belowH 
and must maintain a M.P.A. o> at least /.[. <n additionH 
doctoral students are required to @ass both written 
and oral com@rehensi:e eNaminations in order to 
ad:ance to candidacyR and they must success>ully 
de>end the dissertation to their guidance committee 
be>ore being awarded the Ph.D. degree. Students 
must adhere to all Dni:ersity and @rogram @olicies as 
@ublished in the Student Handboo,H Dni:ersity 
CATAPOMH or ]Student Muide.] Policies and 
requirements are sub^ect to change.
 
Ja#*& #&*en&e &o%e  
BGSG 
6ou%#eHo%k 
BGSG 
!e#ea%&' 0'G)G 
<`MS V[U `iomedical Communication and <ntegrity W.[ W.[ W.[ 
<`MS V[W `iomedical <n>ormation and Statistics W.[ W.[ W.[ 
<`MS V[/ `iomedical Mrant Yriting     W.[ 
<`MS VUU Cellular Mechanisms and <ntegrated Systems < X.[ X.[ X.[ 
<`MS VUW Cellular Mechanisms and <ntegrated Systems << X.[ X.[ X.[ 
<`MS VU/ Cellular Mechanisms and <ntegrated Systems <<< X.[ X.[ X.[ 
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IBGS 521 
Cellular Mechanisms and Integrated Systems I Journal 
Club 
2.J 2.J 2.J 
IBGS 522 
Cellular Mechanisms and Integrated Systems II 
Journal Club 
2.J 2.J 2.J 
IBGS 523 
Cellular Mechanisms and Integrated Systems III 
Journal Club 
2.J 2.J 2.J 
Totals 34.J  34.J  3L.J  
 
Major  
M.S. 
Coursework 
M.S. 
Research Ph.D. 
PHRM 554 Neuropharmacology 4.J   4.J 
PHRM 5L4 Cardiovascular and Renal Pharmacology 3.J   3.J 
PHRM 514 Drug Metabolism and Biochemical Pharmacology 4.J 4.J 4.J 
Totals 11.J  4.J  11.J  
 
Seminars  
M.S. 
Coursework 
M.S. 
Research Ph.D. 
IBGS LJ4 
Introduction to Integrative Biology Presentation 
Seminar 
1.J 1.J 1.J 
IBGS LJ5 Integrative Biology Presentation Seminar R1.JS   1.J 2.J 
IBGS LJT 
Integrated Biomedical 
Graduate Studies 
Seminar R1.JS 
Registration and 
attendance reUuired every 
Uuarter in residence, but 
units do not count toward 
total reUuired for 
graduation. 
Y Y Y 
Totals 1.J 2.J 3.J 
 
Religion  
M.S. 
Coursework 
M.S. 
Research Ph.D. 
RELE 525 Ethics for Scientists     3.J 
RELR 549 Personal and Family Wholeness     3.J 
RELT L1T Seminar in Religion and the Sciences 3.J 3.J 3.J 
Totals 3.J  3.J  9.J  
 
Research/Dissertation or Thesis  
M.S. 
Coursework 
M.S. 
Research Ph.D. 
IBGS L9L Research Rotations R1.JS     2.J 
PHRM L9T Research R1.J-L.JS   L.J 15.J 
Totals Y  Y  Y  
Overall Totals 49.0  49.0  76.0  
Course titles followed by a number in parentheses indicate a variable unit course or a course that is to be repeated 
one or more times until the total reUuired units are reached. The number inside the parentheses is the unit value of 
the course. The number in the column is the total units reUuired for the degree program. 
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!"#$%o'o(#)S+ 
-+.S./ !".0.1 
/OH2 H. 4H5267 Program Coordinator 
2345678 
PRIM5RY 5PPOI2TME2TS 
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/ohn 4hang 
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/ohn 2. BuchholP 
Subburaman Mohan 
5ndre Obenaus 
PhiliM /. Roos 
Feonard Lerner 
Sean M. Lilson 
Fubo 4hang 
 
 
It is the mission oR the Foma Finda NniIersity basic 
science Mrograms to Rurther the teaching and healing 
ministry oR /esus Christ by Rostering scholarly 
eScellence leading to the discoIery7 integration7 and 
dissemination oR biomedical knowledge. 
The basic sciences oR the School oR Medicine oRRer 
graduate Mrograms with emMhases in anatomy7 
biochemistry7 microbiology7 Mharmacology7 and 
Mhysiology. The Ph.D. degree curriculum is designed 
to MreMare students Ror a career in indeMendent 
research and teaching in an academic or 
biotechnology setting. Students may enter any oR 
these RiIe Ph.D. degree Mrograms by aMMlying to the 
Integrated Biomedical 6raduate Studies Program. 
5Rter comMleting a common Rirst-year core 
curriculum7 the student selects a Mrogram and a 
mentor Ror the comMletion oR his or her studies7 
during which adIanced courses and laboratory work 
allow the student to Rully deIeloM an area oR research 
interest and eSMertise. Students usually rotate 
through uM to three research laboratories beRore 
selecting a research adIisor. 
The M.S. degree course oR study MroIides education 
aMMroMriate Ror technicians inIolIed in biomedical 
research and Ror medical technologists seeking career 
adIancement. 5 Mathway to combined M.D./Ph.D. 
degrees is also oRRered. 
The School oR MedicineVs Physiology Program oRRers 
Mrograms leading to the Doctor oR PhilosoMhy and 
Master oR Science degrees. The graduate Mrogram in 
Mhysiology MroIides a Christian enIironment in 
which students may Mursue curricula oriented to their 
sMeciRic interests. IndiIidual attention is assured by 
maintenance oR a small student/Raculty ratio. 5 
research-oriented graduate curriculum leading to the 
Ph.D. degree is designed to MroIide graduate 
students with the inRormation and tools needed to 
succeed as indeMendent liRelong learners and 
inIestigators. The School oR MedicineVs DiIision oR 
Physiology MroIides unique research training 
oMMortunities in the biomedical sciences Ror graduate 
students. 5reas oR research eScellence that are 
suMMorted by nationally comMetitiIe eStramural 
Runding includeX Merinatal biology7 health disMarities7 
neurosciences7 and cardioIascular science. 
The Mrogram outcomes oR the Physiology Program 
are as RollowsX 
Y. Students will demonstrate a broad 
knowledge oR the biomedical sciences and 
subZect mastery in molecular7 cellular7 and 
integratiIe asMects oR Mhysiology. 
[. Students will be able to interMret current 
literature in their disciMline. 
-. Students will be able to aMMly the scientiRic 
method. 
\. Students will understand the need to 
Mractice scientiRic and MroRessional ethics. 
]. ^Students will understand the Mrocess oR 
aMMlying Ror eSternal Runding. 
^ This obZectiIe is not aMMlicable to M.S. degree 
students 
+.S. 390 !H.0. 0;<=;;S 
The School oR MedicineVs DiIision oR Physiology 
oRRers study in the Physiology Program leading to the 
Master oR Science and the Doctor oR PhilosoMhy 
degrees. These degree Mrograms MroIide a broad 
Mhysiology background education and cutting-edge 
research oMMortunities Ror students to deIeloM in 
sMeciRic research areas. 
The goal oR the thesis or research Master oR Science 
degree is to MroIide training oMMortunities Ror 
indiIiduals who will Mursue technical Zobs in 
biomedical research laboratories either in uniIersities 
or in biotechnology industry7 or Ror students who will 
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continue education in other professional schools 
including medicine or dentistry. 
The goal of the Foctor of Philosophy degree is to 
optimiHe opportunities for students for academic or 
industry success following graduation. Students will 
be trained and prepared to be independent research 
leaders. 
!om$ine( (egrees 
Combined degree KPh.F.LM.F. and M.S.LM.F.N 
options are also available. The combination of an M.S. 
degree with a professional degree provides additional 
content and research ePperience as a bacQground for 
postgraduate medical or dental education. The 
combination of a Ph.F. degree with a professional 
degree prepares the student for a future in academic 
medicine or dentistry—combining research, teaching, 
and clinical practice. 
The combined degrees are described at the end of 
Section III in this CATALOG. 
PRERETUISITE COURSES 
Applicants must have a Bachelor degree from an 
accredited U.S. college or the equivalent from a 
foreign university. Woreign applicants must have their 
transcripts evaluated by an accredited agency for 
equivalency to a U.S. degree. Entrance requirements 
include a full year of each of the following 
undergraduate coursesX General Biology, General 
Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, and General Physics. 
Upper division Biology Ksuch as Cell and Molecular 
BiologyN and Chemistry Ksuch as BiochemistryN are 
strongly recommended. Calculus is also 
recommended. Results of the general test of the 
Graduate Record EPamination KGREN must be 
submitted. Applicants whose first language is not 
English must submit scores from the TOEWL KTest of 
English as a foreign languageN. The program reserves 
the right to decide on the equivalence of courses 
presented by the applicant. 
-irst/0ear c3rric3l3m 
The firstYyear curriculum includes a course sequence 
taught by interdisciplinary faculty that integrates all 
the disciplines of the biomedical basic science areas—
moving from molecules through cellular mechanisms 
to integrated systems. In addition, a supplemental 
course covers researchYrelated topics—such as 
scientific communication and integrity, information 
handling, and statisticsZ as well as successful grant 
writing. Students learn of new developments in the 
biomedical sciences through weeQly seminars, and 
they gain presentation sQills of their own in a weeQly 
student presentation seminar series. Furing the 
subsequent years, formal courses continue to broaden 
and integrate into a meaningful whole an 
understanding of the clinical consequences of cellular 
events. 
Religion re63irement 
Students in the Master of Science KM.S.N programs are 
required to complete one 3Yunit, graduate level 
religion class KRELT 617, Seminar in Religion and the 
SciencesN. Students in the Ph.F. program are required 
to complete three graduate level religion courses of 
three or more units each. These must include RELT 
617 as well as RELE 525, Ethics for Scientists and 
RELR 588, Personal and Wamily aholeness. A course 
in biblical studies KRELT 588, RELT 559, RELT 560, 
RELT 564, or RELT 565N may be substituted for either 
the ethical or relational course. 
Researc789issertation or T7esis 
A student will at all times have registration in 
research units. An IP will be assigned until the 
student registers for new units. The units should be 
spread out over the course of time it taQes to complete 
thesis or dissertation research satisfactorily. An IP 
may not be carried for longer than 5 quarters. 
;<=S?OAOB=CM.S. 
A minimum of 45 units is required for the M.S. 
degree, as detailed in the table below. Two options, a 
research tracQ and a course worQ tracQ, are available. 
Students must maintain a G.P.A. of at least 3.0. 
Students must adhere to all University and program 
policies as published in the Student (andbook, 
University CATALOG, or cStudent Guide.c Policies 
and requirements are subdect to change. 
!o3rse ForG tracG 
Under this plan, the student fulfills the total unit 
requirement by taQing additional electives. The 
student taQes a comprehensive written ePamination 
over the graduate course worQ in lieu of preparing a 
thesis. 
Researc7 tracG 
Under this plan, the student fulfills the core 
requirements and also carries out research that 
culminates in a thesis. The student must pass an oral 
ePamination given by hisLher graduate guidance 
committee after the thesis has been completed. 
;<=S?OAOB=C;<.9. 
Wor the Ph.F. degree, students must complete a 
minimum of 76 units, as detailed in the table below, 
and must maintain a G.P.A. of at least 3.0. In addition, 
doctoral students are required to pass both written 
and oral comprehensive ePaminations in order to 
advance to candidacy. They must successfully defend 
the dissertation to their guidance committee before 
being awarded the Ph.F. degree. Students must 
adhere to all University and program policies as 
published in the Student (andbook, University 
CATALOG, or cStudent Guide.c Policies and 
requirements are subdect to change.
 
 Ph$siolog$—SM -./
!asic science core  
M.S. 
Coursewor1 
M.S. 
Research Ph.D. 
012S 34/ 1iomedical :omm;nication and 0ntegrit$ ?.4 ?.4 ?.4 
012S 34? 1iomedical 0nAormation and Statistics ?.4 ?.4 ?.4 
012S 34- 1iomedical 2rant Briting     ?.4 
012S 3// :ell;lar Mechanisms and 0ntegrated S$stems 0 C.4 C.4 C.4 
012S 3/? :ell;lar Mechanisms and 0ntegrated S$stems 00 C.4 C.4 C.4 
012S 3/- :ell;lar Mechanisms and 0ntegrated S$stems 000 C.4 C.4 C.4 
012S 3?/ 
:ell;lar Mechanisms and 0ntegrated S$stems 0 Do;rnal 
:l;b 
?.4 ?.4 ?.4 
012S 3?? 
:ell;lar Mechanisms and 0ntegrated S$stems 00 
Do;rnal :l;b 
?.4 ?.4 ?.4 
012S 3?- 
:ell;lar Mechanisms and 0ntegrated S$stems 000 
Do;rnal :l;b 
?.4 ?.4 ?.4 
Fotals -..4  -..4 -G.4 
 
Major  
M.S. 
Coursewor1 
M.S. 
Research Ph.D. 
PHSI JJJ 
2rad;ate Ph$siolog$ 
Klective 
andMor statistics co;rses. G.4   /4.4 
Fotals G.4  —  /4.4  
 
Seminars  
M.S. 
Coursewor1 
M.S. 
Research Ph.D. 
012S G4. 
0ntrod;ction to 0ntegrative 1iolog$ Presentation 
Seminar 
/.4 /.4 /.4 
012S G43 0ntegrative 1iolog$ Presentation Seminar (/.4)   /.4 ?.4 
012S G4P 
0ntegrated 1iomedical 
2rad;ate St;dies 
Seminar (/.4) 
Qegistration and 
attendance reR;ired ever$ 
R;arter in residenceS b;t 
;nits do not co;nt toward 
total reR;ired Aor 
grad;ation. 
— — — 
Fotals /.4  ?.4 -.4 
 
Religion  
M.S. 
Coursewor1 
M.S. 
Research Ph.D. 
QKIK 3?3 Kthics Aor Scientists     -.4 
QKIQ 3.U Personal and Famil$ Bholeness     -.4 
QKIF G/P Seminar in Qeligion and the Sciences -.4 -.4 -.4 
Fotals -.4  -.4  U.4  
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!esearc'()issertation or T'esis  
M1S1 
Course5or6 
M1S1 
!esearc' P'1)1 
IBGS 696 Research Rotations (1.0)     2.0 
PHSL 69G Research (1.0-I.0)   6.0 15.0 
Totals —  —  —  
89erall Totals ;;1<  ;=1< >=1< 
Course titles followed by a number in parentheses indicate a variable unit course or a course that is to be repeated 
one or more times until the total required units are reached. The number inside the parentheses is the unit value of 
the course. The number in the column is the total units required for the degree program. 
 
 School of (ursing /0/
S"#$$% $' ()*+,-. 
/01-2+ 30%"$40 
S"#$$% 5$)-617,$-+ 
1istory 
Agency mem7ership 
O)* 9,++,$- 
:01*-,-. O)7"$40+ 
9ndergraduate department 
<raduate department 
;#,%$+$<#= 
Philosophy of nursing education 
>0-0*1% R0.)%17,$-+ 
Student policies 
@<<%,"17,$- 1-6 @64,++,$-+A
U-60*.*16)170 1-6 >*16)170 
Application deadlines, fees, s?ills prere@uisites 
Admission re@uirements 
9ndergraduate department admission criteria 
<eneric 7accalaureate nursing program 
Accelerated 7accalaureate nursing program 
Program re@uirementss for students Aith nursing 
licenses 
Licensed Cocational nurse 
Degistered nurse 
Transitional D( to FGSG HaCaila7le for the D( 
Aith a IGSG or IGAG degree in another areaJ 
<raduate department admission criteria 
Faster of Science degree admission criteria 
PostKmaster's certificate admission criteria 
Doctor of Philosophy degree admission 
criteria 
S7)60-7 :,'0 
Programs of study 
Student inColCement 
Student organiNations 
1onor society 
@"1604," ;$%,",0+ 1-6 ;*1"7,"0+ 
9(DOD<DAD9ATO DOPADTFO(T 
Academic residence 
(ursing course grades 
Percentage 7rea?doAn for grading 
(ursing courses 
Clinical eQperiences 
Licensure 
Credit 7y eQamination 
ChallengeRO@uiCalency eQamination 
AdCanced placement 
Academic progression 
WithdraAing from a course 
Depeating a course 
Pro7ation status 
<raduation re@uirements 
<DAD9ATO DOPADTFO(T 
Academic residence 
Transfer credits 
(ondegree student credit 
Academic standing 
Clinical pro7ation 
Application for candidacy 
Time limits 
Statistics and research prere@uisites 
Scholastic standing 
Practicum eQperiences 
ComprehensiCe eQamination 
Thesis and dissertation 
<raduation re@uirements 
5,-1-",1% I-'$*417,$- 
<eneral financial practices 
Schedule of chargesRTuition TUUVKTUWU 
Other academic chargesReQpenses 
Other academic charges 
OnK and offKcampus student housing 
(ursing and goCernment loans 
(ursing loan repayment 
AAards honoring eQcellence 
Scholarships 
Additional re@uirementsRpolicies 
;*$.*14+D /0.*00+D 1-6 C0*7,',"170+ 
9(DOD<DAD9ATO DOPADTFO(T 
9ndergraduate curricula oCerCieA 
9ndergraduate courses 
AGSG degree 
IGSG degree 
9ndergraduate curriculum se@uence 
Three IGSG degree options 
Standard IGSG degree program 
Deturning D( HD(RIGSGJ program 
IGSG degree for licensed Cocational nurse 
<eneral education re@uirements 
Precourse preparation for nursing HoptionalJ 
Accelerated IGSG degree programs 
IntensiCe IGSG degree program 
(ondegree Options 
The 0ZKunit D( licensure option 
Transitional D( to FGSG degree 
 
<DAD9ATO DOPADTFO(T 
<raduate programs, degrees, and certificates 
Adult (urse Practitioner HFGSGJ 
Adult (urse Practitioner HPostmaster's 
certificateJ 
Family (urse Practitioner HFGSGJ 
Family (urse Practitioner HPostmaster's 
certificateJ 
Pediatric (urse Practitioner HFGSGJ 
Pediatric (urse Practitioner 
HPostmaster's certificateJ 
(eonatal (urse Practitioner HFGSGJ 
(eonatal (urse Practitioner 
HPostmaster's certificateJ 
!"#$%&S#T) +,T,-O/ 311
+lini5al "urse Spe5ialist= ,>ult an> 
,ging @aAilB CD.S.F 
+lini5al "urse Spe5ialist= ,>ult an> 
,ging @aAilB CGostAasterIs 
5ertiJi5ateF 
+lini5al "urse Spe5ialist= /roKing 
@aAilB CD.S.F 
+lini5al "urse Spe5ialist= /roKing 
@aAilB CGostAasterIs 5ertiJi5ateF 
"ursing ,>Ainistration CD.S.F 
"urse %>u5ator= /roKing @aAilB 
"urse %>u5ator= ,>ult an> ,ging 
@aAilB 
Lual >egree CD.S.MD.,.F 
Daster oJ S5ien5e >egree as 5lini5al 
spe5ialist 
Daster oJ ,rts >egree in 5lini5al etNi5s 
Lo5toral GrograA 
GN.L. >egree 
 Dean's (elcome 34/
De#n%& We)c+,e 
(elcome to the School of Nursing, where you will 
receive an education that will prepare you for a life of 
Christian service. This Catalog will introduce you to 
the programs of the school and give you information 
on progression and services available to help you 
reach your goal. 
For more than 100 years, the school has educated 
nurses to serve the needs of humanity. (e look 
forward to working with you on your academic 
journey here at the school. 
Our goal is to provide an environment where you can 
gain the knowledge and skills to become a caring, 
competent, professional nurse. The faculty, staff, and 
administration are committed to ensuring that those 
who study here will develop to the fullest potential 
and become nurses capable of fulfilling the 
University's mission—with God's help—LTo make 
man whole.L 
 
Marilyn Hermann, Ph.D., RN 
Dean, School of Nursing 
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S"#$$% F$un*ati$ns 
/ISTORY 
The School of Nursing? established in 1E05? Has the 
first in a grouI of schools that in 1E61 became Loma 
Linda University. In 1E07? the first class to graduate 
included seven studentsOfive Homen and tHo men. 
As the school develoIed and became a college-based 
Irogram rather than a hosIital diIloma Irogram? the 
baccalaureate degree commenced in 1E4E. The Master 
of Science degree Has granted in 1E57. The Doctor of 
PhilosoIhy degree Has added to the eTisting 
Irograms of the school? Hith the first class starting in 
2002. 
 
The School of Nursing Irograms received 
accreditation by the National League for Nursing 
VNLNW V61 BroadHay? NeH YorY? NY 10006W in 1E51. 
The most recent accreditation for the B.S. and M.S. 
degree Irograms V1EEEW Has by the Commission on 
Collegiate Nursing Education VCCNEW VOne DuIont 
Circle NZ? Suite 530? Zashington? DC 20036-1120W in 
1EEE. The California Board of Registered Nursing VP. 
O. BoT E44210? Sacramento? CA E4244-2100W granted 
continuing aIIroval in 2008.  Consumers are 
encouraged to contact CCNE or BRN Hith comments 
about the Irogram. 
A6ENCY MEM;ERS/I< 
The School of Nursing holds agency membershiIs 
and actively IarticiIates in the folloHing ma\or 
Irofessional organi]ations^ American Association of 
Colleges of Nursing? National League for Nursing? 
and Zestern Institute for Nursing. 
Our Missi$n 
The mission of the School of Nursing? in accord Hith 
the comIrehensive mission of Loma Linda 
University? is the education of Irofessional nurses 
Hho are dedicated to eTcellence in nursing science. 
Individuals from diverse ethnic? cultural? and racial 
bacYgrounds are encouraged to embrace 
oIIortunities for lifelong groHth and satisfaction 
from a career committed to health care. Baccalaureate 
and graduate nursing Irograms contribute to the 
develoIment of eTIert clinicians? educators? 
administrators? and researchers Hho benefit society 
by Iroviding and imIroving delivery of Hhole-
Ierson care to clientsOindividuals? families? grouIs? 
and communities. Committed to Christian service and 
distinctive Seventh-day Adventist ideals? the school 
seeYs to reflect God_s love through its teaching and 
healing ministry. 
 
 Learning Outcomes 347
!earning )utcome/ 
0123454A20A73 238A479317 
The learning outcomes of the baccalaureate degree 
program are designed to prepare competent nurses 
:ho are committed to compassionate; Christian 
service. Upon completion of the baccalaureate degree; 
the nurse :ill be able to@ 
1. Respect the universality of humanity and the 
uniDueness of physiological; psychological; 
spiritual; sociocultural; developmental 
perspectivesE and recogniFe the individualGs 
right to self-determination. 
2. Demonstrate professional competence; 
technical sKills; and the appropriate 
functioning in roles essential for promotion 
of optimal :ellness for self and clients. 
3. Contribute to society by demonstrating 
continued gro:th in personal and 
professional competence and Christ-centered 
values. 
4. Engage in critical thinKing for clinical 
decision maKing in professional nursing 
practice. 
5. Participate in efforts to improve professional 
nursing and health care delivery; including 
the use of current and emerging technology. 
6. Integrate principles and concepts from 
nursing; the sciences; and the humanities to 
critically evaluate and utiliFe research 
Kno:ledge for evidence-based nursing 
practice. 
7. Demonstrate oral and :ritten sKills to 
communicate effectively. 
8. Provide sensitive and culturally appropriate 
client care in a variety of settings. 
9. Engage in effective leadership and 
management; and participate in 
interdisciplinary collaboration to provide 
optimum nursing care to clients. 
10. Demonstrate an academic foundation for 
lifelong learning and preparation for 
graduate study. 
54A20A73 238A479317 
The learning outcomes of the masterGs degree 
program are designed to prepare nurse leaders :ith a 
Christian perspective to enable them to contribute to 
professional nursing through clinical practice; 
teaching; administration; and research. Upon 
completion of the Master of Science degree; the 
graduate :ill@ 
1. Apply specialiFed Kno:ledge and eWpertise 
in a selected clinical area; demonstrating the 
advanced nursing role. 
2. SynthesiFe and guide appropriate 
applications of research findings as the 
foundation for evidence-based practice. 
3. Collaborate :ith clients; health 
professionals; organiFations; and other 
staKeholders for the purpose of improving 
the Duality and delivery of health care and 
influencing health policy. 
4. Develop personal and professional 
:holeness through life-long inDuiry; 
scholarly endeavor; and healthful living. 
5. Demonstrate and promote ethical and 
compassionate Christian service respecting 
the diverse eWperiences of others. 
6. Have a foundation for doctoral studies. 
The primary learning outcomes of the doctoral 
program are designed to prepare nurse scientists and 
scholars :ith a Christian perspective for leadership in 
education; health care administration; and research 
:ithin a global community. Upon completion of the 
Ph.D. degree; the nurse :ill. 
1. Provide leadership in research; education; 
andYor health care administration :ithin a 
global community. 
2. Zenerate and disseminate Kno:ledge 
relevant to the development of nursing 
science and practice. 
3. Meet challenges :ith a :holistic perspective 
that encompasses social; cultural; political; 
ethical; and spiritual dimensions in the 
practice of scholarship. 
4. Engage in interdisciplinary discourse and 
scholarship. 
Further; upon completion of the Doctor of Philosophy 
degree; the nurse :ill have become a nurse-scholar-
scientist. 
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!hi$o&o'h( 
In harmony with Loma Linda University and the 
Seventh-day Adventist ChurchD the School of Nursing 
believes that the aim of education and health care is 
the development of wholeness in those served. 
IndividualsD created to reflect the wholeness of GodKs 
characterD have been impaired by the entrance of sinD 
diseaseD and death. GodKs purpose is the restoration of 
each person to the original state at Creation. God 
works through human agencies to facilitate 
individual wholeness. 
Nursing functions to assist individuals and societal 
groups to attain their highest potential of wholeness. 
Through a variety of rolesD nurses put into practice a 
body of knowledge and a repertoire of skills to assist 
the human system with health problems. The School 
of Nursing provides an environment in which 
students and faculty can grow in professional 
competence and Christian grace. 
In support of the philosophyD missionD and values of 
Loma Linda University and the philosophyD missionD 
and values of the School of NursingD the faculty 
affirms the following beliefsM 
1. Learning is an interactive process that 
involves all of the learnerKs faculties. 
2. A learning environment nurtures the 
development of potentialD promotes 
maturation of valuesD cultivates the ability to 
think critically and independentlyD and 
encourages a spirit of inPuiry. 
3. Clinical eQperiences are essential to the 
development of professional and technical 
nursing competence. 
4. StudentsRinfluenced by the effect of 
physiologicalD psychologicalD socioculturalD 
developmentalD and spiritual variables on 
their livesRlearn in different ways and bring 
different meanings to the learning 
eQperience. 
5. Students participate in development of the 
science and practice of nursing. 
*e,era$ /e0u$atio,& 
Students of the University are responsible for 
informing themselves of and satisfactorily meeting all 
regulations pertinent to registrationD matriculationD 
and graduation. Section III gives the general setting 
for the programs of each school and outlines the 
subTect and unit rePuirements for admission to 
individual professional options. It is important to 
review the rePuirements of specific options in the 
conteQt of the general rePuirements applicable to all 
programs. 
3T5678T !9:;<;73 
School of Nursing students are eQpected to adhere to 
the policies of the University as presented in the 
Student Handbook under the heading UStandards of 
Academic Conduct Policy.U 
 "pplication and "dmissions 3/0
Application and 
Admissions 
T2e programs admissions committees o6 t2e 
7niversity intend t2at an applicant to any o6 t2e 
sc2ools is :uali6ied 6or t2e proposed curriculum and 
is capa<le o6 pro6iting 6rom t2e educational 
e=perience o66ered <y t2is 7niversity. T2e admissions 
committees o6 t2e sc2ool accomplis2 t2is <y 
e=amining evidence o6 sc2olastic competence? moral 
and et2ical standards? and signi6icant :ualities o6 
c2aracter and personality. "pplicants are considered 
6or admission only on t2e recommendation o6 t2e 
program in @2ic2 study is desired. 
APPLICATION 
"pplications are invited 6rom t2ose interested in 
attending a C2ristian sc2ool o6 nursing and @2ose 
<elie6s are consistent @it2 t2e mission o6 Boma Binda 
7niversity and t2e Cc2ool o6 Dursing. Eriority @ill <e 
given to t2ose coming 6rom @it2in t2e Cevent2Fday 
"dventist educational system. 
"dmission application in6ormation is located at 
Gnursing.llu.eduH. 
Application deadlines for Undergraduate 
Department 
"pplicants seeIing undergraduate admission must 
2ave t2e application process completed <y t2e dates 
indicated in t2e 6ollo@ing. 
! Jall KuarterLMarc2 3N 
! Ointer KuarterLCeptem<er N 
! Cpring KuarterLPecem<er N 
Application deadlines for Graduate Department 
"pplicants seeIing graduate admission must 2ave t2e 
application process completed <y t2e dates indicated 
in t2e 6ollo@ing. 
! Jall KuarterL"ugust N 
! Ointer KuarterLDovem<er N 
! Cpring KuarterLJe<ruary N 
Application fees 
"n application 6ee o6 QR0 is c2arged. Jor generic 
undergraduate? t2ere is an additional QR0 e=amination 
6ee. Ot2er 6ees are itemiUed under t2e Cc2edule o6 
C2arges in t2e Jinancial Vn6ormation section. 
Essential skills?undergraduate and graduate 
T2e practice o6 pro6essional nursing 2as minimum 
entry :uali6ications. Registered nurses are e=pected to 
2ave certain p2ysical a<ilities? as @ell as competencies 
in reasoning and t2inIing. T2e sIills considered 
essential to t2e practice o6 nursing are sIills re:uired 
o6 all applicants to t2e Cc2ool o6 Dursing. T2ese 
include t2e a<ilities indicated in t2e 6ollo@ing 6our 
areasX 
! Esyc2omotor Yp2ysicalZ sIills  
o OorI @it2 inanimate o<[ectsL
including setting up? operating 
YcontrollingZ? manipulating? and 
2andling. 
o Ctand? @alI? carry? sit? li6t up to 6i6ty 
pounds? pus2? pull? clim<? <alance? 
stoop? crouc2? Ineel? turn? t@ist? 
cra@l? and reac2L@it2in a clinical 
setting. 
o "ssess and intervene in t2e care o6 
patients? using t2e p2ysical 
sensesLsig2t? touc2? taste? smell? 
and 2earing. 
! Cognitive Yt2inIingZ sIills  
o Eer6orm mental cognition tasIsL
including pro<lem solving? 
prioritiUing? and accurate 
measuring\ 6ollo@ instructions\ and 
use cognitive sIills to synt2esiUe? 
coordinate? analyUe? compile? 
compute? copy? and compare. 
o Communicate @it2 ot2ers? using 
ver<al and nonver<al sIills\ recall 
@ritten and ver<al instructions? 
read and compre2end? and @rite 
clearly\ negotiate? instruct? e=plain? 
persuade? and supervise. 
! "66ective Y2uman relationsZ sIills  
o Vnteract positively @it2 individuals 
and groups o6 people? directly and 
indirectly. 
o Control emotions appropriately and 
cope @it2 stress6ul situations. 
o Respond appropriately to criticism 
and taIe responsi<ility 6or one]s 
o@n actions? <e2aviors? and 
learning. 
o ^valuate issues and maIe decisions 
@it2out immediate supervision. 
! TasI Y@orI 6unctionZ sIills  
o Junction independently on @orI 
tasIs. 
o Pemonstrate sa6ety a@areness. 
o RecogniUe potential 2aUards. 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*012
o &345678*955:65:;9<3=>*<6*?@97A34*
;7*B6:C*?678;<;674D*
o E9;7<9;7*9<<37<;67*978*
?67?37<:9<;67*F6:*73?3449:>*53:;684D*
o G3:F6:H*<94C4*<@9<*:3IJ;:3*43<*
=;H;<4D*
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This track is designed for the student with a 
bachelor;s degree in another field or a student who 
has completed all pre-=corequirements. 
In addition to the prerequirements listed above, 
students seeking this track must have the followingC 
! G.P.A. of 3.3 on college work 
! Statistics 
PROGRAMS9RE;UIREMENTS FOR 
STUDENTS BITH NURSING LICENSES 
L."#,-#( F1"&'.1,&$ ,+%-# 
In addition to prerequisites listed for students 
admitted to the baccalaureate program without a 
previous college degree, the following information is 
applicableC 
0. The applicant must be a licensed vocational 
nurse in the state of California. 
H. Course work will be evaluated to determine 
transfer status in clinical nursing classes. 
3. The licensed vocational nurse may choose to 
complete a bachelor;s degree or the J/ 
quarter units of nursing as prescribed by the 
California State Board of Registered Nursing 
and be eligible to sit for the NCLEP-RN. This 
second option does not meet degree 
requirements. 
For information and assistance regarding entrance, 
the student is invited to contact the School of Nursing 
Office of Admissions. 
R#/.-'#%#( ,+%-# 
The applicant must have the followingC 
0. A high school diploma or its equivalent from 
an accredited secondary school. 
H. All college=nursing transcripts with a H./ 
cumulative G.P.A. Grades below a C are 
nontransferable. Courses taken more than 
five years ago may not be accepted for 
transfer unless the registered nurse has been 
in active practice for at least one year during 
the past three years. 
3. An interview with the RN-BS Recruiter. The 
Admissions Committee is looking for 
individuals who reflect a high degree of 
personal integrity, dependability, self-
discipline, intellectual vigor, and a caring 
and thoughtful manner. 
J. Compliance with all requirements indicated 
under SInternational StudentsS in Section II. 
/. An Associate in Science degree or diploma 
from an accredited school of nursing. 
T. A license to practice nursing in California as 
a registered nurse. 
U. Completed all nonnursing requirements or 
their equivalents on the lower division level. 
The applicant must have a minimum of 8U 
quarter WT0 semesterX units to be eligible for 
upper division status. 
If the registered nurse WRNX is a graduate of an 
accredited nursing program, the nursing credits will 
be accepted as equivalent to the School of Nursing 
lower division courses. For unaccredited schools, or 
for additional information regarding transfer credit, 
see section on STransfer Credit.S Credit for 300-level 
nursing courses will be granted upon satisfactory 
completion of NRSG 33U. 
T%&,-.'.1,&$ RN '1 MGSG H&F&.$&*$# I1% 'J# RN K.'J & 
LGSG 1% LGAG (#/%## ., &,1'J#% &%#&M 
In addition to the foregoing requirements, the 
following are also required for this trackC 
0. Grade-point averageC minimum cumulative 
G.P.A. of 3.0 for all college course work. 
H. Current California RN license. 
3. A minimum of one year current experience 
as an RN. 
GRADUATE DEPARTMENT 
ADMISSIONS CRITERIA 
M&-'#% 1I S".#,"# (#/%## &(2.--.1,- "%.'#%.& 
The following criteria are required for admission to 
the Master of Science degree program in nursingC 
0. A baccalaureate degree in nursing or its 
equivalent from an accredited program. 
H. A 3.00 undergraduate G.P.A. Won a J.00 
scaleX, both cumulative and in the nursing 
major. 
3. A standardized interview with graduate 
nursing faculty members. 
J. Current registered nurse license. 
/. Current California registered nurse license 
before enrollment in clinical nursing courses. 
T. Nursing experience in the area of the desired 
major prior to beginning graduate study. 
Minimum of one year full-time experience as 
RN before beginning clinical courses. 
Minimum of two years of current experience 
in a Level III NICU for neonatal nurse 
practitioner applicants. 
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UNDERGRADUATE DEPARTMENT 
A"#$%&'" .%,'$%-"% 
To qualify for an undergraduate degree from Loma 
Linda University, the student must take a minimum 
of 32 of the last 2H unitsIor a minimum of 21 total 
unitsIwhile in residence. A minimum of three 
clinical nursing courses is required as part of these 
units. 
NURSING COURSES 
N<.,'-= "*<.,% =.#$%, 
Most nursing courses in the undergraduate 
curriculum are divided into approximately equal 
components of theory and clinical laboratory practice. 
A grade for a nursing course represents a 
combination of the theory and the clinical laboratory 
grades. In order to pass a nursing course, a student 
must receive a grade equivalent to a C or above in 
both the theory and clinical laboratory sections of the 
course. To receive a passing grade in theory, the 
student must obtain a cumulative score of at least QR 
percent on examinations within that course. A grade 
of C- or below places the student on provisional 
status and requires that the student repeat the course. 
P%."%-/#=% >.%#?$*@- A*. =.#$'-= 
The undergraduate division of the School of Nursing 
uses the following percentages for computing gradesT 
U1-1WWX   A 
U2-U2X   A- 
HH-U1X   BZ 
H1-HQX   B 
H2-H2X   B- 
QU-H1X   CZ 
QR-QHX   C 
Q1-Q1X   C- 
RH-QWX   DZ 
R3-RQX   D 
Below R2X 
  
F 
 
C+'-'"#+ %BC%.'%-"%, 
Clinical experiences are under the direction of the 
course coordinator. The student has supervised 
experience under a clinical instructor in the care of 
patients. Tardiness or unexcused absences from 
clinical laboratory is cause for failure. Students must 
make up for absences due to extenuating 
circumstances ]e.g., personal illness or death in the 
family^. A fee of _1W will be charged for make-up of 
clinical laboratory during nonclinical time. 
Nursing students are required to practice in client-
care settings under the supervision of a registered 
nurse. Each student will be expected to be able to 
apply basic theoretical concepts to clinical practice by 
assessing` planning` implementing nursing 
procedures` and evaluating the care of individuals, 
families, and communities. In the performance of 
routine nursing care, all students will function within 
the policies of the clinical agency and demonstrate the 
professional behavior outlined in the University 
CATALOG and the University Student Handbook. 
Students are expected to be knowledgeable about 
clients and their problems and about the plans for 
care prior to actually giving care. They must come 
prepared for the clinical experience and must 
adequately assess a client, using the Neuman Systems 
Model. Students are expected to perform skills safely. 
Students whose performance is deemed unsafe may 
be dropped from the clinical course. 
L'"%-,<.% 
To be eligible to write the NCLEa-RN examination, 
the student must have completed all required nursing 
course work listed in this CATALOG. Further, the 
student needs to be aware that, under the laws of 
California, a candidate for the examination is required 
to report all misdemeanor and felony convictions. If a 
candidate has a criminal history, the California Board 
of Registered Nursing will determine the eligibility of 
that individual to write the licensing examination. 
CREDIT EY EGAMINATION 
CH#++%-=%IEJ<'K#+%-"L %B#&'-#/'*- 
An undergraduate student may meet academic 
requirements by passing an examination at least equal 
in scope and difficulty to examinations in the course. 
Undergraduate students with prior education in 
nursing or in another health care profession are 
eligible to challenge nursing courses required for 
California state licensure. The applicantbs background 
in health care theory and clinical experience must be 
commensurate with the theory and skills required for 
the course. 
Challenge examinations in nursing courses include 
both a written examination covering theory and an 
examination of clinical competence. A fee is charged 
for a challenge examination. See the cSchedule of 
Chargesc in this section for fees. 
Progression to the next level in the program is 
permissible only after successful completion of the 
challenge examination. A grade of S is recorded for 
challenge credit earned by examination only after the 
student has successfully completed a minimum of 12 
units of credit at this University with a G.P.A. of 2.W 
or above. 
A$K#-"%$ C+#"%&%-/ 
Credit toward graduation may be accepted by the 
school for an entering student who has passed one or 
more Advanced Placement ]AP^ examinations with a 
score of 3, 2, or 1. Records for AP courses must be sent 
directly from the College Board to University 
Records. 
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2or specific policy and time limits regarding CLEP 
examinations, see "Academic Policies" in the 
University section of the CATALOG. 
ACA#E%&C (ROGRE,,&ON AN# 
F&NANC&AL A&# 
Progression is contingent on satisfactory scholastic 
and clinical performance and the studentEs 
responsiveness to the established aims of the school 
and the nursing profession. 
Students are considered to be making satisfactory 
progress as long as they maintain a C average I2.K 
G.P.A.L and complete the total number of units 
reMuired per year: 
YEAR CUMULATIVE TOTAL 
1st 2U 
2nd 4W 
3rd UX 
4th 144 
5th 1U3 
 
01234567189 :5;< 6 =;>5?@ 
A nursing student may withdraw IWL only once from 
a nursing or named cognate course. A student may 
withdraw failing from no more than two Muarters. 
R@A@62189 6 =;>5?@ 
A grade of C I2.KL is the minimum passing grade for 
nursing and reMuired cognate courses. ReMuired 
cognates include: epidemiology, ethics, nutrition, 
statistics, and writing. Any nursing or named cognate 
course taken while a student at Loma Linda 
University School of Nursing in which the earned 
grade is C- or lower must be repeated before the 
student can progress to another course. A nursing 
course or reMuired cognate may be repeated only 
once. When a student repeats a course, both the 
original and repeat grades are entered on the 
studentEs permanent record] but only the repeat grade 
and credit are computed in the grade-point average 
and included in the total units earned. 
(5;B621;8 ?262>? 
Students whose cumulative G.P.A. at the end of any 
Muarter is less than 2.K, or who have received a C- or 
below in a nursing course or named cognate, or who 
have withdrawn IWL due to failing are placed on 
academic probation. Students on probation status will 
be reMuired to take NRSG 244 Skills for Academic 
Success and to communicate regularly with the 
academic advisor. Students on probation status may 
take only one clinical nursing course at a time and no 
more than 12 units. When the course work has been 
repeated successfully, the student is returned to 
regular status. Enrollment in the School of Nursing 
will be terminated if a student receives two grades of 
C- or below in nursing or reMuired cognates. See 
Student Handbook for grievance procedure. 
GRA#UAT&ON REEU&RE%ENT, 
A candidate must complete the undergraduate "Intent 
to Graduate" form two Muarters prior to completion of 
degree. 
A degree will be granted when the student has met 
the following reMuirements: 
1. Completed all reMuirements for admission to 
the respective curriculum. 
2. Honorably completed all reMuirements of the 
curriculum, including specified attendance, 
level of scholarship, and length of academic 
residence. 
3. Completed a minimum of 1U3.K Muarter units 
for the baccalaureate degree or 14K.K Muarter 
units for the associate degree, with a 
minimum G.P.A. of 2.K overall and in 
nursing. 
4. Given evidence of moral character, of due 
regard for Christian citizenship, and of 
consistent responsiveness to the established 
aims of the University and of the respective 
discipline. 
5. Discharged financial obligations to the 
University. 
It is the responsibility of the student to see that all 
reMuirements have been met. 
A student who completes the reMuirements for a 
degree at the end of the Spring Quarter is expected to 
be present at the UniversityEs ceremony for conferring 
of degrees and presenting of diplomas. Permission for 
the conferral of a degree in absentia is granted by the 
University upon recommendation of the dean of the 
school. 
A student who completes the reMuirements for a 
degree at the end of the Summer, Autumn, or Winter 
Muarter is invited, but not reMuired, to participate in 
the subseMuent conferring of degrees. Degrees are 
conferred at graduations only. 
The University reserves the right to prohibit 
participation in commencement exercises by a 
candidate who has not satisfactorily complied with all 
reMuirements. 
GRA#UATE #E(ART%ENT 
A=64@<1= 5@?14@8=@ 
To Mualify for a degree from the graduate department 
in nursing at Loma Linda University, the student 
must take a minimum of WK percent of the academic 
curriculum while in residence at the University. 2or 
the masterEs degree, this would be 42-5W units, 
depending on the selected concentration area. 2or the 
Doctor of Philosophy degree, this would be b2 units. 
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Statistics and research prere.uisites 
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E693 934 U<6J4@=69A B?=9 3;J4 I44< =499>4CG 
SCHEDULE OF CHARGES <==>-<=1= 
T34 73;@D4= 93;9 58>>8E ;@4 =?IO479 98 73;<D4 E6938?9 
<89674G 
TUITION 
Tuition chargeEundergraduate nonclinical, special, 
certificate, and part-time students 
R1S1   
C@4C69K F4@ ?<69TC>6<67;> 78?@=4 544= RUUV 
F4@ 7>6<67;> 78?@=4 
SWSG1V   A?C69K F4@ ?<69 
Tuition chargeEgraduate 
RWV1   
C@4C69K F4@ ?<69TC>6<67;> 78?@=4 544= RUUV 
F4@ 7>6<67;> 78?@=4 
0VSG1V   A?C69K F4@ ?<69 
Applied music charges 
J;@64=   
S7388> 85 N?@=6<D 9?6968< C84= <89 6<7>?C4 
;FF>64C B?=67 73;@D4=G 
 
OTHER ACADEMIC CHARGES 
ZAFF>67;968< <8<@45?<C;I>4[ 
RWV   T4=96<D 544 Z?<C4@D@;C?;94 8<>A[ 
WV   R4D?>;@ 
SVV   
D4F8=69 98 38>C F>;74 6< 7>;== 
Z?<C4@D@;C?;94 8<>A[ 
Examinations 
RSWSG1V   
U<C4@D@;C?;94 F4@ ?<69 7@4C69 Z73;>>4<D4K 
4L?6J;>4<7A[ 
0VSG1V   G@;C?;94 
1V   E;@>A 4H;B6<;968< 
R\V   AFF>67;968< 98 73;<D4 F@8D@;B 8@ C4D@44 
 
Special fees 
R1S1   
P4@ L?;@94@ 58@ NRSG \]^ ACJ;<74C C>6<67;> 
EHF4@64<74 
Finance 
R1V   T?6968< 6<=9;>>B4<9 
1V   L;94 F;AB4<9 
S1   R49?@<4C 7347N 
Registration 
R1V   L;94 @4D6=9@;968< 544 
S   P4@ 78FA 85 @4D?>;@ =9?C4<9 9@;<=7@6F9 
Miscellaneous expenses 
RSKS1V 
  
E=96B;94C ;<<?;> 4HF4<=4 58@ 694B= =?73 ;= 
94H9I88N=K =?FF>64=K =9?C4<9 ?<658@B=K 
4L?6FB4<9K 497G 
Licensing examinations 
    
R4D6=9@;968< ;<C 74@96567;968< 4H;B6<;968<= 
;<C >674<=4 544= ;@4 =49 IA 934 =9;94G 
 
OTHER CHARGES 
R1V   L;I8@;98@A B;N4_?F 544 
ON- AND OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT 
HOUSING 
S9?C4<9= B;A D8 98 
`EEEG>>?G4C?/74<9@;>/38?=6<D/6<C4HGF;D4b 58@ 
38?=6<D 6<58@B;968< ;<C ; 38?=6<D ;FF>67;968< 58@BG 
NURSING AND GOVERNMENT LOANS 
L8;<= ;@4 ;J;6>;I>4 I893 98 ?<C4@D@;C?;94 ;<C 
D@;C?;94 <?@=6<D =9?C4<9= E38 ;@4 4>6D6I>4 98 
F;@9676F;94 6< D8J4@<B4<9 >8;< F@8D@;B= =?73 ;= 
S9;558@C ;<C N?@=6<D S9?C4<9 L8;< P@8D@;BG C8<9;79 
F6<;<76;> A6C 58@ C49;6>= ;9 ]V]/112_\1V]G ZS44 
A7;C4B67 P@8D@4==68< S47968<G[ 
NURSING EDUCATION LOAN 
REPAYMENT PROGRAM 
T34 N?@=6<D EC?7;968< L8;< R4F;AB4<9 P@8D@;B 
ZNELRP[ 8554@= @4D6=94@4C <?@=4= =?I=9;<96;> 
;==6=9;<74 Z?F 98 21 F4@74<9[ 98 @4F;A 4C?7;968<;> 
>8;<= 6< 4H73;<D4 58@ =4@J674 6< 4>6D6I>4 5;76>6964= 
>87;94C 6< ;@4;= 4HF4@64<76<D ; =38@9;D4 85 <?@=4=G F8@ 
4>6D6I6>69A 6<58@B;968< 58@ 936= F@8D@;B ;<C 58@ 934 >6=9 
85 4>6D6I>4 34;>93 7;@4 5;76>6964=K 7347N 
`I3F@G3@=;GD8J/<?@=6<D/>8;<@4F;AG39BbG 
AWARDS HONORING EOCELLENCE 
AE;@C= 58@ 4H74>>4<74 6< <?@=6<DK =738>;=967 
;99;6<B4<9K ;<C >4;C4@=36F ;I6>69A ;@4 B;C4 ;J;6>;I>4 
98 =9?C4<9= E38=4 F4@58@B;<74 ;<C ;9969?C4= @45>479 
E4>> 934 6C4;>= ;<C F?@F8=4= 85 934 =7388>G S4>47968< 
85 =9?C4<9= 6= I;=4C 8< 934 @478BB4<C;968< 85 934 
5;7?>9A 98 934 C4;<G 
 F#$%$&#%' I$)*+,%-#*$ ./0
President)s award 
T23 P+35#63$-75 A9%+6: 35-%;'#5236 #$ <0=>: #5 
?+353$-36 %$$@%''A #$ +3&*B$#-#*$ *) 5@?3+#*+ 
5&2*'%5-#& %--%#$,3$- %$6 %&-#C3 ?%+-#&#?%-#*$ #$ -23 
5-@63$- &*,,@$#-A: 9#-2#$ -23 )+%,39*+D *) 
C2+#5-#%$ &*,,#-,3$-F O$3 +3&#?#3$- #5 53'3&-36 )+*, 
3%&2 5&2**' *) -23 U$#C3+5#-AF 
Dean)s award 
T23 D3%$75 A9%+6: 35-%;'#5236 #$ <0J<: #5 ?+353$-36 
-* %$ *@-5-%$6#$B 5-@63$- #$ 3%&2 ?+*B+%, *$ -23 
;%5#5 *) -23 5-@63$-75 63,*$5-+%-36 &*,,#-,3$- -* 
%&%63,#& 3K&3''3$&3 %$6 -* -23 *;L3&-#C35 *) -23 
5&2**'F 
Fineman award 
T23 A''%$ F#$3,%$ M3,*+#%' A9%+6: 35-%;'#5236 #$ 
<0JN: #5 ?+353$-36 ;A -23 F#$3,%$ )%,#'A #$ 2*$*+ *) 
-23#+ )%-23+: 92* 9%5 % ?%-#3$- #$ -23 U$#C3+5#-A 
M36#&%' C3$-3+F T2#5 %9%+6 #5 ;%536 *$ *@-5-%$6#$B 
&%+#$B -+%#-5 #$ +3$63+#$B ?+*)355#*$%' $@+5#$B 53+C#&3F 
Helen Emori King leadership award 
T23 H3'3$ E,*+# Q#$B P+*)355#*$%' L3%63+52#? 
A9%+6 #5 ?+353$-36 -* % B+%6@%-3 5-@63$- 92* 
63,*$5-+%-35 *@-5-%$6#$B '3%63+52#? %;#'#-A #$ 
$@+5#$BF 
RNBS award 
T23 RNUS WR3B#5-3+36 N@+53/U%&23'*+ *) S&#3$&3Y 
A9%+6 #5 ?+353$-36 -* -23 53$#*+ +3B#5-3+36 $@+53 
5-@63$- 92* 2%5 63,*$5-+%-36 3K&3?-#*$%' 
&*,?3-3$&3 #$ 5&2*'%+52#? %$6 #$ -23 &'#$#&%' ?+%&-#&3 
*) $@+5#$BF 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
T23 S&2**' *) N@+5#$B 2%5 % C%+#3-A *) 5&2*'%+52#?5 
-2%- 2%C3 ;33$ 3$6*936 ;A %'@,$# %$6 )+#3$65F M*5- 
*) -23 5&2*'%+52#?5 %+3 %9%+636 *$ -23 ;%5#5 *) 
%&%63,#&/&'#$#&%' ?3+)*+,%$&3: )#$%$&#%' $336: %$6 
&#-#Z3$52#?F T23 O))#&3 *) -23 D3%$ &%$ ?+*C#63 -23 
5-@63$- 9#-2 ,*+3 #$)*+,%-#*$ %;*@- 3%&2 
5&2*'%+52#?: %5 93'' %5 9#-2 %??'#&%-#*$ )*+,5F 
A'@,$# S&2*'%+52#? 
C%-23+#$3 C2+#5-#%$53$ S&2*'%+52#? 
C2%+'#3 [* M*+B%$ S-@63$- S&2*'%+52#? 
C'%55 *) <0== M3$-*+ S&2*'%+52#? 
D3%$75 N@+5#$B S&2*'%+52#? 
E''3$ R#&D%+6 M3,*+#%' S&2*'%+52#? 
E,*+# N@+5#$B S&2*'%+52#? 
H%'?3$$A M3,*+#%' S&2*'%+52#? 
H%++A MF \**6%'' S&2*'%+52#? 
H#5?%$#& S-@63$- S&2*'%+52#? 
I5%;3''3 \#'5*$ R335 S&2*'%+52#? 
Q%+3$ [F R%6D3 D*&-*+%' S-@63$- F3''*952#? 
L@&#'3 L39#5 S&2*'%+52#? 
M%+L*+#3 DF [3553 S&2*'%+52#? 
M%K93''/M%+-#$ S&2*'%+52#? 
N3'5*$ N@+5#$B S&2*'%+52#? 
R*5#3 ]*55 \*+-2A N@+5#$B S&2*'%+52#? 
S&2**' *) N@+5#$B S&2*'%+52#? 
S&2**' *) N@+5#$B U$63+B+%6@%-3 S&2*'%+52#? 
\3;; S&2*'%+52#? 
\3#$B%+- S&2*'%+52#? 
ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTSEPOLICIES 
F*+ %66#-#*$%' ?*'#&#35 B*C3+$#$B L*,% L#$6% 
U$#C3+5#-A 5-@63$-5: 533 S3&-#*$ II *) -2#5 CATALOG: 
%5 93'' %5 -23 U$#C3+5#-A S"#$%&" H)&$*++,F S-@63$-5 
%+3 +35?*$5#;'3 )*+ #$)*+,#$B -23,53'C35 *) %$6 
5%-#5)%&-*+#'A ,33-#$B %'' +3B@'%-#*$5 ?3+-#$3$- -* 
+3B#5-+%-#*$: ,%-+#&@'%-#*$: %$6 B+%6@%-#*$F 
UNIVERSITY CATALOG 310
!"#$%&'(S! 
+A-S-. /-S-. 0-S-. P0 23#4%5%2643. P7-8- 
%& &"#$%&'9 
MARILYN M. HERRMANN, Dean 
DYNNETTE HART, Associate Dean, Student Affairs 
and Undergraduate Nursing 
ELIEABETH BOSSERT, Associate Dean, Academic 
Affairs and Graduate Nursing 
PATRICIA S. JONES, Director, Office of International 
Nursing 
FACULTY @0@RITUS 
Jeanette Earnhardt 
Patricia Foster 
Anabelle Mills Hills 
Helen E. King 
Lucile L. Lewis 
Eva Miller 
Penny Gustafson Miller 
Lois H. Van Cleve 
Ruth S. Weber 
Clarice W. Woodward 
FULLCTI0@ FACULTY 
Jeanne Beckner 
Elizabeth A. Bossert 
Brenda Boyle 
Shirley Bristol 
Michelle Buckman 
Margaret Burns 
Karen G. Carrigg 
Vaneta M. Condon 
Sally Curnow 
Ellen DUErrico 
Sabine Dunbar 
Katty Joy French 
Eileen Fry-Bowers 
Nalo Hamilton 
Dynnette E. Hart 
Marilyn M. Herrmann 
Catherine K. Horinouchi 
Kathie Ingram 
Patricia S. Jones 
Lana S. Kanacki 
Lorna Kendrick 
Nancy Kofoed 
Marian Llaguno 
Susan Lloyd 
Bonnie Meyer 
Deborah Monson 
Christine Neish 
Chie Newsom 
Jan Marie Nick 
Barbara Ninan 
Laura Nyirady 
Nancy Parmenter 
Judith Peters 
Anna Berit Petersen 
Patricia T. Pothier 
Edelweiss Ramal 
Karen Ripley 
Hannah Sandy 
Nancy Sarpy 
Joanna Shedd 
Sylvia Stewart 
Nancy Testerman 
Mary Jo Vollmer-Sandholm 
Betty Winslow 
Dolores J. Wright 
Ann Ekroth Yukl 
Eelne Eamora 
PARTCTI0@ FACULTY 
Kari Firestone 
Helen E. King 
Keri L. Medina 
Elizabeth Johnston Taylor 
Lois H. Van Cleve 
FACULTY DITH S@CF!8ARY APPFI!T0@!TS 
Floyd Petersen 
GFLU!TARY APPFI!T0@!TS 
Elva Abogado 
Danilyn Angeles 
Shayne Bigelow-Price 
Christina Bivona-Tellez 
Cora Caballero 
Elizabeth J. Dickinson 
Jane Doetsch 
Donna Edmundson 
Anne M. Gillespie 
Sharon Goodrich 
Marie Hodgkins 
Bernadine L. Irwin 
Margaret XPeggyY Jewell 
Angela Jones 
Susan L. Krider 
Jan Kroetz 
Beverly Monti 
Jean L. Newbold 
Nancy Oakley 
Pauline Park 
Judith Perrotte 
Sofia Puerto 
Patricia A. Radovich 
Patricia Sorenson 
Helen Staples-Evans 
Debra J. Stelmach 
Cora Lou XPennyY Stone 
Patricia Townsend 
Joanna J. Yang 
Glenda Yetter 
Janice R. Eumwalt 
A8HU!CT FACULTY 
Wendell Hom 
Marilyn Savedra 
Jeannine Sharkey 
 Nursing—SN 3,1
UNDER&RADUATE DEPARTMENT 
U,-./0/1-213. 42//54261 78./85.9 
The sections that follow describe the undergraduate 
curricula offered by the School of Nursing and list the 
courses each student must complete. Students are 
expected to operate under the general policies of the 
University and school and the specific policies of the 
degree program in which they are enrolled. The 
school reserves the right to update and modify the 
curriculum to keep current with trends in health care. 
A:;: -.0/.. 
Applications are not accepted to the Associate in 
Science (A.S.) degree program. This degree is 
awarded only in route to the Bachelor of Science (B.S.) 
degree. This degree is not accredited by CCNE. 
<:;: -.0/.. 
The primary aim of the School of Nursing 
baccalaureate nursing program is to prepare 
competent practitioners who are committed to 
excellence in practice and to Christian principles. The 
faculty believe that baccalaureate education in 
nursing is the basis for professional practice. 
However, in response to both societal and studentsJ 
needs, an Associate in Science (A.S.) degree option is 
provided for students after they have completed all 
nursing and general education content necessary to 
prepare for licensure as registered nurses in 
California. 
The basic professional curriculum leading to a 
Bachelor of Science (B.S.) degree in nursing is 
consistent with the faculty belief that students should 
be broadly educated. The focus is on the synthesis of 
nursing knowledge and skills with knowledge and 
skills from the humanities and sciences. Preparation 
for practice includes experiences in primary, 
secondary, and tertiary health care with clients from 
various age and cultural groups and socioeconomic 
strata. The curriculum is based on the Neuman 
Systems Model, which addresses stressors to the 
client system. 
U,-./0/1-213. 42//54262= >.?2.,4. 
The undergraduate curriculum begins with four 
quarters of preclinical work, which forms the general 
education and science base for nursing. These 
quarters may be completed at any accredited college 
or university. After completion of an additional eight 
quarters at Loma Linda University, the student is 
eligible to receive the B.S. degree and is prepared for 
professional nursing practice at the baccalaureate 
level. The clinical experience develops the studentJs 
technical and theoretical capabilities in a progressive 
manner and within the context of the nursing process: 
assessment, analysis, planning, implementing, 
evaluating. Most of the baccalaureate nursing major is 
in the upper division, where clinical experience is 
gained in a broad variety of settings. Integral 
components of upper division courses are leadership 
concepts and skills, research, health promotion, and 
activities that foster collaboration in planning health 
care with the family and all members of the health 
care team. 
T@/.. <:;: -.0/.. 7A357,> 
1. Standard (generic) B.S. degree program 
 
Students must complete all prerequisite 
courses prior to starting clinical courses 
2. Returning RN (RN/B.S.) program 
 
The returning RN may complete a 
baccalaureate degree in four quarters of full-
time course work. Part-time schooling is also 
possible. In addition, to prerequisite courses, 
the returning RN must meet the following 
noncourse requirements:  
! Current RN license 
! A.S. degree or diploma in nursing 
3. B.S. degree for the licensed vocational nurse 
 
In addition to prerequisite courses, the LVN 
must also meet the following noncourse 
requirements:  
! Overall G.P.A. of 3.Y 
! An LVN license (skills will need to be 
validated) 
 
UNIVERSITY CATALOG 012
 
U3456 789:478; GENERAL EDUCAT,ON RE.U,REMENTS 
(M:65 >8 ?@ABC858; B74@7 5@ 837@CC43D E5 LLUF :3C866 @5G87H468 
3@58;I) AISI BISI RN/BISI LVN/BISI 
DOMAIN NO RELIGION AND HUMANITIES 
(2QR02 9:E7587 :3456) 
NQS 2QS 2QS 2QS 
Religion 
T :3456 @U 78C4D4@3 B87 V8E7 @U E5583;E3?8 E5 E S8W835GR;EV A;W835465 
?@CC8D8 @7 :34W87645V 
! ! ! ! 
Humanities 
M434A:A @U N2 :3456 68C8?58; U7@A E5 C8E65 5G788 @U 5G8 U@CC@H43D 
E78E6O A@;873 CE3D:ED86 (789:478;X SBE346G B78U8778;)F 
?4W4C4YE54@3/G465@7VF U438 E756F C4587E5:78F BG4C@6@BGVF @7 
B87U@7A43D/W46:EC E756 (3@5 5@ 8Z?88; T 9:E7587 :3456) 
    
DOMAIN 2O SCIENTIFIC IN\UIRY AND ANALYSIS 
(T0 9:E7587 :3456)     
Natural Sciences ?31-unit minimumC     
I3587A8;4E58 ECD8>7E (@7 G4DG 6?G@@C ECD8>7E II)]3@5 ?@:358; 5@HE7; 
;@AE43 5@5EC 
! !  ! 
I357@;:?54@3 5@ BGV64?6 (@7 G4DG 6?G@@C BGV64?6) T T  T 
H:AE3 E3E5@AV E3; BGV64@C@DV H45G CE>@7E5@7VF ?@ABC858 689:83?8 Q Q Q Q 
I357@;:?54@3 5@ @7DE34? ?G8A4657V E3; >4@?G8A4657V Q Q  Q 
I357@;:?54@3 5@ ?G8A4657V H45G CE>@7E5@7VF @38 9:E7587/68A86587   T  
BE64? A8;4?EC A4?7@>4@C@DV H45G CE>@7E5@7V ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Social Sciences ?12-unit minimumC     
S@?4@C@DV @7 E35G7@B@C@DV T T T T 
G8387EC B6V?G@C@DV T T T T 
D8W8C@BA835EC B6V?G@C@DV (C4U86BE3 ;8W8C@BA835) T T T T 
DOMAIN 0O COMMUNICATION 
(N0 9:E7587 :3456)     
E3DC46G ?@AB@6454@3F ?@ABC858 689:83?8 _ _ _ _ 
SB88?G T T T T 
DOMAIN TO HEALTH AND `ELLNESS 
(2R1 9:E7587 :3456)     
PGV64?EC 8;:?E54@3 (5H@ 68BE7E58 BGV64?EC E?54W45V ?@:7686) N N N N 
N:57454@3 (5Eb83 E5 LLU)     
DOMAIN ^O ELECTIVES     
T@ A885 5@5EC GE 789:478A8356 @U 1Q 9:E7587 :3456 E3; 5@5EC ;8D788 
789:478A8356 @U N_0 9:E7587 :3456I 
    
S TG868 AEV >8 ?@ABC858; HG4C8 E 65:;835 E5 LLUI 
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PREC%URSE PREPARAT+%N F%R NURS+NG (%PT+%NAL) 
These courses)re2uired for students in the Pipeline Program)prepare disadvantaged students to be successful in 
regular baccalaureate nursing classes. These courses do not count toward the nursing major. A course grade below 
3.A will drop the student from Loma Linda University School of Nursing. 
NRSB 1A1 Critical Thinking and Learning Strategies for Nursing 2.A 
NRSB 1A2 Science Principles Applied to Nursing 2.A 
NRSB 1A3 Introduction to Math for Nursing 1.A 
NRSB 1A4 Medical Terminology for Nursing 2.A 
NRSB 1A5 Writing for Nursing 3.A 
NRSB 1A, Reading in Nursing 2.A 
 
So3ho5ore Year  
For admission to clinical nursing courses, all prere2uisite courses must 
be successfully completed.  A.S. ;.S. RN < ;.S. L=N<;.S. 
DTCS 311 Human and Clinical Nutrition for Nursing 4.A 4.A   4.A 
NRSG 214 Fundamentals of Professional Nursing U.A U.A     
NRSG 21, Basic Nursing Skills and Health Assessment 4.A 4.A     
NRSG 21V 
Psychiatric Mental Health 
Nursing 
May be taken 
concurrently while at 
junor-level status 
,.A ,.A   ,.A 
NRSG 224 Nursing Pathophysiology 4.A 4.A   4.A 
NRSG 225 LVN Bridge Course 
Upon successful 
completion, students are 
credited with NRSG 214 
YU unitsZ, NRSG 21, Y2 
unitsZ, and NRSG 3A[ Y2 
unitsZ 
      4.A 
RELT 4A, Adventist Beliefs and 
Life Y2.AZ 
RELT 423 Loma Linda Perspectives Y2.AZ 
RELT 43, Adventist Heritage and 
Health Y2.AZ 
RELT 43V Current Issues in 
Adventism Y2.AZ 
Religion selective: choose 
one course  
2.A 2.A 2.A 2.A 
Totals 2U.A  2U.A 2.A  2A.A  
 
>unior Year  
For admission to junior-level nursing courses, the following courses 
must be successfully completed: NRSG 214, 21,, 224.  A.S. ;.S. RN < ;.S. L=N<;.S. 
NRSG 3A5 Nursing Pharmacology 3.A 3.A   3.A 
NRSG 3AU Nursing of the Adult and Aging Client U.A U.A   U.A 
NRSG 3A[ Nursing of the Older Adult 4.A 4.A     
NRSG 314 Nursing of the Childbearing Family ,.A ,.A   ,.A 
NRSG 315 Child Health Nursing ,.A ,.A   ,.A 
NRSG 31, Health Promotion across the Lifespan 4.A 4.A   4.A 
NRSG 31V Nursing of the Adult and Aging Family I U.A U.A   U.A 
UNI$ERSITY CATALOG 012
RELE 233 U44er Di9ision Ethics @.B @.B @.B @.B 
RELR 233 U44er Di9ision Relational   @.B @.B @.B 
STAT 2E2 Introduction to Biostatistics I   0.B 0.B 0.B 
STAT 2EI Com4uter A44lications in Biostatistics   E.B E.B E.B 
KRIT 0@2 Kriting Mor Health Care ProMessionals @.B @.B @.B @.B 
Totals 20.B  2P.B  EB.B 2I.I 
 
Senior Year  
For admission to senior-le9el coursesS so4homore- and Tunior-year 
nursing courses must be successMully com4leted.  A.S. B.S. RN / B.S. LVN/B.S. 
EPDM 2E2 Introduction to E4idemiology   0.B 0.B 0.B 
NRSG 00X Strategies Mor ProMessional Transition     2.B   
NRSG 2BX Integration oM Essential Conce4ts     1.B   
NRSG 2BY Nursing oM the Adult and Aging Family II 1.B 1.B   1.B 
NRSG 2BP Home Health 0.B 0.B   0.B 
NRSG 2EB ProMessional Nursing Issues  @.B @.B   @.B 
NRSG 2E2 Nursing Management 
Kith a44ro4riate 
eZ4erienceS this course 
may be challenged 
  1.B 1.B 1.B 
NRSG 2EI Community Mental Health Nursing   2.B 2.B 2.B 
NRSG 2E1 Public Health Nursing   Y.B Y.B Y.B 
NRSG 2EX ProMessional Nursing-Practice Electi9e   X.B X.B X.B 
NRSG 2@P Clinical Nursing Research   2.B 2.B 2.B 
REL3 233 U44er Di9ision Religion   2.B 2.B 2.B 
Totals EE.B  2X.B  21.B 2X.B 
Overall Totals 86.0  183.0  183.0  183.0  
 
ACCELERATE? B.S. ?EGREE PROGRAMS 
[FOR GENERIC STUDENT KITH NO NURSING 
DEGREE OR LICENSE\ 
A student who has com4leted all humanitiesS social 
sciencesS and statistics courses with an o9erall G.P.A. 
oM 0.0 and who has recei9ed no 4ro9isional grades 
may accelerate by Toining the B.S./B.A. degree track. 
Any student in this track who recei9es a grade oM B- 
or below will be returned to the regular schedule `the 
standard Bachelor oM Science degree 4rograma at the 
beginning oM the neZt quarter. 
INTENSIVE B.S. ?EGREE PROGRAM 
[FOR STUDENT ENTERING KITH NONNURSING 
BACHELORcS DEGREE\ 
Students who ha9e com4leted a B.S. or B.A. degree 
with a minimum oM a 0.0 G.P.A. in a Mield other than 
nursing ha9e two o4tions. One o4tion leads to a 
baccalaureate degree in nursingd the other o4tion 
4ermits the student to go directly to the M.S. degree 
u4on com4letion oM A.S. degree requirements and 
4rerequisite course Transitional RN to M.S. track. 
A44licants to either oM these tracks should eZ4ect to 
carry 9ery intensi9e academic loads. Because oM thisS 
students in these tracks must maintain a 0.B G.P.A. 
each quarter. Any student in this track who recei9es a 
grade oM B- or below will be returned to the regular 
schedule `the standard Bachelor oM Science degree 
4rograma at the beginning oM the neZt quarter. 
PREREeUISITE 
In addition to 4rerequisites Mor admission to the 
generic baccalaureate 4rogramS a44licants will need 
the Mollowingf 
Bachelorcs degree with a 0.0 G.P.A. 
Statistics 
Research `or taken at Loma Linda Uni9ersitya 
IM these courses ha9e not been takenS the time needed 
to com4lete the 4rogram may be eZtended. 
 "#rsing)S" +6-
NONDEGREE OPTIONS 
THE 45-UNIT RN LICENSURE OPTION 
T/e 4-2#nit o5tion is o5en to all 89"s :/o see; onl< 
t/e R" license. Since t/e 89" c/oosing t/is o5tion 
:ill not meet t/e reA#irements Bor t/e Cssociate in 
Science Degree as o#tlineD E< t/e sc/oolF no Degree or 
certiBicate :ill Ee iss#eDG no graD#ation eHercise :ill 
Ee incl#DeDG nor :ill t/e st#Dent Ee eligiEle to :ear 
t/e sc/ool 5inF ca5F or ot/er insignia. In aDDitionF an 
R" license oEtaineD t/ro#g/ t/is o5tion is valiD onl< 
in KaliBornia anD is not transBeraEle to ot/er states. 
LRMRMNOISITM 
Pig/ sc/ool Di5loma 
K#rrent 89" license in KaliBornia Qs;ills :ill neeD to 
Ee valiDateDR 
Kom5letion oB 5/<siolog< anD microEiolog< :it/ a 
graDe oB K or Eetter 
S.L.C. oB at least T.0
 
ACADEMIC PLAN 
Re6uired courses 
"RSS TVW Ls<c/iatric Mental Pealt/ "#rsing I 6.0 
Y"RSS +0Z "#rsing oB t/e CD#lt anD Cging Klient Z.0 
["RSS TT- 89" BriDge Ko#rse 4.0 
"RSS +VW "#rsing oB t/e CD#lt anD Cging ]amil< I Z.0 
"RSS 4V0 LroBessional Iss#es T.0 
Totals TZ.0 
 
Optional courses (to complete 45 units) 
"RSS +V4 "#rsing oB t/e K/ilDEearing ]amil< 6.0 
"RSS +V- K/ilD Pealt/ "#rsing 6.0 
"RSS +V6 Pealt/ Lromotion across t/e 8iBes5an 4.0 
"RSS +VZ "#rsing oB t/e CD#lt anD Cging ]amil< II 6.0 
"RSS +V^ Pome Pealt/ +.0 
Overall Totals 4-.0 
[ O5on com5letion oB t/is co#rseF st#Dents are creDiteD :it/ "RSS TV4 QZ #nitsRF "RSS TV6 QT #nitsRF anD "RSS +0^ 
QT #nitsR. 
Y T/is co#rse ma< Ee c/allengeD. 
"OTM` T/e st#Dent in t/is 4-2#nit R" o5tion m#st maintain a S.L.C. oB at least T.0 anD earn a graDe oB at least a K in 
eac/ co#rse t/ro#g/o#t enrollment at 8oma 8inDa Oniversit<. C graDe Eelo: a K :ill ca#se t/e st#Dent to Ee 
Dro55eD Brom 88O Sc/ool oB "#rsing. 
TRANSITIONAL RN TO M.S. DEGREE 
T/is entr< 5oint is DesigneD Bor t/e R" 5racticing in 
KaliBornia :/o /as a B.S. or B.C. Degree in a BielD oB 
st#D< ot/er t/an n#rsing. T/is o5tion :ill give t/e 
necessar< content in #55er Division n#rsing :/ile 
allo:ing t/e st#Dent to move into t/e masteras Degree 
5rogram oB st#D< as A#ic;l< as 5ossiEleF De5enDent 
on 5rior co#rse :or; anD B#ll2 or 5art2time st#D<. 
"ote` T/e st#Dent :ill not earn a B.S. Degree in 
n#rsing E< t/is met/oD oB st#D<. 
Entrance re6uirements 
Minim#m oB one <ear oB eH5erience as an R" :it/ 
Direct 5atient care or t/e eA#ivalent 
SraDe25oint average` Minim#m c#m#lative S.L.C. oB 
+.0 is reA#ireD on all college co#rse :or; 
K#rrent KaliBornia R" license 
K#rrent eH5erience as an R"
 
Prere6uisite courses 
(may be taken at another college/university) 
Loma Linda University e6uivalent 
Statistics :it/ com5#ter a55lication STCT 4V4 IntroD#ction to Biostatistics anD 
STCT 4V- Kom5#ter C55lications in Biostatistics 
IntroD#ction to researc/ met/oDs "RSS 4T^ Klinical "#rsing Researc/ 
M5iDemiolog< MLbM 4V4 IntroD#ction to M5iDemiolog< 
UN#$ERS#TY CATAL.G 011
Required undergraduate nursing courses 
NRSG 231 P5blic Heal=h N5rsing C.E 
NRSG 00F Transi=ion =o ProHessional N5rsing 2.E 
INRSG 232 N5rsing Managemen= L.EM1.E 
REL N NN Religion L.E 
I #H =he RN has OrePio5s eQOerience or co5rse RorS in clinical managemen=, =his may be ePal5a=edW and a direc=ed 
s=5dy co5rse, NRSG 2XX Direc=ed S=5dy in N5rsing Managemen=, may be =aSen ins=ead oH NRSG 232. 
 
 
GRADUATE DEPARTMENT 
Overview 
The sec=ions =ha= HolloR describe =he mas=erZs and 
doc=oral degrees oHHered by =he School oH N5rsing and 
lis= =he co5rses Hor each. #n grad5a=e ed5ca=ion, =he 
s=5den= has oOOor=5ni=y Hor =he in=ense O5rs5i= oH 
SnoRledge in a chosen Hield oH in=eres=. Programs oH 
s=5dy Hoc5s on a==ainmen= oH SnoRledge and 
dePeloOmen= oH adPanced in=ellec=5al, clinical, 
leadershiO, and inPes=iga=iPe sSills. School oH N5rsing 
s=5den=s are eQOec=ed =o oOera=e 5nder =he general 
Oolicies oH =he UniPersi=y and school and =he sOeciHic 
Oolicies oH =he degree or cer=iHica=e oO=ion in Rhich 
=hey are enrolled. The school reserPes =he righ= =o 
5Oda=e and modiHy =he c5rric5l5m =o SeeO c5rren= 
Ri=h =rends in heal=h care. 
NURSING—M.S. 
The School oH N5rsing a= Loma Linda UniPersi=y 
oHHers a Mas=er oH Science degree Ri=h OreOara=ion Hor 
adPanced n5rsing Orac=ice, n5rsing ed5ca=ion, or 
n5rsing adminis=ra=ion. TRo d5al degree oO=ions are 
oHHered, combining 3) =he Mas=er oH Science degree in 
n5rsing (clinical n5rse sOecialis= Hoc5s) Ri=h a Mas=er 
oH Ar=s (M.A.) degree in clinical bioe=hics or L) The 
Mas=er oH Science degree in n5rsing (clinical n5rse 
sOecialis=) Ri=h =he Mas=er oH P5blic Heal=h (M.P.H.) 
degree in  heal=h ed5ca=ion.
 
Prere]5isi=e co5rses Hor M.S. Uni=s 
#n=rod5c=ion =o s=a=is=ics (descriO=iPe and beginning inHeren=ial) 0.E 
#n=rod5c=ion =o research me=hods L.E 
(These co5rses oH=en haPe been =aSen as a Oar= oH =he baccala5rea=e 5ndergrad5a=e c5rric5l5m Hor n5rsing.) 
Application and class scheduling 
#deally, =he se]5ence Hor =he M.S. degree begins in =he 
A5=5mn ^5ar=er b5= may begin any =erm d5ring =he 
year. For doc=oral s=5den=s, i= is necessary =o begin =he 
Orogram S5mmer ^5ar=er oH odd years. AOOlica=ions 
may be s5bmi==ed =hro5gho5= =he year. UO =o 3L 5ni=s 
may be =aSen Ri=h =he consen= oH =he ins=r5c=or as a 
nondegree s=5den= Rhile =he aOOlica=ion s5bmission 
and rePieR are in Orogress. S=5den=s may comOle=e 
=he Orogram on a H5llM=ime or Oar=M=ime basis. Core 
n5rsing co5rses are sched5led =o accommoda=e 
RorSing n5rses. 
Curriculum change 
To main=ain ]5ali=y ed5ca=ion, =he c5rric5l5m is 
s5b`ec= =o change Ri=ho5= Orior no=ice. S=5den=s in 
con=in5o5s a==endance Rill mee= grad5a=ion 
re]5iremen=s oH =he CATAL.G 5nder Rhich =hey 
en=er =he School oH N5rsing. 
General requirements 
For inHorma=ion abo5= re]5iremen=s and Orac=ices =o 
Rhich all grad5a=e s=5den=s are s5b`ec=, =he s=5den= 
sho5ld cons5l= Sec=ion ## and =he School oH N5rsing 
general inHorma=ion in Sec=ion ### oH =his CATAL.G. 
MASTER'S DEGREE AND POST-MASTER'S 
CERTIFICATE OPTIONS AVAILABLE 
! Ad5l= n5rse Orac=i=ioner, M.S. degree and 
Oos=MM.S. cer=iHica=e 
! Family n5rse Orac=i=ioner M.S. degree and 
Oos=MM.S. cer=iHica=e 
! Pedia=ric n5rse Orac=i=ioner M.S. degree and 
Oos=MM.S. cer=iHica=e 
! Neona=al n5rse Orac=i=ioner M.S. degree and 
Oos=MM.S. cer=iHica=e (no= oOen =o admissions) 
! Clinical n5rse sOecialis=a Ad5l= and aging 
Hamily M.S. degree and Oos=MM.S. cer=iHica=e 
! Clinical n5rse sOecialis=a GroRing Hamily 
M.S. degree and Oos=MM.S. cer=iHica=e 
! N5rse ed5ca=ora Ad5l= and aging Hamily 
! N5rse ed5ca=ora GroRing Hamily 
! N5rsing adminis=ra=ion 
! Clinical n5rse sOecialis= and bioe=hical and 
clinical e=hics (d5al M.S.bM.A. degrees) 
! Clinical n5rse sOecialis= and M.P.H. degreea 
heal=h ed5ca=ion (d5al M.S.bM.P.H. degrees) 
 "u$%&n()S" +,-
!DULT NURSE PR!CTITI.NER (M.S.) 
./001213 14125 /6H12 5182 /2 9H1" 6H1 
S6:31"6 ;//< =S S:00=>=1"6? 
6@e aduDt nu$%e F$aGt&t&one$ GD&n&GaD oFt&on F$eFa$e% 
t@e nu$%e to eIe$G&%e &ndeFendent Jud(Kent &n 
a%%e%%KentL %uFe$M&%&onL and Kana(eKent oN t@e 
F$&Ka$O @eaDt@ Ga$e need% oN aduDt%L &n Gon%uDtat&on 
and GoDDabo$at&on Q&t@ F$&Ka$ORGa$e F@O%&G&an%S 6@e 
Gu$$&GuDuK F$eFa$e% t@e %tudent to be Ge$t&N&ed bO t@e 
%tate oN >aD&No$n&a and t@e 8Ke$&Gan "u$%e% 
>e$t&N&Gat&on >o$Fo$at&on a% a nu$%e F$aGt&t&one$S
 
6@eo$O >D&n&GaD 
Core  :n&t% Hou$% :n&t% Hou$% 
6otaD 
:n&t% 
"2ST UVU HeaDt@ ;oD&GOW =%%ue% and ;$oGe%% XSY XY ) ) XSY 
"2ST UV, 8dManGed 2oDe 3eMeDoFKent XSY XY ) ) XSY 
"2ST UV- 6@eo$et&GaD 0oundat&on% No$ 8dManGed ;$aGt&Ge ZSY ZY ) ) ZSY 
"2ST UZ- [ana(eKentW ;$&nG&FDe% and ;$aGt&Ge% +SY +Y ) ) +SY 
"2ST ,\Y =nte$Ked&ate Stat&%t&G% +SY +Y ) ) +SY 
"2ST ,\Z 2e%ea$G@ [et@od% .XSY? ZSY ZY ) ) ZSY 
21<1 UXZ >@$&%t&an ]&oet@&G% .+SYRZSY? +SY +Y ) ) +SY 
6otaD% XVSY  XVY  )  )  XVSY  
 
6@eo$O >D&n&GaD 
Religion  :n&t% Hou$% :n&t% Hou$% 
6otaD 
:n&t% 
21<1 U+Z 1t@&GaD =%%ue% &n ;ubD&G 
HeaDt@ .+ to Z? 
21<1 UZ\ >@$&%t&an SoG&aD 1t@&G% .+? 
8GGeFtabDe aDte$nate 
$eD&(&on Gou$%e%  
) ) ) ) ) 
6otaD% )  )  )  )  )  
 
6@eo$O >D&n&GaD 
Concentration  :n&t% Hou$% :n&t% Hou$% 
6otaD 
:n&t% 
"2ST UZZ 6eaG@&n( and <ea$n&n( 6@eo$O +SY +Y ) ) +SY 
"2ST UUU ;@a$KaGoDo(O &n 8dManGed ;$aGt&Ge = +SY +Y ) ) +SY 
"2ST UU, ;@a$KaGoDo(O &n 8dManGed ;$aGt&Ge == XSY XY ) ) XSY 
"2ST ,XZ 
6@e 8duDt and 8(&n( 0aK&DO 
= 
/NNe$ed aDte$nate 
Oea$% 
XSY XY ) ) XSY 
;HS< U\\ ;at@oF@O%&oDo(O ZSY ZY ) ) ZSY 
6otaD% VZSY  VZY  )  )  VZSY  
!"#$%RS#T) +,T,-O/ 012
 
T3eor7 +lini;al 
Clinical  !nits ?o@rs !nits ?o@rs 
Total 
!nits 
"RS/ A1B ,C@lt Drimar7 ?ealt3 +are # F.0 F0 F.0 10 4.0 
"RS/ A1F ,C@lt Drimar7 ?ealt3 +are ## 0.0 00 0.0 90 1.0 
"RS/ A10 ,C@lt Drimar7 ?ealt3 +are ### 0.0 00 0.0 90 1.0 
"RS/ A14 ,C@lt Drimar7 ?ealt3 +are #$ 0.0 00 4.0 BF0 K.0 
"RS/ A1A ,C@lt Drimar7 ?ealt3 +are $ L L 1.0 B20 1.0 
"RS/ 1AB ,Cvan;eC D37si;al ,ssessment F.0 F0 B.0 00 0.0 
Totals B0.0  B00  B9.0  AK0  0F.0  
 
T3eor7 +lini;al Thesis option  
!nits are in aCCition to minim@m reN@ireC Oor t3e Cegree  !nits ?o@rs !nits ?o@rs 
Total 
!nits 
"RS/ 19K Resear;3 0.0 40QB10 L L 0.0 
Totals L  L  L  L  L  
Overall Totals 43.0  430  17.0  590  :9.0  
 
ADULT NURSE PRACTITIONEREPOST-
MASTER'S CERTIIICATE 
T3e aC@lt n@rse Rra;titioner RostQmasterSs ;ertiOi;ate 
tra;T is CesigneC to RreRare t3e n@rse Uit3 a masterSs 
Cegree in a ;lini;al area oO n@rsing to Ve;ome ;ertiOieC 
V7 t3e WoarC oO RegistereC "@rsing as a n@rse 
Rra;titioner in t3e state oO +aliOornia anC V7 t3e 
,meri;an "@rses +ertiOi;ation +orRoration. 
DR%R%X!#S#T% 
/raC@ateQlevel Rat3oR37siolog7 ;o@rse 
,Cvan;eC R37si;al assessment
 
T3eor7 +lini;al 
Core  !nits ?o@rs !nits ?o@rs 
Total 
!nits 
"RS/ AAA D3arma;olog7 in ,Cvan;eC Dra;ti;e # 0.0 00 L L 0.0 
"RS/ AA1 D3arma;olog7 in ,Cvan;eC Dra;ti;e ## F.0 F0 L L F.0 
R%-% AF4 +3ristian Wioet3i;s Y0.0Q4.0Z 0.0 00 L L 0.0 
"RS/ ABK T3eoreti;al [o@nCations Oor 
,Cvan;eC Dra;ti;e Y4Z 
"RS/ 1F4 T3e ,C@lt anC ,ging [amil7 
# YFZ 
+3oose one ;o@rse  F.0Q4.0 L L L F.0Q4.0 
Totals B0.0QBF.0  20  L  L  B0.0QBF.0  
 
T3eor7 +lini;al 
Religion  !nits ?o@rs !nits ?o@rs 
Total 
!nits 
R%-% A04 %t3i;al #ss@es in D@Vli; 
?ealt3 Y0Z 
R%-% A42 +3ristian So;ial %t3i;s Y0 to 4Z 
,;;eRtaVle alternate 
religion ;o@rses  
L L L L L 
Totals L  L  L  L  L  
 
 
 N#$si'g—SN +,-
Th0o$y Cli'i56l 
Clinical  U'i8s Ho#$s U'i8s Ho#$s 
To86l 
U'i8s 
NRSG <,= A?#l8 P$iA6$y H06l8h C6$0 B C.E CE C.E ,E F.E 
NRSG <,C A?#l8 P$iA6$y H06l8h C6$0 BB +.E +E +.E -E ,.E 
NRSG <,+ A?#l8 P$iA6$y H06l8h C6$0 BBB +.E +E +.E -E ,.E 
NRSG <,F A?#l8 P$iA6$y H06l8h C6$0 BG +.E +E F.E =CE H.E 
NRSG <,< A?#l8 P$iA6$y H06l8h C6$0 G — — ,.E =IE ,.E 
To86ls ==.E  ==E  =I.E  <FE  C-.E  
Overall Totals 21.0-23.0  190  18.0  540  39.0-41.0  
 
FAMIL? @URSE PRACTITIO@ER (M.S.) 
Th0 J6Aily '#$s0 K$658i8io'0$ 5li'i56l oK8io' K$0K6$0s 
8h0 '#$s0 8o 0L0$5is0 i'?0K0'?0'8 M#?gA0'8 i' 
6ss0ssA0'8, s#K0$Oisio', 6'? A6'6g0A0'8 oJ 8h0 
K$iA6$y h06l8h 56$0 '00?s oJ J6Aily A0AP0$s J$oA 
'0QPo$' 8h$o#gh 0l?0$s, i' 5o's#l868io' 6'? 
5oll6Po$68io' Qi8h J6Aily K$658i50 Khysi5i6's. Th0 
5#$$i5#l#A K$0K6$0s 8h0 s8#?0'8 8o P0 50$8iJi0? Py 8h0 
s8680 oJ C6liJo$'i6 6'? 8h0 AA0$i56' N#$s0s 
C0$8iJi568io' Co$Ko$68io' 6s 6 '#$s0 K$658i8io'0$.
 
Th0o$y Cli'i56l 
Core  U'i8s Ho#$s U'i8s Ho#$s 
To86l 
U'i8s 
NRSG <=< H06l8h Poli5yR Bss#0s 6'? P$o50ss C.E CE — — C.E 
NRSG <=, A?O6'50? Rol0 D0O0loKA0'8 C.E CE — — C.E 
NRSG <=H Th0o$08i56l Fo#'?68io's Jo$ A?O6'50? P$658i50 F.E FE — — F.E 
NRSG <FH M6'6g0A0'8R P$i'5iKl0s 6'? P$658i50s +.E +E — — +.E 
NRSG ,IE B'80$A0?i680 S868is8i5s +.E +E — — +.E 
NRSG ,IF R0s06$5h M08ho?s (C.E) F.E FE — — F.E 
RELE <CF Ch$is8i6' Zio08hi5s (+.E[F.E) +.E +E — — +.E 
To86ls C=.E  C=E  —  —  C=.E  
 
Th0o$y Cli'i56l 
Religion  U'i8s Ho#$s U'i8s Ho#$s 
To86l 
U'i8s 
RELE <+F E8hi56l Bss#0s i' P#Pli5 
H06l8h (+) 
RELE <FI Ch$is8i6' So5i6l E8hi5s (+) 
A550K86Pl0 6l80$'680 
$0ligio' 5o#$s0s  
— — — — — 
To86ls —  —  —  —  —  
 
Th0o$y Cli'i56l 
Concentration  U'i8s Ho#$s U'i8s Ho#$s 
To86l 
U'i8s 
NRSG <FF T065hi'g 6'? L06$'i'g Th0o$y +.E +E — — +.E 
NRSG <<< Ph6$A65ology i' A?O6'50? P$658i50 B +.E +E — — +.E 
NRSG <<, Ph6$A65ology i' A?O6'50? P$658i50 BB C.E CE — — C.E 
PHSL <II P68hoKhysiology F.E FE — — F.E 
To86ls =C.E  =CE  —  —  =C.E  
!"I$%RSITY C,T,LOG 012
Theory Clinical 
!"#n#%a"  !nits Hours !nits Hours 
Total 
!nits 
"RSG ABC ,dEanced Physical ,ssessment H.2 H2 C.2 02 0.2 
"RSG ABH Family Primary Health Care I H.2 H2 H.2 A2 K.2 
"RSG AB0 Family Primary Health Care II K.2 K2 0.2 L2 1.2 
"RSG ABK Family Primary Health Care III 0.2 02 K.2 CH2 1.2 
"RSG ABB Family Primary Health Care I$ 0.2 02 K.2 CH2 1.2 
"RSG ABA Family Primary Health Care $ — — 1.2 HC2 1.2 
Totals CK.2  CK2  HC.2  A02  0B.2  
 
Theory Clinical '(e*#* o-t#on  
!nits are in addition to minimum required Oor the degree  !nits Hours !nits Hours 
Total 
!nits 
"RSG AL1 Research QC.2-K.2S B.2 H22 — — B.2 
Totals —  —  —  —  —  
/0e1a"" 'ota"* 2345  235  6745  895  8:45  
 
;<=>?@ ABCSE FC<!'>'>/AECGF/S'H
=<S'ECIS !EC'>;>!<'E 
The Oamily nurse Tractitioner Tost-masterUs certiOicate 
track is designed to TreTare the nurse with a masterUs 
degree in a clinical area oO nursing to become certiOied 
by the Yoard oO Registered "ursing as a nurse 
Tractitioner in the state oO CaliOornia and by the 
,merican "urses CertiOication CorToration. 
PR%R%Z!ISIT% 
Graduate-leEel TathoThysiology course 
,dEanced Thysical assessment
 
Theory Clinical 
!o1e  !nits Hours !nits Hours 
Total 
!nits 
"RSG BC1 Theoretical Foundations Oor ,dEanced Practice K.2 K2 — — K.2 
"RSG BBB Pharmacology in ,dEanced Practice I 0.2 02 — — 0.2 
"RSG BBA Pharmacology in ,dEanced Practice II H.2 H2 — — H.2 
R%L% BHK Christian Yioethics Q0.2-K.2S 0.2 02 — — 0.2 
Totals CH.2  CH2  —  —  CH.2  
 
Theory Clinical 
Ce"#J#on  !nits Hours !nits Hours 
Total 
!nits 
R%L% B0K %thical Issues in Public 
Health Q0S 
R%L% BK[ Christian Social %thics Q0S 
,cceTtable alternate 
religion courses  
— — — — — 
Totals —  —  —  —  —  
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Theory Clinical 
!linical  Units Hours Units Hours 
Total 
Units 
NRSG 652 ?amily Primary Health Care I 2.0 20 2.0 60 4.0 
NRSG 653 ?amily Primary Health Care II 4.0 40 3.0 F0 7.0 
NRSG 654 ?amily Primary Health Care III 3.0 30 4.0 120 7.0 
NRSG 655 ?amily Primary Health Care IV 3.0 30 4.0 120 7.0 
NRSG 656 ?amily Primary Health Care V — — 7.0 210 7.0 
Totals 12.0  120  20.0  600  32.0  
Overall Totals 04.0  040  00.0  400  44.0  
 
56789TR8! ;<RS6 5R9!T8T8O;6R 
>M.S.@ 
The pediatric nurse practitioner clinical option 
prepares the nurse to eJercise independent Kudgment 
in assessment, supervision, and management of 
primary health care needs of children from birth 
through adolescence in consultation and collaboration 
with physicians. The curriculum prepares the student 
to be certified by the state of California, the American 
Nurses Certification Corporation, and by the Pediatric 
Nursing Certification Board as a nurse practitioner.
 
Theory Clinical 
!ore  Units Hours Units Hours 
Total 
Units 
NRSG 515 Health PolicyS Issues and Process 2.0 20 — — 2.0 
NRSG 516 Advanced Role Tevelopment 2.0 20 — — 2.0 
NRSG 517 Theoretical ?oundations for Advanced Practice 4.0 40 — — 4.0 
NRSG 547 ManagementS Principles and Practices 3.0 30 — — 3.0 
NRSG 680 Intermediate Statistics 3.0 30 — — 3.0 
NRSG 684 Research Methods W2.0X 4.0 40 — — 4.0 
RELE 524 Christian Bioethics W3.0[4.0X 3.0 30 — — 3.0 
Totals 21.0  210  —  —  21.0  
 
Theory Clinical 
Religion  Units Hours Units Hours 
Total 
Units 
RELE 534 Ethical Issues in Public 
Health W3X 
RELE 548 Christian Social Ethics W3X 
Acceptable alternate 
religion courses  
— — — — — 
Totals —  —  —  —  —  
 
Theory Clinical 
!oncentration  Units Hours Units Hours 
Total 
Units 
NRSG 544 Teaching and Learning Theory 3.0 30 — — 3.0 
NRSG 555 Pharmacology in Advanced Practice I 3.0 30 — — 3.0 
NRSG 556 Pharmacology in Advanced Practice II 2.0 20 — — 2.0 
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NRSG 345 Growing Family I 
Offered eDery other 
year or when the 
student pool is 
sufficient 
2.L 2L M M 2.L 
POSL 5PP Pathophysiology 4.L 4L M M 4.L 
Totals Q4.L  Q4L  M  M  Q4.L  
 
Theory Clinical 
Clinical  Units Oours Units Oours 
Total 
Units 
NRSG 55Q 
Pediatric Primary Oealth Care 
I 
Offered alternate 
years 
3.L 3L Q.L 3L 4.L 
NRSG 552 
Pediatric Primary Oealth Care 
II 
Offered alternate 
years 
3.L 3L 3.L RL 3.L 
NRSG 553 
Pediatric Primary Oealth Care 
III 
Offered alternate 
years 
3.L 3L 4.L Q2L 1.L 
NRSG 554 
Pediatric Primary Oealth Care 
IV 
Offered alternate 
years 
2.L 2L 5.L Q5L 1.L 
NRSG 551 
Pediatric Primary Oealth Care 
V 
Offered alternate 
years 
M M 5.L Q5L 5.L 
NRSG 35Q AdDanced Physical Assessment 2.L 2L Q.L 3L 3.L 
Totals Q3.L  Q3L  QR.L  51L  32.L  
 
Theory Clinical Thesis option  
Units are in addition to minimum reSuired for the degree  Units Oours Units Oours 
Total 
Units 
NRSG 3R1 Research 3.L 4LTQ3L M M 3.L 
Totals M  M  M  M  M  
Overall Totals 23.0  230  17.0  590  :9.0  
 
P<D>?TR>C NURS< PR?CT>T>ON<R—
POSTEM?ST<R'S C<RT>F>C?T< 
The pediatric nurse practitioner postTmaster's 
certificate tracV is designed to prepare the nurse with 
a master's degree in a clinical area of nursing to We 
certified as a nurse practitioner Wy the Xoard of 
Registered Nursing in the state of CaliforniaY Wy the 
American Nurses Certification CorporationY and Wy 
the Pediatric Nursing Certification Xoard. 
PREREZUISITE 
GraduateTleDel pathophysiology 
AdDanced physical assessment
 
Theory Clinical 
Core  Units Oours Units Oours 
Total 
Units 
NRSG 555 Pharmacology in AdDanced Practice I 3.L 3L M M 3.L 
NRSG 553 Pharmacology in AdDanced Practice II 2.L 2L M M 2.L 
RELE 524 Christian Xioethics (3.LT4.L) 3.L 3L M M 3.L 
 "#$s&n()*" +,+
 
"-*. /0, 12eo$e5&cal 9o#n:a5&ons ;o$ 
<:=ance: >$ac5&ce ?@A 
"-*. B@/ .$oC&n( 9am&lE F ?GA 
Offered alternate years 
H2oose one co#$se  GIJK@IJ ) ) ) GIJK@IJ 
1o5als 0JIJK0GIJ  LJ  )  )  0JIJK0GIJ  
 
12eo$E Hl&n&cal 
R"li%ion  Mn&5s No#$s Mn&5s No#$s 
1o5al 
Mn&5s 
-OPO /+@ O52&cal Fss#es &n >#Ql&c 
Neal52 ?+A 
-OPO /@L H2$&s5&an *oc&al O52&cs ?+A 
<cceR5aQle al5e$na5e 
$el&(&on co#$ses  
) ) ) ) ) 
1o5als )  )  )  )  )  
 
12eo$E Hl&n&cal 
Clinical  Mn&5s No#$s Mn&5s No#$s 
1o5al 
Mn&5s 
"-*. //0 
>e:&a5$&c >$&ma$E Neal52 Ha$e 
F 
S;;e$e: al5e$na5e 
Eea$s 
+IJ +J 0IJ +J @IJ 
"-*. //G 
>e:&a5$&c >$&ma$E Neal52 Ha$e 
FF 
S;;e$e: al5e$na5e 
Eea$s 
+IJ +J +IJ TJ BIJ 
"-*. //+ 
>e:&a5$&c >$&ma$E Neal52 Ha$e 
FFF 
S;;e$e: al5e$na5e 
Eea$s 
+IJ +J @IJ 0GJ ,IJ 
"-*. //@ 
>e:&a5$&c >$&ma$E Neal52 Ha$e 
FU 
S;;e$e: al5e$na5e 
Eea$s 
GIJ GJ /IJ 0/J ,IJ 
"-*. //, 
>e:&a5$&c >$&ma$E Neal52 Ha$e 
U 
S;;e$e: al5e$na5e 
Eea$s 
) ) /IJ 0/J /IJ 
1o5als 00IJ  00J  0LIJ  /@J  GTIJ  
O,"rall Totals 234562745  385  3945  :;5  78456;345  
 
NEONATA? N@RSE PRACTITIONER 
DM4S4F 
?"S1 S>O" 1S <DWF**FS"*A 
12e neona5al n#$se R$ac5&5&one$ cl&n&cal oR5&on 
sRec&al&Xes &n 52e 52eo$E an: R$ac5&ce o; neona5al 
&n5ens&=eKca$e Ra5&en5 mana(emen5I 12e c#$$&c#l#m 
R$eRa$es 52e n#$se 5o eYe$c&se &n:eRen:en5 Z#:(men5 
&n assessmen5[ s#Re$=&s&on[ an: mana(emen5 o; s&c\ 
neCQo$ns)C&52 cons#l5a5&on an: collaQo$a5&on o; 
neona5olo(&s5sI 12e c#$$&c#l#m R$eRa$es 52e ($a:#a5e 
5o Qe ce$5&;&e: as a n#$se R$ac5&5&one$ QE 52e s5a5e o; 
Hal&;o$n&a an: as a neona5al n#$se R$ac5&5&one$ QE 52e 
"a5&onal He$5&;&ca5&on Ho$Ro$a5&onI
 
12eo$E Hl&n&cal 
Cor"  Mn&5s No#$s Mn&5s No#$s 
1o5al 
Mn&5s 
"-*. /0/ Neal52 >ol&cE] Fss#es an: >$ocess GIJ GJ ) ) GIJ 
"-*. /0B <:=ance: -ole De=eloRmen5 GIJ GJ ) ) GIJ 
"-*. /0, 12eo$e5&cal 9o#n:a5&ons ;o$ <:=ance: >$ac5&ce @IJ @J ) ) @IJ 
"-*. /@, Wana(emen5] >$&nc&Rles an: >$ac5&ces +IJ +J ) ) +IJ 
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"RSG 680 Intermediate Statistics 3.0 30 A A 3.0 
"RSG 684 Research Methods E2.0G 4.0 40 A A 4.0 
RELE 524 Christian Iioethics E3.0-4.0G 3.0 30 A A 3.0 
Totals 21.0  210  A  A  21.0  
 
Theory Clinical 
Re#igion  Units Hours Units Hours 
Total 
Units 
RELE 534 Ethical Issues in Public 
Health E3G 
RELE 548 Christian Social Ethics E3G 
Acceptable alternate 
religion courses  
A A A A A 
Totals A  A  A  A  A  
 
Theory Clinical 
(oncentration  Units Hours Units Hours 
Total 
Units 
"RSG 544 Teaching and Learning Theory 3.0 30 A A 3.0 
"RSG 555 Pharmacology in Advanced Practice I 3.0 30 A A 3.0 
"RSG 560 "eonatal Pharmacology 2.0 20 A A 2.0 
PHSL 588 Pathophysiology 4.0 40 A A 4.0 
Totals 12.0  120  A  A  12.0  
 
Theory Clinical 
(#inica#  Units Hours Units Hours 
Total 
Units 
"RSG 619 
"eonatal Critical Care I: 
"eonatal Advanced Physical 
Assessment 
Offered alternate 
years 
3.0 30 A A 3.0 
"RSG 620 "eonatal "urse Practitioner II 
Offered alternate 
years 
4.0 40 1.0 30 5.0 
"RSG 621 
"eonatal "urse Practitioner 
III 
Offered alternate 
years 
5.0 50 3.0 90 8.0 
"RSG 622 
"eonatal "urse Practitioner 
I$: Practicum 
Offered alternate 
years 
6.0 60 3.0 90 9.0 
"RSG 623 
"eonatal "urse Practitioner 
$: Practicum 
Offered alternate 
years 
A A 13.0 390 13.0 
Totals 18.0  180  20.0  600  38.0  
 
Theory Clinical T.esis o1tion  
Units are in addition to minimum required for the degree  Units Hours Units Hours 
Total 
Units 
"RSG 697 Research E1.0-4.0G 5.0 200 A A 5.0 
Totals A  A  A  A  A  
O3era## Tota#s 4567  457  8767  977  :567  
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NEON$T$L NURSE PR$CTITIONER.
POST/0$STER1S CERTI2IC$TE 
.NOT OPEN TO A45ISSIONS7 
The neonatal nurse practitioner post-master's 
certificate track is designed to prepare the nurse with 
a master's degree in parentGchild nursing .or 
equivalent to Loma Linda University School of 
Nursing's clinical major in growing family7 to become 
certified as a nurse practitioner by the state of 
California and as a neonatal nurse practitioner by the 
National Certification Corporations. 
PRERERUISITE 
Graduate-level pathophysiology and pharmacology
 
Theory Clinical 
Core  Units Tours Units Tours 
Total 
Units 
RELE 524 Christian Wioethics .3.X-4.X7 3.X 3X — — 3.X 
Totals 3.X  3X  —  —  3.X  
 
Theory Clinical 
Religion  Units Tours Units Tours 
Total 
Units 
RELE 534 Ethical Issues in Public 
Tealth .37 
RELE 548 Christian Social Ethics .37 
Acceptable alternate 
religion courses  
— — — — — 
Totals —  —  —  —  —  
 
Theory Clinical 
Clini:al  Units Tours Units Tours 
Total 
Units 
NRSG 5ZX Neonatal Pharmacology 2.X 2X — — 2.X 
NRSG Z1\ 
Neonatal Critical Care I: 
Neonatal Advanced Physical 
Assessment 
Offered alternate 
years 
3.X 3X — — 3.X 
NRSG Z2X Neonatal Nurse Practitioner II 
Offered alternate 
years 
4.X 4X 1.X 3X 5.X 
NRSG Z21 
Neonatal Nurse Practitioner 
III 
Offered alternate 
years 
5.X 5X 3.X \X 8.X 
NRSG Z22 
Neonatal Nurse Practitioner 
IV: Practicum 
Offered alternate 
years 
Z.X ZX 3.X \X \.X 
NRSG Z23 
Neonatal Nurse Practitioner 
V: Practicum 
Offered alternate 
years 
— — 13.X 3\X 13.X 
Totals 2X.X  2XX  2X.X  ZXX  4X.X  
O<erall Totals ?@AB  ?@B  ?BAB  CBB  D@AB  
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CLINICAL NURSE SPECIALIST: ADULT 
AND A/IN/ FAMIL2 (M.S.) 
(3e 567n75a6 nu;<e <=e57a67<t? adu6t and aA7nA BaC76D 
567n75a6 o=t7on =;e=a;e< <tudent< Bo; 6eade;<37= ;o6e< 
a< 567n75a6 nu;<e <=e57a67<t<F +67n75a6 and t3eo;et75a6 
5ontent Bo5u<e< on adu6t and aA7nA 567ent< and 
BaC767e<F (3e 5u;;75u6uC oBBe;< o==o;tun7tD Bo; 
<tudent< to 53oo<e an eC=3a<7< =;oG7d7nA adGan5ed 
nu;<7nA 5a;e to BaC767e< eH=e;7en57nA 3ea6t3 5a;e 
need<F (3e 5u;;75u6uC 7n56ude IJJ 3ou;< oB 567n75a6 
=;a5t75uC 7n =;e=a;at7on Bo; 5e;t7B75at7on bD t3e 
,Ce;75an "u;<e< +e;t7B75at7on +o;=o;at7on a< a 
567n75a6 nu;<e <=e57a67<t 7n e7t3e; Ced75a6L<u;A75a6 
nu;<7nA o; Ae;onto6oA75a6 nu;<7nA aBte; 5oC=6et7nA 
t3e ;eMu7;ed =;a5t75e 3ou;<F
 
(3eo;D +67n75a6 
Core  !n7t< Hou;< !n7t< Hou;< 
(ota6 
!n7t< 
"&S/ IOI Hea6t3 Po675D? #<<ue< and P;o5e<< QFJ QJ R R QFJ 
"&S/ IO2 ,dGan5ed &o6e SeGe6o=Cent QFJ QJ R R QFJ 
"&S/ IO1 (3eo;et75a6 Toundat7on< Bo; ,dGan5ed P;a5t75e UFJ UJ R R UFJ 
"&S/ IU1 VanaAeCent? P;7n57=6e< and P;a5t75e< 0FJ 0J R R 0FJ 
"&S/ 2WJ #nte;Ced7ate Stat7<t75< 0FJ 0J R R 0FJ 
"&S/ 2WU &e<ea;53 Vet3od< XQFJY UFJ UJ R R UFJ 
&%-% IQU +3;7<t7an Z7oet375< X0FJLUFJY 0FJ 0J R R 0FJ 
(ota6< QOFJ  QOJ  R  R  QOFJ  
 
(3eo;D +67n75a6 
Religion  !n7t< Hou;< !n7t< Hou;< 
(ota6 
!n7t< 
&%-% I0U %t375a6 #<<ue< 7n Pub675 
Hea6t3 X0Y 
&%-% IUW +3;7<t7an So57a6 %t375< X0Y 
,55e=tab6e a6te;nate 
;e67A7on 5ou;<e<  
R R R R R 
(ota6< R  R  R  R  R  
 
(3eo;D +67n75a6 
Concentration  !n7t< Hou;< !n7t< Hou;< 
(ota6 
!n7t< 
"&S/ IUU (ea537nA and -ea;n7nA (3eo;D 0FJ 0J R R 0FJ 
"&S/ III P3a;Ca5o6oAD 7n ,dGan5ed P;a5t75e # 0FJ 0J R R 0FJ 
"&S/ II2 P3a;Ca5o6oAD 7n ,dGan5ed P;a5t75e ## QFJ QJ R R QFJ 
PHS- IWW Pat3o=3D<7o6oAD UFJ UJ R R UFJ 
[[[[ [[[ %6e5t7Ge X0Y 
"&S/ IUI (ea537nA P;a5t75uC X0Y 
"&S/ IU2 +u;;75u6uC SeGe6o=Cent 7n 
H7A3e; %du5at7on X0Y 
(ake one 5ou;<e  0FJ R R R 0FJ 
(ota6< OIFJ  OQJ  R  R  OIFJ  
 
(3eo;D +67n75a6 
Clinical  !n7t< Hou;< !n7t< Hou;< 
(ota6 
!n7t< 
"&S/ 2QU (3e ,du6t and ,A7nA TaC76D # 
.BBe;ed a6te;nate 
Dea;< 
QFJ QJ QFJ 2J UFJ 
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N-*G /0/ 
T2e Adult and Aging 9amil; 
II 
Offered alternate 
;ears 
0?@ 0@ A?@ +@ +?@ 
N-*G /0B 
Clinical PracticumF Adult and 
Aging 9amil; 
Offered alternate 
;ears 
— — A+?@ +G@ A+?@ 
N-*G /HA AdIanced P2;sical Assessment 0?@ 0@ A?@ +@ +?@ 
Totals /?@  /@  A,?@  HA@  0+?@  
 
T2eor; Clinical !"#$%$&'()%'*  
Units are in addition to minimum reLuired for t2e degree  Units Mours Units Mours 
Total 
Units 
N-*G /G, -esearc2 NA?@OP?@Q H?@ 0@@ — — H?@ 
Totals —  —  —  —  —  
+,#-.//&!')./$ 0123  453  6723  863  8523  
9:;<;9=:&<>?@A&@BA9;=:;@!C&=D>:!&=<D&=E;<E&F=G;:HIB+@!JG=@!A?K@&
9A?!;F;9=!A&
P-E-ESUI*ITE 
GraduateOleIel pat2op2;siolog; 
AdIanced p2;sical assessment 
T2eor; Clinical 
9'-#  Units Mours Units Mours 
Total 
Units 
N-*G HA/ AdIanced -ole DeIelopment 0?@ 0@ — — 0?@ 
N-*G HA, T2eoretical 9oundations for AdIanced Practice P?@ P@ — — P?@ 
N-*G HHH P2armacolog; in AdIanced Practice I +?@ +@ — — +?@ 
N-*G HH/ P2armacolog; in AdIanced Practice II 0?@ 0@ — — 0?@ 
-ELE H0P C2ristian Wioet2ics N+?@OP?@Q +?@ +@ — — +?@ 
Totals AP?@  AP@  —  —  AP?@  
 
T2eor; Clinical 
?#/%L%'*  Units Mours Units Mours 
Total 
Units 
-ELE H+P Et2ical Issues in PuXlic 
Mealt2 N+Q 
-ELE HPB C2ristian *ocial Et2ics N+Q 
AcceptaXle alternate 
religion courses  
— — — — — 
Totals —  —  —  —  —  
 
T2eor; Clinical 
9/%*%M./  Units Mours Units Mours 
Total 
Units 
N-*G /0P T2e Adult and Aging 9amil; I 0?@ 0@ 0?@ /@ P?@ 
N-*G /0/ T2e Adult and Aging 9amil; II 0?@ 0@ A?@ +@ +?@ 
N-*G /0B Clinical PracticumF Adult and Aging 9amil; A0?@ — — /@O+/@ A0?@ 
Totals A/?@  P@  +?@  AH@OPH@  AG?@  
+,#-.//&!')./$ 4323  6N3  423  683J083  4423  
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C"INICA" NURSE SPECIA"IST- 
GRO0ING 1AMI"3 4M5S56 
The clinical nurse specialist: growing family 
concentration area prepares students for leadership 
roles as clinical nurse specialists. The curriculum 
offers opportunity for the student to choose an 
emphasis providing advanced nursing care to 
families in the early phase of childbearing or in care 
of children. The curriculum includes 500 hours of 
clinical practicum in preparation for certification by 
the American Nurses Certification Corporation as a 
clinical nurse specialist in child and adolescent health 
care or in maternal and child health.
 
Theory Clinical 
Core  Units Hours Units Hours 
Total 
Units 
NRSG 515 Health Policy: Issues and Process 2.0 20 — — 2.0 
NRSG 516 Advanced Role Development 2.0 20 — — 2.0 
NRSG 517 Theoretical Foundations for Advanced Practice 4.0 40 — — 4.0 
NRSG 547 Management: Principles and Practices 3.0 30 — — 3.0 
NRSG 680 Intermediate Statistics 3.0 30 — — 3.0 
NRSG 684 Research Methods (2.0) 4.0 40 — — 4.0 
RELE 524 Christian Bioethics (3.0-4.0) 3.0 30 — — 3.0 
Totals 21.0  210  —  —  21.0  
 
Theory Clinical 
Religion  Units Hours Units Hours 
Total 
Units 
RELE 534 Ethical Issues in Public 
Health (3) 
RELE 548 Christian Social Ethics (3) 
Acceptable alternate 
religion courses  
— — — — — 
Totals —  —  —  —  —  
 
Theory Clinical 
Concentration  Units Hours Units Hours 
Total 
Units 
NRSG 544 Teaching and Learning Theory 3.0 30 — — 3.0 
NRSG 555 Pharmacology in Advanced Practice I 3.0 30 — — 3.0 
NRSG 556 Pharmacology in Advanced Practice II 2.0 20 — — 2.0 
PHSL 588 Pathophysiology 4.0 40 — — 4.0 
ZZZZ ZZZ Elective (3) 
NRSG 545 Teaching Practicum (3) 
NRSG 546 Curriculum Development in 
Higher Education (3) 
Take one course  3.0 — — — 3.0 
Totals 15.0  120  —  —  15.0  
 
! "#$%&'()*"! +,-
!
./01$2! 34&'&564!
Clinical!! 7'&8%! 91#$%! 7'&8%! 91#$%!
.1864!
7'&8%!
":*;!<=,!
34&'&564!>$658&5#?@!;$1A&'(!
B6?&42!CDEFG=DEFH!
IJJ0$0K!6480$'680!
206$%!
)! )! =+EF! +-F! =+EF!
":*;!<LM! ;$1A&'(!B6?&42!N!
IJJ0$0K!6480$'680!
206$%!
DEF! DF! DEF! <F! LEF!
":*;!<L<! ;$1A&'(!B6?&42!NN!
IJJ0$0K!6480$'680!
206$%!
DEF! DF! =EF! +F! +EF!
":*;!<M=! OKP6'50K!>/2%&564!O%%0%%?0'8! DEF! DF! =EF! +F! +EF!
.1864%! <EF!! <F!! =,EF!! M=F!! D+EF!!
!
./01$2! 34&'&564!Thesis option!!
7'&8%!6$0!&'!6KK&8&1'!81!?&'&?#?!$0Q#&$0K!J1$!8/0!K0($00!! 7'&8%! 91#$%! 7'&8%! 91#$%!
.1864!
7'&8%!
":*;!<-,! :0%06$5/!C=EFGLEFH! MEF! DF! )! )! MEF!
.1864%! )!! )!! )!! )!! )!!
Overall Totals! 42.0!! 370!! 17.0!! 510!! 57.0!!
CLINICAL NURSE SPECIALIST: GROFING FAMILIJPOST-MASTER'S CERTIFICATE 
>:R:RS7N*N.R!
;$6K#680G40P04!T68/1T/2%&141(2!
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./01$2! 34&'&564!
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.1864!
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!
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.1864!
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.1864!
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NRSG 343 Growing Famil? II @.2 @2 B.2 02 0.2 
Totals 4.2  42  B1.2  E42  @@.2  
!"#$%&&'()*%&+ ,-./  ,-/  ,-./  01/  23./  
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The nursing administration option prepares nurses 
for leadership in a variet? of organiMational settings. 
The M.S. degree curriculum draws from the practice 
of nursingP managementP and related fieldsQ and 
includes administrationP researchP and clinical 
components.
 
Theor? Clinical 
?)$#  Units Hours Units Hours 
Total 
Units 
NRSG EBE Health Polic?T Issues and Process @.2 @2 U U @.2 
NRSG EB3 Advanced Role Development @.2 @2 U U @.2 
NRSG EBW Theoretical Foundations for Advanced Practice 4.2 42 U U 4.2 
NRSG E4W ManagementT Principles and Practices 0.2 02 U U 0.2 
NRSG 312 Intermediate Statistics 0.2 02 U U 0.2 
NRSG 314 Research Methods (@.2) 4.2 42 U U 4.2 
RELE E@4 Christian Bioethics (0.2[4.2) 0.2 02 U U 0.2 
Totals @B.2  @B2  U  U  @B.2  
 
Theor? Clinical 
6#&@A@)B  Units Hours Units Hours 
Total 
Units 
RELE E04 Ethical Issues in Public 
Health (0) 
RELE E41 Christian Social Ethics (0) 
Acceptable alternate 
religion courses  
U U U U U 
Totals U  U  U  U  U  
 
Theor? Clinical 
?)BC#B*$%*@)B  Units Hours Units Hours 
Total 
Units 
HADM E@1 OrganiMational Behavior in Health Care 0.2 02 U U 0.2 
HADM E04 Health Care Law 0.2 02 U U 0.2 
HADM E4@ 
Managerial Accounting for Health Care 
OrganiMations 
0.2 02 U U 0.2 
HADM 32E Health Care Qualit? Management 0.2 02 U U 0.2 
HADM EB4 Health Care Economic 
Polic? (0) 
HADM E@^ Health Care Negotiations 
and Conflict Resolution (0) 
HADM E4E Government Polic? and 
Health Disparities (0) 
HADM EE^ Health Care Mar_eting (0) 
HADM E34 Health Care Finance (0) 
Ta_e three courses  ^.2 U U U ^.2 
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HADM 574 Managing Human 
Resources in Health Care 
Organi@ations (3) 
HADM 575 Management Information 
Systems in Health Care (3) 
HADM 604 Health Systems Strategic 
Planning (3) 
      
Totals 21.0  120  —  —  21.0  
 
Theory Clinical 
!linical  Units Hours Units Hours 
Total 
Units 
NRSG 548 
Nursing Administration 
Practicum 
Offered every other 
year or when the 
student pool 
sufficient 
— — 8.0 240 8.0 
NRSG 624 The Adult and Aging Family 
I (2) 
!ffered alternate years 
NRSG 626 The Adult and Aging Family 
II (2) 
!ffered alternate years 
NRSG 645 Growing Family I (2) 
!ffered alternate years 
NRSG 646 Growing Family II (2) 
!ffered alternate years 
Take one course  — — 2.0 — 2.0 
Totals —  —  10.0  240  10.0  
 
Theory Clinical 'hesis option  
Units are in addition to minimum required for the degree  Units Hours Units Hours 
Total 
Units 
NRSG 697 Research (1.0-4.0) 5.0 200 — — 5.0 
Totals —  —  —  —  —  
/0erall 'otals 2345  665  7545  325  8345  
 
9:;<= =D:!?'/; !/9!=9';?'@/9 
?;=? AB4<4C 
The nurse educator option prepares faculty for 
educational programs in nursing. The student will 
select either the adult and aging family or the 
growing family as a focus area for clinical work. 
Additional course work includes education courses, 
research, and other core courses. The curriculum 
prepares the graduate to take the NLN Certified 
Nurse Educator Examination.
9:;<= =D:!?'/;D E;/F@9E G?B@HI 
Theory Clinical 
!ore  Units Hours Units Hours 
Total 
Units 
NRSG 515 Health Policy: Issues and Process 2.0 20 — — 2.0 
NRSG 516 Advanced Role Development 2.0 20 — — 2.0 
NRSG 517 Theoretical Foundations for Advanced Practice 4.0 40 — — 4.0 
NRSG 547 Management: Principles and Practices 3.0 30 — — 3.0 
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NRSG 314 Intermediate Statistics 0?4 04 @ @ 0?4 
NRSG 31A ResearcB MetBods (2?4) A?4 A4 @ @ A?4 
RELE G2A CBristian HioetBics (0?4IA?4) 0?4 04 @ @ 0?4 
Totals 2K?4  2K4  @  @  2K?4  
 
TBeory Clinical 
!e#$%$on  Units Hours Units Hours 
Total 
Units 
RELE G0A EtBical Issues in PuPlic 
HealtB (0) 
RELE GA1 CBristian Social EtBics (0) 
AcceQtaPle alternate 
religion courses  
@ @ @ @ @ 
Totals @  @  @  @  @  
 
TBeory Clinical 
(on)ent+at$on  Units Hours Units Hours 
Total 
Units 
AHCS G43 Educational Evaluation and Clinical Assessment 0?4 04 @ @ 0?4 
NRSG GAA TeacBing and Learning TBeory 0?4 04 @ @ 0?4 
NRSG GAG TeacBing Practicum (0?4IA?4) @ @ 0?4 U4 0?4 
NRSG GA3 Curriculum DeveloQment in HigBer Education 0?4 04 @ @ 0?4 
NRSG GGG PBarmacology in Advanced Practice I 0?4 04 @ @ 0?4 
NRSG GG3 PBarmacology in Advanced Practice II 2?4 24 @ @ 2?4 
PHSL G11 PatBoQBysiology A?4 A4 @ @ A?4 
Totals K1?4  K14  0?4  U4  2K?4  
 
TBeory Clinical 
(#$n$)a#  Units Hours Units Hours 
Total 
Units 
NRSG 3KW 
Clinical Practicum: GroYing 
Family 
Offered alternate 
years 
@ @ 0?4 U4 0?4 
NRSG 3AG GroYing Family I 
Offered alternate 
years 
2?4 24 K?4 04 0?4 
NRSG 3A3 GroYing Family II 
Offered alternate 
years 
2?4 24 K?4 04 0?4 
NRSG 3GK Advanced PBysical Assessment 2?4 24 K?4 04 0?4 
Totals 3?4  34  3?4  K14  K2?4  
 
TBeory Clinical -.e/$/ o1t$on  
Units are in addition to minimum re\uired for tBe degree  Units Hours Units Hours 
Total 
Units 
NRSG 3UW ResearcB 0?4 A4IK34 @ @ 0?4 
Totals @  @  @  @  @  
23e+a## -ota#/ 4567  457  867  9:7  5467  
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NURSE EDUCATOR, ADULT AND AGING 0AMILY 
Theory Clinical 
Core  Units 8ours Units 8ours 
Total 
Units 
NRSG 515 8ealth Policy: Issues and Process 2.0 20 — — 2.0 
NRSG 516 Advanced Role Development 2.0 20 — — 2.0 
NRSG 517 Theoretical Foundations for Advanced Practice 4.0 40 — — 4.0 
NRSG 547 Management: Principles and Practices 3.0 30 — — 3.0 
NRSG 680 Intermediate Statistics 3.0 30 — — 3.0 
NRSG 684 Research Methods (2.0) 4.0 40 — — 4.0 
RELE 524 Christian Bioethics (3.0-4.0) 3.0 30 — — 3.0 
Totals 21.0  210  —  —  21.0  
 
Theory Clinical 
Religion  Units 8ours Units 8ours 
Total 
Units 
RELE 534 Ethical Issues in Public 
8ealth (3) 
RELE 548 Christian Social Ethics (3) 
Acceptable alternate 
religion courses  
— — — — — 
Totals —  —  —  —  —  
 
Theory Clinical 
Concentration  Units 8ours Units 8ours 
Total 
Units 
A8CV 506 Educational Evaluation and Clinical Assessment 3.0 30 — — 3.0 
NRSG 544 Teaching and Learning Theory 3.0 30 — — 3.0 
NRSG 545 Teaching Practicum — — 3.0 90 3.0 
NRSG 546 Curriculum Development in 8igher Education 3.0 30 — — 3.0 
NRSG 555 Pharmacology in Advanced Practice I 3.0 30 — — 3.0 
NRSG 556 Pharmacology in Advanced Practice II 2.0 20 — — 2.0 
P8SL 588 Pathophysiology 4.0 40 — — 4.0 
Totals 18.0  180  3.0  90  21.0  
 
Theory Clinical 
Clinical  Units 8ours Units 8ours 
Total 
Units 
NRSG 624 The Adult and Aging Family I 2.0 20 1.0 30 3.0 
NRSG 626 The Adult and Aging Family II 2.0 20 1.0 30 3.0 
NRSG 628 Clinical Practicum: Adult and Aging Family — — 3.0 90 3.0 
NRSG 651 Advanced Physical Assessment 2.0 20 1.0 30 3.0 
Totals 6.0  60  6.0  180  12.0  
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(3eo67 +89n9;a8 Thesis option  
!n9t> a6e 9n add9t9on to @9n9@u@ 6eBu96ed Co6 t3e deD6ee  !n9t> Hou6> !n9t> Hou6> 
(ota8 
!n9t> 
"&S/ FGH &e>ea6;3 2IJ 2JKLFJ M M 2IJ 
(ota8> M  M  M  M  M  
Overall Totals 45.0  450  9.0  270  54.0  
DUAL DEGREE: M.S. A M.A. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE AS CLINICAL NURSE SPECIALISTG 
MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE IN CLINICAL ETHICS 
N %9t3e6 t3e D6oO9nD Ca@987 o6 t3e adu8t and aD9nD Ca@987 a6ea @a7 be >e8e;tedI 
Core courses 
"&S/ QLH (3eo6et9;a8 Roundat9on> Co6 ,dSan;ed T6a;t9;e 2IJ 
"&S/ QLQ Hea8t3 To89;7U #>>ue> and T6o;e>> VIJ 
"&S/ QLF ,dSan;ed T6a;t9;e &o8e WeSe8oX@ent VIJ 
"&S/ Q2H YanaDe@entU T69n;9X8e> and T6a;t9;e 0IJ 
"&S/ QQQ T3a6@a;o8oD7 9n ,dSan;ed T6a;t9;e # 0IJ 
"&S/ QQF T3a6@a;o8oD7 9n ,dSan;ed T6a;t9;e ## VIJ 
THS- Q11 Tat3oX37>9o8oD7 2IJ 
"&S/ F1J #nte6@ed9ate Stat9>t9;> 0IJ 
"&S/ F12 &e>ea6;3 Yet3od> 2IJ 
"&S/ FQL ,dSan;ed T37>9;a8 ,>>e>>@ent 0IJ 
(ota8> 0JIJ 
 
ADVANCED PRACTICE NURSING 
,W!-( ,"W ,/#"/ R,Y#-) o6 /&.Z#"/ R,Y#-) 
N"&S/ FV2 ,du8t and ,D9nD Ra@987 # 2IJ 
N"&S/ FVF ,du8t and ,D9nD Ra@987 ## 0IJ 
N"&S/ FV1 
o6 
"&S/ F2Q 
+89n9;a8 T6a;t9;u@U ,du8t and ,D9nD 
  
/6oO9nD Ra@987 # 
GIJ 
  
2IJ 
N"&S/ F2F /6oO9nD Ra@987 ## 0IJ 
N"&S/ FLH +89n9;a8 T6a;t9;u@U /6oO9nD Ra@987 GIJ 
%8e;t9Se> C6o@ b9o@ed9;a8 and ;89n9;a8 et39;> LVIJ 
+89n9;a8 3ou6> C6o@ nu6>9nD [ 0GJ   
(ota8> 0QIJK2JIJ 
CLINICAL ETHICS 
&%-& QJ2 &e>ea6;3 Yet3od> 2IJ 
&%-% QQ2 +89n9;a8 %t39;> T6a;t9;u@ # 2IJ 
&%-% QQQ +89n9;a8 %t39;> T6a;t9;u@ ## 2IJ 
&%-% QHH (3eo8oD9;a8 %t39;> 2IJ 
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RELE -,, Phi3osophica3 Ethics 9:; 
RELE -,< =ib3ica3 Ethics 9:; 
RELE -?9 Christian =ioethics 9:; 
RELE -?B Crisis Counse3ing +:; 
RELE -9, Christian Socia3 Ethics 9:; 
E3ectiCes app3ied from Nursing G+:; 
C3inica3 hours from ethics H G?; ) 
Tota3s 9,:; 
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The aim of the doctora3 program in nursing is to 
prepare nurse scho3ars for 3eadership in educationJ 
hea3th care administrationJ and research: The 
doctora33K prepared nurseLscientist who comp3etes 
this program shou3d be committed to the generation 
of Nnow3edge critica3 to deCe3opment of nursing 
science and practice: Graduates Poin with other 
nursing 3eaders in furthering the deCe3opment of 
nursing science and improCing hea3th care de3iCerK 
throughout the wor3d: 
$4e 6u8896u:u; 
The Ph:D: degree is offered as a summersLon3K 
program on campus at Loma Linda UniCersitKS with 
se3ected on3ine courses during the academic KearS 
comp3etion of dissertation to fo33ow: This schedu3e is 
designed to accommodate the needs of adu3t 3earners 
who are either fu33Ltime students or partLtime 
students with ongoing commitment to professiona3 
worN during the academic Kear: The core courses of 
the program are taught during four summer intensiCe 
sessions: Concentration and e3ectiCe courses maK be 
taNen at Loma Linda UniCersitK or through the 
TNEUus partnershipS or a 3imited number of approCed 
units maK be transferred from another uniCersitK: 
The doctora3 degree program is designed to proCide 
an inLdepth understanding of Nnow3edge 
deCe3opment within the discip3ine of nursing through 
phi3osophica3J theoretica3J and scientific methods of 
inVuirK: The core courses of the program emphasiWe 
these three areas: In addition to the core coursesJ each 
student is encouraged to se3ect an indiCidua33K 
focused area of concentration that wi33 support the 
studentYs chosen area of eZpertise in nursing and that 
wi33 focus her or his area of adCanced inVuirK: The 
area of concentration maK fit estab3ished research 
programs of Schoo3 of Nursing facu3tK and maK a3so 
taNe adCantage of graduate courses throughout the 
UniCersitK: 
The credit reVuirement is <; Vuarter units beKond the 
Master of Science degree: Additiona33KJ LLU Scho3ars 
Seminar is reVuired during the academic Kear whi3e 
awaK from the Loma Linda UniCersitK campus: The 
seminar focus is to integrate concentration and 
e3ectiCe courses in the foundation for a dissertation at 
the UniCersitK and to maintain momentum during the 
program: The program maK be comp3eted in four to 
seCen Kears: 
NEUus is a partnership among se3ect Western 
Institute of Nursing institutions to faci3itate 
enro33ment in doctora3 courses not aCai3ab3e on the 
studentYs home campus: Through NEUusJ the 
institutions haCe identified courses that are aCai3ab3e 
at a distance and open for enro33ments from partner 
institutions: 
(8o=8e>>9on 689te89a 
The fo33owing seVuentia3 e3ements are reVuired for 
progression in the doctora3 program^ 
G: Area of concentration deCe3oped and 
approCa3 of studentYs proposed academic 
p3an bK end of the first Kear of fu33Ltime 
studK: 
?: Written and ora3 Vua3ifKing eZamination 
after comp3etion of a33 reVuired course worN: 
+: AdCancement to candidacK: 
9: Successfu3 defense of research proposa3: 
-: Successfu3 defense of dissertation: 
 
Refer to guide3ines from the Facu3tK of Graduate 
Studies for dissertationLformat reVuirements:
 
(49:o>oB4C oD >69en6e and nu8>9n=  Units 
NRSG -B9 Phi3osophica3 Foundations of Nursing Science ?:; 
P`IL aGa Seminar in the Phi3osophK of Science b?:;L9:;c ?:; 
Tota3s 9:;  
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T"eory de)elopment  Units 
NRSG 585 Strategies for Theory Development in Nursing (2.0) 4.0 
Totals 4.0  
 
/esearc" and statistics  Units 
MMMM MMM Elective Selected analytical topic 4.0 
NRSG 636 Methods of Disciplined Inquiry 2.0 
NRSG 660 Rualitative Research Methods I 4.0 
NRSG 686 Advanced Ruantitative Research Methods 4.0 
NRSG 696 Directed Research (2.0) 4.0 
NRSG 698 Research (1.0-4.0) 20.0 
PSYC 501 Advanced Statistics I 4.0 
PSYC 502 Advanced Statistics II 4.0 
PSYC 503 Advanced Multivariate Statistics 4.0 
Totals 52.0  
 
Cognates  Units 
NRSG 664 Nursing Science Seminar (1.0) 3.0 
RELE 5MM Graduate-level Ethics 3.0 
RELR 5MM Graduate-level Relational 3.0 
RELT 5MM Graduate-level Theological 3.0 
Totals 12.0  
 
6lecti)es  Units 
MMMM MMM Elective 
Focus courses (10-12 units) and general electives (8-10 
units) 
20.0 
Totals 20.0  
7)erall Totals 89:9  
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Dean%s (elcome 
2elco7e to the Lo7a Linda Uni>ersitA School oB 
Phar7acAD The progra7 oB studA leading to the 
Phar7D D degree is the onlA such progra7 Iithin the 
Iorld Iide netIork oB Se>enthKdaA Ad>entist higher 
education institutionsD 2hile at Lo7a Linda 
Uni>ersitAL Aour studies Iill be Billed Iith 
introductions to the >arious phar7acA disciplines 
Nbio7edical sciencesL phar7aceutical sciencesL and 
social and ad7inistrati>e sciencesO as Iell as the 
phar7acAKpractice areas oB therapeuticsL drug 
inBor7ationL phar7aceutical careL and ePperiential 
educationQD 
Classroo7 studies are onlA a part oB Ihat it takes to 
prepare a Buture phar7acistD A7ple opportunities are 
in place Bor students to ePperience the real Iorld oB 
phar7acA and to hone their sense oB proBessionalis7 
and ser>iceD I encourage Aou to take Bull ad>antage oB 
all that co7es Aour IaAD RBA gi>ing 7ore to Aour 
proBessionL Aou reap Bar 7ore in returnDR On a global 
scaleL as Iell as on ca7pusL there are opportunities 
Bor students and BacultA to participate in outreach and 
ser>ice progra7s Iith populations underser>ed bA 
the health care sAste7D This abilitA to perBor7 
7eaningBul ser>ice is a giBt that enhances the li>es oB 
those being ser>ed and oB those ser>ingD 
The Uni>ersitA 7ottoL RTo 7ake 7an IholeLR 
co7bined Iith the 7ission to continue the teaching 
and healing 7inistrA oB Tesus Christ is Boundational to 
all progra7sD The schoolUs BacultAL staBBL and I are BullA 
dedicated to ePcellence in phar7acA educationL 
researchL and ser>iceD During Aour Bour Aears oB 
studAL Aou are in>ited to learn 7ore about the 
proBession oB phar7acA and >alueKadded aspects 
abundant at Lo7a Linda Uni>ersitAD I a7 delighted 
that Aou ha>e chosen to ePplore our progra7 and 
look BorIard to Bacilitating Aour VourneA toIards a 
reIarding and BulBilling proBessional career in 
phar7acAD 
 
2D 2illia7 HughesL PhD D 
DeanL School oB Phar7acA 
 
 School Foundations /09
School Foundations 
HISTOR4 
In 1994, a school of pharmac: ;as proposed to the 
Loma Linda Uni?ersit: @oard of Trustees, and in 199B 
the Coard ?oted to continue to appro?e in principle 
the estaClishment of a School of Pharmac:E On 
SeptemCer 19, 2002, the pioneering class of 200J 
Cegan their stud: in the ne; School of Pharmac:E In 
Kul: 200L, the Accreditation Council for Pharmac: 
Education granted full accreditation status to the 
School of Pharmac:E 
 
Mission, Goals, and 
Values 
OUR MISSION 
The mission of the Loma Linda Uni?ersit: School of 
Pharmac: is to continue the teaching and healing 
ministr: of Kesus C:P 
! Educating competent, caring pharmacists 
;ho ;ill ser?e as integral memCers of the 
health care teamQ 
! Expanding through research the 
de?elopment of therapeutic regimens that 
;ill ad?ance the Sno;ledge and technolog: 
a?ailaCle for the treatment of diseaseQ and 
! Pro?iding high-Uualit: pharmaceutical care 
to all those ;ithin the gloCal sphere of 
influence of Loma Linda Uni?ersit:E 
The School of Pharmac: is committed to the 
education of pharmacists of the highest ethical and 
professional standards to deli?er competent and 
compassionate pharmaceutical careE A di?erse and 
d:namic educational en?ironment produces students 
;ho are practitioners, health professionals, and 
pro?iders of humanitarian ser?ice to a gloCal 
communit:E Graduates ;ill Ce dedicated to lifelong 
learningQ de?eloping ne; Sno;ledgeQ ad?ancing 
standards of practiceQ and integrating ph:sical, 
mental, social, and spiritual dimensions of healthE 
OUR GOALS 
The goals of the Loma Linda Uni?ersit: School of 
Pharmac: are toP 
! Pro?ide pharmaceutical care in a gloCal 
communit:E 
! Expand and disseminate pharmaceutical 
Sno;ledge through research and scholarl: 
acti?itiesE 
! Promote integrit: and high ethical standards 
in conWunction ;ith empathic attitudes that 
contriCute to the ;ell-Ceing of patients and 
societ:E 
! Engender and nurture the desire to ser?e 
manSindE 
! Create an educational en?ironment 
supporti?e of di?erse populations and 
learning st:lesE 
! Demonstrate pharmac: leadership ;ithin 
the Uni?ersit: and the regionE 
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! %n4ou7a9e 4u;t=>at=on o? @e;?Aedu4at=on 
Cab=t@ tCat ?o@te7 ;=?e;on9 ;ea7n=n9E 
! #n@t=;; Fo@=t=>e Fe7@ona; Cea;tC ;=?e@tG;e@ tCat 
F7oHote ICo;ene@@J Ie;;ne@@J and @F=7=tua; 
>a;ue@E 
! #n4o7Fo7ate edu4at=ona; te4Cn=Kue@ and 
te4Cno;o9=e@ tCat be@t @e7>e @tudent ;ea7n=n9E 
! L7oHote 7e@Fon@=b;e Hana9eHent o? Cea;tC 
4a7e 7e@ou74e@ and tCe en>=7onHentE 
OUR VALUES 
(Ce S4Coo; o? LCa7Ha4G 4ente7@ =t@ a4adeH=4 and 
4o4u77=4u;a7 a4t=>=t=e@ a7ound @e>en >a;ue@E (Ce@e a7eM 
! +oHFa@@=on 
! %N4e;;en4e 
! HuH=;=tG 
! #nte97=tG 
! Lu7=tG 
! P7eedoH 
! Qu@t=4e 
*enera/ Regu/ati4ns 
Student@ o? tCe !n=>e7@=tG a7e 7e@Fon@=b;e ?o7 
=n?o7H=n9 tCeH@e;>e@ o? and @at=@?a4to7=;G Heet=n9 a;; 
7e9u;at=on@ Fe7t=nent to 7e9=@t7at=onJ Hat7=4u;at=onJ 
and 97aduat=onE Se4t=on ### F7o>=de@ tCe 9ene7a; 
@ett=n9 ?o7 tCe F7o97aH@ o? ea4C @4Coo; and out;=ne@ 
tCe @ubRe4t and un=t 7eKu=7eHent@ ?o7 adH=@@=on to 
=nd=>=dua; F7o?e@@=ona; F7o97aH@E #t =@ =HFo7tant to 
7e>=eI @Fe4=?=4 F7o97aH 7eKu=7eHent@ =n tCe 4onteNt 
o? tCe 9ene7a; 7eKu=7eHent@ aFF;=4ab;e to a;; 
F7o97aH@E 
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,FF;=4ant@ to tCe S4Coo; o? LCa7Ha4G Hu@t ?u;?=;; tCe 
F7e7eKu=@=te 4ou7@e 7eKu=7eHent@ ;=@ted be;oIE Po7 a 
4ou7@e to ?u;?=;; tCe b=o;o9GJ 4CeH=@t7GJ o79an=4 
4CeH=@t7GJ and FCG@=4@ F7e7eKu=@=teJ =t Hu@t be taken 
at tCe ;e>e; o? tCo@e 7eKu=7ed ?o7 a @4=en4e HaRo7 =n tCe 
?=e;dE  #nt7odu4to7G 4ou7@e@ a7e not a44eFtab;eE 
+ou7@e@ a44eFted to ?u;?=;; tCe F7e7eKu=@=te@ ?o7 
b=o4CeH=@t7GJ H=47ob=o;o9GJ and CuHan anatoHG 
HaG be taken at anG ;e>e; a@ ;on9 a@ tCe un=t 
7eKu=7eHent@ a7e ?u;?=;;edE 
(Ce H=n=HuH 4uHu;at=>e /ELE,E and 4uHu;at=>e 
HatCeHat=4@T@4=en4e /ELE,E 4on@=de7ed ?o7 
a44eFtan4e to tCe S4Coo; o? LCa7Ha4G =@ a UEVW on a 
XE22 @4a;eE 
&eKu=7ed +ou7@e@ 
SeHe@te7 
Hou7@ 
Yua7te7 
Hou7@ 
/ene7a; b=o;o9GJ I=tC 
;abo7ato7G 
Z[ \U[ 
/ene7a; 4CeH=@t7GJ I=tC 
;abo7ato7G 
Z[ \U[ 
.79an=4 4CeH=@t7GJ I=tC 
;abo7ato7G 
Z[ \U[ 
/ene7a; FCG@=4@J I=tC 
;abo7ato7G 
Z[ \U[ 
/ene7a; b=o4CeH=@t7G 0 X 
/ene7a; H=47ob=o;o9G 0 X 
HuHan anatoHG[[ 0 X 
+a;4u;u@ ]=nte97a; and 
d=??e7ent=a;^ 
X _ 
SFee4C 4oHHun=4at=on 0 X 
%4onoH=4@ ]Ha47o o7 H=47o^ 0 X 
/ene7a; F@G4Co;o9G 0 X 
[ (Ce @eHe@te7 and Kua7te7 Cou7@ ;=@ted abo>e ]?o7 
9ene7a; b=o;o9GJ 9ene7a; 4CeH=@t7GJ o79an=4 4CeH=@t7GJ 
and 9ene7a; FCG@=4@^ a7e tCe ?ini?u? nuHbe7 o? 
un=t@ tCat Hu@t be 4oHF;eted to ?u;?=;; tCe F7e7eKu=@=te 
7eKu=7eHent@E  SoHe aFF;=4ant@ HaG be 7eKu=7ed to 
4oHF;ete Ho7e tCan tCe H=n=HuH nuHbe7 o? un=t@ to 
@at=@?G tCe 4ontent 7eKu=7eHent o? tCe @ubRe4t a7eaE 
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22 The requirement for human anatomy can be met 
with a combined human anatomy and physiology 
course. Courses that only cover human physiology 
will not be accepted to fulfill this prerequisite. 
In rare circumstances will a student who has not 
completed a bachelor's degree be considered for 
admission into the School of Pharmacy. Applicants 
without a bachelor's degree must complete an 
additional F semester or 0 quarter units of course 
work in social and behavioral sciences, an additional 
12 semester or 1J quarter units of course work in 
humanities and fine arts, and an additional F semester 
or 0 quarter units of English composition. 
Lecisions regarding the final determination of 
acceptability of courses as prerequisites reside with 
the School of Pharmacy Admissions Committee in 
collaboration with the Loma Linda University 
registrar. 
RE#$MMENDED #$URSES 
Cellular and molecular biology 
Histology 
Immunology 
Physiology 
Recommended e1perience 
It is highly recommended that applicants obtain 
volunteer or pharmacy work experience. 
APP78#AT8$N PR$#EDURE AND 
A##EPTAN#E 
The School of Pharmacy only accepts on-line 
applications. The application and other required 
forms are available on-line at 
Rwww.llu.edu/central/apply/index.pageT. 
A complete package includes: 
• Online submission of Loctor of Pharmacy 
application 
• Official academic transcripts from all 
colleges and universities the applicant has 
attended (Loma Linda University is not a 
PharmCAS institution and therefore does 
not require either the PharmCAS or the 
PCAT for admission) 
• Three online letters of recommendation from 
previous instructors, employers (pharmacist 
employer if possible), and/or the applicant's 
pastor 
• Yritten personal statement (answer all 
questions in two pages or less) 
• Projected College York form (if applicable) 
• Completed Prerequisite Record [orm 
(available after the application is submitted) 
• Payment of the \F0 application fee by check 
or credit card submitted with the online 
application. 
Applications are only processed upon receipt of a 
complete application and payment of the application 
fee. 
8nternational applicants 
International applicants must have their transcripts 
reviewed by one of the following evaluation services 
prior to applying: 
• American Association of Collegiate 
Registrars and Admissions Officers 
(AACRAO) 
Rwww.aacrao.org/international/ 
foreignEdCred.cfmT 
• Educational Credential Evaluators, Inc. 
(ECE) Rwww.ece.org/T 
• Yorld Education Services (YES) 
Rwww.wes.org/T 
If the applicant's native language is not English, or if 
most education was completed in a non-English 
program, a score of at least ^0 (Internet-based) or 213 
(computer-based) on the Test of English as a [oreign 
Language (TOE[L) is required. Some consideration is 
given to applicants who have earned a college degree 
in an English-speaking country. Please visit 
Rwww.TOE[L.orgT for more information. 
ADM8SS8$N DEAD78NE 
The School of Pharmacy accepts applications from 
_une 1 through November 2 for entry in September of 
the following year. 
Transcripts, evaluation of international transcripts (if 
applicable), and TOE[L scores (if applicable) should 
be mailed to the following address: 
Loma Linda University 
Admissions Processing 
Loma Linda, CA 02350 
Letters of recommendation are now only accepted 
through the online application. Instructions for online 
letters is given once an application has been started. 
PRE>ENTRAN#E ?EA7T? AND 
BA#AGR$UND RECU8REMENT 
All new students are required to have the 
immunibations listed below completed before their 
first registration. Students will not be allowed to 
register without a valid and completed immunibation 
record. It is strongly recommended that all required 
immunibations and physical examinations be 
obtained by the student before arrival on campus. All 
of these immunibations, except the third hepatitis B, 
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can be completed in one month. Many county health 
departments offer these immunizations at a reduced 
cost. 
Immuni&ations 
• Measles, mumps, rubella (MMR)—Series of 
two inMections, must be current after 198P or 
a positive MMR titer. 
• Tdap (Tetanus/Diphtheria)—Must be 
current within ten years. (Note: Tetanus-only 
immunization does not meet the 
requirement.) 
• Hepatitis B—Series of three inMections, 
Recombinant form-Engerix-B. 
• Tuberculosis skin test (PPD Mantoux)—
Must be current within six months. (If you 
test positive, a chest ]-ray report done 
within the past year is required.) 
• Varicella (chickenpox)—Must show proof of 
either a series of two inMections or a positive 
Varicella titer. 
A completed immunization record form must be 
submitted to the School of Pharmacy Office of 
Student Affairs as well as to the Student Health 
Service. A valid and completed immunization record 
is required before the student can register. 
,-.sical e2amination 
Required for entrance into the program. 
For additional information, please contact Student 
Health Service directly at 9P9/558-8``P. 
3ac4groun7 c-ec4s 
Students are required to pass a background check 
prior to the first registration in order to comply with 
clinical site regulations. Applicants receive detailed 
information through the applicant portal regarding 
the process for obtaining the background check. 
,-armac. intern license 
California law requires that all pharmacy students be 
licensed as interns before participating in any 
pharmacy practice experience. Consequently, all 
enrolled students must possess a valid, 
nonprobationary intern pharmacist license to 
participate in the experiential components of the 
Pharm.D. program. Application for this license is part 
of the orientation program scheduled prior to the start 
of the PY1 year. 
ROLLING ADMISSION ,ROGRAM 
The School of Pharmacy has a rolling admission 
policy in which completed applications are reviewed 
and students are accepted on a continual basis within 
the period from November to March. 
The School of Pharmacy will not consider: 
• Applications that are incomplete 
• Application materials submitted or 
postmarked after the deadline of 
November 1. (Loma Linda University is not 
responsible for delays in mail delivery. 
Students are encouraged to apply and 
submit all application materials early and 
monitor the application checklist online). 
Documents that are not received or postmarked by 
November 1 are late and will not be reviewed. 
Applicants are reminded that transcripts and letters 
of recommendation frequently take weeks or even 
months to obtain; this is especially true of 
international course work. Deadlines cannot be 
extended for students whose documents are delayed 
due to backlog or mishandling by the recommenders 
or schools. 
TRANSBER CREDIT HOURS 
The School of Pharmacy does not accept students 
with advanced status in the Pharm.D. Program. 
COM,UTER COM,ETENCG 
Students must have computer proficiency prior to 
enrollment which includes use of an e-mail system 
(including attaching a document); basic skills using a 
word processing program (Word, WordPerfect), a 
presentation program (PowerPoint), and a 
spreadsheet program (Excel). Students must also be 
capable of searching the Internet. 
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S"u$en" Li*e 
The information on student life contained in this 
CATALOG is brief. The University Student Handbook 
more comprehensively addresses University and 
school e@pectations, regulations, and policiesC and is 
available to each registered student. Students need to 
familiariDe themselves with the contents of the 
Student Handbook. Additional information regarding 
policies specific to a particular school or program 
within the University is available from the respective 
school. 
The School of Pharmacy prepares the school-specific 
Policy and Procedure Manual, which is provided to all 
pharmacy students. Regulations, policies, procedures, 
and other program requirements are contained in this 
manual. 
Genera. E0pe2"a"ion4 
an$ A2a$emi2 Po.i2ie4 
PROFESSIONAL INTEGRITY 
Loma Linda University seeks to educate ethical and 
proficient pharmacists in a Christian paradigm. 
Fundamental core values of compassion, integrity, 
freedom, e@cellence, justice, purity, and humility are 
e@pected of each student attending the School of 
Pharmacy. Integrity is important in upholding the 
standards of professional and personal conduct and is 
consistent with the oath that is taken upon 
graduation. It includes being accountable for oneNs 
own conduct, as well as assuming responsibility for 
the professional behavior of oneNs colleagues within 
the profession. Professionalism involves treating 
others with courtesy and respect. It is e@pected that 
all School of Pharmacy students will e@hibit conduct 
in which respect is shown to others at all times. 
CO@E OF CON@UCT 
In harmony with the goals of Loma Linda University, 
students are e@pected to demonstrate a pattern of 
personal discipline with lifestyle e@pectations that are 
consistent with those of the Seventh-day Adventist 
Church. Ooining the Loma Linda University family is 
an honor and requires each individual to uphold the 
policies, regulations, and guidelines established for all 
members of the University team. The following are 
e@pected of each member of the Loma Linda 
University family: 
! To respect themselves. 
! To respect the dignity, feelings, worth, and 
values of others. 
! To respect the rights and property of others 
and to discourage vandalism and theft. 
! To prohibit discrimination, while striving to 
learn from differences in people, ideas, and 
opinions. 
! To practice personal, professional, and 
academic integrityC and to discourage all 
forms of dishonesty, plagiarism, deceit, and 
disloyalty to the code of conduct. 
! To foster a personal, professional work ethic 
within the Loma Linda University family. 
! To foster an open, fair, and caring 
environment. 
! To be fully responsible for upholding the 
Loma Linda University code. 
Specific policies are outlined in greater detail in the 
University Student Handbook. 
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!PR AND (IRST AID !ERTI(I!ATION 
All students must be currently certified in 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and first aid 
during their enrollment in the School of Pharmacy. 
School policy requires that students must successfully 
complete the CPR and first aid provider training at 
the LLU Life Support Education Center. This 
certification ensures consistency in the education and 
training, which is necessary to fulfill School 
obligations to our preceptors and sites per affiliation 
agreements. All P)1 students are scheduled for CPR 
and first aid certification courses during orientation. 
P)3 students must renew their CPR and first aid at 
the start of the P)3 Fall Puarter, and all P)3 students 
must participate in the recertification class scheduled 
at the Life Support Education Center by the Office of 
Student Affairs. Attendance is mandatory for all 
students, even if they have had prior CPR and first 
aid training classes at other facilities. The School of 
Pharmacy will pay for both initial and renewal 
courses for all students. 
!LASS ATTENDAN!E 
Student attendance in classes is considered to be the 
cornerstone of professional behavior and is expected 
in all classes. Instructors may require attendance in 
class as a condition of passing a course or as part of 
the grade a student earns. 
!/APEL 
In keeping with the commitment to the mission of the 
University, all School of Pharmacy students are 
required to attend a weekly chapel service. The chapel 
service is a core component of the wholeness 
curriculum at Loma Linda University. By setting 
aside time each week for a chapel program, the 
University seeks to emphasiTe the value it places on 
spiritual development, corporate worship, and 
community. This also reaffirms the University's 
commitment to the ideals upon which it was founded. 
Chapel services provide opportunities for members of 
the University community to benefit from 
programming that integrates faith and learning. 
Regular attendance is required at the weekly chapel 
services, as well as the daily services during the 
quarterly Veek of Devotion. Students are expected to 
fulfill this requirement as they would any other 
component of the curriculum. 
P/ARMA!1 (ORUM 
Pharmacy forum is a scheduled time where 
professors and students come together to discuss 
pertinent issues and address professional topics that 
enhance the studentXs academic and professional 
experience. This is considered part of the pharmacy 
curriculum, and each quarter students receive a 
Satisfactory or Unsatisfactory grade for forum. 
Attendance is required and is a component of the 
forum grade. 
STUDENT ORGANI4ATIONS 
Pro7essional development 
Participation in the professional development 
sequence each academic quarter is part of the 
curriculum for the School of Pharmacy. The purpose 
of professional development is to encourage student 
participation that develops leadership skills in 
student organiTations, the School of Pharmacy, and 
University activities. Students are expected to actively 
participate in a minimum of one student organiTation 
or leadership position each term. 
Pro7essional organiDations 
Involvement in professional organiTations is an 
integral part of the educational and professional 
process within the School of Pharmacy. Active 
involvement and networking with local and state 
leaders within the professional organiTations 
enhances the overall educational experience and 
provides opportunities for career development. 
Active participation in a variety of professional 
societies is expected of all students. 
RecogniTed student professional societies include: 
! American Pharmacists Association (APhA-
ASP) 
! California Pharmacists Association (CPhA) 
! California Society of Health Systems 
Pharmacists (CSHP) 
! American Society of Health System 
Pharmacists (ASHP) 
! Student National Pharmacists Association 
(SNPhA) 
! Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy 
(AMCP) 
! National Community Pharmacist 
Association (NCPA) 
! Christian Pharmacist Fellowship 
International (CPFI) 
! Student National Pharmaceutical 
Association (SNPhA) 
OrganiDation membership by invitation 
The School of Pharmacy endorses three organiTations 
in which student membership is by invitation only. 
Membership in these organiTations is seen as 
prestigious and indicative of superior academic 
achievement and leadership. 
! California Pharmacy Student Leadership 
(CAPSLEAD) 
! Rho Chi Pharmaceutical Honor Society (R]) 
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• Phi Lam9da Sigma National Pharmac= 
Leadership Societ= (PLS) 
Class leadership 
Each class elects leaders to ser@e as student 
representati@es to administration and to guide the 
class in addressing student-related issues. The OFFice 
oF Student AFFairs GorHs closel= Gith class leadersI
assisting Gith class issuesJ helping to plan e@entsJ and 
Facilitating a strong communication linH to and From 
students. Each class also elects a Full-time Facult= 
mem9er to ser@e as class ad@isor. The ad@isor's 
Function is to ser@e as mentorJ Heep a9reast oF class 
issuesJ and maintain an open communication linH 
Gith the director oF the OFFice oF Student AFFairs. 
ACA-E/IC POLICIES AN- 
PROCE-URES 
Curriculum outcome ob>ectives 
The Loma Linda Uni@ersit= School oF Pharmac= 
student learning outcomes are toM 
• PerForm the Functions necessar= to pro@ide 
patient-centered care. 
• PerForm the Functions necessar= to pro@ide 
population-9ased care. 
• PerForm saFe medication distri9ution and 
handling. 
• Pro@ide pu9lic health ser@ices. 
• Appl= the Loma Linda Uni@ersit= 
philosoph= oF Gholeness in their personal 
and proFessional li@es. 
• Appl= core 9iomedical HnoGledge to 
patient-centered care. 
Student progression 
The curriculum is designed to 9e FolloGed in a 
stepGiseJ 9locH manner. All prerequisites must 9e 
completed 9eFore a student can enroll in a course. 
Students must pass all oF the proFessional courses in 
each =ear 9eFore enrolling in courses in the ne)t =ear. 
In additionJ each student must pass the end-oF-=ear 
comprehensi@e assessment e)amination. The 
academic standing oF each student is re@ieGed 
quarterl= 9= the OFFice oF Academic AFFairs. Students 
Gho Fail to meet the minimum standards Gill 9e 
notiFiedJ in GritingJ 9= the OFFice oF Academic AFFairs. 
A minimum grade oF C- is required to pass all 
pharmac= courses and electi@es. FolloGing a course 
FailureJ a student's progression Gill stopR and sShe 
Gill 9e placed on lea@e-oF-a9sence status For tGo 
academic quarters (not including summer). The 
student is responsi9le For completing and Filing Gith 
the OFFice oF Uni@ersit= Records the appropriate 
paperGorH. Failure to do so ma= result in 
administrati@e dismissal. 
A student Gill ha@e a ma)imum oF si) calendar =ears 
From the initial date oF matriculation to complete the 
Doctor oF Pharmac= degree. 
End-of-year assessment eEaminations 
One oF the requirements For progressing From one 
proFessional =ear to the ne)t is passing a 
comprehensi@eJ =ear-endJ qualiF=ing e)amination. 
These e)aminations are prepared 9= curricular =ear-
speciFic teams oF Facult= mem9ers. The results oF the 
end-oF-=ear assessment e)amination Gill 9e 
communicated 9= the PVWJ PVXJ PV4 curricular =ear 
team chair to the OFFice oF Academic AFFairs For 
communication to indi@idual students. Failure to pass 
these e)aminations Gill dela= progression and 
enrollment in the su9sequent =ear. 
• Students Gho Fail the end-oF-=ear-
assessment e)amination on the First attempt 
Gill retaHe a diFFerentJ 9ut similar in 
diFFicult=J e)amination as scheduled 9= the 
Assessment Committee. 
• Students Gho Fail the second attempt (First 
retaHe) must complete an oral e)amination 
(second retaHe) administered per the 
Assessment Committee's requirements. The 
oral e)amination Gill 9e conducted 9= the 
curricular =ear-speciFic team oF Facult= 
mem9ers. The oral e)amination Gill Focus on 
esta9lishing a student's competenc= in the 
su9Yect matter For the PVWJ PVXJ PV4 
curricular =ear as appropriate to the speciFic 
students. The results Gill 9e communicated 
in Griting to the associate dean For academic 
aFFairs. 
• Students Gho Fail the third attempt (the oral 
e)amination) Gill not progress to the ne)t 
proFessional =ear. 
GRA-ING SGSTE/ 
Grade and grade points 
The FolloGing grades and grade points are used in the 
School oF Pharmac=. All courses taught are appro@ed 
For letter grades onl=. The e)ceptions are Forum and 
proFessional de@elopmentJ Ghich Gill 9e graded on a 
SSU (satisFactor=S unsatisFactor=) 9asis. The grades 
and corresponding grade-point scales areM 
54-WZZ A [.Z Outstanding perFormance 
5Z-5X A- 4.\   
]\-]5 B_ 4.4   
]4-]` B 4.Z SatisFactor= perFormance 
]Z-]X B- X.\   
\\-\5 C_ X.4   
\4-\` C X.Z   
\Z-\X C- W.\ Marginal perFormance 
`\-`5 D_ W.4 UnsatisFactor= perFormance 
`Z-`` D W.Z   
!"#$%R'#T) C,T,-O/ 096
360 5 0.0   
' 
  
0.0 'atis;actor? per;orBance in 
pharBac? ;orEB or 
pro;essional GevelopBent. 
! 
  
0.0 !nsatis;actor? per;orBance in 
pharBac? ;orEB or 
pro;essional GevelopBent. 
 
Incomplete grade 
The notation I#I JincoBpleteK in a coErse is given onl? 
;or circEBstances Me?onG a stEGentNs control. #t Oill 
not Me granteG as a reBeG? ;or coErse overloaGP 
;ailEre on a ;inal eQaBinationP aMsence ;roB a ;inal 
eQaBination ;or other than an eBergenc? sitEationP or 
a loO graGe to Me raiseG Oith eQtra OorR. 
#n orGer to receive an incoBpleteP the stEGent BEst 
initiate a reSEest to receive a graGe o; I#I M? 
coBpleting a ITetition to Receive #ncoBplete /raGeI 
;orBP anG state the reason ;or the reSEest. #; this 
reSEest is approveGP the instrEctor Oill report an I#I 
as Oell as the graGe the stEGent Oill receive i; the 
Ge;icienc? is not reBoveG Oithin the prescriMeG tiBe 
liBit. 
,n I#I notation BEst Me changeG to an earneG letter 
graGe Me;ore the enG o; the ;olloOing terB JeQclEGing 
a sEBBer sessionsK. 5ailEre to coBplete coErse 
reSEireBents Oill caEse the incoBplete OorR to Me 
coEnteG as a Uero anG ;actoreG in Oith the eQisting 
graGe to calcElate the ;inal graGe ;or the coErse. 
Grade changes 
, graGe Ba? not Me changeG eQcept Ohen an error 
has Meen BaGe in coBpEting or recorGing a graGe. 
'Ech changes Ba? Me processeG onl? Ep to the enG o; 
the ;olloOing terB. 
#n orGer to satis;actoril? coBplete a coErse ;or Ohich 
a graGe o; less than CV has Meen earneGP the stEGent 
BEst repeat the coErse. This inclEGes attenGing 
lectEre anGWor laMorator? sessions as reSEireGP 
coBpleting the assigneG OorRP anG taRing an? 
reSEireG eQaBinations. Xoth the original anG repeat 
coErse graGes are entereG on the perBanent transcript 
recorGP MEt onl? the seconG JrepeatK coErse graGe is 
EseG to coBpEte the graGeVpoint average J/.T.,.K. , 
coErse Ba? Me repeateG onl? once. 
Grade appeals 
%ver? stEGent has a right to receive a graGe assigneG 
Epon a ;air anG EnpreYEGiceG evalEation MaseG on a 
BethoG that is neither arMitrar? nor capricioEs. 
5ErtherBoreP instrEctors have the right to assign a 
graGe MaseG on an? BethoG that is pro;essionall? 
acceptaMleP coBBEnicateG to all stEGents in the 
coErse s?llaMEsP anG applieG eSEall?. 
#nstrEctors have the responsiMilit? to proviGe care;El 
evalEation anG tiBel? assignBent o; appropriate 
graGes. CoErse anG proYect graGing BethoGs shoElG 
Me eQplaineG to stEGents at the Meginning o; the terB. 
,caGeBic integrit? assEBes that the YEGgBent o; the 
instrEctor o; recorG is aEthoritative anG that the ;inal 
graGes assigneG are correct. 
, graGe appeal is con;ineG to charges o; En;air action 
toOarG an inGiviGEal stEGent anG Ba? not involve a 
challenge o; an instrEctorNs graGing stanGarG. , 
stEGent has a right to eQpect thoEght;El anG clearl? 
Ge;ineG approaches to graGingP MEt it BEst Me 
recogniUeG that varieG stanGarGs anG inGiviGEal 
approaches to graGing are valiG. The graGe appeal 
consiGers Ohether a graGe Oas GeterBineG in a ;air 
anG appropriate BannerZ it Goes not atteBpt to graGe 
or regraGe inGiviGEal assignBents or proYects. #t is 
incEBMent on the stEGent to sEMstantiate the claiB 
that his or her ;inal graGe represents En;air treatBent. 
Onl? the ;inal graGe in a coErse Ba? Me appealeG. #n 
the aMsence o; coBpelling reasons[sEch as clerical 
errorP preYEGiceP or arMitrariness[the graGe assigneG 
M? the instrEctor o; recorG is to Me consiGereG ;inal. 
#n a graGe appealP onl? arMitrarinessP preYEGiceP 
anGWor error Oill Me consiGereG as legitiBate groEnGs 
;or an appeal. 
! ,rMitrariness\ The graGe aOarGeG represents 
sEch a sEMstantial GepartEre ;roB accepteG 
acaGeBic norBs as to GeBonstrate that the 
instrEctor GiG not actEall? eQercise 
pro;essional YEGgBent. 
! TreYEGice\ The graGe aOarGeG Oas 
BotivateG M? ill Oill anG is not inGicative o; 
the stEGentNs acaGeBic per;orBance. 
! %rror\ The instrEctor BaGe a BistaRe in ;act. 
The graGeVappeal proceGEre applies onl? Ohen a 
stEGent initiates a graGe appeal anG not Ohen the 
instrEctor GeciGes to change a graGe on his or her 
oOn initiative. This proceGEre Goes not cover 
instances Ohere stEGents have Meen assigneG graGes 
MaseG on acaGeBic Gishonest? or acaGeBic 
BisconGEct. ,lso eQclEGeG ;roB this proceGEre are 
graGe appeals alleging GiscriBinationP harassBentP or 
retaliation in violation o; -oBa -inGa !niversit?Ns 
seQEal harassBent polic?. 
The graGe appeal proceGEre strives to resolve a 
GisagreeBent MetOeen stEGent anG instrEctor 
concerning the assignBent o; a graGe in a collegial 
Banner. The intent is to proviGe a BechanisB ;or the 
in;orBal GiscEssion o; Gi;;erences o; opinion anG ;or 
the ;orBal aGYEGication M? a graGe appeal panel onl? 
Ohen necessar?. #n all instancesP stEGents Oho Melieve 
that an appropriate graGe has not Meen assigneG BEst 
;irst seeR to resolve the Batter in;orBall? Oith the 
instrEctor o; recorG. #; the Batter cannot Me resolveG 
in;orBall?P the stEGent BEst proceeG Oith a graGe 
appeal in the proceGEre oEtlineG MeloO. The graGe 
appeal process BEst Me starteG Oithin ten OorRing 
Ga?s a;ter the enG o; the acaGeBic SEarter in Ohich 
the GispEteG graGe is receiveG. 
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STU$ENT (RA$E+APPEAL PROCESS 
Step 1. A student who wishes to =uestion a grade 
must discuss the matter first with the instructor 
within ten wor@ing days after the end of the academic 
=uarter in which the disputed grade is received. In 
most cases, the discussion between the student and 
the instructor should suffice, and the matter will not 
need to be carried further. The student should be 
aware that the only valid basis for grade appeal 
beyond Step 1 is to establish that an instructor 
assigned a grade that was arbitrary, prejudiced, or in 
error. 
Step 2. If the studentIs concerns remain unresolved 
after Step 1, the student may submit a written re=uest 
to meet with the appropriate department chair within 
five wor@ing days of spea@ing with the instructor. In 
situations where the instructor of record is a 
department chair or associate dean, then the dean will 
serve as the appropriate department head in this step. 
The appropriate department chair will meet within 
five wor@ing days with the student, and, if the 
department chair believes that the complaint may 
have merit, sJhe will meet with the instructor. After 
consultation with the department chair, the instructor 
may choose to let the grade remain, or to change a 
course grade. The department head will communicate 
the result to the student and instructor. 
Step 3. If the matter remains unresolved after Step 2, 
the student should submit to the dean within five 
wor@ing days a written re=uest that includes all 
supporting documents. The dean will appoint a grade 
appeal panel to review the re=uest. The panel may 
re=uire any or all individuals associated with the 
appeal to appear. The panel is charged to determine 
whether the grade was assigned in a fair and 
appropriate manner, or whether clear and convincing 
evidence of unfair treatment—such as arbitrariness, 
prejudice, andJor error—might justify changing the 
grade. The panel will ma@e its decisions based on a 
majority vote. If the panel concludes that the grade 
was assigned in a fair and appropriate manner, it will 
report its conclusion in writing to the student and 
instructor, and the matter will be considered closed. If 
the panel determines that compelling reasons exist for 
changing the grade, it would re=uest that the 
instructor ma@e the change, providing the instructor 
with a written explanation of its reasons. Should the 
instructor decline, sJhe must provide a written 
explanation for refusing. If the panel after considering 
the instructorIs explanation and upon again 
concluding that it would be unjust to allow the 
original grade to stand, will then determine what 
grade is to be assigned. The new grade may be higher 
than, the same as, or lower than the original grade. 
Having made this determination, each panel member 
will sign the grade-change form and transmit it to the 
Nffice of University Records. The instructor and the 
student will be advised of the new grade. Under no 
circumstances may the grade be changed except by 
the original faculty member or the panel. Should the 
panel conclude that the instructorIs written 
explanation justifies the original grade, the panel will 
report this in writing to the student and instructorQ 
and the matter will be closed. 
$EAN0S LIST AN$ 2ONOR ROLL 
The Nffice of Academic Affairs compiles a list of 
students who have demonstrated their academic 
excellence by achieving an outstanding grade point 
average each =uarter. A student who earns a 3.30-3.69 
grade point average, with no incomplete grades, 
during a term is given Honor Roll standing. A 
student who earns a 3.70 or better grade-point 
average, with no incomplete grades, is given DeanIs 
List standing. 
2ONORS AN$ A3AR$S 
The School of Pharmacy awards excellence in 
scholastic attainment and leadership abilities. Awards 
are available to students whose performance and 
attitudes reflect the mission and goals of Loma Linda 
University and the School of Pharmacy. Selection of 
award recipients is a function of the Honors and 
Awards Committee. The annual honors and awards 
event is scheduled during the Spring Wuarter. 
PERFORMANCE LE6ELS 
(oo8 aca8e<ic >tan8ing 
To remain in good academic standing, pharmacy 
students must maintain a minimum cumulative 
grade-point average of 2.30. Failure to maintain good 
academic standing will result in action by the Nffice 
of Academic Affairs. In addition to the cumulative 
G.P.A., a grade of at least a C- must be earned in any 
course for which credit is to be applied towards 
completion of the re=uirements of the Doctor of 
Pharmacy degree. 
ACA$EMIC PROBATION 
Each studentIs academic status will be reviewed at the 
end of every academic =uarter, including cumulative 
G.P.A. as reported by the Nffice of University 
Records. A student with a cumulative G.P.A. of less 
than 2.30 will be placed on academic probation and 
will receive a letter from the Nffice of Academic 
Affairs. This written notice of academic probation will 
also include a notice that failure to reach the re=uired 
G.P.A. by the end of the next two successive academic 
terms will result in the student being dismissed from 
the school. Academic probation will also result when 
a student receives less than a C- in any advanced 
pharmacy practice experience (APPE) during the P[4 
year. 
Each student on academic probation is re=uired to 
meet with herJher faculty advisor by the end of the 
second wee@ of the probationary term to develop and 
agree to, in writing, an academic improvement plan 
(AIP). The AIP may include mandatory 
studyJadvising sessions, mandatory class attendance, 
andJor other stipulations aimed at encouraging and 
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supporting student academic success. A copy of a 
student's AIP will be maintained in hisJher advising 
folderL and a copy of the AIP will also be forwarded 
to the Office of Academic Affairs. The faculty advisor 
is eMpected to inform the Office of Academic Affairs 
of the student's compliance with this policy and 
hisJher academic progress. Failure by the student to 
seek appropriate assistance from hisJher faculty 
advisor will not be accepted as a valid reason to stop 
the imposition of the appropriate academic 
probationary or other status. 
Academic probation status will remain in effect for 
the two consecutive academic quarters. Upon 
completion of each academic quarterL a student on 
academic probation will receive in writingL from the 
Office of Academic Affairs a notice of hisJher current 
standing. It is eMpected that students on probation 
make progress toward good academic standing at the 
conclusion of each academic quarter. At the 
conclusion of the second consecutive academic 
quarterL the student must have achieved good 
academic standing. Failure to do so will result in 
dismissal. 
Academic probation will be lifted when the student's 
cumulative G.P.A. rises above 2.30 or when the 
student successfully completes the type of APPE 
course previously failed. There is no appeal process 
associated with academic probation. 
ACA#EMIC #ISMISSAL 
Since courses may not be attempted more than twice 
(i.e.L a course may be repeated only once)—including 
APPEs—grades of VWL VL V-L FL and Y are considered 
to be attempts to complete degree program courses. 
Failure to complete any course in the program within 
the limits of good academic standing will result in 
dismissal from the program. 
A dismissed student will receive written notification 
from the dean of the School of Pharmacy. The notice 
will include procedures for appealZ and notice of loss 
of registrationL financial aidL housingL etc. It is the 
student's responsibility to arrange with the Office of 
University Records for formal withdrawal within one 
week of receiving the written notification. Vismissed 
students are required to turn in any school or 
University IV badges and vacate University residence 
halls. The school will also notify the California State 
Board of Pharmacy for termination of the student's 
pharmacy-intern license. 
REA#MISSION OF #ISMISSE# 
STU#ENTS 
A dismissed student may reapply and be considered 
for readmission. To be considered for readmissionL 
the student must petition (in writing) the Academic 
Standing and Professionalism Committee. Petitions 
are due in the dean's office by the designated date 
(following each term)L as published and sent to each 
dismissed student. After review of the written appealL 
the Academic Standing and Professionalism 
Committee may uphold the dismissal or may 
recommend the student for readmission with or 
without conditionsJstipulations. The Admissions 
Committee reviews each case separately and reserves 
the right to determine the provisionsJconditions for 
each individual situation. 
A student who has been dismissed twice is not 
eligible for readmission to the same degree program 
for a period of twelve monthsL or until sJhe 
demonstrates the ability to succeed through course 
work taken at another institution. Following this 
twelve-month periodL a student may apply for 
readmission by following the above procedures. The 
dismissal decisions made by the Academic Standing 
and Professionalism Committee may be appealed. All 
appeals must be in writing and submitted to the dean 
of the School of Pharmacy by the establishedJstated 
deadline. A student who questions whether the 
School of Pharmacy has followed prescribed process 
with regard to hisJher grievance may request the 
Office of the President to conduct a review. 
0IT1#RA0AL FROM T1E PRO3RAM 
It is the student's responsibility to begin the 
withdrawal process from a course or the curriculum 
in a timely manner. It is important for the student to 
seek counseling or guidance from hisJher faculty 
advisor or other administrative persons regarding a 
situation that may negatively impact upon academic 
performance. Failure to seek appropriate assistance 
will not be accepted as a valid reason to stop the 
imposition of the appropriate academic penalties. 
If a student finds it necessary to withdraw during the 
course of a quarterL the Office of Student Affairs must 
be notified in writing. Arrangements for formal 
withdrawal must then be made in the Office of 
University Records by completing and submitting a 
\Yithdrawal from the Program\ form. Courses 
dropped during the first two weeks of the term are 
not included in the student's permanent recordL and 
tuition is refunded. Refer to the University's refund 
policy in the Financial Information section of the 
Student Handboo, for information that applies after the 
first two weeks of the quarter. An eMit interview with 
the School of Pharmacy administration is required. 
E4PERIENTIAL E#UCATION 
The School of Pharmacy participates in the California 
Board of Pharmacy's approved supervised 
eMperiential program. The school will certify 600 of 
the required 1L500 hours of supervised eMperience 
required to sit for the licensing eMamination. 
Successful completion of the School of Pharmacy's 
didactic and eMperiential programsL and passing 
scores on the North American Pharmacist Licensure 
EMamination (NAPLE`) and a law eMamination or 
equivalentL are required in order to become a 
registered pharmacist (RPh) in the state(s) of choice. 
 "eneral E)*ectation/ an0 Aca0e2ic Policie/ 455
T7e e)*eriential *rogra2 con/i/t/ o9 a :ariet; o9 
intro0<ctor; an0 a0:ance0 *7ar2ac; *ractice 
e)*erience/ 0e/igne0 to *ro:i0e t7e /t<0ent =it7 
*ro9e//ional e)*erience t7ro<g7 t7e </e o9 a 
/tr<ct<re0 an0 /<*er:i/e0 *rogra2 o9 /t<0;. 
St<0ent/ *artici*ating in t7e e)*eriential *rogra2 
=ill recei:e a @o2a @in0a Uni:er/it; Sc7ool o9 
P7ar2ac; E"periential Program 0anual. "<i0eline/ 
an0 *olicie/ are li/te0 in t7i/ 2an<al an0 2</t Be 
a07ere0 to in or0er to /<cce//9<ll; co2*lete t7e 
*rogra2. 
Di0actic e0<cation i/ a /;/te2atic a**roac7 inten0e0 
to con:e; in/tr<ction an0 in9or2ation (cla//roo2E 
laBorator;E recitationE etc.). E)*eriential e0<cation i/ 
relate0 to or 0eri:e0 9ro2 *ro:i0ing e)*erience/ in 
realGli9e *ro9e//ional /etting/. In *7ar2ac; e0<cationE 
t7e e)*eriential co2*onent i/ 0e/igne0 to *ro:i0e inG
0e*t7 e)*o/<re to an0 acti:e *artici*ation in /electe0 
*7ar2ac; *ractice /etting/. P7ar2ac; /t<0ent/ are 
e)*o/e0 to *re/cri*tion *roce//ingE co2*o<n0ingE 
0oc<2enting /er:ice/E oBtaining 0r<g 7i/torie/E 0r<g 
t7era*; 2onitoringE co<n/elingE e:al<ating 0r<g 
</ageE 0r<g 0i/triB<tion /;/te2/E an0 ot7er rele:ant 
*7ar2ac; *ractice acti:itie/. 
Un0er t7e *7ilo/o*7; o9 *7ar2ace<tical careE t7e 
Sc7ool o9 P7ar2ac; o99er/ intro0<ctor; *7ar2ac; 
*ractice e)*erience/ (IPPE) in t7e PI/ JG4 to en7ance 
*ractice /Kill/ an0 *re*are /t<0ent/ to 9<nction a/ 
2e2Ber/ o9 a 7ealt7 care tea2. T7e a0:ance0 
*7ar2ac; *ractice e)*erience/ (APPE) in t7e PIL are 
0e/igne0 to 7el* /t<0ent/ integrate an0 re9ine t7e 
/Kill/ learne0 in t7e 9ir/t t7ree ;ear/ o9 *7ar2ac; 
(0i0actic) co<r/e =orK. 
T7e *<r*o/e o9 t7e e)*eriential e0<cation *rogra2 i/ 
to a**l; 0i0actic Kno=le0ge to *7ar2ac; *ractice. 
T7e <lti2ate goal o9 t7e e)*eriential *rogra2 i/ to 
*ro0<ce =ellGro<n0e0E co2*etentE caringE an0 
re/*on/iBle *7ar2aci/t/ =7o can 0eli:er e)e2*lar; 
*7ar2ace<tical careE a/ =ell a/ co22<nicate 
e99ecti:el; =it7 0i:er/e *atient/ an0 colleag<e/. 
E"periential e,-cation re0-ire1ents 
T7e 2aMorit; o9 t7e /t<0entN/ ti2e 0<ring e)*eriential 
co<r/e/ i/ o<tGo9Gt7eGcla//roo2 acti:it; <n0er t7e 
0irect /<*er:i/ion o9 a Sc7ool o9 P7ar2ac; *rece*tor. 
O7en a /t<0ent i/ o99 ca2*</ 0<ring an IPPE or 
APPE rotationE @o2a @in0a Uni:er/it;N/ co0e o9 
con0<ct an0 t7e g<i0eline/ 9o<n0 in t7e School of 
Pharmacy Student Policies and Procedures 0anual are 
/till in e99ect t7ro<g7o<t t7e co2*letion o9 t7i/ 
e)*erience. I9 e)*eriential /ite reg<lation/ an0 *olicie/ 
0i99er 9ro2 Uni:er/it; *olicie/E t7e /ite *olicie/ 
/<*er/e0e. In a00ition to t7e aBo:eG2entione0 
g<i0eline/E t7e 9ollo=ing ite2/ are to Be 9ollo=e0 B; 
all *ro9e//ional *7ar2ac; /t<0ent/ a//igne0 to 
e)*eriential /ite/ or rotation/. 
! Atten0ance i/ 2an0ator;. P<nct<alit; i/ 
e)*ecte0E an0 e)ce//i:e tar0ine// =ill not Be 
tolerate0. 
! St<0ent/ 2</t 2aintain t7eir Uni:er/it; 
e2ail acco<nt an0 are reP<ire0 to c7ecK t7e 
acco<nt at lea/t 0ail; to Kee* a**ri/e0 o9 
i2*ortant in9or2ation or anno<nce2ent/. 
! All e)*eriential e0<cational a//ign2ent/ are 
2a0e t7ro<g7 t7e Di:i/ion o9 E)*eriential 
E0<cation an0 are t7e re/*on/iBilit; o9 t7e 
0irector/ o9 e)*eriential e0<cation. No 
/t<0ent i/ allo=e0 to c7ange rotation /ite/. 
! St<0ent/ are not to 9<nction a/ an agent or 
e2*lo;ee o9 t7e /ite. T7e; 2</t i0enti9; 
t7e2/el:e/ a/ *7ar2ac; /t<0ent/ 9ro2 
@o2a @in0a Uni:er/it; Sc7ool o9 P7ar2ac;. 
O7ile *artici*ating in t7i/ gra0e0 
e)*erienceE /t<0ent/ /7all notE <n0er an; 
circ<2/tance/E recei:e 9inancial 
re2<neration 9ro2 t7e e)*eriential /ite. 
Rail<re to a07ere to t7i/ *olic; =ill re/<lt in 
/</*en/ion an0 re2o:al 9ro2 t7e rotation 
an0 recei*t o9 a 9ailing gra0e in t7e co<r/e. 
All 9inancial oBligation/ a//ociate0 =it7 t7e /t<0entN/ 
*7ar2ac; e0<cation are t7e re/*on/iBilit; o9 t7e 
/t<0ent. T7e/e re/*on/iBilitie/ incl<0e tran/*ortationE 
9oo0E lo0gingE an0 an; ot7er inci0ental co/t/ relate0 
to o99G/ite a//ign2ent/. Conc<rrent e2*lo;2ent 
0<ring t7e e)*eriential e)*erience 0oe/ not e)cl<0e 
or e)c</e /t<0ent/ 9ro2 an; re/*on/iBilitie/ 
a//ociate0 =it7 co<r/e reP<ire2ent/. T7e /t<0ent 
2</t *o//e// a :ali0 0ri:erN/ licen/e an0 i/ 
re/*on/iBle 9or tran/*ortation to an0 9ro2 /ite/. 
@o2a @in0a Uni:er/it; Sc7ool o9 P7ar2ac; /t<0ent/ 
are reP<ire0 to 0re// an0 act *ro9e//ionall; at all 
ti2e/. T7i/ e)*ectation e)ten0/ to e)*eriential 
e0<cational acti:itie/ =7ere t7e /t<0ent i/ not 
*7;/icall; on t7e ca2*</ B<t recei:e/ in/tr<ction an0 
g<i0ance t7ro<g7 a Sc7ool o9 P7ar2ac; *rece*tor. 
T7e Di:i/ion o9 E)*eriential E0<cation reP<ire/ all 
/t<0ent/ to a07ere to t7e Sc7ool o9 P7ar2ac; 0re// 
co0e an0 to =ear t7eir @o2a @in0a Uni:er/it; 
i0enti9ication car0 an0 /7ort =7ite laBorator; coat at 
all ti2e/ =7ile at t7e e)*eriential /ite. T7e laBorator; 
coat 2</t Be =7iteE cleanE an0 9re/7l; 
*re//e0Tirone0. St<0ent/ =7o atten0 o<t o9 0re// 
co0e =ill Be con/i0ere0 aB/ent B; t7e *rece*tor an0 
/ent 7o2e to 9<l9ill 0re// co0e reP<ire2ent/ prior to 
returning to t7e *ractice /ite. 
In a00ition to t7e general /c7ool reP<ire2ent/E ot7er 
r<le/ 2a; a**l; 9or /t<0ent/ =7o are o99 /ite. I9 t7e 
e)*eriential /ite 7a/ /*ecial attire or 0re//Gco0e 
reP<ire2ent/E t7e 2ore /tringent o9 t7e 0re//Gco0e 
reP<ire2ent/ *re:ail/E =7et7er t7at o9 @o2a @in0a 
Uni:er/it; or o9 t7e o99G/ite in/tit<tion. 
Phar1ac5 practice e"perience 
In or0er to co2*lete t7e c<rric<l<2 /<cce//9<ll;E 
gra0<ate 9ro2 t7e Sc7ool o9 P7ar2ac;E an0 Beco2e a 
licen/e0 *7ar2aci/tE t7e /t<0ent i/ reP<ire0 to 
co2*lete a 2ini2<2 o9 JEUVV 7o<r/ o9 *ractice 
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experiences. The directors of experiential education 
coordinate both introductory pharmacy practice 
experience (IPPE) and advanced pharmacy practice 
experience (APPE). 
Intro&'ctor) +,ar.ac) +ractice e1+erience (IPPE) 
The goals of the introductory pharmacy practice 
experience are to sharpen studentsK clinical skills 
through direct patient-care activities in community, 
institutional, and ambulatory care settingsO to 
introduce the student to different career opportunities 
in pharmacyO and to assist them in determining their 
career choices. Under the tutelage of a School of 
Pharmacy preceptor, who is also a licensed 
pharmacist, the student will be provided 
opportunities to apply didactic knowledge to patient 
care in community, institutional, and ambulatory care 
settings early on. These experiences will enhance 
communication, problem-solving, critical-thinking, 
and decision-making skills through direct patient-care 
activities.  
A&vance& +,ar.ac) +ractice e1+erience (APPE) 
Students are reQuired to complete a total of six 
advanced pharmacy practice experiences in specific 
clinical areas. Four experiences (each lasting six 
weeks) will be in reQuired fields of hospital practice, 
ambulatory care, internal medicine, and clinical 
community practice. Two experiences will be in 
elective fields (see curriculum section). 
Prere8'isites :or a&vance& +,ar.ac) +ractice 
e1+eriences 
In order to progress to the advanced pharmacy 
practice experiences, a student must meet the 
following reQuirements: 
! Assess.ent e1a.ination; Students must 
pass the P)3 end-of-year comprehensive 
assessment examination. 
! P<4 stan&ing; Students must achieve P)4 
standing as defined by the School of 
Pharmacy. The Office of Student and 
Professional Affairs will notify the director 
of experiential education when students 
successfully complete all P)3 work. 
! I..'ni?ations; Students must safeguard 
themselves and be sure that all University-
reQuired immunizations are up to date. 
Students are responsible for keeping the 
records of their own immunizations 
accessible. For the protection of patients and 
the students themselves, it is highly 
recommended that students receive the 
influenza vaccine in October during their 
P)4 year. Some sites may reQuire this 
immunization. 
! @IPAA certi:icate; All students are 
reQuired to complete HIPAA training and 
obtain a certificate of completion annually. 
! T'Berc'losis screening; Students must be 
screened and cleared for tuberculosis 
(complete a one or two-step PPD test PPD 
test, depending on the practice site 
reQuirement) during summer of P)4. A chest 
x-ray may also be reQuired. Students shall 
follow specific instructions provided by the 
Division of Experiential Education. A record 
of tuberculosis-screening clearance must be 
on file in the office of the director of 
experiential education. 
! DacEgro'n& c,ecE; Facilities reQuire a 
background check of all personnel, including 
students who are placed on site for 
experiential education. Some institutions 
may reQuire the student to sign a 
confidentiality agreement or disclosure 
statement. Background checks are reQuired 
for entry into the School of Pharmacy. 
Periodic review and update may be reQuired 
during the program. Additionally, an 
updated background check is reQuired prior 
to starting APPE. 
! Ran&o. &r'g screening: Random drug 
screening may be reQuired for some practice 
settings. This screening may be above and 
beyond school-mandated screening. 
! Intern license; Students must hold a valid 
California pharmacist intern license 
throughout the advanced pharmacy practice 
experiences. 
! CPRHIirst ai&; Students must hold valid 
certification in both CPR and first aid. 
Effective dates must be current through the 
P)4. 
! St'&ent ,ealt, car&; Students must carry 
the Loma Linda University student health 
insurance card with them at all times. 
! CK; Students must present a copy of their 
professional CV to the site preceptor at each 
APPE location. 
LICENSINN 
P,ar.ac) intern license 
All School of Pharmacy students must have a current 
California pharmacist intern license. Students begin 
the application process prior to the start of P)1. 
During the first-year orientation, applications for this 
license are completed, including a Z75 payment by 
check to the California Board of Pharmacy. The Office 
of Student Affairs submits these applications to the 
California Board of Pharmacy. All students involved 
in introductory pharmacy practice experiences (IPPE) 
and advanced pharmacy practice experiences (APPE) 
must hold a current pharmacy intern license. 
Information about the pharmacy intern license can be 
found on the web page. 
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7888.phar2ac;.ca.gov>p0?s2>internA 
applicationApBt.p0?C. 
Dt is the stE0entFs responsiGilit; to Beep his>her 
phar2ac; intern license cErrent an0 vali0. The Ioar0 
o? 3har2ac; 2Est Ge noti?ie0 o? an; a00ressJ stE0ent 
statEsJ or na2e change. 1 photocop; o? the stE0entFs 
vali0 phar2ac; intern license 2Est Ge on ?ile in the 
schoolFs Kivision o? ()periential (0Ecation. 
Pharmacy intern hours 
The Cali?ornia Mtate Ioar0 o? 3har2ac; reNEires each 
stE0ent to accrEe 1J500 hoErs o? acceptaGle intern 
e)perience. The Mchool o? 3har2ac;Fs a0vance0 
phar2ac; practice e)periences P133(Q 8ill ?El?ill 600 
o? these hoErs. The re2aining S00 hoErs 2Est Ge 
co2plete0 oEtsi0e the Mchool o? 3har2ac; 
cErricElE2 an0 2Est consist o? e2plo;2ent in a 
phar2ac; En0er the i22e0iateJ 0irectJ an0 personal 
sEpervision o? a phar2acist. This e)perience 2Est Ge 
pre0o2inatel; relate0 to preparingJ processingJ an0 
0ispensing prescription pro0EctsT co2poEn0ing 
prescriptionsT Beeping recor0sT an0 2aBing reports 
reNEire0 G; Cali?ornia an0 ?e0eral regElations. 
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 
1 can0i0ate ?or the 0egree o? Koctor o? 3har2ac; at 
Uo2a Uin0a Vniversit; shall 2eet all o? the ?ollo8ing 
reNEire2entsW 
! Matis?action o? all reNEire2ents ?or 
a02ission. 
! Matis?actor; co2pletion o? all reNEire2ents 
o? the cErricElE2J inclE0ingW  
o Mpeci?ie0 atten0ance at chapel an0 
?orE2. 
o The total nE2Ger o? cre0it Enits. 
o 1ll speci?ie0 0i0actic an0 e)periential 
coErse 8orB. 
o 1ll applicaGle NEali?;ing an0 
co2prehensive assess2ent 
e)a2inations sEccess?Ell; passe0. 
! 1 cE2Elative gra0eXpoint average o? 2.Y or 
higher ?or the total 0egree progra2. 
! (vi0ence o? personal character that is in line 
8ith the 2ission o? Uo2a Uin0a Vniversit; 
Mchool o? 3har2ac;. 
! (vi0ence o? goo0 pro?essional Gehavior 
throEgh organiZational activitiesJ oEtreach 
involve2entJ an0 personal con0Ect. 
! Kischarge o? all ?inancial oGligations to the 
Vniversit; an0 the school. 
! Co2pletion o? an e)it intervie8 8ith the 
Vniversit; O??ice o? MtE0ent \inanceJ the 
\inancial 1i0 O??iceJ an0 Mchool o? 
3har2ac; a02inistration. 
1 stE0ent ?ailing to 2eet an; o? these reNEire2ents 
2a; not gra0Eate Entil sEch ti2e as all reNEire2ents 
are 2et. 
MtE0ents 2a; not participate in co22ence2ent 
e)ercises Entil all coErse 8orB has Geen satis?actoril; 
co2plete0. MtE0ents 8ith a 2a)i2E2 o? one 133( to 
co2plete a?ter the co22ence2ent 0ate 8ill Ge 
allo8e0 to participate in co22ence2ent e)ercises. 
Receipt o? the 0egree an0 certi?ication o? co2pletion 
8ill occEr onl; 8hen all coErse 8orB is co2plete0 
satis?actoril; an0 0egree reNEire2ents are 2et. 
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Financial Information 
T3e .55ice o5 t3e Dean i= t3e 5inal a?t3oritA on all 
5inancial Batter= anC i= c3argeC Eit3 t3e 
interFretation o5 all 5inancial Folicie=. AnA eHceFtion= 
to F?Ili=3eC FolicA in regarC to reC?ction or 
reiBI?r=eBent o5 t?ition B?=t Ie aFFroJeC IA t3e 
Cean. AnA =tateBent IA inCiJiC?al 5ac?ltA BeBIer=K 
FrograB Cirector=K or CeFartBent c3air= in regarC to 
t3e=e Batter= i= not IinCing on t3e =c3ool or t3e 
UniJer=itA ?nle== aFFroJeC IA t3e Cean. 
Regi=tration i= not coBFlete ?ntil t?ition anC 5ee= on 
t3e reL?ireC in=tallBent are FaiCM t3ere5oreK t3e 
=t?Cent =3o?lC Ie FreFareC to BaNe t3e=e FaABent= 
C?ring =c3eC?leC regi=tration 5or eac3 acaCeBic Aear. 
T3ere BaA Ie aCO?=tBent= in t?ition anC 5ee= a= 
econoBic conCition= Earrant. 
GENERAL FINANCIAL PRACTICES 
T3e =t?Cent i= eHFecteC to arrange 5or 5inancial 
re=o?rce= to coJer all eHFen=e= Ie5ore t3e Ieginning 
o5 eac3 =c3ool Aear. PreJio?= acco?nt= Eit3 ot3er 
=c3ool= or t3i= UniJer=itA B?=t 3aJe Ieen =ettleC. 
Deposits 
UFon noti5ication o5 acceFtanceK t3e aFFlicant B?=t 
CeFo=it QR11 to 3olC a Flace in t3e cla==. T3i= aBo?nt 
i= CeC?cteC 5roB t3e t?ition anC 5ee= C?e at 
regi=tration anC i= nonSre5?nCaIle =3o?lC an 
aFFlicant CeciCe not to regi=ter. 
Foreign =t?Cent CeFo=it: A CeFo=it in t3e aBo?nt o5 
t3e 5ir=t 5?ll Aear o5 t?ition i= reL?ireC o5 all =t?Cent= 
entering LoBa LinCa UniJer=itA Sc3ool o5 P3arBacA 
E3o are not U.S. citiVen= or FerBanent re=iCent=. T3i= 
CeFo=it Eill Ie aFFlieC to t3e =t?CentW= acco?nt 5or 
eC?cation co=t= C?ring t3eir la=t terB o5 enrollBent. 
A 5oreign =t?CentW= CeFo=it Eill Ie re5?nCeC i5 a 
=t?Cent Ji=a i= not oItaineC. 
SCHEDULE OF CHARGES 
T3e c3arge= t3at 5olloE are =?IOect to c3ange Eit3o?t 
notice. 
TUTI.N 
QXRKRY1 Ann?al IlocN t?ition 
QZZKY[1 Per L?arter 
 
 
FEES 
QR21 Per L?arterK UniJer=itA enrollBent 5ee: 
3ealt3 care in=?ranceK DraA=on Center 
BeBIer=3iFK =t?Cent actiJitie=K anC 
F?Ilication= 
 
MISCELLANE.US 
Q[1 AFFlication 5ee 
QR11 AcceFtance CeFo=it: nonre5?nCaIleK 
aFFlicaIle to 5ir=t L?arterW= t?ition 
QR11 Per L?arterK e=tiBateC IooN= anC 
=?FFlie= 
Q2R Ret?rneC c3ecN Froce==ing 5ee 
QR1 Late 5ee 
 
.T]ER C]ARGES 
Q^R Cali5ornia _oarC o5 P3arBacA intern=3iF 
licen=e (aFFlicationK eHaBinationK 
5ingerFrintingK interiB Fractice FerBit) 
ON- AND OFF-CA@PUS STUDENT 
HOUSING 
St?Cent= BaA go to bEEE.ll?.eC?ccentralc 
3o?=ingcinCeH.Faged 5or 3o?=ing in5orBation anC a 
3o?=ing aFFlication 5orB. 
ADDITIONAL REQUIRE@ENTS 
For aCCitional Folicie= goJerning LoBa LinCa 
UniJer=itA =t?Cent=K =ee Section II o5 t3i= CATAL.GK 
a= Eell a= t3e UniJer=itA St#$ent (an$*oo,. St?Cent= 
are re=Fon=iIle 5or in5orBing t3eB=elJe= o5 anC 
=ati=5actorilA Beeting all reg?lation= Fertinent to 
regi=trationK Batric?lationK anC graC?ation. 
ABARDS HONORING ECCELLENCE 
AEarC= 5or eHcellence in F3arBacAK =c3ola=tic 
attainBentK anC leaCer=3iF aIilitA are BaCe aJailaIle 
to =t?Cent= E3o=e Fer5orBance anC attit?Ce= re5lect 
Eell t3e iCeal= anC F?rFo=e= o5 t3e =c3ool. Selection 
o5 =t?Cent= i= Ia=eC on t3e recoBBenCation o5 t3e 
5ac?ltA to t3e Cean anC t3e ]onor= anC AEarC= 
CoBBittee. 
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(P"ar%.-.) 
.. .ILLIAM HUGHES8 Ph.D.8 Dean 
FACULTY 
Eileen >. Brantley 
>ack >. Chen 
Rebecca >. Cheung 
Michael P. Coronado 
Linda I. Davis 
.illie L. Davis 
Carl P. DomingueK 
Naomi R. Florea 
Steven P. Forland 
Yvonne >. Furr 
Hyma P. Gogineni 
Rebecca >. Gryka 
Sharlyn R. Guillema 
Mary GutierreK 
Norman M. Hamada 
Elvin A. HernandeK 
LaDonna M. >ones 
Nancy E. Oawahara 
Oathryn T. Onecht 
>ohn L. Orstenansky 
>erika T. Lam 
Anh-Vuong Ngo Ly 
Eric >. Mack 
>ocelyn A. Mallari 
Richard MaskiewicK 
Victoria MaskiewicK 
.ayne R. Matthews 
Lori L. MendoKa 
Rashid Mosavin 
Lee H. Nguyen 
Paul M. Norris 
Nathan A. Painter 
>ames Pinder 
Shastin L. Rains 
.ei-Ting Shi 
Michelle M. Spencer-Safier 
>avad Tafreshi 
S. ReKa Taheri 
Robert Tan 
Stanley C. .eisser 
Sompon .anwimolruk 
David .eldon 
Linda M. .illiams 
 
 
The curriculum at Loma Linda University School of 
Pharmacy is dynamic. This is due partly to the 
changing nature of the profession8 and partly to the 
newness of the program. The school reserves the right 
to change the curriculum after due deliberation of the 
Curriculum Committee and the EWecutive Committee. 
Students will be notified of all changes.
 
Fir7t Year: A;t;%n =;arter  Units 
RELT 706 Adventist Beliefs and Life 2.0 
RTPC 561 Pharmaceutical Care I 4.0 
RTPS 511 Pharmaceutics I 3.0 
RTPS 524 Physiology I 3.0 
RTPS 581 Biochemistry I 3.0 
RTRT 501 School of Pharmacy Forum — 
RTRT 507 Professional Development — 
RTSA 545 Public Health and Lifestyles 3.0 
Totals 18.0  
 
Winter =;arter  Units 
RTEE 562 Pharmacist Guided Self-Care 1 3.0 
RTEE 5^1 Introduction to Community Pharmacy Practice I 2.0 
RTPS 512 Pharmaceutics II 4.0 
RTPS 515 Pharmaceutics Laboratory I 0.5 
RTPS 525 Physiology II 3.0 
RTPS 582 Biochemistry II 3.0 
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R2R2 501 School of Pharmacy Forum — 
R2R2 507 Professional Development — 
R2SA 547 Pharmacy Law 3.0 
Totals 18.5  
 
Spring ()arter  Units 
RELE 705 Ethics in Pharmacy Practice 3.0 
RELT 740 Oorld Religions and Human Health 3.0 
R2EE 563 Pharmacist Guided Self-Care 2 3.0 
R2EE 592 Introduction to Community Pharmacy Practice II 2.0 
R2PS 513 Pharmaceutics III 3.0 
R2PS 516 Pharmaceutics Laboratory II 0.5 
R2R2 501 School of Pharmacy Forum — 
R2R2 507 Professional Development — 
R2TH 670 IPDX I: Principles of Pharmacology 2.0 
Totals 16.5  
 
Secon/ Year1 A)t)3n ()arter  Units 
R2PS 610 PharmacoZinetics 4.0 
R2PS 651 Principles of Xedicinal Chemistry I 3.0 
R2R2 601 School of Pharmacy Forum — 
R2R2 604 Professional Development — 
R2SA 640 Epidemiology and Biostatistics 3.0 
R2SA 646 Principles of Xanagement 3.0 
R2TH 671 IPDX II: Fluids and Electrolytes 2.5 
Totals 15.5  
 
Winter ()arter  Units 
R2DI 664 Drug Information and Literature Evaluation 3.0 
R2PS 652 Principles of Xedicinal Chemistry II 4.0 
R2R2 601 School of Pharmacy Forum — 
R2R2 604 Professional Development — 
R2TH 683 IPDX I$: Endocrine 3.5 
R2TH 684 IPDX III: Cardiovascular I 3.5 
Totals 14.0  
 
Spring ()arter  Units 
RELR 709 Christian Perspectives on Death and Dying 2.0 
R2PS 653 Principles of Xedicinal Chemistry III 3.0 
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R/R/ 601 School of Pharmacy Forum — 
R/R/ 604 Professional Development — 
R/SA 751 Social-Behavioral Aspects of Pharmacy Practice 3.0 
R/TH 674 IPDM IV: Renal and Respiratory Diseases 3.5 
R/TH 685 IPDM V: Cardiovascular II 3.5 
Totals 15.0  
 
To $e ta(en eit+er A.t./n0 1inter0 or S3ring 5.arter o6 t+e secon9 :ear  Units 
R/EE 690 Introduction to Hospital Pharmacy Practice 2.0 
Totals 2.0  
 
T+ir9 ;ear0 A.t./n <.arter  Units 
RELE 706 Advanced Ethics in Pharmacy Practice 2.0 
R/PC 761 Pharmaceutical Care Laboratory I 4.0 
R/R/ 701 School of Pharmacy Forum — 
R/R/ 704 Professional Development — 
R/TH 770 IPDM VII: Infectious Diseases I 3.5 
R/TH 773 IPDM VIII: Psychiatry 4.5 
Totals 14.0  
 
1inter <.arter  Units 
R/PC 760 Clinical Pharmacokinetics 2.0 
R/PC 762 Pharmaceutical Care Laboratory II 3.0 
R/R/ 701 School of Pharmacy Forum — 
R/R/ 704 Professional Development — 
R/TH 771 IPDM /: Neurology 4.5 
R/TH 772 IPDM I/: Infectious Diseases II 4.5 
Totals 14.0  
 
S3ring <.arter  Units 
R/PC 763 Pharmaceutical Care Laboratory III 4.0 
R/R/ 701 School of Pharmacy Forum — 
R/R/ 704 Professional Development — 
R/SA 743 Health Systems, Reimbursement, and Pharmacoeconomics 3.0 
R/TH 774 IPDM /II: Miscellaneous Conditions and GI Disorders 3.5 
R/TH 775 IPDM /I: OncologyZTransplant 2.5 
Totals 13.0  
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To $e ta(en either A.t./n0 Winter0 or Sprin4 5.arter o6 the thir7 8ear  Units 
R7EE 790 Introduction to Clinical Pharmacy Practice 1.0 
Totals 1.0  
 
Fo.rth Year  
Six 6-unit rotations required (1—Summer, 2—Autumn, 2—Ointer, 1—Spring)  Units 
R7EE 806 Advanced Clinical Community 
Practice (6) 
R7EE 807 Academia and Research (6) 
R7EE 808 Clinical Outcomes and Pharmacy 
Practice Research (6) 
R7EE 809 Clinical Simulation (6) 
R7EE 810 ResearchUPsychiatry (6) 
R7EE 860 Dermatology (6) 
R7EE 861 GastroenterologyUHepatology (6) 
R7EE 862 Health Policy (6) 
R7EE 863 Investigational Drugs (6) 
R7EE 864 Ophthalmology (6) 
R7EE 865 StateUNational Pharmacy 
Associations (6) 
R7EE 868 Drug Information (6) 
R7EE 869 Academia (6) 
R7EE 871 Cardiology (6) 
R7EE 872 Research (6) 
R7EE 873 Long Term Care (6) 
R7EE 874 Infectious Disease (6) 
R7EE 875 Neurology (6) 
R7EE 876 Nuclear Pharmacy (6) 
R7EE 877 Nutrition (6) 
R7EE 878 Oncology (6) 
R7EE 879 O[stetricsUGynecology (6) 
R7EE 880 Pharmacokinetics (6) 
R7EE 881 Pharmaceutical Industry (6) 
R7EE 882 Pain Management (6) 
R7EE 883 Managed Care (6) 
R7EE 884 Pediatric Transplant (6) 
R7EE 885 PediatricsUNeonatology (6) 
R7EE 886 Home Health Care (6) 
R7EE 887 Geriatrics (6) 
R7EE 888 Compounding (6) 
R7EE 889 Specialty Independent (6) 
Choose two elective rotations from this list  12.0 
 "#ar&a'y)*" +,-
./00 12, "sy'#4atry 678 
./00 129 0&er;en'y =ed4'4ne and 
?ra@&a 678 
./00 12A "#ar&a'Be'BnB&4's and 
O@t'B&es .esear'# 678 
./00 12D "#ar&a'y 
*yste&sE?e'#nBlB;y 678 
./00 12+ ?ransGlant 678 
./00 12H Ir4t4'al Iare 678 
./00 127 "B4sBn IBntrBl and ?BJ4'BlB;y 678 
./00 12- "@Kl4' Lealt# *erM4'e 678 
./00 121 NeG#rBlB;y 678 
  
./00 1H7 =ed4'4ne 678 
./00 1H- LBsG4tal "ra't4'e 678 
./00 1H1 O&K@latBry Iare 678 
./00 1H2 Il4n4'al IB&&@n4ty 678 
.eP@4red  A+Q, 
?Btals D7Q,  
 
Spring (uarter  Rn4ts 
./00 122 .eSIBnne't4Bns DQ, 
?Btals DQ,  
Overall Totals 180.5  
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School of Pu*lic ,ealth 
Dean's Welcome 
6ission, 8alues, and :oals 
School Foundations 
:eneral =egulations 
3niversity email accounts 
Learning @nAironment 
Technology facilities 
Campus facilities 
Departments 
Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
Global Health 
Health Policy and Management 
Health Promotion and Education 
Nutrition 
Centers 
Center for Health Promotion (CHP) 
Center for Health Research (CHR) 
Computer Center 
Health Geoinformatics Resource Laboratory 
Application and Admissions 
Computer literacy 
Bachelor of Science in Public Health 
Graduate degree programsHM.B.A., M.P.H., 
M.S. P.H. 
Master of Science 
Doctor of Public Health 
Academic Policies and :eneral 
=egulations 
Advanced standing 
Religion course requirement 
Student classification 
Shared units 
Convocation attendance 
Course attendance 
Time limit 
Academic probation 
Residency requirements 
Graduation requirements 
Grievance policy 
Programs and degrees 
Degrees offered 
Continuing education and extension programs 
 
BACHELOR'S DEGREE PROGRAM 
Bachelor of Science in Public Health 
B.S.P.H. degree program requirements 
Public health content requirements 
Public health seminars 
Senior project 
 
MASTER'S DEGREE PROGRAMS 
Master of Public Health 
Public health core requirements 
Public health seminars 
Culminating activity 
Field practicum 
Master of Business Administration 
Master of Science in Public Health 
Master of Science 
Public health core requirements 
Public health seminars 
Culminating activity 
 
MEDICAL RESIDENCIES 
Preventive medicine 
Occupational medicine 
 
MEDICAL/DENTAL LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 
 
DISTANCE LEARNING PROGRAMS 
Financial Information 
Online Executive Master of Public Health 
 
PEACE CORPS MASTER'S INTERNATIONAL 
PROGRAM 
 
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 
Peru M.P.H. degree 
Russia M.P.H. degree 
Pacific M.B.A. degree 
 
CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS 
General certificate information 
General certificate requirements 
Ten certificate programs 
Basic biostatistics 
Basic epidemiology 
Advanced biostatistics 
Advanced epidemiology 
Epidemiological research methods 
Health geoinformatics 
Emergency preparedness and response 
Reproductive health 
Tobacco-control methods 
Lifestyle intervention 
 
DOCTORAL DEGREE PROGRAMS 
Doctor of Public Health 
Individual doctoral degree programs 
Epidemiology, Doctor of Public Health 
(Dr.P.H.) 
Global health 
Health education, Doctor of Public 
Health (Dr.P.H.) 
Nutrition, Doctor of Public Health 
(Dr.P.H.) 
Preventive care, Doctor of Public Health 
(Dr.P.H.) 
 
COMBINED DEGREES PROGRAMS 
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Financial In)or,ation 
Traineeships;Assistantships 
Application for financial aid 
Loans 
Schedule of charges;Tuition;Fees 
Awards and honors 
On- and off-campus student housing 
Refund policy 
Graduation with honors 
Additional requirements 
Pro/ra,s1 De/rees1 an4 Certi)icates 
O))ere4 
Jiostatistics 
Emergency Preparedness and Response 
Environmental and Occupational Health 
Environmental Epidemiology 
Epidemiological Research Methods 
Epidemiology—PH 
Global Epidemiology 
Global Health 
Global Health;Maternal and Child Health 
Health Care Administration 
Health Education 
Health Geographics and Jiomedical Data 
Management 
Health Geoinformatics 
Health Policy and Leadership 
Lifestyle Intervention 
Health Services Research 
Lifestyle Medicine 
Maternal and Child Health 
Nutrition 
Nutritional Epidemiology 
Preventive Care 
Public Health Practice 
Reproductive Health 
Tobacco Control Methods 
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Dean%s (elcome 
Welcome and thank you for navigating your way to 
the school's Catalog information. Winston Churchill 
was once quoted as saying: ?To improve is to change; 
to be perfect is to change often.? In this spirit, you will 
find that we continue to fine tune our educational 
offerings—reflecting contemporary thinking around 
public health science, disease prevention, and health 
promotion. Gur commitment is to deliver public 
health training and education rooted in Christian 
values that will prepare you to launch or accelerate 
your public health career. 
Please do not hesitate to contact me or any of our 
professional staff if you have questions about this 
year's Catalog. Working together, we can empower 
society to lead healthier and longer lives. Receiving 
your public health degree is a major step in that 
rewarding journey. 
Wishing you success in all facets of your life. 
 
David T. Dyjack, Dr.P.H., CIH 
Dean, School of Public Health 
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!ission& (al+es& 
and .oals 
!ission 
The mission of the School of Pu@lic Aealth is to @ring 
hopeF healthF and healing to communities throughout 
the Horld through the discovery and dissemination of 
KnoHledge Hhile integrating the Christian values of 
the Seventh-day Adventist Church. 
(ision 
Preparing Horld leaders to maNimiOe personal and 
community Hellness through faith-@ased pu@lic 
health education and practice. 
(al+es 
DiversityQto em@raceF cele@rateF and learn from 
human culture and all other forms of the human 
condition. 
RholenessQto support the process of integrating 
spirituality Hith physicalF socialF emotionalF 
intellectualF and character development. 
EngagementQto @e actively involved as learners and 
educators in the pu@lic health issues of our time 
.oals 
1. Constantly improve the quality of 
instruction in support of eNceptional 
educational value. 
2. Develop reciprocal and sustaina@le 
community-academic partnerships that lead 
to researchF practiceF and teaching that are 
responsive to societyTs needs. 
3. Enhance the schoolTs visi@ility and impact on 
pu@lic health issues. 
4. Enhance the schoolTs operating resources 
through increased eNternal (nontuition) 
sources. 
5. Strengthen infrastructure supporting 
eNcellence in grant Hriting. 
6. Recruit and retain a student @ody that 
reflects the diversity of the population He 
serve. 
/chool 2o+ndations 
45/TOR9 
The schoolTs foundation Has laid in 1948 Hith the 
organiOation of the School of Tropical and Preventive 
MedicineF the purpose of Hhich Has to provide a @ase 
for research and teaching. In 1964F plans Here made 
for faculty and facilities to meet the requirements of 
the Committee on Professional Education of the 
American Pu@lic Aealth Association (APAA). Three 
years laterF the School of Nutrition and Dietetics 
(esta@lished in 1922) and the Division of Pu@lic 
Aealth and Tropical Medicine Here accredited @y 
AOAA and organiOed under the name Loma Linda 
University School of Pu@lic Aealth. This name Has 
changed to School of Aealth in Octo@er 1970 to reflect 
more clearly the schoolTs emphasis on lifestyle. In 
response to changing societal perceptions and 
definitions of _pu@lic healthF_ the original nameF 
School of Pu@lic AealthF Has readopted in August 
1987. The Center for Aealth PromotionF the 
Department of Preventive MedicineF and the 
Preventive Medicine Group Here merged into the 
School of Pu@lic Aealth in 1990. The eNpanded 
resources realiOed @y this merger stimulated further 
groHth and development of the school to provide a 
dynamic learning and research environment for its 
students and faculty. 
:CCR<=5T:T5O> 
The school has maintained continuous accreditation 
since it Has accredited at its inception in 1967 @y the 
American Pu@lic Aealth Association. It is currently 
accredited @y the Council on Education for Pu@lic 
AealthF 800 Eye Street NRF Suite 202F RashingtonF 
DC 20001-1397. The school is also a mem@er of the 
Association of Schools of Pu@lic Aealth. 
 "#$#%&' (#)*'&+,-$. 
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General Regulations 
2+*3#$+. -4 +5# 6$,7#%.,+8 &%# %#.9-$.,:'# 4-% 
,$4-%;,$) +5#;.#'7#. -4 &$3 .&+,.4&<+-%,'8 ;##+,$) &'' 
%#)*'&+,-$. 9#%+,$#$+ +- %#),.+%&+,-$= ;&+%,<*'&+,-$= 
&$3 )%&3*&+,-$> 2#<+,-$ ??? -4 +5,. @ABACD" ),7#. 
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12 A44l6 4%inci4les o9 health ca%e 9inance2 
.2 A44l6 4%inci4les o9 ,ana(e%ial accountin( 
in health ca%e2 
02 ),4lo6 ,a%<et %esea%ch to=a%ds st%ate(ic 
4lannin( in health ca%e2 
?2 ),4lo6 @ualit6Ai,4%o*e,ent 4%ocesses in 
health ca%e o4e%ations ,ana(e,ent2 
B2 Unde%stand technolo(6 that su44o%ts the 
4%actice, %esea%ch, and decision ,a<in( in 
health ca%e2 
G%aduates o9 the M2G2H2 de(%ee 4%o(%a, in the 
Ie4a%t,ent o9 Health Golic6 and Mana(e,ent =ill 
ha*e the s<ills necessa%6 toJ 
/2 Iesc%iKe the 4olic6 4%ocesses 9o% i,4%o*in( 
the health status o9 4o4ulations2 
L2 G%oduce health 4olic6 co,,unications to 
a44%o4%iate sta<eholde%s2 
12 Ie,onst%ate leade%shi4 in health 4olic6 and 
ad*ocac6 9o% 4uKlic health issues2 
.2 Identi96 issues that in9luence access to ca%e, 
includin( health se%*ices to s4ecial 
4o4ulations2 
02 A44l6 s6ste,s thin<in( to cu%%ent 
challen(es in the health s6ste,2 
?2 A44l6 the 4%inci4les o9 st%ate(ic 4lannin( to 
,a<e %eco,,endations 9o% o%(aniNational 
and co,,unit6 health initiati*es2 
B2 Unde%stand the 4%inci4les o9 9inance and 
econo,ics2 
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The (oals o9 the Ie4a%t,ent o9 Health G%o,otion and 
)ducation a%e toJ 
! G%o,ote the acade,ic 4%e4a%ation o9 4uKlic 
health 4%o9essionals2 
! G%o*ide cou%se =o%< 9o% students desi%in( 
c%edentialin( in selected a%eas2 
! G%o*ide healthAeducation consultation 
se%*ices in needs assess,ent, co,,unit6A
o%(aniNation 4%o(%a, 4lannin( and 
i,4le,entation, health counselin(, 
e*aluation, and %esea%ch to 4uKlic and 
4%i*ate health a(encies, includin( the 
Se*enthAda6 Ad*entist Qhu%ch2 
! Inde4endentl6 o% in collaKo%ation =ith othe% 
9acult6, de4a%t,ents, and o%(aniNations 
de*elo4 and conduct %esea%ch that add%esses 
health education, health Keha*io%, and 
disease 4%e*ention issues and needs2 
,/56)1"#$%&'"(&)
,el4in( students succeed 
/%o,otin( 4ositi*e Keha*io%s 
5esea%ch 4a% eRcellence 
6ut%each to co,,unit6 
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! )nsu%e that all students co,e to a nu%tu%in(, 
lea%nin( en*i%on,entS achie*e eRcellence in 
thei% educational, li9est6le, and 4%o9essional 
4u%suitsS and lea*e =ith a %ich he%ita(e u4on 
=hich to Kuild 
! Re9lect and ,odel the 4%inci4les o9 health to 
one anothe% and to the students 
! Reach out to co,,unities (loKall6 9o% 
co,,unit6 connectedness 
! Use the %esou%ce o9 technolo(6 to 4%o*ide 
education, includin( continuin( education 
! Value 9iscal inte(%it6 and accountaKilit6 o9 
4%o(%a,s 
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The Ie4a%t,ent o9 Nut%ition o99e%s 4%o(%a,s leadin( 
to the Maste% o9 GuKlic Health WM2G2H2X and the 
Iocto% o9 GuKlic Health WI%2G2H2X de(%ees2 These 
4%o(%a,s 4%e4a%e 4uKlic health nut%itionists =ho can 
inte(%ate <no=led(e o9 4h6siolo(ical science =ith 
co,4etencies in Keha*io%al science, ,ana(e,ent, and 
4uKlic 4olic6 to enhance the nut%itional status o9 
indi*iduals and 4o4ulations2 GuKlic health nut%ition 
a44lies the science o9 nut%ition and %elated disci4lines 
to sol*in( nut%itionA%elated health 4%oKle,s2 The 
de4a%t,ent ,aintains lin<s to 4%o*ide%s and 
4%o(%a,s that (i*e students the o44o%tunit6 to Ke 
eR4osed to *a%ious co,,unit6 nut%ition se%*ices and 
=o%< =ith 4%o9essionals in a *a%iet6 o9 disci4lines and 
settin(s2 As a ,e,Ke% o9 the Faculties o9 G%aduate 
G%o(%a,s in GuKlic Health Nut%ition, the cu%%iculu, 
con9o%,s to the hi(h standa%ds estaKlished K6 this 
national o%(aniNation2 
The Ie4a%t,ent o9 Nut%ition also o99e%s the Maste% o9 
Science WM2S2X de(%ee in nut%ition to ,eet the s4eci9ic 
needs o9 students =ho desi%e ad*anced t%ainin( in 
nut%itional science2 This 4%o(%a, is suitaKle 9o% 
4e%sons 4lannin( to 4u%sue a docto%al de(%ee in 
nut%ition o% %elated 9ield and 9o% 4e%sons 4%e4a%in( to 
teach at the seconda%6 o% colle(e le*el2 It 4%o*ides 
t%ainin( in %esea%ch s<ills 9o% health 4%o9essionals, 
such as dietitians o% 4h6sicians, and 9o% those 
inte%ested in %esea%ch ca%ee%s in acade,ic o% 
indust%ial settin(s2 
The (oal o9 the disci4line o9 4uKlic health nut%ition is 
to 4%o,ote o4ti,al nut%ition and health 9o% all 
,e,Ke%s o9 the 4o4ulation K6 i,4%o*in( nut%itional 
status and ,aintainin( health2 
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Center for Health Promotion (CHP) 
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Center for Health Research (CHR) 
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T2e pro5rams admissions committees o6 t2e 
Uni8ersit9 ass:re t2at an applicant to an9 o6 t2e 
sc2ools is ;:ali6ied 6or t2e proposed c:rric:l:m and 
is capa<le o6 pro6itin5 6rom t2e ed:cational 
experience o66ered <9 t2is Uni8ersit9> T2e department 
o6 t2e pro5ram in ?2ic2 st:d9 is desired 
accomplis2es t2is <9 examinin5 e8idence o6 sc2olastic 
competence@ moral and et2ical standards@ and 
si5ni6icant ;:alities o6 c2aracter and personalit9> T2e 
sc2oolAs Admission Committee rati6ies t2e 
department 6ac:lt9As decision> 
.(,"/'01*#$'01&%2*
Comp:ter literac9 is a prere;:isite 6or some co:rses> 
St:dents are stron5l9 enco:ra5ed to de8elop t2eir 
comp:ter sDills and literac9 prior to comin5 to t2e 
sc2ool> 
3!.45678*79*:.;5<.5*;<*=>36;.*
45!6?4*
=1(@1&,*0)'1&)%0*10A/$10,0)'-*
Content and len5t2 o6 pro5rams 8ar9 accordin5 to an 
indi8id:al applicantAs <acD5ro:nd Esee FAd8anced 
standin5FG and classi6ication on acceptance> Speci6ic 
admissions re;:irements 6or indi8id:al de5ree 
pro5rams are descri<ed later in t2is section> 
:/BC0%'DE$"#(,&*10A/$10,0)'-*
A 2i52 sc2ool diploma or its e;:i8alent@ t2e GED@ is 
re;:ired> 
5#$@$B$#$'2*
Eli5i<ilit9 6or consideration is <ased on a 5rade-point 
a8era5e o6 at least L>M Eon a .>N scaleG 6or all co:rse 
?orD Escience and nonscience s:<Oects comp:ted 
separatel9G presented in 6:l6illment o6 entrance 
re;:irements 6or all :nder5rad:ate maOors in t2e 
sc2ool> A limited n:m<er o6 st:dents ?2ose 
<acD5ro:nd and experience s2o? potential 6or 
s:ccess <:t ?2ose G>P>A> is <et?een L>N and L>.Q ma9 
<e admitted on a pro8isional <asis> 
A minim:m 5rade o6 C EL>NG is re;:ired 6or all colle5e 
co:rses trans6erred into t2e :nder5rad:ate pro5rams> 
F8!E>!?5GE5F855*=87F8!H:I
HJ3J!JK*HJ=J4JK*HJ:J=J4J*
!+,$--$()-*10A/$10,0)'-*
Since speci6ic re;:irements 8ar9 6rom pro5ram to 
pro5ram@ t2ese s2o:ld <e determined 6rom t2e area o6 
interest> 
5#$@$B$#$'2*
To <e eli5i<le 6or admission to a masterAs de5ree 
pro5ram@ applicants m:st 2a8e at least a 
<accala:reate de5ree 6rom an accredited instit:tion@ 
?it2 a G>P>A o6 R>N or a<o8e@ and present scores o6 t2e 
Grad:ate Record Examination EGREG> A limited 
n:m<er o6 st:dents ?2ose <acD5ro:nd and 
experience s2o? potential 6or s:ccess <:t ?2ose 
G>P>A> is less t2an R>N are admitted on a pro8isional 
<asis> 
A minim:m 5rade o6 B ER>NG is re;:ired 6or all colle5e-
trans6er co:rses> 
=1010A/$-$'0*%(/1-0-*
A 5rade o6 C or 2i52er is re;:ired 6or all prere;:isite 
co:rses> 
5)'1&)%0*'0-'-*
Scores 6rom t2e Grad:ate Record Examination EGREG@ 
or e;:i8alent Eincl:din5 PRAUISG@ are re;:ired ?it2 
t2e application> Application 6orms 6or t2e GRE and 
in6ormation re5ardin5 examination times and places 
are 6:rnis2ed <9 t2e Ed:cational Testin5 Ser8ice@ /Q.0 
Center Street@ BerDele9@ CA Q.0N. E6or t2e ?estGW 
Princeton@ NY NZM.N E6or t2e eastG> Applicants 6or t2e 
M>B>A> de5ree pro5ram in 2ealt2 administration are 
re;:ired to s:<mit scores 6rom t2e Grad:ate 
Mana5ement Admission Test EGMATG@ or e;:i8alent@ 
s:c2 as t2e GRE> Application 6orms 6or t2e GMAT 
and in6ormation re5ardin5 examination times and 
places are 6:rnis2ed <9 Ed:cational Testin5 Ser8ice@ 
/Q.0 Center Street@ BerDele9@ CA Q.0N. E6or t2e ?estG@ 
and Princeton@ NY NZM.N E6or t2e eastG> T2e applicant 
ma9 also contact a local comm:nit9 colle5e 6or testin5 
in6ormation or access it online at \???>ets>or5]> 
H!:?58*79*:.;5<.5*
Content and len5t2 o6 pro5rams 8ar9 accordin5 to an 
indi8id:al applicantAs <acD5ro:nd Esee FAd8anced 
standin5FG and classi6ication on acceptance> Speci6ic 
admissions re;:irements 6or indi8id:al de5ree 
pro5rams are descri<ed later in t2is section> 
E7.?78*79*=>36;.*45!6?4*
5#$@$B$#$'2*
To <e eli5i<le 6or admission to t2e Doctor o6 P:<lic 
Healt2 de5ree pro5ram@ an applicant m:st 
demonstrate 2i52 academic per6ormance <ot2 in 
<accala:reate and post<accala:reate st:dies@ and 
present scores o6 t2e Grad:ate Record Examination 
EGREG> _or speci6ic admissions re;:irements@ re6er to 
t2e Doctor o6 P:<lic Healt2 de5ree pro5ram 
descri<ed later in t2is section> 
A minim:m 5rade o6 B ER>NG is re;:ired 6or all 
Uni8ersit9 trans6er co:rses> 
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Academic Policies and 
General Regulations 
Students are responsible for informing themselves of 
and satisfactorily complying with the policies and 
meeting the regulations pertinent to registration, 
matriculation, and graduation. 
Ad4anced standing 
Graduate students with previous course work in 
areas of public health may apply for limited units of 
advanced standing. If approved by the program 
director or department chair and the associate dean 
for academic affairs of the school, degree 
requirements—exclusive of elective units—are 
reduced. Courses taken during the past five years are 
considered in an evaluation of the studentNs 
qualification for advanced standing. Competency in 
courses taken more than five years previously may be 
considered if the content has been used professionally 
on a regular basis. No advanced standing is granted 
for life experience that is not in conjunction with 
previous course work. Advanced standing is not 
granted for religion courses. 
Religion course re5uirement 
Registration and completion of a 3-unit, graduate-
level religion course is mandatory for completion of 
degree requirements. The purpose of the religion 
requirement is to provide a spiritual dimension to the 
professional training of public health students, to 
provide students with an opportunity to further 
develop their skills in dealing with lifeNs challenges, 
and to provide opportunity for personal spiritual 
growth. Transfer of course units from other 
universities and institutions is not available; nor is a 
waiver option available, regardless of educational 
background. Traditional letter grading is required. 
Selection of religion courses to fulfill requirements for 
the various degrees should be made in consultation 
with the advisor, using the course schedule published 
online at Swww.llu.edu/central/ssweb/index.pageU. 
Undergraduate students may meet the religion 
requirement by enrolling in 000-level religion courses. 
MasterNs degree students are required to complete a 3-
unit, 500-level religion course per degree sought; and 
doctoral students are required to complete three 500-
level religion courses in each of the religion content 
areas: ethical, relational, and theological studies. Only 
courses with RELZ code prefixes may be used to 
satisfy the religion course requirement. The religion 
requirement may not be waived by registering for a 
religion course at a university other than Loma Linda 
University. 
Student classi7ication 
Students enrolled in courses prior to receiving official 
acceptance into the School of Public Health are 
classified as ]nondegree] students by the University. 
Students may retain this status only by permission of 
the director of admissions and academic records for a 
maximum of 12 units of credit before official 
acceptance into the school. 
Shared units 
The maximum number of units that may be shared 
between a doctoral and a masterNs degree program 
within the University is 18 units. The maximum 
number of units that may be shared between a 
bachelorNs and a masterNs degree program within the 
University is 9 units. The maximum number of units 
that may be shared between two doctoral programs 
within the University is 3` units. Shared units 
between programs may not be automatically granted. 
Con4ocation attendance 
Attendance at weekly University and quarterly school 
convocations is required. Unexcused absences are 
reported to the dean. Persistent failure to attend may 
jeopardize a studentNs regular standing. 
Course attendance 
Only duly registered students may attend classes. 
Students are expected to attend all required contact 
elements in a course. Absences in excess of 15 percent 
may be sufficient cause for a failing or unsatisfactory 
grade to be recorded. 
Time limit 
The time lapse from first enrollment in courses 
applied to a masterNs degree curriculum to the 
conferring of the degree may not exceed five years. 
For a doctoral degree, the maximum time allowed for 
advancement to candidacy is five years, and seven 
years to completion of the degree program. Students 
who show evidence of appropriate academic progress 
may be granted up to two one-year extensions for 
masterNs and three one-year extensions for doctoral 
degrees. These extensions are not automatic but must 
be initiated by student request and be approved by 
the major department and the associate dean for 
academic affairs. 
Academic ;ro<ation 
Students whose cumulative G.P.A. at the end of any 
quarter is less than 2.0 for undergraduate students 
and 3.0 for graduate students are placed on academic 
probation, and the number of units for subsequent 
registrations is restricted to a maximum of 12 
graduate or 1` undergraduate units per quarter. 
Students with two quarters of unsatisfactory 
performance jeopardize their standing in a degree or 
certificate program. 
Residency re5uirements 
Residency requirements may be met by a student 
taking, through the School of Public Health, the 
minimum number of units specified for the 
appropriate degree. 
To be eligible for a bachelorNs degree, students must 
complete a total of at least 192 units—of which at least 
32 of the last 08 units, or a minimum of 05 total units 
of course work, are completed at Loma Linda 
University. 
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(3e 5ro8ra: leadin8 to t3e @ASAPAHA de8ree iD 
deDi8ned to 5re5are 8raduateD For e:5loy:ent aD 
5roFeDDionalD in 3ealt3Hrelated FieldD and to 5roIide a 
Foundation For 5erDonal 8roJt3A 
(3iD 5ro8ra: alDo 5roIideD a Dtron8 baDe For t3oDe 
J3o JiD3 to 5urDue a 8raduate de8reeA 
(3e @ASAPAHA de8ree 5ro8ra: co:bineD a broadHbaDed 
education Jit3 Dtudy in 5ublic 3ealt3M e:53aDiNin8 
a55lied aD5ectD and 5ublic 3ealt3 5racticeA S5eciFic 
inFor:ation about t3iD 5ro8ra: :ay be Found later in 
t3iD DectionA 
!"#"$"%"&'()*((&+*,)*-.&*(/01*(.(234&
(3e FirDt year oF t3e 5ro8ra: iD taken at a colle8e or 
uniIerDity oF t3e DtudentPD c3oiceA #deallyM DtudentD 
Jill 3aIe co:5leted t3eir FirDt tJo yearD oF courDe 
Jork 5rior to enterin8 t3e @ASAPAHA de8ree 5ro8ra:A 
HoJeIerM only t3e FirDt year oF colle8e or uniIerDity 
courDe Jork :uDt be co:5leted 5rior to enterin8 t3e 
5ro8ra:A StudentD tranDFer to -o:a -inda !niIerDity 
Sc3ool oF Public Healt3 For t3e re:ainin8 tJo or 
:ore yearDA StudentD takin8 5artHti:e courDe Jork 
:ay take lon8er to co:5lete t3e 5ro8ra:A 
%ac3 Dtudent iD reQuired to co:5lete RS unitD aD 
D5eciFied in t3e 8eneral education 5olicy oF -o:a 
-inda !niIerDityA /eneral education reQuire:entD 
T/%U are to be :et t3rou83 loJerHdiIiDion courDeD at a 
colle8e or uniIerDity oF t3e DtudentPD c3oiceM aD Jell aD 
t3rou83 courDeD taken durin8 t3e Final -o:a -inda 
!niIerDity yearDA 
, :ini:u: oF VW1 unitD iD reQuired For t3e @ASAPAH 
de8reeA TSee t3e /eneral %ducation Dection in t3iD 
+,(,-./AU 
$05617&8(-638&7,23(23&*(/01*(.(234&
,ll under8raduate de8ree DtudentD in t3e Sc3ool oF 
Public Healt3 are eX5ected to deIelo5 an 
underDtandin8 oF t3e areaD oF knoJled8e baDic to 
5ublic 3ealt3A (3iD Jill be acco:5liD3ed t3rou83 t3e 
5ublic 3ealt3 core courDeD coIerin8 to5icD Duc3 aD 
eDDentialD oF 5ublic 3ealt3M e5ide:iolo8yM and 
bioDtatiDticDY aD Jell aD t3rou83 t3e inte8ration oF t3e 
knoJled8eHbaDe conce5tD in t3e areaD oF 
concentrationA 
StudentD are eX5ected to identiFy a D5eciFic area oF 
concentration or a :aZorA (3ey :ay alDo o5t to take 
additional courDe Jork leadin8 to a Decond area oF 
e:53aDiDA 
$05617&8(-638&4(.12-*4&
,ttendance iD reQuired at a :ini:u: oF FiIe 5ublic 
3ealt3 De:inarD For eac3 bac3elorPD de8ree Dou83tA 
(3iD iD Deen aD an enric3:ent t3at au8:entD t3e 
DtudentPD acQuaintance Jit3 diIerDe current 5ublic 
3ealt3 iDDueD and concernDA (3e De:inar reQuire:ent 
:uDt be :et durin8 t3e DtudentPD enroll:ent in t3e 
Sc3ool oF Public Healt3 and iD De5arate Fro: courDeH
credit re8iDtrationA "o tuition or Fee iD c3ar8ed by t3e 
Dc3oolA Se:inar actiIitieD t3at QualiFy to :eet t3iD 
reQuire:ent are t3oDe t3at 3aIe been a55roIed by t3e 
aDDociate dean oF acade:ic aFFairDA Many De:inar 
5reDentationD in t3e Sc3ool oF Public Healt3 or in 
ot3er 5artD oF t3e !niIerDityM t3e !niIerDity Medical 
+enterM t3e \erry -A PettiD Me:orial $eteranD Medical 
+enterM or t3e Durroundin8 co::unity QualiFy to 
:eet t3iD reQuire:entA Prior a55roIal :uDt be 
obtained For 5ublic 3ealt3 De:inarD oFFered outDide 
t3e Sc3ool oF Public Healt3A 
+redit For no :ore t3an t3ree 5ublic 3ealt3 De:inarD 
:ay be receiIed For attendance at any one JorkD3o5 
or :eetin8M re8ardleDD oF 3oJ :any 3ourD are 
attendedA 
#(21,*&+*,9(73&
StudentD are reQuired to co:5lete a Denior 5roZect 
de:onDtratin8 co:5etence in t3eir Field oF DtudyA 
:;#<=>?#&@=A>==&$>BA>;:#&
MaDter oF Public Healt3 TMAPAHAUM MaDter oF @uDineDD 
,d:iniDtration TMA@A,AUM and MaDter oF Science in 
Public Healt3 TMASAPAHAU de8ree 5ro8ra:D are 
deDi8ned For t3oDe Jit3 a55ro5riate back8roundD 
J3o are Deekin8 to acQuire 8raduateHleIel 
co:5etencieD in 5ublic 3ealt3M buDineDD 
ad:iniDtrationM or 3ealt3 ad:iniDtrationA 
:;#<=>&BC&$D!EFG&%=;E<%&
(3e 5ro8ra: leadin8 to t3e MaDter oF Public Healt3 
TMAPAHAU de8ree iD deDi8ned to 5roIide broad 
5re5aration in t3e Funda:entalD oF 5ublic 3ealt3M 
J3ile at t3e Da:e ti:e oFFerin8 o55ortunity For Do:e 
D5ecialiNation in areaD oF intereDtA 
(3e de8ree iD oFFered Jit3 :aZor concentrationD in t3e 
areaD oF bioDtatiDticDM enIiron:ental and occu5ational 
3ealt3M e5ide:iolo8yM 3ealt3 5olicy and :ana8e:entM 
3ealt3 educationM 8lobal 3ealt3M :aternal and c3ild 
3ealt3M and nutritionA +o:bined de8reeD are aIailable 
For a Iariety oF 5ro8ra:D and :aZorD in conZunction 
Jit3 ot3er -o:a -inda !niIerDity Sc3oolDA Section ### 
oF t3iD +,(,-./ 5roIideD D5eciFic inFor:ation 
about t3eDe 5ro8ra:DA 
$05617&8(-638&7,*(&*(/01*(.(234&
,ll 8raduate de8ree DtudentD in t3e Sc3ool oF Public 
Healt3 are eX5ected to deIelo5 an underDtandin8 oF 
t3e areaD oF knoJled8e baDic to 5ublic 3ealt3A (3iD iD 
acco:5liD3ed by includin8 t3e FolloJin8 reQuired 
courDeD or t3eir eQuiIalentD in eac3 de8ree 5ro8ra:]
 
%"$H ^2W_^SV Princi5leD oF %nIiron:ental Healt3_ 
Princi5leD oF #nduDtrial Hy8iene 
`A2 
%PaM ^2W Princi5leD oF %5ide:iolo8y # `A2 
 Academic Policies and General Regulations 
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HADM :;< Principles of Health Policy and Management 3.; 
HPRO :;< Principles of Health Behavior 3.; 
PHCG H;: Overview of Public Health 1.; 
STAT :;<M:51 General StatisticsMBiostatistics I 4.; 
RELE :34 Ethical Issues in Public Health 3.; 
HPRO :3H Program Planning and Evaluation 5.; 
NUTR :;< Public Health Nutrition and Biology 3.; 
GLBH :54 Cultural Competence and Health Disparities 5.; 
PHCG HS: Integrated Public Health Capstone 5.; 
 
Students are expected to identify a specific area of 
concentration or maUor. They may opt to add 
additional course work leading to a second area of 
emphasis. 
P"bli& health seminars 
Attendance is required at a minimum of ten public 
health seminars for each master's degree sought. This 
is seen as an enrichment that augments the student's 
acquaintance with diverse current public health issues 
and concerns. The seminar requirement must be met 
during the student's enrollment in the School of 
Public Health and is separate from course-credit 
registration. No tuition or fee is charged by the 
school. Seminar activities that qualify to meet this 
requirement are those that have been approved by the 
associate dean of academic affairs. 
Many seminar presentations in the School of Public 
Health or in other parts of the University, the 
University Medical Center, the Gerry L. Pettis 
Memorial Veterans Medical Center, or the 
surrounding community qualify to meet this 
requirement. Prior approval must be sought for 
public health seminars offered outside the School of 
Public Health. 
Credit for no more than three public health seminars 
may be received for attendance at any one workshop 
or meeting, regardless of how many hours are 
attended. 
C"lminating a&tivity 
The school requires each graduate to complete a 
synthesizing activity that demonstrates basic 
competencies in the five core areas of public health. 
These areas include biological, physical, and chemical 
factors that affect the health of a community] concepts 
and methods of relevant social and behavioral 
sciences] distribution of diseases or conditions in 
populations, and factors that influence this 
distribution] collection, storage, retrieval, analysis, 
and interpretation of health data] and planning, 
policy analysis, and administration of health 
programs. 
Field pra&ti&"m 
In accordance with Loma Linda University's 
mission^_To make man whole_^the School of Public 
Health provides students with rich experiences, as 
well as training opportunities that include all 
dimensions of health: physical, mental, spiritual, 
intellectual, and environmental. Part of this training 
occurs during the practice experience which may be 
referred to as field practicum, applied research, or 
internship, depending on the department. It can be 
performed during one or more quarters, and 
generally consists of 4;; hours. The practice 
experience at the School of Public Health is an 
opportunity for students to apply the knowledge they 
learn in the classroom, enhance their understanding 
of public health, and contribute to the health of the 
community in which they are engaged. The 
experience allows students to demonstrate their 
ability to synthesize and integrate prior learning into 
real-life, public health settings. 
PEACE CORPS MASTER>S 
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM C MASTER 
OF PUELIC HEALTH 
Pea&e Corps Hol"nteersCInternational 
The Peace Corps was established in 1<H1 to provide 
U.S. citizens an opportunity to serve their country in 
the cause of peace by living and working in 
developing countries. Over the years as the needs of 
host countries have evolved, the Peace Corps has 
continued striving to attract individuals whose 
education, experience, and cross-cultural sensitivity 
can address global needs as they arise] and who can 
facilitate sustainable, community-centered 
development. After identifying a number of areas in 
which there was a shortage of personnel with 
specialized expertise^including the area of public 
health^the Peace Corps established the Master's 
International Program in 1<8S. This program is 
designed not only to meet the increasing demand 
from Peace Corps host countries for volunteers with 
higher levels of education and technical expertise, but 
also to provide volunteers the opportunity to 
incorporate Peace Corps service into graduate 
education pursuits. 
Loma Linda University is one of eighty-two 
universities currently participating in the Master's 
International Program. It is one of only eleven 
universities that offer this prestigious program in 
conUunction with the Master of Public Health degree, 
which includes one of the following emphases: 
environmental health, health promotion and 
education, global health, maternal-child health, health 
policy and management, and nutrition. 
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specialty and have a valid medical license in the state 
of California. 
Fellows rotate at the following sites: Loma Linda 
University Behavioral Iedicine Center, Betty Ford 
Center, and the Kaiser-Fontana Chemical 
Mependency Recovery Program. 
The start date for a one-year fellowship is Ouly Q of 
each year, though this is negotiable. 
!"#I%&'(#")*&' '"&#",-.I/ 
/,0G,&! 
The rising complexity of health care in this country 
and abroad will require increasingly skilled 
leadership in both the public and private sectors—
from sophisticated health care systems to mission 
hospitals, from research laboratories to primary care. 
Combining a Iaster of Public Wealth degree in an 
appropriate discipline with an I.M. or M.M.S. degree 
can provide a sound foundation for young 
professionals seeking to influence and manage the 
future. 
The School of Public Wealth offers combined-degrees 
programs—I.M./I.P.W. and M.M.S./I.P.W.—for 
students enrolled in Loma Linda University Schools 
of Iedicine or Mentistry. The didactic course work 
for the Iaster of Public Wealth degree can be taken in 
any major within a twelve-month period after either 
the second or third year of the I.M. or M.M.S. 
program. In some cases, additional time may be 
required for field work. 
Each student is expected to concentrate full time on 
the Iaster of Public Wealth degree during the 
designated year. Applications will be reviewed 
competitively, with particular focus on potential for 
future health care leadership. 
#I-*&)%" '"&,)I)G /,0G,&!- 
The School of Public Wealth offers master's degree 
programs in various majors online and at off-campus 
sites to meet the needs of qualified individuals who 
seek to develop graduate-level competencies in public 
health but who for a variety of reasons choose not to 
be full-time, on-campus students. 
The School of Public Wealth has had much experience 
in offering distance-learning master's degree 
programs. For more than thirty years, the School of 
Public Wealth has adapted its program-delivery style 
to meet the needs of busy professionals. Currently the 
School of Public Wealth's Online Executive Iaster of 
Public Wealth in public health practice and the Online 
Iaster of Public Wealth in health education programs 
caters to both American and international students. 
The school also offers I.P.W. degree programs in 
Russia and Peru, and an I.B.A. degree program in 
Guam and Wawaii. 
The off-campus programs require the school's faculty 
to travel to the education site and teach courses in the 
condensed format. School of Public Wealth research 
shows that this form of instruction is just as effective 
as the less condensed method, especially with 
experienced professionals eager to learn.  
General degree re9:;rements 
All applicants to the Mistance-Learning Programs 
must meet the general admissions requirements 
found in Section II of this CATALOG. 
#I-*&)%" '"&,)I)G ?I)&)%I&' 
I)?0,!&*I0) 
?;nanc;al pol;c;es 
Tuition for the online I.P.W. degree programs 
courses is the same as the on-campus tuition rate. 
Tuition must be paid in full at the time of registration. 
,eC:nd pol;cD Cor condensed co:rses 
Tuition refund for courses dropped is according to 
the following schedule: 
• First day of class, or fraction thereof—
Q00 percent of tuition refunded; 
• Second day of class, or fraction thereof—
]^ percent of tuition refunded; 
• Third day of class, or fraction thereof—
^0 percent of tuition refunded; 
• After the on-site class session is complete—
no tuition is refunded. 
?;nanc;al clearance 
The student is expected to maintain a clear financial 
status at all times. Financial clearance must be 
obtained: 
• before registering for any class; 
• before receiving a diploma; or 
• before requesting a transcript, statement of 
completion, or other certification to be issued 
to any person, organization, or professional 
board. 
'oans 
Inquiry about loans should be made to the University 
Office of Financial Aid. Only students who are 
accepted into a degree program or federal financial 
aid-approved certificate program are eligible to apply. 
For loan purposes, off-campus students registered for 
0 units per quarter are considered to be enrolled half-
time. 
%hecFs 
Checks should be made payable to Loma Linda 
University and should show the student's name and 
social security or LLU IM student number to ensure 
that the correct account is credited. 
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ONLINE E'ECUTIVE MASTER OF PUBLIC 
HEALTH 
The Online Executive =aster of Public Health 
Program is offered with a major in both public health 
practice and health education. This is a three-year 
online program with online orientation, community, 
and courses. Students begin their program in any of 
the four quarters of the academic year. 
The program closes with a culminating activity, 
which includes a community practicum report, 
preparation of a portfolio, and an exit interview. 
Co56se 9oad 
A full-time graduate course load consists of 8 units, 
and a half-time graduate course load is 4 units. 
Students in the Distance-Learning Program who need 
to qualify for financial aid must take a minimum of 4 
units per quarter to establish and maintain eligibility. 
P6octo6s 
Some courses require a proctored examination. Each 
student is required to have on file with the Office of 
Distance Learning a signed proctor contract with the 
name of a person who will serve as his/her 
permanent proctor. A proctored examination is 
automatically sent to this person. The proctor may not 
be a relative or someone living in the same house as 
the student. The registrar of a local college or 
university, a librarian, or a minister is considered an 
appropriate proctor. 
Residence 6e@5i6ement 
There is no residence requirement for the Online 
Executive =.P.H. degree programs. Students in this 
program complete it online. 
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 
Pe65 MCPCHC 
=.P.H. degree programs are offered in Peru. These 
programs are designed around the specific needs of 
the community. =ajors are offered in health 
education and promotion, as well as in maternal and 
child health. The programs of instruction are offered 
in Spanish. It is currently closed to new admissions. 
R5ssia MCPCHC 
In August 2006, an =.P.H. degree program was 
established in Russia. Two public health practice 
streams are offered—one with a health education 
focus; the other with a research, epidemiology, and 
program planning focus. These programs are building 
teams of people who can address the public health 
needs of the local people and help build public health 
infrastructure. The programs of instruction are 
offered in Russian. It is currently closed to new 
admissions. 
PaciDic MCBCAC 
In August 2006, the School of Public Health began 
=aster of Tusiness Administration degree programs 
in Hawaii and Guam. This degree, with an emphasis 
in health administration, provides students with a 
broad understanding of health care management and 
practical experience in applying learned principles. 
Graduates are prepared for careers in upper 
administration in health service organiUations—
including medical centers, hospitals, health plans, 
physician group practices, and long-term and 
managed care settings. 
CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS 
The School of Public Health offers certificates in 
various programs to meet the needs of qualified 
individuals seeking to develop competencies in 
specialties in public health but who for a variety of 
reasons do not choose to become full-time, degree-
seeking students. 
Instruction for the certificate program is primarily 
provided by regular School of Public Health faculty 
members on campus during regular quarter terms. 
Students are responsible to follow regular registration 
procedures during regularly scheduled time periods. 
GENERAL CERTIFICATE INFORMATION 
Co56se Eo6F 
Course sessions are conducted during regular term 
sessions. Certificate courses offered are regular School 
of Public Health courses that carry the same credit 
units as courses applicable toward degree programs, 
and may be applied to degree requirements. 
Certificate courses are taught on a quarter-term 
system, although selected courses may be offered by 
special arrangements. 
Re9igion co56se 6e@5i6ement 
Registration and completion of a 3-unit, graduate-
level, religion course is mandatory for completion of 
each certificate program. Religion courses must have 
an RELX prefix and be offered through Loma Linda 
University. The purpose of the religion requirement is 
to provide a spiritual dimension to the professional 
training of public health students, to provide students 
with an opportunity to further develop their skills in 
dealing with life's challenges, and to provide 
opportunity for personal spiritual growth. Course 
units will not be transferred from other universities or 
institutions, nor is waiver of this requirement an 
option, regardless of educational background. 
Traditional letter grading is required. 
GENERAL CERTIFICATE 
REHUIREMENTS 
All applicants to the certificate programs must meet 
the general admissions requirements found in Section 
II of this CATALOG. Course work is graduate level; 
therefore, students must demonstrate eligibility for 
application to a graduate level program. 
Co56se Do6mat 
In general, courses are taught in the same format as 
regularly scheduled on-campus courses. However, in 
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health geoinformatics9 such as disease 
mapping9 trac;ing9 and assessment of 
en<ironmental ha=ards and exposure? health 
planning and policy? community health? 
health education and communication? 
analysis of access to health ser<ices? or health 
care geographicsA 
! Manage health .CS proEects in go<ernment9 
academia9 and community settingsA 
!"#$%#&'()*$#*+$#,&#--)+&,)$#-*.&-#)
Fhe certificate in emergency preparedness and 
response Gill pro<ide students Gith ;noGledge and 
s;ills to effecti<ely plan9 implement9 and e<aluate 
domestic and international puHlic health emergency 
response and reco<ery effortsA 
Ipon the completion of this certificate program9 
participants Gill He aHle toJ 
! Fa;e leadership and management roles in 
disaster preparedness and responseA 
! Kesign a preparedness and response planA 
! Lreate and execute taHleMtop exercises and 
drillsA 
! E<aluate and assess community and 
institutional capacity for emergency 
preparedness and responseA 
! "ddress the maEor puHlic health issues that 
arise during emergenciesA 
/#*$.,0'123#)4#+514)
Fhe certificate in reproducti<e health is offered 
through the Kepartment of Oealth Promotion and 
EducationA Fhe purpose of this regular certificate 
program is to familiari=e participants Gith the 
complex issues associated Gith planning9 
implementing9 and e<aluating reproducti<e health 
programs for men and GomenA 
Ipon completion of this certificate program9 
participants Gill He aHle toJ 
! KescriHe ;ey puHlic health issues in the field 
of reproducti<e healthA 
! Itili=e principles of Heha<ior change in the 
promotion of reproducti<e healthA 
! Plan9 implement9 and e<aluate puHlic health 
programs addressing multifaceted9 
integrated programs in reproducti<e health 
Hased upon current operational modelsA 
! Prite competiti<e proposals for grants and 
contracts in the field of reproducti<e healthA 
6.7+''.)'.&1$.5)"#14.,-)
FoHacco consumption continues to He a maEor puHlic 
health challenge Hoth gloHally and in the IASA"A 
"ccording to the Porld Oealth Qrgani=ation9 an 
estimated 4A5 million deaths are attriHutaHle to 
toHacco use annuallyA Cn the IASA"A9 more than 4RR9RRR 
indi<iduals STR percent of cancer mortalityU die from 
toHaccoMrelated causes e<ery yearA 
"lthough a <ariety of strategies are Heing used to 
address the toHacco proHlem9 there is a dearth of 
academicMHased programs to educate health 
professionals Gho Gill function as effecti<e 
practitioners and researchers in toHaccoMuse 
pre<ention and treatmentA Fhe purpose of this 
interdepartmental collaHorati<e program is to train 
participants in toHacco research that effecti<ely 
integrates theory and fieldMHased experienceA 
Ipon completion of this certificate program9 
participants should He aHle toJ 
! Kesign a needsMassessment sur<eyA 
! Employ epidemiological and statistical 
research methodsA 
! "pply principles and methods in health 
education to foster Heha<ior changeA 
! Plan9 implement9 and e<aluate communityM
Hased programsA 
! "d<ocate for policy changeA 
! Prepare a grant or contract proposalA 
! Prite puHlishaHle papersA 
! Londuct strategic planningA 
89:69/;<)8!=/!!)>/9=/;?@)
89:69/)9A)>BC<D:)E!;<6E)
Fhe Koctor of PuHlic Oealth SKrAPAOAU degree is 
designed to pro<ide comprehensi<e academic and 
research training in the field of puHlic healthA 
Students may enroll on a full or partMtime Hasis? 
hoGe<er9 they must ad<ance to candidacy Githin fi<e 
years of entering the programA MaEors are a<ailaHle inJ 
epidemiology9 health education9 gloHal health 
Scurrently closed to neG admissionsU9 nutrition9 and 
pre<enti<e careA " comHinedMdegrees program is 
a<ailaHle Gith psychologyA Cnformation on 
reVuirements for a specific program may He found in 
Section CCC of this L"F"WQ.A 
Fhe doctoral programs offer training for careers in 
Ghich ad<anced analytical and conceptual 
capaHilities are reVuired SeAgA9 teaching9 research9 
consultation9 and topMle<el administrationUA StudentsX 
research and dissertations are ;ey components in the 
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development of critical thinking related to public 
health and their maFor fields. 
A minimum of two years is generally required to 
complete course work; however, the number of units 
required depends on the specific maFor chosen. Time 
to completion of dissertation is variable. Program 
plans are described under individual maFors. 
Students whose academic backgrounds include 
substantial graduate study in public health andOor 
the maFor field may be granted advanced standing. 
The number of units of course work required to 
complete the program may be reduced accordingly 
but is not to be fewer than P0 units plus dissertation 
units at Loma Linda University. 
!ur goals 
Loma Linda University School of Public Health, a 
Seventh-day Adventist Christian institution, seeks to 
further the healing and teaching ministry of Tesus 
Christ Uto make man wholeU by: 
• Educating ethical and proficient public 
health professionals and scholars through 
instruction, example, and the pursuit of 
truth; 
• Expanding and providing advanced 
knowledge through research in nutrition, 
epidemiology, health education and 
preventive care and applying this 
knowledge to health and disease in the 
context of public health; 
• Providing advanced skills and competencies 
for leaders in public health teaching and 
practice. 
Learner outcomes 
Upon completion of the Doctor of Public Health 
degree program, students will be able to: 
• Apply ethical principles to the field of public 
health. 
• Demonstrate a commitment to lifelong 
learning to support the pursuit of truth. 
• Demonstrate a core set of research skills. 
• Use data and theory to identify public health 
problems. 
• Formulate appropriate research questions. 
• Choose appropriate research designs. 
• Develop data-collection instruments. 
• Collect, enter, and manage data. 
• Analyze and interpret data. 
• Communicate, both orally and in written 
form, results to the scientific and lay 
community. 
• [rite program and grant proposals and 
compete for external funding. 
• Demonstrate competencies in teaching, 
public health practice, and strategic 
planning. 
Admissions requirements 
Following are the admission requirements for the 
Doctor of Public Health degree program: 
• A strong background and high academic 
performance in previous education. 
• \.P.H. or \.S. degree in the maFor field or 
its equivalent; or a doctoral degree in a 
health-related field. 
• \inimum cumulative G.P.A. of 3.1 in 
graduate study. 
• Submission of GRE scores (taken within the 
past five years). 
• Statement of professional aspirations and 
goals. 
• Experience beyond a master's degree in a 
health-related field, preferably that of the 
maFor, required by some programs. 
• Recommendations indicating the applicant's 
academic performance and leadership 
potential. 
• Interview with the doctoral committee. 
Applications are considered year round. 
Comprehensive and qualifying examinations 
Students are required to demonstrate ability and 
readiness to proceed with doctoral study and research 
by successfully passing appropriate comprehensive 
andOor qualifying examinations. The specific format 
and timing are dependent on the maFor field of study. 
Organization of the material, professional 
presentation, and reference to authorities in the field 
and the literature are expected. 
Advancement to candidacy 
Advancement to candidacy is granted by the associate 
dean for academic affairs. Thereafter, a dissertation 
committee is formally appointed upon 
recommendation of the associate dean, provided 
students have: 
• Shown evidence of superior scholarship and 
ability. 
• Fulfilled all course requirements. 
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! Satisfactorily passed the appropriate 
examinations. 
! Received approval of the individual's 
dissertation committee for the research and 
dissertation proposal. 
!"#$%&"#"'%
The time lapse from first enrollment in the Dr.P.B. 
degree program to advancement to candidacy is five 
years, and seven years to completion of the degree 
program.  
($)$*+,-%*./%/"))$+'*'"0.%
The dissertation is a scholarly statement of the results 
of original research. It should advance knowledge in 
the maGor field. It must be an independent 
investigation and include analysis and interpretation 
of data and discussion of findings. It should be 
skillfully written and of such scholarship and 
scientific value as to demonstrate a mastery of 
research methodology. Students are encouraged to 
use the publishable paper format (required in some 
maGors) rather than the traditional form. The 
dissertation is defended orally before the doctoral 
research committee and presented publicly before 
invited faculty, peers, and the academic and health 
community. Additional information is detailed in the 
school's !"#$#%&%a()*++,# 
123&",%-$*&'-%)$#".*+)%
Attendance is required at a minimum of twenty 
public health seminars for each doctoral degree 
sought. For further information, please refer to the 
public health seminar description.  
!$*,-".4%*./%+$)$*+,-%*))")'*.')-"5)%
A limited number of research and teaching 
assistantships are available. Students on 
assistantships make a time commitment for 
experience and may need to limit their academic load 
in order to participate in these activities. 
10)'/0,'0+*&%6$&&07)-"5)%
One-year fellowships may be available in various 
programs. They are tailored to the applicant's interest 
(in accordance with training opportunities), expressed 
needs, and funding. Details can be obtained from the 
dean. 
89:!9(%9;%1<=>9?91<@%
The Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) degree is designed 
to provide comprehensive research and academic 
training. Students may enroll on a full- or part-time 
basis; however, they must advance to candidacy 
within five years of entering the program. The Ph.D. 
degree is currently offered in epidemiology. 
The Ph.D. degree offers training for top-level Gobs in 
research and academia. The program is specifically 
targeted to doctoral level health professionals who 
want to move into a research and academic career. 
Bowever, those with a master's degree in a relevant 
field and with documented research experience are 
also eligible for this program. Students' research and 
dissertation are key components in the development 
of critical thinking. 
Course work is generally completed in two years. 
Time to completion of dissertation is variable. The 
specific program plans are described under the 
epidemiology department. 
Students whose academic backgrounds include 
substantial graduate study in a cognate field may be 
granted advanced standing. The number of units of 
course work required to complete the program may 
be reduced accordingly but is not to be fewer than 60 
units plus dissertation units at Loma Linda 
University. 
?,-00&%%40*&)%
Loma Linda University School of Public Bealth, a 
Seventh-day Adventist Christian institution, seeks to 
further the healing and teaching ministry of Uesus 
Christ Vto make man wholeV by: 
! Educating ethical and proficient scholars 
through instruction, example, and the 
pursuit of truth; 
! Expanding and providing advanced 
knowledge through research in various 
fields related to human health and disease. 
! Providing advanced skills and competencies 
for professionals who plan to pursue a 
research career. 
>$*+.$+%02',0#$)%
Upon completion of the Doctor of Philosophy degree 
in epidemiology, students will be able to: 
! Identify areas requiring biomedical or 
epidemiologic research and design and 
conduct appropriate study to address the 
question(s). 
! Yrite grant proposals to obtain funding for 
research. 
! Select and execute appropriate and valid 
analyses of data using available statistical 
software. 
! Yrite, interpret, and publish results of 
conducted research and communicate orally. 
! Develop and teach classes at the graduate 
level within their area of expertise. 
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A"missions re+,irements 
Following are the admission requirements for the 
Doctor of Philosophy degree program in 
epidemiology: 
! A strong background and high academic 
performance in previous education. 
! Doctoral level health professional degree or 
master's degree in relevant field with 
documented research experience. 
! Students without a doctoral level health 
professional degree, completion of several 
courses in biological sciences (see section 
Epidemiology-PH Doctor of Philosophy 
prerequisites) 
! GRE scores above the 50th percentile 
required in all three sections with an average 
of at least the 50th percentile on the 
quantitative and analytic sections combined. 
! International students, comprehensive 
evaluation of transcript by an approved 
foreign credentialing agency for equivalence 
of a doctoral level health professional degree 
or a master's degree in a relevant field; also, 
a TOEFL score of 213 (computer generated, 
with an essay score of 5.0) if English is the 
applicant's second language. 
! Minimum cumulative G.P.A. of 3.2 in 
graduate study 
! Statement of professional aspirations and 
goals 
! Recommendations indicating the applicant's 
academic performance and research 
potential 
! Interview with the doctoral committee 
Applications are considered all year round. 
Compre0ensi1e an" +,alif5in6 e7aminations 
Students are required to demonstrate ability and 
readiness to proceed with doctoral study and research 
by successfully passing the comprehensive 
examination. The examination includes writing a 
grant proposal on a specific topic, doing independent 
statistical analyses on a provided dataset, oral 
examination, and oral presentation of the grant 
proposal. Organization of the material, professional 
presentation, and reference to authorities in the field 
and the literature are expected. 
A"1ancement to can"i"ac5 
Advancement to candidacy is granted by the associate 
dean for academic affairs upon recommendation by 
the Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics. 
Thereafter, a dissertation committee is formally 
appointed upon recommendation of the associate 
dean, provided students have: 
! Shown evidence of superior scholarship and 
ability. 
! Fulfilled all course requirements. 
! Satisfactorily passed the appropriate 
examinations. 
! Received approval of the individual's 
dissertation committee for the research and 
dissertation proposal. 
Time limit 
The time lapse from first enrollment in the Ph.D. 
degree program to advancement to candidacy is five 
years, and seven years to completion of the degree 
program. 
Researc0 an" "issertation 
The dissertation is a scholarly statement of the results 
of original research. It should advance knowledge in 
the major field. It must be an independent 
investigation and include analysis and interpretation 
of data and discussion of findings. It should be 
skillfully written and of such scholarship and 
scientific value as to demonstrate a mastery of 
research methodology. Students are required to use 
the publishable paper format rather than the 
traditional form. Before their dissertation defense, 
students must have published one paper and 
submitted two more papers and responded to 
reviewers' comments on both. The dissertation is 
defended orally before the doctoral research 
committee and presented publicly before invited 
faculty, peers, and the academic and health 
community. Additional information is detailed in the 
Faculty of Graduate Studies' ^Dissertation and Thesis 
Format Guide.^ 
P,<lic 0ealt0 seminars 
Attendance is required at a minimum of twenty 
public health seminars for each doctoral degree 
sought. For further information, please refer to the 
public health seminar description. 
Teac0in6 an" researc0 assistants0ips 
As part of their training, each Ph.D. degree students 
must be involved as teaching assistants and 
laboratory assistants in introductory and advanced 
level courses, as well as give at least one lecture in 
one of the EPDM/STAT courses. A limited number of 
research and teaching assistantships are available. 
Students working as assistants make a time 
commitment for experience and may need to limit 
their academic load in order to participate in these 
activities. 
Post"octoral fello=s0ips 
One-year fellowships may be available. They are 
tailored to the applicant's interest (in accordance with 
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training opportunities6, expressed needs, and 
funding. Details can be obtained from the dean. 
!"D!$!DUAL D)CT),AL D-.,-- 
P,).,A0S 
For School of Public Health doctoral degree program 
details, see individuals programs in Section IIIB 
! Epidemiology, Doctor of Public Health 
EDr.P.H.6 
! Global Health 
! Health Education, Doctor of Public Health 
EDr.P.H.6 
! Nutrition, Doctor of Public Health EDr.P.H.6 
! Preventive Care, Doctor of Public Health 
EDr.P.H.6 
C)02!"-D D-.,--S P,).,A0S 
The School of Public Health, in conJunction with other 
schools of LLU, offers the following combined 
degrees programsB 
! Health Education EM.P.H.6 !it$ Marriage 
and Family Counseling EM.S.6 
! Health Education EM.P.H.6 !it$ Nursing 
EM.S.6 
! Health Education EM.P.H.6 !it$ Clinical 
Psychology EPsy.D.6 
! Preventive Care EDr.P.H.6 !it$ Clinical 
Psychology EPsy.D.6 
! Maternal and Child Health EM.P.H6 !it$ 
Social Work EM.S.W6 
! Health Education EM.P.H6 !it$ Dentistry 
ED.D.S.6 
! Health Education EM.P.H.6 !it$ Medicine 
EM.D.6 
Financia8 !n9:rmati:n 
The Qffice of the Dean is the final authority in all 
financial matters and is charged with the 
interpretation of all financial policies. Any exceptions 
to published policy in regard to reduction or 
reimbursement of tuition must be approved by the 
dean. Any statement by individual faculty members, 
program directors, or department chairs in regard to 
these matters is not binding on the school or the 
University unless approved by the dean. 
Registration is not complete until tuition and fees on 
the reTuired installment are paidU therefore, the 
student should be prepared to make these payments 
during scheduled registration for each academic year. 
There may be adJustments in tuition and fees as 
economic conditions warrant. 
The student is expected to arrange for financial 
resources to cover all expenses before the beginning 
of each school year. Previous accounts with other 
schools or with this University must be settled prior 
to registration. 
TraineeshiAs 
United States Public Health Service Traineeships 
provide grant money in support of public health 
training to citizens of the United States or to persons 
having in their possession a visa granting permanent 
residence in the United States. Allocation is made by 
the school to those who demonstrate financial need 
and who undertake specified programs of study. 
Further availability is contingent upon congressional 
funding. Applications must be submitted for 
consideration by June 15. Applications are available 
from the School of Public Health Qffice of Financial 
Administration. 
AssistantshiAs 
A limited number of teaching and research 
assistantships are available through the academic 
departments and individual researchers. It is 
understood that the student will perform such duties 
as may be reTuired by the one to whom the student is 
responsible, but such duties are not to exceed the 
eTuivalent of half-time employment. Students will be 
considered after they demonstrate knowledge and 
proficiency in the area in which they would work. 
AAA8icati:n 9:r 9inancia8 aiB 
Before a fellowship, traineeship, or assistantship is 
awarded, the student must have secured regular 
admission to the school. The academic record, 
financial need, and potential productivity are among 
the factors considered in the awarding of financial 
aid. Preference is given to complete applications 
received by May 15. Early application is advised. 
L:ans 
Loan funds may be available to School of Public 
Health students who show need as determined by a 
federal formula. Loans are restricted to citizens of the 
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United States and eligible nonciti?ens. Certain funds 
are interest-free Ehile a student is enrolled at least 
half time. InHuiries about loans should be made to the 
Office of Financial Aid. 
S"#$%&'$ )* "#A,-$S 
Effective Summer Kuarter 2009 NsubOect to change by 
trustee actionQ: 
T&/T/)0 
1aster7s and %octora< %egrees 
S649  Per unit: credit Non and off campusQ 
S325  Per unit: audit Non and off campusQ 
S>$"/A' T&/T/)0 "#A,-$S 
unavailable  Field practicum and internship 
S>$"/A' *$$ 
S527.50  YSpecial feeY noE charged by each school 
S>$"/A' "#A,-$S 
S25  Application NnonrefundableQ 
S100  Acceptance deposit for bachelor[s degree NnonrefundableQ 
S100  Acceptance deposit for master[s degree students NnonrefundableQ 
S250  Acceptance deposit for doctoral degree students NnonrefundableQ 
S50  Late payment fee 
S20  Returned check fee 
S50  Late registration fee 
S25  E]amination, other than regularly scheduled 
S50  EHuivalency e]amination 
1/S"$''A0$)&S $?>$0S$S 
cost  Health care items not covered by insurance 
cost  Breakage, damage, loss of University eHuipment 
,$*&0% >)'/"Y 
Tuition refunds are calculated on a prorated basis for 
up to 60 percent of the Huarter, Eith no refund after 
that point. This calculation is based on the day a 
EithdraEal from a course or program is processed by 
University Records. Students Eho drop a course from 
a block program of courses receive no refund. 
If a student drops a course after completing 10 
percent of a class, the student Eill receive a 90 percent 
refund. Because refunds are based on a percentage of 
the class completed, the days on Ehich these 
percentage refunds Eill change are determined by the 
length of the term in Ehich the course is scheduled. 
)n and offBcampus student housing 
Students may go to aEEE.llu.edu/central/ 
housing/inde].pagec for housing information and 
application form. 
AWA,%S A0% #)0),S 
Students demonstrating superior scholarship, 
professionalism, and promise of future contribution 
to the field of public health may be nominated for 
recognition. Faculty members and staff are also 
eligible for certain aEards. 
The BECd) BUSHMAN AfARD, established by 
Mary and Bliss Bushman, is given to individuals Eho 
best demonstrate healthy lifestyles, academic 
achievement, and contributions to society. 
The CALLICOTT-REGISTER AfARD is given as a 
tuition-assistance aEard to Hualified nutrition 
students. 
The PRESIDENT[S AfARD is given annually to a 
student Eho has demonstrated superior or e]cellent 
scholarship, actively participated in the affairs of the 
student and church communities, actively 
participated in general community service, and 
shoEn evidence of commitment to the highest ideals 
of the University. 
The CHARLIE LIU AfARD is given by the student 
association to an outstanding student, faculty, or staff 
member Eho reflects the life of Christ through a 
caring spirit, a listening heart, and a commitment to 
peace. 
The DEAN[S AfARD is given annually to a student 
Eho has demonstrated superior or e]cellent 
scholarship, actively participated in the affairs of the 
student and church communities, actively 
participated in general community service, and 
shoEn evidence of commitment to the highest ideals 
of the School of Public Health. 
Nomination is made annually for membership in 
DELTA OMEGA, the national honor society for 
public health. Nominees must be from the top 25 
percent of their class and demonstrate promise of 
significant contribution to the field of public health. 
The GLEN BLIX AfARD is given annually to the 
graduating doctoral student in preventive care Eho 
best e]emplifies e]cellence and leadership in 
preventive care. 
The HALVERSON AfARD is presented to a 
graduating student Eho e]emplifies e]cellence and 
promise of leadership in health administration. 
The HULDA CROOdS AfARD is the Loma Linda 
University School of Public Health[s premier student 
aEard acknoEledging Ehole-person e]cellence. The 
purpose of this endoEment is to provide Loma Linda 
University School of Public Health funds for student 
aEards for e]cellence, student-initiated research, and 
public health-practice grants. The grants are designed 
to encourage Loma Linda University School of Public 
Health students to become involved in the practical 
application of their educational e]perience through 
research and public health practice. To receive a 
 "inancial Information 
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grant, students are required to submit proposals that 
will be competitively =udged by the Awards and 
Traineeship Committee. Grant application will be 
considered once each academic school year, with up 
to two awards given each year. 
Each year the School of Public Health presents two 
students cash awards of G2000 in honor of Hulda 
Crooks. In addition, there are G1000-G3000 research 
and public health-practice grants available to 
currently registered School of Public Health students. 
The MEANNE WEISSMAN RESEARCH AWARD is 
granted annually during the Spring Suarter to a 
Doctor of Public Health degree student who has 
maintained a G.P.A. of 3.2 or above and who has 
demonstrated financial need. 
The NATIONAL DEANVS LIST is comprised of 
students in the top 25 percent of their class who have 
carried a full academic load during a quarter with a 
grade-point average of at least 3.5 and no Incomplete 
notation on their report. 
The P. WILLIAM DYSINGER EXCELLENCE IN 
TEACHING AWARD is given annually by the 
student association to a faculty member who 
exemplifies excellence in teaching, Christian 
commitment, and support for cultural diversity. 
The purpose of the RO[ERT MACINTYRE AND 
\AIDA CORDERO-MACINTYRE ENDOWMENT is 
to provide Hispanic students with financial assistance 
in order to achieve their academic goals. Students 
must be Hispanic and in good academic standing 
with a G.P.A. of at least 3.0. 
The RUTH WHITE AWARD is given to an 
outstanding student at commencement each year who 
exemplifies a spirit of cooperation and leadership, 
helpfulness in scholastic efforts, and sensitivity to 
students from diverse cultures. 
The SELMA ANDREWS SCHOLARSHIP provides 
funding for international health ma=ors to attend 
Global Health Council. 
The WILLARD AND IRENE HUMPAL AWARD 
recogni^es students who have gone the extra mile to 
give service to their church, their school, and their 
community_ who are enthusiastic learners_ and who 
have demonstrated financial need. 
!epartment)*pe+ifi+ *+ho1ar*hip* and a3ard* may be 
6ie3ed on the S89 departmenta1 Web *ite; 
!RA$UAT'ON +'TH HONORS 
Superior academic performance is recogni^ed for 
undergraduate students who at the end of the quarter 
preceding their final term have acquired a cumulative 
grade-point average for all college work, as follows` 
Cum laude 3.5 
Magna cum laude 3.8 
Summa cum laude 3.9 
 
A$$'T'ONA. RE0U'REMENTS 
"or additional policies governing Loma Linda 
University students, see Section II of this CATALOG, 
as well as the University Student 9andbook. Students 
are responsible for informing themselves of and 
satisfactorily meeting all regulations pertinent to 
registration, matriculation, and graduation. 
!"#$%&S#T) +,T,-O/ 
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!74<- !<=4:7:<4:<-4 ->?:<6<-7:> 
T7ere is a groEing nee= to >e a>le to interpret 
sGientiRiG literature6 esta>lis7 =ata>ases6 an= =o siNple 
=esGriptive an= anal@tiGal statistiGal anal@ses. T7ere is 
also a nee= Ror proRessionals in ot7er =isGiplines to 
7ave a >asiG LnoEle=ge oR anal@tiGal strategies an= 
>iostatistiGal reasoning an= t7inLing. T7is GertiRiGate 
gives t7e 7ol=er t7e a>ilit@ to rea= sGientiRiG literature 
Nore LnoEle=gea>l@6 Golla>orate Eit7 statistiGians6 
an= interpret an= evaluate =ata t7at are presente=. 
9.&/@./ #A%'#B.$ 
!pon GoNpletion oR t7is GertiRiGate prograN6 stu=ents 
Eill >e a>le toT 
1. +ritiGall@ rea= t7e literature Eit7 respeGt to 
=esign an= >asiG statistiGal anal@sis. 
V. #nterpret an= GoNNuniGate t7e results oR 
>asiG statistiGal anal@ses an= Erite statistiGal 
Net7o= seGtions. 
1. ,sseN>le =ata an= Greate a =ata>ase rea=@ 
Ror anal@sis. 
0. SeleGt statistiGal anal@sis using >asiG 
statistiGal tests an= Gurrent statistiGal 
soRtEare We.g.6 S,S or SMSSX. 
<@C"'&%#/$ #0 .CA'&%"#@&D .00.'%"E.@.$$ 
1. +lass proCeGt 
V. Oral presentation 
M&%&%Q!#S#T% 
!.S. >aGGalaureate =egree or its eZuivalent 
+ollege alge>ra 
+oNputer literaG@ 
?.$.&/'F &@C 0#/AB$ 
MartiGipants are reZuire= to atten= a NiniNuN oR Rive 
RoruNs in t7e ;epartNent oR %pi=eNiolog@ an= 
BiostatistiGs an=[or +enter Ror \ealt7 &esearG7 
=uring t7eir GertiRiGate prograN. 
7GH7I->G !<=4:7:<4:<-4 
->?:<6<-7:> 
#n Nost pu>liG 7ealt7 =isGiplines6 t7e role oR statistiGs 
is >eGoNing Nore an= Nore iNportant. MroRessionals 
are e]peGte= to >e a>le to GritiGall@ rea= t7e literature 
an= evaluate anal@tiGal Net7o=s use=. 2an@ are also 
e]peGte= to esta>lis7 =ata>ases an= =o statistiGal 
anal@sis. T7is GertiRiGate gives t7e 7ol=er t7e sLills to 
>e a>le to esta>lis7 GoNple] =ata>ases in=epen=entl@6 
to =o Nore a=vanGe= statistiGal anal@ses6 an= to 
GritiGall@ evaluate sGientiRiG papers Eit7 respeGt to 
appropriateness oR anal@ses. 
9.&/@./ #A%'#B.$ 
!pon GoNpletion oR t7is GertiRiGate prograN6 stu=ents 
Eill >e a>le toT 
1. 4unGtion as a statistiGal Gonsultant on 
researG7 proCeGts. 
V. /ive a=viGe on stu=@ =esign issues6 
inGlu=ing a=vanGe= statistiGal anal@ses an= 
Zuestionnaire =esign. 
1. ,sseN>le =ata an= Greate an= Nanage 
=ata>ases an= seleGt appropriate statistiGal 
tests Ror =ata anal@ses. 
0. +oNNuniGate results oR anal@ses an= Erite 
t7e statistiGal Net7o=s seGtion. 
<@C"'&%#/$ #0 .CA'&%"#@&D .00.'%"E.@.$$ 
1. &esearG7 proCeGt 
V. Dritten paper 
1. Oral presentation 
M&%&%Q!#S#T% 
SuGGessRul GoNpletion oR a >asiG GertiRiGate prograN 
+oNplete= appliGation Ror a gra=uate =egree 
prograN in t7e SG7ool oR Mu>liG \ealt7 
/&% sGores 
TEo letters oR reGoNNen=ation 
#ntervieE Eit7 =epartNental RaGult@ NeN>er 
?.$.&/'F &@C 0#/AB$ 
Stu=ents are reZuire= to atten= a NiniNuN oR Rive 
RoruNs in t7e SG7ool oR Mu>liG \ealt7 ;epartNent oR 
%pi=eNiolog@ an= BiostatistiGs an=[or +enter Ror 
\ealt7 &esearG7 =uring t7e GertiRiGate prograN. 
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8<($::<@D<DV 
B/8/016C 02: =31478 
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43 Serve as statistical consultant to health 
professionals on research proCectsD 
communicate the results of analysesD and 
write the statistical methods and results 
sections of a research paper3 
I3 Select appropriate statistical methods to 
analyJe data and establish and manage 
databases using current computer software 
Me3g3D SASD SPLUSD and SPSSO3
 
Program ed*cational effecti1eness indicators 
3ame Descri5tion 6ocation 
Midterm and 
comprehensive final 
eQaminations 
EQaminations covering course materials for the term LLU campus 
Research A written comprehensive paper LLU campus 
Comprehensive eQamination A written comprehensive eQamination on five different STAT 
subCects 
LLU campus 
Presentation Presentation of research by student after completion of research LLU campus 
Course evaluation forms Suggestions by students to improve delivery of course material 
and the design of the course itself 
LLU campus 
 
Program 
The Master of Public Health degree Biostatistics 
Program includes courses in biostatisticsD computer 
programmingD and epidemiologyT and a research 
proCect3 No thesis is required3 Completion of degree 
requirements requires a minimum of four quarters3 
The program prepares an individual for positions 
involving the collectionD managementD and 
interpretation of health-related data3 
PREREWUISITE 
College algebraD calculus MpreferredO Mone courseO 
Computer literacy MXnowledge and eQperience in 
computer operating systemsD especially the Yindows 
environmentT and some programming eQperience 
recommendedO 
7esearc8 and for*ms 
Students are required to attend a minimum of twenty 
forums in the Department of Epidemiology and 
Biostatistics and/or Center for Health Research 
during their program3 Attendance at these forums 
will be in addition to attendance at the public health 
seminars3 
C*lminating acti1it: 
In order to obtain a degreeD the student is required to 
successfully complete a written comprehensive 
eQaminationD as required by the Department of 
Epidemiology and Biostatistics3 
 
P*;lic 8ealt8 core  
<asic 
Certificate 
=d1anced 
Certificate >?@?P?A? >?P?A? 
ENVH I0] Principles of Environmental Health     130 130 
EPDM I0] Principles of Epidemiology I 130   130 130 
GLBH I^4 Cultural Competence and Health Disparities     ^30 ^30 
HADM I0] Principles of Health Policy and Management     130 130 
HPRO I0] Principles of Health Behavior     130 130 
HPRO I12 Program Planning and Evaluation     ^30 ^30 
NUTR I0] Public Health Nutrition and Biology     130 130 
PHC_ 20I Overview of Public Health     `30 `30 
PHC_ 2aI Integrated Public Health Capstone     ^30 ^30 
RELE Ibb Graduate-level Ethics   130     
RELE I14 Ethical Issues in Public Health 130   130 130 
STAT I^` Biostatistics I 430   430 430 
Totals `030 130 ^]30 "#.0 
 
 
 "#os&a&#s&#cs)*+ 
 
,-.
Ma#or  
&asic 
Certificate 
Advanced 
Certificate M.S.P.H. M.P.H. 
/010 232 45an&7 an8 9on&5ac&7*5o:osal W5#&#n= ->?       
/010 2@@ "#os&a&#s&#cs AA ,>?   ,>? ,>? 
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7ield experience  
*5ac&#cDm Dn#&s a5e #n a88#&#on &o &Ke m#n#mDm =5a8Da&e Dn#&s 
5eTD#5e8 Mo5 &Ke 8e=5ee>  
&asic 
Certificate 
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Certificate M.S.P.H. M.P.H. 
/010 .LI U#el8 *5ac&#cDm 
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Thesis  
&asic 
Certificate 
Advanced 
Certificate M.S.P.H. M.P.H. 
/010 PL2 0Kes#s Q@>?7I>?R 
AnclD8es a m#n#mDm 
oM @,? KoD5s oM :DJl#c 
Keal&K :5ac&#ce 
    I>?   
0o&als )  )  I>?  )  
Overall Totals 28.0  27.0  79.0  64.0  
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Emergency Preparedness and Response1PH 
3PB certificate8 
EHREN NGO, Program Director 
9ACULT? 
@esse Bliss 
Steve Serrao 
Donn Gaede 
Ehren Ngo 
Seth Wiafe 
Susanne B. Montgomery 
ADAUNCT 9ACULT? 
Emmanuel Rudatsikira 
Ryan Miller 
D. Graham Stacey 
Lindsey Simpson 
Andrew Haglund 
 
PURPCSE 
The Emergency Preparedness and Response 
Certificate will provide students with the knowledge 
and skills to effectively plan, implement, and evaluate 
domestic and international public health emergency 
response and recovery efforts. 
Cutcome oFGectives 
Upon completion of this program, students should be 
prepared to: 
S. Take leadership and management roles in 
disaster preparedness and response. 
T. Design a preparedness and response plan. 
3. Create, execute, and evaluate table-top 
exercises and drills. 
4. Evaluate and assess community and 
institutional capacity for emergency 
preparedness and response. 
W. Address the major public health issues that 
arise during emergencies. 
Individuals Kho may Fenefit from this program 
! Government officials, i.e., public health, 
Office of Emergency Preparedness, and 
Native American tribal governments and 
bioterrorism coordinators 
! Local city, county, and health workers 
! HospitalYHealth care administrators and 
clinicians 
! Emergency, fire, law enforcement 
! Private industry 
! Nongovernmental organizationsYPrivate 
voluntary organizations 
! Students 
! First responders 
PRERE\UISITE 
Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or 
university, with a minimum G.P.A. of T.^. 
Application to and acceptance by the School of Public 
Health.
 
ReMuired  Units 
GLBH WS_ Principles of Disaster Management I 3.0 
GLBH WT0 Principles of Disaster Management II 3.0 
GLBH WTS Principles of Disaster Management III 3.0 
GLBH WW2 Public Health Issues in Emergencies 3.0 
GLBH WW_ Psychosocial Models and Interventions 3.0 
GLBH Wa0 Economic, Legal, and Policy Issues in Disasters 3.0 
RELE W34 Ethical Issues in Public Health 3.0 
Totals TS.0  
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Electives  
Minim8m of : 8nit.  <nit. 
"=>H ?@3 GBC CoftDare Epplication. and 
Method. H4I 
"=>H ?@J Geo.patial Kechnologie. for 
"mergency Preparedne.. and 
Management  H4I 
GLMH ?3J /ef8gee and Di.placed Pop8lation 
Health H4I 
GLMH ?3O >iolence and Kerrori.m B..8e. H4I 
GLMH ??? Kechnology in "mergency 
Management H4I 
GLMH ??J "pidemiology of Di.a.ter. H4I 
GLMH ?:3 Primary Health Pare Program. B H4I 
  :QR 
Kotal. :QR  
)verall Totals 27.0  
!N#VER'#() +,(,-O/ 
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(his 2JPJHJ deAree proAram is desiAned for 
indiHiduals Kith professional practitioner career 
oSCectiHes in the area of enHironmental and 
occupational healthJ 
'tudents Kho complete this academic proAram Kill 
acXuire the professional and scientific sMills to 
perform as enHironmental Xualit< control 
professionals in local3 state3 or federal AoHernment 
health departmentsYaAenciesZ and in priHate 
SusinessYindustr<J 
C"-$/*)&%F,&G,(-0/*)$&"*+,(GG(/)$#("(FF,
PerformanceTSased outcomes are oStained throuAh 
course Kritten and oral e[aminations3 papers3 oral 
presentations3 a department comprehensiHe 
e[amination3 a culminatinA actiHit<3 and a field 
internshipJ #n addition3 students must taMe an 
inteArated capstone puSlic health courseJ (racMT
specific performance indicators are listed SeloK 
under each tracMJ 
\ualified candidates also taMe the +alifornia 
ReAistered EnHironmental Health 'pecialist UREH'V 
e[aminationJ 
!H5!DC!A<!E,!ABCD.A7!A?;>,
2!;>?2,5D.:!IIC.A;>,6259,?D;<J,6C9,
(he E[perienced Health Professional UHPV (racM U#V is 
desiAned for students Kho can proHide Herification of 
at least tKo <ears of applicaSle enHironmental health 
e[perienceJ Preference is AiHen to applicants Kho are 
reAistered enHironmental health specialistsJ 
!ABCD.A7!A?;>,2!;>?2,I5!<C;>CI?,
62I9,?D;<J,6CC9,
(he EnHironmental Health 'pecialist UH'V (racM U##V 
proHides career sMills in the enHironmental health 
sciences for indiHiduals Kithout preHious professional 
e[perienceJ /raduates Kith these sMills seeM 
emplo<ment in priHate SusinessYindustr< as 
enHironmental Xualit< control professionalsZ or in 
local3 state3 or federal AoHernment health 
departmentsYaAenciesJ (he proAram has Seen 
approHed S< the 'tate of +alifornia EnHironmental 
Health 'pecialist ReAistration +ommittee3 ]1^ North 
_th 'treet3 2' `a]3 PJOJ @o[ a0b_`b3 'acramento3 +, 
a0b`0T_`b1J 'atisfactor< completion of this curriculum 
meets3 in part3 the eliAiSilit< reXuirements to sit for 
the ReAistered EnHironmental Health 'pecialist 
UREH'V E[amination administered S< the +alifornia 
'tate Department of Health 'erHicesJ 'atisfactor< 
performance on the e[amination Xualifies indiHiduals 
for practice as reAistered enHironmental health 
specialists in +alifornia and3 S< reciprocit<3 in the 
fort<Tnine remaininA statesJ 
>(*%"(%,&0)/&'(F,6?D;<JI,C,;AE,CC9,
!pon completion of the deAree3 the Araduate should 
Se aSle toc 
^J ,ppl< the principles of risM assessment to 
determine the impact of enHironmental and 
occupational haRards on human healthJ 
bJ Recommend appropriate interHentions3 such 
as enAineerinA controls3 SehaHior chanAe3 or 
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material substitution necessary for reducing 
human exposures to environmental and 
occupational hazards. 
@. Describe the structure and function of 
human organ systems and identify 
environmental and occupational agents that 
disrupt these systems to cause disease and 
injury. 
4. Interpret federal and state regulations and 
participate in the development of policies 
that will influence overall environmental 
and occupational health outcomes. 
E. Communicate effectively the synergistic 
relationship between environmental and 
public health issues to a variety audiences. 
6. Demonstrate basic familiarity with at least 
one GIS software system. 
!"#$""%$"&'($")"*+,%
PREREKUISITE 
The following prerequisite courses must be 
completed prior to enrolling in the REHS programs in 
environmental health: 
Piological science with laboratory (one year) 
General chemistry with laboratory (one year) 
General physics with laboratory (one year) 
Organic chemistry with laboratory (minimum of two-
quarter sequence) 
General microbiology with laboratory (one course) 
Calculus or college algebra (one course) 
"*-($.*)"*+/0%/*!%
.11'2/+(.*/0%34#("*"%5".36%
+$/17%5(((6%
The Environmental and Occupational Hygiene Track 
(III) is designed for individuals who intend to use 
graduate level knowledge of environmental health as 
an adjunct to their primary career goals. 
Environmental attorneys, health care managers, 
corporate administrators, journalists, and others who 
require working knowledge of the field are ideal 
candidates for this program. The program is similar 
in scope and rigor to other programs offered in the 
department, with the exception of the science 
prerequisites. This program is not intended to meet 
the California REHS certification requirements. 
089:;8:%<=>?<@8A%
Upon completion of the degree, the graduate should 
be able to: 
7. Interpret environmental sampling data. 
V. Apply principles of risk assessment in the 
workplace to effectively address 
environmental and occupational disease and 
injury. 
@. Interpret the federal and state regulatory 
programs that relate to environmental and 
occupational protection. 
4. Recommend appropriate interventions, such 
as engineering controls, behavior change, or 
material substitution 
necessary for reducing human exposures to 
environmental and occupational hazards. 
E. Make policy recommendations on key 
environmental and occupational health 
issues. 
PREREKUISITE 
The following prerequisite courses must be 
completed prior to enrolling in the non-REHS track in 
environmental and occupational hygiene: 
Piological science with laboratory (one year) 
General chemistry with laboratory (one year) 
Organic chemistry (one course) 
General physics (one course) 
Calculus or college algebra (one course) 
#".#$/23(1%(*B.$)/+(.*%,4,+"),%
B.$%"*-($.*)"*+/0%3"/0+3%
5#(,"*-36%
The Geographic Information Systems for 
Environmental Health (GISENVH) Track is designed 
to prepare students in the application of modern 
geospatial information technologies to environmental 
health practice, research, and learning. Acquiring 
dual skills in public health and GIS enhances the 
preparation of environmental health professionals by 
increasing their effectiveness and efficiency in state-
of-the-art methods of problem solving and 
information sharing. GIS skills are highly desired 
today as an integral part of informatics competencies 
that are required of health professionals. 
!N#$ERS#T) C,T,L.G 
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!earner outcomes 
#n a44ition to learner outcomes of Trac@ # an4 ##A 
upon completion of the 4eDreeA the Dra4uate shoul4 
also be able toF 
GH Iescribe the utility of Deoinformatics to 
enKironmental an4 occupational health 
practicesH 
1H ,ppropriately selects an4 effectiKely use the 
stateLofLtheLart Deoinformatics tools in 
support of enKironmental health 4ata 
acMuisitionA manaDementA analysisA an4 
reportinDH 
PREREO!#S#TE 
Stu4ents must haKe complete4 the appropriate 
prereMuisite courses prior to enrollinD as liste4 un4er 
Trac@s #L###A 4epen4inD on Phether or not they are 
see@inD the REHS certificationH #n a44itionA stu4ents 
in the G#SEN$H trac@ must 4emonstrate computer 
proficiencyA althouDh no preKious eRperience Pith 
G#S is reMuire4H ,4Kance4 placement can be 
consi4ere4 for stu4ents Pith preKious G#S 
eRperienceStraininDH Stu4ents shoul4 haKe a soli4 
MuantitatiKe bac@Droun4Tas eKi4ence4 by scores on 
the mathematical an4 analytical sections of the GREA 
as Pell as by the nature of their un4erDra4uate course 
Por@H 
Culminating activity (all tracks) 
, formalA oral presentation an4 a Pritten paper on a 
topic of current enKironmental health importance are 
reMuire4 as a culminatinD actiKityH Stu4ent 
presentations an4 paper are eKaluate4 on 
professionalismA scientific meritA an4 thorouDhnessH 
The culminatinD actiKity shall inclu4e a Pritten 
comprehensiKe eRamination (prior to the fiel4 
eRperience)A fiel4 eRperience (upon completion of 
essential maWor course Por@)A professional portfolio 
(upon completion of the fiel4 eRperience)A full Pritten 
report of proWect (not later that one month after 
successful oral presentation)A an4 an eRit interKieP 
Pith the 4epartment chair (at the conclusion of the 
proDram)H 
Comprehensive examination (all tracks) 
Stu4ents must satisfactorily complete a 4epartmental 
comprehensiKe eRamination prior to Dra4uationH The 
eRamination Pill alloP stu4ents to 4emonstrate their 
ability to inteDrate an4 apply s@ills an4 @noPle4De 
eRpecte4 of masterXs leKel enKironmental health 
practitionersH
 
Public health core  HP HS E>H 
GIS 
ENBH 
GIS 
ENBH 
HP 
EN$H YZ[ EnKironmental Health ,4ministration \H] \H] \H] \H] \H] 
EPI^ Y]_ Principles of Epi4emioloDy # \H] \H] \H] \H] \H] 
GL`H Y10 Cultural Competence an4 Health Iisparities 1H] 1H] 1H] 1H] 1H] 
HPR. Y]_ Principles of Health `ehaKior \H] \H] \H] \H] \H] 
HPR. Y\[ ProDram PlanninD an4 EKaluation 1H] 1H] 1H] 1H] 1H] 
N!TR Y]_ Public Health Nutrition an4 `ioloDy \H] \H] \H] \H] \H] 
PHCa []Y .KerKieP of Public Health GH] GH] GH] GH] GH] 
PHCa [bY #nteDrate4 Public Health Capstone 1H] 1H] 1H] 1H] 1H] 
RELE Y\0 Ethical #ssues in Public Health \H] \H] \H] \H] \H] 
ST,T Y]_ General Statistics (0H]) 
ST,T Y1G `iostatistics # (0H]) 
Choose one course  T T T T T 
Totals 11H]  11H]  11H]  11H]  11H]  
 
Major  HP HS E>H 
GIS 
ENBH 
GIS 
ENBH 
HP 
EN$H YGY coo4 Ouality ,ssurance   \H]       
EN$H Y[b Hadar4ous ^aterials an4 Soli4LPaste ^anaDement \H] \H] \H] \H] \H] 
EN$H Y[Z eater Ouality ,ssurance \H] \H] \H] \H] \H] 
EN$H Y[_ EnKironmental SamplinD an4 ,nalysis   0H] 0H] 0H]   
EN$H YZG Principles of #n4ustrial HyDiene \H] \H]   \H] \H] 
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ENVH 58< Environmental Toxicology 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
ENVH 589 Environmental Risk Assessment 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
ENVH 605 Seminar in Environmental and Occupational Health 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
ENVH 566 Outdoor Air Kuality and 
Human Health L3.0M 
ENVH 5<5 Indoor Air Kuality L3.0M 
Choose one course  3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Totals 19.0  26.0  20.0  23.0  19.0  
 
Geoinformatics  HP HS 0OH 
GIS 
045H 
GIS 
045H 
HP 
ENVH 521 Cartography and Map Resign       2.0 2.0 
ENVH 522 Principles of Geographic Information Systems and Science       3.0 3.0 
ENVH 524 GIS Software Applications and Methods       3.0 3.0 
ENVH 526 Seminar in Geographic Information Systems       1.0 1.0 
ENVH 535 Integration of Geospatial Rata in GIS       2.0 2.0 
ENVH 536 Spatial Analytic Techniques and GIS       3.0 3.0 
ENVH 539 GIS Applications in Environmental Health       2.0 2.0 
Totals —  —  —  16.0  16.0  
 
0lectives  HP HS 0OH 
GIS 
045H 
GIS 
045H 
HP 
____ ___ Elective 10.0 3.0 11.0     
ENVH 523 Practical Issues in GIS L3.0M 
 
ENVH 52< Geospatial Technologies for 
Emergency Preparedness and 
Management  L3.0M 
ENVH 53< Health Care Geographics L2.0M 
 
ENVH 546 Introduction to Spatial 
Epidemiology L2.0M 
ENVH 54< GIS for Public Health 
Practice L2.0M 
ENVH 549 Remote Sensing Applications 
in the Health Services L3.0M 
 
Experienced 
environmental health 
professionals in the 
GISENVH LTrack VM take 
9 units of elective course 
work, including at least 
two geoinformatics 
specialty courses chosen 
in consultation with their 
academic advisor. 
Students pursuing REHS 
certification LTrack IVM 
take at least 5 units of 
elective course work, 
including ENVH 515 and 
one geoinformatics 
specialty course.  
   5.0 9.0 
Totals 10.0  3.0  11.0  5.0  9.0  
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Practicum units are in addition to the minimum graduate units 
required for the degreeB  H- HS /0H 
12S 
/34H 
12S 
/34H 
H- 
E"$H DEFB Hield Practicum    JKBL JKBL JKBL 
(otals M  M  M  M M 
05e)a$$ 7ota$: ;<=>  ;<=>  ;?=>  @@=>  @@=>  
 
 
!"e$d ()a+t"+uB 
Hield practicum hours for MBPBHB degree students can 
be completed through the Peace Corps' Master's 
#nternational ProgramRMaster of Public Health 
degreeB 
Master's #nternational ProgramRMaster of Public 
Health degree students complete environmental 
health course TorU at Loma Linda campus and then 
enter the Peace Corps in fulfillment of the MBPBHB 
degree internshipB Peace Corps volunteers complete 
three months of training in languageV cultureV and 
technical sUillsW folloTed by tTo years of service as 
public health TorUers in the assigned host countryB 
!pon satisfactory completion of the tToYyear Peace 
Corps service and the department culminating 
activityV the student is aTarded an MBPBHB degree in 
environmental healthB 
Loma Linda !niversity is one of eightyYtTo 
universities currently participating in the Master's 
#nternational ProgramB As one of eleven institutions 
in the country offering this prestigious program in 
conZunction Tith the Master of Public Health degreeV 
the School of Public Health is proud to collaborate 
Tith the !nited States Peace Corps in this academic 
partnershipB 
Graduates of this program are eligible to sit for the 
national examination for registered environmental 
health specialist \REHS]B 
!pon receipt of their degreeV students can opt to 
return to international TorU or seeU employment as 
health professionals in the !nited StatesV if they elect 
to remain at homeB 
Hor detailsV see Peace Corps Master's #nternational 
Program R Master of Public Health in Academic 
Policies and RegulationsB 
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Environmental Epidemiology—PH 
4M.P.H.7 
This double major is administered jointl0 b0 the 
En$ironmental and Occupational Health and the 
Epidemiolog0 programs and is designed >or persons 
?ith special interest in stud0ing ho? en$ironmental 
>actors a>>ect health and disease. Students in this 
major gain the epidemiologic sBills necessar0 to 
conduct researchC as ?ell as to meet the eligibilit0 
requirements to sit >or the Registered En$ironmental 
Health Specialist EFamination. 
Learner outcomes 
Graduates o> this tracB in en$ironmental 
epidemiolog0 ?ill ha$e the sBills necessar0 toH 
I. Conduct highKqualit0 en$ironmental 
epidemiologic research. 
L. De$elop $alid methods >or assessing 
en$ironmental eFposureC choose appropriate 
stud0 designC determine sample siNe and 
data collection methodsC and per>orm data 
anal0ses. 
O. Generate adequate h0potheses >or testing the 
relationship bet?een en$ironmental >actors 
and healthPdiseaseC and identi>0 potential 
con>ounders and interactions that might bias 
the results. 
4. Criticall0 re$ie? the literature and report 
research >indingsC both orall0 and in ?riting. 
5. Collaborate ?ith or ser$e as a research 
consultant to health pro>essionals.
 
Educational effectiveness indicators 
Name Description Location 
Culminating acti$it0 Oral eFamination LLU campus 
Culminating acti$it0 Oral presentation o> applied research using Po?erPoint LLU campus 
Culminating acti$it0 Sritten report o> applied research LLU campus 
Term papers E$aluation o> ?riting sBills LLU campus 
Final eFams Integration and application o> sBills learned in courses LLU campus 
Course e$aluation >orms Suggestions b0 the students to impro$e deli$er0 o> course material 
and the design o> the course itsel> 
LLU campus 
 
PREREVUISITE 
Biological science ?ith laborator0 Xone 0earY 
Xpre>erred courses include histolog0C patholog0C 
ph0siolog0C etc.Y 
General chemistr0 ?ith laborator0 Xone 0earY 
Organic chemistr0 ?ith laborator0 Xt?oKquarter 
sequence minimumY 
General microbiolog0 ?ith laborator0 Xone courseY 
Ph0sics Xone 0earY 
College algebra or equi$alent Xone courseYC calculus 
pre>erred 
Biochemistr0 Xone courseY 
Beha$ioral science Xone courseY 
COREVUISITE 
Xa limited number o> the abo$e courses ma0 be taBen 
during >irst t?o quarters o> programC in addition to 
units required >or degreeY 
Research and forums 
Students are required to attend a minimum o> t?ent0 
>orums in the Department o> Epidemiolog0 and 
Biostatistics andPor Center >or Health Research 
during their program. Attendance at these >orums 
?ill be in addition to attendance at the public health 
seminars. 
Culminating activity 
In order to obtain a degreeC the student is required to 
success>ull0 complete the culminating acti$it0 as 
required b0 the Departments o> Epidemiolog0 and 
Biostatistics and o> En$ironmental and Occupational 
Health. 
The culminating acti$it0 consists o>H researchC 
including a ?ritten report and oral presentation[ 
pro>essional port>olio Xupon completion o> the 
researchY[ and an eFit inter$ie? ?ith the department 
chairs Xat the conclusion o> the programY.
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Public health core  Units 
ENVH 789 Principles oA Environmental Health FG8 
EPHM 789 Principles oA Epidemiology I FG8 
GLBH 7N0 Cultural Competence and Health Hisparities NG8 
HAHM 789 Principles oA Health Policy and Management FG8 
HPRO 789 Principles oA Health Behavior FG8 
HPRO 7F1 Program Planning and Evaluation NG8 
NUTR 789 Public Health Nutrition and Biology FG8 
PHCQ 187 OvervieR oA Public Health SG8 
PHCQ 1T7 Integrated Public Health Capstone NG8 
RELE 7F0 Ethical Issues in Public Health FG8 
STAT 7NS Biostatistics I 0G8 
Totals N9G8  
 
Major  Units 
ENVH 7S7 Food Vuality Assurance FG8 
ENVH 711 Outdoor Air Vuality and Human Health FG8 
ENVH 71T HaWardous Materials and SolidXRaste Management FG8 
ENVH 71Y Zater Vuality Assurance FG8 
ENVH 719 Environmental Sampling and Analysis 0G8 
ENVH 7Y1 Environmental Health Administration FG8 
ENVH 7YT Environmental To[icology FG8 
ENVH 7Y9 Environmental Ris\ Assessment FG8 
ENVH 187 Seminar in Environmental and Occupational Health SG8 
EPHM 7S8 Principles oA Epidemiology II FG8 
EPHM 7SN Multivariate Modeling in Epidemiology FG8 
EPHM 700 Epidemiology oA InAectious Hisease FG8 
EPHM 717 Epidemiology oA Cancer FG8 
EPHM 7YY Environmental and Occupational Epidemiology FG8 
STAT 7NN Biostatistics II 0G8 
STAT 70Y Analytical Applications oA SAS NG8 
STAT 710 Survey and Advanced Research Methods FG8 
Totals 78G8  
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Research project  
One pro7ect approve. an. a.ministere. by both EPDM/STAT an. secon. ma7or Units 
ENDH EFF Applie. Research HIJ 
EPDM EFFA Applie. Research KIJ 
EPDM EFFB Applie. Research II KIJ 
Totals 4IJ  
 
Field experience  
Practicum units are in a..ition to the minimum gra.uate units require. Por the .egree Units 
EPDM 5FQ Fiel. Practicum KHJ clocS hours per unit oP cre.it HIJ 
Totals 1  
3verall Totals 83.0  
!NI$ERSI(Y CA(A-O/ 
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Epidemiological Research Methods—PH 
6Certificate9 
SYNNO$E 23 F3 5N!(SEN6 Director 
 
FACULTY 
Instruction for the certificate is primarily provided Jy 
reKular School of PuJlic Health faculty memJers on 
campus durinK reKular Nuarter terms3 
(he purpose of this certificate is to enaJle the holder 
to more effectively apply for and desiKn research 
studies and surveys and do Jasic descriptive analyses 
of collected data3 
Learner outcomes 
At the completion of this certificate6 students should 
Je aJle toO 
P3 Critically read and interpret the medical 
literature3 
Q3 Rrite applications for research and survey 
Krants3 
S3 DesiKn research studies and 
surveysTNuestionnaires6 includinK special 
desiKns for developinK countries3 
03 Perform and interpret simple statistical 
analysis3 
Indicators of educational effectiveness 
P3 Class proUect 
Q3 Oral presentation 
PREREV!ISI(E 
Completed application for a Kraduate deKree 
proKram in the School of PuJlic Health 
/RE scores 
(wo letters of recommendation 
Interview with departmental faculty memJer 
Forums 
Participants are reNuired to attend a minimum of five 
forums in the Department of EpidemioloKy and 
Xiostatistics andTor Center for Health Research 
durinK their certificate proKram3
 
Required  !nits 
EPD2 YZ[ Principles of EpidemioloKy I S3Z 
EPD2 YPZ Principles of EpidemioloKy II S3Z 
EPD2 YPY Clinical (rials S3Z 
EPD2 Y\1 International EpidemioloKy Q3Z 
RE-E YS0 Ethical Issues in PuJlic Health S3Z 
S(A( YZ[ /eneral Statistics 03Z 
S(A( YPY /rant] and Contract]Proposal RritinK S3Z 
S(A( Y\0 Survey and Advanced Research 2ethods S3Z 
(otals Q03Z  
 
Descriptive epidemiology  
Choose one course  !nits 
EPD2 YS0 EpidemioloKy of 2aternal]Child Health S3Z 
EPD2 Y00 EpidemioloKy of Infectious Disease S3Z 
EPD2 Y\Y EpidemioloKy of Cancer S3Z 
EPD2 Y\\ EpidemioloKy of Cardiovascular Disease S3Z 
EPD2 Y\^ EpidemioloKy of AKinK S3Z 
EPD2 Y11 Environmental and Occupational EpidemioloKy S3Z 
(otals S3Z  
Overall Totals H7.0 
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S2NNO5E M7 F7 9N:TSEN< Chair 
>?0@ABC.
A7 LaCrence Feeson 
Terrence L7 Futler 
John P7 Carney 
Matos Chamorro 
Jacqueline Chan 
Gary E7 Fraser 
Fessie L7 HCang 
Jayakaran S7 JoN 
Fatemeh 9iani 
Raymond 9nutsen 
SynnoPe M7 F7 9nutsen 
9ristian D7 Lindsted 
5ichuda LousueNsakul 
Tomas P7 Matamala 
John A7 Morgan 
Tricia Penniecook 
Aarren R7 Peters 
Thomas J7 Prendergast< Jr7 
Joan SaNate 
Charles S7 Salemi 
Pramil N7 Singh 
Donna Thorpe 
Maria 5alleRos 
Ricardo E7 5illaloNos 
Loretta J7 AilNer 
 
D?EF0.!,F;!8FGAGHC+0!IBF>F0?B!.
There is a groCing need to Ne aNle to read and 
ePaluate scientific medical literatureT understand 
Nasic study designs< proNlems< and Niases associated 
Cith different designsT and do simple descriptiPe and 
analytical statistical analysis7 There is also a need for 
professionals in other disciplines to haPe at least a 
minimal knoCledge of research design and analytical 
reasoning7 The purpose of the certificate in Nasic 
epidemiology is to enaNle the holder to more 
effectiPely read scientific literature< design clinical 
research studies< and ePaluate study designs and 
associated data7 
A%51:%1.'J24'&%6.
:pon completion of this certificate< students Cill Ne 
aNle toU 
! Critically read and interpret the medical 
literature7 
! Conduct disease surPeillance as practiced in 
state and county health departments7 
! Design epidemiologic studies< including 
clinical trials7 
! Create dataNases and perform and interpret 
simple statistical analysis7 
F:$#452'16.'3.%$J452#':5(.%33%42#K%:%66.
V7 Class proRect 
W7 Oral presentation 
PREREX:ISITE 
:7S7 Naccalaureate degree or its equiPalent 
At least tCo courses in Niological science 
College algeNra [calculus preferred\ 
One NehaPioral science course [e7g7< general 
psychology< sociology\ 
>'1J&6.
Students are required to attend a minimum of fiPe 
forums in the Department of Epidemiology and 
Fiostatistics and/or Center for Health Research 
during their certificate program7 
?;L?M0!;.!,F;!8FGAGHC+
0!IBF>F0?B!.
There is a groCing need for puNlic health 
professionals to participate in research Ny designing 
studies< ePaluating their strengths and Ceaknesses< 
and analy^ing and critically interpreting the results7 A 
strong Nackground in epidemiology and Niostatistics 
greatly enhances skills in these areas7 This certificate 
giPes the holder the aNility to independently design 
and conduct research studies< accurately ePaluate 
Chich statistical procedures should Ne utili^ed< and 
effectiPely Cork Cith Niostatisticians and 
programmers7 The certificate giPes practical training 
in hoC to conduct and report research findings 
through practical e_perience in these areas7 
A%51:%1.'J24'&%6.
:pon completion of this certificate< students Cill Ne 
aNle toU 
V7 Conduct high`quality epidemiologic 
research,including appropriate design< 
statistical analysis of data< and interpretation 
and reporting of results7 
W7 EPaluate and conduct clinical trials7 
a7 Design< implement< and ePaluate methods 
for quality control7 
/7 ONtain funds through Cell`Critten grant 
proposals7 
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1. 4rite scientific =a=ers for suAmission to 
scientific Cournals. 
E. CriticallF reGiew tIe literature and identifF 
strengtIs and weaknesses of designM 
analFsesM and conclusions. 
Indicators o, educational e,,ecti0eness 
N. ResearcI =roCect 
O. 4ritten =a=er 
P. Oral =resentation 
PREREQUISITE 
Successful com=letion of a Aasic certificate =rogram 
GRE scores 
Com=leted a==lication for a graduate degree 
=rogram in tIe ScIool of PuAlic HealtI 
Two letters of recommendation 
InterGiew witI de=artmental facultF memAer 
1orums 
Partici=ants are required to attend a minimum of fiGe 
forums in tIe Ue=artment of E=idemiologF and 
Biostatistics andWor Center for HealtI ResearcI 
during tIe adGanced e=idemiologF certificate 
=rogram. 
34I536I7879:;6.4.= 
4. LA4RENCE BEESONM Program Uirector 
 
TIe =rogram leading to an M.P.H. degree in 
e=idemiologF =roGides tIeoretical and =ractical 
training a==licaAle to a GarietF of =uAlic IealtI 
=roAlems. SeGen tracks YeacI witI a different focusZ 
are offered AF tIe =rogram. EacI track is designed to 
meet a =articular =rofessional need. 
8earner outcomes 
Graduates from tIe E=idemiologF Program will IaGe 
tIe skills and e[=erience necessarF to\ 
N. Conduct IigI]qualitF e=idemiologic 
researcI^including a==ro=riate designM 
statistical analFsis of dataM and inter=retation 
and re=orting of results. 
O. Conduct and eGaluate clinical trials. 
P. Conduct disease surGeillance as =racticed in 
state and countF IealtI de=artments. 
0. CriticallF reGiew tIe literature and identifF 
strengtIs and weaknesses of designM 
analFsesM and conclusions. 
1. EGaluate tIe effects of =otential confounding 
and interaction in a researcI design. 
E. A==lF knowledge of disease mecIanisms 
and information from tIe Aiological 
disci=lines to inter=retation of statistical 
findings in Aiomedical researcI. 
_. CollaAorate witI or serGe as a researcI 
consultant to IealtI =rofessionals AF 
=roGiding tecInical e[=ertise witI regard to 
literature reGiewM studF designM data 
analFsisM and inter=retation and re=orting of 
results.
 
4ro>ram educational e,,ecti0eness indicators 
?ame 5escri@tion 8ocation 
Culminating actiGitF Oral e[amination LLU cam=us 
Culminating actiGitF Oral =resentation of a==lied researcI using PowerPoint LLU cam=us 
Culminating actiGitF 4ritten re=ort of a==lied researcI LLU cam=us 
Term =a=ers EGaluation of writing skills LLU cam=us 
Final e[aminations Integration and a==lication of skills learned in courses LLU cam=us 
Course eGaluation forms Suggestions AF tIe students to im=roGe deliGerF of course material 
and tIe design of tIe course itself 
LLU cam=us 
 
635IAB8 34I536I7879: CDEBAF IG;
6.4.=. 
TIis track is designed for =ersons witI a IealtI 
=rofessions Aackground wIo wisI to conduct or 
=artici=ate in researcI related to tIeir IealtI 
=rofession. An adequate Aackground in Aiological  
science is assumedM witI courses concentrating on 
e=idemiologF and statistics. One Gariant witIin tIis 
track =roGides a greater em=Iasis on researcI and 
maF allow students to com=lete a moderate]siae 
=roCect witI =uAlication =otential. 
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!earner o(tcomes 
Upon completion of this degree, the graduate should 
be able to: 
1. Incorporate epidemiologic methods and 
evidence-based medicine in clinical 
approach. 
2. Conduct high-quality epidemiologic 
research,including appropriate design, use 
of biologic markers, statistical analyses, and 
interpretation and reporting of results. 
3. Evaluate and conduct clinical trials. 
4. Conduct disease surveillance as practiced in 
state, county, and national health 
agencies/departments. 
0. Critically review the health literature and 
identify strengths and weaknesses of design, 
analyses, and conclusions. 
PREREKUISITE 
License to practice a health profession in the United 
States or the country of usual residence 
College algebra or equivalent (calculus preferred) 
RESEARCH EPI5EMIO!OG9:TRAC< II=>
M?P?H? 
This track is designed for persons interested in a 
career studying the relationship of risk factors to a 
variety of disease outcomes (e.g., the effect of 
nutrients, inactivity, stress, high blood pressure, 
environmental exposure, obesity, or immunologic 
characteristics on heart disease, cancer, osteoporosis, 
longevity, infectious diseases, reproductive outcome, 
etc.). 
!earner o(tcomes 
Upon completion of this degree, the graduate should 
be able to: 
1. Collaborate with or serve as a research 
consultant to health professionals. 
2. Conduct high-quality epidemiologic 
research, including appropriate design, data 
collection, statistical analyses, and 
interpretation and reporting of results. 
3. Be familiar with disease surveillance as 
practiced in state, county, and national 
health agencies/ departments. 
4. Critically review the health literature and 
identify strengths and weaknesses of design, 
analyses, and conclusions.
 
Program ed(cational effectiveness indicators 
Name 5escription !ocation 
Culminating activity Oral examination LLU campus 
Culminating activity Oral presentation of applied research using PowerPoint LLU campus 
Culminating activity Written report of applied research LLU campus 
Term papers Evaluation of writing skills LLU campus 
Final examinations Integration and application of skills learned in courses LLU campus 
Course evaluation forms Suggestions by the students to improve delivery of course material 
and the design of the course itself 
LLU campus 
 
PREREKUISITE 
College algebra or equivalent (calculus preferred) 
Biochemistry 
Behavioral science 
AT LEAST FOUR OF THE FOLLOWING COURSES: 
YHuman anatomy Cancer biology 
YHuman physiology Embryology 
YHistology Genetics 
YMicrobiology YPathology 
Vertebrate anatomy Cell biology 
Anatomy and 
physiology 
\oology 
Molecular biology Immunology 
General biology   
Y recommended courses 
COREKUISITE 
(a limited number of the above courses may be taken 
during first two quarters of program, in addition to 
units required for degree) 
5EGREE REHIIREMENTS :TRAC< I AN5 
TRAC< II= 
Research and for(ms 
Students are required to attend a minimum of twenty 
forums in the Department of Epidemiology and 
Biostatistics and/or Center for Health Research 
during their program. Attendance at these forums 
will be in addition to attendance at the public health 
seminars. 
C(lminating activity 
In order to obtain a degree, the student is required to 
successfully complete the culminating activity as 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*
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34567348*9:*;<4*=4>?3;@4A;*BC*%>784@7BDBE:*?A8*
F7BG;?;7G;7HGI*
(<4*H6D@7A?;7AE*?H;7J7;:*HBAG7G;G*BCK*34G4?3H<L*
7AHD687AE*?*M37;;4A*34>B3;*?A8*B3?D*>34G4A;?;7BAN*
>3BC4GG7BA?D*>B3;CBD7B*O6>BA*HB@>D4;7BA*BC*;<4*
34G4?3H<PN*?A8*?A*4Q7;*7A;43J74M*M7;<*;<4*84>?3;@4A;*
H<?73*O?;*;<4*HBAHD6G7BA*BC*;<4*>3BE3?@PI*
SPATIAL EPIDEMIOLOG- (TRAC1 III)3
M.P.H. 
(<7G*HB@97A48*84E344*7G*HB@?A?E48*9:*;<4*
=4>?3;@4A;*BC*%AJ73BA@4A;?D*?A8*.HH6>?;7BA?D*
R4?D;<S;<4*?H?84@7H*<B@4*BC*;<4*GH<BBDTG*
E4B7ACB3@?;7HG*H6337H6D?S?A8*;<4*=4>?3;@4A;*BC*
%>784@7BDBE:*?A8*F7BG;?;7G;7HGL*?A8*7G*84G7EA48*CB3*
G;684A;G*M<B*M7G<*;B*7AHB3>B3?;4*7AABJ?;7J4*G>?;7?D*
?A?D:;7H*;4H<A7564G*7A*;<473*4>784@7BDBE7H?D*>3?H;7H4G*
?A8*34G4?3H<I*(<4*;3?HU*>34>?34G*G;684A;G*;B*?>>D:*
/#'*?A8*B;<43*G>?;7?D*;4H<ABDBE74G*OG6H<*?G*34@B;4*
/V'*?A8*34@B;4*G4AG7AEP*;B*4>784@7BDBE:L*34G4?3H<L*
?A8*>69D7H*<4?D;<I*,H56737AE*86?D*GU7DDG*7A*
4>784@7BDBE:*?A8*/#'*4A<?AH4G*;<4*>34>?3?;7BA*BC*
>69D7H*<4?D;<*>3BC4GG7BA?DG*9:*7AH34?G7AE*;<473*
84H7G7BAW@?U7AE*@4;<B8G*?A8*>3B9D4@WGBDJ7AE*
?97D7;:I*
Learner outcomes 
';684A;G*?34*4AHB63?E48*;B*;?U4*?8J?A;?E4*BC*;<4*
R4?D;<*/4B7ACB3@?;7HG*'6@@43*#AG;7;6;4L*BCC4348*
C3B@*X6A4*;B*'4>;4@943L*;B*HBAJ4A74A;D:*HB@>D4;4*
GB@4*B3*?DD*34567348*/#'*HB63G4G*7A*?A*7A;4AG7J4*
CB3@?;I*
!>BA*G6HH4GGC6D*HB@>D4;7BA*BC*;<7G*;3?HUL*E3?86?;4G*
M7DD*?H56734*;<4*>3BC4GG7BA?D*?A8*GH74A;7C7H*GU7DDG*;B*
?A?D:Y4*?GGBH7?;7BAG*94;M44A*DBH?;7BAL*4AJ73BA@4A;L*
?A8*87G4?G4I*/3?86?;4G*M7DD*<?J4*;<4*GU7DDG*?A8*
4Q>4374AH4*A4H4GG?3:*;BK*
ZI !G4*/#'*@4;<B8G*;B*HBA86H;*<7E<W56?D7;:*
4>784@7BDBE7H*34G4?3H<*?A8*HD7A7H?D*;37?DGI*
2I [BA7;B3*?A8*G63J4:*87G4?G4*6G7AE*G>?;7?D*
?A?D:G7G*;4H<A7564G*;B*H<?3?H;437Y4*<4?D;<*
37GU*M7;<7A*>B>6D?;7BAGI*
\I /4A43?;4*?8456?;4*<:>B;<4G4G*CB3*;4G;7AE*
E4BG>?;7?D*34D?;7BAG<7>G*BC*87G4?G4*
BHH6334AH4G*?A8*784A;7C:*>B;4A;7?D*
HBACB6A843G*?A8*7A;43?H;7BAG*;<?;*@7E<;*97?G*
;<4*34G6D;GI*
0I +BDD?9B3?;4*M7;<*<4?D;<*>3BC4GG7BA?DG*6G7AE*
/#'*J7G6?D7Y?;7BA*@4;<B8G*;B*7AJ4G;7E?;4*
>69D7H*<4?D;<*7GG64GI*
Indicators of educational effectiveness 
+B63G4WG>4H7C7HL*>43CB3@?AH4W9?G48*B6;HB@4G*?34*
B9;?7A48L*?;*;<4*87GH34;7BA*BC*;<4*7AG;36H;B3L*;<3B6E<*
M37;;4A*?A8*B3?D*4Q?@7A?;7BAGL*HD?GG*>3B]4H;GL*?A8*
>?>43GN*?A8*?*H6D@7A?;7AE*?H;7J7;:*HBAG7G;7AE*BC*?*
M37;;4A*34>B3;*?A8*B3?D*>34G4A;?;7BAL*>3BC4GG7BA?D*
>B3;CBD7B*O6>BA*HB@>D4;7BA*BC*;<4*34G4?3H<PL*?A8*?A*
4Q7;*7A;43J74M*M7;<*;<4*84>?3;@4A;*H<?73*O?;*;<4*
HBAHD6G7BA*BC*;<4*>3BE3?@PI*#A*?887;7BAL*G;684A;G*
@6G;*;?U4*?A*7A;4E3?;48*H?>G;BA4*>69D7H*<4?D;<*
HB63G4I*';684A;G*?34*?DGB*4AHB63?E48*;B*>?3;7H7>?;4*7A*
?*56?D7C:7AE*;4G;*E7J4A*?AA6?DD:*9:*'U7DDG!',L*?A*
B3E?A7Y?;7BA*;<?;*<?G*>?3;A4348*M7;<*;<4*E4BG>?;7?D*
7A86G;3:*;B*84J4DB>*?*HB@>4;7;7BA*>3BE3?@*;<?;*
>3BJ784G*6A7J43G7;74GL*HBDD4E4GL*?A8*;<473*G;684A;G*
M7;<*?*M?:*;B*J?D78?;4*;<473*E4BG>?;7?D*>3BE3?@G*?A8*
@4?G634*;<4@*?E?7AG;*A?;7BA?D*G;?A8?38GI*
V&%&%^!#'#(%*
+BDD4E4*?DE493?*B3*4567J?D4A;*OH?DH6D6G*>34C43348PL*
97BH<4@7G;3:L*94<?J7B3?D*GH74AH4L*?A8*?;*D4?G;*CB63*BC*
;<4*CBDDBM7AE*HB63G4GK*
_R6@?A*?A?;B@:* +?AH43*97BDBE:*
_R6@?A*><:G7BDBE:* %@93:BDBE:*
_R7G;BDBE:* /4A4;7HG*
_[7H3B97BDBE:* _V?;<BDBE:*
$43;493?;4*?A?;B@:* +4DD*97BDBE:*
,A?;B@:*?A8*
><:G7BDBE:*
`BBDBE:*
[BD4H6D?3*97BDBE:* #@@6ABDBE:*
_*34HB@@4A848*HB63G4G*
#A*?887;7BAL*H?A878?;4G*@6G;*84@BAG;3?;4*HB@>6;43*
>3BC7H74AH:L*?D;<B6E<*AB*>34J7B6G*4Q>4374AH4*M7;<*
/#'*7G*34567348I*,8J?AH48*>D?H4@4A;*H?A*94*
HBAG784348*CB3*G;684A;G*M7;<*>34J7B6G*/#'*
4Q>4374AH4a;3?7A7AEI*
".(%K*#A*?887;7BA*;B*6A7;G*34567348*CB3*;<4*84E344L*?*
D7@7;48*A6@943*BC*;<4*?9BJ4*HB63G4G*@?:*94*;?U4A*
8637AE*;<4*C73G;*;MB*56?3;43G*BC*;<4*>3BE3?@I*
=%/&%%*&%^!#&%[%"('*
Other requirements 
#A*?887;7BA*;B*;<4*CB34EB7AE*84E344*3456734@4A;GL*;<4*
G;684A;*@6G;*?DGB*HB@>D4;4*;<4*CBDDBM7AEK*
V69D7H*<4?D;<*G4@7A?3I*bB36@G*7A*;<4*=4>?3;@4A;*BC*
%>784@7BDBE:*?A8*F7BG;?;7G;7HG*?A8aB3*+4A;43*CB3*
R4?D;<*&4G4?3H<*?34*34567348L*7A*?887;7BA*;B*
?;;4A8?AH4*?;*;<4*>69D7H*<4?D;<*G4@7A?3GI*
b74D8*>3?H;7H6@*a34G4?3H<*>3B]4H;I*%?H<*G;684A;*
HB@>D4;4G*?*>3B]4H;*7A*M<7H<*?A*?G>4H;*BC*E4BG>?;7?D*
?A?D:G7G*7G*?>>D748*;B*?*>3B9D4@*7A*4>784@7BDBE:I*(<4*
H6D@7A?;7AE*?H;7J7;:*HBAG7G;G*BCK*34G4?3H<*7AHD687AE*?*
M37;;4A*34>B3;*?A8*B3?D*>34G4A;?;7BAL*>3BC4GG7BA?D*
>B3;CBD7B*O6>BA*HB@>D4;7BA*BC*;<4*34G4?3H<PL*?A8*?A*
4Q7;*7A;43J74M*M7;<*;<4*84>?3;@4A;*H<?73G*O?;*;<4*
HBAHD6G7BA*BC*;<4*>3BE3?@PI*
*
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Public health core! 
Basic 
Cert1 
Adv1 
Cert1 
Medical 
Epid1 
Research 
Epid1 
Spatial 
Epid1 
"23.!045 -6$78$#)&9!(:!"7;$6(7'&7<=)!.&=)<> ! ! 1?4 1?4 1?4 
"-@A!045 -6$78$#)&9!(:!"#$%&'$()(*+!B 1?4 ! 1?4 1?4 1?4 
CDE.!0F/ GH)<H6=)!G('#&<&78&!=7%!.&=)<>!@$9#=6$<$&9 ! ! F?4 F?4 F?4 
.I@A!045 -6$78$#)&9!(:!.&=)<>!-()$8+!=7%!A=7=*&'&7< ! ! 1?4 1?4 1?4 
.-JK!045 -6$78$#)&9!(:!.&=)<>!E&>=;$(6 ! ! 1?4 1?4 1?4 
.-JK!01L -6(*6='!-)=77$7*!=7%!";=)H=<$(7 ! ! F?4 F?4 F?4 
2MNJ!045 -HO)$8!.&=)<>!2H<6$<$(7!=7%!E$()(*+ ! ! 1?4 1?4 1?4 
-.GP!L40 K;&6;$&Q!(:!-HO)$8!.&=)<> ! ! R?4 R?4 R?4 
-.GP!LS0 B7<&*6=<&%!-HO)$8!.&=)<>!G=#9<(7& ! ! F?4 F?4 F?4 
J"D"!0TT C6=%H=<&U)&;&)!"<>$89 ! 1?4 ! ! ! 
J"D"!01/ "<>$8=)!B99H&9!$7!-HO)$8!.&=)<> 1?4 ! 1?4 1?4 1?4 
VNIN!0FR E$(9<=<$9<$89!B ! ! /?4 /?4 /?4 
VNIN!045 C&7&6=)!V<=<$9<$89!W/?4X 
VNIN!0FR E$(9<=<$9<$89!B!W/?4X 
G>((9&!(7&!8(H69&! /?4 , , , , 
N(<=)9 R4?4! 1?4! F5?4! F5?4! F5?4! 
 
Ma:or! 
Basic 
Cert1 
Adv1 
Cert1 
Medical 
Epid1 
Research 
Epid1 
Spatial 
Epid1 
"-@A!0R4 -6$78$#)&9!(:!"#$%&'$()(*+!BB 1?4 ! 1?4 1?4 1?4 
"-@A!0RF AH)<$;=6$=<&!A(%&)$7*!$7!"#$%&'$()(*+ ! 1?4 1?4 1?4 1?4 
"-@A!0R0 G)$7$8=)!N6$=)9 1?4 ! 1?4 ! ! 
"-@A!L10I "#$%&'$()(*$8=)!V<H%$&9!(:!V&;&7<>U%=+!I%;&7<$9<9!
I 
! ! R?4 ! ! 
"-@A!L10E "#$%&'$()(*$8=)!V<H%$&9!(:!V&;&7<>U%=+!I%;&7<$9<9!
E 
! ! , ! ! 
VNIN!0R0 C6=7<U!=7%!G(7<6=8<U-6(#(9=)!Y6$<$7* ! 1?4 ! 1?4 ! 
VNIN!0FF E$(9<=<$9<$89!BB ! /?4 /?4 /?4 /?4 
VNIN!0/Z I7=)+<$8=)!I##)$8=<$(79!(:!VIV F?4 ! F?4 F?4 F?4 
VNIN!00S J&9&=68>!@=<=!A=7=*&'&7< ! 1?4 ! 1?4 1?4 
VNIN!0L/ VH6;&+!=7%!I%;=78&%!J&9&=68>!A&<>(%9 ! ! 1?4 1?4 1?4 
VNIN!0L5 I%;=78&%!@=<=!I7=)+9$9 ! 1?4 ! ! ! 
"-@A!0R0 G)$7$8=)!N6$=)9!W1?4X 
"-@A!000 "#$%&'$()(*$8!A&<>(%9!$7!
KH<8('&9!J&9&=68>!=7%!
G(7<$7H(H9![H=)$<+!
B'#6(;&'&7<!W1?4X 
G>((9&!(7&!8(H69&! , , , 1?4 1?4 
"-@A!0L0 "#$%&'$()(*+!(:!G=78&6!W1?4X 
"-@A!0LL "#$%&'$()(*+!(:!
G=6%$(;=98H)=6!@$9&=9&!W1?4X 
G>((9&!(7&!8(H69&! , , 1?4 1?4 1?4 
N(<=)9 Z?4! RL?4! FF?4! FS?4! FR?4! 
 
!"#$%&'#() CA(ALO/ 
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!"#$%&#'()*$+,  
-),$+.
/"'*0 
1230.
/"'*0 
4"2$+)5.
67$20 
8",")'+9.
67$20 
:7)*$)5.
67$20 
%"$2 133 4rinciples of /eographic #nformation 'ystems and 
'cience 
        FGH 
%"$2 130 /#' 'oftIare Applications and Jethods         FGH 
%"$2 13K 'eminar in /eographic #nformation 'ystems         LGH 
%"$2 1F1 #ntegration of /eospatial Mata in /#'         3GH 
%"$2 1FK 'patial Analytic (echniques and /#'         FGH 
%"$2 10K #ntroduction to 'patial %pidemiology         3GH 
(otals P  P  P  P  L0GH  
 
65"+*$3",  
-),$+.
/"'*0 
1230.
/"'*0 
4"2$+)5.
67$20 
8",")'+9.
67$20 
:7)*$)5.
67$20 
%4MJ 1QQ %pidemiology %lective SGH KGH 1GH TGH   
%"$2 13L Cartography and Jap 
Mesign U3GHV 
%"$2 13F 4ractical #ssues in /#' UFGHV 
%"$2 13W /eospatial (echnologies for 
%mergency 4reparedness and 
Janagement  UFGHV 
%"$2 1FW 2ealth Care 
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Additional requirements: All Dr.P.H. degree students 
are required to register for 1 unit of EPDM 205 
Seminar in Epidemiology every Fall Nuarter in which 
they are students in the Epidemiology Program. 
Registration implies attendance and participation in 
seminar projects during Fall, Tinter, and Spring 
quarters. 
!orums 
Doctoral students are required to attend a minimum 
of ten Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
forums and/or Center for Health Research forums 
during each year of their program. Attendance at 
these forums will be in addition to attendance at 
public health seminars. 
(P*+(,*-.-/01P23+3 
The aim of this program is to prepare doctoral level 
health professionals or master's degree level 
nonhealth professionals for a career in research and 
academia. The curriculum is planned on an 
individual basis. Details depend upon the student's 
interest and academic needs, the program 
requirements, and the nature of the proposed 
research program. The student is expected to publish 
one paper and submit two others as part of their 
training. In addition, they will participate as teaching 
assistants and laboratory assistants, as well as lecture 
in courses. The program ordinarily consists of twelve 
quarters. At least five of these quarters must be 
devoted to a research project. Students are 
responsible for gaining the commitment of an 
appropriate faculty member to serve as their research 
mentor. 
.earning ob:ectives 
Students completing the Ph.D. degree program in 
epidemiology are expected to have attained the skills 
and knowledge necessary to pursue independent 
academic and research careers. Thus, the graduate of 
this program will be able to independently: 
1. Identify areas requiring biomedical or 
epidemiologic research and design and 
conduct appropriate study to address the 
question. 
2. Trite grant proposals to obtain funding for 
research. 
3. Select and execute appropriate and valid 
analyses of data using available statistical 
software. 
4. Trite, interpret, and publish results of 
conducted research; and communicate 
orally. 
5. Develop lectures and teach at the graduate 
level within their area of expertise.
 
Program educational effectiveness indicators 
Aame +escription .ocation 
Time to advancement to 
candidacy 
Ideal is two years On file in-house 
Time from advancement to 
candidacy until graduation 
Ideal is one year On file in-house 
Number of published papers  
at time of graduation 
Minimum one, preferably more On file in-house 
Course evaluations Each course is assessed at end On file in-house 
Exit survey and interview Each graduate completes both a written survey as and a face-to-face interview with department chair On file in-house 
_ob placements after 
graduation 
Graduates are contacted and followed for at least five years On file in-house 
Alumni surveys 
Graduates are sent surveys every year to assess whether they are 
engaged in funded research and/or serve as faculty in 
colleges/universities. 
On file in-house 
 
PRERENUISITE 
Doctoral level health professional degree 
or 
Master's degree in related field with documented 
research experience (such as published or submitted 
paper) and the following courses: anatomy, 
physiology, pathology, histology, microbiology, and 
biochemistry. 
PRE-/CORENUISITE 
(may be taken during the first quarter of the program, 
in addition to units required for degree; advanced 
standing from previous M.P.H. degrees will be 
considered ): EPDM 50b (or equivalent), STAT 521 (or 
equivalent), STAT 54c (or equivalent). 
Additional requirements 
All Ph.D. degree students are required to register for 
1 unit of EPDM 205 Seminar in Epidemiology (1) 
every Fall Nuarter in which they are students in the 
Epidemiology Program. Registration implies 
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Biomedical sciences  Dr.P.H. Ph.D. 
HPRO 045 Human Anatom+ and Ph+siolog+ I />4   
HPRO 04? Human Anatom+ and Ph+siolog+ II />4   
HPRO 04@ Human Anatom+ and Ph+siolog+ III />4   
HPRO 0@5 Patholog+ of Human S+stems I @>4   
HPRO 0@? Patholog+ of Human S+stems II @>4   
NUTR 041 PuFlic Health Nutrition and Iiolog+ @>4   
Totals ?5>4  ,  
 
Administration and leadership  Dr.P.H. Ph.D. 
HADM 054 Health Polic+ Anal+sis and 
S+nthesis L@>4M 
HADM 05/ Health Care Economic 
Polic+ L@>4M 
HADM 0?O OrganiPational IehaQior in 
Health Care L@>4M 
HADM 0/? Managerial Accounting for 
Health Care OrganiPations L@>4M 
HADM R4/ Health S+stems Strategic 
Planning L@>4M 
Choose R units  R>4 , 
Totals R>4  ,  
 
Religion  Dr.P.H. Ph.D. 
RELE 0TT Graduate-leQel Ethics @>4   
RELR 0TT Graduate-leQel Relational @>4 @>4 
RELT 0TT Graduate-leQel Theological @>4   
RELE 0?0 Ethics for Scientists L@>4M 
RELE 0@/ Ethical Issues in PuFlic 
Health L@>4M 
Choose one course  , @>4 
RELT R50 Seminar in Philosoph+ of 
Religion L@>4M 
RELT R5W Seminar in Religion and the 
Sciences L@>4M 
Choose one course  , @>4 
Totals 1>4  1>4  
 
Other required courses  Dr.P.H. Ph.D. 
EPDM R40 Seminar in Epidemiolog+ L5>4M 5 unit per +ear in programX minimum of @ 
units 
  @>4 
PHCY R40 OQerQieZ of PuFlic Health   5>4 
Totals ,  />4  
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Cognates  
T3455 6784959 :; <;= 7;5 >8?@:6 35<@A3 B:96:>@:;5 CEN$HE GISE GLFHE HADME HIROE 
NUTRE STATJK M<= <@97 637795 A3455 6784959 L47M <;7A354 LLU 96377@ :; 67;98@A<A:7; N:A3 
<BO:974K  Dr.P.H. Ph.D. 
PPPP PPP E@56A:O5   QK2RS2K2 
T7A<@9 T  QK2RS2K2  
 
Electives  Dr.P.H. Ph.D. 
PPPP PPP E@56A:O5 M<= ?5 63795; L47M <;7A354 :;9A:A8A:7;E :; 
67;98@A<A:7; N:A3 <BO:974 
UK2   
T7A<@9 UK2  T  
 
Research and dissertation  Dr.P.H. Ph.D. 
EIDM 1UV I45@:M:;<4= R595<463 EW>54:5;65 XK2 XK2 
EIDM 1Y0 R595<463 CSK2RS0K2J VK2 SSK2 
EIDM 1YU D:9954A<A:7; CSK2RS0K2J SXK2 SXK2 
T7A<@9 SYK2  T  
Overall Totals 113.;  <=.;  
 
Other requirements 
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9A8B5;A N74\ N:A3 < L<68@A= M5M?54 A7 >8?@:93 7;5 
><>54 C74 3<O5 >8?@:935B < ><>54 7; 3:9]354 7N; 
?5L745 <665>A<;65J :; <BB:A:7; A7 A35 4595<463 
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!lo$al '(idemiology—PH 
2M.P.H.5 
5AYAKARAN S. 5=B, Program Director 
 
!LOBAL 'PI;'MIOLO!<—M.P.H. 
This double major is administered jointly by the 
Department of Global Health and the Department of 
Epidemiology and Biostatistics. It is designed for 
persons with special interest in conducting research 
and evaluations in international settings, as well as 
those interested in implementing health programs. 
Graduates with this major have broad employment 
opportunities that range from program management 
and planning to involvement in research and 
evaluation of programs. 
Learner outcomes 
Graduates of the Global Epidemiology Program will 
have the skills necessary to: 
1. Conduct operational research in 
international settings. 
2. Design effective, community-appropriate 
health and development programs. 
3. Critically review the literature and identify 
strengths and weaknesses of design, 
analyses, and conclusions. 
4. Apply knowledge of disease mechanisms 
and information from the biological 
disciplines to interpretation of statistical 
findings in biomedical research. 
5. Understand appropriate quantitative and 
qualitative research methods in community 
health and development. 
Indicators of teaching effectiveness 
1. Ability to work individually and in groups. 
2. Ability to prepare and do oral presentations 
in class or for external audiences. 
3. Integrated capstone course. 
4. Comprehensive examinations: students 
required to pass. 
5. Applied research: development of a research 
topic with methods and analytic approach, 
analyses of data, writing a written report in 
publishable format, doing oral presentation 
at department forum, and passing the oral 
comprehensive examination. 
PREREQUISITE 
College algebra or equivalent (calculus preferred) 
Anatomy 
Physiology 
Microbiology
 
Pu$lic health core  Units 
EN\H 5]^ Principles of Environmental Health 3.] 
EPDM 5]^ Principles of Epidemiology I 3.] 
GLBH 524 Cultural Competence and Health Disparities 2.] 
HADM 5]^ Principles of Health Policy and Management 3.] 
HPR= 5]^ Principles of Health Behavior 3.] 
HPR= 533 Program Planning and Evaluation 2.] 
NUTR 5]^ Public Health Nutrition and Biology 3.] 
PHC5 3]5 =verview of Public Health 1.] 
PHC5 3`5 Integrated Public Health Capstone 2.] 
RELE 534 Ethical Issues in Public Health 3.] 
Totals 25.]  
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Major  Units 
EPDM 510 Principles of Epidemiology II 3.0 
EPDM 512 Multivariate Modeling in Epidemiology (1.0-3.0) 
1 unit required; additional 2 units may be taken as 
electives 1.0 
EPDM 534 Epidemiology of Maternal-Child Health 3.0 
EPDM 568 International Epidemiology 2.0 
GLBH 544 Epidemiology of Infectious Disease 3.0 
GLBH 545 Integrated Community Development 4.0 
GLBH 564 Primary Health Care Programs I 3.0 
GLBH 565 International Health Programming 2.0 
GLBH 566 Primary Health Care Programs II 3.0 
GLBH 568 Community Health and Development III 3.0 
GLBH 605 Seminar in Global Health 1.0 
STAT 515 Grant- and Contract-Proposal Writing 3.0 
STAT 521 Biostatistics I 4.0 
STAT 522 Biostatistics II 4.0 
STAT 548 Analytical Applications of SAS 2.0 
STAT 564 Survey and Advanced Research Methods 3.0 
EPDM 515 Clinical Trials (3) 
EPDM 555 Epidemiologic Methods in Outcomes 
Research and Continuous Quality 
Improvement (3) 
Choose one course  3.0 
Totals 47.0  
 
&lectives  Units 
GLBH 550 Women in Development (3) 
NUTR 585 Topics in Global Nutrition (3) 
STAT 535 Introduction to Modern 
Nonparametric Statistics (3) 
STAT 569 Advanced Data Analysis (3) 
Choose one course  3.0 
Totals 3.0  
 
Research project  
One project approved and administered by both EPDM/STAT and second major Units 
EPDM 699A Applied Research 1.0 
EPDM 699B Applied Research II 1.0 
GLBH 699 Applied Research in Global Health 2.0 
Totals 4.0  
Overall Totals 45.0  
 
Research and forums 
Students are required to attend a minimum of twenty 
forums in the Department of Epidemiology and/or 
Center for Health Research during their program. 
Attendance at these forums will be in addition to 
attendance at the public health seminars. 
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Culminating activity 
In order to obtain a degree, the student is re=uired to 
successfully complete the culminating activity, as 
re=uired by the Department of Epidemiology and 
Biostatistics and the Department of Global Health. 
The culminating activity includes a written 
examinationG research, including a written report and 
oral presentationG professional portfolio Hupon 
completion of the researchIG and an exit interview 
with the department chairs Hat the conclusion of the 
programI. 
Public health seminars (56) 
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Preventive medicine residenc- .ith Master of 
Pu5lic Health de8ree 
The Global Health Department offers students in the 
Medical and Dental Leadership Program and 
preventive medicine residents the opportunity to 
pursue the M.P.H. degree. This may include 
participation in service and research projects in 
developing countries. 
The pro8ram 
This program prepares professionals to work with 
poor and underserved communities so that they can 
achieve acceptable levels of health and well being. 
Students are exposed early in the program to 
surrounding communities where they apply 
classroom knowledge to real life situations as they 
perform community needs and assets assessments, 
program planning and implementation, monitoring, 
and evaluation. The integrated community health and 
development course offered in the summer allows 
students and faculty to travel together to international 
learning sites to observe and learn first hand the 
public health issues in a developing country.The 
program emphasizes cultural competencies that are 
necessary for working in diverse communities, both 
nationally and internationally. 
Graduates of this program will be prepared to work 
with community-based organizations, national and 
international nongovernmental organizations, health 
departments, and other public health service 
organizations. 
Learner outcomes 
The competency-based curriculum is built upon 
themes of maintaining a sustainable environment, 
supporting communities, and advocating for 
vulnerable populations. Graduates of the program are 
expected to: 
1. Understand cultural competency strategies 
in community health and development. 
2. Design effective, community-appropriate 
health and development programs. 
3. Understand principles of community 
engagement. 
4. Understand appropriate quantitative and 
qualitative research methods in community 
health and development. 
/. Apply principles of policy and advocacy in 
community health and development. 
Indicators of teachin8 effectiveness 
1. Ability to work individually and in groups. 
2. Ability to prepare and do oral presentations 
in class and for external audiences. 
3. Integrated capstone course. 
4. Satisfactory performance on comprehensive 
examinations (students required to pass). 
/. Development of a field practicum proposal 
development to address or answer a public 
health question in a chosen area of interest. 
De8ree re>uirements 
COREQUISITE 
(may be taken concurrently during the first two 
quarters of program, in addition to units required for 
the degree) 
Microbiology 
Anatomy and physiology
 
Pu5lic health core  Units 
ENZH /09 Principles of Environmental Health 3.0 
EPDM /09 Principles of Epidemiology I 3.0 
GLBH /24 Cultural Competence and Health Disparities 2.0 
HADM /09 Principles of Health Policy and Management 3.0 
HPRO /09 Principles of Health Behavior 3.0 
HPRO /36 Program Planning and Evaluation 2.0 
NUTR /09 Public Health Nutrition and Biology 3.0 
PHCJ 60/ Overview of Public Health 1.0 
PHCJ 67/ Integrated Public Health Capstone 2.0 
RELE /34 Ethical Issues in Public Health 3.0 
STAT /09 General Statistics 4.0 
Totals 29.0  
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Ma#or  Units 
EPDM 56: International Epidemiology 2.0 
GLBH 545 Integrated Community Development A separate laboratory fee must be paid at least two 
quarters prior to enrollment in this course (that is, 
by mid-Uanuary) and is subject to change, if needed. 
In order to fulfill prerequisite requirements for this 
course, it is strongly recommended that students 
enroll for the M.P.H. degree program in the Autumn 
Quarter. 
4.0 
GLBH 564 Primary Health Care Programs I 3.0 
GLBH 565 International Health Programming 2.0 
GLBH 566 Primary Health Care Programs II 3.0 
GLBH 56: Community Health and Development III 3.0 
GLBH 605 Seminar in Global Health 1.0 
NUTR 5:5 Topics in Global Nutrition 3.0 
STAT 515 Grant- and Contract-Proposal [riting 3.0 
Totals 24.0  
 
E'ect+,es  Units 
ENVH 522 Principles of Geographic Information 
Systems and Science (3) 
ENVH 524 GIS Software Applications and 
Methods (3) 
ENVH 52\ Geospatial Technologies for 
Emergency Preparedness and 
Management  (3) 
GLBH 514 Ethnographic Methods in Public 
Health (3) 
GLBH 516 HIV]AIDS: Implications for Public 
Health (3) 
GLBH 51\ Cultural Issues in Health Care (3) 
GLBH 51_ Principles of Disaster Management 
I (3) 
GLBH 520 Principles of Disaster Management 
II (3) 
GLBH 544 Epidemiology of Infectious Disease (3) 
GLBH 54\ Refugee and Displaced Population 
Health (3) 
GLBH 54: Violence and Terrorism Issues (3) 
GLBH 550 [omen in Development (3) 
GLBH 55: Public Health Issues in 
Emergencies (3) 
GLBH 55_ Psychosocial Models and 
Interventions (3) 
GLBH 561 Epidemiology of Tobacco Use and 
Control I (3) 
Choose a minimum of 15 units  15.0 
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GLBH 562 Epidemiology of Tobacco Use and 
Control II (3) 
HPRO 523 Maternal/Child Health: Policy and 
Programs (3) 
HPRO 524 Adolescent Health (3) 
HPRO 553 Addiction Theory and Program 
Development (3) 
HPRO 567 Reproductive Health (3) 
  
Totals 15.0  
 
Practicum  
Practicum units are in addition to the minimum graduate units required for the degree Units 
GLBH 699 Applied Research in Global 
Health (2 to 4) 
GLBH 796 Internship (12) 
(6-12 months) 
GLBH 797 MIP Residency in Global Health (12) 
See International Peace Corps Program in 
this Catalog for further details. (27 
months) 
GLBH 798 Culminating Activity/Vield 
Practicum (3 to 12) 
Choose one course  — 
Totals —  
)verall .otals 1234  
 
Culminating activity 
Vield practicum report 
Portfolio 
Exit interview 
Public health seminars (<4) 
 
>pecial @ee anA course reBuirements 
The required field-based course, GLBH 545 Integrated 
Community Development (which involves 
international travel), has a separate laboratory tuition 
fee that must be paid at least two quarters prior to 
enrollment in the course (that is, by mid-January) and 
is subject to change, if needed. In order to fulfill 
prerequisite requirements for this course, it is 
strongly recommended that students enroll for the 
M.P.H. degree program in the Autumn Quarter. 
CL)EFL GHFL.GIJK3P3G3 
(CURRENTL_ CLOSED TO NEW ADMISSIONS) 
The Doctor of Public Health (Dr.P.H.) degree is 
designed to provide advanced knowledge, skills, and 
competencies needed to plan, manage, and evaluate 
health and development programs both in the 
developing and developed world. 
Building on earlier graduate work, public health 
professionals develop a broad base of advanced 
knowledge, skills, and competencies needed to plan, 
manage, and evaluate health and development 
programs both in developing and developed 
countries. Program emphases enable students to 
experientially learn leadership and administrative 
skills, cross-cultural communication techniques, and 
appropriate operational and evaluation research 
methodologies in order to address the multifaceted 
problems affecting health and development among 
underserved populations and resource-scarce 
communities. 
Applicants possessing a master's degree in public 
health (or a master's or doctoral degree in a related 
field) and relevant field experience are eligible to 
apply. Graduates of this program typically are 
employed in national and global organizations 
(government, private, and voluntary), and in 
academic settings. 
Vollowing are the eligibility and degree requirements 
and additional information for the Dr.P.H. degree in 
global health. 
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5uma9 a9atom< a9d p?<sioloC< Do9e courseH 
IicroJioloC< Do9e courseH 
IasterKs or doctoral deCree i9 related Lield 
TMo <ears eNperie9ce i9 proLessio9al puJlic ?ealt? 
practice 
Learner outcomes 
!po9 completio9 oL t?is deCreeO t?e Craduate s?ould 
Je aJle toP 
1. Semo9strate cultural compete9c< strateCies 
i9 commu9it< ?ealt? a9d developme9t. 
U. SesiC9 eLLective commu9it<Vappropriate 
?ealt? a9d developme9t proCrams. 
W. Semo9strate eLLective proCram 
ma9aCeme9t. 
0. Semo9strate and apply pri9ciples oL 
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Corequisites  
Ia< Je taZe9 duri9C Lirst tMo Yuarters oL proCramO i9 additio9 to u9its reYuired Lor deCree[ adva9ced 
sta9di9C Lrom previous I.3.5. deCrees co9sidered  !9its 
E"$5 50] 3ri9ciples oL E9viro9me9tal 5ealt? W.0 
E3SI 50] 3ri9ciples oL EpidemioloC< # W.0 
E3SI 512 #9ter9atio9al EpidemioloC< U.0 
/-^5 505 #9teCrated +ommu9it< Sevelopme9t 0.0 
/-^5 510 3rimar< 5ealt? +are 3roCrams # W.0 
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35+_ 105 OvervieM oL 3uJlic 5ealt? 1.0 
'T,T 515 /ra9tV a9d +o9tractV3roposal `riti9C W.0 
Totals a  
 
0ajor  !9its 
/-^5 101 ,dva9ced 'emi9ar i9 /loJal 5ealt? U.0 
/-^5 1]5 3racticum i9 FieldV^ased 'urve< a9d Evaluatio9 W.0 
53&O 52] 4ualitative &esearc? Iet?ods W.0 
/-^5 510 Et?9oCrap?ic Iet?ods i9 3uJlic 
5ealt? DWH 
/-^5 511 5#$c,#S'P #mplicatio9s Lor 3uJlic 
5ealt? DWH 
/-^5 51d +ultural #ssues i9 5ealt? +are DWH 
/-^5 500 EpidemioloC< oL #9Lectious Sisease DWH 
/-^5 50d &eLuCee a9d Sisplaced 3opulatio9 
5ealt? DWH 
/-^5 550 `ome9 i9 Sevelopme9t DWH 
Ii9imum oL ] u9its  ].0 
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GLBH 584 Special Topics in Global Health ;1 to 3> 
GLBH 696 Directed StudyDSpecial ProEect ;1 to 4> 
  
Totals 17.0  
 
!ea$er&hi)  Units 
HADM 510 Health Policy Analysis and Synthesis 3.0 
HADM 514 Health Care Economic Policy 3.0 
HPRO 588 Health Behavior Theory and Research 4.0 
RRRR RRR Elective ;1 to 4> Choose elective courses in the areas of communication and administration 6.0 
Totals 16.0  
 
*o,-ate&  Units 
RRRR RRR Elective Choose from area;s> related to dissertationT in consultation with advisor 18.0 
Totals 18.0  
 
/eli,io-  Units 
RELE 5RR Graduate-level Ethics 3.0 
RELR 5RR Graduate-level Relational 3.0 
RELT 5RR Graduate-level Theological 3.0 
Totals 9.0  
 
/e&earch a-$ e3aluatio-  Units 
EPDM 510 Principles of Epidemiology II 3.0 
GLBH 685 Preliminary Research Experience 2.0 
GLBH 692 Research Consultation 2.0 
GLBH 694 Research 1.0 
PHCJ 534 Research Methods 2.0 
PHCJ 604 Research Seminar 2.0 
STAT 521 Biostatistics I 4.0 
STAT 564 Survey and Advanced Research Methods 3.0 
STAT 568 Data Analysis 3.0 
STAT 548 Analytical Applications of SAS ;2> 
STAT 549 Analytical Applications of 
SPSS ;2> 
Choose one course  2.0 
Totals 24.0  
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!issertation  Units 
/-BH 698 Dissertation A1.0D12.0F 26.0 
Totals 26.0  
Overall Totals //0.0  
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!lo$al Health+Maternal and Child Health—
PH 
(M.P.H.) 
RONALD MATAYA, Program Director 
 
Purpose 
The purpose of this combined degree is to prepare 
individuals with a global Inowledge of maternal and 
child health issues and to equip them with 
competencies needed to function in this specialty, 
nationally and internationally. The proposed program 
combines the core public health courses, core 
maternal and child health courses, core global health 
courses, and electives to maIe up a total of 75 units. 
The program covers national and international 
maternal and child health policies, programs and 
problems, program planning and evaluation, and a 
number of other pertinent areas of preparation. 
Graduates from this 75-unit program will be able to 
function in a variety of settings, such as national and 
international private/public health organiOations. 
:pecific learner outcomes 
Graduates of this program should be able to: 
1. Apply appropriate quantitative and 
qualitative research methods to maternal 
and child health issues. 
2. Design effective community-appropriate 
maternal and child health programs. 
3. Apply principles of policy and advocacy in 
maternal and child health. 
4. Use principles of community engagement on 
issues related to maternal and child health. 
Indicators of teaching effectiveness 
Group projects: These projects will allow students to 
apply their theoretical and practical Inowledge and 
sIills, such as project design, planning, 
implementation, monitoring, and evaluation. 
Comprehensive eUamination: Students will be 
required to pass a comprehensive eUamination. 
Field practicum: All students will be required to do 
their field practicum in maternal and child health in 
the U.S. or abroad. Students will develop their own 
questions or hypotheses with guidance from faculty. 
Admission requirements 
Admission requirements include a bachelorXs degree 
with a G.P.A. of 3.0 and above and a GRE score of 
adequate percentages [preferably greater than 20 
percent\. TOEFL scores will also be required for non-
English trained students or students from non-
English-speaIing countries. Microbiology and 
anatomy and physiology are core prerequisites. 
Preference will be given to students who have 
worIed for two years or more or who have special 
interest in maternal and child health issues. Nurses or 
nurse/midwives who want to add a public health 
dimension to their specialty may want to consider this 
tracI. College conceptualiOation and writing sIills 
will be an asset. 
PREREQUISITE 
Anatomy and physiology 
Two social science classes 
Microbiology 
GRE scores 
:pecial fee and course requirements 
_ The required field-based course, GLBH 545 
Integrated Community Development [which involves 
international travel\, has a separate laboratory tuition 
fee that must be paid at least two quarters prior to 
enrollment in the course [that is, by mid-aanuary\. 
This fee is subject to change, as necessary. In order to 
fulfill prerequisite requirements for this course, it is 
strongly recommended that students enroll for the 
M.P.H. degree program in the Autumn Quarter.
 
Pu$lic health core  Units 
ENVH 509 Principles of Environmental Health 3.0 
EPDM 509 Principles of Epidemiology I 3.0 
GLBH 524 Cultural Competence and Health Disparities 2.0 
HADM 509 Principles of Health Policy and Management 3.0 
HPRO 509 Principles of Health Behavior 3.0 
HPRO 536 Program Planning and Evaluation 2.0 
NUTR 509 Public Health Nutrition and Biology 3.0 
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PHCJ 678 Overview of Public Health 1.7 
PHCJ 678 Integrated Public Health Capstone 2.7 
RELE 834 Ethical Issues in Public Health 3.7 
STAT 87O General Statistics 4.7 
Totals 2O.7  
 
Maternal and child health  Units 
EPDM 834 Epidemiology of Maternal-Child Health 3.7 
HPRO 823 Maternal/Child Health: Policy and Programs 3.7 
HPRO 886 High-Risk Infants and Children: Policy and Programs 3.7 
HPRO 867 Reproductive Health 3.7 
HPRO 8XO Qualitative Research Methods 3.7 
HPRO 614 Seminar in Maternal and Child Health Practice 2.7 
NUTR 834 Maternal and Child Nutrition 3.7 
Totals 27.7  
 
Glo/al health  Units 
GLBH 848 Integrated Community Development 4.7 
GLBH 864 Primary Health Care Programs I 3.7 
GLBH 86X Community Health and Development III 3.7 
GLBH 678 Seminar in Global Health 1.7 
HPRO 88O Lactation Management 3.7 
NUTR 8X8 Topics in Global Nutrition 3.7 
STAT 818 Grant- and Contract-Proposal Writing 3.7 
Totals 27.7  
 
Electives  
Minimum of 6 units  Units 
GLBH 816 HIV/AIDS: Implications for Public Health 3.7 
GLBH 817 Cultural Issues in Health Care 3.7 
GLBH 887 Women in Development 3.7 
HPRO 824 Adolescent Health 3.7 
HPRO 888 Early-Age Parenthood 3.7 
HPRO 88O Lactation Management 3.7 
Totals 6.7  
 
! "#$%&#!'(&#)*+,&)(-.&#!&./!0*1#/!'(&#)*23'!
!
456
!
Practicum options!!
3-&7)1789!8.1):!&-(!1.!&//1)1$.!)$!)*(!91.1989!;-&/8&)(!8.1):!-(<81-(/!=$-!)*(!/(;-((! >.1):!
"?@'!5A5! ,B3!C(:1/(.7D!1.!"#$%&#!'(&#)*!EFGH!
"?@'!5AI! 08#91.&)1.;!J7)1K1)D+L1(#/!
3-&7)1789!EFGH!
'3CM!5A5! ,B3!C(:1/(.7D!1.!'(&#)*!
N/87&)1$.!EFGH!
'3CM!5AIO! L1(#/!3-&7)1789!EFGH!
0*$$:(!$.(!7$8-:(!! 2!
P$)&#:! 2!!
Overall Totals! 75.6!!
 
Culminating activity 
! L1(#/!Q-&7)1789!-(Q$-)!
! 3$-)=$#1$!
! NR1)!1.)(-K1(S!
Public health seminars (16) 
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Health Care Administration—PH 
(M.6.A.) 
S. ERIC ANDERSON, Chair 
STEVE SERRAO, M.B.A. Program Director 
TEACHING =ACULTY 
Stewart R. Albertson 
S. Eric Anderson 
Hames Banta 
Dora Barilla 
Lynna S. Belin 
Here Chrispens 
William Colwell 
Eileen Fry-Bowers 
Meng-Hin Hohnathan Goh 
David L. Holt 
Brad A. Hamison 
Renate Prause 
Dave Lawrence 
Susan Onuma 
David S. Penner 
Sharon Rushing 
Steve Serrao 
Shirley Simmons 
Honathan Zirkle 
=ACULTY 
Hane E. Adams 
Donna Bennett 
Richard Blanco 
Richard Bruno 
Hilliane Cabansag 
Hohn Carney 
Bonnie Chi-Lum 
Wayne S. Dysinger 
Dwight C. Evans 
Earl Ferguson 
Brent A. Fisher 
Garry H. FitTgerald 
Donn P. Gaede 
Bradley P. Gilbert 
Eugenia Giordano 
Oscar A. Giordano 
PooUa Goel 
Albin H. Grohar 
Ronald P. Hattis 
Gordon E. Hewes 
Renee L. Hills 
Paul A. Hisada 
Troy A. Holmes 
Michael H. Hackson 
David H. Pinsey 
Gregory Pono 
Donald Purth 
Hames Pyle 
Parl H. McCleary 
Rafael Molina 
Patricia Murdoch 
LeRoy Nattress 
Donald G. Pursley 
Paul Simms 
Akankshi Sharma-Arora 
Teri S. Tamayose 
David TeUada-de-Rivero 
C. Torben Thomsen 
Abel Torres 
Brian Weed 
 
HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION—
M.6.A. 
The School of Public Health offers a Master of 
Business Administration (M.B.A.) degree in health 
care administration. The Master of Business 
Administration (M.B.A.) degree with an emphasis in 
health care administration (HADM) provides 
students with a broad understanding of health care 
management and practical experience in applying 
learned principles. Graduates are prepared for careers 
in upper administration in health service 
organiTations—including medical centers, hospitals, 
health plans, physician group practices, dental 
practices, and long-term and managed care settings. 
Learner outcomes 
Upon completion of this degree, the student should 
be able to: 
1. Apply health care knowledge in economic 
analysis and policy. 
2. Understand organiTational structure and 
governance in addition to equitable and 
effective human resource health policies. 
3. Apply principles of health care finance. 
4. Apply principles of managerial accounting 
in health care. 
5. Employ market research towards strategic 
planning in health care. 
a. Employ quality improvement processes in 
health care operations management. 
1. Understand technology that supports the 
practice, research, and decision making in 
health care. 
Indicators of educational effectiveness 
Educational effectiveness will be determined by 
research, papers, class presentations, debates, tests, 
field practicum proUect/paper, and exit interview. 
Degree admission reJuirements 
PREREQUISITE 
Baccalaureate degree from a regionally accredited 
institution in the U.S. or equivalent 
Cumulative G.P.A. of 3.d 
Acceptable GRE or GMAT scores
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Pu#lic health core  Units 
EPDM 50; Principles of Epidemiology I 3.0 
RELE 535 Ethical Issues in Health Care Management 3.0 
STAT 505 Statistics in Health Administration 3.0 
Totals ;.0  
 
Ma/or  Units 
HADM 50I Principles of Health Care Finance 3.0 
HADM 504 Principles of Financial Accounting in Health Care 3.0 
HADM 514 Health Care Economic Policy 3.0 
HADM 514 Business Communication  3.0 
HADM 51; Data Analysis and Management 3.0 
HADM 52N Organizational Behavior in Health Care 3.0 
HADM 52; Health Care Negotiations and Conflict Resolution 3.0 
HADM 534 Health Care Law 3.0 
HADM 542 Managerial Accounting for Health Care Organizations 3.0 
HADM 555 Health Care Delivery Systems 3.0 
HADM 55; Health Care Marketing 3.0 
HADM 5I4 Health Care Finance 3.0 
HADM 544 Managing Human Resources in Health Care Organizations 3.0 
HADM 545 Management Information Systems in Health Care 3.0 
HADM I01 Health Systems-Operations Management 3.0 
HADM I04 Health Systems Strategic Planning 3.0 
HADM I05 Health Care Quality Management 3.0 
HADM I;0 Healthcare Management Capstone  4.0 
Totals 55.0  
 
0ield e23erience  
Practicum units are in addition to the minimum graduate units required for the degree Units 
HADM I;5 Health Administration Field Practicum 3.0 
Totals —  
Overall Totals 9:.<  
OTHER RE@AIREMECTS 
Professional mem#ershi3 
During their first quarter, students are required to 
secure and maintain membership in an approved 
professional society, such as the American College of 
Healthcare Executives (ACHE). 
Health administration colloquia (I<) 
Participation is required in a minimum of ten 
noncredit colloquia designed to acquaint students 
with various aspects of the health care industry. 
Attendance at these colloquia will be in addition to 
attendance at ten public health seminars. 
Pu#lic health seminars (I<) 
CulminatinL activitM 
The culminating activity includes a research paper or 
professional project, field experience (upon 
completion of essential major course work), 
professional portfolio (upon completion of the field 
experience), and an exit interview with the MPHBA 
Program Director (at the conclusion of the program). 
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Health E)ucation—PH 
1M.P.H.4 Online M.P.H.4 Dr.P.H.8 
NAOMI MODESTE, Department Chair 
9:;<LTY 
Hildemar Dos Santos 
Linda G. Halstead 
Mervyn G. Hardinge 
R. Patricia Herring 
Gary L. Hopkins 
Koyce W. Hopp 
Kerry W. Lee 
Helen P. Hopp Marshak 
Naomi N. Modeste 
Susanne B. Montgomery 
Christine M. Neish 
Stoy E. Proctor 
Serena Tonstad 
 
 
The Master of Public Health (M.P.H.) degree 
programs are built around 58-unit curricula. The 
number of required courses is based on the core 
public health and health education competencies, 
selected major, area of emphasis, and elective course 
work. The number of required units, culminating 
activity requirement, and length of field practicum 
are specified upon acceptance. The student develops 
an appropriate curriculum in consultation with 
his/her faculty advisor. 
HE:LTH ED<;:TIOA—M.P.H. 
NAOMI MODESTE, Program Coordinator 
 
PrograC DorCats 
Course work for the Health Education Program may 
be pursued in the following formats: 
! a traditional, on-campus program 
! an online program 
In the Health Education Program, emphasis is placed 
on educational, interpersonal, community, and 
legislative factors that promote positive health 
behaviors. The curriculum emphasizes interventions 
based on scientific data and established behavioral 
and learning theories that promote public health 
through the processes of education and community 
organization. 
Graduates of this degree program may function as 
community health educators in a variety of settings, 
both public and private. They are academically 
prepared to conduct community assessments\ design, 
implement, and evaluate health education 
interventions\ organize health promotion efforts\ 
participate in research, and assist individuals and 
communities to better utilize techniques of health 
behavior change. 
Students select course work from each of several 
practice and content areas to enhance the applied 
portion of the curriculum. Professional practice is 
addressed during the laboratory and field experience 
portions of the curriculum. Students may develop 
skills while working in community agencies and in 
medical care, school, and work/site settings. 
Students who are licensed health professionals 
and/or who have two or more years of experience 
may replace the standard 400 clock-hour field 
practicum with a 200-hour practicum or 100-hour 
practicum. Graduates are eligible to sit for the 
credentialing examination in health education—
certified health education specialist (CHES), offered 
by the National Commission for Health Education 
Credentialing, Inc., 944 Macon Boulevard, Suite 310, 
Allentown, PA 18103. 
Learner outcoCes 
Graduates of the program in health education will 
have the skills necessary to: 
! Assess individual and community needs and 
plan effective health education programs. 
! Collaborate with other professionals in using 
resources to educate the public about health. 
! Evaluate and appropriately apply public 
health research findings to the practice of 
health education. 
! Provide leadership or technical assistance for 
public health projects in selected settings. 
! Meet didactic and professional practice 
requirements for certification as health 
education specialists. 
E)ucational eDDectiveness in)icators 
! Comprehensive examination 
! dield practicum report 
! Professional portfolio 
! Exit interview/Survey 
PREREeUISITE 
Demonstrate college-level conceptualization and 
writing skills 
Graduate Record Examination (GRE) 
Bachelor's degree 
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3O5E67I9I:E 
;ma= be ta?en during first tDo Euarters of FrogramG 
in addition to units reEuired for degreeH 
Inatom= and F'=siolog= or P'=siolog= ;one course 
or course seEuenceH 
Je'avioral science ;tDo coursesG one of D'ic' is an 
introductor= Fs=c'olog= courseH 
CULMINATING ACTIVIT, 
9tudents are reEuired to demonstrate t'e abilit= to 
integrate t'e sFecified areas of Fublic 'ealt'—
administrationG eFidemiolog=G statisticsG 
environmental 'ealt'G and 'ealt' be'avior—during 
t'eir culminating activit= eLFeriences. :'e 
culminating activit= includes a Dritten 
comFre'ensive eLaminationG field eLFerience ;uFon 
comFletion of all reEuired coursesHN Frofessional 
Fortfolio to be submittedN and eLit intervieD Dit' t'e 
deFartment c'air ;at t'e conclusion of t'e FrogramH. 
9tudents D'o do not meet minimum standards of 
Ferformance on t'e culminating activit= are subject to 
remedial course Dor? to address deficiencies in 
FreFaration. 
HEALTH EDUCATION—ONLINE M.P.H.  
PIOMI MODE9:EG Program Director 
 
:'e 'eat' education major emF'asiSes educationalG 
interFersonalG communit=G and legislative factors t'at 
Fromote Fositive 'ealt' be'aviors. :'e curriculum 
emF'asiSes interventions based on scientific data and 
establis'ed be'avioral and learning t'eories t'at 
Fromote Fublic 'ealt' t'roug' t'e Frocesses of 
education and communit= organiSation. 
9tudents D'o comFlete t'is TUVWXunit curriculum 
ma= function as communit= 'ealt' educators in a 
variet= of settingsG bot' Fublic and Frivate. :'e= are 
academicall= FreFared to conduct communit= 
assessmentsN designG imFlementG and evaluate 'ealt' 
education interventionsN organiSe 'ealt' Fromotion 
effortsN and assist individuals and communities to 
better utiliSe tec'niEues of 'ealt' be'avior c'ange. 
:'is is t'reeX=earG online Frogram includes coursesG 
orientationG and suFFort via t'e Internet. 9tudents are 
acceFted ever= Euarter during t'e sc'ool =earG t'e= 
receive suFFort in t'e use of t'e DebXbased learning 
tec'nolog=G Flan a Frogram of stud= Dit' t'eir 
advisorG and get to ?noD t'e ot'er students in t'e 
Frogram t'roug' an online communit=. 
Distance learning programs 
:'e student Dis'ing to obtain an M.P.H. degree 
online is referred to t'e 9c'ool of Public Healt' 
general information in 9ection III of t'is 3I:ILOG 
for details regarding t'e distance learning Frograms 
of t'e sc'ool. 
Online local and international M.P.H. degree 
:'e Online Healt' Education Master of Public Healt' 
Program caters to students in t'e 7nited 9tates and 
abroad. 
Residence requirement 
:'e Online ELecutive Master of Public Healt' 
Program is an online Frogram and does not include a 
residence reEuirement. 
Web site information 
For more informationG Flease see our \eb site at 
]DDD.llu.edu^FublicX'ealt'^online^indeL.Fage_. 
LEARNER OUTCOMES 
Graduates of t'e Frogram Dit' a major in 'ealt' 
education Dill 'ave t'e s?ills necessar= to` 
! DesignG develoFG imFlementG mar?etG and 
evaluate 'ealt' Fromotion and education 
Frograms utiliSing aFFroFriate FrinciFles 
from 'uman learningG motivationG 
communicationG organiSational be'aviorG 
and 'ealt' be'aviorX c'ange t'eories. 
! 3ollaborate Dit' ot'er Frofessionals in using 
resources to educate t'e Fublic about 'ealt'. 
! Evaluate and aFFroFriatel= aFFl= Fublic 
'ealt' researc' findings to t'e Fractice of 
'ealt' education. 
! 9erve as consultants to Frovide leaders'iF or 
tec'nical assistance for Fublic 'ealt' Frojects 
in selected settings. 
! Meet didactic and Frofessional Fractice 
reEuirements for certification as 'ealt' 
education sFecialists. 
Indicators of educational effectiveness 
! Discussion t'reads 
! :ests and eLaminations 
! Issignments and major FaFers 
! Field Fracticum reFort 
! 3omFre'ensive eLamination 
! Professional Fortfolio 
! 3aFstone Froject 
! ELit intervieD 
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PREREQUISITE 
Demonstrated college-level conceptualiGation and 
Hriting sIills 
Professional license in a medical or health-related 
disciplineL or a minimum of tHo years of public 
health eOperience (preferred) 
COREQUISITE 
(may be taIen during first tHo Ruarters of programL 
in addition to units reRuired for degree) 
Anatomy and physiology or Physiology (one course 
or course seRuence) 
Behavioral science (tHo coursesL one of Hhich is an 
introductory psychology course) 
D"#$"" $"&'($")"*+, 
-pplied c4rric4l4m and pro:essional practice 
Students select course HorI from each of several 
practice and content areas to enhance the applied 
portion of the curriculum. Professional practice is 
addressed during the laboratory and field eOperience 
portions of the curriculum. Students may develop 
sIills Hhile HorIing in community agencies and in 
medical careL schoolL and HorIUsite settings. 
=>", credentialing e@amination 
Graduates are eligible to sit for the credentialing 
eOamination in health educationVcertified health 
education specialist (CHES)L offered by the National 
Commission for Health Education CredentialingL Inc.L 
944 Macon BoulevardL Suite 310L AllentoHnL PA 
18103. 
=4lminating activity 
Students are reRuired to demonstrate the ability to 
integrate the specified areas of public healthV
administrationL epidemiologyL statisticsL 
environmental healthL and health behaviorVduring 
their culminating activity eOperiences. The 
culminating activity includes a Hritten 
comprehensive eOaminationL a field eOperience (upon 
completion of all core classes)L professional portfolio 
to be submitted] and an eOit intervieH Hith the 
department chair (at the conclusion of the program). 
Students Hho do not meet the minimum standards of 
performance on the comprehensive eOamination are 
sub^ect to remedial course HorI to address 
deficiencies in preparation.
 
 
C4Dlic EealtE core  Fn =amp4s Fnline 
>G"DH 
)aternal 
=Eild 
ENVH 509 Principles of Environmental Health 3.0 3.0 3.0 
EPDM 509 Principles of Epidemiology I 3.0 3.0 3.0 
GLBH 524 Cultural Competence and Health Disparities 2.0 2.0 2.0 
HADM 509 Principles of Health Policy and Management 3.0 3.0 3.0 
HPRO 509 Principles of Health Behavior 3.0 3.0 3.0 
NUTR 509 Public Health Nutrition and Biology 3.0 3.0 3.0 
PHCa 501 Introduction to On-line Learning   1.0   
PHCa 605 OvervieH of Public Health 1.0 1.0 1.0 
PHCa 675 Integrated Public Health Capstone 2.0 2.0 2.0 
RELE 534 Ethical Issues in Public Health 3.0 3.0 3.0 
STAT 509 General Statistics   4.0   
STAT 509 General Statistics (4.0) 
STAT 521 Biostatistics I (4.0) 
Choose one course  4.0 V 4.0 
Totals 27.0  28.0  27.0  
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Major  On Campus Online 
HLED5 
Maternal 
Child 
E045 631 Epidemiolog; o< 5aternal>?hild "ealth     3.0 
"0RO 6D3 5aternalE?hild "ealthF 0olic; and 0rograms     3.0 
"0RO 6D1 Adolescent "ealth 3.0 3.0 3.0 
"0RO 6DI Ji<est;le 4iseases and RisK Reduction   3.0   
"0RO 630 Lundamentals o< Research in "ealth Mehavior and "ealth 
Education 
3.0 3.0   
"0RO 636 "ealth Education Administration and Jeadership 3.0 3.0 3.0 
"0RO 632A ?ommunit; 0rograms JaOorator;>>A 1.0   1.0 
"0RO 632M ?ommunit; 0rograms JaOorator;>>M D.0   D.0 
"0RO 632? ?ommunit; 0rograms JaOorator;>>? 1.0   1.0 
"0RO 63Q "ealth Education 0rogram 4evelopment 3.0 3.0 3.0 
"0RO 633 0olic; and Rssues in "ealth Education 3.0 3.0 3.0 
"0RO 663 Addiction Theor; and 0rogram 4evelopment 3.0 3.0   
"0RO 66I "igh>RisK Rn<ants and ?hildrenF 0olic; and 0rograms     3.0 
"0RO 663 Jactation 5anagement     3.0 
"0RO 6I2 Reproductive "ealth     3.0 
"0RO 6Q3 Tualitative Research 5ethods 3.0   3.0 
"0RO I11 Ueminar in 5aternal and ?hild "ealth 0ractice     D.0 
"0RO I3I 4irected Utud;EUpecial 0roVect   1.0   
WXTR 631 5aternal and ?hild 
Wutrition Y3.0Z 
WXTR 6Q6 Topics in [loOal Wutrition Y3.0Z 
?hoose one course  / / 3.0 
Totals D6.0  D6.0  33.0  
 
Selected electives  
?hose in consultation \ith advisor  On Campus Online 
HLED5 
Maternal 
Child 
"0RO 630 Lundamentals o< Research in 
"ealth Mehavior and "ealth 
Education Y3.0Z 
"0RO 613 ]riting <or "ealth 
0ro<essionals Y3.0Z 
"0RO 660 ]omen in 4evelopment Y3.0Z 
"0RO 663 Addiction Theor; and 0rogram 
4evelopment Y3.0Z 
?hoose <rom this list  / / I.0 
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HPRO 526 Lifestyle Diseases and Risk 
Reduction (3.0) 
HPRO 527 Obesity and Disordered 
Eating (3.0) 
HPRO 550 Women in Development (3.0) 
HPRO 567 Reproductive Health (3.0) 
HPRO 573 ETercise Physiology I (3.0) 
Choose from this list  6.0 — — 
HPRO VVV Health Education Choose in consultation With 
advisor 
  6.0   
Totals 6.0  6.0  6.0  
 
!ield experience  
Practicum units are in addition to the minimum graduate units required 
for the degree.  On Campus Online 
HLED/ 
7aternal 
Child 
HPRO 798A Zield Practicum (100 hours)   3.0   
HPRO 797 MIP Residency in Health 
Education (12.0) 
!ee $nternational Peace Cor/s 
Program in this Catalog for 
further details7 
HPRO 798D Zield Practicum (12.0) 
Choose one course  — — — 
Totals —  —  —  
Overall Totals =8.@  =A.@  BC.@  
 
Course titles folloWed by a number in parentheses 
indicate a variable unit course or a course that is to be 
repeated one or more times until the total required 
units are reached.The number inside the parentheses 
is the unit value of the course. The number in the 
column is the total units required for the degree 
program. 
HEALTH EDUCATIONHDR.J.H. 
NAOMI MODESTE] Program Director 
 
The Department of Health Promotion and Education 
offers the Doctor of Public Health (Dr.P.H.) degree 
With majors in health education and in preventive 
care. Emphasis is placed on teaching] research] 
leadership] and evaluative skills; and Wellness 
lifestyle management intervention programs] 
development] implementation] and evaluation] 
respectively. 
Jreventive care program 
See the Preventive Care Program in the School of 
Public Health section for a description of the Dr.P.H. 
degree requirements for the program. 
Health education maLor 
The Dr.P.H. degree in health education is designed 
for individuals Who desire to add depth to their 
health education speciali`ation and develop research 
and leadership capabilities. The emphasis in health 
education offers advanced knoWledge and 
competencies in the health education process and 
includes planning and evaluation of health behavior 
change. There is emphasis on the practice of healthful 
lifestyle behaviors and community health education. 
Learner outcomes 
Upon completion of the Dr.P.H. degree program in 
health education] the graduate should be able toa 
! Conduct health education research and 
evaluation utili`ing basic statistical concepts. 
! Generate health-related educational 
training/curricular materials and conduct 
professional seminars and training 
programs. 
! Promote and assist in the development of 
grant-Writing proposals and applications for 
community-based health education research. 
! Creatively apply theoretical concepts and 
models to educational program design in the 
development of health education 
interventions. 
! Demonstrate educational leadership skills] 
policy development] and strategic planning 
for organi`ations and agencies. 
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• 4rite and submit manuscripts to 
professional ;ournals for publication. 
Educational effectiveness indicators 
• Comprehensi>e e?amination 
• @ualifAing e?amination 
• Dissertation proposal 
• Ad>ancement to candidacA 
• Dissertation defense 
• Publishable research paper 
• Professional portfolio re>iew 
• E?it inter>iewFGur>eA 
HEALTH EDUCATION MAJOR 
PHEHE@UIGITE 
(to be taken before acceptance into the program) 
AnatomA and phAsiologA 
Gocial science (two courses, which maA include 
psAchologA, sociologA, or cultural anthropologA) 
@uantitati>e proficiencA 
Graduate Hecord E?amination (GHE) or eQui>alent 
Master's or doctoral degree in appropriate field 
Post-master's degree work e?perience, preferred.
 
Corequisites  
MaA be taken during first two Quarters of program, in addition to units reQuired for degreeU ad>anced 
standing from pre>ious M.P.H. degrees considered  Units 
ENWH X0Z Principles of En>ironmental Health [.0 
EPDM X0Z Principles of EpidemiologA I [.0 
GLBH X^4 Cultural Competence and Health Disparities ^.0 
HADM X0Z Principles of Health PolicA and Management [.0 
HPHO X0Z Principles of Health Beha>ior [.0 
HPHO `ZX CommunitA Practicum 1.0 
NUTH X0Z Public Health Nutrition and BiologA [.0 
PHCJ `0X O>er>iew of Public Health 1.0 
GTAT X0Z General Gtatistics 4.0 
Totals —  
 
Major  Units 
HPHO bbb Health Education 1^.0 
HPHO X[2 Health Education Program De>elopment [.0 
HPHO X4[ 4riting for Health Professionals [.0 
HPHO X22 Health Beha>ior TheorA and Hesearch 4.0 
HPHO `02 Ad>anced Geminar in Health Education (^.0) `.0 
Totals ^2.0  
 
!"I$%&'IT) +,T,L./ 
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Administration and leadership  !nits 
7777 777 %lective +ourses chosen in consultation with advisor CDE 
HP&. HIH Health %ducation ,dministration and Leadership IDE 
Totals L2DE  
 
Public health  !nits 
%PDM H77 %pidemiology %lective ,dvanced epidemiology courseQ chosen in consultation with advisor IDE 
Totals IDE  
 
Cognates  !nits 
7777 777 %lective +ourses chosen in consultation with advisor CDE 
Totals CDE  
 
Religion  !nits 
&%L% H77 /raduateRlevel %thics IDE 
&%L& H77 /raduateRlevel &elational IDE 
&%LT H77 /raduateRlevel Theological IDE 
Totals CDE  
 
Research and evaluation  !nits 
HP&. H00 Health %ducation %valuation and Measurement IDE 
HP&. S1H Preliminary &esearch %Tperience 2DE 
HP&. SC0 &esearch SDE 
PH+U HI0 &esearch Methods V2DEW TaXen after 'T,T HEC or equivalent 0DE 
PH+U SE0 &esearch 'eminar TaXen after PH+U HI0 2DE 
'T,T HL0 Intermediate 'tatistics for HealthR
'cience Data 
TaXen after 'T,T H0C IDE 
'T,T H0C ,nalytical ,pplications of 'P'' TaXen after 'T,T HEC 2DE 
'T,T HS1 Data ,nalysis TaXen after 'T,T HL0 IDE 
Totals 2HDE  
 
Dissertation  !nits 
HP&. SC1 Dissertation VLDERL0DEW L2DE 
Totals L2DE  
9verall Totals 98.0  
 
+ourse titles followed by a number in parentheses 
indicate a variable unit course or a course that is to be 
repeated one or more times until the total required 
units are reachedD The number inside the parentheses 
is the unit value of the courseD The number in the 
column is the total units required for the degree 
programD
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Health Geographics and Biomedical Data 
Management—PH 
(B.S.P.H.) 
;E="!>?@AEB!7ro*ra3!4irector!
!
='e!"ealt'!(eo*ra,'ics!a01!2io3e1ical!4ata!
Ma0a*e3e0t!7ro*ra3!is!a0!i00ovativeB!
3Dlti1isci,li0arE!,ro*ra3!oFFeri0*!a!2ac'elor!oF!
;cie0ce!i0!7DGlic!"ealt'!1e*ree!t'at!co3Gi0es!coDrses!
i0!varioDs!1e,art3e0tsH!a01!i0te*rates!,DGlic!'ealt'!
3et'o1s!a01!a,,roac'es!to!a0alEIeB!visDaliIeB!
i0ter,retB!a01!3a0a*e!Gio3e1ical!1ataJ!='e!,ro*ra3!
is!1esi*0e1!to!i0tro1Dce!stD1e0ts!to!*eo*ra,'ic!
a0alEsis!a01!*eo*ra,'ic!i0For3atio0!sEste3s!K(?;L!
tec'0olo*E!Mit'!a,,licatio0s!i0!,DGlic!'ealt'J!='e!
cDrricDlD3!3eets!a!Groa1!ra0*e!oF!1ata!3a0a*e3e0t!
reNDire3e0ts!i0!Got'!t'e!,rivate!a01!t'e!,DGlic!
sectorsJ!
(ra1Dates!Mill!'ave!a0!D01ersta01i0*!oF!3ajor!
,DGlic!'ealt'!1isci,li0es!a01!Mill!1evelo,!'i*'Plevel!
sQills!reNDire1!oF!t'e!,ractici0*!1ataGase!3a0a*er!
a01!(?;!a0alEstJ!='eE!Mill!Ge!aGle!to!MorQ!i0!
3DltiFD0ctio0al!ca,acities!,rovi1i0*!s,atiallE!
i0ter,rete1!1ata!o0!s3all!*roD,s!oF!,eo,le!or!o0!
e0tire!co33D0itiesB!iF!1esire1J!
;tD1e0ts!Mill!acNDire!sQills!i0!1ata!collectio0B!a0alEsisB!
a01!,rese0tatio0!Dsi0*!statePoFPt'ePart!co3,Dter!
soFtMareJ!='e!co3,ete0cies!acNDire1!i0!t'is!,ro*ra3!
,re,are!*ra1Dates!to!MorQ!i0!varie1!setti0*s!a01!
co0triGDte!to!t'e!1ata!3a0a*e3e0t!a01!a0alEsis!oF!
3a0E!1isci,li0esJ!
='e!tMoPEear!,ro*ra3!3aE!Ge*i0!a0E!NDarter!oF!t'e!
jD0ior!EearB!1e,e01i0*!o0!t'e!coDrses!oFFere1J!='ere!
are!tMo!o,tio0s!For!e0teri0*!t'e!2J;J7J"J!1e*ree!
,ro*ra3J!;tD1e0ts!3aE!elect!to!co3,lete!all!t'e!
,rereNDisite!coDrse!MorQ!i0!a!colle*e!setti0*!oF!t'eir!
c'oiceB!a,,lE!For!a13issio0!to!t'e!2J;J7J"J!1e*ree!
,ro*ra3B!a01!s,e01!t'eir!jD0ior!a01!se0ior!Eears!at!
t'e!;c'ool!oF!7DGlic!"ealt'J!;tD1e0ts!1esiri0*!to!
oGtai0!earlE!e0tra0ce!to!t'e!2J;J7J"J!1e*ree!,ro*ra3!
'ave!t'e!o,tio0!to!co3,lete!a!3i0i3D3!oF!RS!
se3ester!D0its!or!TUJS!NDarter!D0its!at!a!co33D0itE!
colle*e!oF!t'eir!c'oiceB!sDG3it!a0!a,,licatio0B!a01!
oGtai0!,er3issio0!to!Ge*i0!t'eir!stD1E!at!t'e!;c'ool!oF!
7DGlic!"ealt'!M'ile!co0cDrre0tlE!taQi0*!coDrse!MorQ!
at!a!0earGE!co33D0itE!colle*e!i0!or1er!to!co3,lete!
t'eir!oDtsta01i0*!,rereNDisite!reNDire3e0tsJ!@!
3aVi3D3!total!oF!UW!se3ester!D0its!or!XWS!NDarter!
D0its!oF!cre1it!Mill!Ge!acce,te1!Fro3!re*io0allE!
accre1ite1!colle*esJ!
Learner outcomes 
Y,o0!co3,letio0!oF!t'is!1e*reeB!t'e!*ra1Date!s'oDl1!
Ge!aGle!toZ!
XJ Yse!statePoFPt'ePart!(?;!soFtMare!
a,,licatio0s!a01!a,,ro,riate!statistical!
tec'0iNDes!to!,erFor3!Gio3e1ical!1ata!
a0alEsisJ!
[J 4esi*0!1ata!collectio0!,rotocols!For!
1evelo,i0*!1ataGases!a01!1ataPe0trE!
a,,licatio0s!i0!a!varietE!oF!For3atsB!
i0clD1i0*!*eo*ra,'ic!1ata!3o1els!Dse1!i0!
(?;!
:J ?3,le3e0t!(?;!1ataPca,tDre!tec'0iNDes!For!
Got'!vector!a01!raster!1ata!For3ats!a01!
i01e,e01e0tlE!sD,ervise!all!,'ases!oF!1ata!
collectio0B!stora*eB!a01!3a0a*e3e0tJ!
8J \reate!*eo1ataGases!t'at!Mill!eFFectivelE!
ca,tDre!a01!or*a0iIe!,DGlic!'ealt'!1ata!a01!
ot'er!releva0t!1e3o*ra,'ic!a01!
e0viro03e0tal!1ata!so!t'at!,erti0e0t!s,atial!
i0For3atio0!ca0!Ge!a0alEIe1B!s'are1B!or!
1is,laEe1!as!a!3a,J!
SJ Yse!s,atial!1ataP1is,laE!tec'0iNDes!to!
,ro1Dce!a01!,DGlis'!cDsto3iIe1!3a,s!a01!
ot'er!visDal!1is,laEs!oF!'ealt'!1ataJ!
RJ Ma0a*e!(?;!,rojects!i0!a!varietE!oF!setti0*sB!
i0clD1i0*!*over03e0tB!aca1e3icB!a01!
co33D0itEJ!
Indicators of educational effectiveness 
@,art!Fro3!t'e!(J7J@JB!Got'!1irect!a01!i01irect!
i01icators!Mill!Ge!Dse1!to!e0sDre!t'at!*ra1Dates!'ave!
ac'ieve1!t'e!state1!oDtco3es!For!t'e!1e*reeB!as!
i01icate1!GeloMJ!
Standardi(ed tests.!;tD1e0ts!i0!t'is!,ro*ra3!Mill!Ge!
e0coDra*e1!to!,artici,ate!i0!a!NDaliFEi0*!test!oFFere1!
everE!Eear!GE!;Qills!Y;@B!a0!or*a0iIatio0!t'at!'as!
,art0ere1!Mit'!t'e!*eos,atial!i01DstrE!to!1evelo,!a!
co3,etitio0!,ro*ra3!t'at!,rovi1es!D0iversitiesB!
colle*esB!a01!t'eir!stD1e0ts!a!MaE!to!vali1ate!t'eir!
*eos,atial!,ro*ra3!a01!3easDre!t'eir!,ro*ra3!
a*ai0st!0atio0al!sta01ar1sJ!
-nstitutional challenge e4aminations.!;tD1e0ts!Mill!Ge!
evalDate1!o0!a!co0ti0DoDs!Gasis!at!3Dlti,le!levels!GE!
FelloM!stD1e0tsB!FacDltEB!a01!a13i0istratio0J!='e!
;c'ool!oF!7DGlic!"ealt'!Mill!a13i0ister!a!NDaliFEi0*!
eVa3i0atio0!eNDivale0t!to!a!co3,re'e0sive!Fi0al!
eVa3i0atio0!toMar1s!t'e!e01!oF!t'e!,ro*ra3J!='e!
For3at!oF!t'e!eVa3i0atio0!3aE!Ge!Mritte0B!oralB!
1e3o0stratio0B!or!a!co3Gi0atio0!oF!all!t'reeJ
!"I$%&SI() C,(,-./ 
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REQUIRED LOWER DIVISION COURSES 
 Semester units 
:reshman %nglish (complete seCuence) 1.F 
/eneral psGchologG H.F 
Intermediate algeJra 0.F 
/eneral JiologG 0.F 
Programming (Lisual Jasic)M CNNM OaLaM C H.F 
Cultural anthropologG or PiLersitG H.F 
PataJase sGstems (dQase)M SR-M .racle 2.F 
%lectiLes 12.F 
UistorGV 6.F 
Introduction to computers and information sGstems H.F 
PhGsical actiLitG (2 courses) 2.F 
-anguage (Spanish preferred) Y.F 
%nLironmental science Z %cologG H.F 
/eneral sociologG H.F 
/eoscience (geographG preferred) H.F 
:&%SU[," N S.PU.[.&% 60 semester units 
\6 Cuarter units 
V !.S. historG or ]estern ciLili^ation (or eCuiLalent)M depending on historG courses ta_en in high school 
Junior 5ear  !nits 
%"$U 021 CartographG and [ap Pesign H.F 
%"$U 022 Principles of /eographic Information SGstems 0.F 
%"$U 02H Practical Issues in /IS 0.F 
PUCO 2YF :undamentals of Uuman ,natomG and PhGsiologG 0.F 
PUCO 0F1 %ssentials of PuJlic Uealth 0.F 
&%-% 0`` !pper PiLision %thics 2.F-H.F 
S(,( 010 Introduction to Qiostatistics I H.F 
S(,( 01Y Computer ,pplications in Qiostatistics 1.F 
S(,( 016 Introduction to Qiostatistics II 0.F 
S(,( 017 Qiomedical Pata [anagement I 0.F 
S(,( 001 ,nalGtical ,pplications of S,S H.F 
S(,( 060 SurLeG and ,dLanced &esearch [ethods 0.F 
&%-( 0F6 ,dLentist Qeliefs and -ife (2 to H) 
&%-( 02H -oma -inda PerspectiLes (2 to H) 
&%-( 0H6 ,dLentist Ueritage and 
Uealth (2 to H) 
&%-( 0H7 Current Issues in 
,dLentism (2 to H) 
.ne course reCuired from this group  2.F-H.F 
(otals 02.F-00.F  
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!"n$%& ("a&  ;nits 
<=>" 8?8 @ntro1uction to <nBironmenta% "ea%t' CDE 
<=>" 8F8 4esGto, (@H HoItJare K,,%ications 8DE 
<=>" 8C: HourcesL Ca,tureL an1 @nte*ration oI (@H 4ata CDE 
<=>" 8CN H,atia% Kna%Osis Jit' (@H 8DE 
<=>" 8CP (@H in 7uQ%ic "ea%t' FDE 
<=>" 8R9 "ea%t' (eo*ra,'ics Henior 7roject 8DE 
"7TU 8?8 7ersona% "ea%t' an1 Vitness 8DE 
T<LT 8XX ;,,er 4iBision Te%ationa% FDEYCDE 
HZKZ 8?9 2iome1ica% 4ata Mana*ement @@ 8DE 
HZKZ 8N9 4ata Kna%Osis 8DE 
HZKZ 8R9 Henior 7roject :DE 
Zota%s CRDEY8EDE  
*+"&all -%.al/ 012340523  
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!ealth (eoin,or.atics12! 
3Certi,icate5 
The Health Geoinformatics Program certificate is 
designed primarily for health professionals and 
students who have completed a bachelorJs degree (or 
eLuivalent) from an accredited college or university 
with a cumulative G.P.A. of at least 3.0. Qualified 
candidates must demonstrate computer proficiency, 
although no previous experience with geographic 
information systems (GIS) technology is reLuired. 
Advanced placement can be considered for applicants 
with previous GIS experience/training. In addition, 
interested Loma Linda University students, staff, and 
faculty who would liUe to learn about GIS 
applications in health may also apply. 
6d.issions prere9uisites 
Applicants must have at least a bachelorJs degree (or 
eLuivalent), with a cumulative G.P.A. of at least 3.0. 
Vor those who meet this basic admission prereLuisite, 
the program is open to health professionals, students, 
current Loma Linda University students enrolled in a 
masterJs or doctoral degree program, Loma Linda 
faculty and staff (tuition benefits may apply), and 
anyone interested in GIS applications in the health 
field. 
Learner outco.es 
Upon successful completion of the program, students 
will be able toW 
1. Use state-of-the-art software applications 
and techniLues for accessing the spatially 
defined health information for building 
useful geodatabases. 
2. Use effective geospatial data to produce and 
publish customi[ed maps and other visual 
displays of health data. 
3. Employ GIS-based methods and techniLues 
of spatial analysis that support health 
research and decision maUing in public 
health practice and policy. 
4. Apply geospatial technology and methods in 
at least one Uey area of health geographics, 
such as disease mapping. 
5. Implement and manage health GIS projects 
in government, nongovernment, and 
community settings. 
<ndicators o, educational e,,ectiveness 
1. Class project 
2. Oral presentation 
3. Portfolio 
4. Standardi[ed test. Students will be 
encouraged to participate in a Lualifying test 
offered every year by SUillsUSA, an 
organi[ation that has partnered with the 
Geospatial industry to develop a 
competition program that provides 
universities, colleges, and their students with 
a way to validate their geospatial program 
and measure them against national 
standards. 
NoteW Indicators 1, 2, and 3 are course specific at the 
discretion of the instructor. 
PREREQUISITE 
Applicants must have at least a bachelorJs degree (or 
eLuivalent), with a cumulative G.P.A. of at least 3.0. 
Vor those who meet the foregoing basic admission 
prereLuisite, the program is open to health 
professionals, students, current Loma Linda 
University students enrolled in a masterJs or doctoral 
degree program, Loma Linda University faculty and 
staff (tuition benefits may apply), and anyone 
interested in GIS applications in the health field. 
C>R@<A<C6@> R>BC<R>D>E@F 
To earn the certificate, students must successfully 
complete at least 27 academic units, as listed below. 
Core reLuirements include courses in the two main 
areas of GIS fundamentals and techniLues (17 units) 
and health geographics electives (at least 7 units). In 
addition, 3 units of ethical issues in public health are 
reLuired.
 
Re9uired  Units 
ENVH 521 Cartography and Map Design 2.0 
ENVH 522 Principles of Geographic Information Systems and Science 3.0 
ENVH 523 Practical Issues in GIS 3.0 
ENVH 524 GIS Software Applications and Methods 3.0 
ENVH 526 Seminar in Geographic Information Systems 1.0 
ENVH 535 Integration of Geospatial Data in GIS 2.0 
 Healt' Geoin,or.ati/s12H 
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678H 5:6 <=atial >nal?ti/ Te/'niABes anC GD< :.0 
G6L6 5:4 6t'i/al DssBes in 2BIli/ Healt' :.0 
Totals 20.0  
 
!le$tives  
Kini.B. o, 5 Bnits  Units 
678H 525 Geos=atial Te/'noloMies ,or 6.erMen/? 2re=areCness anC KanaMe.ent  :.0 
678H 5:5 Healt' Nare GeoMra='i/s 2.0 
678H 5:9 GD< >==li/ations in 6nPiron.ental Healt' 2.0 
678H 546 DntroCB/tion to <=atial 6=iCe.ioloM? 2.0 
678H 545 GD< ,or 2BIli/ Healt' 2ra/ti/e 2.0 
678H 549 Ge.ote <ensinM >==li/ations in t'e Healt' <erPi/es :.0 
Totals 5.0  
Overall Totals /0.0  
 
3earner o5t$o6es 
U=on sB//ess,Bl /o.=letion o, t'is =roMra.Q stBCents 
Rill Ie aIle toS 
1. Use UnoRleCMe o, =rin/i=les o, Meos=atial 
in,or.ation s/ien/e as t'e? relate to 'ealt' 
resear/' anC =ra/ti/e. 
2. Use state-o,-t'e-art GD< so,tRare 
a==li/ations anC te/'niABes ,or a//essinM t'e 
s=atiall? Ce,ineC 'ealt' in,or.ation ,or 
IBilCinM relateCQ Bse,Bl MeoCataIases. 
:. Use e,,e/tiPe Meos=atial Cata R'ile 
=roCB/inM anC =BIlis'inM /Bsto.iWeC .a=s 
anC ot'er PisBal Cis=la?s o, 'ealt' Cata. 
4. 6.=lo? GD<-IaseC .et'oCs anC te/'niABes 
o, s=atial anal?sis t'at sB==ort 'ealt' 
resear/' anC Ce/ision .aUinM in =BIli/ 
'ealt' =ra/ti/e anC =oli/?. 
5. No.=etentl? a==l? Meos=atial te/'noloM? 
anC .et'oCs in at least one Ue? area o, 
'ealt' MeoMra='i/sQ sB/' as Cisease 
.a==inMQ tra/UinM anC assess.ent o, 
enPiron.ental 'aWarCs anC eX=osBreQ 'ealt' 
=lanninM anC =oli/?Q /o..Bnit? 'ealt'Q 
'ealt' eCB/ation anC /o..Bni/ationQ 
anal?sis o, a//ess to 'ealt' serPi/esQ or 'ealt' 
/are MeoMra='i/s. 
6. D.=le.ent anC .anaMe 'ealt' GD< =roYe/ts 
in MoPern.entQ nonMoPern.entQ anC 
/o..Bnit? settinMs. 
7n8i$ators o9 e85$ational e99e$tiveness 
1. Nlass =roYe/t (/oBrse s=e/i,i/Q at t'e 
Cis/retion o, t'e instrB/tor) 
2. \ral =resentation (/oBrse s=e/i,i/Q at t'e 
Cis/retion o, t'e instrB/tor) 
:. 2ort,olio (/oBrse s=e/i,i/Q at t'e Cis/retion o, 
t'e instrB/tor) 
4. 2arti/i=ation in a ABali,?inM eXa.ination 
o,,ereC annBall? I? <UillsU<>Q an 
orManiWation t'at 'as =artnereC Rit' t'e 
Meos=atial inCBstr? to CePelo= a /o.=etition 
=roMra. t'at =roPiCes BniPersitiesQ /olleMesQ 
anC t'eir stBCents a Ra? to PaliCate t'eir 
Meos=atial =roMra.s anC .easBre t'e. 
aMainst national stanCarCs. 
!nroll6ent o:tions 
]\G NG6DDT 
<tBCents R'o Cesire to oItain t'e /erti,i/ate .a? 
a==l? online at _'tt=S``RRR.llB.eCB`/entral` 
a==l?`inCeX.=aMea. Nli/U on b>==l? noRb anCQ a,ter 
sB//ess,Bl loM-inQ sele/t bGeoin,or.ati/sQ 2B N6GTQ 
on-/a.=Bsb ,ro. t'e list o, =roMra.sQ t'en /ontinBe. 
T'e /ost =er Bnit is U<d 5:5 (sBIYe/t to /'anMe). 
>UDDT 
<tBCents .a? also reMister to taUe /lasses on an aBCit 
Iasis. Nlasses reMistereC not ,or /reCit Rill not Ie 
rereMistereC ,or /reCit in t'e ,BtBre. T'e /ost =er Bnit 
is U<d 265.50 (sBIYe/t to /'anMe). 
7\7D6GG66 
<tBCents .a? taUe /lasses in t'e =roMra. as 
nonCeMree. 7onCeMree stBCents are alloReC to taUe a 
.aXi.B. o, 12 Bnits =rior to a//e=tan/e into a 
CeMree =roMra.. DoRnloaC a==li/ation ,or.s at 
_RRR.llB.eCB`ssReI`Co/B.ents`nonCeMree.=C,a. 
DnstrB/tion ,or nonCeMree reMistration /an Ie ,oBnC at 
_RRR.llB.eCB`ssReI`Co/B.ents`non-CeMree-
reM.=C,a. T'e /ost =er Bnit is U<d 5:5 (sBIYe/t to 
/'anMe). 
;or a88itional in9or6ation 
eeIS _RRR.llBMis.orMa 
<et' eia,eQ K.2.H.Q >ssistant 2ro,essorQ Healt' 
GeoMra='i/s 
TelS 909`558-5596 
6.ailS sRia,efllB.eCB 
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Health Polic, and /eadership—PH 
(M.P.H.) 
S. ERIC ANDERSON, Chair 
DORA BARILLA, M.P.H., Program Director 
89ACHI=G ?AC@/8A 
Stewart R. Albertson 
S. Eric Anderson 
James Banta 
Dora Barilla 
Lynna S. Belin 
Jere Chrispens 
Lilliam Colwell 
Eileen Fry-Bowers 
Meng-Jin Johnathan Goh 
David L. Holt 
Brad A. Jamison 
Renate Prause 
David Lawrence 
Susan Onuma 
David S. Penner 
Sharon Rushing 
Steve Serrao 
Shirley Simmons 
Jonathan Rirkle 
?AC@/8A 
Jane E. Adams 
Donna Bennett 
Richard Blanco 
Richard Bruno 
Jilliane Cabansag 
John Carney 
Bonnie I. Chi-Lum 
Layne S. Dysinger 
Dwight C. Evans 
Earl Ferguson 
Brent A. Fisher 
Garry J. Fitzgerald 
Donn P. Gaede 
Bradley P. Gilbert 
Eugenia Giordano 
Oscar A. Giordano 
Pooja Goel 
Albin H. Grohar 
Ronald P. Hattis 
Gordon E. Hewes 
Renee L. Hills 
Paul A. Hisada 
Troy A. Holmes 
Michael H. Jackson 
David J. Pinsey 
Gregory Pono 
Donald Purth 
James Pyle 
Parl J. McCleary 
Rafael Molina 
Patricia Murdoch 
LeRoy Nattress 
Donald G. Pursley 
Paul Simms 
Akankshi Sharma-Arora 
Teri S. Tamayose 
David Tejada-de-Rivero 
C. Torben Thomsen 
Abel Torres 
Brian Leed 
 
 
The Health Policy and Leadership Program leading to 
the M.P.H. degree provides an understanding of 
health policy issues and skills within the broad 
perspective provided by an introduction to the public 
health sciences. It is designed for health care 
professionals who want to impact change in the 
current health system. 
/earner outcomes 
Upon completion of this degree, the graduate should 
be able to: 
1. Describe the policy process for improving 
the health status of populations. 
2. Produce health policy communications to 
appropriate stakeholders. 
3. Demonstrate leadership in health policy and 
advocacy for public health issues. 
4. Identify issues that influence access to care, 
including health services to special 
populations. 
5. Apply systems thinking to current 
challenges in the health system. 
6. Apply the principles of strategic planning to 
make recommendations for organizational 
and community health initiatives. 
7. Understand the principles of finance and 
economics.
 
Public health core  Units 
ENVH 509 Principles of Environmental Health 3.0 
EPDM 509 Principles of Epidemiology I 3.0 
GLBH 524 Cultural Competence and Health Disparities 2.0 
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HADM 509 Principles of Health Policy and Management 3.0 
HPRO 509 Principles of Health Behavior 3.0 
HPRO 536 Program Planning and Evaluation 2.0 
NUTR 509 Public Health Nutrition and Biology 3.0 
PHCJ 605 Overview of Public Health 1.0 
PHCJ 675 Integrated Public Health Capstone 2.0 
RELE 534 Ethical Issues in Public Health 3.0 
STAT 509 General Statistics 4.0 
Totals 29.0  
 
Ma#or  Units 
HADM 506 Principles of Health Care Uinance 3.0 
HADM 510 Health Policy Analysis and Synthesis 3.0 
HADM 514 Health Care Economic Policy 3.0 
HADM 516 International Economic Policy 3.0 
HADM 529 Health Care Negotiations and Conflict Resolution 3.0 
HADM 534 Health Care Law 3.0 
HADM 536 Health Policy Communications 3.0 
HADM 545 Government Policy and Health Disparities 3.0 
HADM 555 Health Care Delivery Systems 3.0 
HADM 580 Uoundations of Leadership 3.0 
HADM 604 Health Systems Strategic Planning 3.0 
Totals 33.0  
 
&ield e,-erience  
Practicum units are in addition to the minimum graduate units reVuired for the degree.  Units 
HADM 695 Health Administration Uield Practicum 3.0 
Totals —  
0verall 2otals 5678  
 
0ther re:;ire<ents 
! Pro$essional membership. During their first 
VuarterW students are reVuired to secure and 
maintain membership in an approved 
professional societyW such as the American 
College of Health Care EXecutives YACHEZ. 
! 0ealth a2ministration collo4uia (10). 
Participation is reVuired in a minimum of 
ten noncredit colloVuia designed to acVuaint 
students with various aspects of the health 
care industry. Attendance at these colloVuia 
will be in addition to attendance at ten 
public health seminars. 
! Public health seminars (10). 
! Culminating activity. The culminating 
activity includes a research paper or 
professional pro[ectW field eXperience Yupon 
completion of essential ma[or course workZW 
professional portfolio Yupon completion of 
the field eXperienceZW and an eXit interview 
with the M.P.H. degree program director Yat 
the conclusion of the programZ. 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*
*
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Lifestyle Intervention—PH 
(Certificate) 
'%&%",*(."'(,34*+567898:;75*3865:7<6*
*
(=5*-895>7?@5*#A756B5A78<A*C6<D6;E*:567898:;754*<99565F*
G?*7=5*35H;67E5A7*<9*I5;@7=*C6<E<78<A*;AF*
%FJ:;78<A4*H65H;65>*>7JF5A7>*7<*;::J6;75@?*;>>5>>*7=5*
=5;@7=K65@;75F*@895>7?@5*:<AF878<A>4*H6;:78:5>4*;AF*
E<78B;78<A*<9*8AF8B8FJ;@>*;AF*:<EEJA87?*D6<JH>*8A*
<6F56*7<*=5@H*7=5E*8EH6<B5*7=586*=5;@7=*7=6<JD=*
8EH@5E5A7;78<A*<9*=5;@7=K65@;75F*@895>7?@5*
8A756B5A78<A*;HH6<;:=5>L*
Learner outcomes 
!H<A*:<EH@578<A*<9*7=8>*:567898:;754*>7JF5A7>*>=<J@F*
G5*;G@5*7<M*
NL ,::J6;75@?*;>>5>>*@895>7?@5*H6;:78:5>*;AF*
:<AF878<A>L*
OL #F5A789?*;AF*;HH@?*;HH6<H68;75*F857;6?4*
987A5>>4*;AF*<7=56*@895>7?@5KG;>5F*
8A756B5A78<A>L*
PL ,HH@?*H68A:8H@5>*;AF*E57=<F>*7<*=5@H*
8AF8B8FJ;@>*:=;AD5*7=586*@895>7?@5K65@;75F*
=5;@7=*G5=;B8<6>L*
0L 35:8F5*Q=5A*;AF*=<Q*7<*65956*8AF8B8FJ;@>*7<*
B;68<J>*=5;@7=*:;65*H6<95>>8<A;@>L*
RL C6<B8F5*@5;F56>=8H*9<6*:<EEJA87?KG;>5F*
=5;@7=*H6<E<78<A*H6<S5:7>*8A*>5@5:75F*
>5778AD>L*
TL U<@@<Q8AD*7=5*>J::5>>9J@*:<EH@578<A*<9*7=5*
H6<D6;E4*5;:=*>7JF5A7*Q8@@*G5*;Q;6F5F*;*
:567898:;75*8A*@895>7?@5*8A756B5A78<A*96<E*
-<E;*-8AF;*!A8B56>87?*':=<<@*<9*CJG@8:*
I5;@7=L*
Educational effectiveness 
NL +<EH@578<A*Q87=*/LCL,L*<9*PL2*<6*=8D=56*
OL +@;>>*H6<S5:7>VC65>5A7;78<A>*
Completion of certification requirements 
C5<H@5*Q=<*E;?*G5A5987*96<E*5;6A8AD*7=5*:567898:;75*
8A:@JF5M*
! C6;:78:8AD*=5;@7=*H6<95>>8<A;@>*Q=<*F5>865*
E<65*76;8A8AD*8A*@895>7?@5*8A756B5A78<AL*
! -<E;*-8AF;*!A8B56>87?*':=<<@*<9*CJG@8:*
I5;@7=*>7JF5A7>*Q=<*:;A*;FF*7=8>*:567898:;75*
7<*7=586*WLCLIL*F5D655*76;8A8AD*G?*;FF8AD*;*
95Q*E<65*:@;>>5>L*
! -<E;*-8AF;*!A8B56>87?*>7JF5A7>*96<E*<7=56*
>:=<<@>*Q=<*F5>865*:<EH575A:5*8A*@895>7?@5*
8A756B5A78<AL*
! -<E;*-8AF;*!A8B56>87?*;@JEA8L*
! .7=56*8AF8B8FJ;@>*Q=<*Q8>=*7<*H6<B8F5*
@895>7?@5*5FJ:;78<A*8A*7=586*:<EEJA8785>L*
C&%&%X!#'#(%*
! !L'L*G;::;@;J65;75*F5D655*<6*87>*5YJ8B;@5A7*
! (Q<*@57756>*<9*65:<EE5AF;78<A*
! #A756B85Q*Q87=*F5H;67E5A7;@*9;:J@7?*
E5EG56*
! +<EHJ756*@8756;:?*<6*'(,(*0P1*
! ,A;7<E?*;AF*H=?>8<@<D?*
THE CURRICULUM 
'7JF5A7>*EJ>7*>J::5>>9J@@?*:<EH@575*;7*@5;>7*OZ*JA87>4*
;>*@8>75F*G5@<QM
*
Required** !A87>*
[[[[*[[[* %@5:78B5* OL2*
IC&.*R21* C68A:8H@5>*<9*I5;@7=*\5=;B8<6* PL2*
IC&.*ROT* -895>7?@5*38>5;>5>*;AF*&8>]*&5FJ:78<A* PL2*
IC&.*RO^* .G5>87?*;AF*38><6F565F*%;78AD* PL2*
IC&.*R^P* %_56:8>5*C=?>8<@<D?*#* PL2*
"!(&*ROT* "J76878<A*+<JA>5@8AD*;AF*%FJ:;78<A* OL2*
"!(&*RO^* ,>>5>>E5A7*<9*"J76878<A;@*'7;7J>* PL2*
CI+`*T2R* .B56B85Q*<9*CJG@8:*I5;@7=* NL2*
&%-%*RP0* %7=8:;@*#>>J5>*8A*CJG@8:*I5;@7=* PL2*
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NUTR 509 Public Health Nutrition and 
Biology (3) 
NUTR 510 Advanced Public Health Nutrition (3) 
Choose one course 3.0 
HPRO 696 Directed StudyMSpecial Project (-1 to 4) 
NUTR 564 Contemporary Issues of Vegetarian 
Diets (-2 to 3) 
Choose one course 2.0 
Totals 28.0  
Overall Totals ,-.0  
UNI$ERSIT) CATALOG 
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Health (ervices .esearch—PH 
(M.P.H.) 
This double major M.P.H. degree is administered 
jointly by the Department of Health Administration 
and the Department of Epidemiology and 
Biostatistics. It is designed for persons with interests 
that include assessment of health care organization 
and maintenance. Students gain the skills needed for 
health services administration and epidemiologic 
research in the health organization setting. 
Learner outcomes 
Graduates of this track in health services research will 
have the skills necessary to: 
1. Apply epidemiologic methods to research 
within the health care system. 
2. Apply outcomes research methods to assess 
different aspects of health care quality, e.g., 
patient perception, treatment, procedures, 
etc. 
3. Apply decision tree analysis in decision-
making processes and strategic planning. 
4. Utilize continuous quality improvement 
(CQI) methods. 
5. Assist in developing policies for 
prevention/control/treatment of diseases 
within the health care environment.
 
Educational effectiveness indicators 
Name Descri?tion Location 
Culminating activity Oral examination LLU campus 
Culminating activity Oral presentation of applied research using PowerPoint LLU campus 
Culminating activity Written report of applied research LLU campus 
Term papers Evaluation of writing skills LLU campus 
Final examinations Integration and application of skills learned in courses LLU campus 
Course evaluation forms Suggestions by the students to improve delivery of course material and 
the design of the course itself 
LLU campus 
 
PREREQUISITE 
College algebra or equivalent (one course), calculus 
preferred 
Two courses in biological science (preferred courses 
include anatomy, physiology, pathology, 
microbiology, etc. 
Upper division accounting or HADM 50` Principles 
of Financial Accounting (can be taken as corequisite 
Fall Quarter). 
COREQUISITE 
(a limited number of the above courses may be taken 
during first two quarters of program, in addition to 
units required for degree) 
Professional mem@ershi? 
Students are required to secure and maintain 
membership in an approved professional society, 
such as the American College of Healthcare 
Executives. 
Health administration colloAuia 
Participation is required in a minimum of ten 
noncredit colloquia designed to acquaint students 
with various aspects of the health care industry. 
Attendance at these colloquia will be in addition to 
attendance at the public health seminars. 
EPDMB(TAT forums 
Students are required to attend a minimum of twenty 
forums in the Department of Epidemiology and 
Biostatistics and/or Center for Health Research 
during their program. Attendance at these forums 
will be in addition to attendance at the public health 
seminars. 
Culminating activitG 
In order to obtain a degree, the student is required to 
successfully complete the culminating activity as 
required by the Department of Epidemiology and 
Biostatistics and the Department of Health 
Administration. 
The culminating activity consists of: research, 
including a written report and oral presentation; 
professional portfolio (upon completion of the 
research); and an exit interview with the department 
chairs (at the conclusion of the program).
 
! "#$%&'!(#)*+,#-!.#-#$),'/0"!
!
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Public health core!! 45+&-!
678"!9:2! 0)+5,+;%#-!<=!65*+)<5>#5&$%!"#$%&'! 3?:!
60@A!9:2! 0)+5,+;%#-!<=!6;+B#>+<%<CD!E! 3?:!
FGH"!9I1! JK%&K)$%!J<>;#&#5,#!$5B!"#$%&'!@+-;$)+&+#-! I?:!
"L@A!9:2! 0)+5,+;%#-!<=!"#$%&'!0<%+,D!$5B!A$5$C#>#5&! 3?:!
"0.M!9:2! 0)+5,+;%#-!<=!"#$%&'!H#'$*+<)! 3?:!
"0.M!93N! 0)<C)$>!0%$55+5C!$5B!6*$%K$&+<5! I?:!
74O.!9:2! 0KP%+,!"#$%&'!7K&)+&+<5!$5B!H+<%<CD! 3?:!
0"JQ!N:9! M*#)*+#R!<=!0KP%+,!"#$%&'! S?:!
0"JQ!NT9! E5&#C)$&#B!0KP%+,!"#$%&'!J$;-&<5#! I?:!
.6G6!931! 6&'+,$%!E--K#-!+5!0KP%+,!"#$%&'! 3?:!
(OLO!9IS! H+<-&$&+-&+,-!E! 1?:!
O<&$%-! I2?:!!
!
Major!! 45+&-!
60@A!9S:! 0)+5,+;%#-!<=!6;+B#>+<%<CD!EE! 3?:!
60@A!9SI! AK%&+*$)+$&#!A<B#%+5C!+5!6;+B#>+<%<CD!US?:V3?:W! S?:!
60@A!9S9! J%+5+,$%!O)+$%-! 3?:!
60@A!999! 6;+B#>+<%<C+,!A#&'<B-!+5!MK&,<>#-!.#-#$),'!$5B!J<5&+5K<K-!XK$%+&D!E>;)<*#>#5&! 3?:!
60@A!9NN! 6;+B#>+<%<CD!<=!J$)B+<*$-,K%$)!@+-#$-#! 3?:!
"L@A!9IY! M)C$5+Z$&+<5$%!H#'$*+<)!+5!"#$%&'!J$)#! 3?:!
"L@A!931! "#$%&'!J$)#!G$R! 3?:!
"L@A!91I! A$5$C#)+$%!L,,<K5&+5C!=<)!"#$%&'!J$)#!M)C$5+Z$&+<5-! 3?:!
"L@A!992! "#$%&'!J$)#!A$)[#&+5C! 3?:!
"L@A!9N1! "#$%&'!J$)#!\+5$5,#! 3?:!
"L@A!N:S! "#$%&'!(D-&#>-VM;#)$&+<5-!A$5$C#>#5&! 3?:!
"L@A!N:1! "#$%&'!(D-&#>-!(&)$&#C+,!0%$55+5C! 3?:!
(OLO!9II! H+<-&$&+-&+,-!EE! 1?:!
(OLO!91Y! L5$%D&+,$%!L;;%+,$&+<5-!<=!(L(! I?:!
(OLO!9N1! (K)*#D!$5B!LB*$5,#B!.#-#$),'!A#&'<B-! 3?:!
O<&$%-! 13?:!!
!
Research project!!
M5#!;)<]#,&!$;;)<*#B!$5B!$B>+5+-&#)#B!PD!P<&'!60@A^(OLO!$5B!-#,<5B!>$]<)! 45+&-!
60@A!N22L! L;;%+#B!.#-#$),'! S?:!
60@A!N22H! L;;%+#B!.#-#$),'!EE! S?:!
"L@A!N22! L;;%+#B!.#-#$),'! I?:!
O<&$%-! 1?:!!
!
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!"#$%&#'(#)"#*+#  
Practicum units are in addition to t?e minimum graduate units required for t?e degree.  Units 
EPDM F1G Hield Practicum JKL clocM ?ours required for eac? unit of credit K.L 
Totals —  
,-#).$$&/01.$2 3456  
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!ifestyle Medicine.PH 
1M2P2H23 
SERENA TONSTAD, Program Director 
!I5EST9!E MEDICINE.M2P2H2 
PR>GRAM 5>RMATS 
Course work for the Lifestyle Medicine Program may 
be pursued as a 60-unit predominantly on-campus 
program of which 6 units are offered online. Almost 
one-half of the total course work (up to 30 units) may 
optionally be completed online with the rest 
completed on campus (30 or more units). 
In the Lifestyle Medicine Program, health 
professionals with relevant clinical licenses are 
empowered to provide lifestyle change interventions 
and promote healthy behaviors for patients with 
chronic diseases or patients at risk of chronic diseases, 
while understanding the population determinants of 
wellness, health, and disease. The curriculum 
emphasizes interventions based on scientific data and 
established behavioral and learning theories that 
promote individual and public health through the 
processes of education, health behavior change, and 
health promotion. It emphasizes that health 
professionals who are not physicians are not enabled 
to practice medicine when awarded this degree. 
The curriculum focuses on teaching public health 
practice classes that are needed to possess core skills 
in public health, in evaluating the scientific literature, 
and in understanding and applying the science of 
disease prevention in the context of mind-body 
interaction. More practice-oriented classes teach the 
scientific basis and applications of exercise 
prescriptions, nutrition counseling, tobacco cessation 
and health behavior change techniques. 
Graduates may use their skills acquired in the 
program to enhance their already acquired clinical 
knowledge and skills in medicine, nursing, clinical 
psychology, osteopathy, pharmacy, or other health 
professions. They are academically prepared to apply 
preventive methodologies to chronic diseases and risk 
factors; conduct individual health assessments; 
provide medical lifestyle counseling; properly 
evaluate and apply lifestyle medicine-related research 
findings, and lead and evaluate health promotion 
projects. 
Students who hold a clinical professional degree may 
apply to the program. 
!earner outcomes 
Graduates of the program in lifestyle medicine willX 
! Possess a core field of knowledge of public 
health, with emphasis on the application of 
preventive methodologies to chronic 
diseases. 
! Accurately assess lifestyle-related risk 
factors for chronic diseases. 
! Provide appropriate interventions in regard 
to these risk factors, e.g., medical behavioral 
counseling in exercise, nutrition, and tobacco 
dependence. 
! Evaluate and properly apply lifestyle 
medicine-related research findings. 
! Provide leadership for and evaluate 
community-based healt -promotion projects. 
Educational effectiveness indicators 
! Culminating activity 
! Field practicum 200 hours 
! Professional portfolio 
! Exit interview/Survey 
PREREQUISITE 
Demonstrate college-level conceptualization and 
writing skills 
Graduate Record Examination (GRE) 
Bachelor_s degree 
Clinical professional degree including but not limited 
to medicine, osteopathy, dentistry, nursing, clinical 
psychology, pharmacy or physical therapy or training 
as a nurse practitioner, physician_s assistant, 
chiropractor, licensed exercise physiologist, or 
registered dietitian. 
Anatomy and physiology (full course sequence) 
Biochemistry or Nutritional metabolism 
Pathology of Human systems 
Pharmacology 
Culminating activity reHuirements 
Students are required to demonstrate the ability to 
integrate the specified areas of public health—
administration, epidemiology, statistics, 
environmental health, and health behavior—during 
their culminating activity experiences. The 
culminating activity includes a written paper (e.g., a 
literature review of a relevant topic; a series of case 
studies; a summary of research conducted during the 
program); a professional portfolio to be submitted; 
and an exit interview with the program director (at 
the conclusion of the program).
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Pu#lic health core  Units 
EN$H 501 Principles oA Environmental Health F.0 
EPDI 501 Principles oA EpidemiologL I F.0 
/LMH 5N0 Cultural Competence and Health Disparities N.0 
HADI 501 Principles oA Health PolicL and Ianagement F.0 
HPRO 501 Principles oA Health Mehavior F.0 
HPRO 5F0 Pundamentals oA Research in Health Mehavior and Health Education F.0 
HPRO 5F2 Program Planning and Evaluation N.0 
NUTR 501 PuQlic Health Nutrition and MiologL F.0 
PHCR 205 OvervieS oA PuQlic Health T.0 
RELE 5F0 Ethical Issues in PuQlic Health F.0 
STAT 501 /eneral Statistics U0V 
STAT 5NT Miostatistics I U0V 
Choose one course  0.0 
Totals F0.0  
 
.a/or  Units 
HPRO 5T5 IindWModL Interactions and Health Outcomes F.0 
HPRO 5NX OQesitL and Disordered Eating F.0 
HPRO 5N1 Preventive and Therapeutic Interventions in Chronic Disease 0.0 
HPRO 525 ToQacco UseY Prevention and Interventions  F.0 
HPRO 5XF EZercise PhLsiologL I F.0 
HPRO 5X8 EZercise PhLsiologL II F.0 
NUTR 5TX Advanced Nutrition IY CarQohLdrates and Lipids 0.0 
NUTR 5T8 Advanced Nutrition IIY Proteins\ $itamins\ and Iinerals 0.0 
NUTR 552 Nutritional Applications in LiAestLle Intervention T.0 
HPRO 202 Preventive Care Seminar UNV 
PS)C 5FX Applied Mehavioral Iedicine UNV 
Choose one course  N.0 
Totals F0.0  
 
0ield e2perience  
Practicum units are in addition to the minimum graduate units re]uired Aor the degree Units 
HPRO X18M Pield Practicum 2.0 
Totals —  
56erall 7otals 9:.:  
! "#$%&'#(!#')!*+,()!-%#($+./-!
!
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Maternal and Child Health—PH 
(M.P.H.) 
/3445!-677589:!/&;<&#=!>,&%?$;&!
!
4+%!"#$%&'#(!#')!*+,()!-%#($+!/&;<&#=!(%#),'<!$;!
$+%!"@/@-@!)%<&%%!A,((!B&%B#&%!<&#)C#$%D!$;!
)%=;'D$&#$%!$+%!?;=B%$%'?,%D!,)%'$,E,%)!FG!$+%!
3DD;?,#$,;'!;E!4%#?+%&D!;E!"#$%&'#(!#')!*+,()!-%#($+!
#')!$+%!3DD;?,#$,;'!;E!H?+;;(D!;E!/CF(,?!-%#($+@!
*;C&D%!A;&I!$;A#&)!$+%!"@/@-@!)%<&%%!,'!=#$%&'#(!
#')!?+,()!+%#($+!=#G!F%!BC&DC%)!,'!$+%!E;((;A,'<!
E;&=#$DJ!
• #!$&#),$,;'#(!;'K?#=BCD!B&;<&#=L!;&!
• ,'$%'D,M%:!';'$&#),$,;'#(!HB#',D+K(#'<C#<%!
B&;<&#=D!,'!/%&C!N?(;D%)!E;&!'%A!
#)=,DD,;'D!E;&!OPP1KOPQPR@!
4+%!=#S;&!,'!=#$%&'#(!#')!?+,()!+%#($+!FC,()D!;'!
+%#($+!%)C?#$,;':!%B,)%=,;(;<G:!?&;DDK?C($C&#(:!#')!
'C$&,$,;'!$+%;&G!#')!B&#?$,?%@!T#=,(G!+%#($+!,DDC%D!#&%!
#))&%DD%)!CD,'<!#!F&;#)!#&&#G!;E!BCF(,?!+%#($+!
D$&#$%<,%D@!
4+%!B&;<&#=!&%UC,&%D!?;=B(%$,;'!;E!VO!C',$D:!A,$+!
?C(=,'#$,'<!#?$,M,$G!#')!#!QPP!?(;?IK+;C&!E,%()!
B&#?$,?C=@!
W,?%'D%)!+%#($+!B&;E%DD,;'#(D!A,$+!%XB%&,%'?%!,'!
BCF(,?!+%#($+!=#G!#BB(G!$;!$+,D!VOKC',$!B&;<&#=!,'!
=#$%&'#(!#')!?+,()!+%#($+@!4+;D%!A,$+;C$!#!+%#($+!
B&;E%DD,;'!#')Y;&!BCF(,?!+%#($+!%XB%&,%'?%!=#G!
#BB(G!$;!$+%!2OKC',$!)C#(!=#S;&!B&;<&#=@!H$C)%'$D!
A+;!?;=B(%$%!$+%!)C#(!=#S;&!A,((!F%!%(,<,F(%!$;!D,$!E;&!
$+%!%X#=,'#$,;'!(%#),'<!$;!?%&$,E,?#$,;'!#D!#!+%#($+!
%)C?#$,;'!DB%?,#(,D$!N*-6HR@!
Learner outcomes 
9&#)C#$%D!;E!$+,D!B&;<&#=!,'!=#$%&'#(!#')!?+,()!
+%#($+!A,((!+#M%!$+%!DI,((D!'%?%DD#&G!$;J!
Q@ 3BB(G!BCF(,?!+%#($+!&%D%#&?+!#')!
=#'#<%=%'$!$;;(D!$;!$+%!;&<#',Z#$,;':!
)%D,<':!,=B(%=%'$#$,;':!#')!%M#(C#$,;'!;E!
=#$%&'#(K?+,()!+%#($+!B&;<&#=D!,'!BCF(,?!
+%#($+!D%$$,'<D@!
O@ *;'$&,FC$%!$;!$+%!)%M%(;B=%'$!;E!BCF(,?!
+%#($+!B;(,?G!#')!#?$,;'!#<%')#D!,'!=#$%&'#(!
#')!?+,()!+%#($+@!
[@ *;==C',?#$%!+%#($+!#')!'C$&,$,;'!,DDC%D!
#EE%?$,'<!=;$+%&D!#')!?+,()&%'!$;!#!A,)%!
M#&,%$G!;E!D$#I%+;()%&D!,'!M#&G,'<!?C($C&#(!
D%$$,'<D@!
Educational effectiveness indicators 
• T,%()!B&#?$,?C=!&%B;&$!
• *;=B&%+%'D,M%!%X#=,'#$,;'!\)C#(!=#S;&D]!
• /&;E%DD,;'#(!B;&$E;(,;!E;&!&%M,%A!
• 6X,$!,'$%&M,%A!
MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH—
M.P.H. 
/7676^_5H546!
>%=;'D$&#$%!?;((%<%K(%M%(!?;'?%B$C#(,Z#$,;'!#')!
A&,$,'<!DI,((D!
/&;E%DD,;'#(!(,?%'D%!,'!#!=%),?#(!;&!+%#($+K&%(#$%)!
),D?,B(,'%!N'C&D,'<:!)%'$,D$&G:!=%),?,'%:!D;?,#(!A;&I:!
),%$%$,?DR!
7%(%M#'$!B&;E%DD,;'#(!;&!BCF(,?!+%#($+!%XB%&,%'?%!,'!
$+%!E,%()!;E!=#$%&'#(!#')!?+,()!+%#($+!
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
Culminating activity 
H$C)%'$D!#&%!&%UC,&%)!$;!)%=;'D$&#$%!$+%!#F,(,$G!$;!
,'$%<&#$%!$+%!DB%?,E,%)!#&%#D!;E!BCF(,?!+%#($+J!
#)=,',D$&#$,;':!%B,)%=,;(;<G:!D$#$,D$,?D:!
%'M,&;'=%'$#(!+%#($+:!#')!+%#($+!F%+#M,;&@!4+%!
?C(=,'#$,'<!#?$,M,$G!,D!?;=B&,D%)!;E!E,%()!%XB%&,%'?%:!
B&;E%DD,;'#(!B;&$E;(,;:!#')!%X,$!,'$%&M,%A@!
H$C)%'$D!A+;!);!';$!=%%$!=,',=C=!D$#')#&)D!;E!
B%&E;&=#'?%!;'!$+%!?C(=,'#$,'<!#?$,M,$G!#&%!DCFS%?$!$;!
#?#)%=,?!&%M,%A!;&!&%=%),#(!?;C&D%!A;&I!$;!#))&%DD!
)%E,?,%'?,%D!,'!B&%B#&#$,;'@
!
Public health core!! _',$D!
68`-!aP1! /&,'?,B(%D!;E!6'M,&;'=%'$#(!-%#($+! [@P!
6/>"!aP1! /&,'?,B(%D!;E!6B,)%=,;(;<G!5! [@P!
9Wb-!aO0! *C($C&#(!*;=B%$%'?%!#')!-%#($+!>,DB#&,$,%D! O@P!
-3>"!aP1! /&,'?,B(%D!;E!-%#($+!/;(,?G!#')!"#'#<%=%'$! [@P!
-/7c!aP1! /&,'?,B(%D!;E!-%#($+!b%+#M,;&! [@P!
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NUTR 341 5u7lic Healt? Nutrition and DioloEF GH4 
5HCJ J43 OvervieL of 5u7lic Healt? NH4 
5HCJ JO3 InteErated 5u7lic Healt? CaPstone RH4 
RELE 3G0 Et?ical Issues in 5u7lic Healt? GH4 
'TAT 341 /eneral 'tatistics S0T 
'TAT 3RN Diostatistics I S0T 
C?oose one course  0H4 
Totals ROH4  
 
Ma#or  Units 
E5DM 3G0 EPideWioloEF of MaternalXC?ild Healt? GH4 
H5RO 3RG MaternalYC?ild Healt?Z 5olicF and 5roEraWs GH4 
H5RO 3R0 Adolescent Healt? GH4 
H5RO 3G2 Healt? Education 5roEraW DeveloPWent GH4 
H5RO 334 [oWen in DeveloPWent GH4 
H5RO 33G Addiction T?eorF and 5roEraW DeveloPWent GH4 
H5RO 33J HiE?XRis\ Infants and C?ildrenZ 5olicF and 5roEraWs GH4 
H5RO 331 Lactation ManaEeWent GH4 
H5RO 3JO ReProductive Healt? GH4 
H5RO 321 ]ualitative Researc? Met?ods GH4 
H5RO JN0 'eWinar in Maternal and C?ild Healt? 5ractice RH4 
NUTR 3G0 Maternal and C?ild Nutrition GH4 
Totals G3H4  
 
Practicum  
5racticuW units are in addition to t?e WiniWuW Eraduate units required for t?e deEree Units 
H5RO O1O MI5 ResidencF in Healt? 
Education SNRT 
H5RO O12D _ield 5racticuW SNRT 
C?oose one course  ` 
Totals `  
Overall Totals 62.0  
 
M.P.H. in MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH 
!ith 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
SDUAL MAJOR`CHE' ELI/IDLET 
NAOMI MODE'TEa 5roEraW Director 
 
5RERE]UI'ITE 
DeWonstrate colleEeXlevel concePtualibation and 
LritinE s\ills 
/raduate Record EcaWination S/RET 
Dac?elords deEree 
CORE]UI'ITE 
SWaF 7e ta\en durinE first tLo quarters of ProEraWa 
in addition to units required for deEreeT 
AnatoWF and P?FsioloEF or 5?FsioloEF Sone course 
or course sequenceT 
De?avioral science StLo coursesa one of L?ic? is an 
introductorF PsFc?oloEF courseT 
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D"G$"" $"&'I$"M"*+S 
-ulminating activit8 
Students are required to demonstrate the ability to 
integrate the specified areas of public health: 
administration, epidemiology, statistics, 
environmental health, and health behavior. The 
culminating activity is comprised of field experience, 
professional portfolio, and exit interview. 
Students who do not meet minimum standards of 
performance on the culminating activity are subject to 
academic review or remedial course work with more 
advanced classroom topics to address deficiencies; or 
they may be asked to withdraw from the program.
 
Pu:lic health core  Units 
EJKH 509 Principles of Environmental Health 3.0 
EPDM 509 Principles of Epidemiology I 3.0 
GRBH 524 Cultural Competence and Health Disparities 2.0 
HADM 509 Principles of Health Policy and Management 3.0 
HPVW 509 Principles of Health Behavior 3.0 
JUTV 509 Public Health Jutrition and Biology 3.0 
PHCX 605 Wverview of Public Health 1.0 
PHCX 675 Integrated Public Health Capstone 2.0 
VERE 534 Ethical Issues in Public Health 3.0 
STAT 509 General Statistics (4) 
STAT 521 Biostatistics I (4) 
Choose one course  4.0 
Totals 27.0  
 
Ma?or  Units 
EPDM 534 Epidemiology of Maternal-Child Health 3.0 
HPVW 523 Maternal_Child Health: Policy and Programs 3.0 
HPVW 524 Adolescent Health 3.0 
HPVW 535 Health Education Administration and Readership 3.0 
HPVW 537A Community Programs Raboratory--A 1.0 
HPVW 537B Community Programs Raboratory--B 2.0 
HPVW 537C Community Programs Raboratory--C 1.0 
HPVW 53` Health Education Program Development 3.0 
HPVW 539 Policy and Issues in Health Education 3.0 
HPVW 556 High-Visk Infants and Children: Policy and Programs 3.0 
HPVW 559 Ractation Management 3.0 
HPVW 567 Veproductive Health 3.0 
HPVW 5`9 aualitative Vesearch Methods 3.0 
HPVW 614 Seminar in Maternal and Child Health Practice 2.0 
JUTV 534 Maternal and Child Jutrition (3) 
JUTV 5`5 Topics in Global Jutrition (3) 
Choose one course  3.0 
Totals 39.0  
 
!"I$%&SI() +,(,-./ 
 
011
 
Selected electives  !nits 
67&. 081 9undamentals oA &esearch in 6ealth 
EehaFior and 6ealth %ducation G8H 
67&. 0I8 Jriting Aor 6ealth 7roAessionals G8H 
67&. 001 Jomen in LeFeloMment G8H 
67&. 008 ,ddiction (heorN and 7rogram 
LeFeloMment G8H 
+hoose Arom this list  O.1 
(otals O.1  
 
Practicum  
7racticum units are in addition to the minimum graduate units reQuired Aor the degree !nits 
67&. RSR TI7 &esidencN in 6ealth 
%ducation GUVH 
See In&erna&iona+ ,ea-e Cor/0 ,ro1ra2 in 
&3i0 Ca&a+o1 4or 4ur&3er 6e&ai+07 
67&. RSWL 9ield 7racticum GUVH 
+hoose one course  X 
(otals X  
Overall Totals 72.0  
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!"trition()* 
,-.).*. in )"/li1 *ealt4 !"trition5 
-.S.7 8r.).*. in !"trition9 
/OAN SABAT5, Chair 
:;<=>TY 
Carol Abidin 
Roopa Bajwa 
Carol Baker 
Diane L. Barnhart 
Fenneth I. Burke 
Dianne L. Butler 
Margie Carson 
Bertrum C. Connell 
Laida R. Cordero-MacIntyre 
Barbara A. Crouse 
Barbara F. Dickinson 
Dottie Gibson 
Ella H. Haddad 
Sandy Henderson 
Inherla HernandeS 
Lorrie L. Hinkleman 
Richard T. Hubbard SM 
Faren /aceldo-Siegl 
/udith M. /amison 
Patricia F. /ohnston 
Susan F. Lewis 
Merijane T. Malouin 
Mark /. Messina 
Alisa L. Minear-Morton 
M. EliSabeth Uuigley 
Sharon Uuinn 
Sujatha Rajaram 
Inherla H. Rivera 
Lia M. Robinson 
/oan SabatW 
/ohn A. Scharffenberg 
/ean Sellers 
/eanne F. Silberstein 
Maryellen Testerberg 
Michelle Tien 
Fathleen M. Tolf 
 
)=A>B< *C;>T* !=TDBTBO!(-.).*. 
ELLA HADDAD, Program Director 
 
The M.P.H. degree in public health nutrition provides 
specialiSed training in community nutrition within 
the multidisciplinary public health programs offered 
by the school. The program is designed to train 
professionals to assume leadership positions in 
assessing community nutrition needsY and in 
planning, directing, and evaluating the nutrition 
component of health promotion and disease 
prevention efforts. 
Public health nutritionists work in a variety of 
settings in government and voluntary agencies, 
public and private community health centers, 
ambulatory care clinics, schools, industries, private 
practice, and specialiSed community health projects. 
They function as directors and administrators of 
nutrition programs, nutrition care providers, 
advocates, educators, counselors, consultants, and 
researchers. 
)=A>B< *C;>T* !=TDBTBO! ,TD;<F B9 
This track outlines the basic reZuirements of the 
M.P.H. degree and prepares students for careers in 
public health and community nutrition. It is 
appropriate for individuals with professional 
credentials, such as medicine, dentistry, dietetics, or 
nursing. Students may select the option of completing 
a research project with publication potential in lieu of 
a field practicum. 
>earninG o"t1oHes 
Upon completion of this track, graduates will\ 
! Understand mechanisms influencing human 
physiological systems and how foods, 
nutrients, and lifestyle impact health and 
well being. 
! Understand the role of vegetarian dietary 
practices in human health, the environment, 
and ecology. 
! Demonstrate an ability to function 
independently and collaboratively, as both 
leader and]or member of a team, to plan, 
manage and evaluate health-promotion 
activities. 
! Understand processes shaping public policy 
and advocacy related to nutritional 
guidelines and programs. 
! Understand ways epidemiological and 
research tools and findings are applied to 
practice. 
! Learn how communications strategies are 
used to develop and deliver nutrition 
information and influence social-ecological 
change. 
! Understand how beliefs, values, ethics, and 
service are integrated in personal and 
professional growth and development. 
UNI$ERSIT) CATAL.G 
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PREREQUISITE 
! Chemistr< throu?h or?anic (at least 0 quarter 
units of or?anic) 
! Ph<siolo?< 
! MicroIiolo?< 
Indicators of educational effectiveness 
The indicators of educational effectiveness include a 
Lritten comprehensive eNamination (prior to the field 
eNperience)O field eNperience (upon completion of 
essential maPor course LorQ)O field practicum report 
(upon completion of the field eNperience)O and an eNit 
intervieL Lith the department chair (at the 
conclusion of the pro?ram)R 
1OO34I56TE4 93O:36; I5 9<=LI1 
?E6LT? 5<T3ITIO5 654 4IETETI1@ 
AT361B IIC 
The coordinated pro?ram tracQ enaIles students to 
meet the didactic and supervised practice 
requirements for re?istration eli?iIilit< in dieteticsR 
The purpose of re?istration is to protect the healthO 
safet<O and Lelfare of the puIlic I< encoura?in? hi?h 
standards of performance I< persons practicin? in 
nutrition and dieteticsR 
Students in the MRPRHR or TrRPRHR de?ree tracQs ma< 
estaIlish eli?iIilit< to Lrite the re?istration 
eNamination to Iecome a re?istered dietitian (RT) I< 
completin? this curriculumR The ?raduate 
coordinated pro?ram is accredited I< the 
Commission on Accreditation for Tietetics Education 
(CATE) of the American Tietetic AssociationO U21 
South Riverside PlaVaO Suite 2111O Chica?oO Illinois 
W1W1WO XU2YZ[[\0]11R 
LearninD outcomes 
The curriculum of the ?raduate coordinated tracQ in 
nutrition inte?rates the requirements of the Master of 
PuIlic Health de?ree in nutrition Lith the 
competenc< requirementsO foundationO QnoLled?eO 
and sQills to practice dieteticsO as defined I< CATER In 
addition to the learnin? outcomes of the MRPRHR 
de?ree curriculumO ?raduates Lill^ 
! Temonstrate effectiveness in the nutritional 
care process consistent Lith competencies 
defined I< the Commission for Accreditation 
of Tietetic Education of the American 
Tietetic AssociationR 
! Appl< s<stems mana?ement and use of 
resources to the provision of nutritional 
servicesR 
PREREQUISITE 
! Chemistr< throu?h or?anic (at least 0 quarter 
units of or?anic) 
! Ph<siolo?< 
! MicroIiolo?< 
Plus corequisites as needed and U2[1 hours of 
supervised practiceR 
Indicators of educational effectiveness 
Successful completion of Lritten comprehensive 
eNaminations is requiredR The indicators include a 
Lritten comprehensive eNamination (prior to the field 
eNperience)O field eNperience (upon completion of 
essential maPor course LorQ)O field practicum report 
(upon completion of the field eNperience)O and an eNit 
intervieL Lith the department chair (at the 
conclusion of the pro?ram)R
 
1oreFuisites  
Units do not count toLard de?ree  ;.9.?. 
;.9.?. HitI 
34 
TTCS X]X Medical Nutrition Therap< II   0R1 
TTCS ]WU Food Science   ]R1 
TTCS 0`0 Food S<stems Mana?ement   ]R1 
NUTR ][1 Topics in Foods and Food Preparation UR1 UR1 
NUTR 01] Nutritional MetaIolism 0R1 0R1 
NUTR 02W Nutrition Counselin? and Education   2R1 
NUTR 0X`A Communit< Nutrition Education ProPects   UR1 
NUTR 0X`a Nutrition Education Practicum   UR1 
Totals —  —  
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,-.
 
Public health core  M.P.H. 
M.P.H. with 
RD 
EN0H ,-1 Principles o7 En8ironmental Health ..- ..- 
EP=M ,-1 Principles o7 Epidemiolo@y I ..- ..- 
GLEH ,FG Cultural Competence and Health =isparities F.- F.- 
HA=M ,-1 Principles o7 Health Policy and Mana@ement ..- ..- 
HPJK ,-1 Principles o7 Health Eeha8ior ..- ..- 
HPJK ,.L Pro@ram Plannin@ and E8aluation F.- F.- 
NUTJ ,-1 Public Health Nutrition and Eiolo@y ..- ..- 
PHCP L-, K8er8ieQ o7 Public Health R.- R.- 
PHCP LS, Inte@rated Public Health Capstone F.- F.- 
JELE ,.G Ethical Issues in Public Health ..- ..- 
TTAT ,-1 General Ttatistics (G.-) 
TTAT ,FR Eiostatistics I (G.-) 
Choose one course  G.- G.- 
Totals F1.-  F1.-  
 
Major  
M.P.H. 
M.P.H. with 
RD 
NUTJ ,R- Ad8anced Public Health Nutrition ..- ..- 
NUTJ ,RS Ad8anced Nutrition IW Carbohydrates and Lipids G.- G.- 
NUTJ ,RX Ad8anced Nutrition IIW ProteinsY 0itaminsY and Minerals G.- G.- 
NUTJ ,F, Nutrition PolicyY Pro@ramsY and Ter8ices ..- ..- 
NUTJ ,FS Assessment o7 Nutritional Ttatus ..- ..- 
NUTJ ,.G Maternal and Child Nutrition   ..- 
NUTJ ,., Jesearch Applications in Nutrition   ..- 
NUTJ ,LG Contemporary Issues o7 0e@etarian =iets F.- F.- 
NUTJ L-, Teminar in Nutrition R.- R.- 
NUTJ ,., Jesearch Applications in 
Nutrition (..-) 
NUTJ ,.1 Jesearch Methods in 
Nutrition (F.-) 
Choose one course  F.-Z..-  
Totals FF.-ZF..-  FL.- 
 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*
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*
!lectives**
+34456*7849*:36*74;;4<=>?*48*=>*@4>5A;:B:=4>*<=:3*BCD=548* ).P.H. 
).P.H. .ith 
01 
E(+'*002 ,CDB>@6C*F6C=@B;*"A:8=:=4>*
(368BGH*IJK1L 
"!(&*0MN "A:8=:=4>*+4A>56;=>?*B>C*
%CA@B:=4>*IMK1L 
"!(&*02J +4>@6G:5*=>*"A:8=:=4>B;*
%G=C69=4;4?H*IJK1L 
"!(&*0O0 (4G=@5*=>*/;4PB;*"A:8=:=4>*IJK1L 
'(,(*0Q0 /8B>:R*B>C*+4>:8B@:RS84G45B;*
T8=:=>?*IJK1L 
!>=:5*9BH*P6*56;6@:6C*7849*P4:3*
?84AG5* NK1 U 
"!(&*0QV S3H:4@369=@B;5*IMK1L 
"!(&*0J2 FB:68>B;*B>C*+3=;C*"A:8=:=4>*IJK1L 
"!(&*0JN "A:8=:=4>*B>C*,?=>?*IMK1L 
"!(&*0WO %X68@=56*"A:8=:=4>*IMK1L 
* U JK1 
(4:B;5 NK1* JK1* 
 
Practicum (supervised practice)**
S8B@:=@A9*A>=:5*B86*=>*BCC=:=4>*:4*:36*9=>=9A9*?8BCAB:6*A>=:5*86YA=86C*748*:36*C6?866K* ).P.H. 
).P.H. .ith 
01 
"!(&*NV2 &656B8@3*IMK1L 
"!(&*WVOZ [=6;C*S8B@:=@A9*INK1L 
"!(&*WVOE [=6;C*S8B@:=@A9*IQMK1L 
.>6*@4A856*86YA=86C* U U 
E(+'*JVN [44C*'H5:695*FB>B?696>:RR,77=;=B:=4> * NK1 
E(+'*2WJ F6C=@B;*"A:8=:=4>R(368BGH*,77=;=B:=4> * QMK1 
"!(&*WVOE [=6;C*S8B@:=@A9 * QMK1 
(4:B;5 U* U* 
:verall ;otals =>.0@=A.0 =A.0 
*
BC;0D;D:BE).F. 
F#+\%--%*T#%"]*S84?8B9*E=86@:48*
*
(36*FB5:68*47*'@=6>@6*IFK'KL*C6?866*=>*"A:8=:=4>*
S84?8B9*=5*477686C*:4*966:*:36*5G6@=7=@*>66C5*47*:3456*
<34*C65=86*BCDB>@6C*:8B=>=>?*=>*>A:8=:=4>B;*5@=6>@65K*
!G4>*@49G;6:=4>*47*:36*G84?8B9]*?8BCAB:65*<=;;^*
! !>C685:B>C*G3H5=4;4?=@B;*B>C*P=4@369=@B;*
96@3B>=595*=>7;A6>@=>?*3A9B>*5H5:695*B>C*
34<*744C*B>C*>A:8=6>:5*=9GB@:*7A>@:=4>K*
! !>C685:B>C*:36*84;6*47*D6?6:B8=B>*C=6:B8H*
G8B@:=@65*=>*3A9B>*36B;:3]*:36*6>D=84>96>:]*
B>C*6@4;4?HK*
! E694>5:8B:6*B>*BP=;=:H*:4*@4>CA@:*B>C*
GAP;=53*BGG;=6C*8656B8@3*=>*>A:8=:=4>K*
S&%&%_!#'#(%*
'G6@=7=@*@4A8565*86YA=86C*B5*G8686YA=5=:65*B86*
9=@84P=4;4?H]*G3H5=4;4?H]*?6>68B;*:384A?3*48?B>=@*
@369=5:8H]*B>C*PB5=@*>A:8=:=4>K*"A:8=:=4>B;*
96:BP4;=59*48*P=4@369=5:8H*=5*B;54*86YA=86C`*
34<6D68]*:3=5*@4A856*@B>*P6*:Ba6>*@4>@A886>:;H*<=:3*
:36*FK'K*C6?866*G84?8B9*=7*>4:*G86D=4A5;H*@49G;6:6C*
<=:3*B*Z*?8BC6*48*P6::68K*
Dndicators of educational effectiveness 
#>@;AC6*B*<8=::6>*@49G8636>5=D6*6XB9=>B:=4>*B>C*
48B;*C676>56*47*:365=5*48*GAP;=53BP;6*GBG68K
*
)aIor** !>=:5*
"!(&*bbb* "A:8=:=4>* OK1*
"!(&*0Q1* ,CDB>@6C*SAP;=@*\6B;:3*"A:8=:=4>* JK1*
! "#$%&$&'()*+!
!
,-,
"./0!,12! 3456(784!"#$%&$&'(!9:!;6%<'=>4%6$8?!6(4!@&A&4?! BC-!
"./0!,1D! 3456(784!"#$%&$&'(!99:!*%'$8&(?E!F&$6G&(?E!6(4!H&(8%6I?! BC-!
"./0!,1J! *=>$'7=8G&76I?! KC-!
"./0!,LB! ;'($8GA'%6%>!9??#8?!'M!F8N8$6%&6(!O&8$?! KC-!
"./0!L-,! P8G&(6%!&(!"#$%&$&'(! 1C-!
/'$6I?! KBC-!!
!
Public health!! .(&$?!
Q*OH!,-J! *%&(7&AI8?!'M!QA&48G&'I'N>!9! RC-!
*+;S!L-,! T58%5&8U!'M!*#<I&7!+86I$=! 1C-!
/'$6I?! BC-!!
!
Religion!! .(&$?!
0Q@Q!,RB! Q$=&76I!9??#8?!&(!*#<I&7!+86I$=! RC-!
/'$6I?! RC-!!
!
0lectives!! .(&$?!
VVVV!VVV! QI87$&58! KC-!
/'$6I?! KC-!!
!
Statistics and research!!
;=''?8!'(8!7'#%?8!! .(&$?!
"./0!,RJ! 08?86%7=!H8$='4?!&(!"#$%&$&'(! KC-!
"./0!LJB! 08?86%7=!W1C-X1KC-Y! LC-!
"./0!LJ,! /=8?&?! KC-!
P/3/!,1B! 9($8%G84&6$8!P$6$&?$&7?!M'%!+86I$=XP7&8(78!O6$6! RC-!
P/3/!,BD! 3(6I>$&76I!3AAI&76$&'(?!'M!P3P!WKY!
P/3/!,BJ! 3(6I>$&76I!3AAI&76$&'(?!'M!P*PP!WKY!
!! KC-!
/'$6I?! 1,C-!!
Overall Totals! 48.0!!
!
NUTRITION—DR.P.H. 
P.S3/+3!03S303HE!*%'N%6G!O&%87$'%!
!
/=8!O'7$'%!'M!*#<I&7!+86I$=!WO%C*C+CY!48N%88!&?!
48?&N(84!$'!A%'5&48!$=8!6456(784!Z('UI84N8E!?Z&II?E!
6(4!7'GA8$8(7&8?!%8[#&%84!$'!G88$!$=8!&(7%86?&(N!
(884?!'M!A#<I&7!=86I$=!(#$%&$&'(!6$!$=8!4'7$'%6I!I858I!
&(!$=8!6%86?!'M!A%'N%6G!G6(6N8G8($E!I8648%?=&AE!6(4!
%8?86%7=C!08?86%7=!8GA=6?&?!&?!'(!7'GG#(&$>!
(#$%&$&'(!A%'N%6G!%8?86%7=!6?!U8II!6?!$=8!%8I6$&'(!'M!
4&8$6%>!A%67$&78?!$'!=86I$=!A%'G'$&'(!6(4!4&?86?8!
A%858($&'(C!
Learning outcomes 
.A'(!7'GAI8$&'(!'M!$=8!A%'N%6GE!N%64#6$8?!U&II:!
! ;'($%&<#$8!$'!$=8!$=8'%>!6(4!A%67$&78!'M!
A#<I&7!=86I$=!(#$%&$&'(C!
! 3AAI>!?$6$&?$&76I!$''I?!&(!G6(6N&(N!6(4!
6(6I>\&(N!46$6C!
! O8G'(?$%6$8!6(!6<&I&$>!$'!A%'4#78!?7&8($&M&7!
A6A8%?!6(4!A%8?8($6$&'(?C!
! O8G'(?$%6$8!8MM87$&58!I8648%?=&A!?Z&II?C!
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PREREQUISITE 
! Anatomy and physiology 
! Behavioral science (one course) 
! Advanced biochemistry (may be taken 
concurrently with the program) 
! Quantitative proficiency 
! A masterNs degree in nutrition or a health 
professional degree at the doctoral level 
(M.D., D.D.S. or equivalent)
 
Core%uisites  
May be taken during first two quarters of program, in addition to units required for degree; advanced 
standing from previous M.P.H. degrees considered  Units 
ENVH 50V Principles of Environmental Health 3.0 
EPDM 50V Principles of Epidemiology I 3.0 
GLBH 524 Cultural Competence and Health Disparities 2.0 
HADM 50V Principles of Health Policy and Management 3.0 
HPRO 50V Principles of Health Behavior 3.0 
HPRO 536 Program Planning and Evaluation 2.0 
NUTR 50V Public Health Nutrition and Biology 3.0 
PHCZ 605 Overview of Public Health 1.0 
PHCZ 675 Integrated Public Health Capstone 2.0 
Totals ]  
 
Major  Units 
NUTR 510 Advanced Public Health Nutrition 3.0 
NUTR 517 Advanced Nutrition I: Carbohydrates and Lipids 4.0 
NUTR 51_ Advanced Nutrition II: Proteins, Vitamins, and Minerals 4.0 
NUTR 51V Phytochemicals 2.0 
NUTR 525 Nutrition Policy, Programs, and Services 3.0 
NUTR 527 Assessment of Nutritional Status 3.0 
NUTR 534 Maternal and Child Nutrition 3.0 
NUTR 543 Concepts in Nutritional Epidemiology 3.0 
NUTR 564 Contemporary Issues of Vegetarian Diets 3.0 
NUTR 60_ Doctoral Seminar in Public Health Nutrition 1.0 
Totals 2V.0  
 
Cognates  Units 
NUTR ``` Nutrition Chosen from allied areas to enhance competence; minimum of eight (_) units in nutrition _.0 
Totals _.0  
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Religion  /(its 
R232 ,44 5ra7uate9le;el 2thics >?- 
R23R ,44 5ra7uate9le;el Relatio(al >?- 
R23@ ,44 5ra7uate9le;el @heoloAical >?- 
@otals B?-  
 
Research and e/aluation  /(its 
4444 444 2lecti;e Cppro;e7 electi;es E?-9F?- 
"/@R ,>B Research Metho7s i( "utritio( H?- 
"/@R FI, PreliJi(arK Research 2Lperie(ce H?- 
"/@R FBE Research MN?-9NH?-O E?-9F?- 
P+PQ F-E Research ReJi(ar H?- 
R@C@ ,NE S(terJe7iate Rtatistics Tor +ealth9Rcie(ce Uata >?- 
R@C@ ,N, 5ra(t9 a(7 Po(tract9Proposal Vriti(A >?- 
R@C@ ,EB C(alKtical Cpplicatio(s oT RPRR H?- 
R@C@ ,FE Rur;eK a(7 C7;a(ce7 Research Metho7s >?- 
@otals H.?-  
  
Dissertation  /(its 
"/@R FBI Uissertatio( MN?-9NE?-O NH?- 
@otals NH?-  
O/erall Totals 86.0  
!"#$%&'#T) +,T,-O/ 
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Nutritional Epidemiology—PH 
(M.P.H.) 
T3is do89le <a>or is ad<inistered >ointlB 9B t3e 
Cepart<ent oE "8trition and t3e Cepart<ent oE 
%pide<ioloFB and GiostatisticsI and alloJs t3e 
st8dent to st8dB t3e etioloFic role oE n8trition in 
<a>or p89lic 3ealt3 pro9le<s. T3e Frad8ate Jill 9e 
prepared to desiFnI i<ple<entI and eval8ate 
pop8lation and intervention st8dies dealinF Jit3 t3e 
relation oE n8trition to 3ealt3I aFinFI and c3ronic and 
inEectio8s disease. T3is proFra< is Eor t3e individ8al 
J3o is interested in M8antitative <et3ods and desires 
to applB t3e< to n8tritional researc3. 
Learner outcomes 
/rad8ates oE t3is tracN in n8tritional epide<ioloFB 
Jill 3ave t3e sNills necessarB toO 
P. +ond8ct 3iF3QM8alitB n8tritional 
epide<ioloFic researc3. 
R. Cevelop valid <et3ods Eor assessinF 
n8tritional intaNe stat8sS and deter<ininF 
appropriate desiFnI sa<ple siTeI and 
<et3ods oE data collection and analBsis. 
U. /enerate adeM8ate 3Bpot3eses Eor testinF t3e 
relations3ip 9etJeen n8trition and 
3ealt3VdiseaseI and identiEB potential 
conEo8nders and interactions t3at <iF3t 9ias 
t3e res8lts. 
W. +riticallB revieJ t3e literat8re and report 
researc3 EindinFsI 9ot3 orallB and in JritinF. 
0. +olla9orate Jit3 3ealt3 proEessionals or 
n8trition experts.
 
Educational effectiveness indicators 
Name Description Location 
+8l<inatinF activitB Oral exa<ination --! ca<p8s 
+8l<inatinF activitB Oral presentation oE applied researc3 8sinF YoJerYoint --! ca<p8s 
+8l<inatinF activitB Zritten report oE applied researc3 --! ca<p8s 
Ter< papers %val8ation oE JritinF sNills --! ca<p8s 
Final exa<inations #nteFration and application oE sNills learned in co8rses --! ca<p8s 
+o8rse eval8ation Eor<s '8FFestions 9B t3e st8dents to i<prove deliverB oE co8rse <aterial and 
t3e desiFn oE t3e co8rse itselE 
--! ca<p8s 
 
Y&%&%\!#'#T% 
+3e<istrB t3ro8F3 orFanic ]at least 0 M8arter 8nits oE 
orFanic^ 
_icro9ioloFB Jit3 la9oratorB ]one co8rse^ 
,nato<B and p3BsioloFB ]one co8rse or co8rse 
seM8ence^ 
+olleFe alFe9ra or eM8ivalent ]one co8rse^I calc8l8s 
preEerred 
Ge3avioral science ]one co8rse^ 
+O&%\!#'#T% 
]a li<ited n8<9er oE t3e a9ove co8rses <aB 9e taNen 
d8rinF Eirst tJo M8arters oE proFra<I in addition to 
8nits reM8ired Eor deFree^ 
"!T& 00W "8tritional _eta9olis< ]advanced 
9ioc3e<istrB^ ]0^ 
Research and forums 
't8dents are reM8ired to attend a <ini<8< oE tJentB 
Eor8<s in t3e Cepart<ent oE %pide<ioloFB and 
Giostatistics andVor +enter Eor `ealt3 &esearc3 
d8rinF t3eir proFra<. ,ttendance at t3ese Eor8<s 
Jill 9e in addition to attendance at t3e p89lic 3ealt3 
se<inars. 
Culminating activity 
#n order to o9tain a deFreeI t3e st8dent is reM8ired to 
s8ccessE8llB co<plete t3e c8l<inatinF activitB as 
reM8ired 9B t3e Cepart<ent oE %pide<ioloFB and 
Giostatistics and t3e Cepart<ent oE "8trition. 
T3e c8l<inatinF activitB consists oE researc3 
incl8dinF a Jritten report and oral presentationS 
proEessional portEolio ]8pon co<pletion oE t3e 
researc3^S and an exit intervieJ Jit3 t3e depart<ent 
c3airs ]at t3e concl8sion oE t3e proFra<^.
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!"#$%&'()*$+('&,-)  8nits 
EN:H 567 Princi,les of Environmental Healt> ?.6 
EPDM 567 Princi,les of E,idemiology I ?.6 
GLFH 5GH Cultural Com,etence and Healt> Dis,arities G.6 
HADM 567 Princi,les of Healt> Policy and Management ?.6 
HPRO 567 Princi,les of Healt> Fe>avior ?.6 
HPRO 5?M Program Planning and Evaluation G.6 
N8TR 567 PuOlic Healt> Nutrition and Fiology ?.6 
PHCP M65 OvervieQ of PuOlic Healt> R.6 
PHCP MS5 Integrated PuOlic Healt> Ca,stone G.6 
RELE 5?H Et>ical Issues in PuOlic Healt> ?.6 
STAT 5GR Fiostatistics I H.6 
Totals G7.6  
 
.*/,-  8nits 
EPDM 5R6 Princi,les of E,idemiology II ?.6 
EPDM 5RG Multivariate Modeling in E,idemiology (R.6V?.6) R.6 
EPDM 5R5 Clinical Trials ?.6 
N8TR 5R6 Advanced PuOlic Healt> Nutrition ?.6 
N8TR 5RS Advanced Nutrition IX CarOo>ydrates and Li,ids H.6 
N8TR 5RY Advanced Nutrition IIX ProteinsZ :itaminsZ and Minerals H.6 
N8TR 5GS Assessment of Nutritional Status ?.6 
N8TR 5H? Conce,ts in Nutritional E,idemiology ?.6 
N8TR M65 Seminar in Nutrition R.6 
STAT 5R5 GrantV and ContractVPro,osal [riting ?.6 
STAT 5GG Fiostatistics II H.6 
STAT 5HY Analytical A,,lications of SAS G.6 
STAT 5MH Survey and Advanced Researc> Met>ods ?.6 
EPDM 5M5 E,idemiology of Cancer (?) 
EPDM 5MM E,idemiology of Cardiovascular 
Disease (?) 
EPDM 5MS E,idemiology of Aging (?) 
C>oose one course in consultation Qit> advisor  ?.6 
N8TR 5?H Maternal and C>ild Nutrition (?) 
N8TR 5?M Nutrition and Aging (G) 
C>oose one course in consultation Qit> advisor  G.6V?.6 
Totals HG.6VH?.6  
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!esearch project  
One pro8ect approved and administered by both EPDMGSTAT and second ma8or Units 
EPDM 699A Applied Research 1.0 
EPDM 699B Applied Research II 1.0 
NUTR 699 Applied Research 2.0 
Totals 4.0  
 
Field experience  
Practicum units are in addition to the minimum graduate units required for the degree Units 
EPDM 798 Field Practicum 120 clocV hours required for each unit of credit 2.0 
Totals —  
Overall Totals 67.0:66.0  
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Preventive Care—PH 
(Dr.P.H.) 
SERENA TONSTAD, Program Director 
 
The Preventive Care Program is designed to prepare 
specialists in wellness and lifestyle management 
intervention. Emphasis is placed on academic 
preparation, practical skills, and administrative 
abilities in developing, implementing, and evaluating 
programs and protocols designed to address a wide 
spectrum of health issues—particularly those dealing 
with chronic disease. These programs and protocols 
include health risk appraisal, nutritional assessment 
and recommendations, exercise testing and 
prescription, and smoking and other substance abuse 
counseling. 
The program seeks to demonstrate and elucidate the 
intimate connection between mind and body. 
Graduates address the combined influences of 
nutrition, exercise, stress, substance abuse, and other 
lifestyle factors on the promotion of health and the 
prevention of disease. This program is offered by the 
Department of Health Promotion and Education. 
Learner outcomes 
Upon completion of this program, the graduate 
should be able to: 
1. Design and implement wellness and lifestyle 
intervention protocols. 
2. Provide chemical dependency interventions. 
3. Support comprehensive health management 
of individuals. 
4. Contribute to the theory and practice of 
preventive care through research. 
5. Develop and conduct community and 
professional seminars and training 
programs. 
6. Demonstrate leadership skills. 
Educational effectiveness indicators 
• Comprehensive examination 
• Qualifying examination 
• Internship practice hours 
• Advancement to candidacy 
• Dissertation defense 
• Publishable research paper 
• Portfolio review 
• Exit interview 
PREREQUISITE 
Graduate degree or equivalent in an appropriate field 
Graduate Record Examination (GRE) or MCAT 
within the past seven years 
General chemistry 
Organic chemistry 
Microbiology/Anatomy and/or Physiology 
General psychology 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
Prior to completing 32 graduate units in the program, 
the student must submit a proposed curriculum 
outline that includes the preventive care cognates or 
electives the student plans to complete. This outline 
must be approved by the studentWs advisor prior to 
submission.
 
CoreDuisites  
May be taken during first two quarters of program, in addition to units required for degree; advanced 
standing from previous M.P.H. degrees considered  Units 
ENVH 509 Principles of Environmental Health 3.0 
EPDM 509 Principles of Epidemiology I 3.0 
GLBH 524 Cultural Competence and Health Disparities 2.0 
HADM 509 Principles of Health Policy and Management 3.0 
HPRO 501 Human Anatomy and Physiology I 4.0 
HPRO 502 Human Anatomy and Physiology II 4.0 
HPRO 503 Human Anatomy and Physiology III 4.0 
UNIVERSITY CATALOG 
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HPRO 509 Principles of Health Behavior 3.0 
HPRO 519 Pharmacology 3.0 
HPRO 531 Pathology of Human Systems I 3.0 
HPRO 532 Pathology of Human Systems II 3.0 
HPRO 536 Program Planning and Evaluation 2.0 
NUTR 509 Public Health Nutrition and Biology 3.0 
PHCJ 605 Overview of Public Health 1.0 
STAT 509 General Statistics (4) 
STAT 521 Biostatistics I (4) 
Choose one course  — 
Totals —  
 
Major  Units 
HPRO 515 Mind-Body Interactions and Health Outcomes 3.0 
HPRO 526 Lifestyle Diseases and Risk Reduction 3.0 
HPRO 527 Obesity and Disordered Eating 3.0 
HPRO 529 Preventive and Therapeutic Interventions in Chronic Disease 4.0 
HPRO 553 Addiction Theory and Program Development 3.0 
HPRO 565 Tobacco Use: Prevention and Interventions  3.0 
HPRO 573 Exercise Physiology I 3.0 
HPRO 575 Immune System: Public Health Applications 3.0 
HPRO 578 Exercise Physiology II 3.0 
HPRO 586 Introduction to Preventive Care 1.0 
HPRO 587 Preventive Care Practice Management 2.0 
HPRO 588 Health Behavior Theory and Research 4.0 
HPRO 606 Preventive Care Seminar 2.0 
NUTR 504 Nutritional Metabolism 5.0 
NUTR 517 Advanced Nutrition I: Carbohydrates and Lipids 4.0 
NUTR 518 Advanced Nutrition II: Proteins, Vitamins, and Minerals 4.0 
NUTR 556 Nutritional Applications in Lifestyle Intervention 1.0 
NUTR 578 Exercise Nutrition 2.0 
EPDM 565 Epidemiology of Cancer (3) 
EPDM 566 Epidemiology of Cardiovascular 
Disease (3) 
Choose on course  3.0 
Totals 56.0  
 
! "#$%$&ti%$!)*#$+",!
!
-./
!
Cognates or electives!!
)01&*t$!0#!$2$3ti%$!304#5$5!*#$!t0!6$!3h05$&!i&!30&542t*ti0&!with!th$!5t49$&t:5!*9%i50#;!t*<i&1!i&t0!
30&5i9$#*ti0&!th$!5t49$&t:5!=#$%i045!$>=$#i$&3$!*&9!=#$5$&t!i&t$#$5t5?!@h$5$!4&it5!A*B!6$!5$2$3t$9!C#0A!
304#5$5!0CC$#$9!6B!th$!D3h002!0C!"462i3!,$*2th!0#!6B!0th$#!53h0025!withi&!th$!E&i%$#5itBF!*&9!A45t!#$C2$3t!*!
5=$3iCi3!=#$%$&ti%$!3*#$!$A=h*5i5;!32i&i3*2!=#*3ti3$!C0345;!0#!*99iti0&*2!5t*ti5ti3*2!0#!9*t*!*&*2B5i5!th*t!wi22!
6$!#$G4i#$9!6B!th$!5t49$&t:5!9i55$#t*ti0&!#$5$*#3h?!! E&it5!
HHHH!HHH! I2$3ti%$! .J?K!
@0t*25! .J?K!!
!
Religion!! E&it5!
LIMI!-HH! N#*94*t$O2$%$2!Ithi35! /?K!
LIML!-HH! N#*94*t$O2$%$2!L$2*ti0&*2! /?K!
LIM@!-HH! N#*94*t$O2$%$2!@h$0201i3*2! /?K!
@0t*25! P?K!!
!
Research and evaluation!! E&it5!
,"LQ!RPS! L$5$*#3h!T.?KO.S?KU! R?K!
",)V!-/S! L$5$*#3h!W$th095!TJ?KU! S?K!
",)V!RKS! L$5$*#3h!D$Ai&*#! J?K!
D@X@!-.S! Y&t$#A$9i*t$!Dt*ti5ti35!C0#!,$*2thOD3i$&3$!Z*t*! /?K!
D@X@!-R[! Z*t*!X&*2B5i5! /?K!
D@X@!-S[! X&*2Bti3*2!X==2i3*ti0&5!0C!DXD!TJU!
Stu$ent' ta*ing ST.T /01 'houl$ al'o 
ta*e ST.T /567 Note the S.S9ba'e$ 
'e;uence= ST.T />?@ ST.T /01@ ST.T 
/>>@ ST.T /567!
D@X@!-SP! X&*2Bti3*2!X==2i3*ti0&5!0C!D"DD!TJU!
)h005$!0&$!304#5$!! J?K!
@0t*25! JK?K!!
!
Research and dissertation!! E&it5!
,"LQ!RP[! Zi55$#t*ti0&!T.?KO.S?KU! .J?K!
@0t*25! .J?K!!
!
Internship!!
Y&t$#&5hi=!4&it5!*#$!i&!*99iti0&!t0!th$!Ai&iA4A!1#*94*t$!4&it5!#$G4i#$9!C0#!th$!9$1#$$! E&it5!
,"LQ!\KSX! Y&t$#&5hi=!T/U!
,"LQ!\KS]! Y&t$#&5hi=!TRU!
,"LQ!\KS)! Y&t$#&5hi=!TPU!
,"LQ!\KSZ! Y&t$#&5hi=!T.JU!
TSJ!4&it5!^!.SKK!3203<!h04#5U!! +!
@0t*25! +!!
Overall Totals! 109.0!!
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Pu#lic (ealt, Practice.P( 
/0.P.(.2 
HILDEMAR DOS SANTOS6 Program Director 
 
The PuClic Health Practice Program is designed to 
meet the needs of practicing health professionals Jho 
desire to augment their current careers Jith 
additional information and sKills. Such individuals6 
among others6 Jould include physicians6 dentists6 
nurses6 health administrators6 and practicing puClic 
health professionals. It is not designed for students 
entering graduate school directly from an 
undergraduate degree programO nor Jill it serve as a 
foundation for a maPor career change. 
3ear4er outcomes 
Upon completion of this degree6 the graduate should 
Ce aCle toQ 
1. Use puClic health statistics to correctly 
interpret data. 
2. Evaluate reported studies in terms of rigor6 
importance6 and relevance to professional 
practice. 
3. Apply epidemiological methods to the 
practice of puClic health 
4. Incorporate effective management 
approaches into puClic health settings. 
5. ContriCute to health Cehavior change in 
various populations. 
6. Address environmental health issues in 
community6 agency6 and governmental 
settings. 
7. DescriCe the relevance of assessment6 policy 
development6 and quality assurance to 
puClic health. 
8. CharacteriXe essential puClic health services 
and competencies. 
84dicators o: educatio4al e::ective4ess 
1. Tests and eYaminations 
2. Assignments and maPor papers 
3. Community practicum report 
4. Professional portfolio 
5. Capstone proPect 
6. EYit intervieJ 
P<=38> (?@3T( PB@>T8>?.0.P.(. 
PREREZUISITE 
Professional license in a medical or health[related 
discipline6 or a minimum of tJo years of puClic 
health eYperience 
COREZUISITE 
(may Ce taKen during first tJo quarters of program6 
in addition to units required for degree) 
Anatomy and^or Physiology 
Introduction to psychology 
>ulmi4ati4C activitD 
Successful completion of a set of comprehensive6 
integrated activities is required. The culminating 
activity shall include several or all of the folloJingQ a 
Jritten comprehensive eYamination (prior to the field 
eYperience)6 field eYperience (upon completion of 
essential maPor course JorK)6 professional portfolio 
(upon completion of the field eYperience)6 and an eYit 
intervieJ Jith the department chair (at the 
conclusion of the program). 
P<=38> (?@3T( PB@>T8>?.OF38F? 
0.P.(.  
The Online EYecutive Master of PuClic Health 
Program is offered in tJo maPor areasQ puClic health 
practice and health education. The program is 
designed to meet the needs of practicing health 
professionals Jho desire to augment their current 
careers Jith additional information and sKills. Such 
health professionals include physicians6 dentists6 
nurses6 health administrators6 and practicing puClic 
health professionals. This online degree is not 
designed for students entering graduate school 
directly from an undergraduate degree programO nor 
Jill it serve as a foundation for a maPor career change. 
This three[year6 online program includes courses6 
orientation6 and support via the Internet. Students are 
accepted every quarter during the school year. They 
receive support in the use of the JeC[Cased learning 
technology6 plan a program of study Jith their 
advisor6 and get to KnoJ the other students in the 
program through an online community. 
Gista4ce lear4i4C HroCrams 
The student Jishing to oCtain an M.P.H. degree 
online is referred to the School of PuClic Health 
general information in Section III of this CATALOG 
for details regarding the distance[learning programs 
of the school. 
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Online local and international M.P.H. degree 
1he 2nline 45ecuti6e 7aster of Pu$lic (ealth 
Program caters to students in the >nited States and 
a$road. 
Residence requirement 
1he 2nline 45ecuti6e 7aster of Pu$lic (ealth 
Program is an online program and does not includes 
a residence reBuirement. 
PC4C4D>ISI14 
Femonstrated collegeGle6el conceptualiHation and 
Iriting sJills 
Professional license in a medical or healthGrelated 
disciplineK or a minimum of tIo Lears of pu$lic 
health e5perience 
C2C4D>ISI14 
NmaL $e taJen during first tIo Buarters of programK 
in addition to units reBuired for degreeO 
PnatomL and phLsiologL or PhLsiologL None course 
or course seBuenceO 
Qeha6ioral science NtIo coursesK one of Ihich is an 
introductorL psLchologL courseO 
Applied curriculum and professional practice 
Students select course IorJ from each of se6eral 
practice and content areas to enhance the applied 
portion of the curriculum. Professional practice is 
addressed during the la$oratorL and field e5perience 
portions of the curriculum. Students maL de6elop 
sJills Ihile IorJing in communitL agencies and in 
medical careK schoolK and IorJRsite settings. 
CHES credentialing e=amination 
Sraduates are eligi$le to sit for the credentialing 
e5amination in health education.certified health 
education specialist NC(4SOK offered $L the Tational 
Commission for (ealth 4ducation CredentialingK Inc.K 
UVV 7acon Qoule6ardK Suite W0XK PllentoInK PP 
0Y0XW. 
Culminating activity 
Students are reBuired to demonstrate the a$ilitL to 
integrate the specified areas of pu$lic health.
administrationK epidemiologLK statisticsK 
en6ironmental healthK and health $eha6ior.during 
their culminating acti6itL e5periences. 1he 
culminating acti6itL includes a Iritten 
comprehensi6e e5aminationK a field e5perience Nupon 
completion of all core classesOK professional portfolio 
to $e su$mittedK and an e5it inter6ieI Iith the 
department chair Nat the conclusion of the programO. 
Students Iho do not meet the minimum standards of 
performance on the comprehensi6e e5amination are 
su$Zect to remedial course IorJ to address 
deficiencies in preparation. 
Web site information 
Pdditional information regarding this program is 
a6aila$le on the [e$ at \III.llu.eduRpu$licG
healthRonlineRinde5.page].
 
Public health core  On Campus Online 
4T^( /XU Principles of 4n6ironmental (ealth W.X W.X 
4PF7 /XU Principles of 4pidemiologL I W.X W.X 
S_Q( /`V Cultural Competence and (ealth Fisparities `.X `.X 
(PF7 /XU Principles of (ealth PolicL and 7anagement W.X W.X 
(PC2 /XU Principles of (ealth Qeha6ior W.X W.X 
(PC2 /Wa Program Planning and 46aluation `.X `.X 
T>1C /XU Pu$lic (ealth Tutrition and QiologL W.X W.X 
P(Cb /X0 Introduction to 2nGline _earning   0.X 
P(Cb aX/ 26er6ieI of Pu$lic (ealth 0.X 0.X 
P(Cb ac/ Integrated Pu$lic (ealth Capstone `.X `.X 
C4_4 /WV 4thical Issues in Pu$lic (ealth W.X W.X 
S1P1 /XU Seneral Statistics V.X V.X 
1otals `U.X  WX.X  
 
Major  On Campus Online 
(PF7 /0X (ealth PolicL PnalLsis and SLnthesis W.X W.X 
T>1C /`U (ealth Pspects of ^egetarian 4ating `.X `.X 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*
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F;&.*0TG .YJ=@6L*458*O@=938J3J8*
%46@5A*MBCDN 
F;&.*00B ,88@:6@95*(QJ93L*458*
;39A34I*OJHJ>9<IJ56*MBCDN 
F;&.*020 (9Y4::9*!=JZ*;3JHJ56@95*458*
#56J3HJ56@95=**MBCDN 
F;&.*0G0 #IIR5J*'L=6JIZ*;RY>@:*
FJ4>6Q*,<<>@:46@95=*MBCDN 
"!(&*0D0 ;RY>@:*FJ4>6Q*U@9>9AL*MTCDN 
"!(&*0BX P46J354>*458*+Q@>8*
"R63@6@95*MBCDN 
;F+\*0D1 #56398R:6@95*69*.57>@5J*
-J435@5A*M1CDN*
Not a valid elective for the online 
0rogram 
+Q99=J*W39I*6QJ=J*:9R3=J=* 1VCD 1ECD 
(964>= 1VCD* 1ECD* 
*
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!iel%&e'(erie*ce  
Practicum units are in addition to the minimum graduate units re8uired for the 
degree.  
,*&-a/(0s ,*li*e 
PHCJ 695 Community Practicum 3.0 1.0 
Totals —  —  
,verall&3otals 6789  6789  
 
UNI$%RSIT) +,T,-O/ 
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The purpose of this certificate is to familiariAe 
students Dith the compleE issues associated Dith 
planningG implementingG and evaluating reproductive 
health programs for men and Domen. 
7".$8"$,%')(%9":,
Upon completion of this programG students Dill be 
able toK 
! Lescribe MeN public health issues in the field 
of reproductive health. 
! UtiliAe principles of behavior change in the 
promotion of reproductive health. 
! PlanG implementG and evaluate public health 
programs addressing multifacetedG 
integrated programs in reproductive health 
based upon the current operational models. 
;&'(.)*%8./,"55"()*+"8"::,
1. ,ppropriate course assignments and 
projects 
Q. /.P.,. of at least R.0 
R. +ompletion of certificate reTuirements 
<&9*::*%8:,$"='*$"9"8):,
This certificate program is primarilN designed for 
M.P.V. degree or doctoral students Dhose focus is not 
maternal and child health and is offered in 
conjunction Dith these programs. VoDeverG masterWs 
degree students in other disciplines Dho are 
interested in reproductive health are encouraged to 
applN. Vealth professionals Dho have completed a 
bachelorWs degree Xor eTuivalentY from an accredited 
college or universitN Dith a cumulative /.P.,. of R.0 
or higher maN also be admitted into the program.
 
!"='*$"&  Units 
VPRO 50Z Principles of Vealth [ehavior R.0 
VPRO 5QR Maternal\+hild VealthK PolicN and Programs R.0 
VPRO 5R] Program Planning and %valuation Q.0 
VPRO 550 ^omen in Levelopment R.0 
VPRO 55R ,ddiction TheorN and Program Levelopment R.0 
VPRO 55] Vigh-RisM Infants and +hildrenK PolicN and Programs R.0 
VPRO 5]7 Reproductive Vealth R.0 
VPRO ]1a Seminar in Maternal and +hild Vealth Practice Q.0 
NUTR 50Z Public Vealth Nutrition and [iologN R.0 
R%-% 5Ra %thical Issues in Public Vealth R.0 
Totals Q8.0  
>+"$.//,?%)./: @ABC  
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45(+6(-&$(/&"(7%$89:0&%-*)6;6%$)-<&
Loma Linda Universit< School o> Pu$lic Health has 
develo@ed the To$acco Control ,ethods Program to 
train health @ro>essionals in to$acco research and 
control methodsB integrating theor< and >ieldC$ased 
eD@erience. This is the onl< graduateClevel certi>icate 
o> its Find in the >ield o> to$acco control o>>ered in the 
U.S. This certi>icate is >or @racticing @ro>essionals Gho 
Gant to add to their sFills and FnoGledge and $e 
$etter equi@@ed to GorF in the area o> to$acco control 
as @ractitioners and researchers in to$acco use 
@revention and treatment. 
The @rogram is o>>ered entirel< onlineI hoGeverB 
traditional classes can $e taFen at Loma Linda 
Universit< in the tenCGeeF quarter >ormat. The 
@rogram is made @ossi$le through a grant >rom the 
Jssociation o> Schools o> Pu$lic Health and the 
Jmerican Legac< Koundation. 
2:*9"0-&
The @ur@ose o> this certi>icate @rogram is to train 
students in to$acco research $< e>>ectivel< integrating 
theor< and >ieldC$ased eD@erience. 
5:)%"8-&"#=-%)6>-0&
Jt the end o> the @rogramB students Gill $e a$le toL 
5. Design a surve< and em@lo< 
e@idemiological and statistical research 
methods in to$acco control. 
N. J@@l< @rinci@les and methods in health 
education to >oster smoFing $ehavior 
changeI and @lanB im@lementB and evaluate 
communit<C$ased @rograms in to$acco 
control. 
O. Jdvocate >or to$acco controlC@olic< change. 
4. Pre@are a grant or contract @ro@osal. 
4. PlanB im@lementB and evaluate to$acco 
@revention and to$acco control @rograms. 
?/86006"(&*-@:6*-8-()0&
This certi>icate @rogram is @rimaril< designed >or 
,.P.H. degree or doctoral students and is o>>ered in 
conQunction Gith these @rograms. HoGeverB masterRs 
degree students in other disci@lines Gho have interest 
in to$acco control can also a@@l<. Health 
@ro>essionals Gho have com@leted a $achelorRs 
degree Sor equivalentT >rom an accredited college or 
universit< Gith a cumulative U.P.J. o> O.0 or higher 
ma< also $e admitted into the @rogram. 
A(/6%$)"*0&";&-/:%$)6"($+&-;;-%)6>-(-00&
5. Class @roQect 
N. Oral @resentation 
O. EDaminations at the end o> each course
 
B-@:6*-/  Units 
EPD, 406 Princi@les o> E@idemiolog< I O.0 
EPD, 4Z8 International E@idemiolog< N.0 
UL\H 4Z5 E@idemiolog< o> To$acco Use and Control I O.0 
UL\H 4ZN E@idemiolog< o> To$acco Use and Control II O.0 
UL\H 4Z4 International Health Programming N.0 
HPRO 406 Princi@les o> Health \ehavior O.0 
HPRO 4Z4 To$acco UseL Prevention and Interventions  O.0 
RELE 4O4 Ethical Issues in Pu$lic Health O.0 
STJT 406 Ueneral Statistics 4.0 
HPRO 4OZ Program Planning and Evaluation SNT 
STJT 454 UrantC and ContractCPro@osal 
^riting SOT 
Choose one course  N.0CO.0 
Totals N8.0CN6.0  
5>-*$++&!")$+0 CDEF7CGEF  
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School of (eli+ion 
Dean/s 1elco2e 
School 3o4ndations 
History 
Philosophy 
Mission statement 
7eneral (e+4lations 
A::lication and Ad2issions 
Application and acceptance 
Where to write 
Application procedure 
Admission requirements 
Scholarship 
Academic probation 
Concurrent admission 
3inancial ;nfor2ation 
OnC and offCcampus student housing 
Additional requirements 
Pro+ra2s= De+rees= and >ertificates 
?ffered 
MASTER'S DEGREE PROGRAMS 
Biomedical and Clinical Ethics 
Clinical Ministry 
Religion and the Sciences 
 
CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS 
Biomedical and Clinical Ethics 
Clinical Ministry 
 
COMBINEDCDEGREES PROGRAMS 
Biomedical and Clinical Ethics !ith 
Advanced Practice Nursing 
Biomedical and Clinical Ethics !ith Dentistry 
Biomedical and Clinical Ethics !ith Medicine 
Biomedical and Clinical Ethics !ith 
Psychology 
Biomedical and Clinical Ethics !ith Social 
Policy and Social Research 
Clinical Ministry !ith Marital and Family 
Therapy 
Di@ision of H42anities 
!"#$%&'#T) +,T,-O/ 511
Dean%s Welcome 
2el5o7e to t9e 7ost ;n;s;al s59ool o> -o7a -in@a 
!niversitC. T9e '59ool o> &eliEion 9as t9ree @eEree 
FroEra7s t9at asso5iate areas in t9e s5ien5es Git9 
reliEion. H;t t9e 7aIor tasJ o> t9e '59ool o> &eliEion 
re7ains enri59inE FroEra7s in t9e ot9er seven 
s59ools o> t9e !niversitC Git9 a >ait9KLase@M G9olisti5 
aFFroa59 to t9e 9ealt9 s5ien5es. 'o in G9atever 
FroEra7 Co; 9ave enrolle@M Co; Gill 5o7e in 5onta5t 
Git9 '59ool o> &eliEion o>>erinEs t9at 9ave Leen 
;niN;elC @esiEne@ to 9elF Co; FreFare >or G9olisti5 
7inistrC Git9in Co;r 59osen Fro>ession. 't;@CinE at 
-o7a -in@a !niversitC is aLo;t 7ore t9an I;st 
5areers an@ Fro>essionsO it is aLo;t 7ission an@ 
F;rFose >or all o> li>e. T9e '59ool o> &eliEion is 
Flease@ to 9ave an i7Fortant role in 9elFinE to 
FreFare Co; >or t9e 7ost >;l>illinE li>e an@ 5areer 
FossiLle. 
#> Co; are intereste@ in a 7asterPs @eEree in reliEionM 
eQFlore t9e t9ree FroEra7s or siQ 5o7Line@K@eErees 
FroEra7s t9at are @esiEne@ an@ @ire5te@ LC '59ool o> 
&eliEion >a5;ltCR ST t9e U.,. @eEree in Lio7e@i5al an@ 
5lini5al et9i5sM 1T t9e U.,. @eEree in 5lini5al 7inistrCM 
an@ VT t9e U.,. @eEree in reliEion an@ t9e s5ien5es. 
T9e 5o7Line@K@eErees FroEra7s areR ST Hio7e@i5al 
an@ +lini5al %t9i5s Git9 ,@van5e@ Wra5ti5e ";rsinE 
or DentistrC or Ue@i5ine or WsC59oloEC or 'o5ial 
Woli5C an@ 'o5ial &esear59M an@ 1T +lini5al UinistrC 
Git9 Uarital an@ Ya7ilC T9eraFC. T9ese sFe5ialiZe@ 
a5a@e7i5[5lini5al FroEra7s are attra5tinE a EroGinE 
n;7Ler o> Lot9 national an@ international st;@ents. 
T9is +ataloE Gill Frovi@e @etaile@ in>or7ation aLo;t 
ea59 o> t9ese FroEra7s. Yor >;rt9er in>or7ationM 
Flease 5all \0\K^5SK5\51 or e7ail ;s at 
_Jnelson`ll;.e@;a. 
#> Co; are enrolle@ in a FroEra7 in one o> t9e ot9er 
seven s59ools o> -o7a -in@a !niversitCM >eel >ree to 
;se t9e 5o;rse in>or7ation in t9e +ataloE to Le5o7e 
7ore >a7iliar Git9 t9e reliEion 5o;rses t9at are a Fart 
o> Co;r larEer FroEra7. Yeel >ree to 5onta5t 7e aLo;t 
anC N;estions or 5on5erns Co; 7aC 9ave at 
_IFa;lien`ll;.e@;a. )o; 5an also visit o;r 2eL site at 
_GGG.ll;.e@;[reliEion[in@eQ.FaEea. 
 
 
On Le9al> o> t9e >a5;ltC an@ sta>> o> t9e '59ool o> 
&eliEionM let 7e FersonallC invite Co; to serio;slC 
5onsi@er t9e 5o;rses an@ t9e FroEra7s t9at Ge o>>er. 
2e 5an 9elF strenEt9en Co;r >ait9O Lroa@en Co;r 
sFirit;al an@ a5a@e7i5 9oriZonsO en9an5e Co;r aLilitC 
to serveO an@ FreFare Co; not onlC >or t9is li>eM L;t 
also >or eternitC. 
UaC /o@ enri59 Co;r st;@iesM 
 
bon Wa;lienM W9.D. 
DeanM '59ool o> &eliEion 
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School 'oundations 
HISTOR4 
2n the configuration of Loma Linda 9niversity as a 
health<sciences university= the role of religion as 
integrative in each of the programs of the 9niversity 
is mandated and continuously affirmed ?y the 
9niversity administration and the @oard of Arustees. 
2n Culy of DEEF= the 'aculty of Religion (noI the 
"chool of Religion) Ias esta?lished to assist in this 
integration. 
PHILOSOPH4 
Ks implied ?y its motto= LAo maMe man Ihole=L the 
9niversity affirms these tenets as central to its vieI of 
educationN 
! Ood is the Creator and "ustainer of the 
universe. 
! ManMindRs fullest development entails a 
groIing understanding of the individual in 
relation to ?oth Ood and society. 
! Ahe Suest for truth and professional 
eTpertise= in an environment permeated ?y 
religious values= ?enefits the individual and 
society and advances the ministry of the 
"eventh<day Kdventist Church. 
MISSION STATEMENT 
Ahe "chool of Religion is committed to the folloIing 
four tasMs= as informed ?y the teachings and practice 
of the "eventh<day Kdventist heritage and missionN 
D. Ao promote Christian Iholeness for faculty 
and students in their personal and 
professional lives and Iitness. 
0. Ao provide a religion curriculum Iith the 
folloIing emphasesN 
! Aheological studies (?i?lical= historical= 
doctrinal= mission= and philosophical). 
! Ethical studies. 
! Relational studies (applied theology= 
clinical ministry= and psychology of 
religion). 
1. Ao foster and support research in 
theological= ethical= and relational 
disciplines. 
V. Ao serve the 9niversity= the church= and the 
larger Iorld community ?y personal 
involvement in fostering deeper spirituality= 
theological integrity= and social Wustice. 
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!eneral Re)*lations 
Students of the University are responsible for 
informing themselves of and satisfactorily meeting all 
regulations pertinent to registrationG matriculationG 
and graduation. Section III gives the general setting 
for the programs of each school and the subject and 
unit requirements for admission to individual 
professional programs. It is important to revieK 
specific program requirements in the conteLt of the 
general requirements applicable to all programs. 
/pplication and 
/d3issions 
The program admissions committees of the 
University intend that an applicant to any of the 
schools is qualified for the proposed curriculum and 
is capable of profiting from the educational 
eLperience offered by this University. The admissions 
committees of the schools accomplish this by 
eLamining evidence of scholastic competenceG moral 
and ethical standardsG and significant qualities of 
character and personality. Applicants are considered 
for admission only on the recommendation of the 
program in Khich study is desired. 
/44567/T6O: /:; /77<4T/:7< 
=here to ?rite 
Inquiries regarding application and admission should 
be addressed toM 
Office of Admissions 
School of Religion 
Loma Linda University 
Loma LindaG CA 92O00 
/pplication proced*re 
1. The online application is found at 
RKKK.llu.edu/central/apply/indeL.page
T. Applications and all supporting 
informationG transcriptsG test resultsG and 
references should be submitted at least tKo 
months before the beginning of the term for 
Khich admission is sought. Some programs 
require applications to be completed by a 
much earlier date. 
2. Complete official transcripts of all academic 
records from all collegesG universitiesG and 
professional or technical schools should be 
provided. It is the applicantUs responsibility 
to arrange to have the transcripts—including 
official English translations and evaluationsG 
if applicable—sent directly by the registrar 
Wor a recogniXedG authoriXed institutional 
representativeY of each school attended to 
the University Admissions Office. 
Transcripts that come via an intermediary 
are unacceptable. 
O. A personal intervieK is often desirable and 
should be arranged Kith the coordinator of 
the program in Khich the student Kishes to 
study. 
/;@6AA6O: R<BC6R<@<:TA 
A fourZyear baccalaureate degree Wor its equivalentY 
from an accredited college or university is a 
prerequisite for admission to the School of Religion. 
Transcripts of the applicant[s scholastic record should 
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show appropriate preparation, in grades and content, 
for the curriculum chosen. 
Since there is some variation in the pattern of 
undergraduate courses prescribed by different 
programs, the student should note the specific 
requirements of the chosen program. Deficiencies 
may be removed while enrolled; prerequisites must 
be completed prior to acceptance into the program. 
Sc#olars#i* 
Applicants are expected to present an undergraduate 
record with a gradeCpoint average of B (3.00) or better 
in the overall program and in the field of the maIor. 
Some students with an overall gradeCpoint average 
between 2.50 and 3.00 may be admitted provisionally 
to graduate standing, provided the grades during the 
Iunior and senior years are superior, or there is other 
evidence of capability. 
,cademic *ro0ation 
Degree students whose cumulative G.P.A. at the end 
of any quarter is less than 3.0 will be placed on 
academic probation. The number of units for 
subsequent registrations is restricted to a maximum 
of 12 per quarter. Students who are on academic 
probation and fail to make a 3.0 for the next quarter, 
or who fail to have a 3.0 G.P.A. overall after two 
quarters, IeopardiOe their standing in a degree or 
certificate program and may be dismissed from 
school. 
Concurrent admission 
Students may not be admitted to a School of Religion 
program while admitted to another program at this 
University or elsewhere. The exception to this is the 
combinedCdegrees programs, discussed at the end of 
Section III of this CATALOG under CombinedC
Degrees Programs. 
5inancial Information 
The Office of the Dean is the final authority in all 
financial matters and is charged with the 
interpretation of all financial policies. Any exceptions 
to published policy in regard to reduction or 
reimbursement of tuition must be approved by the 
dean. Any statement by individual faculty members, 
program directors, or department chairs in regard to 
these matters is not binding on the school or the 
University unless approved by the dean. 
Registration is not complete until tuition and fees on 
the required installment are paid; therefore, the 
student should be prepared to make these payments 
during scheduled registration for each academic year. 
There may be adIustments in tuition and fees as 
economic conditions warrant. 
8N: ,ND 855:C,MPUS STUDENT 
H8USING 
Students may go to Uwww.llu.edu/central/ 
housing/index.pageW for housing information and a 
housing application form. 
,DDITI8N,L REQUIREMENTS 
"or additional policies, governing Loma Linda 
University students, see Section II of this CATALOG, 
as well as the University !"#$%&"'()&$*++,. Students 
are responsible for informing themselves of and 
satisfactorily meeting all regulations pertinent to 
registration, matriculation, and graduation. 
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MAR4 5. CARR, Program Coordinator 
=7,>?@A*
Ivan T. BlaEen 
Roy Branson 
Mark 5. Carr 
Debra Craig 
Andy Lampkin 
David R. Larson 
Richard Rice 
Charles O. Teel 
James O. Oalters 
Gerald R. Oinslow 
 
!BCM-DB,7?*7ED*,?BEB,7?*-@FB,21
M676*
The purpose of the Biomedical and Clinical Ethics 
Program—an interdisciplinary course of graduate 
study leading to a Master of Arts degree—is to 
prepare Uualified persons to engage in education, 
research, and service pertinent to the ethical issues in 
health care and human biology. 
This degree is designed primarily for two types of 
students: those who are planning to pursue a career in 
biomedical ethics and who desire the Master of Arts 
degree as a step toward graduate work at the doctoral 
level, and those who wish to acUuire the degree in 
order to complement their career in health care or 
another profession. 
The Biomedical and Clinical Ethics Program is 
administered by the School of Religion. It draws upon 
resources from across the entire Loma Linda 
University campus. Additionally, two academic 
centers—the Center for Christian Bioethics and the 
Center for Spiritual Life and Oholeness—along with 
the many health care clinics associated with the 
medical and dental schools, provide a rich context in 
which to study bioethics. The M.A. degree program 
cooperates with the Center for Christian Bioethics in a 
variety of ways. The centerXs Thompson Library—
endowed and constantly growing, with more than 
4,500 volumes—is one of the most comprehensive 
libraries of materials in biomedical and clinical ethics 
in the United States. These materials, which are an 
especially valuable resource for graduate students, 
supplement the related holdings in the primary 
libraries of Loma Linda University and nearby 
institutions. 
CGj%'."I%0*
Upon completion of the Biomedical and Clinical 
Ethics Program, students will be able to demonstrate: 
1. Critical-thinking skills in six topic areas of 
ethics: philosophical ethics, social ethics, 
biblical ethics, theological ethics, clinical 
ethics, and biomedical ethics. 
2. An understanding of ethics methods and the 
application of these methods in the 
academic]clinical setting within which they 
study]work. 
3. Their understanding of the concepts 
underlying research in bioethics and skills in 
the writing of analytical essays. 
4. The capability to present their research and 
writing in public]academic professional 
settings. 
5. The skill of analyEing the writings of leading 
thinkers in the field of ethics and in 
constructing their own responses and 
positions. 
6. The development of personal attitudes and 
commitments of wholeness that inform their 
work and personal lives through values 
development. 
Information on admission, tuition, and student life 
and an online application can be found online at 
_www.llu.edu]central]apply]index.page`. 
7&$"00"o+*
In addition to meeting admission reUuirements for 
the School of Religion, the applicant to the Biomedical 
and Clinical Ethics Program must: 
1. Propose clear personal and professional 
goals and ways in which the Biomedical and 
Clinical Ethics Program may facilitate the 
realiEation of those goals. 
2. Persuade the Admissions Committee, by 
previous accomplishments, that s]he is able 
and willing to reach these goals and make a 
distinguished contribution to the field. 
,oJr0%*r%KJ"r%$%+.0*
In order to receive the Master of Arts degree in 
biomedical and clinical ethics from Loma Linda 
University, the student will complete a minimum of 
48 units of course work as herein specified, with an 
overall grade average of B or better, with no grade 
lower than a C and with no grade in a reUuired course 
lower than a B-. At least 36 units must be in approved 
courses numbered 500-699 or their eUuivalent. 
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Trans&er credits 
Students are permitted to transfer up to 8 units of 
approved graduate-level courses from other 
accredited institutions into the Biomedical and 
Clinical Ethics Program. In addition, prior or current 
students in Loma Linda University's other 
postbaccalaureate degree programs are permitted to 
petition to receive credit for a maximum of 12 units 
for courses completed in their professional studies 
that are directly related to biomedical and clinical 
ethics. 
Co/prehensive e3a/inations 
Each student must pass three comprehensive 
examinations within a period of two weeks. These 
written examinations will test the student's ability to 
integrate and apply knowledge from the following 
areasM 
! Philosophical and social ethics 
! Theological and biblical ethics 
! Biomedical and clinical ethics 
These comprehensive examinations must be 
successfully completed before the student defends a 
thesis or its approved substitutes. Review questions 
and bibliography for each area will be supplied to the 
student. 
Research re5uire/ents 
In addition to passing the comprehensive 
examinations, each student must complete significant 
and original research in the field. Two options are 
availableM 
1. Publishable paperM Most students pursue the 
publishable paper track and write one 
research paper of publishable quality aimed 
at a Pournal of stature in the field of 
biomedical and clinical ethics. The student 
must register for RELG 697 Independent 
Research (1-8 units) while preparing for this 
paper. An oral defense of this article is 
required. 
2. ThesisM The student who chooses to write a 
thesis must obtain permission from his or 
her adviser after having completed 24 units 
in the program. The student must register 
for RELG 697 Independent Research for a 
maximum of 8 units while preparing the 
thesis. An oral defense of the thesis is 
required. 
7IO:;<IC=> =?< C>I?IC=> ;T@ICAB
C;RTICIC=T; 
The Biomedical and Clinical Ethics Program 
certificate option is available for students who prefer 
not to complete the full M.A. degree program. 
Students must complete 28 units of course work. 
There are no additional requirements.
 
:aDor  :.=. Certi&icate 
REL_ 5__ Graduate-level Religion 16.0   
RELE 524 Christian Bioethics 4.0 4.0 
RELE 548 Christian Social Ethics 4.0 4.0 
RELE 554 Clinical Ethics Practicum I 4.0 4.0 
RELE 555 Clinical Ethics Practicum II 4.0 4.0 
RELE 577 Theological Ethics 4.0 4.0 
RELE 588 Philosophical Ethics 4.0 4.0 
RELE 589 Biblical Ethics 4.0 4.0 
RELG 504 Research Methods 4.0   
Totals 48.0  28.0  
Overall Totals GH.0  JH.0  
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Clinical Ministry—SR 
(M.A., PB certificate) 
'IRO3 'ORA33A4OOL5 Program Coordinator 
9ACULT= 
Ivan T. BlaDen 
MarG H. Carr 
Carla /. /ober 
3ames /reeG 
David R. Larson 
3on Paulien 
3ohnny RamireDO3ohnson 
Richard Rice 
Randall L. Roberts 
'iroQ 'oraQQaGool 
Bernard A. Taylor 
David L. Taylor 
3ames R. Ralters 
 
9ACULT= 
The faculty represents a balance betUeen academic 
eVpertise and clinical eVperience5 as Uell as a variety 
of disciplines5 includingW biblical studies5 theology5 
theology and ministry5 marriage and family therapy5 
cultural psychology5 American church history5 health 
education5 nursing5 spirituality5 and ethics. 
CLINICAL MINISTR=—M.A. 
The Clinical Ministry Program leading to a Master of 
Arts degree encourages students to eVplore the 
theological5 biblical5 and historical roots of ministry 
Uithin the institutional setting and to prepare for the 
practice of such ministry. The program is especially 
valuable as preparation for careers in chaplaincy and 
other fields of ministry. It is specifically designed for 
three types of studentsW 
X. Those at the beginning of their professional 
livesY 
1. Those pursuing this degree in order to 
enhance or shift their eVisting careersY and 
Z. Those pursuing this degree as a 
steppingstone to further study. This degree 
furthers education in caring for the Uhole 
person. The student Uill develop clinical 
sGills applicable to contemporary ministry. 
The program includes education in tUo areasW 
academic and clinical. Academic preparation is 
provided by the 'chool of Religion and other 
cooperating departments Uithin the University. 
'ettings providing clinical opportunities for training 
in institutional ministry includeW Loma Linda 
University Medical Center (LLUMC)5 Loma Linda 
University Behavioral Medicine Center (BMC)5 and 
Campus Ministries. 
Loma Linda University Medical Center5 under the 
auspices of the Department of Chaplain 'ervices5 is an 
accredited Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE) Center. 
'tudents admitted to the Clinical Ministry Program 
may apply for this clinical placement. ('eparate 
application procedures are re]uired.) 
Program objectives 
Upon the completion of the Clinical Ministry 
Program5 students Uill demonstrateW 
X. A gain in clinical sGills related to clinical 
ministry. 
1. The ability to integrate theoretical5 
theological5 biblical5 and philosophical 
perspectives in the study of clinical ministry. 
Z. Critical thinGing and the ability to identify 
spiritual issues in clinical ministry Uithin the 
health care conteVt. 
^. The development of personal understanding 
of ethical standards and commitments of 
Uholeness that inform their UorG and 
personal lives through values development. 
Admission 
In addition to meeting admission re]uirements for 
the 'chool of Religion5 the applicant to the Clinical 
Ministry Program mustW 
X. Propose clear personal and professional 
goals and Uays in Uhich the program in 
clinical ministry may facilitate their 
realiDation. 
1. Persuade the Admissions Committee5 by 
previous accomplishments5 that s_he is able 
and Uilling to reach these goals and to maGe 
a distinguished contribution to the field. 
Course requirements 
In order to receive the Master of Arts degree in 
clinical ministry from Loma Linda University5 the 
student Uill complete a minimum of ^2 units of 
course UorG as herein specified5 Uith an overall 
gradeOpoint average of B or better5 Uith no grade 
loUer than a C and Uith no grade in a core course 
loUer than a BO. 
Transfer credits 
'tudents are permitted to transfer up to 2 units of 
approved graduateOlevel courses from other 
accredited institutions into the Clinical Ministry 
Program. In addition5 prior or current students in 
other Loma Linda University postbaccalaureate 
degree programs are permitted to petition to receive 
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credit for a maximum of :1 units for courses 
completed in their professional studies that are 
directly related to clinical ministry. 
Clinical internship 
Students must also satisfactorily complete an 
approved? @AABhour clinical internship 
CREEF G20H. Ihe program recommends that this 
requirement be met by the satisfactory completion of 
one quarter of clinical pastoral education CCPEH at an 
accredited CPE center. CNoteO Acceptance into a 
quarter of CPE is at the discretion of the CPE 
supervisor and must be arranged individually and in 
advance.H Ihe expectation of the program is that all 
students Qill complete all course QorR before 
entering the clinical internship. Sn certain cases? 
hoQever? a student may petition the coordinator of 
the program to taRe the clinical internship out of 
sequence. Even in such cases? the recommendation is 
that the folloQing courses be completed before 
entering the clinical internshipO
 
REER 0T0 Pastoral Iheology and Methodology U.AB@.A 
REER 0TG Pastoral Counseling U.AB@.A 
REER 0TV Care of the Wying and Xereaved U.AB@.A 
 
Students Qho Qish to receive academic credits for 
their clinical internship may register for REER 01@ 
Clinical Pastoral Education. Sf taRen as a selective? this 
course may account for a maximum of T academic 
units. 
After the @AABhour segment? a clinical evaluation form 
must be submitted to the program coordinator. 
Comprehensive examination 
Each student must pass a comprehensive 
examination. Ihis examination Qill test the studentYs 
ability to integrate and apply RnoQledge from the 
overall program. Ihis examination must be 
successfully completed before the student defends a 
thesis? project? or publishable papers. 
Thesis3 pro4ect3 or publishable papers 
Sndependent research for either the thesis or the 
project is done Qhile registered for REEF T2G 
Sndependent Research C:BVH. After completing REEF 
T2G Sndependent Research? each student must either 
prepare a thesis Qhile registered for REEF T2V Ihesis 
C:B@H or prepare a project Qhile registered for REEF 
T2T Project C:B@H or prepare tQo major papers of 
publishable quality. Ihe project option must be 
designed and implemented Qithin the confines of the 
program and under the auspices and direction of the 
program coordinator. Ihe student must provide an 
oral defense of the thesis? project? or tQo publishable 
papers. 
CLINICAL MINISTRY—CERTIAICATE 
Ihe Clinical Ministry Program certificate option is 
available for students Qho prefer not to complete the 
full M.A. degree program. 
Aulfilling required units 
Ihe 1G required units are to be satisfactorily 
completed by taRing all of the certificate courses 
indicated in the folloQing table. Ihree of the courses 
must be taRen for @ units. 
Clinical internship—CPE 
Ihe program recommends that the clinical internship 
requirement of @AA hours CREEF G20H be satisfied 
through one quarter of clinical pastoral education 
CCPEH.
 
Ma4or  M.A. Certificate 
REEE 01@ Christian Xioethics U.AB@.A U.AB@.A 
REEF 0A@ Research Methods 1.AB@.A   
REER 01G Crisis Counseling U.AB@.A U.AB@.A 
REER 0T0 Pastoral Iheology and Methodology U.AB@.A U.AB@.A 
REER 0TG Pastoral Counseling U.AB@.A U.AB@.A 
REER 0TV Care of the Wying and Xereaved U.AB@.A U.AB@.A 
REER 0G@ Preaching U.AB@.A   
REER 0V@ Culture? Psychology? and Religion U.AB@.A U.AB@.A 
REER 0VG Religion and the Social Sciences U.A   
REER T2@ Seminar in Clinical Ministry U.AB@.A U.AB@.A 
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&%-( 003 (heolog9 of ;<man '<ffering 1B2CDB2 1B2CDB2 
&%-( 00E .ld (eGtament (ho<ght 1B2CDB2   
&%-( 00I NeJ (eGtament (ho<ght 1B2CDB2   
(otalG 1EB2C0KB2  LDB2C1LB2  
 
Thesis& pro+ect& or pu/lisha/le papers  2.A. Certificate 
&%-/ MI3 #ndependent &eGearch PKB2CEB2Q KB2CEB2   
&%-/ MIM RroSect PKB2CDB2Q 
&%-/ MIE (heGiG PKB2CDB2Q 
+hooGe one co<rGe  KB2CDB2 T 
(otalG LB2CKLB2  T  
 
7nternship  
#nternGhip <nitG do not co<nt toJard minim<m <nitG reU<ired for the degreeB  2.A. Certificate 
&%-/ 3I0 +linical #nternGhip KLB2 KLB2 
(otalG T  T  
Overall Totals ;8.0  2?.0  
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!"#$%&' )* +&",-,./  !nits 
R%-% 077 /raduate-level %thics B.0 
R%-R 077 /raduate-level Relational B.0 
R%-T 02F Creation and CosmoloHI (1.0-B.0) B.0 
R%-T 019 Christian !nderstandinH of /od and HumanitI (1.0-B.0) B.0 
Totals OF.0  
 
!"#$%&' ))* 01,&/1&  
TPo or three approved Hraduate coursesR seminarsR or research projects selected from phIsicalR lifeR 
behavioralR socialR or health sciences !nits 
7777 777 %lective 8.0-O2.0 
Totals 8.0-O2.0  
 
!"#$%&' )))* 0&2,/3'$  !nits 
PHI- FOF 'eminar in the PhilosophI of 'cience B.0 
R%-T FO0 'eminar in PhilosophI of ReliHion B.0 
R%-T FOW 'eminar in ReliHion and the 'ciences B.0 
Totals O2.0  
 
!"#$%&' )4* 5"&1%,6&$  
One or tPo approved Hraduate coursesR seminarsR or research projects offered at -oma -inda !niversitI 
or another educational institution !nits 
7777 777 %lective B.0-8.0 
Totals B.0-8.0  
76&'3"" 8.%3"$ 9:;<  
 
8'3/$=&' 1'&>,%$ 
'tudents are permitted to transfer up to 8 units of 
approved Hraduate-level courses from other 
accredited institutions into the ReliHion and the 
'ciences ProHram. In additionR prior or current 
students in other -oma -inda !niversitI 
postbaccalaureate deHree proHrams are permitted to 
petition to receive credit for a maXimum of O2 units 
for courses completed in their professional studies 
that are directlI related to reliHion and the sciences. 
!.2?'&@&/$,6& &A32,/3%,./$ 
A series of comprehensive eXaminations Pill cover 
essential aspects of reliHion and science. 
+&$&3'1@ 
The student Pill prepare an acceptable thesis or 
material suitable for publication in relevant scholarlI 
journals. 
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D"#"s"on o( )*man"-"es/)*man"-"es 01o21am 
For more than fifty years, Loma Linda University has 
officially prized @wholeness.@ Because of the 
specialized nature of Loma Linda University's 
curricula, a humanities component of the health-
related professional programs is important to realize 
the university's motto, @To make man whole.@ )ealth 
care and research are becoming increasingly 
interdisciplinary, and only a breadth of integrated 
knowledge adequately prepares tomorrow's leaders. 
Loma Linda University alumni will both influence 
and be influenced by a complex society; disciplined 
study of the humanities is no luxury. 
In light of the foregoing considerations, the Board of 
Trustees voted in December 2006 to establish a 
)umanities Program within the School of Religion. 
The goal is to establish a small core of humanities 
scholars, beginning with one professor each in 
literature and in history, who not only will teach 
humanities courses, but who also will develop 
innovative means to enhance the humanities ethos on 
campus. 
Loma Linda University's )umanities Program has 
two emphases: undergraduate and professional 
education. 
Undergraduate. The )umanities Program for 
undergraduates largely builds on the humanities 
course work that students bring from prior college 
enrollment. )owever, the University is now searching 
for the ideal way to meaningfully embed the 
humanities within students' ongoing, professional 
studies. Ideas that are being explored include: a) a 
new capstone academic course in which students  
examine their personal and professional values; and 
b) a wholeness portfolio that requires students to 
explore the integration of personal values, societal 
needs, and professional aspirations. The )umanities 
Program furthers Loma Linda University's 
educational objectives: 
! Values-based education 
! Critical-thinking skills 
! Effective communication 
! Contribution of the humanities to society 
! Life-long learning 
! )uman wholeness 
+rofessional. The impact of the )umanities Program 
on professional education is largely outside the 
classroom/lectures, workshops, film discussions, 
and brown bag sessions. These experiences are 
important in themselves, and the humanities faculty 
will greatly strengthen this aspect of campus life. 
)owever, the University envisions honors programs 
that will require instructor-led integrative 
discussions/often supplemented with assigned 
reading. Discussion has begun with various schools of 
the University regarding the development of honors 
programs that focus on demonstrated excellence in 
one's specialized field of study, as well as integration 
of that knowledge with at least one humanities 
discipline Xe.g., history, literature, religion). 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*012
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Dean%s Welcome 
3e're glad you have chosen to consider Loma 
Linda University's School of Science and Technology 
as you maGe plans to continue your educational 
goals. This Catalog describes who we are and what 
we have to offer. It will familiarize you with the 
philosophy and structure of our programs, and will 
provide you with a listing of the participating faculty. 
Loma Linda is a religious, nonprofit institution that 
welcomes students and staff from a broad spectrum 
of religious persuasions while reserving the right to 
give preference to qualified members of its 
sponsoring denomination. As stated in its 
nondiscrimination policy, the institution Oaffirms that 
all persons are of equal worth in the sight of God and 
they should so be regarded by all people.O Since 
several of the professions—for which programs 
within the School of Science and Technology (SST) 
prepare students—have a tradition of advocacy for 
oppressed peoples, it is important that the institution, 
faculty, and staff demonstrate their acceptance of and 
willingness to assist those in our society who are less 
privileged. The University actively sponsors several 
programs that move the institutional health care 
personnel resources and expertise into the local, 
national, and international communities to worG with 
otherwise underserved populations. This component 
of service is an integral part of the statement of 
mission and a message intended to be captured in the 
Good Samaritan sculpture that occupies a central 
position on the campus. 
The School of Science and Technology, as part of the 
University, has expectations of students, faculty, and 
staff in the areas of conduct and behavior while they 
are on campus or involved in school or University 
activities. The school does not discriminate on the 
basis of race, color, gender, age, ethnic or national 
origin, or handicap. Enrollment of students in SST 
programs is not conditioned on their political or 
sexual orientationT in these areas, the school's policy is 
directed towards conduct or disruptive behavior, not 
orientation. In support of this position, we expect our 
students, faculty, and staff to demonstrate 
unwavering respect for the diversity of others and to 
interact with integrity—never forgetting the 
standards that guide professional actions. Uurther, we 
expect our programs through their faculty to develop 
competent, compassionate, ethical professionals who 
possess the Gnowledge, sGills, and values to equip 
them for a life dedicated to service to all those in 
need—regardless of their lifestyles. 
You will find vigorous academic programs that will 
stretch your mind as you taGe time to maGe new 
discoveries, get to understand our world, and apply 
Christ-centered values to your life and profession. 
 
 
Our administrators, faculty, and staff are here to worG 
with you and help you prepare for your future as a 
caring, Christian professional in the world of service 
to manGind. If you would liGe to Gnow more about 
us, you can call us toll free at W00/Z22-ZLLU. 
 
\everly ]. \ucGles, ^.S.3. 
^ean, School of Science and Technology 
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School Foundations 
The School of Science and Technology (SST)9one of 
Loma Linda University?s newest schools9includes 
the Departments of Carth and Biological Sciences, 
Counseling and Family Sciences, Psychology, and 
Social Hork and Social Ccology. Kany of the 
programs offered have matured on campus for a 
decade or more; one program was established half a 
century ago. The school offers degree programs 
through the doctoral level, postdegree certificates, 
and a certificate program in Spanish; as well as 
courses that meet the University?s general education 
requirements. Technology programs, such as e-Pealth 
Technology, are currently being developed by the 
school. 
PHILOSOPH4 
The School of Science and Technology is mission 
driven and academically incorporates the University?s 
commitment to the teaching and healing ministry of 
Qesus Christ, which produces wholeness within 
transformed lives. Transformation is a lifelong faith-
and-learning process9a process committed to pursuit 
of the highest levels of scholarship, professionalism, 
and spiritual well-being. This pursuit seeks to 
understand and promote healthy minds, 
communities, social systems, families, and the 
environment. 
Hholeness for self and for others is central to a 
balance between mind, body, and spirit. Such 
wholeness manifests itself in a life of service to 
humanity, to the environment, and to God. 
The School of Science and Technology values the 
time-honored and separate traditions in higher 
education for SacademicS and SprofessionalS 
programs; and it advocates the integration of 
knowledge and research, blending the SpureS with the 
SappliedS sciences. 
In the School of Science and Technology of Loma 
Linda University, the essential concern of both faculty 
and students is the quest for meaning. Because this 
quest is served by knowledge, graduate students are 
obliged to achieve both broad and detailed mastery of 
their field of study. They also participate with the 
faculty in the process by which knowledge is created 
and transformed into wisdom. 
O56ECTI:ES 
The School of Science and Technology attempts to 
create an environment favorable to the pursuit of 
knowledge and meaning byU 
1. Kaking available to graduate students who 
wish to study in a Seventh-day Adventist 
Christian setting the education necessary for 
scholarly careers in the sciences and the 
health professions. 
2. Cncouraging development of independent 
judgment, mastery of research techniques, 
and contribution to scholarly 
communication. 
3. Relating intellectual achievement to the 
service of humankind. 
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Social Sciences (45647) 
T:o or more of the follo:in> requiredA 
Anthro#olo>B, economics, >eo>ra#hB, #olitical 
science, #sBcholo>B, and sociolo>B. 
DOMAIN /A COMMUNICATION (064/ quarter units) 
Must include a full sequence in freshman En>lish that 
meets the baccalaureate de>ree requirements at an 
accredited colle>e or universitB. Also maB include 
courses in com#uter6information sBstems, critical 
thinOin>, and #ublic s#eaOin>. 
DOMAIN PA HEALTH AND SELLNESS (567 quarter 
units) 
Must include t:o #hBsical activities totalin> at least 4 
unit, and one course in #ersonal health or nutrition. 
DOMAIN .A TENERAL STUDIES ELECTIVES 
Electives from the fore>oin> subjects maB be chosen 
to com#lete the 7X units. 
Major field and cognate requirements 
These requirements are described under each 
#ro>ram in this CATALOT. TheB consist of the 
courses in the major field, as :ell as co>nates—:hich 
are su##ortin> courses in a different field that are 
required for the de>ree. 
Minor field 
A minor is an area outside of the studentZs major field, 
in :hich the student taOes enou>h courses to acquire 
a basic introduction to the subject. Each #ro>ram 
defines the requirements of subject minors. 
Minimum required grades 
The minimum required >rade is C for courses that 
a##lB to the under>raduate de>ree. 
GRA7UATE 7EGREE RE;UIREME=TS 
Admission requirements 
A four6Bear baccalaureate de>ree (or its equivalent) 
from an accredited colle>e or universitB is a 
#rerequisite for admission to the School of Science 
and Technolo>BZs >raduate #ro>rams. Transcri#ts of 
the a##licantZs scholastic record should sho: 
a##ro#riate #re#aration, in >rades and content, for 
the curriculum chosen. Since there is some variation 
in the #attern of under>raduate courses #rescribed bB 
different #ro>rams, the a##licant should note the 
s#ecific requirements of the chosen #ro>ram. 
Deficiencies maB be fulfilled :hile enrolled[ 
#rerequisites must be com#leted #rior to 
matriculation. 
Scholarship 
A##licants are e\#ected to #resent an under>raduate 
record :ith a >rade6#oint avera>e of B (/.^) or better 
in the overall #ro>ram and in the major field. 
De#endin> on #ro>ram6s#ecific criteria, some 
students :ith an overall >rade6#oint avera>e bet:een 
5.. and /.^ maB be admitted #rovisionallB to >raduate 
standin>, #rovided the >rades of the junior and senior 
Bears are su#erior or there is other evidence of 
ca#abilitB. 
Graduate Record Examination 
Scores on the >eneral test of the Traduate Record 
E\amination (TRE) are required :ith a##lications for 
admission to manB de>ree #ro>rams. Ne: test scores 
are needed if it has been more than five Bears since 
the last test :as taOen. A##licants are advised to 
request information s#ecific to their #ro#osed 
#ro>ram of studB. 
For com#lete information about the TRE, #lease visit 
their Seb site at `:::.>re.or>a[ or :rite to 
Educational Testin> Service, 40Pb Center Street, 
BerOeleB, CA 0Pb^4 (for the Sest)[ and P.O. Bo\ 7^^^, 
Princeton, Nd ^X.P4 (for the East). For TRE 
#ublications (includin> studB materials), call X^^e./b6
/47^. 
Shen #ressure of time maOes it im#ossible to secure 
the results of the TRE or its alternatives, students 
seeOin> admission :ho have other:ise above6
avera>e achievement maB be admitted #rovisionallB, 
subject to revie: :hen the required test results are 
received. In such cases, test results are to be 
submitted :ithin the first quarter of attendance. 
Certain #ro>rams :ith limited admissions maB 
require the TRE results #rior to acce#tance, :hile 
some #ro>rams require the subject test. Students 
should consult student >uides from individual 
#ro>rams for further information. 
Pro>rams that do not require the TRE must submit 
one additional measure of a candidateZs #re#aration 
for >raduate studB. This maB be either an evaluation 
of critical essaB6:ritin> sOills, the Miller Analo>ies 
Test, the results of a structured intervie:, or other 
s#ecified #ro>ram criteria. 
Re-entrance 
Students :ho are currentlB enrolled in the School of 
Science and Technolo>B maB request transfer to a 
different #ro>ram or a more advanced de>ree level bB 
contactin> the School of Science and Technolo>B 
Admissions Office for information on an abbreviated 
a##lication and instructions for submittin> the 
a##ro#riate su##ortin> documents. Transcri#ts on 
file :ith the UniversitB are acce#table. 
English-language competence 
All international students are encoura>ed 
(#articularlB those :ho do not have an adequate 
score on TOEFL or MTELP or other evidence of 
En>lish #roficiencB) to attend an intensive American 
Lan>ua>e Institute #rior to enterin> their #ro>ram 
because further studB of En>lish maB be required to 
assure academic #ro>ress. 
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A 3raduate student at this !niversit? ma? proceed 
first to a masterEs de3ree. If at the time of application 
the student Hishes to qualif? for the Doctor of 
Khilosoph? de3reeL this intention should Me declared 
even if the first oMjective is a masterEs de3ree. 
If after admission to the masterEs de3ree pro3ram a 
student Hishes to 3o on to the doctoral de3reeL an 
aMMreviated application should Me completed and 
suMmittedL alon3 Hith appropriate supportin3 
documentsL to the School of Science and Technolo3? 
Admissions Office. If the aHard of the masterEs de3ree 
is sou3htL the student Hill Me expected to complete 
that de3ree Mefore emMarPin3 on doctoral activit? for 
credit. A student Hho M?passes the masterEs de3ree 
ma? Me permittedL on the recommendation of the 
3uidance committee and Hith the consent of the deanL 
to transfer courses and research that have Meen 
completed in the appropriate field and are of 
equivalent qualit? and scope to hisQher doctoral 
pro3ram. 
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A student Hho Hishes to qualif? for an additional 
masterEs de3ree in a different discipline ma? appl?. 
The dean of the School of Science and Technolo3? and 
the facult? of the pro3ram the student Hishes to enter 
Hill consider such a request on its individual merits. 
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Students ma? not Me admitted to a School of Science 
and Technolo3? pro3ram Hhile admitted to another 
pro3ram at this !niversit? or elseHhere. The 
exceptions to this are the comMined de3rees 
pro3ramsL discussed in the folloHin3 para3raph. 
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Students ma? not Me admitted to a School of Science 
and Technolo3? pro3ram Hhile admitted to another 
pro3ram at this !niversit? or elseHhere. The 
exceptions to this are the comMined de3rees 
pro3rams. 
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The School of Science and Technolo3? offers several 
postMaccalaureate certificate pro3rams. Students 
accepted into such pro3rams Hill Me assi3ned to an 
advisor Hho Hill HorP Hith them as the? fulfill the 
pro3ram requirements. Students Hill Me required to 
maintain a BS TU.VW 3radeSpoint avera3eL Hith no 
course 3rade MeloH C TU.0W. All certificate students are 
required to taPe at least one XSunit reli3ion course 
TnumMered MetHeen 000 and Y00W. 
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Each student accepted into a de3ree pro3ram is 
assi3ned an advisor Hho helps to arran3e the 
pro3ram of stud? to meet !niversit? requirementsZ 
suMsequentl? Tno later than Hhen appl?in3 for 
candidac?WL the student is put under the supervision 
of a 3uidance committee. This committee is 
responsiMle to and HorPs Hith the coordinator of the 
studentEs pro3ram in arran3in3 coursesL screenin3 
thesis topics THhere applicaMleWL 3uidin3 researchL 
administerin3 final Hritten andQor oral examinationsL 
evaluatin3 the thesis and other evidence of the 
candidateEs fitness to receive the de3reeL and 
ultimatel? recommendin3 the student for 3raduation. 
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/aps in an applicantEs academic achievement Hill Me 
identified M? suMject and classified either as 
prerequisites or as suMject deficiencies. Applicants 
lacPin3 certain suMject or pro3ram prerequisites ma? 
not Me admitted to the masterEs de3ree pro3ram until 
the prerequisites are completed Tat Loma Linda 
!niversit? or elseHhereW and acceptaMle 3rades are 
reported. HoHeverL suMject deficiencies do not 
exclude an applicant from admission or enrollmentZ 
Mut these must Me removed as specified M? the advisor 
or deanL usuall? durin3 the first full quarter of stud? 
at this !niversit?. 
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The studentEs advisor should develop Hith the 
student a Hritten outline of the complete 3raduate 
experienceL Hith time and activit? specified as full? as 
possiMle. This Hill serve as a 3uide to Moth the student 
and the advisor as Hell as to memMers of the 3uidance 
committee Hhen it is selected. 
The stud? plan is chan3ed onl? after careful 
consultation. The student is ultimatel? responsiMle for 
ensurin3 Moth timel? re3istration and completion of 
all required courses. 
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The time alloHed from admission to the School of 
Science and Technolo3? to conferrin3 of the masterEs 
de3ree ma? not exceed five ?ears. Some consideration 
ma? Me 3iven to a short extension of time ifL in the 
deanEs opinionL such is merited. 
Course credit alloHed toHard the master\s de3ree is 
nullified seven ?ears from the date of course 
completion. Nullified courses ma? Me revalidatedL 
upon successful petitionL throu3h readin3L 
conferencesL Hritten reportsL or examination to assure 
currenc? in the content. 
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Students must meet the residence requirements 
indicated for their particular pro3ram Tnever less than 
one academic quarterW. The masterEs de3ree candidate 
must complete one quarter of fullStime stud? at the 
!niversit? or perform the thesis research at the 
!niversit?. Althou3h the numMer of units students 
taPe varies M? pro3ramL students are expected to 
HorP closel? Hith their pro3ram to assure that their 
course loads are consistent Hith pro3ram 
requirementsL as Hell as de3reeScompletion options 
and timelines. 
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Minimum required grade-.oint average 
The required minimum grade-point average is B (3.0) 
on all work for the masterCs degree. This average must 
be maintained in formal courses and in research, 
computed separately. A student submitting transfer 
credits must earn a B grade on all work accepted for 
transfer and on all work taken at this University, 
computed separately. In some cases, programs have 
specified higher or additional requirements. Students 
should consult with their particular program of study. 
Professional .erformance .robation 
Applied professional programs may recommend that 
the student be placed on professional performance 
probation. Details are contained in program guides 
for the programs concerned. 
Com.re9ensive and final e:aminations 
The student must take the written, oral, and final 
examinations prescribed by the program on or before 
the published dates. If a candidate fails to pass the 
oral or written examination for a graduate degree, the 
committee files with the dean a written analysis of the 
candidateCs status, with recommendations regarding 
the studentCs future relation to the school. The student 
receives a copy of the committeeCs recommendation. 
Researc9 com.etence 
Student skills required in research, language, 
investigation, and computation are specified in each 
program description in this CATALOG. 
T9esis 
Students writing a thesis must register for at least 1 
unit of thesis credit. The research and thesis 
preparation are under the direction of the studentCs 
guidance committee. The student is urged to secure 
the committeeCs approval of the topic and research 
design as early as possible. Such approval must be 
secured before petition is made for candidacy. 
The student must register and pay tuition for thesis 
credit, whether the work is done in residence or in 
absentia. If the student has been advanced to 
candidacy, has completed all course requirements, 
and has registered for but not completed the research 
and thesis, continuous registration is to be maintained 
until the manuscript has been accepted. This involves 
a quarterly enrollment fee paid at the beginning of 
each quarter. 
Candidacy 
Admission to the School of Science and Technology or 
designation of regular graduate standing does not 
constitute admission of the student to candidacy for a 
graduate degree. After achieving regular status, 
admission to candidacy is initiated by a written 
petition (School of Science and Technology Form A) 
from the student to the dean, on recommendation of 
the studentCs advisor and the program coordinator or 
department chair. 
Students petitioning the School of Science and 
Technology for candidacy for the masterCs degree 
must present a satisfactory grade record, include a 
statement of the proposed thesis or dissertation topic 
(where applicable) that has been approved by the 
studentCs guidance committee, and note any other 
qualification prescribed by the program. Students are 
usually advanced to candidacy during the third 
quarter after entering their course of study toward a 
degree in the School of Science and Technology. 
S.ecific .rogram requirements 
In addition to the foregoing, the student is subject to 
the requirements stated in the section of the 
CATALOG governing the specific program chosen. 
Religion requirement 
All masterCs degree students are required to take at 
least one 3-unit religion course. Courses (numbered 
between 500 and R00). Students should check with 
their programs for specific guidelines. 
Combined degrees .rograms 
A number of combined degrees programs are offered, 
each intended to provide more comprehensive 
preparation in clinical applications and the 
biomedical sciences. Both require concurrent 
admission to two programs in the School of Science 
and Technology and/or a professional school in the 
University. These curricula are described in greater 
detail under the heading TCombined Degrees 
ProgramsT in this section of the CATALOG. 
T?@SIS AND DISS@RTATIEN 
The studentCs research and thesis or dissertation 
preparation are under the direction of the studentCs 
guidance committee. The student is urged to secure 
the committeeCs approval of the topic and research 
design as early as is feasible. Such approval must be 
secured before petition is made for advancement to 
candidacy. 
Format guide 
Instructions for the preparation and format of the 
publishable paper, thesis, or dissertation are in the 
TThesis and Dissertation Format Guide,T available 
through the Faculty of Graduate Studies dissertation 
editor. Consultation with the dissertation editor can 
help the student avoid formatting errors that would 
require him/her to retype large sections of 
manuscript. The last day for submitting copies to the 
school office in final approved form is published in 
the events calendar (available from the academic 
deanCs office). 
Binding 
The cost of binding copies of the thesis or dissertation 
to be deposited in the University library and 
appropriate department or school collection will be 
paid for by the studentCs department. The student will 
be responsible for paying the cost of binding 
additional personal copies. 
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The Doctor of Philosophy degree is awarded for 
evidence of mature scholarshipI productive promiseI 
and active awareness of the history, resources, and 
demands of a specialiKed field. 
Advisor and guidance committee 
Each student, upon acceptance into a degree program, 
is assigned an advisor who helps arrange the study 
program. Subsequently (no later than when applying 
for candidacy), the student is put under the 
supervision of a guidance committee. The School of 
Science and Technology requires advisors for Doctor 
of Philosophy degree candidates to have 
demonstrated scholarship productivity in their 
chosen disciplines. Each program maintains a list of 
qualified doctoral degree mentors. The guidance 
committee, usually chaired by the advisor, is 
responsible to and works with the coordinator of the 
student's program in arranging course sequences, 
screening dissertation topics, recommending 
candidacy, guiding research, administering written 
and oral examinations, evaluating the 
dissertationTproject and other evidence of the 
candidate's fitness to receive the degree, and 
recommending the student for graduation. 
Subject prerequisites and deficiencies 
Gaps in an applicant's academic achievement will be 
identified by subjects and classified as either 
prerequisites or as subject deficiencies. 
Applicants lacking subject or program prerequisites 
may not be admitted to the Ph.D. degree program 
until the prerequisites are completed (at Loma Linda 
University or elsewhere) with acceptable grades. 
Subject deficiencies do not exclude an applicant from 
admission or enrollmentI but they must be removed 
as specified by the advisor or dean, usually at the 
beginning of the graduate experience at this 
University. 
StudB plan 
The student's advisor should develop with the 
student a written outline of the complete graduate 
experience, with time and activity specified as fully as 
possible. This serves as a guide to both the student 
and the advisor, as well as to members of the 
guidance committee when it is selected. The study 
plan is changed only after careful consultation. The 
student is ultimately responsible for ensuring both 
timely registration and completion of required 
courses. 
Time limit 
Completion of the graduate experience signals 
currency and competence in the discipline. The 
dynamic nature of the biological sciences makes 
dilatory or even leisurely pursuit of the degree 
unacceptable. Seven years are allowed for completion 
after admission to the Ph.D. degree program. 
Extension of time may be granted on petition if 
recommended by the guidance committee to the dean 
of the School of Science and Technology. 
Course credit allowed toward the doctorate is 
nullified eight years from the date of course 
completion. Nullified courses may be revalidated, 
upon successful petition, through reading, 
conference, written reports, or examination to assure 
currency in the content. 
Residence 
The School of Science and Technology requires two 
years of residency for the doctoral degrees—D.M.X.T, 
Psy.D., Ph.D.—spent on the campus of the University 
after enrollment in a doctoral degree program. During 
residence, students devote full time to graduate 
activity in courses, research, or a combination of 
these. A full load of courses is 8 or more units each 
quarterI 36 or more clock hours per week is full time 
in research. 
Students may be advised to pursue studies for limited 
periods at special facilities not available at Loma 
Linda University. Such time may be considered 
residence if the arrangement is approved in advance 
by the dean of the School of Science and Technology. 
The spirit and demands of doctoral degree study 
require full-time devotion to courses, research, 
reading, and reflection. But neither the passage of 
time nor preoccupation with study assures success. 
Evidence of high scholarship and original 
contribution to the field or professional competence 
form the basis for determining the awarding of the 
degree. 
Minimum required gradeEpoint average 
Students must maintain a grade-point average of at 
least a B (3.0) to continue in regular standing toward 
the doctorate. This average is to be computed 
separately for courses and research. Courses in which 
a student earns a grade between C (2.0) and B (3.0) 
may or may not apply toward the degree, at the 
discretion of the guidance committee. A student 
submitting transfer credits must earn a B average on 
all work accepted for transfer credit and on all work 
taken at this University, computed separately. 
Professional performance probation 
Applied professional programs may recommend that 
the student be placed on professional performance 
probation. Details are contained in the program 
guides for the programs concerned. 
ScholarlB competence 
Doctoral degree students demonstrate competency in 
scholarship along with research and professional 
development. Expectations and standards of 
achievement with the tools of investigation, natural 
and synthetic languages, and computers are specified 
in this section of the CATAL.G for each program. 
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!o#prehensive e-a#inations 
The doctoral degree candidate is required to ta8e 
comprehensi9e written and oral e;aminations o9er 
the principal areas of study to ascertain capacity for 
independent> producti9e> scientific wor8? and to 
determine whether further courses are required 
@efore the final year of preparation for the doctorate is 
underta8en. The program coordinator is responsi@le 
for arranging preparation and administration of the 
e;amination> as well as its e9aluation and su@sequent 
reports of results. Success in the comprehensi9e 
e;amination is a prerequisite to candidacy (see 
@elow). 
Students cannot @e admitted to the e;amination until 
the following requirements ha9e @een metE 
! Femonstrated reading 8nowledge of one 
foreign language> if applica@le? 
! Completed the majority of units required 
@eyond the masterIs degree or its equi9alent. 
The 1inal oral e-a#ination 
After completion of the dissertation and not later than 
a month @efore the date of graduation> the doctoral 
degree candidate is required to appear @efore an 
e;amining committee for the final oral e;amination. 
If a candidate fails to pass this final e;amination for a 
graduate degree> the e;amining committee files with 
the dean a written analysis of the candidateIs status> 
with recommendations a@out the studentIs future 
relation to the school. The student recei9es a copy of 
the committeeIs recommendation. 
3roject 
(required )or the -octor o) /s1cholog1 and -octor o) 
Marital and 7amil1 9hera:1 degrees) 
All Foctor of Psychology degree students must 
register for at least 1 unit of project credit. This should 
@e done in the last quarter of registration prior to 
completion. 
The research and project preparation are under the 
direction of the studentIs guidance committee. The 
student is urged to secure the committeeIs appro9al of 
the topic and research design as early as possi@le. 
Such appro9al must @e secured @efore petition is 
made for ad9ancement to candidacy. 
If the student has @een ad9anced to candidacy> has 
completed all course requirements> and has registered 
for @ut not completed the research and project> 
continuous registration is maintained until the 
manuscript is accepted. This in9ol9es a quarterly fee 
of M75 (2009-2010) to @e paid during registration each 
quarter. A similar continuing-registration fee is 
assessed for each quarter the student fails to register 
for new units. 
6issertation 
(required )or the -octor o) /hiloso:h1 degree) 
All doctoral students must register for at least 1 unit 
of research credit. This should @e done in the last 
quarter of registration prior to completion. 
The research and dissertation preparation are under 
the direction of the studentIs guidance committee. The 
student is urged to secure the committeeIs appro9al of 
the topic and research design as early as possi@le. 
Such appro9al must @e secured @efore petition is 
made for ad9ancement to candidacy. 
Consultation with the Saculty of Graduate Studies 
dissertation editor can pre9ent the student from 
committing formatting errors that would require 
retyping large sections of the manuscript. 
Students register and pay tuition for the dissertation> 
whether the wor8 is done in residence or in a@sentia. 
If the student has @een ad9anced to candidacy> has 
completed all course requirements> and has registered 
for @ut not completed the research and dissertation> 
continuous registration is maintained until the 
manuscript is accepted. This in9ol9es a quarterly fee 
of M75 (2009-2010)> to @e paid during registration each 
quarter. A similar continuing-registration fee is 
assessed for each quarter the student fails to register 
for new units. 
Foctoral dissertations are reported to Uni9ersity 
Vicrofilms International and to the National Opinion 
Research Center. The Saculty of Graduate Studies 
pro9ides appropriate information and forms. 
!an7i7ac8 
Admission to the School of Science and Technology 
does not constitute candidacy for a graduate degree. 
Admission to candidacy is initiated @y a written 
petition (School of Science and Technology Sorm A) 
from the student to the dean> with support from the 
studentIs ad9isor and the program chair. 
The studentIs petition for candidacy for the Foctor of 
Philosophy degree will include> in addition> 
confirmation that comprehensi9e written and oral 
e;aminations ha9e @een passed. 
Students e;pecting the award of the doctorate at a 
Zune graduation should ha9e achie9ed candidacy no 
later than the pre9ious No9em@er 15. One full quarter 
must @e allowed @etween the achie9ement of 
candidacy and the quarter of completion. 
9peci1ic pro:ra# re;uire#ents 
Foctoral programs differ from each other. The unique 
program requirements appear in the programs section 
of this CATALOG (Section III) and in the program 
guides a9aila@le from specific departments. 
=eli:ion re;uire#ent 
All doctoral students should ta8e at least three 3-unit 
religion courses (num@ered @etween 500 and 600). 
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Students should chec< with their programs for 
specific guidelines. 
CO#$I&E( (E*REES -RO*R.#S 
A number of combined degrees programs are offered, 
each intended to provide additional preparation in 
clinical, professional, or basic areas related to the 
studentIs field of interest. All reJuire concurrent 
admission to the School of Science and Technology 
and a professional school in the University. The 
combined degrees programs provide opportunity for 
especially well-Jualified and motivated students to 
pursue professional and graduate educationM and to 
prepare for careers in clinical specialiNation, teaching, 
or investigation of problems of health and disease in 
man. 
Oor admission to a combined degrees program, the 
student must have a baccalaureate degreeM must 
Jualify for admission to the School of Science and 
TechnologyM and must already be admitted to the 
School of Pedicine, the School of Qentistry, the 
School of Religion, or the School of Public Health. 
Application may be made at any point in the studentIs 
progress in the professional school, though it is 
usually made during the sophomore year. Students in 
this curriculum study toward the P.A., P.S., P.S.T., 
Psy.Q., or Ph.Q. degree. 
Students may be reJuired to interrupt their 
professional study for two or more years (as needed) 
for courses and research for the graduate degree 
sought. Elective time in the professional school may 
be spent in meeting School of Science and Technology 
reJuirements. 
The studentIs concurrent status is regarded as 
continuous until the program is completed or until 
discontinuance is recommended by the School of 
Science and Technology or the professional school. 
The usual degree reJuirements apply. 
The following combined degrees programs are 
offered in conjunction with the School of Science and 
Technology. (See Combined Qegrees Programs at the 
end of Section III.) 
Xiology or Geology with Pedicine or Qentistry 
(P.S.YP.Q., P.S.YQ.Q.S., Ph.Q.YP.Q., or 
Ph.Q.YQ.Q.S.) 
Parital and Oamily Therapy with Clinical Pinistry 
(P.S.YP.A.) 
Parital and Oamily Therapy with Health Education 
(P.S.YP.P.H.) 
Psychology with Xiomedical and Clinical Ethics 
(Psy.Q.YP.A. or Ph.Q.YP.A.) 
Psychology, Clinical with Health Education (Psy.Q. or 
Ph.Q.YP.P.H.) 
Psychology, Clinical with Preventive Care (Psy.Q. or 
Ph.Q.YP.P.H. or Psy.Q. or Ph.Q.YQr.P.H.) 
Social Policy and Social Research with Xiomedical and 
Clinical Ethics (Ph.Q.YP.A.) 
Social Tor< with Criminal Zustice (P.S.T.YP.S.) 
Social Tor< with Gerontology (P.S.T.YP.S.) 
Social Tor< with Paternal and Child Health 
(P.S.T.YP.P.H.) 
Social Tor< with Social Policy and Social Research 
(P.S.T.YPh.Q.) 
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!" units )rom t-o or more o)/ 
! Organic chemistry 
! ?iochemistry 
! General physics 
! Geology 
Some of these courses may be taken during residence 
at this University, with the approval of the 
admissions committee. 
Seminar attendance requirements 
All graduate students in residence must register for 
and attend seminar each quarter at LLU. 
Research proposal 
A written research proposal and oral defense of the 
student's proposed research should be completed by 
the end of the third quarter of study. Questions will 
typically focus on the student's research area but may 
expand to other areas, as appropriate. Students are 
urged to select a research project with a primary 
faculty member from the department. 
Ad:ancement to candidac; 
Students may apply for advancement to candidacy 
after: 
! Completing all deficiencies and corequisites 
! Selecting a research committee 
! Completing an approved written research 
proposal 
! Passing the oral defense of the research 
proposal 
! ?eing recommended by the program faculty 
(should be completed by the end of the third 
quarter of study). 
! Completing and submitting Form C 
Registration and tuition a)ter normati:e time 
Students who are past the normative time for 
completing their degree must register for two units 
without a tuition waiver each quarter until they 
complete their degree. After their normative time, 
students may request a one-year grace period  that 
must be approved by the department faculty. 
Thesis 
The written thesis must demonstrate the completion 
of significant, original research and must be written in 
publishable paper format. 
De)ense o) thesis 
An oral presentation and defense of the thesis, 
including final oral examination on the student's field 
of study, are required. 
?IOLOGDEPHHDH 
?iolog; PhHDH learning outcomes 
! Develop advanced breadth and depth of 
biological knowledge. 
! Plan and carry out independent research. 
! Develop publication-quality writing and oral 
communication skills. 
! Analyze and synthesize previous 
knowledge. 
! Develop a professional aptitude and 
attitude. 
! Develop critical evaluation skills in relating 
faith and science and public-interest issues. 
Admission 
The successful applicant must meet the general 
admission requirements of the School of Science and 
Technology. Undergraduate preparation should 
include a bachelor's degree in biology (M.S. 
recommended). 
Undergraduate corequisites 
! Statistics 
! Precalculus (required) 
! Calculus (recommended) 
! General physics (one year) 
! General chemistry (one year) 
! Organic chemistry (one year) 
! ?iochemistry (recommended) 
Seminar attendance requirements 
All graduate students in residence must register for 
and attend seminar each quarter at Loma Linda 
University. 
Recommended 
Teaching is recommended during at least one quarter. 
This experience may be obtained in the laboratory, or 
it may include presenting several lectures for a 
course. 
Research proposal 
A written research proposal and oral defense of the 
student's proposed research should be completed by 
the end of the third quarter of study. Questions will 
typically focus on the student's research area but may 
expand to other areas, as appropriate. 
Comprehensi:e eKamination 
Oral and written comprehensive examinations are 
given near completion of the formal course work. The 
purpose is to measure the student's knowledge of 
his/her field of study and his/her ability to find, 
understand, and synthesize the research literature on 
a topic. The written examination consists of preparing 
a publishable review or concept paper on a topic 
selected and evaluated by the student's committee. 
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Su/sequent to the 6ritten examination; the oral 
examination co=ers the student?s field of stud'A 
Advancement to candidacy 
Students ma' appl' for ad=ancement to candidac' 
afterC 
! Dompleting all deficiencies and corequisites 
! Eassing the comprehensi=e examinations 
! Selecting a research committee 
! Dompleting an appro=ed 6ritten research 
proposal 
! "eing recommended /' the department 
facult' 
Registration and tuition after normative time 
Students 6ho are past the normati=e time for 
completing their degree must register for t6o units 
6ithout a tuition 6ai=er each quarter until the' 
complete their degreeA After their normati=e time; 
students ma' request a one-'ear grace period that 
must /e appro=ed /' the department facult'A 
Dissertation 
The 6ritten dissertation must demonstrate the 
completion of significant; original researchH and must 
/e 6ritten in pu/lisha/le paper formatA 
Defense of dissertation 
An oral dissertation presentation and defense are 
requiredA
 
Required  6.S. Ph.D. 
"IJK +,+ Genetics and Speciation ,AM ,AM 
"IJK ++N Ehilosoph' of Science and Jrigins ,AM ,AM 
"IJK OMP Seminar in "iolog' QAM QAM 
"IJK OQO Research and Experimental Design UAM UAM 
"IJK OQP Eroposal Vriting and Grantsmanship UAM UAM 
Totals QWAM  QWAM 
 
Choose course(s) from each of the following areas@  6.S. Ph.D. 
"DXM +M, Introduction to "iochemistr' 
GS Z+AM[ 
"DXM +MN Erinciples of "iochemistr' ZOAM[ 
"DXM +W, Techniques of 
"iochemistr' ZUAM[ 
"IJK +QP Ecological Eh'siolog' Z,AM[ 
"IJK +WN "eha=ior Genetics Z,AM[ 
"IJK +,P Molecular "ios'stematics Z,AM[ 
"IJK +,N Molecular Ecolog' Z,AM[ 
MIDR +,M Eh'siolog' and Molecular 
Genetics of Micro/es ZWAM[ 
MIDR +PM Mechanisms of Micro/ial 
Eathogenesis ZWAM[ 
"iological s'stems  WAM-,AM OAM-NAM 
"IJK +M+ Marine "iolog' Z,AM[ 
"IJK +Q+ "iogeograph' ZWAM[ 
"IJK +U, Ealeo/otan' Z,AM[ 
"IJK +U+ Ealeopal'nolog' Z,AM[ 
"IJK +W- "eha=ioral Ecolog' Z,AM[ 
"IJK +,O Techniques in \erte/rate 
Ecolog' ZWAM[ 
"IJK +,- "iodi=ersit' and 
Donser=ation ZWAM[ 
Ecolog'  WAM-,AM OAM-NAM 
!NI$ERSIT) CATA-O/ 001
BIO- 013 Biology of Marine 
Invertebrates C3D1E 
BIO- 01F Mammalogy C3D1E 
BIO- 0H3 Invertebrate Paleontology C3D1E 
BIO- 0HJ Advances in Sociobiology CHD1E 
BIO- 0HF Behavioral Ecology C3D1E 
BIO- 033 $ertebrate Paleontology C3D1E 
/EO- 0N3 Paleobotany C3D1E 
/EO- 030 Taphonomy C3D1E CHD1E 
Organismal biology  HD1-3D1 QD1-RD1 
Totals FD1-SND1  SRD1-N3D1  
 
Seminars  M*S* Ph*D* 
BIO- Q1J Seminar in Biology SD1 SD1 
Totals SD1  SD1  
 
Religion  M*S* Ph*D* 
RE-T 0TT /raduate-level Religion HD1   
RE-E 0TT /raduate-level Ethics   HD1 
RE-R 0TT /raduate-level Relational   HD1 
RE-T 0TT /raduate-level Theological   HD1 
Totals HD1  FD1  
 
2lectives  
Additional courses required by the studentWs guidance committee to complete aXthe total 
units required for the degree  M*S* Ph*D* 
BIO- TTT Biology Y Y 
Totals Y  Y  
 
Research  
3 units minimumZ [ill be graded each quarter and can be repeated for additional credit  M*S* Ph*D* 
BIO- QFR Thesis Research CSD1-RD1E 3D1   
BIO- QFF Dissertation Research CSD1-RD1E   3D1 
Totals 3D1  3D1  
Overall Totals 9:*;  <=*;  
 
A course title follo[ed by a number in parentheses 
indicates a variable unit course or a course that is to 
be repeated one or more times until the total required 
units are reachedD The number inside the parentheses 
is the unit value of the courseD The number in the 
column is the total units required for the degree 
programD 
Rosario >each summer courses 
In cooperation [ith the ]alla ]alla !niversity 
Marine Station in Anacortes^ ]ashington^ facilities 
are available for marine courses and research by 
students of this programD
 "iology(ST 551
 
  Changes in 2005-2010 77U "ulletin 
"IOL >55 Marine "iology   
"IOL >60 Marine Bcology   
"IOL >62 Ichthyology   
"IOL >63 Marine Phycology Name changed from Marine "otany 
"IOL >65 Comparative Physiology Course number change 
"IOL >75 Marine Invertebrates Course number change 
"IOL 516 "ehavior of Marine Organisms Course number change 
Bach course is 5 units. 
!"#$%RS#T) C,T,-./ 001
!"#$%&"'"($)$'*+,-%
./0%1$2*3431"*$5%
2%$%R-) 34 2!C5-%S6 Program Director 
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.ffered Hy the School of Science and TechnologyMs 
Department of Social DorP and Social %cology6 the 
1QRunit curriculum of the Case Canagement Program 
provides a unique opportunity for individuals 
VorPing in health6 mental health6 and social services 
settings to acquire the specific PnoVledge and sPills 
needed for VorPing Vith populations for Vhom case 
management is a part of the serviceRdelivery system4 
7;)3##3<'%2$=>32$)$'*#%
To He accepted into the Case Canagement Program6 
applicants mustW 
X4 Yave a HachelorMs degree from an accredited 
university or college4 B.fficial transcripts are 
evidence of degrees and courses completed4E 
14 Yave a cumulative gradeRpoint average of 
14Q or aHove Bon a Z4[ scaleE4 BSpecial 
consideration may He given to applicants 
Vith gradeRpoint averages as loV as 140 if the 
last part of their college VorP shoVs 
significant improvement4 The additional 
admissions criterion of documented VorP 
experience Vill He required of applicants 
Vith a /4P4,4 less than 14QE4 
]4 ShoV evidence of personal qualifications 
and motivation to complete the Case 
Canagement Program throughW 
 
SuHmission of a completed application^
including a personal statement6 application 
fee Bapplication fee Vaived for applicants 
from countyRpartnership programE6 
suHmission of all college and_or university 
transcripts6 and suHmission of three letters of 
recommendation Bincluding one from an 
academic source and one from a VorP 
supervisorE4 
 
Completion of an admissions intervieV Vith 
the School of Science and TechnologyMs 
Department of Social DorP and Social 
%cology admissions committee4 %valuation 
criteria for the intervieV includeW verHal 
communication sPills` criticalRthinPing 
aHility` values congruent Vith the social 
VorP profession` appreciation of human 
diversity` evidence of reflective learning` and 
comportment4 
These criteria provide evidence that the applicant can 
complete the certificate and meet program and 
professional standards4 They also provide assurance 
that students from diverse HacPgrounds Hegin the 
program Vith equivalent preparation4 ainal decisions 
are Hased on a composite score of all of the aHove 
items4 
2ecause courses taPen in the Case Canagement 
Program are eligiHle for transfer into the C4S4D4 
degree program6 related prerequisite requirements 
expected of C4S4D4 degree candidates also apply Bsee 
C4S4D4 degree prerequisite preparationE4 
".T%W Prerequisites may He met through individual 
courses or comHinations of courses4 ,pplicants have 
the opportunity to participate in the revieV of 
prerequisites to assure that unique features of their 
education are appreciated4 
,pplicants are notified in the acceptance letter from 
the dean of the School of Science and Technology if 
prerequisite requirements have not Heen met4
 
?$=>32$;  !nits 
R%-% 011 2ioethical #ssues in Social DorP Z4[ 
S.D5 0XX Yuman 2ehavior and CrossRcultural %nvironment # ]4[ 
S.D5 0X1 Yuman 2ehavior and CrossRcultural %nvironment ## ]4[ 
S.D5 0XQ aoundation Practice #W #ndividuals ]4[ 
S.D5 0Xb aoundation Practice ##W /roups ]4[ 
STC3 0X0 Researching and Driting /raduate -evel Papers 14[ 
Totals Xb4[  
 
 "ase Management+,T ../
 
Electives  0nits 
,234 .5. ,ocial Policy ; (/) 
,234 .5> Foundation Practice ;;;C 2rganiDations 
and "ommunities (/) 
,234 .EF Foundation Practice ;GC Families (/) 
,234 H5. ,ocial Policy ;; (/) 
,234 HHF IdJanced Theory and Practice Lith 
Mthnically DiJerse "lients (/) 
,234 HH5 TimeOPimited ,erJices and 
;nterJentions (/) 
,234 HQ5 Foundation Practice GC ,ocial 3orR 
Idministration (/) 
,234 HSE Pegal and Mthical Ispects in Uealth 
and Mental Uealth ,erJices (/) 
"hoose > units  >VF 
Totals >VF  
Overall Totals 20.2  
!NI$ERSI() CA(A-OG 001
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 C#i%d Life Specia%ist0ST 222
terms ma5 enro%% durin9 Fa%%, <inter, Sprin9, or 
Summer =uarters> 
Additiona% admission re=uirements inc%ude@ 
! Aac#e%orBs de9ree from a re9iona%%5 
accredited co%%e9e or uniCersit5 
! Dinimum 9radeEpoint aCera9e F>G Hon a I>G 
sca%eJ in bac#e%orBs course LorM for at %east 
t#e fina% I2 units prior to 9raduation 
! Nea%t# c%earance 
! A bacM9round c#ecM Hre=uired before 
matricu%ation to t#e pro9ramJ 
! Officia% transcripts of a%% co%%e9e or uniCersit5 
credits 
! T#ree %etters of recommendation as specified 
! <ritten statement of purpose for app%5in9 to 
t#e pro9ram 
! InterCieL Lit# department facu%t5 as 
sc#edu%ed HonEcampus 9roup interCieLs are 
sc#edu%ed for %ate Darc# and midEDa5Q 
ot#er onEcampus and p#one interCieLs are 
sc#edu%ed indiCidua%%5J 
! If En9%is# is not t#e app%icantBs first 
%an9ua9e, a minimum score of STF for t#e 
computer test and 22G for t#e penci% test on 
t#e Test of En9%is# as a Forei9n Lan9ua9e 
HTOEFLJ 
! If t#e app%icant is not a citiUen or permanent 
resident of t#e V>S>, a Ca%id student Cisa 
Postadmission process 
After admission into t#e C#i%d Life Specia%ist 
Wro9ram, certificate or D>S> de9ree, a%% students Li%% 
taMe a critica%Eessa5 eXamination to #e%p determine 
L#et#er or not a FEunit 9raduateE%eCe% Lritin9 course 
Li%% be re=uired> T#is determination Li%% be made at 
t#e end of t#e first =uarter of course LorM> 
Financial assistance 
Students accepted into t#e certificate or D>S> de9ree 
pro9ram ma5 receiCe financia% assistance t#rou9# 
meritEbased aLards, suc# as teac#in9 fe%%oLs#ips and 
a Cariet5 of researc# and student serCice 
assistants#ipsQ or t#rou9# needEbased financia% aid, 
suc# as a %oan or t#e VniCersit5Bs LorMYstud5 
pro9ram> Students ma5 app%5 for financia% aid b5 
Lritin9 to@ 
Student Financia% Aid Office 
Student SerCices 
Loma Linda VniCersit5 
Loma Linda, CA ZSF2G 
ZGZY22[EI2GZ 
CERTIFICATE IN CHILD LIFE 
SPECIALIST 
T#e Department of Counse%in9 and Fami%5 Sciences 
offers #i9#E=ua%it5 academic education and c%inica% 
trainin9 %eadin9 to a certificate in t#e C#i%d Life 
Specia%ist Wro9ram>T#is certificate Li%% prepare 
indiCidua%s to proCide c#i%d %ife serCices in a #ea%t# 
care settin9> 
<.S. IN CHILD LIFE SPECIALIST 
T#e Department of Counse%in9 and Fami%5 Sciences 
offers #i9#E=ua%it5 academic education and c%inica% 
trainin9 %eadin9 to a masterBs de9ree in t#e C#i%d Life 
Specia%ist Wro9ram> T#is de9ree prepares indiCidua%s 
to proCide c#i%d %ife serCices in a #ea%t# care settin9> 
Certificates 
T#e Department of Counse%in9 and Fami%5 Sciences 
offers certificate pro9rams t#at can be combined Lit# 
masterBs or doctora% de9rees offered in t#e 
department to broaden a studentBs counse%in9 sMi%%s 
and marMetabi%it5> Students Lis#in9 to add 
specia%iUations in t#e fo%%oLin9 areas must forma%%5 
app%5 and be accepted into t#e desired certificate 
pro9ramHsJ> Wrior to app%ication, t#e student is 
adCised to consu%t Lit# t#e pro9ram coordinator> 
! C#i%d Life Specia%ist Certificate 
! C%inica% Dediation Certificate 
! Dru9 and A%co#o% Counse%in9 Certificate 
! Fami%5 Counse%in9 Certificate 
! Fami%5 Life Education Certificate 
! Sc#oo% Counse%in9 Certificate@ Ca%ifornia 
Wupi% Wersonne% SerCices Credentia% HWWSJ0
Open to Counse%in9 and DFT students on%5 
 
Required  Certificate <.S. 
CNLS 2GI C#i%d Life Administration and Wro9ram DeCe%opment F>G F>G 
CNLS 2G] C#i%d Life Specia%ist@ Educationa% and T#erapeutic InterCention F>G F>G 
CNLS 2G^A Aspects of I%%ness and Disease F>G F>G 
CNLS 2G^A Aspects of I%%ness and Disease F>G F>G 
UNI$ERSIT) CATALOG 551
CHLS 534 Grief and Loss >.3 >.3 
CHLS 13@ Child Life Internship and Supervision I >.3 >.3 
CHLS 135 Child Life Internship and Supervision II >.3 >.3 
CHLS 131 Parenting Medically Fragile Children >.3 >.3 
CHLS 13M Child Life Professional >.3 >.3 
COUN 5M1 Exceptional and Medically Challenged Children >.3 >.3 
FMST 5O@ Cross-cultural Counseling and Family $alues   2.3 
MFAM 53O Research Tools and Methodology: Quantitative   >.3 
MFAM 5O5 Crisis Intervention Counseling   >.3 
MFAM 5O1 Play Therapy   2.3 
MFAM 5@M Social Ecology of Individual and Family Development   >.3 
MFAM 55> Family Systems Theory   >.3 
MFAM 514 Groups: Process, and Practice   >.3 
MFAM 54@ Advanced Child and Adolescent Problems >.3 >.3 
MFAM 1@@ Child Abuse and Family $iolence   >.3 
RELR 54M Religion and the Social Sciences >.3 >.3 
Totals >1.3  54.3  
!"#$%&&'()*%&+ ,-./  01./  
 
 
 Clinical Mediation-ST 551
Clinical (ediation—ST 
0PB certificate5 
IAN P. C7AND, Program Director 
6ACULTY 
=ennifer Andrews 
Ian P. Chand 
Curtis Fox 
Barbara 7ernandez 
Douglas 7uenergardt 
Carmen Hnudson-Martin 
Michelle Minyard-Kidmann 
Mary Moline 
Cheryl Simpson 
Randall Kalker 
Colwick Kilson 
 
A complete list of program instructors can be viewed 
online at Pwww.llu.edu/science-technology/grad/ 
mfam/index.pageR. 
D<PART(<>T 
The Clinical Mediation Program is housed in the 
Department of Counseling and Family Sciences. The 
department also offers two doctoral degree programs 
in marital and family therapyS and one doctoral 
degree program in family studiesS and four master's 
degree programs-M.A. in family studies and M.S. in 
counseling, child life, and marital and family therapy. 
PROGRA( 
The Clinical Mediation Program is designed to 
provide professional training in the mediation 
process involving courts, families, and work 
environments. This training leads toward becoming a 
practitioner member in the Association for Conflict 
Resolution. This program is especially designed for 
counselors, marital and family therapists, 
psychologists, social workers, attorneys, human 
resource administrators, pastors, and others whose 
professional responsibilities include the mediation 
process. Family systems theory is central to the 
training in clinical mediation. The academic and 
clinical requirements for the certificate include V1 
quarter units and W50 clock hours of supervised 
clinical experience. 
Admission requirements 
Applicants must meet the School of Science and 
Technology admission requirements outlined in this 
CATALOG and give evidence of academic ability, 
emotional stability, and maturity. The clinical 
mediation certificate can be a track in the M.S., 
D.M.F.T., or Ph.D. degree programs in marital and 
family therapyS or an independent certificate. The 
following are admission requirements: 
• A bachelor's (B.A. or B.S.) degree from an 
accredited university 
• Minimum G.P.A. of 3.0 in undergraduate 
degree 
• Formal interview with department faculty 
• Three letters of recommendation (two letters 
if already admitted into the department) 
• Fulfill the requirements for admission for 
their respective degrees in order to pursue 
the track in clinical mediation 
• If English is not the student's first language, 
a minimum score of VW3 for the computer 
test and 550 for the pencil test on the Test of 
English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) 
• A background check (required before 
matriculation to the program) 
CURRICULU( 
To complete the certificate, students must successfully 
complete V1 quarter units. It is possible to complete 
the academic and clinical requirements for the 
certificate program in one year. In addition, students 
are required to complete W50 hours of internship at an 
approved clinical site.
 
Required  Units 
FMST 5Vb Parenting V.0 
MFAM 5W5 Crisis Intervention Counseling 3.0 
MFAM 53b Theory and Practice of Conflict Resolution V.0 
MFAM 5cc Family and Divorce Mediation c.0 
MFAM 553 Family Systems Theory 3.0 
MFAM 5b5 Internship in Family Mediation c.0 
MFAM dcc Child Abuse and Family Violence 3.0 
U"IVERSIT) CATALOG 558
M3AM 614 Law and Ethics (3) 
M3TH 527 Advanced Legal and Ethical Issues (3) 
Choose one course  3.0 
Totals 24.0  
 
Religion  Units 
RELR 5OO Graduate-level Relational   
RELR 564 Religion, Marriage, and the 3amily (3)   
Totals 3.0  
(verall -otals 0123  
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an5 67 a trac; <alrea5? in Alace7 Bhich AreAares 
can5i5ates to Fecome cre5entiale5 as a school 
counselor. , common core oJ courses Bill Fe the 
Joun5ation Jor these trac;s Bhich ma? Fe ta;en 
seAaratel? or eJJicientl? comFine5 to inclu5e 
AreAaration Jor Foth the -K++ an5 the KKS. Start 5ate 
Jor the licensure trac; is tentative an5 Bill Fe 
5etermine5 F? the timing oJ legislative aAAroval. 
Certificates 
The NeAartment oJ +ounseling an5 Oamil? Sciences 
oJJers certiJicate Arograms that can Fe comFine5 Bith 
the masterPs 5egrees oJJere5 in the +ounseling 
KrogramQas Bell as Bith other masterPs an5 5octoral 
5egrees oJJere5 in the 5eAartmentQto Froa5en a 
stu5entPs counseling s;ills an5 mar;etaFilit?. 
Stu5ents Bishing to a55 sAecialiRations in the 
JolloBing areas must Jormall? aAAl? an5 Fe acceAte5 
into the 5esire5 certiJicate Arogram <s7. Krior to 
aAAlicationS the stu5ent is a5vise5 to consult the 
Arogram 5irector. 
! +hil5 -iJe SAecialist +ertiJicate 
! +linical Te5iation +ertiJicate 
! Nrug an5 ,lcohol +ounseling +ertiJicate 
! Oamil? +ounseling +ertiJicate 
! Oamil? -iJe E5ucation +ertiJicate 
! School +ounseling +ertiJicateU +aliJornia 
KuAil Kersonnel Services +re5ential in 
School +ounseling <KKS7 
Professional experience 
#n a55ition to successJul comAletion oJ V4 Xuarter 
cre5its oJ aca5emic course Bor;S stu5ents in the 
+ounseling Krogram comAlete Jiel5 eYAerience in 
clinical an5Zor school settings. Each stu5ent is 
reXuire5 to comAlete [00 cloc; hours oJ !niversit?\
suAervise5 Aracticum Arior to Alacement in 
counseling Jiel5 eYAerience. OolloBing AracticumS 
stu5ents are reXuire5 to comAlete 100 cloc; hours oJ 
counseling Jiel5 eYAerience in a minimum oJ tBo 
5iJJerent settingsS serving at least tBo 5iJJerent age 
grouAs. ]hile enrolle5 in +O!" 180 Oiel5 
EYAerience in +ounselingS stu5ents meet regularl? Jor 
universit? suAervision in +O!" 18[ +ounseling 
SeminarS as sche5ule5. 
ADMISSION RE:UIREMENTS 
,AAlicants to the +ounseling Krogram must meet the 
School oJ Science an5 Technolog? a5mission 
reXuirements as outline5 in the -oma -in5a 
!niversit? +,T,-O/ an5 give evi5ence oJ aca5emic 
aFilit?S emotional staFilit?S an5 Aersonal maturit?. 
,AAlicants Bho meet these reXuirementsS as Bell as 
the AuFlishe5 5ea5lines Jor the JolloBing termsS ma? 
Fe a5mitte5 5uring OallS ]interS SAringS or Summer 
Xuarters. ,55itional a5mission reXuirements inclu5eU 
! BachelorPs 5egree Jrom a regionall? 
accre5ite5 college or universit? 
! Tinimum gra5e\Aoint average `.0 <on a 4.0 
scale7 in FachelorPs course Bor; Jor at least 
the Jinal 40 units Arior to gra5uation 
! aealth clearance 
! , Fac;groun5 chec; <reXuire5 FeJore 
matriculation to the Arogram7 
! OJJicial transcriAts oJ all college or universit? 
cre5its 
! Three letters oJ recommen5ation as sAeciJie5 
! ]ritten Aersonal statement that a55resses 
career oFbectivesS Aersonal interest in the 
counseling AroJessionS rationale Jor choosing 
to atten5 -oma -in5a !niversit?S hoB liJe 
eYAeriences have inJluence5 aAAlicantPs 
choice to enter the Jiel5S an5 a55itional 
thoughts the aAAlicant 5eems imAortant 
! #J English is not the stu5entPs Jirst languageS 
a minimum score Jor the Test oJ English as a 
Ooreign -anguage <TOEO-7 oJ 6[` on the 
comAuter a5ministration oJ the test or a 
score oJ 000 Jor the AencilZAaAer 
a5ministration 
! #J the aAAlicant is not a citiRen or Aermanent 
resi5ent oJ the !.S.S a vali5 stu5ent visa 
! #ntervieB Bith 5eAartment Jacult? as 
sche5ule5 <on\camAus grouA intervieBs are 
sche5ule5 Jor mi5\Tarch an5 mi5\Ta?c 
other on\camAus an5 Ahone intervieBs are 
sche5ule5 in5ivi5uall?7 
POSTADMISSION PROCESS 
,Jter a5mission into the +ounseling KrogramS all 
stu5ents Bill ta;e a critical\essa? eYamination to helA 
5etermine Bhether or not a `\unit gra5uate\level 
Briting course Bill Fe reXuire5. This 5etermination 
Bill Fe ma5e at the en5 oJ the Jirst Xuarter oJ course 
Bor;. 
DEGREE RE:UIREMENTS 
ReXuirements Jor the T.S. in counseling inclu5e the 
JolloBingU 
! Resi5ence oJ at least tBo aca5emic ?ears 
! , minimum oJ V4 Xuarter units oJ gra5uate 
Bor;S Bhich inclu5es cre5it receive5 Jor core 
coursesS electivesS an5 a `\unit religion 
course 
! +ertiJicate oJ +learance Arior to Jiel5 
eYAerience 
! Oiel5 eYAerience in counselingS Bhich 
inclu5es AreJiel5 eYAerience Aracticumc 100 
cloc; hours oJ +O!" 180 Oiel5 EYAerienceS 
as sAeciJie5 in curriculumc an5 !niversit? 
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supervision through COUN 681 Counseling 
Seminar< as scheduled 
! Success?ul completion o? a written 
comprehensive eAamination (taken De?ore 
advancement to candidacy) and an eAit 
interview (prior to program completion) 
! Gackground check passed prior to 
matriculation 
! I? taken ?or elective credit< ?oreign language 
courses numDered 400 or higher 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
Students accepted into the Counseling Program may 
receive ?inancial assistance through merit-Dased 
awards< teaching assistantships< research and student 
service assistantships< or need-Dased ?inancial aid< 
such as a loan or the UniversityMs workNstudy 
program. Students may apply ?or ?inancial aid Dy 
writing to: 
Student Financial Aid O??ice 
Student Services 
Loma Linda University 
Loma Linda< CA 92350 
909N558-4509 
LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Counseling students will: 
1. Integrate counseling concepts and skills with 
a personal epistemology 
2. Demonstrate counseling interventions Dased 
upon a Droad range o? theoretical and 
legalNethical ?rameworks through 
comprehensive written eAamination 
3. Develop identity as a counselor through 
memDership and participation in 
pro?essional organizations 
4. Satis?actorily complete 600 clock hours o? 
supervised practicum in counseling 
5. Meet all University Zuali?ications ?or the 
Cali?ornia Pupil Personnel Services (PPS) 
Credential in school counseling which is 
issued Dy the Cali?ornia Commission on 
Teacher Credentialing (CTC). 
CURRICULUM 
The curriculum ?or the M.S. degree in counseling is 
divided into three domains< as descriDed Delow. 
Domain I: Educational Foundations and Gelie?s 
Includes courses in learning theory< educational 
psychology< sociocultural competence< and research. 
Domain II: Theory and Cognitive Competence 
Challenges candidates with a variety o? theoretical 
constructs ?rom which to develop an approach to 
counseling that is compatiDle with their own Delie? 
systems and personhood. Students are eApected to 
learn how to deconstruct theories and create a 
?oundation upon which to Duild their pro?essional 
skills and relationships. 
Domain III: Counseling Competence and Service 
Integrates the ?irst two curriculum domains with 
clinical education and eAperience that emphasizes 
relational skill Duilding< counseling practice< 
supervision< pro?essional leadership< and altruism.
 
Domain I: Educational foundations and beliefs  Units 
COUN 501 Research Tools and Methodology: ]uantitative 3.0 
COUN 502 Research Tools and Methodology: ]ualitative 3.0 
COUN 545 Gender Perspectives 2.0 
COUN 547 Social Ecology o? Individual and Family Development 3.0 
COUN 574 Psychological Foundations o? Education 4.0 
MFAM 535 Case Presentation and Pro?essional Studies 4.0 
RELR 564 Religion< Marriage< and the Family 3.0 
Totals 22.0  
 
Domain II: Theory and cognitive competence  Units 
COUN 556 Psychopathology and Diagnostic Procedures 3.0 
COUN 568 Groups: Process and Practice 3.0 
COUN 575 Counseling Theory and Applications 3.0 
UNI$ERSITY CATALOG 012
COUN 031 Exceptional and Medicall@ Challenged Children D.F 
COUN 033 Assessment in Counseling D.F 
COUN 0JK AdLanced Child and Adolescent DeLelopment D.F 
COUN 13K Human Sexual BehaLior D.F 
Totals 2P.F  
 
!"#$%&'((()'*"+&,-.%&/'0"#1-2-&0-'$&3',-45%0-  Units 
COUN 0PK CrossQcultural Counseling and Famil@ $alues 2.F 
COUN 0P0 CrisisQInterLention Counseling D.F 
COUN 03J College and Career Counseling D.F 
COUN 1PK LaS and Ethics D.F 
COUN 12K IndiLidual and S@stems Assessment D.F 
COUN 1DJ Famil@ Therap@ and Chemical ATuse D.F 
COUN 1KK Child ATuse and Famil@ $iolence D.F 
COUN 13J Consultation and Leadership D.F 
COUN 13U School CounselingV Histor@ and Practice D.F 
COUN 1JP Counseling Seminar (P.F) Minimum registration requirement is fiLe quarters 0.F 
Totals DP.F  
 
6%-.3'-71-4%-&0-  
Field units not counted toSard academic total units required for the degree  Units 
COUN 1JF 
Field Experience in Counseling 
(D.FQPJ.F) 
PJ units \ 1FF hours PJ.F 
Totals —  
 
8.-02%5-,'9"12%"&$.:  Units 
FMST 02K Famil@ Resource Management (2) 
FMST 02J Parenting (2) 
FMST 02U Famil@ Life Education (D) 
MFAM 0P1 Pla@ Therap@ (2) 
MFAM 0DJ Theor@ and Practice of Conflict 
Resolution (2) 
MFAM 0DU SolutionQFocused Famil@ Therap@ (2) 
MFAM 0KJ Men and Families (2) 
MFAM 0KU Christian Counseling and Famil@ 
Therap@ (2) 
MFAM 00P Famil@ Therap@V Foundational 
Theories and Practice (D) 
  — 
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MFAM 553 Family Systems Theory (3) 
MFAM 566 Psychopathology and Diagnostic 
Procedures: Personality (2) 
MFAM 605 Gestalt Family Therapy (2) 
  
Totals —  
!"#$%&&'()*%&+ ,-./  
 
Course titles followed by a number in parentheses, 
indicate a variable unit course or a course that is to be 
repeated one or more times until the total required 
units are reached. The number inside the parentheses 
is the unit value of the course. The number in the 
column is the total units required for the degree 
program. 
!NI$ERSIT) CATAL./ 012
Criminal )ustice—ST 
2M.S.5 
FR.)LANA HEREDIA6MILLER8 Pro<ram Director 
FACULT: 
A complete list of all part6time and IoluntarK facultK 
can Le IieMed on tNe department OeL site. 
 
Crime disrupts personal and communitK 
relationsNips8 endan<ers puLlic NealtN and safetK8 and 
tNreatens tNe moral contours of eIerKdaK social life. 
Loma Linda !niIersitKQs mission RTo maSe man 
MNoleR proIides a poMerful and mucN6needed 
conteTt in MNicN criminal Uustice can Le addressed on 
tNe Lasis of Nealin< and restoration. TNe principles of 
restoratiIe Uustice eleIate tNe dimensions of Uustice 
tNat promote tNe acceptance of responsiLilitK8 
promote tNe fulfillment of oLli<ations8 emLrace 
reconciliation8 and culminate in tNe restoration of 
personal and social relationsNips. 
TNis multidisciplinarK approacN to deIiance and tNe 
administration of Uustice taSes into consideration tNe 
social8 pNKsical8 and spiritual Mell6Lein< of Iictims8 
offenders8 and communities proIides a deeper 
understandin< of crime and tNe stru<<le of tNe 
modern criminal Uustice sKstem. 
CRIMINAL )USTICE—M.S. 
Mission 
TNe mission of tNe Master of Criminal Vustice 
Pro<ram is to prepare students to tNinS criticallK and 
analKticallK aLout tNe proLlems of crime and social 
control in contemporarK societK. 
Program obCectives 
Students Mill demonstrateW 
! TNe aLilitK to inte<rate and utiliXe 
SnoMled<e of social science and 
criminolo<ical tNeorK in tNe application to 
proLlems of criminal Uustice. 
! An understandin< of tNe dimensions and 
causes of crime and delinquencK. 
! An understandin< of tNe structure of tNe 
American criminal Uustice sKstem. 
! An understandin< of tNe etNical principles 
tNat <uide tNe concepts of Uustice and 
fairness MitNin professional criminal Uustice 
practice. 
! TNe aLilitK to use empiricallK6Lased researcN 
to analKXe and criticallK eIaluate practice 
and criminal Uustice policK in order to effect 
sKstem cNan<e. 
! An understandin< of diIerse people and 
cultures as tNese interact MitN tNe criminal 
Uustice. 
! An understandin< of tNe differences LetMeen 
retriLutiIe and restoratiIe Uustice approacNes 
in addressin< tNe effects of crime. 
Program description 
All students must complete 2Z quarter units of course 
MorS. TNere are [1 units of foundation content 
required for all students8 folloMed LK \[ units in one 
of tMo concentrationsW 
PolicK and administration]Students optin< for tNe 
policK8 plannin<8 and administration concentration 
<ain SnoMled<e and sSills in tNe puLlic 
administration8 plannin<8 and coordination of 
<oIernmentallK operated criminal and^or UuIenile 
Uustice sKstems. Students acquire an appreciation for 
MorSin< MitN communitK entities to deIelop8 
coordinate8 and eIaluate tNese sKstems in response to 
communitK needs. In addition8 students deIelop an 
understandin< of tNe policK6plannin< process and tNe 
role tNat criminal or UuIenile Uustice plannin< councils 
perform in consensuallK reIisin< or creatin< policies 
aimed at increasin< tNe efficiencK and effectiIeness of 
criminal and UuIenile Uustice sKstems. 
Forensic mental NealtN]Forensic mental NealtN is a 
specialiXed LrancN of professional practice in MNicN 
tNe clinical and criminal Uustice Morlds oIerlap. 
Students cNoosin< tNis area focus on tNe needs of 
indiIiduals in tNe criminal or UuIenile Uustice sKstems 
MNo NaIe serious emotional disorders and^or seIere 
mental illness8 and maK also present MitN co6
occurrin< suLstance aLuse. Students <ain SnoMled<e 
and sSills in treatment pro<rammin< MitNin a forensic 
mental NealtN frameMorS. In addition8 tNis conteTt 
prepares students to assess and proIide eTpert 
testimonK re<ardin< continued institutionaliXation 
Iersus readiness for outpatient psKcNosocial 
reNaLilitation8 includin< tNe deIelopment and 
implementation of assertiIe communitK treatment 
plans. 
_otN concentrations empNasiXe a tNou<Ntful reflection 
aLout issues in criminal Uustice tNat Mill proIide 
students MitN a deeper understandin< of tNe lo<ic 
influencin< policK8 administration8 and practice issues 
affectin< tNe field. 
PREREGUISITE 
TNis de<ree pro<ram Luilds on a Lroad liLeral arts 
`<eneral educationa foundation. Consistent MitN tNis 
IieM8 tNe pro<ram assesses tNe liLeral arts foundation 
of students applKin< for tNe M.S. de<ree in criminal 
Uustice. 
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A balance of course work in three liberal arts areas:
Humanities (e.g., history, philosophy, literature, art, music, etc.) 20.0-24.0 
English and Communication Skills (e.g., oral and written communication media, etc.) J.0-13.0 
Natural and Social Sciences (e.g., mathematics, human biology, physiology, psychology, sociology, 
anthropology, human development, ethnic studies, economics, political science or government, etc.) 
24.0-32.0 
 
Students not meeting the minimum number of units 
in any of the foregoing areas are required to complete 
additional course work prior to enrolling in the 
related criminal Pustice classes. 
Please note*!"##!$%&%&'()*)+&!%&'()%&,&-+*!,(*+!.&!
/0,$#&+&1!.&20%&!3143-/&,&-+!+0!/3-1)13/5!6$%)0%!+0!
.&7)--)-7!+8&!3143-/&1!/(%%)/(#(,9: 
Unit values represent a quarter system of 
measurement. Content from multiple courses may be 
used to meet most requirements. 
Admission re+uirements 
This program follows the admission requirements of 
the School of Science and Technology, including: 
1. The applicant must demonstrate satisfactory 
performance on the Graduate Record 
Examination (GRE). For admission with 
regular status, satisfactory performance is 
defined as a minimum combined verbal and 
quantitative score of 1000, and an analytical 
writing score of 4.0. Students submitting 
lower scores may be considered for 
provisional status. 
 
OR 
 
The applicant must demonstrate satisfactory 
performance on a critical-essay examination 
(CEE) administered by the Department of 
Social Work and Social Ecology under the 
guidance of the School of Science and 
Technology. For admission with regular 
status, satisfactory performance for the CEE 
is defined as a minimum pass rate of 75 
percent. 
2. Applicants must demonstrate satisfactory 
adherence with the minimum academic and 
professional compatibility criteria 
established by the program, which includes:  
a. A cumulative grade-point average of 3.0 
or above (on a 4.0 scale) (special 
consideration may be given to 
applicants with grade-point averages as 
low as 2.75 if the last part of their 
college work shows significant 
improvement). 
b. Evidence of professional compatibility, 
personal qualifications, and motivation 
to complete a graduate program by 
obtaining a passing score on the 
admissions interview with the 
department's Admissions Committee. 
 
Evaluation criteria for the structured 
interview includes:  
! verbal communication skills 
! critical-thinking ability 
! values congruent with the criminal 
Pustice profession 
! appreciation of human diversity 
! evidence of reflective learning 
! comportment 
3. Submission of a completed application, 
including a personal statement, application 
fee, all college and/or university transcripts, 
and three letters of recommendation (one 
from an academic source and one from a 
work supervisor, preferred). 
Curriculum 
The 48-unit curriculum for the M.S. degree in criminal 
Pustice provides the mix of academic, experiential, and 
research activities essential for M.S. degree students. 
Students must maintain a grade-point average of 3.0 
(a letter grade of B) on a 4.0 scale; and meet the 
knowledge, skill, and professional performance 
competencies outlined by the program. 
Students must also maintain a B- (2.7) or better in all 
required (core) courses and a minimum of a C (2.0) in 
all selective courses. Courses with grades falling 
below the standards set for required and selective 
courses must be repeated. According to University 
policy, a student cannot repeat more than two courses 
during his/her graduate program. Students are 
financially responsible for the cost of repeating 
courses when grades do not meet these minimum 
standards. 
General overview 
The 48-quarter unit program begins with 26 units of 
core course work required for all students. Course 
work during the first year of study is divided into 
three professional areas of study, which include: 
criminal Pustice; religion, ethics, and social research 
methods. At the end of the first year, students select 
their concentration area of policy, planning, and 
administration or forensic mental health—each 
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requiring 1 units of course work, plus 1 units of 
concentration-specific selectives. 
To complete the program, the student has two 
options: 
1. Nonthesis: Professional practica (540 hours 
of integrated practicum and seminar), 1 unit 
of practica orientation, and 9 units of 
didactic selectives; OR 
2. Thesis: 1 units of academic thesis and 4 units 
of didactic selectives. 
 
Ma#or  Units 
CRMJ 515 Crime and Society W.0 
CRMJ 51X Criminal Procedure and Rules of Evidence W.0 
CRMJ 520 Restorative Justice W.0 
CRMJ 5X4 Criminological Theory 4.0 
SOWK 1[2 Legal and Ethical Aspects in Health and Mental Health Services W.0 
Totals 11.0  
 
Religion, philosoph1, and ethics  Units 
REL] 5]] Graduate-level Religion (4) 
An approved 4-unit course within subject 
area, in consultation with advisor 
RELE 524 Christian Bioethics (4) 
Choose one course  4.0 
Totals 4.0  
 
Social research methods  Units 
SOWK 54X Research Methods I W.0 
SOWK 549 Research Methods II W.0 
Totals 1.0  
 
CONCENTRATION > Polic1, planning, and administration  
Only one concentration required  Units 
PUAD 1X[ Public Administration 
Management (W) 
SOWK 494 Conflict Resolution and Dispute 
Mediation (2) 
SOWK 1XW Program Planning and Evaluation (W) 
SOWK 1X1A Human Resources Planning and 
Development (W) 
SOWK 1X1B Human Resources Planning and 
Development Seminar (W) 
SOWK 1[1 Health and Mental Health Policy and 
Services (2) 
SOWK 1[W Advanced Policy Analysis (W) 
SPOL 115 Information Technologies and 
Decision Science (4) 
Concentration selectives - choose 1 units  1.0 
 Cri%inal )*stice/ST 234
 
CRM) 378 
Cri%inal )*stice Plannin: an; 
A;%inistration 
Re>*ire; 7?8 
SOAB 34C 
TDeories of Or:aniFations an; 
SGste%s 
Re>*ire; 7?8 
Totals 3?8  
 
!"#!$#%&'%("#)*)+,-./012)3./456)7.5647  
OnlG one concentration re>*ire;  Units 
MIAM 3JJ CDil; AK*se an; Ia%ilG Liolence M7N 
PSOC 3P2 Dr*: A;;iction an; TDerapG MCN 
PSOC 3P3 CDil;S PartnerS an; El;er AK*se MCN 
SOAB JUJ Conflict Resol*tion an; Disp*te 
Me;iation MCN 
SOAB 3JP CoVocc*rin: Dia:nosisW S*Kstance 
AK*se XitD Mental Illness MCN 
SOAB 32U InterZentions XitD Persons XitD 
SeZere Mental Illness MCN 
SOAB 3P[ \ealtD an; Mental \ealtD PolicG an; 
SerZices MCN 
Concentration selectiZes V cDoose 3 *nits  3?8 
CRM) 3C8 Iorensic Mental \ealtD Re>*ire; 7?8 
SOAB 337 
A;Zance; Social Aor] Practice XitD 
In;iZi;*als 
Re>*ire; 7?8 
Totals [C?8  
 
8./.-56)0.6.2419.0  
OtDer co*rses %aG Ke approZe; for electiZe cre;its in cons*ltation XitD tDe fac*ltG a;Zisor an; in 
accor;ance XitD UniZersitG policies for aca;e%ic Zariances  Units 
CRM) 2[P ^e:al Disco*rse MCN 
CRM) 2[U Moot Co*rt MCN 
CRM) 2UU Directe; St*;G_Special Pro`ect M[N 
CRM) 3J8 Iorensic EZi;ence M7N 
G^b\ 2JP Liolence an; Terroris% Iss*es M7N 
G^b\ 228 Ao%en in DeZelop%ent M7N 
\ADM 2[8 \ealtD PolicG AnalGsis an; 
SGntDesis M7N 
\PRO 2JP Co%%*nitG an; Do%estic 
Liolence M7N 
SOAB 32U InterZentions XitD Persons XitD 
SeZere Mental Illness MCN 
SPO^ 3[2 Econo%ic TDeorG an; Social PolicG MJN 
  J?8 
Totals J?8  
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!"#$%  Units 
SO78 697 Applied Research 2.0 
SO78 698 Thesis (2.0) 4.0 
Totals 6.0  
!&$%'(()*+"'(, -  
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Drug and Alcohol Counseling—ST 
(PB certificate) 
RANDALL ;AL<ER> ?rogram Director 
FACULT> 
Bennifer AndreDs 
Ian ?F Chand 
Curtis FoH 
Iarbara KernandeL 
Douglas Kuenergardt 
Carmen <nudsonMMartin 
Michelle MinyardM;idmann 
Mary Moline 
Cheryl Simpson 
Randall ;alQer 
ColDicQ ;ilson 
 
A complete list of program instructors can be vieDed 
online at SDDDFlluFeduTscienceMtechnologyTgradT 
mfamTindeHFpageUF 
CERTIFICATE IN DRUC AND ALCOHOL 
The Drug and Alcohol Counseling ?rogram certificate 
is offered by the School of Science and Technology 
through the Department of Counseling and Family 
SciencesF 
ObGectives 
The obVectives of the Drug and Alcohol Counseling 
?rogram certificate are to: 
! ?repare masterXs degree and doctoral level 
professionals to effectively counsel substance 
abusing and addicted adults and their 
familiesF 
! Offer curriculum and eHperience for masterXs 
and doctoral level professionals that meet 
the reZuirements for certification by national 
certification organiLationsF 
! Integrate certificate reZuirements into the 
eHisting marital and family therapy 
curriculumF 
! AlloD hours of eHperience to be accrued 
concurrently to meet the Ioard of Iehavioral 
EHaminers [IIS\> the American Association 
for Marriage and Family Therapy [AAMFT\> 
and other certifying organiLation 
reZuirementsF 
Admission 
Applicants must meet the School of Science and 
Technology admission reZuirements outlined in this 
CATALOG and give evidence of academic ability> 
emotional stability> and maturityF 
The certificate program is open to currently enrolled 
marital and family therapy students or other masterXs 
degreeMlevel students or graduatesF Students in the 
marital and family therapy program must first 
complete the current core marital and family therapy 
curriculumF Applicants Dill be screened for 
appropriateness to complete the certificate program 
and for ability to DorQ Dith addicted adults and their 
familiesF Additional admission reZuirements include: 
! A paper stating hoD the applicant Dill 
integrate the substance abuse certificate into 
DorQ as a marriage and family therapist or 
other clinical professional> and hoD the 
applicant Dill contribute to the addiction 
treatment field and professional field by 
completing the certificateF 
! TDo letters of referenceF 
! A panel intervieD composed of faculty and 
student[s\ currently enrolled in the 
certificate program may be reZuiredF 
! A criticalMessay eHamination after acceptance 
into the program [eHamination results to be 
used at the end of the Fall ^uarter by the 
program director to determine if the Driting 
course Dill be reZuired\F 
Certificate examinations 
Course DorQ is developed to help students 
successfully taQe and pass certification eHaminations 
offered through the National Association of 
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Counselors [NAADAC\ 
and the American Academy of Kealth Care ?roviders 
in the Addictive Disorders [AAKC?AD\F 
Field worL 
Students Dill complete three Zuarters of fieldDorQ in 
an approved site dealing Dith addiction> 
alcoholicsTaddicts> and their familiesF FieldDorQ 
provides eHcellent opportunities to gain eHperience 
DorQing Dith substance abusers and their familiesF 
Students Dill be evaluated ZuarterlyF MatriH Institute 
on Addictions in Rancho Cucamonga is connected 
Dith the National Institute on Drug Addiction 
[NIDA\ research system and Dill be running 
governmentMfunded studiesF My Family> IncF [MFI> 
Craig Lambdin\> in Riverside offers a variety of 
opportunities to DorQ Dith substance abusers in 
residential and outpatient settingsF Inland _alley 
Recovery Services [I_RS> Roberta Reid\ in Upland 
offers opportunities for students to DorQ Dith 
substance abusers and their families in residential and 
outpatient treatment settingsF The Loma Linda 
University Iehavioral Medicine Center offers 
students opportunities to DorQ Dith substance 
abusers in a hospital settingF The Ietty Ford Kospital 
in Rancho Mirage> Cedar Kouse in Iloomington> and 
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Riverside County Office of Alcohol and Drug 
Programs may also offer additional opportunities for 
students to gain eHperience. In addition, there are 
numerous other programs offering substance abuse 
services in San Lernardino and Riverside counties. In 
addition, with program coordinator approval, 
students may be able to worN in additional settings 
where services are not directly targeted toward 
substance abusers but where it is determined that 
addiction may be a significant focus of clinical 
attention.
 
!e#$%re'  Units 
MFAM 5Q5 Crisis Intervention Counseling 3.0 
MFAM 524 Psychopharmacology and Medical Issues 3.0 
MFAM 63V Family Therapy and Chemical Abuse 3.0 
MFAM 644 Child Abuse and Family Violence 3.0 
MFAM 645 Advanced Substance AbuseWTreatment Strategies 3.0 
MFAM 635 Case Presentation Seminar (2) 
MFAM 636 Case Presentation Seminar (2) 
MFAM 631 Case Presentation Seminar (2) 
MFAM 6Z4 Directed Study: Marriage and 
Family (6) 
Required: MFAM 635W631 or MFAM 6Z4  6.0 
Totals 2Q.0  
 
!el%)%o+  Units 
REL] 5]] GraduateWlevel Religion (3) Choose one course  3.0 
Totals 3.0  
 
,le-t%ves  Units 
MFAM ]]] Marital and Family (3)   3.0 
Totals 3.0  
Overall Totals 57.0  
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Eart% Science—ST 
(P%.1.) 
H. PAUL BUCHHEIM, Program Director 
FACULTY 
Stanley M. Awramik 
Leonard R. Brand 
Doug Britton 
H. Paul Buchheim 
Ronald L. Carter 
Benjamin Clausen 
Stephen J. Dunbar 
Raul Esperante 
H. Thomas Joodwin 
L. Leroy Leggitt 
Ronald Nalin 
Nevin E. Nick 
Samuel Soret 
 
The specific research and academic interests and 
strengths of the faculty are in: 
• vertebrate paleontology, taphonomy, 
philosophy of science 
• sedimentology, limnogeology, 
paleoenvironments 
• biostratigraphy, terrestrial paleoecology 
• tropical marine and intertidal ecology and 
marine invertebrate ecophysiology, 
comparative physiology 
• animal behavior and distribution 
• paleomagnetics and sedimentology 
geographic information analysis and 
technology 
• igneous petrology, nuclear physics, and 
geophysics 
• hydrogeology and environmental geology 
• vertebrate paleontology and biogeography 
P9.1. IN EART9 SCIENCE 
The School of Science and Technology's Department 
of Earth and Biological Sciences offers the program 
leading to a Doctor of Philosophy degree in earth 
science. Emphasis is on research and courses in 
geology, paleontology, and paleobiology that prepare 
the student to understand the history of the earth and 
life, its geological context, and the science involved in 
deciphering this history. Students are encouraged to 
think independently and to consider various 
approaches to understanding earth history. Areas of 
curricular strength and research emphases include 
sedimentary and environmental geology, 
paleontology, paleoenvironmental reconstruction, 
paleoecology, taphonomy, and earth systems science. 
Research in paleontology can also be pursued 
through the Master of Science degree program in 
geology and the Doctor of Philosophy degree in 
biology. 
=bjectives 
The School of Science and Technology's Earth Science 
Program strives to: 
1. Instill in students the values of honesty, 
scientific integrity, careful research, and 
critical, independent thinking. 
2. Provide the tools and intellectual 
environment in which earth scientists can 
attain their highest potential in scholarship, 
research, and teaching. 
U. Challenge graduate students to consider the 
relationship between science, faith, and 
societal responsibility. 
Learning outcomes 
1. Obtain advanced breadth and depth of 
knowledge in earth science. 
2. Be able to plan and carry out independent 
research. 
U. Develop publication-quality writing and oral 
communication skills. 
4. Analyze and synthesize previous 
knowledge. 
5. Develop a professional aptitude and 
attitude. 
6. Develop critical-evaluation skills in relating 
faith and science and public in relating faith 
and science and public-interest issues. 
Student Ginancial aid 
Research and teaching assistantships are available 
from the Department of Earth and Biological Sciences 
on a competitive basis. Further information can be 
obtained from the chair of the department. ]ualified 
students are also encouraged to seek fellowships from 
federal and private agencies, such as the National 
Science Foundation and the National Institutes of 
Health. 
Ieneral reJuirements 
For additional information about requirements and 
practices to which all graduate students are subject, 
the student should consult Section II of this 
CATALOJ, as well as general information pertinent 
to the School of Science and Technology. 
Admissions 
The successful applicant must meet the general 
admission requirements of the University and the 
School of Science and Technology, as outlined in 
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Sections II and III of this CATALOG. Expected 
undergraduate preparation includes physical 
geology, mineralogy, sedimentology, stratigraphy, 
igneous and metamorphic petrology, structural 
geology, geological field mapping, two quarters of 
college mathematics, including calculus and one year 
each of general biology, general physics, and general 
chemistry. Some of these courses may be taken during 
residence at Loma Linda University, with approval of 
the admissions committee. 
!"##$%"l"' 
The following constitutes the curriculum for the 
Doctor of Nhilosophy degree in earth science. 
A minimum of 72 quarter units of academic credit for 
courses, seminars, and research beyond the master's 
degree is required; that is, a minimum of 120 units 
beyond the baccalaureate degree, including the 
following required courses: 
)a+o#  Units 
GEOL 547 Advanced Historical Geology 4.0 
GEOL 556 Naleoenvironments 4.0 
GEOL 558 Nhilosophy of Science and Origins 4.0 
GEOL 565 Analysis of Sedimentary Rocks 4.0 
GEOL 566 Sedimentary Nrocesses 4.0 
GEOL 567 Stratigraphy and Basin Analysis 4.0 
GEOL 616 Research and Experimental Design 2.0 
GEOL 617 Nroposal Writing and Grantsmanship 2.0 
GEOL 607 Seminar in Geology (4) 1 unit each quarter in residence  4.0 
Totals 32.0  
 
-"#$n/ t1e "n3e#/#a3"ate o# /#a3"ate 4#o/#a'  Units 
STAT 509 General Statistics (4) 
STAT 525 Applied Multivariate Analysis (3) 
Choose one course  3.0-4.0 
GEOL 431 Geochemistry Required 4.0 
ENVH 521 Cartography and Map Design (2) 
ENVH 522 Nrinciples of Geographic Information 
Systems and Science 
ENVH 524 GIS Software Applications and 
Methods (3) 
ENVH 535 Integration of Geospatial Data in 
GIS (2) 
ENVH 536 Spatial Analytic Techniques and 
GIS (3) 
Choose one GIS course  2.0-3.0 
GEOL 524 Naleobotany (4) 
GEOL 525 Naleopalynology (4) 
GEOL 534 Invertebrate Naleontology (4) 
GEOL 544 Vertebrate Naleontology (4) 
GEOL 545 Taphonomy (3) 
Choose two paleontology courses  7.0-8.0 
Totals 16.0-19.0  
 
5el$/$on  Units 
RELE 5`` Graduate-level Ethics 3.0 
 "arth 'cience,'- ./0
1"21 .33 4raduate7level 1elational 0.< 
1"2- .33 4raduate7level -heological 0.< 
-otals ?.<  
 
!lectives  
Additional courses required by the studentDs guidance committee to complete total required units  Gnits 
3333 333 "lective , 
-otals ,  
 
)esearc,  
H units minimumI Jill be graded each quarter and can be repeated for additional credit  Gnits 
4"L2 M?? Nissertation 1esearch (P.<7Q.<) H.< 
-otals H.<  
-verall /otals 12343  
 
5eminar attendance requirements 
All graduate students in residence must register for 
and attend seminars each quarter at 2oma 2inda 
Gniversity. 
)esearc, ;ro;osal 
A Jritten research proposal and oral defense of the 
studentDs proposed research should be completed by 
the end of the third quarter of study. Suestions Jill 
typically focus on the studentDs research area but may 
eTpand to other areasU as appropriate. 'tudents are 
urged to select a research proVect Jith a primary 
faculty member from the department. 
Advancement to candidac= 
'tudents may apply for advancement to candidacy 
afterW 
P. Xompleting all deficiencies and corequisites 
Y. 'electing a research committee 
0. Xompleting an approved Jritten research 
proposal 
H. Zassing the oral defense of the research 
proposal 
.. [eing recommended by the program faculty 
(should be completed by the end of the third 
quarter of study). 
M. Xompleting and submitting \orm X 
)e>istration and tuition a?ter normative time 
'tudents Jho are past the normative time for 
completing their degree must register for tJo units 
Jithout a tuition Jaiver each quarter until they 
complete their degree. After their normative timeU 
students may request a one7year grace period that 
must be approved by the department faculty. 
@issertation 
-he Jritten thesis must demonstrate the completion 
of significantU original research and must be Jritten in 
publishable paper format. 
@e?ense o? dissertation 
An oral presentation and defense of the thesisU 
including final oral eTamination on the studentDs field 
of studyU are required. 
)ecommended 
-eaching is recommended during at least one quarter. 
-his eTperience may be obtained in the laboratory or 
it may include presenting several lectures for a 
course. 
Com;re,ensive eBamination 
Lral and Jritten comprehensive eTaminations are 
given near completion of the formal course Jor]. -he 
purpose is to measure the studentDs ]noJledge of 
his^her field of study and his^her ability to findU 
understandU and synthesi_e the research literature on 
a topic. -he Jritten eTamination consists of preparing 
a publishable revieJ or concept paper on a topic 
selected and evaluated by the studentDs 
committee. 'ubsequent to the Jritten eTaminationU 
the oral eTamination covers the studentDs field of 
study. 
Caried course o??erin>s 
`n addition to the primary offerings of the 
departmentU Jith committee approval the student 
may ta]e courses in other departments as part of the 
graduate Jor]U according to special interests and 
needs. 
)osario Deac, summer courses 
`n cooperation Jith the aalla aalla Gniversity 
barine 'tation in AnacortesU aashingtonU facilities 
are available for marine courses and research by 
students of this program. 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*012
Environmental Sciences—ST 
(B.S.) 
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 En$ironmental Sciences0ST 232
and Technology 8SST9: Or, st=dents desiring to o>tain 
early entrance to the program may do so i@ they 
complete a minim=m o@ 32 A=arter =nits 82B semester 
=nits9 at a comm=nity college o@ their choice and then 
>egin co=rse CorD at this Eni$ersity Chile 
conc=rrently taDing co=rse CorD at a near>y 
comm=nity college in order to complete their 
o=tstanding prereA=isite reA=irements: Admission 
reA=irements @or the program are a G:2 H:P:A: d=ring 
the @irst tCo years o@ co=rse CorD and letters o@ 
recommendation @rom tCo @ac=lty mem>ers at 
instit=tions pre$io=sly attended: 
!e#inar attendance re,uire#ents 
All st=dents m=st register @or and attend seminars 
each A=arter Chile at Joma Jinda Eni$ersity: 
/#plo3#ent opportunities 
Career options in the @ield o@ en$ironmental sciences 
are di$erse and a>=ndant: The En$ironmental 
Sciences Program prepares st=dents @or entry-le$el 
jo>s in en$ironmental sciences or HIS @ields: 
Hrad=ates may p=rs=e jo>s in the p=>lic sector 
thro=gh local, state, and @ederal agencies s=ch as E:S: 
Oish and Pildli@e Ser$ice, E:S: Heological S=r$ey, and 
Qepartment o@ Oish and Hame: In the pri$ate sector, 
grad=ates may seeD jo>s in en$ironmental cons=lting 
@irms, @o=ndations, and organiRations: Some 
eSamples o@ career paths that en$ironmental science 
grad=ates p=rs=e incl=de en$ironmental engineering, 
science and social policy, and a Cide $ariety o@ 
nat=ral reso=rces management @ields s=ch as soil 
science, @orestry, agric=lt=re, Catershed science, 
range management, Cildli@e conser$ation, recreation 
reso=rces, land management, and ecologyT landscape 
architect=re, conser$ation science, geographic 
in@ormation science 8HIS9, climatology, di$erse health 
sciencesT as Cell as p=>lic policy, laC, or planning 
careers: 
En$ironmental scientists may also >ecome in$ol$ed 
thro=gh employment or $ol=nteering Cith nonpro@it 
organiRations s=ch as Ad$entist Qe$elopment and 
Relie@ Agency 8AQRA9 International and help Corld 
pop=lations learn hoC to =se the earthVs reso=rces to 
their ad$antage in a s=staina>le manner: 
Weca=se o@ the strong @o=ndation in the nat=ral and 
physical sciences acA=ired in the En$ironmental 
Sciences Program, st=dents ha$e the option o@ 
applying to a $ariety o@ grad=ate programs, as Cell as 
to medical, dental, and engineering programs: 
4reparation 5or teachin7 
A st=dent preparing to teach at the elementary or 
secondary le$el Cill need to complete the 
reA=irements @or a teaching credential, in addition to 
the en$ironmental sciences major: The st=dent sho=ld 
cons=lt the =ndergrad=ate program director @or 
@=rther in@ormation: Heneral electi$e =nits can >e 
=sed @or ed=cation co=rses: 
/nviron#ental internship 
The En$ironmental Sciences Program o@@ers st=dent 
the opport=nity to engage in Xhands-onX application 
o@ @=ndamentals learned in co=rse CorD >y enrolling 
in ENZS [\3: Pith the s=per$ision o@ a @ac=lty 
ad$isor, st=dents Cill de$elop an academic 
component o@ the internship and Cill >e permitted to 
earn =p to \ =nits o@ general electi$e credit toCards 
the W:S: degree: All internship appointments are 
s=>ject to ENZS program director appro$al: 
9nder7raduate research 
OolloCing appro$al o@ an academic ad$isor and 
research pro@essor, st=dents interested in @ield 
research may gain training and eSperience in one o@ 
the three concentration areas o@@ered >y the program: 
Ender s=per$ision o@ a research pro@essor, st=dents 
Cill de$elop a project Cithin the conteSt o@ 
en$ironmental conser$ation, health, or s=staina>ility 
in an e@@ort to @ind neC sol=tions to en$ironmental 
pro>lems: 
:onors pro7ra# 
St=dents Cho ha$e a H:P:A: o@ ]:B or a>o$e, a 
sponsoring @ac=lty mem>er, and an appro$ed 
research proposal may apply to >e accepted in the 
en$ironmental sciences honors program: The honors 
st=dent m=st register @or at least G =nits o@ 
=ndergrad=ate research, cond=ct original research 
=nder a @ac=lty mem>erVs direction, s=>mit a Critten 
thesis, and gi$e a p=>lic oral presentation: 
;inancial aid 
Scholarships and disco=nts @or earth and >iological 
science =ndergrad=ate st=dents in the Qepartment o@ 
Earth and Wiological Sciences incl=de^ 
A=A>/?@= !=:ABAC!:@4! 
! Scholarships >ased on American College 
Test res=lts^ ACT score o@ ]B or a>o$e, _],BBB 
8or `a percent o@ t=ition9: Oor a st=dent Cho 
maintains a c=m=lati$e H:P:A: o@ at least ]:2, 
the scholarship is reneCa>le @or s=ccessi$e 
years: 
o Scholastic Aptit=de Test 8SAT9^ 
! National Merit Oinalist, `BB percent 
o@ t=ition 
! National Merit Semi@inalist, ][ 
percent o@ t=ition 
! National Merit Commended, GB 
percent o@ t=ition: 
Oor a st=dent Cho maintains a ]:2 c=m=lati$e H:P:A:, 
the scholarship is reneCa>le @or s=ccessi$e years:  I@ a 
st=dent A=ali@ies @or >oth an ACT and an SAT 
scholarship, the scholarship Cith the highest dollar 
$al=e Cill apply: 
U"#$%RS#T) CATA-O/ 576
! Rene5a7le /.:.A. scholarships (eliCi7ilitE 
7ased on /.:.A. at the end oG preHious 
academic Eear) 
o /.:.A. 7et5een L.75 and 4.00O PLO000 per 
Eear (or Q6 percent oG tuition) 
o /.:.A. 7et5een L.50 and L.74O P2O500 per 
Eear (or QL percent oG tuition) 
o /.:.A. 7et5een L.25 and L.49O PQO700 per 
Eear (or 9 percent oG tuition) 
#G a student is eliCi7le Gor a "ational Terit Scholarship 
andUor an ACT scholarship and a /.:.A. scholarshipO 
the one scholarship 5ith the hiChest dollar Halue 5ill 
applE. 
OTHER SCHOLARSHIPS 
Loma Linda University Department of Earth and 
Biological Sciences (EBS) Faculty Scholarship 
Scholarships oG Q0VtoVL0 percent oG tuition can 7e 
a5arded 7E the %WS GacultE to students 5ith Ginancial 
need andUor stronC promise Gor Guture proGessional 
contri7ution. #G a5ardees also XualiGE Gor other 
scholarships listed a7oHeO the scholarship 5ith the 
hiChest dollar Halue 5ill applE. 
Minority Achievement Scholarship, HI,J00 (or L5 
percent of tuition), renewable 
This scholarship Gor underrepresented students 5ill 
7e 7ased primarilE on scholastic achieHement and 
promiseO and secondarilE on Ginancial need. 
Summer Ministries Leadership Scholarships 
These scholarships are aHaila7le to students 5ho 
5orY at an AdHentist summer campO in summer 
Eouth ministrEO or in literature eHanCelism durinC the 
summer and then attend this UniHersitE in the 
academic Eear immediatelE Gollo5inC such serHice.  
-oma -inda UniHersitE 5ill match 50 percent oG all 
moneE earned in such 5orY that is applied to the 
studentZs tuition. 
Student Missions/Task Force Scholarships 
Student TissionsUTasY [orce ScholarshipsO 7ased on 
the amount oG time serHedO are aHaila7le to XualiGied 
students 5ho attend this UniHersitE the Eear 
Gollo5inC their term oG serHice. 
DISCOUNTS 
Family discount 
An immediate GamilE 5ith t5o dependent students 
attendinC -oma -inda UniHersitE at the same time 
5ill receiHe a tuitionVonlE discount oG P400 (or 2 
percent oG tuition) per studentO per Xuarter\ 5ith three 
or more studentsO the discount is P560 (or L percent oG 
tuition) per studentO per Xuarter. 
Guidelines 
! The com7ined total oG all scholarships 
andUor discounts cannot e]ceed costs Gor 
tuition. 
! Scholarships and discountsO 5hich are 
aHaila7le to GullVtime students onlEO 5ill 7e 
applied as a credit to the studentZs tuition 
account at the rate oG oneVthird oG the total 
per Xuarter. 
! -oss oG scholarship moneE maE result 5hen 
a student does not maintain the minimum 
cumulatiHe /.:.A. reXuired 7E the particular 
scholarship. 
! The last daE oG Ginal tests Gor the Girst Xuarter 
that a student is enrolled at this UniHersitE is 
the deadline Gor HeriGEinC 5ith Student 
[inancial SerHices that the student XualiGies 
Gor a scholarship Gor the academic Eear. 
! The scholarships and discounts listed a7oHe 
applE onlE to students enrolled in 
underCraduate proCrams in the ^epartment 
oG %arth and WioloCical Sciences. 
! ^etermination oG the amount oG scholarships 
and a5ards at -oma -inda UniHersitE is 
inGluenced 7E [A[SA data. State and Gederal 
CrantsO as 5ell as other Crants and su7sidiesO 
5ill 7e applied 7eGore -oma -inda 
UniHersitE scholarships and discounts\ 
thereGoreO some students maE 7e eliCi7le to 
receiHe onlE a portion oG their scholarship 
a5ard. 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCESU
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Freshman and sophomore year courses 
^OTA#" Q_ R%-#/#O" A"^ `UTA"#T#%S 
(20 XuarterUQ4 semester units minimum) 
Humanities 
(Q2 XuarterU8 semester units minimum) 
! -anCuaCe (Spanish preGerred)—4 XuarterUL 
semester units 
! RemaininC units must 7e chosen Grom the 
Gollo5inC areas_ Gine arts (art historE and 
music historE)O historEO  literatureO 
philosophEO perGorminCUHisual arts (not to 
e]ceed 4 Xuarter units) 
Religion 
An applicant 5ho has attended an AdHentist colleCe 
or uniHersitE is reXuired to haHe taYen 4 Xuarter units 
oG reliCion Grom an AdHentist institution Gor each Eear 
oG attendance at an AdHentist colleCe or uniHersitE. 
Up to 8 Xuarter units maE applE to5ards the 20 units 
needed in ^omain Q. #G the applicant has not attended 
an AdHentist institutionO no reliCion units are 
reXuired. #n either caseO ho5eHerO the applicant must 
haHe completed 20 XuarterUQ4 semester units in 
^omain Q_ `umanities and ReliCion. 
 Environmental Sciences—ST 233
DO6AIN :; SCIENTIFIC IN>UIRY AND ANALYSIS 
(:DEF: Guarter units) 
!"#$%"&'()*+,)+-'
(J: units minimum) 
! College algebra 
! Calculus (D GuarterMF semester) 
! General biologO with laboratorOR comSlete 
seGuence 
! General chemistrO with laboratorO (comSlete 
seGuence) 
! Organic chemistrO with laboratorO (comSlete 
seGuence recommended) 
! General ShOsics with laboratorOR comSlete 
seGuence 
! Environmental scienceMecologOR one course 
(deSending on the nature of the courseR 
environmental science maO not fulfill natural 
science unitsV) 
! Elective chosen from one of the following 
areas; chemistrOR geologOR mathematicsR 
ShOsicsR and statisticsV 
(.)*"&'()*+,)+- 
(J: units minimum) 
! One course dealing with human diversitO 
(eVgVR cultural anthroSologO) 
! Choose remaining units from the following 
areas; geograShOR economicsR Solitical 
scienceR SsOchologOR sociologOR etcV) 
DO6AIN F; CO66UNICATION 
(WEJF Guarter units) 
! English comSositionR comSlete seGuence 
! Elective areas maO include courses in 
comSuter information sOstemsR critical 
thinkingR and Sublic sSeakingV 
DO6AIN D; HEALTH AND ZELLNESS 
(: E[ Guarter units) 
! Two activitO courses in ShOsical education 
! Personal health or nutrition 
DO6AIN 2; ELECTI]ES 
Electives from the Srevious four domains maO be 
selected to comSlete the general education minimum 
reGuirements of [^ Guarter unitsV 
A minimum of JJJ units must be comSleted to meet 
the total degree reGuirement of JW: Guarter unitsV  No 
more than J_2 GuarterM3_ semester units maO be 
transferred from a communitO collegeV 
Please note;  Grades of CE and below are not acceSted 
for creditV
 
/"0.%  Units 
EN]H DJD Introduction to Environmental Health FV_ 
EN]H D:: PrinciSles of GeograShic Information SOstems DV_ 
EN]H D:D DesktoS GIS Software ASSlications DV_ 
EN]H DFD Advanced GIS Software ASSlications FV_ 
EN]S D_J Earth SOstem Science and Global Change I DV_ 
EN]S D_: Earth SOstem Science and Global Change II DV_ 
EN]S D22 Environmental Law and Regulation DV_ 
EN]S D^2 Seminar in Environmental Sciences (JV_) [V_ 
GEOL D32 PhilosoShO of Science and Origins DV_ 
Totals F[V_  
 
12!13!456472!'8'3,9*%.,:+,#"&';+.&.;<  
One concentration reGuired  Units 
GEOL FJ[ 6ineralogO (D) 
GEOL DJ[ SedimentologO and StratigraShO ([) 
GEOL D:D Structural GeologO (D) 
GEOL DDF Historical GeologO (D) 
GEOL D2[ Field 6ethods of Geologic 
6aSSing (D) 
Choose [ units  JV_ 
!"#$ER'#T) +,T,-O/ 072
/EO- 205 678sical /eolog8 5.0 
/EO- 5BC /eoc7eDistr8 5.0 
/EO- 5G5 EnvironDental /eolog8 B.0 
/EO- 5G0 J8drogeolog8 5.0 
Totals CG.0  
 
CONCENTRATION - Health geographics  
One concentration required  !nits 
E"$J 52B 6ractical #ssues in /#' N5O 
E"$J 5B7 /#' in 6uPlic Jealt7 N2O 
'T,T 5C7 QioDedical Rata SanageDent # N5O 
'T,T 5G5 'urve8 and ,dvanced Researc7 
Set7ods N5O 
+7oose G units  G.0 
E"$J 52C +artograT78 and SaT Resign B.0 
E"$J 5B0 'ourcesU +aTtureU and #ntegration oV /#' Rata B.0 
E"$J 5BG 'Tatial ,nal8sis Wit7 /#' 5.0 
Totals CG.0  
 
Religion  
+7oose at least one course VroD eac7 TreViX  !nits 
RE-E 5YY !TTer Rivision Et7ics Z 
RE-R 5YY !TTer Rivision Relational Z 
RE-T 50G ,dventist QelieVs and -iVe N2 to BO 
RE-T 52B -oDa -inda 6ersTectives N[2 to BO 
RE-T 5BG ,dventist Jeritage and Jealt7 
N[2 to BO 
RE-T 5B7 +urrent #ssues in ,dventisD N[2 to BO 
One course required  2.0 
Totals 2.0  
 
Required environmental sciences electives  
'elected VroD t7e EnvironDental 'ciences concentration areas  !nits 
/EO- YYY /eolog8 C0.0 
Totals C0.0  
 
General electives  
,n8 undergraduate courses taug7t at -oDa -inda !niversit8 or ot7er regionall8 accredited college  !nits 
YYYY YYY Elective CC.0 
Totals CC.0  
Overall Totals ?@.B  
 Famil' Counseling—ST 234
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5ARY E. 5OLINE? Program Director 
!:(;<1='
Eennifer AndreHs 
Ian P. Chand 
Curtis FoJ 
Karbara HernandeN 
Douglas Huenergardt 
Carmen OnudsonP5artin 
5ichelle 5in'ardPQidmann 
Cher'l SimRson 
Randall QalSer 
ColHicS Qilson 
 
A comRlete list of Rrogram instructors can be vieHed 
online at UHHH.llu.eduVsciencePtechnolog'VgradV 
mfamVindeJ.RageW. 
>?3:@1A?B1'
The Famil' Counseling Program is housed in the 
DeRartment of Counseling and Famil' Sciences? along 
Hith masterXs degree Rrograms in child life? 
counseling? famil' studies? marital and famil' 
theraR'Y as Hell as doctoral Rrograms in famil' 
studies and marital and famil' theraR'. 
A$,,$)+',7"7-#-+7'
The Famil' Life Program is consistent Hith Loma 
Linda Universit'Xs vision of transforming lives 
through HholePRerson health care.The mission of the 
Rrogram is to bring health? healing? Hholeness? and 
hoRe to individuals? families? and communities 
through education? research? clinical training? and 
communit' service. The Famil' Life Program 
accomRlishes this b' addressing relational needs and 
concerns of individuals and families over the life 
course in the conteJts of communities and global 
societ'. 
>?C@??D'(?@1E!E(:1?'EB'!:AE<='
(F;B0?<EBC'
The certificate in famil' life sciences is offered b' the 
School of Science and Technolog' through the 5arital 
and Famil' TheraR' Program and is designed for 
individuals Hho find a significant Rart of their HorS 
directed toHard dealing Hith the relationshiR 
Rroblems of individuals? families? and children. It is 
for those Rrofessionals Hho Hould liSe to gain famil' 
counseling sSills but Hho do not desire to comRlete 
another degree or earn a clinical license. 
The Rrogram Hill helR students acquire theoretical 
and s'stemic SnoHledge about relationshiRs? families? 
and childrenY as Hell as develoR Rractical sSills 
aRRlicable to both their Rrofessional and Rersonal 
lives. It is designed for ReoRle Hho have a Hide range 
of eJReriences? bacSgrounds? and goals. Ph'sicians? 
ministers? nurses? teachers? chaRlains? counselors? 
EAP counselors? social HorSers? school counselors? 
childcare HorSers? drug counselors? laH'ers? and 
others in related Rrofessions can enhance their 
effectiveness through this Rrogram. Paid 
RaraRrofessionals such as grouR home HorSers? and 
volunteers for counseling organiNations can also 
benefit from a SnoHledge of famil' counseling 
techniques. PeoRle involved in the business Horld—
such as suRervisors? managers? and Rersonnel 
deRartment emRlo'ees—can also benefit from the 
imRrovement of interRersonal and famil' sSills 
offered through the Rrogram. 
The Famil' Counseling Program is offered on 
camRus? and off camRus in Canada. 
:G#$,,$)+'
ARRlicants to the certificate Rrogram must meet the 
School of Science and Technolog' admission 
requirements and must have a bachelorXs degree from 
an accredited universit' or college. (Official 
transcriRts are evidence of degrees and courses 
comRleted.) 
Students must have a cumulative gradePRoint average 
of ^.3 or above (on a _.` scale). SRecial consideration 
ma' be given to students Hith gradePRoint averages 
as loH as ^.2 if the last Rart of their college HorS 
shoHs significant imRrovement. In addition? 
aRRlicants must Rrovide evidence of emotional 
stabilit'? academic abilit'? and maturit'. 
(-67$8$5"7-'6-H*$6-#-+7,'
To earn the certificate? students must successfull' 
comRlete ^3 quarter units? including a4 core units and 
b units of electives. It is Rossible to comRlete the 
certificate in tHo academic quarters. No clinical 
eJRerience is required? but students ma' use their 
electives to become eJRosed to clinical modalities. 
This certificate does not assist the student in aRRl'ing 
for or obtaining a clinical license. 
<-"6+$+.')*75)#-,'
a. Students Hill demonstrate aHareness of 
conteJtual issues in the field of marital and 
famil' theraR'? 
^. Students Hill gain an understanding of hoH 
to aRRl' their SnoHledge of conteJtual 
issues to their field of stud'VHorS. 
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Re#uired  Units 
M8AM 515 Crisis Intervention Counseling 3.0 
M8AM 535 Case Presentation and Professional Studies 4.0 
M8AM 551 8amily Therapy: 8oundational Theories and Practice 3.0 
M8AM 553 8amily Systems Theory 3.0 
M8AM 644 Child Abuse and 8amily Violence 3.0 
Totals 16.0  
 
(lecti,e-  
As approved by advisor  Units 
M8AM ___ Marital and 8amily 8.0 
Totals 8.0  
 
Religion  Units 
RELR 5__ Graduate-level Relational (3) 
RELR 564 Religion, Marriage, and the 8amily (3) 
Choose one course  3.0 
Totals 3.0  
1,erall 4otal- 5678  
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!amily (ife Education2ST 
56B certificate9 
CURTIS A. FO?, Program Director 
!AC<(T= 
Eennifer Andrews 
Ian P. Chand 
Barbara Kernandez 
Douglas Kuenergardt 
Carmen Mnudson-Martin 
Michelle Minyard-Widmann 
Mary Moline 
Cheryl Simpson 
Randall Walker 
Colwick Wilson 
 
A complete list of program instructors can be viewed 
online at Twww.llu.edu/science-technology/grad/ 
mfam/index.pageW. 
DE6ART@EAT 
In addition to the certificate program in family life 
education, the M.A. and Ph.D. degree programs in 
family studies are housed in the Department of 
Counseling and Family Sciences. This department 
also offers other graduate programs in child life 
(M.S.), counseling (M.S.), and marital and family 
therapy (M.S., Ph.D., and D.M.F.T.); as well as a 
number of graduate certificate programs are offered 
both for degree and for nondegree students. 
CERTB!BCATE BA !A@B(= (B!E 
ED<CATBOA 
The certificate in family life education is designed for 
persons who wish to have basic knowledge and skills 
in the delivery of family services using a family life 
education methodology instead of, or in addition to, a 
therapeutic methodology. This program is often 
sought by persons who do not wish to pursue a 
master's degree in family studies or a related field, 
but who wish to have academic qualifications to 
practice in that field. Students are provided with an 
understanding of the structure and functioning of the 
family as a social institution from a systems 
perspective and with the delivery skills required in a 
teaching format. 
Kistorically, this certificate has been pursued by 
persons who are established professionals in their 
field who wish to have some academic emphasis in 
the area of family life education. Teachers, nurses, 
martial and family therapists, and pastors are 
examples of such persons. 
The Family Life Education Program meets the course 
requirements of the National Council on Family 
Relations for certified family life educator (CFLE). 
More information on becoming certified by the 
National Council on Family Relations can be found 
on the organization's official Web site at 
Twww.ncfr.orgW. 
Admission 
Applicants to the certificate program must meet the 
School of Science and Technology admission 
requirements. In addition to evidence of emotional 
stability and maturity, the following requirements 
must be met: 
! Completed Loma Linda University 
application 
! Four-year baccalaureate degree (B.A or B.S. 
or equivalent) from an accredited college or 
university with a 3.0 G.P.A. 
! Official transcripts of scholastic record 
showing appropriate preparation, in grades 
and content 
! Personal interviews with two of the program 
faculty 
! If English is not the student's first language, 
a minimum score of 213 for the computer 
test and 550 for the pencil test on the Test of 
English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) 
! If the student is not a citizen or permanent 
resident of the U.S., presentation of a valid 
student visa 
(earning oFGectives 
1. Students will meet professional standards in 
basic content areas for certification in family 
life education. 
2. Students will know the difference between 
family life education and therapy and will be 
able to deliver services using family life 
education methodologies. 
3. Students will establish ethical guidelines for 
the practice of family life education and will 
maintain professional identity as a family life 
educator. 
C<RRBC<(<@ 
The curriculum is composed of 2c quarter units and 
may be completed in one year (attending full time), or 
extended over several years of part-time studies. The 
program is structured to accommodate part-time and 
nontraditional students. 
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Required  Units 
F8ST 09: Cross=cultural Counseling and FamilF $alues 2.H 
F8ST 090 IroJessional #ssues in FamilF=LiJe Education K.H 
F8ST 02: FamilF &esource 8anagement 2.H 
F8ST 021 Iarenting 2.H 
F8ST 02L FamilF LiJe Education K.H 
F8ST M9: FamilF Communication K.H 
8FA8 0:N Social EcologF oJ #ndividual and FamilF PeveloQment K.H 
8FA8 00K FamilF SFstems TReorF K.H 
8FA8 MN: Suman SeTual BeRavior K.H 
&EL& 0M: &eligionV 8arriageV and tRe FamilF K.H 
Totals 2N.H  
Overall Totals 27.0  
 Family Studies.S/ 012
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CUR/IS A8 FO:; Program Director 
!39:;/<'
Bennifer AndreEs 
Ian P8 Chand 
Curtis FoG 
HarIara HernandeK 
Douglas Huenergardt 
Carmen LnudsonMMartin 
Michelle MinyardMOidmann 
Mary Moline 
Cheryl Simpson 
Randall OalQer 
ColEicQ Oilson 
 
A complete list of program instructors can Ie vieEed 
online at ShttpTUUEEE8llu8eduUscienceMtechnologyU 
gradUmfamUindeG8pageV8 
7=53>/1=?/'
/he M8A8 and Ph8D8 in Family Studies programs are 
housed in the Department of Counseling and Family 
Sciences8 /Eo additional doctoral programs in marital 
and family therapy are offered in the departmentW 
hoEever; these degrees are clinical degrees; Ehereas 
the family studies degree is nonclinical8 /he 
department also offers  programs in child life XM8S8Y; 
counseling XM8S8Y; and marital and family therapy 
XM8S8; Ph8D8; and D8M8F8/8YW as Eell as a numIer of 
graduate certificate programs Ioth for degree and 
Eell as nondegree students8 
1$--$@A'-)"),#,A)'
Oith its emphasis on EholeMperson care; Loma Linda 
University acQnoEledges the interrelationship of all 
aspects of human life and is committed to a concern 
for the mental; physical; social; and spiritual 
dimensions of all8 /he life of the University is shaped 
Iy its seven core valuesT compassion; integrity; 
eGcellence; freedom; [ustice; purity; and humility8 /he 
Department of Counseling and Family Sciences 
supports the mission of the University and seeQs to 
reach out Eith care and compassion to individuals 
and families from all communities to facilitate greater 
Eholeness on the [ourney of life8 
/6,'+$-B$C%$A,'
Family Studies refers to the academic study of 
marriage and family living and focuses on the Ehole 
Iody of research on the social institution of the 
family8 /he family is studied from the perspectives of 
psychology; sociology; anthropology; Iiology; 
history; politics; religion; and laE8 /his field of study 
is often associated Eith acquiring QnoEledge and 
sQills to understand families Ietter and to Ie Ietter 
aIle to serve these families; thus promoting greater 
staIility and EellMIeing8 /he Ph8D8 degree is the 
highest level of academic preparation in the field8 
9,D)$E$B"),-'
/he Department of Counseling and Family Sciences 
offers certificate programs that can Ie comIined Eith 
master]s or doctoral degrees offered in the 
department to Iroaden a student]s counseling sQills 
and marQetaIility8 Students Eishing to add 
specialiKations in the folloEing areas must formally 
apply and Ie accepted into the desired certificate 
programXsY8 Prior to application; the student is 
advised to consult Eith the program coordinator8 
• Child Life Specialist Certificate 
• Clinical Mediation Certificate 
• Drug and Alcohol Counseling Certificate 
• Family Counseling Certificate 
• Family Life Education Certificate 
• School Counseling CertificateT California 
Pupil Personnel Services Credential XPPSY.
open only to M8S8 degree students in 
counseling and in marital and family 
therapy 
!F?3?9F3;'3F7'
Students Eho are accepted into the program may 
apply for financial aid through the University]s 
Student Financial Aid Office8 In some cases Ehen 
funds are availaIle; students may qualify for graduate 
research or teaching assistantships8 /he Student 
Financial Aid Office may Ie contacted Iy mail or 
telephone atT 
Student Financial Aid Office 
Student Services 
Loma Linda University 
Loma Linda; CA _`20a 
_a_U001Mb0a_ 
1232'F?'!31F;<'(/:7F=('
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/he M8A8 degree program in family studies is 
designed to prepare students to EorQ in applied 
settings; such as family services agencies; schools; 
churches; and other communityMIased programsW as 
Eell as in private practice using family life education 
methodology as the means of intervention for 
effecting changes in family rules; roles; and 
relationships8 Students Eill acquire greater 
QnoEledge of individual development and family 
dynamics; increase their sQills as a family life 
educator; andUor secure important QnoEledge and 
sQill to augment their present career8 /he M8A8 degree 
in family studies is often pursued Iy students Eho 
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are seeking graduate-level preparation for doctoral 
studies in the family sciences. 
!"#$""%&''$()&*%&+,%-"$./0/-&./(+%
The M.A. degree in family studies meets the highest 
standards and quality in the field. This program 
supports the standard curriculum of the National 
Council on Family Relations (NCFR) and prepares 
graduates to become certified family life educators 
(CFLE). Graduation from the M.A. degree program 
guarantees quick processing of the application for this 
credential. Earning the CFLE credential is desirable 
since many agencies and educational institutions 
require this certification when considering potential 
employees. Further information on securing the CFLE 
designation may be found on the Peb site of the 
National Council on Family Relations at 
Qwww.ncfr.orgR. 
1$(0"22/(+&*%.$&/+/+#%
In addition to the courses of instruction required for 
the successful completion of the M.A. degree in 
family studies, there is a service-learning component 
that is important in shaping the student's learning 
and experience in the field. This component includes 
100 hours of internship experience. This internship 
requires direct involvement in an organiXation for 
which the provision of services to families is at the 
forefront. The student is expected to engage in 
exercises such as program planning, service delivery, 
and/or evaluation of family life education programs. 
This experience is designed to create sensitivities to 
family needs, provide practical experience in family 
life programming, and enable students to have a 
competitive edge in the work world. Upon approval 
from the director of the program, this learning 
experience may be completed at two different sites. 
34546174!4%,"#$""%('./(+%
An M.A./Ph.D. degree option—essentially a 
combination of the two degree programs—in family 
studies is available. Application to this program may 
be made after the completion of a bachelor's degree 
(B.A. or B.S.) from an accredited institution. The 
student will complete 126 units of course work for 
this program. An M.A. degree will be awarded to the 
student after the successful completion of the basic 
department requirements. The program allows for the 
transfer of all courses from the M.A. degree that are 
required for the Ph.D. degree. 
The student will not be required to take FMST 505, 
FMST 506, FMST 698, or RELR 564. These courses will 
be substituted by the doctoral-level courses in 
research methods (FMST 604, FMST 605), dissertation 
research (FMST 699), and religion (9 units). 
Should a student fail to make satisfactory progress 
toward the doctoral degree requirements, s/he will be 
advised by the department faculty to complete the 
required courses for the M.A. degree if possible prior 
to termination from the Ph.D. degree program. 
5,8/22/(+%$"9:/$"8"+.2%
To apply for admission to the M.A. degree in family 
studies, the applicant must meet the admission 
requirements of the School of Science and 
Technology. The applicant must submit a completed 
application to the School of Science and Technology. 
In addition, s/he must show evidence of scholastic 
ability and emotional stability. If accepted, the 
student will begin his/her program in the Fall 
auarter, but s/he may petition to begin at another 
quarter of the academic year. 
Below is a list of additional admission requirements: 
! Minimum grade-point average 3.0 (4.0 scale) 
in bachelor's degree course work for at least 
the final 45 units prior to graduation 
! Health clearance 
! A background check (required before 
matriculation to the program) 
! Official transcripts on file 
! Three letters of recommendation, as 
specified 
! Statement of intent 
! Interview with department faculty as 
scheduled (on-campus group interviews are 
scheduled for mid-March and mid-May; 
other on-campus and phone interviews are 
scheduled individually) 
! If English is not the student's first language, 
a minimum score of 213 for the computer 
test and 550 for the paper-and-pencil test on 
the Test of English as a Foreign Language 
(TOEFL) 
! If the student is not a citiXen or permanent 
resident of the U.S., a valid student visa 
;"&$+/+#%(:.-(8"2%
1. Students will develop and maintain 
professional identity as a graduate-level 
person in family studies. 
2. Students will demonstrate critical skills in 
evaluating the current and ongoing issues 
and theories in the field of human 
development and family studies. 
3. Students will be proficient in family service 
practice skills using family life-education 
methodologies. 
4. Students will be conversant with legal and 
ethical issues as a family scientist in the areas 
of teaching, research, and service. 
5. Students will have skills in research, 
program evaluation, and program 
development. 
6. Students will have critical-thinking and 
writing skills appropriate to the field of 
family science. 
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Curriculum 
The curriculum for the M.A. degree in family studies 
includes 54 units of course work and may be 
completed in one-and-one-half to two years of full-
time study. Students have up to five years to 
complete the degree. The program is structured to 
accommodate part-time and nontraditional students. 
)*+,+ IN /AMI23 ST6,IES  
/amily stu<ies an< career o@tions 
The Ph.D. degree program in family studies is 
designed to prepare highly skilled persons to work in 
academe as teachers and researchers and/or to work 
in applied settings.such as family services agencies, 
schools, churches, and other community-based 
programs.as well as in private practice settings as 
family life consultants or family life educators. 
Students are able to acquire sophisticated knowledge 
of individual and family development and increase 
their skills as a family life educator. 
In addition to the opportunity to interact with state-
of-the-art information on marital and family living, 
the Department of Counseling and Family Sciences 
offers individual attention because of a low student-
to-teacher ratio, a collaborative research and learning 
environment, an opportunity to individualiJe the 
program of study, a choice of emphasis consistent 
with the studentKs career goals, and practical 
eLperience in areas of career interest. 
Aoals oB tCe )C+,+ <egree in Bamily stu<ies 
The Ph.D. degree in family studies at Loma Linda 
University represents the highest level of academic 
training for family scientists and provides a family 
systems approach to observing, understanding, and 
analyJing close relationships and families using the 
tools of family science. This nonclinical degree which 
is based on a scientist/professional model, aims to 
prepare academicians, researchers, service 
administrators, and providers in family services 
organiJations. 
The Ph.D. program will equip students with four 
maOor skills: 
1. Acquisition, integration, and impartation of 
substantive and theoretical areas of human 
and family developmentR 
2. Use of statistics and research methodologies 
to conduct empirical research on individuals, 
families, and other close relationshipsR 
3. Use of strategies to build individual and 
family competence informed by family 
science scholarshipR 
4. Mastery of assessment and evaluation skills 
to measure treatment and program outcomes 
and effectiveness. 
,egree a@@roval an< certiBication 
The Ph.D. degree program is the highest level of 
academic preparation in family studies. This program 
meets the highest standards and quality in the field. It 
supports the standard curriculum of the National 
Council on Family Relations (NCFR) and prepares 
graduates to become certified family life educators 
(CFLE) by the National Council on Family Relations. 
Graduation from the Ph.D. degree program 
guarantees quick processing of the NCFR application 
for the certificate in family life education. Earning the 
CFLE credential is desirable since many agencies and 
educational institutions require this certification when 
considering potential employees. Further information 
on securing a CFLE designation may be found on the 
Web site of the National Council on Family Relations 
at \www.ncfr.org]. 
Service learning 
In addition to the courses of instruction required for 
the successful completion of the Ph.D. degree in 
family studies, there is a service-learning component 
that is very important in the studentKs professional 
formation in the field. This component of the program 
includes 300 hours of internship eLperience. This 
internship requires direct involvement in teaching, 
research, or the provision of family services through 
an organiJation that serves the needs of families. The 
internship is designed to provide learning 
eLperiences consistent with the studentKs career 
interests or goals. Teaching eLperiences are eLpected 
to be at the tertiary educational level in areas of 
family life or family services. A research internship 
will consist of active immersion in the research 
process, leading to the submission of at least one 
paper for publication. A family service internship 
may be activities such as program planning, service 
delivery, grant writing, program evaluation, and/or 
other related activities. This eLperience is designed to 
create sensitivities to family needs, provide practical 
eLperience in family life programming, and give 
students a competitive edge in the work world. Upon 
approval from the program director in the studentKs 
department, this learning eLperience may be 
completed at two different sites. 
A<mission reFuirements 
Admission to the Ph.D. degree program in family 
studies in the Department of Counseling and Family 
Sciences remains competitive. Each year, only a small 
number of applicants will be admitted to this 
program. If accepted, students are eLpected to begin 
his/her program in the Fall Quarter, but s/he may 
petition the department to begin at another quarter of 
the academic year. The requirements for admission 
include a completed application to the School of 
Science and Technology. In addition, each applicant 
must show evidence scholastic ability and emotional 
stability. Students will be considered for admission 
after the successful completion of a bachelorKs or 
masterKs degree in any field. `elow is a list of other 
admission requirements: 
• Minimum G.P.A. of 3.3 in undergraduate 
degree or graduate degree 
• Official academic transcripts 
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! Three letters of recommendation 
! Competitive GRE scores 
! Personal essay 
! Formal interview with department faculty 
! Successful completion of an undergraduate 
course in statistics 
! Acceptable TOEFL score if English is the 
applicantJs second language 
! BacLground checL (prior to matriculation) 
The final decision for admission to the Ph.D. degree 
program is based on a comprehensive assessment of 
academic history (G.P.A.), GRE scores, performance 
at the interview, and letters of reference. The final 
decision on admission is made by the dean of the 
School of Science and Technology.  
Students with a B.A. degree in family studies or a 
related field may also apply to the combined 
M.A.SPh.D. degree in family studies. 
Learning outcomes 
1. Students will have professional identity as a 
doctoral level family scientist. 
2. Students will be grounded in the theoretical 
and philosophical foundations of the field of 
family science and be conversant with the 
ongoing development of family theories. 
3. Students will be able to critique and evaluate 
the current and ongoing issues in the field of 
human development and family studies. 
4. Students will be conversant with legal and 
ethical issues as a family scientist in the areas 
of teaching, research, and service. 
5. Students will become adept in family service 
practice sLills. 
6. Students will contribute to the body of 
Lnowledge in family social science. 
7. Students will have sophisticated Lnowledge 
and sLills as researchers in the field of family 
science. 
Curriculum 
The curriculum for the Ph.D. degree in family studies 
includes 104 units of course worL and may be 
completed in three-to-four years of full-time study 
post-masterJs. Students who do not have a solid 
grounding in family science will be offered a number 
of prerequisite courses necessary for building a 
foundation for later advanced courses. 
Concentrations 
All students in the doctoral program must declare a 
concentration, which will include 12 units of course 
worL in a specific area that gives depth and breadth 
to their worL and informs their future academic or 
career interest. Three concentrations are offered by 
the Department of Counseling and Family Sciences\ 
family, systems, and health] school consultation] and 
systems consultation and professional relations. 
Students who wish to do another concentration may 
petition the department faculty through the program 
director for variance.
 
Ma2or  M.A. Ph.D. 
FMST 514 Cross-cultural Counseling and Family Values 2.0   
FMST 515 Professional Issues in Family-Life Education 3.0 3.0 
FMST 518 Advanced Theories in Child Development   3.0 
FMST 524 Family Resource Management 2.0 2.0 
FMST 526 Marriage and the Family 3.0 3.0 
FMST 528 Parenting 2.0 2.0 
FMST 529 Family Life Education 3.0 3.0 
MFAM 515 Crisis Intervention Counseling 3.0   
MFAM 545 Gender Perspectives 2.0   
MFAM 547 Social Ecology of Individual and Family Development 3.0   
MFAM 553 Family Systems Theory 3.0   
MFAM 568 Groups\ Process, and Practice 3.0   
MFAM 638 Family Therapy and Chemical Abuse 3.0   
MFAM 674 Human Sexual Behavior 3.0   
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MFT4 505 Advanced Family Studies   4.0 
MFT4 51= Teaching in 4igher Education   C.0 
MFT4 6=4 Eoctoral Seminar (0.5) Register for 6 Juarters   3.0 
Totals 35.0  C5.0  
 
Religion  M.A. Ph.D. 
RELR 564 Religion, Marriage, and the Family 3.0   
RELE 5__ Graduate-level Ethics   3.0 
RELR 535 Spirituality and Mental 4ealth   3.0 
RELT 615 Seminar in Philosophy of Religion   3.0 
Totals 1C.0  =.0  
 
Research  M.A. Ph.D. 
FMST 505 Social Research Methods: Tuantitative 3.0   
FMST 506 Advanced Social Research Methods 3.0   
FMST 668 Tualitative Research Practicum   C.0 
FMST 6=8 ProUect or Thesis 3.0   
MFT4 601 Statistics I   4.0 
MFT4 60C Statistics II   4.0 
MFT4 603 Statistics III   4.0 
MFT4 604 Advanced Tualitative Methods   4.0 
MFT4 605 Advanced Tuantitative Methods   4.0 
MFT4 608 Analysis and Presentation Issues in Research   3.0 
MFT4 6=2 Research   1.0 
MFT4 6=8 Eissertation Research   1.0 
Totals =.0  C2.0  
 
Electives  
Units may be chosen from among various courses offered by the department, or from other 
departments, depending on professional interest or need  M.A. Ph.D. 
____ ___ Elective 4.0 5.0 
Totals 4.0  5.0 
 
Practicum  
Units do not count toYard total units reJuired for the degree  M.A. Ph.D. 
FMST 6=5 Internship in Family Studies (1.0-4.0) C.0   
Totals —  —  
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T2is concentration <re<ares marital and family t2era<ists to BorC Bit2 issues related to 
2ealt2 and illness in medical settings andFor in collaboration Bit2 ot2er 2ealt2 care 
<rofessionalsH T2e concentration includes o<<ortunities to BorC in t2e <rimary care LLU 
clinics to get life eI<erience Bit2 <atientsJ doctorsJ and ot2er 2ealt2 care <rofessionals 
(Family Medicine and SACN)P as Bell as t2e o<<ortunity to BorC Bit2 some s<ecific 2ealt2Q
related researc2 <rojectsH  :;'; <9;=; 
MFTN 0ST Family T2era<y and Medicine   SHU 
MFTN 0TT Nealt2 and Illness in Families   SHU 
MFTN 0VT Social ConteIt of Nealt2   SHU 
MFTN VSW S<ecial Projects in Nealt2 and Illness in Families   YHU 
Totals —  —  
 
!"#!$#%&'%("#)*)2>9??/)!?63@/4,4.?6  
T2e sc2ool consultation concentration broadens t2e systematic BorC of <rofessionals in 
marital and family t2era<y or family studies to include more CnoBledgeable consultation 
Bit2 sc2ool administratorsJ teac2ersJ counselorsJ and <syc2ologists regarding t2e BellQ
being of c2ildrenJ adolescentsJ and college or university students in educational 
environmentsH Doctoral students may select Y] units of study for t2is concentration from 
t2e list of courses beloBH  :;'; <9;=; 
COUN 0WT Psyc2ological Foundations of 
Education (THU) 
COUN 0WV EIce<tional and Medically 
C2allenged C2ildren (SHU) 
COUN 0WW Assessment in Counseling (SHU) 
COUN 0W1 College and Career 
Counseling (SHU) 
COUN VW1 Consultation and 
Leaders2i< (SHU) 
COUN VW^ Sc2ool Counseling_ Nistory and 
Practice (SHU) 
C2oose Y] units  — Y]HU 
Totals —  Y]HU  
 
!"#!$#%&'%("#)*)20345-3)!?63@/4,4.?6),67)<A?B533.?6,/)&5/,4.?63  :;'; <9;=; 
MFTN 0]1 Organi`ations_ StructureJ ProcessJ and Be2avior   SHU 
MFTN 000 Organi`ational Develo<ment and C2ange   SHU 
MFTN 00V Management Consulting and Professional Relations   SHU 
MFTN 00W Organi`ational Assessment   SHU 
Totals —  —  
"C5A,//)%?4,/3 DE;E  FG;E  
 
 
Course titles folloBed by a number in <arent2eses 
indicate a variable unit course or a course t2at is to be 
re<eated one or more times until t2e total rebuired 
units are reac2edH T2e number inside t2e <arent2eses 
is t2e unit value of t2e courseH T2e number in t2e 
column is t2e total units rebuired for t2e degree 
<rogramH 
 "eolo&'()T +,-
Geology—ST 
(B.S., M.S.) 
./012 /. 214.5 6ro&ra9 :ire<tor >or ?.). de&ree 
A. 6BCD ?C4AA/1E5 6ro&ra9 :ire<tor >or E.). 
de&ree 
FACULTY—B.S. 
DeoFard R. ?raFd 
:ou&las R. ?rittoF 
A. 6aul ?u<JJei9 
?eFKa9iF D. 4lauseF 
Raul /sLeraFte 
Ma9es D. "iNsoF 
A. TJo9as "oodOiF 
0. Dero' De&&it 
RoFald 2aliF 
.eviF /. 2i<Q 
FACULTY—M.S. 
)taFle' E. BOra9iQ 
DeoFard R. ?raFd 
:ou&las R. ?rittoF 
A. 6aul ?u<JJei9 
?eF 4lauseF 
)teLJeF ". :uFNar 
Raul /sLeraFte 
A. TJo9as "oodOiF 
0. Dero' De&&itt 
RoFald 2aliF 
.eviF. /. 2i<Q 
GEOLOGY—B.S. 
TJe :eLart9eFt o> /artJ aFd ?iolo&i<al )<ieF<es iF 
tJe )<Jool o> )<ieF<e aFd Te<JFolo&' o>>ers a 
Lro&ra9 leadiF& to tJe ?a<Jelor o> )<ieF<e de&ree iF 
&eolo&'. TJis Lro&ra9 Lrovides tJe studeFt OitJ a 
>ieldRorieFted edu<atioF5 e9LJasiSiF& tJe aLLli<atioF 
o> &eolo&i<al LriF<iLles iF iFterLretiF& data. 
)edi9eFtar' &eolo&'5 LaleoFtolo&'5 aFd 
eFviroF9eFtal &eolo&' are areas o> e9LJasis OitJiF 
tJe deLart9eFt. 
Objectives 
TJe iFte&rated <ore <ourse sequeF<e o> tJe &eolo&' 
de&ree Lrovides studeFts OitJ a &eFeral Na<Q&rouFd 
iF &eolo&' as LreLaratioF >or a <areer or &raduate 
studies iF strati&raLJ'5 sedi9eFtolo&'5 LaleoFtolo&'5 
aFd eFviroF9eFtal &eolo&'. UieldOorQ is e9LJasiSed 
Ne<ause it Lrovides tJe liFQ to Nasi< &eolo&i<al data 
Ne'oFd tJe <lassroo9 aFd laNorator'. TJrou&Jout tJe 
&eolo&' <urri<ulu95 studeFts are tau&Jt to aLLl' tJe 
s<ieFti>i< 9etJod to resolve &eolo&i< LroNle9s. 
)tudeFts are eF<oura&ed to <oFsider 9ultiLle 
OorQiF& J'LotJeses duriF& tJis Lro<ess. 
Scholarships and discounts for earth and biological 
science undergraduate students 
B. B4B:/E14 )4AODBR)A16) 
W. )<JolarsJiLs Nased oF test results 
 
B9eri<aF 4olle&e TestX B4T s<ore o> Y0 or 
aNove5 [Y5000 \or W] Ler<eFt o> tuitioF^. Uor a 
studeFt OJo 9aiFtaiFs a <u9ulative ".6.B. 
o> at least Y.+5 tJe s<JolarsJiL is reFeOaNle 
>or su<<essive 'ears. 
 
)<Jolasti< BLtitude Test \)BT^X 
! 2atioFal Eerit UiFalist5 W00 Ler<eFt o> 
tuitioF 
! 2atioFal Eerit )e9i>iFalist5 Y_ Ler<eFt 
o> tuitioF 
! 2atioFal Eerit 4o99eFded5 20 Ler<eFt 
o> tuitioF. 
Uor a studeFt OJo 9aiFtaiFs a Y.+ 
<u9ulative ".6.B.5 tJe s<JolarsJiL is 
reFeOaNle >or su<<essive 'ears. 1> a studeFt 
quali>ies >or NotJ aF B4T aFd aF )BT 
s<JolarsJiL5 tJe s<JolarsJiL OitJ tJe Ji&Jest 
dollar value Oill aLLl'. 
2. ReFeOaNle ".6.B. s<JolarsJiLs \eli&iNilit' 
Nased oF ".6.B. at tJe eFd o> Lrevious 
a<ade9i< 'ear^ 
! ".6.B. NetOeeF Y.7+ aFd _.005 [Y5000 Ler 
'ear \or W] Ler<eFt o> tuitioF^ 
! ".6.B. NetOeeF Y.+0 aFd Y.7_5 [25+00 Ler 
'ear \or WY Ler<eFt o> tuitioF^ 
! ".6.B. NetOeeF Y.2+ aFd Y._-5 [W5700 Ler 
'ear \or - Ler<eFt o> tuitioF^ 
1> a studeFt is eli&iNle >or a 2atioFal Eerit 
)<JolarsJiL aFdbor aF B4T s<JolarsJiL aFd 
a ".6.B. s<JolarsJiL5 tJe oFe s<JolarsJiL 
OitJ tJe Ji&Jest dollar value Oill aLLl'. 
?. OTA/R )4AODBR)A16) 
Loma Linda University Department of Earth 
and Biological Sciences (EBS) Faculty 
Scholarship 
)<JolarsJiLs o> W0 to Y0 Ler<eFt o> tuitioF <aF Ne 
aOarded N' tJe /?) >a<ult' to studeFts OitJ 
>iFaF<ial Feed aFdbor stroF& Lro9ise >or >uture 
Lro>essioFal <oFtriNutioF. 1> aOardees also 
quali>' >or otJer s<JolarsJiLs listed aNove5 tJe 
s<JolarsJiL OitJ tJe Ji&Jest dollar value Oill 
aLLl'. 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*012
Minority Achievement Scholarship, 52,800 (or 
15 percent of tuition), renewable 
(345*563789:534;*<7:*=>?@::@;:@5@>A@?*5A=?@>A5*
B488*C@*C95@?*;:4D9:48E*7>*5637895A46*
9634@F@D@>A*9>?*;:7D45@G*9>?*5@67>?9:48E*7>*
<4>9>6498*>@@?H*
Summer Ministries Leadership Scholarships 
(3@5@*563789:534;5*9:@*9F9489C8@*A7*5A=?@>A5*B37*
B7:I*9A*9>*,?F@>A45A*5=DD@:*69D;G*4>*5=DD@:*
E7=A3*D4>45A:EG*7:*4>*84A@:9A=:@*@F9>J@845D*
?=:4>J*A3@*5=DD@:*9>?*A3@>*9AA@>?*A345*
!>4F@:54AE*4>*A3@*969?@D46*E@9:*4DD@?49A@8E*
<7887B4>J*5=63*5@:F46@H*-7D9*-4>?9*!>4F@:54AE*
B488*D9A63*02*;@:6@>A*7<*988*D7>@E*@9:>@?*4>*5=63*
B7:I*A39A*45*9;;84@?*A7*A3@*5A=?@>AK5*A=4A47>H*
Student Missions/Task Force Scholarships 
'A=?@>A*L45547>5M(95I*N7:6@*'63789:534;5G*C95@?*
7>*A3@*9D7=>A*7<*A4D@*5@:F@?G*9:@*9F9489C8@*A7*
O=984<4@?*5A=?@>A5*B37*9AA@>?*A345*!>4F@:54AE*A3@*
E@9:*<7887B4>J*A3@4:*A@:D*7<*5@:F46@H*
+H P#'+.!"('*
Family discount 
,>*4DD@?49A@*<9D48E*B4A3*AB7*?@;@>?@>A*
5A=?@>A5*9AA@>?4>J*-7D9*-4>?9*!>4F@:54AE*9A*A3@*
59D@*A4D@*B488*:@6@4F@*9*A=4A47>Q7>8E*?4567=>A*7<*
RS22*T7:*U*;@:6@>A*7<*A=4A47>V*;@:*5A=?@>AG*;@:*
O=9:A@:W*B4A3*A3:@@*7:*D7:@*5A=?@>A5G*A3@*
?4567=>A*45*R0X2*T7:*Y*;@:6@>A*7<*A=4A47>V*;@:*
5A=?@>AG*;@:*O=9:A@:H*
Guidelines 
,88*563789:534;5*9>?M7:*?4567=>A5*69>>7A*@Z6@@?*
675A5*<7:*A=4A47>H*
[H '63789:534;5*9>?*?4567=>A5G*B3463*9:@*
9F9489C8@*A7*<=88QA4D@*5A=?@>A5*7>8EG*B488*C@*
9;;84@?*95*9*6:@?4A*A7*A3@*5A=?@>AK5*A=4A47>*
9667=>A*9A*A3@*:9A@*7<*7>@QA34:?*7<*A3@*A7A98*
;@:*O=9:A@:H*
UH -755*7<*563789:534;*D7>@E*D9E*:@5=8A*B3@>*
9*5A=?@>A*?7@5*>7A*D94>A94>*A3@*D4>4D=D*
6=D=89A4F@*/H\H,H*:@O=4:@?*CE*A3@*;9:A46=89:*
563789:534;H*
YH (3@*895A*?9E*7<*<4>98*A@5A5*<7:*A3@*<4:5A*O=9:A@:*
A39A*9*5A=?@>A*45*@>:788@?*9A*A345*!>4F@:54AE*45*
A3@*?@9?84>@*<7:*F@:4<E4>J*B4A3*'A=?@>A*
N4>9>6498*'@:F46@5*A39A*A3@*5A=?@>A*O=984<4@5*
<7:*9*563789:534;*<7:*A3@*969?@D46*E@9:H*
SH (3@*563789:534;5*9>?*?4567=>A5*845A@?*9C7F@*
9;;8E*7>8E*A7*5A=?@>A5*@>:788@?*4>*
=>?@:J:9?=9A@*;:7J:9D5*4>*A3@*P@;9:AD@>A*
7<*%9:A3*9>?*]4787J4698*'64@>6@5H*
0H P@A@:D4>9A47>*7<*A3@*9D7=>A*7<*563789:534;5*
9>?*9B9:?5*9A*-7D9*-4>?9*!>4F@:54AE*45*
4><8=@>6@?*CE*N,N',*?9A9H*'A9A@*9>?*<@?@:98*
J:9>A5G*95*B@88*95*7A3@:*J:9>A5*9>?*5=C54?4@5G*
B488*C@*9;;84@?*C@<7:@*-7D9*-4>?9*
!>4F@:54AE*563789:534;5*9>?*?4567=>A5W*
A3@:@<7:@G*57D@*5A=?@>A5*D9E*C@*@84J4C8@*A7*
:@6@4F@*7>8E*9*;7:A47>*7<*A3@4:*563789:534;*
9B9:?H*
Learning outcomes 
[H P@D7>5A:9A@*I>7B8@?J@*7<*A3@*67D;754A47>*
9>?*5A:=6A=:@*7<*A3@*@9:A3G*J@787J4698*
;:76@55@5G*9>?*@9:A3*9>?*;89>@A9:E*D7?@85H*
UH P@D7>5A:9A@*5I488*4>*<4>?4>J*:@<@:@>6@*
D9A@:4985*9>?*6788@6A4>J*9>?*;:@5@>A4>J*<4@8?*
9>?*89C7:9A7:E*?9A9H*
YH P@F@87;*B:4AA@>G*9>98EA4698G*9>?*7:98*5I4885*
B4A3*A3@*4>A@J:9A47>*7<*A@63>787JE*4>*
67DD=>469A47>H*
SH ,>98E^@*9>?*5E>A3@54^@*;:@F47=5*
I>7B8@?J@H*
0H P@F@87;*9*;:7<@5547>98*9;A4A=?@*9>?*
9AA4A=?@H*
XH P@F@87;*6:4A4698Q@F98=9A47>*5I4885*4>*:@89A4>J*
<94A3*9>?*564@>6@*9>?*;=C846*4>A@:@5A*455=@5H*
Admission 
,*5A=?@>A*;=:5=4>J*9*]963@87:*7<*'64@>6@*?@J:@@*4>*
A3@*/@787JE*\:7J:9D*B488*A9I@*A3@*<4:5A*AB7*E@9:5*7<*
J@>@:98*@?=69A47>*9>?*564@>6@*67=:5@*B7:I*9A*9>E*
966:@?4A@?*67DD=>4AE*6788@J@G*6788@J@G*7:*=>4F@:54AEW*
9>?*A3@*895A*AB7*E@9:5*7<*J@787JE*6=::46=8=D*9A*-7D9*
-4>?9*!>4F@:54AEH*,?D45547>*:@O=4:@D@>A5*<7:*A3@*
]H'H*?@J:@@*4>*A3@*/@787JE*\:7J:9D*9:@*9*UH0*/H\H,H*
?=:4>J*A3@*<4:5A*AB7*E@9:5*7<*67=:5@*B7:IG*9>?*8@AA@:5*
7<*:@67DD@>?9A47>*<:7D*AB7*<96=8AE*9A*A3@*
4>5A4A=A47>5*;:@F47=58E*9AA@>?@?H*(3@*?@J:@@*
:@O=4:@D@>A5*C@87B*4>68=?@*9*845A*7<*A3@*67=:5@5*A39A*
537=8?*C@*A9I@>*?=:4>J*A3@*<4:5A*AB7*E@9:5*95*
;:@;9:9A47>*<7:*A3@*J@787JE*6=::46=8=D*9A*-7D9*
-4>?9*!>4F@:54AEH*
Employment 
,*C966989=:@9A@*?@J:@@*4>*J@787JE*;:@;9:@5*9*5A=?@>A*
A7*@>A@:*J:9?=9A@*;:7J:9D5*4>*J@787JE*7:*
;98@7>A787JEG*7:*<7:*@D;87ED@>A*4>*@>F4:7>D@>A98*
9>?*@>@:JEQ:@89A@?*4>?=5A:4@5W*7:*TB4A3*A3@*>@6@559:E*
@?=69A47>*67=:5@5V*<7:*A@9634>J*4>*5@67>?9:E*5637785H*
L75A*@D;87ED@>A*7;;7:A=>4A4@5*4>*4>?=5A:EG*:@5@9:63G*
7:*6788@J@*A@9634>J*:@O=4:@*9*J:9?=9A@*?@J:@@H*
Preparation for teaching 
#>*9??4A47>*A7*A3@*J@787JE*D9_7:G*9*5A=?@>A*;:@;9:4>J*
A7*A@963*9A*A3@*@8@D@>A9:E*7:*5@67>?9:E*8@F@8*B488*
>@@?*A7*67D;8@A@*A3@*:@O=4:@D@>A5*<7:*9*A@9634>J*
6:@?@>A498H*(3@*5A=?@>A*537=8?*67>5=8A*A3@*/@787JE*
\:7J:9D*=>?@:J:9?=9A@*?4:@6A7:*<7:*<=:A3@:*
4><7:D9A47>H*/@>@:98*@8@6A4F@*=>4A5*69>*C@*=5@?*<7:*
@?=69A47>*67=:5@5H*
Honors program 
'A=?@>A5*39F4>J*9*/H\H,H*7<*YH2*7:*9C7F@G*9*
5;7>57:4>J*<96=8AE*D@DC@:G*9>?*9>*9;;:7F@?*
:@5@9:63*;:7;7598*D9E*9;;8E*A7*C@*966@;A@?*4>*A3@*
@>F4:7>D@>A98*564@>6@5*37>7:5*;:7J:9DH*`7>7:5*
5A=?@>A5*D=5A*:@J45A@:*<7:*9A*8@95A*U*=>4A5*7<*
=>?@:J:9?=9A@*:@5@9:63G*67>?=6A*7:4J4>98*:@5@9:63*
 "eolog'()* +,-
under a facult' mem7er8s direction; su7mit a <ritten 
thesis; and give a pu7lic oral presentation. 
!"#$%#&'()"*+"#,-(
*he Department of Barth and Ciological )ciences 
offers a Master of )cience degree in geolog'. 
Bmphases availa7le in this program are sedimentar' 
geolog'; paleontolog'; and environmental geolog'. A 
Master of )cience degree; a Doctor of Philosoph' 
degree in 7iolog'; and a Doctor of Philosoph' degree 
in earth science are also availa7le. 
!'.'"#/(-&%$0'-("'1%0"','.&-(
*he information 7elo< provides a summar' of the 
Gniversit'8s general studies requirements for 
undergraduate students. Ior a complete description 
of Loma Linda Gniversit'8s general education 
requirements and criteria; the student should refer to 
the Division of "eneral )tudies section in this 
KA*ALL". 
Mto 7e taNen at an' collegeO 
DLMAPQ -R SBLP"PLQ AQD TGMAQP*PB) 
MUV quarter/-X semester units minimumO 
2%,#.0&0'- 
M-U quarter/Y semester units minimumO 
Khoose courses from three of the follo<ing areasR 
civiliZation/histor'; fine arts Mart histor' and music 
histor'O; literature; philosoph'; performing/visual 
arts Mnot to e[ceed X quarter unitsO; and philosoph'. 
3'/0+0*.(
An applicant <ho has attended an Adventist college 
or universit' is required to have taNen four quarter 
units of religion from an Adventist institution for 
each 'ear of attendance at an Adventist college or 
universit'. Gp to Y quarter credits ma' appl' to<ards 
the UV credits needed in Domain -.Pf the applicant has 
not attended an Adventist institution; there are no 
religion units required. Pn either case; ho<ever; the 
applicant must have completed UV quarter/-X 
semester units in Domain -R Tumanities and Seligion. 
DLMAPQ UR )KPBQ*PIPK PQ\GPS] AQD AQAL])P) 
MUX^_U quarter unitsO 
4#&%"#/(560'.6'- 
M-U units minimumO 
! Mathematics; including calculus 
MY^-U quarter unitsO 
! "eneral chemistr' <ith la7orator'(one full 
'ear; complete sequence 
! "eneral ph'sics <ith la7orator'(one full 
'ear; complete sequence 
! Kourses in genetics and ecolog'; or general 
7iolog' <ith la7orator' MY quarter unitsO 
5*60#/(560'.6'-(
M-U units minimumO 
! Lne course dealing <ith human diversit' 
Me.g.; cultural anthropolog'O 
! Khoose remaining units from the follo<ing 
areasR geograph'; economics; political 
science; ps'cholog'; sociolog'; etc.O 
DLMAPQ _R KLMMGQPKA*PLQ 
M,^-_ quarter unitsO 
! Bnglish composition Mcomplete sequenceO 
! Blective areas ma' include courses in 
computer information s'stems; critical 
thinNing; and pu7lic speaNing. 
DLMAPQ XR TBAL*T AQD `BLLQB)) 
MU^a quarter unitsO 
! *<o activit' courses in ph'sical education 
! Personal health or nutrition 
DLMAPQ +R BLBK*PbB) 
Blectives from the previous four domains ma' 7e 
selected to complete the general education minimum 
requirements of aY quarter units. 
A minimum of -V- units must 7e completed to meet 
the total degree requirement of -,U quarter units. No 
more than +,- quarter01, semester units may 5e 
transferred from a community college. 
Please noteR "rades of K^ and 7elo< are not accepted 
for credit. 
5',0.#"(#&&'.$#.6'("'1%0"','.&-(
All students must register for and attend seminar 
each quarter in residence at this Gniversit'. 
3*-#"0*(7'#68(-%,,'"(6*%"-'-(
Pn cooperation <ith the `alla `alla Gniversit' 
Marine )tation in Anacortes; `ashington; facilities 
are availa7le for marine courses and research 7' 
students of this program.
 
9#:*"  Gnits 
"BLL UVX Ph'sical "eolog' X.V 
"BLL _-a Mineralog' X.V 
"BLL _-c Pgneous and Metamorphic Petrolog' X.V 
"BLL X-a )edimentolog' and )tratigraph' a.V 
"BLL XUX )tructural "eolog' X.V 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*012
/%.-*345* /67896:;<=>?* 3@A*
/%.-*334* B;<=7>;8CD*/67D7E?* 3@A*
/%.-*30F* G;6DH*I6=97H<*7J*/67D7E;8*ICKK;LE* 3@A*
/%.-*3M0* N9;D7<7K9?*7J*'8;6L86*CLH*.>;E;L<* 3@A*
/%.-*3O0* '6:;LC>*;L*/67D7E?* 5@A*
/%.-*3OF* &6<6C>89*CLH*%PK6>;:6L=CD*Q6<;EL* 2@A*
(7=CD<* 35@A**
*
Cognates** !L;=<*
'(,(*353* #L=>7HR8=;7L*=7*S;7<=C=;<=;8<*#* 4@A*
'(,(*350* +7:KR=6>*,KKD;8C=;7L<*;L*S;7<=C=;<=;8<* 5@A*
(7=CD<* 3@A**
*
Religion**
+977<6*C=*D6C<=*7L6*87R><6*J>7:*6C89*K>6J;P** !L;=<*
&%-%*3TT* !KK6>*Q;U;<;7L*%=9;8<* 4@A*
&%-&*3TT* !KK6>*Q;U;<;7L*&6DC=;7LCD* 4@A*
&%-(*3AF* ,HU6L=;<=*S6D;6J<*CLH*-;J6*V2W*
&%-(*324* -7:C*-;LHC*N6><K68=;U6<*V2W*
&%-(*34F* ,HU6L=;<=*B6>;=CE6*CLH*B6CD=9*V2W*
&%-(*34M* +R>>6L=*#<<R6<*;L*,HU6L=;<:*V2W*
.L6*87R><6*>6XR;>6H** 2@A*
(7=CD<* O@A**
*
Geology electives**
IR<=*;L8DRH6*7L6*KCD67L=7D7E?*87R><6** !L;=<*
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!ognates  
The following courses are usually taCen during the undergraduate program. However, they may be 
completed during the graduate program (in quarter units), since students with a variety of majors 
(including science and some non-science majors) are encouraged to enter the M.S. in geology. Courses do 
not apply toward graduate credit:  Units 
GEOL 204 Physical Geology 4.0 
GEOL 316 Mineralogy 4.0 
GEOL 31Y Igneous and Metamorphic Petrology 4.0 
GEOL 416 Sedimentology and Stratigraphy 6.0 
GEOL 424 Structural Geology 4.0 
Totals —  
 
!ognates  
The following courses are usually taCen during the undergraduate program. However, they may be 
completed during the graduate program and may apply toward the M.S. degree. Units 
GEOL 431 Geochemistry 4.0 
GEOL 456 Field Methods of Geologic Mapping 4.0 
Totals 8.0  
 
)a*or  Units 
GEOL 54Y Advanced Historical Geology 4.0 
GEOL 556 Paleoenvironments 4.0 
GEOL 558 Philosophy of Science and Origins 4.0 
GEOL 565 Analysis of Sedimentary RocCs 4.0 
GEOL 566 Sedimentary Processes 4.0 
GEOL 56Y Stratigraphy and ]asin Analysis 4.0 
GEOL 61Y Proposal ^riting and Grantsmanship 2.0 
GEOL 60Y Seminar in Geology (1) 1 unit each quarter in residence  6.0 
Totals 32.0  
 
T-o gra/uate 1aleontolog3 courses  Units 
GEOL 524 Paleobotany (4) 
GEOL 534 Invertebrate Paleontology (4) 
GEOL 544 Vertebrate Paleontology (4) 
GEOL 545 Taphonomy (4) 
Choose two courses  Y.0-8.0 
Totals Y.0-8.0  
 
Religion  Units 
REL_ 5__ Graduate-level Religion — 
Totals 3.0  
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!esearch  Units 
GEOL 616 Research and E=perimental Design 2.0 
GEOL 69D 
Thesis Research (-1 to D) 
4 units minimumJ will be graded each quarter and 
can be repeated for additional credit  
4.0 
Totals 6.0  
Overall Totals /0.23/4.2  
 
Other re5uirements 
The remainder of the studentOs program will be 
planned in consultation with the major professor and 
graduate advisory committee. In addition to course 
work, students are e=pected to attend all program 
seminars while in residence, fulfill research and thesis 
e=pectations, and successfully pass a final oral 
e=amination. 
Seminar attendance re5uirements 
All graduate students in residence must register for 
and attend seminar each quarter at this University. 
!egistration and tuition after normative time 
Students who are past the normative time for 
completing their degree must register for two units 
without a tuition waiver each quarter until they 
complete their degree. After the normative time, 
students may request a one-year grace period that 
must be approved by the department faculty. 
!esearch proposal 
A written research proposal and an oral defense of 
the studentOs proposed research should be completed 
by the end of the third quarter of study. Vuestions 
will typically focus on the studentOs research area but 
may e=pand to other areas as appropriate. 
Advancement to candidacy 
Students may apply for advancement to candidacy 
after: 
1. completing all deficiencies and prerequisites, 
2. selecting a research committee, 
3. receiving approval of the written research 
proposal, 
4. passing the oral defense of the research 
proposal, 
5. being recommended by the program faculty 
(should be completed by the end of the third 
quarter of study), 
6. completing and submitting Form C. 
Thesis 
The written thesis must demonstrate the completion 
of significant, original research and must be written in 
publishable paper format. 
Defense of thesis 
An oral presentation and defense of the thesis are 
required. Includes final oral e=amination on studentOs 
field of study. 
!osario Beach summer courses 
In cooperation with the [alla [alla University 
Marine Station in Anacortes, [ashington, facilities 
are available for marine courses and research by 
graduate students of this department. 
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Gerontology*ST 
(M0S0) 
FROYLANA HEREDIA-MILLER, Program Director 
FA45LT7 
A complete list of part-time and voluntary faculty can 
be viewed on the departmentOs Peb site. 
The population explosion of older adults has 
generated increasing interest in the field of 
gerontology. Gerontology is the multidisciplinary-
multidimensional study of aging and aging processes. 
It combines the study of physical, mental, social, and 
spiritual changes that affect individuals as they age. 
Emphasis is placed on the knowledge and skills 
required for competent practice, with considerable 
attention given to understanding the social, cultural, 
and economic factors that affect services for this 
population. 
Mission 
The mission of the Gerontology Program is to provide 
graduate-level education for future and current 
professionals in gerontology who are dedicated to 
enhancing the lives of older adults through advanced 
interventions at the micro, macro, and mezzo levels of 
practice. 
Program ob>ectives 
! Students will demonstrate the ability to 
integrate human behavior and 
developmental theories of aging, 
incorporating a biopsychosocial-spiritual 
orientation to geriatric practice. 
! Students will demonstrate the ability to use 
research in evaluating the effectiveness of 
practice and programs in achieving intended 
outcomes for older adults. 
! Students will demonstrate the ability to 
integrate into practice an understanding of 
the life experiences and unique needs of 
older adults belonging to specific racial, 
ethnic, socioeconomic groups; of men and 
women; and of those with different sexual 
orientations. 
! Students will demonstrate knowledge of 
professional ethics to assist older adults who 
have diverse cultural, spiritual, and ethnic 
values and beliefs. 
! Students will demonstrate the ability to 
complete a comprehensive assessment of 
biopsychosocial-spiritual factors that affect 
older adultsO well-being. 
! Students will demonstrate knowledge of the 
policies that shape and regulate the 
continuum of care and services available to 
older adults. 
! Students will demonstrate knowledge of the 
importance of the current issues in 
gerontology and the importance of the 
relationship of gerontology to other 
disciplines and professions, such as social 
work, psychology, medicine, nursing, and 
public health. 
Program description 
All students must complete 4X quarter units of course 
work. The 24 units of foundation content required for 
all students are followed by 12 units in one of the two 
concentrations[ 
Policy, planning, and administration[ Students opting 
for the policy, planning, and administration 
concentration gain knowledge and skills in the public 
administration, planning, and coordination of older 
adult services. Students acquire an appreciation for 
the unique policy and systems structure influencing 
the delivery of older adult services. Pithin this 
framework, students develop an understanding of the 
issues and challenges in creating and sustaining 
responsive systems of care for older adults and their 
families. 
Clinical services[ Students opting for the clinical 
services concentration develop knowledge and skills 
in locating and providing resources, services, and 
opportunities for the older adults and their families; 
as well as acquiring knowledge that supports 
enhancing the problem-solving and coping skills of 
older adults and their caregivers. Students gain an 
appreciation for the social support factors and 
community systems that create opportunities or 
exacerbate problems in daily living. Students develop 
an understanding of the issues that impact the 
creation of effective systems of care and responsive 
social policies. 
Both concentrations emphasize a thoughtful reflection 
about the multidimensional issues in gerontology that 
will provide students with a deeper understanding of 
policy, administration, and practice issues affecting 
the field. 
 Gerontolog*+S- ./0
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1 2alance o5 course 8or9 in three li2eral arts area< 
Humanities ?e@g@A histor*A philosoph*A literatureA artA musicA etc@C DE@EFDG@E 
Hnglish and Jommunication S9ills ?e@g@A oral and 8ritten communication mediaA etc@C /@EFKL@E 
Natural and Social Sciences ?e@g@A mathematicsA human 2iolog*A ph*siolog*A ps*cholog*A sociolog*A 
anthropolog*A human deNelopmentA ethnic studiesA economicsA political science or goNernmentA etc@C 
DG@EFLD@E 
 
Students not meeting the minimum num2er o5 units 
in an* o5 the 5oregoing areas are required to complete 
additional course 8or9 prior to enrolling in the 
related M@S@Q@ degree classes@ 
!lease note* All prerequisite requirements must be 
completed before advancement to candidacy (prior to 
beginning the advanced curriculum). 
Rnit Nalues represent the quarter s*stem o5 
measurement@ Jontent 5rom multiple courses ma* 2e 
used to meet most requirements@ 
*+,-..-/0)1234-12,205.)
-his program 5ollo8s the admission requirements o5 
the School o5 Science and -echnolog*A including< 
K@ 1pplicants must demonstrate satis5actor* 
per5ormance on the Graduate Record 
HTamination ?GRHC@ Uor admission 8ith 
regular statusA satis5actor* per5ormance is 
de5ined as a minimum com2ined Ner2al and 
quantitatiNe score o5 KEEE and an anal*tical 
8riting score o5 G@E@ Students su2mitting 
lo8er scores ma* 2e considered 5or 
proNisional status@ 
 
VR 
 
-he applicant must demonstrate satis5actor* 
per5ormance on a criticalFessa* eTamination 
?JHHC administered 2* the Wepartment o5 
Social Qor9 and Social Hcolog* under the 
guidance o5 the School o5 Science and 
-echnolog*@ Uor admission 8ith regular 
statusA satis5actor* per5ormance 5or the JHH 
is de5ined as a minimum pass rate o5 0. 
percent@ 
D@ 1pplicants must demonstrate satis5actor* 
adherence 8ith the minimum academic and 
pro5essional compati2ilit* criteria 
esta2lished 2* the programA 8hich 
includes+ 
1 cumulatiNe gradeFpoint aNerage o5 L@E or 
a2oNe ?on a G@E scaleC ?special consideration 
ma* 2e giNen to applicants 8ith gradeFpoint 
aNerages as lo8 as D@0. i5 the last part o5 their 
college 8or9 sho8s signi5icant 
improNementC@ 
HNidence o5 pro5essional compati2ilit*A 
personal quali5icationsA and motiNation to 
complete a graduate program 2* o2taining a 
passing score on the admissions interNie8 
8ith the programXs admissions committee@ 
 
HNaluation criteria 5or the interNie8 include<  
! Ner2al communication s9illsA 
! criticalFthin9ing a2ilit*A 
! Nalues congruent 8ith the pro5ession o5 
gerontolog*A 
! appreciation 5or human diNersit*A 
! eNidence o5 re5lectiNe learningA and 
! comportment@ 
L@ Su2mission o5 a completed applicationA 
including a personal statementA application 
5eeA all college andYor uniNersit* transcriptsA 
and three letters o5 recommendation ?one 
5rom an academic source and one 5rom a 
8or9 superNisor pre5erredC@ 
6%""&6%7%8)
-he GZFunit curriculum 5or the Master o5 Science 
degree in gerontolog* proNides the miT o5 academicA 
eTperientialA and research actiNities essential 5or M@S@ 
degree students@ 
Students must maintain a gradeFpoint aNerage o5 L@E 
?or a letter grade o5 B on a G@E scaleC\ and meet the 
9no8ledgeA s9illA and pro5essional per5ormance 
competencies outlined 2* the program@ 
Students must also maintain a BF ?D@0C or 2etter in all 
required ?coreC coursesA and a minimum o5 a J ?D@EC in 
all selectiNe courses@ Jourses 8ith grades 5alling 
2elo8 the standards set 5or required and selectiNe 
courses must 2e repeated@ ]er RniNersit* polic*A a 
student cannot repeat more than t8o courses during 
hisYher graduate program@ Students are 5inanciall* 
responsi2le 5or the cost o5 repeating courses 8hen 
grades do not meet the minimum standards@ 
92021:;)/<21<-2=)
-he GZFunit program 2egins 8ith D^ units o5 core 
course 8or9 required 5or all students@ Jourses during 
the 5irst *ear o5 stud* are diNided into 5our 
pro5essional areas< social science theor*A religion and 
ethicsA practiceA and research methods@ 1t the end o5 
the 5irst *earA the student selects a concentration area 
?polic*A planningA and administration\ or clinical 
serNicesC requiring KG units o5 concentrationFspeci5ic 
course 8or9@ 
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Regardless of the concentration students choose, they 
are given the option of either a thesis or a nonthesis 
(professional practicum). 
1. Thesis: Students who choose the thesis 
option complete 6 related units of research 
and 4 units of selectives. 
2. Nonthesis: Students choosing the internship 
option complete 1unit of practica orientation, 
540 hours of integrated practicum and 
seminar, and 9 units of didactic selectives.
 
Social science t,eor.  T,esis 0on1t,esis 
GERO 617 Bio-psycho-social-spiritual Theories of Aging 4.0 4.0 
SPOL 615 Economic Theory and Social Policy 4.0 4.0 
Totals 8.0  8.0 
 
2linical 3ractice  T,esis 0on1t,esis 
GERO 515 Diversity and Aging 3.0 3.0 
SOWX 682 Legal and Ethical Aspects in Health and Mental Health Services 3.0 3.0 
Totals 6.0  6.0 
 
4eligion6 3,iloso3,.6 and et,ics  
Choose one course  
T,esis 0on1t,esis 
RELE 524 Christian Bioethics 4.0 3.0 
RELR 568 Care of the Dying and Bereaved 4.0 3.0 
Totals 4.0  4.0  
 
Social researc, met,ods  T,esis 0on1t,esis 
SOWX 547 Research Methods I 3.0 3.0 
SOWX 549 Research Methods II 3.0 3.0 
Totals 6.0  6.0 
 
2O02E0T4AT<O0 = Polic.6 3lanning6 and administration  
Choose one concentration  T,esis 0on1t,esis 
GERO 615 Economics and Management Issues of Older Adult Services 4.0 4.0 
SOWX 673 Program Planning and Evaluation 3.0 3.0 
PUAD 678 Public Administration 
Management (3.0) 
SOWX 672 Theories of Organizations and 
Systems (3.0) 
SOWX 676A Human Resources Planning and 
Development (3.0) 
SOWX 676B Human Resources Planning and 
Development Seminar (3.0) 
Choose 8 units  8.0 8.0 
Totals 15.0 15.0 
 
 Gerontology—ST .//
 
CO#CE#TRATIO# * Clinical services  
C1oose one concentration  Thesis #on-thesis 
S678 9.:; T1erapeutic >nter?entions wit1 6lder ;dults > B.D B.D 
S678 9.:E T1erapeutic >nter?entions wit1 6lder ;dults >> B.D B.D 
FGH6 .:I Community and Komestic 
Liolence MB.DN 
MP;M 9BI Pamily T1erapy and C1emical 
;Quse MR.DN 
STTH .B9 Sutrition and ;ging MR.DN 
GSUC 9I. Krug ;ddiction and 
T1erapy MR.DN 
GSUC 9I9 C1ildV GartnerV and Wlder 
;Quse MR.DN 
S678 9:I CoXoccuring KiagnosisY 
SuQstance ;Quse wit1 Mental 
>llness MR.DN 
S678 9./ >nter?entions wit1 Gersons wit1 
Se?ere Mental >llness MR.DN 
C1oose I units  I.D I.D 
Totals Z:.D  Z:.D 
 
General selectives  
6t1er courses may Qe appro?ed [or electi?e credits in consultation wit1 t1e [aculty 
ad?isor and in accordance wit1 Tni?ersity policies [or academic ?ariances  Thesis #on-thesis 
GWH6 .// Kirected Study\Special 
Groject MZ.DN 
FGH6 .I: ;ging and Fealt1 MB.DN 
S678 9:/ Social 7or^ and Fealt1 
Care MR.DN 
S678 9IZ Fealt1 and Mental Fealt1 Golicy 
and Ser?ices MR.DN 
S678 9IB ;d?anced Golicy ;nalysis MB.DN 
S678 9I: ;d?anced Golicy Grojects MR.DN 
  :.D /.D 
Totals :.D  /.D  
 
Other  Thesis #on-thesis 
S678 9/_ ;pplied Hesearc1 MR.DN :.D   
S678 9/I T1esis R.D   
GWH6 _._; Gro[essional Gracticum and 
Seminar MB.DN 
GWH6 _._E Gro[essional Gracticum and 
Seminar MB.DN 
GWH6 _._C Gro[essional Gracticum and 
Seminar MB.DN 
S678 ._I Pield 6rientation MZ.DN 
Gro[essional practicum and seminar 
units are not calculated into degree 
units. Students pay program [ees [or 
pro[essional practicum units instead 
o[ tuition. Gracticum and seminar 
1oursY :ID ` 9D.  
— Z.D 
Totals 9.D  Z.D  
Overall Totals 48.0  48.0  
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(M.S.) Cali7ornia and Canadian 
Camp9ses 
MARY E. MOLINE, Program Director 
DIANNA L. CONNORS, Program Director @CanadaC 
FACULTY 
Dennifer Andrews 
Ian P. Chand 
Curtis Fox 
Lori Gray @CanadaC 
Barbara Hernandez 
Douglas Huenergardt 
Carmen Rnudson-Martin 
Michelle Minyard 
Daniel Newell @CanadaC 
Cheryl Simpson 
Colwick Wilson 
 
A complete list of program instructors can be viewed 
online at Xwww.llu.eduYscience-technologyYgradY 
mfamYindex.pageZ. 
?@PABTM@CT 
The Marital and Family Therapy Program is housed 
in the Department of Counseling and Family Sciences, 
along with master[s degree programs in child life, 
counseling, and family studies; and doctoral 
programs in family studies and marital and family 
therapy. The master[s degree is offered on two 
campuses; Loma Linda University and Canadian 
University College. The program at Loma Linda 
University is accredited by the Commission on 
Accreditation for Marriage and Family Therapy 
Education @COAMFTEC. The Canadian University 
College program is NOT accredited by COAMFTE. 
Mission statement 
The Marital and Family Therapy Program is 
consistent with Loma Linda University[s vision of 
transforming lives through whole-person health care. 
The mission of the program is to bring health, 
healing, wholeness, and hope to individuals, families, 
and communities through education, research, clinical 
training, and community service. The M.S. degree 
program accomplishes this by addressing the 
relational needs and concerns of individuals and 
families over the life course in the contexts of 
communities and global society. 
M.S. DC MABDTAL AC? FAMDLY 
TE@BAPY 
The Master of Science degree in marital and family 
therapy is designed to give students a broad academic 
background as well as professional practice for 
working with individuals, couples, and families in a 
variety of settings. These include but are not limited 
to, medical, legal, educational, mental health, 
managed care, church setting, and private practice. 
Accreditation 
The program offered by Loma Linda University is 
fully accredited by the Commission on Accreditation 
for Marriage and Family Therapy Education 
@COMAFTEC, the accrediting body for the American 
Association for Marriage and Family Therapy 
@AAMFTC. The commission functions on a national 
basis to ensure that academic and clinical training 
programs adhere to the standards of the profession. 
Licens9re and program accreditation 
Marriage and family therapy is established in 
California by law as a profession requiring state 
licensure. Persons who desire to enter the profession 
must have the academic and clinical preparation and 
must pass written licensing examinations. The 
master[s degree program at Loma Linda University 
provides the academic requirements to meet the 
California licensing standards according to Business 
and Professions Code 4_81.a8 and has the following 
obbectives: 
• Develop skilled professionals in marital and 
family therapy. 
• Expose students to available content material 
in the field. 
• Provide supervised clinical training toward 
the development of clinical skills and 
competence. 
• Provide specialized training in one of the 
family therapy modalities that will qualify 
graduates for licensure as marriage and 
family therapists. 
• Prepare students to be familiar with 
sociocultural issues. 
• Prepare marital and family therapy students 
for professional practice, with specialized 
training in the delivery of services in private 
practice and institutional settings. 
Clinical license requirements vary by state and will 
require additional hours of supervised clinical 
practice. 
Certi7icate 
The Department of Counseling and Family Sciences 
offers certificate programs that can be combined with 
master[s or doctoral degrees offered in the 
department to broaden a student[s counseling skills 
and marketability. Students wishing to add 
specializations in the following areas must formally 
apply and be accepted into the desired certificate 
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program (s). Prior to application, the student is 
advised to consult the program coordinator.  
! Child Bife Specialist Certificate 
! Clinical Mediation Certificate 
! Drug and Alcohol Counseling Certificate 
! Family Counseling Certificate 
! Family Bife Education Certificate 
! School Counseling Certificate: California 
Pupil Personnel Services Credential (PPS) 
!o#$%ne( (e*+ees 
The Department offers combined degrees in marital 
and family therapy with clinical ministry (M.S./M.A.) 
and in marital and family therapy with public health 
(M.S./M.P.H.). 
!l%n%.al t+a%n%n* 
Ln addition to successful completion of 78 quarter 
credits of academic course work, students in 
the Marital and Family program must complete field 
experience at clinical placement sites. Upon 
completion of 18 quarter units, each student will be 
evaluated by all teaching faculty to determine if the 
student can continue the program and/or be 
permitted to enter the clinical phase of the program. 
Students have numerous choices of placement sites 
across southern California in which to gain required 
clinical experience. These sites include community 
mental health centers, private and public agencies, 
school and hospital settings, and the departmentSs 
community mental health clinic. Some stipends are 
available for trainees. The clinical training includes a 
six-quarter practicum sequence and supervision of 
trainees at a clinical site. 
Students must take 12 units of practicum. A 
minimum of 500 direct client contact hours and 100 
direct supervision hours are required. Of the direct 
client contact hours, at least 250 hours must be with 
couples and families. Of the direct supervision hours, 
at least 50 hours must be with raw data (video, audio, 
and live supervision). For every week in which clients 
are seen, the student must have at least one hour of 
individual supervision. The ratio of supervision hours 
to treatment hours must not be less than one hour of 
supervision to five hours of clinical contact. Clinical 
training, as defined by the Commission on 
Accreditation for Marriage and Family Therapy, 
includes a minimum of twelve continuous months in 
a clinical traineeship. Students enrolled in the 
program should consult the clinical training manual 
regarding clinical training requirements 
1(#%ss%on +e23%+e#ents 
Applicants to the M.S. degree in Marital and Family 
Therapy Program at Boma Binda University or at 
Canadian University College must meet the School of 
Science and Technology admission requirements 
outlined in this CATABOG and give evidence of 
academic ability, emotional stability, and maturity. 
Students wishing to apply for masterSs degree-level 
course work must complete their course work at a 
regionally accredited school prior to application and 
must provide applicable transcripts and/or syllabi. Ln 
addition to completing the required application 
forms, students should provide character and 
academic references. 
4ene+al a(#%ss%on %n5o+#at%on 
Students are admitted in Autumn and Winter 
quarters. With special permission, a student may 
enter Spring or Summer quarter. Applicants must 
have a bachelorSs degree in any field from a 
regionally accredited institution. Additional 
admission requirement include: 
! Minimum grade-point average 3.0 (on a 4.0 
scale) in bachelorSs course work for at least 
the final 45 units prior to graduation. 
! Health clearance 
! A background check (required before 
matriculation to the program) 
! Official transcripts on file 
! Three letters of recommendation, as 
specified 
! A personal statement that addresses career 
ob\ectives, personal interest in marital and 
family therapy, rationale for choosing to 
attend Boma Binda University, how life 
experiences have influenced applicantSs 
choice to enter the field, and additional 
thoughts the applicant deems important 
! Lnterview with department faculty as 
scheduled (on-campus group interviews are 
scheduled for mid-March and mid-May; 
other on-campus and phone interviews are 
scheduled individually) 
! Lf English is not the studentSs first language, 
a minimum score of 213 for the computer 
test and 550 for the pencil test on the Test of 
English as a Foreign Banguage (TOEFB). 
! Lf the student is not a citi^en or permanent 
resident of the U.S., a valid student visa. 
Posta(#%ss%on 7+o.ess 
After acceptance into the program, a critical essay 
examination must be taken to help determine if the 
student will be required to take a writing course (3 
units, graduate level). The program director will 
determine at the end of the Fall _uarter if the writing 
course will be required. 
!"#$%&'#() +A(A-./ 012
!"#$""%&'()*"+,'-%
(he 5.'. degree in marital and family therapy may be 
completed in either tFo years of fullItime study or 
three years of partItime study. 'tudents have up to 
five years to complete the degree. #n order to maintain 
fullItime statusK students must taLe a minimum of M 
units during the NallK OinterK 'pringK and 'ummer 
quarters. 5ostlyK firstIyear students attend classes on 
(uesday and (hursdayK and secondI year students 
attend classes on 5onday and Oednesday. NullItime 
employment is discouraged Fhen a student is 
enrolled for fullItime study. +linical traineeships are 
usually on the days students are not in class. 
!"#$""%$"./,$"("-+0%
&equirements for the 5aster of 'cience degree at both 
-oma -inda !niversity and +anadian !niversity 
+ollege campuses include the folloFingQ 
! &esidence of at least tFo academic years. 
! A minimum of RM quarter units of graduate 
ForLK Fhich includes credit received for core 
coursesK electivesK and a SIunit religion 
course. 
! +linical training in marriage and family 
counseling. A minimum of T11 direct client 
contact hours and U11 direct supervision 
hours are required. .f the direct client 
contact hoursK at least 2T1 hours must be 
Fith couples and families. .f the direct 
supervision hoursK at least T1 hours must be 
Fith raF data (videoK audioK and live 
supervision). Nor every FeeL in Fhich 
clients are seenK the student must have at 
least one hour of individual supervision. (he 
ratio of supervision hours to treatment hours 
must not be less than one hour of 
supervision to five hours of clinical contact. 
+linical trainingK as defined by the 
+ommission on Accreditation for 5arriage 
and Namily (herapy %ducation (+.A5N(%)K 
includes a minimum of tFelve continuous 
months in a clinical traineeship. 'tudents 
enrolled in the program should consult the 
clinical training manual regarding clinical 
training requirements. 
! 'uccessful completion of a Fritten 
comprehensive eXamination (taLen before 
advancement to candidacy) and an oral 
eXamination (taLen at the end of the 
program). 
! (o be counted toFard the graduate degreeK 
foreign language courses must be numbered 
at Y11 and above. 
!")1$+("-+%&*,-,&%
(he program operates a community marriage and 
family therapy clinic to provide counseling services to 
individualsK couplesK and familiesZ and to give 
opportunity for clinical practice for student trainees 
and interns. [aid traineeships are available. 
2,-1-&,1*%100,0+1-&"%
'tudents accepted into the 5arital and Namily 
(herapy [rogram may receive financial assistance 
through meritIbased aFardsK such as teaching 
felloFships and a variety of research and student 
service assistantships or through needIbased financial 
aidK such as a loan or the !niversity\s ForL]study 
program. .n a limited basisK students receive 
financial assistance during their clinical traineeship. 
'tudents must apply for financial aid by Friting toQ 
'tudent Ninancial Aid .ffice 
'tudent 'ervices 
-oma -inda !niversity 
-oma -indaK +A ^2ST1 
^1^]TTMIYT1^ 
3"1$-,-#%'/+&'("0%
[rogram goals for students Fhen they eXit includeQ 
U. 'tudents Fill be able to apply a systemic 
frameForL to their clinical practice as a 
martial and family therapist. 
2. 'tudents Fill be able to identify themselves 
as a systemic oriented marital and family 
therapist (5N() grounded in the theoretical 
and philosophical foundations of the field. 
S. 'tudents Fill be familiar Fith a variety of 
5N( therapy approaches in diverse settings. 
Y. 'tudents Fill be able to demonstrate the 
ability to analy_e and present a clinical case 
using one of the ma`or 5N( models. 
T. 'tudents Fill demonstrate aFareness of 
conteXtual issues in therapyK such as genderK 
religionK seXual orientationK ageK and 
socioeconomic status. 
0. 'tudents Fill be LnoFledgeable of the legal 
and ethical standards relevant to the field of 
marital and family therapy and apply their 
LnoFledge to their clinical practice. 
R. 'tudents Fill be qualified to apply for 
internship status and subsequent licensure 
as an 5N(. 
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MARITA& AND FAMI&Y THERAPY—M.S. 
CANADIAN CAMPUS PROGRAM 
6This program is not accredited ;y the Commission 
on Accreditation >or "arriage and *amily Therapy 
Ed@cation 6COA"*TEB, the accrediting ;ody >or the 
AA"*TDB 
The Canadian camp@s program >acilitates Canadian 
residents in o;taining a Eoma Einda FniGersity 
grad@ate degree in marital and >amily therapy Hhile 
completing their academic HorI and clinical training 
in Jestern Canada and >@nctions as the only marital 
and >amily therapy training aGaila;le in Al;erta or 
Kritish Col@m;iaD The program has grad@ated more 
than L44 therapists since its >irst grad@ating class in 
lMMND The Canadian camp@s program prepares 
grad@ates to >@nction as marital and >amily therapists 
in Canada, speci>ically in Al;ertaD Orad@ates haGe 
also esta;lished their competence as therapists in 
proGinces across Canada, as Hell as in the Fnited 
StatesD Pepending on @ndergrad@ate preparation and 
the co@rse HorI selected, grad@ates o> the program 
go on to o;tain registration as psychologists in 
Al;erta 6Hith the College o> Al;erta PsychologistsB or 
as registered social HorIers 6Hith the Al;erta College 
o> Social JorIersBD In addition, st@dents >rom other 
nonpsychology, or nonsocial HorI academic 
;acIgro@nds can ;e registered as co@nselors Hith the 
Canadian Co@nseling AssociationD 
Eoma Einda FniGersity is accredited ;y the Jestern 
Association o> Schools and Colleges 6JASCB in the 
Fnited States, and the Canadian camp@s program is 
recogniSed ;y Al;erta AdGanced Ed@cation 6PriGate 
Instit@tionsB as an approGed grad@ate degree granting 
programD The Canadian camp@s program is o>>icially 
operated ;y Eoma Einda FniGersity, and meets 
JASC accreditation reT@irementsD Applications >or 
admission are directed thro@gh the RegistrarVs O>>ice 
at Eoma Einda FniGersityW and o>>icial acceptance, 
candidacy stat@s, and grad@ation are monitored 
thro@gh the FniGersity1speci>ically the chair o> the 
Pepartment o> Co@nseling and *amily Sciences, and 
the dean o> the School o> Science and TechnologyD 
The Canadian camp@s program is an innoGatiGe 
Gent@re that com;ines the teaching eXpertise o> the 
Eoma Einda FniGersity >ac@lty, Canadian camp@s 
program >ac@lty, and adY@nct instr@ctors >rom the 
local pro>essional comm@nityD Speci>ic attention is 
paid to the importance o> Canadian content in co@rses 
s@ch as cross-c@lt@ral co@nseling, child a;@se and 
>amily Giolence, and laH and ethics to maIe the 
theoretical and practice aspects o> the degree >it the 
Canadian conteXtD 
The program emphasiSes integration o> theory, 
practice, and person o> the therapistD There is a 
clinical training placement >or tHo consec@tiGe years 
Hhile the st@dent is also taIing academic co@rsesW 
there is also a reT@irement >or some personal therapy 
Hhile the st@dent is in the programD The clinical 
training component is >@l>illed tHo-to-three days per 
HeeI at the st@dentVs city o> residence1typically, 
Edmonton, Calgary, or Red PeerD The program has 
approXimately tHenty->iGe clinical sites thro@gho@t 
the proGince Hhere st@dents can o;tain s@perGised 
clinical practice in indiGid@al, co@ple, and >amily 
therapyD 
The Canadian camp@s is centrally located in 
Eacom;e, Al;erta, to accommodate the comm@ter 
cohort o> st@dents that traGels to camp@s one day per 
HeeI, and one HeeI per month >or classesD The 
li;rary on the camp@s o> Canadian FniGersity College 
;oasts one o> the largest collections o> marital and 
>amily therapy Yo@rnals and teXts in the proGince, as 
Hell as ;eing part o> the NEOS li;rary consorti@m 
system that connects st@dents to all the maYor 
@niGersity li;raries in Al;ertaD In addition st@dents 
haGe access to the Eoma Einda FniGersity Cali>ornia 
Camp@s Ei;rary system thro@gh EKSCO \OSTD 
St@dents grad@ating >rom this program o;tain 
positions as marital and >amily therapists in hospitals, 
comm@nity serGice agencies, >amily co@nseling 
agencies, addiction treatment centers, adolescent 
residential treatment centers, school systems, priGate 
practices, and in ed@cational settingsD SeGeral 
grad@ates o> the program haGe gone on to p@rs@e 
doctoral st@dies at ;oth Canadian and American 
@niGersities, incl@ding the parent camp@sVs doctoral 
program in marital and >amily therapyD
Theoretical foundations  On Campus 
Off Campus 
Canada 
"*A" ]]N *amily Therapy^ *o@ndational Theories and Practice 5D4 5D4 
"*A" ]]5 *amily Systems Theory 5D4 5D4 
"*A" ]3_ *amily Therapy^ AdGanced *o@ndational Theories and Practice 5D4 5D4 
Totals MD4  MD4 
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Clinical (no*ledge ! .n Campus!
.ff Campus 
Canada!
FMST 564! Cross-cultural Counseling and Family Values! G.0! G.0!
MFAM 565! Crisis Intervention Counseling! 3.0! 3.0!
MFAM 5G4! Psychopharmacology and Medical Issues! 3.0! 3.0!
MFAM 545! Gender Perspectives! G.0! G.0!
MFAM 55G! Couples Therapy: Theory and Practice! 3.0! 3.0!
MFAM 550! Psychopathology and Diagnostic Procedures! 3.0! 3.0!
MFAM 0G4! Individual and Systems Assessment! 3.0! 3.0!
MFAM 038! Family Therapy and Chemical Abuse! 3.0! 3.0!
MFAM 044! Child Abuse and Family Violence! 3.0! 3.0!
MFAM 0R4! Human Sexual Behavior! 3.0! 3.0!
Totals! G8.0 ! G8.0!
!
Indi5idual de5elopment and family relations ! .n Campus!
.ff Campus 
Canada!
MFAM 54R! Social Ecology of Individual and Family Development! 3.0! 3.0!
MFAM 584! Advanced Child and Adolescent Problems! 3.0! 3.0!
Totals! 0.0 ! 0.0!
!
Professional identity and ethics ! .n Campus!
.ff Campus 
Canada!
MFAM 535! Case Presentation and Professional Studies! 4.0! 4.0!
MFAM 064! Law and Ethics! 3.0! 3.0!
Totals! R.0 ! R.0!
!
Electi5es  
One course in theory required ! .n Campus!
.ff Campus 
Canada!
FMST 5G8! Parenting (G.0)!
FMST 5G9! Family Life Education (3.0)!
MFAM 560! Play Therapy (G.0)!
MFAM 539! Solution-Focused Family 
Therapy (G.0)!
MFAM 555! Narrative Family Therapy (G.0)!
MFAM 55R! Object Relations Family 
Therapy (G.0)!
MFAM 559! Cognitive-Behavioral Couples 
Therapy (G.0)!
MFAM 505! Advanced Bowen Theory and 
Practice (G.0)!
Choose 0 units ! 0.0! 0.0!
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MFAM 305! Gestalt Family Therapy (2.0)!
MFAM 303! Emotionally Focused Couples 
Therapy (2.0)!
MFAM 335! Structural Family Therapy (2.0)!
! ! !
Totals! 3.0 ! 3.0 !
!
!uper&ised clinical practice  
700-numbered courses do not count toward total units required for the degree ! 0n Campus!
0ff Campus 
Canada!
MFAM 533! Case Presentation Seminar! 2.0! 2.0!
MFAM 537! Case Presentation Seminar! 2.0! 2.0!
MFAM 335! Case Presentation Seminar! 2.0! 2.0!
MFAM 333! Case Presentation Seminar! 2.0! 2.0!
MFAM 337! Case Presentation Seminar! 2.0! 2.0!
MFAM 734!
Professional Clinical 
Training (1.5-3.0)!
500 hours total (3 units M 100 
hours)!
—! —!
Totals! 10.0 ! 10.0!
!
4eligion ! 0n Campus!
0ff Campus 
Canada!
NELN 534! Neligion, Marriage, and the Family! 3.0! 3.0!
Totals! 3.0 ! 3.0!
!
Group ! 0n Campus!
0ff Campus 
Canada!
MFAM 538! Groups: Process, and Practice! 3.0! 3.0!
Totals! 3.0 ! 3.0!
!
4esearc8 ! 0n Campus!
0ff Campus 
Canada!
MFAM 501! Nesearch Tools and Methodology: Quantitative! 3.0! 3.0!
MFAM 502! Nesearch Tools and Methodology: Qualitative! 3.0! 3.0!
Totals! 3.0 ! 3.0!
!
9lecti&es  
One course in theory required. ! 0n Campus!
0ff Campus 
Canada!
COUW 574! Psychological Foundations of 
Education (4.0)!
COUW 575! Counseling Theory and 
Applications (3.0)!
COUW 573! Exceptional and Medically 
Challenged Children (3.0)!
COUW 577! Assessment in Counseling (3.0)!
COUW 578! College and Career 
Counseling (3.0)!
Choose 3 units ! 3.0! 3.0!
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COUN 678 Consultation and 
Leadership (3.0) 
COUN 679 School Counseling: Iistory and 
Practice (3.0) 
COUN 680 Field Experience in 
Counseling (3.0-18.0) (18.0) 
!"##$%&'%($)'*+,- 
FMST 524 Family Resource 
Management (2.0) 
FMST 528 Parenting (2.0) 
FMST 529 Family Life Education (3.0) 
MFAM 516 Play Therapy (2.0) 
MFAM 525 Therapeutic Group (2.0) 
MFAM 526 Theory and Practice of Group 
Counseling (3.0) 
MFAM 527 Training/Supervision 
Workshop in Group 
Counseling (3.0) 
MFAM 538 Theory and Practice of Conflict 
Resolution (2.0) 
MFAM 539 Solution-Focused Family 
Therapy (2.0) 
MFAM 544 Family and Zivorce 
Mediation (4.0) 
MFAM 546 [rain and [ehavior (3.0) 
./01&02&3$'4&5$'4$6)3$70408104$
%09:*,; 
MFAM 548 Men and Families (2.0) 
MFAM 549 Christian Counseling and 
Family Therapy (2.0) 
MFAM 555 Narrative Family Therapy (2.0) 
MFAM 557 Object Relations Family 
Therapy (2.0) 
MFAM 559 Cognitive-[ehavioral Couples 
Therapy (2.0) 
MFAM 565 Advanced [owen Theory and 
Practice (2.0) 
MFAM 566 Psychopathology and 
Ziagnostic Procedures: 
Personality (2.0) 
MFAM 569 Advanced Group Therapy (2.0) 
MFAM 585 Internship in Family 
Mediation (1.0-4.0) (1.0) 
MFAM 605 Gestalt Family Therapy (2.0) 
MFAM 606 Emotionally Focused Couples 
Therapy (2.0) 
MFAM 615 Reflective Practice (2.0) 
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MFAM 616 Cognitive Assessment (4.0) 
Available only on the Canadian 
campus. 
MFAM 615 Personality and Behavior 
Testing (4.0) 
Available only on the Canadian 
campus. 
MFAM 659 Current Trends (2.0) 
MFAM 664 Experiential Family 
Therapy (2.0) 
MFAM 665 Structural Family Therapy (2.0) 
MFAM 650 Seminar in Sex Therapy (2.0) 
MFAM 655 Clinical Problems in Marriage 
and Family Therapy (1.0) 
MFAM 694 Directed Study: Marriage and 
Family (1.0) 
MFAM 695 Research Problems: Marriage 
and Family (1.0) 
   
Totals 6.0  6.0  
 
Post%master*s  
Not applicable to degree program  +n .ampus 
+ff .ampus 
.anada 
MFAM 651 AAMFT-Approved Supervisor Training   3.0 
MFAM 504 
Marital and Family Therapy State Board Written Examination 
Review 
  2.0 
MFAM 505 
Marital and Family Therapy State Board Oral Examination 
Review 
  2.0 
MFAM 544 Clinical Internship   1.0 
Totals —  —  
+verall 5otals 6789  6789 
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CARMEN 4NUDSON-MART#N, Ph.D. Program 
Director 
DOUGLAS DUENERGARDT, D.M.F.T. Program 
Director 
*9:;<-='
Fennifer AndreJs 
#an P. Chand 
Curtis Fox 
NarOara DernandeP 
Douglas Duenergardt 
Carmen 4nudson-Martin 
Michelle Minyard-Widmann 
Mary Moline 
Cheryl Simpson 
Randall Walker 
ColJick Wilson 
 
A complete list of program instructors can Oe vieJed 
online at WJJJ.llu.edu/science-technology/grad/ 
mfam/index.pageY. 
6E49R-!E@-'
The Ph.D. degree in marital and family therapy and 
the D.M.F.T. (Doctor of Marital and Family Therapy) 
degree are tJo of the three doctoral degrees housed 
in the Department of Counseling and Family Sciences. 
The department also offers a Ph.D. degree in family 
studies\ along Jith master]s degree programs in 
family therapy, child life, family studies, and 
counseling. 
!ission'state+ent'
The Ph.D. degree in marital and family therapy and 
the D.M.F.T. degree programs are consistent Jith 
Loma Linda University]s vision of transforming lives 
through Jhole-person health care. The mission of 
these programs is to Oring health, healing, Jholeness, 
and hope to individuals, families, and communities 
through education, research, clinical training, and 
community service. The Ph.D. degree program 
accomplishes this Oy preparing scientist-practitioners 
Jho Jill advance the Oody of knoJledge through 
Jhich marital and family therapists promote the 
health and Jell-Oeing of individuals, couples, 
families, and communities. The D.M.F.T. degree 
program accomplishes this Oy focusing on 
developing, evaluating, and administering 
intervention programs that Oenefit individuals, 
couples, families, and communities. 
-he'+arriage'an)'Da+il,'therap,'proDession'
Marriage and family therapy is a distinct mental 
health profession Oased on the premise that 
relationships are fundamental to the health and Jell-
Oeing of individuals, families and communities. 
Marriage and family therapists (MFTs) evaluate and 
treat mental and emotional disorders and other health 
and Oehavioral proOlems, and address a Jide array of 
relationship issues Jithin the context of families and 
larger systems. The federal government has 
designated marital and family therapy a core mental 
health profession—along Jith psychiatry, 
psychology, social Jork, and psychiatric nursing. All 
50 states also support and regulate the profession Oy 
licensing or certifying marriage and family therapists. 
9ccre)itation'
Loma Linda University]s academic programs are 
accredited Oy the Western Association of Schools and 
Colleges (WASC). The Ph.D. in marital and family 
therapy and the D.M.F.T. degree are accredited Oy the 
Commission on Accreditation of Marriage and Family 
Therapy Education (COAMFTE), the accrediting Oody 
associated Jith the American Association for 
Marriage and Family Therapy. COAMFTE 
accreditation means that students meet national 
practice standards for marriage and family therapy. 
This accreditation facilitates graduates] eligiOility to 
practice in California as Jell as across the country. 
Additional information aOout COAMFTE-accredited 
programs can Oe found online at WJJJ.aamft.orgY. 
<icensure'
Marriage and family therapy is estaOlished in 
California Oy laJ as a profession requiring state 
licensure. Persons Jho desire to enter the profession 
must have the proper academic and clinical 
preparation and must pass tJo licensing 
examinations. The Ph.D. in marital and family 
therapy and D.M.F.T. degree programs at Loma 
Linda University are designed to fulfill the academic 
requirements that meet the California licensing 
standards according to Nusiness and Professions 
Code 4980.38 for those students Jho have not 
previously met these requirements. 
:ertiDicates'
The Department of Counseling and Family Sciences 
offers certificate programs that can Oe comOined Jith 
the Ph.D. or D.M.F.T. degrees to Oroaden a student]s 
marital and family therapy skills and marketaOility. 
Students Jishing to add specialiPations in the 
folloJing areas must formally apply and Oe accepted 
into the desired certificate program(s). Prior to 
application, the student is advised to consult Jith the 
coordinator of the certificate program. 
! Child Life Specialist Certificate 
! Clinical Mediation Certificate 
! Drug and Alcohol Counseling Certificate 
! Family Counseling Certificate 
! Family Life Education Certificate 
! Medical Family Therapy Certificate 
(proposed) 
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! 26.ool 8o9(sel%(; 8ert%<%6ate= 8al%<or(%a 
>90%l >erso((el 2erv%6es 8re)e(t%al @>>2A 
@o0e( to 6o9(sel%(; a() "*T st9)e(ts o(l,A 
Core ideas guiding the marriage and family therapy 
doctoral programs 
!"#$%&'($#)*+*%",*= >eo0le are Best 9()erstoo) C%t.%( 
t.e 69lt9ralD s0%r%t9alD a() relat%o(al s,ste+s %( C.%6. 
t.e, are e+Be))e). 8.a(;e t.ere<ore o669rs %( 
6o(teFt o< <a+%l,D 6o++9(%t,D a() %(ter0erso(al 
relat%o(s.%0s. T.%s 0ro;ra+ <o69ses Bot. o( t.e 
str96t9re) relat%o(al 0atter(s o< 6o++9(%6at%o( a() 
%(tera6t%o( a() o( t.e s,ste+s o< +ea(%(; t.at )e<%(e 
a() s.a0e t.ese 0atter(s. 
-.'#"("**= T.e 0ro;ra+ e(6o9ra;es C.ole(ess B, 
atte()%(; to t.e 0.,s%6alD +e(talD so6%alD a() s0%r%t9al 
)%+e(s%o(s o< .9+a( eF0er%e(6e. T.ese )%+e(s%o(s 
re6%0ro6all, %(tera6t at ever, level. 
/'0&$#)1'20"*= T.e 0ro;ra+ %s ;9%)e) B, a Bel%e< t.at 
so6%al 6o(teFts a() 0ro6esses %(<l9e(6e +ea(%(;sD 
val9esD a() 0eo0leGs 9()ersta()%(;s o< sel<D <a+%l,D 
a() ot.ers. >art%69lar e+0.as%s %s 0la6e) o(= 
! resear6. <o69s%(; o( so6%al <or6es releva(t to 
t.e )%st%(6t%ve +9lt%69lt9ral +%F o< <a+%l%es 
%( t.e so9t.er( 8al%<or(%a re;%o(H 
! t.e %(terrelat%o(s.%0 BetCee( <a%t. a() 
<a+%l, relat%o(s.%0s t.ro9;.o9t t.e Corl)D 
a() 
! t.e e<<e6ts o< t.e 6.a(;%(; .ealt. 6are s,ste+ 
a() o< +e)%6al te6.(olo;,H as Cell as 
! 6ollaBorat%o( a+o(; e)96at%o(D <a+%l,D 
CorID a() le;al s,ste+s. 
3"$#&(4)5'6"2)'1)2"#$%&'(*.&5*= Js 0eo0le Be6o+e +ore 
6o((e6te) to ea6. ot.er a() t.e%r 6o++9(%t%esD t.e 
0ote(t%al <or ;roCt. a() .eal%(; are e(.a(6e) a() 
t.e o00ort9(%t, <or +aI%(; 0os%t%ve 6o(tr%B9t%o(s 
+aF%+%Ke). 2t9)e(ts are e(6o9ra;e) to )evelo0 t.e%r 
t.era0e9t%6 relat%o(s.%0 a() 6o++9(%t, %(volve+e(t 
sI%lls s96. t.at t.e, 6a( 6o6reate a( e(v%ro(+e(t o< 
sa<et,D res0e6tD 6o+0ass%o(D o0e((essD a() 
6o++9(%t, 0art%6%0at%o(. 
7&8"2*&%+= 8o(;r9e(t C%t. a( a00re6%at%o( o< t.e 
%+0orta(6e o< so6%al <or6es %s a( %(terest %( a() 
res0e6t <or t.e )%verse eF0er%e(6es a() 0er6e0t%o(s o< 
.9+a( Be%(;s. L%<<ere(t so6%al 6o(teFts1s96. as ra6eD 
et.(%6%t,D rel%;%o(D ;e()erD a() so6%oe6o(o+%6 
stat9s1res9lt %( a C%)e var%et, o< +ea(%(;s a() 
Be.av%or 0atter(s %( +arr%a;esD <a+%l%esD a() %(t%+ate 
relat%o(s.%0s. T.e 0ro;ra+ seeIs to 6reate a )%verse 
+%F o< st9)e(ts a() <a69lt,D a() to 6.alle(;e all C.o 
are %(volve) to lear( <ro+ t.e r%6.(ess o< +9lt%0le 
0ers0e6t%ves. 
9,5&2&0$#)52'0"**= T.e 0ro;ra+ e(6o9ra;es 6l%(%6al 
CorI a() t.eor, )evelo0+e(t ;ro9()e) %( a( 
e+0%r%6al 9()ersta()%(; o< .9+a( eF0er%e(6e. 
2t9)e(ts are o<<ere) t.e o00ort9(%t, to )evelo0 t.e%r 
6a0a6%t%es to 9t%l%Ke %()96t%ve a() )e)96t%ve 
reaso(%(; as Cell as oBMe6t%v%t,D s9BMe6t%v%t,D a() 
%(ters9BMe6t%v%t, %( t.era0,D 0ro;ra+ )evelo0+e(tD 
a() eval9at%o(D a() resear6.. 
9:;0$%&'()$(:)52"8"(%&'(= 8o((e6t%o(s at <a+%l,D 
s6.oolD a() 6o++9(%t, levels are %+0orta(t 
6o+0o(e(ts o< res%l%e(6e. T.e 0ro;ra+ e+0.as%Kes 
.el0%(; %()%v%)9als a() <a+%l%es a66ess t.e%r 
relat%o(al 6o+0ete(6%es as a( %+0orta(t 0art o< 
0reve(t%o(D as Cell as t.e resol9t%o( o< t.e%r 69rre(t 
)%<<%69lt%es. 
/5&2&%;$#&%+= T.%s 0ro;ra+ sees s0%r%t9al%t, as 6e(tral 
to C.ole(ess a() .eal%(;. 2t9)e(ts are e(6o9ra;e) to 
%(te;rate t.e%r 0ra6t%6es o< <a%t. C%t. t.e%r 
0ro<ess%o(al CorI. T.e 0ro;ra+ 0la6es stro(; 
e+0.as%s o( a6t%ve )e+o(strat%o( o< +oral a() 
et.%6al 0r%(6%0les as eFe+0l%<%e) B,D B9t (ot l%+%te) 
toD N9)eoO8.r%st%a( tea6.%(;s. 
-'2#:6&:")1'0;*= T.e +%ss%o( o< t.e 0ro;ra+ rea6.es 
Be,o() t.e lo6al a() (at%o(al 6o++9(%t, to t.e 
%(ter(at%o(al 6o++9(%t,. T.%s %(6l9)es o9r 
6ollaBorat%o( C%t. 0eo0le <ro+ ot.er (at%o(s a() 
69lt9res to 0ro+ote +9t9al 9()ersta()%(;D resolve 
0roBle+sD a() stre(;t.e( <a+%l%es. 
P6.D. 9N MAR9TAL AND FAM9LY 
T6ERAPY 
T.e >..L. )e;ree %( +ar%tal a() <a+%l, t.era0, 
<olloCs t.e s6%e(t%stO0ra6t%t%o(er +o)el %( C.%6. t.e 
st9)e(ts are eF0e6te) to )evelo0 eF0ert%se Bot. %( 
e+0%r%6al resear6. +et.o)s a() 6l%(%6al 0ra6t%6e <or 
6areers %( tea6.%(; a() resear6.. T.e >..L. )e;ree %( 
+ar%tal a() <a+%l, t.era0, %s a P08O9(%t 0ro;ra+ 
reR9%r%(; a +%(%+9+ o< t.reeOtoO<o9r ,ears o< <9llO
t%+e st9), <or 6o+0let%o(1%(6l9)%(; tCoOtoOt.ree 
,ears o< 6o9rse CorID P000 .o9rs o< <a6eOtoO<a6e 6l%e(t 
6o(ta6tD a )%ssertat%o(D a() 0ro<ess%o(al )evelo0+e(t 
eF0er%e(6es. T.e 09r0ose o< t.e >..L. )e;ree 
0ro;ra+ %( +ar%tal a() <a+%l, t.era0, %s to )evelo0 
<a+%l, t.era0, s6.olarsS0ra6t%t%o(ers C.o C%ll 
a)va(6e t.eor,D resear6.D 6l%(%6al 0ra6t%6eD a() 
tea6.%(; %( t.e <%el) o< +ar%tal a() <a+%l, t.era0,. 
2t9)e(ts C%ll Be 0re0are) <or a6a)e+%6 a() 6l%(%6al 
tra%(%(; 0os%t%o(s %( 9(%vers%t%es a() 0ost;ra)9ate 
%(st%t9tes. >..L. )e;ree st9)e(ts )evelo0 eF0ert%se %( 
6o()96t%(; or%;%(al resear6. <ro+ R9a(t%tat%veD 
R9al%tat%veD a() +%Fe) +et.o) a00roa6.es. 
9nterim masterCs degree 
T.e >..L. )e;ree C%t. %(ter%+ +asterGs )e;ree 
reR9%res P30 9(%ts. T.%s 6o+B%(e) )e;ree 0ro;ra+ %s 
<or sele6te) a)va(6e) st9)e(ts C.ose +asterGs )e;ree 
%s (ot %( +ar%tal a() <a+%l, t.era0, @or eR9%vale(tA or 
<or st9)e(ts 69rre(tl, e(rolle) %( 8OJ"*TUO
a66re)%te) +asterGs 0ro;ra+s. J +%(%+9+ o< <%ve 
,ears o< <9llOt%+e st9), %s reR9%re) to 6o+0lete t.e 
0ro;ra+ C%t. a( %(ter%+ +asterGs )e;ree. 
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All Ph.D. degree marriage and family therapy 
students must complete a 1H-unit concentration. The 
following are preapproved concentrations: 
1. Families, systems, and health 
H. Family studies 
O. Systems consultation and professional 
relations 
P. School consultation 
,&-.%#&+/%('#)#0+"-&$"1%*+
1. Students will develop a professional identity 
as doctoral level marital and family 
therapists aligned with national practice 
standards. 
H. Students will become adept in 
systems/relational practice that will 
demonstrate sophistication as a 
scientist/practitioner. 
O. Students will be able to analyze, synthesize, 
and critique marital and family therapy 
theory, human development, and family 
science literature to advance and integrate 
research, theory, and practice in the field. 
P. Students will demonstrate knowledge and 
skills as a researcher in the field of marital 
and family therapy. 
5. Students will apply systems/relational 
theories that promote health, healing, and 
wholeness within interpersonal, family, 
organizational, and/or community contexts. 
6. Students will be responsive to the societal, 
cultural, and spiritual contexts in which 
health and well-being are embedded. 
X. Students will develop an ethical 
consciousness that guides their practice and 
contributions to the field of marital and 
family therapy. 
2.1)**)"#+'%3-)'%1%#&*+
The Ph.D. in degree program represents advanced 
study over and above a standard master's degree 
curriculum in the field. Acceptance into this program 
is based on an integrated evaluation of the following 
criteria: 
1. Personal essay (see department for 
guidelines) 
H. M.S. degree in marital and family therapy or 
equivalent 
O. Grade-point average (O.O minimum) 
P. Structured oral interview with department 
(one day). 
5. Three letters of reference (two academic and 
one professional). 
6. R]sum] (preferred but not required). 
X. GRE scores (taken within the past five years) 
8. Students for whom English is a second 
language—TOEFL, 550 (pencil test) or H1O 
(computer score). 
`. Official transcripts for all college and 
graduate course work. 
10. aackground check prior to matriculation. 
The admissions committee uses the above criteria to 
evaluate applicants on each of the following equally 
weighted criteria: 
1. Academic preparedness 
H. Professional preparedness for doctoral study 
O. Research potential 
P. Ability to work with diversity 
5. Clinical skills 
COREbUISITES 
Student transcripts will be evaluated on a course-by-
course basis for the following areas of corequisite 
study. A plan of study incorporating these standard 
master's degree-level courses is available for students 
who have not completed these corequisites:
 
Theoretical knowledge in family systems/relational therapy 8.0 
Clinical knowledge in marital and family therapy 16.0 
Individual development and family relations 8.0 
Additional study in the three areas above P.0 
Professional issues and ethics in marital and family therapy P.0 
Research P.0 
Additional related study P.0 
TOTAL MINIMUM APPROVED COREbUISITE COURSES P8.0 
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!inancial assistance 
2tudents 7ho are accepted into the Ph.D. degree 
program in marital and family therapy program may 
apply for a ?ariety of 7or@ study and departmentA
funded researchB teachingB and administrati?e 
assistantships a7arded Cy the Department of 
Counseling and Family 2ciences. They may also apply 
for needACased financial aidB such as a loan or other 
7or@Astudy programs on campus. Departmental 
a7ards are contingent on the a?ailaCility of funds. 
2tudents accepted into the Ph.D. degree program in 
marital and family therapy are eligiCle to and 
encouraged to apply for the AAMFT minority 
fello7ships. 2ee F777.aamft.orgGH for information. 
2tudents may apply for financial aid Cy 7riting toI 
2tudent Financial Aid Jffice 
2tudent 2er?ices 
Loma Linda Lni?ersity 
Loma LindaB CA MNOPQ 
MQMGPPRASPQM 
+nowledge and s0ills promoted 
Theory and practice 
2tudents study the 7or@ of the original thin@ers in 
marital and family therapyB as 7ell as the most recent 
de?elopments in the field1such as social 
constructionism and e?idenceACased practice. They 
7ill de?elop a critical understanding of the theoretical 
and philosophical foundations of marital and family 
therapyT critically eUamine the interrelationships 
Cet7een sociohistorical factorsB family structures and 
relationshipsB and clinical approachesT Ce con?ersant 
in the current issues in the fieldT and contriCute to the 
discourse regarding them. They 7ill use this 
@no7ledge to ad?ance the field of family therapy. 
Personal de?elopment 
The program encourages students to de?elop a clear 
understanding of themsel?esB and it in?ites reflection 
and consideration of the impact of their personal 
?aluesB social positionsB and conteUts on their clinical 
and scholarly practices. 2tudents are supported in the 
de?elopment of their strengths as they create an 
epistemological frame7or@ and ethical consciousness 
to guide their research and practice. 
Practice and super?isory s@ills 
2tudents 7ill apply a critical understanding of theory 
to the practice of marital and family therapy at the 
familyB communityB and societal le?els1dra7ing on 
the core modalities of the field. They 7ill de?elop 
sophistication in their personal clinical s@illsB 
super?isory s@illsB and s@ills for acti?e multisystemic 
in?ol?ement. 
Research s@ills 
2tudents 7ill de?elop s@ills and a critical 
understanding of the process of research and 
e?aluation related to families and marital and family 
therapy. This includes the aCility to apply research 
findings to clinical practice and to utiliWe research 
findings in creati?e 7ays for the Cenefit of the general 
population. Ph.D. degree students 7ill de?elop 
eUpertise in Xuantitati?eB Xualitati?eB and miUed 
methods research approachesB leading to puClication 
in scholarly Yournals and presentations at professional 
conferences. 
D5675R 5! 9:R;7:< :=D !:9;<> 
7HER:A> 
The D.M.F.T. degree program adopts the practitionerA
administratorAe?aluator approach and focuses on 
applied s@ill de?elopment for use in clinical practice 
and administrati?e positions. The D.M.F.T. degree is a 
4QNAunit program reXuiring a minimum of threeAtoA
four years of fullAtime study for completion1
including t7oAtoAthree years of course 7or@B 4QQQ 
hours of direct client contactB a doctoral proYectB and 
super?ised professional de?elopment eUperience. The 
goal of the D.M.F.T degree program is to prepare 
students to apply e?idenceACased standards to the 
systemicGrelational principles of marriage and family 
therapy as they designB e?aluateB and administer 
programs that impact a clinical population. 
;nterim masterBs degree 
A student may matriculate into the D.M.F.T. degree 
program 7ith an interim master's degree. The 
D.M.F.T. degree program 7ith interim master's 
degree reXuires 43Q units. The program is for selected 
ad?anced students 7hose master's degree is not in 
marital and family therapy [or eXui?alent\ or for 
students currently enrolled in CJAMFTEAaccredited 
master's programs. A minimum of fi?e years of fullA
time study is reXuired to complete the program 7ith 
an interim master's degree. 
6oncentrations 
All D.M.F.T. degree students must complete a 4NAunit 
concentration. The follo7ing are preappro?ed 
concentrationsI 
! 2ystems consultation and professional 
relations 
! Family studies 
! FamiliesB systemsB and health 
! 2chool consultation 
Student learning outcomes 
4. 2tudents 7ill de?elop a professional identity 
as doctoral le?el marital and family 
therapists aligned 7ith national practice 
standards. 
N. 2tudents 7ill Cecome adept in 
systemsGrelational practiceB demonstrating 
sophistication as administratorsB program 
de?elopersB and e?aluators of marital and 
family therapy ser?ices. 
O. 2tudents 7ill Ce aCle to use marital and 
family therapyB human de?elopmentB and 
family science literatures to design and 
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e4aluate 9rograms? clinical 9rotocols? 
organiCational structures? and ser4ice 
deli4erE 9rocessesF 
GF (o HurtIer JeneHit Hamilies and communities? 
students Kill demonstrate tIe aJilitE to use 
researcI and e4aluation metIodologies to 
im9ro4e Iuman ser4ice 9rogram 
9erHormance and outcomesF 
LF Students Kill a99lE sEstemsMrelational 
tIeories and e4idenceNJased 9ractices tIat 
9romote IealtI? Iealing? and KIoleness 
KitIin inter9ersonal? HamilE? organiCational? 
andMor communitE conteOtsF 
0F Students Kill Je res9onsi4e to tIe societal? 
cultural? and s9iritual conteOts in KIicI 
IealtI and KellNJeing are emJeddedF 
PF Students Kill de4elo9 an etIical 
consciousness tIat guides tIeir 9ractice in all 
as9ects oH 9roHessional KorQF 
Admission requirements 
(Ie Roctor oH Sarital and TamilE (Iera9E degree 
9rogram re9resents ad4anced studE o4er and aJo4e a 
standard masterUs degree curriculum in tIe HieldF 
Acce9tance into tIis 9rogram is Jased on an 
integrated e4aluation oH tIe HolloKing criteriaV 
1F Ti4eN9age 9ersonal essaE Wsee de9artment Hor 
guidelinesX 
2F SFSF degree in marital and HamilE tIera9E or 
equi4alent 
ZF /radeN9oint a4erage 
GF Structured oral inter4ieK KitI de9artment 
Wone daEXF 
LF (Iree letters oH reHerence WtKo academic and 
one 9roHessionalX 
0F &[sum[ 
PF CriticalNessaE eOamination Wadministered JE 
tIe de9artmentX 
\F Acce9taJle (.%T- scores? iH %nglisI is a 
second languageF 
]F .HHicial transcri9ts oH all college and 
graduate studEF 
1^F _acQground cIecQ 9rior to matriculation 
C.&%`!#S#(% 
Students are eO9ected to Ia4e Jasic academic 
9re9aration JeHore entering tIe RFSFTF(F degree 
9rogramF #H a student is deHicient in courses? sucI as 
tIose listed JeloK? a 9lan oH studE incor9orating tIese 
courses Kill Je de4elo9ed to gi4e tIe student a solid 
grounding in tIe Houndations oH tIe HieldF (ranscri9ts 
Kill Je e4aluated to determine readiness or deHiciencE 
in 9re4ious course KorQF (Iese courses Kill Je 
regarded as corequisites in tIat tIe student Kill Je 
aJle to incor9orate tIem into tIeir 9rogram oH studEF
 
(Ieoretical QnoKledge in HamilE sEstemsMrelational tIera9E \F^ 
Clinical QnoKledge in marital and HamilE tIera9E 10F^ 
#ndi4idual de4elo9ment and HamilE relations \F^ 
Additional studE in tIe tIree 9receding areas GF^ 
aroHessional issues and etIics in marital and HamilE tIera9E GF^ 
&esearcI GF^ 
Additional related studE GF^ 
 
Financial assistance 
Students KIo are acce9ted into tIe Roctor oH Sarital 
and TamilE (Iera9E degree 9rogram maE a99lE Hor a 
4arietE oH KorQ studE and de9artmentallE Hunded 
assistantsIi9sF (IeE maE also a99lE Hor needNJased 
Hinancial aid? sucI as loans or otIer KorQNstudE 
9rograms on cam9usF Re9artmental aKards are 
contingent on tIe a4ailaJilitE oH HundsF Students 
acce9ted into tIe RFSFTF(F degree 9rogram are 
eligiJle and encouraged to a99lE Hor tIe AAST( 
minoritE HelloKsIi9sF See bKKKFaamHtForgc Hor 
inHormationF 
Students maE a99lE Hor Hinancial aid JE Kriting toV 
Student Tinancial Aid .HHice 
Student Ser4ices 
-oma -inda !ni4ersitE 
-oma -inda? CA ]2ZL^ 
]^]MLL\NGL^] 
2nowledge and skills promoted 
(IeorE and 9ractice 
Students studE tIe KorQ oH tIe original tIinQers in 
marital and HamilE tIera9E? as Kell as tIe most recent 
de4elo9ments in tIe HielddsucI as social 
constructionism and e4idenceNJased 9racticeF 
RFSFTF(F degree students Kill de4elo9 sQills in 
a99lEing marriage and HamilE tIera9E 9rinci9les and 
HrameKorQs to 9uJlic and 9ri4ate clinical 9ractice 
settingsF (IeE Kill de4elo9 a critical understanding oH 
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t.e t.eoretical and p.ilosop.ical 9oundations o9 
marriage and 9amil, t.erap,< =e con>ersant wit. t.e 
current issues in t.e 9ield< and use t.is knowledge to 
de>elop programs and ser>icesA 
Personal de>elopment 
T.e program encourages students to de>elop a clear 
understanding o9 t.emsel>es and in>ites re9lection 
and consideration o9 t.e impact o9 t.eir personal 
>alues< social positions< and conteCts on t.eir clinical< 
administrati>e< and program de>elopment practicesA 
Students are supported in t.e de>elopment o9 t.eir 
strengt.s as t.e, create an epistemological 
9ramework and et.ical consciousness t.at guides 
t.eir approac. to pro9essional practice in t.eir li>esA 
Practice and super>isor, skills 
Students will appl, an inDdept. understanding o9 
t.eor, to t.e practice o9 marital and 9amil, t.erap, 
inter>entions and program acti>ities at t.e 9amil,< 
communit,< and societal le>els1drawing on t.e core 
marriage and 9amil, t.erap, 9rameworksA T.e, will 
de>elop sop.istication in clinical< administrati>e< and 
super>isor, skills necessar, 9or multis,stemic 
engagementA 
E>aluation skills 
Students will de>elop skills and understanding o9 t.e 
process o9 e>aluation researc. related to marital and 
9amil, t.erap, programs and ser>icesA T.is includes 
t.e a=ilit, to appl, researc. 9indings to clinical 
practice and to utiliFe researc. 9indings in creati>e 
wa,s 9or t.e =ene9it o9 t.e general populationA 
DAMAFATA degree students will 9ocus on e>aluation o9 
program per9ormance and outcomes in practiceD=ased 
settingsA
 
 
!"#$%&'()*'+%(,-.,#  /"010 102030!0 
MFTH IJK Ad>anced T.eor, in Marital and Famil, T.erap, KAJ   
MFTH IJ3 Clinical 4DDC,=ernetics NMRI< MilanQ 5AJ 5AJ 
MFTH IJR Clinical SDDMeaning NNarrati>e< Solution FocusedQ 5AJ 5AJ 
MFTH IJU Clinical 5DDNatural S,stems NStructural< Vowen< etcAQ 5AJ 5AJ 
MFTH IJW Clinical KDDClinical Issues N5AJQ 3AJ 5AJ 
MFTH ISI Ad>anced Marital and Famil, T.erap, Assessment   5AJ 
MFTH ISR Ad>anced Legal and Et.ical Issues   5AJ 
MFTH 35K Practicum NSAJQ   3AJ 
Totals 4WAJ  SKAJ  
 
4)*.5.*6(7'*#5#7$+8#)-'()*'9(8.7&'%#7(-.$):  /"010 102030!0 
MFTH IJI Ad>anced Famil, Studies KAJ KAJ 
Totals KAJ  KAJ  
 
;6+#%5.:.$)  /"010 102030!0 
MFTH IJ4 Super>ision in Marital and Famil, T.erap, SAJ SAJ 
MFTH IJS Ad>anced Super>ision in Marital and Famil, T.erap, SAJ SAJ 
Totals KAJ  KAJ  
 
/%$<%(8'*#5#7$+8#)-'()*'(*8.).:-%(-.$)  /"010 102030!0 
MFTH ISK Administration in Marital and Famil, T.erap,   5AJ 
MFTH 3SK Program De>elopment 9or Families and Communities   5AJ 
MFTH 3SI Yrant Zriting   5AJ 
MFTH 3S3 Program E>aluation and Monitoring   5AJ 
MFTH 3SR Ad>anced Program De>elopment and E>aluation NSAJQ   KAJ 
Totals 1  43AJ  
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Spirituality  Ph.D. D.M.F.T. 
&%-% 344 /raduate;le=el %t>ics BCDEF 
&%-% 3E3 +linical %t>ics BCDEF 
+>oose one course  CDE CDE 
&%-& 3C3 'piritualitJ and Kental Lealt> CDE CDE 
&%-( 013 'eminar in N>ilosop>J oO &eligion CDE CDE 
(otals QDE  QDE 
 
Electives  
+>oose one concentration Bsee c>oices RelowF Oor a minimum oO 1T units  Ph.D. D.M.F.T. 
4444 444 %lecti=e 
#n addition to units required Oor 
concentration 
0DE CDE 
(otals 0DE  0DE 
 
Research  Ph.D. D.M.F.T. 
KF(L 0E1 'tatistics # 2DE 2DE 
KF(L 0ET 'tatistics ## 2DE   
KF(L 0EC 'tatistics ### 2DE   
KF(L 0E2 Ad=anced Wualitati=e Ket>ods 2DE 2DE 
KF(L 0E3 Ad=anced Wuantitati=e Ket>ods 2DE 2DE 
KF(L 0E0 .=er=iew and +ritique oO &esearc> in Families and (>erapJ 2DE 2DE 
KF(L 0EX +omputer 1DE 1DE 
KF(L 0EY AnalJsis and Nresentation #ssues in &esearc> CDE   
KF(L 00Y Wualitati=e &esearc> Nracticum TDE   
(otals CEDE  1XDE 
 
Dissertation9Doctoral pro;ect  Ph.D. D.M.F.T. 
KF(L 0Q3 NroZect &esearc> B1DE;1TDEF   1TDE 
KF(L 0QY [issertation &esearc> B1DE;1EDEF TEDE   
(otals 1TDE  1TDE  
 
Professional development and practice  
XEE;numRered courses do not count in total graduate units required Oor t>e degree  Ph.D. D.M.F.T. 
KF(L 0C2 Nracticum BTDEF 0DE   
KF(L 0Q2 [octoral 'eminar BED3F XDE 1DE 
KF(L XY3 
NroOessional +linical (raining in 
KF( B1D3;CDEF 
1EEE client contact >ours required \ 
CE units 
] ] 
KF(L XY0 NroOessional [e=elopment Nroposal B]F ] ] 
KF(L XY0A 
NroOessional [e=elopment in Karital 
and FamilJ (>erapJ B1D3;1TDEF 
C0 non;academic units ] ] 
(otals 1CDE  1DE 
 
 Marital and Family Therapy—ST 615
 
CONCENTRATION - Family Studies  
The family studies concentration focuses on the knowledge regarding family and child 
development that provides the theoretical basis for family interventions and programs. 
Students also may select from a variety of courses to enhance their skills in family life 
education and/or therapy.  Ph9D9 D9;9F9T9 
FMST 518 Advanced Theories in Child Development 3.0 3.0 
FMST 526 Marriage and the Family 3.0 3.0 
CHLS 507 Child Life Program: Medical 
Family Issues I (3.0) 
CHLS 508 Grief and Loss (3.0) 
COUT 576 EVceptional and Medically 
Challenged Children (3.0) 
FMST 524 Family Resource 
Management (2.0) 
FMST 525 Sociology of the Family (2.0) 
FMST 528 Parenting (2.0) 
FMST 529 Family Life Education (3.0) 
MFAM 548 Men and Families (2.0) 
MFTH 514 Child and Family Therapy (2.0) 
MFTH 515 Couples Therapy (2.0) 
MFTH 516 Divorce and Remarriage (2.0) 
MFTH 519 Teaching in Higher 
Education (2.0) 
MFTH 525 Advanced Marital and Family 
Therapy Assessment (3.0) 
MFTH 544 Health and Illness in 
Families (3.0) 
Choose 6 units  6.0 6.0 
Totals 12.0  12.0 
 
CONCENTRATION - Family< Systems< and >ealth  
This concentration prepares marital and family therapists to work with issues related to 
health and illness in medical settings and/or in collaboration with other health care 
professionals. The concentration includes opportunities to work in the primary care LLU 
clinics to get life eVperience with patientsZ doctorsZ and other health care professionals 
(Family Medicine and SACH)[ as well as the opportunity to work with some specific health-
related research pro]ects.  Ph9D9 D9;9F9T9 
MFTH 534 Family Therapy and Medicine 3.0 3.0 
MFTH 544 Health and Illness in Families 3.0 3.0 
MFTH 564 Social ConteVt of Health 3.0 3.0 
MFTH 637 Special Pro]ects in Health and Illness in Families 3.0 1.0 
Totals —  —  
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CO#CE#TRATIO# - School Consultation  
The school consultation concent=ation >=oadens the systematic Bo=C oD E=oDessionals in 
ma=ital and Damily the=aEy o= Damily studies to include mo=e CnoBledFea>le consultation 
Bith school administ=ato=s, teache=s, counselo=s, and EsycholoFists =eFa=dinF the Bell-
>einF oD child=en, adolescents, and colleFe o= uniIe=sity students in educational 
enIi=onmentsJ Kocto=al students may select 1L units oD study Do= this concent=ation D=om 
the list oD cou=ses >eloBJ  Ph.D. D.M.F.T. 
CO!N MNO PsycholoFical Foundations oD 
Education ROJST 
CO!N MN0 EUceEtional and Vedically 
ChallenFed Child=en RWJST 
CO!N MNN Assessment in CounselinF RWJST 
CO!N MNX ColleFe and Ca=ee= 
CounselinF RWJST 
CO!N 0NX Consultation and 
-eade=shiE RWJST 
CO!N 0NY School CounselinFZ Histo=y and 
P=actice RWJST 
Choose 1L units  \ \ 
Totals \  \  
 
CO#CE#TRATIO# - Systems Consultation and Professional Relations  Ph.D. D.M.F.T. 
VFTH MLX O=Fani]ationsZ St=uctu=e, P=ocess, and ^ehaIio= WJS WJS 
VFTH MMM O=Fani]ational KeIeloEment and ChanFe WJS WJS 
VFTH MM0 VanaFement ConsultinF and P=oDessional Relations WJS WJS 
VFTH MMN O=Fani]ational Assessment WJS WJS 
Totals \  \  
 
Additional courses for MFT licensure in California  
Fo= students Bho haIe not =eIiously met academic =e_ui=ements Do= VFT licensu=e  Ph.D. D.M.F.T. 
VFAV 0NO Human SeUual ^ehaIio= RWJST 
VFTH M1M CouEles The=aEy RLJST 
Choose one cou=se  \ \ 
FVST M1O C=oss-cultu=al CounselinF and Family $alues RLJST LJS \ 
VFAV MLO PsychoEha=macoloFy and Vedical Issues RWJST WJS \ 
VFAV MM0 PsychoEatholoFy and KiaFnostic P=ocedu=es WJS   
VFAV 0WX Family The=aEy and Chemical A>use LJS   
VFAV 0OO Child A>use and Family $iolence RWJST WJS \ 
VFTH MLM AdIanced Va=ital and Family The=aEy Assessment WJS   
VFTH MLN AdIanced -eFal and Ethical Issues WJS   
Totals \  \  
 
Required standard master's degree courses  
Additional =e_ui=ed inte=im maste=`s deF=ee cou=ses Do= students Bho do not hold the VJSJ 
deF=ee in ma=ital and Damily the=aEy E=io= to admissionJ  Ph.D. D.M.F.T. 
FVST M1O C=oss-cultu=al CounselinF and Family $alues RLJST LJS \ 
VFAV MS1 Resea=ch Tools and VethodoloFyZ auantitatiIe RWJST   \ 
VFAV M1M C=isis Inte=Iention CounselinF RWJST WJS \ 
VFAV MLO PsychoEha=macoloFy and Vedical Issues RWJST   \ 
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MFAM 535 Case Presentation and Professional Studies (4.0) 4.0 — 
MFAM 536 Case Presentation Seminar (2.0) 2.0 — 
MFAM 537 Case Presentation Seminar (2.0) 2.0 — 
MFAM 545 Gender Perspectives (2.0) 2.0 — 
MFAM 547 Social Ecology of Individual and Family Kevelopment (3.0) 3.0 — 
MFAM 551 Family Therapy: Foundational Theories and Practice (3.0) 3.0 — 
MFAM 552 Couples Therapy: Theory and Practice (3.0) 3.0 — 
MFAM 553 Family Systems Theory (3.0) 3.0 — 
MFAM 556 Psychopathology and Kiagnostic Procedures (3.0) 3.0 — 
MFAM 564 Family Therapy: Advanced Foundational Theories and Practice (3.0) 3.0 — 
MFAM 56M Groups: Process, and Practice (3.0) 3.0 — 
MFAM 5M4 Advanced Child and Adolescent Problems (3.0) 3.0 — 
MFAM 614 Law and Ethics (3.0) 3.0 — 
MFAM 624 Individual and Systems Assessment (3.0) 3.0 — 
MFAM 635 Case Presentation Seminar (2.0) 2.0 — 
MFAM 636 Case Presentation Seminar 2.0   
MFAM 63M Family Therapy and Chemical Abuse (2.0-3.0)   — 
MFAM 644 Child Abuse and Family Violence (3.0) 3.0 — 
MFAM 564 Family Therapy: Advanced 
Foundational Theories and 
Practice (—) 
MFAM 574 Family Therapy: Theory and 
Practice (4.0) 
MFAM 670 Seminar in Sex 
Therapy (2.0) (—) 
MFTU 515 Couples Therapy (2.0) 
Choose one course  — — 
MFAM 734 Professional Clinical 
Training (1.5) (—) 
500 client contact hours (15 units)  — — 
Totals —  —  
!"#$%&&'()*%&+ ,-./-  ,0-/-  
 
An interim master's degree will be awarded after 
students have completed: 
! 90 units, including all required master's level 
units, 
! 30 doctoral level units, 
! An objective comprehensive examination, 
and 
! 500 hours of direct client contact under an 
AAMFT-approved supervisor. 
All doctoral requirements remain the same. 
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Natural Sciences.ST 
(M.S.) 
L%ONA&3 &. 5&AN36 P8.3.6 Program 3irector 
4ACULTY 
Leonard &. 5rand 
3oug 5ritton 
E. Paul 5uc88eim 
&onald L. Carter 
SteG8en /. 3unbar 
&aul %sGerante 
Jilliam K. EaLes 
&onald Nalin 
Kevin %. NicN 
Samuel Soret 
5enjamin L. Clausen 
 
 
T8e Natural Sciences Program leads to t8e Master of 
Science degree. Course RorN is selected from t8e 
allied fields of biologL6 GaleontologL6 geologL6 eart8 
sLstems science6 and geograG8ic information sLstems. 
Areas of curriculum strengt8 include ecologL6 
genetics6 sLstematics6 sedimentarL geologL6 
GaleontologL6 environmental geologL6 eart8 sLstems 
science6 and /#S. 
Objectives 
Students comGleting t8e Master of Science degree in 
natural sciences Rill beS 
1. Fluent in t8e fundamental conceGts of 
biologL6 geologL6 /#S6 and eart8 sLstems 
science. 
U. Vualified to seeN endorsement for subject 
teac8ing in secondarL education and Rill be 
comGetent in eit8er biological science or 
geoscience. 
W. Able to eX8ibit effective sNills in Rritten and 
oral communication. 
Y. Familiar Rit8 t8e scientific met8od6 
8LGot8esis testing6 and deductive reasoning. 
Z. Familiar Rit8 NeL issues related to t8e 
integration of fait8 and science. 
0. Vualified to seeN emGloLment in K[1U 
teac8ing or civil or Gublic service6 or Rill be 
satisfied t8at t8e degree met ot8er Gersonal 
or Grofessional develoGment objectives. 
Program features 
T8e Natural Sciences Program emG8asi\es ecologL[
oriented areas of biologL and field[oriented geologL6 
GarticularlL sedimentologL6 stratigraG8L6 and 
GaleontologL. FieldRorN is emG8asi\ed because it 
Grovides a first[8and eXGerience Rit8 biological and 
geological G8enomena t8at cannot be satisfactorilL 
grasGed or understood solelL from classroom or 
laboratorL studL. T8roug8out t8e natural sciences 
curriculum6 students are encouraged to develoG an 
oGen[minded and investigative aGGroac8 in t8e 
aGGlication of t8e scientific met8od to t8e resolution 
of biological and geologic Groblems. Consideration of 
multiGle RorNing 8LGot8eses is encouraged. T8e goal 
is to GreGare students for effective careers in teac8ing 
or government. 
Learning outcomes 
1. 3eveloG breadt8 of NnoRledge in natural 
sciences. 
U. 3eveloG Rritten and oral communication 
sNills6 and t8e integration of tec8nologL in 
communication. 
W. AnalL\e and sLnt8esi\e Grevious 
NnoRledge. 
Y. 3eveloG a Grofessional aGtitude and 
attitude. 
Z. 3eveloG critical evaluation sNills in relating 
fait8 and science and Gublic interest issues. 
Admission 
AGGlicants must meet t8e general Sc8ool of Science 
and Tec8nologL admission re]uirements. AcceGtable 
undergraduate GreGaration includes a bac8elor^s 
degree in biologL6 geologL6 c8emistrL6 G8Lsics6 or 
ot8er degree Rit8 tLGical biologL and geologL 
Grere]uisites. #n addition6 it must include tRo 
]uarters of college mat8ematics (calculus 
recommended)a one[Lear courses in biologL6 
c8emistrL6 and G8Lsicsa and courses in general 
ecologL and G8Lsical geologL.  Some of t8ese courses 
maL be taNen during residence at t8is UniversitL6 
Rit8 aGGroval of t8e admissions committee. 
Curriculum 
A minimum of Zb ]uarter units6 including Yb at or 
above t8e Zbb level6 constitutes t8e curriculum for t8e 
Master of Science degree in natural sciences. #n 
addition to t8e general re]uirements of t8e Sc8ool of 
Science and Tec8nologL6 t8e folloRing courses are 
re]uired. Undergraduate courses must be Ybb levelS
 "at%ral (ciences.(T 012
 
Major  3nits 
45O7 800 (e9i:entar; Processes >.0 
ABO7 8CC D%rrent ToEics in Aiolog; G>H 
45O7 88C PIilosoEI; oJ (cience an9 Origins G>H 
DIoose one co%rse  >.0 
ABO7 00K (e:inar in Aiolog; G1H 
45O7 00K (e:inar in 4eolog; G1H 
DIoose one co%rse  3.0 
ABO7 010 ResearcI an9 5NEeri:ental Oesign G2H 
45O7 010 ResearcI an9 5NEeri:ental Oesign G2H 
DIoose one co%rse  2.0 
ABO7 83> BnverteRrate Paleontolog; G>H 
ABO7 8>> SerteRrate Paleontolog; G>H 
45O7 82> PaleoRotan; G>H 
45O7 8>8 TaEIono:; G3H 
DIoose one geolog; or Ealeontolog; co%rse  3.0->.0 
ABO7 808 Marine Aiolog; G>H 
ABO7 818 AiogeograEI; G3H 
ABO7 82> PaleoRotan; G>H 
ABO7 828 PaleoEal;nolog; G>H 
ABO7 832 AeIavioral 5colog; G>H 
ABO7 8>0 TecIniV%es in SerteRrate 5colog; G3H 
ABO7 8>2 Aio9iversit; an9 Donservation G3H 
DIoose one ecolog; or conservation co%rse  3.0->.0 
ABO7 802 Ma::alog; G>H 
ABO7 81K 5cological PI;siolog; G>H 
ABO7 81C Rea9ings in 5colog; G2H 
ABO7 820 PrinciEles an9 MetIo9s oJ 
(;ste:atics G3H 
ABO7 838 Wni:al AeIavior G>H 
One a99itional Riolog; co%rse  >.0 
Totals 23.0-28.0  
 
&eligion  3nits 
R57X 8XX 4ra9%ate-level Religion 3.0 
Totals 3.0  
 
,roject  3nits 
ABO7 028 (Eecial Projects in Aiolog; G1H 
ABO7 02K ResearcI G1H 
45O7 028 (Eecial Projects in 4eolog; G1H 
45O7 02K ResearcI G1H 
DIoose one co%rse  >.0 
Totals >.0  
/verall Totals 45.5-48.5  
,roject 
Ws Eart oJ tIe core c%rric%l%:Z tIe st%9ent [ill 
co:Elete a ErojectZ in cons%ltation [itI tIe a9visorZ 
involving > %nits oJ registration in researcI or sEecial 
Erojects. 
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Other courses 
(he remaining courses ?e@ond the core Cill ?e 
selected in consultation Cith the studentEs facult@ 
advisorH 
Seminar attendance requirements 
,ll graduate students in residence must register for 
and attend seminar each quarter at -oma -inda 
!niversit@H 
Registration and tuition after normative time 
Students Cho are Jast the normative time for 
comJleting their degree must register for tCo units 
Cithout a tuition Caiver each quarter until the@ 
comJlete their degreeH ,fter their normative timeK 
students ma@ request a oneL@ear grace Jeriod that 
must ?e aJJroved ?@ the deJartment facult@H 
Final examinations 
Students are exJected to Jass a Critten 
comJrehensive examination during their Jenultimate 
quarter in residenceK and an oral comJrehensive 
examination in their ultimate quarter in residenceH 
Rosario Beach summer courses 
#n cooJeration Cith the Nalla Nalla !niversit@ 
Oarine Station in ,nacortesK NashingtonK facilities 
are availa?le for marine courses and research ?@ 
graduate students of -oma -inda !niversit@ School 
of Science and (echnolog@Es PeJartment of %arth and 
Biological SciencesH 
 Program Evaluation and Research—ST 89:
Program Evaluation and Research—ST 
(P9 certificate) 
BE<ERLY J@ BUCCLESD Program Director 
<ACULTA 
Beverly J@ BucGles 
CimHerly Freeman 
Sigrid James 
Dianna Simon 
Jgnatius YacouH 
ABCUDCT <ACULTA 
Emily Ascencio 
Siddharth SLaminathan 
 
 
The graduateMlevel certificate Orogram in evaluation 
research is designed for the LorGing Orofessional Lho 
needs research sGills to conduct Orogram evaluation 
and outcome assessments@ Students Lho comOlete 
this Orogram Lill develoO comOetencies in design 
and imOlementation of Orogram evaluations in health 
careD human servicesD criminal PusticeD and economic 
develoOment@ The certificate may He comHined Lith 
other graduate degrees offered Hy Loma Linda 
University or may He taGen on its oLn Hy nondegreeM
seeGing students@ Students in the evaluation research 
certificate Orogram are eQOected to have comOleted 
some undergraduate LorG in statistics and social 
research design@ Students lacGing aOOroOriate 
OreOaration may He required to taGe necessary 
courses Orior to admission to the Orogram@ 
Students interested in aOOlying for admission to the 
graduate certificate in Orogram evaluation and 
research should contact the DeOartment of Social 
SorG and Social Ecology in the School of Science and 
Technology@
 
ReEuired  Units 
PSYC TU: Advanced Statistics J V@U 
PSYC TU9 Advanced Statistics JJ V@U 
PSYC TUW Advanced Xultivariate Statistics V@U 
SPYL 8TV Research Xethods J V@U 
SPYL 8TT Research Xethods JJ V@U 
Totals 9U@U  
 
Theory elective  Units 
SPYL 8:V Social Science ConceOts JJ (V) 
SPYL 8:T Economic Theory and Social Policy (V) 
SPYL 89V Nature]Society Thought and Social 
Policy (V) 
Choose one course  V@U 
Totals V@U  
 
Research elective  Units 
SPYL 88V AOOlied Research for Social Policy (9) 
SPYL 88T Jnformation Technologies and 
Decision Science (V) 
Choose one course  9@UMV@U 
Totals 9@UMV@U  
!"#$%R'#T) +ATA-O/ 022
 
Religion  !nits 
R%-% 677 /raduate-level %t@iAs B3D 
R%-R 
62E 
+@ristian +itiFens@iG and -eaders@iG B3D 
+@oose one Aourse  3.0 
Totals 3.0  
Overall Totals 21.0-31.0  
 
Additional requirements 
'erve as GroKeAt direAtor or AodireAtor oL a seleAted 
Grogram evaluation researA@ GroKeAt Lor a minimum 
oL one termO and suPmit an aGGroved Qritten reGort 
oL t@e GroKeAt. 
/.R.A. oL 3.0 or @ig@er in graduate studS. 
 
 Psychology—ST -./
Psychology—ST 
(M.A., Psy.D., Ph.D. in clinical 
psychology) 
LOUIS 4EN7INS, Chai< 
ADAM ARECAIBA, Di<CcDo< oE Psy.D. Clinical 
T<aining 
DAVID VERMEERSCA, Di<CcDo< oE Ph.D. Clinical 
T<aining 
FACULTY 
AIaJ A<Cchiga 
ACcDo< BCDancoL<D 
7CnIal C. BoyI 
ToII BL<lCy 
PaLl AaC<ich 
Richa<I Aa<DJan 
LoLis 4CnMins 
7a<Cn LCsniaM 
7Clly R. Mo<Don 
4ason ONCn 
SLsan RopacMi 
DaPiI A. VC<JCC<sch 
LLU ASS=CIATE FACULTY 
4C<<y Q. LCC 
AClCn Ma<shaM 
4ohnny RaJi<CR 
CALIF=RNIA STATE UNIBERSITY, SAN 
CERNARDIN= FACULTY 
As pa<D oE a conso<Dial ag<CCJCnD SCDNCCn DhC 
DCpa<DJCnDs oE Psychology aD LoJa LinIa UniPC<siDy 
(LLU) anI CaliEo<nia SDaDC UniPC<siDy, San BC<na<Iino 
(CSUSB), a sClCcD nLJSC< oE p<oECsso<s NhosC 
p<iJa<y appoinDJCnD is aD CSUSB haPC aIVLncD 
appoinDJCnDs in psychology aD LoJa LinIa 
UniPC<siDy. ThCsC EacLlDy JCJSC<s DCach, JCnDo<, anI 
sLpC<PisC sDLICnDs in <CsCa<ch. 
Alan BLDD 
DaPiI V. ChaPCR 
Blo<ia CoNan 
Cha<lCs D. AoEEJan 
FaiDh McClL<C 
F<CIC<icM NCNDon 
EINa<I TCySC< 
MISSI=N STATEMENT 
ThC Jission oE LoJa LinIa UniPC<siDy is XTo JaMC 
Jan NholC.X ThC Jission, in concC<D NiDh DhC 
UniPC<siDyYs PalLCs oE coJpassion, inDCg<iDy, 
CZcCllCncC, E<CCIoJ, VLsDicC, pL<iDy, anI hLJiliDy, 
p<oPiIC DhC conDCZD NiDhin Nhich DhC psychology 
p<og<aJs a<C conILcDCI. 
ThC School oE SciCncC anI TCchnologyYs DCpa<DJCnD 
oE Psychology oEEC<s a coJSinaDion oE innoPaDiPC 
D<aining oppo<DLniDiCs in clinical psychology. ThC 
DocDo< oE Psychology (Psy.D.) anI DhC DocDo< oE 
Philosophy (Ph.D.) ICg<CCs a<C oEEC<CI in DhC a<Ca oE 
clinical psychology anI a<C APA acc<CIiDCI. 
CoJSinCI ICg<CCs p<og<aJs—Ph.D.[M.P.A., 
Psy.D[M.P.A., anI Psy.D.[D<.P.A.—a<C oEEC<CI. 
ODhC< coJSinCI ICg<CCs p<og<aJs—Ph.D.[M.A. o< 
Psy.D.[M.A. ICg<CCs in SioJCIical anI clinical 
CDhics—a<C oEEC<CI in coo<IinaDion NiDh DhC School oE 
RCligion. 
ThC Ph.D. ICg<CC in clinical psychology has SCCn 
inEo<JCI Sy DhC D<aIiDional sciCnDisD\p<acDiDionC< 
JoICl, Nhich CJphasiRCs D<aining in <CsCa<ch anI 
clinical p<acDicC. ThC Psy.D. ICg<CC, inElLCncCI Sy DhC 
p<acDiDionC<\schola< JoICl, CJphasiRCs D<aining in 
clinical p<acDicC SasCI on DhC LnIC<sDanIing anI 
applicaDion oE sciCnDiEic psychological p<inciplCs anI 
<CsCa<ch. ThC Psy.D.[D<.P.A. coJSinCI ICg<CCs 
p<og<aJ coJSinCs D<aining in psychology anI hCalDh 
sciCncCs Do p<Cpa<C inIiPiILals Nho Nill SC ]LaliEiCI 
in DhC applicaDion oE psychology Do hCalDh p<oJoDion, 
p<CPCnDiPC JCIicinC, anI hCalDh ca<C^ as NCll as Eo< 
clinical p<acDicC anI <CsCa<ch. 
 
ApplicanDs a<C no longC< SCing aIJiDDCI Do DhC M.A. 
anI Ph.D. ICg<CC p<og<aJs in CZpC<iJCnDal 
psychology. 
ThC spCciEic oSVCcDiPC oE DhC APA\acc<CIiDCI Ph.D. 
ICg<CC p<og<aJ in clinical psychology is Do D<ain iDs 
sDLICnDs Do SC sciCnDisD\p<acDiDionC<s—Nhich, 
acco<Iing Do DhC LoJa LinIa UniPC<siDy Ph.D. clinical 
JoICl, JCans DhaD DhCy Nill SC giPCn_ 
`. a soliI acaICJic EoLnIaDion, 
.. high\lCPCl D<aining in DhC CJpi<ical JCDhoIs 
oE sciCncC so DhaD DhCy a<C capaSlC oE 
conILcDing inICpCnICnD anI o<iginal 
<CsCa<ch, 
/. DhC sMills Do SC highly coJpCDCnD clinicians 
Eo< NhoJ <CsCa<ch anI p<acDicC consDanDly 
inEo<J Cach oDhC<, anI 
a. p<Cpa<aDion Eo< acaICJic ca<CC<s. 
AJong DhC oLDcoJCs JCasL<Cs LsCI Do ICDC<JinC DhC 
clinical Ph.D. ICg<CC p<og<aJYs sLccCss in achiCPing 
DhC aSoPC\JCnDionCI oSVCcDiPCs a<C DhC EolloNing_ 
`. AcaICJic EoLnIaDions coL<sC CPalLaDions 
anI sLccCssELl coJplCDion oE DhC 
coJp<ChCnsiPC CZaJinaDion. 
.. T<aining in CJpi<ical JCDhoIs oE sciCncC—
JasDC<Ys ICg<CC DhCsis^ a IocDo<al ICg<CC 
IissC<DaDion^ p<CsCnDaDions, pLSlicaDions, anI 
g<anDs^ <CsCa<ch anI DCaching assisDanDships^ 
DCaching posiDions in a<Ca 
collCgCs[LniPC<siDiCs^ anI JCJSC<ship in 
sciCnDiEic[p<oECssional o<ganiRaDions. 
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A formal proposal must 8e su8mitted to and 
approved 8y a faculty supervisory committee. 
)*+*,%*(
?pon completion of the doctoral pro@ectA a pu8lic 
defense 8efore the supervisory committee is required. 
-./&,0*1*,2(2#(0&,.3.&04(
Students may apply for doctoral candidacy upon 
successful completion of: 
! the core curriculum (Parts IA IIA III)A 
! minimum specialty course GorHA 
! the practicum (PSYC KL1NKLK)A and 
! the comprehensive examinationP and 
! after acceptance of the doctoral pro@ect 
proposal and upon recommendation of the 
faculty. 
!56789:9;6<!8=)=(
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Applicants must meet the requirements of the School 
of Science and ,echnology and the Faculty of 
Graduate Studies: a minimum undergraduate G.P.A. 
of S.TA Graduate Uecord Examination Gith ver8al and 
quantitative scores totaling the 1TTth percentile Gith 
the loGest score at the S/th percentileP and a Griting 
score of W.T. ,hese criteria represent the minimum for 
applicants to 8e considered. 
7:>?>7-:(@A!8-5>5(
,he course of study for the Doctor of Philosophy 
degree Gith a clinical emphasis includes a minimum 
of 2TW units of academic credit. In addition to the 
general requirements and the clinical curriculum 
detailed a8oveA the student Gill complete the 
requirements that folloG. 
-"*&(#+(0#,0*,2"&23#,(BCDE(
Ph.D. degree students Gill complete 12 units in an 
area other than their ma@or concentration relevant to 
psychological research and therapy. ,he area of 
concentration and the courses to 8e included must 8e 
approved 8y the department. 
Examples of possi8le areas of minor concentration 
includeA 8ut are not limited to: health psychology (or 
related areasA such as preventive care or health 
promotion and education)P psychology and religionP 
social psychology and cultureP pediatric psychologyP 
and neuropsychology. 
)#02#"&'(.3%%*"2&23#,(
A doctoral dissertation is required of all students in 
the Ph.D. degree program in clinical psychology. ,he 
study should involve an original research 
contri8ution to the field and must 8e developed in 
consultation Gith the studentYs supervisory 
committee. 
In preparation for the doctoral dissertationA students 
must complete PSYC /TS Advanced Multivariate 
StatisticsP 1S units of PSYC /[/ Directed UesearchP and 
a secondNyear pro@ect or thesis. ,hese units normally 
Gill 8e completed 8y the 8eginning of the third year 
of study.  Students Gill complete a thesis. Completion 
of the thesis Gill 8e su8mission of Form D. 
-./&,0*1*,2(2#(0&,.3.&04(
Students may apply for doctoral candidacy upon: 
! completion of the core curriculum (Parts IA IIA 
III)P 
! completion of minimum specialty course 
GorHP 
! completion of the practicum (PSYC KL2NKL/)P 
! successful completion of comprehensive 
examinationP 
! acceptance of the doctoral  dissertation 
proposalP and 
! recommendation of the faculty. 
7#F"%*("*GF3"*1*,2%(
In preparation for the dissertationA candidates must 
complete at least ST units of doctoral researchA PSYC 
-[KP and W units of PSYC -[[.  Students Gill complete 
a doctoral dissertation.  Completion of the 
dissertation Gill 8e su8mission of Form D. 
HF&'3+43,I(*J&13,&23#,(
Students must complete a qualifying examination 
prior to advancing to doctoral candidacy. ,his 
examination Gill 8e a comprehensive Gritten 
examination (see the departmentYs Academic Policy 
Handbook for details) and a defense of the dissertation 
proposal. 
)*+*,%*(
?pon completion of the doctoral dissertationA a pu8lic 
defense 8efore the supervisory committee is required.
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PSYC /2W HistoryA SystemsA and Philosophy of Psychology 2.T 2.T 2.T 
PSYC /W/ Cognitive Foundations W.T   W.T 
PSYC //1 Psycho8iological Foundations W.T W.T W.T 
PSYC /-W Foundations of Social and Cultural Psychology W.T W.T W.T 
UNIVERSITY CATALOG 626
PSYC 343 Foundations of Human Development F.0   F.0 
PSYC 3I1 Colloquia (1.0) One unit each year for three years. 1.0 3.0 3.0 
PSYC 3FF Foundations of Learning and 
Behavior (F.0) 
PSYC 3F3 Cognitive Foundations (F.0) 
PSYC 3FI Sensation and Perception (F.0) 
Minimum of one course  V F.0 V 
PSYC 34F Personality Theory and 
Research (F.0) 
PSYC 343 Foundations of Human 
Development (F.0) 
Minimum of one course  V F.0 V 
Totals 1I.0  21.0 21.0 
 
Core Curriculum II: -uantitative psychology research methodology  M.A. Psy.D. Ph.D. 
PSYC 301 Advanced Statistics I F.0 F.0 F.0 
PSYC 302 Advanced Statistics II F.0 F.0 F.0 
PSYC 303 Advanced Multivariate Statistics F.0   F.0 
PSYC 30F Research Methods for Clinical Psychologists F.0 F.0   
PSYC 303 Research Methods in Psychological Science F.0   F.0 
PSYC 311 Psychometric Foundations 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Totals 23.0  13.0 1I.0 
 
Core Curriculum III: Wholeness  M.A. Psy.D. Ph.D. 
PSYC 326 Ethics and Legal Issues in Clinical Psychology 3.0     
PSYC 33F Health Psychology     F.0 
PSYC 364 Human Diversity     3.0 
RELE 3WW Graduate-level Ethics (3.0) 
RELR 3WW Graduate-level Relational (3.0) 
RELT 3WW Graduate-level Theological (3.0) 
Choose one course from each prefix. 
Only two courses required for MA 
degree  
3.0 I.0 I.0 
Totals 6.0 I.0  16.0 
 
Clinical psychology: General  M.A. Psy.D. Ph.D. 
PSYC 326 Ethics and Legal Issues in Clinical Psychology   3.0 3.0 
PSYC 333 Psychopharmacology   2.0 2.0 
PSYC 341 Adult Psychopathology F.0 F.0 F.0 
PSYC 342 Child Psychopathology   2.0 2.0 
PSYC 6[6 Child, Partner, and Elder Abuse   2.0   
Totals F.0  13.0 11.0 
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?EPARTMENT 
The "chool Counseling :rogram is one o8 tMo options 
in the Department o8 Counseling and Family "ciences 
leading to the Cali8ornia :upil :ersonnel "ervices 
Credential =::"> in school counseling@ Credential 
re6uirements are emOedded in the 3@"@ in Counseling 
degree outlined in the Eoma Einda Xniversity 
CLTLEHY@ The second option 8or meeting all 
re6uirements 8or the Cali8ornia :upil :ersonnel 
"ervices Credential =::"> in school counseling is the 
"chool Counseling :rogram Mhich is open only to 
3@"@ in marital and 8amily therapy degree students@ 
The ::" in school counseling is accredited Oy the 
Cali8ornia Commission on Teacher Credentialing 
=CTC> Mithin the "tate Department o8 Bducation@ 
"tudents enrolled in the 3@"@ in marital and 8amily 
therapy may earn this certi8icate =credential>@ 
Mission statement 
The school counseling certi8icate program is 
congruent Mith Eoma Einda XniversityZs vision o8 
trans8orming lives through MholeTperson health care@ 
The department supports XniversityZs values o8 
compassionJ integrityJ excellenceJ 8reedomJ [usticeJ 
purityJ and humility@ These attriOutes are depicted Oy 
the Yood "amaritan statue located centrally on the 
campusJ Mhich contrasts human indi88erence and 
ethnic pride Mith empathy and service@ Hur mission is 
to Oring healthJ healingJ MholenessJ and hope to 
individualsJ 8amiliesJ and communities through 
educationJ researchJ clinical trainingJ community 
serviceJ and gloOal outreach@ 
PROFESSIONAL SCFOOL COUNSELING 
:ro8essional school counseling emerged a century ago 
as communities o8 multigenerational 8amilies Mere 
trans8ormed through MarJ urOaniRationJ 
industrialiRationJ immigrationJ compulsory 
educationJ increasing career choicesJ and other 
societal changes that Orought aOout the need 8or 
mental health services@ :roviding counseling services 
through the schools Mas a logical extension o8 the 
8amily in the process WnoMn as \in loco parentis\ 
Mhile students are aMay 8rom home and in the 
schoolZs care@ Throughout the Xnited "tatesJ 
pro8essional school counseling has continued to groM 
as an integral part o8 the educational system@ Its 8ocus 
is three8old: ^> personal and social development o8 
studentsJ 1> studentsZ academic achievement and 
successJ and _> studentsZ career interestsJ explorationJ 
and preparation@ In addition to MorWing Mith 
students on campusJ pro8essional school counselors 
serve as consultants 8or school administratorsJ 8acultyJ 
sta88J parentsJ community leadersJ and other 
pro8essionals Mho MorW Mith and 8or students@ The 
role o8 pro8essional school counselors varies Mith the 
district and grade levels ranging 8rom preschool 
through college and university@ 
?egree and certi5icate reHuirements 
The certi8icate in school counseling is designed 
speci8ically 8or 3@"@ degree students in the 3arital 
and Family Therapy :rogram at Eoma Einda 
Xniversity Mho Mish to add the Cali8ornia :upil 
:ersonnel "ervices =::"> Credential in school 
counseling to their programs@ Lll degree 
re6uirements and certi8icate re6uirements must Oe 
met and the degree aMarded prior to 
recommendation 8or the ::" credential@ Credential 
re6uirements are emOedded in the degree 
re6uirements o8 the Counseling :rogram@ 
Accreditation 
Eoma Einda XniversityZs academic programs are 
accredited Oy the Vestern Lssociation o8 "chools and 
Colleges =VL"C>@ The :upil :ersonnel "ervices =::"> 
Credential program in "chool Counseling is 
accredited Oy the Cali8ornia Commission on Teacher 
Credentialing =CTC>@ Ldditional ::" in8ormation can 
Oe oOtained Oy going to the CTC VeO site at 
`MMM@ctc@ca@gova@ 
Counseling credential and license in5ormation 
Credential 
L Cali8ornia credential authoriRes an individual to 
MorW 8or a speci8ic institutionJ such as a puOlic school@ 
The :upil :ersonnel "ervices Credential =::"> in 
"chool Counseling is re6uired 8or MorW as a salariedJ 
certi8icated counselor in Cali8ornia puOlic schools@ 
Ce6uirements include a masterZs degree in counseling 
or a related 8ieldJ 8itness clearanceJ and a passing 
score on all sections o8 the Cali8ornia Nasic 
Bducational "Wills Test =CNB"T>@ The ::" credential 
re6uirements are currently emOedded in the 3@"@ 
Counseling degree program and o88ered as a 
certi8icate option in the 3@"@ 3arital and Family 
Therapy degree program@ 
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-i4ense 
, +ali:ornia li4ense aut?ori@es an individual to 
estaClis? an indeDendent Cusiness. #n t?e 4ase o: 
4ounselinFG t?is Hould Drovide oDDortunitI to set uD 
an indeDendent or Drivate Dra4ti4e. -eFislation 
DroDosinF li4ensure :or 4ounselors in t?e state o: 
+ali:ornia is 4urrentlI JovinF t?rouF? t?e 
leFislatureG and aDDroval is eKDe4ted to Ce 4oJDlete 
in L00M. T?e title o: t?is li4ense Hill Ce -i4ensed 
Nro:essional +lini4al +ounselor O-N++P. #n 
anti4iDation o: leFislative aDDrovalG t?e QeDartJent 
o: +ounselinF and FaJilI S4ien4es is DreDarinF to 
diversi:I t?e M.S. +ounselinF deFree in L0T0 CI 
o::erinF tHo tra4UsV TP a tra4U :or individuals seeUinF 
to Ce4oJe -i4ensed Nro:essional +lini4al +ounselors 
and LP a tra4U OalreadI in Dla4eP H?i4? DreDares 
4andidates to Ce4oJe 4redentialed as a s4?ool 
4ounselor. , 4oJJon 4ore o: 4ourses Hill Ce t?e 
:oundation :or t?ese tra4Us H?i4? JaI Ce taUen 
seDaratelI or e::i4ientlI 4oJCined to in4lude 
DreDaration :or Cot? t?e -N++ and t?e NNS. Start date 
:or t?e li4ensure tra4U is tentative and Hill Ce 
deterJined CI t?e tiJinF o: leFislative aDDroval. 
+erti:i4ates 
T?e QeDartJent o: +ounselinF and FaJilI S4ien4es 
o::ers 4erti:i4ate DroFraJs H?i4? 4an Ce 4oJCined 
Hit? Jasters or do4toral deFrees o::ered in t?e 
deDartJent to Croaden a studentWs 4ounselinF sUills 
and JarUetaCilitI. Students His?inF to add 
sDe4iali@ations in t?e :olloHinF areas Just :orJallI 
aDDlI and Ce a44eDted into t?e desired 4erti:i4ate 
DroFraJOsP. Nrior to aDDli4ationG t?e student is 
advised to 4onsult t?e DroFraJ 4oordinator. 
! +?ild -i:e SDe4ialist +erti:i4ate 
! +lini4al Mediation +erti:i4ate 
! QruF and ,l4o?ol +ounselinF +erti:i4ate 
! FaJilI +ounselinF +erti:i4ate 
! FaJilI -i:e %du4ation +erti:i4ate 
! S4?ool +ounselinF +erti:i4ateV +ali:ornia 
NuDil Nersonnel Servi4es ONNSP +redential 
OoDen onlI to M.S. in +ounselinF and M.S. 
deFree in Jarital and :aJilI t?eraDI 
studentsP 
Professional e,-erience 
#n addition to su44ess:ul 4oJDletion o: t?e M.S. 
deFree in Jarital and :aJilI t?eraDI and t?e s4?ool 
4ounselinF 4erti:i4ate 4oursesG students Just 4oJDlete 
:ield eKDerien4e in 4lini4al andXor s4?ool settinFs. 
%a4? student is required to 4oJDlete T00 4lo4U ?ours 
o: !niversitIZsuDervised Dra4ti4uJ Drior to 
Dla4eJent in 4ounselinF :ield eKDerien4e. FolloHinF 
Dra4ti4uJG students are required to 4oJDlete 000 
4lo4U ?ours o: 4ounselinF :ield eKDerien4e in a 
JiniJuJ o: tHo di::erent settinFsG servinF at least 
tHo di::erent aFe FrouDs. [?ile enrolled in +O!" 
080 Field %KDerien4e in +ounselinFG students Jeet 
reFularlI :or !niversitI suDervision ea4? HeeU in 
+O!" 08T +ounselinF SeJinarG as s4?eduled. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS 
,DDli4ants to t?e +ounselinF NroFraJ Just Jeet t?e 
S4?ool o: S4ien4e and Te4?noloFI adJission 
requireJents as outlined in t?e -oJa -inda 
!niversitI +,T,-O/ and Five eviden4e o: a4adeJi4 
aCilitIG eJotional staCilitIG and Dersonal JaturitI. 
,DDli4ants H?o Jeet t?ese requireJentsG as Hell as 
t?e DuClis?ed deadlines :or t?e :olloHinF terJsG JaI 
Ce adJitted durinF FallG [interG SDrinFG or SuJJer 
quarters. ,dditional adJission requireJents in4ludeV 
! M.S. deFree in Jarital and :aJilI t?eraDI 
4oJCined Hit? s4?ool 4ounselinF 4erti:i4ate 
requireJents 
! MiniJuJ FradeZDoint averaFe 1.0 Oon a ].0 
s4aleP in Ca4?elorWs 4ourse HorU :or at least 
t?e :inal ]^ units Drior to Fraduation 
! _ealt? 4learan4e 
! , Ca4UFround 4?e4U 
! O::i4ial trans4riDts o: all 4olleFe or universitI 
4redits 
! T?ree letters o: re4oJJendationG as 
sDe4i:ied OtHo letters :or students alreadI 
adJitted in t?e MFT DroFraJP 
! [ritten Dersonal stateJent t?at addresses 
4areer oC`e4tivesG Dersonal interest in t?e 
4ounselinF Dro:essionG rationale :or 4?oosinF 
to attend -oJa -inda !niversitIG ?oH li:e 
eKDerien4es ?ave in:luen4ed aDDli4antWs 
4?oi4e to enter t?e :ieldG and additional 
t?ouF?ts t?e aDDli4ant deeJs iJDortant 
! ,DDli4ants :or H?oJ %nFlis? is not t?eir 
:irst lanFuaFeG a JiniJuJ s4ore :or t?e Test 
o: %nFlis? as a ForeiFn -anFuaFe OTO%F-P o: 
LT1 on t?e 4oJDuter adJinistration o: t?e 
test or a s4ore o: ^^0 :or t?e Den4ilXDaDer 
adJinistration 
! ,DDli4ants H?o are not 4iti@ens or 
DerJanent residents o: t?e !.S.G a valid 
student visa 
! #ntervieH Hit? deDartJent :a4ultIG as 
s4?eduled OonZ4aJDus FrouD intervieHs are 
s4?eduled :or JidZMar4? and JidZMaIa 
ot?er onZ4aJDus and D?one intervieHs are 
s4?eduled individuallIP 
DE;REE AND CERTIFICATE 
REQUIREMENTS 
T?e s4?ool 4ounselinF 4erti:i4ate is o::ered t?rouF? 
-oJa -inda !niversitI :or t?e DurDose o: JeetinF all 
requireJents :or t?e +ali:ornia NuDil Nersonnel 
Servi4es ONNSP +redential in s4?ool 4ounselinF. T?e 
4redential is aHarded CI t?e +oJJission on Tea4?er 
+redentialinF a:ter all !niversitI 4erti:i4ateX 
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U"I$ERSIT) CATALO/ 632
COU" 347 Social Ecology of Individual and Family Development 3.0 
COU" 374 Psychological Foundations of Education 4.0 
MFAM 333 Case Presentation and Professional Studies 4.0 
RELR 364 Religion, Marriage, and the Family 3.0 
Totals 22.0  
 
Domain (() Theory and cognitive competence  Units 
COU" 336 Psychopathology and Diagnostic Procedures 3.0 
COU" 368 /roups: Process and Practice 3.0 
COU" 373 Counseling Theory and Applications 3.0 
COU" 376 Exceptional and Medically Challenged Children 3.0 
COU" 377 Assessment in Counseling 3.0 
COU" 384 Advanced Child and Adolescent Development 3.0 
COU" 674 Suman Sexual Tehavior 3.0 
Totals 21.0  
 
Domain ((() Counseling competence and service  Units 
COU" 314 Cross-cultural Counseling and Family $alues 2.0 
COU" 313 Crisis-Intervention Counseling 3.0 
COU" 378 College and Career Counseling 3.0 
COU" 614 Law and Ethics 3.0 
COU" 624 Individual and Systems Assessment 3.0 
COU" 638 Family Therapy and Chemical Abuse 3.0 
COU" 644 Child Abuse and Family $iolence 3.0 
COU" 678 Consultation and Leadership 3.0 
COU" 679 School Counseling: Sistory and Practice 3.0 
Totals 26.0  
 
Domain ((() 9ield experience  
Field experience units not counted toward total units required for the certificate  Units 
COU" 680 
Field Experience in Counseling (3.0-
18.0) 
(600 hours) 18.0 
COU" 681 Counseling Seminar (1.0) 
Quarterly registration of all students enrolled in 
COU" 680 until graded out of all field experience. 
Minimum registration requirement is two (2) 
quarters. 
2.0 
Totals —  
 School Counseling.ST 633
 
!e#uired M.S. in M.F.T.  Units 
MFAM 524 Psychopharmacology and Medical Issues 3.C 
MFAM 552 Couples Therapy: Theory and Practice 3.C 
MFAM 551 Family Therapy: Foundational 
Theories and Practice (3) 
MFAM 553 Family Systems Theory (3) 
MFAM 564 Family Therapy: Advanced 
Foundational Theories and Practice (3) 
Theory elective: choose one course  3.C 
Totals I.C  
Overall Totals 67.8  
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 Social Policy and Social Research—ST 635
 
!ocial science t,eor. and 0olic.  Units 
SPOL 613 Social Science Concepts I 4.0 
SPOL 614 Social Science Concepts II 4.0 
SPOL 615 Economic Theory and Social Policy 4.0 
SPOL 656 Organizational Theory and Policy 4.0 
SPOL 658 Methods of Policy Analysis and Research 4.0 
Totals 20.0  
 
1eli2ion  Units 
RELR 525 Jealth Care and the Kynamics of 
Christian Leadership (-3 to 4) 
RELR 536 Spirituality and Everyday Life (4) 
Choose one course  4.0 
RELT 557 Theology of Juman Suffering 4.0 
RELE 588 Philosophical Ethics Required of all Ph.K. degree students 4.0 
Totals 12.0  
 
1esearc, met,ods4 statistics4 and in5ormation tec,nolo2.  
Choose one statistical sequence in consultation with advisor  Units 
SPOL 654 Research Methods I 4.0 
SPOL 655 Research Methods II 4.0 
SPOL 665 Information Technologies and Kecision Science 4.0 
STAT TTT Statistics Advanced course in statistics or methods 4.0 
PSYC 501 Advanced Statistics I (4) 
PSYC 502 Advanced Statistics II (4) 
PSYC 503 Advanced Multivariate Statistics (4) 
Sequence 1  — 
MFTJ 601 Statistics I (4) 
MFTJ 604 Advanced Wualitative Methods (4) 
MFTJ 605 Advanced Wuantitative Methods (4) 
Sequence 2  — 
STAT 522 Biostatistics II (4) 
STAT 523 Biostatistics III (4) 
STAT 525 Applied Multivariate Analysis (3) 
Sequence 3  — 
Totals 28.0  
 
A00lied7structured researc,  Units 
SPOL 671 Applied/Structured Research I 2.0-4.0 
SPOL 672 Applied/Structured Research II 2.0-4.0 
SPOL 673 Applied/Structured Research III 2.0-4.0 
Totals 22.0  
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 Social Work—ST 6.7
Social Wor*+ST 
-M.S.W.0 
KIMBER67 FREEMA:, Ph.?., Program ?irector 
FACULT6 
Beverly F. Buckles 
Terrence F. Forrester 
Kimberly Freeman 
K. Lictoria Fackson 
Sigrid Fames 
Liola 6indsey 
Froylana Miller 
?ianna Simon 
Ignatius I. 7acoub 
Sandy Suarez 
 
A complete list of part-time and voluntary faculty can 
be viewed on the department Web site. 
 
The profession of social work centers on the 
improvement of the quality of life for people and the 
enhancement of human potential for full, productive 
participation in society. With this philosophy at its 
core, the master's degree offered by the Social Work 
Program (M.S.W.) in the School of Science and 
Technology emphasizes an ecological perspective that 
focuses on the interaction of a person or system in 
relation to his/her environment. Reflecting this stance 
is 6oma 6inda University's motto, YTo make man 
wholeY; and its heritage as an international leader in 
the delivery of services in health care and related 
facilities. It is the combination of these influences that 
has guided the development of the foundation 
curriculum, professional concentrations, and selection 
of practicum sites for the Social Work Program. 
Mission 
The mission of the Social Work Program at 6oma 
6inda University is to provide graduate-level 
education that prepares competent, ethical, and 
compassionate social work professionals who possess 
the knowledge, values, attitudes, and skills necessary 
for a life dedicated to whole-person care in advanced 
practice and to leadership in behavioral health 
institutions and agencies. 
Goals 
The goals of the Social Work Program (M.S.W. 
degree) are to: 
! Provide a graduate curriculum that infuses 
the knowledge, ethics, values, and skills 
expected of professional social work 
practitioners. 
! Provide a graduate curriculum that prepares 
students for global practice; and that 
develops competency in and respect for all 
aspects of human diversity, populations at 
risk, and the promotion of social and 
economic ]ustice. 
! Integrate throughout the graduate 
curriculum the research competencies that 
promote knowledge development and that 
equip students for advanced professional 
practice. 
! Provide a graduate curriculum that develops 
social work leaders in both clinical and 
policy/planning/administration practice for 
work in behavioral health institutions and 
agencies. 
! Provide curricular and cocurricular 
experiences that utilize strong linkages with 
behavioral health institutions, agencies, and 
the broader community for the purpose of 
transitioning students into professional 
roles, advanced practice, and lifelong 
learning. 
O;<ecti?es 
The foundation and advanced program ob]ectives for 
the M.S.W. degree are listed below. Overarching 
program ob]ectives that apply to both the foundation 
and advanced curriculum are indicated with an 
asterisk (_). 
Foundation program o;<ecti?es 
Program ob]ectives related to goal 1 prepare M.S.W. 
degree graduates with the knowledge, ethics, values, 
and skills expected of professional social work 
practitioners. Kraduates of the program will 
demonstrate the ability to: 
_1.1. Apply critical thinking skills within the 
context of professional social work practice. 
_1.2. Understand the value base of the profession 
and its ethical standards and principles, and 
practice accordingly. 
1... Understand and interpret the history of the 
social work profession and its contemporary 
structures and issues. 
1.4. Apply the knowledge and skills of a 
generalist social work perspective to practice 
with systems of all sizes. 
1.5. Use theoretical frameworks supported by 
empirical evidence to understand individual 
development and behavior across the life 
span; and the interactions among individuals 
and between individuals and families, 
groups, organizations, and communities. 
1.6. Analyze and evaluate social polices designed 
to resolve or prevent social and human 
problems, and formulate recommendations to 
!"#$%R'#() +,(,-./ 012
i4pro8e social policies and ser8ice deli8er@ 
s@ste4sB 
CBDB !se effecti8e co44unication sGills 
differentiall@ across client populationsH IitJ 
colleaguesH andLor IitJin co44unitiesB 
MCB2B !se super8ision and consultation appropriate 
to social IorG practiceB 
CBNB #dentif@ organiOational structures and ser8ice 
deli8er@ s@ste4sH as Iell as tJe 4ecJanis4s 
required for organiOational or s@ste4s 
cJangeB 
Progra4 oRSecti8es related to goal T prepare UB'BVB 
degree graduates for gloRal practiceW and de8elop 
co4petenc@ in and respect for all aspects of Ju4an 
di8ersit@H for populations at risGH and for tJe 
pro4otion of social and econo4ic SusticeB /raduates 
of tJe progra4 Iill de4onstrate tJe aRilit@ toX 
MTBCB !nderstand tJe tJeoriesH for4sH and 
4ecJanis4s of oppression and 
discri4inationW and appl@ strategies of 
ad8ocac@ and social cJange tJat ad8ance 
social and econo4ic SusticeB 
MTBTB Practice IitJout discri4ination and IitJ 
respectH GnoIledgeH and sGills related to 
clientsYageH pJ@sical and 4ental aRilit@H 
genderH transgenderH seZual orientationH colorH 
cultureH raceH etJnicit@H national originH 
religionH and spiritualit@B 
Progra4 oRSecti8es related to goal 1 prepare UB'BVB 
degree graduates to integrate researcJ co4petencies 
tJat equip tJe4 for ad8anced professional practiceB 
/raduates of tJe progra4 Iill de4onstrate tJe aRilit@ 
toX 
M1BCB %8aluate researcJ studiesH appl@ researcJ 
findings to practiceH and e8aluate tJeir oIn 
practice inter8entionsB 
!"#$%&'"()*+,*$-(+./'&01#'2(
Progra4 oRSecti8es related to goal [ prepare UB'BVB 
degree graduates to Re social IorG leaders in RotJ 
clinical and polic@LplanningLad4inistration practice 
for IorG in ReJa8ioral JealtJ institutions and 
agenciesB 
'pecific to tJe clinical practice concentrationH 
graduates of tJe 'ocial VorG Progra4 Iill 
de4onstrate tJe aRilit@ toX 
[BCB #ndependentl@ assessH diagnoseH and treat 
clientsYe4pJasiOing e8idence\Rased 
practices tJat reflect ad8anced social IorG 
practice in 8ar@ing rolesH agenciesH and 
institutionsB 
[BTB %ngage in self\critical anal@sis for tJe purpose 
of integrating tJerapeutic use of self IitJ 
di8erse client populationsB 
'pecific to tJe polic@H planningH and ad4inistration 
concentrationH graduates of tJe 'ocial VorG Progra4 
Iill de4onstrateX 
[B1B !nderstanding of RotJ tJe conceptual and 
anal@tical require4ents of polic@ anal@sis used 
in considering Ju4an needs and appl@ing 
polic@ cJoices tJat pro4ote polic@ solutionsB 
[B[B ]noIledgeH 8aluesH and sGills required of 
social IorG ad4inistratorsYincluding tJe 
designH planningH i4ple4entationH and 
4onitoring of effecti8e ser8ice deli8er@ 
s@ste4s in ReJa8ioral JealtJ institutions and 
agenciesB 
Progra4 oRSecti8es related to goal ^ prepare UB'BVB 
degree graduates to use curricular and cocurricular 
eZperiences for tJe purpose of transitioning into 
professional rolesH ad8anced practiceH and lifelong 
learningB /raduates of tJe progra4 Iill de4onstrate 
tJe aRilit@ toX 
^BCB %ngage in cooperati8e and collaRorati8e 
intradisciplinar@ and interdisciplinar@ 
practiceB 
^BTB !nderstand and prepare for leadersJip roles 
in tJe futureB 
!&&*'"10$01+%(
(Je 'ocial VorG Progra4 _UB'BVB degree` is 
accredited R@ tJe +ouncil on 'ocial VorG %ducation 
to pro8ide graduate\le8el social IorG educationB 
3454567898:5(
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au4anities _eBgBH Jistor@H pJilosopJ@H literatureH artH 4usicH etcB` TbBb\T[Bb 
%nglisJ and +o44unication 'Gills _eBgBH oral and Iritten co44unication 4ediaH etcB` NBb\C1Bb 
"atural and 'ocial 'ciences _eBgBH 4atJe4aticsH Ju4an Riolog@H pJ@siolog@H ps@cJolog@H sociolog@H 
antJropolog@H Ju4an de8elop4entH etJnic studiesH econo4icsH political science or go8ern4entH etcB` 
T[Bb\1TBb 
 
'tudents not 4eeting tJe 4ini4u4 nu4Rer of units 
in an@ of tJe foregoing areas are required to co4plete 
additional course IorG prior to enrolling in tJe 
related UB'BVB degree classesB 
Please noteX ,ll prerequisite require4ents 4ust Re 
co4pleted Refore ad8ance4ent to candidac@ _prior to 
Reginning tJe ad8anced curriculu4`B 
 Social Work—ST 639
!"#i%%io' re+,ire#e't% 
Following are the admission requirements for the 
Social Work Program: 
! Applicants must have a bachelorCs degree 
from an accredited university or college 
(official transcripts are evidence of courses 
completed). The department assesses the 
liberal arts preparation of each of its 
applicants in two areas: 
o the balance of course workH in three 
liberal arts areasH and 
o specific course work considered 
preparatory to the programCs foundation 
(first year) courses (see also Liberal Arts 
Requirements in the M.S.W. Student 
Handbook). 
! Applicants must submit a completed 
application—including a personal statementH 
application feeH all college andKor university 
transcriptsH and at least three letters of 
recommendation (one from an academic 
source and one from a work supervisor). 
! Applicants must meet the minimum 
academic and professional compatibility 
criteria established by the program. 
! Applicants must have a cumulative grade-
point average of 3.0 or above (on a 4.0 scale) 
(special consideration may be given to 
applicants with grade-point averages as low 
as 2.85 if the last part of their college work 
shows significant improvement). Applicants 
whose cumulative grade-point average does 
not meet the minimum requirements stated 
above may receive further consideration for 
admission to the Social Work Program by 
providing a satisfactory RRE scoreH or two 
years of related employment andKor 
volunteer eTperiences. Work and volunteer 
eTperiences must be verified by 
employerKsupervisor statements on official 
agency stationery. Further consideration will 
also be given to individuals who provide 
evidence of additional certifications andKor 
training that illustrate commitment to a 
career in social work. Anyone who is 
admitted to the Social Work Program with a 
cumulative R.P.A. below 3.0 will be 
admitted provisionally and will be required 
to participate in individualized academic 
assessment and a targeted learning 
assistance program. 
! Applicants must show evidence of 
professional compatibilityH personal 
qualificationsH and motivation to complete a 
graduate program by obtaining a passing 
score on the admissions interview with the 
departmentCs Admissions Committee. 
Evaluation criteria for the interview include:  
o verbal communication skillsH 
o critical-thinking abilityH 
o values congruent with the social work 
professionH 
o appreciation of human diversityH 
o evidence of reflective learningH 
o comportment. 
Wo academic credit is given for life eTperience or 
previous work eTperience for any part for the Social 
Work Program. 
.,rri/,l,# 
The 78-unit curriculum of the Social Work Program 
provides the miT of academicH eTperientialH and 
research eTperiences essential for M.S.W. degree 
students. Students must maintain a program grade-
point average of 3.0 (or a letter grade of B on a 4.0 
scale) and meet the knowledgeH skillsH and 
professional performance competencies outlined by 
the program. The minimum acceptable grade for 
required (core) courses is a B- (2.7). Rrades in 
selective courses must be a minimum of a C (2.0). 
Courses with grades falling below the standards set 
for required and selective courses must be repeated. 
Students are financially responsible for the cost of 
repeating courses in which grades obtained do not 
meet the minimum standards. 
1e'eral overview 
The program begins with the professional foundation 
content (first-year courses) common to all graduate 
social work education. Courses during the first year 
of study are divided into five professional areas: 
human behavior in a cross-cultural environmentH 
social welfare policy and servicesH practice theory and 
skillsH social researchH and field practicum. These five 
areas are strengthened by the integration of social 
work values and ethicsH as well as knowledge of 
special populations (i.e.H issues of genderH raceH classH 
disabilityH and oppression). The advanced curriculum 
of the program is divided into four subdivisions: 
1. Con\oining curriculum and processes—
further integrating the foundational first 
year with the programCs advanced 
curriculum; 
2. Advanced curriculum nucleus—includes 
course work common to all second-year 
students; 
3. Core courses of the two concentrations—
clinical practice and policyH planningH and 
administration; and 
4. Culminating curriculum and processes—a 
capstone academic eTperience that facilitates 
the final stage of reflection and review in the 
development of the scholar-practitioner. 
Each of these four curricular subdivisions articulates 
through the progressive presentation and integration 
of knowledgeH practice rolesH and intervention modes 
to develop the depth and breadth of proficiency 
UNI$ERSIT) CATALOG 012
e45ecte8 in a8vance8 5ractice >it?in ?ealt? an8 
Aental ?ealt?B 
Program options 
Alternate 5roDraA o5tions ?ave Feen 8esiDne8 to 
a88ress t?e varGinD nee8s oH stI8entsB As sIc?J t?e 
5roDraA oHHers a HIllKtiAeJ t>oKGear o5tionL a t?reeK
GearJ 5artKtiAe o5tionL an8 a HoIrKGearJ 5artKtiAe 
o5tionB 
APPRO0AL OF COURS6 TRA8SF6RS 
A8D PRACTICUM AD0A8C6D 
STA8DI8G FOR B.S.W. STUD68TS 
StI8ents >?o ?ave receive8 a MBSBNB 8eDree HroA a 
CSNE accre8ite8 5roDraA >it?in t?e 5ast Hive Gears 
are sI55orte8 in eliAinatinD 5ossiFle areas oH 
re8In8ancG in t?eir e8Ication t?roID? OaP eliDiFilitG 
to transHer HoIn8ation coIrse >orQ an8 OFP 
consi8eration Hor 5racticIA a8vance8 stan8inDB 
T?ese a88itional o5tions Hor MBSBNB stI8ents 
recoDniRe t?e accoA5lis?Aents in Qno>le8De an8 
sQills t?at in8ivi8Ials receivinD a FaccalaIreate 
8eDree HroA an accre8ite8 social >orQ 5roDraA 
5ossessB As sIc?J stI8ents are not a8Aitte8 into t?e 
MBSBNB8eDree 5roDraA >it? 5rea55roval oH coIrse 
transHers or 5racticIA a8vance8 stan8inDB Instea8J 
once stI8ents are acce5te8 into eit?er t?e HIllKtiAe or 
one oH t?e 5artKtiAe o5tionsJ t?ose stI8ents AeetinD 
t?e 8esiDnate8 8eDree reTIireAents AaG a55lG Hor 
coIrse transHers an8 evalIation oH t?eir 5racticIA 
a8vance8 stan8inDB Recei5t oH coIrse transHers an8 
evalIation oH 5ractice AatIritG are treate8 as se5arate 
5rocessesJ as 8escriFe8 Felo>B StI8ents s?oIl8 
contact t?e 8e5artAent Hor Aore inHorAationB 
Transfer students 
In8ivi8Ials transHerrinD HroA ot?er accre8ite8 MBSBNB 
8eDree 5roDraAs AaG transHer Inits Hor 8i8actic 
coIrse >orQ in accor8ance >it? UniversitG 5olicG an8 
5roDraA DIi8elinesB Uiel8 5racticIA e45eriences are 
nontransHeraFleB 
PROF6SSIO8AL CO8C68TRATIO8S I8 
B6HA0IORAL H6ALTH 
T?e Social NorQ ProDraA oHHers t>o concentrations 
Hor 5roHessional 5racticeJ >?ic? are t?e HocIs oH t?e 
secon8KGear stI8GW clinical 5racticeL an8 5olicGJ 
5lanninDJ an8 a8AinistrationB 
Clinical practice concentration 
T?e clinical 5ractice concentration reTIires AasterG oH 
a8vance8 5ractice rolesJ Ao8alities oH interventionJ 
an8 Aet?o8s Ise8 in clinical social >orQB StI8G is 
reTIire8 reDar8inD t?e inteDration oH a8vance8 
5ractice t?eoriesJ 8iaDnostic assessAentJ 5roFleAK
solvinD sQills an8 tec?niTIesL as >ell as t?e iA5act oH 
5olicG I5on t?e availaFilitG oH treatAentJ treatAent 
Ao8alitiesJ an8 e45ectation oH oItcoAesB StI8entsX 
e45eriences an8 Qno>le8De are e45an8e8 t?roID? 
t?e selection oH 5racticIA sites an8 selectivesB 
PolicyH planningH and administration concentration 
T?e 5olicGJ 5lanninDJ an8 a8Ainistration 
concentration re5resents a s5ecialiRe8 stI8G 8esiDne8 
to 5re5are stI8ents Hor a8Ainistrative roles in 
Fe?avioral ?ealt? orDaniRations an8 institItionsB As 
sIc?J t?is concentration HocIses on DivinD stI8ents 
In8erstan8inD an8 sQills in estaFlis?inD an8 
AaintaininD sGsteAs oH care to assist in8ivi8IalsJ 
HaAiliesJ an8 DroI5s AanaDinD ?ealt? an8 illness in 
conte4t oH t?e liHe cGcleJ 5roAotinD social c?anDe in 
5IFlic sGsteAs oH careJ 5olicG analGsisJ 5roDraA 
5lanninD an8 iA5leAentationJ 5roDraA evalIationJ 
an8 ?IAan resoIrces AanaDeAentB StI8entsX 
e45eriences an8 Qno>le8De are e45an8e8 t?roID? 
t?e selection oH 5racticIA sites an8 selectivesB 
C68TRAL ACAD6MIC PROC6SS6S A8D 
COG8AT6S 
Professional practica 
ProHessional 5ractica e45eriences OHiel8 5racticaP are 
reDar8e8 as an inteDral 5art oH t?e Social NorQ 
ProDraA FecaIse t?ese oHHer stI8ents o55ortInities to 
inteDrate an8 a55lG t?eoretical an8 researc? 
Qno>le8De >it? social >orQ 5ractice an8 intervention 
sQills in institItional or aDencG settinDsB Practica are 
8esiDne8 Oan8 selecte8P to 5rovi8e Aa4iAIA 
learninD o55ortInities In8er t?e sI5ervision oH a 
TIaliHie8 Hiel8 instrIctorB As sIc?J e45eriences are 
5atterne8 to FIil8 I5on one anot?erY 5resentinD t?e 
increasinD c?allenDes 5resent in t?e continIIA oH 
Deneralist to a8vance8 social >orQ 5racticeB StI8ents 
coA5lete ZJ2[2 ?oIrs oH Hiel8 >orQ in a TIaliHie8 
settinD an8 Z\2 ?oIrs oH concIrrent inteDrate8 
seAinar Hor a total oH ZJ\22 ?oIrsB 
T?e eA5?asis oH SON] ^_^AJMJC ProHessional 
UoIn8ation PracticIA an8 SeAinar O1[2 ?oIrs oH 
5racticIA an8 02 ?oIrs oH seAinarP is on ac?ievinD 
Deneralist social >orQ Qno>le8DeJ valIesJ an8 sQillsY
inclI8inD 8evelo5inD ra55ort >it? aDencG 5ersonnel 
an8 clientsJ acTIirinD intervie>inD sQillsJ an8 
oFtaininD FeDinninDKlevel 5sGc?osocial assessAent 
an8 intervention ca5aFilitiesB T?e content oH t?e 
concIrrent seAinar HIrt?er sI55orts t?is 5ers5ective 
as it 5rovi8es stI8ents >it? o55ortInities to inteDrate 
t?eir 5racticIA e45eriences >it? t?eir 8evelo5inD 
5roHessional i8entitGB 
T?e eA5?asis oH SON] ^[^AJMJC A8vance8 
ProHessional PracticIA an8 SeAinar O022 ?oIrs oH 
5racticIA an8 02 ?oIrs oH seAinarP reHlects stI8entsX 
c?oice oH concentration an8 5rovi8es t?e 8e5t? an8 
Frea8t? oH learninD o55ortInities t?at In8er5in t?e 
acTIisition oH a8vance8 5ractice ca5aFilitiesB More 
s5eciHicallGJ a8vance8 5roHessional 5ractica 
e45eriences are e45ecte8 to 5roAote increase8 insiD?t 
an8 In8erstan8inD oH aDencG an8`or client sGsteAs 
as t?ese FIil8 on t?e 5roHessional HoIn8ation sQills 
ac?ieve8 8IrinD t?e Hirst Gear oH stI8GB 
Research 
T?e 5roDraA inclI8es coA5letion oH coIrse >orQ in 
a55lie8 researc?B An in8ivi8IallG aIt?ore8 t?esis 
 "o$%al (or*+"T -./
o0t%o2 %s ava%la5le 7or st89e2ts :eet%2; 0ro;ra: 
$r%ter%a. T=ese st89> o0t%o2s a%: to 9evelo0 
*2o?le9;e 7or t=e a9va2$e:e2t o7 so$%al ?or* 
0ra$t%$e a29 0rov%9e ;8%9e9 e@0er%e2$es %2 t=e 
$o298$t o7 resear$= a00l%$a5le to a var%et> o7 
0ro7ess%o2al a29 a$a9e:%$ sett%2;s. A8%9el%2es 7or 
t=ese o0t%o2s are 0rov%9e9 5> t=e 0ro;ra:. 
Professional processes and cognates 
T=ree a$a9e:%$ rev%e? 0ro$esses ta*e 0la$e 98r%2; 
t=e 7%rst >ear o7 t=e "o$%al (or* Bro;ra:. T=ese areC 
/. D.".(. 9e;ree a9va2$e:e2t A.B.E. 
 
T=e D.".(. 9e;ree a9va2$e:e2t A.B.E. 
0rov%9es a2 %2%t%al 0re9%$tor 8se9 7or 
;ate*ee0%2;. T=e 7%rst /F 82%ts $o:0lete9 
to?ar9s t=e D.".(. 9e;reeG %2$l89%2; 82%ts 
a$H8%re9 98r%2; 2o2:atr%$8lat%o2G :8st 5e 
$o:0lete9 ?%t= a A.B.E. o7 I.0. "t89e2ts 
?=o 7a%l to a$=%eve at t=%s level :a> 5e 
9%s:%sse9 7ro: s$=ool. "t89e2ts re$e%ve 
or%e2tat%o2 to t=e 0ro$ess a29 reH8%re:e2ts 
o7 t=e D.".(. 9e;ree a9va2$e:e2t A.B.E. 
98r%2; t=e st89e2t or%e2tat%o2 $o298$te9 
0r%or to t=e Kall L8arter. 
F. L8al%7>%2; rev%e? 
 
(=e2 all 7o829at%o2 $o8rse ?or* %s 
$o:0lete9G st89e2ts are reH8%re9 to 0ass t=e 
0ro;ra:Ms H8al%7>%2; rev%e?. T=e %2te2t o7 
t=%s 0ro$ess %s toC 
! ass%st 7a$8lt> a29 st89e2ts %2 assess:e2t 
o7 stre2;t=s a29 areas 7or %:0rove:e2tG 
! 0rov%9e 7ee95a$*G 
! 7oster a2 e2v%ro2:e2t o7 sel7Neval8at%o2G 
a29 
! e2$o8ra;e =e%;=te2e9 0art%$%0at%o2 %2 
%29%v%98al%Oe9 a$a9e:%$ 9evelo0:e2t. 
Plt%:atel>G t=e res8lts o7 t=%s rev%e? =el0 
5ot= t=e st89e2t a29 7a$8lt> to 9evelo0 
lear2%2; o5Qe$t%ves 7or t=e $o2$e2trat%o2 
>ear. E s0e$%7%$ or%e2tat%o2 %s =el9 to e@0la%2 
t=e e@0e$tat%o2sG 7or:atG a29 s$=e98l%2; o7 
t=e H8al%7>%2; rev%e? 0ro$ess. 
I. (=ole2ess 0ort7ol%o 
 
Ell st89e2ts $o:0lete a ?=ole2ess 0ort7ol%o 
98r%2; t=e 0ro7ess%o2al 0ra$t%$8: a29 
se:%2ar e@0er%e2$e. T=%s rev%e? o7 t=e 
st89e2tMs %29%v%98al%Oe9 o5Qe$t%ves a29 
0ro7ess%o2al 9evelo0:e2t 5e;%2s 98r%2; t=e 
7%rst >ear o7 st89> a29 $8l:%2ates 98r%2; t=e 
se$o29 >ear o7 st89> as t=e st89e2t 
$o:0letes t=e 7%2al H8arter o7 "O(S 
7U7EGVGW. T=%s e@0er%e2$e e:0=as%Oes t=e 
st89e2tMs 0la2s 7or e:0lo>:e2tG l%7eNlo2; 
lear2%2;G a29 %2te;rat%o2 o7 t=e $ore val8es 
o7 Xo:a X%29a P2%vers%t>Y a29 %s see2 as a 
$a0sto2e a$a9e:%$ e@0er%e2$e t=at 7a$%l%tates 
$los8re a29 t=e 7%2al sta;e o7 re7le$t%o2 a29 
rev%e? %2 t=e 9evelo0:e2t o7 t=e 
tra2s%t%o2%2; 0ro7ess%o2al.
 
Required cognates  P2%ts 
Z[X[ \FF V%oet=%$al ]ss8es %2 "o$%al (or* I.0 
"TW^ \/\ Zesear$=%2; a29 (r%t%2; Ara98ate Xevel Ba0ers F.0 
Totals \.0  
 
Professional foundation courses  
Wo8rses el%;%5le 7or ?a%ver _82less ot=er?%se 2ote9` 5> st89e2ts ?%t= a V.".(. 9e;ree a$$re9%te9 5> W"([. 
P2%vers%t> 0ol%$%es re;ar9%2; t%:e l%:%ts 7or tra2s7er $re9%ts a00l>.  P2%ts 
"O(S \// a8:a2 Ve=av%or a29 WrossN$8lt8ral 
[2v%ro2:e2t ] _I` 
"O(S \/F a8:a2 Ve=av%or a29 WrossN$8lt8ral 
[2v%ro2:e2t ]] _I` 
"eH8e2$e ]C a8:a2 5e=av%or a29 $rossN$8lt8ral 
e2v%ro2:e2t  
-.0 
"O(S \/\ "o$%al Bol%$> ] _I` 
"O(S -/\ "o$%al Bol%$> ]] _I` 
"eH8e2$e ]]C "o$%al ?el7are 0ol%$> a29 serv%$es  -.0 
"O(S \.7 Zesear$= Det=o9s ] _I` 
"O(S \.9 Zesear$= Det=o9s ]] _I` 
"eH8e2$e ]]]C "o$%al resear$=  -.0 
"O(S \/7 Ko829at%o2 Bra$t%$e ]C 
]29%v%98als _I` 
"O(S \/U Ko829at%o2 Bra$t%$e ]]C Aro80s _I` 
"eH8e2$e ]cC Bra$t%$e  /\.0 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*012
'.34*567* 89:;<=>?9;*@A=B>?BC*###D*
.AE=;?F=>?9;G*=;<*+9HH:;?>?CG*IJK*
'.34*52L* 89:;<=>?9;*@A=B>?BC*#$D*8=H?M?CG*IJK*
!ot eligible for waiver.*
'.34*0N6* 89:;<=>?9;*@A=B>?BC*$D*'9B?=M*39AO*
,<H?;?G>A=>?9;*IJK*
* *
'.34*5NP* 8?CM<*.A?C;>=>?9;*I6K*
!ot eligible for waiver.*
'.34*N5N,* @A9QCGG?9;=M*89:;<=>?9;*@A=B>?B:H*
=;<*'CH?;=A*IJK*
!ot eligible for waiver.*
'.34*N5NR* @A9QCGG?9;=M*89:;<=>?9;*@A=B>?B:H*
=;<*'CH?;=A*IJK*
!ot eligible for waiver.*
'.34*N5N+* @A9QCGG?9;=M*89:;<=>?9;*@A=B>?B:H*
=;<*'CH?;=A*IJK*
!ot eligible for waiver.*
'CS:C;BC*$D*8?CM<*TA=B>?B:HU*:;?>G*;9>*B=MB:M=>C<*
?;>9*<CEACC*:;?>G**
V*
(9>=MG* JJWL**
*
!"#$"%#%#&'()**%()+),'-#.'/*"(01101**
&CS:?AC<*9Q*=MM*G>:<C;>G** !;?>G*
'.34*06J* X:H=;*RCY=Z?9A*?;*=*+A9GG[B:M>:A=M*%;Z?A9;HC;>*###* JWL*
'.34*00L* ,<Z=;BC<*(YC9A\*=;<*@A=B>?BC*]?>Y*%>Y;?B=MM\*^?ZCAGC*+M?C;>G* JWL*
'.34*0P2* -CE=M*=;<*%>Y?B=M*,GTCB>G*?;*XC=M>Y*=;<*_C;>=M*XC=M>Y*'CAZ?BCG* JWL*
(9>=MG* 7WL**
*
23425!63'!7889!7:7;'57!:67<** !;?>G*
'.34*075,* ,<Z=;BC<*&CGC=ABY*_C>Y9<G*I2K*
'.34*075R* ,<Z=;BC<*&CGC=ABY*_C>Y9<G*I2K*
'.34*075+* ,<Z=;BC<*&CGC=ABY*_C>Y9<G*I2K*
(YCG?G*9T>?9;*?G*=Z=?M=`MC*Q9A*G>:<C;>G*HCC>?;E*
TA9EA=H*BA?>CA?=**
0WL*
'.34*NPN,* ,<Z=;BC<*@A9QCGG?9;=M*@A=B>?B:H*
=;<*'CH?;=A*I1K*
'.34*NPNR* ,<Z=;BC<*@A9QCGG?9;=M*@A=B>?B:H*
=;<*'CH?;=A*I1K*
'.34*NPN+* ,<Z=;BC<*@A9QCGG?9;=M*@A=B>?B:H*
=;<*'CH?;=A*I1K*
!;?>G*;9>*B=MB:M=>C<*?;>9*<CEACC*:;?>G** V*
(9>=MG* 0WL**
 "ocial (or*+"T -./
 
Concentration  
Ta*e courses in one of the follo7ing t7o concentrations  9nits 
":(; --< Time>?imited "erAices and 
BnterAentions C/D 
":(; --/ EdAanced "ocial (or* Practice 7ith 
BndiAiduals C/D 
":(; --G EdAanced "ocial (or* Practice 7ith 
HrouIs C/D 
":(; --J EdAanced BntegratiAe Practice C/D 
Clinical Iractice  <LMN 
":(; -JL Theories of :rganiOations and 
"ystems C/D 
":(; -J/ Program Planning and 
QAaluation C/D 
":(; -J-E Ruman Resources Planning and 
DeAeloIment C/D 
":(; -U/ EdAanced Policy Enalysis C/D 
Policy, Ilanning, and administration  + 
Totals <LMN  
 
CULMINATING CURRICULUM AND PROCESSES  9nits 
":(; -JG "uIerAision /MN 
":(; -J-W Ruman Resources Planning and DeAeloIment "eminar /MN 
Totals -MN  
 
General selectives  
Ell students ta*e a total of U units of selectiAes, including a L>unit Iolicy selectiAe and - units from either of 
the follo7ing categoriesX IoIulation grouIs or IroYlem areasM "tudents receiAing sIecialiOed grant funding 
should chec* 7ith Irogram for additional reZuirements and[or restrictions on selectice choicesM  9nits 
":(; -UN Children and \amilies Policies and 
"erAices CLD 
":(; -U< Realth and ]ental Realth Policy 
and "erAices CLD 
Ell students must ta*e one of these courses to meet 
the Iolicy selectiAe reZuirement  
LMN 
HQR: G<G DiAersity and Eging C/D 
]\E] G<- Play TheraIy CLD 
]\E] G.G Hender PersIectiAes CLD 
]\E] -/U \amily TheraIy and Chemical 
EYuse CLD 
]\E] -.. Child EYuse and \amily 
^iolence C/D 
]\E] --G "tructural \amily TheraIy CLD 
P"_C -U- Child, Partner, and Qlder EYuse CLD 
":(; -.U Co>occuring DiagnosisX "uYstance 
EYuse 7ith ]ental Bllness CLD 
":(; -GN Children and Edolescents in 
Trauma CLD 
":(; -G/ BnterAentions 7ith "Iecial>`eeds 
Children CLD 
PoIulation grouIs  -MN 
!"#$%&S#T) C,T,-./ 011
S.23 041, Therape:tic #nterventions with 
.lder ,d:lts # EFG 
S.23 041H Therape:tic #nterventions with 
.lder ,d:lts ## EFG 
S.23 04I ChildrenJs Psychotherapy EMG 
S.23 04N #nterventions with Persons with 
Severe Oental #llness EMG 
  
C&OP 4QI -eRal Sisco:rse EMG 
C&OP 4QN Ooot Co:rt EMG 
C&OP 4MT &estorative P:stice EFG 
PS)C 0I4 Sr:R ,ddiction and Therapy EMG 
S.23 01N Social 2ork and Vealth Care EMG 
S.23 04Q Vealth Care #nterventions with 
ViRhW&isk XaYilies and 
CoYY:nities EMG 
S.23 040 &eliRion and Spirit:ality in Sirect 
Practice EMG 
S.23 0ZZ ,dvanced #nteRrative SeYinar in 
Psychotherapy EMG 
S.23 0I1 ,dvanced Policy Pro[ects EMG 
S.23 0I4 !nderstandinR /lo\al C:lt:res EMG 
Pro\leY areas  ] 
Totals I^T  
Overall Totals 7-.0  
 
Please note_ St:dents wishinR to take co:rses that are 
not incl:ded in the a\ove list o` approved selectives 
Y:st o\tain an acadeYic variance thro:Rh the 
departYentJs ,cadeYic Standards CoYYittee prior to 
enrollinR in the co:rse^ 
 "o$%al (or*+ ,l%-%$al."T 012
Social Work, Clinical.ST 
(Ph.D.) Scheduled to begin Fall 2010 
3454678 9. 3;,<74"+ =ro>ra? @%re$tor 
FACULTY 
"ee "o$%al (or* C.".(. 
 
TDe "$Dool oE "$%e-$e a-F Te$D-olo>GHs @eJart?e-t 
oE "o$%al (or* a-F "o$%al 4$olo>G %s a- 
%-terF%s$%Jl%-arG a$aFe?%$ K-%t $o??%tteF to tDe 
;-%vers%tGHs ?%ss%o- oE DK?a- MDole-ess a-F to tDe 
Nel%eE tDat o-eHs EKllest FeveloJ?e-t %s a$D%eveF MDe- 
all asJe$ts oE a- %-F%v%FKalHs l%Ee are %- Nala-$e. 3otD 
$o-$eJtKallG a-F Jra>?at%$allG tDe Jro>ra?s %- tDe 
@eJart?e-t oE "o$%al (or* a-F "o$%al 4$olo>G are 
>K%FeF NG a- overar$D%-> e$olo>%$al ON%oPJsG$DoP
so$%alPsJ%r%tKalQ JersJe$t%ve tDat e?JloGs s$%e-t%E%$ 
?etDoFs oE JroNle? a-alGs%s a-F Jro>ra? Fes%>-. R 
*eG $o?Jo-e-t %- tD%s Era?eMor* %s tDe %?Jorta-$e 
oE $o-s%Fer%-> tDe relat%o-sD%Js a?o-> NeDav%oral+ 
so$%oJol%t%$al+ e$o-o?%$+ a-F e-v%ro-?e-tal 
JroNle?s. TDe resKlt %s a- %-terF%s$%Jl%-arG tea$D%->+ 
lear-%->+ a-F Jra$t%$e e-v%ro-?e-t Fes%>-eF to $reate 
%-terve-t%o-s tDat M%ll %?Jrove tDe EK-$t%o-s oE 
%-F%v%FKals+ Ea?%l%es+ >roKJs+ or>a-%Sat%o-s+ a-F 
$o??K-%t%es. Rs sK$D+ Jr%or%tG Das Nee- >%ve- to 
$reat%-> a- a$aFe?%$ ?%l%eK EavoraNle to eFK$at%-> 
$o?Jete-t+ etD%$al+ a-F $o?Jass%o-ate JroEess%o-als 
a-F s$Dolars MDo are $aJaNle oE resJe$t%-> a-F 
aFFress%-> tDe -eeFs oE F%verse JoJKlat%o-s. 
Mission and objectives 
TD%s Fo$toral Jro>ra? a%?s to Jrov%Fe so$%al Mor*ers 
M%tD aFva-$eF *-oMleF>e to Ne$o?e resear$Ders+ 
eFK$ators+ a-F $l%-%$%a-s $aJaNle oE aJJlG%-> tD%s 
*-oMleF>e to everG Jra$t%$e $o-teTt %- JroEess%o-al 
$l%-%$al so$%al Mor*. Ut JKrJoseEKllG %-st%lls a D%>D 
aJJre$%at%o- Eor *-oMleF>e FeveloJ?e-t a-F 
F%sse?%-at%o-V a-F Fe?o-strates resJe$t a-F 
aJJre$%at%o- Eor tDe -eeFs a-F %ssKes %-Dere-t %- 
DK?a- F%vers%tG+ Jro?ot%o- oE so$%al a-F e$o-o?%$ 
WKst%$e+ a-F $l%-%$al JoJKlat%o-s atPr%s*. 
Student learning objectives 
1. "tKFe-ts M%ll Ne aNle to aJJlG ?Klt%Jle 
tDeoret%$al Era?eMor*s to eTJla%- 
%-traJerso-al a-F %-terJerso-al Ea$tors 
K-FerJ%--%-> tDe F%a>-os%s a-F treat?e-t oE 
Jerso-s M%tD severe ?e-tal %ll-ess a-FYor 
ser%oKs e?ot%o-al F%sorFers. 
Z. "tKFe-ts M%ll Fe?o-strate a $o?JreDe-s%ve 
K-Fersta-F%-> oE tDe assess?e-t Jro$ess 
a-F F%a>-ost%$ s$De?ata %-volv%-> 
%-traJerso-al a-F %-terJerso-al Ea$tors+ 
$KltKral F%vers%tG+ a-F e-v%ro-?e-tal 
%-ElKe-$es o- $l%e-t sGste?s a-F treat?e-t. 
[. "tKFe-ts M%ll Ne aNle to Fe?o-strate tDe Kse 
tDeorG to FeveloJ resear$D \Kest%o-s a-F 
DGJotDeses Eor e?J%r%$al test%-> a-F M%ll 
Jossess a- K-Fersta-F%-> oE tDe $o-$eJtKal 
-atKre oE tDeorG a-F tDe MaGs tDeorG $a- Ne 
aJJl%eF to tDe FeveloJ?e-t oE *-oMleF>e %- 
$l%-%$al so$%al Mor*. 
1. "tKFe-ts M%ll Ne aNle to art%$Klate tDe 
%?Jl%$at%o-s oE e?J%r%$al resear$D E%-F%->s 
M%tD%- a tDeoret%$al Era?eMor*+ as Mell as 
tDe aN%l%tG to F%s$Kss tDe %?Jl%$at%o-s oE 
e?J%r%$al resear$D E%-F%->s o- tDeoret%$al 
relat%o-sD%Js. 
2. "tKFe-ts M%ll Fe?o-strate tDe aN%l%tG to 
Fes%>- a-F $o-FK$t a sGste?at%$+ e?J%r%$al+ 
oNWe$t%ve+ JKNl%$+ a-F $r%t%$al %-vest%>at%o- oE 
a $l%-%$al Jra$t%$e %ssKe or JroNle?. 
0. "tKFe-ts M%ll Fe?o-strate a $o?JreDe-s%ve 
K-Fersta-F%-> oE DoM JeoJle lear- a-F Ne 
aNle to tra-slate tD%s K-Fersta-F%-> %-to 
$o-strK$t%-> a-F Fel%ver%-> aJJroJr%ate 
F%Fa$t%$+ %-tera$t%ve a-F eTJer%e-t%al 
tea$D%-> strate>%es KseF to tea$D aFva-$eF 
$l%-%$al Jra$t%$e a-F DK?a- NeDav%or 
$o-$eJts. 
7. "tKFe-ts M%ll Fe?o-strate $Krre-t 
*-oMleF>e oE tDe $o-teTt oE so$%al Mor* 
eFK$at%o- O*-oMleF>e+ valKes+ a-F s*%llsQ+ 
a-F Ne aNle to art%$Klate tD%s %-Eor?at%o- %-to 
a- eFK$at%o-al Jro>ra? Fes%>-+ $Krr%$KlK? 
FeveloJ?e-t+ a-F tDe Fel%-eat%o- a-F 
assess?e-t oE stKFe-t eFK$at%o-al oNWe$t%ves 
Eor NotD K-Fer>raFKate a-F >raFKate so$%al 
Mor* Jro>ra?s. 
Admission requirements 
TDe ,l%-%$al "o$%al (or* =ro>ra? %s oJe- to stKFe-ts 
MDo Fe?o-strate leaFersD%J a-F s$DolarlG Jote-t%al. 
RF?%ss%o- to tDe Jro>ra? %s >over-eF NG tDe Jol%$%es 
a-F Jro$eFKres estaNl%sDeF NG tDe "$Dool oE "$%e-$e 
a-F Te$D-olo>G. R- aF?%ss%o- $o??%ttee oE so$%al 
Mor* Ea$KltG oversees tDe aF?%ss%o- Jro$ess+ rev%eMs 
aJJl%$at%o-s+ a-F re$o??e-Fs stKFe-ts Eor aF?%ss%o- 
to tDe Jro>ra?. RF?%ss%o- re\K%re?e-ts to tDe 
Fo$toral Jro>ra? %-$lKFe^ 
! CasterHs Fe>ree %- so$%al Mor* Ero? a- 
a$$reF%teF %-st%tKt%o- oE D%>Der eFK$at%o-. 
! R ?%-%?K? $K?Klat%ve _.=.R. oE [.0 O1.0 
s$aleQ Eor >raFKateYJost>raFKate Mor*. 
! ,o??%t?e-t to aFva-$%-> *-oMleF>e a-F 
resear$D relateF to $l%-%$al so$%al Mor*. 
! =roEess%o-al eTJer%e-$e a-F a$D%eve?e-t 
tDat Fe?o-strates $o?Jete-$e+ or>a-%Sat%o-+ 
leaFersD%J+ a-F ?ot%vat%o- to $o?Jlete 
Fo$toral eFK$at%o- %- a t%?elG ?a--er. 
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! Personal interview> geographical 
circumstances may determine an 
individualized process. 
! A sample of writing regarding a clinical 
treatment topic in the form of a puJlished 
articleK academic or professional research 
paperK or an essay prepared for admission to 
the program. 
! Satisfactory performance on the /raduate 
Record Examination (/RE) defined as a 
minimum comJined verJal and Ouantitative 
score of 1000K and an analytical writing score 
of 4.0 for admission with regular status. 
Students with lower scores may Je 
considered for provisional status.) 
! Curriculum vitae or other description of 
educationK employment historyK and 
experience in clinical practice. 
! PrereOuisite preparation. If an applicant has 
not had adeOuate clinical treatment 
experienceK additional clinical course worR 
of 6-12 units will Je reOuired. (Students 
needing to meet this reOuirement taRe 
CSWV 688 Clinical Treatment Practicum) 
Transfer credits 
As masterXs level clinical training is a prereOuisite for 
admission to this programK transfer of previous 
course worR is limited. 
Program of study 
This program is structured around three primary 
reOuirements: course worRK comprehensive 
examinationsK and dissertation. The Ph.D. degree in 
clinical social worR reOuires a minimum of 104 units 
Jeyond the M.S.W. degree. The curriculum is 
designed to accommodate the needs of college and 
university faculty. The program should Je completed 
in three consecutive summers consisting of two six-
weeR sessions. A more traditional curriculum model 
is also availaJle that allows students to taRe some 
research and ethics courses during the regular 
academic year. Students can oJtain curriculum 
planning guides for Joth program options from the 
program coordinator. (Students should consult the 
program coordinator regarding curriculum 
modifications.) 
3ualifying examination 
Students must pass a comprehensive Oualifying 
examination usually taRen at the completion of all 
clinical course worR. 
Candidacy 
Students who successfully complete all course worRK 
pass the Oualifying examinationK and successfully 
defend a dissertation proposal apply for Ph.D. degree 
candidacy. The candidacy period is spent in full-time 
dissertation research. 
Dissertation 
The Ph.D. degree candidacy is spent in full-time 
dissertation researchK culminating in the successful 
defense of the completed dissertation. Dissertation 
research for Ph.D. degree candidates follows 
University guidelines. Details regarding these 
reOuirements can Je oJtained from the program 
coordinator.
 
Research methods, statistics  Units 
CSWV 671 Research .rientation I 2.0 
CSWV 672 Research .rientation II 2.0 
CSWV 673 Research .rientation III 2.0 
CSWV 681 Research Seminar I 2.0 
CSWV 682 Research Seminar II 2.0 
CSWV 683 Research Seminar III 2.0 
CSWV 697 Research (4.0-8.0) 24.0 
CSWV 699 Dissertation  12.0 
PS)C _01 Advanced Statistics I 4.0 
PS)C _02 Advanced Statistics II 4.0 
PS)C _03 Advanced Multivariate Statistics 4.0 
SP.L 6_4 Research Methods I 4.0 
SP.L 6__ Research Methods II 4.0 
Totals 68.0  
 Social (or*, ,linical.S/ 012
 
!heor&  3nits 
,S(6 020 7dvanced ,linical /heor< I> Ps<choanal<tic and 7ttachment  A.C 
,S(6 022 7dvanced ,linical /heor< II> EEo Ps<choloE<, Self Ps<choloE< and GHIect Relations A.C 
/otals 0.C  
 
Clinical social /or0  3nits 
,S(6 0K1 7dvanced DeveloMmental Ps<choMatholoE< I> ,hildrenN7dolescents A.C 
,S(6 0KO 7dvanced DeveloMmental Ps<choMatholoE< II> 7dult QifesMan A.C 
,S(6 0K0 7dvanced ,linical Practice> ,linical 7ssessment, DiaEnosis, and ParadiEms of Practice A.C 
,S(6 0K2 Methods of /eachinE and Evaluation in ,linical Social (or* Education A.C 
/otals ST.C  
 
Philoso2h& and clinical ethics  3nits 
REQE OCO ,linical Ethics 1.C 
REQR OAO SMiritualit< and Mental Health 1.C 
REQ/ OVV WraduateXlevel /heoloEical A.C 
REQR O0K ,are of the D<inE and Bereaved (1) 
REQR OK1 ,ulture, Ps<choloE<, and ReliEion (1) 
Select one of these t\o courses  1.C 
/otals SO.C  
 
5electi6es  3nits 
7H,] OO0 7dministration in HiEher 
Education (A) 
,S(6 0KK IndeMendent Stud< in ,linical Social 
(or* (S) 
WQBH OS^ PrinciMles of Disaster ManaEement 
I (A) 
WQBH O12 RefuEee and DisMlaced PoMulation 
Health (A) 
WQBH OOC (omen in DeveloMment (A) 
M_7M O1K Men and _amilies (T) 
M_7M 011 ,hild 7Huse and _amil< `iolence (A) 
M_7M 021 Human Seaual Behavior (A) 
PSb, OSS Ps<chometric _oundations (A) 
PSb, OST 7ssessment I (T) 
PSb, O11 _oundations of QearninE and 
Behavior (1) 
PSb, O1O ,oEnitive _oundations (1) 
PSb, OO0 BiofeedHac* (1) 
PSb, O02 Human Diversit< (A) 
PSb, O21 Personalit< /heor< and Research (1) 
  0.C 
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PSYC 604 Advanced Topics in Multivariate 
Analyses (2) 
RELR 525 Health Care and the Dynamics of 
Christian Leadership (3) 
SOOP 648 Co-occuring Diagnosis: Substance 
Abuse with Mental Illness (2) 
SOOP 677 Advanced Integrative Seminar in 
Psychotherapy (2) 
STAT 515 Grant- and Contract-Proposal 
Oriting (3) 
  
Totals 6X0  
Overall Totals ,07.0  
 "#$%&'( ")*+&,' -./ 0,$1)( 2$/, 3/.-,''&.%$1'4"5 678
S"#$%&' S)*+%,& -./ 0,#1)' C#/, 
3/.-,&&%.$#1&4ST 
6C,/)%-%7#),8 
29:;: ;:<=;>?@ 3/.A/$B C&/,D)./ 
 
E/$+*$),' .- 9.B$ 9&%+$ F%&G,/'&)H ($G, $ 1.%A 
(&')./H .- ',/G&D,@ +.B,')&D$11H $%+ $/.*%+ )(, I./1+J 
5(, #*/#.', .- )(&' D,/)&-&D$), #/.A/$B &' ). #/.G&+, 
A,%,/$1 ,+*D$)&.% )($) $/)&D*1$),' I&)( D.BB*%&)H 
',/G&D,@ B&''&.% ,1,D)&G,'@ ./ '(./) B&''&.% )/&#' &% )(, 
F%&),+ ")$),' $%+ &%),/%$)&.%$1 ',))&%A'J 5(, 
D,/)&-&D$), &' D.%'&'),%) I&)( K:"2 /,D.BB,%+$)&.%' 
)($) L$DD$1$*/,$), #/.A/$B' $D)&G,1H -.'),/ $% 
*%+,/')$%+&%A .- +&G,/'&)H $%+ ,%'*/, L/,$+)( -./ $11 
')*+,%)' &% )(, $/,$' .- D*1)*/$1@ $,')(,)&D@ '.D&$1@ 
#.1&)&D$1@ 'D&,%)&-&D@ $%+ ),D(%&D$1 M%.I1,+A, ,N#,D),+ 
.- ,+*D$),+ #,/'.%' &% )(&' '.D&,)HJ 2.*/', I./M &% 
)(, D,/)&-&D$), ,%$L1,' )(, ')*+,%) ). ,%A$A, )(, 
#.#*1$)&.% ',/G,+ $) $ +,,#,/ 1,G,1 )($% #.''&L1, 
I&)(.*) 'M&11' &% 1$%A*$A, $%+ M%.I1,+A, .- 0&'#$%&D 
(&')./H@ 1&),/$)*/,@ $%+ '.D&,)HJ 5(, )(,./,)&D$1@ 
')/*D)*/,+ D.*/', &% ',/G&D, 1,$/%&%A #/.G&+,' $ 
#(&1.'.#(&D$1 $%+ )(,.1.A&D$1 L$'&' -./ ',/G&D,@ $' I,11 
$' $% .##./)*%&)H ). /,-1,D) .% $%+ &%),A/$), )(, 
G$/&.*' D.B#.%,%)'J 
5(, OPQ*%&) "#$%&'( ')*+&,' -./ (,$1)( #/.-,''&.%$1' &' 
$G$&1$L1, ). )(.', I(. D.B#1,), $ B&%&B*B .- RP .- 
)(, /,S*&/,+ OPQS*$/),/ *%&)' $) 9.B$ 9&%+$ 
F%&G,/'&)HJ T./ *%+,/A/$+*$), ')*+,%)'@ )(, D.*/',' 
$1'. D.%)/&L*), ). B,,)&%A A,%,/$1 ,+*D$)&.% 
/,S*&/,B,%)'J 2.*/',' &%D1*+, 1$%A*$A, URO *%&)'VW 
1&),/$)*/,@ (&')./H@ $%+ '.D&$1 'D&,%D,' U7 *%&)'VW 
+&G,/'&)H U7 *%&)'VW $%+ $ ',/G&D,Q1,$/%&%A D.*/',J T./ 
)(, D,/)&-&D$), &% "#$%&'( ')*+&,'@ $% &BB,/'&.% 
1$%A*$A, $%+ D*1)*/, #/.A/$B &' /,S*&/,+@ $' I,11 $' 
$% &%),/%$)&.%$1 ./ %$)&.%$1 ',/G&D, #/.X,D) I&)( $ 
"#$%&'(Q'#,$M&%A #.#*1$)&.%J 5(, 2(/&')&$%Q',/G&D, 
D.*/', *%&)' $/, )(, )I. L..M,%+' .- )(, D,/)&-&D$),J 
5(, -&/') *%&)' &%D1*+, $ )(,./,)&D$1@ )(,.1.A&D$1@ $%+ 
#(&1.'.#(&D$1 L$'&' -./ ',/G&D, $%+ #/.G&+,' )(, 
.*)1&%, -./ )(, #./)-.1&.J =% )(, ',D.%+ *%&)@ )(, 
')*+,%) D.B#1,),' )(, #./)-.1&. )($) &%),A/$),' $%+ 
'*BB$/&Y,' )(, ,%)&/, ,N#,/&,%D,J 
"#$%&'(Q1$%A*$A, #/.-&D&,%DH $) )(, (&A(Q,1,B,%)$/H 
./ 1.IQ&%),/B,+&$), 1,G,1 ./ (&A(,/ &' /,S*&/,+ $%+ 
I&11 L, $'','',+ LH ,N$B&%$)&.% $) )(, ,%+ .- )(, 
D,/)&-&D$),J ")*+,%)' B$H L, /,S*&/,+ ). )$M, $ 
#/.-&D&,%DH ,N$B&%$)&.% -./ $##/.#/&$), #1$D,B,%)J 
:11 D.*/',' ,ND,#) )(, D$#').%, #./)-.1&. D.*/', $/, 
D*//,%)1H $G$&1$L1, .% D$B#*'J T./ ')*+,%)' 
D.%D*//,%)1H ,%/.11,+ &% $ 9.B$ 9&%+$ F%&G,/'&)H 
#/.A/$B@ $11 D.*/',' B$H L, )/$%'-,//,+ &% ,ND,#) -./ 
;>9; 7Z7 2(/&')&$% ",/G&D, $%+ ;>9> 7O8 2*1)*/$1 
=''*,' &% ;,1&A&.%J "#$%&'( 1$%A*$A,@ "#$%&'( 
1&),/$)*/, $%+ (&')./H@ $%+ +&G,/'&)H D.*/',' B*') L, 
)$M,% -./ $ 1,)),/ A/$+,@ I&)( $ B&%&B*B EJ3J:J .- OJZ 
-./ )(, D,/)&-&D$),J 
5(, D,/)&-&D$), &%),A/$),' )(/,, D./, G$1*,' .- 9.B$ 
9&%+$ F%&G,/'&)H ). #/.B.), '#&/&)*$1 1&-, $%+ 
I(.1,%,''@ +&G,/'&)H@ $%+ D.BB*%&)H ',/G&D, $%+ 
A1.L$1 .*)/,$D(J 5(,', )(/,, G$1*,' $/, ,'',%)&$1 ). )(, 
9.B$ 9&%+$ F%&G,/'&)H ,N#,/&,%D,J
 
S"#$%&' 1#$9*#9,  F%&)' 
"3:[ RZR >1,B,%)$/H "#$%&'( = U7V 
"3:[ RZO >1,B,%)$/H "#$%&'( == U7V 
"3:[ RZ\ >1,B,%)$/H "#$%&'( === U7V 
"3:[ OZR =%),/B,+&$), "#$%&'( = U7V 
"3:[ OZO =%),/B,+&$), "#$%&'( == U7V 
"3:[ OZ\ =%),/B,+&$), "#$%&'( === U7V 
  ROJZ 
5.)$1' ROJZ  
 
I;;,/&%.$ 1#$9*#9, #$+ 7*1)*/, "/.9/#;  F%&)' 
"3:[ RO\ 3/$D)&D*B &% "#$%&'( = U7V 
"3:[ RO] 3/$D)&D*B &% "#$%&'( == U7V 
  7JZ 
5.)$1' 7JZ  
!"#$%&'#() +,(,-./ 012
 
Spanish literature, history  !3456 
'7," 889 ':;346< -45=>;5?>= # @AB 
'7," 88C ':;43D +?E5?>= ;3F +4G4E4H;54I3 @AB 
'7," 8JJ (>;F454I3 ;3F 7;>;FIK IL -;543 
,M=>4N;3 OIM=3 @AB 
  AP2 
(I5;E6 AP2  
 
Diversity  !3456 
,"(Q R2A S4IEIT4N;E ,35<>I:IEITU @AB 
,"(Q R20 -;3T?;T= ;3F +?E5?>= @AB 
'7," AR2 V4G=>645U 43 (W=35UXY4>65 +=35?>U @AB 
  AP2 
(I5;E6 AP2  
 
Service-learning/Cultural issues in religion 8must include portfolio<  !3456 
&%-& A2A +<>4654;3 '=>G4N= @8P2XJP2B Z?65 43NE?F= :I>5LIE4IP RP2 
(I5;E6 RP2  
Overall Totals 2@.0  
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Health Professions Education 
(PB certificate, M.S.) 
678"97 :; <67="6>? ()o@)am D-)ec&o) 
 
8'e CDEF1a)&e) 1n-& "eal&' ()o+ess-ons /01ca&-on 
ce)&-+-ca&e an0 &'e GHEF1a)&e) 1n-& <as&e) o+ =c-ence 
0e@)ee a)e 0es-@ne0 +o) +ac1l&I J'o Jan& &o en'ance 
&'e e++ec&-Keness an0 e++-c-encI o+ s&10en& lea)n-n@ -n 
&'e class)oom an0 cl-n-c; 9Lon comLle&-on? @)a01a&es 
J-ll Me aMle &o Llan +o) e++ec&-Ke lea)n-n@ eNLe)-encesO 
-mL)oKe assessmen& an0 eKal1a&-on o+ lea)n-n@ an0 
-ns&)1c&-onO an0 eKal1a&e cl-n-cal Le)+o)mance J-&' 
con+-0ence? -mL)oKe class)oom Le)+o)mance? en'ance 
aca0em-c a0m-n-s&)a&-on sP-lls? an0 0eKeloL eNLe)&-se 
-n 'eal&' L)o+ess-ons e01ca&-on; 
Qo1)ses &o comLle&e &'e <as&e) o+ =c-ence 0e@)ee 
-ncl10e &'e co)e 5H 1n-&s an0 a m-n-m1m o+ 3 1n-&s -n 
Doma-n R an0 3 1n-&s -n Doma-n RR? &o a &o&al o+ GH 
1n-&s; 
9n-&s &o comLle&e &'e Los&Maccala1)ea&e ce)&-+-ca&e 
-ncl10e &'e co)e 5H 1n-&s an0 a m-n-m1m o+ S 1n-&s 
selec&e0 -n cons1l&a&-on J-&' &'e L)o@)am 0-)ec&o) 
+)om Doma-ns R an0 RR; 
600-&-onal co1)ses maI Me a00e0 &o eac' 0oma-n -n 
cons1l&a&-on J-&' &'e L)o@)am 0-)ec&o);
 
Required  Certificate M.S. 
6"QT 4U3 /01ca&-onal /Kal1a&-on an0 Ql-n-cal 6ssessmen& V;U   
6"QT 4US 8eac'-n@ an0 Wea)n-n@ =&Iles V;U   
6"QT 454 Q1))-c1l1m DeKeloLmen& -n "-@'e) /01ca&-on V;U   
6"QT 443 60m-n-s&)a&-on -n "-@'e) /01ca&-on V;U   
"(7X 4GV W)-&-n@ +o) "eal&' ()o+ess-onals V;U   
7/WZ 4ZZ [)a01a&eEleKel 7el-@-on V;U   
6"QT 4U3 /01ca&-onal /Kal1a&-on an0 Ql-n-cal 6ssessmen&   V;U 
6"QT 4US 8eac'-n@ an0 Wea)n-n@ =&Iles   V;U 
6"QT 454 Q1))-c1l1m DeKeloLmen& -n "-@'e) /01ca&-on   V;U 
6"QT 443 60m-n-s&)a&-on -n "-@'e) /01ca&-on   V;U 
"(7X 4GV W)-&-n@ +o) "eal&' ()o+ess-onals   C;UEV;U 
7/W/ 4ZZ [)a01a&eEleKel /&'-cs   V;UEG;U 
8o&als V3;U  5H;U  
 
Domain I Electives  
8eac'-n@? lea)n-n@? assessmen&? an0 eKal1a&-on  Certificate M.S. 
6"QT 43G QollaMo)a&-Ke Wea)n-n@ -n "-@'e) 
/01ca&-on \V;U] 
6"QT 4SS D-)ec&e0 8eac'-n@ \V;U] 
6"QT 3SS D-)ec&e0 =&10I \V;U] 
Current Issues in +ealth Professions Education 
"(7X 4HH "eal&' :e'aK-o) 8'eo)I an0 7esea)c' \G;U] 
^7=[ 4GG 8eac'-n@ an0 Wea)n-n@ 8'eo)I \V;U] 
^7=[ 4G4 8eac'-n@ ()ac&-c1m \V;U] 
^7=[ 4G3 Q1))-c1l1m DeKeloLmen& -n "-@'e) 
/01ca&-on \V;U] 
S 1n-&s +)om Doma-ns R an0 RR 
c'osen -n cons1l&a&-on J-&' &'e 
L)o@)am 0-)ec&o)  
_ 3;U 
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PHIL 050 Seminar in t=e P=ilo@oA=B of Science EFGHI 
PS)C 1JJ Foundation@ of LearninN and Oe=aPior EJGHI 
PS)C 1J1 CoNnitiPe Foundation@ EJGHI 
PS)C 0Q1 CoNnitiPe DePeloAment E2GHI 
RELR 1S0 P@Bc=oloNB of Moral and Fait= 
DePeloAment EFGHI 
   
AHCU 10J CollaVoratiPe LearninN in HiN=er 
Education EFGHI 
AHCU 1WW Directed Teac=inN EFGHI 
AHCU 0WW Directed StudB EFGHI 
Current Issues in +ealth Professions Education 
HPRO 1SS Healt= Oe=aPior T=eorB and Re@earc= EJGHI 
NRSG 1JJ Teac=inN and LearninN T=eorB EFGHI 
NRSG 1J1 Teac=inN Practicum EFGHI 
NRSG 1J0 Curriculum DePeloAment in HiN=er 
Education EFGHI 
PHIL 050 Seminar in t=e P=ilo@oA=B of Science EFGHI 
PS)C 1JJ Foundation@ of LearninN and Oe=aPior EJGHI 
PS)C 1J1 CoNnitiPe Foundation@ EJGHI 
PS)C 0Q1 CoNnitiPe DePeloAment E2GHI 
RELR 1S0 P@Bc=oloNB of Moral and Fait= 
DePeloAment EFGHI 
  X 0GH 
Total@ X  52GH  
 
Domain II Electives  
Leader@=iA electiPe@  Certificate M.S. 
AHCU 1FW Tec=noloNB and Healt= Care 
OrNaniYation@ EFGHI 
AHCU 1J1 LeNal and Et=ical I@@ue@ in t=e Healt= 
Profe@@ion@ EFGHI 
AHCU 0WW Directed StudB E5GH-0GHI 
GLOH 15Q Cultural I@@ue@ in Healt= Care EFGHI 
HADM 12S OrNaniYational Oe=aPior in Healt= 
Care EFGHI 
HADM 1SH Foundation@ of Leader@=iA EFGHI 
HADM 1S5 Orientation for leader@=iA I[ $i@ion and 
Under@tandinN EJGHI 
HADM 1S2 Orientation for leader@=iA II[ E\AlorinN t=e 
nature of leader@=iA EJGHI 
HADM 1SF Orientation for leader@=iA III[ SettinN a ne] 
direction EJGHI 
PS)C 100 Cro@@-Cultural P@Bc=oloNB E2GHI 
PS)C 1S5 P@Bc=oloNical Treatment I[ Oe=aPioral and 
CoNnitiPe T=eraAie@ E2GHI 
RELE 12J C=ri@tian Oioet=ic@ EFGH-JGHI 
RELE 121 Et=ic@ for Scienti@t@ EFGH-JGHI 
W unit@ from Domain@ I and II 
c=o@en in con@ultation ]it= t=e 
AroNram director  
X 0GH 
! "#$%th!()*+#,,i*.,!/012$ti*.! 345
6/7/!489! :i;%i2$%!/thi2,!<5=>?@=>A!
6/76!4B4! "#$%th!C$)#!$.0!th#!DE.$Fi2,!*+!Ch)i,ti$.!
7#$0#),hiG!<5=>?@=>A!
6/76!4H4! I)t!*+!J.t#K)$tiL#!C$)#!<5=>?@=>A!
6/76!48@! C1%t1)#M!(,E2h*%*KEM!$.0!6#%iKi*.!<5=>?@=>A!
! ! !
I"CN!459! O#2h.*%*KE!$.0!"#$%th!C$)#!
P)K$.iQ$ti*.,!<5=>A!
I"CN!4@4! 7#K$%!$.0!/thi2$%!J,,1#,!i.!th#!"#$%th!
()*+#,,i*.,!<5=>A!
I"CN!399! Di)#2t#0!Rt10E!<S=>?3=>A!
T7:"!4SH! C1%t1)$%!J,,1#,!i.!"#$%th!C$)#!<5=>A!
"IDU!4B8! P)K$.iQ$ti*.$%!:#h$Li*)!i.!"#$%th!
C$)#!<5=>A!
"IDU!48>! V*1.0$ti*.,!*+!7#$0#),hiG!<5=>A!
"IDU!48S! P)i#.t$ti*.!+*)!%#$0#),hiG!JW!Xi,i*.!$.0!
Y.0#),t$.0i.K!<@=>A!
"IDU!48B! P)i#.t$ti*.!+*)!%#$0#),hiG!JJW!/ZG%*)i.K!th#!
.$t1)#!*+!%#$0#),hiG!<@=>A!
"IDU!485! P)i#.t$ti*.!+*)!%#$0#),hiG!JJJW!R#tti.K!$!.#w!
0i)#2ti*.!<@=>A!
(R\C!433! C)*,,?C1%t1)$%!(,E2h*%*KE!<B=>A!
(R\C!48S! (,E2h*%*Ki2$%!O)#$tF#.t!JW!:#h$Li*)$%!$.0!
C*K.itiL#!Oh#)$Gi#,!<B=>A!
6/7/!4B@! Ch)i,ti$.!:i*#thi2,!<5=>?@=>A!
6/7/!4B4! /thi2,!+*)!R2i#.ti,t,!<5=>?@=>A!
6/7/!489! :i;%i2$%!/thi2,!<5=>?@=>A!
6/76!4B4! "#$%th!C$)#!$.0!th#!DE.$Fi2,!*+!Ch)i,ti$.!
7#$0#),hiG!<5=>?@=>A!
6/76!4H4! I)t!*+!J.t#K)$tiL#!C$)#!<5=>?@=>A!
6/76!48@! C1%t1)#M!(,E2h*%*KEM!$.0!6#%iKi*.!<5=>?@=>A!
!! ]! 3=>!
O*t$%,! ]!! SB=>!!
Overall Totals! 27.0!! 48.0!!
!
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!
 Faculty of Graduate Studies 233
Faculty of Graduate Studies 
Dean's Welcome 
Foundations of Graduate Study 
Philosophy o78ecti9es 
General regulations 
General Regulations 
Application and admissions 
Scholarship 
From master's to Ph?D? degree 
Aypassing master's degree 
Student 9ife 
Academic Information 
Financial Information 
General financial practices 
OnC and offCcampus student housing 
Additional reDuirements 
!he Facult+ of Graduate Studies oversees the 
follo5ing doctoral and master's degrees, as 5ell as 
com;ined degrees programs= 
Master's Degrees 
Anatomy 
Aiochemistry 
Aiology 
Aiomedical and Elinical Ethics 
Elinical Ministry 
Endodontics 
Family Studies 
Geology 
Implant Dentistry 
Micro7iology and Molecular Genetics 
Iutrition 
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery 
Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopedics 
Pediatric Dentistry 
Periodontics 
Physiology 
Prosthodontics    
Religion and the Sciences 
Doctoral Degrees 
Anatomy 
Aiochemistry 
Aiology 
Earth Science 
Family Studies 
Marital and Family Lherapy 
Micro7iology and Molecular Genetics 
Medical Scientist Lraining Program 
Iursing 
Pharmacology 
Physical Lherapy 
Physiology 
Psychology MPh?D? in clinical psychologyN 
Social Policy and Social Research 
Combined Degrees Programs 
Aiology or Geology with Medicine or Dentistry 
MM?S?OM?D?, M?S?OD?D?S?, Ph?D?OM?D? or 
Ph?D?OD?D?S?N 
Psychology with Aiomedical and Elinical Ethics 
MPh?D?OM?A?N 
Elinical Psychology with Qealth Education 
MPh?D?OM?P?Q?N 
Elinical Psychology with Pre9enti9e Eare 
MPh?D?OM?P?Q? or Ph?D?ODr? P?Q?N 
Social Policy and Social Research with Aiomedical 
and Elinical Ethics MPh?D?OM?A?N 
Social WorS with Social Policy and Social 
Research MM?S?W?OPh?D?N 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*010
Dean%s (elcome 
23*453*6357*8934:3;*th4t*7>?*h463*@h>:3A*t>*
@>AtiA?3*7>?5*3;?@4ti>A*4t*->C4*-iA;4*!Ai635:it7*iA*
4*D54;?4t3*85>D54C*@>>5;iA4t3;*E7*th3*F4@?9t7*>G*
/54;?4t3*'t?;i3:H*(h3*F4@?9t7*i:*4A*>5D4AiI4ti>A*>G*
:@h>945:J*:@i3Ati:t:J*4A;*3;?@4t>5:*wh>:3*Ci::i>A*i:*t>*
3Ah4A@3*th3*L?49it7*>G*53:345@hJ*:@h>945:hi8J*4A;*
;i:@>6357*th5>?Dh>?t*th3*!Ai635:it7H*#t*@>>8354t3:*
with*th3*3iDht*:@h>>9:*iA*85>6i;iAD*D54;?4t3*
85>D54C:*th4t*:t5i63*t>*C33t*th3*hiDh3:t*4@4;3Ci@*
4A;*iAt3993@t?49*:t4A;45;:H*
->C4*-iA;4*!Ai635:it7*i:*4*h349thM:@i3A@3:*@4C8?:*
;3;i@4t3;*t>*@534tiAD*9345AiAD*3A6i5>AC3At:*th4t*
3A4E93*:t?;3At:*t>*;3639>8*835:>A49*wh>93A3::N*t>*
t54iA*G>5*@45335:*th4t*:3563*9>@49J*A4ti>A49J*4A;*
iAt35A4ti>A49*@>CC?Aiti3:N*4A;*t>*4@@38t*36357*
835:>A*4:*h46iAD*3L?49*w>5th*iA*th3*:iDht*>G*/>;H*#t:*
Ci::i>A*i:*3CE>;i3;*iA*th3*/>>;*'4C45it4A*
:@?98t?53:J*4*t4E934?*th4t*>@@?8i3:*4*@3At549*8>:iti>A*
>A*th3*@4C8?:H*
(h3*F4@?9t7*>G*/54;?4t3*'t?;i3:*3A@>?54D3:*:t?;3At:*
t>*3AD4D3*iA*>5iDiA49*53:345@h*4A;*@534ti63*:t?;7*th4t*
wi99*3O84A;*>88>5t?Aiti3:*G>5*wh>93A3::J*:356i@3J*4A;*
C?t?49*53:83@tH*)>?*wi99*GiA;*6iD>5>?:*4@4;3Ci@*
85>D54C:*4C>AD*th3*;3D533:*:8>A:>53;*E7*th3*
F4@?9t7J*:t?;i3:*th4t*wi99*:t53t@h*7>?5*CiA;*4A;*th4t*
wi99*3A@>?54D3*7>?*t>*3O84A;*th3*E>?A;45i3:*>G*
PA>w93;D3J*?A;35:t4A;*7>?5*w>59;J*4A;*48897*
+h5i:ti4A*85iA@i893:*t>*7>?5*9iG3*4A;*85>G3::i>AH*
.?5*G4@?9t7*4A;*:t4GG*453*h353*t>*4::i:t*7>?*4:*7>?*
8538453*G>5*4*@45335*>G*@534ti63*:356i@3H*F339*G533*t>*
@>At4@t*?:*E7*3C4i9*4t*QD54;?4t3:t?;i3:R99?H3;?S*>5*
E7*@499iAD*t>99*G533*TUVWWUXYYMX--!H*
*
,Ath>A7*ZH*[?@@45399i*
\34AJ*F4@?9t7*>G*/54;?4t3*'t?;i3:*
*
! "#$%&'()#%*!#+!,-'&$'(.!/($&0! 123
F"un%ati"n) "+ 
,ra%uate Stu%0 
4.5#6%)7)%6!(8.!%..&!(#!9-#:)&.!'&:'%5.&!
.&$5'()#%;!(8.!<#==.6.!#+!>.&)5'=!?:'%6.=)*(*!@<>?A!
#-6'%)7.&!)(*!/58##=!#+!,-'&$'(.!/($&).*!)%!BC2DE!F8.!
%.G!*58##=!5#%+.--.&!'!H8EIE!&.6-..!)%!BC2J;!(8.!+)-*(!
H8EIE!(#!K.!'G'-&.&!K0!'!/.:.%(8L&'0!M&:.%()*(!
)%*()($()#%!#+!8)68.-!.&$5'()#%E!
N%!BC1B!G8.%!<>?!K.5'O.!P#O'!P)%&'!Q%):.-*)(0;!
(8.!Q%):.-*)(0!'**$O.&!#:.-*)68(!#+!(8.!6-'&$'(.!
.&$5'()#%!5#%&$5(.&!K0!P'!/).--'!<#==.6.!)%!
4):.-*)&.;!<'=)+#-%)'E!R0!BC1S;!(8.!/58##=!#+!,-'&$'(.!
/($&).*!8'&!K..%!-.%'O.&!(8.!,-'&$'(.!/58##=T
G)(8!'!8#O.!)%!'!%.G!K$)=&)%6;!%'O.&!"-.&.-)5U!
,-)66*!V'==;!)%!8#%#-!#+!'!+#-O.-!&.9'-(O.%(!58')-E!
F8.!(G#!5'O9$*.*!5#O9-)*)%6!P#O'!P)%&'!
Q%):.-*)(0TP'!/).--'!'%&!P#O'!P)%&'TG.-.!
*.9'-'(.&!)%!BCCWE!
N%!XWW2!(8.!,-'&$'(.!/58##=!G'*!-.*(-$5($-.&!'*!(8.!
"'5$=(0!#+!,-'&$'(.!/($&).*E!N(!5#%()%$.*!(#!9-#:)&.!
#:.-*)68(!#+!6-'&$'(.!9-#6-'O*;!*$99#-(.&!K0!#(8.-!
*58##=*!#+!(8.!Q%):.-*)(0Y!9-#O#(.*!'%&!.%5#$-'6.*!
)%&.9.%&.%(!Z$&6O.%(;!O'*(.-0!#+!-.*.'-58!
(.58%)[$.*;!'%&!5#%(-)K$()#%!(#!*58#='-=0!
5#OO$%)5'()#%Y!'%&!-.='(.*!)%(.==.5($'=!'58).:.O.%(*!
(#!(8.!*.-:)5.!#+!O'%U)%&E!
12il")"p20 
N%!(8.!"'5$=(0!#+!,-'&$'(.!/($&).*!#+!P#O'!P)%&'!
Q%):.-*)(0;!(8.!.**.%()'=!5#%5.-%!#+!K#(8!+'5$=(0!'%&!
*($&.%(*!)*!(8.![$.*(!+#-!O.'%)%6E!R.5'$*.!(8)*![$.*(!
)*!*.-:.&!K0!U%#G=.&6.;!6-'&$'(.!*($&.%(*!'-.!
#K=)6.&!(#!'58).:.!K#(8!K-#'&!'%&!&.(')=.&!O'*(.-0!#+!
(8.)-!+).=&!#+!*($&0E!F8.0!'=*#!9'-()5)9'(.!G)(8!(8.!
+'5$=(0!)%!(8.!9-#5.**!K0!G8)58!U%#G=.&6.!)*!
'$6O.%(.&E!
O67e8ti9e) 
F8.!"'5$=(0!#+!,-'&$'(.!/($&).*!'((.O9(*!(#!5-.'(.!'%!
.%:)-#%O.%(!+':#-'K=.!(#!(8.!9$-*$)(!#+!U%#G=.&6.!
'%&!O.'%)%6!K0\!
BE >'U)%6!':')='K=.!(#!6-'&$'(.!*($&.%(*!G8#!
G)*8!(#!*($&0!)%!'!/.:.%(8L&'0!M&:.%()*(!
<8-)*()'%!*.(()%6!(8.!.&$5'()#%!%.5.**'-0!+#-!
*58#='-=0!5'-..-*!)%!(8.!*5).%5.*!'%&!(8.!
8.'=(8!9-#+.**)#%*E!
XE ?%5#$-'6)%6!&.:.=#9O.%(!#+!)%&.9.%&.%(!
Z$&6O.%(;!O'*(.-0!#+!-.*.'-58!(.58%)[$.*;!
'%&!5#%(-)K$()#%!(#!*58#='-=0!
5#OO$%)5'()#%E!
SE 4.='()%6!)%(.==.5($'=!'58).:.O.%(!(#!(8.!
*.-:)5.!#+!8$O'%U)%&E!
,eneral Regulati"n) 
/($&.%(*!#+!(8.!Q%):.-*)(0!'-.!-.*9#%*)K=.!+#-!
)%+#-O)%6!(8.O*.=:.*!#+!'%&!*'()*+'5(#-)=0!O..()%6!'==!
-.6$='()#%*!9.-()%.%(!(#!-.6)*(-'()#%;!O'(-)5$='()#%;!
'%&!6-'&$'()#%E!/.5()#%!NNN!6):.*!(8.!6.%.-'=!*.(()%6!
+#-!(8.!9-#6-'O*!#+!.'58!*58##=E!F8.!*$KZ.5(!'%&!$%)(!
-.[$)-.O.%(*!+#-!'&O)**)#%!(#!)%&):)&$'=!9-#+.**)#%'=!
9-#6-'O*!'-.!'=*#!#$(=)%.&!)%!(8)*!*.5()#%E!N(!)*!
)O9#-('%(!(#!-.:).G!*9.5)+)5!9-#6-'O!-.[$)-.O.%(*!)%!
(8.!5#%(.](!#+!(8.!6.%.-'=!-.[$)-.O.%(*!'99=)5'K=.!(#!
'==!9-#6-'O*!@/.5()#%!NNAE!
<11=IC<TION <NB <BMISSIONS 
F8.!9-#6-'O!'&O)**)#%*!5#OO)((..*!#+!(8.!
Q%):.-*)(0!)%(.%&!(8'(!'%!'99=)5'%(!(#!'%0!#+!(8.!
*58##=*!)*![$'=)+).&!+#-!(8.!9-#9#*.&!5$--)5$=$O!'%&!
)*!5'9'K=.!#+!9-#+)()%6!+-#O!(8.!.&$5'()#%'=!
.]9.-).%5.!#++.-.&!K0!(8)*!Q%):.-*)(0E!F8.!'&O)**)#%*!
5#OO)((..*!#+!(8.!*58##=*!'55#O9=)*8!(8)*!K0!
.]'O)%)%6!.:)&.%5.!#+!*58#='*()5!5#O9.(.%5.;!O#-'=!
'%&!.(8)5'=!*('%&'-&*;!'%&!*)6%)+)5'%(![$'=)().*!#+!
58'-'5(.-!'%&!9.-*#%'=)(0E!M99=)5'%(*!'-.!5#%*)&.-.&!
+#-!'&O)**)#%!#%=0!#%!(8.!-.5#OO.%&'()#%!#+!(8.!
9-#6-'O!)%!G8)58!*($&0!)*!&.*)-.&E!
SCDO=<RSDI1 
M99=)5'%(*!'-.!.]9.5(.&!(#!9-.*.%(!'%!$%&.-6-'&$'(.!
-.5#-&!G)(8!'!6-'&.L9#)%(!':.-'6.!#+!R!@SEWA!#-!K.((.-!
)%!(8.!#:.-'==!9-#6-'O!'%&!)%!(8.!+).=&!#+!(8.!O'Z#-E!
/#O.!*($&.%(*!G)(8!'%!#:.-'==!6-'&.L9#)%(!':.-'6.!
K.(G..%!XE2!'%&!SEW!O'0!K.!'&O)((.&!9-#:)*)#%'==0!(#!
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The information on student life contained in this 
CATALOG is brief. The Student Hand*oo,Dwhich 
more comprehensively addresses University and 
school expectations, regulations, and policiesDis 
available to each registered student. Students need to 
familiariLe themselves with the contents of the 
Student Hand*oo,. Additional information regarding 
policies specific to a particular school or program 
within the University is available from the respective 
school. 
'
+,-$%.),'/&*01.-")0&'
Students are responsible for informing themselves of 
the policies and regulations pertinent to registration, 
matriculation, and graduationM and for satisfactorily 
meeting these requirements. 
2)&-&,)-3'/&*01.-")0&'
Registration is not complete until tuition and fees on 
the required installment are paidM therefore, the 
student should be prepared to make these payments 
during scheduled registration for each academic year. 
There may be adjustments in tuition and fees as 
economic conditions warrant. 
45657+('2/6+68/+('97+8:/85!'
The student is expected to arrange for financial 
resources to cover all expenses before the beginning 
of each school year. Previous accounts with other 
schools or this University must have been settled. 
;6<'+6=';22<8+>9?!'!:?=56:'
@;?!/64'
Students may go to Rwww.llu.edu/central/housing/ 
index.pageT for housing information and a housing 
application form. 
+==/:/;6+('75A?/75>56:!'
For additional policies governing Loma Linda 
University students, see Section II of this CATALOG, 
as well as the University Student Hand*oo,. Students 
are responsible for informing themselves of and 
satisfactorily meeting all regulations pertinent to 
registration, matriculation, and graduation. 
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!NI$ERSI(Y CA(ALO/ 001
(HIRD AND 4O!R(H YEARS 
Students ;ust< 
! 4inish any reBuired course EorF for Hoth SI and SRJ 
! Successfully co;plete a research proMectJ 
! Successfully co;plete co;prehensiNe eOa;inationsJ 
(otals PJQ 
ONerall (otals R0JQ 
 
Biomedical and Clinical Ethics—SR 
with 
4ursin78 Ad:anced Practice—S4 
M.A./M.S. 
IARS 4J CARRT ProVra; CoordinatorT Bio;edical 
and Clinical EthicsT School of ReliVion 
ELIXABE(H BOSSER(T ProVra; CoordinatorT School 
of NursinV 
FACULTY 
(he faculty for the co;Hined deVrees proVra; in 
Hio;edical and clinical ethics with adNanced practice 
nursinV is draEn fro; Lo;a Linda !niNersityYs 
School of ReliVion and School of NursinVJ 
THE PROGRAM 
(he IJSJZIJAJ co;Hined deVrees proVra; in 
Hio;edical and clinical ethics with adNanced practice 
nursinV is desiVned to facilitate ;ore efficient 
co;pletion of tEo Vraduate deVrees for students Eith 
stronV interest in Hoth nursinV and ethicsJ 
Students Eho co;plete this proVra; Eill He prepared 
to ;aFe siVnificant interdisciplinary contriHutions to 
Hoth fieldsJ Students are reBuired to Vain separate 
acceptance into the IJA deVree proVra; in 
Hio;edical and clinical ethics and the IJSJ deVree 
proVra; in adNanced practice nursinVJ 
Course requirements 
Students in this [Q\unit co;Hined deVrees proVra; 
Eill co;plete all the reBuire;ents for Hoth deVrees 
Eith Vreater efficiency Hy taFinV a nu;Her of courses 
that fulfill reBuire;ents for Hoth deVrees and Hy 
careful selection of electiNe coursesJ ApproNal for the 
selectiNe courses should He souVht fro; the studentYs 
adNisors for Hoth deVreesJ 
 
M.A. CURRICULUM 
Biomedical and clinical ethics 
REL/ ]QP Research Iethods PJQ 
RELE ]]P Clinical Ethics Practicu; I PJQ 
RELE ]]] Clinical Ethics Practicu; II PJQ 
RELE ]^^ (heoloVical Ethics PJQ 
RELE ][[ Philosophical Ethics PJQ 
RELE ][_ BiHlical Ethics PJQ 
RELE ]1P Christian Bioethics PJQ 
RELE ]P[ Christian Social Ethics PJQ 
REL`ZRELE ElectiNes in reliVion or ethics RJQ 
(otals R]JQ 
 
M.S. CURRICULUM 
GroIin7 Jamily or Adult and a7in7 Jamily 
NRS/ ]a] Health Policy< Issues and Process 1JQ 
NRS/ ]a0 AdNanced Role DeNelop;ent 1JQ 
NRS/ ]P^ IanaVe;ent< Principles and Practice RJQ 
NRS/ 0]a AdNanced Physical Assess;ent RJQ 
 "#e Com(ine+ ,egrees Programs o2 t#e Universit6 778
 
9RS< 7=> Interme+iate Statisti@s 8A> 
9RS< 7=B Resear@# Met#o+s BA> 
PDSL F88 P#6siolog6 I BA> 
Advanced practice nursing 
eit#er 
H9RS< 7IB 
H9RS< 7I7 
H9RS< 7I= 
or 
H9RS< 7JK 
H9RS< 7BF 
H9RS< 7B7 
 
L+ult an+ Lging Famil6 I 
L+ult an+ Lging Famil6 II 
Clini@al Pra@ti@umO L+ult an+ Lging Famil6 
 
Clini@al Pra@ti@umO <roPing Famil6 
<roPing Famil6 I 
<roPing Famil6 II 
 
BA> 
8A> 
7A> 
 
7A> 
BA> 
8A> 
"otals BFA> 
Qverall "otals =>A> 
H Course o22ere+ alternate 6ears 
Biomedical and Clinical Ethics7SR 
!ith 
Psychology7ST 
M.A.?Psy.D. or M.A.?Ph.D. 
MLRR FA CLRRS Program Coor+inatorS Tiome+i@al 
an+ Clini@al Ut#i@s 
LQUIS UA VU9RI9SS C#airS ,epartment o2 Ps6@#olog6 
FACULTY 
"#e 2a@ult6 2or t#e @om(ine+ +egrees program in 
(iome+i@al an+ @lini@al et#i@s with ps6@#olog6 is 
+raPn 2rom t#e S@#ool o2 Religion an+ 2rom t#e 
,epartment o2 Ps6@#olog6 in t#e S@#ool o2 S@ien@e 
an+ "e@#nolog6A 
THE PROGRAM 
"#is program @om(ines stu+6 2or t#e MALA +egree in 
(iome+i@al an+ @lini@al et#i@s (o22ere+ (6 t#e S@#ool 
o2 Religion) Pit# eit#er t#e Ps6A,A or P#A,A +egree in 
ps6@#olog6 (o22ere+ (6 t#e ,epartment o2 Ps6@#olog6 
o2 t#e S@#ool o2 S@ien@e an+ "e@#nolog6)A "#e 
purpose o2 t#e @om(ine+ +egrees program is to 
2a@ilitate more e22i@ient @ompletion o2 gra+uate 
programs in et#i@s an+ ps6@#olog6 2or t#e stu+ent 
Pit# interests in (ot# areasA Stu+ents P#o @omplete 
t#e program s#oul+ (e prepare+ to maZe signi2i@ant 
inter+is@iplinar6 @ontri(utions to t#e 2iel+s o2 
ps6@#olog6 an+ o2 et#i@sA In or+er to enter t#is 
@om(ine+ +egrees programS stu+ents must gain 
separate a@@eptan@e into t#e MALA +egree program in 
et#i@s an+ to one o2 t#e +o@toral programs in 
ps6@#olog6A In2ormation a(out a+mission to t#ese 
programs is availa(le 2rom t#e S@#ool o2 S@ien@e an+ 
"e@#nolog6A 
Course requirements 
Stu+ents in t#is @om(ine+ +egrees program Pill 
@omplete all t#e re[uirements 2or (ot# +egrees Pit# 
greater e22i@ien@6 (6 taZing a num(er o2 @ourses t#at 
2ul2ill re[uirements 2or (ot# +egreesA Lpproval 2or 
sele@tive @ourses s#oul+ (e soug#t 2rom t#e stu+ent\s 
a+visors 2or (ot# +egreesA 
M.A. CURRICULUM 
L total o2 B= [uarter units is re[uire+ 2or t#e MALA 
+egreeA "#e 2olloPing @ourses @onstitute t#e @ore 
re[uirements 2or stu+ents @ompleting t#e MALA 
+egree in (iome+i@al an+ @lini@al et#i@s P#en taZen 
Pit# ps6@#olog6 as part o2 t#e @om(ine+ +egrees 
programO 
 
Core requirements 
RULU FIB C#ristian Tioet#i@s BA> 
RULU FB= C#ristian So@ial Ut#i@s BA> 
RULU FFB Clini@al Ut#i@s Pra@ti@um I BA> 
RULU FFF Clini@al Ut#i@s Pra@ti@um II BA> 
RULU FKK "#eologi@al Ut#i@s BA> 
RULU F== P#ilosop#i@al Ut#i@s BA> 
RUL< F>B Resear@# Met#o+s IA> 
RULR F=B CultureS Ps6@#olog6S an+ Religion 8A> 
RULR F=F Ps6@#olog6 o2 Religion 8A> 
PS]C F>F Resear@# Met#o+s in Ps6@#ologi@al S@ien@e BA> 
"otals 87A> 
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PSYCHOLOGY1PH.D. OR PSY.D. CURRICULUM 
't?492t@*<7B:C9ti2=*729*7I*th9*47<t7;3C*:;7=;3B@*i2*
:@O<h7C7=O*wiCC*<7B:C9t9*3CC*7I*th9*<7?;@9*
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i2I7;B3ti72E*
Biomedical and Clinical Ethics1SR 
!ith 
Social Policy and Social Research1ST 
M.A./Ph.D. 
D,&X*RE*+,&&A*L;7=;3B*+77;4i23t7;A*Yi7B94i<3C*
324*+Ci2i<3C*%thi<@*
X#DY%&-)*R&%%D,"A*L;7=;3B*+77;4i23t7;A*'7<i3C*
L7Ci<O*324*'7<i3C*&9@93;<hA*U9:3;tB92t*7I*'7<i3C*
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FACULTY 
(h9*I3<?CtO*I7;*th9*<7BQi294*49=;99@*:;7=;3B*i2*
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SOCIAL POLICY AND SOCIAL RESEARCH CORE 
Social science 
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UNI$ERSITY CATAL.G 000
Biomedical Science-ST 
!ith 
Dentistry-SD 
Ph.D./D.D.S. 
The Ph.D./D.D.S. is a combined degrees program 
leading to the Doctor of Dental Surgery degree and 
the Doctor of Philosophy degree. This biomedical 
sciences program provides opportunity for IellJ
Kualified and motivated students to pursue both a 
professional and a graduate education and to prepare 
for careers in clinical specialiLationM teachingM or 
investigation in health and human disease. The 
student Iho has a baccalaureate degree and the 
approval of the Niomedical Advisory Committee may 
enter the combined degrees program and IorO 
concurrently toIard both degrees. A minimum of six 
years is reKuired to complete this combined degrees 
programM offered cooperatively by the School of 
Dentistry and the Faculty of Graduate Studies. 
Clinical Ministry-SR 
!ith 
Marital and Family Therapy-ST 
M.A./M.S. 
SIR.R S.RARRAS..LM Program DirectorM Clinical 
Ministry 
MARY E. M.LINEM Program DirectorM Counseling 
and Family Sciences 
FACULT@ 
The faculty for the combined degrees program in 
clinical ministry Iith marital and family therapy is 
draIn from the School of Religion and from the 
Department of Counseling and Family Sciences in the 
School of Science and Technology. 
THE PROGRAM 
The combined Master of Arts degree program in 
clinical ministry and Master of Science degree 
program in marital and family therapy UMFAMV have 
many common subWect areasM such as the spiritual and 
clinical emphasis in caring for the Ihole person. The 
Woining of the tIo degree programs provides the 
student Iith the added Christian clinical counseling 
sOills needed to minister to many spiritual and mental 
health problems. 
The marital and family therapy degree also prepares 
the student for a clinical license. Licensure alloIs the 
student in the M.A./M.S. combined degrees program 
more options for practiceM including private practice. 
The studentXs ability to provide more services to the 
communityYin addition to the traditional areas of 
practiceM such as hospitalsM churchesM and schoolsYis 
increased. 
OBJECTIVES 
The combined degrees Clinical Ministry Iith Marital 
and Family Therapy Program has the folloIing 
obWectivesZ 
[. Students Iill gain clinical sOills related to 
the field of spiritual care and marriage and 
family therapy that Iill enable them to 
become competent practitioners. 
\. Students Iill learn to integrate theoreticalM 
theologicalM biblicalM and philosophical 
foundations pertaining to the study of 
spirituality and marriage and family 
therapy. 
]. Students Iill be able to identify spiritual 
issues Iithin the context of marital relations 
and health care and offer spiritual 
interventions. 
^. Students Iill be OnoIledgeable of the legal 
and ethical standards relevant to the fields of 
chaplaincy and marital and family therapy 
and apply their OnoIledge to their clinical 
practice. 
The family clinical ministry tracO provides the basis 
for doctoral IorO in mental health and religious 
studies. .utstanding students are encouraged to 
explore possibilities for further studies. 
Admission 
Applicants Iill need to apply to both programs 
separatelyM be accepted to both programs separatelyM 
and folloI their admission reKuirements in order to 
Kualify for the dual degree. See the CATAL.G for 
specific instructions. Student can start the dual 
program either Iith taOing marital and family 
therapy courses their first year or taOing clinical 
ministries courses their first year. 
Clinical placements 
Students Iho taOe case presentation in MFAM Iill be 
placed in secular sites. _hen students are taOing 
course IorO in Clinical Ministries but continuing 
their case presentation in MFAM Iill be placed in a 
Christian oriented siteM such as Christian Counseling 
Center. 
Course requirements 
In order to complete the combined degrees Master of 
Arts in clinical ministry Iith Master of Science degree 
in marital and family therapy programM the student 
Iill complete a minimum of [`[ units of course IorO 
as specifiedYIith an overall grade average of N or 
betterM Iith no grade loIer than a CM and Iith no 
grade in a core course loIer than a NJ. The reKuired 
curriculum is as folloIsZ 
! "h$!%&'(i*$+!,$-.$$/!0.&-.1'/!&2!th$!4*i5$./it6! 778
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Spring Quarter 
M3,M 454 Gender :erspecti@es 2.C 
M3,M 0D5 HuGan SeIual Keha@ior N.C 
RE-T 44O 
or 
RE-R 41D 
NeP TestaGent Thought 
 
Religion and the Social Sciences 
N.C 
RM3,M DN5 :roSessional Clinical Training 1.4 
Totals 1.C 
THIRD )E,R 
Summer Quarter 
RE-E 425 Christian Kioethics N.C 
RE-T 441 Old TestaGent Thought N.C 
Totals 0.C 
.all Quarter 
M3,M 0N4 CaseV:resentation SeGinar 2.C 
RE-R 404 Introduction to :astoral TheologW and MethodologW N.C 
RE-R 405 ReligionX MarriageX and the 3aGilW N.C 
RM3,M DN5 :roSessional Clinical Training 1.4 
Totals 1.C 
0inter Quarter 
M3,M 0N0 CaseV:resentation SeGinar 2.C 
M3,M 0N1 3aGilW TherapW and CheGical ,Yuse N.C 
RE-R 4D5 :reaching N.C 
RM3,M DN5 :roSessional Clinical Training 1.4 
Totals 1.C 
Spring Quarter 
M3,M 0ND CaseV:resentation SeGinar 2.C 
RE-T 44D TheologW oS HuGan SuSSering N.C 
RM3,M DN5 :roSessional Clinical Training 1.4 
Totals 4.C 
RClinical training is a nonacadeGic acti@itW and reZuires a See 
M3,M DN5 :roSessional Clinical Training [14 clinical units\ V 
O@erall Totals 1C1.C 
 
Dentistry4SD (.all Quarter) 
!ith 
Anatomy4SM 
D.D.S./Ph.D. 
[See prograG in ,natoGW with DentistrW.\ 
Dentistry4SD 
!ith 
Biology4ST 
D.D.S./M.S. 
[See prograG in KiologW with DentistrW.\ 
Dentistry4SD 
!ith 
Biomedical and Clinical Ethics4SR 
D.D.S./M.A. 
[See prograG in KioGedical and Clinical Ethics with 
DentistrW.\ 
Dentistry4SD 
!ith 
Biomedical Sciences4SM 
D.D.S./Ph.D. 
[See prograG in KioGedical Sciences with DentistrW.\ 
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!entistry—S! 
with 
Geology—ST 
!.!.S./M.S. 
(See program in Biology or Geology with Dentistry.) 
!entistry—S! 
with 
Master o5 Science—S! 
!.!.S./M.S. 
The D.D.S./M.S. is a combined degrees program 
leading to the Doctor of Dental Surgery and the 
Master of Science degrees. It is open to qualified 
students of dentistry. The student who is interested in 
establishing a broader professional base in science or 
who is looking toward a career in teaching or research 
may take an interim leave from the School of 
Dentistry to fulfill the professional degree 
requirements subsequent to or concurrent with 
completing course work and research for the Master 
of Science degree. 
Health Education—PH 
with 
Marital and Family Therapy—ST 
M.P.H./M.S. 
MARY E. MOLINE, Ph.D., Dr.P.H., Program Director 
NAOMI MODESTE, Dr.P.H., Program Director 
 
!EPARTMEBTS 
The M.S. degree in marital and family therapy is 
housed in the Department of Counseling and Family 
Sciences in the School of Science and Technology, 
along with master's degree programs in child life, 
counseling, and family studiesT and doctoral 
programs in family studies and marital and family 
therapy. The master's degree in health education is 
housed in the School of Public Health. 
!UAL !EGREE 
The Master of Public Health degree in health 
education and the Master of Science degree in marital 
and family therapy have many subject areas in 
common, specifically the emphasis on the systems 
approach to solving health and family problems. The 
area of prevention is also strongly emphasiVed in both 
degrees, as also are substance abuse, eating disorders, 
sexuality, and mental and physical health. 
The motto of Loma Linda University, XTo make man 
whole,X can be greatly facilitated by the goals 
contained in the motto of the Counseling and Family 
Sciences Department's Marriage and Family Therapy 
Program: XTo make family whole.X It is proposed that 
the joining of the two degree programs in a family 
health track will provide the student with the 
Christian counseling and health education skills 
needed to solve many of the world's physical and 
mental health problems. 
The marriage and family therapy major will also 
provide the option of a clinical license that will allow 
the student who has completed the combined 
M.S./M.P.H. degree family health track to open up a 
private practice to increase his/her ability to provide 
services to the community. 
The M.P.H. degree in health education is a 58-unit 
degree program for health professionals. The M.S. 
degree in marriage and family therapy is a 66-unit 
degree. Jointly, there is a 14-unit crossover between 
the two degree programs and shared field or clinical 
training. 
A total of 124 units, or approximately nine quarters of 
full-time study, is needed to complete the combined 
M.P.H./M.S. degrees program. The combined degrees 
program contains sufficient HPRO courses to qualify 
the graduate to sit for the credentialing examination 
in health education. The program also contains 66 
units of MFAM courses, which prepares the student 
didactically for the state license as a marriage and 
family therapist (MFT). 
Admission 
The applicant must be admitted to both degrees 
separately, with his/her stated goal of the dual 
degree. 
An applicant who begins his/her program with an 
emphasis in public health needs to seek advisement 
from the director. An applicant who begins his/her 
program with marital and family course work should 
see the director of that program. 
For specific admission requirements to both 
programs, applicants should consult the University 
Catalog. 
Objectives 
The joint program in health education with marital 
and family therapy aims to: 
1. Produce skilled professionals in health 
education and marital and family therapy in 
the family health track. 
2. Expose the student to the currently available 
content material in the fields of public health 
education and marital and family therapy. 
3. Provide for supervised field and clinical 
training that will give the student the 
opportunity to apply and integrate 
theoretical knowledge toward the 
development of health education and clinical 
skills and competencies. 
4. Provide activities for the student to develop 
personal maturity as a professional who 
identifies with the preventive and curative 
aspects of health education and marital and 
family therapy. 
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This dual degree =M.P.A.BM.S.C will provide a basis 
for doctoral work in mental and public health, and 
superior students will be encouraged to ePplore 
possibilities for further graduate studies. 
CURRICULUM 
M(P(*( 
Pu,li/ 0ealt0 /ore /ourses 
ENVA 509 Principles of Environmental Aealth 3.0 
EPDM 509 Principles of Epidemiology I =concurrent or after STAT 509C 3.0 
/LBA 524 Cultural Competence and Aealth Disparities 2.0 
AADM 509 Principles of Aealth Policy and Management 3.0 
APRO 509 Principles of Aealth Behavior 3.0 
NUTR 509 Public Aealth Nutrition and Biology 3.0 
PACY 605 Overview of Public Aealth 1.0 
PACY 675 Integrated Public Aealth Capstone 2.0 
RELE 534 Ethical Issues in Public Aealth 3.0 
STAT 509 /eneral Statistics 4.0 
Totals 27.0 
*ealt0 e7u/ation /ore /ourses 
APRO 524 Adolescent Aealth 3.0 
APRO 535 Aealth Education Administration and Leadership 3.0 
APRO 537 Community Programs Laboratory =A,B,CC 1.0, 2.0, 
1.0 
APRO 538 Aealth Education Program Development and Evaluation =after APRO 509 and 536C 3.0 
APRO 539 Policy and Issues in Aealth Education 3.0 
APRO 589 
or 
MFAM 502 
Qualitative Research Methods 
or 
Research Methodology Qualitative 
3.0 
 
3.0 
NUTR 534 Maternal and Child Nutrition 3.0 
Totals 22.0 
Con/entration an79or ele/tives 
MFAM ^^^ 9.0 
Fiel7 e<perien/e 
APRO 798D Field Practicum =400 clock hoursC 
**These units are not counted in the final number of units required. 
12.0 
M.P.A. Totals 58.0 
 
Culminating a/tivit@ Aor pu,li/ 0ealt0 
Students are required to demonstrate the ability to 
integrate the core public health competency areas: 
administration, epidemiology, public health biology, 
health disparities, statistics, environmental health, 
and health behavior. The culminating activity is 
comprised of a written ePamination, field ePperience, 
professional portfolio, and ePit interview with the 
department chair. 
Students who do not meet minimum standards of 
performance on the culminating activity are subbect to 
academic review or remedial course work to address 
deficiencies in preparationc or they may be asked to 
withdraw from the program. 
CURRICULUM 
M(S( IC MDRIEDL DCF FDMILG E*HRDPG 
FHIRHH RHQUIRHMHCES 
E0eoreti/al Aoun7ations oA marital an7 Aamil@ t0erap@ 
MFAM 551 Family Therapy: Foundational Theories and Practice 3.0 
MFAM 552 Couples Therapy: Theory and Practice 3.0 
MFAM 553 Family Systems Theory 3.0 
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MFAM 564 Family TherapyA Advanced Foundational Theories and Practice 3.0 
Totals 12.0 
!ssessment and treatment in marriage and family therapy 
MFAM 515 Crisis-Intervention Counseling 3.0 
MFAM 524 Psychopharmacology and Medical Issues 3.0 
MFAM 556 Psychopathology and Diagnostic Procedures 3.0 
MFAM 568 GroupsA Process and Practice 3.0 
MFAM 624 Individual and Systems Assessment 3.0 
MFAM 638 Family Therapy and Chemical Abuse 3.0 
MFAM 644 Child Abuse and Family Violence 3.0 
Totals 21.0 
Human de4elopment and family studies 
FMST 514 Crosscultural Counseling Family Values 2.0 
MFAM 545 Gender Perspectives 2.0 
MFAM 547 Social Ecology of Individual and Family Development 3.0 
MFAM 584 Advanced Child and Adolescent Development 3.0 
MFAM 674 Human Sexual Behavior 3.0 
Totals 13.0 
Ethics and professional studies 
MFAM 614 Law and Ethics 3.0 
MFAM 535 Case Presentation and Professional Studies 4.0 
Totals 7.0 
M.S. Totals 66.0 
Overall Totals 116.0 
 
Health Education—PH 
with 
:ursing; !d4anced Practice—S: 
M.P.H./M.S. 
PREREVUISITE 
Demonstrate college-level conceptualiWation and 
writing skills 
Community service or public health experience 
preferred 
General statistics (descriptive and beginning 
inferential) (3 quarter units) 
Introduction to research methods (2 quarter units) 
Graduate Record Examination (GRE) 
Bachelor\s degree 
COREVUISITE 
(may be taken during first two quarters of program, 
in addition to units required for degree) 
Anatomy and physiology^Physiology (one course or 
course sequence) 
Behavioral science (two courses, one of which is an 
introductory psychology course) 
 
M.P.H. DEABEE BEQDEBEME:TS 
PuGlic health core courses 
ENVH 509 Principles of Environmental Health 3.0 
EPDM 509 Principles of Epidemiology I 3.0 
GLBH 524 Cultural Competence a Health Disparities 2.0 
HADM 509 Principles of Health Policy and Management 3.0 
HPRO 509 Principles of Health Behavior 3.0 
NUTR 505 Public Health Biology 2.0 
PHCb 605 Overview of Public Health 1.0 
!"#$%&'#()*+,(,-./*012
*
&%-%*345*
67*
&%-%*325*
%thi;<=*#>>?@>*iA*B?C=i;*D@<=th*
*
+h7i>ti<A*Ei6@thi;>*
4FG*
*
4FG*
(6t<=>* 2GFG*
Health education core courses 
DB&.*343* D@<=th*%H?;<ti6A*,HIiAi>t7<ti6A*-@<H@7>hiJ* 4FG*
DB&.*341* +6II?AitK*B76L7<I>*-<C67<t67K* MFGN*2FGN*
MFG*
DB&.*34O* D@<=th*%H?;<ti6APB76L7<I*Q@R@=6JI@At*<AH*%R<=?<ti6A* 4FG*
DB&.*34S* B6=i;K*<AH*#>>?@>*iA*D@<=th*%H?;<ti6A* 4FG*
DB&.*334* ,HHi;ti6A*(h@67K*T*B76L7<I*Q@R@=6JI@At* 4FG*
DB&.*3OS* U?<=it<tiR@*&@>@<7;h*V@th6H>* 4FG*
"!(&*3GS*
67*
"!(&*345*
B?C=i;*D@<=th*"?t7iti6A*<AH*Ei6=6LK*
*
V<t@7A<=*<AH*+hi=H*"?t7iti6A*
4FG*
(6t<=>* 22FG*
VFBFDF*(6t<=>* 52FG*
 
M.S. DEGREE RE7UIREME:TS 
Core/Concentration graduate nursing courses 
"&'/*3M0* ,HR<A;@HPB7<;ti;@*&6=@*Q@R@=6JI@At* 2FG*
"&'/*3M1* (h@67@ti;<=*W6?AH<ti6A>*X67*,HR<A;@H*B7<;ti;@* 5FG*
"&'/*355* (@<;hiAL*<AH*-@<7AiAL*(h@67K* 4FG*
"&'/*333* Bh<7I<;6=6LK*iA*,HR<A;@H*B7<;ti;@*#* 4FG*
"&'/*330* Bh<7I<;6=6LK*iA*,HR<A;@H*B7<;ti;@*##* 2FG*
"&'/*0OG* #At@7I@Hi<t@*'t<ti>ti;>* 4FG*
"&'/*0O5* &@>@<7;h*V@th6H>* 5FG*
BD'-*3OO* B<th6JhK>i6=6LK* 5FG*
(6t<=>* 23FG*
Clinical courses 
?ption 1 
"&'/*025Y* ,H?=t*<AH*,LiAL*W<Ii=K*#* 5FG*
"&'/*020Y* ,H?=t*<AH*,LiAL*W<Ii=K*##* 4FG*
"&'/*02OY* +=iAi;<=*B7<;ti;?IZ*,H?=t*<AH*,LiAL* SFG*
"&'/*03M* ,HR<A;@H*BhK>i;<=*,>>@>>I@At* 4FG*
(6t<=>* MSFG*
?ption 2 
"&'/*053Y* /76wiAL*W<Ii=K*#* 5FG*
"&'/*050Y* /76wiAL*W<Ii=K*##* 4FG*
"&'/*0M1Y* +=iAi;<=*B7<;ti;?IZ*/76wiAL*W<Ii=K* SFG*
"&'/*03M* ,HR<A;@H*BhK>i;<=*,>>@>>I@At* 4FG*
(6t<=>* MSFG*
VF'F*(6t<=>* 55FG*
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Electi5es from (iomedical and clinical ethics =7.? 
Clinical ho@rs from n@rsing (9B? ho@rs) D 
E5erall Totals BF.? 
G An asterisI indicates a co@rse that is offered alternate years 
!
!
"#$%th!()*+$ti-./0"!
with!
012+h-%-324!5%i.i+$%/67!
8909"9:0129;9!
The Master of P@(lic Kealth (M.P.K.) degree 
c@rric@l@m in health ed@cation is ta@ght thro@gh the 
School of P@(lic Kealth. The Doctor of Psychology 
(Psy.D.) degree program in clinical psychology is 
ta@ght in the School of Science and Technology. 
Nnformation regarding the Doctor of Psychology 
degree c@rric@l@m is a5aila(le from the School of 
Science and Technology. Below is the c@rric@l@m for 
the Master of P@(lic Kealth degree only. 
PRERER4NSNTE 
Demonstrate collegeDle5el concept@aliSation and 
writing sIills 
Comm@nity ser5ice or p@(lic health eTperience 
preferred 
Grad@ate Record ETamination (GRE) 
BachelorVs degree 
CERER4NSNTE 
(may (e taIen d@ring first two W@arters of programX 
in addition to @nits reW@ired for degree) 
Anatomy and physiology/Physiology (one co@rse or 
co@rse seW@ence) 
Beha5ioral science (two co@rsesX one of which is an 
introd@ctory psychology co@rse) 
8909"9!;(<=((!=(>?@=(8(A76!
0*B%i+!h#$%th!+-C#!+-*C1#1!
EZ[K \?B Principles of En5ironmental Kealth 9.? 
EPDM \?B Principles of Epidemiology N 9.? 
G]BK \F^ C@lt@ral Competence and Kealth Disparities F.? 
KADM \?B Principles of Kealth Policy and Management 9.? 
KPRE \?B Principles of Kealth Beha5ior 9.? 
RE]E \9^ Ethical Nss@es in P@(lic Kealth 9.? 
Z4TR \?\ P@(lic Kealth Biology F.? 
PKC_ 7?\ E5er5iew of P@(lic Kealth =.? 
PKC_ 78\ Nntegrated P@(lic Kealth Capstone F.? 
STAT \?B 
or 
STAT ``` 
General Statistics 
 
Ad5anced statistics from Psy.D. program 
^.? 
 
^.? 
Totals F7.? 
"#$%th!#)*+$ti-.!+-C#!+-*C1#1!
KPRE \F7 ]ifestyle Disease and RisI Red@ction 9.? 
KPRE \F8 E(esity and Disordered Eating 9.? 
KPRE \9\ Kealth Ed@cationDAdministration and ]eadership 9.? 
KPRE \98 Comm@nityDPrograms ]a(oratory F.?X F.? 
KPRE \9a Kealth Ed@cation Program De5elopment and E5al@ation 9.? 
KPRE \9B Policy and Nss@es in Kealth Ed@cation 9.? 
KPRE \aB R@alitati5e Research Methods 9.? 
Z4TR \?B 
or 
Z4TR \9^ 
P@(lic Kealth Z@trition and Biology 
 
Maternal and Child Z@trition 
9.? 
 
9.? 
Totals F\.? 
!
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Electi'es 
Psy.D. units 9.0 
*ield experience 
HPRO 798D Field Practicum (400 clock hours) - 
Overall Totals 
(Total does not include Psy.D. program units) 
63.0 
 
Cul2inating acti'ity 
Students are required to demonstrate the ability to 
integrate the core public health competency areasT 
administration, epidemiology, public health biology, 
health disparities, statistics, environmental health, 
and health behavior. The culminating activity is 
comprised of a written examination, field experience, 
professional portfolio, and an exit interview with the 
department chair. 
Students who do not meet minimum standards of 
performance on the culminating activity are subYect to 
academic review or remedial course work to address 
deficiencies in preparation. 
Marital and *a2ily T8erapy—ST 
with 
;io2edical and Clinical Et8ics—SR 
M.S./M.A. 
(See program in Biomedical and Clinical Ethics with 
Marital and Family Therapy.) 
Marital and *a2ily T8erapy—ST 
with 
Clinical Ministry—SR 
M.A./M.S. 
SIROJ SORAJJA]OOL, Program Director, Clinical 
Ministry 
MARY E. MOLINE, Program Director, Counseling 
and Family Sciences 
*ACUBTC 
The faculty for the combined degrees program in 
clinical ministry with marital and family therapy is 
drawn from the School of Religion and from the 
Department of Counseling and Family Sciences in the 
School of Science and Technology. 
TDE PROGRAM 
The combined degrees Master of Arts in clinical 
ministry and Master of Science in marital and family 
therapy have many common subYect areas, such as the 
spiritual and clinical emphasis in caring for the whole 
person. The Yoining of the two degree programs 
provides the student with the added Christian clinical 
counseling skills needed to minister to many spiritual 
and mental health problems. 
The marital and family therapy degree also prepares 
the student for a clinical license. Licensure allows the 
student in the M.A./M.S. combined degrees program 
more options for practice, including private practice. 
The student_s ability to provide more services to the 
community—in addition to the traditional areas of 
practice, such as hospitals, churches, and schools—is 
increased. 
OHIecti'es 
The combined degrees program in clinical ministry 
with marital and family therapy has the following 
obYectivesT 
1. Students will gain clinical skills related to 
the field of spiritual care and marriage and 
family therapy that will enable them to 
become competent practitioners. 
2. Students will learn to integrate theoretical, 
theological, biblical, and philosophical 
foundations pertaining to the study of 
spirituality and marriage and family 
therapy. 
3. Students will be able to identify spiritual 
issues within the context of marital relations 
and health care and offer spiritual 
interventions. 
4. Students will be knowledgeable of the legal 
and ethical standards relevant to the fields of 
chaplaincy and marital and family therapy 
and apply their knowledge to their clinical 
practice. 
The family clinical ministry track provides the basis 
for doctoral work in mental health and religious 
studies. Outstanding students are encouraged to 
explore possibilities for further studies. 
Ad2ission 
Applicants will need to apply to both programs 
separately, be accepted to both programs separately, 
and follow their admission requirements in order to 
qualify for the combined degree. See the CATALOG 
for specific instructions. Students can start the 
combined degrees program either by taking marital 
and family therapy courses their first year or taking 
clinical ministries courses their first year. 
Clinical place2ents 
Students take case presentation in MFAM will be 
placed in secular sites. chen students are taking 
course work in Clinical Ministries but continuing 
their case presentation in MFAM will be placed in a 
Christian oriented site, such as Christian Counseling 
Center. 
Course reJuire2ents 
In order to receive the Master of Arts degree in 
clinical ministry and the Master of Science degree in 
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marital and family therapy from Loma Linda 
University, the student will complete a minimum of 
101 units of course work as specifiedDwith an overall 
grade average of B or better, with no grade lower than 
a C, and with no grade in a core course lower than a 
B-. The required curriculum is as follows: 
 
CURRICU&UM 
FIRST YEAR 
Postsummer Session (intensive) 
MFAM 535 Case-Presentation and Professional Studies 4.0 
Totals 4.0 
6all Quarter 
MFAM 515 Crisis-Intervention Counseling 3.0 
MFAM 551 Family Therapy: Foundational Theories and Practice 3.0 
MFAM 556 Psychopathology and Diagnostic Procedures 3.0 
MFAM 614 Laws and Ethics 3.0 
MFAM 547 Social Ecology of Individual and Family Development 3.0 
Totals 15.0 
:inter Quarter 
MFAM 536 Case-Presentation Seminar 2.0 
FMST 514 Cross-cultural Counseling Family Values 2.0 
MFAM 553 Family-Systems Theory 3.0 
MFAM 644 Child Abuse and Family Violence 3.0 
VMFAM 734 Professional Clinical Training 1.5 
Totals 10.0 
Spring Quarter 
MFAM 501 Research Tools and Methodology: Wuantitative 3.0 
MFAM 537 Case-Presentation Seminar 2.0 
MFAM 564 Family Therapy: Advanced Foundational Theories and Practice 3.0 
MFAM 584 Advanced Child and Adolescent Development 3.0 
VMFAM 734 Professional Clinical Training 1.5 
Totals 11.0 
Summer Quarter 
SECOND YEAR 
6all Quarter 
MFAM 502 Research Tools and Methodology: Wualitative 3.0 
MFAM 552 Couples Therapy: Theory and Practice 3.0 
VMFAM 734 Professional Clinical Training 1.5 
RELR 567 Pastoral Counseling 3.0 
Totals 9.0 
:inter Quarter 
MFAM 524 Psychopharmacology and Medical Issues 3.0 
MFAM 624 Individual and Systems Assessment 3.0 
RELR 568 Care of the Dying and Bereaved 3.0 
RELR 584 Culture, Psychology, and Religion 3.0 
VMFAM 734 Professional Clinical Training 1.5 
Totals 12.0 
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myriad of intervention and community issues 
affecting this population. 
Combined degrees students must meet all the 
re>uirements of each of the participating programs. If 
completed separately, the M.P.H. degree is 58 units 
and the M.S.F. degree is 78 unitsGfor a total of 130 
units. In this combined degrees option, 24 units of the 
130 units are counted by both the M.S.F. and M.P.H. 
degrees programsM this reciprocity reduces the total 
number of units re>uired. Interested students should 
obtain from the department a curriculum plan 
shoNing the integration of the M.P.H. degree and 
M.S.F. degree programs. 
!e#ical )cientist-)! 
.!/0/ 1ith Ph/0/4 
The program is designed to attract students Nho are 
energiOed by doing research and Nant to contribute 
substantially to this enterprise. 
Students enter this combined degrees program 
through the graduate program. In the first year, 
students participate in a neN and revised, 
scientifically integrated program that includes 
biochemistry, molecular biology, physiology, 
pharmacology, and anatomy. Fhile in the first year, 
students also rotate through the laboratories of 
selected faculty members. 
In the second year, students increase their 
involvement Nith individual laboratory proPects 
Nhile continuing to complete graduate course 
re>uirements. Students in selected areas may also be 
asked to serve as teaching assistants for graduate or 
medical classes. Students pursuing the combined 
degrees Nill also be involved Nith Point basic science 
and clinical meetings and conferences Nith the aim of 
understanding the interrelationships betNeen 
laboratory-based and clinical research. 
Upon demonstration of laboratory success, as 
indicated by completion of a first-author manuscript, 
the student Nill continue on to the traditional first 
tNo years of the medical school curriculum. It is 
anticipated that the amount of time re>uired to 
demonstrate laboratory success Nill be tNo to three 
years. Successful students Nho have ac>uired 
essential laboratory skills should continue their 
affiliation Nith the host laboratory and continue 
research progress as time permits Nhile in the 
medical school curriculum. 
Upon successful completion of the first tNo years of 
the medical curriculum and Step 1 of the USMLE 
examination, students Nill begin a series of rotations 
betNeen the clinical sciences and the research 
laboratory. During these later years, students Nill 
complete all the standard clinical rotations and 
continue progress on laboratory proPects. It is the 
intent of this program that students Nill ac>uire the 
re>uisite skills needed for a successful career at the 
interface of laboratory-based and clinical research. 
Program a#mission 
Admission into the Medical Scientist Program is 
competitive and re>uires evidence that the student is 
likely to develop into a successful medical scientist. 
The student must submit separate applications to the 
School of Medicine for both the M.D. and the Ph.D. 
degree programs, and meet the stated admissions 
re>uirements for each of these programs. The 
application package for the Ph.D. degree program 
re>uires scores for the general test of the Graduate 
Record Examination. Both programs must accept the 
scores before the student is admitted to the Medical 
Scientist Program. Students entering the M.D./Ph.D. 
combined degrees program Nho determine that a 
research career is inappropriate may elect to complete 
the M.D. degree program independently. Students 
entering the Ph.D. degree program Nho desire a 
career in academic medicine may choose to apply for 
admission to the M.D./Ph.D. combined degrees 
program at a point after their entry into the Ph.D. 
degree programM hoNever, the standard medical 
school application process Nill be re>uired at that 
point. 
[or information regarding tuition Naivers and 
scholarships, contact the director of the Medical 
Scientist Program. 
!e#icine-)! 
!ith 
9natomy-)! 
!/0/;!/)/ 
(See program in Anatomy !ith Medicine.) 
!e#icine-)! 
!ith 
<iology-)= 
!/0/;!/)/ 
(See program in Biology or Geology !ith Medicine.) 
!e#icine-)! 
!ith 
<iome#ical an# Clinical ?thics-)@ 
!/0/;!/9/ 
(See program in Biomedical and Clinical Ethics !ith 
Medicine.) 
!e#icine-)! 
!ith 
Geology-)= 
!/0/;!/)/ 
(See program in Biology or Geology !ith Medicine.) 
!e#icine-)! 
!ith 
!aster oB )cience-)! or 
0octor oB Philosophy-)! 
!/0/;!/)/ or !/0/;Ph/0/ 
(See program in Medicine !ith Master of Science and 
program in Medicine !ith Doctor of Philosophy.) 
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HPR. 563 Exercise Physiology I 3.0 
HPR. 565 Immune Systems: Public Health Application 3.0 
HPR. 561 Exercise Physiology II 3.0 
HPR. 516 Introduction to Preventive Care 1.0 
HPR. 511 
or 
PS)C 55O 
Health-Behavior Theory and Research 
 
Health Psychology 
O.0 
 
O.0 
HPR. 606B Motivational Interviewing 2.0 
NUTR 50O Nutritional Metabolism 5.0 
NUTR 516 Advanced Nutrition I: Carbohydrates and Lipids O.0 
NUTR 511 Advanced Nutrition II: Proteins, $itamins, and Minerals O.0 
NUTR 556 Nutritional Application in Lifestyle Intervention 1.0 
NUTR 561 Exercise Nutrition 3.0 
Totals 55.0 
Research and e+aluation 
Applicable to both programs 
PS)C 501 
or 
STAT 50W 
Advanced Statistics 
 
/eneral Statistics 
O.0 
 
O.0 
PS)C 502 
or 
STAT 51O 
Advanced Statistics 
 
Intermediate Statistics for Health-Science Data 
O.0 
 
3.0 
PS)C 511 Psychometric Foundations 3.0 
PHCJ 53O Research Methods 2.0, 2.0 
PHCJ 60O Research Seminar 2.0 
HPR. 6WO Dissertation Proposal 6.0 
HPR. 6W1 Dissertation 12.0 
Totals 35.0 
Psychological science 4oundation 
PS)C 52O History, Systems, and Philosophy of Psychology 2.0 
PS)C 5OO 
or 
PS)C 5O5 
Foundations of Learning 
 
Cognitive Foundations 
O.0 
 
O.0 
PS)C 551 Psychobiological Foundations O.0 
PS)C 56O Foundations of Social Psychology and Culture O.0 
PS)C 56O 
or 
PS)C 565 
Personality Theory 
 
Foundations of Human Development 
O.0 
 
O.0 
PS)C 5W1A First-)ear Colloquium 1.0 
PS)C 5W1B Second-)ear Colloquium 1.0 
PS)C 5W1C Third-)ear Colloquium 1.0 
Totals 21.0 
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!eneral clinical 
PSYC 5=1 Adult Psychopathology 4.0 
PSYC 5=2 Child Psychopathology 2.0 
PSYC =21 Practicum Preparation 3.0 
Totals 9.0 
Psychological assessment 
PSYC 512/L Psychological Assessment I Laboratory 3.0 
PSYC 513/L Psychological Assessment II Laboratory 3.0 
PSYC 514/L Psychological Assessment III Laboratory 3.0 
Totals 9.0 
Psychological treatment 
PSYC 581/L 
or 
HPRO 606A 
Cognitive and Oehavioral Therapy Laboratory 
 
Stress Management 
3.0 
 
2.0 
PSYC 582/L Psychodynamic Therapy Laboratory 3.0 
PSYC 583/L Phenomenological Therapy Laboratory 3.0 
PSYC 584/L Group Psychotherapy/Laboratory 3.0 
Totals 11.0-12.0 
2holeness 
PSYC 526 Ethics and Legal Issues in Psychology 3.0 
PSYC 554 Health Psychology 4.0 
PSYC 56= Human Diversity 3.0 
RELR TTT Religion elective (500 or 600 level.0 3.0 
RELT TTT Religion elective (500 or 600 level.0 3.0 
RELE 534 Ethical Issues in Public Health (applied to both programs) 3.0 
Totals 19.0 
Clinical practica 
PSYC =81 Internal Practicum 2.0, 2.0, 
2.0, 2.0 
PSYC =82 External Practicum 4.0 
PSYC =83 External Practicum II 4.0 
PSYC =84 External Practicum III 4.0 
PSYC =85 External Practicum IV 4.0 
PSYC =86 
or 
HPRO =04 
External Practicum V 
 
Internship 
4.0 
 
4.0 
PSYC =8= 
or 
HPRO =04 
External Practicum VI 
 
Internship 
4.0 
 
4.0 
PSYC =98 Pre-Internship 4.0, 4.0, 
4.0, 4.0 
PSYC =99 Internship 4.0 
PSYC =99L Internship hours (2000 in blocks of 500.0 40.0 
Totals 52.0 
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!lectives 
PS)C 552 Brain and Behavior Relationships C.E 
PS)C 566 Cross-cultural Psychology 2.E 
PS)C 6K6 Geropsychology LCalifornia licensure.E 1.E 
PS)C 61C Human Sexuality LCalifornia licensure.E 1.E 
PS)C 615 Drug Addiction/Treatment LCalifornia licensure.E 2.E 
PS)C 616 %lder, Partner, Child Abuse LCalifornia licensure.E 2.E 
PS)C VVV Other electives as required 1.E 
Totals 1X.E 
Psychology/0rofessional concentration 
PS)C 611 Clinical Supervision 2.E 
PS)C 61X Management, Consultation, %ducation 2.E 
PS)C 52K Psychological/%motional Aspects: Health Disease 2.E 
PS)C 5XK Applied Behavioral Medicine 2.E 
PS)C 5C6 Clinical Applications in Primary Care 2.E 
PS)C 5CK Health Psychology Assessment 2.E 
PS)C 556 Biofeedback C.E 
PS)C VVV Health Psychology %lectives C.E 
Totals 2E.E 
Overall Totals 2C5.E 
 
Psychology/ST 
with 
7iomedical and Clinical !thics/SR 
Psy.D. or Ph.D.>M.A. 
LSee program in Biomedical and Clinical %thics !ith 
Psychology.\ 
PsychologyA Clinical/ST 
with 
Health !ducation/PH 
Psy.D.>M.P.H. 
LSee program in Health %ducation !ith Psychology, 
Clinical.\ 
PsychologyA Clinical/ST 
with 
Preventive Care/PH 
Psy.D.>M.P.H. or Dr. P.H. 
LSee program in Preventive Care !ith Psychology, 
Clinical.\ 
Public Health/PH 
with 
EursingA Advanced Practice/SE 
M.P.H.>M.S. 
LSee program in "ursing, Advanced Practice !ith 
Public Health.\ 
Social Policy and Social Research/ST 
with 
7iomedical and Clinical !thics/SR 
Ph.D.>MA 
LSee program in Biomedical and Clinical %thics !ith 
Social Policy and Social Research.\ 
Social Policy and Social Research/ST 
with 
Social WorG/ST 
M.S.W.>Ph.D. 
LSee program in Social ]ork !ith Social Policy and 
Social Research\ 
Social WorG/ST 
with 
Criminal Justice/ST 
M.S.W.>M.S. 
LSee program in Criminal Justice !ith Social ]ork.\ 
Social WorG/ST 
with 
Maternal and Child Health/PH 
M.S.W.>M.P.H. 
LSee program in Maternal and Child Health !ith 
Social ]ork.\ 
Social WorG/ST 
with 
Health !ducation/PH 
(M.S.W.>M.P.H.) 
LSee program in Health %ducation !ith Social ]ork.\ 
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Social (or*+S, 
with 
Social Policy and Social Research+S, 
M6S6(67Ph6D6 
BEVERL? J. B4CBLES, Program Coordinator 
BIMBERL? FREEMAN, Program Coordinator 
 
P9RP:S; :< ,H; PR:GRAM 
The combined degrees M.S.W.LPh.D. program at 
Loma Linda 4niversity provides students with the 
opportunity to learn the professional skills of social 
work simultaneously with advanced theory and 
research study. The combined degrees program 
makes it possible for a more efficient completion of 
two graduate degrees for students with strong 
interests in social policy, social research, and social 
work practice. Students who complete this combined 
degrees program will be prepared to make significant 
contributions to the field of social policy and social 
work education. Graduates will be able to provide 
leadership to social work practice and social policy 
areas. Participants in the combined degrees program 
will utilize the important resource networks within 
the 4niversity and those affiliated organizations 
working on solutions to significant social problems. 
Course reBuirements 
Students admitted to the M.S.W. degree program may 
subsequently apply to the Ph.D. degree program and 
be admitted to the combined degrees program. 
Students should refer to the M.S.W. and Ph.D. degree 
program descriptions for information about the 
admission requirements of each program. Students 
admitted to the combined degrees program must 
meet all of the requirements of each of the 
participating programs. Students should refer to the 
M.S.W. and Ph.D. degree curricula for a detailed 
listing of requirements. Students can also obtain an 
outline of the combined degrees program from the 
program coordinator for the Ph.D. degree in social 
policy and social research. 
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Course Prefixes 
AHCJ Allied Health:Conjoint 
ANAT Anatomy 
ANES Anesthesiology 
ANTH Anthropology 
ARTA Art Appreciation and History 
BCHM Eiochemistry 
BIOL Eiology 
CHIN Chinese 
CHLS Child -ife Specialist 
CLSC Cytotechnology 
CLSM Clinical -aboratory Science 
CMBL Cell and Holecular Eiology 
CMSD Communication Sciences and Disorders 
COMM Communication 
COMP Composition 
CO:N Counseling 
CRMJ Criminal Kustice 
CSWK Clinical Social Work 
DERM Dermatology 
DNES Dental Educational Services 
DNH= Dental Hygiene 
DTCH Dietetic Technology 
DTCS Dietetics 
EMDN Emergency Hedicine 
EMMC Emergency Hedical Care 
ENDN Endodontics 
ENGL English 
ENSL English as a Second -anguage 
EN?H Environmental Health 
EN?S Environmental Sciences 
EPDM Epidemiology 
ESSC Earth System Science 
@MDN Family Hedicine 
@MST Family Studies 
GEOL /eology 
GERO /erontology 
GLBH /lobal Health 
GRDN /raduate Dentistry 
GSCJ /raduate Studies:Conjoint 
G=OB /ynecology and Obstetrics 
HADM Health Administration 
HCAD Health Care Administration 
HLCS Coding Specialist 
HLIN Health Information Administration 
HPRO Health Promotion and Education 
H:MN Humanities 
IBGS Integrated Eiomedical /raduate Studies 
IDPC International Dentist Program:Clinics 
IDPG International Dentist Program:/eneral 
IDPO International Dentist Program:Oral 
Pathology 
IDPP International Dentist Program:
Periodontics and Pediatric Dentistry 
IDPR International Dentist Program:Restorative 
IMPD Implant Dentistry 
MDCJ Hedicine:Conjoint 
MEDN Hedicine 
M@AM Harriage and Family 
M@TH Harital and Family Therapy 
MICR Hicrobiology 
MNES Hedical Education Services 
M:HL Husic History and -iterature 
NE:R Neurology 
NE:S Neurosurgery 
NRSB Nursing Eridge 
NRSG Nursing 
NSCI Natural Sciences 
N:TR Nutrition 
OCTA Occupational Therapy Assistant 
OCTH Occupational Therapy 
ODRP Oral Diagnosis, Radiology and Pathology 
OM@S Oral and Haxillofacial Surgery 
OPHM Ophthalmology 
ORDN Orthodontics 
ORPA Oral Pathology 
ORPR Orthotics and Prosthetics 
ORTH Orthopaedic Surgery 
OTOL Otolaryngology 
PAST Physicians Assistant 
PATH Pathology 
PEAC Physical Education Activity 
PEDN Pediatric Dentistry 
PEDS Pediatrics 
PERI Periodontics 
PHCJ Public Health:Conjoint 
PHIL Philosophy 
PHRM Pharmacology 
PHSL Physiology 
PHTH Physical Therapy 
PMPT Physical Therapy:Progression Haster's 
PROS Prosthodontics 
PR?M Preventive Hedicine 
PS=C Psychology 
PS=T Psychiatry 
PTAS Physical Therapist Assistant 
P:AD Public Administration 
RADS Radiology 
RDMN Radiation Hedicine 
RDNG Reading 
RELE Religion:Ethical Studies 
RELG Religion:/eneral Studies 
RELR Religion:Relational Studies 
RELT Religion:Theological Studies 
RESC Rehabilitation Science 
RESD Restorative Dentistry 
RSTH Respiratory Therapy 
RTCH Radiation Technology 
RTII Radiation Technology:Imaging Informatics 
RTMD Radiation Technology:Hedical Dosimetry 
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RTMR Radiation Technology—Medical 
Radiography 
RTMS Radiation Technology—Medical Sonography 
RTNM Radiation Technology—Nuclear Medicine 
RTRA Radiation Technology—Radiologist Assistant 
RTRS Radiation Technology—Radiation Sciences 
RTSI Radiation Technology—Special Imaging 
RTTH Radiation Technology—Radiation Therapy 
R*+I Pharmacy Practice—@rug Information 
R*EE Pharmacy Practice—Experiential Education 
R*PC Pharmacy Practice—Pharmaceutical Care 
R*PS Pharmaceutical Sciences 
R*R* Pharmacy Conjoint 
 
R*SA Pharmacy—Social and Administrative 
Sciences 
R*TH Pharmacy Practice—Therapeutics 
S+CJ School of @entistry—Conjoint 
S+CL School of @entistry—Clinical 
SOCI Sociology 
SO23 Social Fork 
SPAN Spanish 
SPOL Social Policy 
STAT Statistics 
STCJ Science and Technology—Conjoint 
S4R5 Surgery 
4ROL Urology 
2RIT Friting 
Course Listing 
ALLIE+ HEALTH?CONJOINT 
AHCJ 1A1 Introductory Chemistry (4) 
Iasic survey of matter, energy, and 
measurement. Includes atoms and molecules; 
chemical bonding; chemical reactions and 
reaction rates; gases, liquids, and solids; solutions 
and colloids; acids and bases; nuclear chemistry. 
Prerequisite: High school algebra or equivalent. 
AHCJ 1A2 Introductory Organic Chemistry (4) 
Introduces the study of compounds that contain 
carbon. Covers alkenes, alkynes, and aromatic 
compounds; alcohols, phenols, ethers, and 
halides; aldehydes and ketones; carboxylic acids 
and esters; amines and amides. 
Prerequisite: AHCQ R0R; or equivalent. 
AHCJ 1A3 Introductory Biochemistry (4) 
Introduces the chemistry of living systems, 
including carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, and 
nucleic acids; enzyme chemistry; bioenergetics; 
carbohydrate, lipid, and protein metabolism; 
biosynthetic pathways; protein synthesis; 
chemical transmitters and immunoglobulins; 
body fluids, nutrition, and digestion. 
Prerequisite: AHCQ R0R, AHCQ R0V; or equivalent. 
AHCJ 1A5 Procedures in Phlebotomy (5) 
@esigned for individuals who are interested in 
laboratory medicine and would like to become 
certified phlebotomists and for students trained 
in venipuncture and skin puncture. Medical 
terminology, laboratory safety, CPR, basic 
anatomy and physiology, specimen-collection 
techniques, hazardsXcomplications, quality-
assurance methods, and medico-legal issues of 
phlebotomy. Clinical rotation arranged at Loma 
Linda University Medical Center. CPR training 
and certificate arranged for students who are not 
already certified. 
Corequisite: Current CPR certificate. 
AHCJ 111 Introductory Physics (4) 
Focuses on mechanics and properties of matter 
and heat; emphasizes concepts. Per week: lecture 
[ hours, laboratory [ hours. @esigned for 
students entering programs in the allied health 
sciences and nursing. 
AHCJ 112 Introductory Physics (4) 
Focuses on sound, light, electricity and 
magnetism, atomic and nuclear physics, and 
relativity; emphasizes concepts. Per week: lecture 
[ hours, laboratory [ hours. @esigned for 
students entering programs in the allied health 
sciences and nursing. 
AHCJ 129 Basic Communication SRills (1, 2) 
Instruction in ESL communication skills 
necessary for successful engagement in college-
class discussions. Individual testing and 
interviews given to determine specific needs. 
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AHCJ 131 Communication Skills (15 2) 
Advanced ES- oral communication designed to 
provide students with the opportunity to 
develop and practice oral communication 
techniques in professional and academic 
contexts, e.g., research and case presentations. 
Additionally, overall non-native speech patterns 
facilitated within these contexts to increase 
speech intelligibility. Course may be repeated up 
to four times for additional credit. 
AHCJ 177 Professional Literacy for ?onnative 
Readers (3) 
Emphasizes English literacy for students whose 
official language of instruction is other than 
English. Focuses on reading, analyzing, and 
responding to articles relevant to students' 
professional studies. 
Prerequisite: AQCR 1TU. Corequisite: AQCR 1V1. 
AHCJ 2C5 Essentials of Microbiology (4) 
Integrates lecture and laboratory. Introduces 
basic concepts of microbiology, including 
functional anatomy, metabolism, and genetics of 
microorganisms. Examines host-parasite 
relationships in the context of pathogenesis and 
disease. Includes a survey of human microbial 
diseases, with emphasis on communicable 
disease and public health applications. Cannot be 
used as a prerequisite for admission to nursing 
and certain allied health programs. 
AHCJ 214 Fundamentals of Computer Systems (2) 
Concepts of information systems—including 
systems modeling, hardware, software, systems 
development, network topologies, and systems 
lifecycle. Also includes a focus on building and 
repair of systems, and general maintenance and 
understanding of system components. 
AHCJ 215 Microsoft Lffice EMcel Applications (2) 
Instruction in Microsoft Excel, including basic-to-
advanced features. Emphasizes data 
presentation. !ses case studies for assessment. 
Online instruction. 
Prerequisite: AQCR ZT6[ or acceptable acceptable. 
AHCJ 235 Essentials of Human Anatomy and 
Physiology (4) 
Studies the structure and function of the human 
body, including organ systems. Prerequisite to 
many certificate and associate degree programs, 
e.g., coding specialist\certificate, occupational 
therapy assistant\A.A. -ecture and laboratory 
required. 
AHCJ 235L Essentials of Human Anatomy and 
Physiology Laboratory (1) 
Studies the structure and function of the human 
body, including organ systems. Prerequisite to 
many certificate and associate degree programs, 
e.g., coding specialist\certificate, occupational 
therapy assistant\A.A. -ecture and laboratory 
required. 
AHCJ 241 Microbiology (2O5) 
Designed for students in the health sciences. 
Qistory, classification, morphology, growth, 
control, transmission, and pathology of selected 
bacteria, viruses, fungi, rickettsia, and parasites. 
Qost defenses against microbial pathogens, 
including specific and nonspecific immunity. Per 
week: lecture V^ hours, laboratory V^ hours. 
Course covers two quarters. Grade given upon 
completion of the TZ1, TZT sequence. 
Prerequisite: A college-level chemistry course. 
AHCJ 242 Microbiology (2O5) 
Designed for students in the health sciences. 
Qistory, classification, morphology, growth, 
control, transmission, and pathology of selected 
bacteria, viruses, fungi, rickettsia, and parasites. 
Qost defenses against microbial pathogens, 
including specific and nonspecific immunity. Per 
week: lecture V^ hours, laboratory V^ hours. 
Course covers two quarters. Grade given upon 
completion of TZ1, TZT sequence. 
Prerequisite: AQCR TZ1. 
AHCJ 25C Anatomy and Physiology (4) 
An 1-unit course (Z units Winter auarter plus Z 
units Spring auarter) that covers structure and 
function of human biology. For students entering 
two- and four-year health- professional programs 
such as physical therapy, occupational therapy, 
cardiopulmonary sciences, communication 
sciences and disorders, radiation technology, 
nursing, and other programs with an anatomy 
and physiology prerequisite. 
AHCJ 251 Anatomy and Physiology (4) 
An 1-unit course (Z units Winter auarter plus Z 
units Spring auarter) that covers structure and 
function of human biology. For students entering 
two- and four-year health professional programs 
such as physical therapy, occupational therapy, 
cardiopulmonary sciences, communication 
sciences and disorders, radiation technology, 
nursing, and other programs with an anatomy 
and physiology prerequisite. 
Prerequisite: AQCR Tc^d (dmay be taken 
concurrently). 
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AHCJ 252 Human Anatomy and Physiology (4) 
Function of enzymes, cell respiration and 
metabolism, secretion and action of hormones, 
and circulatory and respiratory systems. Lecture 
and laboratory. 
>rerequisite: ABCC 2EF. 
AHCJ 305 Infectious Disease and the Health Care 
Provider (1) 
Current issues related to infectious disease, with 
special emphasis on principles of epidemiology 
and the etiology of BIV/AIDS. Discusses disease 
pathology and modes of transmission compared 
with hepatitis, tuberculosis, and influenza. 
Development of ethical response to psychosocial, 
economic, and legal concerns. Strategies and 
programs for education, prevention, and 
identification of resources. Impact on the health 
care worker; risk factors; and precautions for 
blood-borne pathogens, BIV, hepatitis, and 
tuberculosis. 
AHCJ 30C Professional Communications (1-2) 
Forms of written and verbal communication 
routinely required in the performance of the 
health care managerRs duties. >rojects include 
memos, letters, confidential FAT cover design, 
short reports, meeting notices, minutes, and 
creation of agendas. 
AHCJ 311 Medical Terminology (2) 
Language of medicine, including word 
construction, word analysis, definitions, and the 
use of terms related to medical science. Course 
organized by body systems. 
AHCJ 321 Dynamics of Communication (2) 
Surveys communication skills, including group 
dynamics, self-awareness, interpersonal 
relationships, learning styles, problem solving, 
listening skills, and body language. Systematic 
observation, patient-interviewing techniques, 
and objective medical documentation. >roblem 
identification and goal setting in a multiperson 
health care-delivery system. 
AHCJ 324 Psychosocial Models and Interventions 
(2) 
Major models of stress, crisis, and psychological 
trauma; and how they relate to health care 
providers. >sychosocial reactions and responses 
of populations, individuals, and care providers to 
societal disruption and trauma, medical 
emergencies, and death and dying. Applies 
principles for suicide intervention, critical 
incident debriefings, and death notification. 
Roles of psychiatrists, psychologists, social 
workers, family therapists, and chaplains. 
Methods of providing temporary, adequate 
psychological care for individuals in psychosocial 
crisis. 
Cross-listing: GLBB EE,. 
AHCJ 325 GH SH Health Care-Delivery System (2) 
Overview of U.S. health care delivery, including 
the history of health care institutions, accrediting 
bodies, organizations that provide health care; 
regulations and standards, reimbursement 
methods used, and the professionals who 
provide services. >resents course from a systems 
perspective, including research into the future of 
health care. 
AHCJ 326 Kundamentals of Health Care (2) 
Foundation of basic patient-care information and 
skills for allied health professionals entering the 
clinical environment. Integrated basic care 
knowledge and skills required by each 
profession. 
AHCJ 32C Wholeness Portfolio I (1) 
Introduces SAB> goals for graduates. Student 
demonstrates progression toward wholeness, 
compassion, support of diversity, appreciation of 
human worth, and commitment to lifelong 
personal and professional growth. 
AHCJ 329 Organic Chemistry Oith Laboratory (5) 
Studies carbon chemistry as related to organic 
compounds found in the human organism. 
AHCJ 331 Human Resource Management (3) 
Theory and practice of the management of 
people at work. Organizational behavior 
concepts and the problems of employee 
procurement, training, and motivation. Cob 
evaluation, wage administration, employee 
benefits, and negotiating with labor unions. 
>reparation for both managing people and 
directing a department in a complex 
organization. 
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AHC$ 334 Bioc,emistry (5) 
Chemistry and metabolism of carbohydrates, 
lipids, nucleic acids, and proteins. Chemical basis 
of life processes. -ecture and laboratory 
demonstrations to support student competency. 
AHC$ 336 7e,abilitation Specialty >orks,ops (2, 3) 
Introduces advanced clinical models and 
techniques of rehabilitation that -oma -inda 
UniversityIs physical and occupational therapy 
programs have to offer, e.g., community model of 
OT, electrotherapy, hydrotherapy, hippotherapy, 
etc. Topics selected to meet the needs and 
interests of student groups. 
AHC$ 351 Statistics Cor t,e Healt, DroCessions (3) 
Kundamental procedures in collecting, 
summariLing, analyLing, presenting, and 
interpreting data. Measures of central tendency 
and variation, probability, binomial and normal 
distribution, hypothesis testing and confidence 
intervals, t-tests, chi-square, correlation, and 
regression. Introduction to SPSS statistical 
package for computer data analysis. 
Prerequisite: A passing score of at least 75 
percent must be achieved on the mathematics 
competency examination. 
AHC$ 4E2 Dat,ology I (4) 
Kundamental mechanisms of disease, including 
cell inUury; inflammation, repair, regeneration, 
and fibrosis; and vascular, cardiac, respiratory, 
gastrointestinal, hepatobiliary, urinary, 
reproductive, endocrine, and integumentary 
pathologies. 
AHC$ 4E3 Dat,ology II (3, 4) 
KKundamental mechanisms of disease, including 
the central and peripheral nervous systems, bone 
and Uoint, skeletal muscle, developmental, 
genetic, infectious, and parasitic pathologies; and 
neoplasia. Kourth unit requires two autopsy 
viewings and written report. 
Prerequisite: AHCJ 422. 
AHC$ 4E4 D,armacology (1, 2) 
Introduces pharmacology, including study of 
pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, and 
actions of pharmaceuticals commonly 
encountered in various allied health professions. 
Different sections register for 1 or 2 units. 
Identical topics for both sections, with greater 
depth and detail for 2-unit course. 
AHC$ 4E5 Hynamics oC Learning and Teac,ing (2) 
%xamines the theories of learning applied to the 
teaching process. %valuates current research and 
methods of instruction. 
AHC$ 4E7 Minancial Management (2) 
Kinancial aspects of health care involving 
prospective reimbursement system, analysis of 
various health care-reimbursement schemes, and 
hospital financial disbursements. Budget-
variance analysis, analysis of cost components, 
operating statements, and productivity related to 
a department budget. Special proUects may be 
assigned as needed. Per week: lecture 2 hours. 
AHC$ 4E8 Healt, Care Management (4) 
Management theory: planning, organiLing, 
directing, and controlling (including budgetary 
controls). Department productivity and theories 
of work simplification. Preparation of resumes, 
interviewing skills, professional attitudes, group 
theory, and group dynamics. Students spend the 
last two-to-three weeks doing special proUects 
designed and supervised by their departments. 
(Department of Nutrition and Dietetics students 
register for a 2-unit practicum in conUunction 
with this course.) 
AHC$ 4EP Adult Learning Styles (3) 
Theories and styles of learning; personality 
factors related to learning; and implications of 
effective intellectual, emotional, and social 
functioning included within the context of 
structuring education for the adult learner. 
AnalyLes the teaching process, including setting 
obUectives, selecting content, and designing 
classroom and clinical teaching strategiesawith 
emphasis on alternatives to lecturing. 
AHC$ 412 Anatomy (P) 
/ross anatomy of the musculoskeletal system, 
emphasiLing spatial orientation, Uoint structure, 
skeletal muscle origins, insertions, actions, nerve, 
and blood supply. A cadaver-based course. 
AHC$ 415 Educational Dsyc,ology Cor Healt, 
DroCessionals (3) 
Psychological factors related to learning 
processes in professional and higher education. 
%mphasiLes the role of communication skills in 
learning settings, gender influences on learning, 
obUectives setting and course design, stimulation 
of higher-level thinking, motivation, and 
retention. 
Prerequisite: AHCJ 421. 
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AHCJ 418 Physiology I (4) 
Physiology of the human body, including 
cellular, neuromuscular, cardiovascular, 
respiratory, gastrointestinal, renal, and endocrine 
physiology. 
AHCJ 419 Physiology II (3) 
>etailed study of neuromuscular physiology. 
Prerequisite: ABCC 41E. 
AHCJ 421 Psychology o8 Physical :isability (2) 
Psychological reactions to illness or disability. 
Methods of dealing with these reactions 
considered with reference to the clinical situation. 
Seminar approach to professional responsibilities 
for health care. 
AHCJ 426 Introduction to Computer Applications 
(2) 
Bands-on instruction in Jord, Excel, and 
PowerPoint. Lectures, laboratory assignments, 
quizzes, projects, and a practical examination. 
(Course not taught every quarter.) 
AHCJ 432 :atabase Management I (2) 
Theories and steps of database development 
using Microsoft Access. Topics include but are 
not limited to: relationships, form building, 
advanced queries, reporting, and macros. 
Requires a project creating a basic health 
information database from scratch. 
AHCJ 433 :atabase Management II (2) 
continuation of ABCC 432 with the development 
of an advanced database in Microsoft Access. 
Includes the application of drop-down menus, 
reports, security features, and macros. 
Prerequisite: ABCC 432; or consent of instructor. 
AHCJ 443 Neuroanatomy I (4) 
Basic anatomy and function of the central, 
peripheral, and autonomic nervous systems and 
related structures. Gross anatomy of the brain 
and spinal cord. Yunctional consideration of 
cranial nerves, tracks, and nuclei of major 
systems. Lecture, slides, and laboratory with 
specimens. 
AHCJ 444 Neuroanatomy II (2) 
Studies neuroanatomical systems, structures, and 
pathways[with application to lesions of the 
human nervous system. 
AHCJ 445 Hiostatistics (3) 
Yundamental procedures of analyzing and 
interpreting data. Sampling, probability, 
binomial distribution, normal distribution, 
sampling distributions and standard error, 
confidence intervals, hypothesis testing, t-tests, 
chi-square, correlation, and regression. 
Introduces one- and two-way ANOVA and 
nonparametric statistics. Interprets computer 
output and use of the SPSS statistical package for 
data analysis. >etermines validity and reliability 
of research instruments. 
AHCJ 459 Current Issues: National and Global 
Perspectives (3) 
Reviews and discusses concerns relative to the 
health field, i.e., legislation, regulations, and 
professional organizations. Project or paper 
required. 
AHCJ 461 Lesearch Methods (2) 
Introduces the scientific method in research. 
Yocuses on the major steps of the research 
process as they relate to research-report 
evaluation, proposal writing, literature review, 
development of conceptual framework, 
identification of variables, statement of 
hypotheses, research design, and analysis and 
presentation of data. 
Prerequisite: ABCC 351. 
AHCJ 464 Group Process and :ynamics (3) 
Introduces principles and techniques of group 
theories, processes, and dynamics, as applied to 
the health-professional setting. Concepts include 
group functions, roles, structures, and 
characteristics; group membership, norms, 
dynamics, and relations. Theoretical perspectives 
on group development, dynamics, and conflicts. 
Practical issues, including educational 
applications, negotiation, observation, and 
diagnosis. Leadership issues, facilitation, 
expedition, and termination. Simulation 
exercises, active learning, and flexible choices of 
study and application. 
AHCJ 465 Seminars in Neadership (2) 
Prepares graduates for entry into the new work 
requirements. Through observation and 
participation, students explore the responsibility 
of today`s employee to successfully integrate 
customer and community service and social 
responsibility. 
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AHC$ 471 Statistics and Research for Health 
Professionals I (3) 
Presents statistical methods relative to research 
design for health professionals, with introduction 
to SPSS statistical package for computer data 
analysis. Discusses philosophical approaches to 
scientific inquiry, range of research designs, roles 
of variables, and ethics. 
AHC$ 472 Statistics and Research for Health 
Professionals II (3) 
Advanced conceptual frameworks, data analyses, 
and techniques in quantitative and qualitative 
research. %mphasizes process for obtaining and 
using evidence-based research. 
PrerequisiteP AHCR S7U. 
AHC$ 485 Technology in Education (3) 
Introduces instructional technologies and their 
applications in education, including computer-
generated media, Internet resources, chat rooms, 
Web courses, two-way audio, videos, desktop 
conferencing, and teleconferencing. 
AHC$ 496 Special Topics in Allied Health Studies 
(1-4) 
-ecture and discussion on a current topic in 
allied health studies. May be repeated for a 
maximum of S units applicable to degree 
program. 
AHC$ 497 Advanced Clinical EJperience (40 to 480 
hours) 
Advanced clinical experience in selected areas of 
professional practice. 
AHC$ 498 Lholeness Portfolio II (1) 
Student develops portfolio that illustrates the 
potential graduate's ability to meet the goals set 
by the School of Allied Health Professions for 
graduates of baccalaureate and master's degree 
programs. 
AHC$ 499 Directed Study (1-4) 
Individual arrangements for students to study 
under the guidance of a program faculty 
member. May include readings, literature review, 
or other special or research projects. Minimum of 
thirty hours required for each unit of credit. 
-aboratory may be required in addition to class 
time. A maximum of S units applicable to any 
degree program. 
AHC$ 505 Educational Psychology for Health 
Professionals (2, 3) 
Studies psychological factors that relate to the 
learning process in professional and higher 
education. Particularly emphasizes the role of 
communication skills in learning settings, gender 
influences on learning, objective setting and 
course design, stimulating higher-level thinking, 
motivation, and retention. Major focus on 
applications to health professional clinical 
setting. 
AHC$ 506 Educational Evaluation and Clinical 
Assessment (3) 
Introduces principles and techniques of 
designing evaluation activities and tests for 
measuring classroom learning and instructional 
products. Includes criteria referenced 
approaches, formative and summative 
instruments, critical-incident observations, 
portfolio assessment, and other measurement 
concepts. 
AHC$ 507 Pharmacology in RehaPilitation (3) 
Principles of pharmacology as related to 
diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of disease, 
including a presentation of the pharmacology 
and therapeutic value of drugs used in 
rehabilitation medicine. Related topics include 
pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, adverse 
effects, drug interactions, and drug toxicity[
with special consideration given to pediatric and 
geriatric pharmacology. 
AHC$ 508 Current Issues in Basic Science (3) 
Studies the current issues in basic science as 
related to physical therapy. Topics may include 
current advances in biomechanics, cell and 
molecular biology, tissue engineering and 
transplants, pharmacology, and presentation of 
basic science research. -ecture and discussions of 
current literature. 
AHC$ 509 Teaching and Learning Styles (3) 
%xplores theories and styles of learning and 
personality factors that relate to learning. 
Implications of effective intellectual, emotional, 
and social functioning included within the 
context of structuring education for the adult 
learner. Includes analysis of the teaching 
proces[from the setting of objectives, selection 
of content, and design of classroom and clinical 
teaching strategies (with particular emphasis on 
alternatives to lecturing) to assessment and 
evaluation. 
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AHC$ 511 Biostatistics I (3) 
Fundamental procedures of collecting, 
summarizing, presenting, analyzing, and 
interpreting data. Sampling, measures of central 
tendency and variation, probability, binomial 
distribution, normal distribution, sampling 
distributions and standard error, confidence 
intervals, hypothesis testing, t-tests, chi-square, 
correlation, and regression. Introduces computer 
analysis for solution of statistical problems. 
AHC$ 512 Biostatistics II (3) 
Introduces analysis of data using ANOVA (one-
way, two-way, and repeated measures) with 
multiple comparisons; multiple correlation and 
regression; and nonparametric statistics. 
Interprets computer output and use of the SPSS 
statistical package for data analysis. Determines 
validity and reliability of research instruments. 
AHC$ 514 5inesiology: Motor Control and Learning 
(3) 
Advanced kinesiology, including movement 
science dealing with behavioral basis of motor 
control and motor learning from an information-
processing perspective. 
AHC$ 515 Curriculum Development in Higher 
Education (3) 
Examines principles of curriculum development. 
Selection, organization, and evaluation of 
learning experiences. Examines the nature, place, 
and interrelationship of general and specialized 
education in higher education. 
AHC$ 516 Clinical Imaging (3) 
Studies the etiology, pathogenesis, and clinical 
manifestations of selected bone and joint 
pathologies. Discusses current literature for 
selected pathologies. 
AHC$ 518 Advanced Physiology I: NeuroKiology (3) 
Surveys cell and whole-body physiology. 
Includes physiology of the neuron and nerve 
conduction, molecular transport at the cellular 
level, cardiovascular and renal physiology, 
gastrointestinal physiology, endocrinology, and 
neurophysiology. Emphasizes muscles and 
neurophysiology as they relate to the 
cardiovascular, respiratory, and endocrine 
systems. 
AHC$ 519 Graduate Nholeness Portfolio (1) 
Student develops portfolio that demonstrates the 
graduate student's ability to meet the goals set by 
the School of Allied Health Professions. 
AHC$ 520 GloKal and Community Outreach (0) 
Student develops a capstone global or 
community portfolio to better understand the 
importance of embracing and serving a diverse 
world. Emphasizes the promotion of outreach 
through education, motivation, and personal 
involvement in addition to the development of 
global and community perspectives as they relate 
to service. Student participates in a practical local 
or global outreach experience. 
AHC$ 526 Computer Applications II (3) 
Hands-on instruction in Word, Excel, and Power-
Point. Class activities include hands-on lectures, 
laboratory assignments, quizzes, projects, and a 
final examination. A special Web page project 
required. 
AHC$ 527 Medical Screening for RehaKilitation 
Professionals (3) 
Screening for nonneuromusculoskeletal origins 
for the musculoskeletal complaints of patients 
who commonly seek rehabilitation. Particularly 
emphasizes components of the history and 
physical examination that suggest medical 
pathology requiring referral and/or physician 
consultation. Unowledge and skills related to 
screening for medical pathology in patients with 
musculoskeletal complaints of the lumbar spine, 
pelvis, lower extremities, thoracic spine, shoulder 
girdle, and upper extremities. 
AHC$ 534 Advanced Neurological RehaKilitation (3) 
Studies in-depth the patient with spinal cord 
injury, including etiology, current treatment 
techniques in acute and outpatient settings, and 
principles of exercise physiology. Reviews 
research activities with regard to a cure for spinal 
cord injury, as well as the legal aspects of ADA 
and the individual with a spinal cord injury. 
AHC$ 535 Advanced Physiology II: Exercise and 
Thermoregulation (3) 
Focuses on energy sources utilized by the body 
for exercise, neural and mechanical structures of 
mechanisms that control body movements, 
environmental influences on exercise 
performance, the physiology of 
thermoregulation, and principles of aerobic and 
anaerobic exercise. Applies concepts and 
principles to normal and disabled human 
conditions. 
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!HC$ 536 Health Care Financial Management (3) 
Focuses on understanding the finances of health 
care, including financial statements, 
reimbursement models of fee-for-service, 
capitation, managed care, and risk pools. 
Concepts of modeling and scenario planning, 
with emphasis on return on investment. 
!HC$ 538 9rgani:ational Structure and Beha@ior (3) 
Understanding, predicting, and influencing 
human behavior in an organization. Provides 
students with a variety of theories, models, 
strategies, and experiences in organizational 
behavior through which managers can find their 
own solutions in specific situations. 
!HC$ 538 Histology (2, 3) 
Advanced histology of joint pathology and the 
associated changes in bone, cartilage, and other 
connective tissues. Paper required for third unit. 
!HC$ 53F Gechnology and Health Care 
9rgani:ations (3) 
Explores the direct and indirect impacts of 
technology on health care systems. Examines 
technology in terms of its definition, limits, 
change factors, and diffusion at the personal, 
managerial, corporate, and governmental levels 
of health care. 
!HC$ 544 !d@anced Functional Ieuroanatomy (3) 
Analyzes and applies neuroanatomy to lesions of 
the human nervous systemR clinical significance 
of such lesions. 
!HC$ 545 Jegal and Kthical Issues in the Health 
Professions (3) 
History and structure of federal and state 
governments, including torts, contracts, 
administrative law, criminal law, and reporting 
issues. Legal and ethical issues in patient 
confidentiality and release of patient information. 
The impact of technology on the collection and 
dissemination of patient information. Medical-
legal liability issues, including corporate 
compliance. 
!HC$ 551 Professional Systems in Management I (3) 
Administering the academic department: 
personnel selection, development, and 
evaluationR financeR team developmentR and 
leadership theories. 
!HC$ 552 Professional Systems in Management II 
(3) 
Administering the clinical setting, including 
assessing needs, implementing a business plan, 
and negotiating contractsR management 
philosophies. 
!HC$ 556 !dministration in Higher Kducation (3) 
Leadership philosophy and styles of 
administrative leadership in higher education, 
with particular application to health professions 
educational programs. Includes personnel 
managementR budgetingR contracting for clinical 
placementR group leadership in committeesR 
faculty selection, development, and evaluationR 
strategic planningR and policy development. 
!HC$ 558 Stress and Health Beha@ior (3) 
Evaluates effects of stress on individuals, 
families, students, and health professionals in the 
educational setting. Analyzes biopsychological 
foundations, social systems, technological 
influences, life-development factors, and unique 
aspects of health-professional education 
analyzed. Explains coping strategiesVsuch as 
nutrition, exercise, humor, time management and 
organization, cognitive therapies, relaxation, and 
imagery. 
!HC$ 55F Health Communication in PehaQilitation 
Science (3) 
Provides a broad introduction to human 
communication in a health care context. 
Provider-client communication, provider 
communication and education, intercultural 
health communication, alternative medicine, 
health ethics, and mass-media health images. 
!HC$ 564 CollaQorati@e Jearning in Higher 
Kducation (3) 
Collaborative learning, theories of group-
individual interaction, and the communication 
process. Educational orientation to the utilization 
of groups to enhance motivation, commitment, 
and learning in higher education. 
!HC$ 565 Health CommunicationR Counseling 
Patients and Personnel (3) 
Communication in health care, multiple 
applications of communication theory to health 
promotion, and essentials of professional 
communication in clinical teaching and leading 
groups of health professionals. Emphasizes 
counseling techniques, nondefensive 
communication, and increased communications 
awareness. 
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AHC$ 566 Theoretical Foundations of Leadership (3) 
A Web-based course that introduces students to 
leadership theory and its application in 
organizations today. 
AHC$ 567 Personal Leadership (3) 
Focuses on discovering and improving the 
individual's personal leadership style in order to 
apply this knowledge to the personal and 
professional realms. Design and implementation 
of a personal leadership-growth plan. 
AHC$ 569 Computers and Electronics for Clinicians 
(3) 
Explains the roles of computers and electronics in 
a clinical setting. Equipment used in a classroom 
setting. 
AHC$ 574 Behavioral Modification and Personal 
Change (3) 
Explores and applies health-behavior change 
models. Educational, psychosocial, and 
behavioral issues—with emphasis on leadership, 
decision making, group process, and persuasion. 
AHC$ 576 Basics of MarGeting (3) 
Provides an overview of the principles of 
developing a marketing strategy, and illustrates 
how marketing can assist an organization in 
arriving at a competitive advantage and create, 
capture, and sustain value in the eyes of the 
buyer. 
AHC$ 578 Health Care Finance and Reimbursement 
(3) 
Covers financial management in a health care 
setting, including: starting a new service, 
reimbursement, capital and operational 
budgeting, reading financial statements, and 
cost-saving measures. 
AHC$ 579 Instructional Effectiveness (3) 
Develops strategies for instructional 
effectiveness, evaluation, and assessment 
processes. 
AHC$ 585 Technology in Education (3) 
Introduces instructional technologies and their 
applications in education, including computer-
generated media, Internet resources, chat rooms, 
Web courses, two-way audio, videos, desktop 
conferencing, and teleconferencing. (Course not 
taught every year.) 
AHC$ 586 Curricula Planning in Health Sciences (3) 
Applies curriculum-development theories and 
approaches to the health-science arena. Students 
develop a learning-centered curriculum. 
AHC$ 591 Research I (3) 
Introduces the scientific method in health-science 
research. Focuses on the maPor steps of the 
research process: problem identification, 
literature review, conceptual framework, 
identification of variables, statement of 
hypothesis, experimental design, and analysis 
and presentation of data. Includes critical 
evaluation of research literature. Applies the 
research process to problems in related specific 
allied health fields. Develops a research proposal. 
Pilot-tests a research proposal. Tests procedures 
and data forms. Implements the research 
proposal in a practice setting. 
AHC$ 592 Research II (3) 
Computer data analysis and preparation of a 
research report. Student prepares a poster 
appropriate for a professional meeting. Graphics, 
tables, and abstracts. 
AHC$ 595 Research and Statistics Concepts and 
MethodsP Intermediate (3) 
An in-depth study of research designs, including 
completely randomized designs, randomized 
block designs, and statistical tests—such as 
ANOVA (one-way, repeated measures, 
factorial)—used to analyze data. Introduces 
multiple linear regression and correlation, as well 
as model-building techniques. Interprets 
multivariate analysis computer output and 
hands-on statistical computer experience. 
Introduces nonparametric statistical tests and 
their appropriate use. Measures and analyzes 
data for validity and reliability studies. Evaluates 
research literature that uses multivariate analysis 
for data analysis. 
AHC$ 599 Directed Teaching (3) 
Student develops a specialty module and 
presents it in a classroom or clinical setting. 
Includes course application, course syllabus, 
measuring instrument, student course 
evaluation, and lesson plans. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor or of program 
director. 
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A"C$ 600 Active Online Learning (3) 
Online course (organized around the A$LL 
standard for online instruction). Focuses on 
integration of active learning strategies, 
meaningful interactions, and stimulating learning 
experiences. Modules include: introduction, 
course organization, a safe learning environment, 
the relational basis of learning, integration of 
faith, appropriate assessment, and the needs of 
individual learners. 
A"C$ 601 Research-Proposal ?riting (3) 
Student prepares a research proposal, including 
components essential for submission to the 
Institutional Review Board. Emphasizes writing 
skills in preparation of literature review, 
purpose, conceptual framework, proposed 
methodology, and statistical analysis. Includes 
the ways in which proposal serves as a basis for 
an article for publication. 
A"C$ 605 Critical Analysis of Scientific Literature 
(2F 3) 
Evaluates the scientific literature, including 
critical evaluation of the rationale for the study; 
population inclusion/exclusion criteria; sampling 
and randomization techniques; sample size; 
appropriateness of the research design; choice of 
the data analysis; structure and content of tables 
and graphs; interpretation of statistical results; 
and applications to practice. Students evaluate 
research articles by answering questions posed 
by the instructor in a Ueb discussion board and 
virtual classroom. Students submit weekly 
evaluation papers for the articles discussed. 
A"C$ 696 Research Rotations (1-3) 
Involves students in the research and discovery 
culture of the !niversity and clinical settings 
through observation of and/or participation in 
ongoing faculty research and grant projects, as 
well as graduate student research projects. 
Includes research data-collection equipment, 
mentorship, dissertation defenses, research-
finding presentations, and/or pilot studies that 
students design for this practicum experience 
A"C$ 699 Hirected Study (1-6) 
Individual arrangements for advanced students 
to study under the guidance of a program faculty 
member. May include reading, literature review, 
and/or other special projects. Minimum of thirty 
hours required for each unit of credit. 
AJATOMM 
AJAT 301 "ead and JecN AnatomyF H" (4) 
Gross anatomy of the head and neck. Lecture and 
demonstration. 
AJAT 303 Qeneral and Oral "istology and 
Embryology (3) 
Microscopic study of fundamental cells, organs, 
tissues, and systems of the body. Analyzes in 
detail the pulp, periodontal membrane, alveolar 
process, oral mucosa, and calcified tissues of the 
tooth. 
AJAT 511 "uman Anatomy for Hentists I (5) 
An in-depth study of the human anatomical 
sciences, including: gross anatomy, general and 
oral histology, embryology and neuroscience as 
they relate to the dental profession. Designed for 
students in the first year of dentistry, and for 
students in the dental track of the biomedical 
sciences postbaccalaureate certificate program. 
AJAT 512 "uman Anatomy for Hentists II (5) 
An in-depth study of the human anatomical 
sciences, including gross anatomy, general and 
oral histology, embryology, and neuroscience as 
they relate to the dental profession. Designed for 
students in the first year of dentistry, and for 
students in the dental track of the biomedical 
sciences postbaccalaureate certificate program. 
AJAT 513 "uman Anatomy for Hentists III (5) 
An in-depth study of the human anatomical 
sciences, including gross anatomy, general and 
oral histology, embryology and neuroscience as 
they relate to the dental profession. Designed for 
students in the first year of dentistry, and for 
students in the dental track of the biomedical 
sciences postbaccalaureate certificate program. 
AJAT 514 "ead and JecN Anatomy and "uman 
Embryology (5) 
An in-depth look at the gross anatomy of the 
head and neck, including general human 
embryology. 
AJAT 516 Jeuroscience QS (6) 
Integrated approach to the fundamentals of 
neuroanatomy and neurophysiology, with 
applications to clinical neurology. 
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!"!T 518 Basic -uman -istology (4) 
Studies tissues and organs of the human body as 
seen with routinely stained histological sections. 
<asic understanding of relationship of structure 
and function. Autumn ?uarter: two lectures and 
two laboratories per week. 
!"!T 521 Gross !natomy<Embryology (1) 
Regional systemic study of the human body, with 
correlation to radiology and clinical medicine. 
Surveys human embryonic development. 
Considers origins of common birth defects. 
!"!T 522 Gross !natomy<Embryology II (5) 
Regional systemic study of the human body, with 
correlation to radiology and clinical medicine. 
Surveys human embryonic development. 
Considers origins of common birth defects. 
Prerequisite: ANAT 5IJ. 
!"!T 523 Gross !natomy<Embryology III (2) 
Regional systemic study of the human body, with 
correlation to radiology and clinical medicine. 
Surveys human embryonic development. 
Considers origins of common birth defects. 
Prerequisite: ANAT 5II. 
!"!T 524 Gross !natomy<Embryology IV (1) 
Regional systemic study of the human body, with 
correlation to radiology and clinical medicine. 
Surveys human embryonic development. 
Considers origins of common birth defects. 
Prerequisite: ANAT 5I3. 
!"!T 526 -ead and "ecE !natomy (2) 
Detailed dissection of the head and neck. 
Demonstration and lecture. Offered on demand. 
Prerequisite: ANAT 54JO or equivalent. 
!"!T 535 Medical "euroscience I (G5-6) 
Integrated approach to the fundamentals of 
neuroanatomy and neurophysiology, with 
applications to clinical neurology. 
!"!T 536 Medical "euroscience II (G5-6) 
Integrated approach to the fundamentals of 
neuroanatomy and neurophysiology, with 
applications to clinical neurology. Units taught 
per quarter depend on number of lectures taught 
in School of Medicine curriculum for that term. 
!"!T 537 Medical "euroscience III (G5-6) 
Integrated approach to the fundamentals of 
neuroanatomy and neurophysiology, with 
applications to clinical neurology. Units taught 
per quarter depend on number of lectures taught 
in School of Medicine curriculum for that term. 
Prerequisite: ANAT 54J strongly recommended. 
Cross-listing: MDCT 543. 
!"!T 538 Medical "euroscience IV (G5-6) 
Integrated approach to the fundamentals of 
neuroanatomy and neurophysiology, with 
applications to clinical neurology. Units taught 
per quarter depend on number of lectures taught 
in School of Medicine curriculum for that term. 
Prerequisite: ANAT 53,U VUmay be taken 
concurrentlyWO ANAT 54J strongly 
recommended. Cross-listing: MDCT 544. 
!"!T 541 Gross !natomy GS (4K 6) 
Anatomy of the head, neck, locomotor system, 
thorax, abdomen, pelvis, and perineum. 
Correlated with radiology, applied features, and 
embryological development. Summer and 
Autumn quarters. 
!"!T 542 CellK TissueK and Organ Biology (5) 
The microscopic structure of cells, tissues, and 
organs of the human body. Autumn ?uarter. 
!"!T 544 -uman Embryology Lecture (2) 
The plan of development as it pertains to 
humans. Considers principles. Summer through 
Autumn ?uarter. 
!"!T 544L -uman Embryology Laboratory (1) 
Students work with both human and 
comparative materials. Yinter ?uarter. 
Prerequisite: A course in vertebrate embryology. 
!"!T 545 !dvanced "euroanatomy (3) 
Studies in detail and dissects the human nervous 
system. Spring ?uarter, even years. 
Prerequisite: ANAT 53,. 
!"!T 546 Electron Microscopy (3) 
Trains the student to use the electron microscope. 
<asic theory, operational techniques, and tissue 
preparation. On demand, as needed. 
Prerequisite: Zistotechnique or equivalent. 
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!N!T 54' Histochemistry (3) 
Theoretical and practical aspects of histochemical 
methods, as applied to tissue sections. .ne 
lecture and two three-hour 
laboratoriesHconferences weekly. Summer 
Kuarter, even years. 
Prerequisite: ANAT 5QR; a course in 
biochemistry. 
!N!T 548 !dvanced and Molecular Cytology (3) 
Studies the ultrastructural and cytochemical 
analysis of a variety of differentiated cells. Spring 
Kuarter, odd years. 
!N!T 549 SeminarB ToCograChical Chemistry (2) 
Kualitative and quantitative distribution of 
enzymes and other chemically defined 
components of organs, as reported in current 
literature. Students responsible for one oral and 
one written report. .n demand. 
!N!T 550 Fross !natomyGEmIryology (J5-6) 
&egional systemic study of the human body, with 
correlation to radiology and clinical medicine. 
Surveys human embryonic development. 
Considers origins of common birth defects. 
&estricted to Biomedical Science Program 
(certificate). Cross-listing: ANAT 5R1. 
!N!T 551 Medical Fross !natomyGEmIryology II 
(J5-6) 
&egional systemic study of the human body, with 
correlation to radiology and clinical medicine. 
Surveys human embryonic development. 
Considers origins of common birth defects. 
&estricted to Biomedical Science Program 
(certificate). Units taught per quarter depend on 
number of lectures taught in School of Medicine 
curriculum for that term. 
Cross-listing: ANAT 5RR. 
!N!T 552 Medical Fross !natomyGEmIryology III 
(J5-6) 
&egional systemic study of the human body, with 
correlation to radiology and clinical medicine. 
Surveys human embryonic development. 
Considers origins of common birth defects. 
&estricted to Biomedical Science Program 
(certificate). Units taught per quarter depend on 
number of lectures taught in School of Medicine 
curriculum for that term. 
Prerequisite: ANAT 551. Cross-listing: ANAT 
5R3. 
!N!T 553 Medical Fross !natomyGEmIryology IO 
(J5-6) 
&egional systemic study of the human body, with 
correlation to radiology and clinical medicine. 
Surveys human embryonic development. 
Considers origins of common birth defects. 
&estricted to Biomedical Science Program 
(certificate). Units taught per quarter depend on 
number of lectures taught in School of Medicine 
curriculum for that term. 
Prerequisite: ANAT 55R. Cross-listing: ANAT 
5RQ. 
!N!T 554 TechniPues in ExCerimental MorChology 
(2) 
Introduces selected methods used in the 
morphological analysis of organ and cellular 
function. Spring Kuarter, odd years. 
!N!T 555 !dvanced Fross !natomy—
!rticulationGSoints (3) 
Studies in detail the anatomical design of joints, 
linking function through clinical correlations. 
Spring Kuarter, odd years. 
Prerequisite: ANAT 5Q1. 
!N!T 556 ComCarative EmIryology (2) 
Comparison of common models of development, 
their historic contributions, their 
benefitsHlimitations, and current practical 
applications. 
Prerequisite: ANAT 5QQ. 
!N!T 55' Psychoneuroimmunology (4) 
Psychoneuroimmunology (PNI) (or science about 
mind-body interactions) examines bidirectional 
communication among the nervous, endocrine, 
and immune systems. Critically reviews 
contemporary topics that teach students about 
the role of the key regulatory systems and how 
interaction among these systems maintains 
homeostasis. Presents basic information 
necessary to interpret current literature in 
psychoneuroimmunology (PNI) and to facilitate 
design of research in this area. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
!N!T 594 SCecial ToCics in !natomy (1-') 
Intensive study of a selected topic approved by 
the chair of the department. Individual guidance 
by a staff member. 
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ANAT 605 Integrative Biology Graduate Seminar (;) 
Seminar, coordinated by the Division of Human 
Anatomy and the Department of Physiology and 
Pharmacology. Reports from current literature 
and the presentation of student and faculty 
research on various aspects of regulatory and 
integrative biology-as applied to cells, tissues, 
organs, and systems. Students and faculty 
expected to participate in a discussion and critical 
evaluation of the presentation. 
ANAT 697 ?esearch (;-8) 
ANAT 698 Thesis (;-2) 
ANAT 699 Dissertation (;-5) 
ANAT 89; Anatomy Elective (;H5-;8) 
ANESTHESIJLJGL 
ANES 3;4 Dental Anesthesia: Local Anesthesia and 
Inhalation Sedation (4) 
Physiologic and psychologic aspects of pain and 
anxiety. A philosophy of patient management, 
including use of local anesthetics and nitrous 
oxide/oxygen sedation. History and patient 
evaluation. Pharmacology, armamentarium, and 
complications regarding use of these agents. 
Eanagement of office emergencies. Students 
practice local anesthetic inFections and administer 
nitrous oxide/oxygen to each other. 
ANES 52; Principles of MedicineT Physical 
DiagnosisT and Hospital Protocol (;) 
Studies methods recognizing normal and 
abnormal physical conditions. Reviews organ 
systems to expand the dentist's general medical 
knowledge. Specific topics reviewed include 
blood diseases, systemic diseases, cardiac 
disease, patient admission, physical examination, 
and hospital charting. Repeated registrations 
required to fulfill total units. 
ANES 547 Anesthesia Grand ?ounds (;) 
Weekly meeting of the Department of Dental 
Anesthesiology featuring guest lecturers who 
present a variety of current topics in 
anesthesiology. One session per month 
designated as the Eortality and Eorbidity 
Conference. 
ANES 548 Anesthesia ?esidents Seminar (2) 
Comprehensive didactic course covers the entire 
field of anesthesiology in a two-year cycle. 
Sectional written examinations given. 
ANES 604 Anesthesia Literature ?evieU (;) 
Weekly session reviews current anesthesia 
literature. 
ANES 624 Intravenous Conscious Sedation (4) 
Reviews physiology, pathophysiology, 
pharmacology, monitoring airway management, 
and potential emergencies associated with the 
implementation of intravenous conscious 
sedation in the dental office. 
ANES 654 Practice Teaching in Anesthesia (;-2) 
Supervision of pre- and postdoctoral dental 
students administering local anesthesia and 
conscious sedation. 
ANES 696 Scholarly Activity in Dental 
Anesthesiology (;) 
Selected didactic, clinical, and/or laboratory 
activity developed by the program director or a 
designated program faculty member. Primarily 
designed for resident to fulfill the certificate 
requirements for scholarly activity/research in 
dental anesthesiology. Eultiple registrations may 
be needed to complete these activities. 
ANES 697 ?esearch (;) 
Student participates in ongoing research or 
original proFects. All clinical research subFect to 
approval by the Institutional Research Ooard. 
Eultiple registrations may be needed to complete 
research activities. 
ANES 697A ?esearch (;) 
Student identifies a research proFect, prepares a 
protocol, and obtains approval for the protocol. 
Eultiple registrations may be needed to complete 
these research activities. 
ANES 697B ?esearch (;-2) 
Student participates in ongoing research or 
original proFects, collects and analyzes data, and 
writes a report of findings. Eultiple registrations 
may be needed to complete research activities. 
ANES 746 General Anesthesia (9) 
Administration of general anesthesia and 
regional block anesthesia to a variety of medical 
and dental patients in the operating room, under 
the supervision of attending anesthesiologists. A 
minimum of 270 clock hours per quarter (8 
quarters) required to fulfill total units. 
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ANES 751 )ental Anesthesia2 Local Anesthesia and 
Inhalation Sedation (4) 
A philosophy of patient management, including 
use of local anesthetics and nitrous oxideFoxygen 
sedation, as well as the physiologic and 
psychologic aspects of pain and anxiety. Course 
covers the history of anesthesia, patient 
evaluation, pharmacology, armamentarium, 
complications regarding use of these agents, and 
the management of office emergencies. Students 
practice local anesthetic inJections and administer 
nitrous oxideFoxygen to each other. 
ANES ;01 )ental Anesthesia2 Advanced Topics (2) 
Theory of general anesthesia. Hospital dentistry, 
patient evaluation, medical consultations. 
Reviews local anesthesia and introduces 
additional techniques of pain and anxiety control. 
ANES ;A1 Anesthesiology Elective (1D5E1;) 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
ANTH 304 Biological Anthropology (4) 
Explores the interaction between biology and 
culture in producing the variations in physical 
traits currently found worldwide. Examines 
processes of change resulting from heredity, 
ecological adaptation, dietary differences, mate 
selection, disease, and other factors. Examines the 
problems of paleopathology Ndisease in ancient 
populationsO, humankind in the fossil record, and 
the place of biological and ecological factors in 
the fall of ancient civilizations. Detailed 
consideration of scientific and social bases for 
popular conceptions of Srace.S 
ANTH 306 Language and Culture (4) 
Surveys anthropological linguistics and 
sociolinguistics. Considers the place of language 
and communication in social interaction. 
Introduces descriptive and structural linguistics 
and discourse analysis. Examines linguistic 
pluralism in the !nited States. Contrasts 
language of health care givers with the language 
styles of people they serve. Language 
productions such as folklore, humor and other 
forms of Sword play,S curses and blessings, and 
glossolalia. 
ANTH 315 Cultural Anthropology (4) 
Advanced course in ethnology and social 
organization. Explores the nature of culture, 
giving special attention to such features as 
technology, economic activities, community 
organization, kinship and marriage, social 
control, magic and religion, the arts, and other 
forms of cultural behavior. Presents a wide array 
of examples from societies around the world. 
ANTH 316 Archaeology (4) 
Studies principles of archaeological research and 
the discoveries of centers of civilization in the 
Middle East, the Mediterranean, the New Vorld, 
the War East, Africa, and other parts of the world, 
particularly recent discoveries. Also covers the 
main features of biblical archaeology. Some 
attention given to research into prehistoric 
cultures. 
ANTH 436 Cultural ConteRts oS Religion (4) 
Anthropological approach to the study of 
religious beliefs and practices, focusing on the 
diversity of religious expressions that can 
provide insight into what makes us human and 
how we can battle the frailties of humanity. 
Promotes empathy with people from cultural and 
religious traditions other than oneXs own, as well 
as tolerance and respect for their differences. 
ANTH 44; Medical Anthropology (4) 
Studies sickness and health as universal factors in 
the human condition. Examines world view as an 
explanatory system for human behavior, giving 
ethnographic examples of curing systems and 
coping mechanisms. Deals with cross-cultural 
communication of health principles and 
practices. 
ART APPRECIATION AN) HISTORY 
ARTA 205 The Language oS Art (2E4) 
Zasic concepts, materials, and history of the 
visual arts that enable the nonart maJor to 
develop an art vocabulary and gain insight into 
the creative process. 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
BCHM 306 Introduction to Organic and 
Biochemistry (6) 
Meets the organic and biochemistry requirements 
of nursing and allied health students. Covers the 
nomenclature, structure, and salient chemical 
properties of the nine classes of organic 
compounds. Covers the structures and biological 
functions of proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, and 
nucleic acids[ intermediary metabolism. 
Emphasizes relevant health-related topics. 
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BCHM 504 Introduction to Biochemistry 7S (5) 
Quantitative concepts of p6 and buffers. 
Structure, function, and metabolism of the four 
major classes of biological macromolecules 
(proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, nucleic acids) 
and their subunits. 6oloenzyme composition 
(vitamins, minerals) and activity. Dioenergetics. 
Regulatory mechanisms that contribute to 
homeostasis in biological systems. Flow of 
genetic information: replication, transcription, 
translation, and regulation. Connective tissue 
and body-fluid components. Lecture and 
demonstration primarily for dental students. 
BCHM 505 Seminar in Biochemistry (1) 
BCHM 506 Seminar Presentation in Biochemistry (1) 
BCHM 508 Principles of Biochemistry (6) 
Chemistry of amino acids and proteins. Enzyme 
properties and mechanisms. Dioenergetics. 
Chemistry and metabolism of carbohydrates, 
lipids, amino acids, and nucleic acids. Protein 
biosynthesis and the control of gene expression. 
Special topics in physiological chemistry: 
connective tissue components, acid-base balance, 
hormones, vitamins, and minerals. 
BCHM 511 Medical Biochemistry, Molecular 
Biology, and 7enetics I (E5F6) 
Comprehensive sequence in biochemistry and 
molecular biology that establishes the 
biochemical basis for cell structure, emphasizes 
an integrated approach to the understanding of 
cellular metabolism, provides a 
biochemical/genetic/molecular basis for 
understanding disease, and examines the 
mechanisms for genetic information flow in 
prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. Sequence 
restricted to Diomedical Science Program 
(certificate). Units taught per quarter depend on 
number of lectures taught in School of Medicine 
curriculum for that term. 
BCHM 512 Medical Biochemistry, Molecular 
Biology, and 7enetics II (E5F6) 
Comprehensive sequence in biochemistry and 
molecular biology that establishes the 
biochemical basis for cell structure, emphasizes 
an integrated approach to the understanding of 
cellular metabolism, provides a 
biochemical/genetic/molecular basis for 
understanding disease, and examines the 
mechanisms for genetic information flow in 
prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. Sequence 
restricted to Diomedical Science Program 
(certificate). Units taught per quarter depend on 
number of lectures taught in School of Medicine 
curriculum for that term. 
BCHM 513 Medical Biochemistry, Molecular 
Biology, and 7enetics III (E5F6) 
Comprehensive sequence in biochemistry and 
molecular biology that establishes the 
biochemical basis for cell structure, emphasizes 
an integrated approach to the understanding of 
cellular metabolism, provides a 
biochemical/genetic/molecular basis for 
understanding disease, and examines the 
mechanisms for genetic information flow in 
prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. Sequence 
restricted to Diomedical Science Program 
(certificate). Units taught per quarter depend on 
number of lectures taught in School of Medicine 
curriculum for that term. 
BCHM 514 Medical Biochemistry, Molecular 
Biology, and 7enetics II (E5F6) 
Comprehensive sequence in biochemistry and 
molecular biology that establishes the 
biochemical basis for cell structure, emphasizes 
an integrated approach to the understanding of 
cellular metabolism, provides a 
biochemical/genetic/molecular basis for 
understanding disease, and examines the 
mechanisms for genetic information flow in 
prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. Sequence 
restricted to Diomedical Science Program 
(certificate). Units taught per quarter depend on 
number of lectures taught in School of Medicine 
curriculum for that term. 
BCHM 515 Introduction to Bioinformatics (2) 
Introduces bioinformatics methods and their 
application to biological research. Provides a 
conceptual understanding of the algorithms 
behind standard bioinformatics software, as well 
as practical experience in programs and 
databases commonly utilized in biological 
research. 
BCHM 521 Fundamentals of Human Biochemistry 
SM (1) 
A lecture sequence for freshman medical 
students in biochemistry and molecular biology 
that establishes the biochemical basis for cell 
structure, emphasizes an integrated approach to 
the understanding of cellular metabolism, and 
examines the mechanisms for genetic information 
flow in eukaryotic cells. 
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BCHM 522 (undamentals o3 Human Biochemistry 
SM (3) 
A lecture sequence for freshman medical 
students in biochemistry and molecular biology 
that establishes the biochemical basis for cell 
structure, emphasizes an integrated approach to 
the understanding of cellular metabolism, and 
examines the mechanisms for genetic information 
flow in eukaryotic cells. 
BCHM 523 Introduction to Physical Biochemistry (3) 
Introduces biochemical thermodynamics, 
proteins and protein physical chemistry, enzyme 
kinetics and mechanisms, and bioenergetics. 
Prerequisite: BCHM 518; or equivalent. 
BCHM 525 Metabolic Interrelationshi@s and 
Control (5) 
Regulation of carbohydrate and lipid 
metabolism, nuclear hormone receptors, amino 
acid metabolism, growth factors, intracellular 
regulation, nucleotide metabolism, DNA, RNA 
structure and function, transcription, translation. 
Prerequisite: BCHM 518; or equivalent. 
BCHM 527 Molecular Biology o3 the Cell (8) 
Identical to CMBL 512, offered by the 
Department of Microbiology. 
Prerequisite: BCHM 518 or CMBL 511. Cross-
listing: CMBL 512, MICR 53Z. 
BCHM 531 Biochemical Basis o3 Human Eisease 
SM (1) 
A lecture sequence for sophomore medical 
students designed to provide a 
biochemical/genetic/molecular basis for 
understanding human diseases. 
BCHM 532 Biochemical Basis o3 Human Eisease 
SM (1) 
A lecture sequence for sophomore medical 
students designed to provide a 
biochemical/genetic/molecular basis for 
understanding human diseases. 
BCHM 533 Biochemical Basis o3 Human Eisease 
SM (1) 
A lecture sequence for sophomore medical 
students designed to provide a 
biochemical/genetic/molecular basis for 
understanding human diseases. 
BCHM 534 GechniHues o3 Biochemistry (2IJ) 
Intensive, integrated and problem-based 
laboratory experience in protein chemistry and 
the physical characterization of macromolecules. 
Students gain experience with the oral and 
written presentation of experimental techniques 
and scientific findings. 
BCHM 544 KdLanced Go@ics in Biochemistry (2I4) 
Recommended for the Ph.D. degree \2]2]2^. 
Recent examples include proteins: modern 
methods of study; selected cellular events in 
carcinogenesis; enzyme kinetics; transgenic 
plants for human health. 
Cross-listing: CMBL 538; BI.L 546; MICR 538. 
BCHM 551 S@ecial Problems in Biochemistry (2IJ) 
BCHM JM7 Nesearch (1I10) 
BCHM JM8 Ghesis (1I3) 
BCHM JMM Eissertation (1I5) 
BIPLPRS 
BIPL 11J Introduction to Human Biology (3) 
Introductory course in human biology. Explores 
basic principles of human anatomy and 
physiology and their relationships to social 
functioning. Fulfills the human biology 
prerequisite for the masterbs degree Social cork 
Program. 
BIPL 314 Renetics and S@eciation (4) 
Introduces genetic mechanisms of biological 
change. Processes of inheritance through time 
evaluated in their ecological context. 
BIPL 315 Tcology (4) 
Principles of terrestrial, aquatic, and marine 
ecologydwith a focus on individual, population, 
community, and ecosystem levels of 
organization. Laboratory work includes field 
studies that examine ecological principles. Per 
week: class 3 hours, laboratory 3 hours. 
BIPL 475 Philoso@hy o3 Science and Prigins (4) 
Concepts in the history and philosophy of 
science, and the application of these principles in 
analyzing current scientific trends. 
Cross-listing: /E.L 475. 
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BI#L 4'' Current .o0ics in Biology (1-4) 
Reviews cutting-edge literature in the biological 
sciences. Different sections may be repeated for 
additional credit. 
BI#L 4;5 Undergraduate @esearch (1-4) 
Student pursues original investigation andAor 
literature study under the direction of a faculty 
member. May be repeated for additional credit. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
BI#L 4;B S0ecial ProEects in Biology (1-4) 
Student responsible for a special research proFect 
in the field, laboratory, museum, or library. May 
be repeated for additional credit. 
BI#L 5F4 Biology oG Marine InIertebrates (4) 
Hehavior, physiology, ecology, morphology, and 
systematics of marine invertebrates, with 
emphasis on morphology and systematics. Per 
week: class 3 hours; one-day field trip alternate 
weeks, or the equivalent. 
BI#L 5F5 Marine Biology (4) 
Surveys marine species of the world, and the 
oceanographic processes and ecological 
interactions that affect them. Emphasizes tropical 
and coral ecosystems. Includes an independent 
proFect. Per week: class 4 hours, plus all-day field 
trips Ousually on SundaysP. 
BI#L 5F; Mammalogy (4) 
Studies the mammals of the world, with 
emphasis on North America. Includes classroom 
and field study of systematics, distribution, 
behavior, and ecology. Per week: class 3 hours, 
one three-hour laboratory. 
BI#L 515 Biogeogra0hy (3) 
Present and past distribution and migrations of 
the natural populations of organisms. 
BI#L 51B Mcological Physiology (4) 
Studies the interface between the individual and 
the environment, with emphasis on unusual 
environments, in order to explore the limits of 
physiological systems. Per week: class 4 hours. 
Offered alternate years. 
BI#L 51' @eadings in Mcology (2) 
Studies, analyzes, and discusses current and 
classic papers. 
BI#L 524 Paleobotany (4) 
Fossil plants; their morphology, paleoecology, 
taphonomy, classification, and stratigraphic 
distribution. Analyzes floral trends in the fossil 
record. Per week: class 3 hours, plus one three-
hour laboratory or field trip. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Cross-listing: 
GEOL X24. 
BI#L 525 Paleo0alynology (4) 
Morphology, paleoecology, classification, and 
stratigraphic distribution of plant microfossils. 
Includes introduction to biostratigraphic and 
paleoecologic analytical methods. Per week: class 
3 hours, plus one three-hour laboratory or field 
trip. 
Cross-listing: GEOL X2X. 
BI#L 52O Princi0les and Methods oG Systematics (3) 
Studies the principles and methods of modern 
systematic biology, with focus on the 
assumptions, concepts, and computerized 
methods of phylogeny reconstruction. 
BI#L 534 InIertebrate Paleontology (4) 
Structure, classification, ecology, and distribution 
of selected fossil invertebrate groups. Considers 
principles and methods involved in the study 
and analysis of invertebrate fossils. Per week: 
class 3 hours, plus one three-hour laboratory. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Cross-listing: 
GEOL X34. 
BI#L 535 Animal BehaIior (4) 
Hehavioral mechanisms of animals and their role 
in survival. Lectures and proFects. 
BI#L 53O @eadings in Animal BehaIior (2) 
Critical analysis of the research literature on 
selected topics in animal behavior. 
Prerequisite: A course in animal behavior or 
consent of instructor. 
BI#L 53B AdIances in Sociobiology (3) 
Studies current concepts and ideas relating to the 
origin and structure of social behavior of animals. 
Focuses special attention on the adaptive 
significance of species-specific behavior in a wide 
variety of environments. 
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!I#L 53( !e*a,ior 0enetics (4) 
Studies the interaction of genotype and 
phenotype as it relates to animal behavior. 
Primary focus at the molecular and physiological 
levels of behavior. Modern understanding of the 
natureJnurture debate extended to topics that 
include biological determinism and ethics. 
!I#L 539 !e*a,ioral :cology (4) 
Examines in depth how behavior contributes to 
the survival of animals, with an emphasis on 
behavioral strategies that reflect adaptation to the 
animalNs environment. 
!I#L 544 =ertebrate Paleontology (4) 
Oossil vertebrates, with emphasis on the origins 
of major groups. Systematics, biology, and 
biogeography of ancient vertebrates. Per week: 
class 3 hours, plus one three-hour laboratory. 
Prerequisite: /eneral biology or consent of 
instructor. Cross-listing: /E.L V44. 
!I#L 545 0enetics and Speciation (4) 
Comparative analysis of species concepts, 
mechanisms of speciation, and analysis of micro- 
and macroevolution. 
Prerequisite: A course in genetics and philosophy 
of science. 
!I#L 546 Dec*niEues in =ertebrate :cology (3) 
Theory and practice of vertebrate ecology 
research, including marking methods, population 
estimation, home range and habitat analysis, and 
radiotelemetry. Software used extensively for 
analysis of data, some of which will be collected 
during field trips. 
!I#L 547 Molecular !iosystematics (4) 
Analyzes at the molecular level of genetics events 
that underlie speciation. Laboratory work 
integrated with lecture, demonstrating basic 
molecular genetic research tools applicable to 
molecular biosystematics studies. 
!I#L 54( Molecular :cology (4) 
Applies molecular markers to the study of 
ecology and natural history of populations. 
Emphasizes molecular techniques that uniquely 
contribute to resolving major problems in 
phylobiogeography and measures of 
adaptiveness. 
Prerequisite: /enetics and speciation and a 
course in either ecology or biogeography. 
!I#L 549 !iodi,ersity and Conser,ation (3) 
Examines contemporary issues related to 
diminishing biodiversity on regional and global 
scales and the need to conserve both biodiversity 
and the critical habitats that support threatened 
flora and fauna. 
!I#L 55( P*ilosop*y oK Science and #rigins (4) 
Studies selected topics in the history and 
philosophy of science, and applies these 
principles in analyzing contemporary scientific 
trends. 
Cross-listing: /E.L VV8. 
!I#L 5(( Current Dopics in !iology (1-5) 
Reviews cutting-edge literature in the biological 
sciences. Different sections may be repeated for 
additional credit. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
!I#L 5(9 Neadings in !iology (1-4) 
Studies, analyzes, and discusses current and 
classic papers. 
!I#L 6O7 Seminar in !iology (1) 
Seminar presentations by guest scientists on 
recent research and developments in biological 
science. "o student presentation required. 
!I#L 616 Nesearc* and :Pperimental Qesign (2) 
Concepts, methods, and tools of research, 
including experimental design and data analysis. 
!I#L 617 Proposal Sriting and 0rantsmans*ip (2) 
Skills and practice of effective proposal writing 
and strategies for locating and obtaining research 
grants. 
!I#L 695 Special ProTects in !iology (1-4) 
Student responsible for a special research project 
in the field, laboratory, museum, or library. May 
be repeated for additional credit. 
!I#L 697 Nesearc* (1-() 
See department checklist for recommended 
number of units. 
!I#L 69( D*esis Nesearc* (1-() 
Credit for writing the masterNs thesis. 
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BIOL &99 Dissertation Research (1-8) 
Credit for writing the doctoral dissertation. 
CHINESE 
CHIN 105 Chinese Ci@iliBation (4) 
Introduces and discusses important aspects of 
Chinese civilization: language, literature, history, 
geography, culture, economics, philosophies, and 
religions; as well as modern-day politics. Surveys 
the Mandarin Chinese language, focusing on 
basic pronunciation, grammar, traditional and 
simplified written characters, and sentence 
construction. Communication in everyday life, 
e.g., in restaurants, on public transportation, in 
health care encounters. Includes interactive 
learning, role play, media, music, and cultural 
presentations to enhance understanding and 
synthesize learning. Provides basic skills and 
understanding necessary for further Chinese 
studies and research. 
CHIN 10& China TodayGIts Language and Culture 
(4) 
Briefly discusses ChinaHs past as background for 
study of important aspects of the countryHs 
changing, diverse, and modern cultureI
including its politics, economics, and religion. 
Introduces the richness of the Chinese language, 
while emphasizing common vocabulary used in 
everyday conversation, especially in a health care 
environment. Uses role-play and interactive 
learning to prepare students, faculty, and staff in 
their varied roles and missions to interact with 
modern China. Provides fundamental skills and 
understanding for further Chinese studies and 
research. Includes one local field trip. 
CHIN 111 Mandarin I (4) 
Concentrates on study of modern vernacular 
Mandarin Chinese in both spoken and written 
forms. Listening, speaking, reading, and simple 
writing skills immerse students in vocabulary 
and simple grammatical rules. Emphasizes 
applied learning, individual inquisitiveness, and 
fearless verbal practice. Some homework 
required. Students expected at the end of the 
course to pronounce a list of common words, 
distinguish them by listening, and use them in 
simple dialogues and mini-speeches. Provides 
competence to read simple road signs, restaurant 
menus, some simple newspaper headlines and 
advertisements, simple biblical texts, and 
Chinese idioms. No knowledge of Chinese 
language required. Full attendance expected. 
CHIN 112 Mandarin II (4) 
Sequel to CQIN 111. Continues study in modern 
vernacular Mandarin Chinese in both spoken and 
written forms. Emphasizes further proficiency in 
the four basic language skills Slistening, speaking, 
reading, and writing ChineseT; increases 
competence in vocabulary and grammatical 
knowledge. Introduces health care-related 
terminology, Christian texts in Chinese, Chinese 
idioms and English translations. Examination 
includes a simple speech in class and a short 
narrative written in Chinese. 
Prerequisite: CQIN 111; unless student can speak 
Chinese and write some Chinese characters. 
CHIN 205 Immersion Language and Culture 
Mrogram (4) 
Integrates program with a domestic or an 
international service project within a Chinese 
community. Applies classroom learning in real-
life situations. Student receives an educational 
WChina experienceW firsthand through eighty 
clock hours of lectures, discussion, and service 
learning. 
Prerequisite: CQIN 105X or CQIN 106X or CQIN 
305X SXmay be taken concurrentlyT. 
CHIN 20& Health Care-Ser@ice Learning in a 
Chinese ConteNt (2O 4) 
Focuses on an international service-learning 
project within a Chinese community. Classroom 
lectures applied to a health-exposition project. 
Student receives an in-depth China education 
experience through language and cultural 
immersion with practical learning while serving 
peopleHs needs. 
Prerequisite: CQIN 105X or CQIN 106 or CQIN 
111 or CQIN 305 SXmay be taken concurrentlyT. 
CHIN 305 Mandarin for Health Care Mrofessionals 
(2O 4) 
Focuses on the ability to listen, speak, read and 
write in a Chinese health care-related setting, 
such as medical and dental offices, clinics, 
hospitals, nursing homes, public health facilities, 
and childcare centers. Students study and role 
play common communication exchanges with 
patients, physicians, dentists, nurses, and 
paramedical personnel. 
Prerequisite: CQIN 105 or CQIN 106 or CQIN 
111; unless student demonstrates competence in 
Chinese language and knowledge commensurate 
with that gained as a result of completing the 
prerequisites. 
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CHIN 3'' Directed Study (2-4) 
&esearches Chinese medicine, therapeutics, 
culture, education, prose, poetry, music, drama, 
biblical texts, and religious literatureG influence of 
globaliIation, market dominance, 
entrepreneurshipG religious liberty in ChinaG or 
other topics in consultation with the instructor. 
Prerequisite: CHI" 105 or CHI" 111G or 
permission of instructor. 
CHIN 500 Chinese Language Structure and 
Translation into English (4) 
Descriptive analysis of morphology, syntax, and 
phonology of modern ChineseG and basic skills of 
translation into English using scriptural texts and 
contemporary writing. Conducted in English 
with liberal use of spoken and written Chinese. 
Prerequisite: (CHI" 105 or CHI" 106 or CHI" 
111), (CHI" 205 or CHI" 206). 
CHIN 5'' Directed Study (4) 
Xith consent of the instructor, student chooses a 
topic in the field of Chinese culture and/or 
language for focused research. 
Prerequisite: CHI" 105 or CHI" 106, CHI" 205 
or CHI" 206. 
CHILD LIFE SPECIALIST 
CHLS 504 Child Life Administration and Program 
Development (3) 
Introduces students to the history and 
development of the child life profession. Health 
care environment, administrative issues, 
program development, and outcome assessment 
process. Develops competencies and skills 
necessary to effectively administer a child life 
program. 
CHLS 506 Child Life SpecialistK Educational and 
Therapeutic Intervention (3) 
Teaches the developmental aspects of play 
therapy, in collaboration with the developmental 
stages of the child/teen and family in the context 
of a health care setting. Provides student with an 
experiential understanding of play therapy, 
recreation therapy, education, and practice. 
CHLS 507A Aspects of Illness and Disease (3) 
Teaches the child life student about the 
childhood disease process and describes the 
pathophysiology, symptoms, diagnostic testing, 
and treatment of disease. How disease affects the 
child and familyZs behavioral, social, and 
emotional development and coping strategies. 
CHLS 507B Aspects of Illness and Disease (3) 
Focuses on childhood disease process and 
describes the pathophysiology, symptoms, 
diagnostic testing, and treatment of disease. 
Discusses how disease affects the child and 
familyZs behavioral, social, and emotional 
development and coping strategies. 
Prerequisite: CHLS 507A. 
CHLS 508 Orief and Loss (3) 
Promotes understanding of various theories, and 
practices specific interventions that assist 
hospitaliIed children/teens or adult family 
members when they encounter issues of death, 
loss and/or grief. Students examine how these 
issues affect them personally and professionallyG 
and describe their own epistemology regarding 
death, loss and grief. Examines these issues from 
a family-systemZs perspective in a hospital 
setting. 
CHLS 604 Child Life Internship and Supervision I 
(3) 
Student works with children/teens and families 
in a hospital and/or related setting under the 
supervision of a certified child life specialist 
while accumulating the 480 hours required for 
the certificate. Gives special attention to legal, 
ethical, moral, educational, cultural, spiritual, 
and gender issues as these issues relate to work 
with children/teens and families. 
CHLS 605 Child Life Internship and Supervision II 
(3) 
Student works with children/teens and families 
in a hospital and/or related setting under the 
supervision of a certified child life specialist 
while accumulating the 480 hours required for 
the certificate. Gives special attention to legal, 
ethical, moral, educational, cultural, spiritual, 
and gender issues as these issues relate to work 
with children/teens and families. 
CHLS 606 Parenting Medically Fragile Children (3) 
Introduces students to parenting issues related to 
the medically fragile child. Provides knowledge 
of theories, techniques, skills, available 
community resources, and legal and ethical 
considerations that pertain to this specific group. 
CHLS 607 Child Life Professional (3) 
Prepares students for entering the professional 
field of child life by demonstrating clinical 
assessment, documentation, and skills related to 
child life practice. Includes application of ethical 
principles, as well as issues of professionalism. 
&equires a 100-hour practicum. 
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C"TOTECH'OLOG" 
CLSC 3-1 Introduction to 8adiographic Procedures I 
(2) 
Nature and description of radiologic procedures 
for the nonradiologic technologist. Applies 
principles and medical techniques to the 
radiographic setting. Surveys anatomy and 
instrumentation. Includes observation laboratory. 
CLSC 3-2 Introduction to 8adiographic Procedures 
II (2) 
Nature and description of radiologic procedures 
for the nonradiologic technologist. Applies 
principles and medical techniques to the 
radiographic setting. Surveys anatomy and 
instrumentation. Includes observation laboratory. 
CLSC 341 Female Genital Cytology (6) 
@istology and cytology of the female genital 
tract. Cytohormonal changes, nonneoplastic 
abnormalities, premalignant lesions, and rare 
malignancies. Lecture, demonstration, and 
microscopic examination. 
CLSC 351 8espiratory Cytology (1J 6) 
@istology and cytology of the respiratory tract. 
Lecture, demonstration, and microscopic 
examination. Research methods, with emphasis 
on experimental design and interpretation of 
results. 
CLSC 353 Krinary Tract and Prostate Cytology (3) 
@istology and cytology of the urinary tract and 
prostate. Lecture, demonstration, and 
microscopic examination. 
CLSC 357 Gastrointestinal Tract Cytology (2) 
@istology and cytology of the gastrointestinal 
tract. Lecture, demonstration, and microscopic 
examination. 
CLSC 361 Body Cavity and Miscellaneous 
Secretions Cytology (3J 5) 
@istology and cytology of fluids from body 
cavities and other sites. Research methods 
applicable to cytology, with emphasis on 
experimental design and interpretation of results. 
Lecture, demonstration, and microscopic 
examination. Course completed over two 
quarters. 
CLSC 363 Bone Biopsy Cytology (1) 
@istology and cytology of bone. Lecture, 
demonstration, and microscopic examination. 
CLSC 365 Breast Cytology (1) 
@istology and cytology of the breast. Lecture, 
demonstration, and microscopic examination. 
CLSC 367 Cytogenetics (1) 
Meiosis, mitosis, and karyotype preparation. 
Genetic disorders. Lecture, demonstration, and 
laboratory. 
CLSC 371 Cytopreparation Techniques (1J 2) 
Procedures on collection and fixation techniques 
from all organ sites. Techniques in assuming 
cumulation of follow-up data and laboratory 
quality control. Clinical and social aspects of 
AIDS. Lecture, demonstration, and laboratory. 
Course completed over two quarters. 
CLSC 373 Histotechnology Techniques (1) 
@istologic preparatory techniques, with 
emphasis on special stains. 
CLSC 4-4 General Histology (5) 
Microscopic study of fundamental tissues, cells, 
organs, and systems of the human body, with 
emphasis on laboratory and conference exercises. 
PrerequisiteL A@CM N0O, A@CM N0P. 
CLSC 4-5 Pathology (5) 
Advanced pathology, with emphasis on the 
cytologic changes of cells in disease. Reviews all 
organ systems, with correlation between tissue-
biopsy material and cytologic findings. 
PrerequisiteL PAT@ P0Q, PAT@ P06. 
CLSC 424 Hematology (3) 
Theory and background of routine and special 
laboratory procedures used in diagnosis and 
treatment of hematologic and other diseases. 
Evaluates and compares methodologies. 
Emphasizes bone marrow, body fluid, and 
peripheral blood-cell morphologyL 
hematopoiesis, maturation, kinetics. Atypical and 
abnormal cellular morphology, including 
leukemias, lymphomas, and anemias. Clinical 
and social aspects of AIDS. 
CLSC 431 Advanced Specialties (3) 
Principles and techniques of electron microscopy, 
including basic cell ultrastructure, 
immunohistochemistry, and molecular biology. 
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CLSC 432 Current Research Techni4ues (3) 
Introduces current research techniques and skills 
development. Techniques in 
immunocytochemistry, image and flow 
cytometry, and molecular pathology. 
CLSC 481 Supervised Cytology Research ProAect (2) 
&esearch proKect under the supervision of the 
program director. .ral presentation and paper. 
Course completed over two quarters. Students 
register for 2 units Spring Muarter and 2 units 
Nall Muarter, for a total of 4 units. 
CLSC 483 Supervised Hematology Research ProAect 
(2) 
Supervised research proKect under the direction 
of the hematopathologist. .ral presentation and 
paper. 
CLSC 491 Cytology Affiliation I (2, 4) 
Three two-week (41 hours/week) internships in 
the cytopathology laboratory. &otation through 
all phases of diagnostic service work and 
laboratory functions in cytology. Independent 
screening of routine gynecologic and 
nongynecologic specimens. 
CLSC 492 Cytology Affiliation II (6) 
Three two-week (41 hours/week) internships in 
the cytopathology laboratory. &otation through 
all phases of diagnostic service work and 
laboratory functions in cytology. Independent 
screening of routine gynecologic and 
nongynecologic specimens. 
CLIJICAL LAKLRATLRM SCIEJCE 
CLSM 1P5 Procedures in Phlebotomy (4) 
Training in venipuncture and skin puncture, 
medical terminology, laboratory safety, CP&, 
basic anatomy and physiology, specimen-
collection techniques, hazards/complications, 
quality-assurance methods, and medicolegal 
issues of phlebotomy. Clinical rotation arranged 
at Loma Linda !niversity Medical Center. CP& 
training and certificate arranged for students not 
already certified. 
CorequisiteX Current CP& certificate. 
CLSM 1P5L Procedures in Phlebotomy Laboratory 
(1) 
Clinical experience to accompany CLSM 115. 
Training in venipuncture and skin puncture, 
medical terminology, laboratory safety, CP&, 
basic anatomy and physiology, specimen-
collection techniques, hazards/complications, 
quality-assurance methods, and medicolegal 
issues of phlebotomy. Clinical rotation arranged 
at Loma Linda !niversity Medical Center. 
CLSM 3P3 Srine and Kody Tluid Analysis I (1) 
!rinalysis screening procedure and its 
application in the diagnosis of renal, systemic, 
and metabolic diseases. Analysis and 
morphology of body fluids. Lecture and 
laboratory. 
CLSM 3P7 Medical Parasitology (3) 
Medically important parasitesX life cycles, clinical 
features, infective diagnostic stages. 
Demonstrations, slide studies, and diagnostic 
procedures. Lecture and laboratory. 
CLSM 3P9 Vuantitative Analysis (Chemical) (4) 
Provides a rigorous background in chemical 
principles particularly important to analytical 
clinical chemistry. Develops an appreciation for 
the task of Kudging the accuracy and precision of 
experimental data and the application of 
statistical methods. Covers both fundamental 
and practical aspects of chemical analysis] 
neutralization titrations] acid-base titrations] 
spectrophotometric methods] and 
electrochemical and chromatographic 
methodologies. Lecture and laboratory. 
CLSM 321 Hematology I (4) 
Examines normal hematologic physiology, 
cellular development, and hemostasis in the 
human. Introduces pathophysiology, with 
emphasis on clinical and laboratory evaluation of 
hematologic status. Theory and background of 
laboratory procedures used in diagnosis and 
treatment of hematologic and other diseases. 
Stresses proficiency in evaluation of normal and 
abnormal cellular morphology. Lecture and 
laboratory. 
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CLSM 322 Hematology II (4) 
Theory and background of routine and special 
laboratory procedures used in diagnosis and 
treatment of hematologic and other diseases. 
Emphasizes peripheral blood-cell morphology, 
hematopoeses, maturation, and kinetics. 
Pathophysiology of hematologic disorders, 
including anemias and hematologic 
malignancies. Correlation of hemostasis testing 
with clinical hemostatic disorders. Lecture and 
laboratory. 
Prerequisite: CLSM G21. 
CLSM 324 Immunology I (4) 
Fundamentals of humoral- and cell-mediated 
immunity. Mediators of immune response and 
aspects of human immunopathology. Clinical 
and social aspects of HIVNAIDS. Immunologic 
laboratory tests as tools for patient care. Research 
methods applicable to immunology, with 
emphasis on experimental design and 
interpretation. Per week: lecture G hours, 
laboratory G hours. 
CLSM 327 Clinical and Pathogenic Microbiology I 
(5) 
Introduces microbiological concepts, leading to 
an in-depth study of the major groups of 
pathogenic bacteria and their relationship to 
human disease. Emphasizes clinical-laboratory 
identification methods and procedures. Lecture 
and laboratory. 
CLSM 328 Clinical and Pathogenic Microbiology II 
(5) 
Nature and control of microorganisms 
encountered in clinical material and various 
anatomical sites. Emphasizes antimicrobial 
agents, mycology, and virology, including 
hepatic viruses and HIVNAIDS. Lecture and 
laboratory. 
Prerequisite: CLSM G2*; or consent of instructor. 
CLSM 331 Biochemistry (5) 
Chemical structure and metabolism of 
carbohydrates, amino acids, lipids, and nucleic 
acids. Protein synthesis, functions, and analysis. 
Enzymes and their structure, function, kinetics, 
and regulation. Lecture and laboratory. 
CLSM 332 Clinical Chemistry I (4) 
Clinical chemistry procedures and their clinical 
significance in medicine, with focus on the 
following areas: fluids and electrolytes, acid-base 
balance, carbohydrates and diabetes mellitus, 
proteins, iron, hemoglobin, and porphyrins. 
Presents quality assurance, method evaluation, 
and establishment of reference ranges. Lecture 
and laboratory. 
Prerequisite: CLSM GG1; or consent of instructor. 
CLSM 333 Clinical Chemistry II (4) 
Clinical chemistry procedures and their clinical 
significance in medicine, with focus on the 
following areas: lipids, lipoproteins, 
cardiovascular disease, enzymes, liver function, 
the endocrine system; thyroid, parathyroid, 
adrenal cortex and catecholamines, and steroids; 
reproduction, pregnancy, and fetal well-being; 
therapeutic drug monitoring and toxicology. 
Lecture and laboratory. 
Prerequisite: CLSM GG2. 
CLSM 341 Immunohematology I (3) 
Fundamentals of antigen-antibody reactions. 
Studies major blood-group systems, 
compatibility testing, and antibody-identification 
techniques. Clinical analysis of hemolytic disease 
of the newborn. Lecture and laboratory. 
CLSM 342 Immunohematology II (3) 
Wlood collection, donor testing, component 
preparation, and quality management in the 
collection facility. Identification of multiple 
antibodies, typing discrepancies, hemotherapy, 
hazards of transfusion, and investigation of 
autoimmune hemolytic disease. Lecture and 
laboratory. 
Prerequisite: CLSM G41. 
CLSM 401 Immunology II (1) 
Correlates theory and clinical experience with 
and applies them to analytical techniques. 
Assesses and interprets data. Evaluates and 
compares methodologies. Directed study and 
review, including standard serological 
techniques, nephelometry, and electrophoresis. 
Prerequisite: CLSM G24. Corequisite: CLSM 4*2. 
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C"SM 411 Urine and /ody-Fluid Analysis II (1) 
Correlates theory and clinical experience with 
and applies them to analytical techniques. 
Assesses and interprets data. Evaluates and 
compares methodologies. Urinalysis screening 
procedures and applications in the diagnosis of 
renal, systemic, and metabolic diseases. 
Processing, analysis, and morphologic evaluation 
of body fluids. 
Prerequisite: CLSM 303. Corequisite: CLSM 471. 
C"SM 413 Diagnostic Micro@iology (1-5) 
Correlates theory and clinical experience with, 
and applies them to, analytical techniques. 
Assesses and interprets data. Evaluates and 
compares methodologies. Directed study and 
review of diagnostic bacteriology, mycology and 
virology. Emphasizes isolation and identification 
of pathogenic microorganisms. Includes 
susceptibility testing, instrumentation, and rapid 
identification methods. Course completed over 
two quarters. 
Prerequisite: CLSM 307, CLSM 3S7, CLSM 3S8. 
Corequisite: CLSM 47S. 
C"SM 414 Clinical Parasitology (1) 
Correlates theory and clinical experience with 
and applies them to analytical techniques. 
Assesses and interprets data. Evaluates and 
compares methodologies. Directed study and 
review of medical parasitology. Emphasizes 
testing for and identification of pathogenic 
parasites. Grade given after course is repeated 
with different content, for a total of S units. 
Prerequisite: CLSM 307. Corequisite: CLSM 471. 
C"SM 422 Dematology III (1-5) 
Correlates theory and clinical experience with 
and applies them to analytical techniques. 
Assesses and interprets data. Evaluates and 
compares methodologies. Directed study and 
review of hemostasis, cellular quantification and 
identification techniques, and clinical 
hematology. Includes white cell, red cell, platelet, 
and hemostatic disorders. Course completed over 
two quarters. 
Prerequisite: CLSM 3S1, CLSM 3SS. Corequisite: 
CLSM 471. 
C"SM 431 Immunoassay (2) 
Fundamentals and principles of radioisotopic 
and nonradioisotopic immunoassays. Methods 
discussed include fluorescence polarization, 
enzyme immunoassay, chemiluminescence, 
radioassay, and molecular diagnostic techniques. 
Clinical uses of the above methods discussed and 
applied to clinical laboratory science. 
Prerequisite: CLSM 33SV or consent of instructor. 
C"SM 434 Clinical Chemistry III (1-4) 
Correlates and applies theory and clinical 
experience with analytical techniques. Assesses 
and interprets data. Evaluates and compares 
methodologies. Directed study and review 
include: carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, 
enzymology, electrolytes, acid-base balance, 
endocrine system, and therapeutic drug 
monitoring. Course completed over two quarters. 
Prerequisite: CLSM 333. Corequisite: CLSM 473. 
C"SM 442 Immunohematology III (1G 2) 
Applies theory and techniques routinely used in 
transfusion medicine. Emphasizes correlation 
with clinical experience. Directed study and 
review include type and screen, antibody 
identification, investigation of hemolytic disease 
of the newborn, hemotherapy, and hazards of 
transfusion. Assesses and interprets data. 
.verview of donor facilities: donor criteria, 
records management, component preparation, 
blood storage, and infectious disease testing. 
Course completed over two quarters. 
Prerequisite: CLSM 341, CLSM 34S. Corequisite: 
CLSM 47S. 
C"SM 451 Clinical "a@oratory Management I (2) 
Introduces management theory, including: 
management styles, professional 
communications, business ethics, group theory, 
team building, process management, process 
control, and personnel. 
C"SM 452 Clinical "a@oratory Management II (2) 
Financial management, with emphasis on 
concepts, tools, and strategies underlying 
financial decision making. Topics include health 
care reimbursement systems, coding, billing, 
development of operating budgets, and financial 
reports. Concepts of financial negotiations, 
inventory management, and financial planning. 
Integrates and applies analytical techniques used 
in the service industries. 
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CLS$ 453 Clinical Laboratory $anagement III (2) 
Introduces theories of quality management, 
organization, strategic planning, and the 
decision-making process. Reviews and analyzes 
government agencies, legislation, and regulatory 
bodies that impact laboratory management. 
Compares quality systems-management 
philosophies. 
CLS$ 455 Special Procedures (1@3) 
Correlates and applies theory and clinical 
experience requiring assessment and 
interpretation of data. Evaluates and compares 
methodologies. Directed study and review 
include the following immunoassays: 
chemiluminescence, enzyme and radioisotopic 
assays, microparticle enzyme immunoassay, and 
fluorescence polarization and nephelometry. 
Also includes thin-layer and high-pressure liquid 
chromatography, electrophoresis, 
spectrophotometry, toxicology, amino acids 
assay, rapid-detection testing for bacteria and 
viruses, polymerase and ligase chain reactions, 
Hestern blot assays, serology, and current 
immunologic techniques. Course completed over 
two quarters. 
Irerequisite: CLSM 324, CLSM 333. Corequisite: 
CLSM 473. 
CLS$ 471 Clinical Practicum I (1@5) 
Thirteen weeks of supervised clinical laboratory 
experience in selected areas, including 
parasitology, hematology, urinalysis, and body 
fluids. Student performs tests routinely done in 
these areas of the clinical laboratory. Includes 
selected case studies as part of floor rounds. 
Irerequisite: Satisfactory completion of Clinical 
Laboratory Science Irogram Punior-year courses. 
CLS$ 472 Clinical Practicum II (1@5) 
Thirteen weeks of supervised clinical laboratory 
experience in selected areas, including: 
microbiology and immunohematology, with 
experience in transfusion services and in a blood-
collection facility. Student performs tests 
routinely done in these areas of the clinical 
laboratory. Emphasizes clinical-laboratory 
quality-control procedures and evaluation. 
Course completed over two quarters. 
Irerequisite: Satisfactory completion of Clinical 
Laboratory Science Irogram Punior-year courses. 
CLS$ 473 Clinical Practicum III (1@5) 
Thirteen weeks of supervised clinical laboratory 
experience in selected areas, including: chemistry 
and special procedures. Student performs tests 
routinely done in these areas of the clinical 
laboratory. Incorporates experience in 
administrative duties. Course completed over 
two quarters. 
Irerequisite: Satisfactory completion of Clinical 
Laboratory Science Irogram Punior-year courses. 
CLS$ 495 Laboratory Science (3) 
Clinical laboratory experience in an area selected 
for a proPect designed to develop a degree of 
specialized technical ability. 
CLS$ 496 Clinical Laboratory Science Seminar I (1) 
Introduces an assigned capstone proPect designed 
to incorporate skills developed and knowledge 
obtained in the Clinical Laboratory Science 
Irogram Punior year. IroPect must be of current 
interest to the laboratory field. Topics related to 
the proPect include literature-search methods, 
research methods, presentation skills, team 
building, assessment of impact on clinical 
outcomes, and analysis and implementation of 
clinical applications. 
Irerequisite: Satisfactory completion of Clinical 
Laboratory Science Irogram Punior-year courses, 
or consent of instructor. 
CLS$ 497 Clinical Laboratory Science Seminar II 
(1) 
Continues assigned capstone proPect. Iresents 
relevant contemporary topics. 
Irerequisite: CLSM 496; or consent of instructor. 
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CLSM 498 Clinical La.oratory Science Seminar III 
(2) 
Students apply educational methodologies and 
objective writing to the capstone presentation, 
incorporating skills developed and knowledge 
obtained during the Clinical -aboratory Science 
Program junior and senior years. Project-related 
topics include presentation skills, assessment of 
impact on clinical outcomes, and analysis and 
implementation of clinical applications. Requires 
regular meetings with faculty advisors to 
formulate plans and provide status reports on the 
progress of the capstone project, as well as 
additional time outside regular class periods. 
Culminates with submission and presentation of 
the assigned capstone project to faculty and 
administration. 
Prerequisite: C-SM 496, C-SM 490; or consent of 
instructor. 
CLSM 499 Clinical La.oratory Science Independent 
Study (1-5) 
Project or paper to be submitted on a topic of 
current interest in an area related to medical 
technology. Regular meetings provide student 
with guidance and evaluation. Elected on the 
basis of need or interest. 
CELL AND MOLECULAR FIOLOGH 
CMFL 501 Steady-State Cell (3-8) 
The generalized cell; its structural and functional 
integrity in a thermodynamically hostile 
environment. Viochemical concepts of the flow of 
biological information and of free energy. 
Emphasizes the interplay of information and 
energy, the integrating role of 
compartmentalization, and regulation of 
metabolic pathways. Fall Quarter. 
CMFL 502 The Cell in Transition (8) 
Surveys prokaryotic and eukaryotic molecular 
biology. Topics include genome structure and 
organization, recombination and repair, 
transcription and translation, control of gene 
expression, posttranslational modification of 
proteins, protein folding and degradation, gene 
transfer and mobile genetic elements, control of 
development, methods and applications of 
genetic engineering, and bioinformatics. Winter 
Quarter. 
Prerequisite: CMV- 501. 
CMFL 503 The Differentiated Cell (10) 
Viological membranes and cell fibrillar systems 
as a basis for studying specialized structures and 
functions of selected differentiated cell types. The 
role of cell-cell interactions in specialized tasks. 
Emphasizes underlying molecular mechanisms 
of specialized cell function. Spring Quarter. 
CMFL 511 Clinical Correlates (1) 
A three-quarter companion sequence to CMV- 
501, 502, 50] that utilizes the topics of cell 
functions presented in the major sequence as a 
basis for discussion of clinical problems arising 
from abnormalities in those functions. Fall, 
Winter, Spring quarters. 
CMFL 512 Clinical Correlates (1) 
A three-quarter companion sequence to CMV- 
501, 502, 50] that utilizes the topics of cell 
functions presented in the major sequence as a 
basis for discussion of clinical problems arising 
from abnormalities in those functions. Fall, 
Winter, Spring quarters. 
CMFL 513 Clinical Correlates (1) 
A three-quarter companion sequence to CMV- 
501, 502, 50] that utilizes the topics of cell 
functions presented in the major sequence as a 
basis for discussion of clinical problems arising 
from abnormalities in those functions. Fall, 
Winter, Spring quarters. 
CMFL 537 Introduction to Puman Genetics (1) 
Introduces medical genetics, human 
chromosomal abnormalities, Mendelian 
inheritance, multifactorial inheritance, prenatal 
diagnosis, newborn screening, and genetic 
counseling. Spring Quarter. 
CMFL 541 Cellular Structural Elements (3-4) 
Comprehensively describes biological 
membranes and cytoskeletal fibrillar systems that 
will form a basis for elucidating the functions of 
specialized cells. Spring Quarter. 
CMFL 542 Signal Transduction and Regulation (2-3) 
Describes signal transduction pathways and 
other cellular regulatory mechanisms that form 
the basis of receptor-response phenomena. 
Spring Quarter. 
CMFL 543 Immunology (4) 
Discusses the role of cell-cell interactions and the 
mechanism for cellular specialization 
emphasizing the immune system. Spring 
Quarter. 
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CMBL 544 Cell and Molecular Neurobiology (3) 
A comprehensive, introductory, lecture-based 
course that introduces introduce basic biomedical 
science graduate students to the cellular and 
molecular concepts that underlie most forms of 
neurobiological phenomena. Selected topics 
include the molecular and cellular components of 
neuronal excitation and transmission, neuronal 
development, differentiation and aging, axonal 
injury and nerve regeneration, and specific cases 
of nervous system pathology. 
PrerequisiteD (CFGL I41K, CFGL I42K) or CFGL 
I0,K (Kmay be taken concurrently). Cross-listingD 
PPSL I44. 
COMM:NICATION SCIENCES AND 
DISORDERS 
CMSD 216 Deaf Bicultural-Bilingual Development 
(2) 
Issues important to speech, language, and 
literacy development. Clinicianship that is 
sensitive to deaf culture. Fay not be taught every 
year. 
CMSD 217 Beginning Sign Language (3) 
Focuses on learning American Sign Language 
(ASL) for conversational purposes. Finger 
spelling, a sign vocabulary of approximately I00 
words, and acquisition of the basic grammatical 
rules of ASL. ASL contrasted with the various 
sign systems currently being used in educational 
settings in this country. 
CMSD 267 Speech-Language Pathology Assistant 
FieldworQ (2) 
Guided observation of clinical management of 
individuals with communication disorders. 
Supervised clinical experience in assisting the 
speech-language pathologist in a school and 
hospital setting. Course may not be taught every 
year. 
CMSD 276 Communication across the Lifespan (4) 
Overview of language development and normal 
changes over the lifespan. Development of 
language from infancy to adolescence, and the 
effects of aging on communication. Includes 
study of hearing. 
CMSD 284 Introduction to Speech-Language 
Pathology and Audiology (3) 
Fajor types of disorders. Etiology and treatment. 
Survey course for students majoring in speech-
language pathology and audiology, prospective 
teachers, and others who may encounter speech-
language or hearing disorders in their 
professions. 
CMSD 304 Hearing Science (4) 
Introduces basic theories and laboratory exercises 
in acoustics, psychoacoustics, and physiological 
acoustics. 
CMSD 314 Language Analysis for Speech-Language 
Pathology (4) 
Introduces techniques of linguistic analyses used 
in the study of phonology, morphology, syntax, 
and semantics. 
CMSD 317 Acoustic and Physiological Phonetics (2) 
Acoustic and physiological correlates of speech-
sound production. 
CMSD 318 Transcription Phonetics (3) 
Student develops transcription skills using the 
International Phonetic Alphabet. 
CMSD 324 Language Disorders of Children (4) 
Impairments of language development in 
children. Formal and informal assessment of 
children. Program planning and remediation 
procedures. 
PrerequisiteD SPPA 2*6. 
CMSD 334 Phonological and Articulation Disorders 
(4) 
Definition, classification, etiology, diagnosis, and 
treatment of phonologicalYarticulation disorders. 
PrerequisiteD SPPA ,1Z. 
CMSD 375 Assistive Technology (2) 
Introduces the development and use of assistive 
technology. Uses assistive technology for 
individuals in need of augmentative or 
alternative means of communication. 
CMSD 376 Anatomy of Speech-Hearing Mechanism 
(4) 
Anatomy and physiology of auditory-vocal 
communicative process. 
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C"S$ 377 (iling-alism and (ic-lt-ralism I (2) 
%xplores theories and issues of bilingualism and 
biculturalism, introducing the literature that 
gives insights into the experiences and 
achievements of minority college students and 
young adults. .pportunities given to examine 
studentJs own identity and competence when 
faced with another culture or language. Critiques 
the efficacy of various bilingual/dual language-
education practices, based on psycholinguistic 
models. 
C"S$ 929 Ad-lt ;ang-age Pathology (9) 
Impairment of language and speech related to 
organic neuropathology. 
C"S$ 926 (ehavior "anagement ACClications 
Dith SCecial PoC-lations (2) 
Addresses the principles of behavior 
modification and discrete-trials training as they 
apply to persons with autism, developmental 
delays, congenital syndromes, and attention 
deficit hyperactivity disorders. 
C"S$ 939 $isorders of Fl-ency (2) 
Characteristics, theories of etiology, and 
principles of management of stuttering and other 
fluency disorders. 
C"S$ 93G Hoice $isorders (2) 
Definition, classification, etiology, diagnosis, and 
treatment of voice disorders. Pitch, intensity, 
quality, and resonance. 
C"S$ 999 Organic SCeech $isorders (9) 
Introduces the classification, cause, 
manifestations, assessment, and treatment of 
craniofacial disorders/cleft palate, tongue thrust, 
dysarthria, apraxia of speech, and dysphagia. 
C"S$ 99G TechniK-es for ES; and Accent 
"odification (2) 
Principles and procedures for teaching %nglish as 
a second language Q%SLR and accent modification 
to bilingual speakers of %nglish. 
C"S$ 9G9 Mearing Problems and (asic A-diometry 
(9) 
Anatomy and physiology of the auditory 
mechanism. "ature of the acoustic stimulus, 
disorders of the ear, problems of the hard-of-
hearing. Pure-tone audiometry. Applicable 
toward California audiometric certification. 
C"S$ 967 SCeechO;ang-age Pathology and 
A-diology Practic-m (1O9) 
Supervised practice in diagnosis and therapy. 
C"S$ 977 (iling-alism and (ic-lt-ralism II (2) 
Addresses the clinical competencies and cultural 
sensitivity needed in dealing with bicultural and 
bilingual clients. Discusses the impact of such 
knowledge on assessment and intervention. 
C"S$ 98G Clinical "ethods in SCeechO;ang-age 
Pathology (9) 
Principles and procedures of speech-language 
therapy within and across disorders. Methods of 
determining treatment effectiveness. Regulations 
governing public school services. 
C"S$ 986 $iagnostic "ethods in SCeechO;ang-age 
Pathology (9) 
Purposes for assessment. Procedures employed 
in describing and diagnosing speech-language 
impairments. 
C"S$ 9R6 WorTshoCs in SCeechO;ang-age 
Pathology and A-diology (1O9) 
May be repeated with new content for additional 
credit. 
C"S$ 9RR SCeechO;ang-age Pathology and 
A-diology IndeCendent St-dy (1O2) 
Student submits a project or paper on a topic of 
current interest in an area related to speech-
language pathology and audiology. Regular 
meetings to provide the student with guidance 
and evaluation. %lected on the basis of need or 
interest. 
C"S$ G11 Urad-ate Portfolio I (1) 
The first in a series of two courses that provides 
students with a format for demonstrating their 
acquisition of the knowledge and skills that 
prepare them for entry into the profession. 
Students learn the requirements for professional 
accreditation and certification, and of licensing 
entitiesV and develop a professional portfolio. 
C"S$ G12 Urad-ate Portfolio II (1) 
The second in a series of two courses that teaches 
students the requirements for professional 
accreditation and certification, and of licensing 
entitiesV and that helps them continue to develop 
an organized means of demonstrating the 
knowledge and skills acquired during their 
graduate program. Requires development of a 
professional portfolio. 
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CMSD 523 Seminar in Early Childhood Language 
Disorders (3) 
Addresses the principles and procedures in 
assessment and interventions of language 
disorders in children. Emphasizes early-language 
learners ?birth to A yearsB. 
CMSD 525 Seminar in School-Aged Child Language 
Disorders (3) 
Addresses the principles and procedures of 
assessment and intervention of preschool, 
primary, and adolescent school-age children with 
language disorders. Emphasizes school-age 
learning in the areas of semantics, syntax, 
pragmatics, narrative, and phonological 
awareness. 
CMSD 535 Voice Disorders (3) 
Discusses diagnosis and intervention techniques 
used with children and adults displaying a 
variety of voice disorders. Includes 
demonstration and operation of instrumentation 
used for physiological and acoustic analysis of 
abnormal voice production. 
CMSD 545 Issues in School Speech-Language 
Pathology (3) 
Addresses issues confronted by school speech-
language pathologists, including PL 9L-+L2, 
IDEA, NCLO, planning for and conducting IEPs, 
scheduling and caseload management, 
evaluating and assessing students from diverse 
backgrounds, due process, and advocating for 
students. 
CMSD 554 SDalloDing Disorders (3) 
Lecture and discussion of the speech-language 
pathologist's role in the diagnosis and treatment 
of swallowing disorders in children and adults. 
Addresses ethical and cultural issues. 
Emphasizes analysis of current literature and 
clinical applications. Selected laboratory 
experiences. 
CMSD 564 Auditory RehaGilitation and Hearing 
Aids (3) 
Studies the mechanisms for achieving hearing 
rehabilitation—including amplification, speech 
reading, auditory training, hearing-aid 
orientation, and speech conservation. Considers 
hearing-aid function and philosophies of 
rehabilitation for the hearing impaired ?e.g., 
auditory, aural, manual, and total 
communicationB. 
CMSD 567 Clinical Practice in Speech-Language 
Pathology and Audiology, Advanced (1) 
Supervised practice in diagnosis and therapy. 
CMSD 575 Instrumentation in Speech and Hearing 
(1) 
Lecture, discussion, and laboratory experience in 
the areas of speech acoustics, speech production 
and perception, psychoacoustics, and speech and 
hearing physiology. 
CMSD 576 Instrumentation II (1) 
Guides students through practical application of 
theoretical information acquired in CMSD ,*, 
regarding speech instrumentation. Individually 
paced, with guided assistance, so that student 
can complete competency on selected speech 
instrumentation. 
CMSD 585 Seminar in Professional Aspects of 
Speech-Language Pathology (3) 
Emphasizes ethical, business, and legislative 
considerations in speech-language pathology. 
Students develop a professional resume and 
practice interviewing. Covers professional issues 
such as advocacy, clinical supervision, and 
diversity. 
CMSD 587 Counseling in Communication 
Disorders (3) 
Explores the counseling role of the speech-
language pathologist and identifies clinician 
responsibilities in working with individuals of 
different cultures, ethnicity, gender, age, and 
belief systems. 
CMSD 588 Directed Teaching in Speech-Language 
Pathology (8) 
Supervised therapy on the elementary andVor 
secondary level andVor in a classroom for the 
severely language-handicapped child. 
CMSD 597 EQternship in Speech-Language 
Pathology (8) 
Supervised clinical practice in a medical center, 
rehabilitation facility, or skilled-nursing facility. 
CMSD 598 Research Methods and Professional 
Literature in Speech-Language Pathology (3) 
Lecture and discussion that facilitates the 
student's ability to read and interpret 
professional literature, develop research ideas, 
and develop professional writing skills. 
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CMSD 679 Seminar/ Motor Speech 
Disorders7Augmentative Communication (=) 
CMSD 682 Seminar/ Traumatic Brain InDury (=) 
Explores pathophysiology, diagnosis, and 
rehabilitation of cognitive communication 
disorders in children and adults with traumatic 
closed-head injuries. -ecture and discussion 
format emphasizes reading current professional 
literature and developing skills in formal and 
informal assessment and functional treatment. 
CMSD 684 Seminar/ Adult Language Disorders (=) 
CMSD 685 Seminar/ Stuttering (=) 
CMSD 687 Seminar/ Jpen Seminar (1L=) 
CMSD 687A Seminar/ Jpen Seminar (1) 
CMSD 687B Seminar/ Jpen Seminar (1) 
CMSD 688 Seminar/ Articulation (=) 
CMSD 697 Research (1L4) 
CMSD 698 Thesis (1L6) 
CMSD 699 Directed Study (1L=) 
Independent study on a research project selected 
in consultation with the advisor. Oor advanced 
students. May be repeated once. StudentQs 
transcript will show specific area of study, for 
example: SPPA 699 Directed Study: Adult 
-anguage Disorders. 
CJMMNNICATIJN 
CJMM 178 Jral Communication I (2) 
Enhances oral communication skills by 
improving word-recognition skills and fluency of 
language usage. Includes a study of phonetics, 
using linguistic patterning with all five senses 
working simultaneously to create a deep 
neurological impression. 
CJMM 278 Jral Communication II/ Public 
SpeaRing (2) 
Develops and reinforces studentsQ skills in oral 
communication. Oocuses on sequential, logical 
thinking as an integral part of developing specific 
techniques for delivering dynamic, effective, and 
engaging oral presentations. 
CJMPJSITIJN 
CJMP 088 Basic English Composition (2) 
Ooundational principles of composition, rules of 
usage, matters of form, and considerations of 
style. 
CJMP 099 English As an Additional Language (2) 
Oocuses on active listening and writing skills, 
with an introduction to the fundamental 
structure and vocabulary of the English 
language. 
CJMP =75 Professional Vriting in Health Care (2X =) 
Techniques for specialized writing, with 
attention to format and content, proofreading 
and editing, references and footnotes. Equips 
students to write publishable papers in their 
professional fields. Additional project required 
for third unit. 
CJNNSELINY 
CJNN 501 Research Tools and Methodology/ 
Zuantitative (=) 
Current social research methods; practice in the 
use of techniques. Considers the philosophy of 
the scientific method, and familiarizes with 
counseling test instruments. 
Prerequisite: An introductory course in statistics 
as an undergraduate research methods course. 
Cross-listing: MOAM XY1. 
CJNN 502 Research Tools and Methodology/ 
Zualitative (=) 
Zualitative methodology. Prepares students to 
undertake research projects using the intensive 
interview method of qualitative research. 
Explores practical and epistemological issues and 
problems in qualitative research explored in a 
workshop format. 
Cross-listing: MOAM XY[. 
CJNN 514 CrossLcultural Counseling and [amily 
\alues (2) 
Structure and function, changing patterns, future 
in urban society. Relationship of changes in 
society to widespread family problems. Student 
becomes familiar with a wide range of social and 
ethnic backgrounds\including but not limited to 
people of color, Asians, Native Americans, and 
Hispanics. 
Cross-listing: OMST X1^. 
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C"#N 515 Crisis+Intervention Counseling (3) 
Experiential course in which theory, techniques, 
and practices of crisis intervention are presented, 
with special attention to development of the basic 
communication skills of counseling. Areas 
included that are intended to contribute to the 
development of a professional attitude and 
identity are: confidentiality, interprofessional 
cooperation, professional socialization, and 
organization. Therapeutic tapes also presented 
covering topics such as death and dying, incest, 
spousal abuse, and rape. Laboratory required. 
Cross-listing: MFAM 515. 
C"#N 545 Gender Perspectives (2) 
Explores the identities, roles, and relationships of 
women and men in light of social, cultural, and 
historical perspectives. Implications for family 
therapists, educators, and other professionals 
explored. 
Cross-listing: MFAM 5J5. 
C"#N 547 Social Ecology of Individual and Eamily 
Development (3) 
Studies human individual development and its 
relationship to the family life cycle from birth 
through aging and death of family members. 
Discusses biological, psychological, educational, 
social, and spiritual development in the context 
of family, education, and career dynamics 
involving traditional two-parent families, 
alternative partnerships, single parents, blended 
families, and intergenerational communities. 
Cross-listing: MFAM 5J7. 
C"#N 556 Psychopathology and Diagnostic 
Procedures (3) 
Explores the history and development of 
psychopathology and how it relates to current 
clinical practice in general and marriage and 
family therapy in particular. Addresses 
classifications such as ADD/ADHD that affect 
school achievement and educational placement. 
Utilizes the multiaxial classifications of the DSM-
IV as a practical basis for diagnostics. 
Prerequisite: A course in abnormal psychology. 
Cross-listing: MFAM 55R. 
C"#N 568 GroupsK Process and Practice (3) 
Surveys major theoretical approaches, including 
individual theories, marital groups, network, and 
family therapy groups. Group laboratory 
experience provided in which students apply 
theory to practice and develop group-leadership 
skills. 
Cross-listing: MFAM 5R8. 
C"#N 574 Psychological Eoundations of Education 
(4) 
Explores educational psychology through 
application of development and learning theories 
to instruction, achievement motivation, self-
esteem, classroom management, supportive and 
disruptive processes on school sites, campus 
standards, disciplinary practices, legal/ethical 
issues. Requires research of effective educational 
practices and related foundations. Additional 
research for graduate credit. 
Prerequisite: General psychology. 
C"#N 575 Counseling Theory and Applications (3) 
Counseling theories and applications necessary 
for work as counselors, therapists, and other 
mental health professionals. Historical overview 
of all theories from psychoanalytic, Adlerian, 
existential, person-centered, Gestalt, behavior, 
cognitive behavior, reality, feminist, postmodern 
(solution-focused and narrative), family systems, 
and integrative perspectives. Meaningful 
integration of ethics, theory, and experience on 
personal and case-study levels. 
C"#N 576 ENceptional and Medically Challenged 
Children (3) 
Studies the determinants, characteristics, 
problems, and adjustments of individuals who 
deviate markedly from the norm in their mental, 
physical, emotional, or social aptitudes, traits, 
and tendencies. Emphasizes education and career 
planning. 
C"#N 577 Assessment in Counseling (3) 
Develops competencies and understandings for 
selecting, administering, and interpreting the 
major types of standardized tests and inventories 
used in psychology and education. Theoretical 
principles and issues presented with hands-on 
applications. Practicum required. 
Cross-listing: PSYC J0J, with additional 
requirements in research and clinical applications 
with schools and families. 
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CO#N 578 College and Career Counseling (3) 
Examines vocational and career-choice theories, 
trends, and related educational programming, 
including introduction to interest, attitude, and 
ability evaluation used for career counseling. 
Includes administration, scoring, and 
interpretation as part of hands-on application in 
schools and clinic settings. 
CO#N 584 Ad9anced Child and Adolescent 
De9elop?ent (2A 3) 
Advanced study of child and adolescent 
development using topical instructional format. 
Explores relationship of development to family 
attachments, self-esteem, school achievement, 
and social competence. Explores counseling 
interventions related to development of support 
for relational and educational success. 
Cross-listingK MFAM N2O. 
CO#N 614 DaE and Ethics (3) 
Laws pertaining to the family and related 
systemsK child welfare and education, separation, 
divorce, and financial aspects of family 
maintenance. Case management, referral 
procedures, professional and client interaction, 
ethical practices QAAMFTR, ethical relations with 
other professions, legal responsibilities, liabilities, 
and confidentiality. Current legal patterns and 
trends in the mental health profession. Explores 
the practitioner's sense of self and human values 
and his/her professional behavior and ethics. 
Cross-listingK MFAM U1O. 
CO#N 624 Indi9idual and Syste?s Assess?ent (3) 
Applies psychological testing methods in the 
diagnostic assessment of individual, family, and 
group behavioral dynamics as encountered in 
marriage and family counseling and related 
experience. Observations and/or laboratory 
experience. 
Cross-listingK MFAM UVO. 
CO#N 638 Fa?ily Therapy and Che?ical ALuse (3) 
Current theories and treatment of chemical 
dependencies. Emphasizes family therapy, 
assessment techniques, understanding of how 
chemicals affect the mental and biological 
systems, issues of dual diagnosis. 
Cross-listingK MFAM UY2. 
CO#N 644 Child ALuse and Fa?ily Miolence (3) 
Definition and incidence of physical and 
emotional abuse, neglect, sexual molestation, 
dynamics of family violence[ offender and 
nonoffender characteristics. Treatment of 
children, adolescents, the family, and adults 
abused as children. Treatment modalities, 
including individual, group, and family therapy. 
Ethical and legal issues, referral sources, 
multidisciplinary approach to child abuse, 
assessment, interview techniques, and 
confidentiality. Minimum of thirty contact hours. 
Cross-listingK MFAM UOO. 
CO#N 674 Hu?an SeOual Peha9ior (3) 
Sexuality in contemporary society from the 
sociopsychological viewpoint. Anatomy and 
physiology of human sexualityK reproduction, 
normal and abnormal sexual response, 
psychosexual development, human fertility, 
human sexual dysfunction. Integration of 
systems theory. A minimum of thirty contact 
hours. 
Cross-listingK MFAM U7O. 
CO#N 678 Consultation and Deadership (3) 
Studies school organization and relationships to 
other systems and consultants in education, 
career, and mental health. Emphasizes human 
relations, leadership development, 
professionalism, legal/ethical mandates, team 
building, and advocacy for school counselors. 
CO#N 679 School CounselingR History and Practice 
(3) 
Integrates knowledge and skills essential for 
development, implementation, coordination, and 
supervision of counseling programs within 
educational institutions]with emphasis on the 
role and function of school counselors in 
preschool, elementary, middle, and secondary 
grades. Applications made to state graduation 
requirements, case management, school law, 
community, consultation, and professional ethics. 
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C"#N 68( )ield E/perience in Counseling (3:9) 
Student demonstrates knowledge and skills 
within supervised field experience in schools and 
other agencies. Competencies include areas of 
educational assessment, personal and social 
counseling, academic and career counseling, 
program development, program coordination 
and supervision, consultation, legal aspects, and 
professional ethics. State pupil personnel services 
(PPS) requires a minimum of C00 clock hours—
which must include two educational levels, 
public school activity, and involvement with 
students from diverse cultural-ethnic-language 
backgrounds 
Prerequisite: Department approval at least six 
weeks prior to placement; and state clearances 
for health, character, and competence in basic 
skills. 
C"#N 681 Counseling Seminar (1) 
Includes group supervision and mentoring of 
students registered for counseling field 
experience. Develops counselor identity through 
readings, case presentation, discussion of field 
placements, counseling-program evaluation, and 
group process. Reviews California standards for 
the pupil personnel services credential (PPS) in 
school counseling and standards for U.S. 
licensure (excluding California) for professional 
counselors. Student progress monitored toward 
completion of required counseling hours. Student 
applies for membership in professional 
organization(s). Puarterly registration for this 
course required of all students enrolled in COUN 
C80 Tield Experience in Counseling until graded 
out of field experience. Minimum registration of 
five quarters required for M.S. degree students in 
counseling. Minimum registration of two 
quarters required for school counseling certificate 
students. 
CRIMINDL F#STICE 
CRMF 515 Crime and Society (3) 
Discusses crime as a social problem and surveys 
its criminal justice responses. Provides an 
overview of criminological theory by placing 
crime in its cultural, social, political, and 
historical context. Describes the criminal justice 
system from an institutional perspective; and 
examines the intersecting roles of the police, 
forensic science agencies, the courts, and 
corrections as they aim to promote justice in the 
context of the social good. 
CRMF 517 Criminal Procedure and Rules of 
ENidence (3) 
Studies criminal procedures as they are guided 
by the U.S. Constitution. Tocuses on 4th-, 5th-, 
Cth-, and 14th-Amendment rights with regard to 
searches and seizures, confessions, due process, 
jury trials, assistance of counsel, and equal 
protection under the law. Discusses the 
introduction of scientific evidence in criminal 
trials as the point of intersection between science 
and law. Pretrial discovery rules, access to expert 
witnesses and testing, as well as federal and state 
rules of admissibility examined as they shape the 
content and process of evidence presentation in 
the courts by expert witnesses. 
CRMF 518 Legal Discourse (2) 
Overviews the different specialties in forensic 
science. Discusses different kinds of evidence in 
terms of evidence processing; methods of testing, 
analyzing, and recording laboratory results; 
interpreting results as criminal evidence. 
CRMF 519 Moot Court (2) 
Provides an opportunity for students to practice 
testifying as expert witnesses in a simulated trial 
setting. 
CRMF 52( RestoratiNe Fustice (3) 
Provides a new perspective on the purpose and 
role of the criminal justice system by examining 
how restorative justice attempts to forge new 
relationships between offenders and the people 
and communities they have victimized. 
CRMF 574 Criminological Theory (4) 
Provides students with a detailed examination of 
the best-known and most influential theories of 
crime causation. Examines and evaluates selected 
theories from sociological, psychological, and 
behavioral perspectives. 
CRMF 588 Topics in )orensic Science (2) 
Addresses current interests in specific areas of 
forensic science, offered at the discretion of the 
Department of Social [ork and Social Ecology. 
Topics may include quality assurance, forensic 
chemistry and controlled substances, forensic 
biology, forensic toxicology, questioned 
documents, and others. Sections consist of 
lectures but may also include laboratory 
experience under the guidance of criminalists. 
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C"#$ 599 Directed Study2Special Pro8ect (1-4) 
Limited to matriculating masterAs degree in 
criminal justice students who wish to pursue 
independent investigations in criminal justice 
practice or policy under the direction of a 
department faculty member. 
C"#$ 620 Aorensic #ental Health (3) 
Overviews the specialized mental health and 
substance-abuse disorders treatment for persons 
incarcerated in jails, prisons, or special forensic 
psychiatric hospitals. Reviews effective treatment 
methods in forensic institutions and examines the 
current criminal justice systemAs handling of 
persons with mental illness and substance-abuse 
disorders. 
C"#$ 630 Criminal $ustice Planning and 
Administration (3) 
Examines the structure, function, and effective 
operation of criminal justice agencies and 
organizations—including law enforcement, the 
courts, and corrections—within the overall 
context of the criminal justice system. 
C"#$ 640 Aorensic Jvidence (3) 
Overviews specialties in forensic science. 
Discusses different kinds of evidence in terms of 
evidence processing; methods of testing, 
analyzing, and recording laboratory results; 
interpreting the results as criminal evidence. 
C"#$ 697 "esearch (2) 
Supports students who choose to complete the 
thesis option. Provides research matriculation in 
the collection and analysis of data for the thesis. 
Students required to register for two quarters, or 
a total of 4 units. 
C"#$ 698 Thesis (2) 
The culminating work of the studentAs 
independent research, under the direction of the 
research advisor. Registration during the quarter 
in which student defends research and submits 
final document to the department and School of 
Science and Technology. 
C"#$ 757A Professional Practicum and Seminar (3) 
Experiential learning in criminal justice. Students 
must satisfactorily complete 160 practicum hours 
and 20 hours of concurrent seminar. 
C"#$ 757B Professional Practicum and Seminar (3) 
Experiential learning in criminal justice. Students 
must satisfactorily complete 160 practicum hours 
and 20 hours of concurrent seminar. 
C"#$ 757C Professional Practicum and Seminar (3) 
Experiential learning in criminal justice. Students 
must satisfactorily complete 160 practicum hours 
and 20 hours of concurrent seminar. 
C"#$ 787 Advanced Professional Practicum and 
Seminar (4) 
Experiential learning in advanced criminal justice 
practice. Students must satisfactorily complete 
200 practicum hours and 20 hours of concurrent 
seminar. 
CLINICAL STCIAL WT"V 
CSWV 652 Social Problems Xithin "acial and 
Jthnic #inority Populations (2) 
Overviews the most significant social problems 
affecting racial and ethnic minority populations. 
Xocuses initially on examining the interactive 
nature of environmental stresses and successful 
functioning. Xurther emphasizes the unique 
practice role of social work in structuring 
interventions and culturally appropriate 
treatment approaches. 
CSWV 666 WomenYs Clinical Issues and Treatment 
(2) 
Presents students with the major psychosocial 
considerations and modalities applicable for 
working with women in clinical settings. 
Addresses racial, ethnic, and sociopolitical-
economic issues. 
CSWV 668 #enYs Clinical Interventions and 
Treatment (2) 
Xocuses on psychosocial issues faced by men that 
have implications for clinical interventions. /ives 
attention to appreciating the influence of life 
stage, role definitions, race, ethnicity, and gender 
orientation. Xocuses on the psychosocial, 
emotional, economic, and familial impact of 
health-status change (including chronic illness, 
disability, and AIDS). 
CSWV 669 Child and Adolescent Clinical Issues and 
Treatment (2) 
Explores the use of creative and expressive 
techniques as alternatives to traditional 
assessment and intervention methods used with 
children and adolescents in medical, mental 
health, and other community-intervention 
settings. Students gain knowledge and skill in the 
use of play therapy, art therapy, programmed 
writing, and other expressive intervention 
techniques. 
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CS#$ 671 Research Orientation I (2) 
First quarter of a three-quarter sequence that 
introduces doctoral students to the research 
process, with an emphasis on research-problem 
identification and formulation. Students continue 
their orientation with the study of theoretical 
models and conceptual frameworks. Students 
complete a series of required readings on the 
epistemology of theory construction in the social 
sciences, and prepare a conceptual framework or 
theoretical model. 
CS#$ 672 Research Orientation II (2) 
Second quarter of a three-quarter sequence that 
introduces doctoral students to the research 
process, with an emphasis on research-problem 
identification and formulation. Students continue 
their orientation with the study of theoretical 
models and conceptual frameworks. Students 
complete a series of required readings on the 
epistemology of theory construction in the social 
sciences, and prepare a conceptual framework or 
theoretical model. 
CS#$ 673 Research Orientation III (2) 
Third quarter of a three-quarter sequence that 
introduces doctoral students to the research 
process, with an emphasis on research-problem 
identification and formulation. Students focus on 
writing competence and presentation of a theory 
paper to seminar participants and doctoral 
program faculty. Paper includes a review of 
literature, a theoretical framework, and a clearly 
described research problem. Satisfactory 
completion of this paper meets the theory-paper 
requirement of the comprehensive examination. 
Prerequisite: CSWK 681, CSWK 672. 
CS#$ 676 Advanced Clinical Theory I: 
Psychoanalytic and Attachment (3) 
The first course of a two-part sequence that 
differentially examines a number of interrelated 
psychodynamic theories as they apply to clinical 
practice. Considers differing views of the 
therapeutic process with clients from a wide 
range of diagnostic categories. Illuminates 
theoretical perspectives from classic and 
contemporary case material. Introduces content 
that deals with the effects of trauma on 
psychosocial development, as well as issues of 
race and historical and cultural context. 
Discusses salient themes of pioneering 
psychodynamic theories such as psychic conflict, 
interpreting resistance, interpreting transference, 
and the working alliance. Reviews the relevance 
of the contribution of Attachment Theory as it 
relates to bio-psycho-social-spiritual 
developmental normalcy. 
CS#$ 677 Advanced Clinical Theory II: Ego 
Psychology, Self Psychology and Object Relations 
(3) 
The last course of a two-part sequence that 
differentially examines a number of interrelated 
psychodynamic theories, as well as ecological 
perspectives as they apply to clinical practice. 
Considers differing views of the therapeutic 
process with clients from a wide range of 
identity/self-esteem, adaptation, and 
competency. Illuminates theoretical perspectives 
from the classic works of Perlman, Hollis, and 
Hamilton to the more contemporary work of 
Germain and Gitterman. Uses the Life Model 
Approach to examine the effects of trauma on 
psychosocial development, underscoring the 
influence of race and culture. 
CS#$ 6I1 Research Seminar I (2) 
First quarter of a three-quarter sequence. 
Introduces students to a wide variety of current 
research models and methodologies. Faculty and 
guest lecturers give students depth in various 
specialized research projects. Students prepare 
written responses to each presentation. Students 
present to the faculty the research problem and 
research design for their research paper. The 
research paper is a requirement of the 
comprehensive examination. 
CS#$ 6I2 Research Seminar II (2) 
Second quarter of a three-quarter sequence. 
Students proceed through the steps of the 
research design. Students focus on data analysis, 
presentation, and interpretation. Students 
present the findings of their research to seminar 
participants and the doctoral program faculty. 
Prerequisite: CSWK 681. 
CS#$ 6I3 Research Seminar III (2) 
Third quarter of a three-quarter sequence. 
Students focus on writing and presenting a 
competent research paper to seminar participants 
and doctoral program faculty. Paper must 
demonstrate competence in articulating a 
research question, formulating relevant 
hypotheses, identifying an appropriate research 
design, conducting analysis of the data, and 
presenting and discussing the findings. 
Satisfactory completion of this paper meets the 
research paper requirement of the 
comprehensive examination. 
Prerequisite: CSWK 681, CSWK 682. 
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CS#$ 68( Advanced Developmental 
Psychopathology I: Children/Adolescents (3) 
A practice course that e=amines 
psychopathologyC DieEed from the intrapsychic 
and interpersonal perspectiDesH Central theme 
analyIes the deDelopment and e=pression of 
psychopathology from the perspectiDe of person-
in-the-enDironmentH Pays particular attention to 
issues of poDertyC classC raceC ethnicityC genderC 
and distriLutiDe Mustice as influences on 
psychopathologyH EmphasiIes critical analysis of 
treatment interDentions as it applies to the 
educator and adDanced practitionerH Considers 
research methods for the study of clinical 
practiceH 
CS#$ 685 Advanced Developmental 
Psychopathology II: Adult Lifespan (3) 
A practice course that e=amines psychopathology 
DieEed from the intrapsychic and interpersonal 
perspectiDesH Places particular emphasis on 
conducting a deDelopmental diagnosis and 
eDolDing psychosocial treatment strategies that 
are sensitiDe to different leDels of psychic 
structure and social oppressionH Pays particular 
attention to issues of poDertyC classC raceC 
ethnicityC genderC and distriLutiDe Mustice as 
influences on psychopathologyH EmphasiIes 
critical analysis of treatment interDentions as it 
applies to the educator and adDanced 
practitionerH Consideration giDen to research 
methods for the study of clinical practiceH 
CS#$ 686 Advanced Clinical Practice: Clinical 
Assessment, Diagnosis, and Paradigms of Practice 
(3) 
E=amines the releDance and practical utility of 
remaining attuned to current assessment and 
diagnostic protocols Eithin LehaDioral health 
professionsH Discussion utiliIes the Diagnostic 
and Statistical Manual Lut is not limited to one 
structural DieEpoint or clinical philosophyH GiDes 
attention to the affect of culture-Lound 
syndromes on assessment and diagnosisH 
Prepares social EorPer educators and adDanced 
clinicians for the realities of the nonstatic 
eDolutionary process of assessment and 
diagnosisH Paradigms of practice e=plain changes 
in the Lio-psychosocial-spiritual configurations of 
indiDidual clientsC as Eell as changes in the 
formulations of assessment and diagnosis oDer 
timeH 
CS#$ 687 Methods of Teaching and Evaluation in 
Clinical Social #ork Education (3) 
ReDieEs the history of social EorP education 
Eithin the changing conte=t of the professionH 
E=amines learning and teaching theories as 
applied to practice PnoEledge and sPills in social 
EorP educationH E=amines differences in the 
educational reQuirements of the settings in Ehich 
teaching aLout clinical social EorP taPes placeR
academicC agencyC and superDisoryH Discusses 
modalities and techniQues of classroom teachingH 
DescriLes and analyIes the national curriculum 
standards that goDern schools of social EorP at 
Laccalaureate and masterSs degree leDelsH 
CS#$ 688 Independent Study in Clinical Social 
#ork (1-6) 
Limited to PhHDH degree clinical social EorP 
students Eho intend to oLtain clinical practice 
e=perienceH A diDersity of clinical settings 
acceptaLleC as long as psychotherapy is proDidedH 
CS#$ 697 Research ((, 8) 
Credit for dissertation researchH Total of 20 units 
reQuiredH 
CS#$ 699 Dissertation (12) 
Credit for the doctoral dissertationH Should Le 
taPen during the last Quarter of registration prior 
to completion and defenseH 
DERMATOLOST 
DERM 891 Dermatology Elective (1.5-18) 
DENTAL EDWCATIONAL SERXICES 
DNES 305 Etiology and Management of Dental 
Caries (2) 
EtiologyC preDentionC and management of dental 
cariesH The specific plaQue hypothesisU the role of 
dietC host resistanceC and time in cariesH 
RemineraliIationC principles of medical 
managementC caries risP assessmentC patient 
educationH 
DNES 50( Spanish for the Dental Professional (2) 
ProDides specific EordsC phrasesC and dental 
terminology used Ly the dental professional to 
communicate Eith patients Ehose primary 
language is SpanishH 
DNES 700 Orientation to Tooth Morphology (2) 
Tooth morphologyC terminologyC morphologic 
characteristicsC and the interrelationship of 
permanent teethH LaLoratory e=perience Ea=ing 
Darious teethH 
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DNES 70( Etiology and Management of Dental 
Caries 92; 
Etiology, prevention, and management of dental 
caries< The specific pla=ue hypothesis> role of 
diet, host resistance, and saliva in caries< 
Diagnosis, lesion progression, reminerali@ation< 
Principles of medical and surgical management< 
Caries risB assessment< EstaClishes a caries-
management program< Patient education< 
DNES 707 Personal Development 92; 
Practical introduction to human Cehavior, self-
acceptance, personal development, stress 
management, and development of a professional 
manner< 
DNES 70? Introduction to the Dental Profession 91; 
OvervieF of dentistry as it has evolved into a 
health care profession< History of dentistry, 
characteristics of professions, dental ethics, 
purpose and structure of professional 
organi@ations, discussion of the specialties< 
Introduces personal finance< 
DNES 71? Communication Basics for the Dentist 91; 
Student develops interpersonal competencies in 
the various professional communication roles 
eJpected of a dentist< Topics include team 
Cuilding, cross-cultural communication, dental 
fears and phoCias, mental illness, and Cehavior 
change< 
DNES 7?F National Board Part I Review 91; 
KevieFs Casic and preclinical sciences to prepare 
students for the National Moard EJamination Part 
I< 
DNES 7F4 Public Health Dentistry 92; 
Introduces community dentistry, oral 
epidemiology, puClic health programs, 
preventive dentistry, health education, and 
volunteer programs< 
DNES ?04 Applied Statistics 92; 
Introduces research methodology< Develops 
critical statistical thinBing, enaCling students to 
criti=ue research results reported in dental 
Nournals and to understand and correctly 
interpret the research so that neF findings can Ce 
properly implemented in dental practice< 
Provides students Fith statistical tools necessary 
to pursue lifetime learning in the dental sciences< 
DNES ?06 Research Design 92; 
Developing a research protocol< Authoring sBills, 
role of the mentor and investigator, topic 
selection, assurances and approvals 
(animalsQIKM), fiscal responsiCility, and research 
misconduct< 
DNES ?06L Research Design Laboratory 91; 
Student revieFs literature and designs a research 
proposal in preparation for professional 
presentation of a taCle clinic< Student conducts 
research eJperiment or proNect culminating in 
presentation of the results at a professional 
meeting< 
DNES ?07 Practice Management I 92; 
Management of a dental practice, includingT 
Cusiness economic principles, practice-
management systems, financial considerations in 
dental practice, Cudgeting and deCt 
management, dental service fees and collections, 
and third-party payment systems< 
DNES ?0F Practice Management II 92; 
EstaClishing and monitoring practice goals, 
leadership and staff relations, patient relations, 
and marBeting< Employment as a dentist, 
locating practice opportunities, attaining practice 
oFnership, incorporating technology into dental 
practice, ongoing professional groFth< 
DNES ?17 Practice Management I for IDP Students 
91; 
Introduction to the management of a dental 
practice, includingT Cusiness economic principles, 
practice management systems, financial 
considerations in dental practice, Cudgeting and 
deCt management, dental service fees and 
collections, and third-party payment systems< 
DNES ?1? Practice Management II for IDP Students 
91; 
EstaClishing and monitoring practice goals, 
leadership and staff relations, patient relations, 
and marBeting< Employment as a dentist, 
locating practice opportunities, attaining practice 
oFnership, incorporating technology into dental 
practice, ongoing professional groFth< 
DNES ?(1 The Dentist and the Law 92; 
Introduces legal limitations and compliance Fith 
legal re=uirements< 
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DNES 889 National Board Part II Review (2) 
&e4ie6s basic and clinical sciences and their 
application in case-based testing format to 
prepare students for National Hoard %Iamination 
Part IIK 
DENTAL HYGIENE 
DNHY 303 Dental Materials and Techniques (2) 
Materials and eMuipment used in dentistryK 
Practice in the manipulation and use of common 
materialsK 
DNHY 305 Dental Anatomy Lecture (2) 
,natomy of the teeth and surrounding tissuesK 
DNHY 305L Dental Anatomy Laboratory (1) 
DNHY 309 Radiology I (3) 
Principles go4erning radiation production and 
safety relati4e to radiographic anatomyOdental 
materialsK Pundamentals of intraoral and 
eItraoral techniMuesQ darRroom proceduresQ and 
mounting of radiographsK Practical application of 
techniMuesK Hasic fundamentals of Muality 
assuranceK 
DNHY 310 Radiology II (2) 
Continues laboratory techniMuesK Intraoral and 
eItraoral radiographic interpretationQ including 
anatomyQ pathology and interpretation of the 
disease process of the oral hard tissuesK Hasic 
fundamentals of radiographic selection criteriaK 
DNHY 321 Preclinical Dental Hygiene I Lecture (2) 
Preclinical phases of dental hygieneQ including 
instrumentation techniMuesQ patient 
managementQ intra- and eItraoral soft-tissue 
assessmentQ charting proceduresQ disease 
processesQ patient-health assessmentQ basic 
operatory preparationQ clinical asepsisQ and oral 
health care techniMuesK 
CoreMuisiteS DNH) 321LK 
DNHY 321L Preclinical Dental Hygiene I Laboratory 
(2) 
CoreMuisiteS DNH) 321K 
DNHY 322 Preclinical Dental Hygiene II Lecture (2) 
Continues DNH) 321K 
PrereMuisiteS DNH) 321K CoreMuisiteS DNH) 
322LK 
DNHY 322L Preclinical Dental Hygiene II 
Laboratory (2) 
PrereMuisiteS DNH) 321Q DNH) 321LK 
CoreMuisiteS DNH) 322K 
DNHY 323 Preclinical Dental Hygiene III (2) 
Continues DNH) 322K 
PrereMuisiteS DNH) 321Q DNH) 322XQ DNH) 
321LQ DNH) 322LX (Xmay be taRen concurrently)K 
CoreMuisiteS DNH) 323LK 
DNHY 323L Preclinical Laboratory (1) 
PrereMuisiteS DNH) 321LQ DNH) 322LXQ DNH) 
321Q DNH) 322X (Xmay be taRen concurrently)K 
CoreMuisiteS DNH) 323K 
DNHY 328 Dental Hygiene Portfolio Practicum (1) 
Student de4elops a pro[ect to sho6 e4idence of 
personal gro6th and success in the dental 
hygiene core competenciesK 
DNHY 375 Dental Hygiene Clinic (1) 
Clinical application of sRills and techniMues of 
dental hygieneK ProphylaIes on pediatric and 
adult patientsK 
DNHY 376 Dental Hygiene Clinic (4) 
Continues DNH) 305K 
PrereMuisiteS DNH) 305X (Xmay be taRen 
concurrently)K 
DNHY 380 Medically Compromised Patients (2) 
Lectures dealing 6ith the medically 
compromised patient relati4e to the use of local 
anestheticsQ drug interactionsQ need for antibiotic 
premedicationQ and necessary modification in 
treatment planningK &epeated registrations 
reMuired to fulfill total unitsK 
DNHY 381 Pharmacology for the Dental Hygienist I 
(2) 
Introduces the basic principles of pharmacologyK 
%mphasi]es the useQ actionsQ and clinical 
implicationsOcontraindications to medications 
used by dental patientsK 
DNHY 382 Pharmacology for the Dental Hygienist 
II (1) 
Continues DNH) 3^1K %mphasi]es application 
through the use of case studiesK 
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DN#$ 390 Introductory Statistics (2) 
Fundamentals of statistical analysis and critique 
of research data in scientific literature and in 
student research projects. Inferential and 
descriptive statistics, frequency distribution, 
histograms, bar graphs, and statistical tests. 
Aaboratory computer practice in preparing and 
analyzing research data. Domain II. 
DN#$ 405 Introduction to Periodontics (2) 
Deviews gross and microscopic anatomy of the 
periodontium in health and disease. Primary 
etiology of periodontal disease. Examines 
patientIs clinical periodontal status. Introduces 
the diagnostic and treatment-planning process. 
DN#$ 406 Orthodontics Concepts for Dental 
#ygiene (1) 
Basic skeletal and dental growth and 
development as applied to orthodontics. 
Treatment modalities. Detention principles and 
methods. Impressions for orthodontic models. 
Intraoral measurements for orthodontic 
procedures. Placing and removing orthodontic 
separators. Placing, ligating, and removing 
prepared arch wires. Demoving excess cement 
from orthodontic bands. Checking for loose 
bands. Seating adjusted retainers and headgear. 
Instructing the patient. Nsing ultrasonic scaler to 
remove excess cement. 
DN#$ 40F Professional Gthics (2) 
Develops understanding of hygienistIs 
obligations to the public and to his/her 
professional association. Defines the ethical and 
mature conduct expected of professional health 
care providers. Compares and contrasts 
professional ethics and personal morality as they 
relate to dental hygiene practice. 
DN#$ 409 Hurisprudence (2) 
Aaws and regulations that govern the practice of 
dental hygiene, with special emphasis on 
California regulations. Standards of government 
regulations. Obligations of the hygienist to the 
public and to his/her profession. Domain I. 
DN#$ 411 Dental #ygiene Topics I (2) 
Student develops advanced hygiene-care 
planning skills, with emphasis on knowledge 
synthesis. Topics cover aspects of patient care, 
including whole-patient care and patients with 
special needs. 
DN#$ 412 Dental #ygiene Topics II (2) 
Continues instruction in advanced clinical skills. 
Areas covered include pulp vitality, dentinal 
hypersensitivity, esthetic whitening procedures, 
chemotherapeutic agents, and use of technology 
for the dental hygiene process of care. 
DN#$ 413 Dental #ygiene Topics III (2) 
Topics related to employment for dental 
hygienists. Additional topics include various 
opportunities in the dental hygiene profession 
and educational advancement strategies. 
DN#$ 414 Personal Finance (2) 
Personal finance topics, including credit, taxes, 
insurance, real estate, budgeting, housing, and 
inflation. 
DN#$ 415 Applied Nutrition (2) 
Basic concepts of nutrition. Balance, adequacy, 
nutrient density, dietary choice, weight 
management, nutrition, and oral health. 
Addresses nutritional needs of children and the 
aged, and medically and dentally compromised 
patients. Dietary assessment and counseling. 
DN#$ 416 Dental #ealth Gducation I (2) 
Current theories and principles of psychology as 
they relate to learning and teaching, personality 
development and change, and interpersonal 
processes and dynamics. 
DN#$ 417 Dental #ealth Gducation II (2) 
Principles and practices involved in teaching 
dental public health. Fieldwork in local schools 
and community. Methods and practice of 
professional presentation. 
DN#$ 41F Critical Issues of #ealth Care (2) 
Old age as part of the natural developmental 
sequence. Physical, psychological, and social 
needs of the elderly. Says the allied health 
practitioner can contribute to wellness and 
independence. Important issues of TIU/AIDS, 
including global impact, prevention, treatment, 
and ethical issues. 
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DN#$ 419 Essentials of Public #ealth for Dental 
#ygienists (4) 
Public health background, issues and conceptsF
including history from ancient times to HMOs; 
definitions, organization and infrastructure; 
function, practices, programs, and services. 
Contributions of important public health 
practitioners. Political, social, and economic 
considerations of public health programs. 
Cross-listing: PHCJ 401. 
DN#$ 421 Research I (2) 
Introduces research methodology. Evaluates 
literature, emphasizing statistics adequate for 
interpretation of the literature. Student reviews 
literature and designs a research proposal in 
preparation for professional presentation of a 
table clinic. Student conducts a research 
experiment or project culminating in presentation 
of the results at a professional meeting. 
DN#$ 422 Research II (2) 
Introduces research methodology. Evaluates 
literature, emphasizing statistics adequate for 
interpretation of the literature. Student reviews 
literature and designs a research proposal in 
preparation for professional presentation of a 
table clinic. Student conducts research 
experiment or project culminating in presentation 
of the results at a professional meeting. 
Prerequisite: DNHY 421[ ([may be taken 
concurrently). 
DN#$ 425 Educational Psychology for #ealth 
Professionals (3) 
Psychological factors related to learning 
processes in professional and higher education. 
Emphasizes the role of communication skills in 
learning settings, influences on learning, 
objectives setting and course design, stimulation 
of high-level thinking, motivation and retention. 
Cross-listing: AHCJ 415. 
DN#$ 428 #ealth Care Management (3) 
Management theory, planning, organizing, 
directing, and controlling (including budgetary 
controls). Department productivity and theories 
of work simplification. Preparation of resumes, 
interviewing skills, professional attitudes, group 
theory, and group dynamics. Students spend the 
last two-to-three weeks doing special projects 
designed and supervised by their department. 
Cross-listing: AHCJ 408. 
DN#$ 431 Dental Public #ealth (3) 
Philosophy, principles, language, and objectives 
of public health and public health dentistry. 
Critical review of the literature. 
DN#$ 435 Special Topics in Periodontal Therapy 
(2) 
Studies advanced periodontal topics and special 
problems related to periodontal therapy. 
DN#$ 436 Legal and Ethical Principles in Education 
(2) 
Discusses theoretical and practical applications of 
the ethical and legal principles and issues 
encountered in an educational setting. 
DN#$ 437 Ethical Principles in Public #ealth for 
the Dental #ygienist (2) 
Discusses theoretical and practical appraisals of 
the ethical principles and issues encountered by 
public health administrators, educators, and 
investigators. 
DN#$ 441 Principles of Education I (3) 
Provides students with an introduction to course 
development and classroom teaching. Topics 
include: development of course goals and 
objectives; teaching methods and strategies; 
learning styles, with emphasis on alternatives to 
lecturing. Presents and practices communication 
theory and instruction resources. Implications of 
effective intellectual, emotional, and social 
functioning for the adult learner. Analyzes the 
teaching process, syllabus, and course design 
with micro teaching demonstration. 
DN#$ 442 Principles of Education II (3) 
Provides the student and public health educator 
with evaluative methodologies, testing 
techniques, and strategies. Students prepare and 
present lectures and an examination for a 
didactic course. 
Prerequisite: DNHY 441. 
DN#$ 444 Teaching Practicum (3M 4) 
Develops the student teacher`s skills in the 
preparation and presentation of didactic material 
relevant to the education of dental hygiene 
students. Provides practical experience in 
teaching methods through active participation in 
all aspects of the assigned didactic or laboratory. 
Optional unit available for portfolio 
development. 
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DNHY 446 Principles of Clinical Instruction (3) 
Provides students experience in developing 
criteria and methods for teaching strategies and 
evaluation mechanisms to be used in preclinical 
and clinical instruction. Emphasizes clinical 
evaluation procedures and the skills and 
strategies utilized to promote interpersonal and 
psychomotor skill development in students. 
DNHY 449 Treating the Special-Needs Patient (3) 
Develops the student-teacher!s ability not only to 
identify patients with special care needs, but also 
to recognize and understand the appropriate care 
alternatives. Addresses the role of commonly 
prescribed medications used for treatment to 
determine if treatment modifications are 
appropriate. 
DNHY 451 Clinical Seminar I (1) 
Topics and issues related to clinical competency 
and development of critical-thinking skills 
through the use of patient-care examples and 
class discussion. 
DNHY 452 Clinical Seminar II (1) 
Topics and issues related to clinical competency 
and preparation for the clinical board 
examination. Etudent development of advanced 
patient-care plans. 
Prerequisite: DHHJ 4LMN (Nmay be taken 
concurrently). 
DNHY 453 Clinical Seminar III (1) 
Topics and issues related to clinical competency. 
Presentation of advanced patient-care plans. 
Prerequisite: DHHJ 4L2N (Nmay be taken 
concurrently). 
DNHY 464 FeG-Hased TechniIues (2) 
Introduces students to use of the Reb for 
instructional purposes. Etudents evaluate the 
usefulness of various on-line journals and 
databases, as well as conduct productive 
database literature searches. Critical analysis of 
scientific publications provides practice applying 
formal rules of evaluating and ranking scientific 
evidence. 
DNHY 475 Dental Hygiene Clinic I (4) 
Integrates all components of oral health care into 
the clinical treatment of patients. 
Prerequisite: DHHJ 47LN (Nmay be taken 
concurrently). 
DNHY 476 Dental Hygiene Clinic II (4) 
Integrates all components of oral health care into 
the clinical treatment of patients. 
Prerequisite: DHHJ 47LN (Nmay be taken 
concurrently). 
DNHY 477 Dental Hygiene Clinic III (4) 
Integrates all components of oral health care into 
the clinical treatment of patients. 
Prerequisite: DHHJ 476N, DHHJ 47L (Nmay be 
taken concurrently). 
DNHY 478 Advanced Clinical Concepts (2) 
Reviews advanced skills in dental hygiene 
instrumentation needed as a clinical educator. 
Topics include alternative fulcrums and hand 
positions, uses of specialty instruments, and 
alternative techniques for instrumentation and 
clinician ergonomics. 
DNHY 484 Oegal Issues in Health Care (2) 
Introduces the legal system as it pertains to 
health care professionals. Concepts of 
malpractice, litigation, consent for and refusal of 
dental treatment, advanced directives, and 
patient confidentiality. Discusses employment 
issues, including discrimination and sexual 
harassment. Development of health and safety 
programs per VEHA regulation, risk 
management, legal issues in vehicle operations 
and equipment, and EME and law- enforcement 
interactions. 
Cross-listing: EMMC 4X4. 
DNHY 495 Dental Hygiene National Hoard 
Preparation (1, 2) 
Lecture and case-based reviews of the entire 
dental hygiene curriculum—including, but not 
limited to: prerequisite basic sciences; preclinical, 
laboratory and clinical sciences; and behavioral 
sciences. Reviews in preparation for the dental 
hygiene national board examination will be 
directly related to concurrent test-taking skill 
workshops based on standardized testing 
evidence for success. 
DNHY 498 Dental Hygiene Directed Study (1-1Q) 
Independent research on problems\topics related 
to dentistry, dental hygiene, and dental 
education; collaboration with researcher\faculty 
member. Rritten report required. 
Prerequisite: DHHJ 42M, DHHJ 422, DHHJ 390. 
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D"#$ &'' (esearch Writing (5) 
Elective course for students @ishing to @rite 
their research study for suEmission to 
professional Hournals for possiEle puElication. 
DIETETIC TEC#"OLO=$ 
DTC# 5>1 #uman "utrition (C) 
Jundamentals of normal nutrition. 
CarEohydratesK proteinsK fatsK vitaminsK and 
mineralsL their roles in human metaEolism. 
Introduces nutrition in the life cycle. Per @eeNO 
lecture 3 hours. 
DTC# 5>5 Food Selection and Presentation (I) 
Joods and their nutritive values. Changes 
associated @ith maturationK preservationK taEle 
preparationK transportationK and storage in 
relation to food safety. Nutritional concepts and 
cultural food patterns in planning and producing 
meals. Meal service in familyK socialK and 
professional settings. Per @eeNO lecture 3 hoursK 
practicum 6 hours. LaEoratory fee. 
DTC# 5>C The Art of Food Presentation (C) 
Art of food presentation to enhance acceptance of 
food. Nutritional concepts and cultural food 
patterns in planning and producing meals. 
Jocuses on meal service at home and in 
professional and social settings. Per @eeNO lecture 
2 hoursK practicum 3 hours. LaEoratory fee. 
PrereSuisiteO DTCU 201XK DTCU 202X (Xmay Ee 
taNen concurrently)L or consent of instructor. 
DTC# 5>& Community "utrition (&) 
Education of community memEers in different 
areas related to nutrition reSuiring Nno@ledge of 
normal nutrition and life-cycle issues. Nutrition 
assessmentL medical nutrition-therapy topics 
such as oEesityK CUDK diaEetesK etc. Legislative 
process and politics. Program planningK 
implementationK managementK and evaluation. 
CounselingK teachingK and facilitating group 
processes. Interpreting data and research 
findings. Identifying and accessing community-
nutrition resources. Community interactions that 
promote a healthy lifestyleK including Eut not 
limited to nutrition topics. Per @eeNO lecture 2 
hoursK practicum 6 hours. 
PrereSuisiteO DTCU 201K DTCU 239K DTCU 241. 
DTC# 5>I Professional Issues in "utrition and 
Dietetics (1) 
Gro@th of dietetic technology and of nutrition 
and dietetics as professionsK and their role in the 
restoration and maintenance of health. Illustrates 
nontraditional roles of the dietetic technician and 
the registered dietitian. Emphasi^es the 
development of professionalism accountaEilityK 
and the responsiEility for lifelong learning. 
Preparation of a professional portfolio. 
DTC# 5C' Life-Cycle "utrition (5) 
Management of the normal nutrition needs of 
individuals across the lifespan. Jocuses on 
pregnancyK lactationK normal infant gro@th and 
developmentK childhoodK and adolescence_@ith 
an overvie@ of school feeding programs. Adult 
men and @omen`s health issues. Geriatrics. Per 
@eeNO lecture 1 hourK practicum 3 hours. 
PrereSuisiteO DTCU 201 or DTCS 301. 
CoreSuisiteO DTCU 241. 
DTC# 5&1 Introduction to Clinical "utrition (I) 
aasic Nno@ledge of the responsiEilities of the 
clinical dietetic technician and clinical dietitianO 
revie@ of the medical recordK documentation in 
the medical recordK medical terminologyK and 
patient intervie@ing. Clinical management that 
includes normal nutrition needs of individuals 
across the lifespanK @ith a focus on pregnancy 
and lactationL normal infant gro@th and 
developmentL childhood and adolescenceK @ith 
an overvie@ of school feeding programs. 
Introduces nutrition assessmentK adult men and 
@omen`s health issuesK geriatricsK anemiaK food 
allergiesK vegetarian patterns. Per @eeNO lecture 3 
hoursK practicum 6 hours. 
PrereSuisiteO Introductory chemistryK complete 
seSuence @ith laEoratoryL anatomy and 
physiologyK @ith laEoratoryL or eSuivalent. 
DTC# 5&5 Medical "utrition Therapy I (I) 
aasic Eiochemical and physiological conditions 
that necessitate dietary modifications in the 
clinical management of the patientK including 
cardiovascular disease and hypertensionK 
diaEetesK cancerK UI$bAIDSK and other disorders. 
Continues practice in intervie@ing and 
counseling the patientK nutrition assessment and 
documentationK and use of computer-assisted 
nutritional analysis. .ngoing study of medical 
terminology. Advanced topicsO lipidsK 
antiocidantsK and phytochemicals. Per @eeNO 
lecture 3 hoursK practicum 6 hours. 
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DTCH 24( Medical Nutrition Therapy II :5< 
-asic 1iochemical and pathophysiologic 
processes that necessitate dietary modifications 
in the clinical management of the patient ;ith 
pulmonary disease, including cystic fi1rosis= 
digestive disorders= disorders of the liver, 1iliary 
system, and pancreas= alcoholism= renal disease= 
solid?organ transplantation= sepsis@trauma= 
meta1olic disorders= and neurologic disorders, 
including spinal cord inAury and stroBeC 
Continues nutrition assessment, patient 
intervie;ing, and counselingC Applies enteral 
and parenteral nutrition support ;hen indicated 
in the clinical management of patients ;ith these 
conditions= introduces preparation of an in?depth 
case studyC Per ;eeBF lecture 2 hours, practicum 9 
hoursC 
DTCH 271 ?uantity Food Purchasing, Production, 
and Service :5< 
EmphasiHes methods to achieve Iuantitative and 
Iualitative standards in Iuantity food 
productionC Menu planning for institutionsC 
Practicum in food purchasing, production, and 
serviceC Kpen to dietetics students onlyC Per 
;eeBF lecture 2 hours, practicum 9 hoursC 
DTCH 272 Food-Systems Management :4< 
Studies food?service systemsC Effective utiliHation 
of resources ;ithin the food systemC Computer 
application in food?systems managementC Per 
;eeBF lecture 2 hours, practicum 6 hoursC 
PrereIuisiteF DTCH 271C 
DTCH 281 Operations Management in ?uantity 
Food Productions :4< 
Applies operations?management techniIues to 
food?systems management, includingF 
Iuantitative decision maBing, development of 
;orB standards, and productivity managementC 
Kperations?analysis evaluation and Iuality 
controlC Qole of the nutritional services 
department supervisorC ReadershipC Per ;eeBF 
lecture 2 hours, practicum 6 hoursC 
PrereIuisiteF DTCH 272C 
DTCH 291 Dietetic Technology Affiliation :2< 
Supervised eSperience in dietetic technology in 
community hospitals, eStended?care facilities, 
county hospitals, pu1lic health departments, and 
school food serviceC Performance revie; and 
evaluationC Minimum of three ;eeBs (12U clocB 
hours) at the end of the programC 
PrereIuisiteF DTCH 281C 
DTCH 299 Independent Study in Dietetic 
Technology :1-5< 
ProAect or paper su1mitted 1y student on a topic 
of current interest in an area of dietetic 
technologyC Qegular meetings provide student 
;ith guidance and evaluationC 
DIETETICS 
DTCS (OO Contemporary Nutrition :(< 
Provides the essential science foundation needed 
to adeIuately comprehend nutrition topicsC 
Includes scientific discussions and a variety of 
real?life applications and eSamplesC Provides 
nutrition information that can 1e utiliHed 1y the 
student to modify his or her diet to meet personal 
needsC Discusses vegetarian diets and the 
Seventh?day Adventist approach to healthC Yor 
students ;ith a limited 1acBground in college?
level 1iology, chemistry, or physiologyC 
DTCS (O1 Human Nutrition :(< 
Yundamentals of normal nutritionC 
Car1ohydrates, proteins, fats, vitamins, minerals= 
their roles in human meta1olismC Introduction to 
nutrition in the life cycleC Per ;eeBF lecture 3 
hoursC 
DTCS (O2 Food Selection and Presentation :5< 
Yoods and their nutritive valuesC Changes 
associated ;ith maturation, preservation, ta1le 
preparation, transportation, and storage in 
relation to food safetyC [utritional concepts and 
cultural food patterns in planning and producing 
mealsC Meal service in family, social, and 
professional settingsC Per ;eeBF lecture 3 hours, 
practicum 6 hoursC Ra1oratory feeC 
DTCS (O( The Art of Food Presentation :(< 
Art of food presentation to enhance acceptance of 
foodC [utritional concepts and cultural food 
patterns in planning and producing mealsC 
Yocuses on meal service at home and in 
professional and social settingsC Per ;eeBF lecture 
2 hours, practicum 3 hoursC Ra1oratory feeC 
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DTCS 3'( Community 0utrition (3) 
Education of community members in different 
areas related to nutritionC &eDuires EnoFledge of 
normal nutrition and life-cycle issuesC Nutrition 
assessmentI medical nutrition-therapy topics 
such as obesityL CHDL diabetesL etcC Legislative 
processes and politicsC Program planningL 
implementationL managementL and evaluationC 
CounselingL teachingL and facilitating group 
processesC Interpreting data and research 
findingsC Identifying and accessing community 
nutrition resourcesC Community interactions that 
promote a healthy lifestyleL including but not 
limited to nutrition topicsC Per FeeEQ lecture 2 
hoursL practicum 6 hoursC 
DTCS 3'3 Professional Issues in 0utrition and 
Dietetics (1) 
/roFth of nutrition and dietetics as a professionL 
and the role of the professional in restoration and 
maintenance of healthC Illustrated nontraditional 
roles of the registered dietitian and dietetic 
technicianL registeredC Emphasis on development 
of professionalismL accountabilityL and 
responsibility for life-long learningC Preparation 
of a professional portfolioC 
DTCS 311 ?uman and Clinical 0utrition for 
0ursing (() 
Tundamentals of normal nutritionC 
CarbohydratesL proteinsL fatsL vitaminsL mineralsI 
their roles in human metabolismC Investigates the 
role of nutrition at various stages in the life cycle 
of the individual in health and diseaseC Nutrition 
intervention in the prevention and treatment of 
disease in the clinical settingC 
DTCS 31A Clinical 0utrition for 0ursing (A) 
Nutrition intervention in the prevention and 
treatment of disease in the clinical settingC 
DTCS 3A1 0utrition and ?uman Metabolism (() 
Nutritional reDuirements and metabolism of 
essential nutrients for the human organism at the 
cellular levelC Tocuses on macro- and 
micronutrients metabolismC Per FeeEQ lecture 4 
hoursC 
PrereDuisiteQ ,natomy and physiologyL 
biochemistryC 
DTCS 33D Life-Cycle 0utrition (A) 
Management of the normal nutrition needs of 
individuals across the lifespanC Tocuses on 
pregnancy and lactationL normal infant groFth 
and developmentL childhoodL and adolescenceW
an overvieF of school feeding programsC ,dult 
men and FomenXs health issuesC /eriatricsC Per 
FeeEQ lecture 1 hourL practicum 3 hoursC 
PrereDuisiteQ DTCS 301C CoreDuisiteQ DTCS 341C 
DTCS 3(1 Introduction to Clinical 0utrition (3) 
Zasic EnoFledge of the responsibilities of the 
clinical dietitianQ revieF of the medical recordL 
documentation in the medical recordL medical 
terminologyL and patient intervieFingC Clinical 
management Fill include normal nutrition needs 
of individuals across the lifespanL Fith a focus on 
pregnancy and lactation normal infant groFth 
and developmentI childhood and adolescenceL 
Fith an overvieF of school feeding programsC 
Introduces nutrition assessmentL adult men and 
Fomen!s health issuesL geriatricsL anemiaL food 
allergiesL vegetarian dietsL nutrition DuacEeryL 
obesityL eating disordersL and ethnic dietary 
patternsC Per FeeEQ lecture 3 hoursL practicum 6 
hoursC 
PrereDuisiteQ or eDuivalentI anatomy and 
physiology Fith laboratoryI introductory 
chemistryC 
DTCS 3(A Medical 0utrition Therapy I (3) 
Zasic biochemical and physiological conditions 
that necessitate dietary modifications in the 
clinical management of the patientL includingQ 
cardiovascular disease and hypertensionI 
diabetesI cancerI HI$/,IDSI and other disordersC 
Continues practice in intervieFing and 
counseling the patientL nutrition assessment and 
documentationL and use of computer-assisted 
nutritional analysisC Ongoing study of medical 
terminologyC ,dvanced topicsQ lipidsL 
antio\idantsL and phytochemicalsC Per FeeEQ 
lecture 3 hoursL practicum 6 hoursC 
PrereDuisiteQ DTCS 341I or eDuivalent courseC 
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DTCS 343 Medical Nutrition Therapy II (5) 
-asic biochemical and pathophysiologic 
processes that necessitate dietary modifications 
in the clinical management of the patient with 
pulmonary disease<including cystic fibrosis; 
digestive disorders; disorders of the liver, biliary 
system, and pancreas; alcoholism; renal disease; 
solid-organ transplantation; sepsis/trauma; 
metabolic disorders; and neurologic disorders<
including spinal cord injury and stroke. 
Continues nutrition assessment, patient 
interviewing, and counseling. Applies enteral 
and parenteral nutrition support when indicated 
in the clinical management of patients with these 
conditions. Introduces preparation of an in-depth 
case study. Per week: lecture 2 hours, practicum 9 
hours. 
DTCS 371 >uantity ?ood Purchasing, Production, 
and Service (5) 
Emphasizes methods to achieve quantitative and 
qualitative standards in quantity food 
production. Menu planning for institutions. 
Practicum in food purchasing, production, and 
service. Open to dietetics students only. Per 
week: lecture 2 hours, practicum 9 hours. 
DTCS 372 ?ood Systems OrganiHation and 
Management (4) 
Studies food-service systems. Effective utilization 
of resources within the food system. Computer 
application in food-systems management. Per 
week: lecture 2 hours, practicum Q hours. 
DTCS 3I5 Nutrition and Dietetics Practicum (12) 
Supervised experience in medical nutrition 
therapy, community, and administrative dietetics 
in hospitals, outpatient clinics, public health 
departments, and food systems. Performance 
review and evaluation. Ten weeks (4UU clock 
hours) during the summer at the end of the 
junior year. 
DTCS 3IJ ?ood Systems ManagementKAffiliation 
(J) 
Supervised experience in community dietetics in 
public health departments and other public 
health facilities. Performance and review. Five 
weeks (2UU hours) during the summer at the end 
of the junior year. 
DTCS 3I7 Community Nutrition Affiliation (J) 
Supervised professional practice affiliation for 
community nutrition. 
Prerequisite: DTCS 3U5. 
DTCS 4N5 Senior Seminar (1) 
Develops professional skills, team efforts to 
market nutrition in the community, volunteer 
efforts in the community, professional 
networking, and special topics as determined by 
nutrition and dietetics faculty. Emphasizes 
professional portfolio and transition to entry-
level nutrition educator/dietitian/food service 
director. Introduces preparation of an in-depth 
case study. 
DTCS 425 Pharmacology in Medical Nutrition 
Therapy (2) 
General overview of pharmacology, including 
kinetics, dynamics, and therapeutics of drugs. 
-asic definitions, sources of information, 
classification of drugs, and principles and 
mechanisms of drug actions. Emphasizes drug-
nutrient interactions. 
DTCS 442 Nutrition Counseling (3) 
Applies techniques of nutrition counseling, with 
emphasis on improving skills in verbal and 
nonverbal communication, assertiveness, dealing 
with cultural differences, dealing with death and 
dying. Skills in administration for the nutrition 
counselor. Ethical implications in health care. Per 
week: lecture 2 hours, practicum 3 hours. 
Corequisite: DTCS 343. 
DTCS 445 Nutrition Care Management (4) 
Applies operations analysis, financial 
management, quantitative decision making, and 
productivity-management techniques to enhance 
the delivery of nutrition care. Staff justification, 
continuous quality improvement, reimbursement 
for nutrition services, case management, and 
entrepreneurship. 
DTCS 452 Advanced Nutrition (4) 
Presents advanced topics of normal nutrition, 
with emphasis on case studies to illuminate 
metabolic pathways and effects of disease. 
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D"CS 453 Advanced Medical Nutrition "herapy (3) 
Case-study approach to the theory and 
application of critical-care nutrition to complex 
medical conditions. Interprets and synthesizes 
the following information: fluid and electrolyte 
balance, acid/base balance, vital signs, IC! 
monitoring forms, interpretation of laboratory 
data and diagnostic tests, medical and surgical 
history, and drug/nutrient interactions. Focuses 
on a problem-list approach to nutrition 
assessment, documentation, intervention, and 
outcome evaluation. Clinical rotation in critical-
care setting. Per week: lecture 2 hours, practicum 
3 hours. 
D"CS 461 Food Science (4) 
Chemical, physical, and biological effects of 
maturation, processing, storage, and preservation 
on the structure, composition, palatability, 
product quality, and microbiological safety of 
food and its additives. Per week: lecture 4 hours, 
laboratory 3 hours. -aboratory fee. 
Prerequisite: Basic foods, human nutrition, 
organic chemistry. 
D"CS 473 Medical Nutrition-"herapy Affiliation 
(12) 
Applies knowledge and skills in clinical facilities 
as a staff dietitian. Regular conferences to aid in 
developing professional competence. Major 
applied project relating to clinical or community 
nutrition. Minimum of ten weeks (4XX clock 
hours) during the Spring Zuarter of the senior 
year. 
D"CS 474 Food Systems-Management Affiliation 
(3) 
Develops competencies in total quality 
management\ quality control\ production 
planning, including forecasting production 
demand\ linear programming\ program 
evaluation and review technique (PERT), 
productivity management, including line 
balancing\ financial management, including 
economics\ food and labor cost control\ 
budgeting project\ and financial analysis of 
operations. Per week: lecture 3 hours, practicum 
3 hours. 
Prerequisite: DTCS 445. 
D"CS 476 EHercise Physiology in Medical-Nutrition 
"herapy (3) 
Basic preparation for development and 
leadership of exercise programs. Includes: 
exercise-physiology training, acute and chronic 
effects of exercise, simple assessment of fitness, 
role of exercise in prevention of common health 
problems, and management of selected risk 
factors. Discusses endurance, strength, flexibility, 
and aerobic exercises. -aboratory included. 
Prerequisite: Anatomy and physiology. 
D"CS 479 Food-Systems Management Affiliation 
(12) 
Applies knowledge and skills in the 
administrative dietetics area as a staff dietitian. 
Regular conferences to aid in developing 
professional experience. Minimum of ten weeks 
(4XX clock hours) during the Spring Zuarter of 
the senior year. 
D"CS 491 Krientation to Lesearch in Dietetics 
Maboratory (1) 
Experience in nutrition and dietetics research, 
including hypothetical-formulation research 
methods, data collection, and presentation of 
findings. Per week: practicum 3 hours. 
Prerequisite: AHC_ 351. Corequisite: AHC_ 461. 
D"CS 497 Advanced Clinical EHperience (40 to 480 
hours) 
Advanced clinical experience in selected areas of 
professional dietetic practice. 
Prerequisite: DTCS 473 or DTCS 47b or DTCS 
47c. 
D"CS 499 Nutrition and Dietetics Independent 
Study (1-5) 
Project or paper to be submitted on a topic of 
current interest in an area of nutrition and 
dietetics. Regular meetings provide the student 
with guidance and evaluation. Elected on the 
basis of need or interest. 
D"CS 505 Graduate SeminarSPortfolio (3) 
Discusses issues related to the profession of 
technology and its application in the delivery of 
nutrition care. Student portfolio documents 
personal development of advanced management 
and leadership skills. 
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DTCS 525 Nutrition Care Mar2eting (3) 
Applies marketing concepts to health care-
delivery systems and food and nutrition services. 
Emphasizes strategic market-management 
approach for developing and evaluating 
strategies and programs in food and nutrition 
services. Includes development of a case study in 
nutrition care marketing. 
DTCS 526 Pharmacology in Medical Nutrition 
Therapy (2) 
Pharmacology at the graduate level, including 
kinetics, dynamics, and therapeutics of drugs. 
Basic definitions, sources of information, 
classification of drugs, and principles and 
mechanisms of drug actions. Emphasizes drug-
nutrient interactions. 
DTCS 536 Health Care Ainancial Management (3) 
Management of the nutrition care-management 
system involving prospective reimbursement and 
dietitian billing, business plan development, 
budget development and analysis of budget 
variances, operation statements, and productivity 
related to a department budget. 
DTCS 554 Advanced Medical Nutrition Therapy (3) 
Uses case-study approach to apply critical care 
nutrition to complex medical conditions. 
Interprets and synthesizes decision information 
regarding fluid and electrolyte balance, acid-base 
balance, vital signs, ICU and surgical history, and 
drug-nutrient interactions. Focuses on problem-
based evaluation. Develops and analyzes a 
clinical case study. Emphasizes geriatric care and 
the special needs of this population. 
DTCS 574 Advanced Aood Systems Management (3) 
Develops competencies in total quality 
management; quality control; production 
planning, including forecasting production 
demand; linear programming; program 
evaluation and review technique LPERTN; 
productivity management, including line 
balancing; financial management, including 
economics; food and labor cost control; 
budgeting project; and financial analysis of 
operations. Per week: lecture 3 hours, practicum 
3 hours. 
DTCS 575 Aood Systems Management (4) 
Develops administrative skills in effective 
management of food systems. Qualitative and 
quantitative standards, budget development and 
analysis, labor-management relations, computer-
assisted information system. 
DTCS 576 EHercise Physiology in Medical Nutrition 
Therapy (3) 
Develops leadership in the development and 
presentation of exercise programs. Includes 
exercise-physiology training, acute and chronic 
effects of exercise, simple assessment of fitness, 
role of exercise in prevention of common health 
problems, and management of selected risk 
factors. Discusses endurance, strength, flexibility, 
and aerobic exercises. Laboratory included. 
DTCS 57I Clinical Nutrition Affiliation (6K 12) 
As a staff dietitian, student applies knowledge 
and skills in medical nutrition therapy. Regular 
conferences to aid in developing advanced level 
professional competence. Major applied project 
relating to medical nutrition therapy. Ten-week 
L4TT hoursN affiliation. May also be taken for five 
weeks L2TT hoursN for 6 units. 
DTCS 57M Capstone Course in Nutrition Care 
Management (3) 
Develops a systems viewpoint of advanced 
management skills and application of technology. 
Advanced application of operations management 
in nutrition care management; development and 
application of high ethical standards in all 
aspects of the professionWincluding patient care, 
purchasing, and human-resource management. 
Delivery of food in emergency or crisis situations. 
Identification of trends that affect the operation 
of the departmentWincluding sustainable food 
supplies, organic foods, and modified foods. 
DTCS 6M6 Nutrition Care-Management ProOect (6) 
Develops a nutrition care-management project 
EMEPGENCR MEDICINE 
EMDN I21 Emergency Medicine Cler2ship (1T5-3) 
Two-week required rotation of seven eight-hour 
emergency department LEDN shifts. A variety of 
Loma Linda University Community Hospital ED, 
Loma Linda University Medical Center ED, 
Loma Linda University Children's Hospital ED 
shifts Lpediatric sideN; and an administrative 
shiftWincluding time in the radio room, on the 
triage desk, and with the transport nurse. 
Didactic sessions include attendance at 
emergency medicine residency conferences and 
grand rounds, and one-on-one learning 
experience with the senior administrative 
resident each Monday morning. Also included 
are hands-on suture laboratory, EKG reading 
tutorial, and case studies in reading common 
emergency radiographs. 
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EMDN 89( Emergency Medicine Elective ((658(8) 
Two-week or four-week rotation of four eight-
hour emergency department (ED) shifts weekly. 
Shifts include a variety of Loma Linda University 
Community Hospital ED, Loma Linda University 
Medical Center ED, Loma Linda University 
Children's Hospital ED shifts (pediatric side); and 
an administrative shiftRincluding time in the 
radio room, on the triage desk, and with the 
transport nurse. Didactic sessions include 
attendance at emergency medicine residency 
conferences and grand rounds, and one-on-one 
learning experience with the senior 
administrative resident each Monday morning. 
Also included are a hands-on suture laboratory, 
EKG reading tutorial, and case studies in reading 
common emergency radiographs. 
EMERGENC= MEDICA@ CARE 
EMMC 3B8 Pharmacology (3) 
General overview of pharmacologyRincluding 
pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, and 
therapeutics of drugs. Vasic definitions, sources 
of information, classification of drugs, and 
principles and mechanisms of drug actions. 
Emphasizes prehospital drug categories. 
EMMC 3(4 ECG Interpretation and Analysis (2) 
Develops basic ECG interpretation skills. Xocuses 
on anatomy and physiology, underlying 
pathophysiology, and basic rhythm recognition. 
.verview of related treatments. Emphasizes 
skills needed by bedside practitioner to 
differentiate between benign and life-threatening 
dysrhythmias. 
EMMC 3(5 Cardiology (3) 
Assists the health care provider to develop 
assessment skills and to increase knowledge of 
medical management of the patient with acute 
and chronic cardiovascular disorders. Xocuses on 
anatomy and physiology, underlying 
pathophysiology, advanced history taking and 
physical assessment, cardiovascular 
pharmacology, electrical modalities, cardiac 
diagnostic testing, and current research. 
Emphasizes the emergency care of patients with 
myocardial infarction and trauma to the 
cardiovascular system. Assignment includes 
interaction with cardiac patients and observation 
of diagnostic studies in the clinical setting. 
EMMC 3(6 (28@ead ECG Interpretation (2) 
Designed for health care providers who are 
familiar with basic ECG monitoring and are 
seeking to learn principles of application and 
interpretation of the 12-lead system. Emphasizes 
recognition of the acute myocardial infarction. 
Additional topics include identifying axis 
deviation, acute ischemic conditions, electrolyte 
imbalances, bundle-branch block, and infarct 
impostors. Practical application of information to 
bedside care of cardiac patients, emphasizing 
patient assessment, data collection, and use of the 
12-lead to guide rapid intervention. Certificate 
issued upon successful completion of the course. 
Prerequisite: Successful completion of a basic 
ECG interpretation examination. 
EMMC 325 Current Issues in Emergency Medical 
Care (2) 
Seminar-style discussion on current issues and 
controversies in emergency medicine. May 
include topics such as prehospital use of 
thrombolytic therapy; managed care; primary-
care, advanced scope paramedic practice, etc. 
EMMC 33( Introduction to Theories of Emergency 
Medical Services (2) 
Introduces prehospital medical services. Roles 
and responsibilities of paramedics and EMTs. 
EMS systems design, constraints, and operating 
problems. EMS environment and scene issues. 
Medical-legal issues. History and current state of 
prehospital care and medical oversight. 
EMMC 332 Theories of Emergency Medical Services 
(2) 
Investigates the dimensions of emergency 
medical services. Influence of environment on 
oxygen delivery. Develops paradigms for EMS. 
Decision making in the constrained environment. 
Stress models and role theories. Discusses EMS 
as sequential environments from public health to 
critical care. 
EMMC 35( Neonatal Resuscitation (() 
Neonatal anatomy and physiology. Asphyxia 
and its effects on the newborn. Intubation, 
medications, and ventilation techniques. 
Thermoregulation as it relates to resuscitation of 
the neonate. Skills laboratory for delivery 
resuscitation, including megacode. 
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EMM# 389 (unior Seminars (1) 
-iscusses issues of professionalism and career 
development in the whole-person context; 
written, oral, and electronic communication; 
writing and research skills; use of computer 
resources. 
EMM# 475 Instruction and #urriculum >esign in 
Emergency Services (3) 
Methods of effective instruction and curriculum 
design for adult learners. -iscusses classroom-
management techniques and instructional 
presentation in public education, in-service and 
continuing education, college classroom, clinical 
teaching, conferences, and individual guidance. 
Applies curriculum design theories to 
development of instructional units and 
objectives, evaluation procedures, and 
assessment tools. Introduces learning-experience 
design, appropriate technology selection, learner-
centered handout/syllabus development, and 
cultivation of respect for diversity in learning. 
EMM# 435 >isastersB WM>B and Derrorism (3) 
Introduces EMS response involving large-scale 
natural disasters and weapons of mass 
destruction KWM-M. Explores prehospital and 
hospital treatment. Evaluates current issues 
facing EMS personnel. Crisis and consequence 
management, theories of terrorism response, and 
state and federal resources. -iscusses 
interagency roles, overview of social and 
psychological aspects, policy development and 
the media, comparison of response protocols of 
disaster versus terrorist incidents. 
EMM# 436 Drauma and Surgical #are (7) 
Emergency evaluation, assessment, and care of 
the trauma patient. Prehospital resuscitation, 
stabilization, and rapid transport. Overview of 
traumatic injuries, multisystem trauma, surgical 
management, and care of the trauma patient. 
Principles of care of the patient after stabilization 
and surgery. -iscusses kinematics, emerging 
trends in trauma care, trauma centers, and injury-
prevention programs. 
EMM# 444 >iversity in EMS (7) 
A senior-level emergency medical care core-
curriculum course designed to expose students to 
specialty areas of EMS that often are overlooked. 
Includes wilderness medicine, search and rescue, 
event/mass-gathering medicine, sports medicine, 
aeromedical EMS, water-rescue and dive EMS, 
hazardous materials and toxicology, tactical and 
forensic EMS, catastrophic and disaster EMS, and 
international EMS. 
EMM# 445 Perinatal and Pediatric #are (3) 
Emergency evaluation and care of the perinatal 
and pediatric patient. Cardiac, gastrointestinal, 
hematologic, renal, and metabolic conditions and 
treatment. -iscusses appropriate versus 
inappropriate child development and behavior, 
including developmental stages, temperaments, 
feeding disorders, sleep disorders, mentally 
challenged, and attention deficit. Psychosocial 
aspects of pediatric, child, and adolescent 
psychiatric disorders. 
EMM# 446 Physical >iagnosis (7) 
Systemic review of assessment techniques 
utilized in patient assessment. Emphasizes 
assessment of major body systems. Overview of 
physical examination techniques and 
interpretation of findings. Lecture, reading, and 
discussion of case. 
EMM# 447 Ieriatrics and Aging (3) 
A forum for discussing current trends in aging 
and for identifying the needs of an older 
population. -iscusses psychological and social 
changes in the older adult. Physiologic process of 
aging and the medical considerations unique to 
age. Management of geriatric trauma, medical 
emergencies, and the impact of chronic diseases. 
Establishing a social response to aging and viable 
health care-delivery models for older adults. 
EMM# 448 Advanced Physical >iagnosis and 
#ritical #are (7) 
Advanced assessment techniques utilized in 
management of critical care patient. Emphasizes 
interpretation of laboratory tests, chest 
radiographs, arterial blood gases, and other tests 
used to evaluate the patient. Theories of 
mechanical ventilation and oxygen therapy. 
Administration of aerosol treatments, gases, and 
gas mixtures. Operation of transport ventilators 
and intravenous pumps and infusion devices. 
EMM# 451 Health #are Management for 
Prehospital Providers (7) 
Basic principles of management and how they 
relate to EMS systems. Sederal, state, and local 
authority for EMS delivery and services, 
resources for and constraints of EMS systems, 
relationship to and impact on public safety and 
health care-delivery systems, interface of public 
and private organizations, current and future 
issues. 
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EMM# 452 Seminars in EMS Management I (2) 
Management theories applied to EMS 
management and practice. Public/private sector 
integration, public/media relations, government 
relations, stress management, 
management/leadership-skills development, 
decision making, performance improvement. 
Prerequisite: EMMC 4P1. 
EMM# 453 Seminars in EMS Management II (2) 
Rurther applies management theories to EMS 
management and practice. The quality 
management process and its relationship to 
continuous learning, promoting 
organizational/system change, evaluating 
effectiveness of performance-improvement 
projects, strategic planning, and integration of 
EMS with public safety and public health. 
Prerequisite: EMMC 4P1, EMMC 4PW. 
EMM# 464 Ethics and Leadership in Emergency 
Services (2) 
Examines the theory and conceptual framework 
to view and practice ethical leadership as a 
collective enterprise. Explores emerging 
paradigms of leadership. Clarifies and contrasts 
differing approaches to leadership and 
leadership development. Compares and contrasts 
the situational approach of the processes of 
administration, management, and leadership. 
!tilizes learner-designated activities to develop a 
personal philosophy of leadership, assess 
individual characteristics, and relate those 
strengths to a leadership situation. 
EMM# 471 Senior Project I (2) 
Project developed, implemented, and evaluated 
by students for in-depth experience in area of 
choice. May include research; community 
projects; and/or education, management, or 
clinical affiliations. Students work under direct 
supervision of assigned faculty mentor. 
EMM# 472 Senior Project II (2) 
Continues project developed in EMMC 471. 
Prerequisite: EMMC 471. 
EMM# 484 Legal Issues in Health #are (2) 
Introduces the legal system as it pertains to 
health care professionals. Concepts of 
malpractice, litigation, consent for and refusal of 
medical treatment, advanced directives, and 
patient confidentiality. Discusses employment 
issues, including discrimination and sexual 
harassment. Develops health and safety 
programs per .SHA regulations, risk 
management, legal issues in vehicle operations 
and equipment, and EMS and law-enforcement 
interactions. 
EMM# 489 Senior Seminars (1) 
Discusses issues of professionalism, portfolio 
development and refinement, short- and long-
term goal setting, and development of 
resume/curriculum vitae. Prerequisite: Senior-
level academic status. 
Prerequisite: Senior-level academic status. 
EMM# 498 Special Topics (1-4) 
Special topics in emergency medical care. 
EMM# 499 Special Topics Laboratory/#linical 
Practicum (1-8) 
Special topics in emergency medical care 
laboratory and clinical practicum. 
Corequisite: EMMC 49]. 
ENDODONTI#S 
ENDN 534 Endodontic Treatment #onOerence (2) 
Evaluates and discusses diagnosis, treatment 
planning, prognosis, and outcome of endodontic 
treatment cases. Repeated registrations required 
to fulfill the total units. 
ENDN 601 Principles oO Endodontics (2) 
Comprehensive study of various aspects of 
endodontics. Repeated registrations required to 
fulfill the total units. 
ENDN 604 Literature Seminar in Endodontics (2) 
Reviews literature pertaining to the principles 
and practice of endodontics. Repeated 
registrations required to fulfill total units. 
ENDN 654 Practice Teaching in Endodontics (1) 
Supervised teaching in the endodontic preclinical 
laboratory and predoctoral clinic. Repeated 
registrations required to fulfill total units. 
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EN#N %97A Research (1) 
Student identifies a research project, prepares a 
protocol, and obtains approval for the protocol. 
Multiple registrations may be needed to complete 
these research activities. 
EN#N %973 Research (1, 2) 
Conducting the actual research project, including 
the data collection. Multiple registrations may be 
needed to complete these research activities. 
EN#N %98 Thesis (1) 
EN#N 725 Clinical Practice in Endodontics (8) 
Provides practice and experience in all aspects of 
endodontics. Emphasizes obtaining experience in 
treating complex endodontic cases. Repeated 
registrations required to fulfill total units. 
EN#N 831 Endodontics I (1) 
Didactic course provides foundational 
knowledge to prepare the student to manage 
patients with diseases of pulpal origin. 
EN#N 832 Endodontics II (2) 
The first part of the preclinical laboratory course 
allows the students to learn basic skills necessary 
to perform endodontic treatment on permanent 
teeth with uncomplicated root canal systems. In 
the second part, students will be able to expand 
their skills in performing endodontic procedures 
using more advanced techniques and 
instruments. 
EN#N 834 Endodontics IV (1) 
Didactic course containing essential information 
on various topics in endodontics elevates the 
studentsI diagnostic and treatment-planning 
skills. 
EN#N 875 Endodontics Clinic (1) 
ENGLISH 
ENGL 111 Freshman English (3) 
Reading skills and techniques. Student practices 
written communications, with emphasis on 
expository, critical, argumentative, and research 
writing. Available only at international program 
sites. 
Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ESL courses, 
or satisfactory performance on a placement test. 
ENGL 112 Freshman English (3) 
Reading skills and techniques. Student practices 
written communications, with emphasis on 
expository, critical, argumentative, and research 
writing. Available only at international program 
sites. 
Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ESL courses, 
or satisfactory performance on a placement test. 
ENGL 113 Freshman English (3) 
Reading skills and techniques. Student practices 
written communications, with emphasis on 
expository, critical, argumentative, and research 
writing. OAvailable only at international program 
sites.P 
Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ESL courses, 
or satisfactory performance on a placement test. 
ENGL 20% Introduction to Literature (4) 
Introduces reading and analysis of major literary 
genres: poetry, drama, short story, and essay. 
ENGL 24% Literary Forms and Ideas (4) 
Varied content from quarter to quarter, with 
specific areas listed in the class schedule Osuch as 
drama, the short story, contemporary literature, 
women in literature, C. S. LewisP. May be 
repeated with new content for additional credit. 
ENGL 478 Theory and Application of Linguistics (3) 
Introduces general linguistics. Covers the core 
linguistic areas of syntax, phonetics, phonology, 
morphology, and semantics; also peripheral 
linguistic areas such as sociolinguistics, 
pragmatics, and psycholinguistics. 
ENGLISH AS A SECON# LANGUAGE 
ENSL 077 English as a Second Language (2-10) 
Teaches American English to speakers of other 
languages so that they may use this language for 
whatever purposes they choose. Meets the needs 
of English for academic purposes and is also 
open and adaptable to students with a variety of 
language needs. Students progress at their own 
rate as individual language needs in areas such 
as pronunciation, reading, writing, grammar, and 
conversation are met. Students expected to have 
fifteen contact hours for each unit of registration. 
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ENSL 1'' English as a Second Language (2612) 
Enables University students to improve their 
proficiency in speaking and in understanding 
spoken, academic American English. Emphasizes 
appropriate listening and conversation skills, as 
well as attention to problems arising from the 
student's native language. 
ENVI:ONMENTAL HEALTH 
ENVH 414 Introduction to Environmental Health (3) 
Introduces an overview of the major areas of 
environmental health, such as ecology, 
environmental law, and population concerns; 
environmental diseases and toxins; food, water, 
and air quality; radiation; noise; and solid and 
hazardous waste. 
ENVH 421 Cartography and Map Design (3) 
Cartographic principles and guidelines, 
including geodesy, map projections, coordinate 
and locational systems, scale and distance, 
direction, vertical factors, mapping methods and 
techniques, and graphic representation of Earth 
patterns. Provides the foundation for 
understanding advanced geospatial technologies 
including /IS, remote sensing, and global 
positioning systems. 
Cross-listing: EN$H 521. 
ENVH 422 Principles of Geographic Information 
Systems (4) 
Comprehensive overview of the concepts, 
functions, applications, technologies, and trends 
pertaining to automated geographic information 
systems (/IS). Framework for understanding the 
design, development, implementation, and 
management of /IS. Topics include: /IS 
hardware and software considerations, data 
resources, technical issues and applications in 
/IS. 
ENVH 423 Practical Issues in GIS (4) 
[ey tasks and issues faced by /IS managers and 
practitioners responsible for implementing and 
managing health /IS systems in government or 
private-sector organizations. Presents sound 
principles and approaches for /IS 
implementation, as well as project management 
and organizational issues, to provide the 
necessary foundation of information on 
alternatives and pitfalls. Main topics include: /IS 
needs assessment, software]hardware 
considerations, financial and staffing 
requirements, project-scope delineation, project 
planning and control, pilot projects. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Cross-listing: 
EN$H 521. 
ENVH 424 DesMtop GIS SoftNare Applications (4) 
Introduces state-of-the-art, PC-based /IS 
applications. Student acquires the conceptual 
knowledge as well as the hands-on experience 
needed to optimally utilize available functions 
within desktop /IS technology for display, 
editing, analysis, and presentation of spatial and 
thematic data. Focuses on Arc$iew /IS and its 
analytical extensions. 
Cross-listing: EN$H 524. 
ENVH 434 Advanced GIS SoftNare Applications (3) 
Comprehensive overview of the concepts, 
functions, skills, applications, technologies, and 
trends of modern remote sensing in 
environmental and health-data acquisition and 
analysis; as well as applications in related public 
health issues. Topics include /IS-based image 
interpretation and data generation, satellite 
remote sensing, introduction to ID&ISI 
[ilimanjaro and E&DAS Imagine; as well as other 
modeling tools, such as Arc/IS Modler, Stella, 
ArcPAD, /PS, CA&TALink, etc. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Cross-listing: 
EN$H 549. 
ENVH 435 SourcesP CaptureP and Integration of GIS 
Data (3) 
Provides overview of some of the technologies 
and methods used in capturing, processing, 
integrating, and displaying /IS data. Topics 
include: global positioning systems, satellite 
digital imagery, image processing, aerial 
photography, digital orthophotography, /IS 
applications for the aorld aide aeb, and /IS 
data sources on the Internet. Fundamentals of 
conceptual and physical design, construction, 
currency, and integrity of geospatial databases. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
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E"#H 43( Spatial /nalysis 3ith 5IS (4) 
Focuses on GIS functionality suited for modeling 
and analyzing complex spatial relationships. 
Basic functions for the selective retrieval of 
spatial information and the computation or 
mapping of statistical summaries. Advanced 
quantitative methods of spatial statistics for 
analyzing different data-feature types and data 
structures, and investigating patterns in spatial 
data. Main topics include: feature manipulation, 
distance measurement, spatial overlay, proximity 
analysis, spatial-correlation analysis, point-
pattern analysis, spatial interaction, surface 
analysis, network analysis, grid analysis, and 
spatial modeling within GIS. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
E"#H 439 5IS in Pu<lic Health (2) 
Reviews GIS methods and analytical techniques 
with potential for improving public health 
research and practice. Fields of public health 
considered individually. Identifies specific GIS 
approaches and techniques. Considers specific 
disciplines, including: epidemiology, health 
promotion, international health/development, 
health care administration, environmental health 
and contamination, and emergency management. 
Current applications of GIS technology and 
methods at the international, national, and local 
levels. 
Prerequisite: ENVQ 4+S. Cross-listing: ENVQ 
5+7. 
E"#H 4@A Health 5eographics Senior ProEect (4) 
Three-quarter senior research or applications 
project conducted during the studentVs final 
academic year. Student demonstrates mastery of 
spatial analysis skills by assessing relevant public 
and oral presentations. May be repeated for 
additional credit. Must have a total of 12 units. 
Paper and oral presentation required during final 
quarter of registration. 
E"#H 4@@ Directed StudyHSpecial ProEect (1-4) 
Individual arrangements for undergraduate, 
upper division students to study under the 
guidance of a program faculty member. May 
include readings, literature review, or other 
special projects. Minimum of thirty hours 
required for each unit of credit. A maximum of 4 
units applicable to any undergraduate degree 
program. 
E"#H 5L@ Principles of Environmental Health (3) 
Rural and urban environmental factors that affect 
human-health status, enjoyment of the quality of 
life, and human survival. Focuses within a 
framework of air, water, food quality, residential 
environments, industrial sites, recreational 
patterns, and environmental risk avoidance. 
Stresses prevention of disease and promotion of 
healthful environments. Not applicable toward a 
major in environmental health. 
E"#H 515 Pood Quality /ssurance (3) 
Principles and techniques of quality assurance for 
food preparation and prevention of food-borne 
diseases. Sanitary and safe preparation, storage, 
transportation, and handling of foodstuffs and 
productsYboth commercially and residentially. 
Criteria and practical methodology of inspection 
and surveillance techniques, facilities design, and 
plan checking. Food degradation, contamination, 
additives, and toxicants. Performance criteria for 
food handlers, with application to environmental 
techniques in education, enforcement, and 
consultation. Field trips. 
Prerequisite: Program prerequisite courses or 
written consent of program advisor. 
E"#H 521 Cartography and Map Design (2) 
Map design and content, design procedures, 
production techniques, color selection, use of 
text, creation of visual hierarchy and visual 
balance. Explores thematic and general mapping 
with use of GIS data for mapping purposes. 
Discusses ArcGIS software. Map critiquing. 
Provides the foundation for understanding 
advanced geospatial technology, including GIS, 
remote sensing, and global positioning systems. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
E"#H 522 Principles of 5eographic Information 
Systems and Science (3) 
Comprehensive overview of the concepts, 
functions, applications, technologies, and trends 
pertaining to automated geographic information 
systems (GIS). Topics include: GIS hardware and 
software considerations, data resources, technical 
issues and applications in GIS. 
Cross-listing: ENVQ 422. 
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E"#$ 523 Practical Issues in 5IS (3) 
3ey tasks and issues faced by GIS managers and 
practitioners responsible for implementing and 
managing health GIS systems in government or 
private-sector organizations. Presents sound 
principles and approaches for GIS 
implementation, as well as project management 
and organizational issues, to provide the 
necessary foundation of information on 
alternatives and pitfalls. Main topics include: GIS 
needs assessment, software/hardware 
considerations, financial and staffing 
requirements, project-scope delineation, project 
planning and control, pilot projects. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Cross-listing: 
EN$H 123. 
E"#$ 524 5IS Soft<are Applications and Methods 
(3) 
Project-oriented course introduces state-of-the-
art, PC-based GIS technology and applications. 
Provides the conceptual knowledge and hands-
on experience needed to optimally utilize 
available functions within desktop GIS 
technology for modeling, displaying, editing, 
analyzing, and presenting spatial and thematic 
data. Focuses on ArcGIS and its analytical 
extensions, as well as Leica Geosystems ERDAS 
Imagine. 
Cross-listing: EN$H 121. 
E"#$ 525 Special Bopics in Environmental and 
Occupational $ealth (1G4) 
Lecture and discussion on a current topic in 
environmental and occupational health. May be 
repeated for a maximum of 1 units applicable to 
degree program. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
E"#$ 526 Seminar in 5eographic Information 
Systems (1) 
Covers various aspects of GIS technology and its 
applications to health that might otherwise be 
excluded from the usual and customary health 
geoinformatics academic curriculum. Topics of 
interest include metadata creation and 
management, health geoinformatics spatial data 
infrastructure, data interoperability, and mobile 
mapping technology. Presenters with specific 
expertise invited to cover areas of interest. 
E"#$ 527 5eospatial Bechnologies for Emergency 
Preparedness and Management (3) 
Applies geospatial data, tools, and methods to 
preparedness and emergency management. 
Examines the current status of the use of 
geospatial data, tools, and infrastructure in 
preparedness and disaster management. Explores 
approaches for the effective integration of 
existing geospatial tools into the framework of 
emergency preparedness and management; 
strategies for improving geospatial decision 
support in this field; and various other issues 
related to data availability, security, and policies. 
Emphasizes technology application. 
Prerequisite: EN$H 521; prior knowledge of GIS. 
E"#$ 535 Integration of 5eospatial Data in 5IS (2) 
Surveys capturing, processing, integrating, and 
displaying GIS data. Focuses on public health 
applications of global positioning systems, 
satellite digital imagery, image processing, aerial 
photography, digital orthophotography, GIS 
applications for the World Wide Web, and GIS 
data sources on the Internet. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
E"#$ 536 Spatial Analytic BechniMues and 5IS (3) 
Modeling and analyzing complex spatial 
relationships through GIS technology. Selective 
retrieval of spatial information and computation 
or mapping of statistical summaries. Advanced 
methods of analysis using spatial statistics. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
E"#$ 537 $ealth Care 5eographics (2) 
GIS in health services research and the health 
care sector. Introduces GIS-based methods of 
mapping, modeling, and analyzing issues, such 
as patients] access to health care and services, 
locating new medical facilities and health 
services, delineating medical service areas and 
consumer markets. Presents emerging 
applications of GIS to the scale of individual 
facilities and the mapping of the human body 
itself. 
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E"#H 53( )*S Applications in Environmental 
Health (2= 3) 
GIS display, modeling, and analysis of 
environmental ha=ards/toxicants, as well as 
populationBs exposure to environmental 
contaminants. Includes geography and modeling 
of ha=ard sources, ha=ard surveillance, spatial 
characteri=ation/modeling of contamination and 
GIS-enhanced risk assessment/management. 
Considers the use of GIS for managing public 
health safety problems. Presents current 
applications of GIS in environmental health and 
disaster/emergency response. Third unit 
requires additional GIS project that includes 
substantial analysis of environment data and 
discussions of results through written and oral 
presentation. 
Prerequisite: ENVN 524 or ENVN 536S or consent 
of instructor. 
E"#H 5?6 *ntroduction to Spatial Epidemiology (2) 
Provides overview of GIS-based mapping and 
statistical methods for describing, displaying, 
quantifying, and modeling spatial variations in 
disease, especially with respect to exposures at 
the small-area scale. Main topics include disease 
mapping, analysis of spatial clustering of health 
events, disease surveillance, and ecological 
modeling. Presents currently implemented 
spatial epidemiologic applications at the 
international, national, and local levels. 
E"#H 5?E )*S for Public Health Practice (2) 
Community health assessment and planning, 
chronic-disease prevention, public health, health-
disparities analysis, and immuni=ation. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
E"#H 5?( Iemote Sensing Applications in the 
Health Services (3) 
Comprehensive overview of the concepts, 
functions, skills, applications, technologies, and 
trends of modern remote sensing in 
environmental and health data acquisition and 
analysis, as well as applications in related public 
health issues. Topics include GIS-based image 
interpretation and data generation, satellite 
remote sensing, remote sensing applications, and 
case studies in public health. Software tools used 
include introduction to IDRISI Wilimanjaro and 
ERDAS ImagineS as well as other modeling tools 
such as ArcGIS, STELLA, ArcPAD, GPS, 
CartaLinx, etc. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
E"#H 555 Advanced Iemote Sensing Application 
and Systems Modeling in Health and Earth Science 
(3) 
Introduction to Zsystems scienceZ as both a 
conceptual approach to analysis and as a 
methodology for enhancing research and 
application within the environment, health, and 
earth systems. Provides students with 
fundamental knowledge of dynamic modeling 
tools, particularly focused on using STELLA and 
iThink (from Isee Systems)S as well as other tools 
that integrate spatial and nonspatial datasets, e.g. 
ArcModeler, Geode, TerraVIVA, Netweaver, and 
various SAS tools, etc. Applies Zsystems thinking 
and analysisZ to specific interdisciplinary issues 
within public health and other applied sciences. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
E"#H 55E )eographical TechniLues for Health and 
Environmental Analysis (3) 
Geographic tools for graphic display and spatial 
analysis of international and U.S. domestic 
health, epidemiological health services, and 
environmental health problems and issues. Now 
geographical information systems (GIS)S desktop 
mappingS geocoded, computeri=ed databases and 
medical geographical applications are used in 
health and environmental planning, decision 
making, and research. 
E"#H 558 )lobal Environmental Health (2) 
Global implications of human impact on 
terrestrial, atmospheric, and marine 
environments. Considers dilution and dispersion 
of pollutants, climatic changes, endangered 
species, desertification, deforestation, vehicle 
emissions, free-trade agreements, renewable 
resources, and export of ha=ardous industry to 
developing nations. Impact of political, 
economic, and cultural factors on present and 
future mitigation strategies. 
E"#H 55( Environmental Health for Developing 
Countries (3) 
Major challenges associated with environmental 
health and hygiene practices in developing 
nations. ^ater-resource development/operations 
and maintenance, infection and disease-vector 
control, pesticide management, food quality and 
availability, solid-waste management, 
uncontrolled urban settlements, occupational 
health, and the implications of locali=ed 
atmospheric pollutants. 
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E"VH 566 (utdoor Air 0uality and Human Health 
(3) 
Sources and characteristics of air pollutants and 
their effects on humans and human environment. 
Methods used in sampling of pollutants, controls, 
and abatement of air-quality standards 
violations. 
Prerequisite: Program prerequisite coursesN or 
written consent of program advisor. 
E"VH 567 Ha<ardous Materials and Solid-Aaste 
ManaBement (3) 
Production, collection, transportation, treatment, 
recycling, and disposal of solid wastes and 
hazardous materials. Toxic effects and hazard-
producing characteristics of these materialsN and 
the process of disposal-site design, siting, and 
operation. 
Prerequisite: Program prerequisite coursesN or 
written consent of program advisor. 
E"VH 568 Dater 0uality Assurance (3) 
Principles and processes involved in providing 
safe and adequate water supplies. Water-source 
development, quantity and quality assurance, 
source and system design, and inspection 
parameters. Protection of water sources from 
contaminationN and the abatement of, and 
correction techniques applied to, degraded water 
quality. Potable water supplies, fresh and saline 
bodies of water, and municipal liquid-waste 
disposal. 
Prerequisite: Program prerequisite coursesN or 
written consent of program advisor. 
E"VH 569 Environmental SamplinB and Analysis 
(4) 
Practical laboratory experience that serves as an 
introduction to techniques used in measurement 
and evaluation of environmental health 
problems. Techniques pertinent to air, water, and 
food sanitation. .ccupational stressors and 
radiological health. 
Prerequisite: Program prerequisite coursesN or 
written consent of program advisor. 
E"VH 575 Indoor Air 0uality (3) 
Social and technical factors associated with 
nonindustrial, indoor air-quality issues. 
$entilation, source assessment, complaint 
investigations, control measures, sanitation, 
building design, enforcement criteria, and case 
studies. 
Prerequisite: Microbiology or consent of 
instructor. 
E"VH 578 Principles oL (ccupational Health (3) 
Issues related to the effects of occupational 
exposures on health and safety of workers. 
Principles of preplacement evaluations, 
biological and environmental monitoring of 
hazards, surveillance testing, and diseaseTinjury 
prevention and treatment. 
E"VH 579 (ccupational Health ManaBement (3) 
Planning, implementing, and evaluating health 
programs in occupational settings. Principles of 
case management, cost containment, worker 
evaluation and placement, referrals, and 
rehabilitation. Current legislation, regulations, 
and legal issues. 
E"VH 581 Principles oL Industrial HyBiene (3) 
Introductory course in industrial hygiene. 
IndustrialToccupational health, hygiene and 
safety, philosophy, legislation, and regulation. 
Prerequisite: Program prerequisite coursesN or 
written consent of program advisor. 
E"VH 585 Institutional Environmental Health (3) 
Viological and chemical methods for identifying 
and controlling the environmental factors 
influencing health in institutional sites, hospitals, 
acute- and extended-care facilities, foster- and 
day-care sites, correctional institutions, schools, 
and other related institutions. Includes 
epidemiology and etiology of hospital-acquired 
infections and their control. 
E"VH 586 Environmental Health Administration (3) 
Introduces the administration and management 
of organizations involved in environmental 
health within the context of the health care 
system. Provides an overview of regulatory and 
policy issues, applicable statutes, and emerging 
management systems. 
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ENVH 587 Environmental To4icology (3) 
Principles and mechanisms of toxicology as 
applied to environmentally encountered toxic 
agents. Toxicants of current public health 
importance and their pathologic effect on 
representative tissues and organs. Dose-response 
relationships; hazard and risk assessment; and 
determination of toxicity of environmental 
carcinogens, teratogens, mutagens, pesticides, 
metals, plastics, and organic solvents. 
Prerequisite: Program prerequisite courses; or 
written consent of program advisor. 
ENVH 589 Environmental Risk Assessment (3) 
Principles and methods of risk assessment 
associated with human exposure to toxic 
chemicals and other environmental hazards. 
Quantitative risk-assessment methodologies and 
approaches. Ecological risk assessment; risk 
management issues involved in taking 
appropriate public health action; risk 
communication, acceptability, and perception; 
and informational resources. 
ENVH 605 Seminar in Environmental and 
Dccupational Health (1) 
Areas of current interest. May be repeated for 
additional credit. 
ENVH 694 Research (1-14) 
Independent research on problems currently 
receiving study in the department. Research 
program arranged with faculty member(s) 
involved. Minimum of thirty hours required for 
each unit of credit. Limited to qualified master's 
degree students. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor responsible 
for supervision and of program advisor. 
ENVH 696 Directed StudyLSpecial ProNect (1-4) 
Individual arrangements for advanced students 
to study under the guidance of a program faculty 
member. May include readings, literature 
reviews, or other special projects. Minimum of 
thirty hours required for each unit of credit. A 
maximum of 4 units applicable to any master's 
degree program. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor responsible 
for supervision and of program advisor. 
ENVH 698 Laboratory (1-6) 
Individual and/or group arrangements for 
selected students to participate in a structured 
laboratory experience in specified areas of 
environmental health. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor responsible 
for supervision and of program advisor. 
ENVH 699 Applied Research (2) 
Assignment to private, government, 
international, or voluntary health agency or other 
approved organization where practical 
application of the materials studied on campus is 
made under the guidance of the department 
faculty and the organization involved. Research 
project that includes substantial analysis of data 
and discussion of results. Sritten report and oral 
presentation required. 
Prerequisite: Consent of department advisor and 
of instructor(s) for responsible supervision. 
ENVH 797 MIP Residency in Environmental Health 
(12) 
Individual guided study in operational field 
practice under faculty supervision. Limited to 
graduate students in the ENVH Master's 
International Program (M.P.H./MIP) whose 
projects have been approved by their committees. 
ENVH 798A Field Practicum (6) 
Assignment to private, government, 
international, or voluntary health agency or other 
School of Public Health-approved organization in 
which practical application of the materials 
studied on campus is made under the guidance 
of the department faculty and the organization 
involved. May consist of a research project. May 
be repeated for additional credit. 
Prerequisite: Course requirements; and consent 
of instructor(s) responsible for supervision and of 
program advisor. 
ENVH 798B Field Practicum (12) 
Assignment to private, government, 
international, or voluntary health agency or other 
School of Public Health-approved organization in 
which practical application of the materials 
studied on campus is made under the guidance 
of the department faculty and the organization 
involved. May consist of a research project. May 
be repeated for additional credit. 
Prerequisite: Course requirements; and consent 
of instructor(s) responsible for supervision and of 
program advisor. 
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E"#IR&"ME"TAL SCIE"CES 
E"#S 401 Earth System Science and =lo@al Change 
I (4) 
Part I of a two-quarter sequence that takes a 
systems-level approach to understanding 
environmental issues. Explores the dynamic 
biogeophysical processes in the geosphere and 
hydrosphere. Focuses on acquiring an 
interdisciplinary understanding of the basic 
principles and concepts of earth system science 
and the human dimensions of global 
environmental change. 
E"#S 402 Earth System Science and =lo@al Change 
II (4) 
Part II of a two-quarter sequence that takes a 
systems-level approach to understanding 
environmental issues. Explores the dynamic 
biogeophysical processes in the atmosphere, 
biosphere, and sociosphere. Focuses on acquiring 
an interdisciplinary understanding of the basic 
principles and concepts of earth system science 
and the human dimensions of global 
environmental change. 
E"#S 434 The Environmental ConteGt of 
Community Health (3) 
Studies the biological, ecological, and human 
environmental factors of a region; and of 
community health and how environmental 
factors affect it. Students engage local 
communities, learn about local ecology and 
health issues, and participate in ongoing projects 
that build on community assets and address the 
key needs. Includes dialogue with community 
partners as they consider interventions to 
improve the health of their communities, along 
with possible implementation strategies. Initial 
meeting on -oma -inda University campus, 
followed by three weeks of on-site environmental 
and community health study in a developing 
country. 
E"#S 455 Environmental LaL and Regulation (4) 
Introduces local, state, federal, and global laws 
and policies regarding the use, ownership, 
protection, and regulation of natural resources. 
Emphasizes understanding of the decision-
making process behind the rights and limits of 
private, public, and governmental parties when 
utilizing or protecting natural resources. 
E"#S 475 Field PracticumP Applied Environmental 
Sciences (4) 
Students and teachers working together in the 
field apply geospatial tools, environmental and 
conservation science methods and concepts, and 
social policy analytical frameworks to 
sustainability problems within a given 
ecosystem, community, or region. Study includes 
both domestic and international locations, e.g., 
Mesoamerica, the U.S. Southwest, southern 
California, etc. 
E"#S 485 Seminar in Environmental Sciences (1) 
Selected topics dealing with recent 
developments. May be repeated for additional 
credit. 
E"#S 487 Internship in Environmental Sciences (4S 
8) 
Sorking under the joint supervision of a faculty 
member and an off-campus sponsor, student 
develops an environmental sciences academic 
component within the internship. Student also 
participates directly in the maintenance or 
conservation of the environment. May be 
repeated for additional credit for up to T units. 
Prerequisite: Internship and registration approval 
by a faculty member in the Department of Earth 
and Biological Sciences. 
E"#S 488 Topics in Environmental Sciences (1T4) 
Reviews current knowledge in specified areas of 
environmental sciences. Registration indicates 
specific topic to be studied. May be repeated for 
additional credit. Offered on demand. 
E"#S 495 Special ProVects in Environmental 
Sciences (1T4) 
Special project in the field, laboratory, or library 
under the direction of a faculty member. May be 
repeated for additional credit. 
E"#S 497 Wndergraduate Research (1T4) 
Original investigation andXor literature study 
pursued under the direction of a faculty member. 
May be repeated for additional credit. 
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E"#S 534 The Environmental Context of 
Community :ealth (3) 
Studies the biological, ecological, and human 
environmental factors of a region; and of 
community health and how environmental 
factors affect it. Students engage local 
communities, learn about local ecology and 
health issues, and participate in ongoing projects 
that build on community assets and address the 
key needs. Includes dialogue with community 
partners as they consider interventions to 
improve the health of their communities, along 
with possible implementation strategies. Initial 
meeting on Loma Linda University campus, 
followed by on site environmental and 
community health study in a developing country. 
EPIDEMIOLOGY 
EPDM 414 Introduction to Epidemiology (3) 
Methods and strategies used to investigate 
distribution, determinants, and prevention of 
disease in human populations. Disease 
classification, measures of disease frequency and 
relative effect, and methods used to isolate 
effects. Assessments of environmental conditions, 
lifestyles, and other determinants of disease. 
Interpretation of results and statistical 
associations. Critical evaluation of scientific 
literature. Student presents personal literature 
study. Laboratory included. 
Prerequisite: STAT 4K4L (Lmay be taken 
concurrently). 
EPDM 509 Principles of Epidemiology I (3) 
Outlines the principles and methods used to 
investigate the distribution, determinants, and 
prevention strategies for disease in human 
populations. Major topics include measures of 
disease frequency, measures of effect, measures 
of potential impact, comparison and contrast of 
study designs, methods to control confounding 
and assess causation, statistical significance 
testing, screening for latent disease, and 
interpretation of results. Laboratory included. 
Prerequisite: STAT ,09L or STAT ,2KL or STAT 
,0, (Lmay be taken concurrently). 
EPDM 510 Principles of Epidemiology II (3) 
Continues exploring topics in cumulative 
incidence, incidence rates (density), hazard rates, 
matching, stratified analysis, confounding , 
interaction, and validity. Includes topics on 
Mantel-Haenszel relative-effect measures; 
statistical power; confidence intervals; sample 
size; and least-significant, relative-risk measures. 
Covers sources of information bias, selection bias, 
incidence-prevalence biases, and confounding in 
epidemiologic studiesWincluding quantitative 
measures to assess and correct for these biases 
(i.e., correlation analysis, Bland Altman plot, 
intraclass correlation coefficient, CohenYs kappa, 
sensitivity analysis, correction for measurement 
error in the gold standard, selection ratios). 
Laboratory includes EPI INFO, SAS, and other 
computer programs; as well as problem sets used 
in applied epidemiology. 
Prerequisite: EPDM ,09. 
EPDM 511 Advanced Epidemiologic Methods (2) 
Studies complex epidemiologic models found in 
current epidemiology literature. Course topics 
include: analysis of study design, bias and 
misclassification, building a linear model for 
epidemiologic inference, logistic regression 
analysis, and analytic strategies used in 
epidemiologic analysis of complex data sets. 
Laboratory component of course involves 
microcomputer analyses of epidemiologic data 
sets. 
Prerequisite: EPDM ,K0, STAT ,2K. 
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EP#M 512 Multivariate Modeling in Epidemiology 
(1, 3) 
The third course in epidemiologic methods. 
Focuses on methods of multivariable modeling 
common in biomedical data analysis. Covers the 
theory of these models in lectures on generalized 
linear models and maximum likelihood methods. 
%mphasizes use of the logistic regression model 
to analyze data from case-control studies (simple, 
nested, matched-pair), cohort studies, and 
prevalence surveys. Poisson regression 
techniques. Principles of multivariable model 
building (variable selection, variable 
specification, trend testing), model diagnostics 
(influence, fit), and the power/sample size 
needed to fit these models. Basic nonparametric 
survival analysis (hazard Uinstantaneous, 
cumulativeV and survival Uinstantaneous, 
cumulativeV functions). Provides the basis for 
lectures on multivariate survival analyses using 
the Cox proportional hazard model. Models 
nonproportional hazards. Laboratory exercises 
include analysis of epidemiologic data sets in 
SAS. 
Prerequisite: %PDM Z[9, STAT Z22. 
EP#M 515 Clinical >rials (3) 
Theory and practice of intervention studies, 
including community and clinical trials. Design, 
analysis methods, randomization, masking 
schemes, management of complex trials, ethical 
considerations, and meta analysis. Laboratory 
includes: power calculations, interpretation of 
published reports, randomization, and design of 
trials. 
Prerequisite: %PDM Z[9^ (^may be taken 
concurrently). 
EP#M 525 Special >opics in Epidemiology (1A4) 
Lecture and discussion on a current topic in 
epidemiology. May be repeated for a maximum 
of 4 units applicable to degree program. 
Prerequisite: %PDM Z[9^ (^may be taken 
concurrently). 
EP#M 534 Epidemiology of MaternalAChild Health 
(3) 
Applies epidemiologic issues to maternal and 
child health topics, emphasizing analysis and 
interpretation of data. Introduces key studies and 
standard data sets used to describe and compare 
maternal and child health outcomes both 
domestically and globally. Includes framework 
for critical review of studies in the field. Limited 
to maternal and child health, epidemiology, and 
doctoral students; or consent of instructor. 
Prerequisite: %PDM Z[9, (STAT Z[9 or STAT Z2`). 
EP#M 544 Epidemiology of Infectious #isease (3) 
%pidemiology of major acute and chronic 
infectious diseases worldwide. Characteristics of 
host, agent, environment. Immunity of 
individuals and populations. Methods of control 
and eradication. Types of epidemics. 
%xperimental, serological, and analytical 
techniques used in epidemiology of infectious 
disease. 
Prerequisite: %PDM Z[9. 
EP#M 555 Epidemiologic Methods in Outcomes 
Research and Continuous Iuality Improvement (3) 
%pidemiologic methods of outcomes research 
and continuous quality-improvement techniques 
in medical care processes. Medical care as a 
process, use of control charts in process 
improvement, measurement of quality of care, 
and patient satisfaction with medical care. Cost 
benefit, cost effectiveness, cost utility, and 
decision-tree analysis applied to medical care 
and public health. Laboratory includes: 
demonstration of process control charts, flow 
charts, Pareto diagram, decision tree, and data 
scanning. 
Prerequisite: %PDM Z[9 or %PDM Z`[. 
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EPDM 564 Epidemiology of Chronic Diseases (3) 
Critical review of the epidemiology of the 
leading chronic diseases, including 
cardiovascular disease, cancer, and diabetes. 
Acquaintance with coding systems for the 
diseases. Emphasizes research and health-
promotion issues that relate to control and 
prevention of these diseases. Acquaintance with 
experimental designs and analytic techniques 
commonly used in chronic disease epidemiology. 
Experimental and epidemiologic evidence 
relating risk factors such as diet, smoking, 
exercise, and biologic variables; as well as 
interactions between genes and environment to 
these chronic diseases. Incidence, secular trends, 
burden, mortality, survival, and surveillance as 
they relate to chronic diseases. Brief overview of 
anatomy, pathology/morphology of these 
diseases. 
Prerequisite: EPJM 50NO POmay be taken 
concurrentlyQ. 
EPDM 565 Epidemiology of Cancer (3) 
Critically reviews epidemiology of the major 
causes of cancer death in developed nations, 
including anatomic PICJ-N and ICJ-0-2/3Q and 
morphologic/pathogenic PICJ-0-2/3Q 
classifications schemes. Emphasizes research and 
health-promotion issues that relate to control and 
prevention of cancer. Topics include pathology 
vocabulary; multistage model of carcinogenesis; 
sources of cancer data; validity and value of 
population measures of cancer; magnitude of the 
cancer problem; trends in cancer frequency, 
incidence, burden, mortality, and survival; 
surveillance objectives and methods; consistent 
risk and protective factors for major cancer types; 
the role of infectious diseases in cancer etiology 
and progression; nutrition and cancer; screening 
objectives, recommendations, and controversies; 
and interactions. 
Prerequisite: EPJM 50N. 
EPDM 566 Epidemiology of Cardiovascular Disease 
(3) 
Jescriptive epidemiology of the major 
cardiovascular diseases, including: myocardial 
infarction, sudden death, angina pectoris, 
hypertension, and stroke. Acquaintance with 
experimental designs and analytic techniques 
commonly used in cardiovascular epidemiology. 
Experimental and epidemiological evidence 
relating risk factors such as diet, smoking, blood 
lipids, blood pressure, and exercise to 
cardiovascular diseases. Acquaintance with the 
design and results of the major intervention 
studies. 
Prerequisite: EPJM 50N. 
EPDM 567 Epidemiology of @ging (3) 
Global demographic trends, determinants, and 
measures of population-age structure. Vealth, 
morbidity, disability, and mortality; 
comprehension of morbidity and mortality; 
mechanisms, biomarkers, and genetics of aging. 
Aging research: surveys, clinical trials, and 
ethics. Chronic conditions/diseases Pi.e., 
dementia, musculoskeletal conditions, 
osteoporosis, obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular 
diseaseQ; risk factors Pi.e., diet, smoking, physical 
activityQ; and prevention. Economic aspects, drug 
use. Laboratory includes critical evaluation of 
current literature reports. 
Prerequisite: PEPJM 50NO or EPJM 510OQ, PSTAT 
50NO or STAT 521OQ POmay be taken concurrentlyQ. 
EPDM 568 Bnternational Epidemiology (2) 
Introduces research methods for conducting 
global health surveys using complex sampling 
techniques Pcluster sampling, lot quality-
assurance samplingQ. Exercises include data 
analysis and programming with EPI INFO, 
survey design, and geographic information 
systems. 
Prerequisite: EPJM 50N, PSTAT 50N or STAT 521Q. 
EPDM 588 Environmental and Occupational 
Epidemiology (3) 
Evaluates epidemiologic principles and 
methodologic approaches used in the assessment 
of environmental exposure, selection of 
applicable study designs, and determination of 
analytic methods used in the investigation of 
environmental health problems within 
populations. Epidemiologic analysis of selected 
and controversial environmental exposures that 
impact significantly on public health practice and 
on disease morbidity and mortality outcomes. 
Prerequisite: PEPJM 50N or EPJM 510Q, PSTAT 
50N or STAT 521Q. 
EPDM 6F5 Seminar in Epidemiology (1) 
Presentations and discussions of topics of current 
interest in epidemiology. Students work in 
groups on topics selected at the beginning of a 
quarter. Requires a written report and oral 
presentation at the completion of a project. 
Seminar facilitates maximal interaction among 
doctoral students and faculty to facilitate 
professional development. Joctoral students 
required to enroll Fall ^uarter each year they are 
in the program, but attendance and participation 
are required Fall, _inter, and Spring quarters. 
Prerequisite: EPJM 50N; doctoral degree status or 
consent of instructor. 
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EP#$ 625 Special Topics in Epidemiology (9:3) 
Lecture and discussion on a current topic in 
epidemiology. May be repeated for a maximum 
of H units applicable to degree program. 
&ecommended for doctoral students. 
Prerequisite: EPLM 50O. 
EP#$ 635A Epidemiological St?dies of Seventh:
day Adventists A (9) 
Background, objectives, methodologies, results, 
and public health implications of most 
epidemiological studies conducted on Seventh-
day Adventists worldwide, but especially in 
California. Lata on the health behaviors and 
healthXdisease experience of this low-risk 
population. Liscussion of potential biases and 
other issues. 
Prerequisite: EPLM 50OY ZYmay be taken 
concurrently[. 
EP#$ 635C Epidemiological St?dies of Seventh:
day Adventists C (9) 
Liscusses methodological issues pertinent to 
studies of Adventists, including the evidence for 
the longevity of California Adventists. Student 
critically evaluates current literature on 
epidemiologic studies of Adventists—including a 
thorough discussion of lifestyle, selection, and 
survival hypotheses—and presents findings 
during a discussion session. Student writes a 
scholarly paper on one topic relevant to 
epidemiologic studies among Adventists. 
Prerequisite: EPLM H35AY ZYmay be taken 
concurrently[. 
EP#$ 682A Seminar in Preventive $edicine (9) 
Provides an overview of preventive medicine 
topics. Includes a framework for critical review of 
scientific literature, as well as opportunities to 
develop additional necessary professional skills. 
General guidance in development of a research 
project, including design, analysis, and 
interpretation. &estricted to preventive medicine 
residents. 
EP#$ 682C Seminar in Preventive $edicine (9) 
Provides an overview of preventive medicine 
topics. Includes a framework for critical review of 
scientific literature, as well as opportunities to 
develop additional necessary professional skills. 
General guidance in development of a research 
project, including design, analysis, and 
interpretation. &estricted to preventive medicine 
residents. 
Prerequisite: EPLM 50OY, ZSTAT 50OY or STAT 
521Y[ ZYmay be taken concurrently[. 
EP#$ 682C Seminar in Preventive $edicine (9) 
Provides an overview of preventive medicine 
topics. Includes a framework for critical review of 
scientific literature, as well as opportunities to 
develop additional necessary professional skills. 
General guidance in development of a research 
project, including design, analysis, and 
interpretation. &estricted to preventive medicine 
residents. 
Prerequisite: EPLM 50OY, ZSTAT 50OY or STAT 
521Y[ ZYmay be taken concurrently[. 
EP#$ 682# Seminar in Preventive $edicine (9) 
Provides an overview of preventive medicine 
topics. Includes a framework for critical review of 
scientific literature, as well as opportunities to 
develop additional necessary professional skills. 
General guidance in development of a research 
project, including design, analysis, and 
interpretation. &estricted to preventive medicine 
residents. 
EP#$ 683A Preventive $edicine in P?blic Health 
(9) 
Includes advanced concepts in epidemiology, as 
necessary for the public health medical 
professional. Provides a supervised opportunity 
for development of leadership and presentation 
skills. &estricted preventive medicine residents. 
Prerequisite: EPLM 50OY, ZSTAT 50OY or STAT 
521Y[ ZYmay be taken concurrently[. 
EP#$ 683C Preventive $edicine in P?blic Health 
(9) 
Includes advanced concepts in epidemiology, as 
necessary, for the public health professional. 
Provides a supervised opportunity for 
development of leadership and presentation 
skills. &estricted to preventive medicine 
residents. 
Prerequisite: EPLM 50OY, ZSTAT 50OY or STAT 
521Y[ ZYmay be taken concurrently[. 
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EPD$ 683) Preventive $edicine in Pu3lic Health 
(1) 
Includes advanced concepts in epidemiology, as 
necessary, for the public health professional. 
Provides a supervised opportunity for 
development of leadership and presentation 
skills. Restricted to preventive medicine 
residents. 
Prerequisite: EPDM FG,H, ISTAT FG,H or STAT 
F21HN IHmay be taken concurrentlyN. 
EPD$ 683D Preventive $edicine in Pu3lic Health 
(1) 
Includes advanced concepts in epidemiology, as 
necessary, for the public health professional. 
Provides a supervised opportunity for 
development of leadership and presentation 
skills. Restricted to preventive medicine 
residents. 
EPD$ 685 Preliminary Research Experience (2) 
Experience gained in various aspects of research 
under the guidance of a faculty member and by 
participation in an ongoing project. Must be 
completed prior to beginning dissertation 
research project. Limited to doctoral degree 
students. 
EPD$ 692 Research )onsultation (1-4) 
Individual advice on project design, data 
collection, analysis, and evaluation. Restricted to 
School of Public Realth students and staff. 
EPD$ 694 Research (1-14) 
Independent epidemiologic research. Research 
program arranged with faculty memberIsN 
involved. Written report and oral presentation 
required. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor responsible 
for supervision and of academic advisor. 
EPD$ 696 Directed StudyHSpecial Project (1-4) 
Individual arrangements for advanced students 
to study under the guidance of a program faculty 
member. May include readings, literature 
reviews, or other special projects. Minimum of 
thirty hours required for each unit of credit. A 
maximum of 4 units applicable to any masterUs 
degree program. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor responsible 
for supervision and of program advisor. 
EPD$ 698 Dissertation (1-14) 
Student prepares manuscript presenting results 
of doctoral research study. Limited to doctoral 
degree candidates. 
EPD$ 699A Applied Research (1) 
Assignment to private, government, 
international, or voluntary health agency or other 
department-approved organization where 
practical application of the materials studied on 
campus is made under the guidance of the 
department faculty and the organization 
involved. Research project that includes 
substantial analysis of data and discussion of 
results. Written report and oral presentation 
required. 
EPD$ 699B Applied Research LL (1) 
Assignment to private, government, 
international, or voluntary health agency or other 
department-approved organization where 
practical application of the materials studied on 
campus is made under the guidance of the 
department faculty and the organization 
involved. Research project that includes 
substantial analysis of data and discussion of 
results. Written report and oral presentation 
required. 
EPD$ 699) Applied Research LLL (1) 
Assignment to private, government, 
international, or voluntary health agency or other 
department-approved organization where 
practical application of the materials studied on 
campus is made under the guidance of the 
department faculty and the organization 
involved. Research project that includes 
substantial analysis of data and discussion of 
results. Written report and oral presentation 
required. 
EPD$ 699D Applied Research LM (1) 
Assignment to private, government, 
international, or voluntary health agency or other 
department-approved organization where 
practical application of the materials studied on 
campus is made under the guidance of the 
department faculty and the organization 
involved. Research project that includes 
substantial analysis of data and discussion of 
results. Written report and oral presentation 
required. 
EPD$ 798 Oield Practicum (1-4) 
Prerequisite: EPDM F11. 
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EARTH SYSTEM SCIENCE 
ESSC 541 Remote Sensing in the Social< Health< and 
Biosciences (4) 
Provides students fundamental, modern, remote 
sensing knowledge and skills for environmental 
data acquisition and analysisI as well as 
applications in related social, earth, health, and 
biosciences. Topics include /IS-based image 
interpretation and spatial data generationI 
satellite remote sensing applicationsI and case 
studies in sustainable development, social policy, 
health, and biosciences. Spatial analysis software 
tools used include Clark Laboratories' IP&ISI 
Qilimanjaro and Leica-/eosystems' E&PAS 
ImagineI as well as ArcPAP, Arc/IS, 
/PSS/armin-&econ. 
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. Cross-
listing: ESSC 441. 
FAMILY MEDICINE 
FMDN 599 Directed Elective Study (1I5-18) 
FMDN 7M1 Family Medicine ClerNship (1I5-6) 
Students spend a four-week rotation in family 
practice clinical setting. Assignments vary and 
may be with community physicians or in 
residency-based clinics. Emphasizes integrating 
biomedical, psychosocial, and spiritual issues, as 
well as appropriate preventive care. An .SCE is 
given at the end of every twelve-week block in 
conjunction with pediatrics. 
FMDN 821 Family Medicine Subinternship (1I5-6) 
Students spend four weeks participating as 
members of the Xamily Yedicine Inpatient 
Service team providing patient care at Loma 
Linda University Community Yedical Center 
and affiliated hospitals, and two afternoons 
seeing patients in a residency-based outpatient 
clinic. 
FMDN 891 Family Medicine Elective (General 
Family Medicine) (1I5-18) 
Students work with Loma Linda Xamily Practice 
faculty to provide both inpatient and outpatient 
care. 
FAMILY STUDIES 
FMST 5M4 Advanced Family Studies (4) 
A critical survey of the research and theory 
growing out of the fields of family studies and 
family sociology. Provides students with a 
background on the social and historical factors 
that form the contexts within which families are 
defined and function. Students make application 
of course material to the practice of marriage and 
family therapy. 
FMST 5M5 Social Research MethodsU Vuantitative (3) 
Analyzes current social research methods. 
Practice in the use of techniques. Scientific 
method. 
Prerequisite: Introductory course in statistics as 
an undergraduate research-methods course. 
FMST 5M6 Advanced Social Research Methods (3) 
[ualitative methodology. Prepares students to 
undertake research projects using the intensive 
interview method of qualitative research. 
Practical and epistemological issues and 
problems in qualitative research explored in a 
workshop format. 
FMST 514 Cross-cultural Counseling and Family 
Xalues (2) 
Structure and function, changing patterns, future 
in urban society. &elationship of changes in 
society to widespread family problems. Student 
becomes familiar with a wide range of social and 
ethnic backgrounds\including but not limited to 
people of color, Asians, Native Americans, and 
]ispanics. 
FMST 515 Professional Issues in Family-Life 
Education (3) 
Surveys the professional practice of family life 
education, examines the legal and ethical issues 
that govern the practice of family life education, 
investigates the major policies and legal codes 
that govern family behavior in the United States 
and other countries, evaluates strategies for 
professional development in the field, and 
delineates boundaries regarding the scope of 
practice in this field and in family therapy. 
FMST 517 Hispanic FamilyU Theory and Research (3) 
Covers three areas pertaining to ]ispanic family 
issues. Covers a psycho-sociocultural theoretical 
frameworkI explores an array of issues ^e.g., 
acculturation, biculturalism, values development, 
crisis and conflict_I develops a model for 
understanding the multicultural family in the 
U.S.A. based on ]ispanic family experiences. 
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!MS$ 51( Advanced $heories in Child 
Development (3) 
Examines child development from the 
perspectives of family systems, symbolic 
interactionism, structural functionalism, family 
development, social construction, and others. 
Investigates theories and stages of 
development—from birth through adolescence—
from classical and contemporary literature in the 
physical, cognitive, language, social, emotional, 
and moral development domains. 
!MS$ 519 $eaching in Higher Education (2) 
Discusses theory, techniques, and processes in 
the teaching of MFT, including an examination of 
didactic and experiential techniques. 
Cross-listing: MFTH 519. 
!MS$ 524 !amily Fesource Management (2) 
Challenges of health care costs, child care, 
reorganizing and downsizing organizations, 
managing cultural diversity, and equal 
employment opportunity. Responding to needs 
of families and employees through consistent 
and effective planning so that people become 
more productive and more satisfied with their 
lives at work and at home. 
!MS$ 525 Sociology of the !amily (2) 
Studies the structure, function, and changing 
patterns of families in society; the relationships 
between family problems and changes in society, 
and their impact on children. 
!MS$ 526 Marriage and the !amily (3) 
Studies the family from perspectives of 
psychology, anthropology, biology, history, 
politics, and religion. Investigates the major 
movements or moving forces in society that have 
influenced families living in the United States 
and elsewhere. Evaluates the important 
contemporary issues in families and presents 
theories of family functioning that inform 
therapeutic and educational interventions by 
professionals. 
!MS$ 52( Parenting (2) 
Principles and practices relating to parent-child 
relationships. Emphasizes family roles, 
communication, conflict resolution, values 
development, and parenting-skill development. 
!MS$ 529 !amily Life Education (3) 
Systematic comparative analysis of the historical 
development, theoretical perspectives, types of 
programs, and research in family-life studies. 
!MS$ 577 !amily Life LorMshop (2) 
!MS$ 601 Statistics I (4) 
Introduces regression analysis and analysis of 
variance RANOVAW, with emphasis on 
hypothesis-testing and the development of 
general models that partition overall variability. 
Topics covered include simple and multiple 
regression, one-way and factorial, repeated-
measures of ANOVA, and analysis of covariance. 
Evaluation and assumptions of nonparametic 
alternatives. 
Cross-listing: MFTH X01. 
!MS$ 602 Statistics II (4) 
Broad introduction using linear RmatrixW algebra 
to maximize likelihood estimation generally, 
using several important multivariate statistical 
techniques, including but not limited to 
multivariate analysis of variance, multivariate 
regression, path analysis, and structural 
equations causal modeling, log-linear models, 
and time series analysis; also evaluates 
alternatives to maximum likelihood estimation. 
Prerequisite: MFTH X01 or FMST X01. Cross-
listing: MFTH X02. 
!MS$ 603 Statistics III (4) 
An advanced course in multivariate statistics that 
includes topics such as multidimensional scaling, 
cluster analysis, factor analysis, path analysis, 
structural equations modeling, log-linear 
modeling, time-series analysis, and hierarchical 
linear models. Focuses on understanding these 
advanced techniques and their application to 
data analysis. 
Prerequisite: MFTH X02 or FMST X02. Cross-
listing: MFTH X03. 
!MS$ 604 Advanced Pualitative Methods (4) 
An overview of qualitative methods and their 
application to research of marriage and family 
therapy. Includes an examination of 
ethnographics, naturalistic inquiry, 
phenomenological research, the grounded theory 
approach, and narrative inquiry. 
Cross-listing: MFTH X04. 
!MS$ 605 Advanced Puantitative Methods (4) 
An advanced overview of quantitative research 
methods in marriage and family therapy, 
including experiments and quasi-experiments, 
survey methodology, and outcome studies. 
Cross-listing: MFTH X05. 
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!MST 608 Analysis and Presentation Issues in 
Research (3) 
Brings together and integrates material from the 
previous research classes. Deals with the ethics of 
research, and with questions of reliability and 
validity in both quantitative and qualitative 
methods. Emphasizes problems of coherently 
and succinctly presenting research results in 
proposals, posters, brief reports, and articles. 
Cross-listing: PQTH 608. 
!MST 6>4 !amily Communication (3) 
Theoretical foundations of human 
communication. Therapeutic techniques of major 
communication theorists in marital and family 
therapy. 
!MST 635 Single Adult in !amily and Society (3) 
Perceptions, needs, challenges, and opportunities 
during the periods of adult singleness in the life 
cycle. 
!MST 668 Dualitative Research Practicum (F) 
Provides students with practical experience in 
conducting and evaluating qualitative research. 
Emphasizes methods of analysis and 
presentation of the research. Students review a 
manuscript that is ready for submission to an 
academic journal and critically analyze the work 
of others. 
Cross-listing: PQTH 668. 
!MST 684 Doctoral Seminar (>) 
Students develop and refine their dissertation 
proposals through presentation and discussion 
with faculty and other students in a workshop 
format. Dissertation proposal is an expected 
outcome of this series of courses. 
Cross-listing: PQTH 6Z4. 
!MST 6H4 Directed StudyI !amily Studies (>J3) 
!MST 6H5 Internship in !amily Studies (>J4) 
!MST 6H6A Advanced Topics in !amily StudiesI 
Parenting (3) 
Directed study in parenting. 
!MST 6H6B Advanced Topics in !amily StudiesI 
!amily Resource Management (3) 
Directed study in family resource management 
!MST 6H6C Advanced Topics in !amily StudiesI 
!amily Life Education (3) 
Directed study in family life education. 
!MST 6H6D Advanced Topics in !amily StudiesI 
Child Development in !amily ContePt (3) 
Directed study in child development in family 
context. 
!MST 6H6E Advanced Topics in !amily StudiesI 
Divorce and Remarriage (3) 
Directed study in divorce and remarriage. 
!MST 6H6! Advanced Topics in !amily StudiesI 
Marriage and the !amily (3) 
Directed study in marriage and the family. 
!MST 6H7 Research (>J6) 
Independent research relating to marital and 
family therapy, under the direction of a faculty 
advisor. 
Cross-listing: QPTH 6Z7. 
!MST 6H8 ProRect or Thesis (3) 
!MST 6HH Dissertation Research (>JF0) 
Completes independent research contributing to 
the field of family studies. 
Prerequisite: Advancement to doctoral 
candidacy. 
GETLTGU 
GETL >F6 Introduction to !ield Geology (FJ3) 
Studies principles of geology at classic field 
locations. Students required to prepare a report 
illustrated with digital photos (PowerPoint 
presentation or equivalent). Includes camping 
and extended hikes. A good-quality digital 
camera and accessories required. Variable units 
dependent on course duration and content. 
GETL F04 Physical Geology (4) 
Introductory geology course that provides the 
student with a broad picture of geological 
processes operating on and within the earth. 
Introduction to minerals, sedimentary and 
igneous rocks, and fossils. ^eathering, 
earthquakes, volcanism, erosion and 
sedimentation, and plate tectonics. Three class 
hours, one three-hour laboratory or field trip per 
week. 
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GE#L 316 Mineralogy (4) 
Studies minerals, including: crystallography and 
crystal chemistry, phase diagrams, and 
systematic classification. Mineral identification 
based on hand sample, optical, and other 
analytical techniques. Three class hours and one 
three-hour laboratory or field trip per week. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
GE#L 316 Igneous and Metamorphic Petrology (4) 
Systematically studies igneous and metamorphic 
rocks, including: classification by petrography 
and geochemical methods; application of one-, 
two-, and three-component phase diagrams; and 
models of petrogenesis. Three class hours and 
one three-hour laboratory or field trip per week. 
GE#L 325 CocDy Mountain Eield Geology (2, 3) 
Geological and/or paleontological studies at 
selected localities in the Rocky Mountains. One 
unit credit per week of field activity. Additional 
credit may be given for optional projects 
completed after the field activity. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
GE#L 326 Geology of Houthern California (3, 4) 
Studies the geology of southern California, with 
emphasis on local areas of geologic interest, 
including the Loma Linda area, Mojave Mesert, 
Anza Oorrego Mesert, and the coastal area. 
Introductory geological principles, earthquakes 
and faults, and geology and paleontology of 
regional areas. Student registers for lectures only 
(3 units) or for lectures and field trips (4 units). 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
GE#L 3J4 Paleobotany (4) 
Fossil plants; their morphology, paleoecology, 
taphonomy, classification, and stratigraphic 
distribution. Analyzes floral trends in the fossil 
record. Three class hours and one three-hour 
laboratory or field trip per week. 
GE#L 3J6 Invertebrate Paleontology (4) 
Structure, classification, ecology, and distribution 
of selected fossil invertebrate groups. Principles 
and methods involved in the study and analysis 
of invertebrate fossils. Three class hours and one 
three-hour laboratory per week. 
GE#L 3J6 Mertebrate Paleontology (4) 
Fossil vertebrates, with emphasis on the origins 
of major groups. Systematics, biology, and 
biogeography of ancient vertebrates. Three class 
hours and one three-hour laboratory per week. 
Prerequisite: General biology or consent of 
instructor. 
GE#L 416 Hedimentology and Htratigraphy (6) 
Interprets the sedimentary rock record through a 
study of rock types, depositional processes, and 
models. Studies stratigraphic nomenclature and 
approaches to correlation on local, regional, 
and/or global scales. Laboratory analysis of 
primary and diagenetic mineralogy, textures, and 
sedimentary structures in clastic and carbonate 
rocks. Field descriptions of sedimentary rocks, 
structures, and sequences; and field experience in 
interpreting depositional processes and 
stratigraphic relationships. 
GE#L 424 Htructural Geology (4) 
Theory of stress and strain, and examination of 
rock deformation in a framework of plate 
tectonics. Includes problems and applications. 
Three class hoursVwith required full-day and 
half-day field tripsVand one three-hour 
laboratory or field trip per week. 
GE#L 431 Geochemistry (4) 
Chemical concepts and their geochemical 
applications in areas of interest in elementary 
geology. 
Prerequisite: College chemistry; or consent of 
instructor. 
GE#L 436 Geophysics (4) 
Applies classical physics to the study of the earth. 
Studies the earthWs gravitational, geomagnetic, 
geothermal, and seismic characteristics; as well as 
the dynamics of the earthWs crust, plate tectonics, 
and radioactive dating. 
Prerequisite: Physics and college mathematics. 
GE#L 443 Historical Geology (4) 
Introduces earth history with in-depth 
examination of the stratigraphic record of rocks 
and fossils. Three class hours and one three-hour 
laboratory per week. 
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GE#L 448 (ield Seminar in Historical Geology (4) 
Field analysis of the stratigraphic and fossil 
record, with emphasis on interpretation and 
discussion of models of deposition. Includes one 
week of lecture and a two-week field trip to 
specific sites in the western !nited States. 
Summer only. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
GE#L 455 <odern Carbonate Depositional Systems 
(3) 
Examines modern and Pleistocene carbonate 
systems in the field, using these environments as 
models for understanding sediment production, 
facies development, and early diagenesis for 
many ancient carbonates. Presentations and 
readings on specific environments combined 
with field descriptions, mapping, analysis, and 
reports. Requires rigorous hiking and snorkeling 
in shallow water. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
GE#L 456 (ield <ethods of Geologic <apping (4) 
Advanced geologic mapping of complex areas, 
with interpretation of their history; includes 
mapping of igneous, metamorphic, and 
sedimentary rocks. Experience in preparation of 
geologic reports of each mapped locality. 
GE#L 464 Environmental Geology (3) 
Geological and hydrogeological principles that 
apply to subsurface waste and contaminant 
characterization. Reviews remediation techniques 
and hazardous-waste disposal alternatives. Three 
class hours per week. 
Prerequisite: GEOL 44S, 44T recommended. 
GE#L 465 Hydrogeology (4) 
Theory and geology of groundwater occurrence 
and flow, the relation of ground water to surface 
water, and the potential distribution of ground 
water by graphical and analytical methods. Three 
class hours and one three hour laboratory per 
week. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
GE#L 475 Philosophy of Science and #rigins (4) 
Concepts in the history and philosophy of 
science, and application of these principles in 
analyzing current scientific trends. 
Cross-listing: UIOL 475. 
GE#L 484 Readings in Geology (1-4) 
Reviews literature in a specific area of geology. 
Students make presentations from the literature 
and submit current papers dealing with the 
assigned topic. 
GE#L 485 Seminar in Geology (1) 
Selected topics dealing with recent 
developments. 
GE#L 486 Research and Experimental Design (2) 
Concepts, methods, and tools of research—
including experimental design and data analysis. 
GE#L 487 (ield Geology Studies (1-6) 
Special field study trips lasting one or more 
weeks. Student involvement required—including 
field presentations and fieldwork assignments, 
such as the measurement and analysis of 
sedimentary sections, facies profiling, 
paleontologic excavation, mapping, or other 
geological or paleontology field activity. One unit 
of credit per week. May be repeated for 
additional credit. 
GE#L 488 Topics in Geology (1-4) 
Reviews current knowledge in specified areas of 
the earth sciences. Registration should indicate 
the specific topic to be studied. May be repeated 
for additional credit. Offered on demand. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
GE#L 489 Readings in Paleontology (1-4) 
Reviews the literature in a specific area of 
paleontology. Students make presentations from 
the literature and submit current papers dealing 
with the assigned topic. 
GE#L 495 Special ProPects in Geology (1-4) 
Special project in the field, laboratory, museum, 
or library under the direction of a faculty 
member. Registration indicates the specific field 
of the project. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
GE#L 497 Qndergraduate Research (1-4) 
Original investigation and/or literature study 
pursued under the direction of a faculty member. 
May be repeated for additional credit. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
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GEOL 524 Paleobotany (4) 
Fossil plants; their morphology, paleoecology, 
taphonomy, classification, and stratigraphic 
distribution. Analyses of floral trends in the fossil 
records. Three class hours and one three-hour 
laboratory or field trip per week. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Cross-listing: 
BIOL 5H4. 
GEOL 525 Paleopalynology (4) 
Morphology, paleoecology, classification, and 
stratigraphic distribution of plant microfossils. 
Introduces biostratigraphic and paleoecologic 
analytical methods. Per week: lecture 3 hours, 
laboratory 3 hours; or one field trip. 
Prerequisite: GEOL 405; consent of instructor. 
Cross-listing: BIOL 5H5. 
GEOL 534 Invertebrate Paleontology (4) 
Structure, classification, ecology, and distribution 
of selected fossil invertebrate groups. Principles 
and methods involved in the study and analysis 
of invertebrate fossils. Three class hours and one 
three-hour laboratory per week. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Cross-listing: 
BIOL 534. 
GEOL 544 :ertebrate Paleontology (4) 
Fossil vertebrates, with emphasis on the origins 
of major groups. Systematics, biology, and 
biogeography of ancient vertebrates. Three class 
hours and one three-hour laboratory per week. 
Prerequisite: General biology; or consent of 
instructor. Cross-listing: BIOL 544. 
GEOL 545 Taphonomy (4) 
Processes that affect an organism from death 
until its final burial and fossilization, and 
utilization of this information in reconstructing 
ancient assemblages of organisms. Three class 
hours per week. One laboratory per week to 
study, describe, and interpret fossil assemblages 
of vertebrates, invertebrates, and microfossils. 
GEOL 546 Ichnology (2) 
Fossilized traces produced by animal activity, 
such as tracks, burrows, feeding traces, etc. Two 
class hours per week. 
GEOL 547 Advanced Historical Geology (4) 
History of the earth, with in-depth examination 
of paleontologic and lithologic changes of the 
geologic column. Emphasizes concepts of 
interpretation, particularly the causes of mass 
extinctions within the context of their 
accompanying sedimentologic variations. Term 
paper or research project report required. 
GEOL 554 Limnogeology (4) 
Ancient lake deposits, including their 
sedimentologic, paleontologic, mineralogic, 
geochemical, and stratigraphic characteristics. 
Investigates as analogs the depositional processes 
occurring in modern lakes. Laboratory and 
several extended field trips. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
GEOL 555 Carbonate Geology (4) 
Advanced look at the geology of carbonate rocks, 
including petrology; depositional environments; 
and overview of current topics of research. 
Laboratory experience in the analysis of 
carbonate rocks and rock sequences. Field trip to 
an ancient carbonate sequence. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
GEOL 556 Paleoenvironments (4) 
Applies paleontologic, sedimentologic, and 
geochemical data and methods to interpretation 
of past sedimentary environments, with 
emphasis on organism-sediment relationships. 
Investigates as analogs processes, sediments, and 
organisms in modern depositional environments. 
Prerequisite: GEOL 44U, GEOL 44H; or consent of 
instructor. 
GEOL 558 Philosophy oH Science and Origins (4) 
Selected topics in the history and philosophy of 
science, and application of these principles in 
analyzing contemporary scientific trends. 
Cross-listing: BIOL 558. 
GEOL 565 Analysis oH Sedimentary RocKs (4) 
Provides exposure to a range of analytical tools 
used to answer questions in sedimentary 
geology. Emphasizes three instruments—optical 
microscope, x-ray diffractometer, and scanning 
electron microscope—and introduces other 
analytical approaches. Participants will use case 
studies to develop skills in project design, 
collection of quantitative data, and evaluating 
existing datasets. 
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GEOL 566 Sedimentary Processes (4) 
Advanced methods and principles of 
sedimentology, with emphasis on analysis and 
interpretation of sedimentary structures and the 
processes that produced them. Discusses in detail 
sedimentary facies, depositional environments, 
chemogenic and biogenic sedimentation, and 
postdepositional diagenetic processes. Research 
or proKect paper required. Three class hours and 
one three-hour laboratory or field trip per week, 
and several extended field trips. 
GEOL 567 Stratigraphy and Basin Analysis (4) 
Advanced methods of stratigraphy and basin 
analysis, including facies analysis, depositional 
systems, sequence stratigraphy, paleogeography, 
and basin modeling. Research or proKect paper 
required. Three class hours and one laboratory or 
field trip per week, and two extended field trips. 
GEOL 569 Tectonics and Sedimentation (4) 
Analyzes depositional systems developed in 
various tectonic settings. Compares unique 
depositional styles in strike-slip basins, foreland 
basins, arc-trench systems, rift margins, and 
aulacogens. Three class hours and one laboratory 
or field trip per week. 
PrerequisiteR Consent of instructor. 
GEOL 574 Environmental Geology (3) 
Geological and hydrogeological principles that 
apply to subsurface waste and contaminant 
characterization. Reviews rededication 
techniques and hazardous waste-disposal 
alternatives. Three class hours per week. 
PrerequisiteR GE.L SST, SS2 recommended. 
GEOL 575 Hydrogeology (4) 
Theory and geology of groundwater occurrence 
and flow, the relation of groundwater to surface 
water, and the potential distribution of 
groundwater by graphical and analytical 
methods. Three class hours and one three-hour 
laboratory per week. 
PrerequisiteR Consent of instructor. 
GEOL 588 Topics in Geology (1-4) 
Reviews current knowledge in specified areas of 
the earth sciences. When registering, the student 
must indicate specific topic to be studied. May be 
repeated for additional credit. .ffered on 
demand. 
PrerequisiteR Consent of instructor. 
GEOL 589 Readings in Paleontology (1-4) 
Reviews the literature in a specific area of 
paleontology. Students make presentations from 
the literature and submit current papers dealing 
with the assigned topic. 
GEOL 594 Readings in Geology (1-4) 
Reviews the literature in a specific area of 
geology. Students make presentations from the 
literature and submit current papers dealing with 
the assigned topic. 
GEOL 595 Lacustrine Readings (1) 
Readings and analysis of current and classic 
scientific literature dealing with modern and 
ancient lake environmentsXincluding 
geochemistry, sedimentology, biology and 
paleontology, and related subKects. Activities 
include student presentations of papers, 
discussion, and research proposals and reports. 
.ne extended, multiday field trip required. 
GEOL 607 Seminar in Geology (1) 
Selected topics dealing with recent 
developments. 
GEOL 616 Research and Experimental Design (2) 
Concepts, methods, and tools of researchX
including experimental design and data analysis. 
GEOL 617 Proposal Writing and Grantsmanship (2) 
Skills and practice of effective proposal writing, 
and strategies for locating and obtaining research 
grants. 
GEOL 695 Special ProOects in Geology (1-4) 
Special proKect in the field, laboratory, museum, 
or library under the direction of a faculty 
member. Registration indicates the specific field 
of the proKect. 
PrerequisiteR Consent of instructor. 
GEOL 697 Research (1-8) 
GEOL 698 Thesis Research (1-8) 
GEOL 699 Dissertation Research (1-8) 
Credit for writing the doctoral dissertation. 
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!E#O%TOLO!( 
!E#O 515 Diversity and Aging (3) 
Assists students in understanding the complexity 
of variables related to the aging process. 
Examines ethnicity, gender, social class, and 
culture within the context of the physical, mental, 
social, political, and financial effects of aging. 
!E#O 599 Directed Study@Special ProEect (1-4) 
Limited to matriculating master's degree in 
gerontology students who wish to pursue 
independent investigations in criminal justice 
practice or policy under the direction of a 
department faculty member. 
!E#O 615 Economics and Management Issues of 
Older Adult Services (4) 
Acquaints students with economic and 
management issues and their impact on social 
policies that direct older adult services. Uses 
descriptions of economic and management issues 
to analyze system impact on social policies 
related to the older adult population. Students 
learn how to meet the challenges inherent in a 
dynamic and rapidly changing environment and 
develop skills and competencies for meeting 
future challenges and bridging the gap between 
theory and practice. 
!E#O 617 Bio-psycho-social-spiritual Theories of 
Aging (4) 
An interdisciplinary team-taught learning 
experience that provides an integrative 
understanding of the bio-psycho-social-spiritual 
aspects and theories of aging, and the impact of 
these on older adults and their families. 
!E#O 687A Field Practicum and Seminar in 
!erontology (3) 
Experiential learning in gerontology. Students 
placed in practicum sites as determined by 
program committee. Students satisfactorily 
complete IJ0 practicum hours and 20 hours of 
concurrent seminar. 
!E#O 697 #esearch (2-4) 
Supports students choosing to complete the 
thesis option. Provides research matriculation in 
the collection and analysis of data for the thesis. 
Students required to register for two quarters, or 
a total of 4 units. 
!E#O 698 Thesis (2) 
The culminating portion of the student's 
independent research, under the direction of the 
research advisor. Students register for class 
during the quarter in which they defend their 
research and submit their final document to the 
department and to the School of Science and 
Technology. 
!E#O 757A Professional Practicum and Seminar (3) 
Students complete 3 units of professional 
practicum during each quarter. Each 3 units 
require IJ0 hours of practicum and 20 hours of 
seminar. 
!E#O 757B Professional Practicum and Seminar (3) 
Students complete 3 units of professional 
practicum during each quarter. Each 3 units 
require IJ0 hours of practicum and 20 hours of 
seminar. 
!E#O 757C Professional Practicum and Seminar (3) 
Experiential learning in gerontology settings. 
Students placed at practicum sites that serve 
geriatric clients. Students must satisfactorily 
complete IJ0 practicum hours and 20 hours of 
concurrent seminar. 
!E#O 787 Advanced Professional Practicum and 
Seminar (4) 
Experiential learning in advanced gerontology 
practice. Students must satisfactorily complete 
200 practicum hours and 20 hours of concurrent 
seminar. 
!LOBAL HEALTH 
!LBH 514 Ethnographic Methods in PuUlic Health 
(3) 
Systematically examines issues of health care 
access, policy, disease burden, and client-
provider interactions within social, historical, 
and cultural contexts for at-risk populations. 
!LBH 515 Vnderstanding Health Disparities (3) 
Systematically examines issues of disease 
distribution, health care access, policy, and client-
provider interactions within social, economic, 
historical, and cultural contexts for the main 
minority groups in the U.S.: Asian and Pacific 
Islanders, Rlacks, Latinos, and Native Americans. 
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GL#H 5'6 HI*+AIDS/ Implications for Pu>lic 
Health (3) 
Historical, epidemiological, and public health 
aspects of HI$GAIDS. $iral, immunologic, 
laboratory, and clinical manifestations associated 
with HI$GAIDS. Approaches to 
preventingGcontrolling the epidemic. 
Socioeconomic, political, and health impact of 
HI$GAIDS; and the related implications in terms 
of legal, ethical, and health care-management 
issues. LaboratoryGfield work earned by the 
student's active participation and involvement in 
a variety of field-based activities, such as: clinic-
intake interviews, analysis of existing 
epidemiologic databases, grant writing, health 
education, hospice care, etc. 
GL#H 5'D Cultural Issues in Health Care (3) 
Analyzes cross-cultural issues that affect the 
delivery of health care. Applies practical health 
education models in multicultural communities. 
Uses case studies, videos, and selected readings 
illustrating the important role that cultural beliefs 
and practices play in public healthTboth in 
domestic and international settings. Indicates 
how to use this awareness to provide better 
health care. 
GL#H 5'9 Principles of Disaster Management I (3) 
Through the dynamics of disaster management, 
familiarizes students with the complex issues and 
problems associated with the planning, 
organizing, and managing of disaster-relief 
services. Identification, distribution, and public 
health impact of disasters. Provides overview of 
the skills utilized in emergency preparedness, 
nationally and internationally. 
GL#H 520 Principles of Disaster Management II (3) 
The second in a series of disaster management 
courses that focuses on advanced topics from 
/LVH 519, including terrorism, emergency 
management, incident command, and 
communications. Discusses policy, legal, social, 
psychological implications in disasters. Includes 
the design and play of a disaster table-top 
exercise. 
Prerequisite: /LVH 519; OR consent of instructor. 
GL#H 52' Principles of Disaster Management III (3) 
The third in a series of disaster management 
courses that focuses on advanced topics from 
/LVH 519, including terrorism, emergency 
management, incident command, and 
communications. Discusses policy, legal, social, 
psychological implications in disasters. Includes 
the design and play of a disaster field exercise. 
Prerequisite: /LVH 5Z0; OR consent of instructor. 
GL#H 524 Cultural Competence and Health 
Disparities (2) 
Introduces and examines diversity and cultural 
responsiveness in public health and health care. 
Examines the roles played by population 
diversity, health professions diversity, and 
cultural responsiveness in addressing and 
eliminating health and health care disparities in 
both national and global health. Discusses the 
historic context of social inequities impacting 
health and health care; and the roles played by 
biological inheritance, race and ethnicity 
identifiers, socioeconomics, socioenvironment, 
and health care beliefs and behavior in health 
care services delivery. Introduces cultural 
competency in public health and tenets for 
developing and applying cultural awareness in 
the field. Explores cultureTdefined as the values 
and beliefs that generate patterned behaviors, 
expectations, and world viewTand its role in 
accessing, utilizing, and delivering positive 
outcomes in health care. 
GL#H 534 Agriculture in Development (3) 
Food-production systems and issues in 
agricultural development. Attitudes and 
approaches for rural development practitioners. 
GL#H 543 Npidemiology of Infectious Disease 
ProPects (') 
Appropriate projectGstudy or a comprehensive 
review of an infectious disease of major public 
health significance. 
Prerequisite: EPDM 509. Corequisite: /LVH 544. 
GL#H 544 Npidemiology of Infectious Disease (3) 
Epidemiology of major acute and chronic 
infectious diseases worldwide. Characteristics of 
host, agent, environment, immunity of 
individuals, and populations. Methods of control 
and eradication; types of epidemics; and 
experimental, serological, and analytical 
techniques used in epidemiology of infectious 
disease. 
Prerequisite: EPDM 509. Cross-listing: EPDM 
544. 
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!L#H 545 Integrated Community De7elopment (4) 
Issues, problems, resources, and strategies of 
implementing integrated community-
development projects. Basic developmental 
needs of rural and urban communities. Taught 
from perspectives of developmental 
anthropology, agriculture, economic 
development, and the role of global health 
organizations. Includes fieldwork in a 
developing country. 
Prerequisite: GLBH 5JJ, GLBH 5J8. 
!L#H 547 Refugee and Displaced Population 
Health (3) 
Studies the current global issue of refugees and 
displaced persons—including internally 
displaced persons NIDPsP—focusing on physical 
and psychological health risks to the affected 
populations. Addresses public health 
organization of a refugeeRIDPs camp—including 
triage systems, levels of health care, 
environmental control, and social organizationS 
as well as international legal and regulatory 
issues, and targeted programs to promote health 
and security by international, national, and 
private organizations. Discusses economic, 
political, and ethical issues relating to the 
repatriation and resettlement of displaced 
populations. 
!L#H 548 Violence and Ferrorism Issues (3) 
Different types of violence and terrorism, 
methods of attack, training, funding, 
communication, and responses to terrorism 
Ncounter-terrorismP. Socioeconomic, political, and 
medical impact of violence and terrorism, with 
focus on approaches for intervention and 
prevention. Public health implications of violence 
and terrorism. Design of a violence 
interventionRprevention program. 
!L#H 550 Homen in De7elopment (3) 
Global epidemiological profile of women in 
terms of educational patterns, economic 
productivity, social status, and mortality 
patterns. Risks to physical and psychosocial 
health. National and international legal and 
regulatory issues and programs to promote 
access to health care, economic productivity, and 
the health of women. 
Cross-listing: HPRO 55W. 
!L#H 555 Fechnology in Emergency Management 
(3) 
Overview of technology concepts and tools that 
support decision-making, communication, and 
incident command toward more effective 
preparedness, response, recovery, and mitigation 
efforts. Explores application of the Internet, 
networks and communication systems, maps and 
geographic systems NGIS and GPSP, direct and 
remote sensing, decision-support systems, 
hazard analysis and modeling, and warning 
systems. Discusses current operational problems 
and limitations, and emerging tools and trends in 
application of technology. 
!L#H 556 Community Data Analysis for 
SustainaNle De7elopment (3) 
Explores analysis of community-health aspects in 
local and international settings, applying GIS 
tools and techniques to pertinent health and 
development data sets for the purpose of 
identifying assets and risk factors contributing to 
and affecting sustainable development in 
marginalized and underserved communities. 
Prerequisite: ENVH 522, ENVH 524. Corequisite: 
ENVH 521. 
!L#H 557 Epidemiology of Disasters (3) 
Assesses the health effects of natural and man-
made disasters and identifies factors that 
contribute to these effects. Addresses selection of 
health indicators in disaster situationsS means of 
evaluating data collected within the constraints 
of the disaster situationS reporting systemsS 
techniques of statistical samplingS and modern 
information-technology systems used for 
emergency preparedness, including rapid 
computerization of post-disaster health 
information. Analyzes risk factors for adverse 
health effectsS discusses baseline for measuring 
trends over time and monitoring population-
based mortalityS and identifies limitations and 
weaknesses of methods of disaster assessment. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
!L#H 558 PuNlic Health Issues in Emergencies (3) 
Explores the immediate, critical public health 
considerations and environmental health issues 
of concern in an emergency or disaster, including 
safe drinking water and food, shelter, sanitation, 
and prevention of communicable diseases. 
Explores these topics in depth as they pertain to 
disaster and emergency planning, response, and 
mitigation. Utilizes case studies and a table-top 
exercise to ensure practical application of the 
principles presented in the class. 
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!LBH 559 Psychosocial Models and Inter8entions 
(3) 
Major models of stress, crisis, and psychological 
traumaH and how they relate to health care 
providers. Psychosocial reactions and responses 
of populations, individuals, and care providers to 
societal disruption and trauma, medical 
emergencies, and death and dying. Applies 
principles for suicide intervention, critical-
incident debriefings, and death notification. 
Roles of psychiatrists, psychologists, social 
workers, family therapists, and chaplains. 
Methods of providing temporary, adequate 
psychological care for individuals in psychosocial 
crisis. 
Cross-listing: AHCS 324. 
!LBH 560 Economic@ LeAal@ and Policy Issues in 
Disasters (3) 
Addresses economic, legal, and policy issues 
arising from disasters. Overview of economic 
disaster-assistance models and practices for 
individuals and communities, including grants, 
loans, and hazard-mitigation programs. 
%xamines the confluence of disaster legislation 
and policyH public health lawH disaster 
declarationsH and the authority of federal, state, 
and local governments. Implications of 
vulnerable populations, socioeconomic 
assessments, population displacement, and 
sustainable development. 
!LBH 561 EpidemioloAy oF ToHacco Ise and 
Control I (3) 
A module-based course (the first of a three-part 
series) that presents a comprehensive overview 
of the tobacco pandemic and provides a 
foundation for understanding global/national 
tobacco-prevention and -control issues and 
strategies. %xplores the epidemiology of this 
growing public health challenge and its 
significant impact on societal health and 
economics. %xamines the underlying principles 
governing the multi-sectoral and 
multidisciplinary approaches developed as part 
of the coordinated public health response (within 
the context of the WHO Framework Convention 
on Tobacco Control). Introduces basic techniques 
of monitoring, surveillance, and evaluation as 
used in tobacco- prevention/control programs. 
!LBH 562 EpidemioloAy oF ToHacco Ise and 
Control II (3) 
%xplores the theoretical foundation for tobacco 
control. Considers the impact of tobacco-control 
policy and legislative and regulatory measures 
on prevalence, initiation, and cessation of tobacco 
use. Compares the effect of socioeconomic status 
variables on measures of smoking behavior 
among racial/ethnic groups. Reviews validity 
studies in tobacco use. %xplores clustering of 
tobacco use with other drugs, other risk behavior, 
and psychiatric disorders. %stimates sensitivity 
and specificity of individual and environmental 
factors that influence the susceptibility of 
individuals to tobacco dependence. Includes 
issues such as counteracting the tobacco industry 
and forming effective partnerships in tobacco 
controlH monitoring, surveillance, evaluation, and 
reporting of tobacco use and controlH and 
developing a national plan of action for tobacco 
control. 
!LBH 564 Community Health and De8elopment I 
(3) 
The first of a three-part series of module-based 
learning experiences necessary to the 
management of primary health care and 
development programs serving vulnerable 
populations in resource-scarce areas. Current 
world health programs, with a focus on the 
ecologic, demographic, developmental, and 
sociocultural determinants of health. Topical 
areas include: program management and 
evaluation, food security and agricultural 
sustainability, communicable diseases, essential 
drugs and immunizations, population/family 
planning and maternal-child health, traditional 
practices and cross-cultural communications, 
environmental issues, urban health, populations 
at risk, relief operations, literacy, microenterprise, 
and public health policy/advocacy. 
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!LBH 565 International Health Programming (2) 
A module-based course that presents selected 
methodological techniques and skills useful in 
the planning, implementation, and evaluation of 
primary health care programs@particularly in 
international settings. Student describes key 
principles in program planning, implementation, 
and evaluation of sustainable public health 
programs in international settings; becomes 
familiar with the use of specific tools and 
approaches associated with program planning, 
implementation, and evaluation (including the 
use of the Logical Framework Analysis or 
LogFRAIE model); demonstrates the ability to 
plan and conduct a thirty-cluster sample survey 
to assess immunization coverage; develops and 
presents a project-specific, detailed 
implementation plan (DIP); understands and 
summarizes the key aspects of project-evaluation 
methods, as required by international funding 
agencies. 
Prerequisite: EPDI RST, STAT RST. 
!LBH 566 Community Health and Development II 
(3) 
The second of a three-part series of module-based 
learning experiences necessary to the 
management of primary health care and 
development programs serving vulnerable 
populations in resource-scarce areas. Current 
world health programs, with a focus on the 
ecologic, demographic, developmental, and 
sociocultural determinants of health. Topical 
areas include: program management and 
evaluation, food security and agricultural 
sustainability, communicable diseases, essential 
drugs and immunizations, populationVfamily 
planning and maternal-child health, traditional 
practices and cross-cultural communications, 
environmental issues, urban health, populations 
at risk, relief operations, literacy, microenterprise, 
and public health policyVadvocacy. 
!LBH 567 Evaluation of !lobal Health and 
Development Programs (3) 
Approaches and methodology of evaluation in 
the setting of multiple stakeholders and varied 
cultural perspectives and expectations. Need for 
objectivity and improved measurement of 
outcomes balanced with the need for 
participation and feedback to the decision-
making process. Limited to doctoral degree 
students or consent of instructor. 
!LBH 568 Community Health and Development III 
(3) 
The third of a three-part series of module-based 
learning experiences necessary to the 
management of primary health care and 
development programs serving vulnerable 
populations in resource-scarce areas. Current 
world health programs, with a focus on the 
ecologic, demographic, developmental, and 
sociocultural determinants of health. Topical 
areas include: program management and 
evaluation, food security and agricultural 
sustainability, communicable diseases, essential 
drugs and immunizations, populationVfamily 
planning and maternal-child health, additional 
practices and cross-cultural communications, 
environmental issues, urban health, populations 
at risk, relief operations, literacy, microenterprise, 
and public health policyVadvocacy. 
!LBH 584 Special Topics in !lobal Health (1-3) 
Lecture and discussion on a current topic in 
global health. Iay be repeated for a maximum of 
4 units applicable to degree program. 
!LBH 605 Seminar in !lobal Health (1) 
Issues, trends, organizational structure, and 
practice of international public health. Issues 
impacting global health, the structure and 
functions of government and NGOs in the 
delivery of public health services, and 
preparation to practice international health. 
Selected guest lecturers and student 
participation. 
!LBH 606 Advanced Seminar in !lobal Health (2) 
Research methodologies applied to program 
operations and health and development 
problems in developing countries. Cultural, 
ethical, and technical issues in conducting 
research in other societies. Iay be repeated for 
additional credit. Limited to doctoral degree 
students. 
!LBH 685 Preliminary Research EOperience (2) 
Various aspects of research under the guidance 
of a faculty member and by participation in an 
ongoing project. Iust be completed prior to 
beginning dissertationVresearch project. Limited 
to doctoral degree students. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
!LBH 692 Research Consultation (2) 
Individual advice on research design, data 
collection, data analysis, and reporting of results. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
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GL#H 694 Research (1-4) 
Independent research on problems being studied 
in the School of Public Health or associated 
institutions; collaboration with 
researcherIfaculty member. Research program 
arranged with faculty member(s) involved and 
approved by advisor. Minimum of thirty hours 
required for each unit of credit. Written report 
required. Limited to qualified master's and 
doctoral degree students. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor responsible 
for supervision and of program advisor. 
GL#H 695 Practicum in Field-#ased Survey and 
Evaluation (3) 
Individualized, arranged participation in field 
survey and evaluation, with preceptorship by 
affiliating nongovernment organizations ("G.s) 
in the developing world or underserved 
population settings. Limited to doctoral degree 
students. 
Prerequisite: GLBH 517. 
GL#H 696 Directed StudyESpecial ProGect (1-4) 
Individual arrangements for advanced students 
to study under the guidance of a program faculty 
member. May include readings, literature 
reviews, or other special projects. Minimum of 
thirty hours required for each unit of credit. A 
maximum of 4 units applicable to any master's 
degree program. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor responsible 
for supervision and of program advisor. 
GL#H 698 Dissertation (1-12) 
Student prepares manuscript presenting results 
of doctoral research study. Limited to doctoral 
degree candidates. 
GL#H 699 Applied Research in GloKal Health (2L 4) 
Focuses on operationsIevaluation research 
andIor program development that involves 
application of knowledgeIskills acquired earlier 
in the academic program. Field sites may include 
private or governmental health organizations 
functioning in a cross-cultural environment. 
Guidance to be provided by supervising faculty 
and agency personnel. Written paper per 
departmental guidelines. 
GL#H MNN MIP-Peace Corps Field Practicum (N) 
Designed for students who must maintain 
continuous registration in the School of Public 
Health as a condition of the twenty-seven month 
Peace Corps field practicum that is part of their 
master's degree program. 
GL#H M96 Internship (12) 
Individual, mentored study in organizational 
management and development under the 
direction of an international nongovernmental 
organization that has a contractual agreement 
with the department. Limited to graduate GLBH 
students who have been recommended by the 
department and accepted by the 
nongovernmental organization for this internship 
experience and whose project proposals have 
been approved by both entities. 
GL#H M9M MIP Residency in GloKal Health (12) 
Individual, guided study in operational field 
practice, under faculty supervision. Limited to 
graduate students in the I"TH Master's 
Internationalist Program (M.P.H.IMIP) whose 
projects have been approved by their committee. 
GL#H M98 Culminating ActivityEField Practicum (1-
12) 
Written report, proposal, or evaluation of a 
program or project in which the student has been 
or will be involved. Student applies concepts and 
skills taught in course work, under the guidance 
of department faculty and agency supervisors. 
For students who lack relevant professional 
experience in an international or cross-cultural 
healthIdevelopment program, a three-week (4_ 
hoursIweek) assignment to an approved agency 
will be arranged. Students with appropriate 
experience register for 3 units and write a 
culminating activity paper under the direction of 
department faculty. 
GRADSATE DENTISTRV 
GRDN 514 Introduction to #iomedical Research (4) 
Provides basic information necessary to develop 
a research proposal. Focuses on applied statistics, 
as well as proposal writingawhich emphasizes 
critical evaluation of the literature, proposal 
design, and proposal methodology. Culminates 
in an approved research proposal suitable for 
submission to the departmental Research 
Guidance Committee (RGC). Lectures, seminars. 
GRDN 535 Clinical Oral Pathology (2) 
Emphasizes oral manifestations of disease. 
Diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of various 
oral neoplasms. 
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!RDN 6'1 Practice Management (2) 
Prepares student for specialty practice. Concepts 
of employment, records, incorporating, 
insurance, and practice planning. 
!RDN 6'9 Professional Et=ics (2) 
Provides students with a theological and 
philosophical framework for professional ethics. 
Topics include individual rights, autonomy, 
informed consent, and responsibilities of the 
professional person in the dental field, as well as 
in society as a whole. 
!RDN 622 Biomedical Science I (4) 
Advanced, two-quarter course offered every 
other year (alternating with GRDN 623) during 
Autumn and Jinter quarters. Course content 
includes applied oral bacteriology, immunology, 
topics in oral medicine, applied pharmacology, 
and orofacial pain. Students expected to have 
prior basic knowledge in the various topic areas. 
!RDN 623 Biomedical Science II (4D 5) 
Advanced, two-quarter course offered every 
other year (alternating with GRDN 622) during 
Autumn and Jinter Muarters. Course content 
includes cell biology, applied oral pathology, 
biology of hard tissues, physiology, and 
biochemistry. Students expected to have basic 
knowledge in the various topic areas. 
!RDN 632 Basic MicrosurgerG Tec=niIues (2) 
An integrated, forty-hour laboratory course 
tailored to the needs of the individual student. 
Principles and application of microscope 
operator and use, microinstrumentation, 
microdissection, micromanipulation, and 
microsuturing techniques. Performance of 
various microvascular and microneural repair 
procedures. 
!RADKATE STKDIESLCONOOINT 
!SCO 217 Integrated Language SRills (3) 
Gives students a firm foundation in reading and 
writing development, comprehension, 
vocabulary, oral communication, and cultural 
understanding. Prepares international students 
with language-skill deficits, students with a 
learning difference, or both, for the rigors of their 
course work in order to ground them in 
American academic and social-cultural practices. 
!SCO 514 EditingD StGleD and !rammar for Academic 
Sriting and Publication (2) 
Focuses on mastery of the editing stage of 
academic manuscript preparation. Applicable to 
all academic works, including publishable 
research results, term papers, dissertations, 
theses, and proposals. Covers the self-editing 
option, editing techniques, grammar, 
punctuation, and style. Addresses APA and other 
styles. 
!SCO 51U InterdisciplinarG Professional EWperience 
(1X4) 
Professional interdisciplinary experience. 
Experiences may occur in multiple settings, 
including field, clinic, outpatient and inpatient. 
May be repeated up to eight times. 
!YNECOLO!Y AND OBSTETRICS 
!YOB 599 !GnecologG and Obstetrics Directed 
StudG (1Z5X1U) 
!YOB 7'1 !GnecologG and Obstetrics ClerRs=ip 
(1Z5X9) 
A six-week rotation that introduces womenQs 
reproductive health. Provides the student with a 
broad exposure to womenQs health and gives a 
glimpse of what is involved in the specialty of 
obstetrics and gynecology. 
!YOB U91 !GnecologG and Obstetrics Elective (1Z5X
1U) 
HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 
HADM 5'4 Database Concepts (3) 
Introduces databases and database management. 
Increases studentsQ understanding of the most 
common databases and their functions, as well as 
the process of planning and implementing these 
databases. EmphasiSes the management aspect of 
databases and the qualities a manager should 
possess. 
HADM 5'6 Principles of Healt= Care Finance (3) 
An overview course covering the time value of 
money, valuation, risk and rates of return, 
financial analysis, financial forecasting, working 
capital management, capital budgeting, cost of 
capital, and long-term financing. Course can be 
waived by students who have taken an upper 
division finance course prior to enrolling at LLU 
from an accredited four-year university. 
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HA#M 50( Principles of 4inancial Accounting in 
Health Care (3) 
Overview of the accounting cycle, balance sheets, 
income statements, basic accounting principles, 
ethics, internal controls, accounting for assets, 
current liabilities, and stockholderJs equity. 
Course can be waived by students who have 
taken an upper division accounting course prior 
to enrolling at this !niversity from an accredited 
four-year university. 
HA#M 509 Principles of Health Policy and 
Management (3) 
Introduces concepts of the health policy process 
of the current health delivery system, with a 
focus on administration of health care 
organizations. 
HA#M 510 Health Policy Analysis and Synthesis (3) 
Integrates skills and concepts from previous 
courses taken in managerial problem-solving. 
May be repeated for additional credit. 
HA#M 514 Health Care Economic Policy (3) 
Concepts of health care supply and demand, and 
resource allocation in view of political constraints 
imposed in market and planned economies. 
Health-service pricing and policy issues in 
quantity, quality, and cost of health care in 
domestic and international environments. 
HA#M 515 Maintenance and Fperation of 
Information Systems (3) 
Covers the process of maintenance and 
management of data communications systems, as 
well as network administration. Covers analysis 
and development of information security 
systems, system auditing, information system 
documentation, system maintenance plans, and 
development of maintenance and security plans. 
HA#M 516 International Economic Policy (3) 
Focuses on how to effectively reduce dependence 
on foreign aid, improve access to capital, invest 
in the people, and bolster rates of currency 
exchange to improve regional and national 
economies. Provides overview of international 
economics, along with an assessment of the 
impact privatization of state companies, 
democratic initiatives, free-trade, and tax reform 
have on a country shifting toward a market 
economy. 
HA#M 51( Business Communication (3) 
Exposes students to current and authoritative 
communication technology and business 
communication concepts, with emphasis on both 
process and product. Addresses subjects essential 
in managerial communication, including: the 
foundations of communications; the 3 x 3 writing 
process; business correspondence; reports, 
proposals, and presentations; and employment 
communications. 
HA#M 519 #ata Analysis and Management (3) 
!sing Excel, emphasizes concepts and 
applications of the most common data-analysis 
methods. Emphasizes selection of appropriate 
method of analysis and of reporting results. 
!tilizes Access for health care data management. 
Proficiency promoted through a variety of tasks: 
importing, exporting, merging and linking files; 
creating, updating, and querying databases; basic 
programming, application development, and 
data entry. 
HA#M 520 LongLTerm Care Administration (3) 
Administration of long-term care facilities. 
Licensing requirements as presented in the 
California Code of Regulations Title 22 and the 
Code of Federal Regulations Title 42. 
Cross-listing: HADM 420. 
HA#M 525 Special Topics in Health Administration 
(1L4) 
Lecture and discussion on a current topic in 
health administration. May be repeated for a 
maximum of 4 units applicable to degree 
program. 
HA#M 526 #ata Communication Theory (3) 
Provides an overview of how information 
systems work. Covers the fundamentals of 
information systems hardware and software, 
including existing databases on local and 
national networks. Internet and Intranet projects 
required. Includes distributed data processing, 
client server systems, local area networks (LAN), 
wide area networks (WAN), and data 
communications, including voice and image. 
HA#M 52N FrganiOational BehaPior in Health Care 
(3) 
How human resources are utilized to accomplish 
organizational goals within health care settings. 
Development of basic contributions to 
administrative theory and practice. Focuses on 
human responses to varied organizational 
structures. 
  The Courses 
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HA#M 52( Health Care Negotiations and Conflict 
9esolution (3) 
Diagnoses the complex, competing issues among 
different social, political, and economic initiatives 
promoted by both liberals and conservatives. 
Focuses on and emphasizes shared interests and 
fears of individuals and entities promoting 
competing policies, which leads to a more 
productive negotiation process and makes 
conflict resolution more attainable. 
HA#M 530 Quantitative #ecision Analysis (3) 
Explains quantitative methods used to analyze 
and improve the decision-making process in 
health care organizations. Decision analysis, 
break-even analysis, managerial accounting, 
financial management, linear programming, 
network modeling, game theory, simulation, and 
cutting-edge forecasting techniques included in 
the primary concepts examined. 
HA#M 534 Healthcare LaD (3) 
Examines the legal and judicial processes as they 
relate to health care. Considers criminal and civil 
law. Emphasizes principles of contract law. 
HA#M 53E Health Folicy Communications (3) 
Helps students communicate effectively with the 
mass media and current stakeholders in the 
current health system. Explores aspects of 
effective listening, response strategies, conflict 
management, negotiations, leadership styles, 
interpersonal agendas, and group dynamics. 
Focuses on oral and written communication, as 
well as critical-thinking messages. 
HA#M 542 Managerial Accounting for Health Care 
HrganiIations (3) 
Financial data used in decision making. Cost 
behavior, activity-based costing, cost allocation, 
product costing and pricing, operational budgets, 
capital budgeting, and behavioral aspects of 
control. 
Prerequisite: HADM ,07; One course in financial 
accounting, or consent of instructor. 
HA#M 545 Jovernment Folicy and Health 
#isparities (3) 
Examines the federal governmentOs use of 
funding and regulation to influence health care 
delivery in the United States. Reviews the role of 
state and local governments in developing and 
implementing health policy. Explores the issue of 
health disparities in framing health-policy 
discussions. 
HA#M 54( Health Care Investment and Fortfolio 
Issues (3) 
Provides overview of financial markets, 
instruments, and institutions addressing financial 
concepts and tools that have been used 
successfully in progressively managed firms. 
Discusses financial markets that corporations, 
governmental agencies, and financial institutions 
use while conducting business. Theory of pricing 
of instruments, institutional structure, and 
determinants of growth of financial markets. 
Cross-listing: HADM 44T. 
HA#M 555 Health Care #elivery Systems (3) 
Reviews current trends in health care financing; 
integrated delivery systems; managed care, as 
well as some focus on health care operations, 
including: billing, coding, pricing, utilization 
review, case management, and systems. Reviews 
and discusses current events and research 
relating to the health care system structure 
throughout the world and relative to U.S. health 
care policy. 
HA#M 55( Health Care MarNeting (3) 
Applies marketing concepts to health care 
delivery systems. Emphasizes a strategic market-
management approach for developing or 
evaluating strategies and programs for a health 
care organization. 
HA#M 5E0 Asset Frotection Flanning for Health 
Frofessionals (3) 
Introduces estate planning, asset-protection 
strategies, family limited partnerships (FLPs) and 
limited-liability companies (LLCs), life insurance, 
irrevocable life insurance trusts, durable powers 
of attorney, and revocable inter vivos trusts. 
HA#M 5E4 Health Care Finance (3) 
Public and private health care financial issues, 
including third-party reimbursement, managed 
care, and health care-provision schemes. 
Financial planning for health care institutions, 
with consideration of capital markets and 
development of the tools of risk-return analysis, 
time valuation of money, and project selection. 
Prerequisite: HADM ,0+; consent of instructor. 
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HADM 574 Managing Human Resources in Health 
Care 9rgani:ations (3) 
Purposefully explores how the strategic 
management of human resources creates value 
and delivers results in health care. Addresses an 
emerging human-resource paradigm, in addition 
to focusing on the traditional perspectives of 
human resources that center around the 
personnel function. 
HADM 575 Management Information Systems in 
Health Care (3) 
Systems theory and application in the design and 
operation of integrated management information 
systems in a health care setting. Examines 
hardware, software, and human interfaces. 
HADM 58C Doundations of Leadership (3) 
Provides a broad general introduction to the 
literature of leadership studies, taking particular 
note of the competencies, skills, and expectations 
of leaders, as found in current theories and 
practices. 
HADM 581 9rientation for Leadership II Vision and 
Knderstanding (4) 
The first in the series designed to provide an 
orientation for leadership. Student evaluates 
personal skills and understanding of leadership 
while creating a personal vision of his or her role 
in leadership for the future 
HADM 582 9rientation for Leadership III Exploring 
the Nature of Leadership (4) 
The second in the series designed to provide an 
orientation for leadership. Focuses on the 
definition and scope of leadership, the qualities 
of leadership, and various leadership styles. 
Explores the nature of leadership within both the 
individual and organizational context. May be 
taken concurrently with HADM 5T1 or HADM 
5T3. 
HADM 583 9rientation for Leadership IIII Setting a 
NeP Direction (4) 
Wuilds on the work completed in HADM 5T1. 
!nder the guidance of an assigned advisor, 
students create either an academic or personal 
development plan to be submitted as part of the 
admission requirement for the doctoral 
leadership degree. 
Prerequisite: HADM 5T1. 
HADM 6C1 Health Systems-9perations 
Management (3) 
!ses quantitative methods to analyze and 
improve business processes within an 
organization. Regression analysis, simulation, 
decision analysis, capacity planning, inventory 
models, linear programming, scheduling, and 
cost-benefit analysis. 
HADM 6C4 Health Systems Strategic Planning (3) 
Decision-making and planned change through 
the strategic planning process. Performance 
review and evaluation of services and resource 
administration. Strategic plan and contingency 
plans, mission statement, objectives, courses of 
action, and resource allocation. Presentation and 
approval process. 
HADM 6C5 Health Care Tuality Management (3) 
Focuses on quality systems that include 
developing clear mission or vision, setting 
measurable strategic quality goals, deploying 
goals for action by identifying specific activities 
to be done, and controlling results. Analysis of 
quality process in health care historically, with 
emphasis on key strategies for success. 
HADM 61C Synthesis Seminar in Health 
Administration (1) 
Integrates skills and concepts from previous 
courses taken in managerial problem-solving. 
May be repeated for additional credit. 
HADM 69C Health Care Management Capstone (4) 
A capstone course that completes the M.W.A. 
degree program. Integrates the core and cross-
cutting health care management competencies, 
resulting in a learning experience that combines 
health care perspectives, theories, skills, and tools 
in an applied format. Final productsZderived 
through case studies, guest lectures, and 
literature reviewsZinclude a comprehensive 
strategic plan, which incorporates all the 
elements of a business plan designed specifically 
for a health care organization. 
HADM 695 Health Administration Dield Practicum 
(3) 
Individual arrangements for selected students to 
participate in a guided, structured practical 
experience applying health administration skills 
and knowledge gained in the classroom in 
practice settings. 
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HADM 6'6 Directed Study1Special Project (1:4) 
Individual arrangements for advanced students 
to study under the guidance of a program faculty 
member. <ay include readings, literature 
reviews, or other special projects. <inimum of 
thirty hours required for each unit of credit. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor responsible 
for supervision and of program advisor. 
HADM 6'' Applied Research (1:4) 
Assignment to private, government, 
international, or voluntary health agency or other 
approved organization where practical 
application of the materials studied on campus is 
made under the guidance of the department 
faculty and the organization involved. Research 
project that includes substantial analysis of data 
and discussion of results. Fritten report and oral 
presentation required. 
Prerequisite: Consent of department advisor and 
of instructors responsible for supervision. 
HADM 724A Residency in Institutional 
Administration (3) 
Applies in a practical way, under the guidance of 
a preceptor in an institutional setting, the 
materials studied on campus. <ust be taken 
during consecutive quarters until required hours 
have been completed. 
HADM 724B Residency in Institutional 
Administration (6) 
Applies in practical way, under the guidance of a 
preceptor in an institutional setting, the materials 
studied on campus. <ust be taken during 
consecutive quarters until required hours have 
been completed. 
HADM 724C Residency in Institutional 
Administration (') 
Applies in practical way, under the guidance of a 
preceptor in an institutional setting, the materials 
studied on campus. <ust be taken during 
consecutive quarters until required hours have 
been completed. 
HADM 724D Residency in Institutional 
Administration (12) 
Applies in practical way, under the guidance of a 
preceptor in an institutional setting, the materials 
studied on campus. <ust be taken during 
consecutive quarters until required hours have 
been completed. 
HADM 7'8A Health Administration Field 
Practicum (12) 
Supervised experience in a public health-service 
organization. Opportunity to integrate skills and 
concepts from courses taken toward the <.P.H. 
degree in health administration. 
Prerequisite: <.P.H. degree core courses. 
HADM 7'8B Health Administration Field Practicum 
(6) 
Part-time, ten-week M20 hoursPweekQ supervised 
experience in a public health-service 
organization. Opportunity to integrate skills and 
concepts from courses taken toward the <.P.H. 
degree in health administration. 
Prerequisite: <.P.H. degree core courses. 
HADM 7'8D Health Administration Field 
Practicum (12) 
Rull-time, ten-week M40 hoursPweekQ supervised 
experience in a public health-service 
organization. Opportunity to integrate skills and 
concepts from courses taken toward the <.P.H. 
degree in health administration. 
Prerequisite: <.P.H. degree core courses. 
HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION 
HCAD 3O5 Health Care Communication (4) 
Basic communication applications of health care 
organizations. Communication theory, language, 
oral reporting, conducting meetings and 
conferences, interpersonal techniques of listening 
and interviewing, nonverbal communication, 
crises management, and public relations and 
multicultural as well as ethical considerations. 
HCAD 31O Health Care Communication (4) 
Basic communication applications of health care 
organizations. Communication theory, language, 
oral reporting, conducting meetings and 
conferences, interpersonal techniques of listening 
and interviewing, nonverbal communication, 
crises management, and public relations and 
multicultural as well as ethical considerations. 
HCAD 314 Health Care Macroeconomics (4) 
The nature and causes of economic growth, 
inflation, recession, and unemployment. 
Government monetary and fiscal policy. 
Veynesian and monetarist economic models, and 
introduction to the American financial system. 
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HCAD 315 Health Care Microeconomics (4) 
Supply-and-demand analysis, competition, 
oligopoly, and monopoly. Economic choices, 
comparative economic systems, pricing and 
production, international trade. 
HCAD 319 :conomics for Health Care Managers (4) 
The structure and functioning of the economy 
from the perspective of a health care manager. 
Surveys both macroeconomics and 
microeconomics. Concepts include gross 
domestic product, economic growth, inflation, 
recession, employment, monetary policy, fiscal 
policy, supply, demand, and prices. How the 
efficient allocation of scarce resources generates 
income and wealth. 
HCAD 328 Health Care Organi@ational Behavior (4) 
Applies behavioral-science concepts to 
understanding individual and group behavior in 
health care organizations. Topics include: 
attitude formation, perceptual processes, 
motivation, job design, reward systems, 
leadership, group processes, organizational 
structure and design. 
HCAD 334 Health Care LaD I (4) 
Legal institutions and principlesO constitutional 
considerations, business torts and crimesO 
contractsO real and personal propertyO bailmentsO 
wills, trusts and estates. 
HCAD 335 Health Care LaD I (4) 
!niform commercial code, sales, commercial 
paper, secured transactionsO creditorsO rights and 
bankruptcyO agencyO business organizations, 
limited and general partnerships, corporationsO 
and government regulations. 
HCAD 339 Legal :nvironment of Health Care (4) 
Laws regulating health care covering legal 
institutions, constitutional considerations, 
business torts and crimes, contracts, personal 
property, uniform commercial code, sales, 
commercial paper, secured transactions, 
creditors' rights and bankruptcyO agencyO 
business organizations, limited and general 
partnerships, corporationsO and government 
regulations. 
HCAD 359 Health Care MarGeting (4) 
Surveys major marketing topics, including 
consumer behavior, product, pricing, placement, 
and promotions. 
HCAD 374 Health Care Human Resources (4) 
Purposefully explores how the strategic 
management of human resources creates value 
and delivers results in health care. Addresses an 
emerging human-resource paradigm in addition 
to focusing on the traditional perspectives of 
human resources that center around the personal 
function. 
HCAD 375 Health Care Information Systems (4) 
Conceptual basis of computer operations, logic, 
introduction to use of word processing, 
spreadsheet, and database software programs. 
Application to personal and business problems. 
HCAD 401 Health Care Operations Management (4) 
Explains quantitative methods used to analyze 
and improve organizational processes within a 
health care organization. Decision analysis, 
break-even analysis, materials management, 
linear programming, queuing theory, quality 
management, network modeling, and game 
theory. 
HCAD 405 Health Care Ouality Management (4) 
Focuses on quality systems, including developing 
a clear mission or vision statement, setting 
measurable strategic quality goals, deploying 
goals for action by identifying specific activities 
to be done, and controlling results. Analyzes the 
quality processes in health care, as well as the 
key strategies contributing to success of an 
organization. 
HCAD 409 Principles of Public Health 
Administration (4) 
Introduction to the administration of 
organizations within the context of the economic, 
regulatory, and financial constraints of the health 
care-delivery system. Areas covered include: 
change is the name of the game in twenty-first 
century health careO concepts of organizational 
managementO the management functions 
Wplanning, decision making, organizing, staffing, 
and directing and controllingXO budgetingO 
committees and teamsO adaptation, motivation, 
and conflict managementO authority, leadership, 
and supervisionO and human-resource 
management 
HCAD 420 Long-Term Care Administration (4) 
Administration of long-term care facilities. 
Licensing requirements as presented in the 
California Code of Regulations Title 22 and the 
Code of Federal Regulations, Title 42. 
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HCAD 425 Topics in Health Administration (1-4) 
Lecture and discussion focuses on a current topic 
in health administration bearing on the theory or 
practice of one aspect of the discipline. Specific 
content varies from quarter to quarter. May be 
repeated for additional credit. 
HCAD 444 Financial Accounting for Health Care 
OrganiAations (4) 
Fundamentals of preparing and understanding 
financial statements. Emphasizes relationships 
between the balance sheet, income statement, 
and cash flow statement. Generally accepted 
accounting terminology. 
HCAD 445 Care Financial Accounting II (4) 
Continues the study of the fundamentals of 
preparing and understanding financial 
statements. Emphasizes relationships between 
the balance sheet, income statement, and cash 
flow statement. Generally accepted accounting 
terminology. 
HCAD 446 Accounting for Health Care Managers (4) 
An introductory course that covers accounting 
cycle, balance sheet, income statement, basic 
accounting principles, ethics, internal control, 
accounting for assets, current liabilities, and 
stockholderHs equity. 
HCAD 449 Health Care Investment and Portfolio 
Issues (4) 
Broad picture of financial markets, instruments, 
and institutions covering the financial concepts 
and tools that have been used successfully by 
actual financial institutions and regulators in 
progressively managed firms. Combines a solid 
foundation of the theory of pricing of 
instruments used in financial markets and 
answers to basic questions regarding the 
determinants of the growth and nature of 
financial markets. Investment strategies such as 
diversification, dollar cost averaging, and asset 
allocation examined in relation to the tradeLoff 
relationship between risk and reward. 
HCAD 464 Health Care Finance (4) 
An introductory course that covers time value of 
money, valuation, risk and rates of return, 
financial analysis, financial forecasting, working 
capital management, capital budgeting, cost of 
capital, and longLterm financing. 
HCAD 498 Health Care Policy and Strategy (4) 
Strategic planning process and tools needed to 
analyze external factors and internal capabilities 
as they relate to a particular organization. 
Development of a vision, mission, goals, 
objectives, and a control mechanism. Provides 
insight on how best to implement developed 
strategy as it relates to the humanLresource 
management, marketing, and finance 
departments. 
HCAD 499 Directed Study (1-4) 
Student individually arranges to study under the 
guidance of a program faculty member. Project 
or paper to be submitted on a topic of current 
interest in an area related to health care 
management. Regular meetings provide the 
student with guidance and evaluation. Activities 
may also include readings, literature review, or 
other special or research projects. A maximum of 
Q units is applicable to any degree program. 
CODIKL SPECIALIST 
HLCS 236 Pharmacology (3) 
Introduces pharmacology, including a review of 
pharmaceuticals used in diagnosis, prevention, 
and treatment of disease as commonly 
encountered in medical records. 
Prerequisite: HLCS 2U,; or equivalent. 
HLCS 238 Essentials of Human Diseases (3) 
Surveys human diseases, including the etiology, 
pathogenesis, and clinical manifestations of 
commonly encountered diseases. 
Prerequisite: AHCW 2U5Y ZYmay be taken 
concurrently[. 
HLCS 239 Introduction to Health Records Science 
(3) 
Introduces health care facilities and the 
information systems involving health records. InL
depth study of health record content, 
confidentiality of health care information, and 
professional ethics. 
HLCS 241 Medical Terminology (2) 
Prefixes, suffixes, and root words used in the 
language of medicine. Terms pertaining to 
pathology and surgery. Terms studied by body 
system: gastroenterology, cardiology, neurology, 
musculoskeletal, dermatology, and respiratory. 
Prerequisite: \ritten assessment of the English 
language. 
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HLCS 242 Coding I (4) 
Principles and conventions of ICD-9-CD coding 
in diseases and procedures pertaining to 
infectious disease; diseases of blood, endocrine, 
respiratory, digestive, genitourinary, skin, and 
musculoskeletal systems; and mental disorders. 
Includes one-hour weekly laboratory to enhance 
coding proficiency. 
Prerequisite: HLCS 236; or equivalent. 
HLCS 243 Coding II (4) 
Principles and conventions of ICD-9-CD coding 
in diseases and procedures pertaining to 
pregnancy, perinatal conditions, poisonings, 
injuries, complications of medical and surgical 
care, the circulatory system, and neoplasms. 
Includes one-hour weekly laboratory using 
actual patient record to enhance coding 
proficiency. 
Prerequisite: HLCS 242. 
HLCS 245 Coding III (4) 
Principles of current procedural coding (CPC) at 
the intermediate level—including: surgical 
coding for all body systems; medical procedures; 
anesthesia coding; radiology, pathology, and 
laboratory coding. Dodifier assignment. Also 
includes two-hour weekly laboratory practice on 
3D software. 
Prerequisite: HLCS 243. 
HLCS 254 Evaluation and 8anagement Coding for 
Billing and Reimbursement (3) 
Principles of billing and third-party 
reimbursement as they relate to physician 
professional coding and APC assignment for 
health care institutions. Includes E [ D coding 
conventions and modifiers. Coding for physician 
practice settings—including outpatient, inpatient, 
ER, observation, S"\, and other common 
settings. Principles of health service billing 
covered, including billing terminologies, the 
billing process, and the universal billing forms. 
Includes one-hour weekly laboratory practice 
using actual patient records and 3D encoding 
software to enhance student proficiency. 
Prerequisite: HLCS 245. 
HLCS 257 Coding Special Dopics (3) 
Coding-system usage by reimbursement 
agencies, laws governing these processes, and 
federally supervised coding auditing to assure 
that the laws of coding are followed. Health care 
delivery systems and internal billing and 
reimbursement in these settings. Requirements of 
state and federal coding regulatory agencies, 
ethics of coding, coding quality, and coding 
compliance. Content varies to accommodate the 
changing nature of health care reimbursement 
processes and laws. 
Prerequisite: HLCS 245. 
HLCS 961 Coding Practicum I (2) 
Twelve-week (six hours per week) coding 
laboratory provides a capstone experience for 
students who have completed all academic 
course work in coding. Enables students to apply 
all state and national coding and reimbursement 
regulations to a variety of inpatient and 
outpatient records. Provides students the 
opportunity to improve speed and accuracy prior 
to entering the job force. 
Prerequisite: HLCS 257. 
HLCS 962 Coding Practicum II (2) 
Continues HLCS 961. HLCS 962 includes an 
additional twelve-week (six hours per week) 
coding laboratory experience under direct 
supervision of an instructor. 
Prerequisite: HLCS 961. 
HEALDH IJKOR8ADIOJ 
AD8IJISDRADIOJ 
HLIJ 215 Kundamentals of 8edical Interpretation 
(4) 
Prepares the bilingual student for entry into 
medical interpretation for the health care setting. 
Provides a basic introduction to medical 
terminology, anatomy and physiology, pathology 
(disease process), pharmacology, surgical 
procedures, U.S. health care delivery systems, 
medical-legal issues, and professionalism. 
Prerequisite: Language proficiency test. 
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HLI$ 30( Introduction to Health Records 
Management (4) 
History of health records, professional ethics, and 
the administration of health information 
management as a profession and as a health care 
facility service. Techniques for numbering and 
filing records. Principles of indexes and registers, 
and retention of records. Overview of 
nomenclatures and classification systems. 
Philosophy of accreditation, certification, and 
licensure standards for hospitals. Introduces 
health care reimbursement systems. In-depth 
study of patient records, including content and 
documentation formats. Compares hospital 
versus ambulatory care records. 
HLI$ 303 =asic Coding Principles and TechniBues I 
(3) 
Principles of disease and operation classification 
(coding) using ICD-G-CH. Basic coding 
techniques for diagnoses, surgical procedures, 
symptomatology, and other reasons for health 
care encounters. Coding techniques by topic: 
infectious disease, endocrine, nutritional, 
metabolic, hematologic, nervous system, sense 
organs, respiratory, genitourinary, skin, and 
musculoskeletal diseases. 
Prerequisite: AHCM 40PQ (Qmay be taken 
concurrently). 
HLI$ 304 =asic Coding Principles and TechniBues 
II (3) 
Continues review of disease and operation 
coding with ICD-G-CH. Emphasizes obstetrical 
and newborn coding, trauma, poisonings, 
complications of surgical and medical care, 
diseases and procedures of the circulatory 
system, and neoplasms. Includes history, 
principles, and purpose of other recognized 
systems of nomenclature and classification in 
health care, with associated use of disease and 
operation indexes. 
Prerequisite: HLIN V0V. 
HLI$ 305 Health Care Statistical Applications (3) 
Problem-solving approach to health care 
statistical applications and data presentation. 
Introduces research statistics. Laboratory sessions 
include instruction in the use of Hicrosoft Excel 
for data presentation and analysis. 
HLI$ 306 E H M Coding for =illing and 
ReimJursement (K) 
Principles of evaluation and management coding 
and E W H modifier assignment pertaining to 
physician professional billing and institutional 
APC assignment. Coding for physician practice 
settings includes outpatient, inpatient, ER, 
observation, SNF, and other common practice 
settings. Principles of health service billing 
covered—including billing terminologies, the 
billing process, universal billing forms; and 
reimbursement under commercial, managed 
care, and federally funded insurance plans. 
Prerequisite: HLIN V0V, HLIN V04. 
HLI$ 3K5 Pharmacology for Health Information 
Administration (K) 
Provides understanding of pharmacology as 
required for medical record analysis, audits, and 
other related studies. Basic definitions, sources of 
information, classification of drugs, and 
principles and mechanisms of drug actions. 
HLI$ 36( Health Information Administration 
LaJoratory I (() 
Supervised experience in health information 
departments and other areas of health care 
facilities. Includes applied laboratory 
assignments for HIH professional courses. 
HLI$ 36K Health Information Administration 
LaJoratory II (() 
Supervised experience in health information 
departments and other areas of health care 
facilities. Includes applied laboratory 
assignments for HIH professional courses. 
HLI$ 395 Professional Practice ENperience IOPunior 
Affiliation (3) 
Three-week (40 hours per week) supervised 
clinical experience in a health facility or health-
related organization at the end of the junior year. 
^ritten and oral reports of experience, with 
classroom discussion. Not required of registered 
health information technologists (RHITs). 
Prerequisite: Completion of junior-year courses 
and laboratory assignments; or permission of the 
department chair. 
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H"I$ 4'1 Survey o0 Health Systems Management 
(4) 
The science of information and its applications to 
management and patient care in the health care 
industry. Information systems concepts, theories, 
technologies, and models; as well as an in-depth 
review of information system creation and 
adaptation. /eneral systems concepts in health 
care: analysis, design, implementation, and 
maintenance. Strategies for the successful 
management of information systems in an 
integrated or interfaced environment, with 
emphasis on health information applications. 
Future trends in information system elements 
presented in conLunction with analysis of these 
trends in the health record profession. MaLor 
term proLect includes the development of 
database specifications, inputs, outputs, 
implementation schedules, and maintenance 
plans. 
H"I$ 4'7 =inancial Management 0or Health 
In0ormation Management (2) 
Financial aspects of health care involving 
prospective reimbursement system, analysis of 
various health care reimbursement schemes, and 
financial disbursements. Budget variance 
analysis, analysis of cost components, operating 
statements, and productivity related to a 
department budget. Examines financial 
accounting systems, financial evaluation ratios, 
and reports. Strategies and techniques for 
successful revenue-cycle management. 
H"I$ 421 Survey o0 Health Systems ManagementA
Applied (4) 
Applies information systems theory to the 
development of effective health care facility 
systems in preparation for transition to paperless 
patient records—including utilization of 
standard nomenclatures, vocabularies, and 
classification systems. Data management 
strategies, including data integrity, security, 
quality, and standardization. System security in 
all environments. Analyzes implementation of 
health care standards. Examines state and 
national attempts toward a longitudinal 
electronic health record, including RHIOs, 
NHIN, HIE, etc. MaLor term proLect includes 
research, analysis, and presentation of a 
contemporary issue in information systems that 
impacts the practice of information management 
in health care. Laboratories include field trips to 
institutions for demonstrations of optical imaging 
and EHR applications. 
Prerequisite: HLIN W01. 
H"I$ 441 "egal Aspects o0 Health In0ormation 
Administration (4) 
Basic principles of law related to the health care 
field. Law-making process. Analysis of 
legislation. Risk management aspects of medical 
documentation. Overview of the court system in 
the !nited States. Development of policies and 
procedures regarding confidentiality. Release of 
general, psychological, alcohol, drug, and 
HI$[AIDS documentation. Release of 
information in response to subpoenas, court 
orders, and search warrants. Analysis of consent 
forms. Assignment for The Federal Register. The 
concept of improper disclosure and negligence. 
Reporting requirements. Introduction to the 
contents of the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA), with emphasis on 
the privacy section, and its impact on health care. 
Field trip to a local legal library. 
H"I$ 444 Corporate Compliance in Health Care (3) 
Practical application of the guiding principles of 
corporate compliance in health care 
organizations. Analyzes standards and policies 
established by the Center for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services. Studies in-depth ^oint 
Commission on Accreditation of Health Care 
Organization, Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA), qui tam laws, and 
fiscal intermediaries—emphasizing business 
ethics and integrity. Includes the process of 
institutional audits. 
H"I$ 445 Coding Seminar (3) 
Advanced coding concepts and comprehensive 
review of all health care coding systems. Current 
procedural terminology (CPT) at the beginning 
and intermediate level. Management issues in 
reimbursement using DR/s, APC, and other 
prospective payment systems. Reviews the 
federally supervised coding auditing process, 
including state and federal coding and billing 
regulations, chargemaster maintenance, coding 
ethics, coding quality, and coding compliance. 
$arious code sets and terminologies used in 
health care systems. 
Prerequisite: HLIN 30W; or equivalent. 
H"I$ 451 Quality Improvement in Health Care (3) 
`uality improvement methodology. Data 
retrieval, display, and follow-up for various 
sectors of health care. Mechanisms for promoting 
facility-wide participation in achieving optimum 
patient care, as delineated in medical staff-
information management, accreditation, and 
government standards. Risk management as an 
integral facet of quality improvement. 
Relationship to corporate compliance. 
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H"I$ 462 Health In/ormation Administration 
"a7oratory III (1) 
Supervised experience in health information 
departments and other areas of health care 
facilities, with emphasis on management. 
Includes applied laboratory assignments for HIM 
professional courses. 
H"I$ 463 Health In/ormation Administration 
"a7oratory I= (1) 
Supervised experience in health information 
departments and other areas of health care 
facilities, with emphasis on management. 
Includes applied laboratory assignments for HIM 
professional courses. 
H"I$ 475 Research Methods in Health In/ormation 
ManaCement (3) 
Introduces the scientific method in research. 
Bocuses on the major steps of the research 
process as these steps relate to research report 
evaluation, proposal writing, literature review, 
development of conceptual framework, 
identification of variables, statement of 
hypotheses, research design, and analysis and 
presentation of data. Common research design 
and assessment of risk in epidemiologic studies. 
Prerequisite: AHCI +5K. 
H"I$ 483 "onC-Ferm and Alternative Delivery 
Systems in Health Care (4) 
Bocuses on aspects of health information 
management in delivery systems other than acute 
care, and their interrelationships. Health record 
content, format, regulatory and accreditation 
requirements, the role of the HIM professional, 
data collection/reporting, risk management, 
utilization management, and quality 
improvement areas. Long-term care, hospital-
based ambulatory care, free-standing ambulatory 
care, hospice, home health care, dialysis 
treatment centers, veterinary medicine, 
consulting, correctional facilities, mental health 
care, substance abuse, dental care, and managed 
care organizations. Bield trip to a skilled nursing 
facility. 
H"I$ 484 Current Fopics in Health In/ormation 
Administration (3) 
Topics of current interest in the field of health 
information administration, including career 
planning, management skills, and professional 
development. Content varies. 
Prerequisite: HLIN 49+, HLIN 494. 
H"I$ 493 Health In/ormation ManaCement I (4) 
Introduces basic management functions, 
philosophies, and tools of health care 
management. Emphasizes management theory, 
management tools, and application. Specific 
topics include: planning, organizing, controlling, 
management by objective, problem solving and 
decision making, productivity management, and 
group dynamics. 
H"I$ 494 Health In/ormation ManaCement II (5) 
Advanced management study of topics relevant 
to the HIM profession. Topics include: 
ergonomics and workplace design; transcription 
management; individual and organizational 
productivity; project management; attracting, 
developing, and maintaining a workforce; 
innovation and change management; federal 
labor legislation; ethical and social responsibility 
in management; disaster preparedness and 
entrepreneurism. Six-to-eight hour 
administration-management laboratory 
addresses contemporary administrative 
management strategies, strategic planning, 
business planning, and employee relations at the 
administrative level. Organizational, 
interrelational, and managerial functions and 
concepts in the health care setting. Laboratory 
assignments include, but are not limited to, 
management case studies, Visio software 
training, and office layout development using 
Visio software. 
Prerequisite: HLIN 49+. 
H"I$ 495 Pro/essional Practice Experience Senior 
A//iliation (3) 
Directed experience (KY0 clock hours) at an 
approved health care or health-related facility. 
Applies skills and knowledge to management. 
Written and oral reports of experience, with 
classroom discussion. International experience 
may be available. 
Prerequisite: Completion of the first two quarters 
of the senior year; or permission of the 
department chair. 
H"I$ 499 Health In/ormation Administration 
Independent Study (1-4) 
Student submits a project or paper on a topic of 
current interest in an area of health information 
administration. Regular meetings to provide the 
student with guidance and evaluation. Elected on 
the basis of need or interest. May be repeated. 
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HEA$TH PROMOTION AND 
EDUCATION 
HPRO 414 Personal Health and Fitness (4) 
Applies health principles to the student's 
physical, mental, spiritual, and social health. 
HPRO 41@ Consumer Health (3) 
Studies fitness and health in terms of consumer 
welfare, marketing, and fraud. Iiscusses ethics 
as related to professional behavior. 
HPRO 416 Health throuEh the $iFespan (4) 
%xamines changes in health status that may occur 
between birth and old age. %mphasiMes tailoring 
wellness strategies and programs to the needs of 
various age groups. 
HPRO 417 Biomechanics (4) 
Studies the laws of motion and kinetics of human 
movement. Iiscusses basic body movements and 
how to maximiMe efficiency. Includes the role of 
exercise in injury prevention. 
Prerequisite: Anatomy and physiology. 
HPRO 418 Introduction to Human Disease (3) 
Introduces acute and chronic disease processes 
by organ system: musculoskeletal, 
cardiovascular, nervous, digestive, urogenital, 
integumentary, respiratory, and endocrine. 
HPRO 421 Administration oF Mellness ProErams (4) 
Surveys the contribution wellness programs 
make to corporate, commercial, and community 
programs. Rasic structure, organiMation, and 
management of fitness facilities and programsS
including budgeting, marketing, and sales. 
Introduces legal, management, and accounting 
principles related to program sustainability. 
Includes program evaluation, cost-benefit 
analysis, cash flow management, personnel 
development, and strategic planning. 
HPRO 424 Health Appraisal and Mellness TestinE 
(4) 
Instruction and guided practice in performing a 
wide variety of fitness tests. Interprets test data 
and applies results to individualiMed exercise 
prescriptions. Laboratory included. 
HPRO 42@ ENercise Science (3) 
The relationship of basic physiological responses 
to exercise and health, longevity, and athletic 
performance. Presents anatomy and physiology 
of exercise, including: cardiorespiratory fitness, 
muscular strength, muscular endurance, 
flexibility, and body composition. 
Prerequisite: HPRO 424W and anatomy and 
physiology. 
HPRO 426 Fitness For Special Populations (4) 
%xercise as an adjunct to the treatment of illness 
and as an aid to the prevention of chronic 
disease. How to set up safe and effective exercise 
programs for the disabled, elderly, and other 
populations of interest. 
Prerequisite: HPRO 424. 
HPRO 431 PsycholoEy and SocioloEy oF Sport (3) 
Role, effect, and importance of sport in society. 
Psychological principles that motivate 
individuals to initiate and continue sport 
activities. 
HPRO 432 InQury PreRention (2) 
!se of facility and equipment management to 
prevent injuries. %mphasiMes common injuries, 
risk factors, training techniques that prevent or 
minimiMe injuries, development of facility rules 
and regulations, and equipment maintenance. 
HPRO 433 Athletic TraininE (3) 
OrganiMation and management of athletic 
training programs. Includes instruction about the 
evaluation and treatment of heat exhaustion and 
heat strokeW and field injuries such as abrasions, 
cuts, and concussions. Leads to certification in 
basic CPR and first aid. Laboratory included. 
Prerequisite: HPRO 432W and anatomy and 
physiology. 
HPRO 436 ProErams in Health Promotion (4) 
Provides overview of existing health promotion 
programs in corporate, commercial, and 
community settings. /ives special attention to 
the development of new programs designed to 
meet existing needs in a variety of venues. 
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HPRO 4'5 Wellness Programs La4oratory (3) 
Agency-based guided practice designed to 
acquaint the student with existing and 
developing wellness programs. May be repeated 
for three quarters. 
Prerequisite: HPRO 421. 
HPRO 4'8 Senior Pro=ect (1@ 3) 
Agency-based proIect during which the student 
addresses problems associated with and 
recommends solutions to a management andJor 
evaluation issue using problem-solving 
strategies. 
Prerequisite: HPRO 421. 
HPRO 4'' Directed StudyDSpecial Pro=ect (1F4) 
Individual arrangements for undergraduate, 
upper division students to study under the 
guidance of a program faculty member. May 
include readings, literature review, or other 
special proIects. Minimum of thirty hours 
required for each unit of credit. A maximum of 4 
units applicable to any undergraduate degree 
program. 
HPRO 501 Human Anatomy and Physiology I (4) 
Systematic investigation of the form and function 
of human biological systems. Laboratory 
included. Limited to doctoral degree students. 
HPRO 502 Human Anatomy and Physiology II (4) 
Continues HPRO 5O1. Systematically investigates 
the form and function of human biological 
systems. Laboratory included. Limited to 
doctoral degree students. 
HPRO 503 Human Anatomy and Physiology III (4) 
Continues HPRO 5O2. Systematically investigates 
the form and function of human biological 
systems. Laboratory included. Limited to 
doctoral degree students. 
HPRO 507 Spirituality and HealthM The Wholeness 
Connection (3) 
Examines how spiritualJreligious beliefs and 
practices might influence physical health through 
known physiological mechanisms of the 
neuroendocrine and immune systems. How 
devout spiritualJreligious beliefs and practices 
might affect not only a sense of well-being and 
quality of life, but also longevity. Information 
about religiousJspiritual study methodologies 
and research instruments. Explores principles of 
spiritual care as applied to practice, including 
perspectives on the theology of healing, the 
connection between body and spirit, and the 
roles of faith and meaning. 
HPRO 508 Aspects of Health Promotion (2) 
Dynamics of community and individual health. 
Factors in the promotion of a healthful lifestyle, 
including cardiovascular enhancement, stress 
reduction and coping mechanisms, nutritional 
awareness, weight management, and substance 
control. Available to non-maIor students. 
HPRO 50' Principles of Health BehaRior (3) 
Introduces key health behavior-change theories 
and psychosocial determinants of health 
behaviors. Provides an overview of motivation, 
stress and coping, addiction, culture, and religion 
as related to health behavior. Laboratory 
emphasizes communication, leadership, and 
group process activities. 
HPRO 514 Salues@ Culture@ and Health (3) 
Specific values related to primary public health 
problems in today's multicultural society. Studies 
beliefs, attitudes, and values that affect behavior 
change. Includes value development and 
educational strategies that address values. MaIor 
proIect included. 
HPRO 515 MindFBody Interactions and Health 
Outcomes (3) 
Studies the effect of the neurological system on 
physical health, with a focus on psychoneuro-
immunology. 
Prerequisite: Anatomy and physiology, 
biochemistry. 
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!PR$ 519 Pharmacology (3) 
Basic and clinical pharmacology. EmphasiBes 
drugs of concern to health promotion specialists. 
Principles of drug addiction, drug receptors and 
pharmacodynamics, pharmacokinetics, and 
practical uses for drugs. 
Prerequisite: Anatomy and physiology, general 
chemistry, organic chemistry, biochemistry. 
!PR$ 523 Maternal:Child !ealth> Policy and 
Programs (3) 
Examines national and global public health 
policy, initiatives, and programs targeting 
childbearing women, as well as infants and 
children. Explores selected issues—such as 
poverty, access to and utiliBation of health care, 
violence, and perinatal chemical exposure—
within socioeconomic, political, and ethical 
frameworks. EmphasiBes interdisciplinary 
delivery of services within a public health setting. 
!PR$ 524 Adolescent !ealth (3) 
Studies developmental and health problems 
unique to the adolescent period of life. Qocuses 
on special needs and public health programs 
designed to reach adolescents. Gives attention to 
special problems, such as social adaptation, 
juvenile delinquency, drug abuse, suicide, 
adolescent pregnancy. 
!PR$ 525 BoCics in !ealth Promotion (1D4) 
Lecture and discussion of a current topic in 
health promotion bearing on the theory or 
practice of one aspect of the discipline. Specific 
content varies from quarter to quarter. May be 
repeated for additional credit. 
!PR$ 526 FiGestyle Hiseases and RisI Reduction (3) 
Discusses current lifestyle diseases, including: 
cardiovascular, metabolic, communicable, and 
nutritional. Concepts regarding risk factors, 
screening approaches, and risk reduction, with 
impact on specific health parameters. 
Prerequisite: Anatomy and physiology; or 
consent of instructor. 
!PR$ 527 $besity and Hisordered Mating (3) 
Explores causes and development of obesity, 
principles of weight management, and relapse 
prevention. Includes discussion of the causes and 
treatment of anorexia nervosa and bulimia. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
!PR$ 52N Controversial !ealth Practices (2P 3) 
Epidemiological analysis of quackery in "orth 
America. Studies traditional and/or controversial 
health beliefs and practices, including why 
people advocate and use them. Topics include: 
allopathy, aromatherapy, ayurvedic medicine, 
Chinese medicine, chiropractic, energy medicine, 
faith healing, food faddism, herbalism, holistic 
health, homeopathy, iridology, medical dowsing, 
naturopathy, "ew Age medicine, 
pseudopsychologies, radionics, reflexology, 
spiritism, therapeutic touch, and more. 
Laboratory included for third unit of credit. 
!PR$ 529 Preventive and BheraCeutic 
Interventions in Chronic Hisease (4) 
Specific preventive care techniques dealing with 
lifestyle and chronic disease in the clinical 
environment. Multidisciplinary lifestyle 
interventions in the prevention and treatment of 
dyslipidemia, diabetes, hypertension, 
osteoporosis, sleep disorders, and other chronic 
conditions. Uses case studies and role playing to 
explore interventions in a variety of clinical 
scenarios. Limited to doctoral degree students. 
Prerequisite: WP&O 526. 
!PR$ 530 Sundamentals oG Research in !ealth 
Behavior and !ealth Mducation (3) 
Introduces research in the behavioral health 
sciences and health education. Welps students 
apply appropriate research principles and 
techniques in health education. Provides an 
overview of the philosophy and methods of 
science—including causal inference, developing 
research questions and testing hypotheses, and 
identifying appropriate data collection 
techniques. EmphasiBes development of a 
practical understanding of why, when, and how 
to use research methods; and how to become an 
informed reader of scientific research articles and 
reports. Addresses experimental methods, 
surveys, and quantitative research designs. 
Covers other topics, including assessments of 
reliability, validity, measurement, and research 
ethics. 
!PR$ 531 Pathology oG !uman Systems I (3) 
Qundamental mechanisms of disease, including 
degenerative changes and physical and chemical 
injury. &eviews diseases by organ system: 
endocrine, biliary, hepatic, respiratory, digestive, 
urogenital, skeletal, and central nervous. Limited 
to doctoral degree students. 
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HPRO 532 Pathology of Human Systems II (3) 
Introduces micropathological organisms. Surveys 
tissue changes in infectious diseases. Growth 
disorders, including: basic genetic problems and 
neoplasia@ cardiovascular, circulatory, and 
inflammatory systems. Limited to doctoral 
degree students. 
Prerequisite: DPRO 5HI. 
HPRO 535 Health Education Administration and 
LeadershiA (3) 
Analyzes the managerial and leadership roles of 
the health education specialist in both public and 
private health organizations. Emphasizes 
organizational structure and health 
communication@ as well as managing, 
supervising, marketing, decision making, and 
other administrative roles. 
HPRO 536 Program Planning and Evaluation (2) 
Introductory course that utilizes the planning 
cycle to address public health problems. 
Analyzes trends in health care planning. Applies 
planning cycle to selected topics. Provides 
overview of evaluation design, methodology, 
and instrument development for health 
education programs. Laboratory included. 
HPRO 537A Community Programs LaForatory—A 
(1) 
The first of a three-quarter sequence for health 
promotion and education (DPRO) majors@ a 
stand-alone laboratory for other majors. Students 
operationalize qualitative research methods in a 
laboratory environment by conducting 
observational assessments, windshield surveys, 
and personal interviews@ participating in focus 
groups@ and compiling secondary data for 
completing a community-needs assessment. 
DPRO students use their data to plan a health 
education intervention for their target/priority 
population during Sinter Tuarter@ during Spring 
Tuarter they implement and evaluate their 
programs. 
HPRO 537B Community Programs LaForatory—B 
(2) 
Student designs marketing and evaluation plans 
for community-based health education program. 
Implements and evaluates programs developed 
during DPRO 5H7A. 
HPRO 537C Community Programs LaForatory—C 
(1) 
Students continue their marketing plan while 
implementing and evaluating their programs in 
the community. Students write a plan for 
program sustainability with community 
organizations as stakeholders. 
Prerequisite: DPRO 5H7A, DPRO 5H7B. 
HPRO 538 Health Education Program DeveloAment 
and Evaluation (3) 
Uses program-planning theories and models 
with diagnostic techniques to design, deliver, and 
evaluate health promotion and education 
programs in a variety of settings: community, 
occupational, educational, and health care. 
Presents steps in the health educational planning 
process, which involves: I) conducting social, 
epidemiological, behavioral, environmental, 
ecological, educational, administrative, and 
policy assessments@ W) writing goals and 
objectives@ H) selecting appropriate intervention 
strategies@ X) integrating and applying behavioral 
and educational theories to interventions@ 5) 
enhancing instructional delivery and design 
skills@ and 6) evaluating the educational process 
and reporting results. 
HPRO 53L Policy and Issues in Health Education (3) 
Examines and discusses policy issues, trends, and 
strategies relating to health education[including 
but not limited to DIV/AIDS, women^s health, 
injury prevention and control, tobacco and other 
drug issues, and health issues in ethnically 
diverse populations. Provides opportunities to 
develop and improve presentation skills. Project 
included. 
HPRO 542 Health and DeAendency Counseling (3) 
Applies behavior change and addiction theory in 
a practical way to the counseling process. Gives 
attention to individuals with multiple, concurrent 
health issues such as stress, lifestyle problems, 
and addictions. Laboratory required. 
Prerequisite: DPRO 50`@ DPRO 5Ha 
recommended. 
HPRO 543 Nriting for Health Professionals (2, 3) 
Sriting by health professionals for popular, lay, 
or professional publications. Student selects 
journal or magazine, writes query letter, and 
prepares abstract and manuscript in final form 
for submission. Includes preparation of camera-
ready art. One publishable paper for W units@ two 
papers for H units. Limited to graduate-degree 
students. 
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!PRO 544 !ealth Education Evaluation and 
Measurement (3) 
Student selects and develops health education 
and psychosocial measurement instruments, 
determines validity and reliability of evaluation 
tools, provides overview of data collection 
methods and protocols, analyzes and interprets 
results, and communicates evaluation findings. 
!PRO 548 =ommunity and Domestic Violence (3) 
Provides overview of issues of violence in 
,merican society. Explores domestic and 
community violence as they affect selected 
population groups. Psychological approaches to 
etiology and intervention. Explores societal 
violence, including violence observed in 
populations such as gangs and high-risM youth. 
Topics include spousal, elder, and child abuse. 
Special attention directed toward co-factors, such 
as alcohol and drug abuse, and their relationship 
to domestic violence. Laboratory included. 
!PRO 550 Bomen in Development (3) 
/lobal epidemiological profile of women in 
terms of educational patterns, economic 
productivity, social status, and mortality 
patterns. RisMs to physical and psychosocial 
health. "ational and international legal and 
regulatory issues and programs to promote 
access to health care, economic productivity, and 
the health of women. 
Cross-listing: /LBP 55R. 
!PRO 553 Addiction Theory and ProFram 
Development (3) 
,pplies addiction process theory in a practical 
way to program development. Emphasizes 
alcohol, tobacco, and other drug (,TOD) 
problems, using case studies and extensive 
reading as part of a problem-solving approach. 
The epidemiological, pathological, physiological, 
psychological, and spiritual bases for prevention 
and treatment of addictions. Laboratory 
included. 
!PRO 555 EarlyGAFe Parenthood (3) 
Causes, consequences, and interventions in 
adolescent pregnancy. Issues of adolescent 
fertility, including social and economic roots, 
relationship to cultural change, and individual 
developmental etiology. Explores consequences 
of early fertility, focusing primarily on 
interventions and assessment. 
!PRO 556 !iFhGRisI Infants and =hildrenL Policy 
and ProFrams (3) 
Examines development of at-risM infants and 
children, and evaluates interventions that may 
modify cognitive and social outcomes. TaMes into 
account medical risM factors, such as preterm 
birth, prenatal substance exposure, and 
respiratory distress; as well as social factors, such 
as gender and socioeconomic status. Critically 
analyzes the efficacy of early-intervention 
strategies, such as !"ICEFYs Baby Friendly 
Pospital Initiative, child survival strategies, and 
the Initiative for the /irl Child; as well as !.S.-
based programs such as Pead Start. Examines 
legal, regulatory, and ethical issues. 
Prerequisite: Physiology or consent of instructor. 
!PRO 557 Issues and ProFrams in Family PlanninF 
(3) 
Examines options in contraceptive technology 
and accompanying social, cultural, political, and 
ethical considerations. Introduces policy issues 
and programmatic strategies related to 
development, organization, and management of 
family-planning programs—including logistics, 
education, politics, and social issues. Includes 
fertility issues, prevention and postponement of 
pregnancy, child spacing, and abortion. Explores 
information, education, and communication 
designs. 
!PRO 559 Lactation ManaFement (3) 
,nalyzes the managerial and leadership roles of 
the health education specialist in both public and 
private health organizations. Emphasizes 
organizational structure and health 
communication; as well as managing, 
supervising, marMeting, decision maMing, and 
other administrative roles. 
!PRO 564 Mental !ealth and Society (3) 
Interdisciplinary study of mental health issues 
affecting society and its basic biologic unit, the 
family. Study and application of intervening 
strategies in life crises. Prevention of adjustment 
reactions evolving beyond the level of a life 
process crisis. Laboratory included. 
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HPRO 565 To*acco -se0 Prevention and 
Interventions (3) 
The second part of a three-part, module-based 
course. Provides a comprehensive overview of 
the pathophysiology that underlies the health 
impact of tobacco use on individuals, families, 
and society? smoking behavior? 
pharmacodynamics of nicotine delivery? 
mechanisms of nicotine addiction, and most 
importantly, intervention methods (cessation and 
prevention). Includes individual, group, systems, 
and public intervention strategies? and provides 
the measures of efficacy for each. Incorporates 
terminology and concepts in epidemiology, 
anatomy, physiology, immunology, 
endocrinology, and biochemistry. Recommended 
that EPDM H61, H62 also be completed if LPRO 
H6H is taken as an elective. 
HPRO 567 Reproductive Health (3) 
Nocuses on issues of reproductive health of 
women and men within the context of public 
health policy, community-based planning, and 
ethical decision making. Examines public health 
interventions at various points of the 
reproductive life cycle, including pubertal, 
preconceptual, and menopausal. Explores issues 
that affect health and fertility—including 
sexually transmitted diseases? reproductive tract 
infections? sexual violence, such as rape, incest, 
and genital mutilation? sexual trafficking? and 
nutritional and lifestyle issues impacting directly 
on reproductive health. 
HPRO 573 EAercise Physiology I (3) 
Qasic preparation for development and 
leadership of exercise programs. Includes 
exercise physiology, training, acute and chronic 
effects of exercise, simple assessment of fitness, 
role of exercise in prevention of common health 
problems, and management of selected risk 
factors. Discusses endurance, strength, flexibility, 
and aerobic exercises. Laboratory included. 
HPRO 575 Immune System0 Pu*lic Health 
Applications (3) 
Explores the biological and behavioral 
consequences from evidence-based scientific 
research of the relationships and communications 
between the brain, the peripheral nervous 
system, the endocrine system, and the immune 
system. Presents an introductory but 
comprehensive summary of various scientific 
disciplines that study brain, immune system, and 
health behavior interactions that provide the 
health care professional with an integrative 
understanding of lifestyle, whole-person care for 
optimal immune system function and wellness. 
HPRO 578 EAercise Physiology II (3) 
Physiologic basis of the normal body function 
during exercise. Emphasizes the training effects 
of aerobic exercise. Noninvasive laboratory 
methods of the study of the circulatory and 
respiratory systems. Laboratory included. 
PrerequisiteV LPRO H7W? and basic physiology. 
HPRO 584 Aging and Health (3) 
Analyzes the physical, psychological, and social 
factors that influence the health of the aging 
population. Includes theories of aging, age-
related changes, acute and chronic health 
problems of aging, medication use, and long-
term care issues. 
HPRO 586 Introduction to Preventive Care (1) 
Provides overview of preventive careYs role 
within public health. Orientation to doctoral 
program, with attention to professional portfolio 
preparation. Limited to doctoral degree students 
in preventive care. 
HPRO 587 Preventive Care Practice Management (2) 
Provides overview of issues and challenges in the 
operation of a preventive care practice. 
Emphasizes billing and reimbursement issues, 
and legal and ethical responsibilities of the 
preventive care specialist. Limited to doctoral 
degree students in preventive care. 
HPRO 588 Health Behavior Theory and Research (4) 
Analyzes in-depth factors contributing to 
decisions about health behavior. Theory and 
research relevant to individual, family, 
organization, and community behavior. Readings 
from original theorists and researchers on topics 
related to health behavior. Emphasizes 
development of critical-thinking skills, 
professional written work, and oral presentation. 
Application of theory to development of a basic 
research proposal. 
PrerequisiteV LPRO H0+? or equivalent. Consent 
of instructors for nondoctoral degree students. 
HPRO 589 Oualitative Research Methods (3) 
Applies qualitative methods to instrument 
design, sampling, and data collection. Nocuses on 
public health issues, ethics, and theory-building. 
Supervised needs assessment in a selected 
community. 
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!P#O 606 Pre*enti*e Care Seminar (2) 
Current issues in the preventive care field, such 
as ethical limits, health care fraud, practice 
management, third-party reimbursement. 
Integrates course work with challenges expected 
in employment situations. Guest lecturers. 
-imited to preventive care students. 
Prerequisite: Minimum of Q0 units of course 
work toward Dr.P.H. (preventive care) degree. 
!P#O 605 6d*anced Seminar in !ealth Education 
(2) 
Studies current issues in health promotion and 
education from the standpoint of historical 
setting. Explores emerging challenges to 
professional preparation in health promotion and 
education, and the place of professional health 
educators in the practice of public health. Must 
be taken for a total of 6 units. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructors for 
nondoctoral degree students. 
!P#O 614 Seminar in Maternal and Child !ealth 
Practice (2) 
Analyzes issues, trends, and current practices 
affecting maternal and child health. Discussion 
and student participation. -imited to Track I 
maternal-child health practitioners. 
!P#O 655 Preliminary #esearch EDperience (2) 
Experience gained in various aspects of research 
under the guidance of a faculty member and by 
participation in an ongoing project. Must be 
completed prior to beginning 
dissertation/research project. -imited to doctoral 
degree students. 
!P#O 6F2 !ealth Education #esearch Consultation 
(1G4) 
Individual consultation on project design and 
data collection, analysis, and evaluation. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
!P#O 6F4 #esearch (1G14) 
Independent research on problems currently 
receiving study in the School of Public Health or 
in associated institutions; collaboration with 
researcher/faculty member. Research program 
arranged with faculty member(s) involved and 
approved by advisor. Research consultation 
toward dissertation available. Minimum of thirty 
hours required for each unit of credit. [ritten 
report required. -imited to qualified master\s and 
doctoral degree students. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor responsible 
for supervision and of program advisor. 
!P#O 6F5 Community Practicum (1G3) 
Individual arrangements for selected students to 
participate in a guided, structured, practical 
experience in ongoing clinical lifestyle-modifying 
situations. Minimum of thirty hours required for 
each unit of credit. A maximum of 4 units 
applicable to a degree program. 
!P#O 6F6 Directed StudyJSpecial ProKect (1G4) 
Individual arrangements for advanced students 
to study under the guidance of a program faculty 
member. May include reading, literature review, 
or other special projects. Minimum of thirty 
hours required for each unit of credit. A 
maximum of 4 units applicable to any master\s 
degree program. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor and of 
program advisor. 
!P#O 6F5 Dissertation (1G14) 
Student prepares a manuscript presenting results 
of the doctoral research study. -imited to 
doctoral degree candidates. 
!P#O 700 MIPGPeace Corps Field Practicum (0) 
Designed for students who must maintain 
continuous registration in the School of Public 
Health as a condition of the twenty-seven-month 
Peace Corps field practicum that is part of their 
master\s degree program. 
!P#O 703 6pplied #esearch EDperience (12) 
Training and supervised experience with other 
health professionals in applied settings. 
.pportunity to work with individuals, families, 
and groups in assessing health and building 
relationships conducive to health-promoting 
behavior changes. -imited to doctoral 
(preventive care) degree students. 
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!P#$ 7'4A *nternship (3) 
Training and supervised experience (minimum of 
199 clock hours) with other health professionals 
in applied settings. Opportunity to work with 
individuals, families, and groups in assessing 
health and building relationships conducive to 
health-promoting behavior changes. Limited to 
doctoral (preventive care) degree students. May 
be repeated for a total of up to 12 units. 
!P#$ 7'4B *nternship (6) 
Training and supervised experience (minimum of 
299 clock hours) with other health professionals 
in applied settings. Opportunity to work with 
individuals, families, and groups in assessing 
health and building relationships conducive to 
health-promoting behavior changes. Limited to 
doctoral (preventive care) degree students. May 
be repeated for a total of up to 12 units. 
!P#$ 7'4C *nternship (9) 
Training and supervised experience (minimum of 
399 clock hours) with other health professionals 
in applied settings. Opportunity to work with 
individuals, families, and groups in assessing 
health and building relationships conducive to 
health-promoting behavior changes. Limited to 
doctoral (preventive care) degree students. 
!P#$ 7'4D *nternship (12) 
Training and supervised experience with other 
health professionals in applied settings. 
Opportunity to work with individuals, families, 
and groups in assessing health and building 
relationships conducive to health-promoting 
behavior changes. Limited to doctoral 
(preventive care) degree students. A ten-week (49 
hours/week) field internship. 
!P#$ 797 M*P #esidency in !ealth Cducation (12) 
ndividual guided study in operational field 
practice under faculty supervision. Limited to 
graduate students in the LPRO MasterOs 
International Program (M.P.L./MIP) whose 
projects have been approved by their committees. 
!P#$ 798A Gield Practicum (3) 
Allows the student an opportunity to 
demonstrate mastery of basic competencies in 
health education, strengthens areas of weakness, 
integrates theoretical constructs with practical 
applications in the community, and documents 
an intervention from design through evaluation 
stages. Student expected to implement a project 
with supervision by an experienced health 
educator at the M.P.L. or doctoral degree level. 
Concurrent attendance in seminars on campus 
required. 
Prerequisite: Course requirements, satisfactory 
completion of the culminating activity, and 
consent of instructor(s) responsible for 
supervision and of program advisor. 
!P#$ 798B Gield Practicum (6) 
Allows the student an opportunity to 
demonstrate mastery of basic competencies in 
health education, strengthens areas of weakness, 
integrates theoretical constructs with practical 
applications in the community, and documents 
an intervention from design through evaluation 
stages. Student expected to implement a project 
with supervision by an experienced health 
educator at the M.P.L. or doctoral degree level. 
Concurrent attendance in seminars on campus 
required. 
Prerequisite: Course requirements, satisfactory 
completion of the culminating activity, and 
consent of instructor(s) responsible for 
supervision and of program advisor. 
!P#$ 798D Gield Practicum (12) 
Allows the student an opportunity to 
demonstrate mastery of basic competencies in 
health education, strengthens areas of weakness, 
integrates theoretical constructs with practical 
applications in the community, and documents 
an intervention from design through evaluation 
stages. Student expected to implement a project 
with supervision by an experienced health 
educator at the M.P.L. or doctoral degree level 
(49 hours per week for ten weeks). Concurrent 
attendance in seminars on campus required. 
!IMAJ*K*CL 
!IMJ 311 Lacred Music * (2) 
Regular participation in a church choir, with an 
approved history of sacred music component. 
!IMJ 312 Lacred Music ** (2) 
Regular participation in a church orchestra, with 
an approved history of sacred music component. 
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!"MN 451 !umanities 1ntegration 1 (1) 
#ntegration of core values and professional 
aspirations with specified learning events that 
are largely extraclassroom. Focuses on critical 
thinking and clear writing. 
!"MN 452 !umanities 1ntegration 11 (1) 
#ntegration of core values and professional 
aspirations with specified learning events that 
are largely extraclassroom. Focuses on values 
clarification, writing style, and editing. 
Prerequisite: OUMN Q5S. 
!"MN 475 !istory and !ealth Care (3) 
A survey of world history from ancient to 
modern times, with significant events in the 
evolution of health care placed into their larger 
context. Places a premium on analysis of 
historical events and how theories influence and 
are influenced by health care. 
!"MN 4?7 PhilosoAhy oB !ealth Care (3) 
Considers the development of medical theory, 
institutions, practice, and their interrelationships. 
Focuses on the nature of scientific thought, the 
status of medical knowledge, and the connection 
between theory and observation. 
1NCDGFGCDD B1JMDD1CGK GFGD"GCD 
SC"D1DS 
1BGS 5M1 Biomedical Communication and 1ntegrity 
(2) 
#mproves studentsU scientific communication 
skills, as well as increases their awareness of 
proper ethical conduct in biomedical research. 
Teaches appropriate techniques for written and 
oral presentationsV as well as ethics and standard 
practices for record keeping, data analysis, and 
authorship. 
1BGS 5M2 Biomedical 1nBormation and Statistics (2) 
#ntroduces students to the basics of statistical 
analysis in a relevant biomedical setting. 
Additionally, provides practical information on 
the use of database systems and software tools 
for data management and analysis. 
1BGS 5M3 Biomedical Grant Oriting (2) 
%ncompasses the process of writing a biomedical 
research grant from medical problem through 
final draft of an N#O-style research proposal. 
Xith guidance from the instructor, students 
design and write a research proposal that is 
ready for submission to the N#O. Familiarizes 
students with potential funding sources, the 
process of formulating a fundable research plan, 
and communicating that plan in an appropriate 
format. 
1BGS 511 Cellular Mechanisms and 1ntegrated 
Systems 1 (?) 
The first quarter of a three-quarter sequence 
designed to give first-year graduate students a 
broad, integrated exposure to the molecular and 
cellular basis of modern human biology. Focuses 
on the structure and function of biological 
macromolecules such as proteins, &NA, and 
ZNA. 
Prerequisite: Admission to one of the basic 
science graduate programs, including Medical 
Scientist Training Program (MSTP). 
1BGS 512 Cellular Mechanisms and 1ntegrated 
Systems 11 (?) 
The second quarter of a three-quarter sequence 
designed to give first-year graduate students a 
broad, integrated exposure to the molecular and 
cellular basis of modern human biology. Focuses 
primarily on cellular structure and function. 
Prerequisite: #BGS 5SS. 
1BGS 513 Cellular Mechanisms and 1ntegrated 
Systems 111 (?) 
The third quarter of a three-quarter sequence 
designed to give first-year graduate students a 
broad, integrated exposure to the molecular and 
cellular basis of modern human biology. Focuses 
on how cells and molecules work together to 
create functioning organs, ending with a 
treatment of genetic, lifestyle, and microbial 
contributions to human pathology. 
Prerequisite: #BGS 5SS, #BGS 5S2. 
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IB#S 521 Cellular Mechanisms and Integrated 
Systems I Journal Clu< (2) 
A component of I5GS, taught in a <ournal-club 
format. Students assigned to a literature topic 
present an oral critique of a recent paperC
recommended and mediated by facultyC
relevant to basic sciences covered by I5GS FGG 
lectures for the week. If not presenting, student 
reads and prepares a written critique of the 
assigned paper. Participation required. Designed 
to help students LGM critically evaluate the 
scientific literatureN LOM develop both oral and 
written communication skillsN L,M develop the 
habits of asking questions during oral 
presentations and of participating in scientific 
discussionN LPM broaden knowledge of current 
researchN LFM gain insight into the approaches 
different researchers take toward scientific 
problems by promoting scientific interaction in 
an informal atmosphereN L6M better understand 
how basic science research contributes to the 
medical sciencesN and L7M design and write a grant 
proposal-type question, rationally defining its 
importance and designing experimentation 
whereby the question/hypothesis can be 
answered/tested. Open to all interested students 
and researchers at Loma Linda University. 
Prerequisite: Enrollment in any Loma Linda 
University School of Yedicine graduate program. 
IB#S 522 Cellular Mechanisms and Integrated 
Systems II Journal Clu< (2) 
A component of I5GS, taught in a <ournal-club 
format. Students assigned to a literature topic 
present an oral critique of a recent paperC
recommended and mediated by facultyC
relevant to basic sciences covered by I5GS FGO 
lectures for the week. If not presenting, student 
reads and prepares a written critique of the 
assigned paper. Participation required. Designed 
to help students LGM critically evaluate the 
scientific literatureN LOM develop both oral and 
written communication skillsN L,M develop the 
habits of asking questions during oral 
presentations and of participating in scientific 
discussionN LPM broaden knowledge of current 
researchN LFM gain insight into the approaches 
different researchers take toward scientific 
problems by promoting scientific interaction in 
an informal atmosphereN L6M better understand 
how basic science research contributes to the 
medical sciencesN and L7M design and write a grant 
proposal-type question, rationally defining its 
importance and designing experimentation 
whereby the question/hypothesis can be 
answered/tested. Open to all interested students 
and researchers at Loma Linda University. 
IB#S 523 Cellular Mechanisms and Integrated 
Systems III Journal Clu< (2) 
A component of I5GS, taught in a <ournal-club 
format. Students assigned to a literature topic 
present an oral critique of a recent paperC
recommended and mediated by facultyC
relevant to basic sciences covered by I5GS FG, 
lectures for the week. If not presenting, student 
reads and prepares a written critique of the 
assigned paper. Participation required. Designed 
to help students LGM critically evaluate the 
scientific literatureN LOM develop both oral and 
written communication skillsN L,M develop the 
habits of asking questions during oral 
presentations and of participating in scientific 
discussionN LPM broaden knowledge of current 
researchN LFM gain insight into the approach 
different researchers take toward scientific 
problems by promoting scientific interaction in 
an informal atmosphereN L6M better understand 
how basic science research contributes to the 
medical sciencesN and L7M design and write a grant 
proposal-type question, rationally defining its 
importance and designing experimentation 
whereby the question/hypothesis can be 
answered/tested. Open to all interested students 
and researchers at Loma Linda University. 
IB#S 6A4 Introduction to Integrative Biology 
Presentation Seminar (1) 
Students attend a series of research descriptions 
presented by graduate students. 
IB#S 6A5 Integrative Biology Presentation Seminar 
(1) 
A seminar course that gives graduate students in 
the basic sciences an opportunity to practice oral 
presentations on current research or current 
literature covering the various aspects of 
regulatory and integrative biology as applied to 
molecules, cells, tissues, organs, systems, and 
microbes. Students and faculty participate in a 
discussion and critical evaluation of the 
presentation. 
IB#S 6A7 Integrated Biomedical #raduate Studies 
Seminar (1) 
Zeekly seminars presented by invited speakers 
in the biomedical sciences disciplines. Students 
required to register for course every quarter 
throughout their training. 
IB#S 696 Gesearch Gotations (1) 
Incorporates the research rotations to be 
completed before assignment to a dissertation or 
thesis laboratory. 
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INTERNATI'NAL DENTIST PR'GRAM/
CLINICS 
IDPC 825 General Clinics (8) 
Includes urgent care, service learning, and 
screening blocks. &epeated registrations required 
to fulfill the total units. 
IDPC 835 General Clinics (8-12) 
The third and fourth quarters of IDP general 
clinics. &epeated registrations required to fulfill 
the total units. 
IDPC 845 General Clinics (8) 
The final two quarters of IDP general clinics. 
&epeated registrations required to fulfill the total 
units. 
INTERNATI'NAL DENTIST PR'GRAM/
GENERAL 
IDPG 700 RevieE of General Dentistry (8-12) 
&emedial course that reviews the basic skills in 
cavity preparation for alloys and aesthetic 
restorations, occlusion, and single-casting 
restorations. 
IDPG 845 Evidence-Based Dentistry (2L 4) 
Scientific methods in dental research. Includes 
critical evaluation of published articles, research 
design, statistical analysis, evaluation of results, 
design of research reports, extensive reviews of 
various topics. &epeated registrations required to 
fulfill the total units. 
INTERNATI'NAL DENTIST PR'GRAM/
'RAL PATM'L'GY 
IDP' 534 'ral Medicine-'rofacial Pain and TMD 
(2) 
Differential diagnosis of orofacial and 
temporomandibular joint pain, including basic 
guidelines for initial therapy. 
IDP' 535 'ral Pathology and Diagnosis (2) 
/raduate-level survey of pathology. 
Developmental, infectious, neoplastic, and 
metabolic disorders studied relative to their 
epidemiology, etiology, clinical andQor 
radiographic and microscopic features, and 
management. Emphasizes differential diagnosis 
of dental, oral mucosal and soft-tissue, jaw, 
salivary gland, skin, and neck diseases. 
IDP' 725 Patient Assessment and Data 
Management (2) 
Student techniques for information gathering. 
Physical evaluation, data collection, and the 
problem-oriented dental record. 
IDP' 726 Patient Diagnosis and Treatment 
Planning (2) 
Student develops and presents treatment plan to 
the patient. Case-based, small-group treatment-
planning exercises. Introduces computer-based 
treatment-plan management. 
IDP' 826 'ral and MaSillofacial Surgery (2) 
&eviews oral and maxillofacial surgerySS
including preprosthetic surgery, dental alveolar 
surgery, implant surgery, oral trauma, 
maxillofacial trauma, and preoperative 
infections. &eviews medications in the treatment 
of dentally related diseases and their potential 
interaction with total patient care. 
INTERNATI'NAL DENTIST PR'GRAM/
PERI'D'NTICS AND PEDIATRIC 
DENTISTRY 
IDPP 754 Clinical Periodontics (2) 
.verview of clinical periodonticsSSincluding 
scaling, root planing, occlusal adjustment, 
antimicrobial therapy, phase-contrast microsopy, 
and a variety of surgical concepts and techniques. 
Includes anticipated results of therapy, including 
options of surgical versus nonsurgical 
approaches. 
Prerequisite: IDP/ 7U0. 
IDPP 755 Pediatric Dentistry Clinic/IDP (1) 
Dental care of children in their primary, fixed, 
and young permanent dentition. Etiology of 
disease, prevention of oral disease, growth-and-
development analysis, treatment planning, 
restorative procedures, and arch length control. 
IDPP 756 Pediatric Dentistry (2) 
Dental disease prevention (oral hygiene, diet, 
fluoride, pit and fissure sealants). Yehavior 
management of the child dental patient. 
Diagnosis, treatment planning, and operative 
dentistry for children. Pediatric pulp therapy, 
dental arch-length management, local anesthesia 
and sedation for children. Medical aspects of 
pediatric dentistry. 
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!DPP 756( Pediatric Dentistry (a3oratory (6) 
Technique course that accompanies IDPP 7,6. 
Student performs operative procedures for 
amalgam and composite resin on simulated 
primary and young permanent teeth. Student 
performs pulpotomies on primary molar teeth 
and prepares primary teeth for stainless steel, 
open-faced stainless steel, and resin crowns. 
Fabricates unilateral and bilateral space 
maintainers. 
CorequisiteF IDPP 7,6. 
!DPP 759 Special Topics in Periodontal Therapy (2) 
Variation in periodontal diseases related to 
differing host conditions, includingF age, 
hormones, habits, drugs, genetics, nutrition, 
stress, systemic disease, iatrogenic factors, 
trauma from occlusion, and endodontic 
interrelationships. Overview of surgical 
periodontal procedures and their roles, 
limitations, and effects. Surgery outcomes 
compared with short- and long-range effects of 
conservative therapy (with and without 
maintenance care, including effect of adjunctive 
chemical plaque control). Role of dental health 
care providers in periodontal therapy. Special 
problems in periodontal care. 
!?T@R?AT!C?A( D@?T!ST PRCGRAMF
R@STCRAT!G@ 
!DPR 7H6 Cperative Dentistry ! (2) 
Reviews the basic principles and techniques used 
in cavity preparation and restoration of teeth 
with silver alloy. Lecture and laboratory course. 
!DPR 7H2 Cperative Dentistry !! (2) 
Reviews basic principles and techniques of cavity 
preparation and restoration of teeth with 
aesthetic restorative materials. Studies the source, 
use, and manipulation of dental materials and 
their physical properties relative to dentistry. 
Lecture and laboratory course. 
!DPR 7H4 !ntroduction to Ccclusion (2) 
Studies the temporomandibular joint, muscles of 
mastication, and the teeth in static and dynamic 
positions. 
!DPR 766 Remova3le Prosthodontics ! (2) 
Reviews the basic clinical and laboratory 
removable prosthodontic procedures involved in 
the fabrication of removable partial dentures, 
maxillary immediate complete dentures, and 
interim removable partial dentures. 
!DPR 762 Remova3le Prosthodontics !! (2) 
Reviews the laboratory phases of diagnosing, 
planning treatment for, and treating an 
edentulous patient. Lecture and laboratory 
course. 
!DPR 763 Remova3le Prosthodontics !!! (2) 
Biomechanics of removable partial dentures and 
their design and fabrication. Diagnosis and 
treatment planning for removable partial 
dentures. Clinical and laboratory procedures and 
sequencing of treatment for removable partial 
and complete dentures. Lecture and laboratory 
course. 
!DPR 776 FiOed Prosthodontics ! (2) 
Reviews basic tooth preparation for single-
casting restorations, including porcelain fused to 
metal; tissue management, impression 
techniques, and temporary restorations. Lecture 
and laboratory course. 
!DPR 772 FiOed Prosthodontics !! (2) 
Reviews the basic design and fabrication of 
porcelain-fused-to-metal restorations; tissue 
management, impression techniques, and 
temporary restorationsQincluding single units 
and fixed partial dentures. Lecture and 
laboratory course. 
!DPR 8H6 FiOed Prosthodontics !!! (2) 
Introduces advanced techniques for fixed 
prosthodontics, treatment planning, and repair of 
prosthetic failures. Techniques in evaluating and 
treating occlusal schemes with reversible 
procedures. Lecture and laboratory course. 
!DPR 8H3 Cperative Dentistry !!! (2) 
Indications, preparations, and placement of the 
direct and indirect veneer, atypical cast gold, 
posterior, partial-coverage porcelain restorations, 
and RREB-type restorations. Lecture and 
laboratory course. 
!DPR 854 !mplant Dentistry for the !DP Student (3) 
Scientific and technical foundation for implant 
surgery and expansion of basic implant 
procedures. Postplacement care, long-term 
maintenance, and clinical complications 
associated with dental implants. Emphasizes 
restoration of single implants, multiple quadrant 
posterior implants, and over-denture implants. 
Lecture and laboratory course. 
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IMP$ANT DENTISTR- 
IMPD 5/5 Patient Presentation Seminar (1) 
Presents implant patient treatment, discusses 
alternate methods of rehabilitation and related 
literature. Repeated registrations required to 
fulfill the total units. 
IMPD 533 Applied Radiology for Implant Dentistry 
(1C5) 
Gives the postdoctoral student fundamental 
aspects of radiology imaging as part of the 
diagnosis and treatment. 
IMPD 561 Dental Bioengineering (2) 
Studies the structures and properties of dental 
implant materials and implant prosthodontic 
superstructures. 
IMPD 585 Implant Prosthodontics (2) 
Gives the graduate student in implant dentistry 
in-depth didactic and clinical instruction in 
techniques and procedures related to the 
rehabilitation of patients with prosthodontic 
devices supported by dental implants. Advanced 
clinical and laboratory procedures, emphasizing 
implant restorations for completely and partially 
edentulous patients. Emphasizes attachments 
and superstructure design. Repeated 
registrations required to fulfill the total units. 
IMPD 6/1 $iterature Review in Implant Dentistry 
(1-2) 
Reviews historical andNor fundamental implant 
dentistry literature. Repeated registrations 
required to fulfill the total units 
IMPD 6/4 Current $iterature Review in Implant 
Dentistry (2) 
Gives the postdoctoral students in implant 
dentistry a deeper understanding of the research 
and literature currently available. Repeated 
registrations required to fulfill the total units. 
IMPD 611 Introduction to Implant Dentistry (2) 
Overview of the clinical science of implant 
dentistry, including etiology, therapy, clinical 
methods, and record keeping. 
IMPD 612 Advanced Implant Dentistry (2) 
Provides postdoctoral students with the 
knowledge and techniques of advanced 
prosthodontic and implant procedures—notably 
those involved in sinus graft surgery, surgical 
repairs of implant defects, and the principles 
involved in immediate loading of implants. 
IMPD 631 Oral Implant Surgery (1) 
Instruction in basic and advanced implant 
surgery principles. Repeated registrations 
required to fulfill the total units. 
IMPD 634 Diagnosis and Treatment Planning in 
Implant Dentistry (1) 
Didactic and clinical aspects of diagnosis and 
treatment planning for patients with complex 
dental problems. Repeated registrations required 
to fulfill the total units. 
IMPD 637 Peri-Implant Histopathology (1) 
Gives the postdoctoral student in implant 
dentistry a better understanding of the implant 
interface and biological changes that take place in 
the tissues surrounding dental implants 
following their placement. 
IMPD 654 Practice Teaching in Implant Dentistry (1-
3) 
Teaching experience in implant prosthodontics 
and implant surgery. 
IMPD 696 Scholarly Activity in Implant Dentistry 
(1) 
Selected didactic, clinical, andNor laboratory 
activity developed by the program director or a 
designated program faculty member. Primarily 
designed for students to fulfill the certificate 
requirements for scholarly activityNresearch in 
implant dentistry. Multiple registrations may be 
needed to complete these activities. 
IMPD 697A Research (1) 
Student identifies a research project, prepares a 
proposal, and obtains approval for the protocol. 
Multiple registrations may be needed to complete 
these research activities. This is a required course 
for the Master of Science UM.S.V and Master of 
Science in Dentistry UM.S.D.V degree tracks. 
IMPD 697B Research (1, 2) 
Conducting the actual research project, including 
the data collection. Multiple registrations may be 
needed to complete these research activities. 
IMPD 698 Thesis (1-8) 
IMPD 725 Clinical Practice in Implant Dentistry (4) 
Experience in the clinical diagnosis and treatment 
of patients who may benefit from implant 
dentistry therapy. Repeated registrations 
required to fulfill total clock hours. A minimum 
of WXY clock hours per quarter. Repeated 
registrations required to fulfill total units. 
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IMPD 726 Clinical Practice in Periodontics in 
Implant Dentistry (2) 
Clinical experience in the diagnosis and 
treatment of periodontal diseases. Repeated 
registrations required to fulfill total units. A 
minimum of sixty clock hours per quarter. 
Repeated registrations required to fulfill total 
units. 
IMPD 727 Clinical Practice of Prosthodontics in 
Implant Dentistry (2) 
Advanced clinical practice in the treatment of 
individuals with fixed, removable, maxillofacial, 
and implant prostheses. Repeated registrations 
required to fulfill total units. A minimum of sixty 
clock hours per quarter. Repeated registrations 
required to fulfill total units. 
MEDICI=E>C?=@?I=T 
MDC@ 501 Introduction to Medicine (2) 
Taught by the Department of Medicine and the 
Faculty of Religion for students in the Early-
Decision Program. Helps students develop the 
writing and reading skills essential to perform 
medical duties, and helps students develop the 
whole-person care focus necessary for success as 
physicians. 
MDC@ 502 Introduction to Medicine II (2) 
Taught by the Departments of Biochemistry, 
Medicine, Pathology (Division of Human 
Anatomy), and Surgery; and the Faculty of 
Religion for students in the Early-Decision 
Program. Helps students develop skills in 
problem-based learning and standardized patient 
assessment, as well as whole-person care, which 
are skills necessary for success as a physician. 
MDC@ 504 Cell Gtructure and Function (2) 
A fully integrated, comprehensive course that 
develops knowledge and skills relating normal 
microscopic and submicroscopic anatomy to 
cellular biology, cellular physiology, and 
immunology. General pathology, the common 
thread for the course, familiarizes students with 
morphologic and functional changes affecting 
cells exposed to a variety of normal and, to a 
lesser extent, abnormal environments. 
MDC@ 505 Cell Gtructure and Function (3) 
A fully integrated, comprehensive course that 
develops knowledge and skills relating normal 
microscopic and submicroscopic anatomy to 
cellular biology, cellular physiology, and 
immunology. General pathology, the common 
thread for the course, familiarizes students with 
morphologic and functional changes affecting 
cells exposed to a variety of normal and, to a 
lesser extent, abnormal environments. 
MDC@ 506 Cell Gtructure and Function (2) 
A fully integrated, comprehensive course that 
develops knowledge and skills relating normal 
microscopic and submicroscopic anatomy to 
cellular biology, cellular physiology, and 
immunology. General pathology, the common 
thread for the course, familiarizes students with 
morphologic and functional changes affecting 
cells exposed to a variety of normal and, to a 
lesser extent, abnormal environments. 
MDC@ 507 Cell Gtructure and Function (2) 
A fully integrated, comprehensive course that 
develops knowledge and skills relating normal 
microscopic and submicroscopic anatomy to 
cellular biology, cellular physiology, and 
immunology. General pathology, the common 
thread for the course, familiarizes students with 
morphologic and functional changes affecting 
cells exposed to a variety of normal and, to a 
lesser extent, abnormal environments. 
MDC@ 514 Immunology (2K5) 
Medical immunology, emphasizing the cellular, 
humoral, and molecular components of the 
immune system. Immune responses associated 
with host defense and disease processes. 
Immunologic techniques related to the practice of 
other basic and clinical sciences. 
Cross-listing: MDCJ 5T3; MICR 5V0. 
MDC@ 515 Medical Biochemistry, Molecular 
Biology, and Genetics (1) 
Foundation courses X515, 516, 517, 518 
sequence[\in conjunction with MDCJ 553, 556\
for study of normal biology in the first-year 
curriculum. Comprehensive sequence in 
biochemistry and molecular biology establishes 
the biochemical basis for cell structure, 
emphasizes an integrated approach to the 
understanding of cellular metabolism, provides a 
biochemical/genetic/molecular basis for 
understanding disease, and examines the 
mechanisms for genetic information flow in 
prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. 
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M"C$ 516 Medical Biochemistry, Molecular 
Biology, and ;enetics (2) 
Foundation courses >?1?, ?16, ?17 sequenceDEin 
conjunction with MDCK ??3, ??6Efor study of 
normal biology in the first-year curriculum. 
Comprehensive sequence in biochemistry and 
molecular biology establishes the biochemical 
basis for cell structure, emphasizes an integrated 
approach to the understanding of cellular 
metabolism, provides a 
biochemical/genetic/molecular basis for 
understanding disease, and examines the 
mechanisms for genetic information flow in 
prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. 
M"C$ 517 Medical Biochemistry, Molecular 
Biology, and ;enetics (1) 
Foundation courses >?1?, ?16, ?17 sequenceDEin 
conjunction with MDCK ??3, ??6Efor study of 
normal biology in the first-year curriculum. 
Comprehensive sequence in biochemistry and 
molecular biology establishes the biochemical 
basis for cell structure, emphasizes an integrated 
approach to the understanding of cellular 
metabolism, provides a 
biochemical/genetic/molecular basis for 
understanding disease, and examines the 
mechanisms for genetic information flow in 
prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. 
M"C$ 518 Medical Biochemistry, Molecular 
Biology, and ;enetics (2) 
Foundation courses >?1?, ?16, ?17 sequenceDEin 
conjunction with MDCK ??3, ??6Efor study of 
normal biology in the first-year curriculum. 
Comprehensive sequence in biochemistry and 
molecular biology establishes the biochemical 
basis for cell structure, emphasizes an integrated 
approach to the understanding of cellular 
metabolism, provides a 
biochemical/genetic/molecular basis for 
understanding disease, and examines the 
mechanisms for genetic information flow in 
prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. 
M"C$ 524 Pathophysiology and Applied Physical 
"iagnosis (1, 3) 
Two parallel components bridging the preclinical 
curriculum to the clinical curriculum: \1] 
pathophysiology lectures that build upon the 
courses in organ pathology and physiology, 
introduce students to the pathophysiologic 
principles underlying mechanisms of disease, 
and emphasize the application of 
pathophysiologic principles to a variety of new 
situations that require problem solving and 
synthesis in a clinical context; and \_] practical 
experience that develops and applies skills that 
build on the first-year sequence in physical 
diagnosis. 
Prerequisite: MDCK ?61, MDCK ?6_, MDCK ?63, 
MDCK ?6a. 
M"C$ 525 Pathophysiology and Applied Physical 
"iagnosis (4) 
Two parallel components that bridge the 
preclinical curriculum to the clinical curriculum: 
\1] Pathophysiology lectures build upon the 
courses in organ pathology and physiology, 
introduce students to the pathophysiologic 
principles underlying mechanisms of disease, 
and emphasize the application of these principles 
to a variety of new situations that require 
problem solving and synthesis in a clinical 
context. \_] Practical experience develops and 
applies skills that build on the first-year sequence 
in physical diagnosis. 
M"C$ 526 Pathophysiology and Applied Physical 
"iagnosis (2) 
Two parallel components that bridge the 
preclinical curriculum to the clinical curriculum: 
\1] Pathophysiology lectures build upon the 
courses in organ pathology and physiology, 
introduce students to the pathophysiologic 
principles underlying mechanisms of disease, 
and emphasize the application of these principles 
to a variety of new situations that require 
problem solving and synthesis in a clinical 
context. \_] Practical experience develops and 
applies skills that build on the first-year sequence 
in physical diagnosis. 
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MDC$ 535 Medical Biochemistry, Molecular 
Biology, and :enetics (1, 2) 
Comprehensive sequence in biochemistry and 
molecular biology that establishes the 
biochemical basis for cell structure, emphasizes 
an integrated approach to the understanding of 
cellular metabolism, provides a 
biochemical>genetic>molecular basis for 
understanding disease, and examines the 
mechanisms for genetic information flow in 
prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. Sequence 
restricted to Biomedical Science Program 
FcertificateG. Units taught per quarter depend on 
number of lectures taught in School of Medicine 
curriculum for that term. 
MDC$ 536 Medical Biochemistry, Molecular 
Biology, and :enetics (1) 
Comprehensive sequence in biochemistry and 
molecular biology that establishes the 
biochemical basis for cell structure, emphasizes 
an integrated approach to the understanding of 
cellular metabolism, provides a 
biochemical>genetic>molecular basis for 
understanding disease, and examines the 
mechanisms for genetic information flow in 
prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. Sequence 
restricted to Biomedical Science Program 
FcertificateG. 
MDC$ 537 Medical Biochemistry, Molecular 
Biology, and :enetics (2) 
Comprehensive sequence in biochemistry and 
molecular biology that establishes the 
biochemical basis for cell structure, emphasizes 
an integrated approach to the understanding of 
cellular metabolism, provides a 
biochemical>genetic>molecular basis for 
understanding disease, and examines the 
mechanisms for genetic information flow in 
prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. Sequence 
restricted to Biomedical Science Program 
FcertificateG. 
MDC$ 543 Medical Beuroscience (1) 
Fundamentals of neuroanatomy and 
neurophysiology integrated in a clinical context 
with principles of the human nervous system. 
Cross-listing: ANAT 5P7. 
MDC$ 544 Medical Beuroscience (1, 3) 
Fundamentals of neuroanatomy and 
neurophysiology integrated in a clinical context 
with principles of the human nervous system. 
Cross-listing: ANAT 5P+. 
MDC$ 553 Cell Structure and Function (2) 
Fully integrated, comprehensive course that 
develops knowledge and skills relating normal 
microscopic and submicroscopic anatomy to 
cellular biology, cellular physiology, and 
immunology. General pathology, the common 
thread for the course, familiarizes students with 
morphologic and functional changes affecting 
cells exposed to a variety of normal and, to a 
lesser extent, abnormal environments. 
MDC$ 554 Cell Structure and Function (3) 
Fully integrated, comprehensive course that 
develops knowledge and skills relating normal 
microscopic and submicroscopic anatomy to 
cellular biology, cellular physiology, and 
immunology. General pathology, the common 
thread for the course, familiarizes students with 
morphologic and functional changes affecting 
cells exposed to a variety of normal and, to a 
lesser extent, abnormal environments. 
MDC$ 555 Cell Structure and Function (2) 
Fully integrated, comprehensive course that 
develops knowledge and skills relating normal 
microscopic and submicroscopic anatomy to 
cellular biology, cellular physiology, and 
immunology. General pathology, the common 
thread for the course, familiarizes students with 
morphologic and functional changes affecting 
cells exposed to a variety of normal and, to a 
lesser extent, abnormal environments. 
MDC$ 556 Cell Structure and Function (2) 
Fully integrated, comprehensive course that 
develops knowledge and skills relating normal 
microscopic and submicroscopic anatomy to 
cellular biology, cellular physiology, and 
immunology. General pathology, the common 
thread for the course, familiarizes students with 
morphologic and functional changes affecting 
cells exposed to a variety of normal, and to a 
lesser extent, abnormal environments. 
MDC$ 561 Physical Diagnosis (1) 
Provides a core foundation of knowledge, skills, 
values, and attitudes necessary for effective 
physician-patient communication and physical 
examination. 
MDC$ 562 Physical Diagnosis (2) 
Provides a core foundation of knowledge, skills, 
values, and attitudes necessary for effective 
physician-patient communication and physical 
examination. 
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MDC$ 563 Physical Diagnosis (3) 
Provides a core foundation of knowledge, skills, 
values, and attitudes necessary for effective 
physician-patient communication and physical 
examination. 
MDC$ 564 Physical Diagnosis (1) 
Provides a core foundation of knowledge, skills, 
values, and attitudes necessary for effective 
physician-patient communication and physical 
examination. 
MDC$ 566 Evidence-Based Medicine and 
Information Sciences (1) 
Introduces freshman medical students to basic 
concepts of evidence-based medicine and helps 
facilitate lifelong self-directed learning. Nescribes 
the challenges of the information needs of the 
twenty-first century physician. Teaches a process 
by which students can efficiently and effectively 
acquire the answers to their clinical questions 
and apply them to the care of the patients they 
see. Teaching methodologies include large-group 
didactic presentations, small-group discussions, 
and self-study online exercises. Sets the 
foundation for a lifelong learning process in 
which all physicians will engage. 
MDC$ 567 Evidence-Based Medicine and 
Information Sciences (2) 
Introduces first-year medical students to basic 
concepts of evidence-based medicine and helps 
facilitate lifelong self-directed learning. Nescribes 
the challenges of the information needs of the 
twenty-first century physician. Teaches a process 
by which students can efficiently and effectively 
acquire the answers to their clinical questions 
and apply them to the care of the patients they 
see. Teaching methodologies include large-group 
didactic presentations, small-group discussions, 
and self-study online exercises. Sets the 
foundation for a lifelong learning process in 
which all physicians will engage. 
MDC$ 568 Evidence-Based Medicine and 
Information Sciences (1) 
Nesigned for first-year medical students. 
Introduces basic concepts of evidence-based 
medicine to help facilitate lifelong self-directed 
learning. Nescribes the challenges of the 
information needs of the twenty-first century 
physician. Teaches a process by which students 
can efficiently and effectively acquire the answers 
to their clinical questions and apply them to the 
care of the patients they see. Includes large-group 
didactic presentations, small-group discussions, 
and self-study online exercises. -ays the 
foundation for an ongoing lifelong learning 
process in which all physicians will engage. 
MDC$ 569 Evidence-Based Medicine and 
Information Sciences (1) 
Nesigned for first year medical students. 
Introduces basic concepts of evidence-based 
medicine to help facilitate lifelong self-directed 
learning. Nescribes the challenges of the 
information needs of the twenty-first century 
physician. Teaches a process by which students 
can efficiently and effectively acquire the answers 
to their clinical questions and apply them to the 
care of the patients they see. Includes large-group 
didactic presentations, small-group discussions, 
and self-study online exercises. -ays the 
foundation for an ongoing lifelong learning 
process in which all physicians will engage. 
MDC$ 571 Diseases of Neuroscience (3) 
A multidisciplinary course that develops a 
foundation in neuropathology, 
neuropathophysiology, and neuropharmacology 
necessary for a successful transition into clinical 
neurology. 
MDC$ 572 Diseases of Neuroscience II (1) 
A multidisciplinary course that develops a 
foundation in neuropathology, 
neuropathophysiology, and neuropharmacology 
necessary for a successful transition into clinical 
neurology. 
MDC$ 599 Medicine ConJoint Directed Study (1-6) 
MDC$ 821 Preventive and Community Medicine 
(1.5-6) 
Interdisciplinary, four-week rotation broadens 
exposure to community-based health care done 
mainly in primary care clinics. Clinical 
experience in areas not otherwise covered in the 
curriculumP dermatology and STNs, clinical 
preventive medicine, and integrativeQwhole-
person care in ambulatory and managed care 
settings. 
MDC$ 891 Lhole-Person Care (1.5-12) 
Student works with -oma -inda Family Practice 
faculty to provide both inpatient and outpatient 
care. 
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MED& 599 Medicine Directed Study (165-18) 
MED& 7;1 Medicine Cler=ship (165-18) 
The internal medicine 5unior rotation is a twelve-
week rotation focused on developing the 
knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary to care 
for adult patients. Students have two four-week 
blocks of inpatient experience and four weeks of 
exposure in the outpatient setting. At 
midrotation, each student meets with the 
clerkships director to discuss the student's 
progress at that time, including a formative 
session with a standardized patient observed by 
a faculty member who will give feedback on 
clinical skills. 
MED& 821 Medicine SuBinternship (165-6) 
Medicine subinterns work under direct 
supervision of second- and third-year medicine 
residents. In cooperation with the first-year 
medicine resident, each subintern follows 
assigned patients from admission to discharge 
(seven-to-eight patients on wardsI four or five 
patients on intensive care units). The attending 
physician is ultimately responsible for assuring 
appropriate patient care and will authenticate the 
subintern's work. 
MED& 822 Medicine Intensive Care (165-3) 
MICU subinterns work under direct supervision 
of second- and third-year medicine residents on 
the service. Supervising resident assigns newly 
admitted patients to the subintern, who will be 
responsible for performing and recording a 
complete history and physical examination on 
the patient's chart in a timely manner. The 
attending physician is ultimately responsible for 
assuring appropriate patient care and will 
authenticate the subintern's work. 
Prerequisite: MEDN 7R1. 
MED& 891 Medicine Elective (165-18) 
MAHHIAIE A&D FAMILL 
MFAM 416 Theories oP Personality (3) 
Covers genetic and environmental factors, such 
as personality detriments, theories of personality, 
personality development, structure and 
assessment of personality, personality dynamics, 
and the complex process in implementation. 
MFAM 417 ABnormal Behavior (3) 
Introduces the psychology of behavioral 
disorders, with emphasis on etiology and 
symptomatology. Provides an overview of 
treatment modalities. 
Prerequisite: A course in personality theoryI or 
consent of instructor. 
MFAM 5;1 Hesearch Tools and Methodology: 
Vuantitative (3) 
Current social research methods, practice in the 
use of techniques, consideration of the 
philosophy of the scientific method, and 
familiarization with MFAM test instruments. 
Prerequisite: An introductory course in statistics 
as an undergraduate research methods course. 
MFAM 5;2 Hesearch Tools and Methodology: 
Vualitative (3) 
Tualitative methodology. Prepares students to 
undertake research pro5ects using the intensive 
interview method of qualitative research. 
Explores practical and epistemological issues and 
problems in qualitative research in a workshop 
format. 
MFAM 515 Crisis Intervention Counseling (3) 
Experiential course that presents theory, 
techniques, and practices of crisis intervention, 
with special attention to the development of the 
basic communication skills of counseling. Areas 
included that are intended to contribute to the 
development of a professional attitude and 
identity are: confidentiality, interprofessional 
cooperation, professional socialization, and 
organization. Presents therapeutic tapes covering 
topics such as death and dying, incest, spousal 
abuse, and rape. Laboratory required. 
MFAM 516 Play Therapy (2) 
Experiential course that teaches practitioners and 
graduate students to apply play therapy 
techniques in dealing with childhood problems 
such as molestation, physical abuse, depression, 
trauma, and family conflict. 
MFAM 524 Psychopharmacology and Medical 
Issues (3) 
Introduces common physical and medical issues 
that relate to the practice of marriage and family 
therapy. Students learn a biopsychosocial-
spiritual model to assess and interveneVwith 
emphasis given to psychopharmacology, 
neuroanatomy, the mind-body relationship, and 
research relative to the field of medical family 
therapy. 
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MFAM 525 Therapeutic 1roup (2) 
A process group that provides opportunities for 
self-exploration, with particular emphasis on 
personal concerns likely to influence one's ability 
to function as a professional. Students learn more 
about their style of relating to others. Helps 
trainees identify potential blocks to their 
effectiveness as counselors and provides the tools 
to develop strengths. 
MFAM 526 Theory and Practice of 1roup 
Counseling (3) 
Critically evaluates ten major models of group 
counseling, as well as overviews stages in the 
development of a group. Uses didactic and 
experiential methods to apply diverse theories 
and techniques to actual group sessions. Theories 
explored include psychodynamic approaches, 
existential/humanistic and relationship-oriented 
approaches, psychodrama, and action-oriented 
approaches. 
MFAM 527 TrainingASupervision DorEshop in 
1roup Counseling (3) 
Opportunities for supervised practice in 
cofacilitation of the classroom group. Students 
function in the role of group members and also 
co-lead the group several times during the 
quarter. An experiential course that studies 
group process in action and teaches ways to 
apply diverse techniques to an ongoing group. 
MFAM 535 Case Presentation and Professional 
Studies (4) 
Formally presents ongoing individual, marital, 
and family cases by clinical trainees. Taping, 
video playbacks, and verbatim reports with 
faculty and clinical peers. Explores the interface 
between MFTs and other professionals. Examines 
licensure procedures; applying to professional 
organizations (AAMFT, etc.). Develops 
professional attitude and identity. -imited to 
students in clinical training. 
MFAM 536 Case Presentation Seminar (2) 
Formally presents ongoing individual, marital, 
and family cases by clinical trainees. Taping, 
video playbacks, and verbatim reports with 
faculty and clinical peers. Examines and trains in 
applied psychotherapeutic techniques, 
assessment, diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment 
of premarital, couple, family, and child 
relationships; dysfunctional and functional 
aspects examined, including health promotion 
and illness prevention. -imited to students in 
clinical training. 
MFAM 537 Case Presentation Seminar (2) 
Formally presents ongoing individual, marital, 
and family cases by clinical trainees. Taping, 
video playbacks, and verbatim reports with 
faculty and clinical peers. Examines and trains in 
applied psychotherapeutic techniques, 
assessment, diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment 
of premarital, couple, family, and child 
relationships; examines dysfunctional and 
functional aspects, including health promotion 
and illness prevention. -imited to students in 
clinical training. 
MFAM 538 Theory and Practice of Conflict 
Resolution (2) 
Overviews the field of conflict management and 
resolution. Yasic theories and methodologies in 
the field, with opportunity to develop basic 
clinical mediation skills. 
MFAM 53J SolutionKFocused Family Therapy (2) 
Provides an in-depth understanding of solution-
focused family therapy and practice. Focuses on 
the work of de Shazer and Yerg, along with the 
foundational constructs of M&I. 
MFAM 544 Family and Divorce Mediation (4) 
Comprehensive coverage of concepts, methods, 
and skills in family and divorce mediation. 
Includes the relational and legal aspects of 
property division and child custody. Substantial 
experience in role plays. 
MFAM 545 1ender Perspectives (2) 
Explores the identities, roles, and relationships of 
women and men in light of social, cultural, and 
historical perspectives. Explores implications for 
the family therapist. 
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MFAM 546 (rain and (ehavior (3) 
Provides general background information in 
neuroanatomy, neurochemistry, 
neurophysiology, and psychopharmacology; and 
expands the student@s understanding of basic 
physiological mechanisms and how they 
influence behavior. Studies physiological 
mechanisms, including: nerve cells and neural 
transmission, the central and peripheral nervous 
systems, the peripheral neuromuscular system, 
the sensory systems, and the endocrine system. 
Examines behaviors influenced by these systems 
including: addictions, emotional behavior, 
human communication, ingestive behavior, 
learning and memory, mental disorders, 
movement, perceptual processes, reproductive 
behavior, and sleep. Introduces special topics, 
including: neuropsychology and 
neuropsychological assessment, the effects of 
traumatic brain injury on cognition and behavior, 
and therapy with brain-injured clients. Gives 
student general information on methods and 
strategies of research in the field of brain and 
behavior. 
MFAM 547 Social Ecology of Individual and Family 
Development (3) 
Studies human individual development and its 
relationship to the family life cycle from birth 
through aging and death of family members. 
Discusses biological, psychological, social, and 
spiritual development in the context of family 
dynamics involving traditional two-parent 
families, alternative partnerships, single parents, 
blended families, and intergenerational 
communities. 
MFAM 548 Men and Families (2) 
Surveys the experience of contemporary men in 
American and global contexts. Examines the 
reciprocal influences of society, men, and their 
families in the contexts of close relationships—
including friendships, marriages, parenting, and 
therapeutic relationships. 
MFAM 54F Christian Counseling and Family 
Therapy (2) 
Integrates Christian concepts and family therapy 
in a conceptual and clinical context. 
MFAM 551 Family TherapyJ Foundational Theories 
and Practice (3) 
Overviews the major theories in marriage and 
family therapy. Explores systems theory concepts 
in light of the major models of family therapy. 
MFAM 552 Couples TherapyJ Theory and Practice 
(3) 
Overviews the marital therapy literature, with a 
focus on clinical theory and techniques. 
MFAM 553 Family Systems Theory (3) 
Reviews Bowen theory of family systems. 
Introduction to family psychotherapy as an 
outgrowth of the theory. Students examine their 
own families of origin. 
MFAM 555 Larrative Family Therapy (2) 
Narrative therapy and social construction as 
important developments in social theory and in 
clinical practice. Uses narratives and the role they 
play in a person@s life through language and 
meaning systems. Examines issues of power, 
collaboration, culture, community, and re-
authoring narratives, particularly in the works of 
Michael Thite and David Epston. 
MFAM 556 Psychopathology and Diagnostic 
Procedures (3) 
Explores the history and development of 
psychopathology and how it relates to current 
clinical practice in general and marriage and 
family therapy in particular. Utilizes the 
multiaxial classifications of the DSM-IV as a 
practical basis for diagnostics. 
Prerequisite: A course in abnormal psychology. 
Cross-listing: COUN 556. 
MFAM 557 ONOect Relations Family Therapy (2) 
Seminar format that acquaints students in 
marriage and family therapy with the basics of 
object relations theory. Emphasizes the unique 
properties of object relations-systems theory in 
bridging intrapsychic and environmental forces. 
MFAM 558 Advanced Human Growth and 
Development (3) 
MFAM 55F CognitiveT(ehavioral Couples Therapy 
(2U 3) 
Experiential course that surveys major cognitive-
behavioral family therapy therapists, and 
integrates treatment techniques into practice in 
laboratory. 
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MFAM 564 Family Therapy2 Advanced 
Foundational Theories and Practice (3) 
Comprehensively surveys more recent therapy 
models, such as narrative, collaborative language 
systems, and solution-focused theory. Using 
these models, student learns to assess and 
consider diagnosis; as well as learn the role of 
language, meaning, and process in relationships. 
Class examines the theoretical strengths and 
limitations of these models in relation to 
culturally diverse populations. 
MFAM 565 Advanced Bo@en Theory and Practice 
(2) 
Provides advanced knowledge and training in 
Oowen theory as it applies to couples and family 
therapy. 
Prerequisite: MFAM 553. 
MFAM 566 Psychopathology and Diagnostic 
Procedures2 Personality (2) 
Focuses on the etiology of marital dysfunction, 
specifically from a dual function of individual 
and systems psychopathology. 
Prerequisite: MFAM 556. 
MFAM 568 Eroups2 Process, and Practice (3) 
Surveys major theoretical approaches, including 
individual theories, marital groups, network, and 
family therapy groups. /roup laboratory 
experience provided wherein students apply 
theory to practice and develop group leadership 
skills. 
Cross-listing: C.U" 568. 
MFAM 569 Advanced Eroup Therapy (2) 
Provides advanced knowledge and training in 
leading structured groups. Oased on a 
therapeutic, psychoeducational, and/or 
educational model, students design a structured 
group treatment to be used in a community 
setting. 
Prerequisite: MFAM 568. 
MFAM 574 Family Therapy2 Theory and Practice (4) 
Covers the basic epistemological principles 
defining family systems practice; major family 
therapy models; and unique values, ethics, and 
professional issues associated with 
systems/relational practice. Course may be used 
by MFT majors for elective credit. 
MFAM 584 Advanced Child and Adolescent 
ProJlems (3) 
Psychodynamics involved in child and 
adolescent problems with respect to the family 
relationship. Demonstrates a variety of 
counseling approaches to the treatment of 
children and adolescents, with emphasis on 
diverse settings (e.g., education, hospital, and 
agency) 
MFAM 585 Internship in Family Mediation (1-4) 
Internship includes 50 hours of observation in the 
court room, ^00 client-contact hours of mediation 
experience, twenty cases of mediation 
experience, and six mediation case studies. 
MFAM 605 Eestalt Family Therapy (2) 
Principles of /estalt psychology and therapy; the 
relationship between the individual and the 
physical, emotional, societal, and spiritual 
environment. /roup experience that permits the 
spiritual and affective aspects of /estalt therapy 
to be expressed and integrated with systems 
theory. 
MFAM 606 Emotionally Focused Couples Therapy 
(2) 
Students examine the theory of emotionally 
focused therapy and concentrate on the work and 
research of Susan _ohnson 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
MFAM 614 Pa@ and Ethics (3) 
Laws pertaining to the family: child welfare, 
separation, divorce, and financial aspects of 
family maintenance. Case management, referral 
procedures, professional and client interaction, 
ethical practices (AAMFT), ethical relations with 
other professions, legal responsibilities, liabilities, 
and confidentiality. Current legal patterns and 
trends in the mental health profession. 
Exploration between the practitioner's sense of 
self and human values and his/her professional 
behavior and ethics. 
MFAM 615 Reflective Practice (2) 
Develops narrative-therapy ideas and 
emphasizes a reflective process in both therapy 
and research. Focuses on developing the 
student's skills as an active agent in therapy and 
research. 
Prerequisite: MFAM 555. 
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M"#M 616 Cogniti-e #ssessment (4) 
Reviews ma3or psychometric instruments in the 
area of intelligence; verbal and nonverbal skills; 
academic, motoric, and adaptive behavior skills. 
Supervised administration, scoring, and report 
preparation. 
M"#M 617 Personality and Beha-ior Testing (4) 
Introduces administration and interpretation of 
standard nonpro3ective instruments and 
personalityDbehavior inventories that function 
primarily in the assessment of children and 
adolescents. Offers some application to adults 
but focuses primarily on testing minors. In 
addition to scoring and evaluation of test 
protocols, facilitates the writing of an integrated 
clinical report based on instruments designed to 
measure personality or behavioral components of 
the personFs functioning. Initial practice on all the 
instruments considered part of the laboratory 
component of the course. Students expected to 
have field activity where, at a clinical site, they 
complete a test protocol on identified sub3ects. 
Requires further supervision in the 
administration, scoring, and interpretation of 
these instruments for chartering as a psychologist 
in Alberta. Course meets the instructional 
requirements for personality and behavioral 
assessment of individuals. 
M"#M 624 Indi-idual and Systems #ssessment (3) 
Applies psychological testing methods in the 
diagnostic assessment of individual, family, and 
group behavioral dynamics as encountered in 
marriage and family counseling. Observations 
andDor laboratory experience. 
M"#M 635 Case Presentation Seminar (2) 
Clinical trainers formally present ongoing 
individual, marital, and family cases. Taping, 
video playbacks, and verbatim reports with 
faculty and clinical peers. Limited to students 
enrolled in clinical training. 
M"#M 636 Case Presentation Seminar (2) 
Clinical trainers formally present ongoing 
individual, marital, and family cases. Taping, 
video playbacks, and verbatim reports with 
faculty and clinical peers. Limited to students 
enrolled in clinical training. 
M"#M 637 Case Presentation Seminar (2) 
Clinical trainers formally present ongoing 
individual, marital, and family cases. Taping, 
video playbacks, and verbatim reports with 
faculty and clinical peers. Limited to students 
enrolled in clinical training. 
M"#M 638 "amily Therapy and Chemical #buse (2H 
3) 
Current theories and treatment of chemical 
dependencies. Emphasizes family therapy, 
assessment techniques, understanding of how 
chemicals affect the mental and biological 
systems, issues of dual diagnosis. 
M"#M 639 Interdisciplinary Professional Seminar 
(1) 
Mesigned from different mental health disciplines 
to orient the student to the arena of professional 
issues regarding family counseling. 
M"#M 644 Child #buse and "amily Kiolence (3) 
Mefinition and incidence of physical and 
emotional abuse, neglect, sexual molestation, 
dynamics of family violence; offender and 
nonoffender characteristics. Treatment of 
children, adolescents, the family, and adults 
abused as children. Treatment modalities, 
including individual, group, and family therapy. 
Ethical and legal issues, referral sources, 
multidisciplinary approach to child abuse, 
assessment, interview techniques, and 
confidentiality. Minimum of thirty contact hours. 
M"#M 645 #d-anced Substance #buseLTreatment 
Strategies (3) 
Presents information about addictions treatment 
for adults, adolescents, families, groups, and 
those with multiple diagnoses. 
Prerequisite: MQAM R38. 
M"#M 651 ##M"TL#ppro-ed Super-isor Training 
(3) 
Postgraduate: The didactic component 
requirement for AAMQT-approved supervisor 
designation. 
M"#M 658 Reality Theory and "amily Therapy (2) 
A clinically oriented seminar where students 
learn the theory of reality therapy and how to 
integrate it into the practice of marriage and 
family therapy. Emphasizes practice and 
therapeutic skills in using reality therapy with 
clients. 
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M"AM 659 Current Trends (2) 
Acquaints students with the field of health care 
management by analyzing the important areas 
about which the manager should be concerned. 
In addition to the basic functions of health care 
managerJplanning, organizing, directing, and 
controllingJemphasizes growing concerns 
regarding external environmental changes, rising 
health care costs, emergence of new types of 
health care providers, medical and legal issues, 
and quality assurance. 
M"AM 664 E6periential "amily Therapy (2) 
Examines various experiential family theories. 
Laboratory experience included. 
M"AM 665 Structural "amily Therapy (2) 
Enhances observational, conceptual, planning, 
and intervention skills. Increases ability to 
understand verbal and nonverbal 
communication. Broadens understanding of 
structural family therapy. 
M"AM 670 Seminar in Se6 Therapy (2) 
Discusses major male and female sexual 
dysfunctions. Therapeutic processes of treatment. 
Prerequisite: MFAM 27V. 
M"AM 674 Buman Se6ual Behavior (3) 
Sexuality in contemporary society from the 
sociopsychological viewpoint. Anatomy and 
physiology of human sexuality: reproduction, 
normal and abnormal sexual response, 
psychosexual development, human fertility, 
human sexual dysfunction. Integration of 
systems theory. A minimum of thirty contact 
hours. 
Cross-listing: COU" 27V. 
M"AM 675 Clinical Problems in Marriage and 
"amily Therapy (1K 2) 
Sexuality in contemporary society from the 
sociopsychological viewpoint. Anatomy and 
physiology of human sexuality: reproduction, 
normal and abnormal sexual response, 
psychosexual development, human fertility, 
human sexual dysfunction. Integrates systems 
theory. A minimum of thirty contact hours. 
M"AM 679 Lniversal Psychiatric Care (1K 2) 
Provides opportunity to participate in an 
international institute featuring world leaders in 
psychiatric care. Topics include: world diagnostic 
guidelines, psychotropic medications and issues 
in treating ethnic populations, spirituality and 
psychiatry, transpersonal psychiatry in theory 
and practice, multidisciplinary teams in the 
practice of mental health services, and problems 
of mental health in immigrant populations. 
Students registering for 1 unit participate in ten 
hours of lecture, including a pre- and 
postsession. Those taking 2 units also develop a 
major paper on one of the institute topics. 
M"AM 694 Directed StudyN Marriage and "amily (1-
4) 
Individual study in areas of special interest 
concerning the family and its problems. May be 
repeated for credit at the discretion of the faculty. 
M"AM 695 Research ProblemsN Marriage and 
"amily (1-4) 
Directed research in the studentZs special field of 
interest in the family. 
Prerequisite: MFAM 501; or concurrent 
registration with consent of the coordinator. 
M"AM 697 ProQect (1) 
Student submits a written modality paper and a 
case description, and makes a videotape 
presentation of a final case project to a three-
member committee selected by the student. Oral 
response to a case vignette required. 
Prerequisite: Advancement to candidacy. 
M"AM 704 Marital and "amily Therapy State Board 
Rritten E6amination RevieS (2) 
Training for candidates preparing to take the 
written examination for MFT licensure. 
M"AM 705 Marital and "amily Therapy State Board 
Tral E6amination RevieS (2) 
Provides training to candidates preparing to take 
the oral examination for MFT licensure. 
M"AM 734 Professional Clinical Training (1.5K 3) 
Supervised clinical counseling of individuals, 
couples, families, and children. At least one hour 
of individual supervision per week and two 
hours of case presentation seminar per week. 
Continuous registration for this portion of the 
clinical training until completion of at least fifty 
clock hours. 
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M"AM 734A Professional Clinical Training (1.5-;) 
Supervised clinical counseling of individuals, 
couples, families, and children. At least one hour 
of individual supervision per week and two 
hours of case-presentation seminar per week. 
Continuous registration for this portion of the 
clinical training until completion of at least ?00 
clock hours. 
M"AM 744 Clinical Internship (1) 
Supervised clinical counseling of individuals, 
couples, families, and children. One hour of 
individual supervision per week. Postgraduates 
only. Approved by internship coordinator. 
MARITAL AND "AMILY THERAPY 
M"TH 501 Supervision in Marital and "amily 
Therapy (2) 
Studies research and theory regarding the 
supervision of marriage and family therapy 
trainees and interns. Can be used toward the 
requirements for certification as an AAMFT-
approved supervisor. 
M"TH 502 Advanced Supervision in Marital and 
"amily Therapy (2) 
Supervised clinical supervision of MFT trainees 
and interns in a clinical setting. Can be used 
toward the requirements for certification as an 
AAMFT-approved supervisor. 
M"TH 504 Advanced Theory in Marital and "amily 
Therapy (4) 
Provides an overview of theories that use 
metaphors of system, pattern, interaction, and 
communication to describe human behavior and 
relationships; and examines their relevance to the 
practice of marriage and family therapy. Explores 
how philosophical, religious, political, 
sociological, and ecosystemic notions have 
influenced the field. Assists students in 
developing a personal epistemology. 
M"TH 505 Advanced "amily Studies (4) 
Critically surveys the research and theory 
growing out of the fields of family studies and 
family sociology. Provides students with a 
background on the social and historical factors 
that form the contexts within which families are 
defined and function. Students apply course 
material to the practice of marriage and family 
therapy. 
M"TH 50; Clinical 1PCyQernetics (MRIR Milan) (3) 
Studies those systemic therapies informed by 
cybernetics and oriented to the social 
organization of communication. Emphasizes the 
work of the Mental Research Institute and the 
Milan Group. 
M"TH 507 Clinical 2PMeaning (NarrativeR Solution 
"ocused) (3) 
Studies those systemic therapies oriented to the 
meaning expressed in communication, 
emphasizing current developments such as 
narrative therapies, reflecting teams, and 
solution-oriented therapy. 
M"TH 508 Clinical 3PNatural Systems (StructuralR 
BoUenR etc.) (3) 
Studies the basic concepts of the natural systems 
approach to family therapy. Emphasizes 
structural, family-of-origin issues, 
multigenerational systems processes, and 
sociological and biological contributions to the 
understanding of human systems 
M"TH 509 Clinical 4PClinical Issues (3) 
Studies personal spiritual development as the 
center for individual and family life and 
professional practice, with special attention to 
balancing healthy family relationships and 
professional obligations. 
M"TH 514 Child and "amily Therapy (2) 
Specific advanced therapeutic techniques to 
address current relational and mental health 
problems in children and adolescents. 
M"TH 515 Couples Therapy (2) 
Examines research, models, and techniques of 
marital and couples therapy. Applies course 
material to clinical work. Emphasizes intimacy 
and sexual issues. 
M"TH 51; Divorce and Remarriage (2) 
A family systems approach to separation, 
divorce, remarriage and step-family formation. 
Reviews research and family intervention 
strategies. 
M"TH 517 Group Therapy (2) 
Examines theory, research, and techniques of 
group therapy from a family systems perspective. 
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MF#H 518 Addictions and 2ating Disorders (3) 
A family systems approach to the assessment and 
treatment of eating disorders, alcoholism, and 
other addictions. 
MF#H 519 #eaching in Higher 2ducation (2) 
Discusses theory, techniques, and processes in 
the teaching of IFT, including an examination of 
didactic and experiential techniques. 
Cross-listing: FIST N11. 
MF#H 521 2-Learning@ Construction and Design (2) 
Provides instruction in the design and 
construction of online and distance education 
curricula. Emphasizes the design of online 
courses utilizing Slackboard and Desire2Learn 
applications. Students create an online course for 
undergraduate or master's degree-level 
instruction in a family or counseling-related field 
of study. 
Prerequisite: Prior teaching or teaching assistance 
experience. IFTX N11 recommended. 
MF#H 522 2-Learning@ DeliCery and Management 
(2) 
Prepares students to teach an online course 
designed in IFTX N21 via Slackboard or 
Desire2Learn. Emphasizes mastery of online 
course delivery and the creation of a virtual class 
community. Students responsible for all aspects 
of online course instruction, including 
maintenance of their course Yeb site, 
communicating with students, and assigning 
grades while under the mentorship of the 
instructor. 
Prerequisite: IFTX N21. 
MF#H 524 Administration in Marital and Family 
#herapy (3) 
Specific administration, leadership, and 
management skills for use in IFT clinics, 
hospitals, schools, churches, and other 
organizations. 
MF#H 525 AdCanced Marital and Family #herapy 
Assessment (3) 
Critically evaluates the individual and systemic 
assessment tools utilized in IFT, and their 
application to clinical work. 
MF#H 526 AdCanced Psychopharmacology (3) 
Overviews medications commonly used in 
relationship and mental health counseling, with 
discussion of the interrelationship between 
marriage and family therapy and medication. 
MF#H 527 AdCanced Legal and 2thical Issues (3) 
Reviews the AAIFT code of ethics and the 
California legal codes pertaining to the practice 
of marriage and family therapy. Develops skills 
and knowledge that assist student to be an expert 
witness and family mediator [therapeutic\, and 
that help student understand how to work with 
the legal system. 
MF#H 528 OrganiMations@ StructureO ProcessO and 
BehaCior (3) 
Xelps students understand how organizations 
operate and how different contingency factors 
can affect the choices managers make. Covers 
essential theories and concepts for managing in 
the twenty-first century. Treats behavioral 
processes with reference to organizational 
structure and design. Larger-systems theory and 
leadership skills. 
MF#H 529 AdCanced Psychopathology and 
Diagnosis (2) 
Focuses on the etiology of marital and family 
dysfunction, drawing on the perspectives 
growing out of individual and systems 
psychopathology. 
MF#H 534 Family #herapy and Medicine (3) 
Final course in the medical family-therapy 
concentration for IFT students. Provides 
students with models of systemic interventions in 
health care settings based from theory and 
research, and includes empirically based 
practices for integrated behavioral health. 
Reviews treatment paradigms to address 
common medical issues, such as patient 
noncompliance and the over- and 
underutilization of services. Develops an in-
depth, family-centered care plan for patients and 
their families that incorporates significant others 
into the healing or coping process. Presents 
medical terminology and common consultation 
practices, and elucidates the medical model of 
care delivery. Research and clinical literature 
provides information related to the role of social 
support in morbidity and mortality rates, 
doctor/patient factors related to health 
outcomes, and culturally sensitive medical 
practice. 
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!FTH 536 Family Theory (4) 
Examines and critiques the major theories of 
family from the fields of family studies and 
family sociology. 
!FTH 537 Contemporary Issues in !arriage and 
the Family (4) 
Examines a variety of issues that are the subject 
of current research, theorizing, and debate within 
the field—particularly those that are of relevance 
to the challenges and changes faced by families. 
Examines different family forms in U.S. society 
and around the world. 
!FTH 538 Introduction to Relational Practice (2) 
Examines relational practice through observation 
and team involvement with ongoing cases. 
Emphasizes conceptualization and clinical skills 
and techniques using systemsFrelational 
approaches. Gelps students distinguish and 
clarify what it means to practice from a 
systemsFrelational perspective. 
!FTH 544 Health and Illness in Families (3) 
Examines phenomenological aspects of health 
and illness in families from the patient's and 
family's perspectives. Explores in current 
research and theoretical literature the impact of 
illness on families and the impact of families 
upon illnesses. Expands the traditional mind-
body integration to include mind, body, spirit, 
and relationships. Studies ethnographies and 
personal experiences to inform clinicians about 
the unique cultures created in the wake of serious 
illnesses. From these explorations, students 
research the culture of one group of medical 
patients that is bound together by a specific 
illness and prepare psycho-educational materials 
to be used in clinical work for that group. 
!FTH 555 DrganiEational FeGelopment and 
Change (3) 
Gelps students understand the application of 
behavioral and family science knowledge to 
improve organization performance and 
organization functioning. Kiscusses the process 
of planned change and the change process. 
Includes interpersonal and group processes such 
as T-groups, process consultations, and team 
building. Addresses conflict resolutions, 
organizational lifespan, leadership skills, and 
critical-incident stress debriefing. 
!FTH 556 !anagement Consulting and 
Professional Relations (3) 
Prepares the student to consult with 
organizations and management. Covers subjects 
such as: developing proformasP budgets and 
proposalsP the goals of consultingP methods, 
strategies, and conclusionsP organizational life 
styleP and organizational culture. Includes the 
following additional areas: coordinating 
consulting with employee assistance and human 
resources professionals, developing training 
programs and identifying target audiences and 
appropriate interaction methodologies, 
understanding the role of technology and 
information systems. 
!FTH 557 DrganiEational Assessment (3) 
Gow to make an assessment of an organizational 
system. Addresses data collection and analysis, 
outcome evaluation, and how to present 
assessment in a systemic manner. 
!FTH 564 Social Context of Health (3) 
Introductory course that provides a sociological 
overview of the mental and physical health care 
system in the United States. Examines the social, 
contextual, and structural factors that give rise to 
access and treatment within the health care 
system. Topics include the history of family 
therapy and medical institutions in the U.S.P 
theoretical perspectives on health and illnessP 
examination of the health care industryP social 
inequality in health and illnessP culture and 
healthP mental health consequences of mental 
illness to individuals, families, and societyP 
mental health over the life course. 
!FTH 601 Statistics I (4) 
Thorough introduction to regression analysis and 
analysis of variance (ANOVA), with emphasis on 
hypothesis testing and the development of 
general models that partition overall variability. 
Topics covered include simple and multiple 
regression, one-way and factorial, repeated-
measures of ANOVA, and analysis of covariance. 
Evaluation and assumptions of nonparametric 
alternatives. 
Cross-listing: FMST 601. 
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MFTH 602 Statistics II (4) 
2road introduction applying linear AmatrixD 
algebra to maximum likelihood estimation, 
generally—using several important multivariate 
statistical techniques, including but not limited to 
multivariate analysis of variance, multivariate 
regression, path analysis and structural equations 
causal modeling, log-linear models, and time-
series analysis. Evaluates alternatives to 
maximum likelihood estimation. 
Prerequisite: FSST T01 or SFTV T01. Cross-
listing: FSST T02. 
MFTH 603 Statistics III (4) 
Advanced course in multivariate statistics that 
includes topics such as multidimensional scaling, 
cluster analysis, factor analysis, path analysis, 
structural equations modeling, log-linear 
modeling, time series analysis, and hierarchical 
linear models. Focuses on understanding these 
advanced techniques and their application to 
data analysis. 
Prerequisite: FSST T02 or SFTV T02. Cross-
listing: FSST T03. 
MFTH 604 Advanced 9ualitative Methods (4) 
Overviews qualitative methods and their 
application to research in marriage and family 
therapy. Includes examination of ethnographies, 
naturalistic inquiry, phenomenological research, 
the grounded theory approach, and narrative 
inquiry. 
Cross-listing: FSST T04. 
MFTH 605 Advanced 9uantitative Methods (4) 
Provides advanced overview of quantitative 
research methods in marriage and family 
therapy, including experiments and quasi-
experiments, survey methodology, and outcome 
studies. 
Cross-listing: FSST T0[. 
MFTH 606 ?vervieA and CritiCue of Research in 
Families and Therapy (4) 
Critically examines existing research on marriage 
and family therapy. Draws on prior courses in 
qualitative and quantitative research methods, 
which enables students to evaluate the current 
and prominent research in the field. Velps 
students identify those areas of the field in which 
further research is needed. 
MFTH 607 Computer (1) 
Provides the basic tools and information for 
using computer applications to analyze 
quantitative and qualitative information, to 
present marriage and family systemic 
information, and to conduct project management. 
MFTH 608 Analysis and Presentation Issues in 
Research (3) 
2rings together and integrates material from the 
previous research classes. Deals with the ethics of 
research, and with questions of reliability and 
validity in both quantitative and qualitative 
methods. Emphasizes problems of coherently 
and succinctly presenting research results in 
proposals, posters, brief reports, and articles. 
Prerequisite: SFTV T04, SFTV T0[. Cross-
listing: FSST T08. 
MFTH 624 Program Development for Families and 
Communities (3) 
Examines core components of 
systemic/relational programs designed to 
address problems in families and larger systems. 
Explicates the elements of systemic programming 
that address clinical treatment 
problems/populations; as well as prevention and 
intervention issues affecting schools, 
neighborhoods and other communities. !sing the 
systemic/relational paradigm of the field, 
students design programs reflecting their areas of 
interest. 
MFTH 625 Grant Priting (3) 
Study and practice in finding, developing, and 
responding to great opportunities in areas of 
interest of marriage and family therapists. 
Participants develop their own 
systemic/relational program, training, research, 
or dissertation grant idea; locate potential 
funding sources; tailor applications and 
proposals to each funding source; and critique 
and refine proposals to meet professional 
standards. 
MFTH 626 Program Evaluation and Monitoring (3) 
Examines quantitative and qualitative methods 
of evaluating system/relational programs and 
treatment approaches. Participants learn to 
design formative and summative internal 
monitoring procedures in areas of organizational 
functionality, program-process performance, 
service delivery, and program/clinical outcomes. 
Examines methods of evaluating SFT 
program/treatment efficacy. 
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M"TH 627 Advanced Program Development and 
Evaluation (2) 
Participants develop D.M.F.T. degree project 
proposals through intensive literature review, 
consultation with organization and community 
stakeholders, discussion with faculty and peers, 
and refinement resulting from feedback 
following formal presentations. The D.M.F.T. 
degree proposal is the expected outcome from 
this two-quarter class. For D.M.F.T. degree 
students only. 
Prerequisite: MFTH 624, MFTH 625, MFTH 626. 
M"TH 634 Practicum (2) 
Supervised clinical practice with individuals, 
couples, and families in Loma Linda UniversityQs 
MFAM clinic or another approved clinical 
setting. Three quarters, 2 units per quarter. 
Prerequisite: At least 200 clinical hours. 
M"TH 635 Research in "amily Systems Health Care 
(4) 
Applies qualitative and quantitative research 
methods to the clinical study of family systems 
health care. 
M"TH 636 "amily Research (4) 
Examines and critiques research pertaining to 
marriage and family relationships. 
M"TH 637 Special ProGects in Health and Illness in 
"amilies (1, 3) 
Independent study in which students who have 
taken MFTH 544 participate in research, program 
development or evaluation, or clinical activities 
related to the integration of relational health and 
wellness. 
Prerequisite: MFTH 544U VUmay be taken 
concurrentlyW; either before or concurrently. 
M"TH 668 Lualitative Research Practicum (2) 
Students gain practical experience in conducting 
and evaluating qualitative research. Emphasizes 
methods of analysis and presentation of the 
research. Students develop a manuscript that is 
ready for submission to an academic journal and 
critically review the work of others. 
Prerequisite: MFTH 604. Cross-listing: FMST 668. 
M"TH 6M4 Doctoral Seminar (N5) 
Ph.D. degree students develop and refine their 
dissertation proposals in a workshop format 
through presentation and discussion with faculty 
and other students. Three consecutive quarters of 
course enrollment and participation VAutumn 
through SpringW required for .5 unit of credit. 
Cross-listing: FMST 684. 
M"TH 6M5 ProGect Research (1-12) 
Required research associated with the capstone 
project for the D.M.F.T. degree. 
M"TH 6M7 Research (1-6) 
Independent research relating to marital and 
family therapy or family studies under the 
direction of a faculty advisor. 
Cross-listing: FMST 697. 
M"TH 6M8 Dissertation Research (1-1P) 
Completes independent research contributing to 
the field of marital and family therapy. 
M"TH 785 ProQessional Clinical Training in M"T 
(1N5-3) 
Supervised experience in the practice of marital 
and family therapy. Hours represent face-to-face 
direct client contact. May be repeated. 
M"TH 786 ProQessional Development Proposal (P) 
Must be registered for at least one quarter prior 
to eligibility for 786A. The studentQs professional 
development plan must be formulated and 
approved by the faculty during this course. 
M"TH 786A ProQessional Development in Marital 
and "amily Therapy (1N5-12) 
Doctoral-level experience in marital and family 
therapy under the supervision of a senior-level 
family therapist\mentor. Must be arranged in 
advance in the department. A total of 36 units 
required for graduation. 
Prerequisite: MFTH 786. 
M"TH 786R ProQessional Internship in Marital and 
"amily TherapySClinical (1N5-7N5) 
Supervised client contact Vface-to-face hours 
onlyW in the practice of marital and family 
therapy, completed while enrolled in MFTH 
786A. 
Prerequisite: MFTH 786. Corequisite: MFTH 
786A. 
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!ICR%&I%'%G) 
!ICR 511 !edical !icro5iology (1) 
Systematically studies microorganisms of 
medical importance, pathogenic mechanisms, 
hostFparasite relationships, and methods of 
identification. 
!ICR 512 !edical !icro5iology (2) 
Systematically studies microorganisms of 
medical importance, pathogenic mechanisms, 
hostFparasite relationships, and methods of 
identification. Continues HICR 511. 
!ICR 513 !edical !icro5iology (3) 
Systematically studies microorganisms of 
medical importance, pathogenic mechanisms, 
hostFparasite relationships, and methods of 
identification. Continues HICR 511 and 512. 
!ICR 514 !edical !icro5iology (1) 
Systematically studies microorganisms of 
medical importance, pathogenic mechanisms, 
hostFparasite relationships, and methods of 
identification. 
!ICR 515 Introduction to &ioinformatics and 
Genomics (2) 
Introduces computerFaided analysis of 
macromolecules and the study of genes and their 
products on the level of whole genomes. 
!ICR 521 !edical !icro5iology (C) 
Systematically studies bacteria, fungi, viruses, 
and animal parasites of medical importanceN 
pathogenic mechanismsN methods of 
identification and preventionN and clinical 
correlation. 
CrossFlisting: HICR 511. 
!ICR 530 Immunology (3) 
Introduces selected topics of modern 
immunology to graduate students, emphasizing 
understanding key paradigms. 
!ICR 533 &iological !em5ranes (3) 
Comprehensive description of biological 
membranes, oxidative phosphorylation, active 
transport, and signal transduction. Identical to 
membranes, transport, and signal transduction 
sections of CHBL 503. 
Prerequisite: A course in biochemistry. 
!ICR 534 !icro5ial Physiology (3) 
Provides inFdepth coverage of microbial nutrition 
and growth kinetics, structure and function, 
bioenergetics and metabolism, nutrient transport, 
and special bacterial groups and processes 
unique to microorganisms. 
Prerequisite: HICR 521N and a course in 
biochemistry. 
!ICR 536 'a5oratory in Gene Transfer and Gene 
IJpression (4) 
Intensive (twoFweek) laboratory course in the 
methods of gene transfer and gene regulation in 
prokaryotes and eukaryotes. Evaluates and 
discusses experimental results in group sessions. 
Suitable for students, faculty, and postdoctoral 
fellows who wish to learn modern molecular 
biology techniques. Limited to fifteen 
participants. 
!ICR 537 Selected Topics in !olecular &iology (2) 
Critically evaluates current progress in a specific 
research area of molecular biology, including 
recently published papers and unpublished 
manuscripts. Hay be repeated for additional 
credit. 
Prerequisite: HICR 539, CHBL 502. 
!ICR 53N !olecular &iology of ProOaryotes and 
IuOaryotes (C) 
Surveys prokaryotic and eukaryotic molecular 
biology. Topics include genome structure and 
organization, recombination and repair, 
transcription and translation, control of gene 
expression, posttranslational modification of 
proteins, protein folding and degradation, gene 
transfer and mobile genetic elements, control of 
development, methods and applications of 
genetic engineering, and bioinformatics. 
Prerequisite: CHBL 501. CrossFlisting: CHBL 502 
or equivalent. 
!ICR 540 Physiology and !olecular Genetics of 
!icro5es (3) 
Advanced graduate course covering various hot 
topics in both microbial physiology and 
molecular genetics—such as diversity of 
microbes on earth, engineering new metabolic 
pathways, mechanisms of gene regulation and 
gene transfer, and comparative genomics. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
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MICR 545 Molecular /iology Techniques 
8a9oratory (4) 
Laboratory course in modern molecular biology 
techniques for gene manipulation and analysis in 
prokaryotes and eukaryotes. Evaluates and 
discusses experimental results in group sessions. 
Corequisite: CBCL 539. 
MICR 546 Advanced Immunology (4) 
Emerging concepts of immunology first 
discussed by the class and then reviewed by 
guest lecturers on a weekly schedule. 
Prerequisite: BICR 530 or equivalent. 
MICR 565 Virology (3) 
Fundamental aspects of virus-cell relationships of 
selected groups of animal viruses. Lectures and a 
library research proLect. Guest lecturers. 
Prerequisite: BICR 521 or BICR 511; or consent 
of instructor. 
MICR 566 Cell Culture (3) 
Practical aspects of growth of animal cells in 
culture. Experience with both primary cell 
cultures and established cell lines. 
MICR 570 Mechanisms of Micro9ial Pathogenesis 
(3) 
In-depth exploration of molecular mechanisms of 
pathogenesis and host response for selected 
bacteria, viruses, and parasites. Topics include 
endotoxins, exotoxins, tools to identify genes 
crucial to virulence, and a discussion of selected 
paradigms of microbe-host interaction. Vaccine 
development serves as a unifying theme linking 
the host-pathogen interactions. Focuses on 
evidence for current concepts, using primary 
Lournal articles. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
MICR 604 Seminar in Micro9iology (1) 
Students required to register for this course every 
quarter throughout their training. 
MICR 605 Colloquium (1) 
Presentations by peers on a topic selected and 
directed by a faculty member. (All students 
required to attend the colloquium. Students 
registered for colloquium are required to give a 
presentation.) 
MICR 606 Graduate Seminar (1) 
Student presentation in the form of a seminar. 
(Course requirement normally fulfilled by 
presentation of the dissertation or thesis seminar. 
Other maLor student presentations may also 
qualify.) 
MICR 624 Special Pro9lems in Micro9iology (2-4) 
Designed primarily for students enrolled in a 
course work B.S. degree program who elect to 
work on a research problem. 
MICR 625 Independent Study in Micro9iology 
8iterature (2-4) 
Explores in depth a specific topic, selected in 
consultation with the mentor, such as the 
antecedents for theses or dissertation research. 
(Formal proposal for the scope and evaluation of 
the independent study must be approved by the 
faculty prior to enrollment in this course. Does 
not satisfy an elective requirement in the 
microbiology and molecular genetics program.) 
MICR 626 Special Topics in Micro9iology (2-4) 
Critically evaluates current progress in a specific 
research area, including recently published 
papers and unpublished manuscripts. (Each 
course taught by a resident or a visiting scientist 
who is a recognized authority in the research 
area under discussion. Students may register for 
multiple courses under this designation.) 
MICR 634 Clinical Micro9iology Practicum (4) 
Rotations through the clinical microbiology 
laboratory at Loma Linda University Bedical 
Center. Includes exposure to all aspects of testing 
procedures necessary for the identification of 
microorganisms isolated from patient specimens. 
Instrumentation, automation, and rapid-testing 
identification methods included with [hands-on[ 
experience. Rotation to include tuberculosis and 
mycology, anaerobic bacteriology, blood, special 
microbiology, parasitology, and general 
bacteriology. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
MICR 697 Research (1-7) 
MICR 698 Thesis (1-3) 
MICR 699 Dissertation (2-5) 
MICR 891 Micro9iology Qlective (1R5-12) 
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M"#ICAL "#UCA*I+N S"RVIC"S 
MN"S 501 +rientation to Medicine (2) 
Provides an interactive, patient-centered 
contextual learning experience for the purpose of 
fostering professionalism. A six-week course 
divided between Summer (2 weeks) and Spring 
(4 weeks) quarters in the freshman year. Students 
observe and participate in patient care, work 
collaboratively with peers and faculty in small 
groups, and discuss assigned readings as they 
relate to integrated, whole-person care. 
MN"S 502 +rientation to Medicine (4) 
Provides an interactive, patient-centered 
contextual learning experience for the purpose of 
fostering professionalism. A six-week course 
divided between Summer (2 weeks) and Spring 
(4 weeks) quarters in the freshman year. Students 
observe and participate in patient care, work 
collaboratively with peers and faculty in small 
groups, and discuss assigned readings as they 
relate to integrated, whole- person care. 
MN"S 701 +rientation to Clinical Medicine (4) 
Ruilds on the second-year course SDCU 524 
Pathophysiology and Applied Physical 
Diagnosis. Diagnosis to provide the knowledge, 
skills, and values necessary to facilitate a smooth 
transition from the preclinical to the clinical 
curriculum. 
MN"S 7B1 *hird-year "lective (3) 
Gives students an opportunity to spend time 
(two weeks) in a specialty that holds particular 
interest to them, allowing them to develop their 
skills to a level that will be beneficial in their 
fourth-year electives. 
MUSIC HIS*+RI AN# LI*"RA*UR" 
MUHL 205 Introduction to Music (4) 
Rasic music literature, with some attention to 
other arts. 
N"UR+L+GI 
N"UR 5BB #irected "lective Study (1M5-12) 
N"UR 701 Neurology ClerOshiP (1M5-1Q) 
Rasic neurology lectures, weekly neuroradiology 
conferences, neurology grand rounds, clinical 
neurology conference, and biweekly 
neuropathology conference. Student attendance 
required. Student participation in the outpatient 
neurology clinics during neurology rotation. 
N"UR QB1 Neurology "lective (1M5-1Q) 
N"UR+SURG"RI 
N"US QB1 Neurosurgery "lective (1M5-1Q) 
NURSING RRI#G" 
NRSR 101 Critical *hinOing and Learning Strategies 
Sor Nursing (2) 
Focuses on the development of critical-thinking 
methods as well as learning strategies and study 
skills important to success in nursing. 
Emphasizes application of critical thinking, 
nursing process, study skills, and wholeness to 
student life and to nursing content. 
NRSR 102 Science PrinciPles APPlied to Nursing (2) 
Focuses on basic science concepts as applied to 
nursing. Includes a review of anatomy; and 
applies principles of physiology, microbiology, 
chemistry, and physics to critical thinking in 
nursing. 
NRSR 103 Introduction to Mathematics Sor Nursing 
(1) 
Includes a review of basic mathematics, 
equivalent values, ratios, and proportions. 
Applies concepts to nursing situations in which 
medication dosage calculations are used. 
Computer-assisted instruction modules and a 
ninety-minute laboratory each week, utilized to 
assist students in developing the necessary skills 
in a supportive environment. 
NRSR 104 Medical *erminology Sor Nursing (2) 
Introduces basic medical terminology by the 
study of prefixes, combining forms, and suffixes. 
Emphasizes understanding, interpreting, and 
spelling of singular and plural forms; 
pronunciation; and correct usage of terms in a 
variety of situations. 
NRSR 105 Vriting Sor Nursing (3) 
Focuses on developing the writing skills 
necessary for nursing. Includes a review of 
principles of grammar and application of writing 
skills to a research paper related to a nursing 
topic. Includes a computer component that 
enables the student to search nursing data bases 
and apply word-processing skills. 
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NRSB 106 Reading in Nursing (2) 
Focuses on improving vocabulary, reading 
comprehension, and reading speed using nursing 
and health-related literature. Students expected 
to use specific prereading and reading strategies 
to monitor comprehension and summarize 
reading. 
NURSING 
NRSG 214 Fundamentals of Professional Nursing 
(8) 
Introduces the profession of nursing. Emphasizes 
the basic health needs of the adult-client system, 
with the goal of optimal wellnessEwholeness. 
Identifies stressors to the client system's lines of 
defense. Develops beginning-nursing decision-
making skills. Supervised experience in 
application of nursing knowledge to adult-client 
systems in acute-care settings. Socializes into the 
role of professional nursing, including 
exploration of historical, ethical, cultural, and 
legal aspects. Current issues in professional 
nursingEhealth care. 
NRSG 216 Basic Nursing Skills and Cealth 
Assessment (4) 
Introduces the basic skills required to assess, 
maintain, and strengthen client lines of resistance 
and defense. Supervised practice in therapeutic 
communication skills and nursing measures to 
achieve optimal client wellness. Foundation for 
clinical decision-making and client education. 
General concepts and techniques for performing 
a head-to-toe examination and for properly 
documenting assessment findings. 
NRSG 217 Psychiatric Mental Cealth Nursing (6) 
Introduces the care of client systems exhibiting 
psychiatric mental health symptoms related to 
impaired lines of defense or resistance. 
Emphasizes primary, secondary, and tertiary 
interventions to strengthen lines of 
defenseEresistance for the client. 
Prerequisite: NRSG 21Q, NRSG 216. 
NRSG 224 Nursing Pathophysiology (4) 
Overview of the physiological function of a client 
system under stress, the common stressors that 
threaten system stabilityEintegrity, and the 
consequences that result to the individual whose 
lines of resistance and defense are breached. 
Foundation for understanding the rationale 
behind assessment findings and nursing 
intervention. 
NRSG 225 LLN Bridge Course (4) 
Designed for the LVN transfer student. Content 
includes introduction to baccalaureate nursing, 
physical assessment, and gerontology. 
NRSG 244 Skills for Academic Success (1) 
Assessment of student's learning needs, with 
individualized approaches to learning strategies 
essential for success in nursing education and 
practice. 
NRSG 299 Directed Study (1-8) 
Opportunity for clinical learning in a selected 
area of nursing. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor and the 
associate dean. 
NRSG 305 Nursing Pharmacology (3) 
Overview of the major drug classifications. 
Introduces the therapeutic use of drugs in the 
maintenance and strengthening of the client 
system lines of resistance and defense. 
NRSG 308 Nursing of the Adult and Aging Client 
(8) 
Emphasizes the wholistic nature of the 
adultEaging client system in response to acute, 
short-term stressors. Uses the nursing process to 
assist the client system in achieving optimal 
wellness through strengthening lines of 
resistance and defense. Supervised practice in 
caring for the adult-client system in acute-care 
settings. 
Prerequisite: NRSG 21Q, NRSG 216, NRSG 22Q. 
NRSG 309 Nursing of the Rlder Adult (4) 
Focuses on older client systems experiencing 
normal aging. Examines age-related stressors to 
client variablesYphysiological, psychological, 
sociocultural, developmental, and spiritual. 
Guided learning experiences in nursing care of 
the older client in long-term care and community 
settings. 
Prerequisite: NRSG 21Q, NRSG 216. 
NRSG 314 Nursing of the ChildSearing Family (6) 
Emphasizes primary prevention strategies that 
promote optimal wellness for the mother and 
neonate, and identification of stressors that 
influence the family's normal lines of defense. 
Applies the nursing process, using a wholeness 
approach when caring for the maternal-fetal and 
maternal- infant dyads. 
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NRSG 315 Child Health Nursing (6) 
Focuses on the client from infancy through 
adolescence within the family system. Wholistic 
nursing care emphasizing optimal wellness in 
relation to potential or actual stressors, including 
primary, secondary, and tertiary interventions. 
Individualization of the nursing process guided 
by physiological, psychological, sociocultural, 
developmental, and spiritual variables of the 
client system. 
Prerequisite: NRS/ PQ7. 
NRSG 316 Health :romotion across the Lifespan (4) 
Prepares the student to promote optimal 
wellness throughout the lifespan. Examines the 
impact of common lifespan stressors on students, 
clients, and family systems. Primary 
preventions—including theories of behavior 
change, motivation, and health education—
applied to strengthen lines of defense. 
NRSG 317 Nursing of the Cdult and Cging Family I 
(8) 
Continues NRS/ P08. Explores relationships 
among client-system variables in the 
development of primary, secondary, and tertiary 
interventions for chronic stressors that require 
comprehensive nursing care. /uided practice in 
caring for the adult client system in a variety of 
community settings. 
Prerequisite: NRS/ P08, NRS/ 2Q7W (Wmay be 
taken concurrently). 
NRSG 337 Strategies for :rofessional Transition (4) 
Focuses on growth and enhancement of the 
professional nurse. [ased on learning objectives 
for career growth, students assess and strengthen 
the application of skills in communication, 
research, professional responsibility, teaching 
and learning process, management, nursing 
process, and individual empowerment—for 
themselves and for clients. Assessment and 
development of learning objectives. Student 
designs personal strategies to attain goals. 
Includes critical thinking, reflective journaling, 
and development of professional portfolio. 
Limited to RNs returning for [.S. or M.S. degree. 
NRSG 399 Nursing EKternship (1) 
An elective work-study course that provides 
opportunity for experiential understanding of the 
nature of nursing in the work place. Focuses on 
application of the Neuman framework. The 
student, under the supervision of an RN 
preceptor, applies previously learned skill in 
providing direct patient care. 
Prerequisite: NRS/ PQ7. 
NRSG 407 Integration of Essential Concepts (6) 
[roadens current nursing knowledge through 
application of Neuman^s framework in client 
care, developing and evaluating health care plans 
as well as employing the nursing interventions of 
advanced pathophysiology. 
Prerequisite: NRS/ PP7. 
NRSG 408 Nursing of the Cdult and Cging Family 
II (6) 
Students study and participate in complex 
clinical nursing practice (critical care). Students 
utilize the nursing process in primary, secondary, 
and tertiary prevention with critically ill clients 
and their families. Emphasizes the scientific basis 
of the effects of stressors on the lines of defense 
and resistance. Promotes collaborative efforts of 
the members of the health care team in the care of 
the critically ill client. 
Prerequisite: NRS/ PQ_, NRS/ PQ5, NRS/ PQ6, 
NRS/ PQ7. 
NRSG 409 Home Health (3) 
Wholistic care of the client system across the 
lifespan within the home. Clinical experience 
focuses on acute and chronic stressors. 
Introduces community resources to facilitate 
continuity of care and to promote optimal 
wellness. 
Prerequisite: NRS/ PQ_, NRS/ PQ5, NRS/ PQ6, 
NRS/ PQ7. 
NRSG 410 :rofessional Nursing Issues (2) 
Issues relating to licensure and entry into nursing 
practice of the registered nurse—including 
delegation, quality improvement, and managed 
care. Socialization and beginning management 
concepts. 
Prerequisite: Completion of all 200- and P00-level 
NRS/ courses. 
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NRS$ 414 Nursing Management (6) 
The health care agency or nursing unit viewed as 
the core system, with lines of defense and lines of 
resistance. The management process as the set of 
interventions aimed at maintaining or restoring a 
state of equilibrium and order within the 
organization. The role of the first-line manager 
observed and some aspects experienced. 
Prerequisite: Completion of 200- and 300-level 
NRSG courses. 
NRS$ 415 Community Mental Health Nursing (4) 
Student delivers psychiatric nursing care in a 
variety of clinical settings within the community. 
Guidance given in assessing stressors and 
developing primary, secondary, and tertiary 
interventions within populations at risk for 
psychosocial stress. Student practices case 
management strategies and psychoeducational 
interventions. Clinical experience directed 
toward optimizing lines of defense and resistance 
for families, groups, and communities. 
Prerequisite: Completion of 200- and 300-level 
NRSG courses. 
NRS$ 416 Public Health Nursing (8) 
Kocuses on the optimal wellness of the 
community as client. Intervention strategies 
emphasizing primary, secondary, and tertiary 
prevention with micro-/macroclient systems. 
Develops skills in assessment; diagnosis; 
planning based on outcomes; and 
implementation within inter-, extra-, and 
intrasystem of both aggregate and geopolitical 
clients. 
Prerequisite: Completion of 200- and 300-level 
NRSG courses. 
NRS$ 417 Professional NursingCPractice Elective (7) 
Enhances the process of professional socialization 
from the academic to the practice setting by 
providing an opportunity for synthesis and 
application of theoretical knowledge and skills to 
a preceptored clinical experience selected by the 
student. Kocuses on using the nursing process to 
protect and promote intact lines of resistance and 
defense of individuals, families, and groups in 
diverse circumstances. Students develop personal 
learning objectives under guidance of the 
instructor. 
Prerequisite: NRSG 40*, NRSG 409, NRSG 4T0. 
NRS$ 429 Clinical Nursing Research (4) 
Prepares knowledgeable consumers of nursing 
research who can apply the scientific research 
process utilizing quantitative and qualitative 
methods, and who can critique research for use 
in the practice setting. Kocuses on using research 
to discover ways the professional nurse can 
facilitate optimal wellness through retention, 
attainment, and maintenance of client system 
stability. 
NRS$ 497 Advanced Clinical EJperience (100 to 400 
hours) 
An elective course open to students seeking 
clinical experience in nursing. 
NRS$ 499 Mirected Study (1C8) 
Opportunity for clinical experience in a selected 
area of nursing. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor and the 
associate dean. 
NRS$ 509 $uided Study (1C6) 
Opportunity for study in a particular area of 
nursing, under faculty direction. 
NRS$ 515 Health Policy: Issues and Process (2) 
Examines the impact of the sociopolitical system. 
Current trends and issues affecting health and 
the changing profession of nursing; as well as the 
impact of nursing on these systems in the 
workplace, government, professional 
organizations, and the community. 
NRS$ 516 Advanced Role Mevelopment (2) 
Examines transition into the advanced practice 
nursing role through consideration of the history, 
theoretical bases, role competencies, selected 
professional strategies, and legal requirements 
necessary for role enactment. 
NRS$ 517 Theoretical Foundations for Advanced 
Practice (4) 
Kocuses on the theoretical foundations of nursing 
as an applied science. Nursing knowledge 
examined in the context of theories and concepts 
that guide advanced nursing practice. Discusses 
theoretical applications for NP, CNS, 
administration, and nurse educator practice. 
Critiques and applies theory to selected issuesW
with emphasis on individual, family, and 
population interventions and outcomes. 
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NRS$ 541 Nursing Administration Practicum I (3) 
Observation and practice in selected levels of 
nursing administration. 
Prerequisite: NRSG 5I7, LADM 520. 
NRS$ 544 Teaching and >earning Theory (3) 
Explores the components of the teaching-learning 
process. Opportunity provided for students to 
practice specific teaching strategies. 
NRS$ 545 Teaching Practicum (3, 4) 
Assists the student in developing the ability to 
teach nursing in the clinical area of choice. 
EmphasiTes the nurse-teacher as facilitator of 
learning. Integrates knowledge and skills related 
to educational methodology and clinical nursing. 
Practice in teaching students in clinical and 
classroom settings. Per week: theory 0 hours, 
practicum 9-12 hours. 
Prerequisite: NRSG 5II; and 12 quarter units of 
clinical nursing. 
NRS$ 546 Curriculum Development in Higher 
Education (3) 
Examines principles of curriculum 
developmentZincluding the selection, 
organiTation, and evaluation of learning 
experiencesZwith emphasis on the nursing 
major. Examines the nature, place, and 
interrelationship of general and specialiTed 
education in higher education. 
NRS$ 547 Management: Principles and Practices (3) 
AnalyTes administrative issues in health care 
settings. OrganiTational complexities, power 
distribution, political strategies, interdependence 
of management, and clinical teams. \ocuses on 
the application of selected management theory to 
the practice of nursing. 
NRS$ 548 Nursing Administration Practicum (1M8) 
Provides opportunities for the ongoing 
development and refinement of leadership 
capability in selected areas of nursing 
administration. Students showcase competencies 
in the synthesis and application of nursing, 
management, economic, and human resources 
theories to solve real-world issues of importance 
to the profession and the workplace. Per week: 
lecture 0 hours, practicum 3-2I hours. 
Prerequisite: NRSG 5I7, LADM 520. 
NRS$ 551 Pediatric Primary Health Care I (4) 
\ocuses on the PNP primary care role in health 
promotion, wholistic assessment, and 
management of minor common illnesses for 
children from newborn through adolescence Per 
week: theory 3 hours, practicum 3 hours. 
Prerequisite: NRSG ^51; Concurrent: Clinical 
experience. 
NRS$ 552 Pediatric Primary Health Care II (6) 
Continues development of the PNP primary care 
role for children from newborn through 
adolescence, related to assessment and 
management of common or acute illnesses while 
incorporating health maintenance and 
prevention. Per week: theory 3 hours, practicum 
9 hours. 
Prerequisite: NRSG 551. 
NRS$ 553 Pediatric Primary Health Care III (7) 
Continues the development of the PNP primary-
care role for children from newborn through 
adolescence in assessment and management of 
chronic or complex illnesses. Per week: theory 3 
hours, practicum 12 hours. 
Prerequisite: NRSG 552. Corequisite: Clinical 
experience. 
NRS$ 554 Pediatric Primary Health Care IV (7) 
Continues development of the PNP primary care 
role for children from newborn through 
adolescence in assessment and management of 
chronic or complex illnesses. Per week: theory 2 
hours, practicum 15 hours. 
Prerequisite: NRSG 553. Corequisite: Clinical 
experience. 
NRS$ 555 Pharmacology in Advanced Practice I (3) 
Principles of pharmacodynamics, 
pharmacotherapeutics, and pharmacokinetics. 
Overview of specific major drug classifications, 
and discussion of the therapeutic use of drugs in 
maintaining and strengthening client system 
lines of resistance and defense. 
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NRSG 556 Pharmacology in Advanced Practice II (2) 
-uilds on principles discussed in NRSG 555, with 
a focus on additional specific major drug 
classifications and discussion of the therapeutic 
use of these drugs in maintaining and 
strengthening client system lines of resistance 
and defense. Addresses specific legal and ethical 
issues for advanced nursing practice. 
Prerequisite: NRSG 555. 
NRSG 557 Pediatric Primary >ealth Care V (5) 
Focuses on integration and synthesis of 
knowledge and skills, under the guidance of an 
expert preceptor, with the goal of working 
independently and collaboratively within a 
health care team. Per week: theory + hours, 
practicum L5 hours. 
Prerequisite: NRSG 554. 
NRSG 56A Neonatal Pharmacology (2) 
-uilds on the principles of NRSG 555Nfocusing 
application to the neonateNwith additional 
overview of specific drug classifications and the 
therapeutic use of drugs for this population. 
Prerequisite: NRSG 555. 
NRSG 561 Adult Primary >ealth Care I (4) 
Introduces the role, professional responsibilities, 
and clinical practice of the adult nurse 
practitioner PANPQ. Focuses on primary health 
care concepts related to health maintenance and 
promotion of optimal wellness of the adult. Per 
week: lecture 2 hours, practicum S hours. 
Prerequisite: NRSG S5L. Corequisite: Clinical 
experience. 
NRSG 562 Adult Primary >ealth Care II (6) 
Continues development of the ANP primary care 
role for adults through wholistic assessment and 
management of common chronic and acute 
illness, using a systems approach. Incorporates 
health maintenance and prevention. Per week: 
lecture 3 hours, practicum 9 hours. 
Prerequisite: NRSG 5SL. Corequisite: Clinical 
experience in a variety of primary care settings 
with diverse adult populations. 
NRSG 563 Adult Primary >ealth Care III (6) 
Continues the aspects of health maintenance and 
promotion and evaluation of common health 
problemsNintegrating the studentUs 
understanding of pathophysiology, 
epidemiology, pharmacology, diagnostic studies, 
and physical assessment skills to formulate 
diagnoses Pmedical and nursingQ and 
management plans. Per week: lecture 3 hours, 
practicum 9 hours. 
Prerequisite: NRSG 5S2. 
NRSG 564 Adult Primary >ealth Care IV (7) 
Continues development of the ANP primary care 
role for adults through assessment and 
management of chronic and complex illnesses. 
Per week: lecture 3 hours, practicum L2 hours. 
Prerequisite: NRSG 5S3. Corequisite: Clinical 
experience. 
NRSG 565 Adult Primary >ealth Care V (6) 
Focuses on integration and synthesis of 
knowledge and skills, under the guidance of an 
expert preceptor, with the goal of working 
independently and collaboratively with the 
health care team. Per week: lecture + hours, 
practicum L* hours. 
Prerequisite: NRSG 5S4. 
NRSG 574 Philosophical Foundations of Nursing 
Science (2) 
Companion course to PVIL SLS. Explores the 
development of knowledge within the discipline 
of nursing. Examines sources of knowledge and 
the assumptions underlying major approaches to 
scientific inquiry. Critiques these approaches in 
relation to the expansion of nursing science. 
Prerequisite: PVIL SLS. 
NRSG 575 Strategies for Theory Development in 
Nursing (2) 
Engages the student in examining and applying 
the process of concept and theory development. 
Students analyYe phenomena of interest, use 
selected strategies to construct conceptual 
relationships, and evaluate theoretical 
frameworks for development of nursing science. 
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NRS$ 617 Clinical Practicum4 $ro6in7 Family (2-
12) 
Prepares the student for the clinical nurse 
specialist role in the area of growing family 
through clinical experience focused on the 
competencies and roles of the CNS under the 
guidance of an expert preceptor. Per week: 
theory 0 hours, practicum L-3L hours. 
Prerequisite: NRSG L4LQ (Qmay be taken 
concurrently); or concurrent. 
NRS$ 619 Neonatal Critical Care @4 Neonatal 
Advanced Physical Assessment (3) 
Focuses on neonatal assessmentWincluding 
maternal and environmental factors, gestational 
age, behavioral and developmental assessment, 
comprehensive history and neonatal physical 
examination, diagnostic testing, and family 
assessment. Per week: theory 3 hours, practicum 
0 hours. 
NRS$ 620 Neonatal Nurse Practitioner @@ (5) 
Focuses on concepts and principles of genetics, 
embryology, growth and development, 
physiology/pathophysiology, and 
pharmacology/toxicology as relevant to the 
assessment and management of the health 
promotion and maintenance needs of the 
newborn. Per week: theory 4 hours, practicum 3 
hours. 
Prerequisite: NRSG L19. Corequisite: Clinical 
practicum that focuses on development of 
assessment and history skills and the delivery 
room. 
NRS$ 621 Neonatal Nurse Practitioner @@@ (8) 
Focuses on concepts and principles of 
pathophysiology, neonatal disease entities, and 
disorders in relation to the clinical management 
of the sick neonate. Per week: theory [ hours, 
practicum 9 hours. 
Prerequisite: NRSG L\0. Corequisite: Clinical 
practicum that focuses on sick/critically ill 
ventilated and non-ventilated neonates. 
NRS$ 622 Neonatal Nurse Practitioner @J4 
Practicum (9) 
Focuses on concepts and principles of 
pathophysiology and neonatal disease entities 
and disorders in the management of the 
sick/critically ill neonate. Per week: theory L 
hours, practicum 9 hours. 
Prerequisite: NRSG L\1. Corequisite: Clinical 
practicum that focuses on sick/critically ill 
ventilated and non-ventilated neonates. 
NRS$ 623 Neonatal Nurse Practitioner J4 Practicum 
(13) 
Synthesizes concepts, principles, theories, 
knowledge, and skills from the preceding 
advanced neonatal critical-care nursing courses 
to practice. Per week: theory 0 hours, practicum 
39 hours. 
Prerequisite: NRSG L\\. 
NRS$ 624 The Adult and A7in7 Family @ (2-4) 
Focuses on concepts and theories relevant to the 
practice of the advanced practice nurse caring for 
adult and aging clients. Applies theory to clinical 
practice in a selected segment of the population. 
Per week: theory \ hours, practicum 0-L hours. 
NRS$ 626 The Adult and A7in7 Family @@ (2M 3) 
Focuses on concepts and theories relevant to the 
practice of the advanced practice nurse caring for 
clients within the adult and aging family 
population, with application to a selected 
segment of the population. Examines the role, 
competencies, and outcomes relevant to the 
practice of the clinical nurse specialist. Per week: 
theory \ hours, practicum 0-3 hours. (required for 
selected concentration areas.) 
Prerequisite: NRSG L\4. 
NRS$ 628 Clinical Practicum4 Adult and A7in7 
Family (2-12) 
Prepares the student for the clinical nurse 
specialist role in the area of adult and aging 
family through clinical experience focused on the 
competencies and roles of the CNS under the 
guidance of an expert preceptor. Per week: 
theory 0 hours, practicum L-3L hours. 
NRS$ 636 Nethods oO Disciplined @nRuiry (2) 
Provides an overview of formal methods of 
inquiry and explores the responsibility of 
doctorally prepared nurses for the future of 
nursing knowledge. Helps students build a 
foundation for a program of formal scholarly 
inquiry in an identified area of interest. 
Prerequisite: Acceptance into Ph.D. degree 
program in the School of Nursing; or consent of 
instructor. 
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NRS$ 6'7 LLU Scholars Seminar (1) 
Online seminar that provides students with a 
forum for systematic scholarly discussion of their 
developing role as Ph.D.-prepared stewards of 
the nursing profession. Helps students integrate 
and apply core content to their role, philosophy, 
and research emphasis while exchanging and 
critiquing ideas in a professional and collegial 
setting. Progresses from role transition through 
dissertation support over the course of four 
years. 
Prerequisite: Admission to Ph.D. degree 
program; or consent of instructor. 
NRS$ 645 $ro;in< Family I (2A4) 
Focuses on concepts and theories relevant to the 
advanced practice nurse caring for clients within 
the growing family lifespan Gperinatal through 
pediatricsH. Applies clinical practice in a selected 
population. Per week: theory 2 hours, practicum 
K-L hours. 
NRS$ 646 $ro;in< Family II (2A') 
Focuses on concepts and theories relevant to the 
advanced practice nurse caring for clients within 
the growing family lifespan Gperinatal through 
pediatricsH, with application to a selected 
population. Examines the role, competencies, and 
outcomes for clinical nurse specialist practice. Per 
week: theory 2 hours, practicum K-N hours. 
Prerequisite: NRSG L4T. 
NRS$ 651 Advanced Physical Assessment (') 
Reviews physical assessment skills and 
knowledge in depth to prepare the student to 
successfully conduct a complete history and 
physical throughout the patientUs life span. 
Incorporates lecture, audiovisual aids, laboratory 
skills practicum, and individual study. Per week: 
theory 2 hours, practicum N hours. 
NRS$ 652 Family Primary Health Care I (4) 
Introduces the role, professional responsibilities, 
and clinical practice of the family nurse 
practitioner GFNPH. Focuses on primary health 
care concepts related to health maintenance and 
promotion of optimal wellness of the adult, with 
emphasis on womenUs health. Per week: theory 2 
hours, practicum L hours. 
Corequisite: Clinical experience. 
NRS$ 65' Family Primary Health Care II (7) 
Develops the FNP primary-care role of families 
through wholistic assessment and management 
of normal growth and development, along with 
common chronic and acute illness Ginfant 
through adultH, using a systems approach. 
Incorporates health maintenance and prevention. 
Per week: theory 4 hours, practicum 9 hours. 
Prerequisite: NRSG LT2. Corequisite: Clinical 
experience in a variety of primary care settings 
with diverse family populations. 
NRS$ 654 Family Primary Health Care III (7) 
Third quarter continues the development of the 
FNP primary care role of families through 
wholistic assessment and management of 
common or acute illness using a systems 
approach. Incorporates health maintenance and 
prevention. Per week: theory N hours, practicum 
12 hours. 
Prerequisite: NRSG LTN. 
NRS$ 655 Family Primary Health Care II (7) 
Develops the FNP primary care role for adults 
through assessment and management of chronic 
and complex illnesses Per week: theory N hours, 
practicum 12 hours. 
Prerequisite: NRSG LT4. Corequisite: Clinical 
experience. 
NRS$ 656 Family Primary Health Care I (7) 
Focuses on integration and synthesis of 
knowledge and skills under the guidance of an 
expert preceptor, with the goal of working 
independently and collaboratively with the 
health care team. Per week: theory K hours, 
practicum 21 hours. 
Prerequisite: NRSG LTT. 
NRS$ 660 Kualitative Research Methods I (4) 
Advanced quantitative research methods. 
Emphasizes experimental and quasi-
experimental designs, and examines specific 
methodologies used in conducting research in the 
area of social policy and social research. Topics 
include measurement issues, research design, 
sampling, and statistical interpretation. 
Addresses survey research, time-series designs, 
and more advanced techniques. 
Cross-listing: SPOL LT4. 
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!"SG 664 !ursing Science Seminar (1) 
Nursing phenomena. Focus varies according to 
national emphases in nursing research and focus 
areas of participants. Emphasizes critical 
examination of conceptual, theoretical, and 
methodological issues relative to the selective 
topic. 
Prerequisite: Doctoral standing or consent of 
instructor. 
!"SG 686 Interme9iate Statistics (3) 
Applies selection and application of statistical 
procedures to nursing science and practice. 
Selects topics in ANOVA, multiple regression, 
and other multivariate statistical procedures. 
Interprets computer output. 
!"SG 684 "esearch Metho9s (2) 
/uides the student in understanding scientific 
thinking and research methods beyond the 
introductory level. !ses the research literature in 
nursing and related fields to illustrate the 
application of these principles. Student begins 
developing an area of research interest, identifies 
a research problem, reviews empirical literature, 
provides evidence for theoretical connections 
among identified research variables and scientific 
support for a clinical nursing intervention, and 
develops a scientific research proposal. 
Prerequisite: NRS/ R0S. 
!"SG 686 A9vance9 Auantitative "esearch 
Metho9s (4) 
Examines advanced quantitative research 
methods applicable to advancing and developing 
nursing science. Topics range from the 
formulation of research problems and questions 
to discussing and identifying complex designs 
and methods. /uides the student in development 
of a quantitative research proposal that focuses 
on an area of study that may serve as the initial 
step in conducting independent dissertation 
research. 
Prerequisite: PS)C 5S1, PS)C 5S2. 
!"SG 6B3 CDperience Portfolio (1-16) 
Portfolio preparation documents nurse 
practitioner educational program, including the 
clinical practice component. 
Prerequisite: Certified nurse practitioner with 
current nurse practitioner practice of at least two 
years; at least five years of postbaccalaureate 
nurse practitioner practice experience. 
!"SG 6B6 Directe9 "esearch (2) 
Student participates in the research process or 
engages in research activities guided by mentors. 
Experience contributes to the ongoing 
development of the student's knowledge in 
research planning, design conduct, analysis, or 
dissemination. Monthly seminars. 
Prerequisite: Acceptance into the Ph.D. degree 
program in nursing. 
!"SG 6B7 "esearch (1-4) 
!"SG 6B8 Thesis (2) 
!"SG 6BB Doctoral Dissertation (1-4) 
Collecting and analyzing data. Xriting and 
preparing final draft of dissertation. 
Prerequisite: Advancement to doctoral 
candidacy. 
!ATM"AN SCIC!CCS 
!SCI 124 "ocPy Mountain Riel9 Geology (2S 3) 
Introduces basic principles of geology, with 
specific studies of field sites in the Rocky 
Mountains. Two units for the field course, with a 
third, optional unit of credit for additional 
academic work to be assigned. !pper-division 
college students or teachers should register for 
/EO- 325. Summer only. 
!SCI 125 Uiology of Uir9s (3) 
Introduces the natural history of birds, along 
with their field identification and ecology. 
Emphasizes local species in lectures and in the 
field. Focuses on identifying species and on 
learning techniques of study. Three Sunday field 
trips. 
!SCI 126 Uiology of "eptiles (3) 
Introduces the natural history of reptiles: their 
identification, morphology, physiology, 
behavior, and ecology. Describes all recognized 
orders and emphasizes local species in lecture 
and in the field. Focuses on identifying species 
and on learning techniques of study in both the 
field and laboratory. Three Sunday field trips. 
!SCI 127 "ocPs an9 Minerals (3) 
Introductory course on the identification, 
composition, structure, and origin of rocks and 
minerals. All of the mineral classes and major 
rock types covered in a lecture and laboratory 
setting, with field trips to local collecting sites. 
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NSCI 205 Introduction to 1ield Tropical Marine 
8iology (3) 
Introduces nonscience majors to the organisms 
and ecology of tropical marine systems, with 
special emphasis on the organisms that live in 
and among coral reefs. Surveys tropical marine 
taxaAfrom algae to pelagic and benthic marine 
invertebrates. Provides a brief overview of coral 
reef ecology that introduces students to basic 
food webs and trophic relationships. Deekly 
classroom lectures. Students synthesize 
information gained from the literature in two 
written reports, one focused on an organism of 
choice and the other on a marine process. 
NSCI 234 Science and the Study of Origins (3C 4) 
Studies biological and geological issues related to 
origins. Analyzes data and its implications for 
various models of earth history. Discusses nature 
and limits of the scientific process in the study of 
origins. Three-to-four class hours per week. 
NSCI 235 Dinosaur 8iology and 1ossil Record (3C 4) 
Overview of the dinosaur fossil record and 
analysis of dinosaur behavior, physiology, and 
ecology by comparison of dinosaur fossil 
evidence and living animals. Reviews current 
theories on dinosaur extinction. 
NSCI 236 1aithC 1amilyC and Nature (3) 
Studies natural history, with emphasis on 
behavior and ecology of southern California flora 
and fauna. Special feature: developing skills of 
field observation in the setting of family and 
intergenerational communication. Lectures 
emphasize themes of design in nature. Three 
Sunday field trips. 
NSCI 239 Introduction to Marine Life (3) 
Introduces marine life and intertidal ecology of 
the Pacific coast for the nonscientist. Discusses 
oceanography, waves and tides, the deep sea, 
intertidal ecology, and the types of plants and 
animals found in the local intertidal and near-
shore environment. Three Sunday field trips. 
NSCI 241 The Natural History of 1ossils (3C 4) 
Introduces fossils: their preservation, ecology, 
and occurrence in the geologic record. 
Invertebrate, vertebrate, and plant fossils from a 
variety of localities worldwide. 
NSCI 2L6 Topics in 8iology (1-4) 
Reviews current knowledge in specified areas of 
the biological sciences. Registration should 
indicate the specific topic to be studied. Nay be 
repeated for additional credit. Offered on 
demand. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
NSCI 2LN Topics in Ecology (2-4) 
A customized course for students to study 
various aspects of ecology, such as the ecology of 
a specific region or a specialized taxonomic 
group. Significant field experience normally 
required. Registration should indicate the specific 
topic to be studied. Nay be repeated for 
additional credit. Offered on demand. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
NSCI 2LL Topics in Geology (1-4) 
Reviews current knowledge in specified areas of 
the earth sciences. Registration should indicate 
the specific topic to be studied. Nay be repeated 
for additional credit. Offered on demand. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
NSCI 2L9 1ield Tropical Marine 8iology LaQoratory 
(4) 
Provides opportunities for students to directly 
experience various tropical marine habitats. 
Encourages students to spend as much time in 
the water as possible, both during the day and at 
night. Dhen not in the water, students required 
to be engaged in independent study to 
accumulate and synthesize current knowledge 
for developing species lists or testing basic 
hypotheses regarding marine organisms. Formal 
and informal tutorial, as well as lecture sessions. 
Taught in conjunction with both NSCI 20U and 
NSCI 2*6. Final written assignment due at an 
appropriate time subsequent to the laboratory 
experience. 
NSCI 3N0 Geology and Health (3) 
Emphasizes newly appreciated relations between 
geologic processes and health. Categorizes 
geologic processes affecting health by their 
effects over long (e.g., climate), medium (e.g., 
toxins in soils), and short (e.g., geohazards) time 
scales; and also by their actions in both physical 
and chemical domains. Provides an overview of 
particular aspects of geology. 
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NSCI 38( )iology of Marine 5ife (4) 
Examines marine organisms in depth, with 
emphasis on higher invertebrates and vertebrates 
around the world. 'tudy of marine environments 
provides opportunities to understand some of 
the theoretical principles of general ecology. 
Presentations and specific readings combined 
with a final field trip and written reports. 
&equires an understanding of basic 
oceanography as taught in "'CI 239. 
NUTRITION 
NUTR 474 Nutrition and Fitness (3) 
Pasic principles of nutrition and healthful eating 
for fitness and exercise. &ole of nutrition and 
exercise in optimizing health from a scientific 
standpoint. Myths prevalent among consumers 
in the area of nutrition and fitness. 
NUTR 4CD Topics in Foods and Food Preparation (1) 
On-line course provides an introduction to foods 
and food preparation. Includes relationship of 
food composition to food preparation, cultural 
and ethnic food patterns, sensory evaluation of 
food, and culinary techniques. 
NUTR 5D4 Nutritional Metabolism (5) 
'tudies the static and dynamic aspects of the 
metabolism of carbohydrates, lipids, amino acids, 
proteins, nucleic acids, enzymes, hormones, 
vitamins, and minerals in the normal healthy 
human. 
NUTR 5D5 Public Health )iology (2) 
Integrates molecular and biological approaches 
to public health problems. Explores the 
interactions between genetic expressionsT the 
environmental factors, particularly those related 
to lifestyleT and the development and aging 
process as it applies to the biology of public 
health. 'pecial lecture modules address: role of 
immune systems in population health, including 
infectious diseases and vaccinesT role of biology 
in the ecological model of population-based 
healthT how genomics, proteomics, and 
metabolomics affect disease processesT the 
biological and molecular characteristics of 
chronic diseasesT and the origin and 
dissemination of drug resistance. Includes 
specific examples from across the different 
disciplines of public health to explain these 
concepts in public health biology. 
NUTR 5DC Public Health Nutrition and )iology (3) 
Introduces the concepts of nutrition and biology 
as related to public health. Includes life-cycle 
issues and discussion of major nutrition-related 
diseases and their prevention. Integrates 
molecular and biological approaches to public 
health problemsT and addresses the role of 
nutritional assessment, intervention, and policy 
to solve public health issues. 
NUTR 51D Odvanced Public Health Nutrition (3) 
'tudies applied and preventive aspects of 
nutrition as related to public health. 
Prerequisite: "!T& 504 or equivalent. 
NUTR 517 Odvanced Nutrition IQ Carbohydrates 
and 5ipids (4) 
Advanced study of the nutrition, metabolism, 
and function of carbohydrates and lipids as 
related to health and disease. 
NUTR 518 Odvanced Nutrition IIQ Proteins, 
Vitamins, and Minerals (4) 
Advanced study of the nutrition, metabolism, 
and function of proteins, vitamins, and minerals 
as related to health and disease. 
NUTR 51C Phytochemicals (2) 
Yiscusses the role of phytochemicals in disease 
prevention and treatment. &eviews current 
research in this area. 
NUTR 525 Nutrition Policy, Programs, and Services 
(3) 
Yevelops professional skills in management of 
nutrition programs. Includes legislative advocacy 
and analysis of current nutrition programs at 
local, state, and federal levels. Laboratory. 
NUTR 52( Nutrition Counseling and Education (2) 
Counseling skills, specifically counseling one-on-
one and groups, in order to facilitate changes in 
nutrition status. Teaching/learning styles, 
development of therapeutic relationships with 
patients/clients, and development of listening 
skills. Case-study evaluation, nutrition-
counseling guides, and development of group-
education lesson plans. 
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!"TR 52( Assessment of !utritional Status (3) 
Techniques of individual nutrition assessment: 
dietary intake and evaluation, use of computer 
software (1 unit); anthropometric, clinical, and 
biochemical methodologies (1 unit); principles 
and practice in nutrition counseling in a 
supervised community setting (1 unit). 
Laboratory or practicum included in each unit. 
!"TR 52: Symposium= Ad?entist Philosophy of 
!utrition (1) 
The science of nutrition as related to the Seventh-
day Adventist philosophy of health. 
!"TR 529 Health Aspects of Fegetarian Eating (2, 3) 
Introduces concepts of vegetarian nutrition as 
related to health and longevity. Addresses 
nutritional adequacy, as well as the benefits of 
vegetarian eating related to the prevention of 
major chronic diseases, such as heart disease, 
cancer, obesity, diabetes, and osteoporosis. 
Covers the interplay between the risks and 
benefits of vegetarian eating. Students taking 
course for 3 units either prepare a term paper or 
develop a vegetarian nutrition program. 
!"TR 534 Maternal and Child !utrition (3) 
Advanced study of the role of nutrition in human 
growth and development during the prenatal 
period, lactation, infancy, and childhood. 
!"TR 535 Research Applications in !utrition (3) 
Overview of research methods in nutrition. 
Provides an understanding of foundational 
issues of research design from both the 
quantitative and qualitative perspectives, as well 
as understanding of the sequence of procedures 
in proposal development. Laboratory included. 
!"TR 536 !utrition and Aging (2) 
Effect of nutrition on aging and chronic 
degenerative diseases, and their effects on 
nutritional status. Geriatric nutrition screening 
and assessment. Anorexia of aging. Nutrition 
support, supplement use, and services for older 
Americans. 
Prerequisite: Qasic nutrition or consent of 
instructor. 
!"TR 53(A Community !utrition Education 
ProNects (1) 
Provides training and practice in community 
nutrition-education skills, especially community 
assessment, teaching, social marketing, program 
evaluation, and the use of media. Includes at 
least forty hours of dietetic practice. 
!"TR 53(O !utrition Education Practicum (1) 
Experiential course that applies medical nutrition 
therapy in the assessment and counseling of 
individuals and groups across the life cycle in an 
outpatient setting. Includes training in 
counseling, educational materials development, 
and cultural sensitivity. Includes at least forty 
hours of dietetic practice. Ray be repeated for 
additional credit. 
!"TR 53: Principles of Effecti?e !utrition 
Education (3) 
Teaching methods appropriate to the nutrition 
educator. Definition of an effective teacher. 
Learning environment, lesson design, and use of 
teaching models. Strategies to improve student 
motivation and the retention of information. 
Evaluation of learning outcomes. Laboratory 
included. Includes thirty hours of dietetic 
practice. 
!"TR 539 Research Methods in !utrition (2) 
Discusses the steps in the research process as 
they relate to clinical nutrition investigation. 
Validity of biological parameters and dietary 
intake measurements, study design, subject 
selection, and ethical issues 
Prerequisite: STAT 509 or STAT 521; or 
equivalent. 
!"TR 543 Concepts in !utritional Epidemiology (3) 
Prepares students to conduct research relating 
diet to health/disease outcomes. Reviews 
methodological issues related to dietary 
assessment for clinical/metabolic and 
epidemiological research. Topics include 
variation in diet, measurement error and 
correction for its effects, advantages and 
limitations of different diet assessment 
techniques, design and development of a food 
frequency instrument, total energy intake in 
analyses. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
!"TR 545 Clinical !utrition I (3) 
Redical nutrition therapy and care for a variety 
of clinical disorders with nutritional implications. 
Laboratory included. 
Prerequisite: NUTR 527; or equivalent. 
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!"TR 546 Clinical !utrition II (3) 
Continues medical nutrition therapy for a variety 
of clinical disorders with nutritional implications: 
renal disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease, inborn errors of metabolism, AIIS, 
pancreatitis, care of the critically ill andJor obese 
patient. Includes forty-five practicum hours. 
Prerequisite: "!T& 545. 
!"TR 554 Critical7Care !utrition I (3) 
Current issues related to the nutritional needs of 
patients with diabetes, heart disease, and renal 
disease. Irug-nutrient interactions, laboratory 
values, treatment modalities; and their effect on 
nutrition in the critical care of these patients. 
Counseling strategies for each. -aboratory 
included. 
Prerequisite: &I, &I eligible with appropriate 
experience, M.I.; or consent of instructor. 
!"TR 555 Critical Care !utrition II (3) 
Current issues related to the nutritional needs of 
preterm neonate, transplant, oncology, AIIS, 
and COPI patients. EnteralJparenteral feeding 
products and their administration. Counseling 
strategies for the client andJor caregiver in each 
instance. -aboratory included. 
Prerequisite: &I, &I eligible with appropriate 
experience, M.I.; or consent of instructor. 
!"TR 556 !utritional Applications in <ifestyle 
Intervention (1) 
Provides students with practical experience and 
training in applying nutritional assessment and 
counseling skills to address lifestyle 
interventions. &eviews current dietary practice 
guidelines and pertinent food components 
relative to their health effects. Includes hands-on 
training in skills, tools, and strategies for effective 
nutrition counseling. 
!"TR 564 Contemporary Issues of Begetarian Diets 
(2, 3) 
Introduces contemporary issues and 
controversies related to vegetarian diets. Presents 
background information on the history and 
rationale of vegetarian diets, ecologic and 
environmental issues, health benefits and risks of 
the vegetarian lifestyle. A major paper on one of 
the vegetarian topics required for 3 units. 
!"TR 565 Ethnic Food Practices (2) 
Introduces major ethnic and religious food 
practices in the !nited States. Cultural 
background and other data for the purpose of 
preparing health professionals to serve their 
clients in a culturally sensitive manner. 
!"TR 577 !utrition Care Management (3) 
Translates institutional mission into goals, 
objectives, and standards of care. Applies 
operations analysis, financial management, 
quantitative decision making, and productivity 
management techniques to enhance the delivery 
of nutrition care. Ethical and legal behavior. Staff 
recruitment, selection, development, and 
retention. Ievelops quality assurance indicators. 
Skills in managing the human and technological 
resources available to the registered dietitian. 
Prerequisite: &I, &I eligible with appropriate 
experience, M.I., or consent of instructor. 
!"TR 578 Exercise !utrition (2) 
"utritional needs of professional and 
recreational athletes. The role of macro- and 
micronutrients as ergogenic aids. Presents 
overview of current research in the areas of 
exercise nutrition. 
!"TR 585 Topics in GloQal !utrition (3) 
Iiscussion of current issues of importance in 
international nutrition. 
!"TR 586 Mediterranean DietR !utrition, Cuisine, 
and Culture (3, 4) 
An off-campus, experiential course that provides 
theoretical and practical training in the cuisine, 
nutrition, and health aspects of Mediterranean-
style vegetarian diets. Students explore the 
impact of vegetarian diets on nutritional status, 
chronic disease, and longevity. Includes visits to 
agricultural and culinary food production and 
food consumption sites. Formal lectures held at a 
major European university. Includes formal 
lectures, practicum, and field work. Additional 
project required for fourth unit. 
!"TR 5S5 Special Topics in !utrition (174) 
Current topics in nutrition. May be repeated for 
additional credit. 
!"TR 5S7 Special Topics in Clinical !utrition (173) 
Current topics in clinical nutrition. May be 
repeated for additional credit. 
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!"TR 605 Se+inar in !utrition (1) 
Explores current major issues in nutrition. 
Students choose and research a topic or problem 
and discuss their findings in class. Written report 
required. @ay be repeated for additional credit. 
Prerequisite: Five graduate units in nutrition; or 
consent of instructor. 
!"TR 608 Doctoral Se+inar in Public Health 
!utrition (1-2) 
Enhances skills relative to scientific literature 
review, critical thinking, scientific discussion 
with peers, presentation using advanced 
audiovisual aids, writing review paper and 
abstract as per peer-reviewed journal 
requirements. @aximal interaction with faculty, 
peers, and visiting nutritional professionals. 
Limited to doctoral degree students in nutrition. 
@ay be repeated for additional credit. 
!"TR 678 Advanced Exercise !utrition (3) 
Discusses current research in the field of exercise 
nutrition; nutritional needs of professional and 
recreational athletes; and the role of macro- and 
micronutrients as ergogenic aids. Requires a 
presentation and a term paper on a current 
research topic in exercise nutrition. Limited to 
doctoral students. Instructor approval required 
for masterOs degree students. 
!"TR 685 Preli+inary Research Experience (2) 
Experience in various aspects of research under 
the guidance of a faculty member and by 
participation in an ongoing project. @ust be 
completed prior to beginning 
dissertation/research project. Limited to doctoral 
degree students. 
!"TR 692 Research Consultation (1-4) 
Individual advice on project design and on data 
collection, analysis, and evaluation. Restricted to 
School of Public Health students and staff. 
!"TR 694 Research (1-12) 
Independent research for doctoral degree 
candidates and qualified masterOs degree 
students on problems currently being studied in 
the department, or in other department(s) with 
which they collaborate. Research program 
arranged with faculty member(s) involved. 
@inimum of 100 hours required for each unit of 
credit. Written report required. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor responsible 
for supervision and the program advisor. 
!"TR 695 Thesis (2) 
Student prepares report of individual, guided 
experimental-research study in nutrition, under 
direct faculty supervision. Limited to graduate 
students whose thesis project has been approved 
by their research committee. 
!"TR 696 Directed StudyMSpecial ProNect (1-4) 
Individual arrangements for advanced students 
to study under the guidance of a program faculty 
member. @ay include readings, literature 
reviews, or other special projects. @inimum of 
thirty hours required for each unit of credit. A 
maximum of 4 units applicable to any masterOs 
degree program. 
!"TR 698 Dissertation (1-14) 
Student prepares manuscript presenting results 
of doctoral research study. Limited to doctoral 
degree students 
!"TR 699 Applied Research (2) 
Assignment to private, government, or 
international voluntary health agency, hospital, 
or other school-approved organization where 
practical application of the materials studied on 
campus is made, under the guidance of the 
department faculty and of the organization 
involved. Research project that includes 
substantial analysis of data and discussion of 
results. Written report and oral presentation 
required. 
Prerequisite: Consent of department advisor and 
of instructors responsible for supervision. 
!"TR 798O Field Practicu+ (6) 
Assignment to private, government, or 
international voluntary health agency, hospital, 
or other school-approved organization where 
practical application of the materials studied on 
campus is made, under the guidance of the 
department faculty and of the organization 
involved. @ay consist of a research project. @eets 
the dietetic practice hours of the Graduate 
Coordinated Program in Public Health Nutrition 
and Dietetics. @ay be repeated for additional 
credit. 
Prerequisite: Approval of academic variance 
needed if practicum begins before completion of 
comprehensive examinations. 
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N"TR 79(D *ield Practicum (12) 
Assignment to hospital or other School of Public 
Health-approved organization where practical 
application of the materials studied regarding 
food service and medical nutrition therapy is 
made under the guidance of department faculty 
and the organization involved. Intended to meet 
the dietetic practice hours of the /raduate 
Coordinated Program in Public Health "utrition 
and Dietetics. May be repeated for additional 
credit. 
N"TR 799: Dietetic Practicum (6) 
Assignment to hospital or other school-approved 
organization where practical application of the 
materials studied regarding food service and 
medical nutrition therapy is made under the 
guidance of department faculty and the 
organization involved. Intended to meet the 
dietetic practice hours of the /raduate 
Coordinated Program in Public Health "utrition 
and Dietetics. 
N"TR 799D Dietetic Practicum (12) 
Assignment to hospital or other school-approved 
organization where practical application of the 
materials studied regarding food service and 
medical nutrition therapy is made under the 
guidance of department faculty and the 
organization involved. Intended to meet the 
dietetic practice hours of the /raduate 
Coordinated Program in Public Health "utrition 
and Dietetics. 
OCC"PATIONAL THBRAPY ASSISTANT 
OCTA 201 Introduction to Occupational Therapy (1) 
Introduces occupational therapy as a profession, 
and its role in the health care delivery system. 
"ature of occupation and occupational 
performance. Ooundational learning through 
addressing the occupational needs of populations 
within the context of their physical, social, and 
cultural environments. Student identifies, 
develops, and integrates OT foundation, practice, 
and knowledge; as well as articulates the 
uniqueness of occupational therapy within the 
scope of practice. 
OCTA 214 Applied Anatomy (2) 
Ooundational course reviews basic muscle-
skeletal anatomy and its importance to the 
occupational therapy practitioner. Practical, 
hands-on approach to anatomy, with laboratory 
sessions emphasizing assessments and functional 
significance of client intervention. Per week: 
lecture 1 hour, laboratory 2 hours. 
OCTA 215 Introduction to *unctional 
Neuroanatomy (2) 
Introduces basic anatomy and function of the 
central and peripheral nervous systems, common 
clinical manifestations of neurologic dysfunction, 
and occupational performance impact on the 
individual with neurologic dysfunction. 
OCTA 217 Occupational Therapy Assistant 
Practicum I (2) 
Introduces functional groups, observation, and 
supervision in varied health care settings and 
community-based programs. Per week: 
practicum 8 hours. 
Prerequisite: Must be completed in sequence 
with OCTA 218. 
OCTA 21( Occupational Therapy Assistant 
Practicum II (2) 
Continuation of introduction to functional 
groups, observation, and supervision in varied 
health care settings and community-based 
programs. Per week: practicum 8 hours. 
Prerequisite: Must be completed in sequence 
with OCTA 21V. 
OCTA 224 Therapeutic ActiNities I (2) 
Enhances understanding of the meaning of 
occupation and purposeful activities, and 
introduces purposeful activities within the 
context of occupational therapy. Identifies, 
develops, and integrates client goals with 
occupational roles and purposeful activities. Per 
week: lecture 1 hour, laboratory 2 hours. 
OCTA 225 Therapeutic ActiNities II (2) 
Introduces assistive technology and focuses on 
how it enables individuals with disabilities to 
reach various levels of function independence. 
Incorporates basic splinting activities used by the 
occupational therapy assistant in therapeutic 
settings. Problem-solving approach to splinting 
used. Emphasizes clinic maintenance and safety. 
Per week: lecture 1 hour, laboratory 2 hours. 
OCTA 226 Occupational Therapy Assistant Seminar 
(2) 
Student integrates foundational, practice, and 
professional knowledge identified within 
occupational therapy function. Through practice 
learning, student builds on previously acquired 
skills and applies this information to various 
practice settings and clients. Per week: lecture 2 
hours. 
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OCTA 228 Inter-ention Techni23es (2) 
Introduces intervention strategies as they relate 
to performance areas within temporal and 
environmental contexts. Emphasizes safety issues 
and hands-on performance of techniques related 
to problem solving for specific classifications of 
dysfunctions. Major topics include: functional 
mobility and transfers, self-care skills, assistive 
technology, joint protection and energy 
conservation, body mechanics, universal 
precautions, home management and leisure 
activities, and clientHs rights. Per week: lecture 1 
hour, laboratory 2 hours. 
OCTA 233 Occ3pational Therapy Practice I (5) 
Normal and abnormal growth development. 
Diagnosis and treatment of disorders associated 
with early childhood and adolescent 
development. Per week: lecture M hours, 
laboratory 2 hours. 
OCTA 234 Occ3pational Therapy Practice II (5) 
Course continues integrating and synthesizing 
the basic knowledge of occupational therapy 
treatment approaches for commonly encountered 
physical dysfunction diagnoses. Continues 
building upon previously acquired foundational 
learning and working toward analyzing and 
applying this knowledge throughout the course. 
Per week: lecture M hours, laboratory 2 hours. 
Prerequisite: OCTA 233. 
OCTA 235 Occ3pational Therapy Practice III (5) 
Introduces psychosocial intervention in 
occupational therapy as it applies across the 
human lifespan. Emphasizes therapeutic use of 
self, activity selection and implementation, and 
therapeutic interventions based on evidence of 
pathology or resulting impact on occupation. Per 
week: lecture M hours, laboratory 2 hours. 
OCTA 241 Principles of Occ3pational Therapy 
Practice (2) 
Introduces general rehabilitation principles and 
clinical reasoning. Course work emphasizes OT 
process, documentation, professional self-
development, cultural awareness, and basic 
clinical reasoning skills. Per week: lecture 1 hour. 
OCTA 251 A3man Pathology I (2) 
Qasic function of the human body, intended to 
acquaint students with the variety of disease 
processes that can and do affect treatment 
outcomes. Reviews specific systems. Problem 
solving to find simple methods of modifying 
treatment to meet patientsH needs. 
OCTA 252 A3man Pathology II (2) 
Introduces psychiatric diagnosis, personality 
disorders, and pervasive developmental 
disorders across the lifespan. Considers areas of 
impact on occupation. Adapts information from 
the Diagnostic Statistical Manual-IV TR. Per 
week: lecture 2 hours. 
Prerequisite: OCTA 251. 
OCTA 253 A3man Pathology III (2) 
Studies basic function of the human body to 
acquaint students with a variety of disease 
processes that can affect treatment outcomes. 
Reviews specific systems. Problem solving to 
find simple methods of modifying treatment to 
meet patient needs. Per week: lecture 2 hours. 
OCTA 256 Professional Self-Management (2) 
Assists in transition from student to professional 
occupational therapy practitioner. Emphasizes 
professional self-development—from engaging in 
strategic career planning to analysis of current 
state and national issues that affect all 
occupational therapy practitioners. Wacilitates 
professional engagement in occupational therapy 
as a career, not simply as a job. Critically 
examines the concept of "professional" in terms 
of definition, privilege, and responsibilities. Per 
week: lecture 2 hours. 
OCTA 261 Aging (2) 
Provides students with an understanding of the 
core concepts of occupation in elderly and aging 
populations, including developmental stages, 
practice settings, public policy, ethics, and special 
needs. Integrates components found in 
occupational therapy and occupation with the 
needs of "the well elderly" population. Per week: 
lecture 2 hours. 
OCTA 271 Gro3p Dynamics (2) 
Introduces functional groups, theories, models, 
and dynamicsY and their process and 
development. Opportunity for understanding 
and developing group membership and 
leadership through participation in the group 
experience. Applies knowledge and techniques of 
group processes and interaction to achieve 
identified therapeutic goals. Per week: lecture 1 
hour, laboratory 2 hours. 
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OCTA 291 Occupational Therapy Assistant 
Affiliation I (12) 
Supervised clinical experience in hospitals or 
community health care programs, with emphasis 
on treatment of patients with psychosocial 
dysfunction. Successful completion necessary 
before student is eligible to take the certification 
examination. Summer, ten weeks (M00 clock 
hours). 
OCTA 292 Occupational Therapy Assistant 
Affiliation II (12) 
Supervised clinical experience in hospitals, 
rehabilitation centers, or community health care 
programs, with emphasis on treatment of 
patients with neurophysiological and 
sensorimotor dysfunction. Successful completion 
necessary before student is eligible to take the 
certification examination. Summer, ten weeks 
(M00 clock hours). 
OCTA 299 Directed Study (1-2) 
Under direction of faculty advisor, student is 
assigned a special project or clinical assignment 
related to occupational therapy. Regular 
discussion with the faculty regarding progress 
and status of assignment. 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
OCTH G01 Introduction to Occupational Therapy (2) 
Defines occupational therapy from basic 
philosophical and historical perspectives. 
Describes uniqueness of the profession and 
various practice areas of occupational therapy. 
Explores the roles of the occupational therapist 
and describes professional organizations of 
occupational therapy. Examines the uniqueness 
of self in relation to professional development. 
Five weeks. Per weekU lecture M hours, laboratory 
1 hours. 
OCTH G05 Terminology for Occupational Therapy 
Practice (2) 
-anguage of medicine, including word 
construction, word analysis, definitions, and the 
use of terms related to occupational therapy. 
Introduces components of medical charts and 
language of documentation for therapy services. 
OCTH G06 Group Dynamics and Intervention (2) 
Introduces functional groups, theories, models, 
and dynamicsV and group process and 
development. Provides opportunity for 
understanding and development of group 
membership and leadership through 
participation in the group experience. Applies 
knowledge and techniques of group process and 
interaction to achieve identified therapeutic 
goals. Per weekU lecture W hour, group process 1 
hours. 
OCTH G09 Human Occupation across the Lifespan 
(5) 
Considers how occupation embedded in a 
diverse social-cultural context is shaped and 
changed through the human lifespan. Defines 
occupation in occupational therapy and 
occupational science, and examines it in historical 
relationship to human adaptation and health. 
Introduces and explores delineations among 
academic studies, theories, models, and frames of 
reference related to occupation as potential 
foundations influencing occupational therapy. 
OCTH G14 TasP Analysis (2) 
Emphasizes analysis of occupational 
performance. Identifies occupational profiles and 
patterns of occupation. Interactive acquisition 
and analysis of areas of occupation, performance 
skills, performance patterns, context, activities 
demands, and client factors. Per weekU lecture 1 
hours. 
OCTH G15 Therapeutic Media (2) 
Analyzes and applies occupation-based media as 
they relate to client-centered interventions. 
Practice in the development of resources, 
teaching skills, observation techniques, and the 
therapeutic use of self. Continues application of 
activity-analysis techniques to identify the 
possible influences of activity demands in social, 
cultural, personal, and temporal contexts. 
OCTH G16 Design and Technology (2) 
Supports development of basic competencies for 
assistive technology by examining and assessing 
theoretical and societal issues, population and 
policy trends, scientific advances, environmental 
constraints, funding opportunities, advocacy, 
and effective outcome evaluation. Case studies 
allow assistive technology evaluation, basic 
design, and resource coordination. Per weekU 3 
hours. 
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OCT$ &17 Occupational Therapy Practicu7 I (2) 
Observation and supervised experience in 
clinical and/or community-based programs. Per 
quarter: 80 hours. 
OCT$ &18 Occupational Therapy Practicu7 II (2) 
Observation and supervised experience in 
clinical and/or community-based programs. Per 
quarter: 80 hours. 
OCT$ &21 Intervention Techni>ues and Strategies I 
(2) 
Introduces treatment of performance areas 
within the temporal and environmental contexts. 
Emphasizes safety issues and hands-on 
performance of techniques as they relate to 
solving problems for specific classifications of 
dysfunctions. Major topics include functional 
mobility and transfers, self-care skills, assistive 
technology, joint protection and energy 
conservation, body mechanics, universal 
precautions, home management, and leisure 
activities. Per week: lecture , hour, laboratory + 
hours. 
OCT$ &&1 Functional Dinesiology (&) 
Applies anatomical and mechanical 
fundamentals of human motion to the analysis of 
motor skills, including muscle testing and 
gonismetry. Emphasizes the upper extremities. 
Per week: lecture + hours, laboratory + hours. 
Prerequisite: AHCN 4,+. 
OCT$ &41 Functional Feuroscience (&) 
Fundamentals of neuroscience, as related to 
occupational therapy practice—including basic 
anatomy and function of the central and 
peripheral nervous system, common clinical 
manifestations of neurologic dysfunction, and 
occupational performance impact on the 
individual with neurologic dysfunction. 
Prerequisite: AHCN 4,+. 
OCT$ 411 Introduction to Occupational Therapy 
Research (2) 
Critically analyzes evidence-based research and 
qualitative studies. Introduces various 
approaches to questioning professional practice 
outcomes. 
OCT$ 417 Occupational Therapy Practicu7 III (2) 
Observation and supervised experience in 
clinical and/or community-based programs. Per 
quarter: 80 hours. 
Prerequisite: OCTH R,S, OCTH R,8. 
OCT$ 418 Occupational Therapy Practicu7 IH (1, 2) 
Observation and supervised experience in 
clinical and/or community-based programs. Per 
quarter: 80 hours. 
Prerequisite: OCTH R,S, OCTH R,8, OCTH 4,S. 
OCT$ 4&1 Intervention Techni>ues and Strategies 
II (&) 
Introduces the intervention process, using 
specific occupational therapy theory and frames 
of reference applied to various populations. 
Emphasizes sensorimotor integration and 
neurodevelopmental approaches using case 
studies. Per week: lecture + hours, laboratory R 
hours. 
OCT$ 4&5 KpperLExtre7ity RehaOilitation and 
Splinting (&) 
Introduces hand rehabilitation and uniqueness of 
the occupational therapy approach—including 
anatomical review of the upper extremity, 
etiology of common hand diseases and trauma-
tissue healing, evaluation of the hand, 
intervention planning, outcome measures, 
advanced certification, and relevant California 
laws. Laboratory includes current concepts in the 
design and fabrication of upper-extremity 
orthotics and custom-made assistive devices for 
the hand. Emphasizes use of low-temperature 
thermoplastics and alternative splinting 
materials. Per week: lecture + hours, laboratory + 
hours. 
Prerequisite: OCTH 45,, OCTH 45+, OCTH 45R. 
OCT$ 441 Funda7entals of Case Manage7ent (4) 
Introduces application of critical-reasoning 
process, effective communication, 
documentation, and overall professional skill 
building. Applies case management skills, 
evaluation, assessment, intervention planning, 
implementation, re-evaluation, and termination, 
when appropriate. 
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OCTH 442 Case Analysis0 Reasoning0 and 
Management I (2) 
#ntroduces application of critical-reasoning 
processB effective communication skills with 
clients, patients, families, and team members. 
Documentation and overall professional skill 
building. 
PrerequisiteN OCTO P51. 
OCTH 443 Case Analysis0 Reasoning0 and 
Management II (2) 
Continues case management process as a means 
of addressing questions of importance to 
occupational therapy practice through theoretical 
perspectives. Applies case management skills, 
evaluation, intervention planning, 
implementation, re-evaluation, and termination, 
when appropriate. Emphasizes critical reasoning 
through clinically based case presentations. Per 
weekN seminarUdiscussion 1 hours. 
PrerequisiteN OCTO PP1, OCTO P51, OCTO P51. 
OCTH 451 Disorders of Human Performance I (5) 
Presents overview of the etiology, clinical course, 
evaluation, management, and prognosis of 
congenital, developmental, acute, and chronic 
disease processesB and of traumatic injuries. 
#ncludes problems associated with individuals 
and families having difficulty with social-cultural 
expectations. Emphasizes the effect of such 
conditions on human occupational performance 
across the lifespan. 
PrerequisiteN OCTO X0Z, OCTO XP1. 
OCTH 452 Disorders of Human Performance II (5) 
Continues overview of etiology, clinical course, 
evaluation, management, and prognosis of 
congenital, developmental, acute, and chronic 
disease processesB and of traumatic injuries. 
#ncludes problems associated with individuals 
and families having difficulty with social-cultural 
expectations. Effect of such conditions on human 
occupational performance across the lifespan. 
PrerequisiteN OCTO XX1, OCTO P51. 
OCTH 453 Disorders of Human Performance III (4) 
Continues overview of etiology, clinical course, 
evaluation, management, and prognosis of 
congenital, developmental, acute, and chronic-
disease processesB and of traumatic injuries. 
#ncludes problems associated with individuals 
and families having difficulty with social-cultural 
expectations. Effect of such conditions on human 
occupational performance across the lifespan. 
PrerequisiteN OCTO P51. 
OCTH 455 Case Analysis0 Reasoning0 and 
Management III (3) 
Continuation of case management process as a 
means of addressing questions of importance to 
occupational therapy practice through theoretical 
perspectives. Application of case management 
skills, evaluation, intervention planning, 
implementation, re-evaluation, and termination 
when appropriate. Emphasizes critical reasoning 
through community-based case practice. 
PrerequisiteN OCTO PP1, OCTO PPX, OCTO P51. 
OCTH 456 Community Practice (2) 
Develops critical-reasoning skills. Evaluation of 
program effectiveness in providing tools to 
assess, plan, and implement treatmentB make 
referralsB and discontinue occupational therapy 
services. Emphasizes professional portfolio and 
transition to entry-level occupational therapy 
practitioner. 
OCTH 491 FieldworH Experience I (12) 
Supervised fieldwork experience in clinical 
andUor community-based programs. Emphasizes 
assessment, planning, treatment, problem 
solving, administration, and professionalism. 
Successful completion necessary before student is 
eligible to take the certification examination [P80 
clock hours each\. 
OCTH 499 Occupational Therapy Independent 
Study (1-4) 
Student submits a project or paper on a topic of 
current interest in an area related to occupational 
therapy. Regular meetings to provide the student 
with guidance and evaluation. Elected on the 
basis of need or interest. 
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OCTH 526 Business Topics in Health Care (28 3) 
Introduces business for occupational therapy 
practitioners—including financial statements and 
budgetary processes, marketing, management, 
and consultation. Emphasizes use of strategic 
planning for decision-making processes of 
program development, productivity, and 
accountability. Major paper and presentation 
required for the additional unit. 
OCTH 533 Advanced Field?or@ ABperience (40 to 
480 hours) 
Advanced fieldwork experience in selected areas 
of professional practice. Completion of the 
agreed-upon clock hours required to receive a 
grade. 
OCTH 541 Current Trends in Occupational Therapy 
Practice I (3) 
Analyzes current trends in the field of 
occupational therapy. Includes health care 
economics, health care administration, legal and 
regulatory issues, professional responsibilities, 
political and professional trends, and advocacy. 
PrerequisiteJ Senior standing. 
OCTH 542 Current Trends in Occupational Therapy 
Practice II (3) 
Explores new and future developments in 
occupational therapy and health care. Addresses 
issues of social-political involvement, advocacy, 
alternate employment possibilities, and 
managementL health care systems, including 
international occupational therapy perspectives. 
OCTH 544 Advanced Occupational Therapy History 
(3) 
Provides the student with an extensive 
understanding of the history of occupational 
therapy by critically reviewing historical 
incidents, the history of occupational therapy and 
societal theories and practices, political 
conditions, and historical incidents. Macilitates 
the studentNs ability to enact advocacy and to 
better understand future projections in the field. 
OCTH 551 Theoretical Perspectives on Occupation 
(3) 
Provides the student with an expansive view of 
diverse influences on occupation and 
occupational therapy practice by critically 
investigating occupational theories and academic 
disciplines, such as anthropology, sociology, 
psychology, and philosophy. 
OCTH 552 Graduate Seminar (3) 
Provides the student with an opportunity to 
explore a variety of relevant topics for 
transitioning into occupational therapy 
professional practice. Topic areas include 
disability awareness and advocacy, marketing, 
management, professional development, and 
certification preparation. 
OCTH 561 Program DevelopmentODesign I (3) 
Mocuses on selection, research, and design of 
programs pertinent to occupational therapy 
practice. 
OCTH 562 Program DevelopmentODesign II (3) 
Implements program planning, culminating with 
program evaluation and outcome assessment. 
PrerequisiteJ OCTP Q6S. 
OCTH 563 Professional Competency Development I 
(1) 
Student pursues an area of special interest under 
the direction of the faculty advisor. Topic must 
be approved by the occupational therapy 
department. 
OCTH 564 Professional Competency Development 
II (1) 
Student continues development of the special 
interest topic, identifying resources and 
observation sources. Progress report and regular 
meetings with faculty advisor required. 
PrerequisiteJ OCTP Q6,. 
OCTH 565 Professional Competency Development 
III (1) 
Student completes the special interest topic and 
prepares to make an oral presentation. 
PrerequisiteJ OCTP Q6,, OCTP Q6T. 
OCTH 571 Research I (3) 
Student develops and implements a scholarly 
research proposal by systematically identifying 
and investigating a problem, issue, or question of 
relevance to occupational therapy practice. 
Emphasizes writing skills in preparation of 
literature review, purpose, conceptual 
framework, proposed methodology, and data 
analysis. 
PrerequisiteJ APCU TVS, APCU TV+. 
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OCTH 5'2 Research II (2) 
Student develops and implements a scholarly 
research project. Focuses on seeking Institutional 
Review Joard approval and initiating data-
gathering and preliminary analysis of findings. 
OCTH 5'3 Research III (2) 
Student develops and implements a scholarly 
research project. Emphasizes analysis of data and 
presentation of findings in a research colloquium. 
Prerequisite: OCTQ R72. 
OCTH 591 6ield:ork E>perience II (12) 
A twelve-week (40 hoursVweek) supervised 
fieldwork experience in clinical andVor 
community-based programs. Emphasizes 
assessment, planning, treatment, problem 
solving, administration, and professionalism. 
Successful completion necessary before student is 
eligible to take the certification examination. 
OCTH 598 Occupational Therapy Advanced 
Specialty Tracks (1-3) 
Presents in-depth practice application in an area 
of occupational therapy. Opportunity to pursue 
various topics related to current trends. [evelops 
advanced clinical skills, where appropriate. 
OCTH 600 Occupational Science (3) 
Explores occupational science as an academic 
discipline. !ses foundational traditions and 
theoretical perspectives to analyze and 
understand the experience and action of 
occupation. Applies concepts of occupational 
science to current practice issues. 
OCTH 601 Spirit of Diverse Abilities I (3) 
Examines perspectives in order to view and 
understand the disability experience and the role 
of spirituality and occupational justice in 
practice. Emphasizes theoretical approaches. 
[iscusses role of occupational therapy in social 
justice. 
OCTH 602 Spirit of Diverse Abilities II (3) 
Explores and discusses the experience of 
disability and occupational injustice. Explores 
and applies these concepts in relation to the 
profession of occupational therapy and the 
greater society. Students explore issues such as 
homelessness, diversity, disparity, and ethics. 
Prerequisite: OCTQ 601. 
OCTH 604 HealthO SocietyO and Participation (3) 
Incorporates health and participation to integrate 
the individual, community, and greater society. 
Students engage in grant searching and grant 
writing. [iscusses logic models and program. 
Emphasizes participatory research; program 
development; needs assessment; healing 
environments; social justice issues; global issues; 
_orld Qealth Organization; International 
Classification of Functioning, [isability and 
Qealth; AI[S; culture; and mission work in 
relation to the profession of occupational 
therapy. 
OCTH 605 Education in Occupational Therapy (3) 
Explores the philosophical foundations of 
knowledge and learning theory. Prepares 
occupational therapists for the roles and 
expectations of occupational therapy education 
in academic and practice settings. [iscusses 
instructional design, media, student assessment, 
teaching skills, course development, mentoring, 
and curriculum design. 
OCTH 606 Leadership in Occupational Therapy (3) 
Explores leadership theory, administrative 
characteristics and strategies, professionalism, 
team facilitation, clinical reasoning, ethics, and 
advocacy. Students participate in legislative 
process and analyze international issues and 
social justice in relation to occupational therapy 
practice and the future of the profession. 
OCTH 611 Research IR Proposal Sriting (4) 
Online interactive course work precedes and 
follows on-site intensive. Student develops 
individual research proposal, completes 
Institutional Review Joard (IRJ) training, 
successfully submits proposal to the IRJ. 
Emphasizes reflective discussions of research 
interests and experiences, planning, conceptual 
framework, proposed methodology, and data 
analysis. Students engage in peer reviews 
throughout course. 
OCTH 612 Research II (3) 
[ata collection for proposed research project. 
Participation in weekly online discussion 
modules facilitating reflection, sharing, and 
growth. Review of statistical principles. 
Identification of journals to consider for possible 
submission of final manuscript. 
Prerequisite: OCTQ 611. 
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!CTH 613 Research III (3) 
Data analysis, preparation, and completion of 
manuscript for submission. Peer discussion and 
review via an online interactive environment to 
guide and facilitate research process. 
Prerequisite: OCTC D1+. 
!CTH 614 Research and Professional Rotation II (5) 
Continues the research project and professional 
rotation. Students complete a needs assessment 
and program development. Data collection, data 
management techniques, and introduction to 
various data analysis strategies. 
Prerequisite: OCTC D11. 
!CTH 621 Professional Rotation Planning (2) 
Students design their professional rotation with 
guidance from the primary course instructor. 
Emphasize identification of a focus area, 
objectives, goals, outcomes, on-site mentor, 
faculty mentor, and timeframe. 
!CTH 622 Professional Rotation Pro?osal (1) 
Development of a proposal submitted to the 
doctoral committee for final approval. 
Prerequisite: OCTC D+1. 
!CTH 623 Professional Rotation I (4) 
Implements professional rotation approved in 
OCTC D++. Critical discussion of experiences and 
problem solving with classmates. 
Prerequisite: OCTC D++. 
!CTH 624 Professional Rotation II (4) 
Continues professional rotation. Requires 
achievement of 50 percent of the objectives, or as 
designated in approved proposal. Continues 
discussion and problem solving with classmates. 
Personal reflection on progress of rotation. 
Prerequisite: OCTC D+O. 
!CTH 625 Professional Rotation III (4) 
Completes clinical aspects of professional 
rotation. Initiates preparation of a manuscript 
and participation in online critical discussions 
with classmates. 
Prerequisite: OCTC D+4. 
!CTH 626 Professional Rotation I@ (4) 
Online critical discussions among students, 
emphasizing application and implications of 
rotation experience to the profession and society. 
Students also submit a manuscript. Includes 
personal reflection on experience of professional 
rotation, with emphasis on relationship to 
mission and objectives of the Doctor of 
Occupational Therapy Program. 
!CTH 627 Professional PuClication and 
Dissemination (5) 
A culmination course in which students reflect 
on their rotation experiences and finalize their 
program development. Students complete data 
analysis and prepare and complete their 
manuscript. Critical discussion with peers 
regarding knowledge transference to impact 
individuals, society, the profession, and clinical 
practice. 
Prerequisite: OCTC D11. 
!CTH 699 Directed Study (2I 3) 
Student pursues an area of special interest under 
the direction of the faculty advisor. Topic must 
be approved by the occupational 
therapydepartment. 
!RAK DIALM!SISI RADI!K!LN AMD 
PATH!K!LN 
!DRP 311 Leneral and !ral Pathology DH (5) 
Basic disease processes and selected organ 
system diseases. Classification, etiology, and 
recognition of common oral diseases. 
!DRP 501 Princi?les of MicroCiology DM (4) 
Covers fundamental concepts of microbiology 
and principles of infection and infection control. 
Systematically studies microorganisms 
pathogenic for humans, including bacteria, 
viruses, spirochetes, and parasitic agents. 
Emphasizes the dental aspects, including 
infection control in the dental setting, 
sterilization and disinfection, and significance of 
endogenous microbial flora in dental disease. 
!DRP 701 Radiology IQ Clinical Procedures (1R5) 
Techniques for producing intraoral and extraoral 
radiographs and digital images, including film 
and digital image processing, radiation 
protection and safety, and infection control. 
Covers viewing of radiographic and digital 
images; and technique, handling, and darkroom 
errors. 
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O"RP 725 Patient Assessment and "ata 
Management (3) 
Introduces medical history evaluation, physical 
evaluation, data collection, and the problem-
oriented dental record. Teaches students to work 
up each dental problem and incorporate 
everything into an integrated treatment plan. 
Supervised clinical experience with fellow 
students as Mpatients.M Student develops 
treatment plan and presents it to the patients. 
Introduces computer-based treatment plan 
management. 
Prerequisite: OQRP R51. 
O"RP 726 Patient "iagnosis and Treatment 
Planning (1=5) 
Students work on virtual patients in both chart- 
and computer-based formats. Case-based, small-
group, treatment-planning exercises. Introduces 
consent forms, a step-by-step comprehensive 
examination process, and treatment plan 
presentation to the patient. 
O"RP 735 "ental Emergency "iagnosis and 
Treatment (1) 
Qiagnosis and management of dental 
emergencies, including caries control, endodontic 
and prosthodontic emergencies, myofacial pain, 
hard- and soft-tissue trauma, and forensic issues. 
O"RP 751 General and Systemic Pathology I (4) 
Studies basic disease mechanisms and disease 
processes, including host responses to pathogens 
and injury. Studies disease processes of some 
organs and systems, emphasizing etiology and 
pathogenesis, epidemiology, disease 
manifestations, and major treatment modalities. 
O"RP 752 General and Systemic Pathology II (4) 
Continues study of disease processes of the 
various organs and systems. %mphasizes etiology 
and pathogenesis, epidemiology, disease 
manifestations, and major treatment modalities. 
Prerequisite: OQRP R51. 
O"RP 755 Radiology IIF Theory and Interpretation 
(2) 
Radiation physics and biology. Interpretation of 
intraoral and extraoral images—including 
appearance of hard- and soft-tissue anatomy, 
restorative materials and abnormalities of teeth, 
dental caries, periodontal disease, periapical 
disease, and other jaw pathology. Covers patient 
selection criteria, legal considerations, and 
quality assurance. 
O"RP 761 Oral Pathology and "iagnosis (6) 
Studies oral mucosal and soft-tissue lesions, 
developmental and genetic disorders, jaw 
lesions, salivary gland disorders, oral 
manifestations of systemic diseases, and some 
diseases of the skin and head and neck. Includes 
epidemiology, etiology, clinical and/or 
radiographic features, microscopic features, and 
management of disease, emphasizing differential 
diagnosis. 
O"RP 8I7 Oral Medicine IF TMJ/OroLacial Pain I (1) 
Introduces diagnosis and treatment of 
temporomandibular joint disorders (TMQ). 
Teaches anatomy, pathology, and diagnostic 
imaging of the temporomandibular joint. 
Presents clinical features and mechanisms of 
masticatory muscle pain, disc disorders, occlusal 
disorders, and arthritis of the TM\. Includes 
patient cases focusing on these disorders. Student 
learns how to perform an orofacial pain 
examination and initial treatment for patients 
with temporomandibular joint disorders. 
O"RP 8I8 Oral Medicine IIF Medically 
Mompromised Patient (2) 
Signs, symptoms, laboratory tests, medical 
management, and suggested dental 
modifications for patients with medical problems 
of the respiratory, cardiovascular, neurologic, 
genitourinary, hematopoetic, and endocrine 
systems. 
O"RP 811 Oral Medicine IIIF TMJ/OroLacial Pain II 
(1) 
Advanced topics on temporomandibular joint 
disorders and orofacial pain. Introduces 
diagnosis and management of acute and chronic 
orofacial pain conditions, including neuropathic 
pain, headaches, and comorbid psychiatric 
disorders. Student learns to recognize, screen, 
and make appropriate referrals for chronic 
orofacial pain. Case presentations focus on 
nonodontogenic pain that presents as tooth pain. 
O"RP 821 Special Mare "entistry (1) 
Considers the dental treatment of special 
populations—including handicapped, medically 
compromised, or elderly patients. 
O"RP 825 Oral "iagnosisN RadiologyN and 
Pathology Mlinic (=5O3) 
Clinical practice in evaluation, diagnosis, and 
treatment planning of early-to-intermediate 
dental and oral disease. Practice in dental 
emergency diagnosis and management. Repeated 
registrations required to fulfill the total 
requirement of ] units. 
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ODRP 826 Oral Medicine IV4 Clinical Oral 
Pathology and Oncology (2) 
Differential diagnosis, laboratory studies, and 
initial management of oral disease, utili:ing 
clinical case studies. Epidemiology, methods of 
detection, diagnosis, and management of oral 
and ma?illofacial cancer. Principles of cancer 
therapy by surgical, radiation, and medical 
modalities. Includes discussion of cancer 
prevention and post-therapy reconstruction. 
Emphasi:es tobacco cessation protocols. 
ODRP 8=5 Oral Diagnosis, Radiology, and 
Pathology Clinic (1-4) 
Clinical practice in evaluation, diagnosis, and 
treatment planning for patients with 
intermediate-to-advanced dental and oral 
disease. Dental emergency diagnosis and 
management. 
ORAL AND MAGILLOHACIAL SURGERY 
OMHS 604 Selected Topics in Oral and MaQillofacial 
Surgery (1) 
A rotating, two-year schedule of weekly seminars 
covering selected topics in oral and ma?illofacial 
surgery. Following a lecture on these topics, 
recent representational clinical cases presented 
and used as the basis for review and discussionH
enhancing the knowledge base and critical 
thinking. Monthly grand rounds, given by 
respected guest speakers considered to be e?perts 
in their respective fields, cover current topics in 
oral and ma?illofacial surgery and in practice 
management. Repeated registrations required to 
fulfill the total units. 
OMHS 605 Integrated Orthodontic and Surgical 
Correction of Dentofacial Deformities (1) 
A monthly multidisciplinary seminar course 
emphasi:ing preoperative diagnosis, planning, 
intraoperative procedures, and postoperative 
care of orthognathic patients. Includes 
description of congenital and developmental 
deformities, emphasi:ing all aspects of surgical-
orthodontics patient management leading to 
critical thinking and decision making. Patients 
selected include a wide range of dentofacial 
deformities. Preoperative skeletal, dental, and 
soft-tissue analyses performed. Emphasi:es the 
importance of accurate cephalometric analysis in 
treatment planning, including accurate 
prediction tracings. Repeated registrations 
required to fulfill the total units. 
OMHS 606 Applied Surgical Anatomy (1) 
Enables the resident to master the anatomic 
principles involved in clinical diagnosis and in 
assessing clinical problem areas encountered in 
various health care delivery situations. Discusses 
in detail the applied anatomic consequences of 
various surgical and treatment procedures and 
the anatomic aspects of emergencies occurring in 
practice, including cadaveric dissection. 
Emphasi:es knowledge of the vascular supply 
and neuroinnervation of the structures of the oral 
cavity and adjacent areas of the head and neck. 
Applies material discussed in terms of actual 
clinical case presentations. 
OMHS 60= Principles of Medical History, Physical 
EQamination, and Clinical Medicine (2) 
Focuses on developing accurate history-taking 
and physical e?amination skills. Specific topics 
include review of organ systems and associated 
pathology Nphysical and laboratoryO, hospital 
protocol, and charting. Residents perform history 
and physical NHQPO on medical and surgical 
patients. Emphasi:es proficiency in developing 
differential diagnoses of common medical and 
surgical problems. 
OMHS 608 Surgical Oral and MaQillofacial 
Pathology Conference (.5) 
Uses recent pathology cases as the basis for 
review and discussion of common and ominous 
lesions encountered. Emphasi:es differential 
diagnosis and patient management. Guest 
lecturers cover selected topics in oral and 
ma?illofacial pathology. Repeated registrations 
required to fulfill the total units. 
OMHS 609 Literature RevieY in Oral and 
MaQillofacial Surgery (.5) 
A monthly discussion of recent literature from 
selected journals. Reviews classic landmark 
articles and their impact on the specialty. 
Repeated registrations required to fulfill total 
units. 
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!"#S 614 Clinical E01erience in !ral and 
"a0illofacial Surgery Practice (7) 
Training in various aspects of oral and 
maxillofacial surgery. Training in dentoalveolar 
surgery, complicated fractures of the facial bones, 
reconstructive maxillofacial surgery, surgical 
orthognathic correction, treatment of 
developmental and acquired deformities of the 
jaw, implant surgery, temporomandibular joint 
surgery, and osseous grafting of postresection 
and posttraumatic maxillofacial defects. Study 
continues in the application of general anesthesia 
to ambulatory outpatient surgery patients. 
Residents trained to assume full responsibility for 
all aspects of the oral and maxillofacial surgery 
practice. Advanced clinical training in the 
subspecialty areas of oral and maxillofacial 
surgery, as well as training through off-service 
rotations with internal medicine, plastic and 
reconstructive surgery, head and neck surgery, 
general surgery, and other specialties. Repeated 
registrations required to fulfill the total units. 
!"#S 615 Current Trends in "edicine and Surgery 
(2) 
Off-service specialty seminars on a wide range of 
topics, including anesthesia, internal medicine, 
ICU care, general surgery, and various specialty 
topics. Repeated registrations required to fulfill 
the total units. 
!"#S 616 A11lication of Surgical Princi1les to 
!rthognathic Surgery (1) 
Introductory multidisciplinary lecture-seminar 
emphasiNing preoperative diagnosis, treatment 
planning, intraoperative procedures, and 
postoperative care of orthognathic patientsO 
description of congenital and developmental 
deformities, emphasiNing all aspects of surgical 
orthodontic patient management. 
!"#S 617 Critical Decision "aFing in !ral and 
"a0illofacial Surgery (1) 
A weekly seminar designed to expand the 
participantsP skill in critical decision making as it 
pertains to patient care in the field of oral and 
maxillofacial surgery. Students present cases 
weekly of proposed surgical experiencesQ
reviewing data gathering, treatment alternatives, 
and treatment of complications. Additionally, 
selected posttreatment cases presented to review 
the proposed treatment versus the actual 
outcome as an opportunity for the participant to 
be involved with an outcome assessment 
analysis. Repeated registrations required to fulfill 
the total units. 
!"#S 618 Introduction to Ieneral Anesthesia (1) 
Introduces the theory and practice of general 
anesthesia. 
!"#S 696 Scholarly Activity in !ral and 
"a0illofacial Surgery (1) 
Selected didactic, clinical, and/or laboratory 
activity developed by the program director or a 
designated program faculty member. Primarily 
designed for residents to fulfill the certificate 
requirements for scholarly activity/research in 
oral and maxillofacial surgery. Multiple 
registrations may be needed to complete these 
activities. 
!"#S 697A Research (1) 
Student identifies a research project, prepares a 
protocol, and obtains approval for the protocol. 
Multiple registrations may be needed to complete 
these research activities. 
!"#S 697B Research (1, 2) 
Conducting the actual research project, including 
the data collection. Multiple registrations may be 
needed to complete these research activities. 
!"#S 698 Thesis (1) 
!"#S 805 !ral and "a0illofacial Surgery I (1) 
Theory of oral surgery. Etiology, diagnosis, and 
surgical treatment of oral conditions and diseases 
commonly encountered in general practice. 
UamiliariNes student with fundamental surgical 
techniques, principles involved in extraction of 
teeth, and selection and use of equipment. 
!"#S 811 !ral and "a0illofacial Surgery II (1, 2) 
Continues preparatory topics for general 
practice. Surgical complications, management of 
impacted teeth, odontogenic infections, 
preprosthetic surgeryO introduces maxillofacial 
trauma, surgical treatment of cysts and tumors, 
orthognathic surgery. Uinal grade for this two-
quarter, variable unit course given at the end of 
the second quarter. Requires repeated 
registrations to fulfill the total units. 
Prerequisite: OMUS 8W5. 
!"#S 819 Intravenous Sedation (1.5) 
Theory and practice of intravenous sedation as 
an adjunct to dental treatment. Physical 
diagnosis, venipuncture, intravenous fluid 
administration, monitors, medications, sedation 
techniques, emergencies. Only students accepted 
to the OMSU Yonors Program may register for 
this course. 
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OM#S 825 Oral and Ma.illofacial Surgery Clinic I 
(1) 
Clinical application of the principles of oral 
maxillofacial surgery. Opportunities to gain 
experience in cases of the type treated by the 
general dentist. 
OM#S 875 Oral and Ma.illofacial Surgery Clinic II 
(1) 
Clinical application of the principles of oral 
maxillofacial surgery. Opportunities to gain 
experience in cases of the type treated by the 
general dentist. 
OP>T>ALMOLOBC 
OP>M 891 Ophthalmology Elective (1.5-18) 
ORT>ODONTICS 
ORDN 524 Introduction to Braduate Orthodontics 
(12) 
Lecture course outlining the principles of applied 
design, the application of forces to produce tooth 
movement, and the tissue response to such 
forces. Overview of orthodontics to prepare the 
student for clinical practice of orthodontics 
diagnosis and treatment planning, including 
cephalometrics, growth forecasting, and 
preparation of visual treatment objectives. 
ORDN 524L Introduction to Braduate Orthodontics 
Laboratory (6) 
Selected laboratory projects to enhance the 
didactic portion of the course. 
ORDN 525 Materials Science and Mechanics (2) 
Structure and properties of materials used in 
orthodontics. Analyzes the effects of mechanical 
and heat treatment. Surveys strength and 
mechanics in force-delivery systems. 
ORDN 526 Applied Anatomy (2) 
Fundamentals of anatomy as applied to a special 
region or application. 
ORDN 527 Clinical Photography (1) 
Clinical proficiency in intraoral and extraoral 
photography. Discusses and uses photographic 
equipment and techniques on orthodontic 
patients. Camera, lens, and flash required. 
ORDN 535 Advanced Cephalometrics (2) 
Studies cephalometrics from a historical 
perspective to the present time, including most of 
the major analyses. 
ORDN 536 Concepts of Physical Anthropology (2) 
Basic and classic concepts of physical 
anthropology as they relate to orthodontics. 
ORDN 545 Browth and Development (3) 
Principles of growth and development from the 
subcellular to the tissue level. Emphasizes 
myogenesis and osteogenesis. Prenatal and 
postnatal development of the face and jaws, 
including the classic concepts of facial growth. 
Considers general growth, with the goal of 
developing ability to recognize abnormal signs, 
observe variations, diagnose pathological 
conditions, know the normal, predict height, and 
use various standards to assess growth and 
development. 
ORDN 546 #undamentals of Occlusion (2) 
The development of the human face and 
dentition. A concept of dynamic functioning 
occlusion. 
ORDN 571 Diagnosis and Treatment Planning I (2) 
Student diagnoses and treats assigned patients. 
ORDN 574 Diagnosis and Treatment Planning II (2) 
Continues ORDN O71, with follow-up of clinical 
cases with progress records. 
ORDN 584 Current Orthodontics Literature I (2) 
Presents current papers in various subspecialties 
of orthodontics. 
ORDN 591 Current Orthodontics Literature II (2) 
Presents current papers in various subspecialties 
of orthodontics. 
ORDN 597 Orthognathic Surgery Theory and 
Literature Review (2) 
Presents current papers in various subspecialties 
of orthodontics, with primary emphasis on 
surgical orthodontics. Presents cases with various 
problems requiring surgery. 
ORDN 604 Seminar in Orthodontics (1) 
Critically reviews suggested etiological factors of 
malocclusion. Problems of diagnosis and the 
rationale of various treatment philosophies. 
Liberally uses current literature. Discussion by 
guest lecturers with demonstrated competence in 
the field. 
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OR#N 605 Advanced Seminar in Orthodontics (1) 
Second-year seminar. Design of clinical diagnosis 
and practice management. Repeated registrations 
to fulfill the total units required. 
OR#N 606 Craniofacial >enetics (2) 
Iasic genetics. Introduces craniofacial clinic. 
OR#N 608 Physiology and Pathology of Speech (1) 
Studies specific areas of oral myofunctional 
disorders that influence the occlusion. 
OR#N 6E4 Orthodontics Clinical Conference (2) 
Students prepare and present diagnosis, case 
analysis, and treatment planKwith primary 
emphasis on difficult and unusual cases. 
OR#N 6E5 Finishing Hechanics I (2) 
Orthodontic treatment modalities, emphasizing 
finishing mechanics for the patient. 
OR#N 6E6 Finishing Hechanics II (1) 
A seminar course created for first-year graduate 
orthodontic students, exposing them to alternate 
treatment philosophies and modalities. /uest 
orthodontists present the main portion of the 
course and demonstrate their treatment concepts 
in finishing orthodontic cases. 
OR#N 654 Practice Teaching in Orthodontics (1-4) 
Students gain experience in teaching clinical 
orthodontics to predoctoral dental students. 
Repeated registrations to fulfill the total units 
required. 
OR#N 655 Temporomandibular Function and 
#ysfunction (2) 
The temporomandibular joint and dysfunction in 
health and disease. Diagnosis, treatment 
planning, and treatment of the 
temporomandibular joint, emphasizing the 
integration of orthodontics and 
temporomandibular joint treatment. 
OR#N 657 Orthodontic Board Preparation (1-6) 
Student presents finished orthodontic cases to 
faculty and residents. Prepares for the American 
Ioard of Orthodontics. Repeated registrations 
required to fulfill the total units required. 
OR#N 697A Research (1) 
Student identifies a research project, prepares a 
proposal, and obtains approval for the protocol. 
OR#N 697B Research (1-4) 
Conducting the actual research project, including 
the data collection. Multiple registrations may be 
needed to complete these research activities. 
OR#N 698 Thesis (E) 
OR#N 725 Clinical Practice in Orthodontics (7) 
Diagnosis and treatment of assigned patients, 
including adults. Repeated registrations to fulfill 
the total units/clock hours required. 
OR#N 751 Principles of Orthodontics I (1) 
Objectives and science of orthodontics. Incidence, 
etiology, and recognition of malocclusion. 
Craniofacial growth and development. 
Diagnostic procedures, aids, and interpretation. 
OR#N 801 Hinor Tooth Hovement (2) 
Lecture, laboratory demonstration, and clinical 
exercise prepares students to diagnose and treat 
limited clinical problems. Applies theory. Minor 
tooth movement. 
OR#N 811 Principles of Orthodontics II (1) 
Iiophysical principles. Removable and fixed 
orthodontic appliances, adult orthodontics, 
surgical orthodontics. Treatment planning. 
Interaction with other disciplines. "ational Ioard 
Examination preparation. Selected topics in 
orthodontics. 
OR#N 875 Orthodontics Clinic (1) 
Clinical application of skills that have been 
learned in the laboratory to manage minor tooth 
movement and early treatment cases. 
ORAL PATHOLO>S 
ORPA 5EE Radiology (2) 
!tilization of the physical nature of x-rays to 
better understand image production, biological 
effects of x-rays, radiation safety, application of 
principles of radiographic techniques. Risk 
estimation and radiographic interpretation. 
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ORTHOTICS AND PROSTH-TICS 
ORPR 504 Materials Science in Orthotics and 
Prosthetics (3) 
Advances the student's competencies in materials 
commonly used in orthotic and prosthetic 
devices. Incorporates in-depth analysis of metals, 
polymers, and carbon fibers materials. Provides 
knowledge of chemical compositions, stress-
strain curves, fatigability, and other essential 
characteristics to be considered in orthotic and 
prosthetic design. 
ORPR 505 Current Issues in Orthotics and 
Prosthetics (3) 
Reviews and discusses concerns and current 
advances relating to orthotics and prosthetics, 
e.g., legislation, regulations, education, 
professional organiEation, interdisciplinary 
patient care, and reimbursement issues. 
ORPR 506 Advanced Specialty TracFs in Orthotics 
and Prosthetics (3) 
Presents the newest clinical treatment 
applications over the spectrum of the patient 
population in the field of orthotics and 
prosthetics. 
ORPR 515 Topics in Orthotics and Prosthetics (1-6) 
Lecture and discussion related to the practice of 
orthotics and prosthetics. Content varies from 
quarter to quarter. (May be repeated for 
additional credit for a maximum K quarter units.) 
ORTHOPA-DIC SIRG-RY 
ORTH L91 Orthopaedic Surgery -lective (1O5-1L) 
OTOLARYNGOLOGY 
OTOL L91 Otolaryngology -lective (1O5-1L) 
PHYSICIANS ASSISTANT 
PAST 401 Anatomy and Physiology I (3) 
Gross and microsopic anatomy of the human 
body. Lecture, laboratory with cadaver 
dissection, demonstration, and slides. Orientation 
to structure of various systems of the body. 
Prerequisite: Series to be taken in sequence. 
PAST 402 Anatomy and Physiology II (3) 
Gross and microsopic anatomy of the human 
body. Lecture, laboratory with cadaver 
dissection, demonstration, and slides. Orientation 
to structure of various systems of the body. 
Prerequisite: PAST 401; series to be taken in 
sequence. 
PAST 403 Anatomy and Physiology III (3) 
Gross and microsopic anatomy of the human 
body. Lecture, laboratory with cadaver 
dissection, demonstration, and slides. Orientation 
to structure of various systems of the body. 
Prerequisite: PAST 402; series to be taken in 
sequence. 
PAST 404 Siochemistry for Physician Assistants (3) 
Chemistry and metabolism of carbohydrates, 
lipids, nucleic acids, and proteins. Chemical basis 
of life processes. Lecture and laboratory 
demonstrations to support student competency. 
PAST 406 Clinical Laboratory (2) 
Provides the physician assistant student with an 
overview of clinical laboratory procedures and 
operations. EmphasiEes interpretation and 
clinical significance of commonly ordered 
laboratory tests. Observation and performance of 
laboratory testing routinely performed in 
primary care offices and hospital laboratories. 
Lecture and laboratory. Laboratory exposure 
provided in a clinical laboratory setting. 
PAST 411 Pathology for Physician Assistants I (3) 
Vundamental mechanisms of disease, including: 
cell injury, inflammation, repair, regeneration, 
and fibrosis; vascular, cardiac, respiratory, 
gastrointestinal, hepatobiliary, urinary, 
reproductive, endocrine, and integumentary 
pathologies. One hour per week participation in 
differential diagnosis seminar required. 
PAST 412 Pathology for Physician Assistants II (3) 
Vundamental mechanisms of disease, including: 
the central and peripheral nervous systems; 
bones and joints; skeletal muscle; developmental, 
genetic, infectious, and parasitic pathologies; and 
neoplasia. Two autopsy observations with 
written report, and one hour per week 
participation in differential diagnosis seminar 
required. 
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PAST 421 Pharmacology for Physician Assistants I 
(3) 
Part # of a two-part course that covers basic 
concepts of pharmaceuticals used in diagnosis, 
prevention, and treatment of disease. Systematic 
presentation of the pharmacology and 
therapeutic value of drugs used in medicine. 
Related topicsLwith special consideration of 
pediatric and geriatric pharmacologyLinclude 
drug legislation, PDR, routes of administration, 
pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, adverse 
effects, drug interactions, and drug toxicity. 
Overview of physician assistantPs responsibilities 
in prescribing andQor dispensing 
pharmaceuticals. 
PAST 422 Pharmacology for Physician Assistants II 
(3) 
Part ## of a two-part course that covers basic 
concepts of pharmaceuticals used in diagnosis, 
prevention, and treatment of disease. Systematic 
presentation of the pharmacology and 
therapeutic value of drugs used in medicine. 
Related topicsLwith special consideration of 
pediatric and geriatric pharmacologyLinclude 
drug legislation, PDR, routes of administration, 
pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, adverse 
effects, drug interactions, drug toxicity. 
Overview of physician assistantPs responsibilities 
when prescribing andQor dispensing 
pharmaceuticals. 
PAST 504 Primary Care Pediatrics (2) 
#ntroduces common medical and surgical 
disorders encountered in pediatric medicine. 
Emphasizes primary care concepts in the care of 
children. #ntroduces rare disorders that the 
physician assistant may encounter in primary 
care. Presentation of disease processes mirrors 
adult medicine by discussing etiology, 
pathophysiology, clinical presentation, diagnostic 
work-up, and management. 
PAST 505 @omenAs Health Care (2) 
Common problems encountered in caring for 
womenS management of these problems. 
Etiology, pathophysiology, clinical presentation, 
and diagnostic work-up. 
PAST 506 Clinical SDills for Physician Assistants (4) 
#ntroduces the basic skills and knowledge needed 
to evaluate and treat common illnesses and 
injuries. Safety, aseptic techniUue, VLS, ACLS, 
wound care, local anesthesia, suturing, casting, 
splinting, use of various tubes and drains, and 
emergency medicineS and surgery for physician 
assistants. 
PAST 50E Seminar in Preventive Medicine (2) 
Selected topics dealing with aspects of disease 
prevention. Relevance of statistics, epidemiology, 
research designs, and clinical trialsS as well as 
selected disease trends, lifestyle modification, the 
role of physical activity, nutrition and 
immunization, public health approaches to 
communicable diseases, and genomics. 
PAST 50H Behavioral Science for Physician 
Assistants (3) 
Vehavioral science counseling skills necessary to 
assist patients in dealing with illness and injury, 
in following prescribed treatment regimens, and 
in adopting attitudes and behaviors leading to 
improved health behaviors Wincluding thinking, 
feeling, and actingX. 
PAST 514 Physical Diagnosis I (3) 
Part # of a two-part seUuence of lecture, 
demonstration, and practice in the art and science 
of obtaining the medical history and performing 
the physical examination. 
PAST 515 Physical Diagnosis II (3) 
Part ## of a two-part seUuence of lecture, 
demonstration, and practice in the art and science 
of obtaining the medical history and performing 
the physical examination. 
PrereUuisite: PAST 514. 
PAST 516 Physician Assistant Professional Issues (2) 
A historical perspective of the physician assistant 
WPAX profession, as well as current trends and 
issuesS the PAPs role in health care deliveryS 
political and legal factors that affect PA practiceS 
intraprofessional factors and the PAPs role in 
relation to physicians and other providers. 
#mportance of professional responsibility and of 
biomedical ethics in relation to the PAPs role as 
health care provider. Content relating to PA 
professional organizations, program 
accreditation, and graduate certification and 
recertificationS employment considerationsS and 
professional liability. 
PAST 521 Research I (3) 
#ntroduces the scientific method in health science 
research. ]ocuses on the major steps of the 
research process: Problem identification, 
literature review, conceptual framework, 
identification of variables, statement of 
hypotheses, experimental design and analysis, 
and presentation of data. #ncludes critical 
evaluation of research literature. 
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P"ST 522 Research II (2) 
Student applies the research process to problems 
in related specific allied health fields and 
develops a research proposal. Pilot testing of 
procedures and data collection forms. 
Prerequisite= PAST ?@1. 
P"ST 523 Research III (2) 
Student implements a research proposal in a 
practice setting. Computer data analysis and 
preparation of a research report both in written 
and oral formats. Student develops and creates a 
PowerPoint presentation, poster, and abstract for 
submission to a professional meeting. 
Prerequisite= PAST ?@1, PAST ?@@. 
P"ST 524 Family Medicine I (4) 
A four-week rotation in a primary care clinic. 
Provides clinical experience with common 
medical problems and health care needs of all 
age groups. Horty hours per week. 
P"ST 525 Family Medicine II (4) 
A four-week rotation in a primary care clinic that 
includes urgent care. Clinical experience with 
common medical problems and health care needs 
of all age groups. Iay require late evening and 
weekend hours. Horty hours per week. 
P"ST 526 Internal Medicine I (Inpatient Medicine) 
(4) 
A four-week rotation as part of an internal 
medicine admitting team. Clinical experience 
with common medical problems, admissions, 
daily rounds, and patient management and 
discharge processes. On-call required 
KovernightL. Sixty hours per week. 
P"ST 527 Internal Medicine II (Outpatient 
Medicine) (4) 
A four-week rotation in outpatient medical 
clinics. Clinical experience with common adult 
medical problems, including management of 
chronic diseases. Horty hours per week. 
P"ST 528 Pediatrics I (Inpatient Pediatrics) (4) 
A four-week rotation as part of a pediatrics 
admitting team. Iay include overnight in-
hospital call, emergency room call, ward rounds, 
and outpatient clinic duties. Clinical experience 
with common childhood illnesses, admissions, 
discharge, daily progress notes, and patient 
management processes. Sixty hours per week. 
P"ST 529 Pediatrics II (Outpatient Pediatrics) (4) 
A four-week rotation in a pediatrics clinic. 
Clinical experience with common medical 
problems and health care needs of people from 
birth to 18 years. Iay require evening or 
weekend hours. Horty hours per week. 
P"ST 531 Obstetrics and Gynecology (4) 
A four-week rotation through various aspects of 
an obstetrics and gynecology service. Clinical 
experience in womenMs health care—emphasizing 
primary care, including normal pregnancy and 
childbirth. Iay require in-hospital on-call 
KovernightL or late hours. Sixty hours per week. 
P"ST 532 General Surgery (4) 
A four-week rotation on general surgery service. 
Clinical experience with common medical 
problems requiring surgical intervention, 
primarily in adults. Includes assignment to an 
admitting team, in-hospital call KovernightL, or 
late hours. Includes assisting in the operating 
room and surgical clinic. Sixty hours per week. 
P"ST 533 Emergency Medicine (4) 
A four-week rotation through a hospital 
emergency department, primarily in urgent care 
or assigned to minor trauma and illnesses. 
Clinical experience with common illnesses and 
inQuries, suturing, and splinting. Requires late 
night and weekend duties. Sixty hours per week. 
P"ST 534 PsychiatryJBehavioral Medicine (4) 
A four-week rotation through an inpatient and 
outpatient behavioral medicine service. Clinical 
experience with common mental health 
problems, including acute and chronic psychoses, 
substance abuse, and affective disorders. Iay 
require late night or on-call duties. Sixty hours. 
P"ST 536 Elective I (4) 
A four-week elective rotation through a medical 
or surgical service of choice Kas availableL. 
Sours/call may vary. 
P"ST 537 Elective II (4) 
A four-week elective rotation through a medical 
or surgical service of choice Kas availableL. 
Sours/call may vary. 
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PAST 541 Clinical Medicine for Physician 
Assistants I (5) 
Study of common medical and@or surgical 
disorders encountered in general adult medicine. 
Typical clinical presentation, etiology, 
pathophysiology, diagnostic work-up, %K/ 
interpretation, and management of disorders. 
PAST 542 Clinical Medicine for Physician 
Assistants II (5) 
Part II of the three-quarter sequence introducing 
the student to a study of common medical 
and@or surgical disorders encountered in general 
adult medicine. Includes typical clinical 
presentation, etiology, pathophysiology, 
diagnostic work-up, %K/ interpretation, and 
management of disorders. 
Prerequisite: P,ST 521. 
PAST 543 Clinical Medicine for PAs> III (3) 
Part III of the three-quarter sequence introducing 
the student to the study of common medical 
and@or surgical disorders encountered in general 
adult and pediatric medicine. Includes typical 
clinical presentation, etiology, pathophysiology, 
diagnostic work-up, and management of 
disorders. 
Prerequisite: P,ST 521, P,ST 522. 
PATH@L@GC 
PATH 514 HuEan SysteEic Pathology (2) 
Systematically reviews diseases affecting each 
organ system. Covers etiology, pathogenesis, 
morphology, pathophysiology, and biologic 
behavior; as well as relevant laboratory medicine 
techniques. Correlates with concurrent courses in 
physiology, microbiology, and physical 
diagnosis. 
Prerequisite: MDCW 553, MDCW 552, MDCW 555, 
MDCW 55X; &ecommended: Concurrent or 
previous medical microbiology. 
PATH 515 HuEan SysteEic Pathology (6) 
Systematically reviews diseases affecting each 
organ system. Covers etiology, pathogenesis, 
morphology, pathophysiology, and biologic 
behavior; as well as relevant laboratory medicine 
techniques. Correlates with concurrent courses in 
physiology, microbiology, and physical 
diagnosis. 
Prerequisite: MDCW 512; &ecommended: 
Concurrent or previous medical microbiology. 
PATH 516 HuEan SysteEic Pathology (4) 
Systematically reviews diseases affecting each 
organ system. Covers etiology, pathogenesis, 
morphology, pathophysiology, and biologic 
behavior; as well as relevant laboratory medicine 
techniques. Correlates with concurrent courses in 
physiology, microbiology, and physical 
diagnosis. 
Prerequisite: MDCW 515; &ecommended: 
Concurrent or previous medical microbiology. 
PATH 5HH Iirected Study (1.5-18) 
PATH 8H1 Pathology Elective (1.5-18) 
PHCSICAL EIOCATI@N ACTIVITC 
PEAC 11R Independent Activities (.5> 1) 
Develops an appropriate activity program in 
conYunction with the staff at the activities center. 
Develops motor skills and physical stamina in a 
manner that will promote lifelong involvement in 
physical activity. 
PEIIATTIC IENTISTTC 
PEIN 5R3 Pediatric Iental SeEinar (2) 
Selected clinical topics in pediatric dentistry. 
&equires repeated registrations to fulfill total 
units. 
PEIN 5R8 Pediatric Hospital Ientistry SeEinar (2-
4) 
Hospital protocol and the care of patients in a 
hospital environment. 
PEIN 512 @ral Sedation SeEinar (2) 
Pharmacology, medical considerations, clinical 
applications, and protocols for oral sedation. 
PEIN 521 Principles of Medicine and Physical 
Iiagnosis (2) 
Medical and physical diagnosis for the pediatric 
dental patient. 
PEIN 524 Introduction to @rthodontics (2) 
Diagnosis and treatment planning for clinical 
orthodontics. 
PEIN 524L Introduction to @rthodontics LaUoratory 
(1> 2) 
[abrication of various orthodontic appliances. 
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PE#N 604 Pediatric #ental Literature (2672) 
Pediatric dental literature study, including 
literature found on the reading list of the 
American ;oard of Pediatric Dentistry. Repeated 
registrations required to fulfill the total units. 
PE#N 654 Practice :eaching for Pediatric #entistry 
(765) 
Student gains experience teaching pediatric 
dentistry in clinical and laboratory settings. 
Repeated registrations required to fulfill the total 
units. 
PE#N 680 Elective Study for Advanced Education 
Students of Pediatric #entistry (7670) 
Topics selected by students in the advanced 
education program in pediatric dentistry and by 
department faculty. Repeated registrations 
required to fulfill the total units. 
PE#N 6E6 Scholarly Activity in Pediatric #entistry 
(7) 
Selected didactic, clinical, and/or laboratory 
activity developed by the program director or a 
designated program faculty member. Primarily 
designed for residents to fulfill the certificate 
requirements for scholarly activity/research in 
pediatric dentistry. Multiple registrations may be 
needed to complete these activities. 
PE#N 6E7A Research (7) 
Student identifies a research project, prepares a 
protocol, and obtains approval for the protocol. 
Multiple registrations may be needed to complete 
these research activities. 
PE#N 6E7B Research (7I 2) 
Conducting the actual research project, including 
the data collection. Multiple registrations may be 
needed to complete these research activities. 
PE#N 6E8 :hesis (763) 
Required for M.S.-degree track. 
PE#N 725 Pediatric #ental Clinic (8) 
Clinical pediatric dental experience in both the 
outpatient and inpatient settings for patients with 
a variety of clinical needs and problems. 
Repeated registrations required to fulfill total 
units. 
PE#N 753 Pediatric #entistry I Lecture (2) 
Prevention of dental disease (oral hygiene, diet, 
fluoride, pit and fissure sealants). ;ehavior 
management of the child dental patient. 
Diagnosis, treatment planning, and operative 
dentistry for children. Pediatric pulp therapy, 
dental arch-length management, local anesthesia 
and sedation for children. Medical aspects of 
pediatric dentistry. 
Corequisite: PEDN P53L. 
PE#N 753L Pediatric #entistry I Laboratory (7) 
Technique course to accompany PEDN P53. 
Students perform operative procedures for 
amalgam and composite resin on simulated 
primary and young permanent teeth. In addition, 
students perform pulpotomies on primary molar 
teeth and prepare primary teeth for stainless 
steel, open-faced stainless steel, and resin crowns. 
Unilateral and bilateral spece maintainers are 
fabricated. 
Corequisite: PEDN P53. 
PE#N 827 Pediatric #entistry II (7) 
Traumatic injuries to the primary and young 
permanent teeth and oral soft tissues. 
Developmental and eruption patterns of primary 
and permanent teeth. Sports dentistry. Pediatric 
sedation techniques and monitoring. Oral habits 
of children. Child abuse. 
PE#N 825 Pediatric #entistry Clinic (N563N5) 
Dental care of children in their primary, mixed, 
and young permanent dentition. Etiology of 
disease, prevention of oral disease, growth and 
development analysis, treatment planning, 
restorative procedures, and arch length control. 
PE#N 875 Pediatric #entistry Clinic (N563) 
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PEDIATRICS 
PEDS 599 Pediatrics Directed Study (1.5-18) 
PEDS 701 Pediatrics Cler@ship (1.5-12) 
An eight-week clerkship that addresses issues 
unique to childhood and adolescence by focusing 
on human development; and by emphasizing the 
impact of family, community, and society on 
child health and well-being. Additionally focuses 
on the impact of disease and its treatment on the 
developing human; and emphasizes growth, 
development, principles of health supervision, 
and recognition of common health problems. 
Stresses the role of the pediatrician in prevention 
of disease and injury and importance of 
collaboration between the pediatrician, other 
health professionals, and the family. 
PEDS 821 Pediatrics Subinternship (1.5-6) 
PEDS 822 Pediatrics Intensive Care (1.5-3) 
Puilds upon and expands the base of core 
knowledge established during the third-year 
clerkship. Refines problem-solving skills, 
emphasizing the development of a rational 
treatment program for each patient. Teaches 
students to integrate into clinical medicine the 
principles of pathophysiology. Teaches students 
to relate to other members of the health care team 
in a cooperative and respectful manner. Develops 
studentsS ability to use the scientific literature in 
the clinical setting, with emphasis on individual 
learning. 
Prerequisite: PEDS 7W1. 
PEDS 891 Pediatrics Elective (1.5-18) 
PERIIDINTICS 
PERI 524 The Periodontium (2) 
Reviews literature concerning the anatomy 
(macro-, micro-, and ultrastructural) and the 
physiology of the periodontium. 
PERI 531 Periodontal Pathology (2) 
Reviews literature that forms the basis for current 
concepts of the etiology and pathogenesis of 
periodontal diseases. Repeated registrations 
required to fulfill the total units. 
PERI 601 Periodontal Therapy (2) 
Reviews literature that forms the basis for current 
concepts of the treatment of periodontal diseases. 
Repeated registrations required to fulfill the total 
units. 
PERI 604 Current Periodontal and Implant 
Literature (2) 
Reviews most recent issues of periodontal and 
implant scientific journals. Repeated registrations 
required to fulfill the total units. 
PERI 605 Implant Literature RevieP (2) 
Reviews literature providing the basis for 
implant surgery, as well as concepts for implant 
restoration. Repeated registrations required to 
fulfill the total units. 
PERI 611 Introduction to Periodontics (2) 
Overview of the clinical science of periodontics, 
including epidemiology, etiology, therapy, 
clinical methods, and record keeping. 
PERI 614 Implant Treatment Planning (2) 
Limited to residents enrolled in two disciplines 
(i.e., advanced education in periodontics and 
implant surgery, and advanced prosthodontics). 
Residents required to present cases that involve 
mutual interests. Repeated registrations required 
to fulfill the total units. 
PERI 624 Qoderate Sedation in Periodontics (4) 
Prepares postdoctoral periodontics graduate 
students to meet or exceed the requirements for 
certification by the California Poard of Dentistry 
in the administration of moderate (intravenous) 
sedation and to satisfy the requirements of the 
Commission on Dental Accreditation of the 
American Dental Association for the teaching of 
moderate sedation. #ncludes lectures, laboratory 
exercises, and literature review seminars 
intended to enhance the studentsS proficiency in 
the theory and practice of moderate sedation in 
the dental office. Open to graduate 
students/residents in other advanced education 
programs. 
PERI 634 Clinical Conference (1S 2) 
Case management conference to assist the 
student in diagnosis, treatment planning, and the 
management of periodontal diseases and implant 
surgery. Repeated registrations required to fulfill 
the total units. 
PERI 654 Practice Teaching in Periodontics (1) 
Experience in teaching the predoctoral dentistry 
student. Repeated registrations required to fulfill 
the total units. 
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P"#I 696 Scholarly 0cti3ity in Periodontics (1) 
Selected didactic, clinical, and6or laboratory 
activity developed by the program director or a 
designated program faculty member. Primarily 
designed for students to fulfill the certificate 
requirements for scholarly activity6research in 
periodontics. Multiple registrations may be 
needed to complete these activities. 
P"#I 6970 #esearch (1) 
Student identifies a research project, prepares a 
protocol, and obtains approval for the protocol. 
Multiple registrations may be needed to complete 
these research activities. 
P"#I 697B #esearch (1= 2) 
Conducting the actual research project, including 
the data collection. Multiple registrations may be 
needed to complete these research activities. 
P"#I 698 Thesis (1) 
P"#I 7A5 Introduction to Periodontics (2) 
Reviews gross and microscopic anatomy of the 
periodontium in health and disease. Primary 
etiology of periodontal disease. Examines 
patientGs clinical periodontal status and 
introduces the diagnostic and treatment-planning 
process. 
P"#I 725 Clinical Practice in Periodontics (1-6) 
Clinical experience in the diagnosis and 
treatment of periodontal diseases. Repeated 
registrations to fulfill the total units6clock hours 
required. 
P"#I 726 Clinical Practice in Implant Surgery (2) 
Clinical experience in the diagnosis and 
treatment regarding implant surgery. A 
minimum of K0 clock hours per quarter Mtwelve 
quartersN required to fulfill total units. 
P"#I 741 "ssential Periodontal Therapy (2) 
Develops philosophy and skills in personal and 
patient plaque control. Develops skill and 
biological basis for periodontal instrumentation. 
Impact of these procedures on the bacterial 
microflora and periodontal tissues. 
Comprehensive treatment planning, 
prognostication, limitation, and evaluation in 
short- and long-range periodontal treatment. 
Laboratory exercises and clinical training 
required. 
Corequisite: PERI ,42. 
P"#I 742 "ssential Periodontal Therapy LaKoratory 
(2) 
Laboratory exercises in the proper 
implementation of basic periodontal therapy, 
such as oral hygiene instruction, periodontal 
charting and examination, periodontal 
instrumentation using curettes, scalers Mboth 
hand and ultrasonicN, the sharpening of 
instrumentsU culminates in a Vpartner-
prophylasix.V Course extends over two quarters. 
Prerequisite: PERI ,0W. 
P"#I 765 Special Topics in Periodontal Therapy (2) 
Advanced casesU special problems related to 
periodontal therapy in interdisciplinary cases. 
P"#I 8A5 Periodontal Surgical Therapy (1) 
Long-term comparison of various currently 
accepted periodontal surgical procedures, 
including rationales, techniques, postoperative 
care, and healing processes and outcomes. 
Laboratory exercises in application of surgical 
principles for access procedures. Modification of 
tissue morphology. 
P"#I 875 Periodontics Clinic (1-7L5) 
Clinical practice in evaluation, diagnosis, and 
treatment planning of early-to- advanced 
periodontal disease. Practice in dental emergency 
diagnosis and management. This four-quarter 
sequence course must be successfully completed 
to earn credit. 
PMBLIC H"0LTHOCOQROIQT 
PHCR 25A Sundamentals of Human 0natomy and 
Physiology (4) 
Integrated, fundamental study of anatomy and 
physiology of the human body from a systems 
perspective. Includes laboratory. 
PHCR 4A1 "ssentials of PuKlic Health (4) 
Essential issues in public health, including 
history from ancient times to HMOsU definitionsU 
organization and infrastructureU functions, 
practices, programs, and services. Contributions 
of important public health practitioners. Political, 
social, and economic considerations of public 
health problems. 
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PHC$ 501 Introduction to 2n-line Learning (1) 
.rientation to on-line instruction programs. 
Includes introduction to -oma -inda !niversityE 
the School of Public Jealth faculties, facilities, 
and resourcesE use of library on-line servicesE 
Leb-based instructionE MlackboardE course 
formattingE and fellow students. 
PHC$ 510 Native American Health Care and 
@ellness (3) 
Culture, history, and political and social 
dynamics affecting the health of "ative 
Americans. Topics include: history of "ative 
Americans, the "ative American universe, 
history of "ative American disease, current state 
of "ative American health, merging traditional 
healing and Lestern medicine, improving "ative 
American wellness, effects of federal Indian law, 
Indian Jealth Service and its predecessors. 
PHC$ 534 Research Eethods (2) 
Philosophy of scientific research, sources of 
research invalidity, quantitative and qualitative 
literature review techniques, setting research 
goals and objectives, quasi-experimental and 
experimental design, research ethics. Requires 
presentation and critique of published research 
and literature review. Taken over the course of 
two quarters for a total of 4 units (2 units Linter 
Wuarter and 2 units Spring Wuarter). 
Prerequisite: STAT Y0[. 
PHC$ 604 Research Seminar (2) 
Student develops and critiques research and 
dissertation proposals, with peer review of 
research protocols. -imited to doctoral degree 
students. 
Prerequisite: PJC\ Y14, STAT Y14E or consent of 
instructor. 
PHC$ 605 2vervieI of PuKlic Health (1) 
Selected topics addressing issues, concepts, and 
recent developments in public health. 
PHC$ 675 Integrated PuKlic Health Capstone (2) 
Serves as the capstone educational experience for 
students earning a degree in public health. 
Integrates the core and cross-cutting 
competencies, along with the student^s specific 
area of study, to facilitate the transition from the 
academic setting into the professional world of 
public health. Students apply and integrate their 
knowledge and expertise through case studies 
taken from current public health issues in local, 
national, and global environments. 
Prerequisite: Public health core courses. 
PHC$ 695 Community Practicum (1-3) 
Individual arrangements for students with health 
professional backgrounds to participate in a 
guided, structured, practical experience in 
ongoing clinical lifestyle-modifying situations. 
_inimum of thirty hours required for each unit 
of credit. A maximum of 4 units applicable to a 
degree program. 
PHIL2S2PHP 
PHIL 616 Seminar in the Philosophy of Science (2-4) 
Explores the meaning(s) of scientific facts, laws, 
and theories—with special attention to the 
development of scientific thought, the nature of 
scientific discovery, contrasting interpretations of 
scientific inquiry, and the ethical ramifications of 
scientific discovery. Additional projects required 
for third and fourth units. 
PHAREAC2L2QP 
PHRE 501 Pharmacology and Therapeutics SS (4) 
Principles of drug action: drug receptors, 
absorption and fate of drugs, drug toxicity, and 
drug development. Systematically considers the 
pharmacology and clinical applications of the 
major drugs used by dental patients. 
Demonstrations illustrating the effects of drugs in 
animals and man. 
PHRE 503 Clinical Pharmacology in Sentistry (2) 
Review of medications used for the treatment of 
common medical disorders, and their effect on 
the management of the dental patient—including 
the use of local anesthetics, antibiotics, and 
analgesics. 
  The Courses 
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PHR$ 511 $edical Pharmacology (1) 
Principles of drug action8 drug receptors, 
absorption and fate of drugs, drug toxicity, and 
drug development. Systematically considers the 
pharmacology and therapeutic value of drugs 
used in medicine. Demonstration and laboratory 
exercises illustrating the effects of drugs in man 
or animals. 
PHR$ 512 $edical Pharmacology (3) 
Principles of drug action8 drug receptors, 
absorption and fate of drugs, drug toxicity, and 
drug development. Systematically considers the 
pharmacology and therapeutic value of drugs 
used in medicine. Demonstration and laboratory 
exercises illustrating the effects of drugs in man 
or animals. 
PHR$ 513 $edical Pharmacology (2) 
Principles of drug action8 drug receptors, 
absorption and fate of drugs, drug toxicity, and 
drug development. Systematic consideration of 
the pharmacology and the therapeutic value of 
drugs used in medicine. Demonstration and 
laboratory exercises illustrating the effects of 
drugs in man and animals. Continues PBRM EFF 
and EF2. 
PHR$ 514 $edical Pharmacology (1) 
Principles of drug action8 drug receptors, 
absorption and fate of drugs, drug toxicity, and 
drug development. Systematic consideration of 
the pharmacology and the therapeutic value of 
drugs used in medicine. Demonstration and 
laboratory exercises illustrating the effects of 
drugs in man or animals. Continues PBRM EFF, 
EF2, and EF+. 
PHR$ 534 Topics in Pharmacology for >entistry (2) 
Lectures and discussions dealing with 
pharmacologic agents used in dentistry. 
Emphasizes current agents used in dental 
anesthesia, both local and general. Offered on 
demand. 
PHR$ 535 Clinical Pharmacology (3) 
PHR$ 544 Topics in AdBanced Pharmacology (3) 
Lectures and discussions dealing with current 
advanced concepts in pharmacology, such as 
structure-action relationships, mechanisms of 
action, and metabolism and detoxification of 
therapeutic agents. Offered on demand. 
PHR$ 545 Laboratory in AdBanced Pharmacology 
(1-2) 
Experimental studies illustrating the didactic 
material presented in PBRM ENN. Offered on 
demand. 
PHR$ 554 Neuropharmacology (4) 
Systematically discusses drugs that affect 
primarily the nervous system, with major 
emphasis on mechanism of action. 
PHR$ 555 Laboratory in Neuropharmacology (1) 
Experimental studies illustrating the didactic 
material presented in PBRM EEN. 
PHR$ 564 CardioBascular and Renal Pharmacology 
(3) 
Systematically discusses drugs that affect 
primarily the cardiovascular and renal systems, 
emphasizing mechanism of action. Offered on 
demand. 
PHR$ 565 Laboratory in CardioBascular and Renal 
Pharmacology (1) 
Experimental studies illustrating the didactic 
material presented in PBRM E6N. Offered on 
demand. 
PHR$ 5I4 >rug $etabolism and Biochemical 
Pharmacology (4) 
Discusses in detail the fate of drugs in the body, 
together with related aspects of biochemical 
actions of drugs. 
PHR$ 5I5 Laboratory in >rug $etabolism and 
Biochemical Pharmacology (1) 
Experimental studies illustrating the didactic 
material presented in PBRM E8N. 
PHR$ 5I6 ToKicology (3) 
Discusses deleterious effects of drugs and 
common poisons. Measures that can be taken to 
combat poisoning. Offered on demand. 
PHR$ 605 IntegratiBe Biology Nraduate Oeminar (1) 
Seminar coordinated by the Departments of 
Anatomy and of Pharmacology and Physiology. 
Reports from current literature and presentation 
of student and faculty research on various 
aspects of regulatory and integrative biology as 
applied to cells, tissues, organs, and systems. 
Students and faculty expected to participate in a 
discussion and critical evaluation of the 
presentation. 
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PHRM 684 Special Proble3s in Phar3acology (2-6) 
Assignments in literature reviews and/or 
laboratory exercises. 
PHRM 697 Research (1-6) 
PHRM 698 Thesis (1-6) 
PHRM 699 Aissertation (1-6) 
PHRM 891 Phar3acology ElectiDe (1E5-12) 
PHGSIIJIGG 
PHSJ 5L1 Meurophysiology AM (3) 
Presents basic principles in neurophysiology to 
enhance understanding of normal and 
pathophysiologic function. 
PHSJ 5L2 Pasic Meurophysiology (3) 
Intensive four-week course that includes 
rudimentary neuroanatomy, electrophysiology of 
neurons, skeletal muscle, synaptic transmission, 
sensory systems, and motor control. Discusses 
higher functions, such as sleep and brain 
electrical activity. 
PHSJ 5L3 Pioche3ical Foundations of Physiology 
(5) 
Engenders an appreciation of the molecular 
processes as a foundation for adequate 
understanding of physiology. Review of 
biomolecules, enzymology, and metabolism. 
Introduces regulatory motifs, genetic principles, 
and expression of genetic information by 
employing examples relevant to dentistry. 
PHSJ 5L4 Physiological Syste3s of the Hu3an 
Pody (5) 
Physiological bases of normal function. Lectures 
and laboratory demonstrations illustrating the 
physiological principles and systems in man. 
PHSJ 5L5 Ho3eostatic Mechanis3s of the Hu3an 
Pody (5) 
Physiological basis of homeostatic control 
mechanisms. Lectures and laboratory 
demonstrations illustrating how the various 
systems of the body are controlled. 
PHSJ 511 Medical Physiology I (1, 2) 
Presents normal functions of the various systems 
of the human bodyRproviding a proper 
understanding of mechanisms of disease, with 
their concomitant pathophysiology. Lecture, 
audiovisual demonstrations, computer models, 
and limited animal studies provide knowledge of 
the physiological principles. 
PHSJ 512 Medical Physiology II (4) 
Presents normal functions of the various systems 
of the human bodyRproviding a proper 
understanding of mechanisms of disease, with 
their concomitant pathophysiology. Lecture, 
audiovisual demonstrations, computer models, 
and limited animal studies provide knowledge of 
the physiological principles. 
PHSJ 513 Medical Physiology (2) 
Presents normal functions of the various systems 
of the human bodyRproviding a proper 
understanding of mechanisms of disease, with 
their concomitant pathophysiology. Lecture, 
audiovisual demonstrations, computer models, 
and limited animal studies provide knowledge of 
the physiological principles. 
PHSJ 515 Medical Physiology (1) 
Presents normal functions of the various systems 
of the human bodyRproviding a proper 
understanding of mechanisms of disease, with 
their concomitant pathophysiology. Lecture, 
audiovisual demonstrations, computer models, 
and limited animal studies provide knowledge of 
the physiological principles. 
PHSJ 516 Medical Physiology (1) 
Presents normal functions of the various systems 
of the human bodyRproviding a proper 
understanding of mechanisms of disease, with 
their concomitant pathophysiology. Lecture, 
audiovisual demonstrations, computer models, 
and limited animal studies provide knowledge of 
the physiological principles. 
PHSJ 517 Medical Physiology (5) 
Presents normal functions of the various systems 
of the human bodyRproviding a proper 
understanding of mechanisms of disease, with 
their concomitant pathophysiology. Lecture, 
audiovisual demonstrations, computer models, 
and limited animal studies provide knowledge of 
the physiological principles. 
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PH#$ 518 Medical Physiology (1) 
Presents normal functions of the various systems 
of the human body—providing a proper 
understanding of mechanisms of disease, with 
their concomitant pathophysiology. Lecture, 
audiovisual demonstrations, computer models, 
and limited animal studies provide knowledge of 
the physiological principles. 
PH#$ 521 Medical Physiology 8# I (:5-6) 
Physiological basis of normal and selected 
pathological conditions, modern concepts of 
homeostasis, and negative feedback-control 
systems. Units taught per quarter depend on 
number of lectures taught in School of Medicine 
curriculum for that term. 
PrerequisiteG PHSL 5JK. 
PH#$ 522 Medical Physiology 8# II (:5-6) 
Physiological basis of normal and selected 
pathological conditions, modern concepts of 
homeostasis, and negative feedback-control 
systems. Units taught per quarter depend on 
number of lectures taught in School of Medicine 
curriculum for that term. 
PrerequisiteG PHSL 521. 
PH#$ 523 Medical Physiology 8# III (:5-6) 
Physiological basis of normal and selected 
pathological conditions, modern concepts of 
homeostasis, and negative feedback-control 
systems. Units taught per quarter depend on 
number of lectures taught in School of Medicine 
curriculum for that term. 
PrerequisiteG PHSL 522. 
PH#$ 524 Medical Physiology 8# IV (:5-6) 
Physiological basis of normal and selected 
pathological conditions, modern concepts of 
homeostasis, and negative feedback-control 
systems. Units taught per quarter depend on 
number of lectures taught in School of Medicine 
curriculum for that term. 
PH#$ 525 Current Concepts of Cellular and 
Molecular Neural-Endocrine Interactions (3) 
Studies the nervous and endocrine systems as 
they work together to maintain homeostasis 
under normal and pathological conditions. 
Introduces the nature of this interaction, 
emphasizing understanding of basic cellular and 
molecular events. Taught alternate years. 
Consent of instructors required. 
PrerequisiteG PHSL 521, PHSL 522, PHSL 52J. 
PH#$ 533 Advanced Physiology and 
Pathophysiology (4) 
Studies human physiology and pathophysiology 
at the cellular and systemic levels. Uses videos 
and laboratory demonstrations. Designed for 
graduate students in all applied and basic 
sciences. 
PH#$ 534 Advanced Physiology and 
Pathophysiology II (3) 
Studies basic human physiology and 
pathophysiology at the cellular and systemic 
levels. Uses videos and laboratory 
demonstrations. Designed for students in all 
applied and basic sciences. 
PH#$ 537 Neuroscience (4) 
Integrated approach to the fundamentals of 
neuroanatomy and neurophysiology, with 
applications to clinical neurology. 
PH#$ 538 Neuroscience (4) 
Integrated approach to the fundamentals of 
neuroanatomy and neurophysiology, with 
applications to clinical neurology. 
PrerequisiteG PHSL 5JKP (Pmay be taken 
concurrently). 
PH#$ 541 Cell and Molecular Biology (4) 
Life processes fundamental to animal, plant, and 
microorganisms; a graduate-level introduction. 
Lecture J units, laboratory 1 unit each term. 
Offered alternate years. 
PrerequisiteG Organic chemistry and one of the 
following—biochemistry, molecular biology, or 
cell biology. Physics desirable. 
PH#$ 542 #ignal Transduction (3) 
Part of PHSL 5UJ. Comprehensively describes 
signal transduction pathways and other cellular 
regulatory mechanisms that form the basis of 
receptor-response phenomena. 
PrerequisiteG CMBL 5U1. 
PH#$ 543 Cell-Cell Interaction (3) 
Discusses the role of cell-cell interactions and the 
mechanism for cellular specialization, 
emphasizing the immune system. 
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PHS$ 544 (ell and Molecular 3euro4iology (9) 
Part of PHS- 5;<. A comprehensive, 
introductory, lecture-based course that 
introduces basic biomedical science graduate 
students to the cellular and molecular concepts 
that underlie most forms of neurobiological 
phenomena. Selected topics to be studied include 
the molecular and cellular components of 
neuronal excitation and transmission, neuronal 
development, differentiation and aging, axonal 
injury and nerve regeneration, and specific cases 
of nervous system pathology. 
PHS$ 55; Properties of the 3ervous System (9) 
Critically analyzes current neurophysiological 
data, attempting to characterize the vertebrate 
nervous system. Emphasizes selected topics 
covering neuronal topology, intracellular 
recordings, ultrastructure, evoked potentials, and 
neurotransmitter chemistry. .ffered alternate 
years. 
Prerequisite: PHS- 5UUV, PHS- 5U2V WVmay be 
taken concurrentlyX; consent of instructor. 
PHS$ 559 Introduction to Dlectronics and 
(omputing as Applied to Biomedical Gesearch (4) 
#ntroduces electronics and computers for 
recording and analyzing data in biomedical 
research. Analog and digital electronics covered 
at a modular level—with practical application of 
the instrumentation and applications of 
computers to control and recording. Constructs 
and uses mathematical/computer models of 
biomedical systems and fitting of models to data. 
-aboratory activities in electronics and computer 
simulation. 
Prerequisite: PHS- 5UUV, PHS- 5U2V WVmay be 
taken concurrentlyX; college-level physics; 
calculus is helpful. 
PHS$ 554 (omputer Simulation of Biomedical 
Systems (9) 
How to construct and apply computer models of 
complex biomedical systems, with applications in 
areas such as biochemistry, physiology and 
pharmacology, toxicology, population dynamics, 
and epidemiology. Emphasizes model quality 
and compares model behavior with laboratory 
data. -aboratory activities with simulation 
software. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics through at least 
algebra; calculus helpful; experience in computer 
programming not required. 
PHS$ 555 Biology of (ancer $ecture (9) 
#nterdisciplinary approach to study of the 
causation, characterization, and prevention of 
cancer. .ffered alternate years. 
PHS$ 556 Biology of (ancer $a4oratory (2) 
#ntroduces techniques essential to research 
investigations in cancer. .ffered alternate years. 
Prerequisite: PHS- 5UUV, PHS- 5U2V WVmay be 
taken concurrentlyX. 
PHS$ 558 Physiology of DKercise and Inactivity (9) 
Effects of exercise and inactivity on the 
physiological systems of the body, including the 
skeletal, muscular, cardiovascular, respiratory, 
and others. Emphasizes the cellular and 
molecular levels. Studies not only immediate 
changes in the body necessary to meet the 
demands of exercise but also long-term adaptive 
changes. .ffered alternate years. 
PHS$ 56; Bone Physiology (9) 
Studies bone cells and bone as an organ. -ectures 
and discussions include functions of bone cells, 
effects of growth factors, hormones and physical 
forces on bone, growth and repair of bone, 
osteoporosis, and other clinical conditions 
involving bone. Reviews current literature. 
PHS$ 5L6 Mascular Smooth Muscle (9) 
Studies the structure and function of vascular 
smooth muscle and the mechanismWsX controlling 
its function. 
PHS$ 5LL (ardiac Physiology (9) 
Didactic course that deals with the 
developmental, transitional, and adult anatomy 
of the heart; as well as its electrical, mechanical, 
and metabolic processes in health and disease. 
.ffered alternate years. 
Prerequisite: PHS- 5UUV, PHS- 5U2V WVmay be 
taken concurrentlyX; an advanced physiology 
course or consent of instructor. 
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PH#$ 578 Vascular Physiolo4y (3) 
Studies the physical principles that govern flow 
of fluids (rheology), functional anatomy, and 
reflexes of the peripheral circulation. Also 
considers the role of the peripheral vasculature in 
the control of cardiac output and blood flow to 
special regions, such as the brain, heart, skeletal 
muscle, etc. Offered alternate years. 
Prerequisite: PHSL 5KKL, PHSL 5K2L (Lmay be 
taken concurrently)N an advanced physiology 
course or consent of instructor. 
PH#$ 584 Readin4s in =europhysiolo4y (2) 
Seminar tracing the development of twentieth 
century ideas about the nervous system. 
Emphasizes the writings of three early 
neurobiologists (Sherrington, Pavlov, Herrick) in 
context with classical and current understanding 
of the nervous system. 
Prerequisite: PHSL 5,7N consent of the instructor. 
PH#$ 587 Physiolo4y of Reproduction (2) 
Studies the development of the male and female 
reproductive systems, neural and hormonal 
control of reproductive function, fetal 
development, and parturition. Offered alternate 
years. 
Prerequisite: (PHSL 5KKL, PHSL 5K2L) or (PHSL 
52KL, PHSL 522L) (Lmay be taken concurrently). 
PH#$ 588 Pathophysiolo4y (4) 
Provides graduate students with an integrated 
understanding of normal human physiology and 
the most common pathological changes that 
occur throughout the lifespan. Focuses on using 
pathophysiological concepts to explain clinical 
observations and management. 
PH#$ 5B5 Readin4s in Physiolo4y (1D4) 
Assigned reading and conferences on special 
problems in physiology. 
PH#$ 6F4 Gurrent Topics in Perinatal Physiolo4y (1) 
A weekly, one-hour seminar presented by 
outstanding visiting scientists and intramural 
faculty in various fields of physiology. Offers 
graduate students a varied series of lecture topics 
and a perspective on cutting-edge research ideas 
in an informal setting. Attendance and a report 
required. This written report, based on a topic 
presented during the course period and arranged 
with the course instructor, provides an 
opportunity for in-depth study in an area of 
interest for the student. A maximum limit of 2 
units/year, and a total of 4 units for the period of 
the graduate program. 
PH#$ 6F5 Inte4ratiJe Biolo4y Lraduate #eminar (1) 
Coordinated by the Uepartments of Anatomy 
and of Pharmacology and Physiology. Reports 
from current literature and the presentation of 
student and faculty research on various aspects 
of regulatory and integrative biology as applied 
to cells, tissues, organs, and systems. Students 
and faculty participate in a discussion and critical 
evaluation of the presentation. 
PH#$ 6B4 #pecial ProNlems in Physiolo4y (2D4) 
PH#$ 6B7 Research (1D8) 
PH#$ 6B8 Thesis (1) 
PH#$ 6BB Dissertation (2D4) 
PH#$ 741 Physiolo4y of Bone (1) 
Nature of bone mineral and matrixN bone 
biomechanics and mineralization, bone growth, 
healing and remodeling, pathological bone 
resorptionN bone calcium homeostasisN dynamics 
of bone adaptation. 
PH#$ 8B1 Physiolo4y PlectiJe (1.5D12) 
PHR#IGA$ THPRAPR 
PHTH 4F1 =eurorehaNilitation I (2) 
Systematic review of clinical disorders of the 
central and peripheral nervous systems, 
emphasizing sensorimotor sequelae of inXury and 
disease. 
PHTH 413 Glinical =eurolo4y (2) 
Systematic review of clinical disorders of the 
central and peripheral nervous systems, 
emphasizing sensorimotor sequelae of inXury and 
disease. 
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PHTH 422 Orthopaedics II (3) 
Introduces lower-extremity joints and their 
dysfunctions. Joint evaluation and treatment, 
including mobilization techniques. 
PHTH 423 Orthopaedics III (3) 
Introduces spinal joints and their dysfunctions. 
Joint evaluation and treatment, including 
mobilization techniques. 
PHTH 431 Soft-Tissue Techni=ues (2) 
Evaluation and intervention procedures for 
myofacial or muscle flexibility deficits. 
PHTH 434 PT Communication and Documentation 
(2) 
Introduces principles and dynamics of 
professional communication. Emphasizes basic 
skills needed in a clinical setting, including but 
not limited to the following: evaluations, 
progress notes, discharge summary, workers 
compensation, prescriptions, patient interviews, 
letters of justification, electric formats, and legal 
considerations related to all aspects of the above. 
PHTH 435 Physical Therapy Modalities (3) 
Introduces fundamental principles, physiological 
effects, and application techniques in the use of 
nonelectrical physical therapy modalities—
specifically physical agents and manual 
modalities. Physical agents include but are not 
limited to hydrotherapy and hot-and-cold 
application. Manual modalities include but are 
not limited to basic massage techniques, 
myofascial and trigger point release, and 
lymphedema management. -ecture and 
laboratory. 
PHTH 436 Kinesiology (3) 
Functional anatomy of the musculoskeletal 
system. Analyzes and applies the biomechanics 
of normal and pathological movement of the 
human body. -ecture and laboratory. 
Prerequisite: AHCJ 412. 
PHTH 437 Therapeutic Procedures (3) 
Xlood pressure determination and aseptic 
techniques. Principles and utilization of posture 
and body mechanics. Selection and use of 
wheelchairs, ambulation aids, and other 
equipment. Progressive planning toward 
complete activities of daily living. 
PHTH 438 Manual Muscle Testing (3) 
Methods of evaluating muscle strength and 
function by use of specific and gross manual 
muscle tests. -ecture, demonstration, and 
laboratory. 
PHTH 439 Human Life Se=uence (3) 
Sequential human development from neonate 
through adolescence, as applied to normal and 
abnormal neurological development. Includes 
concepts of prenatal and postnatal care, delivery, 
and neonatal assessment. Incorporates the 
interrelationship of the physical, perceptual, and 
motor components in treatment of the 
neurologically disabled patient. Development of 
the human organism from young adult to death. 
Emphasizes the problem of aging. 
PHTH 441 Biostatistics I (2) 
Fundamental procedures of analyzing and 
interpreting data. Sampling, probability, 
descriptive statistics, normal distribution, 
sampling distributions and standard error, 
confidence intervals and hypothesis testing, 
power, effect size. Introduction to 
epidemiological measures to estimate risk and 
select measures of clinical improvement. 
PHTH 442 Biostatistics II (2) 
Fundamental procedures for analyzing and 
interpreting data using common selected 
statistical tests: t-tests, chi-square, correlation, 
and regression. Introduces one- and two-way 
A".$A, Mann-Zhitney test, Zilcoxon signed-
ranks test. Evaluates the importance of statistical 
findings from selected research studies. 
PHTH 451 Scientific In=uiry I (2) 
Introduces physical therapy students to research 
methodology that focuses on the steps of the 
research process, including: problem 
identification, literature review, statement of 
hypotheses, conceptual framework, research 
designs, sampling, and randomization. 
Addresses ethical considerations, identification of 
research variables, measurement, reliability and 
validity of tools for data collection. 
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PHTH 452 Scientific Inquiry II (2) 
Introduces physical therapy students to the 
fundamental knowledge and skills needed for 
evidenced-based practice, including: knowledge 
of relevant databases, effective search strategies, 
and structured appraisals of research studies. 
Appraisals include population 
inclusionCexclusion criteria, sampling and 
randomization techniques, sample size, 
appropriateness and strength of the research 
design, reliability and validity of measurement 
tools, structure and content of tables and graphs, 
interpretation of statistical results, and 
application to practice. 
PHTH 465 Exercise Physiology (3) 
Principles and application of human response to 
exercise, including body composition. Tests and 
measurements. Techniques of physical fitness. 
Cardiorespiratory considerations. Exercise 
prescriptions. 
PHTH 466 ?undamentals of Physical Therapy and 
Research (6) 
Introduces the theory and management of 
orthopaedic and neurological disorders—
including joint and nerve mobilization, 
constraint-induced movement therapy, and 
balance and vestibular rehabilitation. Applies the 
research process to a question related to these 
areas of study—including discussion of 
sampling, variables, research rationale, research 
design, proposal and informed consent, data 
collection and analysis, and written and oral 
research presentation. Includes critical evaluation 
of research literature. 
PHTH 467 Advanced Studies in Selected Physical 
Therapy Topics (3H6) 
Provides students in-depth opportunities to 
pursue various areas of physical therapy, 
including orthopaedics, neurology, sports 
medicine, and general medicine. Incorporates 
literature review and related research activities. 
PHTH 471 Physical Therapy Practicum I (1) 
A two-week, full-time K+L hoursCweekM clinical 
education assignment done in an affiliated clinic, 
with an emphasis in any of a variety of settings: 
acute care, outpatient care, neurorehabilitation, 
orthopaedics, geriatrics, pediatrics, sports 
medicine, and preventive careCwellness, etc. 
Full-time supervision by a licensed physical 
therapist required. Activities include direct 
patient care, team conferences, demonstrations, 
special assignments, and observation. The first of 
three practicums. Scheduled at the end of the first 
academic year. 
PHTH 477 Locomotion Studies (3) 
Develops competencies in the identification and 
evaluation of normal and abnormal gait patterns, 
progressing to development of treatment 
programs. Includes current prosthetic and 
orthotic devices and their assistance with gait. 
PHTH 484 Therapeutic Exercise (3) 
Applies physical, mechanical, and soft-tissue 
biomechanical considerations in the formulation 
of exercise prescriptions. Considers the 
neurophysiological basis of motor control and 
motor-learning acquisition. Selects exercise 
modes for treatment of musculoskeletal and 
neurological disorders of the nonpathological 
individual. 
PHTH 495 Research I (3) 
Introduces the scientific methods in health-
science research. Focuses on the major steps of 
the research process: problem identification, 
literature review, conceptual framework, 
identification of variables, statement of 
hypothesis, experimental design, and analysis 
and presentation of data. Includes critical 
evaluation of research literature. 
PHTH 496 Research II (2) 
Applies the research process to problems in 
related specific allied health fields. Develops a 
research proposal. 
PHTH 497 Advanced Clinical Experience (4N to 48N 
hours) 
Advanced clinical experience in selected areas of 
professional practice. 
PHTH 499 Physical Therapy Independent Study (1H
3) 
Project or paper to be submitted on a topic of 
current interest in an area related to physical 
therapy. Regular meetings provide the student 
with guidance and evaluation. Elected on the 
basis of need or interest. 
PHTH 5N1 Neurology I (2) 
Physical therapy evaluation and treatment-
planning strategies for individuals with balance 
impairments due to neurological pathologies—
including central and peripheral vestibular 
dysfunction resulting in impairments, functional 
limitations, and disabilities. Emphasizes 
application and integration of theoretical 
constructs, evidence-based practice, examination, 
evaluation, diagnosis, prognosis, intervention, 
and measurement of outcomes. 
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PHTH 502 Neurology II (2) 
Physical therapy evaluation and treatment-
planning strategies for individuals with 
neurological dysfunction—including strokeK TLIK 
multiple sclerosisK ParkinsonMs diseaseK and other 
neuromuscular diseases resulting in pathology, 
impairments, functional limitations, and 
disabilities. Emphasizes application and 
integration of theoretical constructs, evidence-
based practice, examination 
PHTH 502 Neurology III (2) 
Physical therapy evaluation and treatment 
planning for individuals with spinal cord injury. 
Discusses basic physiological and 
neurophysiological mechanisms specific to the 
diagnosis. Emphasizes application and 
integration of theoretical constructs, evidence-
based practice, examination, evaluation, 
diagnosis, prognosis, intervention, and 
measurement of outcomes. 
PHTH 504 Pediatric Care (2) 
Discusses the etiology, associated problems, and 
physical therapy care of clients with cerebral 
palsy, spina bifida, and various orthopaedic 
disorders. Includes presentation and 
demonstration of adaptive equipment options. 
Laboratory demonstrations. Introduces the 
physical therapistMs role in the "IC!. 
PHTH 507 Lower>?uarter @iomechanical 
Relationships (2) 
Advanced examination procedures for 
performing a biomechanical assessment of the 
lower extremities. Emphasizes identifying causes 
of, compensations for, and complications of 
movement dysfunctions associated with lower-
extremity musculoskeletal pain syndromes. 
Physical therapy management of gait 
abnormalities. 
PHTH 511 Clinical Orthopaedics (2) 
The first in a series of courses in the orthopaedic 
tract curriculum. Presents the basis for patient 
management by the physical therapist for 
patients with functional impairments stemming 
from orthopaedic pathologies for all body 
regions. Introduces and considers the 
components of patientVclient management 
throughout the course—including examination, 
evaluation, diagnosis, prognosis, intervention, 
and outcomes. Includes lectures by orthopaedic 
surgeons to enhance understanding of surgical 
procedures utilized in the management of the 
orthopaedic patient, with emphasis on 
postoperative rehabilitation. 
PHTH 512 Clinical Psychiatry (2) 
Introduces mental and personality disorders. 
Reviews abnormal behaviors commonly found in 
a clinical setting. 
PHTH 515 Topics in Rehabilitation (1>6) 
Lecture and discussion of current topics relating 
to the practice of physical therapy. Content varies 
from quarter to quarter. WXay be repeated for 
additional credit for a maximum 6 quarter units.Y 
PHTH 516 Klectrotherapy (2) 
Principles and techniques of electrotherapy 
procedures, including electrodiagnosis. Lasic 
physical and physiological indications and 
contraindications. Lecture, demonstration, and 
laboratory. 
PHTH 521 Orthopaedics I (2) 
Lasic theory of extremity mobilization. Each joint 
presented in relationship to articular and 
periarticular structures that determine joint 
function and dysfunction. Evaluation and 
mobilization techniques. 
PHTH 522 Orthopaedics II (2) 
Lasic theory of spinal evaluation and treatment 
techniques. /eneral principles of functional 
anatomy, tissue and joint biomechanics, 
pathology, and treatment. Xedical exercise 
training. 
PHTH 522 Orthopaedics III (2) 
Lasic theory of spinal evaluation and treatment 
techniques. /eneral principles of functional 
anatomy, tissue and joint biomechanics, 
pathology, and treatment. Xedical exercise 
training. 
PHTH 524 Hand Rehabilitation for the Physical 
Therapist (2) 
Zunctional anatomy and pathophysiology in the 
diagnosis and treatment of the forearm, wrist, 
and hand. Common problems. Integrates 
scientific knowledge base into treatment choice. 
Rational and general treatment concepts for, but 
not limited to, fractures, joint derangement, 
stiffness, flexor and extensor multiple-system 
trauma, arthritis, and vascular disorders. 
Common surgical procedures involving the 
forearm, wrist, and handK as well as basic 
concepts and practical application of static and 
dynamic splinting. 
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PHTH 525 General Medicine I (3) 
Medical and surgical disorders. 6asic pathology 
and/or etiology and clinical manifestations. 
Medical treatment for conditions within selected 
specialties> cardiology, respiratory, burns, 
arthritis, oncology, hematology, immunology, 
and endocrinology. 
PHTH 526 General Medicine II (3) 
Medical and surgical disorders. 6asic pathology 
and/or etiology and clinical manifestations. 
Medical treatment for conditions within selected 
specialties> cardiology, respiratory, burns, 
arthritis, oncology, hematology, immunology, 
and endocrinology. 
PHTH 527 Scientific :oundations for Therapeutic 
Exercise (2) 
Analyzes physical, mechanical, and soft-tissue 
biomechanical considerations in the formulation 
of exercise prescriptions. Considers the 
neurophysiological basis of motor control and 
motor learning acquisition. Selects exercise 
modes and dosage for treatment of patients with 
musculoskeletal and neurological disorders and 
for the nonpathological individual. 
PHTH 529 PathoCinesiology of Gait (3) 
Advanced observational analysis of normal and 
abnormal human locomotion, with comparison 
of pathological differences. 
PHTH 531 Soft-Tissue MoHiliIation (3) 
Ielps practicing physical therapy clinicians 
optimize skills and refine selection of the most 
effective soft-tissue mobilization techniques to 
maximize specific musculoskeletal functional 
outcomes. Students learn new techniques and 
refine and master previously learned techniques 
through lecture, demonstration, practical 
examinations, and laboratory. 
PHTH 534 Soft-Tissue TechniKues (2) 
Trends in soft-tissue manipulation. Lecture, 
demonstration, and laboratory. 
PHTH 535 Research and Statistics I (3) 
In-depth study of research designs> their 
advantages and disadvantages, including 
pretest/posttest designsL posttest-only, control 
group designsL time series designsL factorial 
designsL randomized block and repeated-
measures designsL and incomplete block designs. 
Introduces clinical trials, sequential research 
designsL and single case, experimental designs. 
Measures and analyzes validity and reliability. 
Survey-instrumentsMsN design. Power calculations 
for choosing appropriate sample sizes. 
PHTH 536 Research and Statistics II (3) 
Analyzes data using one-way ANOVA with 
multiple comparisons, factorial ANOVA designs, 
randomized complete and incomplete block 
designs, and repeated measures. Introduces 
multiple correlation and regression and model 
building using multiple regression techniques. 
Evaluates research literature that uses 
multivariate analysis for data analysis. 
Introduces nonparametric statistics. Interprets 
multivariate analysis computer output. 
PHTH 537 Research and Statistics III (3) 
Research-topic selection, literature review, 
proposal writing and approval. Research-data 
collection after proposal approval. Limited to 
Doctor of Science students in the Physical 
Therapy Program. 
Prerequisite> PITI V3XL and consent of 
instructor. 
PHTH 538 Research and Statistics IV (3, 6) 
Individual arrangements for doctoral students to 
work with the instructor on analysis and 
presentation of research data. Student prepares 
manuscript presenting results of doctoral 
research study. 
Prerequisite> PITI V3,L and consent of 
instructor. 
PHTH 539 Research and Statistics V (3) 
Individual arrangements for doctoral students to 
work with their dissertation chair and research 
guidance committee to submit a written doctoral 
dissertation in accordance with Faculty of 
Graduate Studies published guidelines, and to 
prepare and present an oral defense of their 
research findings. 
Prerequisite> PITI V38. 
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PHTH 541 Advanced Clinical Practice I (3) 
Student demonstrates and practices advanced 
examination, assessment, and treatment of the 
lumbar spine, pelvic girdle, and lower 
extremities. -ecture and demonstration. 
PHTH 542 Advanced Clinical Practice II (3) 
Emphasizes skills utilized by clinical specialists 
in neurophysical therapy. Content based on the 
description of PHTH 511. 
PHTH 543 Advanced Clinical Practice III (3) 
Advanced clinical decision-making skills, with 
focus on patient classification, clinical-diagnosis 
practice parameters, and practice guidelines. 
Emphasizes development of clinical algorithms, 
clinical prognostic skills, and outcome measures. 
PHTH 544 Physical Therapy Business Development 
Concepts (1) 
Discussion and practice designed to enhance the 
knowledge of the practitioner who desires to 
own, manage, or direct a physical therapy 
practice or department. General trends, start-up 
considerations, HRR, finance, marketing 
research and development; learning to bill, 
collect, and interpret EOBs; coding and 
compliance issues (Redicare and state); and 
locating capital to finance the venture. 
PHTH 545 Brthopaedic InterventionsC MoEiliFation 
of Peripheral Nerves I Diathroidal Joints of the 
Extremities (3) 
Advanced study of the management of 
orthopaedic and neurological disorders of the 
extremities. Clinical course designed to 
strengthen studentWs knowledge and application 
of mobilization techniques to the joints and 
nerves of the periphery. -ecture, laboratory 
sessions, case studies, and cadaveric specimen-
guided study (as specimens available). 
PHTH 546 NomenOs Health Issues I (3) 
Clinical aspects of womenWs health issues. How to 
develop a womenWs health program in the clinical 
setting. Introduces various pathologies and 
treatment strategies for specific diagnoses that 
could be encountered in the clinical setting. 
ZomenWs health during adolescence, the 
reproductive years, and the geriatric years. 
PHTH 547 NomenOs Health Issues II (3) 
Advanced course further exploring womenWs 
health issues—including treatment strategies for 
women during various phases of their lives. 
Anatomy and physiology during adolescence, 
the reproductive years, and the geriatric years. 
PHTH 54Q Function-Based RehaEilitation (3) 
Ranual therapy approach for the treatment of 
common musculoskeletal problems integrating 
orthopaedic and neurological rehabilitation. 
Course based on a working knowledge of 
anatomy, muscle balance theory, 
neurodevelopmental treatment (NDT), muscle 
length testing, soft-tissue mobilization (STR), 
and proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation 
(PN\) principles. Emphasizes use of clinical 
reasoning during patient evaluation and patient 
management. 
PHTH 549 VestiEular RehaEilitation (3) 
Physical therapy evaluation and treatment 
planning strategies for individuals with 
vestibular pathologies resulting in impairments, 
functional limitations, and disabilities. 
Emphasizes the application and integration of 
theoretical constructs, evidence-based practice, 
examination, evaluation, diagnosis, prognosis, 
intervention, and measurement outcomes. 
PHTH 550 Integrative Approach to Early 
RehaEilitation (3) 
Advanced study in acute- and skilled-nursing 
facility rehabilitation as applied to the early 
physical therapy-rehabilitation process. 
Emphasizes cardiopulmonary coding systems; 
evaluations for acute rehabilitation, including 
spinal cord injury; and cardiovascular accident 
patients. Emphasizes effective tools and physical 
therapy advances in evidence-based practice. 
PHTH 551 Advanced Brthopaedic Procedures I (3) 
Student demonstrates and practices advanced 
examination and treatment of the lumbar spine, 
pelvic girdle, and lower extremities. 
PHTH 552 Advanced Brthopaedic Procedures II (3) 
Student demonstrates and practices advanced 
examination and treatment of the cervical spine, 
shoulder girdle, and upper extremities. 
PHTH 553 Advanced Brthopaedic Procedures III (3) 
Student demonstrates and practices advanced 
examination and treatment of the lumbar spine, 
thoracic spine, and rib cage. 
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PHTH 554 'eriatrics (2) 
Reviews the normal physiologic and psychologic 
factors specific to the geriatric population—
including aging of the musculoskeletal and 
sensory systems, diet and nutrition, the senior 
athlete, spiritual and psychosocial issues, and 
specific health topics—allowing the future 
clinician to assist patients with aging safely and 
gracefully. 
PHTH 555 2ifferential 2iagnosis (2) 
Emphasizes information gathering from history 
taking, review of systems, and directed 
questioning, combined with a focused 
examination to establish a working diagnosis. 
Uses a hypothetico-deduction strategy to 
minimize misdiagnosis and teach problem 
solving—helping students develop a working list 
of all possible causes of symptoms, including 
those from mechanical and visceral origins. 
Emphasizes clinical pattern recognition for both 
musculoskeletal and nonmusculoskeletal 
disorders. Teaches strategies to differentiate 
between musculoskeletal and 
nonmusculoskeletal disorders. Highlights 
knowledge and skills related to screening for 
medical pathology in patients with 
musculoskeletal complaints of the lumbar spine, 
pelvis, lower extremities, thoracic spine, shoulder 
girdle, and upper extremities. 
PHTH 581 Physical Therapy Administration (4) 
Principles of organization and administration in 
health care delivery. Multidisciplinary approach 
to patient management and patient-therapist 
relations. Administration of physical therapy 
services. Professionalism, medicolegal 
considerations, supervision and training of 
support personnel. Departmental design and 
budgetary considerations. 
PHTH 582 Physical Therapy @usiness 2evelopment 
(2) 
Covers the personal and business requirements 
in developing a physical therapy private- practice 
clinic—including, but not limited to, market 
analysis, start-up costs, personal hiring, and 
proforma budgets. Culminates in the 
presentation of a full business plan. 
PHTH 585 Sports Physical Therapy I (1) 
Advanced study of the neuromusculoskeletal 
system as it applies to the athletic population. 
Selected competencies of advanced clinical 
practice for the sports physical therapist, as 
outlined by the American Board of Physical 
Therapy Specialties in the Description of 
Advanced Clinical Practice in Sports Physical 
Therapy. Emphasizes the development and 
implementation of a sports medicine program, 
preparticipation physical examination, medical 
emergencies in the sports medicine setting, 
criteria for return to play, types and frequency of 
sport specific injuries, pregame 
sidelineOcourtside set up, techniques of athletic 
tape application to various body locations, and 
on-field examinations. 
PHTH 588 Sports Physical Therapy II (1) 
Advanced study of the neuromusculoskeletal 
system as it applies to the athletic population. 
Selected competencies of advanced clinical 
practice for the sports physical therapist, as 
outlined by the American Board of Physical 
Therapy Specialties in the Description of 
Advanced Clinical Practice in Sports Physical 
Therapy. Emphasizes recognition and 
intervention for emergency medical conditions, 
including abdominal trauma, cardiac pathology, 
and respiratory emergencies in the 
athleticOsports medicine arena; protective 
equipment utilized in athletics; environmental 
conditions of heat, cold, altitude, and playing 
surfaces; and criteria utilized for determination 
of return to play. 
PHTH 58E Advanced 2iagnosis and ManagementG 
Patellofemoral (1) 
Advanced study of the patellofemoral joint as it 
applies to the general and athletic populations. 
Emphasizes examination, classification, 
diagnosis, and management of patellofemoral 
pain syndromes. Physical therapy intervention 
primarily focused on evidence-based treatment 
approaches, including: joint mobilization, passive 
range of motion, therapeutic exercise, and a 
variety of bracing and taping techniques. First 
course in a series of three courses dealing with 
the diagnosis and management of lower-chair 
disorders. 
PHTH 58H Advanced 2iagnosis and Management of 
Foot and AnJle 2isorders (1) 
Advanced study of diagnosis and management 
of foot and ankle disorders. Clinical course 
designed to strengthen knowledge and 
application of orthotic therapy. Effective 
protocols for managing and trouble shooting 
orthotic therapy patients. 
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PH#H 572 Physical #herapy Practicum II (785) 
A three-week, full-time @A2 hours/weekE clinical 
education assignment done in an affiliated clinic, 
with an emphasis in any of a variety of settings: 
acute care, outpatient care, neurorehabilitation, 
orthopaedics, geriatrics, pediatrics, sports 
medicine, and preventive care/wellness, etc. The 
second of three practicums required, scheduled 
at the end of the Autumn Ruarter of the second 
academic year. Full-time supervision by a 
licensed physical therapist required. Activities 
include direct patient care, team conferences, 
demonstrations, special assignments, and 
observation. 
PH#H 573 Physical #herapy Practicum III (785) 
A three-week, full-time @A2 hours/weekE clinical 
education assignment done in an affiliated clinic, 
with an emphasis in any of a variety of settings: 
acute care, outpatient care, neurorehabilitation, 
orthopaedics, geriatrics, pediatrics, sports 
medicine, and preventive care/wellness, etc. The 
third of three practicums required, scheduled at 
the beginning of the Summer Ruarter of the third 
academic year. Full-time supervision by a 
licensed physical therapist required. Activities 
include direct patient care, team conferences, 
demonstrations, special assignments, and 
observation. 
PH#H 575 ;rthopaedics I> (7) 
A four-quarter, in-progress course that integrates 
examination procedures taught in the 
orthopaedic curriculum. As a culminating event, 
each student performs a comprehensive 
laboratory practical that includes the five 
elements of patient/client management, as 
described in the Guide to Physical Therapy 
Practice: examination, evaluation, diagnosis, 
prognosis, and intervention. 
PH#H 587 Research Applications I (2) 
Student implements the research proposal, 
initiated through pilot testing of research-study 
procedures and data collection tools. Student 
gathers data in the appropriate research 
laboratory or practice setting, with the help of a 
faculty research advisor and/or clinical mentor. 
PH#H 582 Research Applications II (2) 
Student analyzes data with the help of a 
statistician. Presents research results in the form 
of a written research report, an oral presentation, 
and a poster appropriate for a professional 
meeting. 
PH#H 583A Physical #herapy Affiliation IA (4) 
Seven-week clinical assignment to be completed 
during the third year in affiliated clinical settings. 
Emphasizes a variety of clinical settings: acute 
care, rehabilitation, orthopaedics, geriatrics, and 
pediatrics. Forty clock hours per week of 
supervised clinical experience, special 
assignments, in-services, lectures, 
demonstrations, and conferences. Student will 
receive grade for Affiliation IA upon completion 
of Affiliation IW. 
PH#H 583B Physical #herapy Affiliation IB (7) 
Three-week clinical assignment to be completed 
during the third year in affiliated clinical settings. 
Completes PT Affiliation IA. Emphasizes a 
variety of clinical settings: acute care, 
rehabilitation, orthopaedics, geriatrics, and 
pediatrics. Forty clock hours per week of 
supervised clinical experience, special 
assignments, in-services, lectures, 
demonstrations, and conferences. Student receive 
grade for Affiliation IA and IW upon completion 
of Affiliation IW. 
PH#H 584 Physical #herapy Affiliation II (5) 
"ine-to-eleven-week clinical assignment to be 
completed during the third year in affiliated 
clinical settings. Emphasizes a variety of clinical 
settings: acute care, rehabilitation, orthopaedics, 
geriatrics, and pediatrics. Forty clock hours per 
week of supervised clinical experience, special 
assignments, in-services, lectures, 
demonstrations, and conferences. 
PH#H 585 Physical #herapy Affiliation III (5) 
"ine-to-eleven-week clinical assignment to be 
completed during the third year in affiliated 
clinical settings. Emphasizes a variety of clinical 
settings: acute care, rehabilitation, orthopaedics, 
geriatrics, and pediatrics. Forty clock hours per 
week of supervised clinical experience, special 
assignments, in-services, lectures, 
demonstrations, and conferences. 
PH#H 586 Doctor of Physical #herapy Affiliation I 
(5) 
A full-time clinical assignment under the 
supervision of an APTA board-certified clinical 
specialist in a specialized area of clinical practice. 
Student receives an XIPX grade at the end of 
PYTY 18Z. A grade of XsatisfactoryX @SE granted 
after satisfactory completion of PYTY 18[. 
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PH#H 587 (octor of Physical #herapy Affiliation 88 
(5) 
A full-time clinical assignment under the 
supervision of an APTA board-certified clinical 
specialist in a specialized area of clinical practice. 
Student receives an @IP@ grade at the end of 
PHTH 58C. A grade of @satisfactory@ (S) granted 
after satisfactory completion of PHTH 58G. 
PH#H 591 Advanced ?rthopaedic Studies (6) 
Specialty track that provides opportunity to 
pursue, in greater depth, various topics related to 
current trends in orthopaedic physical therapy; 
and to develop advanced clinical skills, where 
appropriate. 
PH#H 592 Advanced Neurologic Studies (4) 
Specialty track that provides opportunity to 
pursue, in greater depth, various topics related to 
current trends in neurologic physical therapy; 
and to develop advanced clinical skills, where 
appropriate. 
PH#H 594 Advanced General Hedicine Studies (4) 
Specialty track that provides opportunity to 
pursue, in greater depth, various topics related to 
current trends in general medicine physical 
therapy; and to develop advanced clinical skills, 
where appropriate. 
PH#H 595 Applied Iesearch 8 (1) 
Students pilot test research proposal in a practice 
setting and test procedures and data forms. 
PH#H 596 Applied Iesearch 88 (2) 
Students implement research proposal in a 
practice setting, analyze computer data, and 
prepare a preliminary research report. 
PH#H 597 Applied Iesearch 888 (1) 
Students prepare and present a research report 
both in written and oral formats—including 
graphics, tables, Power-Point presentations, 
poster, and abstract. 
PH#H 598 Advanced Specialty #racks (3) 
Presents the newest clinical treatment 
applications over the spectrum of the patient 
population in the field of physical therapy. 
Includes ortho, neuro, and general medicine. 
PH#H 599 Comprehensive EOamination (P) 
Moctor of Physical Therapy Science degree 
written examination requirement, to be 
completed at the end of the second didactic year. 
Successful completion required for continuation 
in the program. Examination consists of four 
domains: education, research, clinical 
practice/basic science, and ethics. 
Prerequisite: (PHTH 535 or AHCT 53U), (PHTH 
53C or AHCT 531), AHCT 5VV. 
PH#H 629 QoRerSTuarter Biomechanical 
Ielationships (3) 
Advanced examination procedures for 
performing a biomechanical assessment of the 
lower extremities. Emphasizes identifying the 
causes, compensations, and complications of 
movement dysfunctions associated with lower-
extremity, musculoskeletal pain syndromes. 
Physical therapy management of gait 
abnormalities. 
PH#H 63P Vinetics of the Human BodyW PhysicsS
Based Vinesiology (3) 
Examines the mechanical basis of movement in 
the human body in relation to the length of 
muscles; the tension developed by muscles under 
various conditions; the anatomical arrangement 
of the origin and insertion of the bones and joints; 
and the biomechanics of complex movement, 
such as gait and balance. Uses physics principles 
to explain the mechanics of movement in the 
body. Topics include: linear movement, 
rotational movement, work and energy, muscle-
length tension relationships, single and multiple 
joint biomechanics, and gait and balance. 
Prerequisite: PMPT 4GG or PHTH 4GG or PHTH 
C[V or PHTH 5[V. 
PH#H 697 Iesearch and Statistics X (3) 
Individual arrangements for doctoral students to 
work with their dissertation chair and research 
guidance committee to submit a substantial and 
acceptable preliminary written doctoral 
dissertation—either in the traditional formal 
dissertation or multiple chapter format—in 
accordance with published guidelines of the 
\aculty of Graduate Studies, and in the format of 
the journal in which the candidate hopes to 
publish. Students prepare and present an oral 
defense of their research findings. 
Prerequisite: PHTH 538. 
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P1PT 427 Human (ife Se=uence (2) 
Sequential development of the human organism 
from neonate through old age. Modern concepts 
of postnatal care through the normal process of 
aging. Evaluates developmental reflexes and 
gross motor function of the pediatric population, 
and balance of the geriatric population. 
Demonstrates treatment techniques as adapted to 
pediatric and geriatric patients. Discusses 
cultural awareness. Ethical and legislative issues 
as they relate to the human life sequence. 
P1PT 474 Physical Therapy Practicum (1I5) 
A three-week assignment in affiliated clinical 
settings. Forty clock hours per week of 
supervised clinical experience. 
P1PT 476 Therapeutic +Lercise (3) 
Applies physical, mechanical, and soft-tissue 
biomechanical considerations in the formulation 
of exercise prescriptions. Considers the 
neurophysiological basis of motor control and 
motor-learning acquisition. Selects exercise 
modes and dosage for treatment of patients with 
musculoskeletal and neurological disorders and 
for the nonpathological individual. 
P1PT 477 (ocomotion Studies (3) 
Develops competencies in the identification and 
evaluation of normal and abnormal gait patterns, 
progressing to development of treatment 
programs. Includes current prosthetic and 
orthotic devices and their assistance with gait. 
Class modified for the progression MPT 
program. 
P1PT 524 +lectrotherapy (2) 
Principles and techniques of electrotherapy 
procedures, including electrodiagnosis. Rasic 
physical and physiological indications and 
contraindications. -ecture, demonstration, and 
laboratory. Class modified for the progression 
MPT program. 
P1PT 534 Physical Therapy Communication and 
Documentation (2) 
Principles and dynamics of professional 
communication. Rasic skills—including, but not 
limited to, the following: initial evaluations, 
progress notes, discharge summary, patient 
interviews, letters of justification, legal 
considerations, and computer documentation 
programs. Class modified for the progression 
MPT program. 
P1PT 535 Hydrotherapy and 1assage (2) 
Fundamental principles, physiological effects, 
and techniques of hydrotherapy and massage 
used in preventive medicine and diagnostic 
techniques. -ecture, demonstration, and 
laboratory. Class modified for the progression 
MPT program. 
P1PT 5R3 Physical Therapy Affiliation I (4) 
Eight-week assignment in the Vinter Wuarter of 
the second year. Emphasizes a variety of clinical 
settings: acute care, rehabilitation, orthopaedics, 
geriatrics, and pediatrics. Forty clock hours per 
week of supervised clinical experience, special 
assignments, in-services, lectures, 
demonstrations, and conferences. 
P1PT 5R4 Physical Therapy Affiliation II (4) 
Eight-week assignment in the final quarter of the 
program. Emphasizes a variety of clinical 
settings: acute care, rehabilitation, orthopaedics, 
geriatrics, and pediatrics. Forty clock hours per 
week of supervised clinical experience, special 
assignments, in-services, lectures, 
demonstrations, and conferences. 
P1PT 5R5 Physical Therapy Affiliation III (5) 
Ten-week assignment in the final quarter of the 
program. Emphasizes a variety of clinical 
settings: acute care, rehabilitation, orthopaedics, 
geriatrics, and pediatrics. Forty clock hours per 
week of supervised clinical experience, special 
assignments, in-services, lectures, 
demonstrations, and conferences. 
P1PT 591 Advanced .rthopaedic Studies (5) 
Specialty tracks provide opportunity to pursue in 
greater depth various topics related to current 
trends in orthopaedic physical therapy. Develops 
advanced clinical skills, where appropriate. 
P1PT 592 Advanced 0eurologic Studies (5) 
Specialty tracks provide opportunity to pursue in 
greater depth various topics related to current 
trends in neurologic physical therapy. Develops 
advanced clinical skills, where appropriate. 
P1PT 593 Advanced /eneral 1edicine Studies (3) 
Specialty tracks provide opportunity to pursue in 
greater depth various topics related to current 
trends in general medicine physical therapy. 
Develops advanced clinical skills, where 
appropriate. 
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P"#STH#D#(TICS 
P"#S 5-- Prosthodontic Literature "evie< (2) 
-iscusses assigned topics from classic and 
current prosthodontic and course-related 
literature, led by students and moderated by 
faculty member in charge. Repeated registrations 
required to fulfill the total units. 
P"#S 5-1 "emovaBle Partial Prosthodontics 
Literature "evie< (2) 
-iscusses assigned topics from classic removable 
partial denture literature, led by students and 
moderated by faculty member in charge. 
P"#S 5-2 Complete Denture Prosthodontics 
Literature "evie< (2) 
-iscusses assigned topics from classic complete-
denture literature, led by students and 
moderated by faculty member in charge. 
P"#S 5-5 Patient Presentation Seminar 
(ProsthodonticsE ImplantE Perio) (1) 
Presents patient treatment. -iscusses alternate 
methods of rehabilitation, as well as related 
literature. Repeated registrations required to 
fulfill the total units. 
P"#S 515 Practice Teaching in Prosthodontics (1E 2) 
Teaching experience in the areas of fixed and 
removable prosthodontics. Repeated registration 
required to fulfill the total units. 
P"#S 525 Dental Gaterials Science (2) 
Elements of materials science. Properties of 
structural solids, metals, ceramics, and polymers 
related to their structureEusing basic laws and 
principles from physics, chemistry, and 
engineering science. 
P"#S 527 Clinical Application oJ Dental Gaterials 
(2) 
-iscusses clinical application and manipulation 
of dental materials. Identifies and explains 
specific clinical problems and behavior based on 
the acquired knowledge of basic properties. 
P"#S 546 #cclusion and Gorphology (2) 
Lecture, seminar, and laboratory course that 
includes waxing techniques and axial and 
occlusal morphology of natural teeth. Concepts 
of occlusal function and dysfunction related to 
prosthodontic therapy. 
P"#S 547 #cclusion: Principles and 
Instrumentation (2) 
Continues PROS 546Eemphasizing occlusal 
equilibration, jaw movements, determinants of 
occlusion, and articulators commonly used. 
P"#S 555 "emovaBle Partial Prosthodontics (2) 
Lecture, seminar, and laboratory course covering 
principles, concepts, and techniques used to 
design and fabricate removable partial dentures. 
P"#S 556 TGO Punction and DysJunction (1) 
Provides residents with information about the 
function and dysfunction of the 
temporomandibular joint and associated 
structures. Prepares residents to obtain history, 
perform clinical examination, recognize 
disorders, and prescribe treatment. 
P"#S 557 Advanced "emovaBle Partial 
Prosthodontics (2) 
Advanced clinical and laboratory procedures, 
emphasizing intracoronal attachments, rotational 
path, and alternate removable partial-denture 
design. 
P"#S 565 Complete Denture Prosthodontics (2) 
Clinical and laboratory procedures for the 
fabrication of complete dentures, including 
setting and balancing denture teeth. 
P"#S 566 Advanced Complete Denture 
Prosthodontics (2) 
Lecture and clinical course, with seminar 
covering the treatment of immediate denture and 
overdenture, and treatment of difficult and 
unusual complete denture situations. 
P"#S 575 PiQed Partial Prosthodontics (2) 
Tooth preparation for and fabrication of 
extracoronal restorations and fixed prostheses, 
including partial coverage gold crowns, complete 
coverage gold crowns, pinledge retainers, metal-
ceramic crowns, metal-ceramic pontics, and 
sanitary pontics. 
P"#S 576 Advanced PiQed Partial Prosthodontics I 
(GC Aesthetics) (2) 
Clinical and laboratory procedures, emphasizing 
advanced metal-ceramic restorations. 
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PR#S 595 Ma*illofacial Prosthetics (2) 
3esign and fabrication of obturators for partial 
maxillec-tomy patients, both edentulous and 
dentulous. Introduces fabrication of extraoral 
prostheses. 
PR#S 604 ;iterature Revie> in Implant Dentistry 
for Prosthodontists (2) 
/ives the postdoctoral student a deeper 
understanding of the research and literature 
currently available on the restoration of implants. 
Emphasizes biomechanics of implant 
restorations. Repeated registrations required to 
fulfill the total units. 
PR#S 634 Diagnosis and Treatment Planning (2) 
3idactic and clinical aspects of diagnosis and 
treatment planning for patients with complex 
dental problems. Repeated registrations required 
to fulfill the total units. 
PR#S 637 Jeriatric Dentistry (1) 
Lectures selected to enhance the knowledge base 
in the expanding area of elder care. Problems of 
chronic diseases combined with multiple drug 
regimens that complicate care for this population. 
PR#S 696 Scholarly Activity in Prosthodontics (1) 
Selected didactic, clinical, and/or laboratory 
activity developed by the program director or a 
designated program faculty member. Primarily 
designed for students to fulfill the certificate 
requirements for scholarly activity/research in 
prosthodontics. Multiple registrations may be 
needed to complete these activities. 
PR#S 697A Research (1) 
Student identifies a research project, prepares a 
proposal, and obtains approval for the protocol. 
Multiple registrations may be needed to complete 
these research activities. 
PR#S 697B Research (1N 3) 
Conducting the actual research project, including 
the data collection. Multiple registrations may be 
needed to complete these research activities. 
PR#S 69O Thesis (2) 
PR#S 710 Clinical Practice of Prosthodontics (6) 
Advanced clinical practice in the treatment of 
individuals with fixed, removable, maxillofacial, 
or implant prostheses. A minimum of 180 clock 
hours per quarter. Repeated registrations 
required to fulfill total units. 
PRERENTIRE MEDICINE 
PRRM 514 Clinical Preventive Medicine (1) 
A year-long course that teaches medical students 
the effective clinical preventive medicine 
approaches used in the practice of medicine 
today. Provides medical students with the useful 
framework for understanding epidemiology, 
public health, preventive concepts, disease 
screening, lifestyle modification, and risk factor 
identification and reduction. Fosters basic 
understanding of prevention in the clinical 
context. 
PRRM 515 Clinical Preventive Medicine (1) 
A year-long course that teaches medical students 
the effective clinical preventive medicine 
approaches used in the practice of medicine 
today. Provides medical students with the useful 
framework for understanding epidemiology, 
public health, preventive concepts, disease 
screening, lifestyle modification, and risk factor 
identification and reduction. Fosters basic 
understanding of prevention in the clinical 
context. 
PRRM 516 Clinical Preventive Medicine (2) 
A year-long course that teaches medical students 
the effective clinical preventive medicine 
approaches used in the practice of medicine 
today. Provides medical students with the useful 
framework for understanding epidemiology, 
public health, preventive concepts, disease 
screening, lifestyle modification, and risk factor 
identification and reduction. Fosters basic 
understanding of prevention in the clinical 
context. 
PRRM O91 Preventive Medicine Elective (1T5-1O) 
PSYCW#;#JY 
PSYC 226 ;ifespan Development (4) 
Life-span course emphasizing the physical, 
mental, emotional, social, and religious/moral 
development from conception through 
adulthood, aging, and death. 
PSYC 299 Directed Study (1-4) 
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PSYC 3'5 Psychological Foundations of 8ducation 
(4) 
Explores educational psychology through 
application of development and learning theories 
to instruction, achievement motivation, self-
esteem, classroom management, supportive and 
disruptive processes on school sites, campus 
standards, disciplinary practices, legal/ethical 
issues. Requires research on effective educational 
practices and related foundations. Additional 
research for graduate credit. 
Prerequisite: General psychology. 
PSYC 4'4 Psychological Tests and >easurements (3) 
Develops competencies and understandings for 
selecting, administering, and interpreting the 
major types of standardized tests and inventories 
used in psychology and education. Presents 
theoretical principles and issues together with 
hands-on applications. Practicum required. 
PSYC 4'5 Psychology of Auman Belations (2, 3) 
Iuman relations for career and personal success. 
Topics include the effective use of human 
resources, communication, leadership skills, 
decision making, stress management, 
assertiveness training, managing conflicts, career 
development, and achieving balance. 
PSYC 426 Besearch Fnalysis Fpplications of SPSS 
(1) 
Introduces the basics of statistical analysis using 
SPSS. Instruction focuses on general computer 
proficiency, including familiarization with the 
software package, methods of data entry, the use 
of common analysis methods, and the format and 
interpretation of SPSS output. 
PSYC 46' The 8xceptional Individual (3) 
Studies the determinants, characteristics, 
problems, and adjustments of individuals who 
deviate markedly from the norm in their mental, 
physical, emotional, or social aptitudes, traits, 
and tendencies. Emphasizes education and career 
planning. Open to upper division graduate and 
postgraduate students only. 
PSYC 479 Auman Neuropsychology (4) 
Introduces brain-behavior relationships, 
including cerebral asymmetry, disconnection 
syndromes, disorders of memory and language, 
biological substrates of affective behavior, motor 
and perceptual dysfunction, and drug actions. 
PSYC 499 Directed Study (1P4) 
PSYC 5'' Qasic Foundations in Statistical >ethods 
for Psychology (3) 
Provides students with a basic foundation in 
statistical methods used in the psychological 
sciences. Includes understanding of both 
descriptive and inferential statistics. Emphasizes 
the conceptual understanding of the calculation 
of statistics and the application of statistical 
findings to theory and practice. Designed for 
graduate-level students who need a refresher in 
statistical methods before proceeding to the 
advanced graduate statistical courses. Also for 
students who get a grade below a O- and have to 
retake STAT 501 (basic statistical concepts and 
understanding should be reviewed before 
retaking STAT 501). Credit is not applicable 
towards the degree in psychology. 
PSYC 5'1 Fdvanced Statistics I (4) 
General introduction to statistical analysis—
detailing the descriptive/inferential distinction; 
and covering sampling distributions (e.g., 
normal, binomial), hypothesis testing, and basic 
parametric and nonparametric techniques. 
PSYC 5'2 Fdvanced Statistics II (4) 
Thorough introduction to regression analysis and 
analysis of variance (ANOVA), with emphasis on 
hypothesis testing and the development of 
general models that partition overall variability. 
Topics covered include simple and multiple 
regression, one-way and factorial, repeated-
measures ANOVA, and analysis of covariance. 
Evaluation of assumptions and nonparametric 
alternatives. 
Prerequisite: PSYC 501; or consent of instructor. 
PSYC 5'3 Fdvanced >ultivariate Statistics (4) 
Oroad introduction that applies linear (matrix) 
algebra to maximum likelihood estimation 
generally, using several important multivariate 
statistical techniques, including but not limited to 
multivariate analysis of variance, multivariate 
regression, path analysis and structural equations 
causal modeling, log-linear models, and time 
series analysis; evaluates alternatives to 
maximum likelihood estimation. 
Prerequisite: PSYC 502; or consent of instructor. 
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PSYC 5'4 Research Methods for Clinical 
Psychologists (4) 
Designed for students in the Psy.D. program. 
Examines research methods appropriate for 
application to clinical psychologyIfrom the 
formulation of research problems to the design, 
execution, and report of findings. Includes 
experimental, quasi-experimental, case study, 
and programmatic evaluation designs. 
PSYC 5'5 Research Methods in Psychological 
Science (4) 
Comprehensive examination of research methods 
in psychologyIfrom the formulation of research 
problems to the design, execution, and report of 
findings. Includes experimental and quasi-
experimental designs, as well as field and case 
studies. The exploratory-confirmatory distinction 
in scientific epistemology, and its implications for 
research and theory. &eviews and critically 
analyzes research literature from various areas of 
contemporary psychological science. 
Prerequisite: PSYC 502; or consent of instructor. 
PSYC 5'7 Research Methodologies for Clinical 
Interventions and Treatment Program Evaluation (2) 
/ives special emphasis to research 
methodologies relevant to conducting research 
for clinical interventions. Includes methods and 
tools for doing treatment program evaluation. 
Prerequisite: PSYC 504. 
PSYC 511 Psychometric Eoundations (3) 
Advanced orientation to psychological 
instruments; their theoretical derivation, 
construction, and use. Emphasizes reliability, 
validity, and factor structures. 
Prerequisite: PSYC 501; or consent of instructor. 
PSYC 512 Assessment I (2) 
Instruction in administering, scoring, 
interpreting, and report writing relevant to 
various adult and child intelligence and 
achievement instruments, such as WAISIII, 
WISC-III, WPPSI-&, XYIT, Stanford-Yinet, WIAT, 
PIAT, XAYC, W&AT-3, and the Woodcock-
\ohnson batteries. Consideration of the empirical 
reliability and validity data for each instrument. 
Prerequisite: PSYC 511; or consent of instructor. 
PSYC 512L Assessment I, Practice Laboratory (1) 
Supervised experiences in administering, scoring, 
interpreting, and report writing relevant to 
various adult and child intelligence and 
achievement instruments. 
PSYC 513 Assessment II (2) 
Instruction in administering, scoring, 
interpreting, and report writing relevant to 
various adult and child ob]ective personality 
instrumentsIincluding MMPI-2, MMPI-A, 
MACI, PIC, 16PF, CDI, YDI, and YAI. 
Consideration of the empirical reliability and 
validity data for each instrument. 
Prerequisite: PSYC 512; or consent of instructor. 
Corequisite: PSYC 513-. 
PSYC 513L Assessment II, Practice Laboratory (1) 
Supervised experiences in administering, scoring, 
interpreting, and reporting relevant to various 
adult and child ob]ective personality instruments. 
Corequisite: PSYC 513. 
PSYC 514 Assessment III (2) 
Administering, scoring, interpreting, and report 
writing relevant to various adult and child 
pro]ective personality instrumentsIincluding 
&orschach, TAT, CAT, and House-Tree-Person. 
Considers the empirical reliability and validity 
data for each instrument. 
Prerequisite: PSYC 513; or consent of instructor. 
PSYC 514L Assessment III, Practice Laboratory (1) 
Supervised experiences in administering, scoring, 
interpreting, and report writing relevant to 
various adult and child pro]ective personality 
instruments. 
Corequisite: PSYC 514. 
PSYC 524 History, Systems, and Philosophy of 
Psychology (2) 
Yuilds on the coverage of the history and systems 
of psychology provided in most undergraduate 
courses. Focuses on how different approaches to 
psychology ae.g., the schools of psychologyb have 
defined the field, what topics and information 
they have considered as a part of psychology, 
and what mechanisms and criteria for advancing 
the field these approaches have considered 
acceptable. Examines current trends in light of 
their contributions to the development of 
psychology as a science and as a profession. 
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PSYC 526 Ethics and 2egal Issues in Clinical 
Psychology (3) 
Overviews current ethical and legal standards for 
the conduct of psychology. Guidelines and 
standards drawn from APA Ethical Guidelines, 
Standards for Providers of Psychological 
Services, and Standards for Educational and 
Psychological Tests, as well as relevant California 
and civil licensing laws. 
PSYC 527 Psychological>Emotional Aspects of 
Health and Disease (2) 
Provides students with an understanding of the 
psychological/emotional 
contributions/consequences of diseases and 
health conditions most commonly seen by health 
psychologists, including cardiovascular, 
endocrine, gastrointestinal, immunological, 
neoplasia, and immunological problems. 
PSYC 534 Culture, Psychology, and Religion (3) 
Introduces the maGor contours of Hestern culture 
as they relate to various schools of psychological 
thought, and the influence of religious beliefs in 
their inception. Theological critique of various 
world views that have guided psychological 
schools of thought. Topics include liberalism and 
modernism, pietism and evangelicalism, the 
Enlightenment and Romantic movements. 
PSYC 535 Psychological Study of Religion (3) 
Surveys research areas, methods, and issues in 
the study of religion and spirituality from a 
psychological perspective. Emphasizes 
understanding of religious phenomena relative to 
the scientific study of human behavior and 
psychological functioning. Examines the 
philosophical foundations of research in 
psychology, sociology, and anthropology in 
order to provide an eclectic approach to research 
in this area. Topics include ethnographic 
approaches to religious experience, conversion, 
religiosity, faith and moral development, 
worship, rituals, and cross-cultural 
manifestations of religion. 
PSYC 536 Seminar in Psychology and Religion (2) 
Focuses on an aspect of integration of psychology 
and religion. 
PSYC 537 Applied BehaJioral Kedicine (2) 
Provides students with a set of applied tools for 
use in the practice of behavioral medicine/health 
psychology, including: assessment and treatment 
of risky health behaviors, such as use of tobacco; 
consult-liaison skills; relaxation training; 
preparation of notes for medical settings; 
symptom management; motivational 
interviewing; brief diagnostic assessments; 
determination of capacity; and time-limited 
psychotherapy. 
PSYC 538 Mundamentals of Morensic Psychology (2) 
Introduces students to the fundamental 
requirements and preparation to perform 
competently in the legal system. Emphasizes 
training and preparation required for practice as 
a forensic psychologist. Emphasizes both a 
clinical and biosocial psychological viewpoint. 
Attention given to cultural, diversity, and ethical 
issues. 
PSYC 539 Psychology and 2aO (3) 
Provides an overview of the foundational and 
philosophical distinctions between psychological 
and legal knowledge, their underlying 
assumptions, and divergent world views. Gives 
attention to how each investigates identical 
situations and arrives at opposite conclusions. 
Emphasizes the psychological and legal 
intersections relative to criminal behavior, mental 
health issues, and psychopathy. Students 
systematically study the complexity of 
psychological and legal interactions through case 
studies. 
PSYC 544 Moundations of 2earning and BehaJior (4) 
Surveys the maGor theories, methods, and 
applications in the psychology of learning. 
Includes classical, operant, and cognitive aspects, 
with emphasis on contemporary issues in 
research and applications; as well as laboratory 
training with animals. 
PSYC 545 CognitiJe Moundations (4) 
Reviews the maGor theories, methods, and 
findings in perception, cognition, and memory, 
including an introduction to contemporary 
cognitive science. Applications to the 
understanding of normal as well as abnormal 
behavior and psychological interventions. 
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PSYC 546 Clinical Applications in Primary Care (2) 
Provides a brief review of disease types 
commonly seen in primary care, with an 
emphasis on presentation of somatic conditions. 
Additional topics include clinical interventions in 
the primary care setting, introduction to medical 
terminology and shorthand in primary care, 
interpreting common laboratory values, 
consultation/liaison services, physician 
perspectives of psychological needs of patients, 
and effective collaboration between physician 
and psychologist. 
PSYC 547 Health Psychology Assessment (2) 
Covers the use of assessment instruments for 
research and clinical applications. Topics include 
behavioral medicine interviewing, the 
administration and interpretation of 
standardized instruments such as the Million 
Behavioral Nealth Inventory, quality-of-life 
assessment, and integrated report writing for 
medical settings. 
PSYC 549 Sensation and Perception (4) 
Surveys the major phenomena, anatomy, 
mechanisms, and principles of sensation and 
perception. Topics covered include: the history of 
the study of perception and psychophysics in 
psychology, with specific focus on each of the 
sensory systemsSvision, audition, chemical 
senses, skin senses, motor senses, and balance. 
%mphasizes the cognitive neuroscience of 
sensation and perception, complemented by 
consideration of the behavioral and 
phenomenological characteristics of the systems. 
PSYC 551 PsychoAiological Foundations (4) 
Basic course in psychobiology. "euroanatomy, 
the physiology of the neuron, and neural 
communication. Includes consideration of 
structure and function of visual, auditory, and 
somesthetic sensation and perception. Concludes 
with coverage of the structure and function of 
motor systems. Considers visuospatial, 
visuoperceptual, and visuoconstructive 
disordersU and apraxia. 
PSYC 552 Brain and Behavior (4) 
Builds on the foundations of psychobiology to 
examine the neurophysiological bases of molar 
behaviors, including consideration of sleep and 
biological rhythmsU languageU learning and 
memoryU motivated behaviors We.g., aggression, 
hunger, thirst, sexXU emotionU and psychological 
dysfunction We.g., schizophrenia, anxiety 
disordersX. 
Prerequisite: PS)C 111U or consent of instructor. 
PSYC 553 Cognitive Neuroscience (4) 
An advanced overview of the discipline that 
bridges cognitive psychology and neuroscience. 
Begins with neuroanatomy and the 
methodologies of electrophysiology and 
structural and functional imagingU and examines 
their application to perception, memory, 
language, cognitive control, attention, decision 
making, and motivational and emotional 
behavior. 
PSYC 554 Health Psychology (4) 
Overviews the field of clinical health psychology. 
The biopsychosocial model and the management 
of chronic illness used as a framework in which 
to address assessment and intervention 
principles, cultural influences, bioethics, and 
dying and death issues. 
PSYC 555 Psychopharmacology (2) 
Advanced coverage of neurotransmitter systems, 
with particular emphasis on the mechanism of 
action of various psychoactive substances. 
Prerequisite: PS)C 111. 
PSYC 556 BiofeedAack (4) 
Intensive learning experience in biofeedback 
concepts, terms, and techniquesSincluding 
biofeedback applications for treating and 
diagnosing a wide range of psychophysiologic 
disorders, such as headaches, 
temporomandibular disorder, Raynaud's disease, 
chronic lower-back pain, and irritable bowel 
syndrome. Training in diaphragmatic breathing 
and biofeedback-assisted relaxation strategies for 
teaching patient self-regulation of tension-related 
problems. Nands-on laboratory experience and 
training in thermal, electromyographic, and 
electrodermal activity of biofeedback. 
Prerequisite: PS)C 181, PS)C 181L. 
PSYC 558 Psychological and Forensic Assessment 
and Evaluation of Competencies (3) 
Studies the legal and psychological analyses of 
competence. Gives attention to conceptual 
models of assessment and evaluation, with 
special emphasis on empirical foundations. 
Students examine pertinent, legally relevant 
assessment and evaluation instruments, as well 
as their development and useSfocusing on 
reliability and validity issues. Includes 
competence to stand trial, insanity plea, guardian 
and conservatorship, consent to treatment, 
capacity to parent, malingering, waiver of rights, 
and other related issues requiring inquiry, 
assessment, and evaluation. 
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PS#C 564 )oundations of Social and Cultural 
Psychology (4) 
Surveys research, theory, and applications of 
social psychology within the context of other 
areas of psychology and related disciplines. 
Emphasizes scientific study of how people think 
about, influence, and relate to each other—both 
at the interpersonal and intergroup levels—
within the context of cultural, social, and related 
phenomena. Applications to areas of psychology, 
such as clinical, health, and organizational 
psychology; as well as to economics, politics, and 
social issues. 
PS#C 566 Cross;Cultural Psychology (2) 
Examines cross-cultural variations in 
psychological processes and human behavior in 
light of the role of culture and implications for 
the universality of psychological principles. 
Examines cross-cultural research, theory, and 
interventions in terms of their implications for 
the understanding of cross-cultural variations 
and the universality of psychological knowledge; 
the implications for the study and practice of 
psychology in a multicultural society and 
interdependent world. Includes basic areas—
such as personality, developmental, and social 
psychology—as well as clinical and other 
professional areas. 
PS#C 567 >uman @iAersity (3) 
Surveys theories, research, and interventions 
dealing with culture and ethnicity in mental 
health and clinical practice. Hocuses on working 
with ethnic minorities, while emphasizing the 
effects of culture, ethnicity, and socioeconomic 
factors in the behavior of all ethnic minority as 
well as mainstream individuals and groups. The 
role of cultural and socioeconomic factors in 
psychological processes, psychopathology, 
psychological assessment, and intervention 
examined within the context of human diversity 
and community. 
PS#C 56D Psychological @isorders and )orensic 
Issues (2) 
Examines the special problems faced by a 
psychologist specific to the psychological 
disorders of PTSD, pain, traumatic brain injury, 
and other related dysfunctions. Hocuses on 
preparing, presenting, and explaining results that 
will provide evidence useful to the court and 
from which legal decisions can be determined. 
PS#C 571 Adult Psychopathology (4) 
Advanced overview of the major theoretical and 
empirical approaches to the understanding and 
classification of adult psychopathology in light of 
contemporary psychological research and the 
context of culture. The DSM-IV provides the 
basic structure for analysis of the various major 
types of adult psychopathology, including 
schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders, 
mood disorders, anxiety disorders, dissociative 
disorders, personality disorders, adjustment 
disorders, and cognitive disorders. 
PS#C 572 Child Psychopathology (2) 
Advanced overview of the major theoretical and 
empirical approaches to the understanding and 
classification of child psychopathology in light of 
contemporary psychological research and the 
context of culture. The DSM-IV provides the 
basic structure for analysis of the major types of 
child psychopathology, including: mental 
retardation, learning disorders, pervasive 
developmental disorders, conduct disorders, and 
eating disorders. 
Prerequisite: PSYC +QR; or consent of instructor. 
PS#C 574 Personality Theory and Jesearch (4) 
Surveys the major theories and contemporary 
areas of development in the field of personality. 
Examines theories in light of contemporary 
research evidence in areas dealing with 
individual patterns of thinking, feeling, and 
acting; as well as developments in areas such as 
the biological, cultural, and social foundations of 
human behavior. Evaluates theories based on 
criteria such as stimulation of research and 
applications. Attempts to integrate knowledge 
from the various basic areas of scientific 
psychology—such as learning, motivation, and 
emotion—in order to advance the understanding 
of current issues and trends in personality 
theory, research, measurement, and applications. 
PS#C 575 )oundations of >uman @eAelopment (4) 
Considers human development from conception 
through old age—including personality as well 
as social, cognitive, and physiological aspects of 
development. Emphasizes contemporary 
developments in research, theory, and 
applications. 
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PS#C 576 Social Cognitive Development (3) 
Focuses on development of social relationships 
and cognitive processes across the lifespan. 
Reviews the maHor theories of social and 
cognitive development and the empirical 
examination of these theories. /ives attention to 
how individuals think about their social world, 
as well as how the social world and thought 
processes interact to influence behavior. 
Prerequisite: PS)C 5Q5. 
PS#C 577 9motional Development (3) 
Examines theories and research related to 
attachment, relational development within 
families, and emotional self-regulation across the 
lifespan. Analyzes the foundation and 
applications regarding emotional process to 
further understand the connections with 
interpersonal functioning, adHustment, and 
personality within parental, marital, and broader 
social contexts. 
Prerequisite: PS)C 5Q5. 
PS#C 581 Psychological Treatment IB Behavioral and 
Cognitive Therapies (2) 
Uasis for understanding behavior therapy, the 
concepts and techniques of classical conditioning 
and operant conditioning interventions, and the 
empirical data regarding the efficacy of this 
treatment orientation. 
Prerequisite: PS)C 5Q1; and consent of instructor. 
PS#C 581L Psychological Treatment IB Behavioral 
and Cognitive Therapies Practice (1) 
Supervised experience observing andXor 
engaging in behavior therapy in laboratory 
assignments. 
Corequisite: PS)C 581. 
PS#C 582 Psychological Treatment IIB 
Psychodynamic Therapy (2) 
Uasis for understanding psychodynamic therapy 
Yfrom psychoanalysis to obHect relations therapy 
to short-term psychodynamic therapyZ, the 
concepts and techniques of various types of 
psychodynamic interventions, and the empirical 
data regarding the efficacy of this treatment 
orientation. 
Prerequisite: PS)C 5Q1; or consent of instructor. 
PS#C 582L Psychological Treatment IIB 
Psychodynamic Therapy Practice (1) 
Supervised experience observing andXor 
engaging in psychodynamic therapy. 
Corequisite: PS)C 582. 
PS#C 583 Psychological Treatment IIIB 
HumanisticIPhenomenological Approaches to 
Therapy (2) 
Overviews the various 
humanisticXphenomenological approaches to 
therapy, including client-centered and /estalt 
therapies. Student develops an understanding of 
concepts and techniques of the various 
approaches, as well as the empirical data 
regarding the efficacy of these treatment 
orientations. 
Prerequisite: PS)C 582; or consent of instructor. 
PS#C 583L Psychological Treatment IIIB 
HumanisticIPhenomenological Therapy Practice (1) 
Provides the student with supervised experience 
observing andXor engaging in 
humanisticXphenomenological therapy. 
Corequisite: PS)C 583. 
PS#C 584 Psychological Treatment ILB ConMoint and 
Nroup Psychotherapies (2) 
Provides the student with understanding of 
conHoint and group psychotherapies. Presents the 
concepts and techniques of conHoint and group 
psychotherapies, as well as the empirical data 
regarding the efficacy of these interventions. 
Prerequisite: PS)C 5Q1; or consent of instructor. 
PS#C 584L Psychological Treatment ILB Nroup 
Psychotherapies Practice (1) 
Supervised experience observing andXor 
engaging in conHoint or group therapy. 
Prerequisite: PS)C 5Q1. Corequisite: PS)C 584. 
PS#C 591 ColloPuia (1) 
Students participate in a series of lectures 
presented by distinguished speakers in the 
various areas of scientific and professional 
psychology. Students prepare a report critiquing 
each of the presentations attended. Enrollment is 
for 1 unit each year for three years. 
  The Courses 
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PSYC 594 Readings in Psychology (1-4) 
PSYC 595 Directed Research (1-13) 
Academic credit for research leading to the 
second-year project. A total of ,2 units required. 
PSYC 596 Directed Study (1-4) 
Academic credit for specific research projects 
arranged between individual students and 
faculty members. May include readings, 
literature review, andDor laboratory research. 
Not to be used for the second-year project. 
PSYC 597 SuAervised Research (1) 
Academic credit for research for those students 
who have not yet advanced to doctoral 
candidacy. Not to be used for the second-year-
project. 
PSYC 604 Advanced ToAics in Multivariate 
Analyses (2) 
Advanced topics in statistical analysis and 
research methods in psychology. 
Prerequisite: PSYC JKL, PSYC JKJ. 
PSYC 614 NeuroAsychological Assessment (2) 
Instruction in the administration, scoring, 
interpretation, and report write-up of various 
neuropsychological instruments and batteries, 
including the Halstead Reitan 
Neuropsychological Pattery, the Luria Nebraska 
Neuropsychological Pattery, and others. 
Considers the empirical reliability and validity of 
data for each instrument; supervised practice in 
their use and interpretation. 
Prerequisite: PSYC J,4; or consent of instructor. 
PSYC 615 Advanced Rorschach Assessment (2) 
Advanced issues in the interpretation and 
integration of Rorschach findings. Reviews 
Rorschach scoring and interpretation, with an 
emphasis on difficult scoring and interpretation 
issues—including the use of Rorschach with 
children and adolescents. Provides experience 
with scoring and interpreting example cases. 
Prerequisite: PSYC J,4, PSYC J,4L. 
PSYC 616 NeuroAsychological Assessment II (2) 
An advanced approach to the strategies of 
neuropsychological assessment. Focuses on the 
use of flexible test collections tailored to assess 
neuropsychological disorders Xsuch as depression 
and psychosisY and neurological disorders Xsuch 
as dementia, attention disorders, and strokeY. 
Emphasizes neuropsychological test integration, 
case conceptualization, and diagnostic inference. 
Prerequisite: PSYC JJL or PSYC 6J4; or consent of 
instructor. 
PSYC 646 The Nature of Emotion (3) 
Seminar course that considers the fundamental 
questions in the scientific investigation of the 
emotions—including the theories of emotional 
taxonomy, the expression of emotion in 
neurophysiological and muscular systems, facial 
expression and the universality of emotions, the 
cognitive foundations of emotional processing 
and expression, and emotional memory. 
Prerequisite: PSYC J4J, PSYC JJ,; or consent of 
instructor. 
PSYC 654 Behavioral Neurology (3) 
Seminar course that examines the intersection of 
the fields of neurology and neuropsychology. 
Includes general principles of neurology, 
neuropathology, and neurological 
examinations—with an emphasis on material 
useful for the neuropsychologist to function as a 
member of a clinical team. 
PSYC 655 PrinciAles of PsychoAhysiology (3) 
Seminar course in basic methodological, 
inferential, and conceptual issues in 
psychophysiology. Peginning with principles of 
inference and psychophysiological constructs, the 
course considers each of the major physiological 
systems—including the electrodermal, 
skeletomotor, electrocortical, cardiovascular, 
pulmonary, and sexual response systems. 
Incorporates major papers, both current and 
historical, relevant to these systems and the 
major conceptual lines of research. 
Prerequisite: or consent of instructor. 
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PS#C 656 Seminar in Cortical 2unctions5 2rontal 
Cortex (2) 
Readings and discussions on the neuroanatomy 
and function of the frontal lobe cortex, the 
neurological and neuropsychological disorders, 
assessment strategies, and treatment strategies 
associated with frontal lobe damage. 
Prerequisite: P')C 552N or consent of instructorN 
corequisite course(s), if any. 
PS#C 657 Seminar in Cortical 2unctions5 Posterior 
Cortex (2) 
Readings and discussions on the neuroanatomy 
and function of the parietal, temporal, and 
occipital lobe corticesN neurological and 
neuropsychological disordersN assessment 
strategiesN and treatment strategies associated 
with damage to the posterior portions of the 
brain. 
Prerequisite: P')C 552N or consent of instructorN 
corequisite course(s), if any. 
PS#C 658 Seminar in Subcortical 2unction (2) 
Readings and discussions on the neuroanatomy 
and function of the major subcortical structuresR
including the basal ganglia, limbic system, 
thalamus, cerebellum, and brainstem. 'eminar 
covers the neurological and neuropsychological 
disorders, assessment strategies, and treatment 
strategies associated with damage to these 
subcortical structures. 
Prerequisite: P')C 552N or consent of instructorN 
corequisite course(s), if any. 
PS#C 659 Child Sociali@ation Processes (3) 
Focuses on honing human relationUinteraction 
skills necessary for intervention with children 
and families. /ives attention to developing a 
working knowledge of 2-to-5-year-old childrenXs 
social, emotional, and cognitive development 
through course readings and through 
interactions with preschool age children within 
the laboratory component of the course. 
PS#C 674 Infant and Toddler DeGeloHment (2) 
Focuses on infant development from Y through 
Z1 months of age, examining milestones of 
cognitive, motor, and psychosocial development. 
[evelopmental scales and instruments that 
address these aspects of infantUtoddler 
development examined within the context of 
assessment and intervention. 
PS#C 675 CognitiGe DeGeloHment (2) 
Current research and theory regarding cognitive 
development across the lifespan. Reading focuses 
on development in adolescence and in young, 
middle, and late adulthood. 'pecific topics to be 
covered include: intelligence, creativity, memory 
and autobiographical memory, consciousness, 
spatial cognition, imagery, social cognition, and 
moral reasoning. Explores changes in cognition 
over adulthood, with consideration of how these 
changes affect an individualXs growth and 
development in other domains. 
Prerequisite: P')C 5\5N or consent of instructor. 
PS#C 676 GeroHsychology (1) 
Covers human development from late adulthood 
through old age and death, with particular 
emphasis on the physical and psychological 
factors inherent in the aging process. 'ocial, 
cognitive, physical, and psychological changes 
examined in light of contemporary research and 
theory. Required for California psychology 
licensure. 
PS#C 679 UniGersal Psychiatric Care (1, 2) 
Provides opportunity to participate in an 
international institute featuring world leaders in 
psychiatric care. Topics include: world diagnostic 
guidelines, psychotropic medications and issues 
in treating ethnic populations, spirituality and 
psychiatry, transpersonal psychiatry in theory 
and practice, multidisciplinary teams in the 
practice of mental health services, and problems 
of mental health in immigrant populations. 
'tudents registering for ] unit participate in ten 
hours of lecture, including a pre- and 
postsession. Those taking 2 units also develop a 
major paper on one of the institute topics. 
PS#C 681 Clinical SuHerGision and Consultation (2) 
Provides instruction in competency-based clinical 
supervision approaches, as well as in the basic 
models and related theories of supervision. 
Assists students to develop an awareness of the 
professional, ethical, and legal parameters related 
to supervision, including: principles, methods, 
and techniques of individual, group, and live 
supervision. Emphasi^es consultation, including 
models and related theories. /ives attention to 
professional, ethical, and legal issues involved in 
interdisciplinary collaboration. Emphasi^es 
issues of diversity in a multicultural context. 
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PS#C 681L Clinical Supervision and Consultation 
Laboratory (1) 
Provides hands-on experience in clinical 
supervision and consultation as students under 
instructor supervision apply the knowledge, 
attitudes, and skills acquired didactically. 
Utilizes videotaping, class presentations, 
critiques, and simulations to increase student 
competency. 
PS#C 682 Psychotherapy Supervision Practicum (1, 
2) 
A supervised practice experience in 
psychotherapy supervision. Enhances the 
supervision trainee's awareness of what 
experiences and personal tendencies sGhe brings 
to the process of supervising, how to increase 
hisGher skills in managing the supervisory 
relationship to the benefit of the supervisee and 
the trainee's own professional development, and 
how to enrich hisGher understanding of 
reciprocal meanings and concepts. Provides 
information that can be used by the student in 
making decisions about further training in 
psychotherapy supervision and possibly about 
pursuing a specialty in psychotherapy 
supervision. 
Prerequisite: PSYC 68LM or consent of instructor. 
PS#C 683 Management and Professional Practice (1) 
Seminar course in management and professional 
practice. In a variety of settings, exposes students 
to different management processesM as well as to 
professional, ethical, and legal requirements. 
Emphasizes management of integrated health 
and mental health care- delivery systems. 
Oocuses on varied aspects of professional 
practice, including the roles psychologists play in 
developing organizational skills needed to 
function effectively in the changing health care 
marketplace. 
PS#C 684 Euman SeFual Behavior and Treatment 
(1) 
Puman sexuality in contemporary society. 
Physiological, psychological, sociocultural, and 
developmental factors associated with human 
sexuality. Interventions for sexual dysfunctions 
and sexual well-being. Oulfills California state 
licensing requirements for psychologists. 
PS#C 685 Drug Addiction and Therapy (2) 
Overviews the definitions, incidence, detection, 
assessment, effects, and ethicalGlegalGtherapeutic 
management of substance abuse. Oulfills 
California state licensing requirements for 
psychologists. 
PS#C 686 Child, Partner, and Elder Abuse (2) 
Overviews the definitions, incidence, detection, 
assessment, effects, and the ethical, legal, and 
therapeutic management of child, partner, and 
elderGdependent-adult abuse. Perpetrator and 
victim characteristics, including cultural and 
ethnic diversity factors. Controversies regarding 
assessment techniques, diagnoses, sequelae 
syndromes, interventions, and forensic issues. 
Oulfills California state licensing requirements for 
psychologists. 
PS#C 687 Cognitive Behavioral Treatment of 
AnFiety Disorders (2, 3) 
Advanced course in the assessment of cognitive 
behavioral treatment of the RSM-IV anxiety 
disorders. Concurrent group therapy experience 
observingGengaging in cognitive behavioral 
therapy with adult clients. 
Prerequisite: PSYC U8LM or consent of instructor. 
PS#C 688 Empirically Supported Treatments of 
Depression (2) 
Advanced course in the clinical assessment and 
treatment of RSM-IV unipolar depressive 
disorders. Three empirically validated 
treatments: cognitive therapy, behavioral 
therapy, and interpersonal psychotherapy of 
depression. Assesses treatment outcome. 
Prerequisite: PSYC U8LM or consent of the 
instructor. 
PS#C 694 Seminar in Advanced Topics in 
Psychology (1-4) 
PS#C 695 Issues in Clinical Psychology (1-4) 
Seminar course that examines current issues of 
clinical knowledge and the application of that 
knowledge as required for the competent practice 
of clinical psychology. 
PS#C 696 PsyQDQ Research (1-8) 
Revelops the Psy.R. research proposal. 
Prerequisite: PSYC U0W, PSYC U04M and admission 
to Psy.R. degree program. 
PS#C 697 Doctoral Research (1-16) 
Academic credit for dissertation research. A total 
of ,6 units required. 
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PS#C 721 Practicum Preparation I (3) 
&equired for all Psy.A. and Ph.A. degree 
students. Felps students learn beginning 
assessment and counseling skills. Incorporates 
demonstrations to facilitate learning. Prepares 
graduate students for both internal and external 
practicum. 
PS#C 729 Teaching of Psychology Practicum (1-11) 
Supervised teaching experience for students 
completing PS)C NOP or those with previous 
teaching experience. 
PS#C 781 Internal Practicum (2) 
&equired unit for Psy.A. degree students, elective 
clinical training experience for Ph.A. degree 
students. Second-year practicum provides 
students with clinical training before they enter 
the formal practicum sequence. Tay be repeated 
twice for a total of P units. 
PS#C 782 ECternal Practicum I (4) 
Provides students with a pre-internship level of 
clinical psychology training that will be more 
intensive, extensive, and continuous than 
anything they have previously experienced in the 
academicUclinical aspects of the program. A 
highly integrated component in the studentVs 
entire sequence of training and education at 
Loma Linda !niversity. Provides WaX access to 
greater numbers of practicing psychologists who 
can serve as valid role models; WbX further 
education and experience in the areas of 
psychological assessment, diagnostic 
conceptualizations, and scientifically based 
treatment regimens; and WcX additional training 
with regard to the ethical, legal, and professional 
standards of the profession of clinical 
psychology. 
Prerequisite: Completion of two years of the 
clinical psychology program at Loma Linda 
!niversity and good academic and professional 
standing in the program. 
PS#C 783 ECternal Practicum II (4) 
PS#C 784 ECternal Practicum III (4) 
PS#C 785 ECternal Practicum IF (4) 
PS#C 786 ECternal Practicum F (4) 
PS#C 795 Directed Clinical ECperience (1-3) 
For students who have finished their external 
practicum and pre-internship but who still desire 
further clinical training before going on 
internship. Also open to those occasional 
students who are not a part of the doctoral 
degree program but who are seeking a particular 
clinical experience available through the 
department. Clinical experience individually 
designed according to the needs and desires of 
the student and under the direction of a member 
of the departmentVs faculty. Tay be repeated to a 
maximum of 8 units. 
PS#C 798 Pre-Internship (4) 
Elective clinical experience for students who 
have successfully completed the practicum year. 
Tay be repeated to a maximum of ]1 units. 
PS#C 799 Internship (J5, 1) 
Tust be repeated to a total of 4 units. 
Prerequisite: Advancement to candidacy and 
completion of all academic course work. 
PS#C 799A Internship (5) 
A one-year internship completed at either an 
APA- or APPIC-approved placement. Limited to 
students who begin their internship mid-Summer 
^uarter Wusually the middle of _ulyX. &equires 
ON` contact hours of clinical experience. Student 
registers initially for N units and registers the 
following Summer ^uarter for an additional N 
units. 
PS#C 799M Internship (10) 
A one-year internship completed at either an 
APA- or APPIC-approved placement. Limited to 
students who begin their internship either at the 
beginning of Summer ^uarter or the beginning 
of Fall ^uarter. &equires N`` contact hours per 
quarter of clinical experience. Student registers 
for ]` units per quarter. 
PS#CHIATR# 
PS#T 514 Psychopathology (1, 3) 
Intensive introduction to medical disorders and 
their treatment. auilding on understanding of the 
neural substrates of normal behavior, emphasizes 
abnormal brain findings in the mental disorders, 
along with the social and psychological 
consequences of the disorders. Includes an 
introduction to psychotherapeutic approaches 
and psychiatric medications. 
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PS#T 521 Fundamentals of Behavioral Science (2) 
A lecture covering subjects vital to providing 
compassionate, perceptive medical care. Topics 
include doctor-patient communication, ethnic 
and cultural issues, identifying abuse stages of 
life, dying and palliative care, sexuality, and 
understanding the determinants of personality. 
PS#T 522 Fundamentals of Behavioral Science (1) 
A lecture covering subjects vital to providing 
compassionate, perceptive medical care. Topics 
include doctor-patient communication, ethnic 
and cultural issues, identifying abuse stages of 
life, dying and palliative care, sexuality, and 
understanding the determinants of personality. 
PS#T 599 Psychiatry Directed Study (1@5-18) 
PS#T 701 Psychiatry ClerFship (1@5-9) 
Third-year, six-week psychiatry clerkship 
includes five weeks divided between two 
psychiatry treatment sites, and one week at an 
addiction treatment site. Clerkship experiences 
offer broad and varied training in the treatment 
of psychiatric problems of adults and children. 
Students participate in an interactive, case-based 
seminar series. 
PS#T 891 Psychiatry Elective (1@5-18) 
Offers fourth-year medical students the 
opportunity to take electives with psychiatry 
faculty in child and adult settings. An intensive 
readingEdiscussion course in religion and 
psychiatry. 
PH#SICAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT 
PTAS 201 Anatomy (4) 
Anatomy of the human body, with emphasis on 
the neuromuscular and skeletal systems, 
including anatomical landmarks. Fasic 
neuroanatomy of the central nervous system. 
PTAS 203 Applied Qinesiology (4) 
Introduces functional anatomy of the 
musculoskeletal system. Applies biomechanics of 
normal and abnormal movement in the human 
body. Introduces components of gait. Lecture 
and laboratory. 
Prerequisite: PTAS LMN. 
PTAS 205 Introduction to Physical Therapy (1) 
Physical therapy practice and the role of the 
physical therapist assistant in providing patient 
care. Ouality assurance. Interpersonal skills. 
Introduces the multidisciplinary approach. 
Familiarizes the student with health care facilities 
and government agencies. 
PTAS 206 Documentation SFills (1) 
Introduces basic abbreviations, medical 
terminology, chart reading, and note writing. 
PTAS 212 Physical Therapy Procedures (3) 
Principles of basic skills in the physical therapy 
setting. Goniometry. Sensory- and gross-muscle 
testing. Sobility skills in bed and wheelchair and 
transfer training. Gait training and activities of 
daily living. Fody mechanics, positioning, and 
vital signs. Identifies architectural barriers. 
Teaching techniques for other health care 
providers, patients, and families. Wheelchair 
measurement and maintenance. Lecture and 
laboratory. 
PTAS 224 Teneral Medicine (3) 
Introduces general medicine conditions, 
including pathology and management of medical 
problems. Uiseases of the body systems, 
including urinary, reproductive, digestive, 
circulatory, endocrine, and musculoskeletal. 
Theoretical principles and practical application of 
respiratory techniques, exercises, and postural 
drainage. CPR certification must be obtained 
before end of term. 
PTAS 225 Neurology (3) 
Introduces neurological conditions, including 
pathology and management of medical problems 
of stroke, head injury, ParkinsonWs disease, spinal 
cord and nerve injuries, and other conditions. 
PTAS 226 Orthopaedics I (3) 
Introduces common orthopaedic conditions, 
pathologies, and surgical procedures involving 
the peripheral joints. Introduces joint 
mobilization. Procedures and progression of 
therapeutic exercises for each specific joint 
covered as these exercises relate to tissue repair 
and healing response. Practical laboratory 
includes integration of treatment plans and 
progressions. 
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PTAS 227 Therapeutic E2ercise (2) 
Introduces therapeutic exercise theories and 
practical applications. Tissue response to range of 
motion, stretch, and resistive exercise. Laboratory 
covers practical applications of various types of 
exercise techniques and machines used in the 
clinics, and a systematic approach to therapeutic 
exercise progression. 
PTAS 231 Physical Therapy Modalities (3) 
Jasic physical therapy modalitiesKincluding 
heat and cold application, hydrotherapy and 
massage, pool therapy, physiology and control of 
edema, stump wrapping, standard precautions, 
and chronic pain management. Lecture and 
laboratory. 
PTAS 236 Applied Electrotherapy (3) 
Principles and techniques of electrotherapy 
procedures, including basic physiological effects. 
Indications and contraindications for specific 
electrotherapy modalities. Practical application 
and demonstration of modalities in a laboratory 
setting. 
PTAS 23> Wound Care (1) 
Normal structure and function of the skin. 
Pathology of the skin, including problem 
conditions, burns, and wounds. Lecture and 
laboratory to include wound identification, 
measuring, dressing, treatments, and 
debridement. Model wounds used for hands-on 
training. 
PTAS 241 Applied Pediatrics (2) 
Normal and abnormal development, from 
conception to adolescence. %mphasizes 
developmental sequence, testing, and treatment 
of neurological and orthopaedic disorders. 
Practical laboratory. 
PTAS 243 Applied Geriatrics (3) 
Introduces various aspects of geriatric care. 
Rellness care and adaptation to exercise 
modalities. Procedures pertaining to the geriatric 
patient. Siagnosis and aging changes that affect 
function in geriatric rehabilitation. 
PTAS 244 Introduction to Athletic Training for the 
Physical Therapist Assistant (1) 
Introductory study of the neuromusculoskeletal 
system as it applies to the athletic population. 
Student develops and implements a sports 
medicine program and participates in physical 
examination. Medical emergencies in the sports 
medicine setting, criteria for return to play, types 
and frequency of sport specific injuries, pregame 
sidelines/courtside setup, techniques of applying 
athletic tape to various body locations, and on-
field examinations. 
PTAS 251 Orthopaedics II (3) 
Introduces common orthopaedic conditions, 
pathologies, and surgical procedures of the spine. 
Treatments, procedures, and progression of 
therapeutic exercises of the spine as related to 
tissue repair and healing response. Practical 
laboratory includes integration of treatment 
plans and progressions. 
PTAS 252 Applied Neurology (3) 
Introduces techniques to facilitate 
neurodevelopmental treatment, proprioceptive 
neuromuscular facilitation, Jrunnstrom, and 
principles of therapeutic exercise of the cardiac 
patient. Practical laboratory. 
PTAS 261 Physical Therapy Practice (1) 
Student observes evaluations, treatments, and 
various diagnoses; completes a resume and a 
state licensing application; and prepares and 
presents a case study and in-service. Jilling 
procedures and third-party payors. 
PTAS 264 Applied Prosthetics and Orthotics (2) 
Introduces basic principles in the use of selected 
prosthetic and orthotic devices. %xposes student 
to various types of devices; discusses patient 
adjustment to devices. %xamines indications and 
contraindications for orthotic and prosthetic use 
with patients seen in physical therapy. 
PrerequisiteW PTAS XYZ. 
PTAS 265 Professional Seminar (1) 
Contemporary theories and practices of physical 
therapy. Topics covered by faculty and guest 
lecturers includeW sports taping, ortho taping, soft 
tissue, geriatric experience through affective 
learning. Lecture and laboratory. 
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PTAS 275 Psychosocial Aspects of Health (2) 
Psychological and sociological reactions to illness 
or disability. Includes trauma, surgery, and 
congenital and terminal illness. Individual and 
family considerations. 
PTAS 291 Physical Therapist Assistant Practicum (1) 
Two-week assignment to be completed during 
the Winter Cuarter in an affiliated clinical setting. 
EmphasiEes patient and staff working 
relationships. Awareness of patient disorders and 
limited application of physical therapy 
techniques. Forty clock hours per week of 
supervised clinical experience. 
PTAS 293 Physical Therapist Assistant Affiliation ? 
(6) 
One six-week assignment to be completed during 
the Spring Cuarter. Students exposed to a variety 
of clinical settings. Forty clock hours per week of 
supervised clinical experience. The combined 
total of twenty weeks—including PTAS MNO, MNP, 
MNQ, MN5—of clinical experience prepares the 
student for entry-level performance. 
PTAS 294 Physical Therapist Assistant Affiliation ?? 
(6) 
One six-week assignment to be completed during 
the Summer Cuarter. Students exposed to a 
variety of clinical settings. Forty clock hours per 
week of supervised clinical experience. The 
combined total of twenty weeks—including 
PTAS MNO, MNP, MNQ, MN5—of clinical experience 
prepares the student for entry-level performance. 
PTAS 295 Physical Therapist Assistant Affiliation 
??? (6) 
Second of two six-week assignments to be 
completed during the second Summer Cuarter. 
Exposure to a variety of clinical settings. Forty 
clock hours per week of supervised clinical 
experience. The combined total of twenty 
weeks—including PTAS MNO, MNP, MNQ, MN5—of 
clinical experience. 
PUBL?C ADM?N?STRAT?ON 
PUAD 665 ?nformation Technology and Decision 
Science (4) 
PUAD 668 Philosophy and Theory of Public ?nterest 
(4) 
Examines principal themes and arguments in 
Western political philosophy in relation to their 
application in social policy and public 
administration. Special attention given to the 
political ideologies of classic individualistic 
liberalism and civic republicanism as primary 
sources for an American public philosophy. 
PUAD 669 ?ntergovernmental and Public Relations 
(3) 
Requisites of sound public relations programs 
among government agencies and for 
communicating with the general public. 
Techniques for selecting, preparing, and 
disseminating governmental issues: media; 
social, psychological, and political principles. 
PUAD 674 Philanthropy and Development 
Management (3) 
Reviews the process and skills required to 
develop and manage philanthropic advancement, 
including planning. The role of administration in 
achieving development goals. 
PUAD 675 Public Pinancial Management and 
Budgeting (3) 
Addresses the role, dynamics, politics, and 
processes involved in the public budgetary 
function; and associated budget-preparation 
methods. Introduces students to advanced 
techniques employed by financial analysts in the 
public sector, including forecasting techniques, 
performance-measurement construction, activity-
based costing, and expenditure-analysis 
techniques. Examines types and structure of 
contemporary revenue sources. Reviews the 
fiscal interrelationships among federal, state, and 
local levels of government. 
PUAD 676 Cost-Benefit Analysis (2) 
Addresses evaluation of government programs 
using cost-benefit analysis. Examines how scarce 
or unemployed resources should be priced, the 
choice of proper time-discount rates, treatment of 
income distribution issues, human investments, 
environment benefits, intergovernmental grants, 
and regulatory problems. Students examine case 
studies and complete an evaluation of a program 
using cost-benefit analysis. 
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P"AD 677 (rgani.ational Behavior (4) 
Introduces a wide variety of theories, models, 
strategies, and experiences in the aspect of 
management that focuses on understanding, 
predicting, and influencing human behavior in 
an organiIation. Kevelops skills with which 
thinking administrators can find their own 
solutions to problems in specific situations and 
can function effectively with their employees in 
the work environment. 
Prerequisite: S.PQ 1RS. 
P"AD 678 Public Administration Management (3) 
Reviews the theoretical roots and values of public 
administration and how these influence 
perspectives in contemporary public 
administration management. EmphasiIes 
understanding of the nature of public 
accountability and the achievement of public 
goals. Integrates the various theoretical 
frameworks and analytical tools used to support 
executive decision making, contingency 
development, and the implementation of 
planned change. Reviews diffusion strategies, 
future forecasting, PERT, and other 
administrative tools. 
P"AD 688 Administrative LaC (3) 
Administrative perspectives on legal principles 
of agency rule making and adjudication; 
distinctions between informal and administrative 
actions; decision making; judicial review; and 
public control of administrative decisions. 
P"AD 698 Doctoral ProEect (4) 
Successful completion of the doctoral project 
requires demonstrated competency in two areas 
of public administration and social policy. Project 
design gives students an opportunity to reflect 
critically on the role and functions of public 
administration, demonstrate administrative 
problem solving, and exhibit their leadership 
capacities. Student chooses two areas of 
specialiIation; identifies a significant problem in 
each; applies appropriate research and 
administrative analysis; and formulates plausible 
solutions that illustrate a thorough 
understanding of the relevant technical, legal, 
ethical, and political issues. Project prepared in 
consultation with the student's doctoral guidance 
committee. 
RADG(L(GI 
RADS 891 Radiology Elective (1N5-18) 
RADGATG(R MEDGCGRE 
RDMR 891 Radiation Medicine Elective (1N5-18) 
READGRG 
RDRG 077 Basic Reading SkillsVAble G (2) 
For students with limited English language 
facility and fluency. Focuses on word recognition 
skills using the Action Phonics method, and oral 
language communication exercises. Includes 
vocabulary development, strategies to enhance 
reading comprehension and study skills, and 
methods to increase reading rate. Explores a 
wholistic view of successful student life—
including interpersonal relationships, cultural 
awareness and adaptation, and societal and 
emotional issues. 
RDRG 176 Study Skills for College Success (1) 
Kevelops cognitive organiIational strategies 
while increasing the student's rate of reading. 
Kemonstrates brain-compatible learning 
techniques based on current research. Zighlights 
information-processing techniques to be used 
when reading textbooks. Kevelops previewing, 
skimming, and scanning techniques that enable 
the student to do quick reviews of course content. 
Includes efficient memory techniques, test-taking 
skills, anxiety reduction strategies, and 
techniques for maintaining a positive family 
environment while in a heavy study program. 
RDRG 177 Reading TechniYuesVAble GG (2) 
Advanced reading course to enhance success in 
academic programs. Causes and effects of 
academic stress; ways of handling stress. 
[emory techniques, test-taking strategies, skills 
for dynamic information processing, and more 
efficient reading comprehension. 
RDRG 277 Advanced Reading TechniYuesVAble 
GGG (2) 
Advanced reading course to increase student's 
rate of reading by developing cognitive 
organiIational strategies such as: special 
techniques for processing information while 
reading textbooks; and previewing, skimming, 
and scanning techniques. Advanced skills for 
improving memory, taking tests, and reducing 
anxiety. 
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RELI%ION(ETHICAL ST/DIES 
RELE 400 Current Issues in Religion and Society (1-
4) 
Lecture series addresses a particular topic in 
bioethics from a variety of theological and 
religious perspectives. Focuses on current 
controversial topics in society and health care 
settings. >ay be repeated, depending on topic. 
RELE 447 Religion and Society (2-4) 
Explores biblical themes that call individuals of 
faith to foster social and personal transformation. 
Examines the dynamics involved when a 
religious movement evolves toward a religious 
institution. >odels of relationship between 
church and the world. Additional proDectEsF 
required for third and fourth units. 
RELE 455 Christian /nderstanding of SeJuality (2, 
3) 
Interpretations of human sexuality in ancient, 
medieval, and modern Christian thought, with 
emphasis on contemporary issues such as 
marriage, divorce, homosexuality, and artificial 
human procreation. Additional proDect required 
for third unit. 
RELE 456 Personal and Professional Ethics (2, 3) 
The foundations, norms, and patterns of personal 
integrity and professional responsibility. 
Additional proDect required for third unit. 
RELE 457 Christian Ethics and Health Care (2, 3) 
Ethical issues in modern medicine and related 
fields from the perspective of Christian thought 
and practice. Additional proDect required for 
third unit. 
RELE 499 Directed Study (1-3) 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
RELE 500 Current Issues in Religion and Society (1-
4) 
Lecture series addresses a particular topic in 
bioethics from a variety of theological and 
religious perspectives. Focuses on current 
controversial topics in society and health care 
settings. >ay be repeated, depending on topic. 
RELE 505 Clinical Ethics (3, 4) 
Case-based analysis of bioethics, with emphasis 
on clinical applications. Conceptual and 
historical readings in bioethics. Additional 
proDect required for fourth unit. 
RELE 522 Bioethical Issues in Social Qork (3, 4) 
Theoretical and practical dilemmas in bioethics. 
Contributions of social workers to these issues. 
Additional proDect required for fourth unit. 
RELE 524 Christian Bioethics (3, 4) 
Christian perspectives on ethical issues in health 
care. Additional proDect required for fourth unit. 
RELE 525 Ethics for Scientists (3, 4) 
Ethical aspects of scientific research, with 
emphasis on Christian contributions. Additional 
proDect required for fourth unit. 
RELE 533 Ethical Issues in Health Care Management 
(3, 4) 
Considers the special significance of ethical 
issues in public health for professionals in 
business and management positions. Additional 
proDect required for fourth unit 
RELE 534 Ethical Issues in Public Health (3, 4) 
Ethical issues encountered by public health 
administrators, educators, and investigators. 
Additional proDect required for fourth unit. 
RELE 535 Ethical Issues in Health Care Management 
(3, 4) 
Ethical issues encountered by public health 
business administrators within a health care 
management setting. Additional proDect required 
for fourth unit. 
RELE 547 Christian Business Ethics (3, 4) 
Christian and other perspectives on ethical issues 
in business and their pertinence to health care 
delivery and administration. Additional proDect 
required for fourth unit. 
RELE 548 Christian Social Ethics (3, 4) 
Relationships between Christian beliefs and 
social theory and practice. Additional proDect 
required for fourth unit. 
RELE 554 Clinical Ethics Practicum I (4) 
Theories and applications of ethics in the clinical 
setting. 
RELE 555 Clinical Ethics Practicum II (4) 
Theories and applications of ethics in the clinical 
setting. 
Prerequisite: RELE 554. 
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RELE 577 Theological Ethics (3, 4) 
Ethical implications of the primary theological 
legacies of Cestern culture. Additional proGect 
required for fourth unit. 
RELE 588 Philosophical Ethics (3, 4) 
Ethical themes and significant theorists in 
Cestern philosophy. Additional proGect required 
for fourth unit. 
RELE 58: ;iblical Ethics (3, 4) 
Exploration of the nature of biblical ethics and 
the contribution that the Bible makes to ethical 
reflection and action. Additional proGect required 
for fourth unit. 
RELE 624 Seminar in Christian Ethics (3, 4) 
Advanced study of selected topics in Christian 
ethics. 
PrerequisiteO Consent of instructor. 
RELE 6:: Directed Study (1-6) 
PrerequisiteO Consent of instructor. 
RELE 704 Medicine and Ethics (2) 
Introductory study of Christian medical ethics, 
emphasizing personal integrity of the physician, 
the process of moral decision making, and ethical 
problems facing contemporary medicine, such as 
abortion and euthanasia. 
RELE 705 Ethics in Pharmacy Practice (3) 
Ethical issues and principles in the contemporary 
practice of pharmacy. Christian resources and 
professional expectations for the ethical decisions 
of pharmacists. 
RELE 706 Ldvanced Ethics in Pharmacy Practice (2) 
Creates an atmosphere of in-depth analysis and 
discussion of ethics in pharmacy practice. 
Students bring their own cases to discuss, in 
addition to course readings, guest lectures, and 
moral decision-making models. 
RELE 714 Ldvanced Medical Ethics (2) 
Advanced study of issues and cases in 
contemporary medical ethics. 
RELE 734 Christian Ethics Nor Dentists (2) 
Ethical issues in contemporary dentistry. 
Christian resources for ethical decision making. 
RELIPIORSPERERLL STTDIES 
RELP 265 Special Topics in Religion (1-4) 
Lecture and discussion of a current topic in 
religion bearing on the theory or practice of one 
aspect of the discipline. Specific content varies 
from quarter to quarter. Tay be repeated for 
additional credit. 
RELP 504 Research Methods (2-4) 
Studies presuppositions and procedures for 
scholarship in religion and ethics, with an 
introduction to research in the natural and 
behavioral sciences. Practical themes include 
writing, library and Internet resources, and forms 
of scholarly papers and articles. Two units of 
credit may be given for research methods class 
taken in another discipline. Additional proGect 
required for fourth unit. 
RELP 674 Reading Tutorial (3, 4) 
Reading course for graduate students in religious 
studies. Topics vary depending on student and 
instructor interests. Additional proGect required 
for fourth unit. 
PrerequisiteO Consent of instructor. 
RELP 6:6 ProUect (1-4) 
PrerequisiteO Consent of instructor and of 
studentUs advisor. 
RELP 6:7 Independent Research (1-8) 
PrerequisiteO Consent of instructor and of 
studentUs advisor. 
RELP 6:8 Thesis (1-4) 
PrerequisiteO Consent of instructor and of 
studentUs advisor. 
RELP 7:5 Clinical Internship (12) 
Supervised clinical internship. Tinimum of one 
hour of individual supervision per week, and a 
final evaluation from the supervisor at the 
completion of V22 hours of clinical internship. 
RELIPIORSRELLTIORLL STTDIES 
RELR 404 Christian Service (1, 2) 
Student participates in approved service 
learning, with written reflection on the Christian 
reasons for service. Additional proGect required 
for second unit. 
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RE#R 40' Christian Perspectives on Marriage and 
the Family (2? 3) 
-rom a Christian perspective, overviews the 
family life cycle. Additional pro>ect required for 
third unit. 
RE#R 40B Christian Perspectives on Ceath and 
Cying (2? 3) 
-rom a Christian perspective, considers the 
meaning of death—including the process of 
dying, cultural issues regarding death and dying, 
grief and mourning, suicide, and other related 
issues. Additional pro>ect required for third unit. 
RE#R 415 Christian Theology and Popular Culture 
(2? 3) 
Examines concepts and practices in popular 
culture from a Christian perspective. Additional 
pro>ect required for third unit. 
RE#R 42H Crisis Counseling (2? 3) 
Crisis phenomena, current crisis theory, a 
Christian model of crisis care, and the dynamics 
and practices of crisis care. Additional pro>ect 
required for third unit. 
RE#R 42B Cultural Issues in Religion (2? 3) 
Studies similarities and differences between 
European-American culture and GminorityG 
cultures in America, and the differences 
pertaining to the way religion is perceived and 
practiced. Additional pro>ect required for third 
unit. 
RE#R 44' Church and Community #eadership (2? 3) 
Theology and practice of lay church involvement 
and leadership by health care professionals. 
Additional pro>ect required for third unit. 
RE#R 4H5 Art oK Integrative Care (2? 3) 
The integration of psychosocial and spiritual care 
in the clinical setting. Additional pro>ect required 
for third unit. 
RE#R 4BB Cirected Study (1M3) 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
RE#R 524 Clinical Pastoral Education (NM12) 
Twelve-week course that includes supervised 
experience with patients, lectures by hospital 
staff, hospital rounds with physicians, seminars, 
and conferences. -ive eight-hour days per week. 
KLimited enrollment. Credit earned in this course 
is recognized by the Association for Clinical 
Pastoral Education, Incorporated.O 
RE#R 525 Health Care and the Cynamics oK 
Christian #eadership (3? 4) 
Christian principles of leadership in the 
community and in the practice of health care. 
Additional pro>ect required for fourth unit. 
RE#R 52H Crisis Counseling (3? 4) 
Crisis phenomena, current crisis theory, a 
Christian model of crisis care, and the dynamics 
and practices of crisis care. Additional pro>ect 
required for fourth unit. 
RE#R 52' Christian CitiPenship and #eadership (3? 
4) 
Christian principles for fostering healthy 
communities, transforming the institutions of 
society, and providing public leadership. 
Additional pro>ect required for fourth unit. 
RE#R 535 Spirituality and Mental Health (3? 4) 
Explores the interrelationship between 
spirituality and mental health. Seeks to enhance 
understanding of the term GspiritualityG in the 
context of religious traditionsP considers the 
therapeutic effects both of spirituality and of 
religious traditions. Additional pro>ect required 
for fourth unit. 
RE#R 53N Spirituality and Everyday #iKe (3? 4) 
Explores the place of spirituality in everyday life 
through assimilation of information drawn from 
religious theorists, theology, spiritual and 
religious practices, and occupation. Additional 
pro>ect required for fourth unit. 
RE#R 53H Issues in Pastoral Counseling (2) 
Explores issues in the practice of pastoral 
counseling, such as pastoral assessment, 
theological reflections, and spirituality. 
RE#R 53' Methods in Pastoral Counseling (2) 
Explores pastoral counseling methodsP the 
uniqueness, and contributions to the field of 
religion and mental health. 
RE#R 54B Personal and Family Qholeness (3? 4) 
Studies personal spiritual development as the 
center for individual and family life and 
professional practice, with special attention to 
balancing healthy family relationships and 
professional obligations. 
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R"#R 564 Religion. /arriage. and the 5amily (3. 4) 
The family in theological, historical, and ethical 
perspectivesFwith a Christian assessment of 
contemporary theories regarding the family. 
Additional proIect required for fourth unit. 
R"#R 565 Pastoral Theology and /ethodology (3. 4) 
Studies the biblical, theological, and historical 
foundations for the practice of ministry. 
Additional proIect required for fourth unit. 
R"#R 56> Pastoral Counseling (3. 4) 
Provides overview of theology, history, theory, 
and practice of pastoral counseling. Additional 
proIect required for fourth unit. 
R"#R 568 Care oB the Dying and DereaEed (3. 4) 
Studies the biblical, theological, cultural, 
religious, relational, and psychological aspects of 
dying and death. Additional proIect required for 
fourth unit. 
R"#R 5>4 Preaching (3. 4) 
Explores the why, what, where, and how of 
Christian proclamation, with emphasis on the 
development of basic skills for the preparation 
and delivery of biblical messages in a variety of 
settings. Additional proIect required for fourth 
unit. 
R"#R 5>5 Art oB IntegratiEe Care (3. 4) 
The integration of psychosocial and spiritual care 
in the clinical setting. Additional proIect required 
for fourth unit. 
R"#R 584 Culture. Psychology. and Religion (3. 4) 
Introduces the maIor contours of Pestern culture 
as they relate to various schools of psychological 
thought and the influence of religious beliefs. 
Additional proIect required for fourth unit. 
R"#R 585 Psychology oB Religion (3. 4) 
Psychological research of religion from an 
eclectic approach. Qaith development, 
ethnographic varieties of religious experiences, 
narrative analysis, and cross-cultural religious 
experiences. Additional proIect required for 
fourth unit. 
R"#R 586 Psychology oB /oral and 5aith 
DeEelopment (3. 4) 
Studies logical, moral, and faith reasoning from a 
cognitive-developmental perspective. How 
cultural and religious norms affect moral 
thinking. Additional proIect required for fourth 
unit. 
R"#R 58> Religion and the Social Sciences (3. 4) 
Introduces classic and contemporary dialogues 
between religion and the social sciences. 
Additional proIect required for fourth unit. 
R"#R 588 Personal and 5amily Kholeness (3. 4) 
Studies personal spiritual development as the 
center for individual and family life and 
professional practice, with special attention to 
balancing healthy family relationships and 
professional obligations. Additional proIect 
required for fourth unit. 
R"#R 694 Seminar in Clinical /inistry (3. 4) 
Principles and practice of effective interaction 
with patients, parishioners, inmates, and other 
populations. Additional proIect required for 
fourth unit. 
R"#R 699 Directed Study (1N6) 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
R"#R >O1 Prientation to Religion and /edicine (2) 
Examines the relationship between Scripture and 
the practice of medicine. 
R"#R >O9 Christian PerspectiEes on Death and 
Dying (2) 
Qrom a Christian perspective, considers the 
meaning of death, including: the process of 
dying, cultural issues regarding death and dying, 
grief and mourning, suicide, and other related 
issues. 
R"#R >15 Christian Dentist in Community (2) 
Studies Christian leadership in the local church, 
surrounding community, and the larger societyF
emphasizing the practical development of 
leadership skills. 
R"#R >1> DiEersity and the Christian Health 
ProBessional (2) 
Qacilitates the development of personal and 
professional understanding and appreciation for 
the diversity in a multicultural society from a 
Vudeo-Christian perspective. 
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RELR %2' (holeness for Physicians (2) 
-nowledge, values, attitudes, and skills 
contributing to the physician=s goal of personal 
wholeness. 
RELR %49 Personal and ;amily (holeness (2) 
Studies personal spiritual development as the 
center for individual and family life and 
professional practice, with special attention to 
balancing healthy family relationships and 
professional obligations. 
RELR %%' Art of Integrative Care (2) 
The integration of psychosocial and spiritual care 
in the clinical setting. 
RELICIDEFTHEDLDCICAL STJKIES 
RELT 404 EeM Testament (ritings (2N 3) 
Interprets selected letters and passages of the 
New Testament, with a view to their theological 
and practical significance for today. Additional 
project required for third unit. 
RELT 40P Adventist Qeliefs and Life (2N 3) 
Fundamental tenets of Seventh-day Adventist 
faith and the lifestyle that such faith engenders. 
Additional project required for third unit. 
RELT 41' Philosophy of Religion (2N 3) 
Philosophical study of religion, including the 
nature and function of religious language, 
evidence for the existence of God, the problem of 
evil, and religious diversity. Additional project 
required for third unit. 
RELT 41P Cod and Human Suffering (2N 3) 
Suffering and evil in relation to the creative and 
redemptive purposes of God for this world. 
Additional project required for third unit. 
RELT 420 Topics in the Cospels (2N 3) 
-ey passages and themes in the four Gospels 
and/or related to the life of Mesus, with an 
exploration of their message for today. Content 
may vary from quarter to quarter. May be 
repeated for additional credit when content is 
different. Additional project required for third 
unit. 
RELT 423 Loma Linda Perspectives (2-3) 
History and philosophy of Loma Linda 
University as a Christian health-sciences 
institution that fosters human wholeness. 
Additional project required for third unit. 
RELT 42' Contemporary Religious Issues (2N 3) 
Analyzes prominent topics in religion discussed 
in contemporary journals. Additional project 
required for third unit. 
RELT 42P Vesus (2N 3) 
Studies Mesus as healer and teacher, prophet and 
reformer, Son of God and Savior. Additional 
project required for third unit. 
RELT 43P Adventist Heritage and Health (2N 3) 
Origin and development of Seventh-day 
Adventist interest in health, from the background 
of nineteenth-century medicine and health 
reform to the present. Additional project required 
for third unit. 
RELT 43% Current Issues in Adventism (2N 3) 
Selected theological, ethical, and organizational 
questions of current interest in Adventism, with 
the goal of preparation for active involvement in 
the life of the Seventh-day Adventist Church. 
Recommended for students with a Seventh-day 
Adventist background. Additional project 
required for third unit. 
RELT 440 (orld Religions (2N 3) 
Surveys the origins, beliefs, and contemporary 
practices of the world=s major religious systems. 
Gives attention to the interaction between 
specific religions and their cultures; and to 
similarities, differences, and potential for 
understanding among the religions. Additional 
project required for third unit. 
RELT 444 Christian Wission (2N 3) 
Applies biblical theology to defining the 
concerns, structures, and methods of Christian 
mission. Concept of the Church, the definition of 
missionary, and the priorities of mission. 
Additional project required for third unit. 
RELT 44% Cross-cultural Winistry (2N 3) 
Studies the challenges of serving in cross-cultural 
situations from a Christian mission perspective, 
using the insights of missiology and cultural 
anthropology as they relate to personal and 
professional growth, social change, and effective 
intercultural communication and service. 
Additional project required for third unit. 
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R"#T 464 Paul,s Message in Romans (27 3) 
Chapter-by-chapter interpretation of PaulDs most 
influential letter, in which the good news of 
GodDs salvation is applied to the issues of 
Christian life and community. Additional proMect 
required for third unit. 
R"#T 47; Visions of Healing in ?i@lical Prophecy 
(27 3) 
Exploration of the visionary accounts of biblical 
books such as #saiah, Jeremiah, Daniel, and 
Revelation. Content may vary from quarter to 
quarter. Additional proMect required for third 
unit. 
R"#T 474 #oFe and SeI in the ?i@le (27 3) 
Studies Scripture on the reality, nature, and 
challenges of loveSboth divine and human; and 
of key biblical passages on the goodness, 
meaning, and distortions of human sexuality. 
Additional proMect required for third unit. 
R"#T 475 Spirituality and the Contemporary 
Christian (27 3) 
Explores the meaning of spirituality in the light 
of Scripture and Christian thought, and studies 
practices and disciplines that form and mature an 
individualDs spiritual life. Additional proMect 
required for third unit. 
R"#T 476 The ?i@le and "thics (27 3) 
Uays in which the Bible and ethics are related. 
MaMor ethical themes in biblical teaching. 
Additional proMect required for third unit. 
R"#T 477 ?i@lical Thought and Today,s Morld (27 3) 
#ntegration of various aspects of biblical thought 
with the issues and world views faced by those in 
a health care environment. Content may vary 
from quarter to quarter. May be repeated for 
additional credit when content is different. 
Additional proMect required for third unit. 
R"#T 4NN Directed Study (1Q3) 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
R"#T 526 Creation and Cosmology (37 4) 
Explores the similarities and contrasts between 
biblical and scientific views of the world, with 
special attention to biblical Creation accounts in 
their historical context. Additional proMect 
required for fourth unit. 
R"#T 534 Anthropology of Mission (37 4) 
Studies Christian mission, applying the findings 
of anthropology as they relate to cultural change. 
Processes of religious development, means of 
diffusion, factors affecting religious 
acculturation, and analysis of programs intended 
to effect changes in religion. Additional proMect 
required for fourth unit. 
R"#T 53N Christian Snderstanding of Tod and 
Humanity (37 4) 
Studies the nature and attributes of God, with 
special emphasis on GodDs relation to the world; 
and the essential dynamics of human existence in 
light of the central biblical motifs of creature, 
image of God, and sin. Additional proMect 
required for fourth unit. 
R"#T 54; Morld Religions and Human Health (37 4) 
Studies the history, beliefs, and practices of maMor 
religions of the world, with an emphasis on 
theological and ethical issues in the practice of 
health care ministry. Additional proMect required 
for fourth unit. 
R"#T 555 The AdFentist "Iperience (37 4) 
#ntroduces the beliefs and values that shape the 
Seventh-day Adventist community. Additional 
proMect required for fourth unit. 
R"#T 556 Spirituality in SeFenthQday AdFentist 
Theology (3) 
Clarifies the unique role Seventh-day Adventist 
theology plays in fostering spirituality. 
R"#T 557 Theology of Human Suffering (37 4) 
Suffering and evil in relation to the creative and 
redemptive purposes of God for this world. 
Yocus on formation of studentDs theology of 
human suffering. Additional proMect required for 
fourth unit. 
R"#T 558 Vld Testament Thought (37 4) 
#ntroduces the literature and key theological 
themes of the Old Testament. Content may vary 
from quarter to quarter. Additional proMect 
required for fourth unit. 
R"#T 55N NeX Testament Thought (37 4) 
#ntroduces the literature and key theological 
themes of the New Testament. Content may vary 
from quarter to quarter. Additional proMect 
required for fourth unit. 
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RE#T 56( )esus the Revealer3 The Message o7 the 
8ospel o7 )ohn (3= 4) 
A study of 2esus as revealer and healer, the basis 
for the Loma Linda mission, <To make man 
whole.< 
RE#T 563 Health Care= Humanity= and 8od (3= 4) 
Focuses on the centrality of the health 
professions to the mission of the church, and the 
ways in which these professions manifest GodDs 
saving work and exemplify the ministry of 
Christ. An additional project is required for 
fourth unit. 
RE#T 564 Apostle o7 Hope3 The #i7e= #etters= and 
#egacy o7 Paul (3= 4) 
A study of the legacy of <the second most 
influential< person in human history. 
RE#T 565 Iision o7 Healing3 The Message o7 the 
BooK o7 Revelation (3= 4) 
A study of RevelationDs description of the end of 
suffering and GodDs vision for healing a broken 
world. 
RE#T 615 Seminar in Philosophy o7 Religion (3= 4) 
Examines the concept of God, arguments for the 
existence of God, the relationship of faith and 
reason, and the nature of religious language. 
Additional project required for fourth unit. 
RE#T 617 Seminar in Religion and the Sciences (3= 
4) 
Explores the interface between religion and the 
sciencesKwith attention to the religious origins 
of modern science, the similarities and contrasts 
between scientific and religious inquiry, and the 
particular challenges that the sciences pose for 
religious belief. Additional project required for 
fourth unit. 
RE#T 699 Directed Study (1-6) 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
RE#T 7(6 Adventist Belie7s and #i7e (2) 
Fundamental tenets of Seventh-day Adventist 
faith, and the lifestyle that such faith engenders. 
RE#T 7(7 Medicine= Humanity= and 8od (2) 
Role of the practitioner of medicine as a co-
worker with God in the healing of humankind. 
RE#T 713 Christian Spirituality (2) 
Study of Scripture and Christian thought on how 
a personDs spiritual life is formed and matured. 
RE#T 714 Comparative Religious ESperiences (2) 
Examines the religious experiences held by 
adherents of various Christian confessions. 
RE#T 716 8od and Human Su77ering (2) 
Suffering and evil in relation to the creative and 
redemptive purposes of God for this world. 
RE#T 717 Christian Belie7s and #i7e (2) 
Introduces basic Christian beliefs and life. 
RE#T 718 Adventist Heritage and Health (2) 
Studies the fundamental beliefs and values that 
led Seventh-day Adventists to become involved 
in health care, with particular emphasis on the 
spiritual story and principles leading to the 
founding of Loma Linda University. 
RE#T 726 )esus (2) 
Studies 2esus as healer and teacher, prophet and 
reformer, Son of God and Savior. 
RE#T 727 #ove and SeS in the BiUle (2) 
Studies Scripture on the reality, nature, and 
challenges of love, both divine and human; and 
of key biblical passages on the goodness, 
meaning, and distortions of human sexuality. 
RE#T 734 Anthropology o7 Mission (2) 
Studies Christian mission, applying the findings 
of anthropology as they relate to cultural change. 
Processes of religious development, factors 
affecting religious acculturation, and analysis of 
programs intended to effect changes in religion. 
RE#T 74( Vorld Religions and Human Health (3) 
Studies the history, beliefs, and practices of major 
religions of the world, with emphasis on 
theological and ethical issues in the practice of 
health care ministry. 
RE#T 764 PaulWs Message in Romans (2) 
Chapter-by-chapter interpretation of PaulDs most 
influential letter, in which the good news of 
GodDs salvation is applied to the issues of 
Christian life and community. 
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RELT &65 Vision of Healing4 The Message of the 
Boo9 of Re:elation (2) 
A study of Revelation@s description of the end of 
suffering and /od@s vision for healing a broken 
world. 
RELT &6& Apostle of Hope4 The Life@ Letters@ and 
Legacy of Paul (2) 
A study of the legacy of Jthe second most 
influentialJ person in human history 
RELT &&5 Spirituality and the Christian Health 
Professional (2) 
Explores the meaning of spirituality in the light 
of Scripture and Christian thought. Studies 
practices and disciplines that form and mature an 
individual@s spiritual life. 
REHABILITATION SCIENCE 
RESC 515 Political and Professional Ad:ocacy in 
RehaMilitation (3) 
Highlights distinctions between the processes 
and outcomes of legislation and regulation in the 
health care professions. Emphasizes negotiation 
strategies that enhance success in self-advocacy, 
and solutions to ensure agreement by all 
participants. Focuses on identifying and solving 
professional concerns. 
RESC 516 Practicum in Ad:ocacy (1-3) 
Political and professional forums related to 
grassroots advocacy. 
Prerequisite: SPOL 2U4, AHCW 5U5. 
RESC 519 RehaMilitation Theories and Applications 
in Health Care (3) 
History of and current trends in health care 
theory and applications, emphasizing successful 
approaches to integration of the rehabilitation 
professions. 
RESC 69& Research (1-12) 
Twenty units of doctoral research required. 
RESC 699 Dissertation (4) 
Student prepares and defends doctoral 
dissertation. Registration during quarter of 
doctoral defense. 
RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY 
RESD &U1 Restorati:e Dentistry I Lecture (2) 
Terminology, morphologic characteristics, and 
interrelationship of permanent teeth. 
Corequisite: RESD 10UL. 
RESD &U1L Restorati:e Dentistry I LaMoratory (2) 
Corequisite: RESD 10U. 
RESD &U2 Restorati:e Dentistry II (2) 
Introduces mandibular movement. Relationship 
to the anatomy of teeth. Studies source, use, and 
manipulation of dental materials; and their 
physical properties relative to dentistry. 
Corequisite: RESD 102L. 
RESD &U2L Restorati:e Dentistry II LaMoratory (2) 
Corequisite: RESD 102. 
RESD &U8 Restorati:e Dentistry III Lecture (2) 
]asic principles and techniques of cavity 
preparation and restoration of teeth with silver 
alloy and tooth-colored restorative materials. 
Studies source, use, and manipulation of dental 
materials; and their physical properties relative 
to dentistry. 
Corequisite: RESD 108L. 
RESD &U8L Restorati:e Dentistry III LaMoratory (2) 
Corequisite: RESD 108. 
RESD &U9 Restorati:e Dentistry IV Lecture (2) 
]asic principles and techniques of cavity 
preparation and restoration of teeth with silver 
alloy and tooth-colored restorative materials. 
Introduces basic casting principles and 
techniques. Studies the source, use, and 
manipulation of dental materials; and their 
physical properties relative to dentistry. 
Corequisite: RESD 109L. 
RESD &U9L Restorati:e Dentistry IV LaMoratory (2) 
Corequisite: RESD 109. 
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RESD 764 Remova.le Prosthodontics (5.5) 
Covers the basic concepts of treatment and 
management of the partially and completely 
edentulous patient utilizing removable 
prosthesis. Concepts of anatomy, function, and 
occlusion are covered. The student receives 
practical hands-on treatment and simulations of 
immediate complete dentures, removable partial 
dentures, and designing and treating the 
completely edentulous patient. The student 
observes and performs a simulated treatment of a 
completely edentulous patient. Removable 
partial denture design principles and hands-on 
treatment planning to understand the proper 
treatment planning and sequencing of a patient 
requiring a combination of operative, fixed, and 
removable prosthodontics. 
RESD 771 Single Casting TechniAue Lecture (2) 
Aasic tooth preparation for single cast 
restorations, including porcelain fused to metal, 
tissue management, impression techniques, and 
casting fabrication. 
RESD 771L Single Casting TechniAue La.oratory (2) 
RESD 772 Fixed Prosthodontics Lecture (2) 
Indications, treatment planning, design and 
fabrication of metal and porcelain-fused-to-metal 
restorations, including single units, fixed partial 
dentures, and single implant restorations. 
RESD 772L Fixed Prosthodontics La.oratory (2) 
RESD 773 Fixed Prosthodontics II Lecture (1, 2) 
Continues RESD 77F. 
RESD 773L Fixed Prosthodontics II La.oratory (1, 2) 
RESD 801 Fixed Prosthodontics and Occlusion (1) 
Introduces additional techniques for fixed 
prosthodontics, treatment planning, and repair 
techniques for prosthetic failures. 
RESD 811 Dental Materials II (1) 
Selection and uses of current dental materials. 
RESD 822 Operative Dentistry II Lecture (1) 
Indications, preparations, and placement of the 
direct core build-up procedures, atypical cast 
gold, and complex amalgam. 
RESD 822L Operative Dentistry II La.oratory (1) 
RESD 823 Operative Dentistry III Lecture (1) 
Principles of dental aesthetics, adhesion to tooth 
tissues, preparation and placement of tooth-
colored restorations in anterior and posterior 
teeth. 
RESD 823L Operative Dentistry III La.oratory (1) 
RESD 844 Restorative Study Clu. Seminar (.5) 
RESD 854 Implant Dentistry (2) 
Lecture portion focuses on diagnostic and 
treatment-planning procedures associated with 
implant dentistry, the benefits of implant 
dentistry, the scientific and technical foundations 
for implant surgery and associated advanced 
procedures, the peri-implant tissues, 
postplacement care, and clinical complications 
associated with dental implants. 
RESD 854L Implant Dentistry La.oratory (1) 
Laboratory experience that applies the 
knowledge of diagnosis and treatment planning 
to the fabrication of radiographic and surgical 
templates, and provides experience with the 
analysis of cone-beam radiographic scans and the 
use of dental implant-planning software. 
Additionally, provides an implant-placement 
experience using a manikin—followed by 
impression making, the fabrication of a working 
cast, and the formation of a wax pattern for a 
definitive restoration. 
RESD 861 Senior Topics in Remova.le 
Prosthodontics (2) 
Treatment planning and problem solving in 
removable prosthodontics and combination cases 
to prepare fourth-year dental students for dental 
practice and National Dental Aoard Examination 
Part II. 
RESD 875 Restorative Dentistry Clinic (.5-37.5) 
Clinical practice in the restoration of teeth and 
the replacement of missing teeth—including 
attendant diagnostic procedures, planning and 
sequencing of treatment, disease control 
procedures, and appropriate continuing-care 
procedures following treatment. Ten quarters 
must be successfully completed to earn credit. 
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RESPIRATORY THERAPY 
RSTH 301 Advanced Respiratory Therapy Science I 
(3) 
Comprehensive review of patient-care 
techniques. Presents and discusses clinical 
application of respiratory therapy devices in-
depth, and their influences on patient care. 
Reports and discussions of current and advanced 
developments. Integrates experience with current 
concepts and develops logical courses for proper 
equipment and technique application for specific 
patient care. (Not taught every year.) 
Cross-listing: RSTH PP1. 
RSTH 302 Advanced Respiratory Therapy Science II 
(3) 
Comprehensively reviews patient-care 
techniques. Presents and discusses clinical 
application of respiratory therapy devices in-
depth, and their influences on patient care. 
Reports and discussions of current and advanced 
developments. Integrates experience with current 
concepts and develops logical courses for proper 
equipment and technique application for specific 
patient care. (Not taught every year.) 
Prerequisite: Runior standing or consent of the 
department chair. 
RSTH 303 Advanced Respiratory Therapy Science 
III (2) 
Comprehensively reviews patient-care 
techniques. Presents and discusses clinical 
application of respiratory therapy devices in-
depth, and their influences on patient care. 
Reports and discussions of current and advanced 
developments. Integrates experience with current 
concepts and develops logical courses for proper 
equipment and technique application for specific 
patient care. (Not taught every year.) 
Prerequisite: Runior standing or consent of the 
department chair. 
RSTH 304 Cardiopulmonary Anatomy and 
Physiology (4) 
Investigates anatomic and physiologic 
components of the cardiovascular and 
respiratory systems. Emphasizes histology, 
embryology, diffusion, gases transported in the 
blood, acid-base balance, lung volumes and 
capacities, mechanics of ventilation, ventilation 
perfusion relationships, regulation or respiration, 
cardiac cell-membrane action potentials, and 
excitation-contraction coupling. 
RSTH 311 Advanced Neonatal Respiratory Care (3) 
Neonatal and fetal physiology, diseases, and 
therapeutic interventions. Emphasizes neonatal 
respiratory care. Reviews current research related 
to high-frequency ventilation, extracorporeal 
membrane oxygenation, and surfactant therapy. 
RSTH 315 Pediatric Perinatal Respiratory Care (2) 
Pathophysiology of the newborn, prenatal risk 
factors, pediatric cardiopulmonary diseases, 
diagnostics, monitoring of clinical indices, and 
treatments used in perinatal/pediatric 
respiratory care. Advanced information on 
surfactant administration, high-frequency 
ventilation, and ECMO. May be used toward 
postprofessional B.S. degree in respiratory care in 
place of RSTH PYY. 
RSTH 323 Pulmonary Function Methodology (3) 
Evaluates pulmonary function in health and 
disease through spirometry, plethysmography, 
helium dilution, nitrogen washout, single-breath 
nitrogen, volume of isoflow, and diffusing 
capacity studies—including blood-gas 
instrumentation, quality control, quality 
assurance, and current ATS standards. Lecture 
and laboratory. 
RSTH 331 Pharmacology I (2) 
Surveys pharamacologic agents currently used in 
medicine—including their kinetics, dynamics, 
and therapeutics. Emphasizes drugs and their 
effects on the respiratory, cardiovascular, and 
autonomic nervous systems. Topics include the 
bronchodilators, anti-inflammatory agents, 
mucokinetic agents, cardiovascular agents, 
diuretics, antimicrobials, neuromuscular agents, 
and agents used to treat nicotine dependence. 
RSTH 332 Pharmacology II (2) 
Surveys pharamacologic agents currently used in 
medicine—including their kinetics, dynamics, 
and therapeutics. Emphasizes drugs and their 
effects on the respiratory, cardiovascular, and 
autonomic nervous systems. Topics include the 
bronchodilators, anti-inflammatory agents, 
mucokinetic agents, cardiovascular agents, 
diuretics, antimicrobials, neuromuscular agents, 
and agents used to treat nicotine dependence. 
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R"T$ 334 Patient .ssessment (2) 
General introduction to the clinical setting. 
Assesses and evaluates patients with respiratory 
disease. Develops clinical practice habits and 
patient-care techniques. Student must obtain 
current cardiopulmonary resuscitation BCPRE 
certification from the American Geart 
Association before the end of the term. 
Corequisite: RSTG 34K. 
R"T$ 341 Respiratory Therapy "cience I (5) 
Lasic principles of respiratory therapy, as related 
to gas physics; medical-gas storage and therapy; 
and administration of humidity, aerosol and 
airway-pressure therapies, artificial airways, and 
resuscitation devices. Emphasizes methods of 
administration of the therapy, with special 
attention placed on the equipment used, as well 
as applies this information to the clinical setting. 
R"T$ 342 Respiratory Therapy "cience II (5) 
Lecture and laboratory presentation of the 
principles of respiratory therapy related to lung-
inflation therapy; use of artificial airways, and 
their care and complications. Introduces 
mechanical ventilatory support, including 
beginning ventilators, support systems, 
comparison of methods, and respiratory 
monitoring. Emphasizes application of this 
information to the clinical setting. 
Prerequisite: RSTG 34K. 
R"T$ 343 Respiratory Therapy "cience III (4) 
Lecture and laboratory presentation of the 
principles of respiratory therapy related to 
mechanical ventilatory support, including patient 
management and ventilatory support systems. 
Emphasizes methods of ventilatory support, with 
special attention to the mechanical ventilators 
commonly used in the studentsS clinical sites. 
Applies this information to the clinical setting. 
Prerequisite: RSTG 34K, RSTG 342. 
R"T$ 354 =ase "tudies in .dult Respiratory =are 
(2) 
Adult critical-care concepts presented through a 
case-study approach. Respiratory care plan used 
to present diseases, treatment, and procedures 
relevant to respiratory care. Patient rounds 
further develop critical-thinking skills in a 
patient-care setting. 
Prerequisite: RSTG 38K. 
R"T$ 366 DiaCnostic TechniDues (3) 
Continues the clinical use of diagnostic tests and 
procedures. Emphasizes evaluation of chest 
radiographs, electrocardiography, and 
monitoring hemodynamics. Lecture and 
laboratory. 
Prerequisite: RSTG 304, RSTG 33K. 
R"T$ 381 =ardiopulmonary Diseases I (2) 
Comprehensively studies cardiopulmonary 
diseases and their adverse effects. Course content 
includes disease etiology, pathology, 
pathophysiology, clinical features, prognosis, 
treatment, and prevention. 
Prerequisite: RSTG 304, RSTG 33K, RSTG 34K. 
R"T$ 382 =ardiopulmonary Diseases II (2) 
Comprehensively studies cardiopulmonary 
diseases and their adverse effects. Course content 
includes disease etiology, pathology, 
pathophysiology, clinical features, prognosis, 
treatment, and prevention. 
Prerequisite: RSTG 304RSTG 38KWRSTG 342 
BWmay be taken concurrentlyE. 
R"T$ 391 Respiratory =are Practicum I (2) 
General introduction to the clinical setting; 
assessment of patients with respiratory disease. 
Develops work habits and patient-care 
techniques. Students must obtain current 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation BCPRE 
certification from the American Geart 
Association before the end of the quarter. 
Prerequisite: RSTG 34K; AGA CPR certification. 
Corequisite: RSTG 342. 
R"T$ 392 Respiratory =are Practicum II (2) 
Applies specific therapeutic techniques, 
including oxygen and humidity therapy, aerosol 
therapy, airway management, lung-inflation 
techniques, and chest physiotherapy. 
Prerequisite: RSTG 342, RSTG 3,K; AGA CPR 
certification. Corequisite: RSTG 343. 
R"T$ 393 Respiratory =are Practicum III (4) 
Applies therapeutic techniques in continuous 
mechanical ventilation; special procedures, 
operation and postanesthesia room, and arterial 
blood-gas laboratory. 
Prerequisite: RSTG 343, RSTG 382, RSTG 3,2. 
Corequisite: RSTG 404. 
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RSTH 401 Cardiopulmonary Intensi9e Care (2<4) 
Management of the patient with 
cardiopulmonary failure. Theory and capabilities 
of various life support and monitoring systems. 
Prerequisite: Postprofessional student, senior 
standingM or consent of instructor. 
RSTH 404 Critical Care (4) 
Continues the theory, practice, and knowledge of 
mechanical ventilation—providing an integrated 
approach to respiratory care in the critical-care 
arena. A systems-based approach used to 
incorporate respiratory care concepts, such as 
planning and implementing of protocols, best-
practice guidelines, etc. Presentations, proQects, 
and critical evaluation used to increase critical-
thinking skills and patient-care skills. 
RSTH 411 Ad9anced Cardiac Life Support (2) 
Principles and techniques of advanced 
emergency cardiac care: review of basic CPR, 
endotracheal intubation, and the use of airway 
adQuncts. Monitoring and dysrhythmia 
recognition. Essential and useful drugs for 
cardiac life support. Intravenous techniques. 
Appropriate use of devices for elective 
cardioversion or defibrillation, stabilization, and 
transportation. Use of circulatory adQuncts. Acid-
base balance, drug therapy, and therapeutic 
interventions. 
RSTH 421 Perinatal and Pediatric Respiratory Care 
(2) 
Fetal development and circulation. Prenatal risk 
factors. "ewborn resuscitationM newborn and 
pediatric assessment. Etiology, pathophysiology, 
course, treatment, and outcome of respiratory 
diseases as they relate to problems in pediatrics 
and neonatology. Tiscusses ECMO, high-
frequency ventilation, and nitric oxide. 
Prerequisite: RSTV 304, RSTV 33Y. 
RSTH 422 Ad9anced Perinatal and Pediatric 
Respiratory Care (2) 
Pathophysiology of newborn and pediatric 
diseases likely to be encountered by the 
respiratory care practitioner. Perinatal risk 
factors, resuscitation, and research on the 
transition to extrauterine life. Tiagnostics, 
monitoring of clinical indices, and treatments 
used in perinatalZpediatric respiratory care. 
Advanced information on surfactant, high-
frequency ventilation, and ECMO. 
Prerequisite: RSTV 42YM or consent of instructor. 
Toes not apply to postprofessional respiratory 
care students. 
RSTH 424 EDercise Physiology and Pulmonary 
Rehabilitation (3) 
Metabolism of carbohydrates, lipids, and 
proteins in energy production, oxygen 
consumption, carbon dioxide production, and 
respiratory quotient applied to measurable 
counterparts of oxygen uptake, carbon dioxide 
output, and respiratory exchange ratio at rest and 
during exercise. Metabolic studies, body-fat 
composition, exercise studies, and malnutrition 
in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease utilized 
as a foundation for evaluation and 
implementation of pulmonary rehabilitation 
program. Rehabilitation components include 
team assessment, patient training, exercise, 
psychosocial intervention, and follow-up. 
RSTH 431 Senior ProIect I (2) 
Students required to develop a proposal for a 
research paperZproQect. Under the direction of 
the program director, students assigned to a 
mentor who will assist them with developing 
their paperZproQect. 
RSTH 432 Senior ProIect II (2) 
Tevelops and expands research paperZproQect 
begun during previous quarter. Literature search, 
research question, and data collection methods 
developed. 
Prerequisite: RSTV 43Y. 
RSTH 433 Senior ProIect III (2) 
Tata collection completed, data analyzed, 
conclusions and findings written up for 
publication and for poster presentation. 
Prerequisite: RSTV 43Y, RSTV 432. 
RSTH 434 Ad9anced Patient Assessment (2) 
Advanced skills in interviewing, physical 
examination, and interpretation of laboratory 
data. Lecture, reading material, and physical 
examination procedures. Provides insight for 
better interview and examination of patients with 
cardiopulmonary disease. Increases 
understanding of the pathophysiology behind 
the symptoms. 
Prerequisite: RSTV 334M Toes not apply to 
postprofessional respiratory care students. 
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R"T$ 441 Respiratory Therapy "cience IV (3) 
Presents and discusses the clinical application of 
respiratory therapy devices in-depth, and their 
influences on patient care. Reports and 
discussions of current and advanced 
developments. Emphasizes application of this 
information to the clinical setting. (Not taught 
every year.) 
Prerequisite: RSTH 341, RSTH 342, RSTH 343J or 
consent of instructor. Cross-listing: RSTH 301. 
R"T$ 444 Case "tudies in <eonatal>Pediatric 
Respiratory Care (2) 
Levelops respiratory care-management skills in 
caring for the neonatal and pediatric patient 
through the presentation of student case studies. 
Clinical staff and faculty review current 
management of the newborn, infant, and child. 
Student presents patients and explains 
implications of care. Levelops presentation skills. 
Prerequisite: RSTH 421J Loes not apply to 
postprofessional respiratory care students . 
R"T$ 451 Respiratory Care Affiliation I (2) 
General care, basic critical care, and advanced 
critical care in the adult, pediatric, and neonatal 
setting as practiced at LLUMC. Open to students 
who are now, or have been recently, employed 
by LLUMC. 
Prerequisite: CA RCP licensure. 
R"T$ 452 Respiratory Care Affiliation II (2) 
Specialty clinical assignments selected from the 
following areas: adult critical care, 
cardiopulmonary specialties, pediatrics and 
neonates, polysomnography, rehabilitation and 
patient education, research, and special 
procedures. Limited to students in the 
postprofessional W.S. degree program in 
respiratory care. 
Prerequisite: AHCX 461, RSTH 315, RSTH 422. 
R"T$ 453 Respiratory Care Affiliation III (2) 
Specialty clinical assignments selected from the 
following areas: adult critical care, 
cardiopulmonary specialties, pediatrics and 
neonates, polysomnography, rehabilitation and 
patient education, research, and special 
procedures. Limited to students in the post-
professional W.S. degree program in respiratory 
care. 
Prerequisite: AHCX 461, RSTH 315, RSTH 452J CA 
RCP licensure. 
R"T$ 454 Respiratory Care Affiliation IV (2) 
Specialty clinical assignments selected from the 
following areas: adult critical care, 
cardiopulmonary specialties, pediatrics and 
neonates, polysomnography, rehabilitation and 
patient education, research, and special 
procedures. Limited to students in the post-
professional W.S. degree program in respiratory 
care. 
Prerequisite: AHCX 461, RSTH 315, RSTH 452J CA 
RCP licensure. 
R"T$ 455 Respiratory Care Affiliation V (2) 
Specialty clinical assignments selected from the 
following areas: adult critical care, 
cardiopulmonary specialties, pediatrics and 
neonates, polysomnography, rehabilitation and 
patient education, research, and special 
procedures. Limited to students in the post-
professional W.S. degree program in respiratory 
care. 
Prerequisite: AHCX 461, RSTH 315, RSTH 452. 
R"T$ 457 Physical Eiagnosis I (2) 
Systematic review of bedside assessment 
techniques utilized in the care of patients with 
respiratory disease. Student presentations and 
discussions of selected cases that involve 
diagnostic and therapeutic modalities of 
particular interest to respiratory therapists. Three 
units required for W.S. degree in respiratory 
therapy. 
R"T$ 458 Physical Eiagnosis II (1) 
Continues discussion of clinical assessment 
techniques and interpretation of findings in 
patients with cardiopulmonary disease. 
Emphasizes use of laboratory tests, chest 
radiographs, arterial blood gases, and other tests 
used to evaluate the patient. Lecture, reading, 
and discussion of case studies. 
R"T$ 462 Management Practicum II (2) 
Experience in management of respiratory or 
emergency medical-care management. Clinical 
application of the theoretical management skills 
developed during the didactic portions of the 
training. 
R"T$ 463 Management Practicum III (2) 
Experience in management of respiratory or 
emergency medical-care management. Clinical 
application of the theoretical management skills 
developed during the didactic portions of the 
training. 
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RSTH 464 Case Management in Respiratory Care (2) 
!tilizes a case management approach to patient 
care in the management and evaluation of 
treatment and disease. Special emphasis on case 
management of the respiratory care patient 
includes discharge planning, utilization review, 
patient assessment, cost containment, patient 
education, and integration issues. 
PrerequisiteK RSTL 33N, RSTL N1N, RSTL N3NO 
Does not apply to postprofessional respiratory 
care students . 
RSTH 466 Advanced Diagnostic Techniques (2) 
Advanced diagnostic theory and practice in the 
following areasK Lolter monitoring, 
echocardiography, bronchoscopy, sleep studies, 
and other relevant respiratory care diagnostics. 
PrerequisiteK RSTL 366O Does not apply to 
postprofessional respiratory care students. 
RSTH 471 Instructional Techniques I (2) 
Develops units of instruction, instructional 
objectives, and evaluation procedures. Students 
observe and participate in classroom 
managementO and apply teaching principles 
through experience in various teaching activities, 
such as community preventive health care 
programs, in-service and continuing education, 
and college classroom and clinical teaching. 
Conferences and individual guidance. 
RSTH 472 Instructional Techniques II (2) 
Develops units of instruction, instructional 
objectives, and evaluation procedures. 
Observation and participation in classroom 
management. Applies teaching principles 
through experience in various teaching activities, 
such as community preventive health care 
programs, in-service and continuing education, 
and college classroom and clinical teaching. 
Conferences and individual guidance. 
PrerequisiteK RSTL N71. 
RSTH 473 Instructional Techniques III (2) 
Develops units of instruction, instructional 
objectives, and evaluation procedures. Students 
observe and participate in classroom 
managementO and apply teaching principles 
through experience in various teaching activities, 
such as community preventive health care 
programs, in-service and continuing education, 
and college classroom and clinical teaching. 
Conferences and individual guidance. 
PrerequisiteK RSTL N71. 
RSTH 474 Cardiopulmonary Health Promotion and 
Disease Prevention (2) 
Selected topics dealing with aspects of disease 
prevention. Includes the relevance of statistics, 
epidemiology, research designs, and clinical 
trialsO as well as selected disease trends, lifestyle 
modification, the role of physical activity, 
nutrition and immunization, and public health 
approaches to communicable diseases. 
PrerequisiteK RSTL N1N. 
RSTH 485 Evidenced-Kased Medicine in 
Respiratory Care (4) 
Provides basic knowledge and experience in the 
area of evidenced-based medicine as it relates to 
respiratory care practice and research. 
RSTH 486 Evidenced-Kased Medicine in 
Respiratory Care II (4) 
Provides advanced knowledge and experience in 
the area of evidenced-based medicine as it relates 
to respiratory care practice and research. 
%mphasizes the neonatal and pediatric areas of 
respiratory care. 
RSTH 487 Evidenced-Kased Medicine in 
Respiratory Care III (4) 
Provides advanced knowledge and experience in 
the area of evidenced-based medicine as it relates 
to respiratory care practice and research. 
%mphasizes the adult areas of respiratory care. 
RSTH 491 Education Practicum I (2) 
Provides experience in clinical education, 
evaluation, and scheduling. Familiarizes student 
with hospital affiliation agreements and 
accreditation issues. 
PrerequisiteK CA RCP licensure. 
RSTH 492 Education Practicum II (2) 
Provides experience in clinical education, 
evaluation, and scheduling. Familiarizes student 
with hospital affiliation agreements and 
accreditation issues. 
PrerequisiteK CA RCP licensure. 
RSTH 493 Education Practicum III (2) 
Provides experience in clinical education, 
evaluation, and scheduling. Familiarizes student 
with hospital affiliation agreements and 
accreditation issues. 
PrerequisiteK CA RCP licensure. 
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RST$ 494 Respiratory Care Practicum IV (2) 
Students develop professional competence and 
maturity in the clinical setting. Comprehensive 
training in all aspects of respiratory care, 
including the pulmonary function laboratory and 
home care. 
Prerequisite: RSTA 343, RSTA 38C, RSTA 393, 
RSTA 4E4. 
RST$ 495 Respiratory Care Practicum V (2) 
Specialty training in respiratory care practice. 
Students rotate to specialized areas of respiratory 
care, increasing their proficiency and 
understanding in the following areas: 
neonatalHpediatric critical care, adult critical 
care, cardiopulmonary diagnostics, hyperbaric 
medicine, sleep disorders medicine, 
cardiopulmonary rehabilitation, and extended 
care. In addition, students continue their 
professional development and competency in the 
general and critical-care settings. 
Prerequisite: RSTA 494, RSTA 4E4. 
RST$ 496 Respiratory Care Practicum VI (3) 
Continues specialty training in respiratory care 
practice. Students rotate to specialized areas of 
respiratory care, increasing their proficiency and 
understanding in the following areas: 
neonatalHpediatric critical care, adult critical 
care, cardiopulmonary diagnostics, hyperbaric 
medicine, sleep disorders medicine, 
cardiopulmonary rehabilitation, and extended 
care. In addition, students continue their 
professional development and competency in the 
general and critical-care settings. 
Prerequisite: RSTA 49L. 
RST$ 499 Respiratory Therapy Independent Study 
(A5-2) 
Student submits project or paper on a topic of 
current interest in an area of respiratory therapy. 
Regular meetings provide student with guidance 
and evaluation. Elected on the basis of need or 
interest. The .L unit of credit designed to offer 
directed experience in the prevention of AIDS 
and other communicable diseases in the clinical 
setting. 
RADIATIEN TEC$NEHEIJ 
RTC$ 325 EKcel Masics for Radiology Managers (2) 
Introduces prospective radiology managers and 
administrators to the basics of EQCEL necessary 
to create spreadsheets that involve calculation, 
graphing, and plotting of information. Provides a 
brief overview of the capabilities of EQCEL in 
preparation for advanced finance and budgeting 
courses. 
RTC$ 385 Radiologic Trends in $ealth Care (3) 
A faculty-facilitated course that includes class 
discussion, group work, and presentation of 
projects utilizing the online learning 
environment. Focuses on current and future 
trends in the field of radiology. 
RTC$ 411 Student-Teaching Practicum I (2) 
Classroom teaching experience. Student prepares 
lecture outlines, objectives, and tests; and 
presents lectures and laboratory sessions. 
Practical application of teaching techniques. 
RTC$ 412 Student-Teaching Practicum II (2) 
Classroom teaching experience. Student prepares 
lecture outlines, objectives, and tests; and 
presents lectures and laboratory sessions. 
Practical application of teaching techniques. 
RTC$ 413 Management Practicum I (2) 
Observation of and discussion with selected 
administrative personnel in a radiology service. 
Emphasizes practical application of management 
theory. Projects assigned. 
RTC$ 414 Management Practicum II (2) 
Observation of and discussion with selected 
administrative personnel in a radiology service. 
Emphasizes practical application of management 
theory. Projects assigned. 
RTC$ 418 $ealth Information Management and 
Radiology Coding for Radiology Managers (4) 
Foundational course for prospective radiology 
managers and administrators that integrates 
health information management systems and 
radiology coding. Familiarizes the student with 
health information systems and provides them 
with a sound knowledge of radiology codingW
showing how both relate to the smooth running 
of a radiology department. Introduces the most 
current guidelines in health information 
technology and provides students with the tools 
to better understand the concepts behind 
accurate coding and policy. 
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RTCH 464 Moral Leadership (4) 
Methods of applying servant leadership to 
management and educational settings. Githin a 
moral framework, discusses concepts of 
managing learners and professionals, assessing 
leadership style, the essence of leadership, 
leadership skill building, and conflict 
management. !tilizes assigned readings, 
discussions, papers, and personal inventories to 
aid in assessing the learnerMs leadership skills. 
RTCH 471 Applied Research Methods (2) 
Applies research methods to radiation sciences. 
Nirected experience with a research proPect. 
Laboratory. 
Prerequisite: ATCU 351, ATCU 461Z (Zmay be 
taken concurrently). 
RTCH 472 Applied Research Methods (1) 
Applies research methods to radiation sciences. 
Nirected experience with a research proPect. 
Continues RTCT 471. 
Prerequisite: ATCU 351, ATCU 461, RTCT 471. 
RTCH 475 Curriculu> De@elop>ent in Health 
Sciences (2) 
Applies curriculum-development theories and 
approaches to the health-science arena. Seminar, 
course, or curriculum development. Nesigning 
assessment tools and procedures, designing a 
learning experience, selecting appropriate 
technology, developing a learner-centered 
handout/syllabus, and cultivating respect for 
diversity in learning. 
RTCH 485 Digital Manage>ent in Radiology (2) 
A student-centered, faculty-facilitated course that 
is a continuation of RTCT 385. Class discussion, 
small-group work, and presentation of student 
proPects/paper. "ew technology and its impact 
on the radiology department. 
RTCH 494 Senior ProHect (2I 3) 
ProPect associated with the development of 
radiologic procedures and techniques. !nits 
chosen in consultation with advisor. 
RTCH 497 Ad@anced Clinical ELperience (40 to 480 
hours) 
Advanced clinical experience in selected areas of 
professional practice. 
RTCH 498 Leadership Theory and Practice (3) 
A Geb-based course that focuses on the 
leadership aspect of communication. %xamines 
leadership from a theoretical standpoint while 
relating, assessing, and applying leadership in 
present-day professional interactions. 
RTCH 499 Radiation Technology Independent 
Study (O5P2) 
Student submits a proPect or paper on a topic of 
current interest in an area related to radiation 
technology. Regular meetings provide the 
student with guidance and evaluation. %lected on 
the basis of need or interest. The .5 unit of credit 
designed to offer directed experience in the 
prevention of A#NS and other communicable 
diseases in the clinical setting. 
RTCH 567 Leadership Theory and Practice (3) 
A Geb-based course that focuses on the 
leadership aspect of communication. %xamines 
leadership from a theoretical standpoint while 
relating, assessing, and applying leadership in 
present-day professional interactions. 
RADIATION TECHNOLOGY—IMAGING 
INVORMATICS 
RTII 354 Introduction to Infor>atics (3) 
Provides a basic overview of computer 
fundamentals, along with in-depth insight 
regarding the components that comprise a PACS 
system`including but not limited to: basic 
terminology, CR, NR, T#S, R#S, TL-7, 
networking, storage, and workstation design. 
RTII 358 PACS Planning and I>ple>entation (3) 
Considers the steps needed to successfully 
launch a PACS system in a radiology department 
of any size. aocuses on: reason for proposal 
(RaP), planning, vendor selection, contracts, and 
cost strategies. 
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RTII 359 Digital Radiography and PACS for the 
Imaging Specialist (2) 
Provides a basic understanding of the principles 
that affect the technologist in a digital imaging 
environment, as well as an overview of a picture 
archival and communication system (PACS). 
Bosters interest in cutting-edge technologies in 
radiation science. Presented predominantly in an 
online environment. Topics include but are not 
limited toD basic principles in digital radiography, 
image acquisition, acquisition errors, 
fundamentals of digital exposure, image 
evaluation, quality assurance, computer basics, 
imaging standards, information systems, the 
EHR, JebPACS, teleradiology, PACS storage, 
HIPAA concerns in PACS, MooreMs Law, and 
future trends within PACS. 
PrerequisiteD Licensed medical radiographer, 
ARRT certified. 
RTII 364 Administrative Issues in Informatics (3) 
Considers issues facing a PACS administrator. 
Provides understanding of the architecture of a 
PACS system and the details of running the 
business aspect of a PACS system. Course topics 
includeD relationship in health care, educational 
concerns, licensing, emergency protocols, legal 
issues, and policy formation. 
RTII 368 Future Management of PACS (3) 
Discusses the challenges facing a modern 
imaging department, and provides 
understanding of the skills required to maintain a 
PACS system and prepare for its future 
successes. Course topics includeD the clinical 
dashboard, breast imaging, 3D imaging, 
teleradiology, RA, data management, and the 
electronic health record. 
RADIATION TECHNOLOGY—MEDICAL 
DOSIMETRY 
RTMD 301 Treatment Planning I (3) 
Studies in-depth the planning of isodose 
distributions and dose calculations within 
different target volumes. Topics covered include 
IMRT, conformal therapy, and stereotactic 
radiosurgery. 
RTMD 302 Treatment Planning II (2) 
Develops the studentMs ability to construct 
treatment plans using 3DSIMRT planning 
techniques. Integrates theory with practice. 
Students required to complete a number of plans 
that utilize all the major treatment techniques, 
based on anatomical tumor sites. Lecture 
includes discussion and plans related to specific 
tumors, after which students are expected to 
produce similar plans, compile a notebook of 
plans, and present plans to the class as a midterm 
and final examination. 
RTMD 305 Special Topics (2) 
Studies cutting-edge techniques in depth as they 
apply to therapyVincluding radiation oncology 
and the diagnostic modalities that support them. 
Topics include IMRT, TWI, USGI, IORT, MLC, 
dynamic wedging, virtual simulation (CT 
simulation), stereotactic radiosurgery, HDR, 
proton therapy, MRI, US, and NRM. Students 
make a weekly presentation from a peer-
reviewed journal or discuss a research paper on 
one of the studied topics. Class paper on a 
specific area of study due at the end of the 
quarter. 
RTMD 307 Principles of Srachytherapy (2) 
Includes a two-week rotation at Long Weach 
Memorial Hospital to observe brachytherapy. 
Principles of radiation protection as they relate to 
brachytherapy. 
RTMD 309 Radiation Therapy Core—Concept 
RevieT (1) 
Conducted in the seminarSreview format. 
Students research and present information on 
weekly schedule of core topics and concepts 
relating to radiation therapy techniques, 
oncology, radiobiology, and patient care. 
Students complete assigned readings and answer 
general review questions. 
RTMD 314 Uuality AssuranceV Tith LaWoratory (2) 
General overview of quality-assurance 
management within a radiation oncology 
department, with specific emphasis on 
continuous quality assurance (CRI). Examines 
the theoretical and practical application of 
quality-assurance techniques as they relate to 
treatment planning and other dosimetry 
functions. 
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RTM$ 355 Physical Principles o5 Radiation Therapy 
I (3) 
"ature and description of the structure of matter 
and energy. Radioactive decay schemes and 
interaction of photons and gamma radiation. 
Instrumentation involved in measurement of 
ionizing radiation, beam quality, and dose. 
-aboratory. 
RTM$ 356 Physical Principles o5 Radiation Therapy 
II (3) 
Discusses the following areas: calibration 
techniques of photon, particulate, and electron 
beamsM percentage depth dose, tissue-air ratios, 
treatment planning, scatter functions, field 
flatness, and symmetryM field shaping, arc 
therapy, and tissue inhomogeneitiesM clinical 
dosimetric considerations. Includes laboratory. 
RTM$ <61 Practicum (<) 
Practical application of the theoretical knowledge 
of dosimetry. Includes external beam-treatment 
planning, monitor-unit calculations, 
brachytherapy, and quality-assurance procedures 
as they pertain to dosimetry practice. Students 
integrated into the dosimetry and physics team, 
with opportunity to work with various kinds of 
treatments and treatment beams. Per week: 24 
hours. 
RTM$ <62 Practicum (8) 
Practical application of the theoretical knowledge 
of dosimetry. Includes external beam-treatment 
planning, monitor-unit calculations, 
brachytherapy, and quality-assurance procedures 
as they pertain to dosimetry practice. Students 
integrated into the dosimetry and physics team, 
with opportunity to work with various kinds of 
treatments and treatment beams. Per week: 24 
hours. 
RTM$ <63 Practicum (8) 
Practical application of the theoretical knowledge 
of dosimetry. Includes external beam-treatment 
planning, monitor-unit calculations, 
brachytherapy, and quality-assurance procedures 
as they pertain to dosimetry practice. Students 
integrated into the dosimetry and physics team, 
with opportunity to work with various kinds of 
treatments and treatment beams. Per week: 24 
hours. 
RTM$ <64 Practicum (8) 
Practical application of the theoretical knowledge 
of dosimetry. Includes external beam-treatment 
planning, monitor-unit calculations, 
brachytherapy, and quality-assurance procedures 
as they pertain to dosimetry practice. Students 
integrated into the dosimetry and physics team, 
with opportunity to work with various kinds of 
treatments and treatment beams. Per week: 24 
hours. 
RTM$ <65 Practicum (8) 
Practical application of the theoretical knowledge 
of dosimetry. Includes external beam-treatment 
planning, monitor-unit calculations, 
brachytherapy, and quality-assurance procedures 
as they pertain to dosimetry practice. Students 
integrated into the dosimetry and physics team, 
with opportunity to work with various kinds of 
treatments and treatment beams. Per week: 24 
hours. 
RTM$ <71 Practicum (1D) 
Practical application of the theoretical knowledge 
of dosimetry. Includes external beam-treatment 
planning, monitor-unit calculations, 
brachytherapy, and quality-assurance procedures 
as they pertain to dosimetry practice. Students 
integrated into the dosimetry and physics team, 
with opportunity to work with various kinds of 
treatments and treatment beams. Per week: TU 
hours. 
RTM$ <72 Practicum (1D) 
Practical application of the theoretical knowledge 
of dosimetry. Includes external beam-treatment 
planning, monitor-unit calculations, 
brachytherapy, and quality-assurance procedures 
as they pertain to dosimetry practice. Students 
integrated into the dosimetry and physics team, 
with opportunity to work with various kinds of 
treatments and treatment beams. Per week: TU 
hours. 
RTM$ <73 Practicum (1D) 
Practical application of the theoretical knowledge 
of dosimetry. Includes external beam-treatment 
planning, monitor-unit calculations, 
brachytherapy, and quality-assurance procedures 
as they pertain to dosimetry practice. Students 
integrated into the dosimetry and physics team, 
with opportunity to work with various kinds of 
treatments and treatment beams. Per week: TU 
hours. 
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RTM$ 974 Practicum (13) 
,ractical application of the theoretical knowledge 
of dosimetry. Includes external beam-treatment 
planning, monitor-unit calculations, 
brachytherapy, and quality-assurance procedures 
as they pertain to dosimetry practice. Students 
integrated into the dosimetry and physics team, 
with opportunity to work with various kinds of 
treatments and treatment beams. ,er weekD E0 
hours. 
RA$IATI78 TEC;87<7=>?ME$ICA< 
RA$I7=RAP;> 
RTMR 232 7rientation <aDoratory (1) 
Clinical orientation to the functions of radiologic 
technologists. Laboratory sessions conducted at 
affiliated clinical sites. 
RTMR 221 Radiologic Patient Care (2) 
Aspects of patient care in the radiology service. 
Emphasizes aseptic techniques. ,hysical and 
emotional care of the patient in relation to 
radiologic procedure. Contrast media and other 
drugs used in the practice of radiology. 
RTMR 224 <aw and Ethics in Radiologic Lciences (1) 
Overview of ethics and the law as they apply to 
radiologic sciences. Topics include ethics and 
ethical behavior, standards of care, patient rights, 
informed consent, torts, legal doctrines, and 
scope of practice. 
RTMR 246 Professional Communications (2) 
Focuses on verbal and written communication 
skills for the medical radiographerMincluding 
,ower,oint presentations, writing scientific 
papers, communicating with patients, and 
interpersonal communication with colleagues. 
RTMR 253 Medical Radiography Procedures I (2) 
Applies anatomy and physiology to the 
radiographic situation. ,roper patient 
positioning, equipment usage, and technical film-
quality factors. 
CorequisiteD RTOR 2QEL. 
RTMR 253< Medical Radiography Procedures 
<aDoratory I (1) 
Applies principles of patient positioning and 
radiographic exposure to the laboratory setting. 
Uses clinical patient simulations and 
radiographic phantoms to determine optimum 
techniques. 
CorequisiteD RTOR 2QE. 
RTMR 254 Medical Radiography Procedures II (2) 
Applies anatomy and physiology to the 
radiographic situation. ,roper patient 
positioning, equipment usage, and technical film-
quality factors. 
CorequisiteD RTOR 2Q4L. 
RTMR 254< Medical Radiography Procedures 
<aDoratory II (1) 
Applies principles of patient positioning and 
radiographic exposure to the laboratory setting. 
Uses clinical patient simulations and 
radiographic phantoms to determine optimum 
techniques. 
CorequisiteD RTOR 2Q4. 
RTMR 255 Medical Radiography Procedures III (2) 
Applies anatomy and physiology to the 
radiographic situation. ,roper patient 
positioning, equipment usage, and technical film-
quality factors. 
RTMR 255< Medical Radiography Procedures 
<aDoratory III (1) 
Applies principles of patient positioning and 
radiographic exposure to the laboratory setting. 
Uses clinical patient simulation and radiographic 
phantoms to determine optimal radiographic 
techniques. 
CorequisiteD RTOR 2QQ. 
RTMR 283 Radiologic Physics (3) 
The physics of ionizing radiation. Theoretical 
basis for understanding the nature, production, 
and interactions of ionizing radiation with 
matter. Examines atomic structure, particles, 
radioactive energy, radioisotopes, and the 
electromagnetic spectrum. Covers the basic x-ray 
electrical circuit, x-ray tube, generator, and 
related components. 
RTMR 284 Radiation Protection and Siology (2) 
Fundamental concepts of radiation protection 
and biological effects of radiation on patients and 
occupationally exposed personnel. Applies 
radiation safety laws. 
RTMR 285 Principles of Radiography I (3) 
,rinciples of producing the optimum radiograph. 
,hysical factors involved in photographic 
processing techniques. Instructs in the use of 
accessory equipment to obtain the optimum 
radiograph under any situation. Laboratory. 
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RT#R 286 Principles o2 Radiography II (4) 
Advanced instruction in the principles of 
radiographic theory and techniCue. %xamines the 
role of image-intensified fluoroscopy in 
radiology and introduces the principles of digital 
imaging in diagnostic radiography. #ncludes 
laboratory. 
RT#R 287 Principles o2 Radiography III (2) 
Advanced instruction in the use of digital 
imaging in radiology, including the use of PACS 
to store and transmit digital information in the 
medical setting. Reviews Cuality control/Cuality 
assurance practices in radiology. Continued 
introduction of fluoroscopy topics. 
RT#R 3>1 Introduction to Radiographic Procedures 
I (1B3) 
"ature and description of radiologic procedures 
for the nonradiologic technologist. Principles and 
medical techniCues applied to the radiographic 
setting. Surveys anatomy and instrumentation. 
#ncludes observation laboratory. 
RT#R 3>2 Introduction to Radiographic Procedures 
II (1B3) 
"ature and description of radiologic procedures 
for the nonradiologic technologist. Principles and 
medical techniCues applied to the radiographic 
setting. Surveys anatomy and instrumentation. 
#ncludes observation laboratory. 
RT#R 321 Radiographic Cilm CritiFue (2) 
Meekly conference for the critical evaluation of 
the fine points of the radiographic examination. 
RT#R 334 CT and CrossBsectional Anatomy (2) 
Recognition of basic anatomical landmarks as 
visualized in axially created digital images 
RT#R 342 Computer Applications in Radiology (1) 
An overview of the special modalities in 
radiology that use computers to generate images 
and/or treat patients. %xamines the on-line 
information and services available for students 
and technologists in state and national radiology 
organizations. 
RT#R 345 Radiologic Pathology (2) 
Appearance of common pathologic processes, 
using radiologic imaging methods. 
RT#R 363 Comprehensive Review (1) 
Reviews major content areas emphasized on 
certification examinations. Student evaluation 
and performance analysis. Time provided to 
make class presentations, organize study 
materials, and take simulated registry 
examinations. 
RT#R 371 #edical Radiography A22iliation I (5) 
The first of a six-course seCuence totaling 
eighteen months of clinical experience covering a 
wide variety of technical procedures. Stresses 
basic patient care, radiation protection, and 
transmission and prevention of Q#$ and other 
communicable diseasesRwith specific 
application to medical radiography. Clock hoursS 
16V. 
RT#R 372 #edical Radiography A22iliation II (7) 
Continues RTWR 371. Clock hoursS 264 
RT#R 373 #edical Radiography A22iliation III (12) 
Continues RTWR 371 and 372. Clock hoursS 416. 
RT#R 374 #edical Radiography A22iliation IV (1>) 
Continues RTWR 371, 372, and 373. Clock hoursS 
368. 
RT#R 375 #edical Radiography A22iliation V (1>) 
Continues RTWR 372, 372, 373, and 374. Clock 
hoursS 3\2. 
RT#R 376 #ammography Prep Course (2) 
The basics of mammography. Foundational 
information in the following areasS eCuipment, 
patient education and assessment, anatomy, and 
physiology and pathology of the breast. 
TechniCues and technical factors in 
mammography, positioning and image 
evaluation, and Cuality control. For individuals 
working toward California state licensure in 
mammography. 
PrereCuisiteS Students must provide proof of one 
of the followingS ^1_ AR RT ^R_ certification .R 
^2_ enrollment in an accredited medical 
radiography program, second- year status. 
RT#R 377 #ammography LaMoratory (1) 
Clinical experience reCuired prior to sitting for 
the ARRT ^W_ examination. Students work with 
an affiliate to complete competencies specific to 
mammography. 
PrereCuisiteS Wust show proof of California State 
licensure in Wammography prior to acceptance. 
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RTMR 379 Special Project (1-3) 
Project to be submitted in the form of a paper or a 
visual aid representing a topic of current interest 
in an area related to radiation sciences. Regular 
meetings provide guidance to the student. 
RTMR 381 Topics in Medical Radiography I (1-3) 
Surveys selected topics in medical radiography. 
Procedure summaries, projects, literature 
reviews. May be taken concurrently with RTMR 
371-37G Radiography Affiliation I, II, III, IV, V for 
credit toward the baccalaureate degree. 
RTMR 382 Topics in Medical Radiography II (1-3) 
Surveys selected topics in medical radiography. 
Procedure summaries, projects, literature 
reviews. May be taken concurrently with RTMR 
371-37G Radiography Affiliation I, II, III, IV, V for 
credit toward the baccalaureate degree. 
RTMR 383 Topics in Medical Radiography III (1-3) 
Surveys selected topics in medical radiography. 
Procedure summaries, projects, literature 
reviews. May be taken concurrently with RTMR 
371-37G Radiography Affiliation I, II, III, IV, V for 
credit toward the baccalaureate degree. 
RTMR 384 Topics in Medical Radiography IB (1-3) 
Surveys selected topics in medical radiography. 
Procedure summaries, projects, literature 
reviews. May be taken concurrently with RTMR 
371-37G Radiography Affiliation I, II, III, IV, V for 
credit toward the baccalaureate degree. 
RTMR 385 Topics in Medical Radiography B (1-3) 
Surveys selected topics in medical radiography. 
Procedure summaries, projects, literature 
reviews. May be taken concurrently with RTMR 
371-37G Radiography Affiliation I, II, III, IV, V for 
credit toward the baccalaureate degree. 
RTMR 386 Medical Radiography Affiliation BI (1G) 
The last of a six-quarter sequence totaling 
eighteen months of clinical experience—386 
clinical hours that cover a wide variety of 
technical procedures. Stresses completion of 
individual clinical requirements needed for 
ARRT registry eligibility. 
RTMR 4G1 Advanced Clinical Procedures I (1-3) 
Credit for clinical experience in an affiliated 
imaging department covering a wide range of 
radiographic procedures. Periodic evaluations by 
the clinical supervisor. 
RTMR 4G2 Advanced Clinical Procedures II (1-3) 
Credit for clinical experience in an affiliated 
imaging department covering a wide variety of 
radiographic procedures. Periodic evaluations by 
the clinical supervisor. 
RTMR 4G3 Advanced Clinical Procedures III (1-3) 
Credit for clinical experience in an affiliated 
imaging department covering a wide variety of 
radiographic procedures. Periodic evaluations by 
the clinical supervisor. 
RTMR 4G4 Advanced Clinical Procedures IB (1-3) 
Credit for clinical experience in an affiliated 
imaging department covering a wide variety of 
radiographic procedures. Periodic evaluations by 
the clinical supervisor. 
RTMR 451 Management of a Radiologic Service (3) 
Techniques of organization, planning, and 
management, with specific applications to a 
hospital radiology service. 
RTMR 454 Luality Management in Radiation 
Sciences (2) 
In-depth look at continuous quality management 
of all aspects in a radiology department, from 
equipment to personnel. 
RADIATION TECHNOLOGY—MEDICAL 
SONOGRAPHY 
RTMS 339 Echocardiography I (4) 
Pocuses on normal anatomy, scan techniques, 
cardiac measurement, and new dynamics. Case 
study presentations. 
RTMS 344 Introduction to Medical Sonography (5) 
Introduction to sonography—including ob-gyn, 
abdomen, vascular, neurosonography, cardiac, 
and pediatric. Covers terminology and scan 
techniques for all areas. 
RTMS 345 OV-Gyn Sonography (5) 
Ob-Gyn scan techniques, fetal anatomy and 
pathologies, gynecological anatomy and 
pathologies. Student case presentations and case 
studies. 
RTMS 346 Bascular TechnologyWDopplerWScan 
TechniXues (5) 
Covers vascular technology, Soppler, abdomen, 
and small parts. Continues case studies and case 
presentations. 
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RTMS 347 Echocardiography II (4) 
%chocardiography, adult and pediatric. Further 
focuses on anatomy, pathology, hemodynamics, 
and Hoppler. Includes case studies and 
presentations. 
RTMS 348 A9domen/Neurosonography (A) 
Sonography of the abdomen and neonatal 
neurosonography specialities and scan 
techniques. $isualizes sonography of the 
abdomen, cross-section scan techniques, and 
pathologies on ultrasound. Includes neonatal 
neurosonographyM anatomy and pathologies also 
included. 
RTMS 3A8 Introduction to Cltrasound Physics and 
Instrumentation (1) 
Reviews algebraic and metric systems and 
physics principles as they relate to ultrasound. 
RTMS 379 Cltrasound Physics and Instrumentation 
I (2) 
Studies the basic physical principles and 
instrumentation of ultrasound production and 
imaging. Selected case study presentations, as 
assigned. 
RTMS 381 Topics in Medical Sonography I (1) 
Surveys selected topics in medical sonography. 
Procedure summaries, projects, literature 
reviews. 
RTMS 382 Topics in Medical Sonography II (1) 
Surveys selected topics in medical sonography. 
Procedure summaries, projects, literature 
reviews. 
RTMS 383 Topics in Medical Sonography III (1) 
Surveys selected topics in medical sonography. 
Procedure summaries, projects, literature 
reviews. 
RTMS 384 Topics in Medical Sonography IV (1J 2) 
Includes board-review sessionsM mock boardsM 
and additional lectures in writing a C$, 
interviewing for a new position, and completing 
all paperwork associated with taking the national 
boards. 
RTMS 38A Topics in Medical Sonography V (1-3) 
Selected projects that may be taken concurrently 
with RTMS 971-978 Medical Sonography for 
credit toward the V.S. degree. 
RTMS 38L Topics in Medical Sonography VI (1-3) 
Selected projects that may be taken concurrently 
with RTMS 971-978 Medical Sonography for 
credit toward the V.S. degree. 
RTMS 387 Cltrasound Physics and Instrumentation 
II (1) 
Study and review of the basic physical principles 
and instrumentation of ultrasound, with 
additional emphasis on Hoppler and artifacts. 
PrerequisiteW RTMS 379. 
RTMS 401 Advanced Clinical Procedures I (1-3) 
Credit for full-time, postcertification clinical 
practice in a medical sonography service. 
Periodic evaluations by the clinical supervisor. 
RTMS 402 Advanced Clinical Procedures II (1-3) 
Credit for full-time, postcertification clinical 
practice in a medical sonography service. 
Periodic evaluations by the clinical supervisor. 
RTMS 403 Advanced Clinical Procedures III (1-3) 
Credit for full-time, postcertification clinical 
practice in a medical sonography service. 
Periodic evaluations by the clinical supervisor. 
RTMS 404 Advanced Clinical Procedures IV (1-3) 
Credit for full-time, postcertification clinical 
practice in a medical sonography service. 
Periodic evaluations by the clinical supervisor. 
RTMS 9L1 Vascular Cltrasound Clinical Affiliation 
(1) 
Clinical experience in vascular ultrasound (41\ 
clock hours per quarter) covering a wide variety 
of technical procedures. 
RTMS 9L2 Vascular Cltrasound Clinical Affiliation 
(10) 
Clinical experience in vascular ultrasound (41\ 
clock hours per quarter) covering a wide variety 
of technical procedures. 
RTMS 9L3 Vascular Cltrasound Clinical Affiliation 
(10) 
Clinical experience in vascular ultrasound (41\ 
clock hours per quarter) covering a wide variety 
of technical procedures. 
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RT#$ &64 )ascular 0ltrasound Clinical Affiliation 
(1;) 
Clinical experience in vascular ultrasound (399 
clock hours per quarter) covering a wide variety 
of technical procedures. 
RT#$ &65 Cardiac 0ltrasound Clinical Affiliation 
(12) 
Clinical experience in cardiac ultrasound (384 
clock hours per quarter) covering a wide variety 
of technical procedures. 
RT#$ &66 Cardiac 0ltrasound Clinical Affiliation 
(11) 
Clinical experience in cardiac ultrasound (35D 
clock hours per quarter) covering a wide variety 
of technical procedures. 
RT#$ &67 Cardiac 0ltrasound Clinical Affiliation 
(11) 
Clinical experience in cardiac ultrasound (35D 
clock hours per quarter) covering a wide variety 
of technical procedures. 
RT#$ &68 Cardiac 0ltrasound Clinical Affiliation 
(12) 
Clinical experience in cardiac ultrasound (449 
clock hours per quarter) covering a wide variety 
of technical procedures. 
RT#$ &71 #edical $onography Clinical Affiliation 
(11) 
A twelve-week, 384-hour clinical experience in 
medical sonography, consisting of four 
days/week rotations covering a wide variety of 
technical procedures. 
RT#$ &72 #edical $onography Clinical Affiliation 
(11) 
Clinical experience in medical sonography (384 
clock hours) covering a wide variety of technical 
procedures. 
Prerequisite: RTMS 971. 
RT#$ &73 #edical $onography Clinical Affiliation 
(11) 
Clinical experience in medical sonography (35D 
clock hours) covering a wide variety of technical 
procedures 
Prerequisite: RTMS 97D. 
RT#$ &74 #edical $onography Clinical Affiliation 
(11) 
Clinical experience in medical sonography (35D 
clock hours) covering a wide variety of technical 
procedures. 
Prerequisite: RTMS 973. 
RT#$ &75 #edical $onography Clinical Affiliation 
(12) 
Clinical experience in medical sonography (384 
clock hours) covering a wide variety of technical 
procedures. 
Prerequisite: RTMS 974. 
RT#$ &76 #edical $onography Clinical Affiliation 
(11) 
Clinical experience in medical sonography (35D 
clock hours) covering a wide variety of technical 
procedures. 
Prerequisite: RTMS 975. 
RT#$ &77 #edical $onography Clinical Affiliation 
(11) 
Clinical experience in medical sonography (35D 
clock hours) covering a wide variety of technical 
procedures. 
Prerequisite: RTMS 976. 
RT#$ &78 #edical $onography Clinical Affiliation 
(11) 
Clinical experience in medical sonography (35D 
clock hours) covering a wide variety of technical 
procedures. 
Prerequisite: RTMS 977. 
RADIATIOJ TKCHJOMONOPJ0CMKAR 
#KDICIJK 
RTJ# 351 Principles of Juclear #edicine I (3) 
Radioactivity and its application in medicine. 
Atomic and nuclear structure, nuclear reactions, 
sources of radiation, modes of radioactive decay, 
dosage calculations, radiation hazards, biological 
effects, instrumentation, and basic 
measurements. Laboratory. 
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RTNM 352 Principles of Nuclear Medicine II (3) 
Radioactivity and its application in medicine. 
,tomic and nuclear structure, nuclear reactions, 
sources of radiation, modes of radioactive decay, 
dosage calculations, radiation hazards, biological 
effects, instrumentation, and basic 
measurements. Laboratory. 
RTNM 353 Nuclear Medicine Procedures I (2) 
Clinical applications of the principles discussed 
in RT"M 351, 352. Transmission and prevention 
of ,IDS and other communicable diseases, with 
specific application to nuclear medicine. 
Laboratory. 
RTNM 354 Nuclear Medicine Procedures II (2) 
Clinical applications of the principles discussed 
in RT"M 351, 352. Transmission and prevention 
of ,IDS and other communicable diseases, with 
specific application to nuclear medicine. 
Laboratory. 
RTNM 356 Positron Emission Tomography (2) 
Student learns the fundamental physics, 
instrumentation, and radionuclide requirements 
of positron emission tomography (PET). 
RTNM 381 Topics in Nuclear Medicine I (1-3) 
Surveys selected topics in nuclear medicine. 
Procedure summaries, projects, literature 
reviews. May be taken concurrently with RT"M 
971-974 for credit toward the baccalaureate 
degree. 
RTNM 382 Topics in Nuclear Medicine II (1-3) 
Surveys selected topics in nuclear medicine. 
Procedure summaries, projects, literature 
reviews. May be taken concurrently with RT"M 
971-974 for credit toward the baccalaureate 
degree. 
RTNM 383 Topics in Nuclear Medicine III (1-3) 
Surveys selected topics in nuclear medicine. 
Procedure summaries, projects, literature 
reviews. May be taken concurrently with RT"M 
971-974 for credit toward the baccalaureate 
degree. 
RTNM 384 Topics in Nuclear Medicine IV (1-3) 
Surveys selected topics in nuclear medicine. 
Procedure summaries, projects, literature 
reviews. May be taken concurrently with RT"M 
971-974 for credit toward the baccalaureate 
degree. 
RTNM 401 Advanced Clinical Procedures I (3) 
Credit for full-time, postcertification clinical 
practice in a nuclear medicine service. Periodic 
evaluations by the clinical supervisor. 
RTNM 402 Advanced Clinical Procedures II (3) 
Credit for full-time, postcertification clinical 
practice in a nuclear medicine service. Periodic 
evaluations by the clinical supervisor. 
RTNM 403 Advanced Clinical Procedures III (3) 
Credit for full-time, postcertification clinical 
practice in a nuclear medicine service. Periodic 
evaluations by the clinical supervisor. 
RTNM 404 Advanced Clinical Procedures IV (3) 
Credit for full-time, postcertification clinical 
practice in a nuclear medicine service. Periodic 
evaluations by the clinical supervisor. 
RTNM 971 Nuclear Medicine Affiliation I (11) 
Clinical experience of twelve months (352 clock 
hours per term) covering a wide variety of 
technical procedures. 
RTNM 972 Nuclear Medicine Affiliation II (11) 
Clinical experience of twelve months (352 clock 
hours per term) covering a wide variety of 
technical procedures. 
RTNM 973 Nuclear Medicine Affiliation III (11) 
Clinical experience of twelve months (352 clock 
hours per term) covering a wide variety of 
technical procedures. 
RTNM 974 Nuclear Medicine Affiliation IV (11) 
Clinical experience of twelve months (352 clock 
hours per term) covering a wide variety of 
technical procedures. 
RADIATION TECHNOLOGY—
RADIOLOGIST ASSISTANT 
RTRA 324 Medical-Legal Issues in Radiology (1) 
Introduction to the legal system as it pertains to 
radiation sciences. Concepts such as malpractice, 
litigation, informed consent, assault, and battery. 
  The Courses 
 
8+3
R"RA 3&6 Clinical Management and Education (2) 
-ocuses on analyzing and interpreting 
physiological data to assist in patient assessment 
and management. Utilizes critical thinking, 
action plans, and protocols. Includes 
relationship-centered patient care, effective 
communication, and patient education. 
Introduces clinical pathways, multidisciplinary 
clinical practice, and a focus on quality and 
coordination of care. 
R"RA 371 Clinical Internship (2) 
A twelve-week, one dayEweek rotation totaling 
+6 hours of clinical experience. A mentored 
clinical experience during which students 
complete a wide variety of competencies that 
prepare them to generate a report stating initial 
observations of diagnostic images on neonatal, 
pediatric, adult, and geriatric populations. 
Students utilize clinical contracts and a clinical 
portfolio. 
R"RA 372 Clinical Internship (5) 
An eleven-week rotation totaling J68 hours of 
clinical experience. A mentored clinical 
experience during which students complete a 
wide variety of competencies that prepare them 
to generate a report stating initial observations of 
diagnostic images on neonatal, pediatric, adult, 
and geriatric populations. Students utilize clinical 
contracts and a clinical portfolio. 
R"RA 373 Clinical Internship (7) 
An eleven-week, three daysEweek rotation 
totaling 26L hours. Muring the mentored clinical 
experience students will complete a wide variety 
of competencies and will be able to generate a 
report stating initial observations of diagnostic 
images on neonatal, pediatric, adult, and geriatric 
populations. Students utilize clinical contracts 
and a clinical portfolio. 
R"RA 38& Radiobiology and Health Physics (2) 
Reviews the effects of ionizing and nonionizing 
radiation and fundamental concepts of radiation 
protection. Promotes the conscientious operation 
of radiologic and fluoroscopic devices. Provides a 
complement to guided practice in operating the 
fluoroscopic device during clinical mentoring. 
Procedures and techniques to optimize image 
quality while reducing radiation exposure to 
patients, operator, and ancillary personnel. 
R"RA 388 Radiology Procedures and Image 
Evaluation IH (3) 
Provides a framework for various imaging 
procedures and the role of the radiologist 
assistant in the radiology department. Provides 
the framework for systematic observation of 
static, digital, P-sectional, and dynamic 
diagnostic images for the purpose of evaluating 
the presence of abnormalities, anomalies and 
pathological conditions. 
R"RA &2& MedicalIJegal Issues in Radiology (1) 
Introduction to the legal system as it pertains to 
radiation sciences. Concepts such as malpractice, 
litigation, informed consent, assault, and battery. 
R"RA &25 Kluoroscopy and Radiation Protection (1) 
-ocuses on the quality assurance and 
management aspects of fluoroscopy. Includes the 
following topics: fluoroscopic radiation exposure 
and protection techniques, technical 
management, operation of fluoroscopic 
equipment, and quality control. 
R"RA &26 Radiology Reporting (1) 
Student develops and organizes an imaging 
report for procedures performed under the 
supervision of a radiologist. Topics include 
learning to report, style guidelines, and the 
American College of Radiology guidelines for 
communication. 
R"RA &31 Pharmacology I (2) 
Surveys pharmacological agents currently used 
in medicine, including their kinetics, dynamics, 
and therapeutics. Places special emphasis on 
pharmaceuticals commonly used by and given to 
radiology patients, including contrast media, 
antineoplastic agents, and radioactive isotopes. 
R"RA &32 Pharmacology II (2) 
Surveys pharmacological agents currently used 
in medicine, including their kinetics, dynamics, 
and therapeutics. Places special emphasis on 
pharmaceuticals commonly used by and given to 
radiology patients, including contrast media, 
antineoplastic agents, and radioactive isotopes. 
R"RA &&& Pathophysiology (2) 
Covers the structures and function of human 
biology. Assists with developing skills of 
interpreting laboratory data and increasing 
understanding of the pathophysiology behind 
patient care. 
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RTRA 446 Clinical Management and Education (2) 
3ocuses on analyzing and interpreting 
physiological data to assist in patient assessment 
and management. !tilizes critical thinkingH 
action plansH and protocols. #ncludes 
relationship-centered patient careH effective 
communicationH and patient education. 
#ntroduces clinical pathLaysH multidisciplinary 
clinical practiceH and a focus on Muality and 
coordination of care. 
RTRA 451 Patient Assessment I (2) 
,ssists Lith skills in intervieLingH physical 
examinationH and interpreting laboratory data. 
#ncreases understanding of the pathophysiology 
behind patient care. %mphasizes analysis and 
interpretation of physiological data to assist in 
patient assessment and management. 
RTRA 452 Patient Assessment II (2) 
,ssists Lith developing skills in intervieLingH 
physical examinationH and interpreting 
laboratory data. #ncreases understanding of the 
pathophysiology behind patient care. 
%mphasizes analysis and interpretation of 
physiological data to assist in patient assessment 
and management. 
RTRA 471 Clinical Internship (2) 
, tLelve-LeekH one day/Leek rotation for a total 
of 1Q hours of mentored clinical experience. 
3ocuses on a Lide variety of competencies that 
enable students to generate a report stating initial 
observations of diagnostic images on neonatalH 
pediatricH adult and geriatric populations. 
Students utilize clinical contracts and a clinical 
portfolio. 
RTRA 472 Clinical Internship (5) 
,n eleven-LeekH tLo-day/Leek rotation totaling 
R7Q hours of mentored clinical experience. 
3ocuses on a Lide variety of competencies that 
enable students to generate a report stating initial 
observations of diagnostic images on neonatalH 
pediatricH adult and geriatric populations. 
Students utilize clinical contracts and a clinical 
portfolio. 
RTRA 473 Clinical Internship (6) 
,n eleven-LeekH three days/Leek rotation 
totaling TQ2 hours. , mentored clinical 
experience during Lhich students complete a 
Lide variety of competencies that prepare them 
to generate a report stating initial observations of 
diagnostic images on neonatalH pediatricH adultH 
and geriatric populations. Students utilize clinical 
contracts and a clinical portfolio. 
RTRA 474 Clinical Internship (7) 
Clinical internship Uminimum of TQ2 clock hoursV. 
, mentored clinical experienceH students during 
Lhich students complete a Lide variety of 
competencies that prepare them to generate a 
report stating initial observations of diagnostic 
images on neonatalH pediatricH adultH and geriatric 
populations. Students utilize clinical contracts 
and a clinical portfolio. 
RTRA 476 Topics for the Radiologist Assistant (2) 
Surveys selected topics in the radiologist 
assistant scope of practice for credit toLard the 
masterWs degree in radiologist assistant. Topics 
may include proceduresH proXectsH or literature 
revieLs. 
RTRA 484 Radiologist Assistant Research ProEect (2) 
Student completes a faculty-facilitated research 
proXect related to radiation sciences. &adiation 
sciences faculty must approve all proXects. 
RTRA 485 Radiologist Assistant Research ProEect (2) 
The student completes a faculty-facilitated 
research proXect related to radiation sciences. 
&adiation sciences faculty must approve all 
proXects. 
RTRA 486 Radiologist Assistant Research ProEect (2) 
The student completes a faculty-facilitated 
research proXect related to radiation sciences. 
&adiation sciences faculty must approve all 
proXects. 
RTRA 488 ComprehensiFe ReFieG (1) 
&evieL of the maXor content areas covered in the 
radiologist assistant program. Student evaluation 
and performance analysis accomplished. 
RTRA 491 CrossIsectional Anatomy I (1) 
#dentifies normal and abnormal anatomy in tLo-
dimensional as Lell as three-dimensional planes. 
&elates cross-sectional vieL of anatomy and 
pathology to radiology procedures. 
RTRA 492 CrossIsectional Anatomy II (1) 
#dentifies normal and abnormal anatomy in tLo-
dimensional as Lell as three-dimensional planes. 
&elates cross-sectional vieL of anatomy and 
pathology to radiology procedures. 
  The Courses 
 
8+,
RTRA 521 Radiology Procedures and Image 
Evaluation I (3) 
Provides a framework for various imaging 
procedures and the role of the radiologist 
assistant in the radiology department. Provides 
the framework for systematic observation of 
static, digital, @-sectional, and dynamic 
diagnostic images for the purpose of evaluating 
the presence of abnormalities, anomalies, and 
pathological conditions. 
RTRA 522 Radiology Procedures and Image 
Evaluation II (3) 
Provides a framework for various imaging 
procedures and the role of the radiologist 
assistant in the radiology department. Provides 
the framework for systematic observation of 
static, digital, @-sectional, and dynamic 
diagnostic images for the purpose of evaluating 
the presence of abnormalities, anomalies, and 
pathological conditions. 
RTRA 523 Radiology Procedures and Image 
Evaluation III (3) 
Provides a framework for various imaging 
procedures and the role of the radiologist 
assistant in the radiology department. Provides 
the framework for systematic observation of 
static, digital, @-sectional, and dynamic 
diagnostic images for the purpose of evaluating 
the presence of abnormalities, anomalies, and 
pathological conditions. 
RTRA 524 Radiology Procedures and Image 
Evaluation I? (3) 
Provides a framework for various imaging 
procedures and the role of the radiologist 
assistant in the radiology department. Provides 
the framework for systematic observation of 
static, digital, @-sectional, and dynamic 
diagnostic images for the purpose of evaluating 
the presence of abnormalities, anomalies, and 
pathological conditions. 
RTRA 571 Clinical Internship I? (6) 
A thirteen-week, three daysCweek rotation 
totaling DE2 hours of mentored clinical 
experience. Hocuses on a wide variety of 
competencies that enable students to generate a 
report stating initial observations of diagnostic 
images on neonatal, pediatric, adult, and geriatric 
populations. Students utilize clinical contracts 
and a clinical portfolio. 
RTRA 572 Clinical Internship ? (6) 
An eleven-week, three daysCweek rotation 
totaling 2KL hours of mentored clinical 
experience. Hocuses on a wide variety of 
competencies that enable students to generate a 
report stating initial observations of diagnostic 
images on neonatal, pediatric, adult, and geriatric 
populations. Students utilize clinical contracts 
and a clinical portfolio. 
RTRA 573 Clinical Internship ?I (6) 
An eleven-week, three daysCweek rotation 
totaling 2KL hours of mentored clinical 
experience. Hocuses on a wide variety of 
competencies that enable students to generate a 
report stating initial observations of diagnostic 
images on neonatal, pediatric, adult and geriatric 
populations. Students utilize clinical contracts 
and a clinical portfolio. 
RTRA 574 Clinical Internship ?II (6) 
An eleven-week, three daysCweek rotation 
totaling 2KL hours of mentored clinical 
experience. Hocuses on a wide variety of 
competencies that enable students to generate a 
report stating initial observations of diagnostic 
images on neonatal, pediatric, adult, and geriatric 
populations. Students utilize clinical contracts 
and a clinical portfolio. 
RTRA 588 Comprehensive RevieF (1) 
Review of the maNor content areas covered in the 
radiologist assistant program. Student evaluation 
and performance analysis accomplished. 
RTRA 591 Radiologist Assistant Research ProHect I 
(1) 
Student completes a faculty-facilitated research 
proNect related to radiation sciences. Radiation 
sciences faculty must approve all proNects. 
RTRA 592 Radiologist Assistant Research ProHect II 
(2) 
Student completes a faculty-facilitated research 
proNect related to radiation sciences. Radiation 
sciences faculty must approve all proNects. 
RTRA 593 Radiologist Assistant Research ProHect III 
(2) 
Student completes a faculty-facilitated research 
proNect related to radiation sciences. Radiation 
sciences faculty must approve all proNects. 
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RA#IATI&N TECHN&L&-./
RA#IATI&N SCIENCES 
RTRS 524 4asics o: Ima<in< In:ormatics (3) 
Provides knowledge and understanding of the 
practical operational and managerial issues 
essential to the radiology information system 
IR#SJ and the picture archiving and 
communication system IPACSJ. Covers electronic 
storage and retrieval, transferring of files, 
security, QA and QC, trouble shooting, and a 
general overview of the filmless environment. 
RTRS 5C5 Research anF Statistics ConceGts anF 
MethoFsI IntermeFiate (3) 
#n-depth study of research designs, including 
completely randomized designs and randomized 
block designs; and the statistical tests—such as 
A".$A Ione-way, repeated measures, 
factorialJ—used to analyze the data. #ntroduces 
multiple linear regression and correlation, as well 
as model-building techniques. #nterprets 
multivariate analysis computer output and 
hands-on statistical computer experience. 
#ntroduces nonparametric statistical tests and 
their appropriate use. Ueasures and analyzes 
data for validity and reliability studies. Evaluates 
research literature that uses multivariate analysis 
for data analysis. 
RTRS 614 Pro:essional Port:olio (3) 
Completion of a professional portfolio that 
contains evidence of the personal growth and 
learning that occurs while the student is 
progressing through the program. Reflection on 
the seven core values of Loma Linda !niversity, 
leadership assessment results, and final papers or 
projects from studentWs course work. StudentWs 
reflections on the growth, insights, and 
application of knowledge gained while in the 
program. 
RTRS 615 AFNances in Technolo<yI EFucational anF 
Mana<erial Issues (3) 
Student evaluates how the rapidly advancing 
technology in radiation sciences impacts the 
educational, managerial, and administrative 
realms. Student develops a project incorporating 
advancing technology to hisXher 
specialtyStudent evaluates how the rapidly 
advancing technology in radiation sciences 
impacts the educational, managerial, and 
administrative realms. Student develops a project 
incorporating advancing technology to hisXher 
specialty 
RTRS 621 CaGstone ProRect I (3) 
Student completes a faculty-facilitated research 
project related to leadership, management, 
administration, and education in health care. 
Radiation sciences faculty must approve all 
projects one quarter prior to enrollment in this 
course. 
RTRS 622 CaGstone ProRect II (3) 
Student completes a faculty-facilitated research 
project related to leadership, management, 
administration, and education in health care. 
Radiation sciences faculty must approve all 
projects one quarter prior to enrollment in this 
course. 
RA#IATI&N TECHN&L&-./SPECIAL 
IMA-IN- 
RTSI 361 MRI Physics I (2) 
Two-part course dealing with basic principles, 
physics, imaging parameters, biological effects, 
management, and patient protocol of magnetic 
resonance imaging IUR#J. 
RTSI 362 MRI Physics II (2) 
Yasic principles, physics, imaging parameters, 
biological effects, management, and patient 
protocol of magnetic resonance imaging IUR#J. 
Prerequisite: RTS# 361. 
RTSI 364 Patient Care in SGecial Ima<in< (2) 
.verview of patient care in UR# and CT imaging. 
/eneral aspects of patient care, pharmacology 
and drug administration, radiation safety. 
Examines some areas of radiology management. 
Prepares students for the additional areas 
required in the national registry for the specialty 
areas of CT and UR#. 
RTSI 367 CrossTsectional RaFio<raGhic Anatomy (2) 
.verview of gross anatomy. #dentifies normal 
anatomy in two-dimensional as well as three-
dimensional planes. Relation of the structural as 
well as the physiological functions of the 
different body systems. 
RTSI 36C CT Physics (2) 
Yasic principles, physics, imaging parameters, 
radiological effects, management, and patient 
protocol of computed tomography ICTJ. 
  The Courses 
 
8+,
R"SI 381 "o*ics in S*ecial Imaging I (153) 
Surveys selected topics in special imaging. 
Procedure summaries, projects, literature 
reviews. ?ay be taken concurrently with RTSI 
+,1-+,3 for credit toward the baccalaureate 
degree. 
R"SI 382 "o*ics in S*ecial Imaging II (153) 
Surveys selected topics in special imaging. 
Procedure summaries, projects, literature 
reviews. ?ay be taken concurrently with RTSI 
+,1-+,3 for credit toward the baccalaureate 
degree. 
R"SI 383 "o*ics in S*ecial Imaging III (153) 
Surveys selected topics in special imaging. 
Procedure summaries, projects, literature 
reviews. ?ay be taken concurrently with RTSI 
+,1-+,3 for credit toward the baccalaureate 
degree. 
R"SI 388 S*ecial Pro;ect (1) 
Student submits project in the form of a paper or 
a visual aid representing a topic of current 
interest in an area related to radiation sciences. 
Regular meetings provide guidance to the 
student. 
R"SI 381 =>I Internshi* I (3) 
Advanced clinical training for qualified CRT, 
ARRT-certified individuals with current CPR and 
fluoroscopy permit. Three quarters (nine months) 
of clinical time in the areas of 
cardiovascular/general angiography and 
interventional radiography. Full-time (N0 
hours/week), clinical-learning experience. 
R"SI 4A1 BCDanceC =linical ProceCures I (3) 
Credit for full-time, postcertification clinical 
practice in a radiology service. Periodic 
evaluations by the clinical supervisor. 
R"SI 4A2 BCDanceC =linical ProceCures II (3) 
Credit for full-time, postcertification clinical 
practice in a radiology service. Periodic 
evaluations by the clinical supervisor. 
R"SI 4A3 BCDanceC =linical ProceCures III (3) 
Credit for full-time, postcertification clinical 
practice in a radiology service. Periodic 
evaluations by the clinical supervisor. 
R"SI 4A4 BCDanceC =linical ProceCures I> (3) 
Credit for full-time, postcertification clinical 
practice in a radiology service. Periodic 
evaluations by the clinical supervisor. 
R"SI 871 S*ecial Imaging (="GHRI) BIIiliation I 
(1A) 
A ten-week, four days/week clinical rotation 
totaling 3Q0 hours of clinical experience in CT 
(computerized tomography) and ?RI (magnetic 
resonance imaging) covering a wide variety of 
technical procedures. 
R"SI 872 S*ecial Imaging (="GHRI) BIIiliation II 
(1A) 
An eleven-week, four days/week clinical rotation 
totaling 3Q0 hours of clinical experience in CT 
(computerized tomography) and ?RI (magnetic 
resonance imaging) covering a wide variety of 
technical procedures. 
R"SI 873 S*ecial Imaging (="GHRI) BIIiliation III 
(1A) 
A ten-week, four days/week rotation totaling 3Q0 
hours of clinical experience in CT (computerized 
tomography) and ?RI (magnetic resonance 
imaging) covering a wide variety of technical 
procedures. 
R"SI 882 =>I Internshi* II (12) 
Advanced clinical training for qualified CRT, 
ARRT-certified individuals with current CPR and 
fluoroscopy permit. Three quarters (nine months) 
of clinical time in the areas of 
cardiovascular/general angiography and 
interventional radiography. Full-time (N0 
hours/week), clinical-learning experience. 
R"SI 883 =>I Internshi* III (12) 
Advanced clinical training for qualified CRT, 
ARRT-certified individuals, with current CPR 
and fluoroscopy permit. Three quarters (nine 
months) of clinical time in the areas of 
cardiovascular/general angiography and 
interventional radiography. Full-time (N0 
hours/week), clinical-learning experience. 
RBJIB"IKL "M=NLKLKPQR
RBJIB"IKL "NMRBPQ 
R""N 332 RaCiation Biology (1) 
The effects of radiation on living systems. 
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R""# 342 Patient.Care Practices in Radiation 
"herapy (2) 
Aspects of radiation therapy patient care. 
Emphasizes equipment, treatment, and 
psychological support of the patient. 
Transmission and prevention of AIIS and other 
communicable diseases, with specific application 
to radiation therapy. 
R""# 344 Radiation "herapy Procedures (2) 
Study and/or practical applications of patient 
support and immobilization devices. Principles 
of choosing patient-treatment modalities. 
Oethods of tumor localization. Purposes and 
utilization of beam direction and modification 
equipment. 
R""# 345 <uality >ssurance in Radiation "herapy 
(1) 
/eneral aspects of continuous quality 
improvement (CQI) and specific aspects of 
quality management as they relate to the 
Iepartment of Radiation Therapy. Examines the 
comprehensive nature of a quality-management 
program, and quantification of the radiation 
therapist's role on the CQI team. 
R""# 34@ Radiation "herapy ReAieB (1) 
Comprehensively reviews radiation physics, 
protection, and dosimetry. Applies radioactive 
materials. Radiobiology. Technical aspects of 
radiation oncology. 
R""# 353 Psycho.Cncology (2) 
Examines potential psychological effects of 
malignant disease on the patient and family. The 
patient's emotional responses to the initial 
diagnosis, and methods of coping and adapting 
to the disease and its treatment. Role of the 
radiation therapist as a member of the patient's 
emotional-support team. 
R""# 355 Physical Principles of Radiation "herapy 
I (3) 
"ature and description of the structure of matter 
and energy. Radioactive decay schemes and 
interaction of photons and gamma radiation. 
Instrumentation involved in measurement of 
ionizing radiation, beam quality, and dose. 
Laboratory. 
R""# 356 Physical Principles of Radiation "herapy 
II (3) 
Iiscusses the following areas: calibration 
techniques of photon, particulate, and electron 
beams; percentage depth dose, tissue-air ratios, 
treatment planning, scatter functions, field 
flatness, and symmetry; field shaping, arc 
therapy, and tissue inhomogeneities; and clinical 
dosimetric considerations. Includes laboratory. 
R""# 357 >pplied Dosimetry (2) 
Brachytherapy sources, isotope calibration, 
protection, and implantation techniques. 
Teletherapy equipment and protection. Quality 
assurance for external and brachytherapy 
procedures. Laboratory. 
R""# 35@ >dAanced Dosimetry (3) 
Ievelops student's ability to construct treatment 
plans using the 3-I planning system. Integrates 
theory with practice. Student completes a 
number of plans that utilize all maYor treatment 
techniques 
Prerequisite: RTTH 35\; or equivalent. 
R""# 364 Radiation Cncology I (2) 
A three-term course covering pathology, 
etiology, epidemiology, histopathology, 
metastasis, staging, and treatment of maYor types 
of malignant neoplasms. Includes 
technique/simulation laboratory. 
R""# 365 Radiation Cncology II (2) 
A three-term course covering pathology, 
etiology, epidemiology, histopathology, 
metastasis staging, and treatment of maYor types 
of malignant neoplasms. 
Prerequisite: RTTH 36^. 
R""# 366 Radiation Cncology III (2) 
The third in a three-quarter course covering 
pathology, etiology, epidemiology, 
histopathology, metastasis, staging, and 
treatment of maYor types of malignant neoplasms. 
Prerequisite: RTTH 36^, RTTH 365. 
R""# 3@1 "opics in Radiation "herapy I (1.3) 
Surveys selected topics in radiation therapy. 
Procedure summaries, proYects, literature 
reviews. Oay be taken concurrently with RTTH 
1\1-1\^ for credit toward the baccalaureate 
degree. 
  The Courses 
 
8++
RTTH 382 Topics in Radiation Therapy II (183) 
Surveys selected topics in radiation therapy. 
Procedure summaries, pro;ects, literature 
reviews. May be taken concurrently with RTTA 
+71-+74 for credit toward the baccalaureate 
degree. 
RTTH 383 Topics in Radiation Therapy III (183) 
Surveys selected topics in radiation therapy. 
Procedure summaries, pro;ects, literature 
reviews. May be taken concurrently with RTTA 
+71-+74 for credit toward the baccalaureate 
degree. 
RTTH 384 Topics in Radiation Therapy IV (183) 
Surveys selected topics in radiation therapy. 
Procedure summaries, pro;ects, literature 
reviews. May be taken concurrently with RTTA 
+71-+74 for credit toward the baccalaureate 
degree. 
RTTH 401 Advanced Clinical Procedures I (3) 
Credit for full-time, postcertification clinical 
practice in a radiation therapy service. Periodic 
evaluations by the clinical supervisor. 
RTTH 402 Advanced Clinical Procedures II (3) 
Credit for full-time, postcertification clinical 
practice in a radiation therapy service. Periodic 
evaluations by the clinical supervisor. 
RTTH 403 Advanced Clinical Procedures III (3) 
Credit for full-time, postcertification clinical 
practice in a radiation therapy service. Periodic 
evaluations by the clinical supervisor. 
RTTH 404 Advanced Clinical Procedures IV (3) 
Credit for full-time, postcertification clinical 
practice in a radiation therapy service. Periodic 
evaluations by the clinical supervisor. 
RTTH C71 Radiation Therapy Affiliation I (8) 
The first of a three-course sequence totaling 
twelve months of clinical experience covering a 
wide variety of technical procedures. Clock 
hours: 288. 
RTTH C72 Radiation Therapy Affiliation II (8) 
Continues RTTA +71. Clock hours: 2L4. 
RTTH C73 Radiation Therapy Affiliation III (8) 
Continues RTTA +71, +72. Clock hours: 2L4. 
RTTH C74 Radiation Therapy Affiliation IV (8) 
Continues RTTA +71-+73 N2L4 clock hoursO. 
RTTH C75 Radiation Therapy Affiliation V (12) 
Continues RTTA +71-+74 N418 clock hoursO. 
Prerequisite: RTTA +71, RTTA +72, RTTA +73, 
RTTA +74. 
PHARMACY PRACTICI8DRKL 
INFORMATION 
RXDI 664 Drug Information and Literature 
Ivaluation (3) 
Introduces drug information resources. Trains 
students to retrieve and critically evaluate 
literature related to providing pharmaceutical 
care to patients. Introduces multiple forms of 
drug literature, including primary, secondary, 
tertiary, and Internet resources. Trains students 
to document drug information requests and 
report adverse drug reactions. Discusses issues 
related to herbal medicine and alternative 
therapeutic options. Using knowledge obtained 
through classroom course assignments, students 
examine published information to answer 
common drug information questions. 
PHARMACY PRACTICIUIXPIRIINTIAL 
IDKCATION 
RXII 562 Pharmacist Luided Self8Care 1 (3) 
Familiarizes the student with nonprescription 
health care products. Emphasizes patient 
assessment, indicated medical conditions, 
pharmacology, product selection, self-
administration techniques, and patient 
counseling/follow-up. Lecture/discussion 
simulates patient encounters. 
Prerequisite: P1, Winter Quarter standing. 
RXII 563 Pharmacist Luided Self8Care 2 (3) 
Familiarizes the student with nonprescription 
health care products. Emphasizes patient 
assessment, indicated medical conditions, 
pharmacology, product selection, self-
administration techniques, and patient 
counseling/follow-up. Lecture/discussion 
simulates patient encounters. 
Prerequisite: RXEE 5L2; successful completion of 
RXEE 5L2; and P1, Spring Quarter standing. 
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RX## %91 Introduction to 1ommunity Pharmacy 
Practice I (2) 
Part of a two-course sequence for practical 
exposure to community pharmacy practice. 
Student learns through practicum and reflection 
the basic skills required in community pharmacy 
practice 
RX## %92 Introduction to 1ommunity Pharmacy 
Practice II (2) 
Part of a two-course sequence for practical 
exposure to community pharmacy practice. 
Student learns basic skills required in community 
pharmacy practice through practicum and 
reflection. 
RX## 690 Introduction to =ospital Pharmacy 
Practice (2) 
Exposes students to the various clinical, 
administrative, and distributive roles and 
responsibilities of a hospital pharmacist. 
Prerequisite: P2 standing. 
RX## 790 Introduction to 1linical Pharmacy Practice 
(1) 
Exposes students to a variety of clinical 
pharmacy servicesPincluding ambulatory care, 
medicine, and a number of specialty practice 
areas. 
Prerequisite: P3 standing. 
RX## 806 Cdvanced 1linical 1ommunity Practice 
(6) 
Supervised clinical pharmacy-practice experience 
that provides advanced pharmaceutical care 
skills and opportunities in the area of community 
practice. 
RX## 807 Ccademia and Research (6) 
Supervised education that provides additional 
experiences in the combined areas of academia 
and research. 
RX## 808 1linical Eutcomes and Pharmacy Practice 
Research (6) 
Supervised pharmacy experience emphasizing 
the development of pharmaceutical care and 
research skills in the area of clinical outcomes 
and pharmacy practice. 
RX## 809 1linical Simulation (6) 
Supervised education that provides additional 
experiences in the area of clinical simulation of 
pharmacy practice and pharmacotherapy. 
RX## 810 ResearchGPsychiatry (6) 
Supervised education and experiences 
emphasizing the development of research and 
pharmaceutical care skills in the area of 
psychiatry. 
RX## 8%6 Medicine (6) 
Supervised clinical pharmacy experience 
emphasizing the development of pharmaceutical 
care skills in an adult, acute care, inpatient 
setting. 
RX## 8%7 =ospital Practice (6) 
Supervised pharmacy experience emphasizing 
the development of pharmaceutical care and 
medication-distribution skills in an inpatient 
setting. 
RX## 8%8 CmIulatory 1are (6) 
Supervised clinical pharmacy experience 
emphasizing the development of pharmaceutical 
care skills in ambulatory patient care setting. 
RX## 8%9 1linical 1ommunity (6) 
Supervised clinical pharmacy experience 
emphasizing the development of pharmaceutical 
care skills in a community pharmacy (chain or 
independent) environment. 
RX## 860 Dermatology (6) 
Preceptor-supervised pharmacy-practice 
experience that emphasizes the development of 
pharmaceutical care skills in the specialty area of 
dermatology. 
RX## 861 LastroenterologyG=epatology (6) 
Preceptor-supervised pharmacy-practice 
experience that emphasizes the development of 
pharmaceutical care skills in the specialty areas 
of gastroenterology and hepatology. 
RX## 862 =ealth Policy (6) 
Preceptor-supervised education that provides 
additional experience in the area of health policy. 
RX## 863 Investigational Drugs (6) 
Preceptor-supervised education that provides 
additional experience in the area of 
investigational drugs. 
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RXEE 864 Ophthalmology (6) 
Preceptor-supervised pharmacy-practice 
experience that emphasizes the development of 
pharmaceutical care skills in the specialty area of 
ophthalmology. 
RXEE 865 State7National Pharmacy Associations (6) 
Preceptor-supervised education that provides 
additional experience in the area of 
state/national pharmacy association 
administration. 
RXEE 868 Drug Information (6) 
Supervised education that provides additional 
experience in the area of drug information. 
RXEE 86D Academia (6) 
Supervised education that provides additional 
experience in the area of academia. 
RXEE 870 Administration7Management (6) 
Supervised education that provides additional 
experience in the area of administration and/or 
management in a health-care system or other 
inpatient environment. 
RXEE 87I Cardiology (6) 
Preceptor-supervised pharmacy-practice 
experience that emphasizes the development of 
pharmaceutical care skills in the specialty area of 
cardiology. 
RXEE 87K Research (6) 
Preceptor-supervised education that provides 
additional experience in the area of research. 
RXEE 873 Long Term Care (6) 
Preceptor-supervised pharmacy-practice 
experience that emphasizes the development of 
pharmaceutical care skills in the specialty area of 
long-term care. 
RXEE 874 Infectious Disease (6) 
Supervised pharmacy experience emphasizing 
the development of pharmaceutical care skills in 
the specialty area of infectious disease. 
RXEE 875 Neurology (6) 
Supervised pharmacy experience emphasizing 
the development of pharmaceutical care skills in 
the specialty area of neurology. 
RXEE 876 Nuclear Pharmacy (6) 
Preceptor-supervised pharmacy-practice 
experience that emphasizes the development of 
pharmaceutical care skills in the specialty area of 
nuclear pharmacy. 
RXEE 877 Nutrition (6) 
Supervised pharmacy experience emphasizing 
the development of pharmaceutical care skills in 
the specialty area of nutrition. 
RXEE 878 Oncology (6) 
Supervised pharmacy experience emphasizing 
the development of pharmaceutical care skills in 
the specialty area of oncology. 
RXEE 87D Obstetrics7Pynecology (6) 
Preceptor-supervised pharmacy-practice 
experience that emphasizes the development of 
pharmaceutical care skills in the specialty area of 
obstetrics and gynecology. 
RXEE 880 PharmacoQinetics (6) 
Supervised pharmacy experience emphasizing 
the development of pharmaceutical care skills in 
the specialty area of pharmacokinetics. 
RXEE 88I Pharmaceutical Industry (6) 
Preceptor-supervised education that provides 
additional experience in the area of 
pharmaceutical industry. 
RXEE 88K Pain Management (6) 
Preceptor-supervised pharmacy-practice 
experience that emphasizes the development of 
pharmaceutical care skills in the specialty area of 
pain management. 
RXEE 883 Managed Care (6) 
Preceptor-supervised pharmacy-practice 
experience that emphasizes the development of 
pharmaceutical care skills in the specialty area of 
managed care. 
RXEE 884 Pediatric Transplant (6) 
Supervised pharmacy experience emphasizing 
the development of pharmaceutical care skills in 
the specialty area of pediatric transplant. 
RXEE 885 Pediatrics7Neonatology (6) 
Supervised pharmacy experience emphasizing 
the development of pharmaceutical care skills in 
the specialty areas of pediatrics and neonatology. 
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RXEE %%6 Home Health Care (6) 
Supervised pharmacy experience emphasizing 
the development of pharmaceutical care skills in 
the specialty area of home health care. 
RXEE %%7 4eriatrics (6) 
Supervised pharmacy experience emphasizing 
the development of pharmaceutical care skills in 
the specialty area of geriatrics. 
RXEE %%% Compounding (6) 
Supervised pharmacy experience emphasizing 
the development of pharmaceutical care skills in 
the specialty area of compounding. 
RXEE %%9 Specialty Independent (6) 
Supervised pharmacy experience emphasizing 
the development of pharmaceutical care skills in 
the specialty area of specialty independent 
practice. 
RXEE %90 Psychiatry (6) 
Supervised pharmacy experience emphasizing 
the development of pharmaceutical care skills in 
the specialty area of psychiatry. 
RXEE %91 Emergency Medicine and Trauma (6) 
Preceptor-supervised pharmacy-practice 
experience that emphasizes the development of 
pharmaceutical care skills in the specialty area of 
emergency medicine and trauma. 
RXEE %92 Pharmacoeconomics and Gutcomes 
Research (6) 
Supervised pharmacy experience emphasizing 
the development of pharmaceutical care skills in 
the specialty area of pharmacoeconomics and 
outcomes research. 
RXEE %93 Pharmacy SystemsITechnology (6) 
Preceptor-supervised education that provides 
additional experience in the areas of pharmacy 
systems and technology. 
RXEE %94 Transplant (6) 
Supervised pharmacy experience emphasizing 
the development of pharmaceutical care skills in 
the specialty area of transplant. 
RXEE %95 Critical Care (6) 
Supervised pharmacy experience emphasizing 
the development of pharmaceutical care skills in 
the specialty area of critical care. 
RXEE %96 Poison Control and ToLicology (6) 
Preceptor-supervised pharmacy-practice 
experience that emphasizes the development of 
pharmaceutical care skills in the specialty area of 
poison control and toxicology. 
RXEE %97 PuMlic Health Service (6) 
Preceptor-supervised education that provides 
additional experience in the area of public health 
service. 
RXEE %9% Oephrology (6) 
Preceptor-supervised pharmacy-practice 
experience that emphasizes the development of 
pharmaceutical care skills in the specialty area of 
nephrology. 
PHARMACY PRACTICER
PHARMACEUTICAT CARE 
RXPC 561 Pharmaceutical Care I (4) 
The first in a sequence of three courses that uses 
early practice experiences to expose students to 
career opportunities and issues currently shaping 
the profession. Introduces foundational concepts 
and attitudes—balanced with real-world 
observation—necessary to understand the 
practice of pharmaceutical care, the essence of 
being a professional, and the challenges of 
applying these ideals. Designed to instill a sense 
of professionalism, promote positive practice 
philosophies, develop relationships with 
practitioners, evaluate potential career paths, and 
foster appreciation for the lifelong-learning 
nature of pharmacy. Substantial organized, early 
practice experiences reinforce knowledge and 
skills taught in didactic course work and 
encourage reflection. Oral and written 
communication practice through presentations 
and class discussions. Students required to learn 
the top 200 drugs by brand and generic names, 
therapeutic and drug classifications, and 
manufacturer. 
RXPC 756 WomenVs Health (3) 
Develops a deeper understanding of issues 
related specifically to women's health. Reviews 
anatomy, physiology, pharmacology, 
pharmacokinetics, pharmacotherapy, and 
clinical-trial evidence as they relate to women's 
health. Enables students to integrate their 
knowledge of these disciplines in the context of 
formulating individualized pharmacotherapeutic 
plans. 
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RXPC 760 Clinical Phar0aco2inetics (2) 
Focuses on initiating and ad5usting 
individualized drug dosages for selected 
medications based on patient demographics, 
organ function, concomitant medications, disease 
states, and measured drug-plasma levels. 
Addresses altered drug disposition in special 
patient populations, i.e., pediatrics, geriatrics, 
and the obese. Challenges students to critically 
apply mathematical modeling and clinical 
pharmacotherapy knowledge at higher levels of 
sophistication. Students apply knowledge 
acquired in classroom to longitudinal case study 
while following patients in the pharmaceutical 
care laboratory. 
Prerequisite: P3 standing. 
RXPC 761 Phar0aceutical Care La<oratory I (4) 
The first of three quarters of laboratory course 
work that familiarizes students with and 
educates them about ma5or issues in 
contemporary pharmacy practice. Teaches the 
important roles of the pharmacist in drug-
therapy managementHincluding evaluating 
patient medication profiles, monitoring patient 
outcomes, patient counseling, and disease-state 
management. Stresses the application of 
appropriate communication and computer skills 
in con5unction with these activities. Emphasizes 
the role of the pharmacist as a health educator. 
Student gains experience in other practical 
situationsHsuch as drug-administration 
techniques, devices, and compounding 
techniques. 
RXPC 762 Phar0aceutical Care La<oratory II (3) 
The second of three quarters of laboratory course 
work that familiarizes students with and 
educates them about ma5or issues in 
contemporary pharmacy practice. Teaches the 
important roles of the pharmacist in drug-
therapy managementHincluding evaluating 
patient medication profiles, monitoring patient 
outcomes, patient counseling, and disease-state 
management. Stresses the application of 
appropriate communication and computer skills 
in con5unction with these activities. Emphasizes 
the role of the pharmacist as a health educator. 
Student gains experience in other practical 
situationsHsuch as drug-administration 
techniques, devices, and compounding 
techniques. 
Prerequisite: RLPC M61. Corequisite: RLPS M1P, 
RLTQ MM1, RLTQ MM2. 
RXPC 763 Phar0aceutical Care La<oratory III (4) 
The third of three quarters of laboratory course 
work that familiarizes students with and 
educates them about ma5or issues in 
contemporary pharmacy practice. Teaches the 
important roles of the pharmacist in drug-
therapy managementHincluding evaluating 
patient medication profiles, monitoring patient 
outcomes, patient counseling, and disease-state 
management. Stresses application of appropriate 
communication and computer skills in 
con5unction with these activities. Student gains 
experience in other practical situationsHsuch as 
drug-administration techniques, devices, and 
compounding techniques. 
Prerequisite: RLPC M62; P3, SQ standing. 
PHARMACEETICAL SCIENCES 
RXPS 511 Phar0aceutics I (3) 
The first in a series of three courses that presents 
the physicochemical and biological factors 
affecting the stability, kinetics, bioavailability, 
and bioequivalence of drugs in dosage forms. 
Applies this knowledge to dosage form design, 
formulation, and drug-delivery systems. Focuses 
on the theory, technology, formulation, 
evaluation, and dispensing of solid, semisolid, 
and liquid dosage forms. Laboratory sessions 
involve students in the preparation and 
evaluation of dosage forms. 
RXPS 512 Phar0aceutics II (4) 
Surveys conventional dosage formsHincluding 
oral, topical, and parenteral medicationsH with 
emphasis on formulation, preparation, and 
effectiveness. Continues RLPS P11. 
RXPS 513 Phar0aceutics III (3) 
Studies the mathematical, physicochemical, and 
biological principles concerned with the 
formulation, preparation, and effectiveness of 
pharmaceutical dosage forms. Continues RLPS 
P12. 
Prerequisite: RLPS P12. 
RXPS 515 Phar0aceutics La<oratory I (.5) 
Laboratory designed for the student to apply 
pharmaceutical principles and to develop 
proficiency when compounding selected 
formulations and employing aseptic techniques. 
Prerequisite: RLPS P11. Corequisite: RLPS P12. 
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RXPS 5'( Pharmaceutics 3aboratory II (.5) 
Continues RXPS 5=5. 
Prerequisite: RXPS 5=0, RXPS 5=5. Corequisite: 
RXPS 5=3. 
RXPS 524 Physiology I (3) 
The first in a sequence of three courses. Covers 
the nervous, endocrine, and urinary systems. 
Focuses on physiological processes required for 
maintenance of whole-body homeostasis. 
Presentation of anatomical relationships and 
structures serves to support the physiological 
topics discussed. Emphasizes targets for 
pharmaceutical intervention and the relationship 
between biochemical processes and drug 
metabolism and action. 
RXPS 525 Physiology II (3) 
The second in a sequence of three courses. 
Covers the gastrointestinal, cardiovascular, and 
respiratory systems. Focuses on the physiological 
processes required for maintenance of whole-
body homeostasis. Presentation of anatomical 
relationships and structures serves to support the 
physiological topics discussed. Emphasizes 
targets for pharmaceutical intervention and the 
relationship between biochemical processes and 
drug metabolism and action. 
RXPS 52( Physiology III (3) 
The third in a sequence of three courses. 
Introduces pathophysiological processes 
involved in the development and progression of 
important diseases. Discusses diabetes, metabolic 
syndrome, cardiovascular disease, HI$ 
infectionVAIDS, and cancer. Reviews basic 
science concepts from a variety of courses 
completed in previous quarters. Lectures 
supported with handouts of current scientific 
literature. Practical training on glucose 
monitoring and blood pressure screening. 
RXPS 57' Immunology (3) 
The first in a two-course sequence that provides 
an overview of the host-parasite interaction in 
infectious diseases. Integrates the basic concepts 
of the immune response to infectious agents, and 
the role of immune response in disease; as well as 
the principles of medical microbiology. Covers 
basic knowledge of microbial taxonomy, growth, 
metabolism, reproduction, and genetic variation 
in sufficient detail for students to understand 
interactions between host and pathogenic 
microorganisms in infectious diseases. 
Emphasizes the rational management, 
prevention, and control of infectious diseases. 
Discusses immunologic diseases (e.g., AIDS, SLE, 
RA) and their therapeutic management. Covers 
diagnostic procedures. 
RXPS 58' Ciochemistry I (3) 
The first in a two-part series that addresses the 
structure-function relationships of ma\or 
biomolecules; enzymes in biochemistry; human 
energy metabolism; and ma\or pathways for 
human protein, carbohydrate, and lipid 
metabolism. Discusses important organic 
functional groups, nomenclature and physical 
properties, characteristic reactions, 
stereochemistry, and acid-base properties that 
are important considerations for drug action. 
Emphasizes principles of biochemistry as they 
relate to pH and buffers; hemostasis; enzyme 
functions; regulation of intermediary 
metabolism; chemical signaling; and 
interconversions in the living system, including 
the role of vitamins, hormones, and enzyme 
inhibitors. Discusses biotechnological advances, 
when appropriate. 
RXPS 582 Ciochemistry II (3) 
The second in a two-part series that addresses the 
structure-function relationships of ma\or 
biomolecules; enzymes in biochemistry; human 
energy metabolism; and ma\or pathways for 
human protein, carbohydrate, and lipid 
metabolism. Discusses important organic 
functional groups, nomenclature and physical 
properties, characteristic reactions, 
stereochemistry, and acid-base properties that 
are important considerations for drug action. 
Emphasizes principles of biochemistry as they 
relate to pH and buffers; hemostasis; enzyme 
functions; regulation of intermediary 
metabolism; chemical signaling; and 
interconversions in the living system, including 
the role of vitamins, hormones, and enzyme 
inhibitors. Discusses biotechnological advances, 
when appropriate. 
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R"PS 610 Phar,aco/inetics (4) 
Teaches the basic principles of absorption, 
distribution, metabolism, and elimination of 
drugs from the body. Focuses on physical, 
physiological, and biochemical factors that 
impact these processes. Includes clinical 
pharmaco>inetics principles and practical 
examples in the recitation periods. 
PrerequisiteB Successful completion of all P1-level 
courses and P2H AJ standing. 
R"PS 611 8edicinal Che,istry I (3) 
The first in a three-course sequence that focuses 
on the chemistry of natural and synthetic drug 
entitiesKtheir physiochemical properties, 
methods of synthesis, sources, derivatives, modes 
of biotransformation, and structure-activity 
relationships. Lin>s the chemical structure of 
drugs to their pharmacological/ 
pharmaco>inetic/toxicity profiles. 
PrerequisiteB Successful completion of all P1-level 
courses and P2H AJ standing. 
R"PS 612 8edicinal Che,istry II (3) 
The second in a three-course sequence that 
focuses on the chemistry of natural and synthetic 
drug entitiesKtheir physiochemical properties, 
methods of synthesis, sources, derivatives, modes 
of biotransformation, and structure-activity 
relationships. Lin>s the chemical structure of 
drugs to their 
pharmacological/pharmaco>inetic/toxicity 
profiles. 
PrerequisiteB ROPS 611. 
R"PS 613 8edicinal Che,istry III (3) 
Principles governing radiation production and 
safety relative to radiographic anatomy/dental 
materials. Fundamentals of intraoral and 
extraoral techniques, dar>room procedures, and 
mounting of radiographs. Practical application of 
techniques. 
PrerequisiteB ROPS 612. CorequisiteB ROTQ 683. 
R"PS 620 8icro@iology (3) 
Provides an overview of the host-parasite 
interaction in infectious diseases. Builds on the 
concepts developed in immunology, as well as 
the principles of medicinal microbiology. Covers 
basic >nowledge of microbial taxonomy, growth, 
metabolism, reproduction, and genetic variation 
in sufficient detail for the student to understand 
interactions between the host and pathogenic 
microorganisms in infectious diseases. 
Emphasizes rational management, prevention, 
and control of infectious diseases. Covers 
diagnostic procedures. 
PrerequisiteB P2 standing. 
R"PS 651 PrinciCles of 8edicinal Che,istry I (3) 
The first in a three-course sequence that focuses 
on the chemistry of drug entities. Effects of a 
drugXs chemistry on its various properties, such 
as pharmacology, toxicology, absorption, 
distribution, metabolism, excretion, mechanism 
of action, drug-drug interactions, dosage form 
formulation(s), stability, cost, and use. 
R"PS 652 PrinciCles of 8edicinal Che,istry II (4) 
The second in a three-course sequence that 
focuses on the chemistry of drug entities. Effects 
of a drugXs chemistry on its various properties, 
such as pharmacology, toxicology, absorption, 
distribution, metabolism, excretion, mechanism 
of action, drug-drug interactions, dosage form 
formulation(s), stability, cost, and use. 
PrerequisiteB ROPS 651. 
R"PS 653 PrinciCles of 8edicinal Che,istry III (3) 
The third in a three-course sequence that focuses 
on the chemistry of drug entities. Effects of a 
drugXs chemistry on its various properties, such 
as pharmacology, toxicology, absorption, 
distribution, metabolism, excretion, mechanism 
of action, drug-drug interactions, dosage form 
formulation(s), stability, cost, and use. 
PrerequisiteB ROPS 652. 
R"PS 710 Dietary SuCCle,ents (3) 
Introduces students to the use of dietary 
manipulationsKincluding herbals and other 
supplementsKin patient health. Includes legal, 
biochemical, and formulation issuesH benefits and 
ris>s of specific agentsH and interactions with 
pharmaceutical treatment. 
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R"PS 714 Medicinal Chemistry I9 (3) 
The fourth in a six-course sequence. Focuses over 
a two-year period on the chemistry of natural 
and synthetic drug entitiesLtheir 
physiochemical properties, methods of synthesis, 
sources, derivatives, modes of biotransformation, 
and structure-activity relationships. -inks the 
chemical structure of drugs to their 
pharmacologicalPpharmacokineticPtoxicity 
profiles. 
R"PS 715 Medicinal Chemistry 9 (2) 
Focuses on enzyme and nucleic acid targets for 
drugs that are involved with various aspects of 
chemotherapyR antimicrobial, antiviral, 
antifungal, antiparasitic, and cancer 
chemotherapy. Emphasizes mechanism of action 
and aspects of toxicity of these agents. 
Prerequisite: RUPS V1X and PY, Z[ standing. 
R"PS 71? Medicinal Chemistry 9I (2) 
Completes the consideration of drugs acting on 
enzyme targets involved with chemotherapy. 
Considers other drug categories, including drugs 
interacting with the immune system, both 
immunostimulants and immunosuppresantsR as 
well as miscellaneous targets involved with 
diseases, such as osteoarthritis, erectile 
dysfunction, osteoporosis, and allergic 
conditions. 
Prerequisite: RUPS V1\R PY S[ standing. 
R"PS 717 Introduction to Braditional Chinese 
Medicine (3) 
Introduces traditional Chinese medicineLa term 
used to describe a predominantly preventive 
system of health care that goes beyond specific 
medical practices to an integration of wellness 
with all other aspects of life. Familiarizes the 
student with this alternative world view, which 
may in many ways serve as a model for current, 
counseling-intensive pharmacy practice. 
Prerequisite: PY standing. 
R"PS 718 Clinical BoDicology (3) 
Discusses potential toxicity as an intrinsic feature 
of pharmacy practice. Emphasizes understanding 
of basic principles of toxicology that can be 
applied to any toxic emergency that may arise. 
Focuses on possible toxic effectsPconsequences, 
of which the pharmacist should be aware, of 
drugs and other products sold in pharmacies. 
Discusses treatment of toxicity, which may 
require antidotes that the pharmacist will be 
required to provide. 
R"PS 720 Govel Anticancer Drug Bargets (1) 
Provides insight into newly developed anticancer 
drugs and novel developments in cancer 
therapeutics. 
R"PS 730 Current Bopics in Medicinal Chemistry 
and Drug Design (1) 
Focuses on discovery and design of new drugs 
for new therapeutic targets, and on development 
of new approaches for treatment of diseases. 
PHARMACY COGOOIGB 
R"R" 501 School of Pharmacy Qorum (0) 
Offered each quarter throughout the four-year 
program. Zeekly meetings to provide 
opportunity for presentations and discussions on 
current topics affecting pharmacy, health care, 
and students' career paths. Serves as a forum for 
students to network and be informed of activities 
and developments within the School of 
Pharmacy and -oma -inda !niversity. Exposes 
students to leaders within the profession, 
reputable practitioners from various settings, top 
researchers, and other renowned individuals 
who discuss important issues, career 
opportunities, latest research results, and the 
practice of pharmacy. 
R"R" 50? Introduction to Pharmacy Leadership (1) 
Offers academic credit for activities related to 
leadership development associated with the 
California Pharmacy Student -eadership 
Program. Strengthens leadership behavior. 
Students invited to take part in this program 
must register for this course and complete it as a 
condition of their participation. May be repeated 
once for a maximum of 2 units. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Office of Student 
AffairsR P)-1 S[ professional year standing. 
R"R" 507 Professional Development (0) 
Emphasizes the vital role of pharmacy's 
professional organizations by providing a vehicle 
within the School of Pharmacy's formal 
curriculum for student participation. Develops 
students' leadership abilities and cultivates their 
input on issues affecting the profession. Offered 
each quarter throughout the four-year program 
Prerequisite: P1 standing. 
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R"R" $01 School o, Pharmacy Forum (0) 
Weekly meetings provide opportunity for 
presentations and discussions on topics currently 
affecting pharmacy, health care, and students' 
career paths. Serves as a forum for students to 
network and be informed of activities and 
developments within the School of Pharmacy 
and Loma Linda University. Exposes students to 
leaders within the profession, reputable 
practitioners from various settings, top 
researchers, and other renowned individuals 
who will discuss important issues, career 
opportunities, latest research results, and the 
practice of pharmacy. Offered each quarter 
throughout the four-year program. 
Prerequisite: PK; AN standing. 
R"R" $04 Pro,essional ;evelopment (0) 
Emphasizes the vital role of pharmacy's 
professional organizations by providing a vehicle 
within the School of Pharmacy's formal 
curriculum for student participation. Pevelops 
students' leadership abilities and cultivates their 
input on issues affecting the profession. Offered 
each quarter throughout the four-year program. 
Prerequisite: PK standing. 
R"R" 701 School o, Pharmacy Forum (0) 
Required weekly meetings provide opportunity 
for presentations and discussions on current 
topics affecting pharmacy, health care, and 
students' career paths. Serves as a forum for 
students to network and be informed of activities 
and developments within the School of 
Pharmacy and Loma Linda University. Exposes 
students to leaders within the profession, 
reputable practitioners from various settings, top 
researchers, and other renowned individuals 
who will discuss important issues, career 
opportunities, latest research results, and the 
practice of pharmacy. Repeated through the third 
professional year. Offered each quarter 
throughout the four-year program. 
R"R" 704 Pro,essional ;evelopment (0) 
Emphasizes the vital role of pharmacy's 
professional organizations by providing a vehicle 
within the School of Pharmacy's formal 
curriculum for student participation. Augments 
the development of students' leadership abilities 
and cultivates their input on issues affecting the 
profession. Permits proRect leaders and 
committee chairs a set time to meet and to 
provide an opportunity for all classes to network 
with each other. Repeated through the third 
professional year. 
R"R" 711 Formulary ManagementB Part I (1) 
The first of a two-quarter elective course that 
introduces students to concepts in formulary 
management. A lecture series that includes the 
following topics: pharmacoeconomics, drug 
information, clinical biostatistics, and 
therapeutics. 
R"R" 712 Formulary ManagementB Part II (2) 
The second of a two-quarter elective course that 
introduces students to applications in formulary 
management. Consists of independent study in 
preparation for four proRects and two 
presentations. Assessment based on criteria set 
forth by specific guidelines and evaluation tools 
determined by faculty. Offered Winter Nuarter. 
Prerequisite: RSRS ,TT. 
R"R" 798 Independent Study Hith Faculty (1-4) 
Individual student research or proRect directly 
mentored by a faculty member. Vust include a 
half-page description of the research or proRect 
and associated budget Wif anyX, and must specify 
the means of assessment of the student's 
achievement of the research or proRect 
requirements. Requires approval of the 
respective department chair and the student's 
faculty advisor. Vay be repeated to a total of Y 
units toward the 9-unit elective requirement. 
Prerequisite: PK standing and approval of the 
proRect by the respective department chair and 
the student's faculty advisor. 
R"R" 899 Reconnections (3) 
Provides fourth-year pharmacy students with a 
formal board-review experience, as well as other 
didactic content that will assist them in their 
transition into the professional workforce. Gives 
students the opportunity to provide formal 
feedback to the program regarding their 
experience with the curriculum and other 
components that comprise the Poctor of 
Pharmacy Program. 
Prerequisite: PY year students only. 
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PHARMAC'(SOCIA, AND 
ADMINISTRATI1E SCIENCES 
R3SA 545 Public Health and ,ifestyles (3) 
Introduces the first-year pharmacy student to 
fundamental principles of public health and 
public health practice, as well as to how 
pharmacy practice interfaces with public health 
delivery in a variety of settings. Student identifies 
and evaluates public health education and health 
promotion programs, as well as identifies where 
the pharmacist plays a significant role in 
ensuring the conditions under which all peoples 
can be healthy. Introduces the student to the 
fundamentals of public health principles and 
practice, while examining how the pharmacist is 
an integral player to public health-systems 
delivery and practice. 
R3SA 54G Pharmacy ,aw (3) 
Reviews basic principles of pharmacy law as they 
relate to the practice under federal, state, and 
local regulations. Reviews special problems 
involving the control of narcotics, poisons, and 
other controlled substances. Discusses laws 
relative to business activities and professional 
ethics as related to the law. 
R3SA 640 Epidemiology and Biostatistics (3) 
Introduces epidemiology, basic statistical 
concepts, analytical methods, and medical 
literature-evaluation techniques. Exposes 
students to biostatistical concepts through clinical 
application of statistics, using SPSSO or other 
currently available statistical packages. 
Prerequisite: Successful completion of all P1-level 
courses; P2; AU standing. 
R3SA 646 Principles of Management (3) 
Introduces pharmacy students to the five core 
managerial sciences, i.e., human resource 
management, operations management, 
marketing, accounting, and finance. Particularly 
emphasizes human resource management and 
operations management skills. Lectures 
incorporate real-life management cases for 
discussion, followed by lecture on the principles 
of management topics. 
R3SA G43 Health SystemsQ ReimbursementQ and 
Pharmacoeconomics (3) 
Presents fundamental concepts of health 
outcomes research and pharmacoeconomic 
analysis, and provides a basic framework to 
optimize health care resource allocation. 
Discusses principles of measuring and analyzing 
costs and outcomes and techniques used to 
evaluate them across drug treatments. Includes 
various interactive group assignments to 
illustrate the methodologies discussed in lecture. 
Reviews current practice guidelines for 
pharmacoeconomic evaluation and describes 
Wreal worldW contexts in which 
pharmacoeconomic research is conducted. 
Reviews the structure of the American health 
system and the role that pharmacists play in it. 
Presents and evaluates basic concepts of drug 
reimbursement and clinical pharmacy 
reimbursement for different pharmacy practice 
settings. 
R3SA G4G SocialQ AdministrativeQ and Behavioral 
Sciences Advanced Seminar (3) 
Offers opportunity to research a health care 
administrative principle, concept, and/or trend 
currently impacting the profession of pharmacy. 
Exploratory aspects of the course require 
students to perform and complete a project 
related to a social, administrative, and behavioral 
sciences principle, concept, or trend that 
currently impacts the profession of pharmacy. 
Analytical aspects of the course require students 
to participate in weekly briefings that discuss 
traditional and controversial pharmacy 
administration issues. 
R3SA G48 Advanced Topics in Pharmacy ,aw (3) 
An elective course that examines specific 
pharmacy law topics in depth, using legal case 
studies and probing class discussions. Explores 
pharmacists' liability issues, the drug-approval 
process, pharmacists' moral/ethical obligations, 
antitrust, drug importation, and scope of 
practice. 
Prerequisite: P[; AU standing; and permission of 
instructor. 
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R"SA &49 Cases in the Pharmaceutical Industry (3) 
Studies and discusses the pharmaceutical 
industry in four major areas of business:
fundamentals of marketing, corporate finance, 
management, and leadership. Analyzes the 
industryAs decision-making process for each 
industry. Provides students with substantial 
knowledge in business and management topics 
comparable in depth and breadth to F.G.A. 
courses in business schools. Teaches the inner 
workings of the industry with which students 
will be involved during their careers. 
R"SA &50 Wall Street @ournal (1) 
Students read selected Hall Street Iournal health-
related articles and discuss the events that have 
resulted in news coverage each week in the areas 
of pharmaceuticalJbiotechnology, 
providersJinsurance, research, policy, and 
medical products. 
R"SA &51 Social-Behavioral Aspects oG Pharmacy 
Practice (3) 
The first of a two-course sequence that examines 
and focuses on models and theories of behavior 
change. Particular focus on primary models of 
behavior change relative to public health, health 
education, preventive health, health promotion, 
and pharmacological practice. Mrom a 
combination of pharmacological and public 
health practice, student gains a broad 
understanding of the various models and 
theories that may enhance understanding of how 
health behavior-change models and theories can 
be applied to assessing a patientAs level of 
behavior change. Students use knowledge to 
meet the individual needs of the patient. 
R"SA &54 Social and Behavioral Aspects oG Chronic 
Disease Management (3) 
Examines the concepts and constructs of health 
behavior change models and theories presented 
in RPSA QRS Social and Gehavioral Aspects of 
Pharmacy Practice. Presents students with real-
world clinical cases and scenarios, as well as with 
integrated clinical rotations in the course:
providing them opportunities to apply 
knowledge from their didactic lecture material to 
practical hands-on clinical cases they may 
encounter during clinical rotations. Provides 
students with practical and functional knowledge 
of health behavior-change models and theories as 
they are applied to clinical pharmacy practice. 
Prerequisite: RPSA QRS. 
R"SA &5& Clinical Research and Methodology 
(CRM) (2) 
Guilds on the principles of biostatistics and drug 
information to develop the skills necessary for a 
practitioner to design and develop a clinical 
research study worthy of scholarly publication 
and presentation. Uighly recommended for 
students who wish to pursue a career in 
managed care, pharmacy practice in an academic 
setting, or as a clinical coordinator in hospital 
settings. Offered Spring Wuarter of PYY. 
Prerequisite: Completion of RPDI \\] and RPSA 
\]+ with a grade of G- or better. 
PLARMACM PRACTICE-TLERAPEPTICS 
R"TL 6&0 IPDM IR Principles oG Pharmacology (2) 
Part of a twelve-course sequence taught over two 
years. Mocuses on pathophysiology and 
management of disease states, pharmacology of 
the drug classes indicated, and the clinical 
pharmacokinetics that govern drug 
administration. Develops an understanding of 
the basic pharmacologic concepts of therapeutics, 
receptor theory, drug metabolism, and drug 
interactions. Covers tools to effectively assess 
therapy, including interpretation of laboratory 
values and construction of SOAP notes. 
Prerequisite: Successful completion of all PS-level 
courses and P2; AW standing. 
R"TL 6&1 IPDM IIR Sluids and Electrolytes (2T5) 
Part of a twelve-course sequence. Covers the 
pathophysiology, management, and drug 
therapy of conditions related to electrolyte and 
fluid disturbances; as well as dietary 
requirements and sources of electrolytes. 
Addresses pathophysiology, management, and 
drug therapy of anemias. Enables students to 
manage electrolyte and fluid disorders and 
anemias, establish and employ rational 
treatment, and provide parameters to monitor 
progress of the regimens. 
Prerequisite: Successful completion of all PS-level 
courses and P2; AW standing. 
R"TL 6&4 IPDM UIR Renal and Respiratory 
Diseases (3T5) 
Part of a twelve-course sequence. Includes 
pathophysiology, pharmacology, 
pharmacokinetics, pharmacotherapy, and clinical 
trial evidence as related to renal and respiratory 
diseases. Enables students to integrate their 
knowledge of these disciplines to manage renal 
and respiratory diseases by establishing and 
employing rational treatment and providing 
parameters to monitor progress of the regimens. 
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!"T$ 6'3 IP+, IV: Endocrine (385) 
Part of a twelve-course sequence. Introduces 
students to the pharmacology, pharmacokinetics, 
and pharmacodynamics of agents used in the 
treatment of endocrine and GI dysfunction; as 
well as management Nevaluation, treatment, 
monitoring, and follow-upO of patients with 
endocrine and GI dysfunctions. Students 
integrate knowledge, attitudes, and skills in a 
variety of ways to accomplish course outcomes. 
Includes pathophysiology, pharmacology, 
pharmacokinetics, pharmacotherapy, and 
clinical-trial evidence as they relate to endocrine 
and GI drugs. Enables students to integrate their 
knowledge of the disciplines studied in the 
context of formulating an individualized 
pharmacotherapeutic plan for a given patient. 
Prerequisite: completion of all P1 and AT PU 
courses. 
!"T$ 6'; IP+, III: <ardiovascular I (385) 
Part of a twelve-course sequence. Introduces 
students to the pharmacology, pharmacokinetics, 
and pharmacodynamics of cardiovascular agents; 
as well as management Nevaluation, treatment, 
monitoring, and follow-upO of patients with 
common cardiovascular disorders. Students 
integrate knowledge, attitudes, and skills in a 
variety of ways to accomplish course outcomes. 
Includes anatomy, physiology, pharmacology, 
pharmacokinetics, pharmacotherapy, and 
clinical-trial evidence as they relate to cardiology. 
Enables students to integrate their knowledge of 
the disciplines studied in the context of 
formulating an individualized 
pharmacotherapeutic plan for a given patient. 
Prerequisite: PU, ST standing. 
!"T$ 6'5 IP+, V: <ardiovascular II (385) 
Part of a twelve-course sequence. Introduces 
students to the pharmacology, pharmacokinetics, 
and pharmacodynamics of agents used in the 
treatment of endocrine and GI dysfunction; as 
well as management Nevaluation, treatment, 
monitoring, and follow-upO of patients with 
endocrine and GI dysfunctions. Students 
integrate knowledge, attitudes, and skills in a 
variety of ways to accomplish course outcomes. 
Includes pathophysiology, pharmacology, 
pharmacokinetics, pharmacotherapy, and 
clinical-trial evidence as they relate to endocrine 
and GI drugs. Enables students to integrate their 
knowledge of the disciplines studied in the 
context of formulating an individualized 
pharmacotherapeutic plan for a given patient. 
!"T$ 755 Advanced Topics in <ardiology: An 
EvidenceGHased Approach (;) 
Focuses on current andWor controversial topics in 
the area of cardiology and cardiovascular 
pharmacotherapy. Xore detailed focus on the 
evidence behind some cardiovascular guidelines. 
!"T$ 756 Internal ,edicine <linical !esearch (2) 
Exposure to and participation in clinical research 
in internal medicine clinical pharmacy practice. 
!"T$ 757 Advanced <ardiovascular Life Support 
(3) 
Focuses on the development of skills necessary 
for the management of patients with acute 
cardiovascular emergencies. 
!"T$ 77O IP+, VII: Infectious +iseases I (385) 
Part of an eleven-course sequence. Introduces 
students to the pharmacology, pharmacokinetics, 
and pharmacodynamics of anti-infectives; as well 
as management Nevaluation, treatment, 
monitoring, and follow-upO of patients with 
neurological diseases. Students integrate 
knowledge, attitudes, and skills in a variety of 
ways to accomplish course outcomes. Includes 
anatomy, physiology, pharmacology, 
pharmacokinetics, pharmacotherapy and clinical 
trial evidence as they relate to anti-infectives. 
Enables students to integrate their knowledge of 
the disciplines in the context of formulating 
individualized pharmacotherapeutic plans. 
Prerequisite: P3, AT standing. 
!"T$ 771 IP+, ": Qeurology (;85) 
Part of a twelve-course sequence. Introduces 
students to the pharmacology, pharmacokinetics, 
and pharmacodynamics of agents used in the 
treatment of endocrine and GI dysfunction; as 
well as management Nevaluation, treatment, 
monitoring, and follow-upO of patients with 
endocrine and GI dysfunctions. Students 
integrate knowledge, attitudes, and skills in a 
variety of ways to accomplish course outcomes. 
Includes pathophysiology, pharmacology, 
pharmacokinetics, pharmacotherapy, and 
clinical-trial evidence as they relate to endocrine 
and GI drugs. Enables students to integrate their 
knowledge of the disciplines studied in the 
context of formulating an individualized 
pharmacotherapeutic plan for a given patient. 
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R"#H 772 IPDM I", In.ectious Diseases II (89:) 
Part of a twelve-course sequence. Introduces 
students to the pharmacology, pharmacokinetics, 
and pharmacodynamics of agents used in the 
treatment of endocrine and GI dysfunction; as 
well as management (evaluation, treatment, 
monitoring, and follow-up) of patients with 
endocrine and GI dysfunctions. Students 
integrate knowledge, attitudes, and skills in a 
variety of ways to accomplish course outcomes. 
Includes pathophysiology, pharmacology, 
pharmacokinetics, pharmacotherapy, and 
clinical-trial evidence as they relate to endocrine 
and GI drugs. Enables students to integrate their 
knowledge of the disciplines studied in the 
context of formulating an individualized 
pharmacotherapeutic plan for a given patient. 
R"#H 773 IPDM =III, Psychiatry (89:) 
Part of an eleven-course sequence. Introduces 
students to the pharmacology, pharmacokinetics, 
and pharmacodynamics of agents used in the 
treatment of psychiatric disease and addictions; 
as well as management (evaluation, treatment, 
monitoring, and follow-up) of patients with these 
conditions. Students integrate knowledge, 
attitudes, and skills in a variety of ways to 
accomplish the course outcomes. Presents 
pathophysiology, pharmacology, 
pharmacokinetics, pharmacotherapy and clinical 
trial evidence as they relate to the drugs used for 
these miscellaneous conditions. Enables students 
to integrate their knowledge of the disciplines in 
the context of formulating an individualized 
pharmacotherapeutic plan for a given patient. 
Prerequisite: P3, AM standing. 
R"#H 778 IPDM "II, Miscellaneous Conditions and 
GI Disorders (39:) 
Part of a twelve-course sequence. Introduces 
students to the pharmacology, pharmacokinetics 
and pharmacodynamics of agents used in the 
treatment of various conditionsNincluding 
arthritis, gout, glaucoma, dermal conditions, 
incontinence, SLE, MS, BPR, and others; as well 
as management (evaluation, treatment, 
monitoring, and follow-up) of patients with these 
conditions. Students integrate knowledge, 
attitudes and skills in a variety of ways to 
accomplish the course outcomes. Includes 
pathophysiology, pharmacology, 
pharmacokinetics, pharmacotherapy, and clinical 
trial evidence as they relate to the drugs used for 
the conditions indicated. Enables students to 
integrate their knowledge of the disciplines 
studied in the context of formulating an 
individualized pharmacotherapeutic plan for a 
given patient. 
Prerequisite: P3 SM standing. 
R"#H 77: IPDM "I, OncologyG#ransplant (29:) 
Part of a twelve-course sequence. Introduces 
students to the pharmacology, pharmacokinetics, 
and pharmacodynamics of oncology agents and 
agents used in the treatment of transplant 
recipients; as well as management (evaluation, 
treatment, monitoring, and follow-up) of patients 
with these conditions. Students integrate 
knowledge, attitudes, and skills in a variety of 
ways to accomplish course outcomes. Includes 
pathophysiology, pharmacology, 
pharmacokinetics, pharmacotherapy, and 
clinical-trial evidence as they relate to the drugs 
used to treat the conditions indicated. Enables 
students to integrate their knowledge of the 
disciplines studied in the context of formulating 
an individualized pharmacotherapeutic plan for 
a given patient. 
Prerequisite: P3 SM standing. 
R"#H 788 Special #opics in Pharmacy Practice (3) 
Discusses the top 200 drugs as they are currently 
recognized. Emphasizes therapeutic uses, drug 
interactions, and side effects. Provides practical 
tips by practitioners for patient counseling. 
R"#H 78: Advanced #opics in DiaNetes (3) 
Vocuses on strategies and applications for 
implementing a diabetes education and 
management service in an ambulatory care 
setting. Covers advanced diabetes topics. 
R"#H 788 Advanced Clinical Pharmacy (3) 
Vocuses on advanced clinical pharmacy topics 
and application of clinical knowledge and skills 
to address medical cases and questions. 
R"#H 789 Advances in Community Pharmacy 
Practice (3) 
Introduces students to a variety of topics 
encountered in community pharmacy practiceN
including handling of devices, management 
issues, and third-party processing. Develops an 
advanced level of knowledge and skills. 
Prerequisite: Completion of Pharmaceutical Care 
II (RXPC 562). 
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SCHOOL O' (E*+,S+R./CO*0O,*+ 
S(C0 144 Clinical +raining in Advanced Restorative 
(entistry (8) 
A six-month, full-time certificate program that is 
predominately clinical in nature. Provides 
mission support among Seventh-day Adventist 
international dentists, and provides training for 
other foreign dentists who reside outside the 
United States and will return to their own dental 
clinics/countries after completion of the 
program. Allows qualified dentists from other 
countries to study and treat patients at -oma 
-inda University School of Dentistry. Program 
generates no academic credit and cannot apply 
toward any other program in the School of 
Dentistry. 
S(C0 199 (irected Study (GHH to 4HH hours) 
SCHOOL O' (E*+,S+R./CL,*,CAL 
S(CL 696 (irected Study (GK4) 
A directed study ODSP course that can be used in 
any graduate program either to further study of a 
particular subject or subjects, or to remediate 
academic deficiencies without having to repeat 
an entire course. Program director or his/her 
designee develops the specific course content and 
assignments. 
S(CL 1GG Clinic Orientation , (G) 
#ntroduces direct patient care in the main clinic. 
Discusses clinic policies and infection control. 
&eviews use of the clinic computing system. 
Discusses basic patient-management techniques, 
treatment planning, and practice management 
issues. 
S(CL 1G2 Clinic Orientation ,, (2) 
Suilds on SDC- T12 Clinic Orientation # and 
continues instruction related to the clinic 
computing system. #ncludes intraoral 
photography, financial planning for patients, 
quality assurance and improvement, long-term 
assessment of care outcomes, and professional 
relationships. 
S(CL 1G3 Clinic Orientation ,,, (G) 
The third course in a sequence of clinic 
orientation courses, which completes the bridge 
for students transitioning from preclinical to 
clinical experience. 
S(CL 8HG Clinical Patient Care (2) 
Focuses on the delivery of patient care consistent 
with the highest standards, which bridges all 
clinical disciplines and provides a structured 
setting in which faculty interact to formulate a 
diagnosis, develop treatment plans, deliver 
treatment, and maintain patient health. #ntegrates 
social, ethical, and humanitarian components 
through instruction and in-group seminars, and 
during the delivery of patient care. Emphasizes 
the comprehensive patient-care system, which 
focuses on patient care, education, environment, 
and assessment. 
S(CL 8H2 Clinical Patient Care (2) 
Continues SDC- 8X1. 
S(CL 8H3 Clinical Patient Care (2) 
Continues SDC- 8X1, 8X2. 
S(CL 8H4 Clinical Patient Care (2) 
Continues SDC- 8X1, 8X2, 8XY. 
S(CL 8H5 Clinical Patient Care (2) 
Continues SDC- 8X1, 8X2, 8XY, 8XZ. 
S(CL 8H6 Clinical Patient Care (2) 
Continues SDC- 8X1, 8X2, 8XY, 8XZ, 8X5. 
S(CL 8H1 Clinical Patient Care (2) 
Continues SDC- 8X5, 8X\. 
S(CL 8H8 Clinical Patient Care (2) 
Continues SDC- 8X5, 8X\, 8XT. 
S(CL 896 Clinical (irected Study (GK4) 
A directed study ODSP course that can be used in 
any graduate program either for advanced 
clinical activity in selected areas, or to remediate 
clinical deficiencies without having to repeat an 
entire course. Program director or his/her 
designee determines the nature and scope of the 
clinical activity. 
S(CL 899 Clinic/Continuing Registration Por 
EQtended ProPessional (4K8) 
Continues registration that allows an extended 
professional to satisfy clinic requirements for 
degree completion. 
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SOCIO%O&' 
SOCI 104 Introduction to Sociolo56 (4) 
Introduces the scientific study of human society 
and behavior in social settings. Course topics 
include: sociological theory and research, culture 
and social structure, sociali?ation, groups and 
organi?ations, social problems, social institutions, 
and social change. Assists the student in 
achieving a greater understanding of self and 
society, and preparing for successful personal 
and professional life. 
SOCI 477 Intervention Strate5ies for At@RisB 'outh 
(4) 
Psychological and spiritual intervention 
strategies for working with atDrisk youth, taught 
within the framework of nature retreats known 
as Operation Fessica. Students learn mentoring, 
spiritual nurturing, and psychoeducational 
group leadership skills. Hodalities include 
spiritual transformation activities, group 
interactions, nature exploration, low and high 
ropes challenge experiences, drama, music, and 
art. TheoryDbased topics covered: dangerous 
coping methods, spiritual deficiencies, and 
dysfunctional family systems of atDrisk youth. 
Jocuses on understanding gang culture, 
addictive processes, family and community 
violence, and spiritual recovery strategies. 
SOCI 577 Intervention Strate5ies for At@RisB 'outh 
(4) 
Psychological and spiritual intervention 
strategies for working with atDrisk youth, taught 
within the framework of nature retreats known 
as Operation Fessica. Students learn mentoring, 
spiritual nurturing, and psychoeducational 
group leadership skills. Hodalities include 
spiritual transformation activities, group 
interactions, nature exploration, low and high 
ropes challenge experiences, drama, music, and 
art. TheoryDbased topics covered: dangerous 
coping methods, spiritual deficiencies, and 
dysfunctional family systems of atDrisk youth. 
Jocuses on understanding gang culture, 
addictive processes, family and community 
violence, and spiritual recovery strategies. 
SOCI 585 Sociolo56 of Communities (4) 
Examines classical and contemporary theories of 
community. Provides a theoretical foundation for 
applied social science professional programs that 
require an understanding of the community in 
contemporary society. 
SOCIA% WORK 
SOWK 414 IntervieIin5 and Counselin5 (4) 
Provides students with orientation to the 
procedures, methods, and problems associated 
with a clinical interview. Jocuses on developing 
basic interviewing skills used in the collection of 
personal data, including the use of various verbal 
and nonverbal forms of expression, active 
listening, and appreciation of client diversity. 
Gives attention to the student's development of 
selfDawareness and continuous integration of 
professional values and ethical conduct in 
practice. 
SOWK 477 Jniversal Ps6chiatric Care (1L 2) 
Provides an opportunity to participate in an 
international institute featuring world leaders in 
psychiatric care. Topics include: world diagnostic 
guidelines, psychotropic medications and issues 
in treating ethnic populations, spirituality and 
psychiatry, transpersonal psychiatry in theory 
and practice, multidisciplinary teams in the 
practice of mental health services, and problems 
of mental health in immigrant populations. 
Students registering for 1 unit participate in ten 
hours of lecture, including a preD and 
postsession. Those taking 2 units also develop a 
major paper on one of the institute topics. 
SOWK 494 Conflict Resolution and Dispute 
Qediation (2) 
Provides crossDdisciplinary knowledge and skills 
needed in conflict resolution and dispute 
mediation. Course content meets the state of 
California requirements for mediators and other 
facilitators. Individuals completing the course are 
eligible to complete supervised mediation 
practice with the Riverside County Department 
of Community Action and receive a mediation 
certificate from the state of California. 
SOWK 511 Human Behavior and Cross@cultural 
Tnvironment I (3) 
Jirst of a threeDpart sequence that provides the 
basis for understanding human development and 
life transitions throughout the lifespan within an 
ecological perspective. Orients the student to the 
generalistic, social work approach to 
understanding human behavior in a crossD
cultural context. Jocuses on normal behavior 
from birth through adolescence. 
Prerequisite: Program prerequisites in human 
growth and development, human biology 
concepts, and crossDcultural issues. 
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SOWK &12 Human .ehavior and Cross8cultural 
Environment II (3) 
Second course in a three-part sequence. Explores 
the dynamic of human behavior from young 
adulthood to senescence, as affected by and 
expressed in a cross-cultural context. Provides a 
foundation of knowledge on which to build 
social work-practice skills. 
Prerequisite: Program prerequisites in human 
growth and development, human biology 
concepts, and cross-cultural issues. 
SOWK &1& Social Policy I (3) 
Orientation to the beliefs, values, and historical 
foundations of the social work profession. 
Emphasizes examination of societal, professional, 
and cross-cultural perspectives and 
contradictions as these have influenced the 
development of contemporary social policies and 
services. 
SOWK &17 Doundation Practice I: Individuals (3) 
Introduces student to the application of a 
generalist practice perspective with micro- 
systems. Student learns how to conduct a 
biopsychosocial-spiritual assessment, and is 
introduced to a full range of beginning 
intervention strategies for working with 
individuals. Emphasizes the special problems 
experienced by populations at risk, women, and 
minorities; the unique skills necessary for goal-
setting and successful interventions; and the 
cultural values that influence the development 
and resolution of psychosocial problems. 
Prerequisite: or Concurrent: Social work 
practicum. 
SOWK &18 Doundation Practice II: Groups (3) 
Second course in the practice sequence. 
Introduces the student to group work methods. 
Emphasizes differentiation among the types of 
individuals, situations, and presenting problems 
best served by group interviews. 
Prerequisite: Program prerequisite in 
interviewing and counseling. 
SOWK &19 Doundation Practice III: OrJanizations 
and Communities (3) 
Third course in the practice sequence. 
Incorporates generic concepts of the generalists' 
approach in organizational and community 
settings. Provides knowledge and understanding 
concerning group formation and empowerment. 
Assists the student in understanding him-
/herself as a member of, and an active 
participant in, community organizations and 
institutions. 
SOWK &20 Doundation Practice IM: Damilies (3) 
Fourth course in the practice sequence. 
Introduces family interventions. Examines views 
and issues regarding contemporary family 
structure and function, and focuses on concepts 
and techniques used to promote change in family 
functioning. Course meets state requirement for 
content in family violence. 
Prerequisite: Program prerequisite in 
interviewing and counseling. 
SOWK &47 Oesearch Pethods I (3) 
&eviews the quantitative and qualitative 
methodological techniques used in designing and 
analyzing social work research and practice. 
Emphasizes preparing students for practice 
evaluation. 
SOWK &49 Oesearch Pethods II (3) 
Provides students with a didactic laboratory 
exploration of computer-based statistical 
analysis. Includes review of statistical techniques 
such as correlation, chi-square, analysis of 
variance, and multiple regression. Emphasizes 
using and interpreting statistics most common to 
research designs employed in social work 
research and practice evaluation. 
Prerequisite: Introduction to computing, and 
introductory statistics. 
SOWK &78 Dield Orientation (1) 
Provides students with the policies and 
procedures for completing the program's 
practicum requirements. Begins the process of 
examining social work values and ethics as 
students are introduced to the NASW code of 
ethics and fundamental principles of professional 
behavior prior to beginning their field practicum. 
Prerequisite: Program prerequisite in 
interviewing and counseling. 
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SO#$ 595 Pro+essional Development (2-4) 
Tutorial course work aimed at ameliorating 
difficulties associated with meeting the 
professional performance competencies of the 
M.S.=. degree program (see M.S.=. Student 
?andbook). Students enrolled in the course as a 
result of a corrective action plan developed with 
the Department of Social =orkDs Academic 
Standards Committee. 
SO#$ 599 Directed Study (1-4) 
Limited to matriculating masterDs degree 
students in social work who wish to pursue 
independent investigations in social work 
practice or policy under the direction of a 
department faculty member. 
SO#$ 613 Cuman Dehavior in a Cross-cultural 
Environment III (3) 
Third course in a three-part sequence. Provides a 
shift from the previous normative developmental 
perspective to an analysis of behavioral health 
challenges. Focuses on the review and 
application of the DSM-IV-TR and Mental Status 
Examination to enhance person-in-the-
environment assessment. Scope of practice 
perspectives regarding multidisciplinary team 
treatment in the use of psychopharmacology. 
Enhances awareness of sociocultural needs and 
issues of populations at risk. Facilitates increased 
application and respect for social work values, 
ethics, and policies. 
Prerequisite: SO=T ,11, SO=T ,12; and 
qualifying review; or permission of Academic 
Standards Committee. 
SO#$ 615 Social Policy II (3) 
Examines the structure and processes of social 
programs, and reviews methodologies for the 
analysis and development of social policies as 
applied to social welfare programs. Addresses 
the professional values and ethics of social 
change through political and social actions. 
SO#$ 648 Co-occurinJ DiaJnosisK SuLstance ALuse 
with Mental Illness (2) 
Wuilds on the practice experiences and 
foundation courses of the first year by increasing 
competency in the assessment, diagnosis, and 
treatment of individuals experiencing mental, 
emotional, and/or behavioral disturbances with 
co-occurring chemical dependency. Student 
learns to utilize behavioral health-treatment 
strategies and substance abuse-counseling 
techniques from within a biopsychosocial-
spiritual paradigm. 
SO#$ 649 Social #orP and Cealth Care (2) 
Considers the physiological, psychological, and 
social components of various 
illnesses/conditions encountered in health care 
settings. Themes include: the effect of these 
components on social functioning or 
rehabilitative and habilitative processes; the 
common psychological reactions of people to 
medical treatment; the medical teamDs respective 
roles and value orientation, and the impact of 
these on the patient and his/her family; and 
issues of loss and death. Gives special attention 
to interventions specific to health care settings 
versus those of traditional agencies, and to 
methods appropriate to interdisciplinary 
practice. 
SO#$ 650 Children and Adolescents in Trauma (2) 
Provides students with a comprehensive 
understanding of assessing, intervening with, 
and treating children and adolescents 
experiencing trauma. Examines traumatic events 
associated with sexual abuse, life-threatening 
conditions, and severe familial disruption. 
Examines the processes of assessing and 
diagnosing the source and severity of commonly 
associated behaviors, conduct, and mood 
disorders examined. Explores applicable 
intervention and treatment strategies. 
SO#$ 651 Cealth Care Interventions with CiJh-
RisP Families and Communities (2) 
Special health care needs of high-risk populations 
(including the poor, ethnic and racial minorities, 
recent immigrants, and children in high-risk 
environments). Primary causes of poor health 
among these groups, and development of 
realistic goals and strategies for responding to 
health care systems. Reviews social workDs role in 
the development of interdisciplinary community 
health care systems services. 
SO#$ 653 Interventions with Special-Needs 
Children (2) 
Focuses on practice with children and families in 
relationship to environmental stability. Examines 
how the physical and mental health of children 
are directly associated with family and 
environmental permanency. Emphasizes 
development of parental and social support 
capacities, as well as the requisite professional 
knowledge and skills to help children deal with 
identity issues and concerns of joining a new 
family. Addresses the impacts of race, ethnicity, 
gender, economic deprivation, physical illness, 
and disability. 
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SO#$ 654A Therapeutic Inter6entions 9ith Older 
Adults I (=) 
Provides an intensive examination of clinical 
issues related to social work practice with older 
adults and their families. Students gain increased 
understanding of the developmental tasks of 
later life; and the needs, strengths, and diversity 
of empowered and active older adults. Prepares 
students to examine and implement evidenced-
based interventions at the clinical level with an 
understanding of how organizational and 
community-level factors can influence 
interventions and outcomes. /ives attention to 
issues related to culturally-competent practice 
and the interplay of race, ethnicity, and culture. 
SO#$ 654? Therapeutic Inter6entions 9ith Older 
Adults II (=) 
Provides students with knowledge and skills 
related to working with frail and vulnerable 
older adults. Reviews mental disorders as they 
are uniquely characterized in late adulthood, 
emphasizing assessment. Addresses loss and 
institutionalization, adQustment problems related 
to illness, cultural variations related to illness, 
advanced directives, alcohol and substance 
abuse, sleep disorders, and barriers to quality 
care. 
SO#$ 656 Religion and Spirituality in Cirect 
Practice (2) 
Acquaints students with predominant theories 
regarding religion and spirituality from the 
Rperson-in-the-situationR perspective. Includes 
psychodynamic, philosophical, and sociocultural 
theoretical orientations. Examines the 
implications of these theories in terms of their 
impact on professional practice. 
SO#$ 658 ChildrenHs Psychotherapy (2) 
Considers treatment techniques appropriate for 
young children with a wide range of diagnoses 
and behavior problems. Emphasizes the 
integration of theory and practice of 
psychotherapy with the ecological perspective of 
social work practice. Siscusses diagnosis, phases 
of treatment, and special communication issues. 
Research, ethical, and value issues addressed. 
SO#$ 65I Inter6entions 9ith Persons 9ith Se6ere 
Mental Illness (2) 
Provides students with an understanding of 
theories and techniques of direct interventions 
useful in helping those with maQor mental 
disorders to cope with their illnesses and aspects 
of their life situations. Topics include dangerous 
behavior, acute psychotic episodes, definitions of 
long-term chronic disability, enhancing social 
skills and social support systems, case 
management, and the interaction of medication 
and social functioning. 
SO#$ 66K Ad6anced Theory and Practice 9ith 
Ethnically Ci6erse Clients (=) 
Explores theories and concepts of ethnicity, with 
particular focus on their usefulness for 
understanding ethnic diversity in psychosocial 
functioning. Examines norms, values, and 
adaptive coping styles; generational and gender 
issues in the formation of ethnic identity; the 
impact of social, political, and economic 
deprivation on development; attitudes toward 
health and mental health; degrees of 
acculturation; styles in the use of help; and other 
patterns. Students explore their own ethnicity-
related styles and identities, as well as the 
potential RfitR between worker and client values 
and beliefs. Students learn how to apply ethnicity 
concepts in case situations, including the 
exploration of ethnic factors in the assessment of 
functioning and in the development of the 
therapeutic relationship. /ives particular 
attention to practice with people of color and 
recent immigrants. Critically examines prevailing 
models of social work practice in terms of their 
sensitivity to issues of ethnic diversity. 
SO#$ 661 TimeOLimited Ser6ices and Inter6entions 
(=) 
Examines the rationales and assumptions of brief 
treatment, presenting the techniques and 
strategies of time-limited services, as compared 
with extended models of treatment. Examines the 
nature and characteristics of crisis versus 
traumatic events for their long-term effects on 
psychosocial functioning. Examines continuum 
as it guides assessment, treatment modalities and 
settings, and interdisciplinary interactions. 
PrerequisiteT Pass qualifying examination; or 
permission of Academic Standards Committee. 
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SO#$ 663 Ad*anced Social #or3 Practice 6ith 
Indi*iduals (3) 
Focuses on enhancing student5s knowledge and 
skills in advanced clinical social work with 
individuals. Integrates assessing and diagnosing 
for the purpose of planning short- and long-term 
treatment goals. Emphasizing evidence-based 
approaches, student learns advanced 
biopsychosocial-spiritual treatment 
interventions. Gives attention to imparting a 
strengths perspective of advanced practice that 
addresses the challenge of integrating the 
recovery process within practice environments 
that are oriented to the application of 
psychodynamic formulation. Addresses self-
regulation to maintain an ethical scope of practice 
in treatment and consideration of the client5s 
cultural values. 
Prerequisite: Pass qualifying examination; or 
permission of Academic Standards Committee. 
SO#$ 665 Ad*anced Social #or3 Practice 6ith 
>roups (3) 
Deepens knowledge of group processes and 
treatment. Through lecture, discussion, use of 
case material, and experiential learning in the 
classroom, group is examined for its therapeutic 
impact on individual members. Emphasizes 
assessment and interventional skills in relation to 
the development of the group and to the ego 
functioning of individuals in therapeutic groups. 
Prerequisite: Pass qualifying examination; or 
permission of Academic Standards Committee. 
SO#$ 667 Ad*anced Integrati*e Practice (3) 
Provides students in the clinical concentration an 
opportunity to deepen their knowledge and 
integration of advanced theories and treatment 
modalities. Emphasizes developing students5 
skill in selecting practice methods appropriate for 
working with client populations presenting 
complex, multidimensional considerations for 
diagnosis and treatment. Special attention given 
to furthering students5 appreciation for practice 
evaluation and interdisciplinary interactions as 
guided by an Nautonomy in collegialityN 
perspective. Underscores the responsibilities of 
clinical social workers to anticipate and respond 
to social, political, and other environmental 
factors changing the nature and availability of 
services. 
Prerequisite: Pass qualifying examination; or 
permission of the Academic Standards 
Committee. 
SO#$ 671 Coundation Practice DE Social #or3 
Administration (3) 
Provides macropractice knowledge, skills, and 
perspectives of administrative practices with 
which to develop, support, and maintain 
effective service delivery. Topics include role 
identification and development, situational 
leadership, strategic planning, levels and types of 
decision making, management of organizational 
behavior, use of information systems, budgeting, 
documentation and reporting, resource 
development and utilization, and community 
networking. 
SO#$ 672 Theories of OrganiJations and SKstems 
(3) 
Explores the complexities of large organizations 
and bureaucratic systems. Examines formal and 
informal structures, communication patterns, and 
philosophical approaches as these affect the 
effectiveness and efficiency of services delivery, 
worker motivation, and resource procurement 
and allocation. Accomplishes the objectives of the 
course through the application of diverse 
organizational and diffusion theories and 
perspectives as a means to increase students5 
understanding of their practicum experiences in 
the policy, planning, and administration 
concentration. 
Prerequisite: Pass qualifying review; or 
permission of Academic Standards Committee. 
SO#$ 673 Program Planning and L*aluation (3) 
Introduces students to the range of issues, 
knowledge, and skills required in designing, 
planning, implementing, monitoring, and 
evaluating programs. Students build on 
knowledge obtained in other concentration 
courses. Integrates the course focus through the 
development of a comprehensive program 
proposal for the students5 practicum agency or 
other identified community group. 
Prerequisite: Pass qualifying examination; or 
permission of the Academic Standards 
Committee. 
SO#$ 675 Super*ision (3) 
Examines the supervisory process in relation to 
clinical, administrative, educational, and 
supportive functions. Emphasizes supervisory 
knowledge, skills, and techniques necessary for 
the development of staff capable of functioning 
creatively and independently. 
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S"W$ 676A )uman Resources Planning and 
Development (3) 
Examines the complexities of human-resources 
management in large organizations and/or with 
diverse employee populations. Strengthens 
studentsL knowledge and professional decision 
making relative to the implementation of federal, 
state, and local policies (i.e., affirmative action, 
nondiscrimination, sexual harassment, etc.). 
Permission of instructor required for students not 
in the policy/administration concentration. 
Prerequisite: Pass qualifying examination; or 
permission of the Academic Standards 
Committee. 
S"W$ 676B )uman Resources Planning and 
Development Seminar (3) 
Selective course, taken to supplement SOWV 
676A, deepens studentsL exposure to leading-
edge discussions on the legal and ethical aspects 
of human-resources management and 
contemporary issues affecting morale and 
productivity in todayLs work environments (e.g., 
familial dysfunction of employees, single-parent 
families, care-provider roles of employees, and 
co-worker violence). Learning supported through 
guest speakers and panel discussions. Permission 
of instructor required for registration by students 
not in the policy, planning, and administration 
concentration. 
S"W$ 677 Advanced Integrative Seminar in 
Psychotherapy (2) 
Provides an opportunity to integrate advanced 
courses with individuals (SOWV 663) and groups 
(SOWV 665) by furthering the application of in-
depth psychodynamic analysis of mentally ill 
individuals. Identifies specific themes of 
intrapsychic dilemmas and treatment 
interventions. Students enhance their analytic 
writing and verbal skills via presentations based 
on the bio-psycho-social-spiritual perspective of 
psychopathologies to be encountered as a clinical 
social worker. Expands the body of knowledge of 
social work students who are interested in 
cultivating expertise in clinical social work via 
advanced training institutes and/or a doctoral 
program. 
Prerequisite: SOWV 663, SOWV 665. 
S"W$ 678 Integrative Feneralist Practice and 
Seminar (2) 
Required of students with advanced standing. 
Students complete \00 hours of practicum and \0 
hours of practicum seminar. Designed to provide 
a bridge quarter to integrate the _.S.W. degree 
experience with the second year of the M.S.W. 
degree program. Emphasizes reviewing the 
knowledge, values, and skills of generalist social 
work practice; and defines the additional 
competencies required for advanced practice. 
Assists instructor and students in identifying and 
addressing individualized needs for further 
development, including application of 
professional ethics and judgment, use of self as a 
therapeutic tool, and self-awareness. At the 
culmination of this course, students also 
formulate conceptual and experiential learning 
objectives for their second year of study. 
S"W$ 679 Universal Psychiatric Iare (1K 2) 
Provides an opportunity to participate in an 
international institute featuring world leaders in 
psychiatric care. Topics include: world diagnostic 
guidelines, psychotropic medications and issues 
in treating ethnic populations, spirituality and 
psychiatry, transpersonal psychiatry in theory 
and practice, multidisciplinary teams in the 
practice of mental health services, and problems 
of mental health in immigrant populations. 
Students registering for 1 unit participate in ten 
hours of lecture including a pre- and postsession. 
Those taking \ units also develop a major paper 
on one of the institute topics. 
S"W$ 68L Ihildren and Families Policies and 
Services (2) 
Provides students with an understanding of the 
major social policy issues affecting the current 
organization and delivery of human services for 
children and families. Analyzes current debates 
about the tensions between social policy and the 
doctrine of family privacy, with attention to the 
legal basis of state interventions and judicial 
decisions affecting family relationships, 
including parent to parent and child to parent. 
S"W$ 681 )ealth and Mental )ealth Policy and 
Services (2) 
Provides a conceptual understanding of the 
development and organization of the health and 
mental health systems within institutional and 
community-based settings as they stem from 
national and local policy perspectives. Considers 
major issues dealing with the economics of 
health, health planning, and health legislation. 
Reviews health and mental health programs 
based on selected cross-national comparisons. 
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S"W$ 682 )egal and 0thical Aspects in Health and 
9ental Health Ser;ices (3) 
Focuses on those instances when legal mandates 
or concerns interact with and affect the practice 
of social work. Overviews the sources of legal 
authority, the judicial system, and the legal 
standards applicable to particular proceedings. 
Examines the legal implications of the social 
worker/client relationship. Emphasizes consent 
to treatment. Examines the statutes and judicial 
decisions that govern the confidentiality implicit 
in a social worker/client relationship. Examines 
the statutes and judicial decisions that permit or 
place an obligation on social workers to breach 
client confidentiality. Explores course content in 
the context of common and high-risk situations. 
S"W$ 683 Ad;anced Policy Analysis (3) 
Deepens studentsG understanding of both the 
conceptual and analytical requirements of policy 
analysis through the integration of behavioral, 
political, economic, and sociometric frameworks 
for understanding human conditions. Students 
gain experience in structuring and defining 
policy problems, establishing criteria for policy 
choices, mapping alternative strategies, and 
applying appropriate analytical and research 
methods to policy questions. Use of cost-benefit 
analysis, cost-effectiveness analysis, and decision 
analysis as means toward developing formal 
augmentation toward sustained change. 
Prerequisite: Pasz qualifying excamination; or 
permission of Academic Standards Committee. 
S"W$ 684 Ad;anced Policy Projects (2D 3) 
Enhances understanding of the interconnections 
between politics, policy making, and policy 
analysis through first-hand participation in a 
political action campaign. Choices for projects 
may focus on local initiatives or those 
coordinated annually through the California 
chapter of NASP. 
S"W$ 685 Fnderstanding GloHal Cultures (2) 
Explores the social, cultural, political, and 
economic factors impacting public policies and 
the delivery of services in Third Porld, 
developing, industrial, and postindustrial 
societies. Explores models for conceptualizing the 
differences and commonalities of infrastructure 
development in these various settings to enhance 
studentsG appreciation for creating and 
implementing policies and programs sensitive to 
the unique characteristics of the host 
environment. 
S"W$ 695A Ad;anced Lesearch 9ethods (2) 
The first course in a three-quarter sequence that 
supports the student who chooses to advance 
his/her knowledge through examination and 
application of a broad spectrum of quantitative 
and qualitative research methods used in 
professional practice settings. Didactic and 
laboratory experiences draw on the studentGs 
advanced practice. Develops studentGs capacity to 
differentiate and apply the most appropriate and 
widely used research designs and methods of 
practice evaluation and renewal. Gives 
continuous attention to current federal and state 
requirements for assessing intervention 
effectiveness. Emphasizes self-evaluation and 
evaluation of practice effectiveness with 
individuals and families. 
S"W$ 695B Ad;anced Lesearch 9ethods (2) 
The second course in a three-quarter sequence 
that supports the student who chooses to 
advance his/her knowledge through 
examination and application of a broad spectrum 
of quantitative and qualitative research methods 
used in professional practice settings. Didactic 
and laboratory experiences draw on the studentGs 
advanced practice. Develops the studentGs 
capacity to differentiate and apply the most 
appropriate and widely used research designs 
and methods of practice evaluation and renewal. 
Gives continuous attention to current federal and 
state requirements for assessing intervention 
effectiveness. Emphasizes practice evaluation 
groups as well as the design and implementation 
of quality assurance studies for monitoring work 
with specific populations. 
S"W$ 695C Ad;anced Lesearch 9ethods (2) 
The third course in a three-quarter sequence that 
supports the student who chooses to advance 
his/her knowledge through examination and 
application of a broad spectrum of quantitative 
and qualitative research methods used in 
professional practice settings. Didactic and 
laboratory experiences draw on the studentGs 
advanced practice. Develops the studentGs 
capacity to differentiate and apply the most 
appropriate and widely used research designs 
and methods of practice evaluation and renewal. 
Gives continuous attention to current federal and 
state requirements for assessing intervention 
effectiveness. Emphasizes evaluation at the 
program, organizational, and community levels. 
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S"#$ &9( Applied /esearch (2) 
Supports students choosing to complete the 
thesis option. Provides research matriculation in 
the collection and analysis of data for the thesis. 
Students required to register for two quarters, or 
a total of 4 units. 
Prerequisite: S.WK 54P, S.WK 549. 
S"#$ &98 Thesis (2) 
The culminating work of the student's 
independent research, under the direction of the 
research advisor. Registration during the quarter 
in which student defends research and submits 
the final document to the department and School 
of Science and Technology. 
S"#$ (01 Professional @olloAuiumD Spousal or 
Partner Abuse (1) 
Provides subTect content in spousal or partner 
abuse, as required by the state of California for 
licensure as a licensed clinical social worker 
(LCSW). 
S"#$ (02 Professional @olloAuiumD GIIJAIDS (1) 
Provides subTect content in WI$XAIDS, as 
required by the state of California for licensure as 
a licensed clinical social worker (LCSW). 
S"#$ (03 Professional @olloAuiumD Substance 
Abuse (1) 
Provides subTect content in substance abuse, as 
required by the state of California for licensure as 
a licensed clinical social worker (LCSW). 
S"#$ (5(A Professional Noundation Practicum and 
Seminar (3) 
Provides student with experiential learning 
opportunities in foundation social work practice 
through practicums arranged by the program's 
director of field education. Student completes 1\0 
practicum hours concurrent with 20 hours of 
practicum seminar for each of three consecutive 
quarters. A block practicum option is available to 
qualified students. 
Prerequisite: S.WK 5P8* (*may be taken 
concurrently). Corequisite: S.WK 5P8. 
S"#$ (5(B Professional Noundation Practicum and 
Seminar (3) 
Provides student with experiential learning 
opportunities in foundation social work practice 
through practicums arranged by the program's 
director of field education. Student completes 1\0 
practicum hours concurrent with 20 hours of 
practicum seminar for each of three consecutive 
quarters. A block practicum option is available to 
qualified students. 
Prerequisite: S.WK 5P8. 
S"#$ (5(@ Professional Noundation Practicum and 
Seminar (3) 
Provides student with experiential learning 
opportunities in foundation social work practice 
through practicums arranged by the program's 
director of field education. Student completes 1\0 
practicum hours concurrent with 20 hours of 
practicum seminar for each of three consecutive 
quarters. A block practicum option is available to 
qualified students. 
Prerequisite: S.WK 5P8. 
S"#$ (8(A Advanced Professional Practicum and 
Seminar (4) 
Provides student with advanced social work 
experience in hisXher selected concentration. 
Advanced practicums arranged by the program's 
director of field education. Student required to 
complete 200 practicum hours concurrent with 20 
hours of practicum seminar for each of three 
consecutive quarters. 
Prerequisite: (S.WK 5P8, S.WK P5PA, S.WK 
P5PB, S.WK P5PC) or S.WK \P8. 
S"#$ (8(B Advanced Professional Practicum and 
Seminar (4) 
Provides student with advanced social work 
experience in hisXher selected concentration. 
Advanced practicums arranged by the program's 
director of field education. Student required to 
complete 200 practicum hours concurrent with 20 
hours of practicum seminar for each of three 
consecutive quarters. 
Prerequisite: (S.WK 5P8, S.WK P5PA, S.WK 
P5PB, S.WK P5PC) or S.WK \P8. 
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S"#$ 787C Advanced Pro3essional Practicum and 
Seminar (4) 
Provides student with advanced social work 
experience in his:her selected concentration. 
Advanced practicums arranged by the program's 
director of field education. Student required to 
complete 200 practicum hours concurrent with 20 
hours of practicum seminar for each of three 
consecutive quarters. 
Prerequisite: (SOIJ 5L8, SOIJ L5LA, SOIJ 
L5LB, SOIJ L5LC) or SOIJ 6L8. 
SPA=>S? 
SPA= 101 Blementary SDanish > (2, 4) 
Introduces Spanish culture and language, 
providing the fundamentals of language: 
pronunciation, intonation, and grammatical 
structures. Covers beginning-level grammar and 
communication (medical and general), designed 
for students and professionals having little or no 
previous exposure to the Spanish language. 
Includes a three-hour language laboratory for the 
4-unit course. The 2-unit course covers the 
beginning level of medical Spanish 
communication for the Physician Assistant 
Program and for professionals having little or no 
previous exposure to the Spanish language. 
SPA= 102 Blementary SDanish >> (4) 
Continues SPAN 101, with emphasis on reflexive, 
preterite, present perfect, and imperfect verbs. 
Focuses on conversational skills. Includes 
medical and social vocabulary. 
Prerequisite: SPAN 101; or equivalent with 
instructor's approval. 
SPA= 103 Blementary SDanish >>> (4) 
Continues SPAN 102, with further study of the 
fundamentals of pronunciation, composition, and 
structure of the Spanish language and culture. 
Prerequisite: SPAN 102; or equivalent. 
SPA= 118 SDanish Literature > (4) 
Surveys literature from the peninsular Spanish 
writers. Includes a directed study proXect 
covering a review of short stories, discussions of 
worldview issues of literature and cultural 
perspectives. Taught in English. 
SPA= 119 SDainK Culture and CiviliLation (4) 
Introduces and reviews the culture and language 
of Spain; summarizes and analyzes Spain's 
achievements in the New Iorld. A directed 
study proXect that includes spending time with a 
Spanish family and writing an eight-page report. 
Taught in English. 
SPA= 122 Tradition and ParadoN o3 Latin American 
#omen (4) 
Provides health care providers, through 
literature, with knowledge of the growing Latina 
population; their cultural needs and experiences 
in social, academic, and family life activities; and 
how they strike a balance between their old and 
new worlds. Taught in English. 
SPA= 123 Practicum in SDanish > (4) 
Practicum in the Spanish language and culture in 
a total immersion environment. Part of the total 
cost of tuition may include a trip to a Spanish-
speaking country. Supervised experiences 
communicating with the Spanish-speaking 
population (behavioral and medical vocabulary 
included). 
Prerequisite: SPAN 101 or SPAN 118 or SPAN 
119 or SPAN 122; or Spanish-language class or 
equivalent (40 hours:contact lectures). 
SPA= 128 Practicum in SDanish >> (4) 
Practicum in the Spanish language and culture in 
a total immersion environment. Part of the total 
cost of tuition may include a trip to a Spanish-
speaking country. Supervised experiences 
communicating with the Spanish-speaking 
population (behavioral and medical vocabulary 
included). 
Prerequisite: SPAN 118 or SPAN 119 or SPAN 
123; or Spanish-language class or equivalent. 
SPA= 201 >ntermediate SDanish > (4) 
Enables students and professionals to interview 
Spanish-speaking patients in a cross-cultural 
context and to communicate orally in the Spanish 
language. Covers the reflexive verbs, present, 
preterite, imperfect, and future tenses. The 
subXective in nouns and adverbial clauses, 
comparatives and superlatives. 
Prerequisite: SPAN 103. 
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SPAN 202 Intermediate Spanish II (4) 
Reviews and continues SPA" 201. !ses an 
interactive, communicative approach in which 
students learn clinical and social vocabulary and 
are tested at the end of the quarter. Four clinical 
interviews in Spanish (recording and 
transcribing)P Q0-60 minutes of language 
laboratoryP future, conditional, past subjunctive, 
conditional perfect, and compound tenses. 
Prerequisite: SPA" 201P or equivalent. 
SPAN 203 Intermediate Spanish III (4) 
Designed for students in the advanced 
intermediate level to further study and practice 
reading comprehension, vocabulary building, 
conversation, and writing in a cultural context. 
Conducted in Spanish. 
Prerequisite: SPA" 202P or equivalent. 
SPAN 301 Advanced ;edical Spanish I (4) 
Focuses on advanced medical terminology and 
the application of language to patient care, 
including comprehension and communication 
between professional and patient. %xplores 
intercultural issues. Includes skills and 
vocabulary useful in clinical settings as well as 
phrases and commands used during physical 
assessments. Conducted entirely in Spanish. 
Prerequisite: SPA" 20QP or equivalent. 
SPAN 401 Advanced Spanish Composition I (4) 
Designed for Spanish speakers or for students at 
the advanced level of Spanish. Students must 
have previous experience in composition classes, 
SPA" 20Q or equivalent. Course covers activities 
to explore ideas and find a theme for the writing 
task, various prewriting techniques, methods of 
organizing compositions, defining the purpose of 
the piece, and identifying the reader for whom 
the student will write. Course taught entirely in 
Spanish. 
Prerequisite: SPA" 20QP or equivalent. 
SPAN 430 Diversity in TBenty-First Century (4) 
Discusses the philosophy of diversityZincluding 
language and cultureZtaking into account the 
larger group of immigrants to California, 
including the Latino and Asian perspective as 
compared with the mainstream and the African-
American group. %xplores practical and 
philosophical ways of promoting personal and 
social unity in diversity. 
SOCIAL POLICY 
SPOL 554 Environment, Resources, and 
Development Policy (3) 
Provides an advanced interdisciplinary analysis 
of the sustainability framework in both urban 
and rural contexts of the developing and 
developed world. Policy issues of focus selected 
from: geoinformation science for development, 
biotechnology and genetic resources, poverty 
reduction and trade competitiveness, human 
health and disease, global environmental 
governance, natural hazards and disaster 
mitigation, and natural resource management 
issues such as agroforestry, drylands goods and 
services, mountain development, integrated 
water-resource management, and sustainable 
tourism. Seminar discussions enhanced with case 
studies, computer-simulation games, laboratory 
exercises, and student presentations. 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
SPOL 588 Special Topics in Social Policy and Social 
Research (1-5) 
Reviews current knowledge and[or research 
methodologies in specified areas of social policy 
and social research. 
SPOL 599 Independent Study (1-8) 
Limited to Ph.D. degree students who wish to 
pursue independent investigations in social 
policy and[or social research under the direction 
of a department faculty member. 
SPOL 613 Social Science Concepts I (4) 
Part one of a two-part sequence. Reviews key 
theories, writers, conceptual frameworks, and 
seminal ideas from social science at-large 
(economics, sociology, psychology, geography, 
political science, social work) that have laid the 
foundation for contemporary social policy 
analysis and social researchZparticularly 
applied social science. Students expected to read 
a wide selection of material under faculty 
guidanceP and extract concepts, tools, methods, 
and applications useful to social policy analysis 
or practice. Multiple faculty and guests lead in 
the discussion and reading, as well as critique 
writing. 
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SPOL 614 Social Science Concepts II (4) 
Part two of a two-part sequence. Reviews key 
theories, writers, conceptual frameworks, and 
seminal ideas from social science at large 
(economics, sociology, psychology, geography, 
political science, social work) that have laid the 
foundation for contemporary social policy 
analysis and social research—particularly 
applied social science. Students expected to read 
a wide selection of material under faculty 
guidance; and extract concepts, tools, methods, 
and applications useful to social policy analysis 
or practice. Multiple faculty and guests lead in 
the discussion and reading, as well as critique 
writing. 
SPOL 615 Economic Theory and Social Policy (4) 
Presents the basic ideas and concepts of 
macroeconomic theory and applies them to 
understanding current and recent developments 
in social policy. Students learn to evaluate 
macroeconomic conditions—such as 
unemployment, inflation, growth wages, and 
income distribution—and gain understanding of 
how such conditions impact the provision of 
health and human services. 
SPOL 624 Nature/Society Thought and Social Policy 
(4) 
Explores fundamental integrative theories and 
ideas that explore natureKsociety interactions 
and change—including key contributions from 
systems science, economics, sociology, 
demography, political science; as well as 
political, social, and cultural ecology. Locuses on 
learning how to assess the complex interactions 
between natural and built environments, 
technology, institutions, social groups and 
individuals, and valueKethical systems that 
shape the context for social policy analysis and 
decision making in a rapidly changing world. 
Emphasizes integrative habits of thought and 
practice that promote sustainable development 
both at the community and 
nationalKinternational levels from a Christian 
perspective. Considers a wide range of issues, 
such as population growth, food production, 
natural resources management, globalization and 
technology, energy policy, and socioeconomic 
restructuring and sustainable development 
planning. 
SPOL 654 Research Eethods I (4) 
Advanced quantitative research methods. 
Emphasizes experimental and quasi-
experimental designs, and examines specific 
methodologies used in conducting research in the 
area of social policy and social research. Topics 
include measurement issues, research design, 
sampling, and statistical interpretation. 
Addresses survey research, time-series designs, 
and more advanced techniques. 
SPOL 655 Research Eethods II (4) 
Advanced course in qualitative and mixed 
research methods. Emphasizes selected 
qualitative and mixed research methodologies 
specific to social policy and social research. 
Topics covered include theoretical bases for 
conducting qualitative research; research design; 
data gathering, including interviewing, 
observation, archival and historical research, and 
data analysis and writing. Addresses various 
methods for integrating qualitative and 
quantitative methodologies. 
SPOL 656 OrganiFational Theory and Policy (4) 
Explores the complexities of large organizations; 
how organizations are born, evolve, and survive. 
Examines bureaucratic systems, formal and 
informal structures, communication patterns, and 
philosophical approaches that influence 
effectiveness and efficiency of services delivery. 
Implications of these on the development and 
implementation of social policies explored. 
SPOL 658 Eethods of Policy Inalysis and Research 
(4) 
Examines approaches to policy analysis and 
assesses the strengths and limitations of various 
methods. Explores a range of theoretical 
frameworks and analytical methods used for 
understanding and analyzing contemporary 
policy challenges. Addresses ethical issues and 
the role of values in shaping analysis. 
Incorporates the empirical methods used to 
support policy analysis and structure policy 
research. 
SPOL 664 Ipplied Research for Social Policy (2) 
Provides students with a series of formal 
exercises simulating primary applied social 
research strategies used in the development of 
social policy. Explores the contributions of social 
research to social policy through studies of public 
records and data bases; clinical contexts; social 
experimentation; program planning, 
development, and evaluation; and action 
research. 
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SP#L 665 Information Technologies and 9ecision 
Science (4) 
Surveys key concepts and tools from information 
science; operations research; systems science; 
dynamic modeling; and visualization theory 
within the social, behavioral, and natural 
sciences. Focuses on knowledge management in 
the public and private sector, i.e., design and 
application of decision-support tools; database 
creation and management; and communications 
tools for health, social welfare, public 
administration, sustainable development, and 
human services management. Includes computer 
laboratory experience both in class and on-line. 
SP#L 671 ?@@liedAStructured Research I (2E4) 
Provides students the opportunity to advance 
knowledge and skills in a specialized area of 
study. Part of a year-long sequence that 
culminates in an applied research product at the 
end of SPOL R73. Research mentor develops with 
the student a plan for the year, with objectives for 
each quarter. Research plan approved by the 
Program Committee. Evaluation based on 
accomplishment of quarterly objective(s). 
SP#L 672 ?@@liedAStructured Research II (2E4) 
Provides students the opportunity to advance 
knowledge and skills in a specialized area of 
study. Part of a year-long sequence that 
culminates in an applied research product at the 
end of SPOL R73. Research mentor develops with 
the student a plan for the year, with objectives for 
each quarter. Research plan approved by the 
Program Committee. Evaluation based on 
accomplishment of quarterly objectives. 
SP#L 673 ?@@liedAStructured Research III (2E4) 
Provides students the opportunity to advance 
knowledge and skills in a specialized area of 
study. Part of a year-long sequence that 
culminates in an applied research product at the 
end of SPOL R73. Research mentor develops with 
the student a plan for the year, with objectives for 
each quarter. Research plan approved by the 
Program Committee. Evaluation based on 
accomplishment of quarterly objectives. 
SP#L 681 9issertation Pro@osal I (2) 
Development of the dissertation proposal. 
Research advisor develops with the student 
mutually agreed-upon objectives. Evaluation 
based on accomplishment of these objectives. 
SP#L 682 9issertation Pro@osal II (2) 
Development of the dissertation proposal. 
Research advisor develops with the student 
mutually agreed-upon objectives. Evaluation 
based on accomplishment of these objectives. 
Prerequisite: SPOL RZ1. 
SP#L 683 9issertation Pro@osal III (2) 
Development of the dissertation proposal. 
Research advisor develops with the student 
mutually agreed-upon objectives. Evaluation 
based on accomplishment of these objectives. In 
addition, student must successfully defend a 
dissertation proposal according to program and 
Faculty of /raduate Studies guidelines. 
Prerequisite: SPOL RZ1, SPOL RZ2. 
SP#L 697 Research (4, 8) 
Credit for dissertation research. Total of 20 units 
required. May be repeated for credit. 
SP#L 699 9issertation (4E12) 
Should be taken during the last quarter of 
registration prior to completion and defense. 
ST?TISTICS 
ST?T 414 Introduction to Kiostatistics I (3) 
Fundamental procedures in managing, 
summarizing, presenting, analyzing, and 
interpreting data. Measures of central tendency 
and variation. Investigates binomial and normal 
probability distributions. Topics include: 
probability; confidence intervals; and hypothesis 
testing using t-tests, chi-square, correlation, and 
regression. ^riefly introduces A"OVA and 
multivariate analysis. Emphasizes practical 
application. Laboratory use of the personal 
computer in statistical problem solving. 
Prerequisite: Competency in introductory level 
mathematics. Corequisite: STAT 415. 
ST?T 415 Com@uter ?@@lications in Kiostatistics (1) 
Laboratory use of the personal computer in 
statistical problem solving. 
Prerequisite: STAT 414` (`may be taken 
concurrently); or equivalent. 
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ST#T 41' I)tr,ducti,) t, 1i,2t3ti2tic2 II (4) 
Continues STAT 232, including a more in;depth 
examination of hypothesis testing, power, and 
sample size. One;way analysis of variance. 
Introduces nonparametric analysis. Additional 
experience in evaluating bioresearch literature. 
PrereHuisiteI STAT 232, STAT 23,. 
ST#T 416 1i,7edic39 D3t3 ;3)3<e7e)t I (4) 
Software designed for data collection, entry, and 
management. Jevelops skills in the use of 
relational databases and spreadsheets. 
CoreHuisiteI STAT 23L. 
ST#T 41= 1i,7edic39 D3t3 ;3)3<e7e)t II (4) 
Student designs Huestionnaires and data;
abstraction forms. Jata collection, entry, and 
verification. Jata cleaning. 
PrereHuisiteI STAT 23M. 
ST#T 419 1i,7edic39 D3t3 ;3)3<e7e)t III (4) 
Jeployment and maintenance of clientNserver 
databases in a researchNhealth care setting. 
PrereHuisiteI STAT 238. 
ST#T 4?1 D3t3 @re2e)t3ti,) (A) 
Student summarizes and presents biomedical 
research data. Explores several application 
software packages for graphing, summarizing, 
and presenting data explored. 
PrereHuisiteI STAT 239. 
ST#T 4A9 Bu)d37e)t392 ,C ;icr,c,7Duter E23<e 
(1) 
Qundamental principles of microcomputer use. 
Introduces JOS and Rindows commands and 
features. Lectures and in;class demonstrations 
emphasizing how to create, organize, manage, 
and protect files on hard disks. Laboratory 
homework reHuired. Not applicable toward a 
graduate degree in the School of Public Uealth. 
ST#T 441 W,rd @r,ce22i)< Bu)d37e)t392 (1) 
Rord processing principles and practice 
featuring current version of Vicrosoft Rord. 
Laboratory homework reHuired. Not applicable 
toward a graduate degree in the School of Public 
Uealth. 
PrereHuisiteI STAT 2W9. 
ST#T 44A D3t3G32e Bu)d37e)t392 (1) 
Jatabase principles and practice featuring 
current version of QoxPRO. Laboratory 
homework reHuired. 
PrereHuisiteI College algebra. 
ST#T 44= #)39ytic39 #DD9ic3ti,)2 ,C S#S (A) 
Qeatures of SAS computer package for analysis of 
statistical data. Jecisions regarding choice of 
statistical procedures and interpretation of 
computer output to answer specific research 
Huestions. 
PrereHuisiteI STAT 232Y, STAT 23,Y ZYmay be 
taken concurrently[\ or a passing score on the 
computer competency examination and a 
previousNconcurrent statistical course. Cross;
listingI STAT ,28. 
ST#T 449 #)39ytic39 #DD9ic3ti,)2 ,C S@SS (A) 
Qamiliarizes student with features of the SPSS 
computer package for analysis of statistical data. 
Includes decisions regarding choice of statistical 
procedures and interpretation of computer 
output to answer specific research Huestions. 
PrereHuisiteI STAT 232Y, STAT 23,Y ZYmay be 
taken concurrently[\ or passing score on the 
computer competency examination. Cross;listingI 
STAT ,29. 
ST#T 4'4 SurIey 3)d #dI3)ced Re2e3rcK ;etK,d2 
(4) 
Principles and procedures of surveys as applied 
to the health sciences. Survey and research 
designs, Huestionnaire construction, interviewing 
techniHues, sampling techniHues, sample;size 
determination, nonresponse problems. Jata 
collection, coding, processing, and evaluation. 
Presentation of results. Practical experience 
gained by completing a survey pro]ect. 
PrereHuisiteI STAT 232, STAT 23,. Cross;listingI 
STAT ,L2. 
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!TAT %&' ()t) A+),ys/s 0%1 
Concepts and applications of the most common 
data-analysis methods: correlation and 
regression, contingency tables, t-tests, analysis of 
variance, nonparametric methods, and 
multivariate analyses. Selection of appropriate 
method of analysis and reporting results. 
Emphasis placed on individual analysis of real-
data sets. Lecture-demonstrations and laboratory 
worL. Data analysis assignments to be completed 
in SPSS. Cross-listed as STAT 568. 
PrereQuisite: STAT R1R, STAT R15, TSTAT RR8 or 
STAT RR9U. 
!TAT %2' !e+/o5 65o7e8t 091 
Under faculty direction, student participates in 
on-the-job eWperience in data collection, 
management, and presentation. ReQuires written 
summary and oral presentation. 
!TAT %22 (/5e8ted !t;dy<!=e8/), 65o7e8t 0>?%1 
Individual arrangements for undergraduate, 
upper division students to study under the 
guidance of a program faculty member. May 
include readings, literature review, or other 
special projects. Minimum of thirty hours 
reQuired for each unit of credit. MaWimum of R 
units applicable to any undergraduate degree 
program. 
!TAT 9@9 !t)t/st/8s /+ He),tB AdC/+/st5)t/o+ 0D1 
Introduces students to basic descriptive statistical 
concepts, such as measures of central tendency 
and dispersion, freQuency distributions, and 
graphing. Introduces students to inferential 
concepts, such as p-values and tests of statistical 
significance: t-tests, correlation, regression, 
ANOVA, and chi-sQuare. Covers probability, 
sample-siYe calculation, sampling, and surveys. 
PrereQuisite: Competency in introductory level 
mathematics. 
!TAT 9@2 Ee+e5), !t)t/st/8s 0%1 
Fundamental procedures of managing, 
summariYing, presenting, analyYing, and 
interpreting data. Sampling, measures of central 
tendency and variation, probability, normal 
distribution, sampling distribution and standard 
error, confidence intervals, hypothesis testing, t-
test, chi-sQuare, and correlation. Interpretation of 
computer output for solution of statistical 
problems. Use and application of the computer to 
conduct analyses using a statistical pacLage. 
PrereQuisite: Competency in introductory level 
mathematics. 
!TAT 9>% F+te5Ced/)te !t)t/st/8s Go5 He),tB?!8/e+8e 
()t) 0D1 
Selected topics in multiple regression, logistic 
regression, ANOVA, ANCOVA, and 
nonparametric tests. EmphasiYes understanding, 
selection, and application of statistical 
procedures and interpretation of computer 
output. 
PrereQuisite: STAT 5R9. 
!TAT 9>9 E5)+t? )+d Co+t5)8t?65o=os), I5/t/+J 0D1 
A module-based course that presents an 
overview of the basic principles and practice of 
successful grantsmanship both from a research 
and programmatic perspective. Provides a 
comprehensive understanding of the different 
processes, structures, factors, and essential sLills 
reQuired when developing competitive proposals 
that are funded. Describes the various Ley 
elements involved in proposal preparation, such 
as identifying potential funding resources 
Tgovernment and private[foundationsU, 
formulating objectives, determining appropriate 
project[research design and evaluation methods, 
building budgets and sustainability plans, and 
understanding the grant-review process. 
!TAT 9K> L/ost)t/st/8s F 0%1 
Fundamental procedures of collecting, 
tabulating, and presenting data. Measures of 
central tendency and variation, normal 
distribution, sampling, t-test, confidence 
intervals, chi-sQuare, correlation, and regression. 
Emphasis on statistical inference. 
PrereQuisite: STAT 5R8\ or STAT 5R9\ T\may be 
taLen concurrentlyU; or consent of instructor. 
!TAT 9KK L/ost)t/st/8s FF 0%1 
Simple and multiple regression, analysis of the 
residual, and model building. Multiple and 
partial correlation. Analysis of variance TfiWed-
effects model SU with multiple comparisons, 
including orthogonal contrasts, factorial designs, 
and analysis of covariance. Power analysis and 
sample siYe determination for these models. 
PrereQuisite: STAT 521. 
!TAT 9KD L/ost)t/st/8s FFF 0%1 
Applies the general linear model to a number of 
analysis-of-variance, regression, and multivariate 
procedures, including repeated measures, 
longitudinal data analysis, and miWed models. 
Power analysis and sample siYe determination of 
these models. 
PrereQuisite: STAT 522. 
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STAT 525 Applied Multivariate Analysis 537 
Multivariate normal distribution, discriminant 
analysis, principal components analysis, factor 
analysis, and canonical correlation. Emphasizes 
application of these analyses and interpretation 
of results. 
PrerequisiteA STAT 522. 
STAT 530 Special Topics in Biostatistics 51-47 
Lecture and discussion on a current topic in 
biostatistics. May be repeated for a maximum of 
4 units applicable to degree program. 
PrerequisiteA STAT 509J or STAT 521J LJmay be 
taMen concurrentlyN. 
STAT 534 ?uantitative Data Presentation 537 
Quantitative data summaries and presentation. 
Uses selected software programs for graphing, 
summarizing, and presenting data. 
STAT 535 Introduction to Modern Nonparametric 
Statistics 537 
Application and theory of nonparametric 
methods for analysis of nominal and ordinal data 
and distribution-free tests, includingA ranM tests 
for matched and independent samples, chi-
square and goodness-of-fit tests, McNemar's test, 
ranM correlation, M-sample tests, randomizations 
tests, and Komogorov-Smirnov statistics using 
traditional approaches as well as modern 
approaches Lpermutation and re-sampling 
techniquesN. 
PrerequisiteA STAT 509 or STAT 521. 
STAT 538 Probability and Statistical Theory I 537 
Statistical regularity, probability spaces. 
Fundamental theorems in discrete probability. 
Bayes' Theorem. Random variables, densities, 
and distribution functions. 
PrerequisiteA STAT 521. 
STAT 539 Probability and Statistical Theory II 537 
Continuous distributions. Transformations of 
random variables. Central-limit theorem. 
Distributions of sample statistics. Statistical 
inference, estimation, hypothesis testing, chi-
square tests. Correlation. 
PrerequisiteA STAT 521, STAT 5Z8. 
STAT 545 Survival Analysis 537 
Statistical methods for analysis of survival data. 
Censoring mechanisms. Concepts of failure rates 
and different classes of life distributions under 
parametric and nonparametric settings. Statistical 
properties of competing survival functions 
estimators. Kaplan-Meyer estimator, piecewise 
exponential estimator, and other equivalent 
estimators. Cox proportional hazard model and 
associated statistical inferences. 
PrerequisiteA STAT 522. 
STAT 548 Analytical Applications of SAS 527 
Features of SAS computer pacMage for analysis of 
statistical data. Includes decisions regarding 
choice of statistical procedures and interpretation 
of computer output to answer specific research 
questions. 
PrerequisiteA STAT 509J or STAT 521J LJmay be 
taMen concurrentlyN; or passing score on the 
computer-competency examination. Cross-
listingA STAT 448. 
STAT 549 Analytical Applications of SPSS 527 
Features of SPSS computer pacMage for analysis 
of statistical data. Includes decisions regarding 
choice of statistical procedures and interpretation 
of computer output to answer specific research 
questions. 
PrerequisiteA STAT 509J or STAT 521J LJmay be 
taMen concurrentlyN; or passing score on the 
computer-competency examination. Cross-
listingA STAT 449. 
STAT 554 Applied Bayesian Data Analysis 527 
Bayesian statistical analysis, with focus on 
applications. Compares Bayesian and frequentist 
methods. Bayesian model specification; choice of 
priors; and computational methods using 
appropriate software, such as WinBUGS`a free 
software`as a tool for Bayesian data analysis 
and SAS. 
PrerequisiteA STAT 5Z9N; or equivalent. 
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STAT 555 Time Series and More Longitudinal Data 
Analysis 729 
Analyses of time series models. Covers stationary 
and nonstationary modelsBincluding ARMA 
and ARIMA, autoHcovariance and autoH
correlation functions. Statistical tests for white 
noise. Introduces forecasting, includingK use of 
regression in forecasting, removal and estimation 
of trend and seasonality, eLponential smoothing, 
and stochastic time series models . 
PrereOuisiteK STAT 522Q or eOuivalent. 
STAT 556 Categorical Data Analysis 729 
Topics include basic goodnessHofHit measures, 
such as PearsonSs chiHsOuare statistics, Mantel 
and Haenszel test, contingency tables, logHlinear 
analysis of multidimensional contingency tables, 
and logistic regression. TechniOues for analysis of 
count data, such as Poisson regressionQ and 
analysis of matched caseHcontrol studies and 
clustered categorical data. 
PrereOuisiteK STAT 522V WVmay be taken 
concurrentlyYQ or eOuivalent. 
STAT 557 Research Data Management 72, 39 
Basic data and file manipulation using databaseH
management systems for health research. Uses 
several applications, with emphasis on Microsoft 
Access. Topics includeK importing, eLporting, 
merging, and linking files for a variety of 
applicationsQ creating, updating, and Ouerying 
databasesQ and basic programming, application 
development, and data entry. General computer 
skills eLpected, but no prior computer 
programming eLperience necessary. 
PrereOuisiteK WSTAT 509 or STAT 521Y, WSTAT 548 
or STAT 549YQ General computer skills eLpected, 
but no prior computer programming eLperience 
necessary. For 3 unitsBSTAT 509 or STAT 521, 
STAT 548 or STAT 549. 
STAT 558 Advanced Statistical Packages 739 
Computer applications to advanced statistical 
procedures using SAS, SPSS, and other statistical 
software. Advanced techniOues facilitating 
statistical analysis useful to biostatisticians, 
epidemiologists, health planners, and others 
transferring data files between software 
packages, combining and matching files, 
modifying data, and creating graphical 
presentations of data. 
PrereOuisiteK WSTAT 548 or STAT 549Y, STAT 521, 
STAT 522. 
STAT 564 Survey and Advanced Research Methods 
739 
Principles and procedures of surveys as applied 
to the health sciences. Topics covered includeK 
survey and research designs, Ouestionnaire 
construction, validity techniOues, sampling 
methods, sample size determination, 
nonresponse problems, data collection, coding, 
processing, evaluation, and presentation of 
results. HandsHon eLperience presented as a 
combination of lecture and laboratory activities. 
PrereOuisiteK STAT 509V or STAT 521V WVmay be 
taken concurrentlyY. CrossHlistingK STAT 464. 
STAT 568 Data Analysis 739 
Concepts and applications of the most common 
data analysis methodsK correlation and 
regression, contingency tables, tHtests, analysisH
ofHvariance, nonparametric methods, and 
multivariate analyses. Student selects 
appropriate method of analysis and reporting 
results. Emphasizes individual analysis of realH
data sets. LectureHdemonstrations and laboratory 
work. All data analysis assignments to be 
completed in SPSS. 
PrereOuisiteK WSTAT 509 or STAT 521Y, WSTAT 548 
or STAT 549Y. CrossHlistingK STAT 468. 
STAT 569 Advanced Data Analysis 739 
Brings together other biostatistics courses in a 
unified, applied approach. Specifically provides 
practical eLperience with realHworld biostatistical 
data, using a wide variety of statistical 
proceduresBincluding general linear models, 
generalized linear models, and nonparametric 
alternatives. Includes guidelines for choosing 
statistical procedures, model building, validation, 
and written presentation of results. 
PrereOuisiteK STAT 522. 
STAT 594 Statistical Consulting 71-49 
Advanced students participate in statistical 
consultation with senior staff members. 
Statement of the problem, design of the 
eLperiment, definition of response variables, 
appropriate analysis of data, statistical inferences, 
and interpretation of data. 
PrereOuisiteK Consent of instructor. 
STAT 605 Seminar in Biostatistics 719 
Presents and discusses area of interest. 
Individual research and report. 
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STAT 625 Special Topics in Biostatistics 31537 
Lecture and discussion on a current topic in 
biostatistics. May be repeated for a maximum of 
6 units applicable to degree program. 
Recommended for doctoral students. 
PrerequisiteA STAT 521. 
STAT 692 Research Consultation 31587 
Individual consultation on project design and 
data collection, analysis, evaluation, and 
interpretation. 
PrerequisiteA Consent of instructor. 
STAT 694A Research I 317 
Independent research. Research program 
arranged with faculty memberKsL involved. 
Written report and oral presentation required. 
STAT 694B Research II 317 
Independent epidemiologic research. Research 
program arranged with faculty memberKsL 
involved. Written report and oral presentation 
required. 
STAT 694C Research III 317 
Independent epidemiologic research. Research 
program arranged with faculty memberKsL 
involved. Written report and oral presentation 
required. 
STAT 694D Research IV 317 
Independent epidemiologic research. Research 
program arranged with faculty memberKsL 
involved. Written report and oral presentation 
required. 
STAT 695 Thesis 32587 
Student prepares report of individual guided 
experimental research study in biostatistics, 
under direct faculty supervision. Limited to 
graduate students whose thesis projects have 
been approved by their research committee. 
STAT 696 Directed StudyESpecial Project 31547 
Individual arrangements for advanced students 
to study under the guidance of a program faculty 
member. May include readings, literature 
reviews, or other special projects. Minimum of 
thirty hours required for each unit of credit. 
Maximum of 4 units applicable to any masterOs 
degree program. 
PrerequisiteA Consent of instructor responsible 
for supervision and of program advisor. 
STAT 798 Field Practicum 31547 
Provides opportunities for students to integrate 
the biostatistics skills they have learned with 
public health practice in a community setting. 
Students seeking the M.P.H. degree in 
biostatistics typically register for at least two, 1-
unit courses in STAT 798, for a minimum of 240 
hours of practical experience in public health. 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGYR
CONJOINT 
STCJ 303 Cultural Learning 347 
Students develop skills in learning a culture by 
applying principles from two modes of inquiryA 
ethnography and ethnology. Practice gathering 
cultural information and data through 
ethnographic interviews, as well as through 
research in the human relations area files. 
Focuses on developing knowledge of a particular 
culture in which the student has an interest. 
STCJ 501 Critical ThinVing 347 
Develops in postbaccalaureate students critical-
thinking skills, includingA evaluating ideas, using 
dialogical learning for deep reliable knowledge, 
thinking inductively and deductively, accurately 
conceptualizing for better decision making and 
behavioral choices, applying critical thinking to 
academic success and life-long learning. 
STCJ 502 Classroom Teaching Strategies 337 
Addresses pedagogical issues including, but not 
limited toA developing a healthy learning 
environment in the classroom, developing 
effective teaching strategies, fostering effective 
learning strategies in students, preparing syllabi, 
lecturing, managing classroom discussion, 
evaluating studentsO performance. 
STCJ 514 Editing, Style, and Grammar for Academic 
Writing and Publication 327 
Focuses on mastery of the editing stage of 
academic manuscript preparation. Applicable to 
all academic works, including publishable 
research results, term papers, dissertations, 
theses, and proposals. Covers the self-editing 
option, editing techniques, grammar, 
punctuation, and style. Addresses APA and other 
styles. 
STCJ 515 Researching and Writing Graduate Level 
Papers 32547 
Provides skills for critical writing, including 
organization, development of idea, and 
presentation of conclusion. Develops skills 
applicable to the preparation of term papers in 
the studentsO disciplines. 
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STCJ 615 Writing for Thesis4Dissertation 72-4; 
Develops skills necessary for researching and 
writing theses and dissertations. Includes 
researching literature in electronic and library 
sourcesJ and collecting, filtering, paraphrasing, 
and organiLing data from literature. Develops 
editing skills that may be applied to any prose 
writing involved in producing a thesis or 
dissertationNincluding proposals, abstracts, 
introductions, reviews of literature, write-ups of 
data analyses, and conclusions. 
STCJ 905 Preparation for Comprehensive 
Examinations 70; 
Provides degree-seeking graduate students 
registration on a continuing basis in order to 
maintain active status in the School of Science 
and Technology while preparing for 
comprehensive examinations. Students work 
with their primary advisor to outline a plan to 
review their progress during the term. 
SURGERY 
SURG 599 Surgery Directed Study 71.5-18; 
SURG 701 Surgery Clerkship 71.5-18; 
Includes one week on each serviceR 
anesthesiology, emergency medicine, 
neurosurgery, otolaryngology, ophthalmology, 
orthopaedic surgery, plastic surgery, and 
urologyJ and one month of general surgery. 
SURG 821 Surgery Subinternship 71.5-18; 
A subinternship in surgery in which the student 
performs in the internSs role as part of a team in 
the clinical care of surgical patients. Subinterns 
expected to take responsibility for the daily care 
of individual patients, to practice procedural 
skills, and to assist and participate in the surgical 
procedures at a level appropriate to their 
training. Subinterns participate in overnight in-
house calls, and respond to in-house emergencies 
and reTuests for routine consultations and for 
evaluation of patients in the emergency 
department. Duty hours and hours of 
responsibility for night call will not exceed the 
guidelines set for the junior house staff by the 
respective institutions where rotations occur and 
by the guidelines set forth for medical students 
on surgery. 
SURG 822 Surgery ICU 71.5-3; 
Includes two-week service on a surgical 
intensive-care unit. 
PrereTuisiteR SURG 701. 
SURG 891 Surgery Elective 71.5-18; 
May include pediatric surgery, vascular surgery, 
trauma surgery, general surgery, cardiothoracic 
surgery, plastic surgery, neurosurgery, 
otolaryngology, surgical intensive care, and 
urology. 
UROLOGY 
UROL 891 Urology Elective 71.5-18; 
WRITING 
WRIT 077 Basic Writing I 72; 
This course will include instruction in grammar, 
sentence structure, and vocabulary usage. 
WRIT 084 Guerilla Grammar 71; 
Polishes and fine-tunes writing fluency by 
building on grammar and punctuation basics for 
immediate results. A user-friendly, laser-focused, 
light-hearted format that enlightens students in 
the mechanics of written English. Highly 
recommended to meet ESL needs. 
WRIT 117 Writing I 72; 
Basic writing techniTues essential for academic 
success, developed in three major areasR 
understanding of concepts within writingJ 
understanding and following the overall writing 
processJ and building specific grammar skills on 
a conceptual framework of language structure. 
Course develops specific skillsR building 
vocabularyJ spellingJ understanding the special 
and peculiar words, idioms, and expressions of 
American cultureJ building sentencesJ structuring 
paragraphsJ organiLing contentJ creating logical 
argumentsJ and clarifying thoughts [writing what 
the student means to express\. EmphasiLes 
correct use of punctuation, capitaliLation, and the 
general mechanics of writing. 
WRIT 177 Writing II 72; 
Academic and research writing, formatting, and 
fluency with styles. 
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WRIT 317 Writing II .20 
Advanced 3riting. Combines creative and 
affective procedures <visuali>ation s?ills, music, 
the visual artsA in a proactive, lateralBthin?ing 
process to enrich traditional 
academicClogicalCcognitive learning approaches 
and to develop highly conceptual, highBlevel 
criticalBthin?ingCcognitive s?ills essential for 
successful academic 3riting. S?ills includeF 
preplanning techniGuesH organi>ing, prioriti>ing, 
and structuring ideasH revising and editingH using 
a consistent personal styleH citing sources 3ith 
correct footnote and bibliographic content and 
formatH applying metalingual understanding to 
grammar, EnglishBlanguage concepts, and 
English metaphors. Applies these s?ills to Guality 
3riting of expository compositions, assignments, 
projects, clinical reports, observation reports, and 
case studies. 
WRIT 319 Writing for Health Professionals;Short 
Course .10 
A truncated version of WRIT 317 that includes 
the basics of genre structure, language structure, 
pre3riting techniGues, and selfBediting 
techniGues. Emphasi>es development of logic 
through argument and causal factors for 
purposes of 3riting clear reports, literature 
revie3s, and research essays. Incorporates basic 
strategies for reducing 3riter's bloc?. 
WRIT 324 Writing for Health Care Professionals .20 
Students learn to 3rite term papers and 
publishable articles from research in the health 
care literature. 
WRIT 417 Writing III@ Research Writing .20 
Advanced technical 3riting. Provides advanced 
s?ills for technicalCscientific 3riting of research 
assignments, major projects, clinical reports, 
observation reports, case studies, etc. Highly 
conceptual 3riting combines technical s?ills 3ith 
creativeCcriticalBthin?ing s?ills. Combines 
traditional cognitive learning 3ith enriching 
affective learning styles and methods. Specific 
s?ills includeF pre3riting techniGuesH organi>ing, 
prioriti>ing, and structuring of ideasH revising 
and editingH correct annotation style <e.g., APA, 
MLA, etc.AH and applying metalingual 
understanding to grammar and EnglishBlanguage 
concepts. 
WRIT 425 Critical ThinCing and Writing .10 
Assists and guides students through the 3riting 
process of drafting an orderly, coherent, and 
acceptable final modality position paper, thesis 
statement, dissertation abstract, andCor 
dissertation proposal. A straightfor3ard, 
intensive, accelerated teaching and learning 
approach to scholarly 3riting. Approaches 
3riting as a critical, creativeBthin?ing process. 
Taught in sections, according to students' needs 
as they learn by 3or?ing on their o3n projects. 
WRIT 451 Writing for Publication I .20 
Focuses on producing 3riting that leads to 
publication. Emphasi>es individual 3riting 
processes, revision strategies, and polishing 
drafts prior to sending out for publication. Open 
to faculty and others by permission of instructor. 
WRIT 452 Writing for Publication II .20 
Focuses on producing 3riting that leads to 
publication. Emphasi>es individual 3riting 
processes, revision strategies, and polishing 
drafts prior to sending out for publication. Open 
to faculty and others by permission of instructor. 
PrereGuisiteF WRIT 451. 
WRIT 453 Writing for Publication III .20 
Focuses on producing 3riting that leads to 
publication. Emphasi>es individual 3riting 
processes, revision strategies, and polishing 
drafts prior to sending out for publication. Open 
to faculty and others by permission of instructor. 
PrereGuisiteF WRIT 452. 
WRIT 486 GraduateIs Guide to Resumes, CVs, and 
Cover Letters ..50 
Ta?es an inBdepth loo? at the anatomy of a 
resume and CV, and explains ho3 they differ. 
Discusses 3hat ma?es a good cover letter, and 
ho3 cover letters can undermine even the best 
resume or CV. Discusses the latest on 
computeri>ed resume scanning, including a 
handsBon, roundtable tutorial to create, edit, or 
revitali>e one's personal resume, CV, or cover 
letter. 
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WRIT 499 Directed Study 21-45 
Provides graduate students the opportunity to 
pursue advanced study under the guidance and 
tutelage of a faculty member in an area related to 
their graduate study and relevant to their writing 
skills and needs. Students design an 
individualiKed program in professional writing. 
The developed study program may include 
attending specified classes, library research, 
relevant literature review, or interviews and 
discussions with resource persons who have the 
expertise in the desired specialty area. 
! 
T$% &AC)*T+ 
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Key to Codes 
In the alphabetical listing below, the two-letter code following the department name indicates the school or faculty in 
which the faculty member holds academic appointment. The two-letter symbols areJ 
AH School of Allied Health Professions 
SD School of Dentistry 
SM School of Medicine 
SN School of Nursing 
SP School of Pharmacy 
PH School of Public Health 
SR School of Religion 
ST School of Science and Technology 
GS formerly Graduate School, now Faculty of Graduate Studies 
FGS Faculty of Graduate Studies 
SE Loma Linda University School of Education, now La Sierra University School of Education 
THE FACULTY 
AAEN, GREGORY S. Instructor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University 2003 
ABBATE, MATTY F. Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of California, San 
Francisco 1958 
ABBEY, DAVID E. Professor, Department of 
Preventive Medicine SM and Department of 
Epidemiology and Biostatistics PH 
Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
1972 
ABBOY, RAMADAS. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. Stanley Medical College, India 1967 
ABD-ALLAH, SHAMEL A. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM; Assistant 
Professor, Department of Emergency Medicine 
SM 
M.D. Loyola Stritch Medical School 1989 
ABDOLLAHI, KARIM. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Health Sciences, Chicago 
Medical School 1990 
ABEDI, HAMID R. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Endodontics SD 
B.D.S. Royal London Hospital, England, UK 
1991 
ABIDIN, CAROL J. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Nutrition PH 
B.S. California State Polytechnic University 
1991 
ABOGADO, ELVA J. Clinical Instructor SN 
M.H.A. California State University, San 
Bernardino 2000 
ABOU-ZAMZAM, AHMED MOHAMMED, JR. 
Associate Professor, Department of 
Cardiovascular and Thoracic Surgery SM 
M.D. Yale University School of Medicine 
1992 
ACACIO, BRIAN D. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. George Washington University 1993 
ADAMICH, THOMAS S. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. Case Western Reserve University 
1983 
ADAMS, JANE E. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Health Administration PH 
M.H.A. University of La Verne 1991 
ADAMS, JOHN F. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1980 
ADAMS, TRACY R. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Dental Hygiene, SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 2005 
ADELMAN, TRAVIS B. Instructor, Department of 
Family Medicine SM 
M.P.A. Loma Linda University AH 2007 
AFIFI, GHADA YOUSSEF. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Plastic and 
Reconstructive Surgery SM 
M.D. Albany Medical College 1990 
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AFSARI, ALAN M. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. American University of the Caribbean, 
Netherlands Antilles 2000 
AGARWAL, MADHU R. Associate Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SMN Assistant 
Professor, Department of Neurosurgery SM 
M.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
1999 
AGHAKHANI, ARASH. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Anesthesiology SD 
M.S. University of Maryland 1996 
D.D.S. University of the Pacific1994 
AGPAOA, GRACE T. Instructor, Department of 
Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
B.S. University of California, Riverside 1991 
AHMAD, BORHAAN S. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Kabul University, Afghanistan 1981 
AHMAD, IMDAD. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. University of the Punjabi, India 
1969 
AIYAR, SHOBHA S. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. Mahatma Gandhi Memorial 
Medical College, India 1989 
AKA, PAUL KOJI. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Cardiovascular and Thoracic 
Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1986 
AKAMINE-DAVIDSON, SANDRA M. Clinical 
Instructor, Department of Ophthalmology SM 
O.D. Southern California College of 
Optometry 1989 
AKIN, LEE H. Instructor, Department of Oral and 
Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
D.D.S. University of California, San 
Francisco 2006 
AKIN, MARIE-ROSE MINHTAM LEVAN. Adjunct 
Assistant Professor, Department of Pathology 
and Human Anatomy SM 
M.D. Indiana University 1981 
AL A\EEL, ADNAN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
M.H.I.S. King Saud bin Abdula]i] College, 
Saudi Arabia 2005 
ALATTAS, ABDULKADER. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Radiation Technology AH 
Ph.D. Texas Woman^s University 2006 
AL FAGIH, MOHAMMED RASHID. Adjunct Clinical 
Professor, Department of Cardiopulmonary 
Sciences AH 
M.B.Ch.B. Baghdad Medical College, Ira_ 
1971 
AL-ARDAH, ALADDIN JAMAL. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
B.D.S. Jordan University of Science and 
Technology, Jordan 1999 
ALBANO, FELIX A. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Physician Assistant Sciences, AH 
M.D. University of Santo Tomas, Philippines 
1966 
ALBERT, JULIE C. Associate Professor, Department 
of Psychiatry SM 
D.S.W. University of Southern California 
1978 
ALBERTSON STEWART R. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Health Policy and 
Management PH 
J.D. Loyola University Neb Orleans Lab 
School 2002 
ALBRECHT, EDWARD G. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1980 
ALCAIDE, JEFF G. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2000 
ALEXANDER, WIL. Emeritus Professor, School of 
Religion SRN Professor, Department of Family 
Medicine SM 
M.Th. Edinburgh University, Scotland, UK 
1966 
Ph.D. Michigan State University 1962 
ALIPOON, ALAN. Instructor, Department of 
Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
B.S. California State University, San 
Bernardino 2000 
ALIPOON, LAURA LYNN. Professor, Department of 
Radiation Technology AH 
Ed.D. La Sierra University 2001 
ALLARD, MARTIN W. Professor, Department of 
Anesthesiology SM 
M.B.Ch.B. University of Capetobn, South 
Africa 1971 
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ALTMAN, ALAN F. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1982 
ALSOWAYEGH, KHALID S. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
M.S. Georgia State University 2007 
ALTUWAIJIRI, ALI SULAIMAN. Professor, 
Department of Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
Ph.D. Tulane University 1981 
ALVAREZ, LOUIS R. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Autonomous University of 
Guadalajara, Mexico 1986 
ALVAREZ, RICARDO. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Universidad Autonoma Baja 
California 1989 
ALVES, DANIEL. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Environmental and Occupational 
Health PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2004 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1996 
ALZAYAT, SAMEH F. Instructor, Department of 
Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2004 
AMAAR, YOUSEF G. Associate Research Professor, 
Department of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
Ph.D. Simon Fraser University, British 
Columbia, Canada 1997 
AMINIKHARRAZI, TAHER. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Restorative Dentistry 
SD 
D.M.D. Boston University 2001 
ANDERSEN, BRADLEY T. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2003 
ANDERSON, DENNIS K. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Plastic and 
Reconstructive Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1966 
ANDERSON, DONALD LEE. Associate Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1971 
ANDERSON, DONALD LYNN. Associate Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1973 
ANDERSON, DUANE R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Orthopedic Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Minnesota 1979 
ANDERSON, JEANNIE. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Radiation Technology AH 
M.S. University of California, Riverside 2005 
ANDERSON, NANCY J. Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1976 
ANDERSON, ROGER M. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2005 
ANDERSON, S. ERIC. Associate Professor, 
Department of Health Administration PH 
Ph.D. University of North Texas 1992 
ANDO, NAOKI. Adjunct Instructor, Department of 
Allied Health Studies AH 
M.A. Nagoya University, Japan 1997 
ANDREASEN, TROY J. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Utah Medical School 1995 
ANDREIKO, CRAIG A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics and Dentofacial 
Orthopedics SD and Orthodontics and 
Dentofacial Orthopedics Program FGS 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1988 
ANDREWS, D. JEANNE. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1950 
ANDREWS, JENNIFER. Adjunct Associate Professor, 
Department of Counseling and Family Science ST 
Ph.D. The Union Institute of Cincinnati 1989 
ANGELES, DANILYN MAG-AKAT. Associate 
Professor, Department of Basic Sciences SM and 
Associate Professor, School of Nursing SN 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 2000 
ANGELOV, NIKOLA. Associate Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of St. Cyril and Methodius, 
Slovakia 1993 
ANHOLM, J. MILFORD. Professor, Department of 
Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of the Pacific 1946 
ANHOLM, JAMES D. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1976 
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AOYAGI, PAUL Y. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1973 
APPEL, JAMES ERIC. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2000 
APPLEGATE, PATRICIA JEAN. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Southern California 1980 
APPLEGATE, RICHARD LEE II. Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1982 
APPLETON, CAROL J. MUTH. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Physical Therapy AH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1974 
APPLETON, STANTON SHERWOOD. Clinical 
Professor, Department of Oral Diagnosis, 
Radiology, and Pathology SD 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1973 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1972 
ASEEL, ADNAN AL. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Cardiopulmonary Sciences, AH 
M.H. I.S. King Saud bin Abdulaziz College, 
Saudi Arabia 2005 
ARAKAKI, SHIGENOBU. Adjunct Assistant 
Professor, Department of Allied Health Studies 
AH and School of Religion SR 
D.Min. San Francisco Theological Seminary 
1974 
ARBABI, ZARSHID. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. Iran University 1990 
ARCHAMBEAU, JOHN O. Professor, Department of 
Radiation Medicine SM 
M.D. Stanford University School of Medicine 
1955 
ARECHIGA, ADAM L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Psychology ST 
Psy.D. Loma Linda University ST 2006 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2006 
ARIUE, BARBARA K. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of \ermont 1993 
ARMIJO, JA\IER ALONSO. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, Irvine 1991 
ARMSTRONG, DANIEL REID. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1972 
ARMSTRONG, DARLENE A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
M.A. Azusa Pacific University 2005 
ARNETT, WILLIAM G. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of Southern California 
1972 
ARNETT, R. LESLIE, JR. Professor, Department of 
Periodontics SD and Periodontics Program FGS 
M.S.N Loma Linda University GS 1968 
D.D.S. University of Southern California 
1959 
ARNETT, MARJORIE R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
M.S. California State University, Fullerton 
1997 
ARNOLD, LORI. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of Montana School of 
Pharmacy 2000 
ARORA, NA\NEET S. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2005 
ASAI, YUJI. Adjunct Assistant Professor, Department 
of Allied Health Studies AH 
B.S. National Institution for Academics, 
Japan 2000 
ASGARZADIE, FARBOD. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Neurosurgery SM 
M.D. University of Chicago 1999 
ASGEIRSSON, ARNI G. Adjunct Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Dental Educational 
Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1964 
ASHLEY, EDD J. Professor, Department of Physical 
Therapy AH 
Ed.D. Boston University 1971 
ASHWAL, STEPHEN. Distinguished Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Ne] York University 1970 
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ASK, MIHRAN N. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM, Department of Preventive 
Medicine SM, and Department of Health 
Promotion and Education PH 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1979 
ATIGA, ROLANDO, A. JR. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Physician Assistant 
Sciences AH 
M.D. Ross University 1999 
ATKIN, ROY D. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. MarOuette University 1966 
ATKINS, GORDON J. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Earth and Biological Sciences ST 
and Biology Program FGS 
Ph.D. McGill University 1987 
AUNE-NELSON BETH. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Occupational Therapy AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1998 
AUSTIN, CRAIG EUGENE. Instructor, Department of 
Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1983 
AVANTS, TERESA PFIEFLE. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Gynecology and 
Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1984 
AVELING, D. LEIGH. Associate Professor, School of 
Religion SR 
D.Min. Claremont School of Theology 1996 
AVILA, KAROLE S. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Albany Medical College 1978 
AVILA-GNAU, VIVIANA D. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2007 
D.D.S. Javeriana University, Columbia 1997 
AVINA, ROBERT L. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, San Diego 
1977 
AWRAMIK, STANLEY. Clinical Professor, 
Department of Earth and Biological Sciences ST 
Ph.D. Harvard University 1973 
AYYOOUB, ZIYAD. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation SM 
M.D. Mins\ State Medical Institute, Belarus 
1986 
AZER, SHERIF A. Associate Professor, Department of 
Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Assiut University Faculty of Medicine, 
Egypt 1972 
  
BABA, NADIM. Associate Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD and Prosthodontics 
Program FGS 
M.S. Boston University 1999 
D.M.D. University of Montreal, Quebec, 
Canada 1996 
BACKSTROM-GONZALES, MELISSA KATHERINE. 
Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Communication Sciences and Disorders AH 
M.S. University of Redlands 1987 
BADAUT, JEROME. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Basic Sciences SM^ Adjunct 
Professor, Department of Pediatrics SM 
Ph.D. Universite Pierre et Marie Curie, 
France 1999 
BAE, WON-CHUL. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Radiology SM 
M.D. Medical College, Busan National 
University, Republic of Korea 1963 
BAEK, HESUK H. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Medical College of Georgia 2000 
BAERG, JOANNE E. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Surgery SM and Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of British Columbia, Canada 
1990 
BAEZ, MERCEDES. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
M.P.H. Universidad de Chile, Chile 1959 
BAHK, THOMAS. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
1997 
BAHJRI, KHALED A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2001 
M.D. Fatima College of Medicine, Manila, 
Philippines 1999 
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BAILEY, LEONARD L. Distinguished Professor, 
Department of Cardiovascular and Thoracic 
Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1969 
BAINTER, BRIAN. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.B. Ferris State University 2000 
BAKER BRIGGS, CAROL S. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Nutrition and Dietetics 
AH 
M.B.A. University of Redlands 2002 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1983 
BAKER, GRACE T. Instructor, Department of Clinical 
Laboratory Science AH 
B.S. University of California, Riverside 1991 
BAKER, SUSAN M. Adjunct Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Physical Therapy AH 
D.P.T.Sc. Loma Linda University AH 1999 
BAKLAND, LEIF KRISTIAN. Professor, Department 
of Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1963 
BALAGOPALAN, MOHAN. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Environmental and Occupational 
Health PH 
M.B.A. Azusa Pacific University 1984 
BALDWIN, DALTON D. Associate Professor, 
Department of Urology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1991 
BALGUMA, FREDDIE B. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Santo Tomas, Philippines 
1962 
BALLI, KEVIN C. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1998 
BANSAL, DALJEET BHATA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Delhi University 1968 
BANSAL, RAMESH C. Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. All India Institute of Medical 
Sciences, India 1972 
BANTA, JIMMIE E., JR. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Administration PH 
Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
2004 
BARCEGA, BESH R. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Emergency Medicine SM and Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1990 
BARILLA, DORA J. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Health Administration PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1995 
BARKER, GARY R. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Urology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1980 
BARNES, DONALD T. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. Howard University 1971 
BARON, PEDRO W. Professor, Department of 
General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Antio\uia School of 
Medicine, Columbia 1977 
BARRERA, MARCO. Clinical Instructor, Department 
of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Montemorelos University, Mexico 1995 
BARRIO, JUAN. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, San Diego 
1997 
BARTNIK, BRENDA L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
Ph.D. University of Saskatchewan, Canada 
2002 
BARTON, LORAYNE. Adjunct Associate Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2000 
M.D. University of California, Irvine 1996 
BARTOS SPECHT, REBEKAH. Instructor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.S.N. Azusa Pacific 2001 
BASHKIROV,VLADIMIR. Associate Research 
Professor, Department of Radiation Medicine SM 
Ph.D. Moscow Institute of Physics and 
Technology, Russia 1997 
BASICAL_OLIVER, NOVE A. Instructor, Department 
of Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1986 
BASTA, SAEDA H. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Damascus University Dental School, 
Syria 1994 
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BATESOLE, MARK KENNETH. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of Southern California 
1998 
BATES, NERIDA T. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1997 
BAUGH, WILSON B., JR. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
D.D.S. University of Southern California 
1981 
BAUM, MARTI F. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1979 
BAYDALA, LARYSA O. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University 2007 
BAYLINK, DAVID J. Distinguished Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1957 
BAW, SAMUEL. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Southern California 
School of Medicine 1997 
BEAL, WILLIAM S. Instructor, Department of 
Orthopedic Surgery SM 
D.P.M. California College of Podiatric 
Medicine 1976 
BEARDSLEY, LISA M. Professor, Department of 
Health Promotion and Education PHY Adjunct 
Assistant Professor, School of Religion SR 
Ph.D. University of Hawaii, Manoa 1989 
BECK, JIMMY B. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Washington 2004 
BECKNER, JEANNE. Assistant Professor, School of 
Nursing SN 
M.S.N. Azusa Pacific University 
BECKWITH, J. BRUCE. Adjunct Professor, 
Department of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM, Department of Surgery SM, and Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Washington School of 
Medicine 1958 
BEDASHI, ALLAN M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Physician Assistant Sciences AH 
M.S. Western University of Health Sciences 
1997 
BEDDOE, RANDY A. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1984 
BEDROS, ANTRANIK A. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Damascus, Syria 1970 
BEE, DAVID M. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Southern California 1967 
BEELER, LAUREN M. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Physical Therapy AH 
B.S. Indiana University 1979 
BEESON, W. LAWRENCE. Associate Professor, 
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
PH and Epidemiology and Biostatistics Program 
FGS 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2002 
BEHRENS, B. LYN. Emerita Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.B.B.S. Sydney University, Australia 1963 
BEKENDAM, PAMELA Y. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1994 
BEKENDAM, PETER D. Instructor, Department of 
Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2004 
BELCHER, TERRY K. Clinical Instructor, Department 
of Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
B.S. University of Washington 1971 
BELEN, NENITA P. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. University of Santo Tomas, Philippines 
1967 
BELIN, LYNNA SUE. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Administration PH 
Ph.D. Claremont Graduate School 1994 
BELLIARD, JUAN C. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Global Health PH and Department of 
Environmental and Occupational Health PH 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1996 
BELLINGER, DENISE L. Associate Research 
Professor, Department of Pathology and Human 
Anatomy SM 
Ph.D. Indiana State University 1985 
BENCH, RUEL WATSON. Associate Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of the Pacific 1953 
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BENJAMIN, YONAN K. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Environmental and Occupational 
Health PH 
B.S. Loma Linda University PH 1982 
BENNETT, DELLA C. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Plastic and Reconstructive 
Surgery SM 
M.D. Pennsylvania State College of Medicine 
2000 
BENNETT, DONNA L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Policy and Management 
PH 
J.D. Massachusetts School of LaQ 2005 
BENNETT, JACK L. Clinical Instructor, Department 
of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1962 
BERGENDAHL, KELLIE R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 2002 
BERGEY, DARREN L. Instructor, Department of 
Orthopedic Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1996 
BERK, LEE S. Associate Professor, Department of 
Allied Health Studies AH and Department of 
Physical Therapy AH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University 1981 
BERNAL, GUILLERMO D. Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. San Cristobal Hospital, Puerto Rico 
1988 
BERNUS, ANNA. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. NeQ York Medical College 2001 
BERRIMAN, DIANE J. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Oral Roberts University School of 
Medicine 1988 
BERRY, FREDERICK A. Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of Pennsylvania 1962 
BESTARD, EDUARDO A. Instructor, Department of 
Orthopedic Surgery SM 
M.D. Facultad de Medical, Paraguay 1945 
BETANCOURT, HECTOR M. Professor, Department 
of Psychology ST 
Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
1983 
BHARGAVA, RISHI. Instructor, Department of 
Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. Indiana Medical School 2001 
BHASKERRAO, SOFIA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. Andhra Medical College, India 1994 
BHAT, VENKATESH G. Associate Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.B.B.S. University of Mysore, India 1979 
BHATT, DILIP R. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.B.B.S. Baroda Medical College, India 1963 
BIAGGI, ROBERTO E. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Earth and Biological Sciences, ST 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 2002 
BIANCHI, CHRISTIAN. Associate Professor, 
Department of Cardiovascular and Thoracic 
Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Buenos Aires School of 
Medicine, Argentina 1993 
BIGELOW-PRICE, SHAYNE MICHELINE. Assistant 
Professor, School of Nursing SN 
M.S.N. University of Phoenix 1998 
BILLIMORIA, PHIROZE E. Professor, Department of 
Radiology SM 
M.B.B.S. Grant Medical College, Bombay 
University, India 1951 
BILLOCK, L. CHRISTINE. Associate Professor, 
Department of Occupational Therapy AH 
Ph.D. University of Southern California 2005 
BINGGELI, AMY L. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Global Health PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2005 
BIN HUMRAN, MOHAMMED S. Instructor, 
Department of Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
B.S. Boise State University 2002 
BISCHOFF, FREDERICK M. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Health Promotion and 
Education PH and Department of Preventive 
Medicine SM 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1983 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1979 
BISCHOFF, JOAN K. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1981 
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BISHARA, MICHAEL F. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.Ch. Ain Shams University, Egypt 1981 
BISHARA, MOE H. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.Ch. Ain Shams, Cairo, Egypt 1980 
BIVONA-TELLEZ, CHRISTINA M. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, School of Nursing SN 
M.P.H. University of North Carolina 1983 
BLACHARSKI, PAUL A. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1976 
BLACK, BRIAN PHILIP. Associate Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2000 
BLACKWELDER, J. TIMOTHY. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1973 
BLAINE, ANDREW C. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. New York University School of 
Medicine 1989 
BLAKELY, ELEANOR A. Adjunct Research Professor, 
Department of Radiation Medicine SM 
Ph.D. University of Illinois, Ur\ana-
Champaign 1975 
BLAKELY, PATRICIA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Southern California 1988 
BLANCO, RICHARD. Instructor, Department of 
Health Policy and Management PH 
M.B.A. Universidad de Montemorelos, 
Mexico 2004 
B.A. Universidad Latinoamericana de 
Ciencia y Tecnologia, Costa Rica 2000 
BLAND, DAVID K. Associate Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. University of South Wales, 
Australia 1976 
BLANKENSHIP, JAMES W. Adjunct Professor, 
Department of Nutrition PH 
Ph.D. University of Wyoming 1969 
BLAYLOCK, ANDRE V. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1980 
BLAZEN, IVAN T. Professor, School of Religion SR 
Ph.D. Princeton Theological Seminary 1979 
BLISS, JESSE C. Instructor, Department of 
Environmental and Occupational Health, PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2005 
BLOCK, BARRY S. Associate Professor, Department 
of Gynecology and O\stetrics SM 
M.D. Temple University 1975 
BLOM_UIST, INGRID K. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1981 
BLOOD, ARLIN B. Associate Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 2003 
BLOUNT, GEORGE A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1977 
BOCACHICA, JOHN H. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. State University of New York, Stony 
Brook 1976 
BOGLE, GARY CLARK. Associate Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1973 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1969 
BOHR, THOMAS W. Associate Professor, 
Department of Neurology SM 
M.D. University of California, San Francisco 
1984 
BOLING, EUGENE P. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
1976 
BOLLA, LISA DAWN. Instructor, Department of 
Family Medicine SM 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 2002 
BOLTON, STEPHANIE L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2003 
BONNET, REINER B. Adjunct Professor, Department 
of Preventive Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1981 
BONYANPOOR, SHAHNAZ. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.M.D. Shiraz University, Iran 1977 
BORK, JANE N. Associate Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1979 
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BORUT, DANIELLE L. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Southern California 1969 
BOSKOVIC, DANILO. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Basic Sciences SM and Assistant 
Professor, Department of Earth and Biological 
Sciences ST 
Ph.D. QueenOs University at Canada, 
Ontario, Canada 1997 
BOSSERT, ELIQABETH ANNE. Associate Dean 
Graduate Program, School of Nursing SN 
D.N.S. University of California, San 
Francisco 1990 
BOULAND, DANIEL L. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1982 
BOUNDS, JEFFREY ALLEN. Associate Professor, 
Department of Neurology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1972 
BOURNE, KENRICK CARLYLE. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Physician Assistant Sciences AH 
and Physician Assistant Program FGS 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1997 
BOWEN, WILLIAM W. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1973 
BOWES, LARRY D. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University 1971 
BOWSHER, JOHN G. Assistant Research Professor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
Ph.D. University of London 2001 
BOYD, KENDAL C. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Psychology ST and Clinical Psychology 
Program FGS 
Ph.D. Fuller Theological Seminary 1999 
BOYKO, MICHAEL PETER. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Oral and MaZillofacial Surgery SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 197[ 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 197[ 
BOYLE, BRENDA J. Assistant Professor, School of 
Nursing SN 
M.S.N. University of PhoeniZ, San 
Bernardino 2001 
BRACHO, YASMIN. Clinical Instructor, Department 
of Physician Assistant Sciences AH 
M.P.A. Loma Linda University AH 2002 
BRADLEY, BRUCE D. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Physical Therapy AH 
D.P.T.Sc. Loma Linda University AH 2001 
BRAMAN, MARCUS A. Ad\unct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Preventive Medicine SM 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2003 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 199[ 
BRAND, LEONARD R. Professor, Department of 
Earth and Biological Sciences ST 
Ph.D. Cornell University 1970 
BRANDON, KAREN R. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Physical Therapy AH 
D.Sc. Loma Linda University 200[ 
BRANDSTATER, BERNARD JOHN. Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.B.B.S. Adelaide University, Australia 19[1 
BRANDSTATER, MURRAY E. Professor, Department 
of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation SM and 
Department of Neurology SM 
Ph.D. University of Minnesota 1972 
M.B.B.S. Melbourne University, Australia 
19[7 
BRANDSTATER, NATHAN R. Associate Professor, 
Department of Radiation Medicine SM 
M.B.A. La Sierra University 2002 
Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
1996 
BRANSON, ROY. Ad\unct Assistant Professor, School 
of Religion SR 
Ph.D. Harvard University 1968 
BRANDT, ALLEN L. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. College of Medical Evangelists 19[2 
BRANDT, JAMES ALLAN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1982 
BRANTLEY, EILEEN J. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Basic Sciences SM and 
Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences SP 
Ph.D. Meharry Medical College 1999 
BRASLOW, LAWRENCE. Associate Clinical 
Professor, Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1940 
BRATHWAITE, RON K. Instructor, Department of 
Family Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Maryland 2002 
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BRATLUND, CHRISTINA V. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Communication Sciences and 
Disorders 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 2001 
BRAUER, STANLEY D. Professor, Department of 
Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1980 
BREIG, NICHOLAS A. Instructor, Department of Oral 
and Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
D.D.S. University of California, San 
Francisco 2008 
BRENES, EUGENIO J. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Universidad Internacional de las 
Americas, Costa Rica 2003 
BRIGGS, BURTON A. Professor, Department of 
Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1966 
BRIGGS, ROGER ALLEN. Adjunct Assistant 
Professor, Department of Restorative Dentistry 
SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1973 
BRINEGAR, CHARLES, HOWARD, JR. Emeritus 
Associate Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1963 
BRISTOL, SHIRLEY T. Associate Professor, Nursing 
Program, FGS 
J.D. University of La Verne 1990 
BRITT, WILLIAM, G. III. Associate Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
Ph.D. Rosemead Graduate School of 
Professional Psychology 1981 
BRITTON, DOUGLAS R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Earth and Biological Sciences ST 
Ph.D. University of Wyoming 1998 
BROCKMANN, DOUGLAS C. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1978 
BRODEUR, DAVID C. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
M.P.A. Loma Linda University AH 1972 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1971 
BROOME, DALE R. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. University of Missouri, Kansas City 
1987 
BROWN, DOUGLAS. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1991 
D.D.S. University of Southern California 
1981 
BROWN, BRANDON R. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
D.D.S. University of Iowa 2003 
BROWN, GARY W. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Universidad Autonoma de 
Guadalajara, Mexico 1980 
BROWN, JAMES A. Assistant Professor, Department 
of General Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Medical University of South Carolina 
1978 
BROWN, LANCE A. Associate Professor, Department 
of Emergency Medicine SM and Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Harvard University 1994 
M.P.H. Harvard University 1994 
BROWN, LAURA DENISE. Assistant Librarian, 
Library Faculty 
M.L.S. University of California, Los Angeles 
1988 
BROWN, WILLIAM E. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Orthopedic Surgery SM 
M.D. College of Medical Evangelists 1952 
BROWN-HARRELL, VICKIE D. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Iowa 1992 
BRUCE-LYLE, LESLIE A. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.B.Ch.B. University of Ghana Medical 
School, Ghana 1976 
BRUCKNER, EVERT A. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Stanford University 1958 
BRUNO, RICHARD. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Health Administration PH 
M.B.A. Woodbury University 1972 
BRUNT, JOHN C. Professor, School of Religion SR 
Ph.D. Emory University 1978 
BRUTTOMESSO, SAMUEL D. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Hahneman Medical College 1970 
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BRYAN, PATRICK J. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.B.Ch.B. University College at Galway, 
Ireland 1967 
BUCHHEIM, H. PAUL. Professor, Department of 
Earth and Biological Sciences ST 
Ph.D. University of Wyoming 1978 
BUCHHOLZ, JOHN N. Professor, Department of 
Physiology and Pharmacology SM 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1989 
BUCKERT, LINDA SCUDDER. Instructor, 
Department of Clinical LaVoratory Science AH 
B.S. University of Illinois 1980 
BUCKLES, BEVERLY J. Professor, Department of 
Social Work and Social Ecology ST 
D.S.W. Adelphi University 1989 
BUCKMAN, MICHELLE. Assistant Professor, School 
of Nursing SN 
M.S.N. St. Louis University 1993 
BUI, HONG DANG. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Saigon Faculty of 
Medicine, Vietnam 1969 
BULL, BERYL HEATHER. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Physical Medicine and 
RehaVilitation SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1994 
BULL, BRIAN S. Professor, Department of Pathology 
and Human Anatomy SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1961 
BULTRON, GILBERTO. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Cincinnati College of 
Medicine 2002 
BUNNELL, WILLIAM P. Professor, Department of 
Orthopedic Surgery SM and Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Temple University 1968 
BURGOS, AUREA ESCOBAR. Instructor, Department 
of Nutrition and Dietetics AH 
B.S. Puerto Rico University, Puerto Rico 1955 
BURK, KELLY A. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Radiation Technology AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 2003 
BURKE, KENNETH IBER. Associate Professor, 
Department of Nutrition PH and Emeritus 
Professor, Department of Nutrition and Dietetics 
AH 
Ph.D. Florida State University 
BURLEY, TODD D. Clinical Professor, Department of 
Psychology ST 
Ph.D. University of Tennesse, Kno\ville 1972 
BURNHAM, GILBERT M. Adjunct Associate 
Professor, Department of GloVal Health PH and 
Department of Preventive Medicine SM 
Ph.D. University of London, England, UK 
1988 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1968 
BURNS, MARGARET ANNE. Associate Professor, 
School of Nursing SN 
D.N.Sc. Catholic University of America 1985 
BURRIS, JOSEPH W. Instructor, Department of 
Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. University of North Carolina 2004 
BURSTEIN, JEROME. Associate Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.S. College of St. Francis 1989 
M.D. AlVert Einstein College of Medicine 
1968 
BURTCH, PERRY D. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Dental Educational Services, SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1990 
BURTON, PAUL D. Instructor, Department of 
Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
D.O. University of Health Sciences College 
of Osteopathic Medicine 
BUSH, DAVID A. Associate Professor, Department of 
Radiation Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1992 
BUSH, SEAN P. Associate Professor, Department of 
Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. Te\as A and M College of Medicine 
1992 
BUTLER, DIANNE GREIVE. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Nutrition PH 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1999 
M.B.A. Charles Stuart University 1999 
BUTLER, TERRENCE L. Associate Professor, 
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
PH 
Dr.P.H. University of California, Los 
Angeles 1986 
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BYRNE, JOHN MAURICE. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
D.O. University of Osteopathic Medicine and 
Health Sciences 1989 
  
CABALLERO, CORA ALMARIO. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, School of Nursing SN 
M.A. New York University 1993 
CABANSAG, ROGER J. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1998 
CABRERA, JOYCE A. Instructor, Department of 
Occupational Therapy AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1982 
CAFFREY, ANGELES S. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. University of Washington 1999 
CALDERONWVIXCAINO, RAQUEL M. Clinical 
Instructor, Department of Cardiopulmonary 
Sciences AH 
B.S. University of Redlands 2002 
CALLA PAULINE JOYCE. Instructor, Department of 
Health Information Management AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 2005 
CAMACHO, ELBER SAMUEL. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1972 
CAMPBELL, MICHAEL W. Instructor, University 
Libraries 
M.A. Andrews University 2004 
CAMPOS, FRANCISCO E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
PH 
M.D. Universidad Peruana Cayetano 
Heredia, Peru 1990 
CANGAWSIAO, CYNTHIA R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Cebu Institute of Medicine, Philippines 
1988 
CANTIN, EDOUARD M. Ad]unct Associate Research 
Professor, Department of Biochemistry and 
Microbiology SM 
Ph.D. University of Cambridge, England, UK 
1976 
CANTOS, KENNETH A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM and Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1993 
CAO, JEFFREY D. Professor, Department of 
Pathology and Human Anatomy SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1971 
CAPLANIS, NICHOLAS. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD and 
Department of Periodontics SD 
D.M.D. University of Medicine and 
Dentistry at New Jersey 1991 
CARLSON, JOHN P. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Creighton University 1995 
CARNAHAN, CLARENCE E., JR. Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1954 
CARNEY, JOHN P. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Health Administration PH and 
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
PH 
M.B.A. University of Phoenix 1992 
CAROTHERS, DAVID N. Ad]unct Assistant 
Professor, Department of Dental Educational 
Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD1980 
CARPENTER, MARK J. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1980 
CARR, MARK F. Professor, School of Religion SR 
Ph.D. University of Virginia 1998 
CARRIGG, KAREN GRIGSBY. Associate Professor, 
School of Nursing SN 
Ed.D. Loma Linda University SE 1988 
CARSON, MARGIE INDRAJIT. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Nutrition and Dietetics AH 
B.S. Western Michigan University 1995 
CARTER, ETHELRED E. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Universidad Autonoma de 
Guadala]ara, Mexico 1968 
CARTER, RONALD L. Professor, Department of 
Earth and Biological Sciences ST and Professor of 
Religion SR 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1977 
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CARUSO, JOSEPH MICHAEL. Associate Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1973 
CARUSO, MICHAEL A. Instructor, Department of 
Preventive Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2000 
CARVALHO, JULIANA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
B.D.S. Federal University of Minas Gerais, 
BraQil 1997 
CASELLINI, RENZO CARLO. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
M.D.T. Swiss Dental Technology College, St. 
Gallen, SwitQerland 1976 
CASH, ZACHARY J. Instructor, Department of 
Family Medicine SM 
M.S. Western University of Health Sciences 
2007 
CASIANO, CARLOS A. Associate Professor, 
Department of Biochemistry and Microbiology 
SM; Assistant Professor, Department of Medicine 
SM 
Ph.D. University of California, Davis 1992 
CASSIMY, CLYDE P. Assistant Professor, School of 
Religion SR 
D.Min. Vanderbilt University Divinity 
School 1981 
CASTANOTTO, DANIELA. Adjunct Associate 
Research Professor, Department of Biochemistry 
and Microbiology SM 
Ph.D. University of Messina, Italy 1987 
CASTILLO, ROMEO C. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Lyceum Northwestern University, 
Philippines 1998 
CASTILLO\YETTER, GLENDA M. Clinical Instructor, 
School of Nursing SN 
B.S. Loma Linda University SN 1979 
CASTRO, DANIEL. Associate Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1986 
CASTRO, VANESSA A. Instructor, Department of 
Family Medicine SM 
M.S. Loma Linda University 2008 
CASTRO, YVAN. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Epidemiology and Biostatistics PH 
M.S.A. Andrews University 2000 
CATALANO, RICHARD D. Professor, Department of 
General and Trauma Surgery SM and 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1976 
CATALON, SAMUEL R. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1984 
CAVINDER, JUANA R. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.M.D. Southwestern University, 
Philippines 1973 
CAZARES, JESUS J. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Health Promotion and Education PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1985 
M.S. Loma Linda University which school 
1984 
M.D. Universidad Autonoma de 
Guadalajara, Mexico 1976 
CESTERO, GRETCHEN ELIZABETH. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 2002 
CHA, CHUL C. Emeritus Associate Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Seoul National University, Republic of 
Korea 1961 
CHA, JIN S. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2002 
CHADWICK, ROBERT B. Assistant Research 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
Ph.D. Ohio State University 2000 
CHAE, CHANG S. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.B. University of O`lahoma College of 
Pharmacy 1981 
CHAFFEE, KENNETH D. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1980 
CHAKKA, SEKHAR N. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
B.D.S. Andhrapradesh, India 1982 
CHAMPLIN, THAD L. Adjunct Associate Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
M.S.D. University of the Pacific 1984 
D.D.S. University of Southern California 
1969 
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CHAN, BOBBY S. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Franklin University of Medicine and 
Science of Chicago Medical School 1999 
CHAN, CLEMENT KAR-MAN. Associate Clinical 
Professor, Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1980 
CHAN, CHRIS H. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of Southern California 
1991 
CHAN, FRANCIS D. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM and Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1994 
CHAN, JACQUELINE. Assistant Research Professor, 
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1999 
CHAN PHILIP J. Professor, Department of 
Gynecology and OUstetrics SM and Department 
of Physiology and Pharmacology SM 
Ph.D. Michigan State University 1983 
CHAND, IAN P. Professor, Department of 
Counseling and Family Science ST 
Ph.D. Pennsylvania State University 1980 
CHANDWANI, DEEPAK N. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. Chicago Medical School 1999 
CHANG, EDDIE. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1999 
CHANG, SUZANNE E. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Northeastern Ohio University 1997 
CHANG, WALTER T. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Plastic and Reconstructive 
Surgery SM 
M.D. Darmouth Medical School 2000 
CHANG, WILLIAM. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
D.O. Michigan State University 2000 
CHARLES-MARCEL, ZENO L. Adjunct Associate 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Harvard University 1980 
CHASE, DONALD R. Professor, Department of 
Pathology and Human Anatomy SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1977 
CHASE, RESA C. Professor, Department of Pathology 
and Human Anatomy SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1977 
CHAU, MINH-HANG. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Urology SM 
M.D. AlUert Einstein College of Medicine 
1994 
CHAVEZ, CARLOS E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Universidad Nacional Federico 
Villarreal, Peru 
CHAVEZ, DAVID V. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Psychology ST 
Ph.D. University of California, Berkeley 1993 
CHEEK, D. DARLENE. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1978 
CHEEK, GREGORY A. B. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1987 
CHEE, VINCENT K. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1992 
CHEE-WATKINS, AI-MAE. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and OUstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1993 
CHEN, CHIEN-SHING. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
Ph.D. University of Minnesota 1992 
M.D. China Medical College, Taiwan, 
RepuUlic of China 1985 
CHEN, JACK J. Associate Professor, Department of 
Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes Science SP and 
Associate Professor, Department of Neurology 
SM 
Pharm.D. University of Utah 1995 
CHEN, JUNG-WEI. Associate Professor, Department 
of Pediatric Dentistry, SD 
Ph.D. University of Texas, Houston 2007 
M.S. University of Texas, Houston 2002 
D.D.S. Taipei Medical College, Taiwan 1996 
CHEN, KENNETH G. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2005 
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CHEN, SHAW S. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Rush University at Chicago 1989 
CHEN, SHIN-TAI. Associate Research Professor, 
Department of Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. University of Texas at Dallas 1986 
CHEN, THOMAS J. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2002 
CHEN, TOM T. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1977 
CHENG, LUISA S. Instructor, Department of 
Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Medical College of Wisconsin 2004 
CHENG, WAYNE K. Associate Professor, 
Department of Orthopedic Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1995 
CHEUNG, REBECCA J. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of Southern California 
2002 
CHI-LUM, BONNIE. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Health Administration 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1995 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1991 
CHIAPASCO, MATTEO. Visiting Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of Milan, Italy 1989 
M.D. University of Milan, Italy 1984 
CHIEN, ALEZANDER. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. University of Michigan 1997 
CHING, VICTOR C. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Urology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1977 
CHINNOCK, LAWRENCE E. Associate Professor, 
Department of Physical Therapy AH 
Ed.D. La Sierra University 1996 
CHINNOCK, RICHARD E. Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1982 
CHINTE, ZANDY W. Instructor, Clinical Laboratory 
Science AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 2005 
CHIONG, JUN R. Associate Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Cebu Institute of Medicine, Philippines 
1994 
CHIRIANO, JASON T. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Cardiovascular and Thoracic 
Surgery SM 
D.O. Western University of Health Sciences 
College of Osteopathic Medicine 2002 
CHITSAZAN, MORTEZA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
D.O. Western University 1991 
CHO, JONGMIN. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Radiation Technology AH 
M.S. University of British Columbia 2004 
CHOI, DONGRAK. Associate Professor, Department 
of Radiation Medicine SM 
Ph.D. Yonsei University, Seoul, South Korea 
1992 
CHONKICH, GEORGE D. Associate Professor, 
Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1960 
CHO, EUN-HWI, ELIZABETH. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1993 
CHOI, CHUL. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Seoul National University, Republic of 
Korea 1968 
CHOI, KYUNG-SOO. Adjunct Instructor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of Illinois at Chicago 1996 
CHOI, YONG C. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
Ph.D. Catholic University of Korea, South 
Korea 1999 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1995 
D.D.S. Seoul National University, Republic 
of Korea 1985 
CHONG, STEVEN. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. Yangyon, Mayanmar, Burma 1988 
CHOO, EVELYN BEE IMM. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1992 
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CHOUDHARY, SUNEETA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. RG Kar Medicall College Kolkata 
University, Kolkata, India 2001 
CHOW, KENT. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Allied Health Studies AH 
M.B.A. Claremont Graduate School 1995 
CHOW, LORI J. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. University of California, Davis 1994 
CHRISLER, JOHN M. Instructor, Department of 
Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
B.S. TeUas AVM University, School of 
Veterinary Medicine 1985 
CHRISPENS, JERE E. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Health Information Management 
AH 
M.A. University of California, Los Angeles 
1966 
CHRISTENSEN, HEIDI LAVERNE. Associate 
Professor, Department of Oral Diagnosis 
Radiology and Pathology SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1983 
CHRISTISON, CARON SHIZUE. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. University of California, San Diego 
1982 
CHRISTISON, GEORGE W. Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. University of California, San Diego 
1982 
M.Div. Andrews University 1970 
CHU, BRIAN S. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of California, San 
Francisco 2005 
CHU, DEREK C. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2004 
CHU, GRACE E.H. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2007 
CHU, LARINA H. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Physician Assistant Sciences AH 
M.P.A. Loma Linda University AH 2005 
CHUA, KENG L. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of Melbourne, Australia 
1998 
CHUA, SAMNUEL C. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Southern California 1990 
CHUAN, SANDY S. Instructor, Department of 
Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. University of California at Los Angeles 
2003 
CHUI, JAMES. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Plastic and Reconstructive 
Surgery SM 
M.D. Hahnemann University 1993 
CHUN, MELISSA S. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Oral Diagnosis, Radiology, and Pathology SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2002 
CHUN, TEDMUND T. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University 2006 
CHUNG, DEBORAH MICHELLE. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1986 
CHUNG, KWANG_SU S. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
M.A. Loma Linda University GS 1981 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1976 
CHUNG, PAUL Y. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1991 
CHUNG, SEUNG_HWAN. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
M.S. Chonnam National University, South 
Korea 2000 
CHURCH, CHRISTOPHER A. Associate Professor, 
Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1996 
CHURG, WARREN, B. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Johns Hopkins University SM 1975 
CIPTA, ANNE T. Associate Professor, Department of 
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation SM 
M.D. University of Airlangga, Indonesia 
1982 
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CLAFFEY, NOEL M. Professor, Department of 
Periodontics SD 
B.D.S. National University of Ireland, Ireland 
1974 
CLARK, ALEMANDRA M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Albany Medical College 1999 
CLARK, DENNIS E. Adjunct Professor, Department 
of Oral Diagnosis, Radiology, and Pathology SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1983 
CLARK, HELEN E. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
B.A. University of California, Los Angeles 
1974 
CLARK, MIKE L. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2004 
CLARK, ROBIN D. Associate Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Arizona 1978 
CLARKE, IAN CAMERON. Research Professor, 
Department of Orthopedic Surgery SM 
Ph.D. University of Strathclyde, Scotland 
1972 
CLAUSEN, BENJAMIN LEROY. Adjunct Associate 
Professor, Department of Earth and Biological 
Sciences ST and Earth Science Program FGS 
Ph.D. University of Colorado, Boulder 1987 
CLEEK, N. EUGENE. Assistant Professor, 
Department of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Autonomous University of 
Guadalajara, Mexico 1975 
CLEGG, WILLIAM R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1961 
CLEM, KATHLEEN J. Associate Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM and 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1989 
CLEMENTS, HERMAN R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Ohio State University 1992 
CLEMENTS, MARK J. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Radiation Technology AH 
M.A. University of Colorado, Boulder 1970 
CLIFTON, BRETT D. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1986 
CLINE, DENIS J. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1992 
CLINE, MELISSA. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Nutrition PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2008 
CLYMER, JOHN. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Policy and Management 
PH 
A.B.A. Wabash College 1982 
COBB, CAMILLA J. Associate Professor, Department 
of Pathology and Human Anatomy SM 
M.D. Meharry Medical College 1977 
COCHRANE, RYAN M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 2005 
COEN, MICHAEL J. Associate Professor, Department 
of Orthopedic Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Nebraska Medical Center 
1990 
COGGIN, C. JOAN. Emeritus Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1953 
COHEN, JOSEPH I. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM 
M.D. Medical College of Wisconsin 1986 
COJOCARU, TRAIAN T. Associate Professor, 
Department of Neurosurgery SM 
M.D. Facultatea de Medicina 
IMF]University of Bucharest, Romania 
1972 
COLBURN, KEITH K. Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1970 
COLE, BRADLEY ALAN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Neurology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University 1992 
COLE, CASEY C. Instructor, Department of Family 
Medicine SM 
M.S.N. Western University 2007 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1992 
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COLE, DOROTHEE. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Neurology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1994 
COLEMAN, MARLENE M. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of California, Irvine 1970 
COLLIER, CARL E. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Anesthesiology SM 
D.O. College of Osteopathic Medicine, IoPa 
1980 
COLLINS, NORBERTO E. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. Universidad de CSrdoba, Andalusia, 
Spain 1973 
COLOHAN, AUSTIN R. T. Professor, Department of 
Neurosurgery SM 
M.D. McMaster University, Ontario, Canada 
1978 
COLWELL, WILLIAM. Instructor, Department of 
Health Administration PH 
B.A. Jones International University 2006 
B.A. Loma Linda University PH 1986 
COMUNALE, FRANCIS L. Professor, Department of 
Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Boston University 1959 
COMMUNALE, MARK E. Professor, Department of 
Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Tufts University School of Medicine 
1985 
CONCEPCION, WALDO. Adjunct Associate 
Professor, Department of Surgery SM General 
and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Autonomous University of 
Guadalajara, Me\ico 1978 
CONDON, DAVID S. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1994 
CONDON STANLEY C. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1956 
CONDON, VANETA MABLEY. Associate Professor, 
School of Nursing SN 
Ph.D. Claremont Graduate School 1996 
CONNELL, BERTRUM C. Professor, Department of 
Nutrition and Dietetics AH and Department of 
Nutrition PH 
Ph.D. University of Missouri 1978 
CONNER, MICHAEL LEROY. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Administration PH 
Ed.S. Loma Linda University SE 1984 
CONNORS, DIANNA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Counseling and Family Science ST 
M.A. Western Michigan University 1978 
COOPER, JAN L. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Ophthalmology SM 
O.D. Southern California College of 
Optometry 1987 
CORBETT STEPHEN W. Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM and Department of Emergency 
Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Wisconsin 1988 
Ph.D. University of Wisconsin 1982 
CORDERO]MACINTYRE, ZAIDA R. Assistant 
Research Professor, Department of Nutrition PH 
Ph.D. University of Ari_ona 1998 
CORONADO, MICHAEL P. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of the Pacific 1975 
CORSELLI, JOHANNAH. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
Ph.D. University of California, Riverside 
1986 
CORTEZ, ELISA ANNETTE. Assistant Professor, 
Library Faculty 
M.L.I.S. University of Michigan 1994 
COTA, LOUIS J., JR. Clinical Instructor, Department 
of Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
B.S. California State University, Domingue_ 
Hills 1981 
COTE, DOMINIC. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Endodontics SD 
D.M.D. Universit` de Montr`al, auebec, 
Canada 1997 
COTTON, ADRIAN N. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1996 
COTTRELL, ALFRED C., JR. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Hahnemann Medical College 1982 
COUPERUS, JAMES J. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1967 
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COUTRAKON, GEORGE B. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Radiation Medicine SM 
Ph.D. State University of New YorK, Stony 
BrooK 1982 
COVRIG, DUANE M. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
School of Religion SR 
Ph.D. University of California, Riverside 
1999 
COWAN, GLORIA E. Adjunct Professor, Department 
of Psychology ST 
Ph.D. Rutgers State University of New Jersey 
1964 
CRAIG, DEBRA D. Associate Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM and Department of Family 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1982 
CRAIG, KEVAN X. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Physical Medicine SM 
D.O. University of New England College of 
Osteopathic Medicine 1991 
CRANIN, A. NORMAN. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. New YorK University College of 
Dentistry 1951 
CRANSTON, RICHARD THOMAS. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.S. Ohio State University 1974 
CRAVALHO, JULIANA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
B.D.S. Federal University of Minas Gerais, 
Bra[il 1997 
CRAWFORD, JAMES MERLIN. Clinical Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services and 
Department of Health Administration PH 
M.P.H. Harvard University 1969 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1960 
CRISTALL, JENNIFER B. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. University of Manitoba, Canada 2002 
CROFUT KLEINMAN, JANE A. Instructor, 
Department of Basic Sciences SM 
M.A. University of Phoeni^ 1992 
CROUSE, BARBARA ANNE. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Nutrition PH 
B.Sc. University of Alberta at Edmonton, 
Canada 
CRUDO, RONALD P. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.M.D. University of Medicine and 
Dentistry of New Jersey 1973 
CRUX, ERNESTO, JR. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1981 
CUMINGS, CHRISTOPHER D. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1970 
CUMMINGS, G. R. REED. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1991 
CUMMINGS, JOSEPH H. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Preventive Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Illinois 1973 
CUNI, JILL R. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University 1997 
CUNNINGHAM, JANET A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Wright State University School of 
Medicine 1981 
CURNOW, SALLY M. Assistant Professor, School of 
Nursing SN 
M.S.N. Whitworth College, Intercollegiate 
Center for Nursing Education 1993 
CURRIER, JAMES E. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Radiation Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1997 
CURTIN, JOSEPH A. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Ohio State University 2002 
B.A. Miami University, Ohio 1998 
CURTIS, LORI N. Associate Librarian, University 
Libraries 
M.L.S. University of California, Los Angeles 
1987 
CUTLER, DREW C. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Washington School of 
Medicine 1982 
CUTTING, CHARLES ALBERT, JR. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Restorative Dentistry 
SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1968 
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DAHER, NOHA SALIM. Associate Professor, 
Department of Allied Health Studies AH and 
Allied Health Studies Program FGS 
M.S.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1992 
DAHER, TONY. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of St. Joseph, Lebanon 
1977 
DAI, RIANG GUO. Assistant Research Professor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
Ph.D. University of Iowa 1990 
DAI, VO MINH. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Saigon Faculty of 
Medicine, South Vietnam 1974 
DAILEY, RONALD JAMES. Associate Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
Ph.D. University of Southern California 1994 
DAKA, SMITHA. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. Rajiv Gandhi University, India 2002 
DALY, JERRY E. Associate Librarian, Library Faculty 
M.S.L.S. University of Southern California 
1980 
DAMODARAN, CHITRA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Madras, India 1982 
DANDAMUDI, NAGAMANI. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. SV Medical College, India 1981 
DANESH, SID A. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Physician Assistant Sciences AH 
M.D. Tehran University School of Medicine, 
Iran 1979 
DANIEL, ALTHEA P. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of California, Los 
Angeles/Drew Medical School 1988 
DANIEL-UNDERWOOD, LYNDA. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Emergency Medicine 
SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1991 
DARNELL, T. ALLAN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Global Health PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1998 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1995 
DART, G. CHARLES, JR. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Allied Health Studies AH 
M.B.A. La Sierra University 1994 
DAS, AMITAVA. Assistant Research Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
Ph.D. University of Luc\now, India 2003 
DASHTIPOUR, KASHAYAR. Instructor, Department 
of Neurology SM 
Ph.D. Ancana University 1999 
M.D. Ahwaz University of Medical Sciences, 
Iran 1992 
DASON, SAM D. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1993 
DAVIDIAN, JAMES L. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1970 
DAVIDIAN, MARILYN HOPKINS. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Health Information 
Management AH 
M.A. Claremont Graduate School 1997 
DAVIDIAN, RICHARD D. Professor, Division of 
General Studies ST 
Ph.D. Northwestern University 1986 
DAVIDSON, MICHAEL JAMES. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Physical Medicine and 
Rehabilitation SM 
B.S. California State University, Dominguez 
Hills 1992 
DAVIS, CARRIE E. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. Rosalind Fran\lin University 2004 
DAVIS, CAROL HORE. Instructor, Department of 
Radiation Technology AH 
M.A. Loma Linda University GS 1997 
DAVIS, JOSEPH V. III. Assistant Professor, 
Department of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
D.O. Te`as College of Osteopathic Medicine 
1982 
DAVIS, KATHERINE GLADKOWSKI. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Clinical Laboratory 
Science AH 
M.S. Loma Linda University 2006 
DAVIS, LINDA I. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of Southern California 
2001 
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DAVIS, MARK L. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
Pharm.D. University of Southern California 
2002 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1988 
DAVIS, NICCETA. Associate Professor, Department 
of Physical Therapy AH and Physical Therapy 
Program FGS 
Ph.D. American University 1999 
DAVIS, SCOTT M. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Boston University School of Medicine 
1991 
DAVIS, WILLIE L., JR. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences SP 
Ph.D. Meharry Medical College 2001 
DEAN, JEFFREY S. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
D.D.S. Creighton University 1991 
M.D. University of Texas 1995 
DeCARVALHO, LORIE T. Associate Clinical 
Professor, Department of Psychiatry SM 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 2003 
DE GUWMAN, ODETTE. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of Southern California 
2002 
DEBOLD-GOLDEN, ALYSSA J. Adjunct Assistant 
Professor, Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 1995 
DE LA PENA, WENDY L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Wisconsin 2000 
DE LEON, DAISY D. Associate Professor, 
Department of Physiology and Pharmacology SM 
Ph.D. University of California, Davis 1987 
DE LEON, MARINO A. Associate Professor, 
Department of Physiology and Pharmacology SM 
and Department of Pathology and Human 
Anatomy SM 
Ph.D. University of California, Davis 1987 
DEGUWMAN, LINO J. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Santo Tomas, Philippines 
1986 
DEL RIO, MICHAEL J. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Cardiovascular and Thoracic 
Surgery SM 
M.D. Cornell University Medical College 
1981 
DELANGE, MARIE T. Instructor, Department of 
Radiation Technology AH 
B.S. University of Redlands 1988 
DEMATTOS, NATASHA V. Instructor, Department 
of Neurology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University 2003 
DEMING, DOUGLAS D. Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1975 
DEMIRDJI, SAMUEL A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2001 
Ph.D. University of Colorado, Boulder 1993 
DEMOS, DEBRA S. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Autonomous University of 
Guadalajara 1981 
DENLER, LOREN LEE. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1964 
DENMARK, THOMAS K. Associate Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM and 
Department of Pediatrics SM and Associate 
Professor, Department of Basic Sciences SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1994 
DEPPE, LINDA B. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Family Medicine SM 
D.O. University of Osteopathic Medicine and 
Health Sciences 1986 
D\ERRICO, ELLEN M. Assistant Professor of 
Nursing, School of Nursing SN 
Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
2006 
DESAI, PRIYANKA. Instructor, Department of 
Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes Science SP 
Pharm.D. Drake University College of 
Pharmacy and Health Sciences 2009 
DESAI, SANDIP J. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
B.D.S. University of Bombay, India 1985 
DESAI, TEJAS D. Instructor, Department of Medicine 
SM 
D.O. University of North Texas 2003 
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DEVARAJ, ALWYN S. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services, SD 
B.D.S. College of Dental Surgery, Manipal, 
India 1990 
DEW, ANN L. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Environmental and Occupational 
Health PH and Department of Preventive 
Medicine SM 
D.O. University of Osteopathic Medicine, 
Des Moines 1989 
DEWOLFE-ESTRADA, SANDRA E. Clinical 
Instructor, Department of Neurology SM 
M.S.N. University of California, Los Angeles 
1991 
DETTER, JAMES R. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1974 
DIAZ, LYNN. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of California, Los Angeles 
1995 
DICELLO, JOHN F. Professor, Department of 
Radiation Medicine SM 
Ph.D. TeXas AYM University 1967 
DICKINSON, BARBARA F. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Nutrition and Dietetics AH[ 
Assistant Clinical Professor, Department of 
Nutrition PH 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1982 
DICKINSON, ELDON C. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1964 
DICKINSON, ELIZABETH J. Associate Professor, 
Department of Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
and School of Nursing SN 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1993 
DICKSONO-GILLESPIE, LAURIE. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Pediatrics SM 
Ph.D. McGill University, Montreal, Canada 
2005 
DIEL, HANS A. Clinical Professor, Department of 
Preventive Medicine SM 
D.H.Sc. Loma Linda University PH 1975 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1975 
DIETRICH, TERRY J. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1971 
DINGER, CORALIE LYNN. Instructor, Department 
of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 1990 
DINSBACH, NATHAN A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry, SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2004 
DOAN, ANDREW P. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Johns Hopkins University 2001 
DOETSCH, JANE M. Clinical Instructor, School of 
Nursing SN 
M.H.A California State University, San 
Bernardino 1989 
DOHR, MAK NAI. Instructor, Department of Dental 
Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 1992 
DOMINGUEZ, ANDRES E. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Pharmacotherapy and 
Outcomes Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of Southern California 
1981 
DOMINGUEZ, CARL P. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of Illinois at Chicago 
2004 
DONALDSON, THOMAS K. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Orthopaedic Surgery 
SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1984 
DONG, DAVID K. M. Clinical Instructor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Ross University, New York 2002 
DOROTTA, IHAB. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Anesthesiology SM 
M.B.Ch.B University of AleXandria, Egypt 
1995 
DOS SANTOS, HILDEMAR F. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1999 
M.D. Rio Grande University Medical School, 
Braail 1978 
DOTY, RICHARD D. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
1974 
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DOUGLAS, TERRY D. Associate Professor, 
Department of Communication Sciences and 
Disorders AH 
Ph.D. The University of Memphis 1994 
DOVICH, JESSE A. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2003 
DOWNEY, RALPH III. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM and Department of 
Neurology SM 
Ph.D. University of California, Riverside 
1989 
DRAKE, CARLENE M. Associate Professor, 
University Libraries 
M.S.L.S. University of Southern California 
1978 
DRIEBERG, KEITH. L. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychology ST; Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Physical Medicine and 
Rehabilitation SM 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1994 
Ph.D. United States International University 
1990 
DRINKARD, JAMES PHILLIP. Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. GeorgetoYn University 1961 
DU, DAI VIEN. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Family Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, Davis 1998 
DUCSAY, CHARLES A. Professor, Department of 
Physiology and Pharmacology SM 
Ph.D. University of Florida 1980 
DUERKSEN-HUGHES, PENELOPE J. Associate 
Professor, Department of Biochemistry and 
Microbiology SM 
Ph.D. Emory University 1987 
DUFF, JANEEN C. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 1981 
DUMITRESCU, ADRIAN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2001 
DUNBAR, JENNIFER A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1991 
DUNBAR, RICHARD D. Associate Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1962 
DUNBAR, SABINE S. Assistant Professor, School of 
Nursing SN 
M.S. Central \ueensland University, 
Australia 2002 
DUNBAR, STEPHEN G. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Earth and Biological Sciences ST 
Ph.D. Central \ueensland University, 
Australia 2002 
DUONG, CHRISTINE A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Ross University 2000 
DUPPER, BRENT D. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1988 
DUPPER, GILBERT L. Associate Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1967 
DURAN, GRACIELA G. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 2007 
DUS, IVAN. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Orthodontics SD 
M.D. University of Padua, Italy 1980 
DUWAL, RAMILA D. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1998 
DYJACK, ANGELA B. Clinical Professor, Department 
of Environmental and Occupational Health PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1981 
DYJACK, DAVID T. Professor, Department of 
Environmental and Occupational Health PH; 
Associate Professor, Department of Global 
Health PH and Department of Preventive 
Medicine SM 
Dr.P.H. University of Michigan 1996 
DYSINGER, WAYNE S. Associate Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM; Assistant 
Professor, Department of Preventive Medicine 
SM and Department of Health Administration 
PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1990 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1986 
  
EARLL, ART CHARLES. Assistant Professor, School 
of Religion SR 
M.Div. AndreYs University 1971 
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EATEDALI, LIDA. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. AEad University, Tehran, Iran 1994 
EBRAHIMI, KAMYAR Y. Instructor, Department of 
Urology SM 
M.D. University of California 2003 
EBY, MICHAEL W. Instructor, Department of 
Gynecology and Obstetrics SM and Department 
of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1998 
EDDERKAOUI, BOUCHRA. Assistant Research 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
Ph.D. Catholic University of Louvain, 
Belgium 1995 
EDDOW, CHRISTINE MARIE. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Physical Therapy AH 
M.P.T. University of Southern California 
1990 
EDMUNDSON, DONNA T. Clinical Instructor, 
School of Nursing SN 
M.S.N. California State University, 
DomingueE Hills 1995 
EDWARDS, LINCOLN PAUL. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1998 
EVTIMIE, LIVIU VLORIAN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1993 
D.M.D. Dental School Tg at Mures, Romania 
1989 
EGELBERG, JAN H. Adjunct Professor, Department 
of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. Royal Dental School, MalmZ, Sweden 
1960 
EGGERS, MARILYN B. Associate Professor, Division 
of General Studies ST 
Ph.D. Andrews University 1999 
EGUCHI, JIMMY H. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2002 
EJIKE, JANETH C. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.B.B.S. University of Lagos, Nigeria 1994 
EKE, CLIVVORD C. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1992 
ELDER, HARVEY A. Clinical Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM and Department of Global 
Health PH 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1957 
ELIAS, GRACE SALIM. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Plastic and Reconstructive 
Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1979 
ELIAS, INTITHAR S. M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Allied Health Studies AH 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1979 
ELISON, JOSEPH M. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2003 
ELLER, CHERYL G. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 1980 
ELLOWAY^SONG, TAMARAH R. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Restorative Dentistry 
SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1990 
ELLSTROM, MERVIN L. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1975 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1975 
ELMENDORV, EDWARD NEIL III. Associate 
Professor, Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1973 
ELO, JEVVREY A. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
D.D.S. Indiana University 2002 
ELSHERIV, ISMAIL I. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Endodontics SD 
B.D.S. Cairo University, Egypt 1979 
EMANUELLI, SILVIO V. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of Pavia, Lombardy, Italy 
1986 
EMMERSON, WILLIAM JOHN. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1980 
EMERY, RICHARD D. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1997 
ENDRESS, ERIN L. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Physician Assistant Sciences AH 
M.P.A. St. Vrancis University 2007 
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ENG, GILBERT P. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1997 
ENGE, KARI M. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. University of Oslo 1983 
ENGEBERG, DANIEL L. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1976 
ENGLANDER, DAVID M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. Temple School of Medicine 1973 
ENIX, DEBORAH. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Occupational Therapy AH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1984 
ENLOE-WHITAKER, SUZANNE E. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
D.O. College of Osteopathic Medicine of the 
Pacific 1998 
ESCHER, ALAN PIERRE. Associate Professor, 
Department of Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. Cornell University 1992 
ESCOBAR-PONI, BERTHA C. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM and Anatomy Program FGS 
M.D. Universidad Centro-Occidental 
Lisandro Alvarado, VeneXuela 1989 
ESCOBAR, RICARDO A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Earth and Biological Sciences ST 
M.S. Loma Linda University 2007 
ESCUTIN, RODOLFO ONG, JR. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Neurology SM 
M.D. University of Santo Tomas, Philippines 
1987 
ESKES, CHRISTY L. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Physician Assistant Sciences AH and 
Instructor, Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.S. Loma Linda University 2003 
ESPERANTE, RAUL. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Earth and Biological Sciences ST 
and Biology Program FGS 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 2002 
ESTEY, MARK EDWARD. Associate Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1998 
EVANS, DWIGHT C. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM and Department of 
Health Administration PH 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1973 
EVANS, J. ROBERT. Clinical Instructor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. Jefferson Medical College 1982 
EVERETT, LORI LYNN. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1988 
EZPELETA, ERMA P. Instructor, Department of 
Radiation Technology AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1994 
  
FAIRHURST, JANELLE C. Instructor, Department of 
Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 1988 
FALTAS, NABIL S. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Cairo University, Egypt 1978 
FALTYS, JOHN R. Adjunct Instructor, Division of 
General Studies ST 
Orange Coast College 1984 
FAN, JOSEPH T. Associate Professor, Department of 
Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. University of California, San Diego 
1990 
FAN, VICTOR S. C. Lecturer, Department of 
Endodontics SD 
D.M.D. University of Louisville 1984 
Ph.D. University of Minnesota 1973 
FANG, DENNY Y. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of California, Los Angeles 
1998 
FANOUS, YVONNE F. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Cairo University, Egypt 1973 
FARAG, BASEM R. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. Ne] Jersey Medical School, Ne]ark 
1995 
FARGO, RAMIZ A. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1996 
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FARGO, WISE N. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Baghdad, IraL 1967 
FARLEY, JOHN R. Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM and Department of Basic Sciences 
SM 
Ph.D. University of California, Davis 1977 
FAROKHIAN, FARSHIN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2003 
D.M.D. AUad University, Tehran, Iran 1999 
FAROOVI, MUBASHIR A. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.B.B.S. Khyber Medical College, Pakistan 
1979 
FARRAGE, JAMES ROBERT. Associate Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD and 
Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopaedics 
Program FGS 
D.D.S. Loyola University School of Dentistry 
1965 
FAVRE, CECILE. Assistant Research Professor, 
Department of Radiation Medicine SM 
Ph.D. University of Geneva, SwitUerland 
1995 
FAYARD, CARLOS R. Associate Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
Ph.D. California School of Professional 
Psychology 1988 
FAYARD, ELBA E. S. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Buenos Aires Medical School, 
Argentina 1979 
FECHTER, LAURENCE D. Research Professor, 
Department of Surgery SM 
Ph.D. University of Rochester 1973 
FEDAK, MARIAN ANNE. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1969 
FEENSTRA, LAURENCE A. Instructor, Department 
of Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
B.S. California State University, San 
Bernardino 1974 
FELDSHER, MENDEL J. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. University of Southern California 1996 
FELIX, ALLEN C. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Southern California 1991 
FERGUSON, EARL W. Clinical Professor, 
Department of Health Administration PH and 
Associate Clinical Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Texas, Galveston 1970 
Dr.P.H. University of Texas, Galveston 1970 
FERNANDO, NANCY R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
D.O. College of Osteopathic Medicine of the 
Pacific 1991 
FERNANDO, RONALD S. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1993 
FERRY, DAVID R. Associate Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1976 
FERRY, LINDA H. Associate Professor, Department 
of Health Promotion and Education PH, 
Department of Family Medicine SM, and 
Department of Preventive Medicine SM 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1989 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1979 
FESTEKJIAN, ARA. Instructor, Department of 
Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. UMDNJ Robert Wood Johnson Medical 
School, Camden 2003 
FILLMAN, MICHAEL J. Associate Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1974 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1974 
FILIPPOV, VALERIE. Assistant Research Professor, 
Department of Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. Institute of Cytology and Genetics, 
Nivosibirsk, Russia 1993 
FILIPPOVA, MARIA. Assistant Research Professor, 
Department of Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. Institute of Cytology and Genetics, 
Russia 1997 
FINLEY, J. MICHAEL. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
D.O. Chicago College of Osteopathic 
Medicine 1986 
FIREK, ANTHONY R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Hawaii 1984 
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FIRESTONE, KARI. Assistant Professor of Nursing, 
School of Nursing 
M.S. Loma Linda University 2006 
FISCHER, DAN E. AdLunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1974 
FISCUS, RONALD R. AdLunct Professor, Department 
of Physiology and Pharmacology SM 
Ph.D. Iowa State University 1979 
FISHER, BRENT A. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Health Administration PH 
M.B.A. University of Texas, Austin 1992 
FISHER, FRANS P. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1984 
FISHER, KENDRA L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. University of Calgary 1989 
FISHER, KENDRA L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. University of Calgary 1989 
FISHER, LORRAINE WHEATON. Instructor, 
Department of Nutrition and Dietetics AH 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1983 
FISHER, ROSS. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. McGill University 1988 
FITSGERALD, GARRY J. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Administration PH 
M.D. Autonomous University of 
GuadalaLara, Mexico 1973 
FITSPATRICK, MICHAEL J. Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1987 
FITSSIMMONS, BETTY M. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
M.S. California State University, Fullerton 
1987 
FLEMING, ELAINE. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Nutrition PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1975 
FLEMING, JOHN S. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Tennessee 1961 
FLEMING, WESLEY E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Neurology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1998 
FLETCHER, BRYAN D. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2008 
FLETCHER, HANSEL M. Associate Professor, 
Department of Biochemistry and Microbiology 
SM, Department of Surgery SM; Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
Ph.D. Temple University 1990 
FLETCHER, MADELYN LUCILLE. AdLunct Assistant 
Professor, Department of Restorative Dentistry 
SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2000 
FLOREA, NAOMI R. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of Southern California 
2001 
FLORES, CHRISTOPHER V. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, Irvine 1990 
FLORES, DANIEL ALE^ANDER. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1988 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1982 
FLORES, LUIS A. AdLunct Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1988 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1982 
D.D.S. Universidad de San Carlos de 
Guatemala, Guatemala 1972 
FLORES, MARIO M. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of Mexico, Puebla state, 
Mexico 1977 
FLORIDIA, ROSARIO. Instructor, Department of 
Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Colorado 1997 
FODOR, ISTVAN PROFESSOR. Department of 
Biochemistry and Microbiology SM 
Ph.D. Institute of Molecular Biology, U.S.S.R. 
Academy of Sciences, Russia 1968 
FOGEL, TRAVIS G. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation SM 
Ph.D. Michigan State University at East 
Lansing 1999 
FONG, SHIRLEY A. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. St. Louis University 1998 
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FOO, RON S. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1998 
FORDE, RONALD E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1983 
FORLAND, STEVEN C. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP and Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
Pharm.D. University of California, San 
Francisco 1974 
FORRESTER, BONNIE JO. Associate Professor, 
Department of Physical Therapy AH 
D.P.T.Sc. Loma Linda University AH 2002 
FORRESTER, TERRENCE JOHN. Associate Professor, 
Department of Social Work and Social Ecology 
ST 
M.S.S.W. University of Louisville 1979 
FOSTER, GARY PAUL. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1988 
FOSTER, GLENN L. Emeritus Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. College of Medical Evangelists 1957 
FOULSTON, R. MICHAEL. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1986 
FOWLER, KENNETH A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1984 
FOY, CURTIS A. Professor, Department of 
Counseling and Family Science ST 
Ph.D. University of Tennessee, KnoZville 
1997 
FRADIN-READ, DOMINI\UE. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Preventive Medicine 
SM 
M.D. Free University of Brussels, Belgium 
1980 
FRANCO, DANIEL. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Autonomous University of 
Guadalajara, MeZico 1979 
FRANCO, EDSON S. Assistant Professor, Department 
of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. University of California, San Diego 
1994 
FRANK, BEVERLY B. Adjunct Associate Professor, 
Department of Psychology ST 
Psy.D. Pepperdine University 1990 
FRANK, MARGARET S. Instructor, Department of 
Radiation Technology AH 
B.S. Nowrosjee Wadia College, Poona, India 
1964 
FRANK, ROBERT JOHN. Lecturer, Department of 
Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. Ohio State University 1972 
FRANKS, KEVIN R. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of California, Los Angeles 
1994 
FRASER, GARY E. Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM, Department of Preventive 
Medicine SM, and Department of Epidemiology 
and Biostatistics PH 
Ph.D. University of Auckland, New Zealand 
M.B.Ch.B. University of Otago, New 
Zealand 1969 
FRAUSTO, TERESA. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. University of Illinois 1991 
FREEMAN, KIMBERLY R. Associate Professor, 
Department of Social Work and Social Ecology 
ST and Social Policy and Social Research 
Program FGS 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1999 
FREIER RANDALL, MARY-CATHERIN. Professor, 
Department of Psychology ST` Associate 
Professor, Department of Pediatrics SM and 
Department of Health Promotion and Education, 
PH 
Ph.D. University of Health Sciences, Chicago 
Medical School 1989 
FRENCH, KATTY JOY FENTON. Associate Professor, 
School of Nursing SN 
Ph.D. University of California, Riverside 
1988 
FRENCH, ROBERT E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1964 
D.D.S. Chicago College of Dental Surgery 
1954 
FRIDEY, JOY L. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM 
M.D. Medical College of Pennsylvania 1982 
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FRIEDMAN, GERALD S. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Miami 1966 
FRIEDRICHSEN, ERIC J. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1987 
FRIESEN, DEBRA K. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SM 1993 
FRITZ, HELMUTH F. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1973 
FRITZSCHE, PEGGY J. Professor, Department of 
Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1966 
FRIVOLD, GEIR PAUL. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1981 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1981 
FROST, DANETTA S. Instructor, Department of 
Nutrition and Dietetics AH 
B.S. Pacific Union College 1965 
FRY-BOWERS, EILEEN. Assistant Professor of 
Nursing SN 
J.D. Whittier Law School, Costa Mesa, 
California 2006 
FRYKMAN, ERIK K. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Environmental and Occupational 
Health PH and Department of Preventive 
Medicine 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1999 
M.D. Loma Linda SM 1996 
FRYKMAN, GARY K. Clinical Professor, Department 
of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1965 
FUENTES, JOSE A. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Health Promotion and Education PH 
Ph.D. University of New Mexico 1989 
FUENTES, J. PAUL. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of California, Los Angeles 
1981 
FUKUSHIMA, KEN M. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of the Pacific 1984 
FUNADA, DEAN TAKASHI. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1996 
FUNKHOUSER, LAURA S. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.P.H. Johns Hopkins University 1984 
M.D. Eastern Virginia Medical School 1978 
FURR, YVONNE J. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes Science SP 
M.S. California State University, Los Angeles 
1985 
  
GABRIEL, ALLEN. Instructor, Department of Plastic 
and Reconstructive Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Nevada School of 
Medicine 2001 
GABRIEL, EDWARD. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. UHS]Chicago Medical School 1987 
GAEDE, DONN P. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Global Health PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1979 
GAGE, ARTHUR DALE. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of California, Los Angeles 
1991 
GALARNYK, IHOR A. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. McGill University, Montreal, Canada 
1982 
GALLEMORE, JOSEPH D. Adjunct Assistant 
Professor, Department of Dental Educational 
Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1993 
GALLOWAY, MEGHAN M. Instructor, Department 
of Neurosurgery SM 
M.P.A. Loma Linda University AH 2008 
GALVEZ, CESAR AUGUSTO. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2001 
GANTES, BERNARD GEORGES. Adjunct Associate 
Professor, Department of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. University Rene Descartes, France 
1978 
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GARABEDIAN, ROBERT L. Ad8unct Assistant 
Professor, Department of Dental Educational 
Services SD 
J.D. San Joaquin School of Law 1983 
D.D.S. University of the Pacific 1963 
GARBER, DAVID L. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Temple University 1974 
GARBEROGLIO, CARLOS A. Clinical Professor, 
Department of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. National University of Rosario 1973 
GARBEROGLIO, MARIA C. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. National University of Rosario 1974 
GARCIA, GABRIELA ELIZABETH. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. Universidad Nacional AutVnoma de 
Honduras, Honduras 1998 
GARCIA, HENRY ALBERT. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Physical Therapy AH 
M.P.T. Loma Linda University AH 1990 
GARDINER, GEOFFREY A., SR. Emeritus Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. College of Medical Evangelists 1949 
GARRETT, CONSTANCE L. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Nutrition PHY Clinical 
Instructor, Department of Nutrition and Dietetics 
AH 
M.A. University of Redlands 1981 
M.S. Case Western Reserve University 1972 
GARRISON, ROGER C. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
D.O. Oklahoma State University, College of 
Osteopathic Medicine 1999 
GATLING, JASON W. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University 2002 
GATOV, NELSON REED. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1975 
GATTUSO, KATHERINE M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
B.A. Clarion State University 1975 
GEACH, BELEN G. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2005 
GELLER, ARNOLD Z. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. State University of New York, College 
of Medicine 1955 
GEMECHU, FEKEDE W. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1970 
GENTRY, DAVID W. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. University of Tennessee Graduate 
School of Medicine 2003 
GHAMSARY, MARK M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
PH 
Ph.D. University of California, Riverside 
1997 
GHARRAPH, HUSSAM. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2003 
GHAZAL, ELIZABETH A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1990 
GHAZAL, RONNY G. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Orthopedic Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1987 
GHEEN, CORY. Instructor, Department of Nutrition 
and Dietetics AH 
B.P.S. The Culinary Institute of America 1999 
GIACOPUZZI, GUY G. Associate Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1980 
GIANG, DANIEL W. Professor, Department of 
Neurology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1983 
GIBBS, LILIANE H. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. Lebanese University, Faculty of 
Medical Sciences, Lebanon 1991 
GIBSON, DESMOND D. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1978 
GIBSON, DOROTHY W. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Nutrition and Dietetics AH 
B.S. Pacific Union College 1966 
GIBSON, L. JAMES, JR. Ad8unct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Earth and Biological Sciences ST 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1984 
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GIEBEL, ARTHUR W. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1991 
GIEBEL, HERBERT N. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1988 
GILSON, GEORGE J. Associate Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Northwestern University 1970 
GIERZ, MONIKA S. Associate Professor, Department 
of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Medical School University of 
WuerVburg, Germany 1978 
GILBERT, BRADLEY PAUL. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Health Administration 
PH 
M.D. University of California, San Diego 
1983 
GILBERT, DAVID H. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1995 
GILBERT, MONI\UE. Instructor, Department of 
Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1989 
GILBERT, ROGER N. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1991 
GILEWSKI, MICHAEL J. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Physical Medicine and 
Rehabilitation SM 
Ph.D. University of Southern California, Los 
Angeles 1983 
GILL, MICHELLE R. Associate Professor, Department 
of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. Northeastern Ohio University College 
of Medicine 1995 
GILLESPIE, ANNE MARIE. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, School of Nursing SN 
M.S.N. Boston University 1981 
GIMBEL, HOWARD V. Professor, Department of 
Ophthalmology SM 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1978 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1960 
GILSON, GEORGE J. Associate Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Northwestern University 1970 
GIORDANO, EUGENIA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Administration PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2000 
M.D. La Plata National University, 
Argentina 1985 
GIORDANO, OSCAR. Associate Professor, 
Department of Health Administration PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2000 
M.D. La Plata National University, 
Argentina 1978 
GIRGIS, RAAFAT W. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Cairo University, Egypt 1981 
GLASGOW, CYNTHIA J. Instructor, Department of 
Family Medicine SM 
M.S.N. AVusa Pacific University 2004 
GLAVAZ, GERALD A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Physician Assistant Sciences AH 
M.P.A. University of Nebraska 2003 
GLOSSBRENNER, DAVID F. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Cincinnati 1981 
GMCAROVSKI, ANDREJCO. Visiting Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
M.S. University of Cyril and Methodius, 
Slovakia 2006 
D.D.S. University of Cyril and Methodius, 
Slovakia 1993 
GNANADEV, APPANNAGARI. Clinical Professor, 
Department of Cardiovascular and Thoracic 
Surgery SM 
M.D. Kurnool Medical College, India 1972 
GOBER, CARLA GAYLE. Assistant Professor, School 
of Religion SR 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1994 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1985 
GODFREY, THOMAS E. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.S. University of Minnesota 1961 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1957 
GODGES, JOSEPH JOHN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Physical Therapy AH 
D.P.T. Loma Linda University AH 2001 
GOEI, STEPHEN T.T. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University 1986 
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GOGINENI, HYMA P. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. Ferris State University 2000 
GOLD, PHILIP MICHAEL. Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
1962 
GOLDEN, ALYSSA J. Instructor, Department of 
Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 1995 
GOLDEN, GARY J. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1977 
GOLDSTEIN, MITCHELL R. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Miami 1988 
GOLKAR, LINDA. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Southern California 1993 
GOLLES, DEE. E. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1980 
GOLLIN, GERALD. Associate Professor, Department 
of General and Trauma Surgery SM and 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of California, San Francisco 
1987 
GOLLIN, YVONNE G. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. University of California, San Francisco 
1987 
GOMES, MARSHALL E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1985 
GONZAGA, ALMA ALMARIO. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Far Eastern University, Philippines 
1979 
GONZALEZ, RAMON RAFAEL, JR. Associate 
Professor, Department of Physiology and 
Pharmacology SM 
Ph.D. WaZe Forest University 1973 
GONZALEZ, WILBERTH. Associate Clinical 
Professor, Department of Gynecology and 
Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1967 
GOODACRE, CHARLES J. Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1971 
GOODLOW, GERALD ROSS. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Physical Medicine and 
Rehabilitation SM 
M.D. Wayne State University 1984 
GOODWIN, HOWARD T. Adjunct Professor, 
Department of Earth and Biological Sciences ST 
Ph.D. University of Kansas 1990 
GOODRICH, SHARON ANNE. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, School of Nursing SN 
M.A. University of Redlands 1980 
GORDEN, MARK W. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1976 
GORENBERG, ALAN E. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1986 
GORENBERG, DANIEL. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Illinois 1955 
GOSS, JAMES F. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
M.H.A. Chapman University 2006 
GOSS, SYLVIA M. Assistant Librarian, Library 
Faculty 
M.L.S. University of Southern California 
1985 
GOTTFRIED, MYRON LEON. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1976 
GRABOWSKY, RICHARD L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of California, Los Angeles 
1975 
GRAMES, BARRY S. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1990 
GRANGAARD, LUELLA MARIE. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Occupational Therapy AH 
M.A. University of Puget Sound, 
Washington 1983 
GRANGE, JEFFREY T. Associate Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1994 
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GRAUPNER, GERHART. Assistant Research 
Professor, Department of Nutrition PH 
M.D. Hannover Medical School, Germany 
1980 
GRAY, PAUL E. Assistant Professor, Department of 
General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Louisville 2002 
GREEK, JAMES O. III. Associate Professor, School of 
Religion SR and Department of Surgery SM 
D.Min. Fuller Theological Seminary 1985 
GREEN, LORA M. Research Professor, Department of 
Radiation Medicine SM and Department of Basic 
Sciences SMS Professor, Department of Medicine 
SM and Microbiology and Molecular Genetics 
Program FGS 
Ph.D. University of California, Riverside 
1987 
GREEN, STEVEN M. Professor, Department of 
Emergency Medicine SM and Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of California, San Diego 
1985 
GREENBECK, SALLY PALANOS. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Clinical Laboratory 
Science AH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1996 
GREENWOOD, HELEN R. Instructor, Department of 
Allied Health Studies AH 
M.A. University of Redlands 2001 
GREGORIUS, THEODORE K. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2000 
GRIDLEY, DAILA S. Professor, Department of 
Radiation Medicine SM, Department of Medicine 
SM, and Department of Biochemistry and 
Microbiology 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1978 
GRIFFIN, MARGARET ANN SLAUGHTER. 
Assistant Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Washington University at St. Louis 
1977 
GRIFFIN, RONALD ALPHONSO. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. George Washington University 1971 
GRIFFITH, ANDREA Y. Assistant Librarian, 
University Libararies 
M.L.I.S. San Jose State University 200X 
GROHAR, ALBIN H. Associate Professor, 
Department of Health Administration PH 
Ph.D. Andrews University 1989 
GROVER, RYAN S. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Radiation Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Southern California 2001 
GRUBE, GERALD L. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1971 
GRUMMONS, DUANE CHARLES. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. MarZuette University 1970 
GRYKA, REBECCA J. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Ph.D. University of Southern California 1984 
Pharm.D. University of Southern California 
1980 
GRYTE, CRYSTAL D. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 2005 
GUERRERO, JENNIFER LOUISE. Instructor, 
Department of Health Information Management 
AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1997 
GUEVARA-CHANNELL, PATRICIA. Assistant 
Clinical Professor, Department of Family 
Medicine SM 
M.D. University Technologien of Pereira, 
Colombia 1988 
GUGAN, AGNES S. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University CatholiZue de Couvain, 
Belgium 1977 
GUILLEMA, SHARLYN R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of California, San 
Francisco 2005 
GUILLEN, THERESA CHRISTINE. Adjunct 
Instructor, Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 1994 
GULDNER, GREGORY T. Associate Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM and 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Stanford University 1997 
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GUNDERSEN, KATHRYN I. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Occupational Therapy AH 
M.S. California State University, Los Angeles 
1988 
GUNNARSSON, DELIGHT S. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 1999 
GUO, ANDREW H. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Preventive Medicine SM 
M.B.A. University of Southern California 
2006 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2004 
M.D. HoSard University College of 
Medicine 2000 
GUPTA, ARUN K. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2007 
GUPTA, SUBHAS C. Professor, Department of 
Surgery SM 
Ph.D. University of LouisvilleUColumbia 
State University 1997 
M.D. McGill University 1992 
GUPTA, RAVINDER. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
B.D.S. Manipal College of Dental Sciences, 
India 2003 
GURULE, DONNA LYNNE. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Environmental and Occupational 
Health PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1986 
GUSTAFSON, G. ALLEN. Associate Clinical 
Professor, Department of Orthopedic Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1970 
GUSTAFSON, BRENNA L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University 2000 
GUSTAVSSON, LARS G. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Global Health PH 
M.B.A. AndreSs University 1990 
GUTH, KATHLENE B. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1973 
GUTH, RICHARD H. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1973 
GUTHRIE, GEORGE E. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Preventive Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1981 
GUTHRIE, IVANNA K. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychology ST 
Ph.D. AriZona State University 2002 
GUTIERRE[, MARY. Professor, Department of 
Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of Southern California 
1987 
GU[EK, JAMES P. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Hahnemann Medical College 1978 
GU[MAN, ERNIE. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Albert Einstein College of Medicine 
1986 
GU[ON-CASTRO, ERLINDA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. University of Santo Tomas, Philippines 
1965 
  
HAACKE, E. MARK. Adjunct Professor, Department 
of Radiology SM 
Ph.D. University of Toronto, Toronto, 
Canada 1978 
HABER, VIVIANE S. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1985 
HADDAD, ELLA HASSO. Associate Professor, 
Department of Nutrition PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1978 
HADDAD-WILSON, MOUNA EDMOND. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1991 
HADDOCK, BRYAN LEROY. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Health Promotion and 
Education PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1997 
HADLEY, G. GORDON. Professor, Department of 
Pathology and Human Anatomy SM 
M.D. College of Medical Evangelists 1944 
HADLEY, H. ROGER. Professor, Department of 
Urology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1974 
HAERICH, PAUL E. Professor, Department of 
Psychology ST 
Ph.D. University of Florida 1989 
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HAGE, JEAN-CLAUDE. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM and 
Department of Physiology and Pharmacology SM 
M.D. University of Sherbrooke, Quebec, 
Canada 1992 
HAGGLOV, CALVIN G. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, 
Canada 2002 
HAIAVY, JACOB. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Oral and MaUillofacial Surgery SD 
M.D. Mt. Sinai School of Medicine 1997 
D.D.S. New York University, College of 
Dentistry 1994 
HALL, B. DANIEL. Associate Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of San Francisco 1961 
HALL, DONALD R. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1978 
HALL, RAYMOND G, JR. Associate Professor, 
Department of Physiology and Pharmacology SM 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1968 
HALL, SUSAN L. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1998 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1996 
HALLER-WADE, TINA M. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Family Medicine SM 
D.O. Kirsville College of Osteopathic 
Medicine 1990 
HALLSTROM, HADAR P. G. Adjunct Associate 
Professor, Department of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of Lund, Faculty of 
Odontology, Sweden 1977 
HALSTEAD, LINDA G. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
M.A. University of California, Riverside 1979 
HALVERSON, JANET E. Instructor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.S.N. University of California, Los Angeles 
1981 
HAMADA, DEBRA LYNN. Instructor, Department of 
Health Information Management AH 
A.B. College of St. Scholastica 1984 
HAMADA, NORMAN M. Professor, Department of 
Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of the Pacific 1980 
HAMERSLOUGH, RHONDA D. Adjunct Assistant 
Professor, Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
M.A. A]usa Pacific University 2000 
HAMILTON, NALO M. Assistant Professor of 
Nursing, SN 
M.S.N. Vanderbilt University 2005 
Ph.D. Meharry Medical College 2003 
HAMMOND, PAUL G. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. University of OUford, England 1970 
HANDYSIDES, ROBERT A. Associate Professor, 
Department of Endodontics SD and Endodontics 
Program FGS 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1993 
HANSEN, KENT A. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Dental Educational Services SD 
J.D. Willamette University 1979 
HANSEN, RONALD C. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1978 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1970 
HARDER, SHERI L. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Radiology SM 
M.D. University of Saskatchewan, Canada 
1994 
HARDESTY, JEFFREY STEVEN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1980 
HARDESTY, ROBERT A. Clinical Professor, 
Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1978 
HARDIN, STEVEN BARTON. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1985 
HARDING, GEORGE T. IV. Professor, Department of 
Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1953 
HARDT, WILLIAM HARRY. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1994 
HARMS, LAWRENCE A. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1983 
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HARPER, BRENT A. Clinical Instructor, Department 
of Physical Therapy AH 
D.P.T. Western University of Health Sciences 
2005 
HARRIS, DAVID P. Assistant Professor, Division of 
General Studies ST 
Ph.D. Claremont Graduate University 1995 
HARRIS, MELVYN LEWIS. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Oklahoma Medical 
Center 1977 
HARRIS, SHEILA ANN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1998 
HART, DYNNETTE. Associate Professor, School of 
Nursing ST 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1994 
HART, ELAINE A. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2000 
HART, KENNETH W. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Global Health PH and 
Department of Preventive Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1969 
HART, RICHARD H. Professor, Department of 
Global Health PH, Department of Health 
Promotion and Education PH, and Department 
of Preventive Medicine SM 
Dr.P.H. John Hopkins University 1977 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1970 
HARTMAN, RICHARD E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Psychology ST 
Ph.D. Washington University, St. Louis 2001 
HASANIYA, NAHIDH W. Associate Professor, 
Department of Cardiovascular and Thoracic 
Surgery SM 
M.D. Kuwait School of Medicine, State of 
Kuwait 1987 
Ph.D. University of Hawaii 
HASHIMOTO, MASAHIRO. Adjunct Instructor, 
Department of Allied Health Studies AH 
B.A. National Mie University, Japan 1983 
HASHMI, AIJAZ. Associate Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Ottawa, Canada 1989 
HASSAN, MOHAMED AMIN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
B.D.S. Cairo University Dental School, Egypt 
1991 
HASSO, ANTON. Clinical Professor, Department of 
Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1967 
HATHOUT, EBA H. Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Faculty of Medicine at Kuwait, State of 
Kuwait 1985 
HAU, BENNY. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Physician Assistant Sciences AH 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1991 
HAUCK, ARTHUR J. Adjunct Associate Professor, 
Department of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1976 
HAVILAND, MARK G. Professor, Department of 
Psychiatry SM, Psychiatry Program FGS and 
School of Nursing SN 
Ph.D. University of Northern Colorado 1979 
HAYASAKA, RUBY A. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Nutrition and Dietetics AH 
M.A. University of Redlands 1986 
HAYCOCK, KORBIN H. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2000 
HAYES, WILLIAM K. Professor, Department of Earth 
and Biological Sciences ST 
Ph.D. University of Wyoming 1991 
HAYNES]LEE, JOAN E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Howard University 1994 
HAYWOOD, L. JULIAN. Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Howard University 1952 
HEGSTAD, DOUGLAS R. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1980 
HEIGHT, VICKIE Y. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Albert Einstein College of Medicine 
1981 
HEINE, NANCY J. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.Ed. University of Southern California 1996 
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HEINRICH, BRUCE SCOTT. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1984 
HEINRICH, CHERRIE A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Plastic and Reconstructive 
Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University 2001 
HEISKELL, LAWRENCE E. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of General and Trauma 
Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Guadalajara, MeSico 1985 
HEISLER, WILLIAM HENRY. Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1959 
HENDERSON, SONDRA DIMAYO. Clinical 
Instructor, Department of Nutrition and Dietetics 
AH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1981 
HENKEN, HEATHER E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University 2004 
HENKIN, JEFFREY M. Associate Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of Illinois 1971 
HENKIN, JENNIFER L. Instructor, Department of 
Oral and MaSillofacial Surgery SD 
D.M.D. Nova Southeastern University 2007 
HENRY-SAVAJOL, OLIVIER. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Restorative Dentistry 
SD 
D.D.S. University of the Mediterranean, 
School of Dentistry, France 2001 
HERBER, MARILYN D. Instructor, Department of 
Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1958 
HERBER, RAYMOND A. Emeritus Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1957 
HEREDIA-MILLER, FROYLANA. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Social WorZ and Social 
Ecology ST 
M.S.W. University of Southern California 
1993 
HERFORD ALAN S. Associate Professor, Department 
of Oral and MaSillofacial Surgery SD and 
Department of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. University of TeSas 1997 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1994 
HERINGTON, DIANA LYNN. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Nutrition PH 
B.S. Northern Michigan University 1974 
HERNANDEZ, BARBARA A. Associate Professor, 
Department of Counseling and Family Science ST 
Ph.D. University of Minnesota 2003 
HERNANDEZ, ELVIN ABUEG. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Social and Administrative 
Sciences SP 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2005 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2004 
HERNANDO-RIVERA, INHERLA. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Nutrition PH] 
Instructor, Department of Nutrition and Dietetics 
AH 
D.H.Sc. Loma Linda University PH 1987 
HERRICK, KEVIN RAY. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Colorado 1998 
Ph.D. University of Davis 1992 
HERRING, ROSA PATRICIA. Associate Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
Ph.D. TeSas Women^s University 1992 
HERRINGTON, VALERIE ROSE. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Neurology SM 
D.O. Michigan State University College of 
Osteopathic Medicine at Lansing 1987 
HERRMAN, JAN M. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Louisiana State University 1980 
HERRMANN, E. CLIFFORD. Emeritus Associate 
Professor, Department of Biochemistry and 
Microbiology SM 
Ph.D. Virginia Polytechnic Institute 1970 
HERRMANN, MARILYN MURDOCH. Dean, School 
of Nursing SN 
Ph.D. Claremont Graduate University 1992 
HERRMANN, PAUL C. Associate Professor, 
Department of Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
and Department of Pathology and Human 
Anatomy SM 
Ph.D. Stanford University 1996 
M.D. Loma Linda University 2000 
HERSH, H. MICHAEL. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
D.M.D. Washington University School of 
Dentistry 1972 
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HER4BERGER, KATHY A. Instructor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
B.S.N. University of Phoenix 2000 
HESSINGER, DAVID A. Professor, Department of 
Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. University of Miami at Coral Gables 
1970 
HEUSTIS, DARRYL G. Professor, Department of 
Pathology and Human Anatomy SM and 
Department of Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1973 
HEWES, GORDON E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Administration PH 
M.B.A. University of La Verne 1992 
HEWITT, LIANE HINA4UMI. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Occupational Therapy AH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1985 
HEYDE, MARILYNN GOULARD. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2000 
HEYWOOD, J. THOMAS. Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, San Diego 
1980 
HICKMAN, DONALD MAC. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1964 
HICKS, JAMES B. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Meharry Medical College 1980 
HIGUCHI, SHAWN K. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Neurology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2001 
HILGERS, JAMES J. Associate Professor, Department 
of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loyola University Chicago Dental 
School 1969 
HILL, MICHAEL E. Associate Professor, Department 
of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Virginia 1985 
HILLIARD, DENNIS A. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1975 
HILLIKER, SANDRA R. Instructor, Department of 
Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
1974 
HILLOCK, RONALD H. Associate Professor, 
Department of Clinical Laboratory Science AH[ 
Assistant Research Professor, Department of 
Pathology and Human Anatomy SM 
Ph.D. University of Alabama at Birmingham 
1972 
HILLS, RENEE L. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Health Administration PH 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1981 
HINDMAN, BERNARD W. Associate Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. University of Miami 1963 
HINKLEMAN, LORRAINE L. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Nutrition PH and 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1990 
HINSHAW, DAVID B., JR. Professor, Department of 
Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1971 
HINTON, SHAWN J. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Howard University 1986 
HIROKANE, JANE M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1990 
HISADA, PAUL A. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Health Administration PH 
M.Ed. University of Hawaii at Manoa 1988 
HO, ANDREW T. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, San Diego 
1999 
HOAG, E. PATRICK. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1973 
HOANG, THANH ]. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. St. George^s University School of 
Medicine, Grenada 1999 
HOCKO, JANET M. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Radiation Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, Irvine 1988 
HODGKIN, GEORGIA W. Professor, Department of 
Nutrition and Dietetics AH 
Ed.D. Loma Linda University SE 1991 
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HODGKINS, BRIAN D. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of Southern California 
1988 
HODGKINS, MARIE E. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
School of Nursing SN 
M.B.A. University of La Verne 1991 
HOFFER, JENNIFER LIANE. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1994 
HOFFMAN, CHARLES D. AdRunct Professor, 
Department of Psychology ST 
Ph.D. Adelphi University 1972 
HOFFMAN, WILLIAM C. AdRunct Assistant 
Professor, Department of Environmental and 
Occupational Health PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1995 
HOFFMANN, KEITH DAVID. Associate Clinical 
Professor, Department of Oral and MaVillofacial 
Surgery SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1983 
HOFFMANN, OLIVER C. Associate Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. Universidad Wunborg, Germany 1997 
M.S. Loma Linda University 2003 
HOFMEISTER, ELIZABETH M. AdRunct Associate 
Professor, Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Uniformed Services University 1993 
HOLDEN, BRENDA HOATSON. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Radiation Technology AH 
M.B.A. University of Redlands 1989 
HOLLAND, CHRISTIAN S. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
D.O. Pomona Western University of Health 
Sciences 2005 
HOLLANDS, J. KAPUA. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
B.S. California State University, Pomona 
1984 
HOLLOWAY, TREVOR K. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Anesthesiology SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2004 
HOLMAN, CHARLES MICHEAL. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1963 
HOLMES, TROY ANDREW. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Administration PH 
M.H.A. Chapman University 1991 
HOLMES-ENIX, DEBORAH B. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Occupational Therapy AH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1984 
HOLNESS, YVETTE ADRIENNE. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Physical Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1981 
HOLSHOUSER, BARBARA A. Professor, Department 
of Radiology SM^ Instructor, Department of 
Radiation Technology AH 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1983 
HOLT, DAVID LYNN. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Health Administration PH 
M.B.A. University of Redlands 1989 
HOLT, JOHN R. AdRunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Anesthesiology SD 
D.D.S. Baylor University 1987 
B.S. TeVas Technological University 1983 
HOLT, ROBERT, JR. Associate Professor, Department 
of Periodontics SD and Periodontics Program 
FGS 
D.D.S. Meharry Medical College 1979 
HOM, WENDELL. AdRunct Assistant Professor, 
School of Nursing SN 
B.S. University of California, Berkeley 1972 
HOMER, ROBERT JACKSON. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1957 
HONG, KELLY E. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2004 
HONGO, KUMIKO. Assistant Professor of Nursing, 
School of Nursing SN 
M.S.N. Chiba University, Japan 1998 
HONNY, JEAN M. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 1997 
HOOKER, WILLIAM M. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM and Department of Dental Educational 
Services SD 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1969 
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HOPEWELL, WILLIAM J. III. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Cardiovascular and Thoracic 
Surgery SM 
M.D. State University of New YorO at 
Syracuse 1970 
HOPKINS, GAIL E. Instructor, Department of 
Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Alabama 1997 
HOPKINS, GARY L. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
M.D. Universidad Autonoma de 
Guadalajara, Mexico 1975 
Dr.P.H. Universidad Autonoma de 
Guadalajara, Mexico 1975 
HOPP, JOYCE WILSON. Dean Emerita, School of 
Allied Health Professions AH; Distinguished 
Professor Emerita, School of Allied Health 
Professions AH; and Distinguished Professor 
Emerita, Department of Health Promotion and 
Education PH 
Ph.D. University of Southern California 1974 
HOPPER, ANDREW O. Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Texas Medical School 
1977 
HORINOUCHI, CATHERINE KAXUE. Assistant 
Professor, School of Nursing SN 
M.S. California State University, Los Angeles 
1983 
HORRICKS, DONALD. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1980 
HORSTMANN, JONATHAN WILLIAM. Assistant 
Clinical Professor, Department of Family 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Washington University at St. Louis 
1977 
HOTCHNER, BRADLEY R. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Orthopedic Surgery SM 
M.D. St. Louis University 1981 
HOUCHIN, KENNETH W. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1985 
HOWARD, FRANK D. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Harvard Medical School 1985 
Ph.D. Stanford University 1981 
HOXIE, RUSSELL EVAN, JR. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1988 
HOYLE, JERRY D. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
Ph.D. California School of Professional 
Psychology 1980 
HSU, FRANK P. K. Associate Professor, Department 
of Neurosurgery SM and Department of 
Otolaryngology SM 
Ph.D. University of Maryland 1994 
M.D. University of Maryland 1985 
HSU, SHERI S. Instructor, Department of Medicine 
SM 
M.D. 2005, Temple University 
HSU, SHU-CHUAN CHEN. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Occupational Therapy AH 
M.A. Texas Women`s University 1979 
HSUEH, CHUNG-TSEH. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
Ph.D. State University, New YorO 1993 
M.D. Taipei Medical College, Taiwan 1986 
HTOY, SALLY L. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of the Pacific 1997 
HU, CHARLES K. Assistant Professor, Department of 
General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Wayne State University 1998 
HUANG, GALEN C. L. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Miami School of 
Medicine 1975 
HUANG, JAMES JUE-TE. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Boston University Medical School 1990 
HUANG, WEN-HSIUNG LUKE. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Kaohsiung Medical College, Taiwan 
1968 
HUARINGA, ARMANDO J. Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. National Major University of San 
Marcos, Peru 1979 
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HUBBARD, IONELA O. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Preventive Medicine SMJ 
Assistant Professor, Department of Physical 
Medicine and Rehabilitation SM 
M.D. School of Medicine and Pharmacology, 
Romania 1982 
HUBBARD, RICHARD W. Associate Research 
Professor, Department of Pathology and Human 
Anatomy SM and Department of Nutrition PH 
Ph.D. Purdue University 1961 
HUECKER, ESTHER. Associate Professor, 
Department of Occupational Therapy AH and 
Occupational Therapy Program FGS 
Ph.D. University of Southern California 2005 
HUENERGARDT, DOUGLAS W. Professor, 
Department of Counseling and Family Science ST 
Ph.D. Northwestern University 1967 
HUFFAKER, GARY G. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1973 
HUFFAKER, SUSAN MATTOON. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Physical Therapy AH 
M.P.T. Loma Linda University AH 1996 
HUGHES, W. WILLIAM, III. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pharmaceutical Studies SP, 
Department of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM, and Division of General Studies ST 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1978 
HUI, NOEL T. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Urology SM 
M.D. National Defense Medical Center, 
Taipei, Taiwan 1970 
HUMPHRIES, VALERIE JEAN. Clinical Instructor, 
Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
M.S. California State University, DomingueZ 
Hills 1981 
HUNG, YUAN-LUNG. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.M.D. Centro Escolar University 
HUNT, ENACIO G. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. State University of New Yor\, 
Downstate 1984 
HURLBUTT, MICHELLE THERESIA. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. University of Nebras\a 1979 
HUSSAIN, FARABI M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of General and Trauma SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1994 
HUSSAIN, TARI^ M. ARIF Instructor, Department of 
Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
B.S. Boise State University 2001 
HUSSEIN, GAMAL I. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of Texas at Austin and 
San Antonio 1991 
HUSTON, PATRICK L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of the Pacific 1998 
HWANG, BESSIE L. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1993 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1968 
HYMAN, RAMONA L. Associate Professor of 
Religion SR 
Ph.D. University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa 
2006 
M.A. Andrews University 1986 
  
IHDE, JANET K. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1977 
ING, JEFFREY J. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1992 
ING, MICHAEL B. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1990 
INGERSOLL, LEE R. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1970 
INGRAM, KATHIE M. Assistant Professor, School of 
Nursing SN 
M.S.N. Loma Linda University GS 1970 
IORIO, MICHAEL. Instructor, Department of 
Radiation Technology AH 
M.P.A. California State University, San 
Bernardino 2007 
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IRWIN, BERNADINE L. Associate Clinical Professor, 
School of Nursing SN 
Ph.D. United States International University 
1984 
ISAAC, GEORGE M. Associate Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1989 
ISAAC, IZABELLA. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Neurology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1995 
ISAEFF, DALE M. Professor, Department of Medicine 
SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1965 
ISAEFF, WAYNE B. Associate Professor, Department 
of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1962 
ISINHUE, MING C. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, San Francisco 
1984 
ISMAIL, MOHAMED H. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM and Department of 
Preventive Medicine SM 
M.B.B.Ch. Cairo University Faculty of 
Medicine, Egypt 1999 
ITOH, TAKEO. AdVunct Professor, Department of 
Allied Health Studies AH 
Ph.D. Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan 
1983 
IWAKI, YUICHI. Professor, Department of Pathology 
and Human Anatomy SM 
Ph.D. Sapporo Medical School, Sapporo, 
Japan 1984 
M.D. Sapporo Medical School, Sapporo, 
Japan 1975 
IWATA, LUKE H. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1977 
  
JABLOW, JAY T. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Pennsylvania, 
Philadelphia 1963 
JABOLA, B. RODNEY. Instructor, Department of 
Radiation Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1980 
JACELDO-SIEGL, KAREN. Assistant Research 
Professor, Department of Nutrition PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2003 
JACKNIK, MICHELE A. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
M.S.Ed. Southern Illinois University at 
Carbondale 1977 
JACKSON, CHRISTIAN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Chicago 1999 
JACKSON, CRAIG R. Associate Professor, 
Department of Social Work and Social Ecology 
ST and Department of Allied Health Studies AH 
J.D. Western State University College of Law 
1993 
JACKSON, G VICTORIA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Social Work and Social Ecology 
ST and Clinical and Social Work Program FGS 
M.S.W. University of Michigan 1972 
JACKSON, MICHAEL H. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Administration PH 
M.P.H. University of California, Los Angeles 
1968 
JACOBS, DURAND F. Clinical Professor, Department 
of Psychiatry SM 
Ph.D. Michigan State University 1953 
JACOBS, RICHARD A. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Nutrition and Dietetics AH 
Ph.D. University of Michigan 1971 
JACOBSON, ALAN K. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1981 
JACOBSON, HAROLD L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of the Pacific 1980 
JACOBSON, J. PAUL. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. University of California School of 
Medicine 1997 
JACOBSON, JOHN D. Associate Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1970 
JAEGER, RICH W. AdVunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1980 
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JAFFER, ALI M. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of Southern California 
2002 
JAHROMI, MARJON B. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Anesthesiology SD 
D.D.S. University of Michigan Dental School 
2001 
JAIPAUL, NAVIN. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of IoOa 2000 
JAMES, SIGRID. Associate Professor, Department of 
Social WorR and Social Ecology ST 
Ph.D. University of Southern California 2003 
JAMISON, BRADLEY. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Administration and 
Department of Global Health PH 
Ph.D. AndreOs University 1996 
M.A. AndreOs University 1990 
JANG, G. DAVID. Professor, Department of Medicine 
SM 
M.D. Korea University College of Medicine 
1965 
JANNER, DONALD L. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. GeorgetoOn School of Medicine 1986 
JANSEN, CARL. Associate Professor, Department of 
Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1963 
JANZ, MARK R. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Global Health PH 
M.P.S. Cornell University 1989 
JARAMILLO, DAVID E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. Universidad Autonoma de 
Guadalajara, Me\ico 1989 
JAVAHERIAN, HEATHER A. Associate Professor, 
Department of Occupational Therapy AH 
O.T.D. Creighton University 2004 
JAVOR, GEORGE T. Emeritus Research Professor, 
Department of Biochemistry and Microbiology 
SM 
Ph.D. Columbia University 1967 
JAWOR, RONALD WALTER. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loyola University at Chicago 1969 
JEFFREY, RONALD LEE. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1980 
JEKKI, BALSAM F. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
B.D.S. Baghdad University, Ira^ 1994 
JEKKI, RAMI R. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2006 
JELSING, PRISCILLA J. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. Universidade Salgado de Oliveira, 
Brazil 2004 
JENG, CHESTER C. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
J.D. Pacific West College of LaO 2004 
D.D.S. University of the Pacific 1998 
JENG, LEO C. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. NeO YorR Medical College 2000 
JENG, SHYUN. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. National TaiOan University, Republic 
of China 1979 
JENKINS, LOUIS E. Professor, Department of 
Psychology ST 
Ph.D. Pennsylvania State University 1973 
JENNINGS, JOHN C. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. NorthOestern University 1970 
JENNINGS-NUNEZ, CHASITY D. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Gynecology and 
Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Harvard Medical School 1995 
JESSE, CLARAN H., SR. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. College of Medical Evangelists 1944 
JESSE, JAMES THOMAS. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1973 
JEWELL, MARGARET A. Clinical Instructor in 
Nursing SN 
M.S. University of Missouri, Kansas City 
1996 
JIFFRY, KATHY. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Colombo, Sri LanRa 1980 
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JIH, WILLIAM W. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Albany Medical College 1999 
JIMENEN, PETER N. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2000 
JIN, RAMI. Assistant Clinical Professor, Department 
of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of Southern California 
2005 
JINAMORNPHONGS, SUCHAYA. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. St. GeorgeUs University School of 
Medicine, Grenada 1999 
JO, DAVID JAEKWAN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1982 
JO, PHILIP DAE-HYUN. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2001 
JOB, ALLEN J. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2003 
JOB, JAYAKARAN S. Associate Professor, 
Department of Preventive Medicine SM, 
Department of Global Health PH, and 
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
PH 
Dr.P.H. Johns Hopkins Hospital 1986 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1985 
M.D. Christian Medical College, India 1982 
M.B.B.S. Christian Medical College, India 
1975 
JOB, LEELA. Associate Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Christian Medical College, India 1975 
JOBE, CHRISTOPHER MALLORY. Professor, 
Department of Orthopedic Surgery SM and 
Department of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM 
M.D. Baylor College of Medicine 1975 
JOE, VICTOR C. Assistant Professor, Department of 
General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Medical College of Virginia 1995 
JOHNA, SAMIR D. Clinical Professor, Department of 
General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Baghdad, Ira\ 1983 
JOHNS, WARREN. Associate Professor, University 
Libraries 
Ph.D. Andrews University 2005 
JOHNSON, CAMERON J. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1989 
JOHNSON, ERIC. Associate Professor, Department of 
Physical Therapy AH 
D.Sc. Loma Linda University AH 2001 
JOHNSON, D. ROBERT. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1961 
JOHNSON, EBENENER. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1988 
JOHNSON, ERIC G. Professor, Department of 
Physical Therapy AH 
D.P.T.Sc. Loma Linda University AH 2001 
JOHNSON, JAMES P. Instructor, Department of 
Psychiatry SM 
Ph.D. California School of Professional 
Psychology at San Diego 1998 
JOHNSON, MARK S. Associate Research Professor, 
Department of Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. University of Utah 1984 
JOHNSON, MICHELLE M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 1993 
JOHNSON, NEAL A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 2004 
JOHNSON, RON SCOTT. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
B.S. University of California, Riverside 1981 
JOHNSON, RONALD B. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1984 
JOHNSON, SUSIE M. Instructor, Department of 
Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1981 
JOHNSON, WALTER D. Professor, Department of 
Neurosurgery SM, Department of Radiation SM 
and Department of Otolaryngology and Head 
and Neck Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1983 
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JOHNSTON, GEORGE E. Associate Professor, 
Department of Environmental and Occupational 
Health PH 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1977 
JOHNSTON, ZINA A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University 2000 
JOHNSTONE, DALE R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of Southern California 
1971 
JONES, ANGELA MARY. Clinical Instructor, School 
of Nursing SN 
M.A. California State University, San 
Bernardino 1996 
JONES, BRUCE D. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of California, San 
Francisco 1972 
JONES, LADONNA M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. Purdue University 2003 
JONES, PATRICIA SADIE. Professor, School of 
Nursing SN 
Ph.D. George Peabody College 1977 
JORETEG, TORBJORN I. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Kiel, West Germany 1976 
Ph.D. Karolinska Institute, SWeden 1986 
JOSEPH, JAMES P. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. University of Illinois 1967 
JOSEPH, THERESA M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Allied Health Studies AH 
M.B.A. California State University, San 
Bernardino 1993 
JUNCAJ, JENNY. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of Detroit Mercy 2001 
JUNG, TIMOTHY T. K. Clinical Professor, 
Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1974 
JUTZY, KENNETH ROY. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1977 
JUTZY, ROY V. Emeritus Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1952 
  
KAFROUNI, GEORGE I. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Cardiovascular and Thoracic 
Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1961 
KAIRIS, LISA A. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. University of Illinois at Chicago 1996 
KAISER, ADEEL. Instructor, Department of Radiation 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Johns Hopkins School of Medicine 2003 
KALBERMATTER, OLGA R. Instructor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
B.S. Loma Linda University 1975 
KALE, RAHUL M. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. NeW York Medical College, NeW York 
2001 
KALEITA, THOMAS A. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
Ph.D. California School of Professional 
Psychology 1980 
KALINA, SHARON L. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. Universit] de Bordeau^ II, France 1982 
KALOSHIAN, JASMINE H. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1984 
KAN, JOSEPH YUN KWONG. Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1990 
KANACKI, LANA SUE MCLOUTH. Assistant 
Professor, School of Nursing SN 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1991 
KANG, JOANNE. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. NeW York Medical College 1997 
M.S. Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
1994 
KAO, CECILIA C. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of California, San 
Francisco 2001 
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KARADOTTIR, HILDUR. Adjunct Instructor, 
Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
Dental Educational College, Sweden 1988 
KARAGYOZYAN, YREVAN M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2007 
D.D.S. UP Ivan Petrovich Pavlov School of 
Dentistry, Bulgaria 1988 
KARKARE, NAKUL V. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.B.B.S. University of Amravati, India 1995 
KARAMATSU, MIA L. Instructor, Department of 
Emergency Medicince SM 
M.D. University of Hawaii 200U 
KARUNIA, MARTINA I. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Nutrition and Dietetics AH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2002 
M.S. University of California, Davis 1999 
KASARJIAN, JULIE K.A. Instructor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2005 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University 2005 
KASISCHKE, FRED CLARE. Assistant Professor of 
Religion, School of Religion SR and Assistant 
Professor, Department of Dental Educational 
Services SD 
D.Min. Fuller Theological Seminary 1988 
KATIRAEI, PEJMAN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
D.O. Western University of Health Sciences 
2003 
KATRIB, GHINA G. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Physician Assistant Sciences AH 
M.P.A. Loma Linda University AH 2003 
KATSAROS, EMMANUEL P. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
D.O. Midwestern University 1995 
KATTADIYIL, MATHEW THOMAS. Associate 
Professor, Department of Restorative Dentistry 
SD and Prosthodontics Program FGS 
B.D.S. College of Dental Surgery at Manipal, 
India 1990 
KATZ, JEFFREY M. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Minnesota 1967 
KAWAHARA, NANCY E. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of Southern California 
1982 
KAY, BRENT W. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Oregon Health Sciences University 
1991 
KAYALI, ZEID. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Aleppo University, Syria 1995 
KEDLAYA, DIVAKARA. Associate Professor, 
Department of Physical Medicine SM 
M.D. Government Medical College at 
Mysore University, India 1991 
KEEBAUCH, JENNIFER. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Florida 1992 
KEENEY, ELDEN D. Associate Professor, Department 
of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1960 
KEJRIWAL, KAMAL. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Sawai\Man\Singh Medical College, 
India 1995 
KELLN, KENNETH L. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 196U 
KELLOGG, DONALD R. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1972 
KELLY, THOMAS J. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Radiology SM 
M.D. University of Maryland Medical School 
1986 
KENDRICK, LORNA D. Associate Professor, Nursing 
Program FGS 
Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
2003 
KENNEDY, CASEY M. C. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1990 
KENNEDY, WILLIAM A. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. McGill University, Montreal, ]uebec 
1981 
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KERR, JAY D. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. George Washington University 1996 
KESSLER, TODD S. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. Michigan State College of Human 
Medicine 1996 
KETTERING, JAMES D. Emeritus Professor, 
Department of Biochemistry and MicroRiology 
SM and Department of Dental Educational 
Services SD 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 197T 
KETTLER, SHARMEL O. Adjunct Assistant 
Professor, Department of Family Medicine SM 
D.O. Touro Osteopathic University 2002 
KEUSHKERIAN, SIMON M. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of General and Trauma 
Surgery SM 
M.D. American University of Beirut, 
LaRanan 1981 
KEVORKIAN, GARY K. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1986 
KHALIL, SHERIF FOUAD. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Benha Medical School, Egypt 1985 
KHAN, AYEEL S. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Emergency Medicine SM and Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.B.B.S. Bhau Din Zakria University at 
Ultan, Pakistan 1986 
KHAN, FAISAL A. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Southern California 1980 
KHATAMI, AMIR H. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. A\ad University, Iran 1996 
KHAZAENI, LEILA M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. University of Michigan Medical School 
2000 
KHEHRA, BALRAM S. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. Government Medical College at 
Patiala, India 1988 
KHIRKHAHI, ELHAM. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of Colorado at Denver 
199T 
KHERADPOUR, ALBERT. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Tehran University, Iran 1980 
KHOO, KEIKO INADA. Associate Professor, 
Department of Communication Sciences and 
Disorders AH 
M.A. University of California, Los Angeles 
1987 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1979 
KHUBESRIAN, MARINA. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
1992 
KIDDER, MELISSA M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and ORstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 199T 
KIDO, DANIEL K. Professor, Department of 
Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1965 
KIEF]GARCIA, MONIKA L. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. Baylor College of Medicine 1987 
KIERNAN, WILLIAM H. Instructor, Department of 
Ophthalmology SM 
O.D. Southern California College of 
Optometry 1981 
KIGER, ROBERT D. Professor, Department of 
Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1970 
KILLEEN, JAMES DAVID, JR. Professor, Department 
of Cardiovascular and Thoracic Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1975 
KIM, DANIEL IL]SUN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Hahnemann University at Philadelphia 
199T 
KIM, DENNIS Y. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1997 
KIM, ESTHER Y. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Plastic and Reconstructive 
Surgery SM 
M.D. Stony Brook, New York 1998 
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KIM, GRACE JEE-EUN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM and 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1990 
KIM, JAY S. Professor, Department of Dental 
Educational Services SD 
Ph.D. Florida State University 1982 
KIM, JIEN SUP. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Physical Medicine SM and 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1991 
KIM, JEONG S. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2005 
Ph.D. Yonsei University, South Korea 2000 
KIM, JIN-HYUK. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University 2001 
KIM, JOHN J. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1999 
KIM, JOHN Y. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Michigan 1994 
KIM, MI YE. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
D.O. Southeastern University of Health 
Sciences 1990 
KIM, OOK. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Hallym University, South Korea 1989 
KIM, PAUL D. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1998 
KIM, RICHARD SEONG EUI. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1983 
KIM, SOO YOUN. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1995 
KIM, SUNHWA JENNY. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2002 
KIM, TAE EUNG J. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Michigan Medical School 
2000 
KIM, TOMMY Y.H. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Emergency Medicine SM and Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1999 
KIM, Y. WILLIAM. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Korea University Medical Center, 
South Korea 1966 
KIM, YANG H. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2001 
KIM, YOON J. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. Seoul National University, Republic 
of Korea 199 
KIMBALL-JONES, PENNY L. Associate Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1985 
KIMURA, MARILYN H. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1991 
KINBACK, KEVIN M. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1992 
KING, HELEN E. Emeritus Dean and Emeritus 
Professor, School of Nursing SN 
Ph.D. Boston University Graduate School 
1973 
KINOSHITA, KENNETH E. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Pharmacotherapy and 
Outcomes Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of Southern California 
1977 
KINSEY, DAVID J. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Health Administration PH 
M.A. Wright State University 1979 
KIRBY, MICHAEL A. Professor, Department of Basic 
Sciences SM and Professor, Department of 
Pathology and Human Anatomy SM 
Ph.D. University of California, Riverside 
1984 
KIRK, GERALD A. Associate Professor, Department 
of Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1967 
KIRK, SHANNON RICHARD. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1994 
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KIRSCH, WOLFF M. Professor, Department of 
Neurosurgery SM and Department of 
Biochemistry and Microbiology SM and 
Biochemistry Program FGS 
M.D. Washington University at St. Louis 
1955 
KISHAN, SHYAM. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.B.B.S. Jawaharial Institute of Postgraduate 
Medical Education and Research, India 
1991 
KISINGER, NORIECE R. Instructor, Department of 
Radiation Technology AH 
B.S. University of Redlands 1989 
KITTO, ROBERT D. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1984 
B.S. Pacific Union College 1977 
KLEIN, EMMANUEL. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2005 
KLEIN, ROBERT ALLEN. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Neurology SM 
M.D. West Virginia University 1972 
KLEINMAN, S. ALEJANDRO. Associate Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of Chile, Chile 1967 
KLOEFFLER, GALE DAVIS. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Restorative Dentistry 
SD 
D.D.S. University of Nebraska 1953 
KLOMPUS, STEVE J. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Physician Assistant Sciences AH 
M.P.A. University of Southern California 
1975 
KLOOSTER, MAR\UELLE J. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1977 
KLOP, WINIFRED J. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Psychiatry SM 
M.S.W. University of Southern California 
1993 
KNECHT, KATHRYN T. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences SP 
Ph.D. University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill 1990 
KNUDSON-MARTIN, CARMEN. Professor, 
Department of Counseling and Family Science ST 
Ph.D. University of Southern California 1987 
KNUTSEN, RAYMOND. Associate Professor, 
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
PH and Preventive Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Oslo, Norway 1972 
KNUTSEN, SYNNOVE. Professor, Department of 
Epidemiology and Biostatistics PH and 
Department of Preventive Medicine SM 
Ph.D. University of Torso, Norway 1991 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1977 
M.D. University of Oslo, Norway 1972 
KO, EDWARD S. C. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1985 
KOFOED, NANCY A. Assistant Professor, School of 
Nursing SN 
D.N.Sc. Catholic University of America at 
Washington D.C. 2004 
KOGA, CLAIRE H. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Southern California 1980 
KOH, ALE^ANDER YOO-AHNG. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of California, Los Angeles 
1992 
KOHLI, GURMANDER S. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Glasgow School of 
Medicine, Scotland 1973 
KOHLTFARBER, HEIDI B. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Oral Diagnosis, Radiology, and 
Pathology SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2003 
KOIDE, YOSHINORI. Adjunct Instructor, 
Department of Allied Health Studies AH 
M.S. National Institution for Academics, 
Japan 2003 
KONO, GREGORY M. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Health Administration PH 
M.H.A. Loma Linda University PH 1998 
KOPILOFF, GEORGE. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Facultad de Medicina, Montevideo, 
Uruguay 1969 
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KORE, ARPUTHARAJ H. Assistant Professor, 
Department of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.B.B.S. Christian Medical College, India 
1979 
KORE, DORIS R. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2001 
KORPMAN, RALPH A. Professor, Department of 
Pathology and Human Anatomy SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1974 
KOSCH, CINDY LODER. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Nutrition and Dietetics AH 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1986 
KOTEIRA, FAHER ELIAS. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Medical Academy, Sofia, Bulgaria 1990 
KOTTAL, SHAILESH. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Oral Diagnosis, Radiology and 
Pathology SD 
B.D.S. Bapuji Dental College, India 2000 
KOUMJIAN, JACK H. Adjunct Associate Clinical 
Professor, Department of Restorative Dentistry 
SD 
D.D.S. Indiana University 1984 
KOUNANG, ROBERTUS HASAN. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Physical Medicine SM 
M.D. Airlangga University Medical School, 
Indonesia 1977 
KOUROSHNIA, MANDANA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of the Pacific 2004 
KOZMAN, MAHER SHAWKY. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.B.B.Ch. Ain Shams University School of 
Medicine, Egypt 1980 
KRAFT, MARILYN SUE. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Environmental and Occupational 
Health PH 
M.B.A. Claremont Graduate School 1994 
KRALL, BARRY K. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Dental Anesthesiology SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1990 
KRAUSE, RENATE RITTER. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Allied Health Studies AH and 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
Ph.D. University of Alberta, Alberta, Canada 
1991 
KRICK, EDWIN HARRY, SR. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1961 
KRIDER, SUSAN JONES. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
School of Nursing SN 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1983 
KRIEGER, ROBERT I. Clinical Professor, Department 
of Environmental and Occupational Health PH 
Ph.D. Cornell University 1970 
KRIENGPRARTHANA, ROSARIN. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1998 
KRISHNAN, MIGUEL. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Otolaryngology and Head and 
Neck Surgery SM 
D.O. Ohio University 1996 
KRISHNAN, RAJAGOPAL. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. Maduvai Medical College, 
Maduvai, Southern India 1973 
KROETZ, ARTHUR W. Associate Professor, 
Department of Radiation Technology AH 
Ph.D. University of Southern California 1999 
KROETZ, JANET M. Assistant Professor, School of 
Nursing SN 
M.N. University of the Pacific 1993 
KRSTENANSKY, JOHN L. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences SP 
Ph.D. University of Chicago 1983 
KU, SIN SONG JAMES. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1995 
KUCK, GLEN ROBERT. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
M.S. University of Southern California 1999 
KUESTER, EVERT E. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1958 
KUHN, IRVIN N. Professor, Department of Medicine 
SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1955 
KUHN, MICHAEL ALLAN. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Texas Southwestern 
Medical School 1988 
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KUMAR, STEPHEN K. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Preventive Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1999 
B.A. La Sierra University 1997 
KUNIHIRA, DANIEL M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1974 
KUNIHIRA, RICHARD Y. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1986 
KUNIYOSHI, KEVIN S. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1997 
KURTH, DONALD J. Associate Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM and Department of 
Preventive Medicine SM 
M.D. Columbia University 1979 
KWON, DANIEL M. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2001 
KYLE, JAMES L. II. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Health Administration PH 
M.D. University of California, Los Angeles, 
School of Medicine 1987 
  
LABIB, WESSAM. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Family Medicine SM 
M.D. El-Minya University, Egypt 2000 
LACOUNT, ANISSA Y. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM and 
Assistant Professor, Department of Pathology 
and Human Anatomy 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2000 
LAI, MEI Y. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Fluminense Federal University, Brazil 
1987 
LALEZARZADEH, FARIBORZ. Instructor, 
Department of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
D.O. Western University of Health Science 
2001 
LAM, EDUARDO D. Instructor, Department of 
Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, Los 
Angeles[Charles Drew University 2004 
LAM, JERIKA T. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of Southern California 
2003 
LAM, MARY P. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. John A. Burns School of Medicine 1983 
LAM, TRANG T. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Creighton University SM 1995 
LAMB, DIANA T. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Nutrition PH 
B.S. California State University, Long Beach 
1993 
LAMBERTON, HENRY H. Associate Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM and School of 
Religion SR 
Psy.D. Fuller Theological Seminary 1992 
LAMPKIN, ANDY. Assistant Professor, School of 
Religion SR 
Ph.D. Vanderbilt University 2000 
LANDA, HOWARD M. Associate Professor, 
Department of Urology SM 
M.D. University of Medicine and Dentistry 
of New Jersey 1983 
LANDEL, ROBERT F. Adjunct Associate Professor, 
Department of Physical Therapy AH 
D.P.T. University of Southern California 
1996 
LANDLESS, PETER N. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Global Health PH 
M.D. University of Witwatersrand, South 
Africa 1974 
LANE, CARTER ALAN. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2000 
LANGGA, EULY MAYPA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1985 
LANGGA, LEO MAYPA. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1988 
LANGRIDGE, WILLIAM HENRY RUSSELL. 
Professor, Department of Biochemistry and 
Microbiology SM 
Ph.D. University of Massachusetts at 
Amherst 1973 
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LAO, WILSON D. Instructor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Southwestern University, Philippines 
1984 
LARSEN, JAMES PETER. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1982 
LARSEN, RANAE L. Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1982 
LARSON, DAVID R. Professor, School of Religion SR 
Ph.D. Claremont Graduate University 1982 
D.Min. Claremont School of Theology 1973 
LARSON, LAWRENCE B. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Pharmacotherapy and 
Outcomes Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of Southern California 
1983 
LASHIER, HARVEY M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1963 
LAU, ALAN C. K. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. University of Hong Kong, Hong 
Kong 1976 
LAU, CAROL A. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1979 
LAU, CECILIA S. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.B. University of Wisconsin, Madison 
1989 
LAU, FRANCIS Y. Professor, Department of Medicine 
SM 
M.D. College of Medical Evangelists 1947 
LAU, K. H. WILLIAM. Research Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
Ph.D. Iowa State University 1982 
LAU, KATHLEEN M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1982 
LAU, SUSIE HUNG. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. Medical College of Georgia 1986 
LAUER, HEATHER H. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2003 
LAUER, RYAN E. Instructor, Department of 
Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University 2003 
LAWRENCE, DAVE C. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Policy and Management 
PH 
Ed.S. La Sierra University 2005 
M.B.A. California State University 1993 
LAWRENCE, LARRY C. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Hahnemann Medical College 1974 
LAWRENCE, WILLIAM A. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. American University of the Caribbean, 
Netherlands, Antilles 1982 
LE, CAROLINE T. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1999 
LE, COLIN T. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1993 
LE, MARTIN M. Instructor, Department of 
Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. University of Missouri, Kansas City 
2004 
LE, TUYHOA THI. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
B.S. Philippine Union College, Philippines 
1971 
LEBER, STEVEN LAMAR. Instructor, Department of 
Radiation Technology AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1985 
LEE, ANITA E. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University 2003 
LEE, CAROLINE H. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Texas Southwestern 
Medical School 1991 
LEE, CHARLES. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1993 
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LEE, DANIEL Y. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. ColumDia University 1991 
LEE, ESTHER CHOUGH. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Physical Medicine and 
RehaDilitation SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1988 
LEE, GILBERT H. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1988 
LEE, JERRY WINFIELD. Professor, Department of 
Health Promotion and Education PH 
Ph.D. University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill 1976 
LEE, JOHN KWANG CHUL. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Physical Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1989 
LEE, JURYOUNG. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
Ph.D. DanSooS University, South Korea 1997 
M.S.D. DanSooS University, South Korea 
1989 
D.D.S. DanSooS University, South Korea 
1986 
LEE, MICHAEL BRYAN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1983 
LEE, ROBERT C. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2004 
LEE, SANDRA H. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1996 
LEE, SCOTT SANGMOO. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. Seoul National University, RepuDlic 
of Korea 1994 
LEE, SCOTT W. Associate Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. NorthYestern University 1993 
LEE, SEAN C. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of California, Los Angeles 
1988 
LEE, SEAN S.H. Associate Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of California, Los Angeles 
1988 
LEE, SHIRLEY ANN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 1982 
LEE, SONNY C.Y. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM and Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. NeY YorS Medical College 1999 
LEE, STEVEN S. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
D.O. Western University of Health Sciences 
2002 
LEE, SUNG HWA. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of California, Los Angeles 
1988 
LEE, TONY B. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1995 
LEE, WILLIAM B. II. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1990 
LEEDS, SARA L. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Radiation Technology AH 
B.S. California State University, San 
Bernardino 2005 
LEGGITT, VARNER LEROY. Professor, Department 
of Orthodontics SD and Department of Earth and 
Biological Sciences GS 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1984 
LEHNHOF KAISERSHOT, MONICA CECILIA. 
Assistant Professor, Department of Restorative 
Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Colegio Odontologico ColumDiano, 
ColomDia 1984 
LENART, JOHN. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1996 
LENNAN, PATRICIA MARY. Instructor, Department 
of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. University of Southern California 1981 
LENOIR, LETICIA CO\. Instructor, Department of 
Periodontics SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 1989 
LENT], HILBERT, JR. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Oral Diagnosis, Radiology, and 
Pathology SD 
D.D.S. College of Medical Evangelists 1957 
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LESNIAK, KAREN T. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Psychology ST 
Ph.D. University of North Texas at Denton 
2000 
LESSARD, GEORGE M. Professor, Department of 
Biochemistry and Microbiology SMO Emeritus 
Professor, Department of Dental Educational 
Services SD 
Ph.D. University of California, Riverside 
1973 
LESTER, MARGARET H. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.S.N. University of Southern California 
1995 
LEVIN, GARY M. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. George Washington University 1968 
LEVINE, EDWARD F. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Cardiovascular and Thoracic 
Surgery SM 
M.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
1967 
LEVINE, PAUL ALLEN. Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Boston University School of Medicine 
1968 
LEVINE, VICTOR D. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Southern California 1970 
LEWIS, ANDREA R. Assistant Professor, 
Departmental of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2005 
LEWIS, JOHN E. Professor, Professor, Department of 
Pathology and Human Anatomy SM, 
Department of Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1969 
LEWIS, SUSAN K. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Nutrition PHO Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Nutrition and Dietetics AH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1983 
LEWIS, TERENCE D. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. University of Sydney, Australia 
1967 
LEZION, CONSTANCE L. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Nutrition and Dietetics AH 
M.S. Case Western Reserve University 1974 
M.A. University of Redlands 1981 
LEYMAN, JOHN WILLIAM. Associate Professor, 
Department of Dental Anesthesiology SD and 
Department of Oral Diagnosis, Radiology, and 
Pathology SD 
D.D.S. University of the Pacific 1978 
LI, FENGCHUN A. Assistant Research Professor, 
Department of Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. Guangxi Medical University, Nanning, 
CHINA 2003 
LI, KAMING. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
1987 
LI, YIMING. Professor, Department of Restorative 
Dentistry SD and Department of Biochemistry 
and Microbiology SM 
D.D.S. Shanghai Second Medical University, 
China 1977 
LIANG, PHILLIP. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
M.B.A. University of Redlands 1993 
LIAO, KUO-YANG. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Kaohsiung Medical University School 
of Dentistry, Taiwan 1994 
LIBBY, JAMES A. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1977 
LIBBY, STEPHEN R. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1982 
LIDNER, CARLA RENEE. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1990 
LIER, ANTHONY B. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1975 
LILLY, MICHAEL B. Clinical Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM and Department of Biochemistry 
and Microbiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1975 
LIM, JENNIFER J. Instructor, Department of 
Emergency SM 
D.O. Western University of Health Sciences 
at Pomona 2002 
LIM, NELSON H. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2002 
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LIM, NELSON HYOCHUNG. Instructor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. University College of Medicine at 
New Delhi, India 1990 
LIMJOCO, URIEL R. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. University of the Philippines, 
Philippines 1957 
LINAS, GLENIS D. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
B.S. California State University at Long 
Beach, California 1968 
LIN, JU-AN. Assistant Clinical Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1996 
M.D. Shanghai Medical University, China 
1992 
LIN, REN-JANG. Adjunct Research Professor, 
Department of Biochemistry and Microbiology 
SM 
Ph.D. Pennsylvania State University at 
Hershey 1983 
B.S. California State University, Long Beach 
1968 
LINDLEY, ELISA M. Clinical Instructor, Department 
of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1998 
LINDSTED, KRISTIAN DAVID. Professor, 
Department of Environmental and Occupational 
Health PH and Department of Epidemiology and 
Biostatistics PH 
Ph.D. Michigan State University 1982 
LINGAMPALLY, VENKATA N. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Radiation Medicine SM 
Ph.D. Osmania University, India 2004 
LINKHART, THOMAS A. Research Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM and Department of 
Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. University of California, Davis 1975 
LINTON, ANNE E. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Case Western Reserve University 1989 
LITVINOFF, GREGORY PAUL. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
D.D.S. University of California, Los Angeles 
1975 
LIU, ANTONIO K. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Neurology SM 
M.D. University of Southern California 1995 
LIU, MARINA J. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. University of California, Irvine 1998 
LIU, PAUL CHI-WAY. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Orthopedic Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Nevada 1988 
LIU, YI. Assistant Professor, Department of Family 
Medicine SM 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1997 
M.D. Shanghai Medical University, China 
1985 
LIU, YONG. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. West China University of Medical 
Sciences, China 1992 
LIWNIC], REGINA G. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. University of Cincinnati 1989 
LLAGUNO, MARIAN C. Assistant Professor of 
Nursing SN 
M.S. California State University, Long Beach 
2002 
LLAURADO, JOSEP G. Professor, Department of 
Radiology SM 
M.D. University of Barcelona, Spain 1950 
LLOYD, SUSAN T. Associate Professor, Nursing 
Program, FGS 
Ph.D. University of San Diego 2000 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1978 
LO, TAKKIN. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM and Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1986 
LOEW, GUILLERMO E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Buenos Aires, Argentina 
1968 
LOFTHOUSE, GERALD A. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Family Medicine 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1977 
LOH, MICHELLE H. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1992 
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LOH, SAMUEL. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Howard University 1971 
LOHMAN, EVERETT BERNELL III. Professor, 
Department of Physical Therapy AH 
D.P.T.Sc. Loma Linda University PH 1998 
LOHR, JASON LEE. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2001 
LOHR, MARIA BELEN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2001 
LOIS-WENZEL, MELIANA. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Chile, Chile 1973 
LONGO, LAWRENCE D. Distinguished Professor, 
Department of Physiology and Pharmacology SM 
and Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. College of Medical Evangelists 1954 
LONSBURY-MARTIN, BRENDA L. Research 
Professor, Department of Surgery SM 
Ph.D. University of Oregon Medical School 
1975 
LONSER, ROLAND E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1967 
LOO, LAWRENCE K. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, San Diego 
1981 
LOPEZ, DAVID. Associate Professor, Department of 
Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
Ed.D. La Sierra University 2001 
LOPEZ, EDUARDO. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2002 
M.D. Washington University, St. Louis 1955 
LOREDO, LILIA N. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Radiation Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1984 
LOSEY, TRAVIS E. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Neurology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University 2002 
LOUSUEBSAKUL, VICHUDA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2001 
LOVE, JUSTIN D. Instructor, Department of 
Dermatology SM 
M.P.A. Loma Linda University AH 2006 
LOVELESS, EDNA M. Professor, Department of 
Dental Educational Services SD 
Ph.D. University of Maryland 1969 
LOVELESS, WILLIAM A. Professor, Department of 
Dental Educational Services SD 
Ed.D. University of Maryland 1964 
LOWE, MICHAEL A. Instructor, Department of 
Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2002 
LOWE, OARIONA. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Howard University 1981 
LOWRY, H. MAYNARD. Professor, Department of 
Dental Educational Services SD 
Ph.D. State University of New Yor[ at 
Buffalo 1988 
LOWRY, JEAN B. Emeritus Professor, Department of 
Communication Sciences and Disorders AH 
Ph.D. Kent State University 1973 
LOZADA, JAIME L. Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD and Department of 
Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. Benem\rita Universidad Autonoma 
de Puebla, Mexico 1982 
LU, MEI. Associate Professor, Department of Oral 
and Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2008 
Ph.D. University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong 
2003 
LUBISICH, ERINNE. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.M.D. Oregon Health and Science 
University 2004 
LUBISICH, JOSEF W. Clinical Instructor, Department 
of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.M.D. Oregon Health and Science 
University 2004 
B.S. University of Washington 1999 
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LUDI, H. DANIEL. Assistant Professor, Department 
of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Universidad Nacional de Cordoba, 
Argentina 
LUH, GEORGE YULCHIEN. Associate Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1992 
LUI, PAUL D. Associate Professor, Department of 
Urology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1984 
LUM, MICHAEL. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1983 
LUM, SHARON S. J. Assistant Professor, Department 
of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Washington University 1992 
LUO, TIAN. Instructor, Department of Radiation 
Medicine SM 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University 2004 
M.D. Capital University of Medical Sciences, 
China 1998 
LURTV, MONICA M. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. Baylor College of Medicine 1998 
LUTHER, R. DANIEL II. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1981 
LY, ANHLVUONG NGOC. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of the Pacific 2001 
LY, LUONG. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Physician Assistant Sciences AH 
M.D. St. GeorgeYs University School of 
Medicine 1999 
LYNCH, ELIVABETH LEA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1994 
LYKO, ADAM A. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2001 
  
MAASKANT, TRUDI LYNN. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Physical Therapy AH 
M.P.T. Loma Linda University AH 1996 
MACKENVIE, D. ALLAN. Clinical Professor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. McGill University 1964 
MACE, JOHN W. Professor, Department of Pediatrics 
SM and Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1964 
MACK, ERIC J. Associate Professor, Department of 
Pharmaceutical Sciences SP 
Ph.D. University of Utah 1988 
MACKENVIE, D. ALLAN. Clinical Professor, 
Department of Orthopedic Surgery SM 
M.D. McGill University 1964 
MACKETT, M. C. THEODORE. Adjunct Professor, 
Department of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1968 
MACKNET, KENNETH D., JR. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1996 
MACKNET, MARK R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2001 
MAHDI, TAREK V. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Academy of Medicine at Sofia, Bulgaria 
1983 
MAHMOUD, GUISOU. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. St. GeorgeYs University School of 
Medicine, Grenada 1998 
MAINESS, KAREN JOANNE. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Communication Sciences and 
Disorders AH and Communication Sciences and 
Disorders Program FGS 
Ph.D. Columbia University 2002 
MAKEN, KANWALJEET. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Maulana Azad Medical College, India 
1995 
M.B.B.S. University College of Medical 
Sciences, India 1990 
MAKKI, ALI. Associate Professor, Department of 
Oral Diagnosis, Radiology, and Pathology SD 
D.M.D. University of Pennsylvania 1997 
MALAMUD, ARIEL. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Universidad Complutense de Madrid, 
Spain 1993 
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MALHOTRA, RAM C. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
M.S. State University of New York, Buffalo 
1988 
MALIK, PRIYA. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Madras, India 1988 
MALLARI, JOCELYN A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of Southern California 
2004 
MALOUIN, MERIJANE TALLEY. Instructor, 
Department of Nutrition PH and Department of 
Nutrition and Dietetics AH 
B.S. California State Polytechnic University 
at Pomona 1975 
MAMDANI, NIRAV. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. M.P. Shah Medical College, India 
2001 
MANCHANDA, RAMESH K. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. Delhi University, India 1968 
MANCHANDIA, KRISH J. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Ohio State University 2000 
MANDAPATI, RAVI. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM and Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Maulana Azad Medical College at New 
Delhi, India 1985 
MANOUCHERI, MANOUCHER. Adjunct Assistant 
Professor, Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1976 
MANSOUR, MARIE C. Adjunct Assistant Professor 
SD 
M.B.A. Nova Southeastern University 2002 
D.M.D. Nova Southeastern University 2001 
MAO, ZIAO WEN. Assistant Research Professor, 
Department of Radiation Medicine SM 
M.D. Shanghai Second Medical University, 
China 1991 
MAR, JEFFREY N. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Psychiatry and Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Dartmouth Medical School 1999 
MARAIS, GARY E. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM and Department of 
Family Medicine SM 
M.B.Ch.B. Stellenbosch University Medical 
School, South Africa 1973 
MARAIS, H. JOHN. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.B.Ch.B. Stellenbosch University Medical 
School, South Africa 1972 
MARCH, GLENVILLE A. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. University of Rochester at New York 
1990 
MARCKS, KURT O. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1994 
MARKOWSKI, SARA. Instructor, Department of 
Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes Science SP 
Pharm.D. 2009, Idaho State University 
MARLOW, HAROLD, JR. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Environmental and 
Occupational Health PH 
M.S. Rice University 1991 
MAROCCO-CASEY, ANNE M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2000 
MARSA, ROBERT J. Associate Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1970 
MARSHAK, ARTHUR BOHDAN. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Cardiopulmonary 
Sciences AH and Cardiopulmonary Sciences 
Program FGS 
M.S. University of Southern California 2005 
MARSHAK, HELEN HOPP. Associate Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH and Department of Psychology GS and 
Department of Physical Therapy AH 
Ph.D. University of Washington 1991 
MARSHALL, EDWARD CHARLES. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Oral and Maxillofacial 
Surgery SD 
D.D.S. University of the Pacific at San 
Francisco 1974 
MARTELL, AZA I. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. Montemorelos University, Mexico 1989 
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MARTELL, J LYNN. Assistant Professor, School of 
Religion SR 
D.Min. McCormick Theological Seminary 
1990 
MARTELL, J. TODD. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1990 
MARTIN, ARTEMIO ROBERT. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Physical Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1997 
MARTIN, BRADFORD DOUGLAS. Associate 
Professor, Department of Physical Therapy AH 
and Physical Therapy Program FGS 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1984 
MARTIN CHRISTOPHER T. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Restorative Dentistry 
SD 
D.D.S. University of the Pacific 1973 
MARTIN, GLEN K. Research Professor, Department 
of Surgery, SM 
Ph.D. University of Oregon Medical School 
1995 
MARTIN, JENNIFER. Instructor, Department of 
Family Medicine SM 
M.S. Loma Linda University 2008 
MARTIN, LESLIE R. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Psychology ST 
Ph.D. University of California, Riverside 
1996 
MARTIN, MARK C. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Surgery SM 
D.M.D. McGill University 2002 
M.D. University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, 
Canada 1996 
MARTIN, OSCAR D. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of the Pacific 1992 
MARTIN, ROBERT DOUGLAS. Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1976 
MARTINEZ, HELEN R. Instructor, Department of 
Allied Health Studies AH 
M.A. University of Redlands 2001 
MARTORELL-BENDEZU, LILY B. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2001 
MASANGCAY, CLARO YAMBAO. Instructor, 
Department of Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
B.A. University of California, Santa Barbara 
1989 
MASHNI, MICHAEL. Department of Physiology and 
Pharmacology SM 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1992 
MASKIN, MICHAEL B. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
Ph.D. Fordham University 1973 
MASKIEWICZ, RICHARD. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences SP 
Ph.D. University of California, San 
Bernardino 1979 
MASKIEWICZ, VICTORIA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences SP 
Ph.D. University of California, San Francisco 
1989 
MASON, LINDA JO. Professor, Department of 
Anesthesiology SM and Department of Pediatrics 
SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1974 
MASSEY, EVELYN L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
M.D. UTESA University, Dominican 
Republic 1982 
MATA-GREENWOOD, EUGENIA I. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. University of Illinois 2000 
MATAYA, RONALD. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Global Health PH 
M.D. West Ukauas State University 1981 
MATAMALA, TOMAS P. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
PH 
M.A. Universidad de Concepcion, Chile 2000 
MATEJA, SHARON B. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1982 
MATHEY, JAMES A. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Physician Assistant Sciences AH 
M.P.A. Loma Linda University AH 2004 
B.S. Loma Linda University SN 1994 
MATHIAS, LIESL A. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.B.B.S. St. Johns Medical College, India 
1990 
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MATHEWS, FREDERICK R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1987 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1983 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1983 
MATHUR, MUDIT. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.B.B.S. University of Delhi, India 1990 
MATIKO, JAMES D. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1977 
MATOS CHAMORRO, RODRIGO. Associate 
Professor, Department of Epidemiology and 
Biostatistics PH 
Ph.D. Universidade Estadual de Campinas, 
BraVil 1997 
MATTHEWS, WAYNE R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of the Pacific 1979 
MAURER, JAMES S. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1991 
MAXWELL, A. GRAHAM. Emeritus Professor, 
School of Religion SR 
Ph.D. University of Chicago Divinity School 
1959 
MAZLUMIAN, JORGE R. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Buenos Aires, Argentina 
1971 
MCARTHUR, BRUCE C. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1982 
MCARTHUR III, CLAIRE L. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM and Associate 
Professor, Department of Emergency Medicine 
SM 
M.D. University of Florida 1972 
MCCAFFERY, SHARON M. Instructor, Department 
of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. University of California, San Francisco 
Medical School 2000 
MCCARTY, KENNETH D. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1998 
MCCLATCHEY, SCOTT K. Adjunct Associate 
Professor, Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. University of Chicago, PritV\er School 
of Medicine 1985 
MCCLEARY, KARL J. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Administration PH 
Ph.D. University of Alabama at Birmingham 
1998 
MCCLURE, CHALMER D. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM and Department of 
Neurology SM 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1992 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1989 
MCCLURE, FAITH H. Adjunct Associate Professor, 
Department of Psychology ST 
Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
1989 
MCCRACKEN, JOHN D. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1985 
MCDONALD, PEARL Z. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 1971 
MCDOWALL, RAELENE F. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2007 
B.S. Andrews University 1998 
MCFARLAND, JAN R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Communication Sciences and 
Disorders AH 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1995 
MCGANN, DAVID G. Instructor, Department of 
Surgery SM 
M.S. Colorado State University 1972 
MCGHEE, WILLIAM H. Professor, Department of 
Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1972 
MCGREGOR, SAMAR S. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Nutrition PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1986 
MCGREW, DAVID R. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1976 
MCINDOE, THOMAS WINFIELD. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Orthopedic Surgery SM 
M.D. Baylor University at Houston 1963 
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MCIVOR, DEBORAH W. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. University of Guadalajara, Mexico 1983 
MCKNIGHT, BROOKE. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Environmental and Occupational 
Health PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2002 
MCLAUGHLIN, RICHARD P. Adjunct Assistant 
Professor, Department of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. Georgetown University 1970 
MCMILLAN, JAMES IRA. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1986 
MCMILLAN, PAUL J. Professor, Department of 
Pathology and Human Anatomy SM 
Ph.D. College of Medical Evangelists 1960 
MCNAUGHTON, LAURIE A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Pennsylvania School of 
Medicine 1995 
MCNAUGHTON, TIMOTHY G. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
Ph.D. University of Utah 1996 
M.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
2000 
MCNEILL, JAMES I. Clinical Professor, Department 
of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1972 
MCNEILL, JEANINE A. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1983 
MCNITT, LOUISE. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Preventive Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, San Diego 
2003 
MEDAL, DIANA STEED. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Information Management 
AH 
M.A. California State University, San 
Bernardino 2001 
MEDINA, ERNEST PAUL SARNO. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Health Promotion and 
Education PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1993 
MEDINA, KERI KUNIYOSHI. Assistant Professor, 
School of Nursing SN 
D.N.S. University of San Diego Philip Y. 
Hahn School of Nursing 1996 
MEGLIO, DANIELLE JOSEPHINE. Clinical 
Instructor, Department of Occupational Therapy 
AH 
A.S. Loma Linda University AH 1993 
MEGO, MIGUEL E. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. Federico Villareal National 
University, Peru 1991 
MEHBOOB, ATHER. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. King Edward Medical College, 
Pakistan 1997 
MEHARRY, MICHAEL R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1980 
MEHTA, SUKH SAMPAT RAJ. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. SMS Medical College, India 1968 
MEJIA, LEONIDAS V. Instructor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Manila Central University, Philippines 
1992 
MEJIA, MAXIMINO A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Nutrition PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2000 
MELCHER, CAROLYN LOPEZ. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
B.S. Loma Linda University SN 1980 
MELLOR, SHARISA K. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University GS 2003 
MELTZER, ELLIOTT A. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Louisiana State University Medical 
Center 1979 
MENDES, JEANNINE STUART. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Physical Therapy AH 
M.P.T. Loma Linda University AH 1995 
MENDLER, MICHEL H. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine, SM 
University of Rennes Medical School, France 
1992 
MENDOZA, LORI LYN B. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of Southern California 
1997 
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MENEZES, DEBORA G. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. Federal University of Rio de Janerio, 
BraKil 2003 
MERCADO, HENRY W. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1977 
MERCADO, RENEE N. S. Instructor, Department of 
Radiation Technology AH 
B.S. University of Redlands 2002 
MERIDETH, CHARLES H. Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Washington School of Medicine 1965 
MERKEL, CLIFFORD DARA. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Orthopedic Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1980 
MERRITT, THURMAN A. Professor, Department of 
Physician Assistant Sciences AH and Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.P.A. Portland State University 1999 
M.D. University of Kansas 1972 
MESSINA, MARK JOHN. AdYunct Associate 
Professor, Department of Nutrition PH 
Ph.D. Michigan State University 1987 
MEYER, BONNIE LEE. Assistant Professor, School of 
Nursing SN 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1972 
MEYER, JAMES A. Clinical Professor, Department of 
Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1958 
MICHEL, ALAN W. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Montemorelos, MeZico 2001 
MICHELSON, DAVID J. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
1998 
MICKEY, KEVIN. AdYunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Environmental and Occupational 
Health PH 
M.A. Indiana University 2002 
MIKHAEL, MAGDI S. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.B.B.Ch. Ain Shams Medical School, Egypt 
1975 
MIKHAIL, WAGIH E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
M.B.A. California State University, San 
Bernardino 1985 
MILES, DUNCAN A. Associate Professor, 
Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Saskatchewan, 
Saskatchewan, Canada 1990 
MILLEDGE, J. TODD. Professor, Department of 
Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1988 
MILLER, DANIEL WILLIAM. Professor, Department 
of Radiation Medicine SM 
Ph.D. North Carolina State University at 
Raleigh 1971 
MILLER, DONALD R. Professor, Department of 
Neurology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1964 
MILLER, JON M. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1990 
MILLER, F. PENELOPE. Emerita Associate Professor, 
School of Nursing SN 
Ph.D. University of California, Riverside 
1985 
MILLER, MILON J.H. Professor, Department of 
Radiology SM 
M.D. Wayne State University 1968 
MILLER, THEODORE R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1964 
MILLS, DANIEL C. II. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Plastic and Reconstructive 
Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1982 
MINASYAN, LILIT. Instructor, Department of 
Medicine SM and Instructor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. St. Louis University 2001 
MINNARD, ANNA M. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Physician Assistant Sciences AH 
M.S. University of Nebraska 2006 
MINYARD-WIDMANN, MICHELLE. Assistant 
Professor, Counseling and Family Sciences, ST 
M.S. University of La Verne 1995 
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MIRSHAHIDI, HAMID R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Marmara University School of 
Medicine, Istanbul, TurDey 1992 
MIRSHAHIDI, SAIED. Assistant Research Professor, 
Department of Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. Gazi University, AnDara, TurDey 1997 
MIRZA, FARRUKH. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Dow Medical College, PaDistan 1989 
MISHRA, MAHAVIR B. Associate Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
B.D.S. Gujarat University, India 1971 
M.D.S. Gujarat University, India 1980 
MITCHELL, GREGORY D. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1984 
MITCHELL, ROBERT DAVID. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1978 
MITTAL, RENU. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. University of London, England, UK 
1982 
MOBILIA, ADRIAN. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of Buenos Aires School of 
Dentistry, Argentina 1991 
MODESTE, NAOMI NOREEN. Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1984 
MODY, AMEER P. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM and Instructor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Albany Medical College, New YorD 
1999 
M.P.H. George Washington University 1994 
MOHAMMADIZARAGHI, MOHAMMAD H. 
Assistant Professor, Department of Oral and 
Ma[illofacial Surgery SD 
M.S. University of Illinois at Chicago 1982 
D.D.S. University of Tehran, Iran 1965 
MOHAN, SUBBURAMAN. Research Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
Ph.D. Bangalore University, India 1978 
MOHEIMANI, ASSAD. Instructor, Department of 
Orthopedic Surgery and Rehabilitation SM 
M.D. Ohio State College of Medicine 1977 
MOHR, GINA M. J. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1996 
MOHR, LESTER L. Assistant Professor, Department 
of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1966 
MOJICA, AUDREY N. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Oral Diagnosis, Radiology, and 
Pathology SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2008 
B.S. California Polytechnic University at San 
Luis Obispo 2004 
MOLDOVAN, IOANA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Medicine and Pharmacy 
Carol Davila, Romania 1996 
MOLINA, GRACIELA O. Instructor, Department of 
Health Promotion and Education PH 
B.Ed. University of Montemorelos, Me[ico 
1987 
MOLINA, RAFAEL. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Health Policy and Management PH 
M.Ed. University of Montemorelos, Me[ico 
1994 
MOLINE, MARY VOGEL. Professor, Department of 
Counseling and Family Science ST 
Ph.D. Brigham Young University 1979 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1975 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1975 
MOLKARA, AFSHIN M . Assistant Professor, 
Department of Cardiovascular and Thoracic 
Surgery SM 
M.D. Howard University 1996 
MOLONEY, PATRICK M. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.B.Ch.B. University College Galway, 
Ireland 1968 
MONCUR, LEANDER. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2002 
MONSON, DEBORAH. Assistant Professor of 
Nursing SN 
M.S. Loma Linda University SN 2006 
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MONTGOMERY, SUSANNE B. Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH, Department of Preventive Medicine SM, and 
Department of Global Health PH 
Ph.D. University of Michigan 1987 
M.P.H. University of Michigan, 1984 
M.S. Justus Liebig UniversitQt, Giessen, 
Germany 1982 
MONTI, BEVERLY ANN. Clinical Instructor SN 
M.S.N. University of San Diego 1995 
MOORE, KATHLEEN LOU. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
M.S. University of Southern California 1999 
MOORES, DONALD C. Associate Professor, 
Department of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
and Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1987 
MOORHEAD, J. DAVID. AdUunct Associate 
Professor, Department of Urology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1973 
MORETTA, CARLOS MANUEL. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2001 
MOREY, JANETTE L. Clinical Instructor, Department 
of Occupational Therapy AH 
B.S. University of North DaYota 1978 
MORGAN, DANIEL. Clinical Instructor, Department 
of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2007 
MORGAN, DOREE L. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Nutrition PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1978 
MORGAN, JOHN W. Professor, Department of 
Epidemiology and Biostatistics PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1987 
MORGAN, WALTER C. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine 
M.D. University of Washington 1981 
MORIKAWA, WESLEY MIKJO. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of Southern California 
1981 
MORRIS, CHRISTOPHER LEE. Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Minnesota 1980 
MORRIS, JOAN D. Associate Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Florida 1986 
MORROW, STEVEN GALE. Professor, Department of 
Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1960 
MORTON, KELLY R. Associate Research Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM and 
Department of Psychology ST and Experimental 
Psychology Program FGS 
Ph.D. Bo]ling Green State University 1992 
MOSAAD, PHEBE FAWZI. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.B.Ch.B. Kasr El Aini School of Medicine, 
Egypt 1967 
MOSAVIN, RASHID. Associate Professor, 
Department of Social and Administrative 
Sciences SP 
Ph.D. University of Wisconsin at Madison 
1996 
MOSELEY_STEVENS, JENNIFER J. Clinical 
Instructor, Department of Restorative Dentistry 
SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2003 
B.S. California State University, Fresno 1999 
MOSES, KENNETH P. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1998 
MOSES, OLIVIA. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2005 
MOSLEY, TERESE RENE. Instructor, Department of 
Radiation Technology AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1983 
MOSS, JENNIFER DAWN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 2003 
MOTE, GORDON E. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Ph.D. Century University, Albu`uer`ue 1995 
M.B.A. Century University, Beverly Hills, 
1988 
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MOTE, RAYLENE L. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of the Pacific 1976 
MOYNIHAN, JAMES A. Associate Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM and 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
D.O. College of Osteopathic Medicine of the 
Pacific 1996 
MTHOMBENI, JONATHAN J. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Technical University of Santiago, Chile 
1985 
MUDGE, M. KENNETH. Clinical Professor, 
Department of Orthopedic Surgery SM 
M.B.Ch.B. University of Birmingham, 
England 1970 
MUKHERJEE, ASHIS. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Cornell University Medical College 
1985 
MULDER, SHANNON M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1983 
MULLA, NEDA F. Associate Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.B.B.S. Kuwait University Health Sciences 
Center College of Medicine, Kuwait 
1986 
MULTANI, MALWINDER KAUR. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. Medical College at Amrisar, India 
1979 
MUNCE, C. JOHN. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1978 
MUNGUIA, FERNANDO MOISES. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Restorative Dentistry 
SD 
D.D.S. Cayetano Heredia Peruvian 
University, Peru 1985 
MUNIZ, BRENDA. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Health Information Management AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University 1990 
MUNOZ OLIVARES, JOSE E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
Ph.D. Universidad de Palermo, Argentina 
2002 
MUNOZ-VIVEROS, CARLOS ALBERTO. Adjunct 
Professor, Department of Restorative Dentistry 
SD 
D.D.S. Universidad Nacional Pedro 
Henrique\ Urena School of Dentistry, 
Dominican Republic 1979 
MUNSON, JAMES L. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1977 
MUNSON, LAUREL JONES. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Gynecology and 
Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1978 
MURAD, WADSWORTH H. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
D.O. Western University of Health Sciences 
1984 
MURASE, MIYAKO. Adjunct Instructor, Department 
of Allied Health Studies AH 
B.A. Social Welfare University, Japan 1978 
MURATA, YOKO. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Environmental and Occupational 
Health PH 
Ph.D. University of S_o Paulo, Bra\il 1995 
MURDOCH, J. LAMONT. Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1963 
MURDOCH, WILLIAM GORDON C., JR. Associate 
Professor, Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1973 
MURRAY, RICK D. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1975 
MUTINGA, MUENI L. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2001 
MUULA, ADAMSON S. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Global Health PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2005 
MUULA, ADAMSON S. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Global Health PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2005 
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NADLER, DAN. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1995 
NAFTEL, JOHN C. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
1972 
NAHOUM, HENRY ISSAC. Professor, Department of 
Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. Columbia University 1943 
NAKANO, JONATHAN K. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
D.M.D. Boston University Dental School 
2003 
NALIN, RONALD. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Earth and Biological Sciences ST 
and Earth Science Program FGS 
Ph.D. Universita degli Studi de Paduva, Italy 
2006 
NAM, JUHYEOK. Associate Professor of Religion, 
School of Religion SR 
Ph.D. Andrews University 2005 and Religion 
Program FGS 
NAM, EDUARDO J. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2002 
NAMIHAS, IVAN C., JR. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Radiation Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1984 
NARITA, LUMINITA S. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Carol Davila University, Romania 
1999 
NARULA, MINAKSHI. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
B.D.S. RA Dental College at Calcutta, India 
1985 
NARVAEZ, JULIO. Associate Professor, Department 
of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1992 
NASH, DANIEL A. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Nevada, Reno 1988 
NASH, SANDRA B. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1980 
NASH, \ALTER C. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1955 
NATTRESS, LeROY \. JR. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Health Policy and 
Management PH 
Ph.D. \alden University 1996 
NAUERTZ, CINDA L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1999 
NAVA, P. BEN, JR. Professor, Department of 
Pathology and Human Anatomy SM 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1973 
NAYAK, KRISHNA. Clinical Research Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
Ph.D. Stanford University 2001 
NAYLOR, \. PATRICK. Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Georgetown University 1978 
NAZARI, MOSTAFA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Espahan University, Iran 1986 
NEERGAARD, JAMES O. Adjunct Assistant 
Professor, Department of Global Health PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2006 
NEERGAARD, JOYCE B. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2005 
NEGERIE, MEKEBEB. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Global Health PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1994 
NEGLIO, MICHAEL J. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. University Autonomous of 
Guadalajara, Mexico 1974 
NEIDIGH, JONATHAN \. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. University of \ashington 1999 
NEISH, CHRISTINE GERKEN. Associate Professor of 
Nursing, SN and Associate Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
Ph.D. Claremont Graduate University 1988 
NELSON, ALAN A. Adjunct Associate Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1979 
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NELSON, ANNA. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
M.P.H. Adventist Institute of Advanced 
Studies 2007 
NELSON, BONNIE ANN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1988 
NELSON, GREGORY A. Professor, Department of 
Radiation Medicine SM 
Ph.D. Harvard University 1979 
NELSON, JERALD C. Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM and Department of Pathology and 
Human Anatomy SM 
M.D. College of Medical Evangelists 1957 
NELSON, LAURIE E. Clinical Instructor, Department 
of Occupational Therapy AH 
M.A. University of Southern California 1995 
NELSON, M. GARY. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Dental Educational Services SD 
B.A. Alameda University 2003 
NELSON, PETER C. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1970 
NELSON, RICHARD DEANE. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Cardiopulmonary 
Sciences AH 
M.D. Angeles University 1995 
NELSON, RICHARD R. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.M.D. University of Oregon Dental School 
1972 
NELSON, SCOTT C. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1996 
NELSON, WILBUR K. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Cardiopulmonary Sciences, AH 
M.D. Bicol Christian College of Medicine, 
Philippines 1988 
NESPER, TIMOTHY P. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Southern California 1983 
NEUENDORFF, HAROLD THOMAS. Clinical 
Instructor, Department of Occupational Therapy 
AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1992 
NEUFELD, ROLAND DELMER WARREN. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Orthodontics SD and 
Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopaedics 
Program FGS 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1974 
NEUFELD, TIMOTHY E. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1970 
NEUMANN, MONICA M. Associate Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1974 
NEVINS, MYRON. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
D.D.S. Temple University 1965 
NEWBOLD, DANIEL D. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1982 
NEWBOLD, JEAN L. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Nursing SN 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1985 
NEWELL, DANIEL W.H. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Counseling and Family Science ST 
M.S. Loma Linda University 2000 
NEWSOM, CHIE H. Instructor in Nursing SN 
M.S. Loma Linda University 2008 
NEWTON, FREDERICK A. Adjunct Professor, 
Department of Psychology GS 
Ph.D. University of Houston 1975 
NEWTON, STEVEN DOUGLAS. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Physical Therapy AH 
M.B.A. University of Redlands 1992 
NG, SHERALENE H. C. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1990 
NGO, EHREN BRENT. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
M.S. University of Maryland 1999 
NGO, ERIC. Associate Clinical Professor, Department 
of Preventive Medicine SM and Department of 
Health Promotion and Education PH 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1963 
NGO, PHAT H. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Tufts University 2000 
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NGUYEN, ANDRE. Instructor, Department of 
General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Albert Einstein College of Medicine 
1998 
NGUYEN, ANH. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2006 
NGUYEN, H. BRYANT. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, Irvine 1998 
NGUYEN, HIEU T.M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
D.O. Western University of Health Sciences 
2001 
NGUYEN, HOA T. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
1999 
NGUYEN, HOLLY H. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University 2001 
NGUYEN, LEE H. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of California, San 
Francisco 2004 
NGUYEN, NGA T. Instructor, Department of 
Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes Science SP 
Pharm.D. Loma Linda University 2009 
NGUYEN, THAO. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of Arkansas Medical 
Sciences 2000 
NGUYEN, THIEU P. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Washington 2000 
NGUYEN, THUAN HUU. Instructor, Department of 
Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1975 
NGUYEN, THUYXHUYNH. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. American University of the Carribean, 
Netherlands Antilles 1991 
NGUYEN, VAN H.T. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Physician Assistant Sciences AH 
M.P.A. Marietta College 2005 
NICK, DOYLE R. Associate Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1978 
NICK, JAN M. Associate Professor, School of Nursing 
SN 
Ph.D. Texas Women\s University 1997 
NICK, KEVIN E. Associate Professor, Department of 
Earth and Biological Sciences ST 
Ph.D. University of Oklahoma at Norman 
1990 
NICKSON, KENNETH L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Tennessee 1971 
NICOLA, ]UINTES PERRY. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1969 
NIE, YING. Assistant Research Professor, Department 
of Radiation Medicine SM 
Ph.D. Indiana UniversityXPurdue University 
1995 
M.D. Beijing University Medical College 
1984 
NINAN, BARBARA L. Assistant Professor of Nursing 
SN 
M.S.N. University of Phoenix 1993 
NINNIS, JANET. Associate Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Ari_ona College of 
Medicine 1977 
NIST, LAURA DAWN HENRICHSEN. Associate 
Professor, Department of Neurology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1995 
NITTA, ANNETTE TSUGIE. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1985 
NOORVASH, SHAHAB. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. Northwestern University 1987 
NORDLAND, W PETER. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
D.M.D. Temple University 1979 
NORRIS, PAUL M. Professor, Department of 
Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of the Pacific, Stockton 
1980 
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NOVAL, JERL JEAN. Instructor, Department of 
Nutrition PH and Department of Nutrition and 
Dietetics, AH 
M.S. Rosalind Franklin University 2006 
B.S. Loma Linda University PH 1993 
NOVY, BRIAN B. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2006 
NOWRANGI, PUSHPA. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM and Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. Darbhanga Medical College, India 
1978 
NYIRADY, LAURA F. Assistant Professor, School of 
Nursing SN 
M.S.N. Boston University 1977 
NYIRADY, STEPHEN A. Associate Professor, 
Department of Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1972 
  
OAKLEY, NANCY T. Clinical Instructor in Nursing 
SN 
M.S. N. Western University of Health 
Sciences at Pomona 2001 
OBENAUS, ANDRE. Associate Professor, 
Department of Radiation Medicine SM and 
Department of Radiology SM 
Ph.D. University of British Columbia at 
Vancouver, Canada 1989 
OBERG, KERBY C. Associate Professor, Department 
of Pathology and Human Anatomy SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1991 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1989 
OBIOCHA, IKECHI. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Connecticut School of 
Medicine 1999 
O'CALLAGHAN, THOMAS A. Associate 
Professor, Department of Surgery SM 
M.B.B.S. National University of Ireland, 
Ireland 1968 
OCHOA, HUMBERTO R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Utah 1983 
ODA, KEIJI. Instructor, Department of Epidemiology 
and Biostatistics PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University 2006 
ODABASHIAN, NISHAN M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Endodontics SD 
D.M.D. Tufts University School of Dental 
Medicine 1991 
OH, JISOO. Assistant Clinical Professor, Department 
of Epidemiology and Biostatics 
Dr.P.H. La Sierra University 2005 
OH, SANG-DUK. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. Kyungpook National University, 
South Korea 1981 
OH, YOUNG-HYUN. Adjunct Associate Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. University of Michigan 1986 
OJANO, MAC-REY L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1997 
D.M.D. Manila Central University, 
Philippines 1990 
OJOGHO, OKECHUKWU N. Professor, Department 
of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. University of California, San Francisco 
1986 
OKADA, GEOFFREY TOSHIO. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loyola University 1983 
OKUMURA, WESLEY KENT. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1994 
OLAFSSON, SNORRI. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Iceland, Iceland 1978 
O-LEE, TSUNGJU. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. University of California, Irvine 2000 
OLIVA, PATRICIO S. Associate Professor, 
Department of Nutrition PH 
D.Sc. University of Granada, Spain 2000 
OLIVERIO, MICHAEL R., JR. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Montemorelos, Mexico 
1984 
OLMOS, RODOLFO A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. New York University 2003 
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OLSEN, NANCY. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Occupational Therapy AH 
M.A. California State University, Northridge 
1974 
OLSON, KELLIE M. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1999 
OMAR, SAMEH I. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Jordan University Science and 
Technology, Jordan 1999 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1982 
ONUMA, SUSAN D. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Health Policy and Management PH 
M.B.A. Loma Linda University 2008 
OOI, GUCK T. Adjunct Associate Professor, 
Department of Environmental and Occupational 
Health PH 
Ph.D. Monash University, Australia 1988 
OPAI-TETTEH, DAVID. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Dermatology SM 
M.B.Ch.B. University of Science and 
Technology, Ghana 
OPSAHL, MICHELLE T. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1996 
OPSIMOS, CHARALAMBOS. Instructor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. St. George University 1999 
ORDELHEIDE, ANDREW T. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2008 
B.A. La Sierra University 2004 
ORR, BARBARA J. Associate Professor, Department 
of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1970 
ORR, ROBERT D. Adjunct Professor, Department of 
Family Medicine SM 
M.D. McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, 
Canada 1966 
ORTIZ-CAMPOS, CESAR. Adjunct Assistant 
Professor, Department of Restorative Dentistry 
SD 
D.D.S. Universidad Nacional Autonoma de 
Me[ico, Me[ico 1972 
OSBORN, JAMIE S. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1993 
OSBORNE, JOHN E. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM1979 
OSHIRO, BRYAN T. Associate Professor, Department 
of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1985 
OSHIRO, KAREN N. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1978 
OSHITA, PATRICK S. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1996 
OSTROWSKI, ROBERT. Assistant Research Professor, 
Department of Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. Polish Academy of Science Med 
Research Center Warsa^, Poland 2001 
M.D. Medical University of Warsa^, Poland 
1994 
OTA, LEH C. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Nutrition and Dietetics AH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University 1978 
OTA, MARLENE M. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
B.S. University of Redlands 1981 
OTERO, JAY M. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Medical College of Virginia 1989 
OTSUKA, TAKAHIRO. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Yamanashi, Japan 1987 
OWEN, FAYE DENISE. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. University of Te[as South^estern 
Medical School 1989 
OWEN, JASON E. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Psychology ST 
Ph.D. University of Alabama at Birmingham 
2003 
M.P.H. University of Alabama at 
Birmingham 2001 
OYAMA, KOTARO. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Nippon Dental University, Japan 1997 
  
PADGETT, JAMES R., JR. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1982 
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PAI, ANITA M. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Physical Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1999 
PAI, RAMDAS G. Professor, Department of Medicine 
SM 
M.D. Kasturba Medical College, Manipal, 
India 
PAI, SHANTHARAM R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM and 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. Kasturba Medical College, India 
1981 
PAIK, SUN H. Adjunct Associate Professor, 
Department of Environmental and Occupational 
Health PH 
Ph.D. University of Maryland 1997 
PAINTER, NATHAN A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.D. Virginia Commonwealth 
University 2003 
PALAGANAS, JANICE C. Instructor, Department of 
Basic Sciences SM 
M.S.N. University of Pennsylvania 2002 
PALLADINO, JUDITH CLARK. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Occupational Therapy AH 
M.A. California State University, Long Beach 
1984 
PALMER, ERIK G. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
D.O. Western University 1995 
PALMER, LINDA MARGARET. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Health Information Management 
AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1979 
PAPPAS, JAMES M. Associate Professor, Department 
of Pathology and Human Anatomy SMY Assistant 
Clinical Professor, Department of Clinical 
Laboratory Science AH 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1985 
PARK, PAULINE A. Clinical Instructor, School of 
Nursing SN 
B.S. Loma Linda University SN 1969 
PARK, YONG JUN DAVID. Instructor, Department 
of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2004 
PARKER, RICHARD L. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1991 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1968 
PARMENTER, NANCIE. Assistant Professor of 
Nursing SN 
M.S.N. University of Portland 1981 
PARRIS, RICHARD K. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of California, Los Angeles 
1979 
PARSI, MANOOCHEHR G. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
D.M.D. Shira] University, Iran 1979 
PATCHIN, REBECCA J. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1989 
PATEL, ASHISH. Instructor, Department of Clinical 
Laboratory Science AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 2004 
PATEL, BIPIN L. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.B.B.S. BJ Medical College, India 1979 
PATEL, GAUTTAM. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. Jawaharlal Nehru Medical College, 
India 1998 
PATEL, HITEN. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Physician Assistant Sciences AH 
Pharm.D. University of California, San 
Francisco 2001 
PATEL, MATILAL C. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.B.B.S. MS University at Baroda, India 1966 
PATEL, PARUL. Instructor, Department of 
Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. University of Maryland at Baltimore 
Medical School 2004 
PATEL, RISHI. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of Bristol, England 2002 
PATEL, SHASHANK. Clinical Instructor, Department 
of Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
B.S. Long Beach State University 1984 
PATTERSON, STEPHEN C. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, Irvine 1999 
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PATTON, WILLIAM C. Associate Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1969 
PATYAL, BALDEV RAJ. Associate Professor, 
Department of Radiation Medicine SM 
Ph.D. Washington State 1988 
PAULIEN, JON. Professor of Religion, School of 
Religion SR 
Ph.D. AndrePs University 1987 
PAULO, CYNTHIA ANN. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Environmental and Occupational 
Health PH 
M.S. California State University, San 
Bernardino 1992 
PAVLOVICH, SHARON. Instructor, Department of 
Occupational Therapy AH 
B.A. California State University, San 
Bernardino 2006 
PAYNE, KIMBERLY J. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM and Department of Medicine SM 
Ph.D. University of Oklahoma Health 
Sciences Center 1998 
PEARCE, WILLIAM. Professor, Department of Basic 
Sciences SM and Department of Gynecology and 
Obstetrics SM 
Ph.D. University of Michigan 1979 
PECAUT, MICHAEL JAMES. Associate Research 
Professor, Department of Radiation Medicine SM 
and Department of Biochemistry and 
Microbiology SM and Biochemistry Program FGS 
Ph.D. University of Colorado at Boulder 
1999 
PECKHAM, NORMAN H. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1962 
PENA, DULCE L. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Allied Health Studies AH 
J.D. Pepperdine University 1990 
PENDLETON, KAREN S. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Occupational Therapy AH 
M.A. La Sierra University 1997 
PENG, WEIXPING PENNY. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1999 
PENNIECOOK, TRICIA Y. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
PH 
M.P.H. University of Montemorelos, Mexico 
1996 
M.D. University of Montemorelos, Mexico 
1994 
PEREIRA, CARLINDO DA REIT[. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. University of Stellenbosch, South 
Africa 1995 
PEREIRA, VALERIA R. S. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Universidade Federal de Santa 
Catarina, Bra]il 1985 
PEREYRAXSUARE[, ROBERT. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Cardiovascular and 
Thoracic Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1976 
PERE[, DEBORAH. Clinical Instructor, Department 
of Clinical Laboratory Science, AH 
B.S. California State University, Sacramento 
1978 
PERE[, MIA C. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pathology and Human Anatomy SM 
M.D. University of the Philippines, 
Philippines 1992 
PERE[, YAC[AIRA. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2002 
PERROTTE, JUDITH P. Clinical Instructor, School of 
Nursing SN 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1997 
PERRY, CHRISTOPHER C. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. University of Liverpool, England, UK 
1999 
PERSICHINO, JON G. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
D.O. Western University 2003 
PESAVENTO, RICHARD D. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. University of California, Irvine 1980 
PETER, MARLON C. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2003 
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PETERS, DONALD L. Professor, Department of 
Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1961 
PETERS, JUDITH MILLER. Associate Professor, 
School of Nursing SN 
Ed.D. Loma Linda University SE 1968 
PETERS, WARREN R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Preventive Medicine SM and 
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
PH 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1969 
PETERSEN ANNE BERRIT. Assistant Professor, 
School of Nursing SN 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2006 
M.S. Loma Linda University SN 2005 
PETERSEN, DARRELL K. Instructor, Department of 
Pathology and Human Anatomy SM 
B.Arch. Andrews University 1997 
PETERSEN, FLOYD F. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
PH and Department of Preventive Medicine SM 
and School of Nursing SN 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1977 
PETERSON, DONALD I. Clinical Professor, 
Department of Neurology SM 
M.D. College of Medical Evangelists 1947 
PETERSON, GORDON WILLARD. Professor, 
Department of Neurology SM and Department of 
Physical Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1974 
PETERSON, JOHN ERIC, JR. Emeritus Professor, 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1970 
PETERSON, SOFIA. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. Andrha Medical College, India 1994 
PETROFSKY, JERROLD S. Professor, Department of 
Physical Therapy AH 
Ph.D. St. Louis University 1976 
PETTI, GEORGE HYACINTH, JR. Professor, 
Department of Otolaryngology and Head and 
Neck Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1962 
PEVERINI, RICARDO L. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1984 
PEYYOTTI, GIUSEPPE. Adjunct Professor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
Ph.D. Osaka University, Japan 1991 
PFEIFFER, BRENDA L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Radiation Technology AH 
M.A. University of Phoenix 1998 
PFEIFFER, TERESE R. Instructor, Department of 
Radiation Technology AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University 1983 
PHAM, LIEN TRAN. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Saigon, Vietnam 1978 
PHATAK, PRASHANT V. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
School of Medicine 1999 
PHATAK, SONAL V. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
1999 
PHILIP, SHAILENDRI E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. University of Maryland 1996 
PHILLIPS, BARRATT L. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. University of Utah 1995 
PHILLIPS, GORDON D. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1981 
PHIPATANAKUL, WESLEY P. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1998 
PIEDRA-MUNOY, ISABELLA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Universidad del Valle, Columbia 1990 
PIERSON, CRYSTAL A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2005 
PILLAR, EDWARD A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
D.O. College of Osteopathic Medicine of the 
Pacific 1988 
PLUNK, LESLIE B. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2007 
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POHOST, GERALD M. Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Maryland 1967 
POINDELTER, THERESA P. Adjunct Assistant 
Professor, Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Washington University 1978 
POKORNY, CORINNA M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Drexel University 2003 
POLLARD, LESLIE N. Associate Professor, School of 
Religion SR 
D.Min. School of Theology, Claremont 1992 
Ph.D. Andrews University 2007 
POLVOORDE, GAIL ANN. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Physical Therapy AH 
M.P.T. Loma Linda University AH 2003 
POLYCARPE, MARTINE Y. Adjunct Instructor, 
Department of Global Health PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2001 
POME CARDENAS, NEDA. Instructor, Department 
of Health Promotion and Education PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1995 
POMEROY, JONNEL. Instructor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
B.S. Loma Linda University SN 1977 
PORTER, CORWIN. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Environmental and Occupational 
Health PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University 2000 
POTHIER, PATRICIA KATHLEEN. Associate 
Professor, School of Nursing SN 
Ph.D. University of San Diego 2001 
POTTS, MICHAEL L. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SN 1975 
POWER, GORDON. Professor, Department of 
Physiology and Pharmacology SM 
M.D. University of Pennsylvania School of 
Medicine 1961 
PRENDERGAST, THOMAS J. Associate Clinical 
Professor, Department of Epidemiology and 
Biostatistics PH 
M.S. University of North Carolina 1972 
M.D. Washington University School of 
Medicine 1966 
PRESTON, WILLIAM. Associate Professor, 
Department of Radiation Medicine SM 
Ed.D. University of Rochester 1974 
PRIETO, CLAUDIA V. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. Colombian School of Dentistry, 
Colombia 1989 
PRINCE, JOHN C. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Urology SM 
M.D. University of California, San Francisco 
1963 
PROCHA]KA, ERNEST J. Associate Clinical 
Professor, Department of Preventive Medicine 
SM 
M.D. University of Vienna, Austria 1983 
PROCTOR, DARYL LYNDEN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 2001 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1994 
PROCTOR, GEORGE JASON. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. University of Virginia 1993 
PROCTOR, STOY E. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1971 
PROUSSAEFS, PERIKLIS THEODORE. Assistant 
Clinical Professor, Department of Restorative 
Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of Athens School of 
Dentistry, Greece 1993 
PR]EKOP, PETER R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Surgery SM 
D.O. Western University of Health Sciences 
1999 
PUERTO, SOFIA. Assistant Clinical Professor, School 
of Nursing SN 
Ph.D. Columbia Pacific University 1993 
PULIDO, EMMELINE R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1988 
PULSIPHER, DAVID ALLEN. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Oral and Maxillofacial 
Surgery SD 
M.D. University of Texas Southwestern 
Medical Center at Dallas 1997 
D.D.S. Baylor College of Dentistry 1993 
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PULVERMAN, R. STEVEN. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Family Medicine SM 
D.O. College of Osteopathic Medicine 1978 
PUMPHREY, CHARLES D. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1985 
PUNJABI, ANIL P. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Surgery SMQ Associate Professor, 
Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
M.D. Case Western Reserve University 
School of Medicine 1993 
D.D.S. University of Southern California 
Dental School 1990 
PURSLEY, DONALD G. Adjunct Associate Professor, 
Department of Health Administration PH 
D.B.A. George Washington University 1978 
PUTERMAN, ISRAEL. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.M.D. Boston University 2002 
PUTNOKY, GILBERT JOHN. Associate Clinical 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. St. Louis University School of Medicine 
1973 
PUVVULA, LAKSHMI K. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. Guntur Medical College, India 1987 
PYKE, JANELLE. Assistant Professor, Division of 
General Studies ST 
M.A. Loma Linda University 1986 
  
ZIN, XUE ZHONG. Associate Research Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
Ph.D. West Virginia University 1992 
ZUAN, WALTER JR. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Ohio State University, Colum]us 1986 
ZUANSAH, ALFRED K. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Preventive Medicine SM 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1999 
M.D. Institute of Medicine and Pharmacy, 
Clug-Napoa, Romania 1986 
ZUIGLEY, M. ELIZABETH. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Nutrition PH and Department of 
Nutrition and Dietetics 
M.S. Tufts University 1977 
ZUILICHE, RUTH B. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Nutrition PH 
Doctoral Equivalent Universidad de San 
Martin de Porres 2006 
ZUISHENBERRY, MARY CLAIRE. Clinical 
Instructor, Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 1962 
ZURESHI, SONEA I. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.B.B.S. King Edward Medical University, 
Pakistan 1995 
  
RACINE, HAROLD V. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and O]stetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1968 
RACKAUSKAS, GULNARA. Instructor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. Kaunas University of Medicine, 
Lithuania 1986 
RACKI, TROY R. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2008 
B.S. Pacific Union College 2004 
RADOVICH, PATRICIA ANN. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, School of Nursing SN 
M.S.N California State University at Long 
Beach 1995 
RAGHAVAN, RAVI. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM and Assistant Professor, Department of 
Neurosurgery SM 
M.B.B.S. Calicut Medical College, India 1980 
RAHMAN, MAISARA I. Instructor, Department of 
Family Medicine SM 
M.D. American University of the Cari]]ean 
2005 
RAINS, SHASTIN. Instructor, Department of 
Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes Science SP 
B.S. Southwestern Adventist University 2004 
RAIS, SHIRLEY MARIE. Assistant Li]rarian, Li]rary 
Faculty 
M.L.S. San Jose State University 1992 
RAISZADEH, MOUSSA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
Pharm.D. University of Ta]ric, Iran 1971 
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RAJARAM, SUJATHA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Nutrition PH 
Ph.D. Purdue University 1993 
RAMAL, EDELWEISS R. Assistant Professor, School 
of Nursing SN 
Ph.D. Andrews University 2002 
RAMBHAROSE, JOHN ANTHONY. Assistant 
Clinical Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1989 
RAMIREZ, CLARA M. Assistant Professor, Division 
of General Studies ST 
Ph.D. American University of Asturias, 
Kingdom of Spain 2000 
RAMIREZ, JOHNNY. Professor, School of Religion 
SR 
Ed.D. Harvard University 1993 
RAMOS, PATRICIA. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2008 
RAO, RAVINDRA. Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.B.B.S. Karnataka University MR Medical 
College, India 1975 
RASI, ALFREDO. Associate Professor, Department of 
Cardiovascular and Thoracic Surgery SM 
M.D. Buenos Aires Medical School, 
Argentina 1961 
RASMUSSEN, THOMAS. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1974 
RASOOL, SHUJA. Instructor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. Allama Medical College, Lahore, 
Pakistan 2000 
RATHBUN, W. EUGENE. Professor, Department of 
Periodontics SD 
Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
1970 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1965 
RAUSER, MICHAEL EDWARD. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. University of Maryland 1990 
RAY, ANDREA O. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Surgery SM 
M.D. Hahnemann School of Medicine 1994 
RAZA, ANWAR S. Associate Professor, Department 
of Pathology and Human Anatomy SM 
M.B.B.S. SIND Medical College, Pakistan 
1983 
RAZA, SYED J. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. Dow Medical College 1989 
RAZZOUK, ANEES J. Professor, Department of 
Cardiovascular and Thoracic Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1982 
REA, BRENDA L. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
M.P.T. Loma Linda University AH 1995 
REA, RONALD MILTON. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Physical Therapy AH 
M.P.T. Loma Linda University AH 1994 
REDDY, VISWANATHA J. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Psychiatry, SM 
M.D. American University of the Cari[[ean, 
Netherlands Antilles 1998 
REESE, LEROY A. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Gynecology and O[stetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1972 
REEVES, CLIFTON D. Professor, Department of 
Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1960 
REEVES, MARK E. Associate Professor, Department 
of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1992 
Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
1990 
REEVES, MICHELLE E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1986 
REHNGREN-MCCOY, CHRISTINA SUE. Clinical 
Instructor, Department of Nutrition PH 
B.S. Loma Linda University PH 1980 
REINHOLD, ESKILD A. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1968 
REISCHE, SUSAN E. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1989 
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REISWIG, PHILIP H. Associate Professor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1961 
RENDON, STEWART E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
1998 
RESCH, CHARLOTTE SUSANNA. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Plastic and 
Reconstructive Surgery SM 
M.D. Dalhousie University Medical School 
1980 
RETAMOZO, BONNIE J. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2005 
B.S. Southern Adventist University 1996 
REYNOLDS, LOWELL W. Professor, Department of 
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation SM and 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1991 
REZKALLA, MAHER A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.Ch. ZagoVig University Hospital 
School of Medicine, Egypt 1978 
RHEE, JOON W. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Health Promotion and Education PH and 
Department of Environmental and Occupational 
Health PHX Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Preventive Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1998 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1998 
RHETTA, TERI L. Instructor, Department of Medicine 
SM 
M.D. Case Western Reserve University 
School of Medicine 2004 
RICE, DWIGHT D. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Oral Diagnosis, Radiology, and Pathology SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University 1996 
RICE, GAIL TAYLOR. Professor, Department of 
Allied Health Studies AH 
Ed.D. Loma Linda University SE 1983 
RICE, T. RICHARD. Professor, School of Religion SR 
Ph.D. University of Chicago Divinity School 
1974 
RICHARDS, DOUGLAS C. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Preventive Medicine 
SM and Department of Health Promotion and 
Education PH 
M.D. Oral Roberts University 1989 
RICHARDS, SUSAN CLONINGER. Associate 
Professor, Department of Oral Diagnosis, 
Radiology, and Pathology SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1984 
RICHARDSON, PAUL L. Associate Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1972 
RICHARDSON, RAYMOND G. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. Washington University 1960 
RICK, GORDON M. Adjunct Associate Professor, 
Department of Oral Diagnosis, Radiology and 
Pathology SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1968 
RICKETTS, HERMAN H. L. Associate Clinical 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1962 
RIESEN, SHARON K. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1982 
RIESENMAN, JOHN P. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1981 
RIGGS, MATT L. Adjunct Professor, Department of 
Psychology ST 
Ph.D. Kansas State University 1989 
RIGSBY, RHODES LANE. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1987 
RIMMER, STEVEN O. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. University of California, San Diego 
1989 
RINGER, JACK. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of the Witwatersrand, 
South Africa 1978 
Ph.D. Case Western Reserve University 1969 
RIPLEY, KAREN. Assistant Professor of Nursing, SN 
M.S. Loma Linda University SN 2006 
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RIRIE, CRAIG M. Associate Professor, Department of 
Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. Creighton University Dental School 
1972 
RIRIE, SETH S. Visiting professor, Department of 
Periodontics SD 
Ph.D. Case Western Reserve University 
School of Medicine 2000 
RITER, HOLLI C. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1998 
RIVERA, JORGE L. Assistant Professor, Department 
of General and Trauma Surgery SM and 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1979 
RIVERA, MARTHA E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of California, Irvine 1985 
RIZKALLA, SUZANNE S. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Ain Shams University, Egypt 1985 
ROATH, RODNEY MARK. Instructor, Department of 
Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
M.B.A. California State University, San 
Bernardino 1991 
ROBBINS, ELIZABETH B. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2006 
ROBERSON, B. BUD. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1945 
ROBERTS, DOUGLASS B. Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1966 
ROBERTS, GLYNIS. Clinical Instructor, Department 
of Health Information Administration AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1982 
ROBERTS, RANDALL LEE. Associate Professor, 
School of Religion SR 
D.Min. Fuller Theological Seminary 1996 
ROBINSON, LIA M. Clinical Instructor, Department 
of Nutrition PH 
B.S. California State University, Los Angeles 
1976 
ROBINSON, MAGDA L. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Universidad de Montemorelos, MeYico 
1973 
ROBLES, ANTONIO E. Professor, Department of 
General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Buenos Aires University, Argentina 
1972 
ROCHE, SUSAN. Associate Professor, Department of 
Oral Diagnosis, Radiology, and Pathology SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1993 
RODDY, SARAH M. Associate Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM and Department of Neurology 
SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1980 
RODRIGUEZ LOPEZ, SOFIA I. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of [uet\acoalt , MeYico 
1997 
ROE, PHILLIP. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2003 
ROGERS, FRANK ROBERT. Associate Professor, 
Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1974 
ROGERS, MARK. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1988 
ROGERS, THOMAS CHARLES. Associate Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1983 
ROGGENKAMP, CLYDE L. Associate Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1970 
ROJAS, HEATHER L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2003 
ROLAND, DAVID DARYL. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1978 
ROMAN, MAHER ABDELSAYED. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Cairo University, Egypt 1984 
ROMANO, THOMAS J. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Yale University 1973 
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RONAN, ANN M. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Family Medicine SM 
M.A. University of Rhode Island 1995 
ROOS, PHILIP J. Associate Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM and Department of Physiology and 
Pharmacology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1976 
ROPACKI, SUSAN A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Psychology ST 
Ph.D. University of Rhode Island 2003 
ROSARIO, CAROLAN R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1988 
ROSAASEN, HEATHER A. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 2003 
ROSENSUIST, ROBERT C., JR. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1977 
ROSS, TERI HAINES. Instructor, Department of 
Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1982 
ROSSI, CARL J., JR. Associate Professor, Department 
of Radiation Medicine SM 
M.D. Loyola University Stritch School of 
Medicine 1988 
ROSSI, JOHN JOSEPH. Adjunct Professor, 
Department of Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. University of Connecticut 1976 
ROTH, ARIEL A. Adjunct Professor, Department of 
Earth and Biological Sciences ST 
Ph.D. University of Michigan 1955 
ROTH, KENNETH. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. MarVuette Medical School 1963 
ROTH, PATRICIA J. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
Ph.D. Trinity School of Graduate Studies 
2000 
ROTH, WILLIAM G. Associate Professor, Department 
of Psychiatry SM 
Psy.D. Biola University 1986 
ROUSE, GLENN ALLEN. Associate Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM; Associate Clinical 
Professor, Department of Radiation Technology 
AH 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1976 
ROUSE, TERRI LYNNE. Instructor, Department of 
Health Information Management AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1994 
ROWE, MARK ROBERT. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Surgery SM and Department of 
Pediatrics SM; Associate Professor, Department 
of Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1994 
ROWSELL, EDWARD H. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1994 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1994 
ROY-CHOWDHURY, SHARMILA. Assistant 
Professor, Department of General and Trauma 
Surgery SM 
M.B.B.S. Jawaharial Institute of Postgraduate 
Medical Education 1991 
RUCKLE, HERBERT C. Professor, Department of 
Urology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1986 
RUDATSIKIRA, EMMANUEL MITSINDO. Associate 
Professor, Department of Epidemiology and 
Biostatistics PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University 2005 
M.D. University of Kinshasa, Republic of the 
Congo 1978 
RUDICH, MARC D. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. Albany Medical College 1971 
RUDOMETKIN, NATHAN J. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2001 
RUH, KATJA. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1991 
RUI^, CYNTHIA CHAVE^. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1981 
RUNDLE, CHARLES H. Assistant Research 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
Ph.D. University of Alabama 1996 
RUNGCHARASSAENG, KITICHAI. Associate 
Professor, Department of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. Chulalongkorn University, Thailand 
1991 
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RUNYON, BRUCE A. Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Iowa 1976 
RUSCH, ROY M. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1965 
RUSHING, ROSANNE. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH and Department of Global Health PH 
RUSHING, SHARON L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Global Health PH and 
Department of Health Policy and Management 
PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2003 
RUSSELL, FINDLAY E. Research Professor, 
Department of Surgery SM 
Ph.D. Laurence University 1974 
M.D. College of Medical Evangelists 1950 
RUTEBUKA, OBED BASHORA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Environmental and Occupational 
Health PH 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1996 
RYNEARSON, R. DAVID. Associate Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD and 
Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopaedics 
Program FGS 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1971 
  
SAATY, HANS P. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1982 
SABATE, JOAN. Professor, Department of 
Epidemiology and Biostatistics PH and 
Department of Nutrition PH 
M.D. Universidad AutYnoma de Barcelona, 
Catalonia 1978 
SADJADI, SEYED-ALI. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Tehran Medical School, 
Iran 1972 
SADRIEH, KIARASH. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Finch University of Health Sciences 
2001 
SAHEEBA, NEETA C. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Grant Medical School, Bombay, India 
1982 
SAHL, ERIK F. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2006 
SAHNEY, SHOBHA. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.B.B.S. Lady Hardine Medical College of 
Delhi University, India 1969 
SAKALA, ELMAR P. Professor, Department of 
Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1973 
SAKS, GERALD. Clinical Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. New York University at Buffalo 1960 
SALAMAT, AREZOU. Instructor, Department of 
Occupational Therapy AH 
M.O.T. Pacific University, Oregon 2000 
SALARY, TISHA L. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2001 
SALCEDO, LORENA D. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of Te]as Health Science 
Center 2002 
SALEMI, CHARLES S. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
PH 
M.D. Tufts University School of Medicine 
1965 
SALVADOR, HERMINIA S. Associate Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Far Eastern University, Philippines 
1961 
SALZMAN, STEVE. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Autonomous University of 
Guadalajara, Me]ico 1982 
SAMADY, ABDUL R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Kabul University Medical School, 
Afghanistan 1965 
SANCHEZ, ALBERT S. Adjunct Professor, 
Department of Nutrition PH 
Dr.P.H. University of California, Los 
Angeles 1968 
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SANDBERG, LAWRENCE. Clinical Research 
Professor, Department of Pathology and Human 
Anatomy SM and Department of Medicine SM 
Ph.D. University of Oregon School of Health 
Sciences 1966 
M.D. University of Illinois 1957 
SANDERS, ISAAC. Emeritus Professor, Department 
of Radiology SM 
M.D. State University College of Medicine at 
New York 1955 
SANDERS, JOYCE HYUNA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 2003 
SANDLIN, CONSTANCE P. Associate Clinical 
Professor, Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1971 
SANDVUIST DOUGLAS D. Adjunct Assistant 
Professor, Department of Restorative Dentistry 
SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1997 
SANDRO, JACVUELIN S. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
B.S. University of California, Los Angeles 
1967 
SANDY, GISELLA L. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1998 
SANDY, HANNAH P. Assistant Professor of Nursing 
SN 
M.S.N. University of Colorado Health 
Sciences Center 2006 
N.D. University of Colorado Health Sciences 
Center 2004 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1998 
SANFORD, MICHAEL A. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Urology SM 
M.D. New York Medical College 1994 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1983 
SANTANA, RUBEN R. Instructor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2002 
D.M.D. University of the Philippines, 
Philippines 1985 
SAPIAN, SCHUBERT L. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University 1997 
SARPY, NANCY LOUISE. Assistant Professor, School 
of Nursing SN 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1993 
SASAKI, GORDON H. Clinical Professor, Department 
of Surgery SM 
M.D. Yale University 1968 
SASSOUNIAN, MOJGAN. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
B.S. University of California, Irvine 1982 
SAUKEL, G. WILLIAM. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM 
M.D. Medical University of South Carolina 
1980 
SAVEDRA, MARILYN K. Adjunct Professor, School 
of Nursing SN 
D.N.S. University of California, San 
Francisco 1973 
SAWYER MACKNET, DANIELLE C.A. Instructor, 
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University 2003 
SCARIATI, PAULA D. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Preventive Medicine SM 
D.O. New York College of Osteopathic 
Medicine 1989 
SCHAEPPER, MARY A. Associate Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1996 
SCHANT], BORGE. Professor, Department of Allied 
Health Studies AH 
Ph.D. Fuller Theological Seminary 1983 
SCHARFFENBERG, JOHN A. Adjunct Professor, 
Department of Nutrition PH 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1948 
SCHEER, PETER MATTHIAS. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Oral and Ma^illofacial 
Surgery SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1984 
SCHILL-DEPEW, AMY E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University 2004 
SCHILLING, LAURA J. Instructor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2001 
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SCHLAERTH, KATHERINE R. Associate Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. State University of NeK YorL at 
Buffalo School of Medicine 1968 
SCHLUNT MICHELLE L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1993 
SCHMIDT, MERRILL E. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1962 
SCHNEIDER, KIMBER L. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1971 
SCHNEIDER, LOUISE E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Nutrition PH and Department of 
Nutrition and Dietetics AH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1976 
SCHNEIDER, STUART BENJAMIN. Clinical 
Instructor, Department of Clinical Laboratory 
Science AH 
M.B.A. University of Laverne 1991 
SCHNEPPER, HAROLD. Emeritus Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
M.S.D. University of Washington 1954 
D.M.D. University of Oregon 1946 
SCHOENE, HERMAN R. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Buffalo 1956 
SCHRODER, HOBE J. Associate Research Professor, 
Department of Physiology and Pharmacology SM 
Ph.D. University of Hamburg, Germany 
1976 
SCHULTE, REINHARD W. Associate Professor, 
Department of Radiation Medicine SM and 
Department of Radiation Medicine SM 
M.D. Cologne University, Germany 1984 
SCHULT[, GERALD. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. NeK YorL Medical College 1963 
SCHUL[, ELOY E. Professor, Department of 
Radiology SM 
M.D. National University at Cordoba, 
Argentina 1966 
SCHWAB, ERNEST ROE III. Associate Professor, 
Department of Allied Health Studies AH and 
Allied Health Studies Program FGS 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1989 
SCHWANDT, ALLEN L. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1954 
SCOFIELD, N. MICHAEL. Adjunct Assistant 
Professor, Department of Health Information 
Management AH 
M.B.A. University of California, Los Angeles 
1973 
SCOTT, KENDALL G. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Southern California 1979 
SCOTT, LOREEN KAY. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
B.A. California State University, San 
Bernardino 1996 
SCOTT, MICHAEL D. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Physical Medicine and 
Rehabilitation SM 
M.D. DreK]University of California, Los 
Angeles School of Medicine 1989 
SEABAUGH. VALERIE A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1998 
SEALE, STUART A. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Preventive Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University 1979 
SEAVEY, TIMOTHY. Instructor, Department of 
Radiation Technology AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 2007 
SECOR, RONALD J. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Dental Educational Services SD 
M.B.A. University of LaVerne 1997 
SEDRAK, JOSEPH F. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of South Alabama 1976 
SEGURA, GEORGE A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Universidad de Montemorelos, Me^ico 
1981 
SEGURA, STEWART D. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2007 
SEGURA, THOMAS R. JR. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of Southern California 
1985 
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SEHDEV, MOHAN K. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Plastic and Reconstructive 
Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Bombay, India 1963 
SEHEULT, ROGER D. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM and Assistant 
Clinical Professor, Department of Physician 
Assistant Sciences AH 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2000 
SEHGAL, GURMEET K. Instructor, University 
Libraries 
M.L.S. TeSas WomenUs University 2005 
SEIBERLING, KRISTIN A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Otolaryngology and Head and 
Neck Surgery SM 
M.D. Northwestern University 2002 
SENTENN, GREGG A. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1972 
SERABYN, CYNTHIA L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
D.O. College of Osteopathic Medicine of the 
Pacific 1991 
SERRAO, STEVE. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Health Policy and Management PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2006 
SERROS, EDWARD R. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Standford University 1974 
SERVIN[ABAD, LUIS A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Universidad de Panama School of 
Medicine, Panama City 1997 
SEVILLA, CONRADO C. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. De La Salle University College of 
Medicine, Philippines 1987 
SHABAHANG, SHAHROKH. Associate Professor, 
Department of Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of the Pacific 1987 
SHAFFER, AUDREY JEANNE. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Health Information 
Management AH 
M.A. Central Michigan University 1982 
SHAH, MANOJ C. Associate Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.B.B.S. University of Baroda, India 1978 
SHAH, PRAFUL C. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.B.B.S. Grant Medical College 1976 
SHAIN, LINDA J. Instructor, Department of Clinical 
Laboratory Science AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1981 
SHAKESPEARE, BRENT E. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Restorative Dentistry 
SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1988 
SHANK, AUDREY CHAPIN FISHER. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2001 
SHANK, GREGORY SCOTT. Assistant Professor, 
Department of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1999 
SHANKEL, TAMARA MICHELLE. Associate 
Professor, Department of Pediatrics SM and 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1988 
SHARBINI, WAYEL A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Cardiopulmonary Sciences, AH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1999 
SHAREEF, TAHSEEN N. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Medical College of Pennsylvania 1993 
SHARKEY, JEANNINE. Adjunct Assistant Professor 
of Nursing, SN 
M.S.N. California State University, Long 
Beach 1995 
SHARP, BRIAN D. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Communication Sciences and Disorders AH 
M.S. University of Redlands 1995 
SHAUGHNESSY, PAIGE. Associate Professor, 
Department of Communication Sciences and 
Disorders AH 
Ph.D. University of Utah 1985 
SHAVLIK, DAVID JOSEPH. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1997 
SHAVLIK, GERALD W. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1971 
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SHAW, DOMINI8UE M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
2001 
SHAW, KATHRYN J. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. University of Southern California 1983 
SHEDD, JOANNA. Instructor in Nursing SN 
B.S. Loma Linda University SN 2002 
SHEHATA, MARIANNE. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Restorative Dentistry 
SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2003 
SHELDON, RICHARD L. Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1968 
SHELLARD, EDWARD R. Adjunct Associate 
Professor, Department of Restorative Dentistry 
SD 
D.D.S. Case Western Reserve University 
1987 
SHENG, MATILDA. Assistant Research Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
Ph.D. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 
State University 1996 
M.S. Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
1992 
SHEPARD, ANDREW. Instructor, Department of 
Radiation Technology AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1998 
SHEPERD, MICHAEL D. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1980 
SHEPHERD, JEFFREY C. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1984 
SHEPHERD, JERI J. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University 1986 
SHERIDAN, ALLAN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. Case Western Reserve University 
1964 
SHERIDAN, CLARE M. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM and Department of 
Emergency Medicine SM 
M.B.Ch.B. University College at Dublin, 
Ireland 1973 
SHERIDAN, FRANK P. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM 
M.B.Ch.B. University College at Dublin, 
Ireland 1971 
SHERMAN, MARK D. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Albert Einstein Medical College 1985 
SHERWIN, THOMAS S. Associate Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM; 
Assistant Professor, Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1989 
SHERZAI, ABDULLAH. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Neurology SM 
M.D. Eastern Virginia Medical School 1995 
SHEU, MARIA MIAO-YIN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1994 
SHI, WEI-XING. Professor, Department of 
Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes Science SP 
Ph.D. Yale University School of Medicine 
1990 
SHIMADA, TAKAAKI. Adjunct Instructor, 
Department of Allied Health Studies AH 
M.S. Tokyo Metropolitan University 
Graduate School of Science 2007 
SHIN, ANTHONY S. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Seoul National University, South Korea 
1983 
SHINGU, NAOHITO. Adjunct Instructor, 
Department of Allied Health Studies AH 
M.S. Hiroshima University, Japan 2000 
SHIU, WILFRED W. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Preventive Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1990 
SHOJI, HIROMU. Clinical Professor, Department of 
Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Tokyo Faculty of 
Medicine, Japan 1964 
SHOOK, JAMES E. Associate Professor, Department 
of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1977 
SHOVER, HEATHER T. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Preventive Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
1996 
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SHU, STANFORD K. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1992 
SHVARTSMAN, HYUN S. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. New YorN Medical College 1996 
SIAPCO, GINA S. Associate Professor, Department of 
Nutrition PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University 2004 
SICCAMA, MELISSA D. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2004 
SIDDIGHI, SAM. Instructor, Department of 
Gynecology and Obstetrics 
M.D. New YorN Medical College 2001 
M.S. University of Cincinnati 2008 
SIDDIUUI, KHWAJA A. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Kabul University School of Medicine 
1962 
SIEGEL, KIMBERLY L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Preventive Medicine SM 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2005 
M.D. University of New MeZico 2001 
SILBERSTEIN, JEANNE F. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Nutrition PH 
M.S. University of Hawaii 1984 
SILSTON, STEPHEN MICHAEL. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. Indiana University 1971 
SILVA, VASTHI VIVIAN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1979 
SILVET, HELME. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Tartu University, Estonia 1993 
SILVIA, MARY. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Harvard Medical School 2001 
SIMENTAL, ALFRED A., JR. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Surgery SM and Department of 
Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1995 
SIMJEE, RASHEED. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Periodontics SD 
D.M.D. Harvard University 1998 
SIMMS, PAUL B. Ad]unct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Administration PH 
M.P.H. University of Michigan 1993 
SIMMS, RICHARD A. Professor, Department of 
Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. Howard University 1953 
SIMON, DIANNA J. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Social WorN and Social Ecology 
ST, Clinical Social WorN Program FGS, and 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
Ph.D. University of Southern California 1993 
SIMON, JAMES H. Lecturer, Department of 
Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. Temple University 1961 
SIMON, LAUREN MERYL. Associate Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Hahnemann University 1990 
SIMPSON, CHERYL J. Professor, Department of 
Counseling and Family Science ST 
Ph.D. University of Oregon 1980 
SIMPSON, KAREN ANN. Associate Professor, 
Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University GS 1978 
SIMPSON, LINDSEY M. Instructor, Department of 
Cardiopulmary Sciences AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 2006 
SIMPSON, WILLIAM ROBERT. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.A. University of Maryland 1974 
SINGH, PRAMIL. Associate Professor, Department of 
Epidemiology and Biostatistics PH and 
Epidemiology and Biostatistics Program FGS 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University 1999 
SINGHA, SAHEEBA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2007 
SINGHVI, AJEET RAJ. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. SMS Medical School, University of 
Ra]asthan, Ra]asthan 1973 
SKORET^, LYNNETTA E.S. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1995 
SKORET^, RANDALL WAYNE DANIEL. Ad]unct 
Assistant Professor, School of Religion SR 
D.Min. School of Theology at Claremont 
1956 
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SLATER, JAMES M. Professor, Department of 
Radiation Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 196J 
SLATER, JAMES B. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM and Department of 
Radiation Medicine 
Ph.D. University of Southern California 198J 
SLATER, JERRY D. Professor, Department of 
Radiation Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1982 
SLATER, LEE J. Lecturer, Department of Oral and 
Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
M.S. Indiana University 1982 
D.D.S. University of California, Los Angeles 
1975 
SLATER, SHELLEY K. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 1980 
SLJUKA, KATHERINE E. Instructor, Department of 
Preventive Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2000 
SLOOP, R. RICHARD. Adjunct Associate Professor, 
Department of Neurology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1986 
SMALL, MARY L. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1966 
SMITH, BRUCE E. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Preventive Medicine SM and 
Department of Global Health PH 
M.D. University of Texas at San Antonio 
1975 
SMITH, DOUGLAS C. Professor, Department of 
Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1966 
SMITH, DUSTIN DAVID. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. Texas Technical University Health 
Sciences Center 1998 
SMITH, JASON C. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1996 
SMITH, JODI O. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1994 
SNIDER, DOUGLAS H. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 198J 
SODERBLOM, ROBERT E. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 196J 
SOEPRONO, FRED F. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 197J 
SOGIOKA, NORMAN Y. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Plastic and Reconstructive 
Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 197J 
SOJI, TSUYOSHI. Adjunct Professor, Department of 
Allied Health Studies AH 
Ph.D. Jikei University, Japan 1978 
SONAWALA, MEHUL S. Instructor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. Grant Medical College, India 1992 
SONG, GRACE E. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1999 
SONG, ELISA H. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University 2008 
SONG, YIPING. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University 2009 
Ph.D. West China University 199J 
SONNE, JANET L. Clinical Professor, Department of 
Psychology ST 
Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
1981 
SORAJJAKOOL, SIROJ. Professor, School of Religion 
SR 
Ph.D. Claremont School of Theology 1999 
SORENSON, PATRICIA M. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, School of Nursing SN 
M.S.N. University of California, Los Angeles 
1982 
SORET, SAMUEL. Associate Professor, Department 
of Environmental and Occupation Health PH and 
Department of Earth and Biological Sciences ST 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 199J 
SORRELS, RONALD L. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 197J 
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SOTO, RITA C. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pediatric Dentistry SD 
B.S. University of California, Irvine 1998 
D.D.S. University of Iowa 1995 
SOTO-WEGNER, UBALDO A. Assistant Research 
Professor, Department of Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. Catholic University of Chile, Chile 
1994 
SOWERS, LAWRENCE C. Professor, Department of 
Biochemistry and Microbiology SM and 
Department of Medicine SM 
Ph.D. Duke University 1983 
SPAETH, MAYA C. Instructor, Department of Plastic 
and Reconstructive Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
2000 
SPARKS, STEVEN R. Associate Professor, 
Department of Cardiovascular and Thoracic 
Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Cincinnati Medical 
School 1986 
SPEARMAN, CHARLES B. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
M.S. University of Southern California 1994 
SPECHT, NORMAN L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM and Department of 
Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1983 
M.D. Autonomous Universidad Barcelona, 
Spain 1978 
Dr.P.H. University of California, Los 
Angeles 1968 
SPENCER-SAFIER, MICHELLE M. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Pharmacotherapy and 
Outcomes Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of Michigan 1995 
SPENCER-SMITH, E. LAURENCE. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Gynecology and 
Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1982 
SPINT, KENNETH RILEY. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
D.M.D. University of Oregon Dental School 
1962 
SPRENGEL, JEAN E. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1981 
SRIKUREJA, WICHIT. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University 1997 
SRINIVASAN, BALACHANDRAN D. Adjunct 
Professor, Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Columbia University 1967 
SRISKANDARAJAH, MALATHY. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Colombo, Sri Lanka 1979 
SRIVASTAVA, APURVA K. Associate Research 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
Ph.D. Lucknow University at Lucknow, 
India 1992 
STACEY, DESMOND GRAHAM CHARLES. 
Assistant Professor, School of Religion SR and 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1999 
M.A. Loma Linda University GS 1998 
STACY, PANADDA MANOONKITTIWONGSA. 
Assistant Professor of Nursing SN 
M.S. Loma Linda University 1997 
STANHISER, RUTH S. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1975 
STANTON, DAVID MORGAN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1991 
STAPLES-EVANS, HELEN MURIEL. Assistant 
Professor, School of Nursing SN 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1984 
ST. CLAIR, JENNIFER C. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Communication Sciences and 
Disorders AH 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1999 
STEELE, ROBERT. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Emergency Medicine SM 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 1997 
M.D. Wayne State University 1996 
STEFFES, BRUCE C. Associate Professor, Department 
of Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Michigan at Ann Arbor 
1976 
STEINER, ANN LESLIE. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.M.D. University of Florida 1980 
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STEINMANN, JOHN C. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
D.O. College of Osteopathic Medicine of the 
Pacific 1986 
STELMACH, DEBRA JEANNE. Clinical Instructor, 
School of Nursing SN 
M.S.N. University of California, Los Angeles 
1997 
STEPHENS, JONELLE ANN. Professor, Department 
of Dental Hygiene SD 
Ed.S. Loma Linda University SE 1982 
M.S. Columbia University 1971 
STEPHENSON, CHARLES M., SR. Clinical Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1956 
STEPIEN, BETTY. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
Medical School 1999 
STEVENS, TIMOTHY W. Instructor, Department of 
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2003 
STEVENS, WESLEY T. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2000 
STEWART, CHARLES E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1970 
STEWART, CHARLES EUGENE III. Associate 
Professor, Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1970 
STEWART, GAIL MARIE. Associate Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM and 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
D.O. Michigan State University 1980 
STEWART, STEVEN C. Professor, Department of 
Urology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1971 
STEWART, SYLVIA DIANNE. Assistant Professor, 
School of Nursing SN 
Ph.D. Claremont Graduate School 1993 
STIER, GARY R. Associate Professor, Department of 
Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1983 
STILSON, CARL B. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, Irvine 1974 
STILSON, DONALD L. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. College of Medical Evangelists 1945 
STILSON, MATTHEW K. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, Irvine 2002 
STIREWALTYBOGGS, SHARON A. Instructor, 
Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 1993 
STOCKDALE, JOHN C. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1958 
STOLETNIY, LISET N. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Facultad de Medicina Montevideo, 
Uruguay 1985 
STONE, CORA [PENNY\ WEISE. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, School of Nursing SN 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1988 
STONE, RENEE N. Instructor, Department of 
Radiation Medicine AH 
M.A.M. University of Redlands 2008 
STORKERSEN, KRIS J. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. University of California, Davis 1989 
STOTTLEMYER, DEBRA D. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1986 
STOUT, CHARLES E. Assistant Research Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2002 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 2002 
STRAND, PETER F. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of California, Los Angeles 
1972 
STRINGER, DALE E. Associate Professor, 
Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
D.D.S. University of Iowa at Iowa City 1972 
STROMBERG, ANN H. Adjunct Professor, 
Department of Global Health PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2005 
Ph.D. Cornell University 1980 
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STRONG, DONNA DEE. Research Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
Ph.D. University of California, Los Angeles 
1977 
STRONG, RICHARD MERLE. Associate Clinical 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, Irvine 197N 
STRUM, SCOTT RUSSELL. Associate Professor, 
Department of Physical Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1990 
STRUTZ, JUDITH M. Associate Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 198N 
STULLER, CHARLES B. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Oral and MaSillofacial Surgery SD 
D.D.S. Temple University 1972 
STURZ, KURT W. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.M.D. Oregon Health Science University 
2004 
SUAREZ, SANDY. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Social WorX and Social Ecology ST 
M.S.W. Loma Linda University ST 2002 
SUBRAMANIAM, SHRUTI. Instructor, Department 
of Basic Sciences SM 
M.S. Georgia Institute of Technology 2004 
M.S. Eastern Michigan University 2002 
M.S. University of Pune, India 2000 
B.S. University of Pune, India 1998 
SUYERICKSON, DIANA B. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Occupational Therapy AH 
B.S. Loma Linda University AH 1978 
SUGIYAMA, RAYMOND. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Orthodontics SD and Dentofacial 
Orthopaedics Program FGS 
D.D.S. Case Western Reserve University 
1964 
SUH, JUNG HWA. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 200N 
SUH, YOUNG I. Associate Professor, Department of 
Periodontics SD 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 2000 
D.D.S. KyungpooX National University 1983 
SULAIMAN, RAGHAD J. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
B.D.S. Baghdad University, Ira[ 1999 
SULIT, \ICTOR F. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Preventive Medicine SM 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 2004 
M.D. University of California, Davis 1996 
SULZLE, HOWARD W. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Physical Therapy AH 
Ed.D. Loma Linda University SE 199N 
SUN, CHAO HUANG. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Kaohsuing Medical College, Tai]an 
1979 
SUN, CHUN XIAO. Clinical Instructor, Department 
of Periodontics SD 
Ph.D. Shanghai Second Medical University, 
China 1998 
M.S. Zhejiang Medical University, China 
199N 
D.M.D. Zhejiang Medical University, China 
1992 
SUN, JENNY C. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of California, Los Angeles 
198N 
SUN, XUEJUN. Adjunct Research Professor, 
Department of Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. Second Military Medical University, 
Shanghai, China 1998 
SUN, RICHARD S. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Biophysics and Bioengineering ST 
Ph.D. National YangYMing University, 
Tai]an 2002 
SUTHAR, MUKESH B. Assistant Professor, 
Department Of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. University of Southern California 1993 
SUTJITA, MADE. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Udayana, Indonesia 1980 
SUTTON, MARK S. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1990 
SUZUKI, SHIGEYUKI. Adjunct Professor, 
Department of Allied Health Studies AH 
Ph.D. Nagoya University, Japan 1996 
SWABB, RICHARD JOHN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. College of Medicine and Dentistry at 
Ne] Jersey 1978 
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TAVARES, MARGARET A. Instructor, Clinical 
Laboratory Science AH 
B.S. University of Notre Dame 1JK. 
TAWANSY, KHALED A. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. University of Michigan 1JJ1 
TAYLOR, BARRY L. Professor, Department of 
Biochemistry and Microbiology SM 
Ph.D. Case Western Reserve University 1JTU 
TAYLOR, BERNARD A. Professor, School of Religion 
SR 
Ph.D. Hebrew Union College 1JKJ 
TAYLOR, DAVID LAWSON. Professor, School of 
Religion SR 
D.Min. Vanderbilt University 1JTT 
TAYLOR, DESMYRNA RUTH. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Physical Therapy AH 
M.P.T. Loma Linda University AH 1JJ/ 
TAYLOR, ELIZABETH ANN JOHNSTON. Associate 
Professor, Nursing Program FGS 
Ph.D. University of Pennsylvania 1JJ. 
TAYLOR, GUY D. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Orthodontics SD 
D.D.S. West Virginia University 1J6T 
TAYLOR, MAZINE CLARK. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Nutrition and Dietetics AH 
Ed.D. La Sierra University .00/ 
TAYLOR, PARNELL L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of Nebraska 1JK0 
TAYLOR, THOMAS W., JR. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Cardiopulmonary Sciences AH 
B.S. University of Redlands 1JJU 
TEEL, CHARLES W., JR. Adjunct Professor, School of 
Religion SR 
Ph.D. Boston University 1JT. 
TEEL, ROBERT W. Emeritus Professor, Department 
of Physiology and Pharmacology SM 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 1JT. 
TEICHMAN, SIEGMUND. Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1J6K 
TEJADA]DE]RIVERO, DAVID A. Associate Professor, 
Department of Health Administration PH 
M.P.H. University of North Carolina 1J/K 
M.D. University of Chile, Chile 1J/6 
TELLER, DOUGLAS W. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1JK1 
TERUYA, THEODORE H. Adjunct Assistant 
Professor, Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Hawaii 1JK/ 
TESKE, MILTON R. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University 1JK1 
TESTERMAN, JOHN K. Associate Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1JK0 
Ph.D. University of California at Irvine 1JT1 
TESTERMAN, NANCY S. Instructor, Department of 
Family Medicine SM and Assistant Professor of 
Nursing SN 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1JT1 
THAKKAR, KHYATI K. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD .00T 
B.D.S. Government Dental College, India 
1JJJ 
THELANDER, KEIR J. Assistant Professor, 
Department of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Indiana University School of Medicine 
1JJJ 
THEODOROU, ANTHONY G. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1J6^ 
THIEL, JOHN T. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1JT1 
THINN, MIE MIE. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. Institite of Medicine, Rangoon, 
Burma 1JJ^ 
THOMAS, HEATHER J. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Occupational Therapy AH 
M.A. University of Southern California 1JJK 
THOM, CHARLES J. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of Southern California 
1JK. 
THOMAS, LARRY L. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Global Health PH and 
Department of Preventive Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1JT^ 
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THOMAS6 MAR7 E8 Assistant >roAessor6 DeDartment 
oA EmerFenGy MediGine SM 
D8O8 CoJJeFe oA OsteoDatKiG MediGine oA tKe 
>aGiAiG 0LML 
THOMAS6 TAMARA -YNN8 >roAessor6 DeDartment 
oA EmerFenGy MediGine SM and DeDartment oA 
CardioDNJmonary SGienGes AH 
M8D8 -oma -inda University SM 0LMP 
THOMAS6 TERESA CASHEEN8 CJiniGaJ InstrNGtor6 
DeDartment oA DentaJ HyFiene SD 
B8S8 -oma -inda University SD 0LLR 
THOM>SON6 DAVID CAR-8 Assistant >roAessor6 
DeDartment oA /eneraJ and TraNma SNrFery SM 
M8D8 University oA >ittsSNrFK 0LPT 
THOM>SON6 /ARY U8 Assistant >roAessor6 
DeDartment oA MediGine SM 
D8O8 Vestern University oA HeaJtK SGienGes 
2110 
THOM>SON6 UOSE>H R8 >roAessor6 DeDartment oA 
RadioJoFy SM 
M8D8 -oma -inda University SM 0L3W 
THOM>SON6 7EVIN STUART8 Assistant >roAessor6 
DeDartment oA >atKoJoFy and HNman Anatomy 
SM 
M8D8 -oma -inda University SM 0LMP 
THOM>SONXRAYYOU76 TERESA -8 Assistant 
>roAessor6 DeDartment oA AnestKesioJoFy SM 
M8D8 -oma -inda University SM 0LL1 
THOMSEN6 C8 TORBEN8 >roAessor6 DeDartment oA 
HeaJtK Administration >H 
>K8D8 MiGKiFan State University 0LPT 
THOMSEN6 -ANE C8 >roAessor6 DeDartment oA OraJ 
DiaFnosis6 RadioJoFy6 and >atKoJoFy SD 
D8D8S8 -oma -inda University SD 0L3R 
THORNTON6 SHEI-A M8 InstrNGtor6 DeDartment oA 
DentaJ HyFiene SD 
B8S8 -oma -inda University SD 0LLW 
THOR>6 ANDREA V8 Assistant >roAessor6 
DeDartment oA EmerFenGy MediGine SM 
M8D8 -oma -inda University SM 2110 
THOR>E6 DONNA /8 Assistant >roAessor6 
DeDartment oA >KysiGaJ TKeraDy AH6 >KysiGaJ 
TKeraDy >roFram F/S6 and DeDartment oA 
EDidemioJoFy and BiostatistiGs >H 
M8>8H8 -oma -inda University >H 0LL2 
THOR>E6 /ARY V8 Assistant CJiniGaJ >roAessor6 
DeDartment oA >KysiGian Assistant SGienGes AH 
M8D8 University oA 7ansas 0LLW 
TIDVE--6 DENNIS D8 Ad[NnGt Assistant >roAessor6 
DeDartment oA /JoSaJ HeaJtK >H 
M8>8H8 MaKidoJ University TKaiJand 0LML 
TIDVE--6 -I-A M8 Ad[NnGt Assistant >roAessor6 
DeDartment oA /JoSaJ HeaJtK >H 
M8>8H8 MaKidoJ University6 TKaiJand 0LML 
TINS-EY6 CYNTHIA H8 Assistant >roAessor6 
DeDartment oA >ediatriGs SM 
M8D8 UoKn A8 BNrns SGKooJ oA MediGine 0LMR 
TIRTAMANXSIE6 CONNY8 Assistant >roAessor6 
DeDartment oA MediGine SM 
M8D8 ErasmNs University6 NetKerJands 0LMR 
TITO6 DAVID D8 Assistant >roAessor6 DeDartment oA 
EmerFenGy MediGine SM 
M8D8 University oA CaJiAornia6 -os AnFeJes 
0LL0 
TIVARI6 BHOODEV8 Assistant CJiniGaJ >roAessor6 
DeDartment oA MediGine SM 
M8B8B8S8 Sardar >ateJ MediGaJ CoJJeFe6 India 
0LMM 
TOHM6 DONA-D /8 Assistant >roAessor6 
DeDartment oA ODKtKaJmoJoFy SM 
M8D8 -oma -inda University SM 0LMW 
TO-EDO6 /ERARDO A-BERTO MANE--I8 
Assistant >roAessor6 DeDartment oA EndodontiGs 
SD 
D8D8S8 Universidad NaGionaJ de CordoSa6 
ArFentina 0LLT 
TO-EDO6 MARCE-O /8 Assistant >roAessor6 
DeDartment oA Restorative Dentistry SD 
D8D8S8 Universidad NaGionaJ de CordoSa6 
ArFentina 0LL1 
TON/6 7AREN AN/E-A8 AsssoGiate >roAessor6 
DeDartment oA RadioJoFy SM 
M8D8 University oA BritisK CoJNmSia6 Canada 
0LL1 
TONSTAD6 SI/VE 78 AssoGiate >roAessor oA ReJiFion6 
SR and Assistant >roAessor6 DeDartment oA 
MediGine SM and ReJiFion >roFram F/S 
>K8D8 University oA St8 Andre\s6 SGotJand6 
U7 211R 
M8D8 -oma -inda University SM 0LPL 
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TONSTAD, SERENA. Professor, Department of 
Health Promotion and Education, PH and 
Professor, Department of Preventive Medicine 
SM 
Ph.D. University of Oslo, NorGay 1HH0 
M.D. Loma Linda University 1H7H 
TOOMA, TOM SAEED. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1H7H 
TORABINEJAD, MAHMOUD. Professor, Department 
of Endodontics SD 
Ph.D. University of London, England, UK 
1HHP 
M.S.D. University of Washington 1H7R 
D.M.D. Dental School University of Tehran, 
Iran 1H71 
TORRES, ABEL. Professor, Department of Medicine 
SM; Associate Professor, Department of Health 
Administration PH 
M.D. Mt. Sinai School of Medicine 1H7H 
TORRES, F. JOSE. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Javieriana University, Colombia 1HH0 
TORRES, SIDNEY EUGENE. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1HWX 
TORRES, VILMA I. Associate Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. State University of NeG York at 
Stonybrook 1H7H 
TORREY, ROBERT R., JR. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Urology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1H71 
TOWNSEND, DENISE J. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Florida 1HW7 
TOWNSEND, PATRICIA PETERSON. Assistant 
Clinical Professor, School of Nursing SN 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1HWR 
TRAFICANTE, FRANK R. Associate Professor, 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD and 
Pediatric Dentistry Program FGS 
D.D.S. University of Te[as at Houston 1HW\ 
TRAN, LOUIS P. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1HH7 
TRAN, MARIE M. Instructor, Department of 
Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of the Pacific, Stockton 
.00H 
TRAPP, LARRY DALE. Associate Professor, 
Department of Dental Anesthesiology SD 
D.D.S. University of California, San 
Francisco 1H7P 
TREIMAN, STEPHEN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Te[as at Houston 
Medical School 1HH7 
TRENKLE, INGRID K. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1H7X 
TRENKLE, STEVEN J. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1H7X 
TRINH, JOSEPH H. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of California, Los Angeles 
1HH\ 
TROTT, JAMES R. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University 1HW. 
TRUPP, DIANA L. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1HW. 
TSAI, CHRISTOPHER K.L. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Urology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1HH\ 
TSAI, HSIU-CHIN. Ad^unct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. National Yang Ming University, 
TaiGan 1H7H 
TSAI, JAMES Y. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. St. George University, Grenada 1HH7 
TSAI, JULIAN C. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1HRH 
TSAO, BRYAN E. Associate Professor, Department of 
Neurology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1HHR 
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TSAO, 5!NA6 Assistant Professor, Department of 
Preventive Medicine SM 
M6D6 Loma Linda !niversity SM 0IIJ 
T!DT!D-HANS, LEAH ANGELICA6 Assistant 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M6D6 !niversity of the Philippines, 
Philippines 0IOI 
T!LL), RICHARD 56 Associate Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M6D6 !niversity of Chicago 0IJ3 
T!PAS, QILFREDO M6 Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M6D6 !niversity of Santo Tomas, Philippines 
0I31 
T!RNER, RODNE) L6 AdSunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D6D6S6 Loma Linda !niversity SD 0I3U 
TQEED, ROSEMARIE6 Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
D6O6 College of Osteopathic Medicine at 
Pomona 0I3I 
T)SOR-TETLE), MAR) E6 Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M6S6Q !niversity of Maryland at Valtimore 
0I31 
  
!VER-WAK, LORI D6 Associate Professor, 
Department of Neurology SM 
D6O6 !MDN5 School of Osteopathic 
Medicine 0IIY 
!FFINDELL, SARAH H6 Instructor, Department of 
Neurology SM 
M6D6 Loma Linda !niversity SM 0IIO 
!NDERQOOD, MATTHEQ V6 Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
M6D6 Loma Linda !niversity SM 0II2 
!NGER, 5EFFRE) R6 Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M6D6 NorthZestern !niversity 0I31 
!NIS, 5OSEPH S6 Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M6D6 !niversity of Nebras\a 0IO1 
!NQALLA, KH!SHRO V6 Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Psychiatry SM 
M6D6 Kasturba Medical College, India 0IOO 
!PPALA, PADMA P6 Associate Professor, 
Department of Environmental and Occupational 
Health PH 
Ph6D6 Loma Linda !niversity GS 0II0 
!RVAN, IST$AN6 AdSunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
M6D6 SOTE School of Medicine, Hungary 
0IIJ 
D6M6D6 SOTE School of Dentistry, Hungary 
0II0 
!R]!IWO ARESTE]!I, RA!L6 Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
  
$ALADEW, VARVARA H6 Instructor, Department of 
Periodontics SD 
A6S6 !niversity of California, Los Angeles 
0I31 
$ALENTINI, PASCAL6 AdSunct Associate Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D6D6S6 !niversity of Paris, France 0I30 
$ALENW!ELA, ANTONIO6 Assistant Professor, 
Department of Physical Therapy AH 
Ed6D6 Loma Linda !niversity SE 0II1 
$ALENW!ELA, P6 ESTHER6 Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
M6V6A6 !niversity of Redlands 2110 
M6A6 Loma Linda !niversity 0I3O 
$ALLE5OS, MARIA6 Assistant Professor, Department 
of Epidemiology and Viostatistics PH 
M6S6 !niversidad Inca Garcilaso de la $ega, 
Peru 2110 
$AN CLE$E, LOIS H6 Emeritus Professor, School of 
Nursing SN 
Ph6D6 Claremont Graduate School 0I3J 
$AN NIE!QENH!)SEN, NICHOLAAS-5OHN6 
Assistant Professor, Department of Psychiatry 
SM 
M6D6 !niversity of Stellenbosch, South 
Africa 0II2 
$ANNI^, DA$ID L6 Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M6D6 Loma Linda !niversity SM 0I3J 
$ANNI^, ROVERT S6 Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Cardiovascular and Thoracic 
Surgery SM 
M6D6 Loma Linda !niversity SM 0IY_ 
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VAN STRALEN, DAVED W. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of California, Irvine 1/8K 
VARADARAJAN, PADMINI. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. Gandhi Medical College POsmania 
UniversityR 1//S 
VARGAS, EDWARD J. Instructor, Department of 
Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. AlTany Medical College 1//U 
VASHISHT, VARUN. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
B.D.S. Government Dental College, 
Amritsar, India .00S 
VAUGHAN, DARRELL L. AdWunct Assistant 
Professor, Department of Gynecology and 
OTstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1/US 
VAUGHAN, KRISTIN E. Instructor, Department of 
Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes Science SP 
Pharm.D. Loma Linda University .00/ 
VENDEN, LOUIS. Emeritus Professor, School of 
Religion SR 
Ph.D. Princeton Theological Seminary 1/U/ 
VERDE, EDWARD W. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University 1//U 
VERDE, E. RAY. Associate Professor, Department of 
Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1/88 
VERMA, ASHOK K. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. Medical College Patiala, India 1/UZ 
VERMEERSCH, DAVID. Associate Professor, 
Department of Psychology ST 
Ph.D. Brigham Young University 1//8 
VETSA, MADHAVI. Instructor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. Osmania Medical College, India 
.00. 
VICTOR, NOEL S. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. Madras Medical College, India 1/8/ 
VILLALOBOS, RICARDO E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
PH 
M.S. Universidad de Chile, Chile 1//1 
VILLANUEVA, MICHAEL. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Physician Assistant 
Sciences AH 
B.A. Brandeis University 1//K 
VILJOEN, JOHN F. Clinical Professor, Department of 
Anesthesiology SM 
M.D. University of Capetown, South Africa 
1/Z8 
VINCENT, ALIX. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1/8Z 
VIPOND, BERTRAND H. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1/8. 
VLKOLINSKY, ROMAN. Instructor, Department of 
Radiation Medicine SM 
Ph.D. Slovak Academy of Sciences 1/// 
VOGEL KATHERINE. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Clinical LaToratory Science AH 
M.A. University of Redlands 1/8K 
VOLLMER-SANDHOLM, MARY J. Assistant 
Professor Nursing SN 
M.S.N. University of California, Los Angeles 
.000 
VOTH, MARCUS T. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM .001 
VYHMEISTER, EDWIN E. Emeritus Associate 
Professor, Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. University of Concepcion, Chile 1/_S 
  
WACKER, CHRISTOPHER ERIC. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1//Z 
WAGNER, DAVID K. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Southern California 1/8_ 
WAGNER, ROBERT J., JR. Associate Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and OTstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1/_/ 
WAGNER, WILLIAM. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1/KK 
WALL, NATHAN R. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. Wayne State University .000 
!N#$ER'#() +,(,-O/ 0121
3,--,+E4 /5 +,R-E(ON5 ,ssociate +linical 
Professor4 Bepartment of Orthopaedic 'urgery 
'J 
J5B5 -oma -inda !niversity 'J 0LMN 
3,--,R4 P5 O,RO-B5 ,ssociate +linical Professor4 
Bepartment of Ophthalmology 'J 
J5B5 -oma -inda !niversity 'J 0LNL 
3,-PER4 R,NB,-- R5 ,ssistant Professor4 
Bepartment of +ounseling and Qamily 'ciences 
'( 
J5'5 +alifornia 'tate !niversity4 Qullerton 
0LR2 
J5Q5(5 +alifornia 'tate !niversity4 Qullerton 
0LR2 
3,-'O4 ER#+ /5 ,ssistant Professor4 Bepartment of 
Qamily Jedicine 'J 
J5B5 !niversity of Jiami 0LLS 
3,-(ER4 J#+O,E- O5 ,ssociate Professor4 
Bepartment of Jedicine 'J 
J5B5 -oma -inda !niversity 'J 0LS2 
3,-(ER4 R5 TR!+E5 ,ssociate Professor4 
Bepartment of Restorative Bentistry 'B 
B5B5'5 -oma -inda !niversity 'B 0LS2 
3,-(ER4 ROTER( B5 ,ssistant Professor4 
Bepartment of Restorative Bentistry 'B 
B5B5'5 -oma -inda !niversity 'B 0LLL 
3,-(ER'4 +-#QQORB ,5 ,ssociate +linical 
Professor4 Bepartment of /ynecology and 
OUstetrics 'J 
J5B5 -oma -inda !niversity 'J 0LSV 
3,-(ER'4 W,JE' 35 Professor4 'chool of Religion 
'R 
Ph5B5 +laremont /raduate 'chool 0LSL 
3,-(O,--4 3#--#,J E5 ,ssistant +linical 
Professor4 Bepartment of Physical (herapy ,O 
J5Biv5 Tiola !niversity4 (alUot 'chool of 
(heology 0LR2 
3,N/4 O,N'EN '5 ,ssistant +linical Professor4 
Bepartment of /eneral and (rauma 'urgery 'J 
J5B5 -oma -inda !niversity 'J 0LS1 
3,N/4 O!/O N5 ,dXunct ,ssociate Professor4 
Bepartment of Restorative Bentistry 'B 
B5B5'5 #ndiana !niversity 'chool of 
Bentistry 
3,N/4 W!N5 ,ssociate Professor4 Bepartment of 
Pathology and Ouman ,natomy 'J 
J5B5 3annan Jedical +ollege4 +hina 0LRY 
3,N/4 N,N5 ,ssociate Professor4 Bepartment of 
+ardiovascular and (horacic 'urgery 'J 
J5B5 -oma -inda !niversity 'J 0LR2 
3,N/4 N#N/5 ,ssistant Professor4 Bepartment of 
Radiation Jedicine 'J 
Ph5B5 'hanghai #nstitute of Optics and Qine 
Jechanics 0LLS 
3,N3#JO-R!P4 'OJPON5 Professor4 Bepartment 
of Pharmaceutical 'ciences 'P 
Ph5B5 Qlinders !niversity4 'outh ,ustralia 
0LR2 
3,RB4 3,)NE E5 ,dXunct ,ssistant Professor4 
Bepartment of Bental Educational 'ervices 'B 
B5B5'5 -oma -inda !niversity 'B 0LL1 
3,RNE--4 RON,-B -5 ,ssociate Professor4 
Bepartment of Psychiatry 'J 
J5B5 -oma -inda !niversity 'J 0LSY 
3,RNER4 P#J5 ,ssistant +linical Professor4 
Bepartment of /ynecology and OUstetrics 'J 
J5B5 !niversity of +alifornia4 -os ,ngeles 
0LL1 
3,'EJ#--ER4 J#+O,E-5 +linical #nstructor4 
Bepartment of Restorative Bentistry 'B 
B5B5'5 -oma -inda !niversity 'B Y11M 
3,'OPE4 BETOR,O -5 ,ssistant Professor4 
Bepartment of Emergency Jedicine 'J and 
Bepartment of Pediatrics 'J 
J5B5 -oma -inda !niversity 'J Y11Y 
3,(4 TO )#N/5 Professor4 Bepartment of Pathology 
and Ouman ,natomy 'J 
J5B5 +ollege of Jedical Evangelists 0LVR 
3,(4 -#NB, #RENE5 ,ssociate Professor4 
Bepartment of ,nesthesiology 'J 
J5B5 -oma -inda !niversity 'J 0LRY 
3,(4 P,JE-, W5 ,ssistant Professor4 Bepartment of 
Pathology and Ouman ,natomy 'JZ ,ssistant 
+linical Professor4 Bepartment of +linical 
-aUoratory 'cience ,O 
J5B5 -oma -inda !niversity 'J 0LRN 
3,(P#N'4 T,RR) E5 ,ssociate Professor4 
Bepartment of Orthopaedic 'urgery 'J 
J5B5 -oma -inda !niversity 'J 0LL2 
3,(P#N'4 /RE/OR) E!/ENE5 ,ssociate 
Professor4 Bepartment of Radiology 'J 
J5B5 -oma -inda !niversity 'J 0LRS 
 The Faculty 10.1
WATKINS, H7BERT C. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda 7niversity SM 19LM 
WATTS, KYLIE J. Assistant Research Professor, 
Department of Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. 7niversity of Sydney, Australia M001 
WATSON, JAMES R. Clinical Instructor, Department 
of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. Hahnemann Medical College 19R1 
WATSON, TIMOTHY D. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda 7niversity SM M000 
WAZDATSKEY, ARDIS R7SSELL. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Allied Health Studies 
AH 
M.A. La Sierra 7niversity 199T 
WEBSTER, DEBORAH LYNN. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Ohio State 7niversity 19TT 
WEHLING, MICHELLE E. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda 7niversity M00R 
WEIN, MICHELLE A. Assistant Research Professor, 
Department of Nutrition PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda 7niversity PH M00M 
WEISSER, STANLEY C. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes 
Science SP 
Pharm.B. 7niversity of Connecticut 19L. 
WEISSMAN, ALBERT M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Periodontics SD 
M.S. Boston 7niversity 19L9 
D.D.S. Howard 7niversity 19LW 
WELCH, MARK A. Instructor, Department of 
Psychiatry SM 
D.O. Western 7niversity of Health Science 
M00. 
WELEBIR, DO7GLAS F. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Health Information Management 
AH 
J.D. 7niversity of Southern California 19LW 
WELSH, DAVID B. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. Tufts 7niversity 19LL 
WERGEDAL, JON E. Research Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
Ph.D. 7niversity of Wisconsin 19L. 
WERNER, LEONARD S. Professor, Department of 
Medicine SMY Associate Professor, Department of 
Family Medicine SM and Department of and 
Department of Basic Sciences SM 
M.D. 7niversity of Oklahoma 19RT 
WESSELS, IZAK F. Ad[unct Associate Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. 7niversity Witwatersand, South Africa 
19R. 
WEST, J. ROBERT. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Dermatology SM 
M.D. Stanford 7niversity 19WW 
WEST, STEPHEN S. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda 7niversity SM 199M 
WESTERBERG, MARYELLEN. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Nutrition PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda 7niversity PH 19TT 
WETTERGREEN, DAVID V. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Pharmacotherapy and 
Outcomes Science SP 
Pharm.B. South Dakota State 7niversity 
College of Pharmacy 19TL 
WHITEHO7SE, JERALD WAYNE. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Global Health PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda 7niversity PH 19RR 
WHITING, LINDA J. Instructor, Department of 
Nutrition and Dietetics AH 
B.S. Loma Linda 7niversity AH 19TW 
WHITT, COLLEEN A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda 7niversity SD 19R9 
WHITTAKER, JOHN M. Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
B.D.S. 7niversity of Otago, New Zealand 
19LR 
WIAFE, SETH A. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Environmental and Occupational Health PH and 
Department of Global Health PH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda 7niversity PH M004 
WICK, BRYAN M. Instructor, Department of 
Psychiatry SM 
M.D. 7niversity of Kansas School of 
Medicine M004 
WIEN, MICHELLE A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Nutrition PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda 7niversity M00M 
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4IESSEMAN6 GEO&GE 78 Associate Clinical 
ProDessor6 DeFartment oD OrthoFaedic Surgery 
SM 
M8D8 Loma Linda !niversity SM 0NOP 
4IETLISQACH6 CH&ISTINE M8 Clinical Instructor6 
DeFartment oD OccuFational TheraFy AH 
M8P8A8 CaliDornia State !niversity6 San 
Qernardino 3111 
4ILQE&6 LO&ETTA 78 Assistant ProDessor6 
DeFartment oD EFidemiology and Qiostatistics 
PHS Instructor6 DeFartment oD Preventive 
Medicine SM 
M8D8 Loma Linda !niversity SM 0NNN 
4ILQ!&6 DA$ID 48 Associate ProDessor6 
DeFartment oD Medicine SM 
Ph8D8 !niversity oD CaliDornia6 QerTeley 0NUV 
4ILCOW6 &8 Q&!CE8 ProDessor6 DeFartment oD 
Qiochemistry and Microbiology SM 
Ph8D8 !niversity oD !tah 0NU3 
4ILDE&YSMITH6 PET&A EEQ8 Lecturer6 DeFartment 
oD Endodontics SD 
L8D8S8 GuyZs HosFital at London !niversity6 
England6 ![ 0N\2 
4IL[INS6 DA$ID L8 Associate Clinical ProDessor6 
DeFartment oD OFhthalmology SM 
M8D8 Loma Linda !niversity SM 0NP1 
4IL[INS6 [&ISTI 78 Associate ProDessor6 DeFartment 
oD Dental Hygiene SD 
M8A8 Loma Linda !niversity GS 0N\1 
4IL[INS6 &OQE&T L8 ProDessor6 DeFartment oD 
Dental Educational Services SD 
Ph8D8 !niversity oD Southern CaliDornia 0NNU 
4ILL6 Q&IAN &8 Assistant Clinical ProDessor6 
DeFartment oD OFhthalmology SM 
M8D8 Loma Linda !niversity SM 0N\V 
4ILLA&DSEN6 7OHN E8 Assistant Clinical ProDessor6 
DeFartment oD &estorative Dentistry SD 
D8D8S8 Loma Linda !niversity SD 0NNP 
4ILLIAMS6 DA$E A8 Assistant Clinical ProDessor6 
DeFartment oD Environmental and OccuFational 
Health PH and DeFartment oD Preventive 
Medicine SM 
M8P8H8 Loma Linda !niversity PH 3111 
M8D8 Montemorelos !niversity6 Me]ico 0NN1 
4ILLIAMS6 LINDA8 Instructor6 DeFartment oD Social 
and Administrative Sciences SP 
Q8S8 Loma Linda !niversity 0NP0 
4ILLIAMS6 H)$ETH Q8 Ad^unct Assistant ProDessor6 
School oD &eligion S& 
D8Min8 Qoston !niversity 0NN\ 
4ILLIAMS6 7E&&) &8 ProDessor6 DeFartment oD 
&adiation Medicine SM 
D8Sc8 Harvard !niversity 0NP3 
4ILLIAMS6 PAT&ICIA ANN8 Clinical Instructor6 
DeFartment oD Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
Q8S8 Staten Island Community College 0NP0 
4ILLIAMS6 PA!L ALLEN8 &esearch Instructor6 
DeFartment oD OrthoFaedic Surgery SM 
M8S8 Louisiana Technical !niversity 0NN2 
4ILMETH6 ELI_AQETH P8 Ad^unct Assistant 
ProDessor6 DeFartment oD PharmacotheraFy and 
Outcomes Science SP 
Pharm Q8 !niversity oD Te]as6 Austin 0N\\ 
4ILSON6 AP&IL E8 Instructor6 DeFartment oD 
Preventive Medicine SM 
M8D8 Loma Linda !niversity SM 311U 
M8P8H8 Loma Linda !niversity PH 311O 
4ILSON6 COL4IC[ M8 ProDessor6 DeFartment oD 
Counseling and Family Science ST 
M8A8 !niversity oD Michigan at Ann Arbor 
0NNP 
4ILSON6 DELEISE S8 Assistant ProDessor6 School oD 
Nursing SN 
M8A8 Columbia !niversity Teachers College 
0NNO 
4ILSON6 DONALD &8 Ad^unct Assistant ProDessor6 
DeFartment oD Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM 
M8D8 !niversity oD Sydney6 Australia 0NU1 
4ILSON6 G8 GENE8 Ad^unct Associate ProDessor6 
DeFartment oD Dental Educational Services6 SD 
D8D8S8 College oD Medical Evangelists 0NU0 
4ILSON6 HILA&) L8 Instructor6 DeFartment oD 
OFhthalmology SM 
M8D8 !niversity oD CaliDornia6 San Francisco 
3113 
4ILSON6 7OHN D8 Assistant ProDessor6 DeFartment 
oD Family Medicine SM 
M8D8 Loma Linda !niversity SM 3111 
4ILSON6 SAM!EL G8 Assistant ProDessor6 
DeFartment oD Emergency Medicine SM 
M8D8 Loma Linda !niversity SM 0N\O 
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WILSON, SEAN. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. University of California, Davis 1HHI 
M.S. University of California, Davis 1HH. 
B.S. University of California, Davis 1HIH 
WINER, MYRON S. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of Illinois College of 
Dentistry 1HM. 
WINKLER, MICHAEL A. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. University of Chicago 1HHI 
WINSLOW, BETTY J. Professor, School of Nursing 
SN 
Ph.D. University of Colorado Health 
Sciences Center 1HHR 
WINSLOW, GERALD R. Professor, School of Religion 
SR and Department of Dental Educational 
Services SD 
Ph.D. Graduate Theological Union 1HTH 
WINSTON, KAREN A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Michigan State University 1HIT 
WISE, JAMES R. Associate Professor, Department of 
Orthodontics SD SD and Orthodontics and 
Dentofacial Orthopedics Program FGS 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1HUT 
WITHERS, SHELLY ANNE. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Hygiene SD 
B.S. Loma Linda University SD 2000 
WITTLAKE, WILLIAM A. Associate Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM and 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1HTU 
WOHLMUTH, CINNA T. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Gynecology and 
Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1HIM 
WOLCOTT, DEANE L. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychiatry SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1HT. 
WOLF, DAVID L. Associate Professor, Department of 
Basic Sciences SM 
D.V.M. University of California, Davis 1HHH 
Ph.D. Weizmann Institute of Science, 
Rehovot, Israel 1HIM 
WOLF, KATHLEEN M. Clinical Instructor, 
Department of Nutrition PH 
B.A. San Diego State College 1HT0 
WOLFE, DAVID JACK. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Endodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of California, Los Angeles 
1HTH 
WOLFRAM, KLAUS D. Associate Professor, 
Department of Peridontics SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1HT1 
WOLFSEN, JAMES L. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Radiology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1HUU 
WON, ESTHER U. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1HIR 
WON, JOHN B. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 200M 
WONG, BRIAN A. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2002 
WONG, DAVID T. Assistant Professor, Department 
of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1HH. 
WONG, JAN H. Professor, Department of General 
and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Rush Medical College 1HTR 
WONG, KELVIN L. Instructor, Department of Family 
Medicine SM 
M.D. University of Pittsburgh 200M 
WONG, KENNETH H. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics SM 
M.D. Washington University, St. Louis 1HH1 
WONG, RAYMOND Y. Associate Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1HTH 
WONG, SAMMY S. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Medicine SM 
M.D. Howard University 1HHT 
WONG, VALARIE Y. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Baylor College of Medicine 1HHR 
WONGWORAWAT, AMNART A. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Plastic and 
Reconstructive Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1HHH 
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W.N/W.RAWAT5 M7 8ANIEL7 Associate 
Professor5 8epartment of .rthopaedic Surgery 
SM 
M787 Loma Linda !niKersity SM 0LLM 
W..5 MICHAEL O7 Assistant Professor5 8epartment 
of Medicine SM 
M787 AlQert Einstein College of Medicine 
0LLR 
W..85 SE$ERL) PH)LLIS7 Professor5 8epartment 
of Radiology SM 
M787 !niKersity of Rochester School of 
Medicine 0LMT 
W..85 8A$I8 L)MAN III7 Assistant Clinical 
Professor5 8epartment of .rthopaedic Surgery 
SM 
M787 Loma Linda !niKersity SM 0LR1 
W..85 MICHAEL N7 Assistant Clinical Professor5 
8epartment of CardioKascular and Thoracic 
Surgery SM 
M787 Loma Linda !niKersity SM 0LR0 
W..85 $IRCHEL E8/AR5 UR7 Professor5 
8epartment of .rthopaedic Surgery SM 
M787 Loma Linda !niKersity SM 0LM1 
W..8H.!SE5 ERNEST S7 Assistant Professor5 
8epartment of Emergency Medicine SM 
M787 Loma Linda !niKersity SM 0LV3 
W..8S5 $7 8IANE7 Assistant Research Professor5 
8epartment of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
8r7P7H7 Loma Linda !niKersity PH W11T 
WREN5 8A$I8 /7 Instructor5 8epartment of Health 
Information Management AH 
M7H7A7 Loma Linda !niKersity PH 0LRV 
WRESCH5 R.SERT R7 Assistant Clinical Professor5 
8epartment of .phthalmology SM 
M787 Loma Linda !niKersity SM 0LML 
WRI/HT5 8.L.RES7 Associate Professor5 School of 
Nursing SN 
87N7Sc7 Widener !niKersity W111 
WRI/HT5 E8WIN T7 Emeritus Professor5 8epartment 
of Medicine SM 
M787 Loma Linda !niKersity SM 0L3M 
WRI/HT5 OENNETH R7 Associate Professor5 
8epartment of Pathology and Human Anatomy 
SM 
Ph787 Loma Linda !niKersity /S 0LLW 
WRI/HT5 LESTER N7 AdXunct Associate Professor5 
8epartment of Health Administration PH 
M7P7H7 HarKard !niKersity School of PuQlic 
Health 0LV3 
M787 Loma Linda !niKersity SM 0LML 
WR.E5 AN8REW7 Assistant Professor5 8epartment 
of Radiation Medicine SM 
Ph787 !niKersity of Wollongong5 Australia 
W11V 
W!5 P.-CHIN U.HN7 Assistant Professor5 
8epartment of Anesthesiology SM 
M787 TeZas A [ M College of Medicine W11W 
W!5 SI8NE) S7 C7 Assistant Professor5 8epartment of 
Pediatrics SM and Assistant Professor5 
8epartment of Medicine SM 
M787 Loma Linda !niKersity SM W111 
W!CHENICH5 /AR) T7 Assistant Clinical Professor5 
8epartment of 8ental Educational SerKices S8 
8787S7 Loma Linda !niKersity S8 0LVV 
W!RAN/IAN-CAAN5 NELIA C7 Associate 
LiQrarian5 !niKersity LiQraries 
M7L7S7 !niKersity of Western .ntario5 
Canada 0LR0 
W!RSTEN5 APRIL7 Assistant Clinical Professor5 
8epartment of Psychiatry SM 
Ph787 !niKersity of Ari\ona 0LRM 
W)CLIFFE5 N7 8AN7 Associate Professor5 
8epartment of Radiology SM 
M7S7S7S7 8haka Med5 Sangladesh 0LVW 
  
_IA.5 8ALIA.7 Assistant Research Professor5 
8epartment of Sasic Sciences SM 
Ph787 Loma Linda !niKersity W113 
M787 UiangZi Agricultural !niKersity 0LLV 
_IN/5 WEIR.N/7 Assistant Research Professor5 
8epartment of Medicine SM 
Ph787 Mc/ill !niKersity5 `ueQec5 Canada 
W11W 
_!5 HELEN _7 Assistant Professor5 8epartment of 
.tolaryngology and Head and Neck Surgery SM 
M7S7 aheXiang !niKersity5 China 0LL0 
M787 aheXiang !niKersity5 China 0LRM 
_!5 aHICE7 Associate Research Professor5 
8epartment of Sasic Sciences SM 
Ph787 !niKersity of CamQridge5 England5 !O 
0LLM 
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YACOUB, IGNATIUS IMMANUEL. Professor, 
Department of Social Work and Social Ecology 
ST 
Ph.D. Claremont Graduate School 1MNO 
YAMADA, JASON MASAYOSHI. Assistant 
Professor, Department of Periodontics SD 
D.D.S. University of Southern California 
1MM0 
YAMADA, ROBERT K. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Family Medicine SM 
M.D. University of California, San Francisco 
1MU/ 
YAMANAKA, JEANINE N. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. University of California, San Francisco 
1MMO 
YAMANISHI, J. FRANK. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1MU/ 
YANEZ, GLORIA. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Pediatric Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of Texas Health Science 
Center, San Antonio School of Dentistry 
200. 
YANG, JOANNA JIEHONG. Clinical Instructor, 
School of Nursing SN 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1MM/ 
YANNI, GEORGE S. Associate Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Ain Shams University at Cairo, Egypt 
1MU1 
YEE-HAMAI, KIM. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Jefferson Medical College 1MMN 
YEGGE, STEVEN R. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1MU/ 
YELLON, STEVEN M. Professor, Department of 
Physiology and Pharmacology SM 
Ph.D. University of Connecticut 1MU1 
YEO, ELIOT M. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. University of Missouri 1MUN 
YEOMAN, LELAND R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1MOU 
YHIP, SHERRIE D. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1MU2 
YONG, PAMELA A. Instructor, Department of 
Nutrition and Dietetics AH 
M.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 1MUM 
YOON, PATRICIA S. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1MMN 
YOON, STUART S. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1MMU 
YORGIN, PETER D. Associate Professor, Department 
of Pediatrics SM 
M.D Emory University 1MU. 
YOUNG, EUGENE Y. Clinical Instructor, Department 
of Psychiatry SM 
D.O. Western University 1MM\ 
YOUNG, LILY L. Clinical Instructor, Department of 
Physical Therapy AH 
M.A. Hong Kong Union College, People's 
Republic of China 1MNO 
YOUNG, LIONEL W. Professor, Department of 
Radiology SM 
M.D. Howard University 1M/N 
YOUNG, PETER SIU-YEE. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1MUU 
YOUNG, RICHARD A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1MU/ 
YOUNG, RONALD L. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.M.D. Fairleigh Dickinson University 1MU1 
B.S. University of Southern California 1MNN 
YOUNG, T. LORRAINE. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Psychology ST 
Ph.D. Loma Linda University GS 200. 
YOUNG, TIMOTHY P. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 200\ 
YOW, WARREN SHIUWING. Associate Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.M.D. Washington University 1MU. 
YU, JACK N. Associate Professor, Department of 
Family Medicine SM 
M.D. Boston University 1MU\ 
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YU, LEISURE. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery SM 
M.D. State University of New York at 
Buffalo 1OP1 
YUHAN, ROBERT M. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of General and Trauma Surgery SM 
M.D. Northwestern University Medical 
Center 1OO0 
YUKL, ANN EKROTH J. Assistant Professor of 
Nursing SN 
M.S. Loma Linda University GS 1OT3 
YUSUFALY, YASMIN A. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.B.B.S. Dow Medical Dow Medical College, 
Pakistan 1OPV 
  
ZAFT, DARLENE M. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 2000 
ZAHARAKIS, TOMMY. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Medicine SM 
M.D. New York Medical College 1OOP 
ZAHEER, SALMAN. Assistant Professor, Department 
of Cardiovascular and Thoracic Surgery SM 
M.B.B.S. Aga Khan University, Pakistan 
ZAK, PAUL J. Adjunct Professor, Department of 
Neurology SM 
Ph.D. University of Pennsylvania 1OOV 
ZALSMAN, HARVEY, JR. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery SD 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1OO0 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1OP2 
ZAMORA, ZELNE LU. Assistant Professor, School of 
Nursing SN 
M.S.N Azusa Pacific University 1OOP 
ZANE, ERNEST SUI SUNG. Associate Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. College of Medical Evangelists 1O\3 
ZANE, STEVEN E. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Ophthalmology SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 1OO0 
ZANINOVIC, PERIZA. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Dental Educational Services SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 2000 
ZAPPIA, JANE NEWMAN. Instructor, Department of 
Clinical Laboratory Science AH 
B.S. University of Central Florida 1OTT 
ZARRINKELK, HOOMAN M. Assistant Clinical 
Professor, Department of Oral and Maxillofacial 
Surgery SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 1OOV 
ZASKE, MERLIN R. Associate Clinical Professor, 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. University of Washington 1O30 
ZDROJEWSKI, JOHN F. Assistant Clinical Professor, 
Department of Dermatology SM 
ZHANG, JOHN H. Professor, Department of 
Pathology and Human Anatomy SM and 
Department of Basic Sciences and Neurosurgery 
SM 
Ph.D. University of Alberta, Canada 1OO2 
M.D. Chong_ing University of Medical 
Science, China 1OP2 
ZHANG, KANGLING. Associate Professor, 
Department of Basic Sciences SM 
Ph.D. University of the Pacific/University of 
California, San Francisco 2000 
M.S. University of the Pacific/University of 
California, San Francisco 1OOT 
ZHANG, LUBO. Professor, Department of Physiology 
and Pharmacology SM 
Ph.D. Iowa State University 1OP3 
ZHANG, WU. Associate Professor, Department of 
Dental Educational Services SD 
M.D. Norman Bethane University of Medical 
Sciences, China 1OTT 
ZHAO, YAN S. Assistant Professor, Department of 
Medicine SM 
M.D. Beijing Medical University, China 1OO2 
ZHU, YONG H. Associate Research Professor, 
Department of Neurosurgery SM 
M.D. Shanghai First Medical College, China 
1O3O 
ZHURAVKOVA, SVETLANA. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Restorative Dentistry SD 
D.D.S. Loma Linda University SD 200P 
D.D.S. Medical Academy, Ukraine 2002 
ZILLER, STEPHANIE. Instructor, Department of 
Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes Science SP 
Pharm.D. University of Southern California 
200O 
ZIMMERMAN, GRENITH G. Professor, Department 
of Allied Health Studies AH and Department of 
Epidemiology and Biostatistics PH 
Ph.D. University of Minnesota 1OT0 
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ZIMMERMAN, KIMBERLY R. Assistant Professor, 
Department of Emergency Medicine SM and 
Department of Pediatrics SM 
M.D. Bush Medical College 19L3 
ZOGRAFOS, KARA N. Adjunct Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Promotion and Education 
PH 
Dr.P.H. Loma Linda University PH 200/ 
ZOUROS, ALEXANDER. Associate Professor, 
Department of Neurosurgery SM 
M.D. Dalhousie University 199U 
ZUCCARELLI, ANTHONY J. Professor, Department 
of Biochemistry and Microbiology SM 
Ph.D. California Institute of Technology 19/X 
ZUMWALT, JANICE R. Assistant Professor, School of 
Nursing SN and Assistant Professor, Department 
of Global Health PH 
M.B.A. La Sierra University 1993 
ZUPPAN, CRAIG W. Professor, Department of 
Pathology and Human Anatomy SM 
M.D. Loma Linda University SM 19L0 
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University Board and Administration 
OFFICERS OF THE UNIVERSITY BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Lowell C. Cooper, M.Div., M.P.H. Chair 
Richard H. Hart, M.D., Dr.P.H. Vice Chair 
Don C. Schneider, M.A.  Vice Chair 
UNIVERSITY BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Carol E. Allen 
Matthew A. Bediako 
Robert Carmen 
Lowell C. Cooper 
Cari Dominguez 
Garland Dulan 
Ricardo Graham 
Richard H. Hart 
Dan Jackson 
Donald G. King 
Robert E. Lemon 
Carlton Lofgren 
Jan Paulsen 
Monica Reed 
Gordon Retzer 
Don C. Schneider 
Claudette Shephard 
Judith Storfjell 
Eric Tsao 
Patrick ). Wong 
UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION 
Richard H. Hart, M.D., Dr.P.H. President/CEO   
Kevin J. Lang, M.B.A. Vice President/CFO   
Ronald L. Carter, Ph.D. Provost   
Melvin D. Sauder, J.D., M.B.A Sr. Vice President Development and Public Affairs 
Verlon W. Strauss, C.P.A., M.B.A. Sr. Vice President Financial Affairs/Compliance Officer 
David P. Harris, Ph.D. Vice President Information Systems 
Leslie N. Pollard, Ph.D., D.Min., M.B.A. Vice President Community Partnerships and Diversity 
Mark Reeves, M.D., Ph.D. Vice President Institutes 
Rick E. Williams, Ph.D. Vice President Enrollment Management and Student 
Services 
Craig R. Jackson, J.D., M.S.W. Dean School of Allied Health Professions 
Charles J. Goodacre, D.D.S., M.S.D. Dean School of Dentistry 
H. Roger Hadley, M.D. Dean School of Medicine 
Marilyn M. Herrmann, Ph.D., RN Dean School of Nursing 
W. William Hughes, Ph.D. Dean School of Pharmacy 
David T. Dyjack, Dr.P.H., CIH Dean School of Public Health 
Beverly J. Buckles, D.S.W. Dean School of Science and Technology 
Jon Paulien, Ph.D. Dean School of Religion 
Anthony J. Zuccarelli, Ph.D. Dean Faculty of Graduate Studies 
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School Administrations, Committees, and 
Affiliations 
Key to Codes 
AH School of Allied Health Professions 
SD School of Dentistry 
SM School of Medicine 
SN School of Nursing 
SP School of Pharmacy 
PH School of Public Health 
SR School of Religion 
ST School of Science and Technology 
FGS Faculty of Graduate Studies 
SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
ADMINISTRATIONBAH 
 
General administration 
CRAIG R. JACKSON, J.D., M.S.W., Dean 
JOYCE W. HOPP, Dean Emerita 
IVOR C. WOODWARD, Dean Emeritus 
EVERETT B. LOHMAN, D.Sc., Assistant Dean, 
Academic Affairs 
ARTHUR W. KROETP, Assistant Dean, Educational 
Support Services 
KENT CHOW, M.B.A., Assistant Dean, Finance 
G. CHARLES DART, Jr., M.B.A., Director, Marketing 
and Retention 
KISHA NORRIS, Director, Development 
ARDIS E. WAPDATSKEY, M.A., Director, Evaluation 
 
Computer services 
INTITHAR S. ELIAS, M.S., Director 
RAJAE AREE 
 
Cardiopulmonary sciences 
DAVID LOPEP, Ed.D., Department Chair, 
Department of Cardiopulmonary Sciences 
EHREN B. NGO, M.S. Program Director for Bachelor 
of Science, Emergency Medical Care 
LINDSEY SIMPSON, B.S., Director of Clinical 
Education for Bachelor of Science, Emergency 
Medical Care Program 
N. LENNARD SPECHT, M.D., Medical Director for 
Respiratory Care Program 
DAVID M. STANTON, M.S., Program Director for 
Entry-Level Bachelor of Science Program and for 
CertificateU for Bachelor of Science, Respiratory CareU 
and for Certificate, Respiratory Care 
KATE GATTUSO, B.A., Director of Clinical Education 
for Bachelor of Science, Respiratory Care Program 
 
Clinical laboratory science 
RODNEY M. ROATH, M.B.A., Department Chair 
KATHERINE G. DAVIS, M.S., Program Director for 
Bachelor of Science, Clinical Laboratory Science 
MONIVUE K. GILBERT, B.S., Clinical Coordinator 
for Clinical Laboratory Science Program 
TERI J. ROSS, M.S., Program Director for Certificate, 
Phlebotomy 
JAMES M. PAPPAS, M.D., Medical Director for 
Clinical Laboratory Science Program 
MARLENE M. OTA, B.S., Program Director for 
Certificate and for Bachelor of Science, 
Cytotechnology 
DARRYL G. HEUSTIS, M.D., Medical Director for 
Cytotechnology Program 
PAMELA J. WAT, M.D., Medical Co-director for 
Cytotechnology Program 
 
Communication sciences and disorders 
(formerly speech-language pathology and 
audiology) 
KEIKO KHOO, M.A., M.S., Department Chair 
PAIGE SHAUGHNESSY, Ph.D., Program Director for 
Master of Science and Transitional Programs 
KAREN MAINESS, Ph.D., Program Director for 
Bachelor of Science 
JENNIFER ST. CLAIR, M.S., Coordinator for Clinical 
Education 
 
Environmental and occupational health 
SETH A. WIAFE, M.P.H., Acting Chair, Department 
of Environmental and Occupational Health 
 
Health information management 
MARILYN H. DAVIDIAN, M.A., Department ChairU 
Program Director for Health Information Systems and 
for Health Information Administration 
DEBRA HAMADA, B.S., Program Coordinator for 
Certificate, Coding Specialist 
PAULINE CALLA, B.S., Recruitment Coordinator for 
Health Information Administration Program 
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Nutrition and dietetics 
BERT C. CONNEL, Ph.D., Department Chair and 
Program Director for Bachelor of Science, Nutrition 
and Dietetics 
KENNETH I. BURKE, Ph.D., Emeritus Professor 
GEORGIA W. HODGKIN, Ed.D., Associate 
Department ChairM Program Director for Dietetic 
Technology 
MAXINE TAYLOR, Ed.D., Academic Coordinator of 
Clinical Education, Nutrition and Dietetics Program 
CINDY KOSCH, M.S., RD, Nutrition and Dietetics 
 
Occupational therapy 
LIANE H. HEWITT, Dr.P.H., OTRQL, Department 
ChairM Program Director for Associate in Arts, 
Occupational Therapy AssistantM and Program 
Director for Postprofessional Master of Occupational 
Therapy 
HEATHER JAVAHERIAN, O.T.D., OTRQL, Program 
Director for Doctor of Occupational Therapy 
JUDITH A. PALLADINO, M.A., OTRQL, Academic 
Coordinator for Fieldwork Education, Occupational 
Therapy Program 
 
Physical therapy 
EDD J. ASHLEY, Ed.D., Department Chair 
HOWARD W. SULZLE, Ed.D., Associate Department 
Chair 
LAWRENCE E. CHINNOCK, Ed.D., Associate 
Department ChairM Program Director for Entry-Level 
Doctor of Physical Therapy 
EVERETT B. LOHMAN III, D.Sc., PT, OCS, Program 
Director for Postprofessional Master of Physical 
Therapy, Postprofessional Doctor of Physical 
Therapy, Postprofessional Doctor of Science, and 
Postprofessional Master of Science in Orthotics and 
Prosthetics 
JEANNINE S. MENDES, M.P.T., Program Director for 
Associate in Science, Physical Therapist Assistant 
 
Entry-level doctor of physical therapy program 
CAROL J. APPLETON, M.P.H., Assistant Program 
Director, Physical Therapist AssistantM Academic 
Coordinator of Clinical Education for Physical 
Therapist Assistant Program, for Progression Master 
of Physical Therapy Program, and for Entry-Level 
Doctor of Physical Therapy Program 
 
Physician assistant sciences 
DAVID LOPEZ, Ed.D., Interim Department Chair 
BENNY HAU, M.D., Medical Director for Master of 
Physician Assistant, Physician Assistant Sciences 
ALLAN BEDASHI, M.S., Didactic Coordinator for 
Master of Physician Assistant, Physician Assistant 
Sciences 
GHINA KATRIB, M.P.A, Assistant Didactic 
Coordinator for Master of Physician Assistant, 
Physician Assistant Sciences 
GERALD A. GLAVAZ, M.P.A.S., Clinical Coordinator 
of Clinical Education for Master of Physician 
Assistant, Physician Assistant Sciences 
YASMIN C. CHENE, M.P.A., Assistant Professor, 
Associate Clinical Coordinator for Master of 
Physician Assistant, Physician Assistant Sciences 
 
Radiation technology 
LAURA L. ALIPOON, Ed.D.,  Department Chair 
RENEE STONE, M.A.M., Program Director for 
Bachelor of Science, Radiation Sciences 
ERMA P. EZPELETA, B.S., Program Director for 
Certificate, Nuclear Medicine Technology 
MARK J. CLEMENTS, M.A., Associate Department 
ChairM Program Director for Associate in Science, 
Medical Radiography 
MICHAEL F. IORIO, M.P.A., Program Director for 
Radiologist Assistant Program 
STEVEN L. LEBER, B.S., Clinical Coordinator for 
Associate in Science, Medical Radiography ProgramM 
Program Director for Certificate in CT and MRI 
MARIE M. DELANGE, B.S., Clinical Program 
Director for Certificate, Diagnostic Medical 
Sonography 
CAROL A. DAVIS, M.A., Clinical Program Director 
for Certificate, Radiation Therapy TechnologyM 
Program Director for Medical Dosimetry 
GREGORY E. WATKINS, M.D., Medical Advisor for 
Medical Radiography Program 
GLENN A. ROUSE, M.D., Medical Director for 
Certificate, Diagnostic Medical Sonography Program 
YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY, Medical Director for 
Certificate, Nuclear Medicine Technology Program 
TIMOTHY SEAVEY, B.S., Program Director for 
Imaging Informatics 
JAMES M. SLATER, M.D., Medical Director for 
Radiation Therapy Technology Program 
TERESE R. MOSLEY, B.S., Program Coordinator for 
Loma Linda University Programs, Fresno, California 
BRENDA PFEIFFER, M.A., Assistant Program 
Director for Associate in Science, Medical 
Radiography        
 
Research and statistics 
GRENITH J. ZIMMERMAN, Ph.D., Associate Dean 
NOHA S. DAHER, Dr.P.H. 
LEDA DE DIOS, B.S. 
ARDIS E. WAZDATSKEY, M.A. 
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COMMITTEES(AH 
 
Administrative Council 
Craig Jackson, Chair 
Kent Chow 
Charles Dart 
Helen Martinez 
Grenith Zimmerman 
ChancellorC 
Department chairs 
Faculty Council chair 
 
Admissions Committee 
Edd Ashley, Chair 
Charles Dart 
Craig Jackson 
Helen Martinez 
ChancellorC 
Dean, Student AffairsC 
Department chairs 
Special assistant to the chancellorIdiversity 
 
Communicable Disease Committee 
Ken Cantos 
John Lewis 
Terence Tay 
 
Clinical Coordinators Committee 
Steve Leber, Chair 
Carol Appleton 
Pauline Calla 
Yasmin Chene 
Intithar Elias 
Erma Ezpeleta 
Margaret Frank 
Kate Gattuso 
Monique Gilbert 
Gerald Glavaz 
Craig Jackson 
Theresa Joseph 
Dolly Kisinger 
Arthur Marshak 
Pamela Mermon 
Judith Palladino 
Sharon Pavlovich 
Brian Sharp 
Andrew Shepard 
Lindsey Simpson 
Howard Sulzle 
Maxine Taylor 
 
Diversity Committee 
Antonio Valenzuela, Chair 
Craig Austin 
Nicceta Davis 
Esther Huecker 
Craig JacksonC 
Keiko Khoo 
David Lopez 
Helen Martinez 
Howard Sulzle 
Special assistant to the chancellorIdiversity 
Student representatives V6W 
Ethics Committee 
XXXXXXXXXXXX, Chair 
Lawrence Chinnock 
Steven Leber 
Jean Lowry 
Jeannine Mendes 
Howard Sulzle 
James Syms 
Gerald WinslowC 
 
Faculty Council 
Ehren Ngo, Chair 
Laura Alipoon 
Mark Clements 
Noha Daher 
Gerald Glavaz 
Craig JacksonC 
Eric Johnson 
Cindy Kosch 
Karen Mainess 
Sharon Pavlovich 
Antonio Valenzuela, exiting chair 
 
Grievance Panel (Nonacademic) 
Mark Clements 
Noha Daher 
Eric Johnson 
Keiko Khoo 
Arthur Marshak 
 
Library and Technology Committee 
Cindy Kosch, Chair 
Marilyn Davidian 
Marissa Smith 
Bud Spearman 
 
Program Directors Council 
Craig Jackson, Chair 
Ruel Alipoon 
Lawrence Chinnock 
Mark Clements 
Charles Dart 
Marilyn Davidian 
Carol Davis 
Katherine G. Davis 
Marie DeLange 
Erma Ezpeleta 
Liane Hewitt 
Georgia Hodgkin 
Heather Javaherian 
Steven Leber 
Everett Lohman 
David Lopez 
Karen Mainess 
Jeannine Mendes 
Ehren Ngo 
Marlene Ota 
Teri J. Ross 
Paige Shaugnessy 
David Stanton 
Renee Stone 
Ardis Wazdatskey 
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Ran$ and Promotion Committee 
Georgia Hodgkin, Chair 
Edd Ashley 
Bertrum Connell 
Liane Hewitt 
Patricia Jones 
Jerrold Petrofsky 
Paige Shaughnessy 
 
Research Committee 
Grenith Zimmerman, Chair 
Edd Ashley 
Lee Berk 
Marilyn Davidian 
Nicceta Davis 
Esther Huecker 
Mike Iorio 
Craig JacksonO 
 James Goss 
Kelly Liu 
David Lopez 
Karen Mainess 
Jerrold Petrofsky 
Louise Schneider 
Student representative 
University advancement grant writerSresearcher 
 
Step-Increase Committee 
Bert Connell, Chair 
Mark Clements (alternate) 
Arthur Marshak 
Karen Pendleton (alternate) 
 
Spiritual Life and Wholeness Committee 
Ardis Wazdatskey, Chair 
Christy Billock 
Terry Douglas 
Intithar Elias 
Monique Gilbert 
Danelle Herra 
Craig JacksonO 
Ghina Katrib 
Helen Martinez 
Jeannine Mendes 
Terri Rouse 
Lindsey Simpson 
Renee Stone 
David Taylor (School of Religion) 
Maxine Taylor 
Antonio Valenzuela 
Karen Westphal 
 
Technology-Media and Learning Committee 
Arthur Kroetz, Chair 
Cerise Bender 
Kenneth Burke 
Kent Chow 
Noha Daher 
Marilyn Davidian 
Intithar Elias 
Liane Hewitt 
Georgia Hodgkin 
Martina Karunia 
Ghina Katrib 
Keiko Khoo 
Arthur Marshak 
Gail Rice 
Ernie Schwab 
Bud Spearman 
Grenith Zimmerman 
 
Oex officio 
 
CLINICAL FACILITIESCAH 
Unless otherwise indicated, the facility is located in 
the state of California. 
[1st Century Therapy, Raytown, MO 
 
Abbink Physical Therapy, Westraten, The 
Netherlands 
Able Health Care Network, Tualatin, OR 
ACICSAORC Physical Therapy, Irvine 
Active Physical Therapy, Bozeman, MT 
Active Physical Therapy, Paradise 
Active Rehab PT-Valle]o, Valle]o 
Active Therapeutics, Inc., Anchorage, AK 
Adams, Valerie S., M.A., OTR, Long Beach 
Advanced Radiology Medical Group, Rosemead 
Advance Rehabilitation & Physical Therapy, Sun City 
Advanced Care Sports Rehabilitation, Anaheim 
Advanced Pain Medicine & Rehabilitation, Delray 
Beach, FL 
Advanced Physical Therapy, Rancho Cucamonga 
Advantage Therapy, Loma Linda 
Adventist Health, St. Helena Hospital and Health 
Center, Deer Park 
Advance Rehabilitation and Physical Therapy, Sun 
City 
Adventist Health System, Feather River Hospital, 
Paradise 
Adventist Health System, Florida Hospital Waterman, 
TamaresSEustis, FL 
Adventist Health System, Loma Linda University 
Behavioral Health Center, Loma Linda 
Adventist Health System, Loma Linda University 
Medical Center, Loma Linda 
Adventist Health System, Tennessee Christian 
Medical Center, Madison, TN 
Adventist Health System, Walla Walla, WA 
Adventist Health System, San Joaquin Community 
Hospital, Bakersfield 
Adventist HealthCare, Inc., Shady Grove Adventist 
Hospital, Rockville, MD 
Adventist HealthCare Mid-Atlantic (Shady Grove), 
Rockville, MD 
Adventist HealthCare, Paradise Valley Hospital, 
National City 
Adventist HealthCare, Simi Valley Hospital, Simi 
Valley 
Adventist HealthCare, South Coast Medical Center, 
Laguna Beach 
Adventist HealthCare, White Memorial, Los Angeles 
Adventist Health Systems, Inc., Sunbelt, Orlando, FL 
Adventist Medical Center, Glendale 
Adventist Medical Center, Portland, OR 
Adventist Nursing Home, Livingston, NY 
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Bradley, R. Ralph, M.D., Salt Lake City, UT 
Bradley Rehab Center, Cleveland, TN 
Brea Community Hospital, Brea 
Breech Medical Center, Lebanon, MO 
Brooktrails P.T., Willits 
Brotman Medical Center (Tenet Health System), 
Culver City 
Broughton Hospital, Morgantown, NC 
Bryan LGN Medical Center, Lincoln, NE 
Burbank Airport Hilton and Convention Center, 
Burbank 
Burbank Unified School District, Burbank 
Burgard Physical Therapy, Huntington Beach 
Burger Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation Agency, 
Folsom 
  
Cabrini Medical Center, New York, NY 
California Pacific Medical Center, San Francisco 
California Rehab Center, Camarillo 
California School for the Deaf, Riverside 
California (State of) University, Fullerton 
California (State of) Fairview Developmental Center, 
Costa Mesa 
California (University of) Irvine Medical Center, 
Orange 
California (University of) Los Angeles Hospital, Los 
Angeles 
California Therapy Solutions, Fountain Valley 
California (University of) Los Angeles 
Neuropsychiatric, Los Angeles 
California (University of) San Diego, La Jolla 
Campbell Clinic, Memphis, TN 
Canyon Lake Physical Therapy, Canyon Lake 
Cardenas V Associates, Studio City 
Caremark Kingsridge Center for Physical Therapy, 
Dayton, OH 
Caribou Physical Therapy, Sandpoint, ID 
Carillion Health Systems, Roanoke, VA 
Caring Hands Pediatric Therapy, Winston-Salem, NC 
Carle Clinic Association, Urbana, IL 
Carlsbad Physical Therapy, Carlsbad 
Carmel Orthopedics V Sport Therapy, Carmel 
Carnahan TherapyYThe Work Center, Lompoc 
Carter Physical Therapy, Covina 
Casa Colina Hospital for Rehabilitative Medicine, 
Pomona 
Cascada PT V Sports, Sedro Wooley, WA 
Cascade Healthcare Community, Inc., Bend, OR 
Cass Medical Center, Harrisonville, MO 
Castle Medical Center, Kailua, HI 
Castillo, Reuben, MD, Family Practice, Perris 
Catawba Memorial Hospital, Hickory, NC 
Catholic Healthcare West, So Cal 
Catholic Healthcare West–Central California, 
Bakersfield Memorial Hospital, Bakersfield 
Catholic Healthcare West–Central California, Mercy 
Hospital–Bakersfield, Bakersfield 
Catholic Healthcare West–Glendale, Glendale 
Memorial Hospital, Glendale 
Catholic HealthCare West–Sacramento, Mercy 
Healthcare Sacramento, Sacramento 
Catholic HealthCare West–Sacramento, Mercy 
Hospital of Folsom, Sacramento 
Catholic HealthCare West–Sacramento, Methodist 
Hospital of Sacramento, Sacramento 
Catholic Healthcare West, So Cal, Northridge 
Hospital Medical Center, Northridge 
Catholic HealthCare West–San Bernardino, St. 
Bernardine Medical Center and Community 
Hospital of San Bernardino, San Bernardino 
Catholic HealthCare West–San Gabriel, San Gabriel 
Valley Medical Center, San Gabriel 
Catholic HealthCare West–Southern California 
Hospital, Methodist Hospital––So, Arcadia 
Catholic HealthCare West–Southern California, 
Northridge Hospital Medical, Northridge 
Catholic HealthCare West–Southern California, St. 
Mary Medical Center, Long Beach 
Catholic HealthCare WestYSt. John's Regional, St. 
John's Regional Medical Center, S.F.YOxnard 
CCS Parkard, Torrance 
Cedars Cardiovascular, Prescott, AZ 
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeles 
Center for Comprehensive Rehab, Tampa, FL 
Center for Developing Kids, Pasadena 
Center for Rehab Excellence, Longview, T^ 
Center for Sports V Wellness, Mission Vie_o 
Center for Rehabilitative Medicine Watson Clinic, 
Lakeland, FL 
Centinela Hospital Medical Center (Tenet Health 
System), Inglewood 
Central Peninsula General Hospital, Soldotna, AK 
Central Unified School District, Fresno 
Central Washington Hospital, Wenatchee, WA 
Centre for Neuro Skills, Bakersfield 
Centre for Plastic Surgery, San Bernardino 
Centro de Dessarrollo y Servicios Especiali`ados, Inc., 
Mayague`, Puerto Rico 
Century City Hospital, Los Angeles 
Chancellor Health Care, Santa Rosa 
Chaparal Medical Group, Pomona 
Chaparral Physical Therapy, Barstow 
Chapin CenterYGenesis Rehab Services, Springfield, 
MA 
Chapman Convalescent, Riverside 
Chapman, Susan, M.D. 
Chehalis Valley PT, Chehalis, WA 
Cherry Valley Health Care, Banning 
Child Development Institute, Woodland Hills 
Child Health Disability Prevention Program, San 
Diego 
Child Nutrition Services, Norco 
Children's Center of Riverside, Riverside 
Children's Healthcare of Atlanta at Egleston, Atlanta, 
GA 
Children's Hospital Central California (formerly 
Valley Children's Hospital), Fresno 
Children's Hospital and Health Center, San Diego 
Children's Hospital of Los Angeles at USC, Los 
Angeles 
Children's Hospital of Orange County, Orange 
Children's Medical Center, Dayton, OH 
Children's Medical Services CCS–Ventura, Ventura 
Children's Mercy Hospital, Kansas City, MO 
Children's Therapy Center, Camarillo 
Children's Therapy Center, (The) Garden Grove 
Children's Therapy Center, Las Vegas 
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C$ild's 9lay 9$ysical T$erapy0 Anc$orage0 A> 
C$ino ?alley Medical Center0 C$ino 
C$rist Hospital (T$e)0 Cincinnati0 OH 
Citrus ?alley Medical CenterFGueen o3 Angels0 
CoHina 
City o3 Hope National Medical Center0 Duarte 
CleKurne 9T L Fitness Center0 CleKurne0 TN 
CleHeland Community Hospital0 CleHeland0 TN 
Clinicas Del Camino Real0 IncQ0 ORaiFOSnard 
CM9T Associates 9T0 GreenHille0 9A 
Coast 9$ysical T$erapy0 La Volla 
Coastal Communities Hospital (Tenet Healt$ System)0 
Santa Ana 
Coastal 9$ysical T$erapy0 Heritage Gardens0 Loma 
Linda 
Coastal 9$ysical T$erapy0 ?alley Healt$care Center0 
San Wernardino 
Coastal 9$ysical T$erapy0 WrooXings0 OR 
Coast$erapy0 Huntington Weac$ 
College Hospital o3 Costa Mesa0 Costa Mesa 
Colorado 9$ysical T$erapy Institute0 Wroom3ield0 CO 
Colorado RiHer Medical Center0 Needles 
Colorado Sports and Spine Center0 Colorado Springs0 
CO 
Colton Voint Uni3ied Sc$ool District0 Colton 
ColumKia C$ugac$ 9T L Healt$ Center0 Anc$orage0 
A> 
ColumKia Re$aK0 LongHieZ0 [A 
ComKined T$erapy Specialists0 As$land0 NC 
CommonZealt$ 9$ysical T$erapy0 LeSington0 >\ 
Community ConHalescent Center0 RiHerside 
Community ConHalescent o3 San WernardinoF9remier 
Healt$0 Orange 
Community Healt$ Center o3 >ing County0 >ent0 [A 
Community Hospital0 Santa Rosa 
Community Hospital o3 Central Cali3ornia0 Fresno 
Community Hospital o3 C$ula ?ista0 C$ula ?ista 
Community Hospital o3 Onaga0 Onaga0 >S 
Community Hospital o3 Los Gatos0 Los Gatos 
Community Hospital o3 San Wernardino0 a Cat$olic 
Healt$care [est 3acility0 San Wernardino 
Community Hospitals o3 Central Cali3ornia0 Fresno 
Community Medical Center0 CloHis 
Community Medical Center0 Fresno 
Community Medical Center0 Missoula0 MT 
Community Medical Group o3 RiHerside0 RiHerside 
Community Memorial Hospital o3 Wuena ?entura0 
?entura 
Community 9$ysical T$erapy0 RiHerside 
Compre$ensiHe Cancer Center0 9alm Springs 
Compre$ensiHe 9T and A]uatic Center0 ?ictorHille 
Compre$ensiHe 9T and Sports Medicine0 Coon 
Rapids0 MN 
Compre$ensiHe Re$aKilitation0 HendersonHille0 TN 
Computeri^ed Diagnostic Imaging Center0 RiHerside 
Concentra Healt$ SerHices0 Carrolton0 TN 
Condry0 9ilar0 MQDQ 
Continental Regency Re$aK Hospital0 San Diego 
Contour Aest$etic Surgery Center0 Upland 
CooX C$ildren's Medical Center0 Fort [ort$0 TN 
CooX County Hospital0 C$icago0 IL 
Cooper Healt$ System0 Camden0 NV 
Cooper UniHersity Hospital0 Camden0 NV 
Cooper [ellness 9rogram0 Dallas0 TN 
Cornerstone Medical Group0 San Wernardino 
Cornerstone T$erapy0 Huntington Weac$ 
CoronaFNorco Uni3ied Sc$ool District (C$ild 
Nutrition SerHices)0 Norco 
Corona 9$ysical T$erapy0 Corona 
Corona_Temecula Ort$opedic Association0 Corona0 
CA 
CottonZood Hospital WacX Institute0 Murray0 UT 
Cottrells's Sports 9$ysical T$erapy0 >appa0 HI 
County o3 Los Angeles_C$ildren's Medical Center0 El 
Monte 
County o3 Orange Healt$ Care Agency0 Orange 
County o3 RiHerside Department o3 9uKlic Healt$0 
RiHerside 
County o3 San Wernardino Department o3 9uKlic 
Healt$0 San Wernardino 
County o3 San Luis OKispo CCS0 San Luis OKispo 
County o3 San Mateo Healt$ SerHices Agency0 San 
Mateo 
County o3 ?enturaaCali3ornia C$ildren's SerHices0 
?entura 
County ?illa Re$aKilitation Center0 Los Angeles 
CoHenant Healt$care (4b sites)0 MilZauXee0 [I 
CoS Healt$ Systems0 Spring3ield0 MO 
C9C Fair3aS Hospital0 >irXland0 [A 
C9C MillZood Hospital0 Arlington0 TN 
C9C Sierra ?ista Hospital0 Sacramento 
C9R Compre$ensiHe 9$ysical Re$aKilitation0 
LaXeZoodF9alm0 CO 
C9R T$erapy SerHices0 LaXeZood0 CO 
CraZ3ord Long Hospital0 9$ysical T$erapy0 Atlanta0 
GA 
CrestZood Medical Center0 HuntsHille0 AL 
Cro3ts0 >imKall0 MQDQ0 Linden0 UT 
Cucamonga Uni3ied Sc$ool District0 Ranc$o 
Cucamonga 
CumKerland County Hospital System0 IncQ0 Fayette0 
NC 
C?E0 IncQ0 San Francisco 
C?9H Medical Center0 9lattsKurg0 N\ 
Cypress Gardens0 RiHerside 
  
Dallmeyer 9$ysical T$erapy0 Santa WarKara 
Dan [yand 9T L AssociatesFNort$eastern ?ermont 
Regional Hospital0 LyndonHille0 ?T 
Daug$ters o3 C$arity0 Seton Medical Center0 Daly 
City 
DaHis0 WeHerly0 MQDQ0 Long Weac$ 
DaHis0 >aren0 MQDQ0 Long Weac$ 
DaHita0 IncQ0 Torrance 
Deaconess Re$aKilitation Institute0 SpoXane0 [A 
DeGu^man0 Rosalie0 MQDQ0 Corona 
De>alK Medical Center0 Decatur0 GA 
Deloitte L Touc$e0 Costa Mesa 
Department o3 t$e Army Community Hospital0 Fort 
Wenning0 GA 
Department o3 t$e NaHy0 NaHal Medical Center0 San 
Diego 
De9aul Medical Center0 Nor3olX0 ?A 
Desert Family Medical Center0 9alm Springs 
Desert >nolls ConHalescent0 9remier Healt$care0 IncQ0 
?ictorHille 
Desert Li3e Re$aKilitation and Care Center0 Tucson0 
Ac 
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Desert Medical Group, Inc., Palm Springs 
Desert Regional Medical Center HTenet Health 
SystemL, Palm Springs 
Desert Sands Unified School District, La Nuinta 
Desert Springs Therapy Center, Desert Hot Springs 
Desert Valley Hospital, Victorville 
De Soto Memorial Hospital, Arcadia 
Detroit Medical Center, Detroit, MI 
Developing Aging Solutions with Heart, dba DASH, 
Redlands 
Developmental Pathway for Kids, Detroit, MI 
Devonshire Care Center/Locomotion Therapy, 
Hemet 
Dewitt Physical Therapy, Merced 
Diamondback Physical Therapy, Gilbert, AZ 
Dimensions in Food and Nutrition, Inc., Burtonsville, 
MD 
Doctors Hospital Medical Center, Montclair 
Doctors Hospital of Sarasota, Sarasota, FL 
Dolphin Human Therapy, Miami, FL 
Dominican Hospital, Santa Cruz 
Dos Caminos Physical Therapy and Sports Rehab, 
Camarillo 
Downey Regional Medical Center, Downey 
Downey Unified School District, Downey 
Drayer Physical Therapy Institute, Hummelstow, PA 
Dr. McDougall's Right Foods/Veggie Life Magazine, 
Concorde 
Drs. Hayashi, Sakai, and Dahms, Thousand Oaks 
Durango Sports Club PT, Durango, CO 
Dynamic Performances Therapy, Huntsville, AL 
Dynamics Spinal Cord Rehab Center, Los Angeles 
  
East Jefferson General Hospital, Metairie, LA 
East Pasco Medical Center, Zephyrillis, FL 
East Valley, SELPA, Colton 
Easter Seal Children's Guild Therapy Center, Salem, 
OR 
Easter Seal Society, Sacramento 
Easter Seal Society of Inland Counties, San 
Bernardino 
Easter Seals–Central California, Fresno 
Eclipse Therapies, Inc., San Rafael 
Ed Ayub Ortho and Sports, San Diego 
Egleston's Children's Hospital at Emory University, 
Inc., Atlanta, GA 
Eisenhower Memorial Hospital, Rancho Mirage 
El Centro Regional Medical Center, El Centro 
El Paso Physical Therapy Services, El Paso, T\ 
Elite Performance, Newport Beach 
Elkin's Park Hospital HTenet Health SystemL Elkin's 
Park, PA 
Elks Rehabilitation Hospital, Boise, ID 
Elmhurst Memorial Hospital, Elmhurst, IL 
Ember Healthcare, Pomona 
Emerald Bay Physical Therapy, South Lake Tahoe 
Emilie Gamelin Institute, Portland, OR 
England Physical Therapy, Garden Grove 
Enloe Medical Center, Chico 
Etiwanda School District, Etiwanda 
Eureka Physical Therapy, Inc., Eureka 
Evergreen Ancillary Services, LLC, Vancouver, WA 
Evergreen Hospital Medical Center, Kirkland, WA 
E^cel Physical Therapy, Walla Walla, WA 
E^plorabilities, Albuquerque, NM 
 
Fairbanks Memorial Hospital, Fairbanks, AK 
Fairview Training Center, Physical Medicine 
Department, Salem, OR 
Fallbrook Hospital, Fallbrook 
Fallbrook Physical & Occupational Therapy, 
Fallbrook 
Fayetteville Therapy Services, Fayetteville, NC 
Feather River Rehabilitation Center, Paradise 
Felder Physical Therapy, Inc., Santa Ana 
First Healthcare Corporation, Tacoma, WA 
Fit for Life, Riverside 
Fitness Center Health Park East, Brandenton, FL 
Flagstaff Medical Center and Northern Arizona 
Rehab Center, Flagstaff, AZ 
Flanders Physical Therapy Portland, OR 
Florida Hospital Waterman, Tamares, FL 
Focus on Health, Newport Beach 
Focus Physical Therapy, Rancho Santa Marguerita 
Fontana Family Medical Center, Fontana 
Fontana Unified School District, Fontana 
Foothills Ortho & Sports Therapy, Loveland, CO 
Foothills Provincial General Hospital, Calgary, 
Alberta, Canada 
Fort Sanders Regional Medical Center, Kno^ville, TN 
Fortenase and Associates, Arcadia 
Fountain Valley Regional Hospital and Medical 
Center, Fountain Valley 
Fo^ Occupational Medicine Center, San Bernardino 
Franciscan Health System–West, Tacoma, WA 
Freeman Ortho and Sports Medicine Center, Joplin, 
MO 
Fresno Community Hospital and Medical Center, dba 
California Cancer Care, Fresno 
Fresno Fire Department, Fresno 
Friends of Jefferson House, Riverside 
Function Junction Rehabilitation Center, Crescent 
City 
Future Rehabilitation, Santa Rosa 
Futures Rehab and Heritage Healthcare, St. Helena 
Fysiocur NV, Curacao, Netherlands 
  
Galen of Kansas, Overland Park, KS 
Galesburg Cottage Hospital, Galesburg, Illinois 
Gambro Healthcare, San Bernardino 
Gambro Health Care, Upland 
Garfield Medical Center HTenet Health SystemL, 
Monterey Park 
Gaspar Physical Therapy, Encinitas 
Gateway Hospital & Mental Health Center, Los 
Angeles 
Gateway Therapy Center, Poway 
Gateways Hospital, Los Angeles 
General Hospital, Eureka 
Genesys Regional Medical Center Health Park, Grand 
Blanc, MI 
Gentilly Physical Therapy & Sports Rehab, New 
Orleans, LA 
Geri Care, Newport Beach 
Gerontic Therapy Services, Seal Beach 
Gila Regional Medical Center PT Department, Silver 
City, NM 
Glendale Adventist Medical Center, Glendale 
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Innovative Health Systems, Inc., Sacramento 
Institute for Rehabilitation and Research (The), 
Houston, TX 
Integris Baptist Medical Center, Oklahoma City, OK 
Intergro Rehab Services, Huntington Beach 
Interlink Rehabilitation, Van Nuys 
Intermountain Health Care, Orem, UT 
Ironwood Family Practice, Coeur d'Alene, ID 
Island Physical Therapy Center, Anacortes, WA 
  
Jack D. Close X Associates, Las Vegas, NV 
Jacobs, Randy, M.D. 
Jayne Shover Easter Seal Rehabilitation Center, Elgin, 
IL 
Jean Hanna Clark Rehabilitation Center, Las Vegas, 
NV 
Jefferson County Health Department, Louisville, KY 
Jefferson County Public Schools, Golden, CO 
Jennie Edmundson Hospital, Council Bluffs, IA 
J. F. Kennedy Memorial Hospital (Tenet Health 
System), Indio 
Jim Thorp Rehabilitation, Oklahoma City, OK 
John Breuer Rehab Services, Coos Bay, OR 
Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, MD 
Joyner Sports Medicine Institute, Division of 
Novacare, Harrisburg, PA 
JP Therapy and Magnolia Rehabilitation and Nursing, 
Riverside 
JP Therapy Villa Rehab Hospital, Riverside 
Jump Start, Colton 
June Weinstein and Associates, Villa Park 
Jurupa Unified School District, Riverside 
  
Kadlec Medical Center, Richland, WA 
Kaiser Foundation Hospital–Baldwin Park, Baldwin 
Park 
Kaiser Foundation Hospital–Bellflower, Bellflower 
Kaiser Foundation Hospital–Fontana, Fontana 
Kaiser Foundation Hospital–Los Angeles, Los 
Angeles 
Kaiser Foundation Hospital–Panorama City, 
Panorama City 
Kaiser Foundation Hospital–Riverside, Riverside 
Kaiser Foundation Hospital–San Diego, San Diego 
Kaiser Foundation Hospital–Woodland Hills, 
Woodland Hills 
Kaiser Foundation Hospitals, Honolulu, HI 
Kaiser Permanente Hospitals and the Permanente 
Medical Group, Oakland 
Kaiser Permanente, Fresno Medical Center, Fresno 
Kaiser Permanente Medical Group–North 
Kaiser Permanente–Southern California Region, 
Pasadena 
Kansas Rehabilitation Hospital, Topeka, KS 
Kaweah Delta Healthcare District, Visalia 
Keen Medical Group, Victorville 
Kennebec Valley Medical Center, Augusta, ME 
Kennewick General Hospital, Kennewick, WA 
Kensington Physical Therapy, Inc., Gaithersburg, MD 
Kentfield Rehabilitation Hospital, Kentfield 
Kern Radiology, Bakersfield 
Kern Valley Health District, Mt. Mesa 
Kettering Medical Center, Kettering, OH 
Keystone Vocational Services, San Francisco 
Kid's Care, Phoenix, AZ 
Kimbro Medical Center, Cleburne, TX 
Kindred Hospital, Vencor, Ontario 
Kindred Hospital, Rehabilitation, Brea 
Kingman Community Hospital, Kingman, KS 
Kingston Hospital, Kingston, NY 
Kitsap PT and Sports Clinic, Poulsbo, WA 
Knight Physical Therapy, Garden Grove 
Knollwood Psychiatric Center, Riverside 
Knox Community Hospital, Mt. Vernon, OH 
Kodiak Island Hospital and Care Center, Kodiak, AK 
Kona Hospital, Kealakeua, HI 
Kootenai Medical Center, Coeur d'Alene, ID 
Kornhill Physiotherapy Centre, \uarry Bay, Hong 
Kong 
PMG Peat Marwick, Long Beach 
Kruppa Physical Therapy/Rimrock Villa 
Convalescent, Barstow 
Kyrene Elementary School District, Tempe, AZ 
  
L X J Telesmanic X Associate (Horizon Subacute), 
Fresno 
La Jolla Spine and Sport, La Jolla 
La Palma Intercommunity Hospital, La Palma 
La Pine Physical Therapy, La Pine, OR 
Lake Arrowhead Physical Therapy/Mountains 
Community Hospital, Lake Arrowhead 
Lake Centre for Rehabilitation, Leesburg, FL 
Lake Chelan Community Hospital, Lake Chelan, WA 
Lake Chelan Physical Therapy, Chelan, WA 
Lake City Orthopedic X Sports Physical Therapy, 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 
Lake Elsinore Unified School District, Lake Elsinore 
Lake Forest Hospital, Lake Forest, WA 
Lakeland Regional Health System, Berrien Center, MI 
Lakeland Regional Health System, St. Joseph, MI 
Lancaster Community Hospital, Lancaster 
Lanternman Developmental Center, Pomona 
La Palma Intercommunity Hospital, La Palma 
Las Encinitos Hospital, Pasadena 
Las Virgenes Unified School District, Calabasas 
LaSalle Medical Associates, San Bernardino 
Laurie Lewis/Therapy _ U, San Jacinto 
Lawrence Hospital, Bronxville, NY 
LDS Hospital Rehabilitation Center, Salt Lake City, 
UT 
Learning Service Corp., Gilroy 
LeBouheur Children's Medical Center, Memphis, TN 
Legacy Rehabilitation Services, Portland, OR 
Lehigh Valley Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation, 
Walnutport, PA 
Lester E. Cox Medical Center, Springfield, MO 
Lewis, Bower X Associates, Claremont 
Life Care Center of Kennewick, Kennewick, WA 
Life Care of Corona, Corona 
Lifecare Center of Hawaii, Hilo, HI 
Lifespan Wellness Clinic, Fullerton 
Lifestyle Center of America, Sulphur, OK 
Lihue PT X Sports Rehab of T.O.R.C.H., Hilo, HI 
Lincoln Regional Center, Lincoln, NE 
Linda Brown and Associates, Visalia 
Linda Valley Care Center, Loma Linda 
Locomotion Therapy, Covina 
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Napa Valley Physical Therapy Center, Napa 
Nashville Sports Therapy, Hermitage, TN 
National Center for EHuine-Facilitated Therapy, 
Woodside 
National Guard Health Affairs, Riyhad, Saudi Arabia 
National Medical Specialty Hospital of Redding, 
Redding 
Neuro Sports Rehab Associates, Fremont 
New England Rehabilitation Hospital, Inc., Danvers, 
MA 
New River Wellness, Christiansburg, VA 
Newport Language-Speech Centers, Mission Viejo 
Nordstrom Rehabilitation Services, Palo Alto 
North Adams Regional Hospital, North Adams 
North American Computer College, Glendale 
North East Georgia Health System, Inc., Gainseville, 
GA 
North East Oregon Physical Therapy, La Grande, OR 
North Georgia Pediatric Therapies, Ringgold, Georgia 
North Idaho P.T., Coeur dTAlene, ID 
North Kansas City Hospital, North Kansas City, MO 
North River Hand Therapy Clinics, Hikson, TN 
North Santa Rosa Physical Therapy, Santa Rosa 
North Western Memorial Health South Sports 
Medicine, Chicago, IL 
Northbay Health Care Services, Fairfield 
Northeast Community Clinic, Alhambra 
Northeast Oklahoma Rehabilitation Hospital, Tulsa, 
OK 
Northern Michigan Hospital, Petosky, MI 
Northern Star Therapy, Limited, St. Cloud, MN 
Northridge Hospital Medical Center, Catholic 
Healthcare West, So Cal, Northridge 
Northwest Country Place, Inc., McMinnville, OR 
Northwest Hospital, Seattle, WA 
Northwest Kidney Centers, Seattle, WA 
Northwest Physical Therapy, Bellingham, WA 
Northwest Physical Therapy, Mt. Vernon, WA 
Northwest Rehab Institute, Vancouver, WA 
Northwest Therapy and Fitness, Pontiac, MI 
Northwoods Rehab Associates/Howard Young 
Medical Center, Woodruff, WI 
Norton Hospitals, Inc., Louisville, KY 
NOTAMI Hospitals of California, Inc., San Jose 
NOVA CARE Contract Division, Genesco, IL 
Nutrition and Lifestyle Medical Clinic, Calimesa 
Nutrition Consultation ZMargaret K. Heath[, Loma 
Linda 
  
Oaks Surgical Center, Murrieta 
Oasis Physical Therapy, Pasco, WA 
OTConner Hospital\Physical Medicine, San Jose 
Occupational Therapy Training Program, Torrance 
Oceania, Palo Alto 
Odessa Physical Therapy, Odessa, T] 
Ojai Unified School District, Ojai 
Okanogan-Douglas District Hospital, Brewster, WA 
Old Town Physical Therapy Forrest Grove, OR 
Ontario-Montclair School District, Ontario 
Orange County Health Care Agency, Santa Ana 
Orange County Therapy Services, Laguna Hills 
Orange Unified School District, Orange 
Options, San Diego 
Oregon Health Sciences University, Human 
Performance Laboratory, University Hospital, 
Portland, OR 
Ortho Sports Physical Therapy, Mission Viejo 
Orthopaedic and Neurological Rehabilitation, Inc., 
Sacramento 
Orthopaedic Hospital, Los Angeles 
Orthopaedic Sports, Inc., Stillwater, MN 
Orthopedic ^ Sports PT, Santa Rosa 
Orthopedic Associates, Silver Spring, MD 
Orthopedic Hospital, Ltd., Houston, T] 
Orthopedic Physical Therapy Institute, Riverside 
Orthopedic Surgery and Sports Medicine Physical, La 
Habra 
Osteopathic Medical Center of Te_as, Ft. Worth, T] 
OT for Kids, Belmont 
Our Lady of Victory Home of Charity\Baker Victory 
Services, Buffalo, NV 
Outback Physiotherapy, Redlands 
Outreach Therapy Consultants, Spokane, WA 
  
P.O.S.T. Rehabilitation Clinic, Moreno Valley 
PACE Therapy\Christian Heritage, Upland 
PACE Therapy\Claremont Care Center, Pomona 
PACE Therapy, Inc.\Heritage Garden, Loma Linda 
PACE Therapy\Las Villas Del Norte Health 
Professions, Escondido 
PACE Therapy\Parkmont Care Center, Paramount 
PACE Therapy\Rancho Encinitas, Encinitas 
PACE Therapy\Vista Del Mar, Vista 
PACE Therapy\Western Care Center, Pomona 
Pacific Care Insurance Company, Cypress 
Pacific Coast Healthcare, Encino 
Pacific Gardens, Fresno 
Pacific Health Education Center, Bakersfield 
Pacific Physical Therapy, Monterey 
Pacific Southwest Therapies, Inc., Las Vegas, NV 
Pacific Therapies, Inc., Huntington Beach 
Pain Management Clinic of Hawaii, Inc., Honolulu, 
HI 
Paliwal, Yogesh, M.D., Pomona 
Palm Beach Medical Center, Palm Beach, FL 
Palm Beach Medical Center, West Palm Beach, FL 
Palm Springs Health Care, Palm Springs 
Palm Springs Unified School District, Palm Springs 
Palomar Pomerado Health System, San Diego 
Paradise Valley Hospital SouthBay Rehab Center, 
National City 
Park Manor Rehabilitation Center, Walla Walla, WA 
Parkridge Centre, Saskatoon, Canada 
Parkridge Hospital, Fletcher, NC 
Parkview Community Hospital ZSoderno Marriot[, 
Riverside 
Parkview Episcopal Medical Center, Pueblo, CO 
Parkview Memorial Hospital, Brunswick, ME 
Partners in Therapy, LLP, Ft. Worth, T] 
Pasadena Department of Health WIC Program, 
Pasadena 
Pasadena Rehabilitation Institute, Pasadena 
Pass Physical Therapy, Beaumont 
Paul ChangTs Rehabilitation Services, Blue Springs, 
MO 
Peace Arch Hospital, White Rock, British Columbia, 
Canada 
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PeaceHealth0 Eu<ene0 OR 
Peachwood PT Sports and Spine Center0 Blendora 
PeaC Per3ormance0 Chino 
Pediatric Buildin< BlocCs0 San Ramon 
Pediatric Intervention IncG0 San Hose 
Pediatric TherapI Associates0 ShrewsJurI0 MA 
Pediatric TherapI Association0 Plantation0 FL 
Per3ormance PhIsical TherapI0 Orem0 UT 
Per3ormaO PT0 Littleton0 CO 
Perspective TherapI0 Oceanside 
Permian Re<ional Medical Center0 Andrews0 TP 
PhoeniO Memorial Hospital and NORACARE0 
PhoeniO0 AS 
PhICor0 IncG0 Honolulu0 HI 
PhIsical RehaJilitation Center o3 Oran<e0 
Testminster 
PhIsical TherapI U Sports RehaJilitation Services0 
SunnIside0 TA 
PhIsical TherapI Associates0 Torcester0 MA 
PhIsical TherapI Center0 Rialto 
PhIsical TherapI Clinic0 IncG VTheW0 Citrus Hei<hts 
PhIsical TherapI Institute0 IncG0 PowaI 
PhIsical TherapI0 Northwest0 Salem0 OR 
PhIsical TherapI Services0 TIler0 TP 
PhIsical TherapI Specialists0 Louisville0 XY 
PhIsical TherapI Sports Institute0 Hemet 
PhIsiotherapI Associates0 Madison0 TN 
PhIsiotherapI Associates0 Blen Burnie0 MD 
PhIsiotherapI Associates0 Holland0 MI 
PhIsiotherapI Associates0 Madison0 TN 
PhIsiotherapI Associates[Corporate O33ice0 
Memphis0 TN 
PhIsiotherapI Associates[Northside0 San Die<o 
Pinecrest RehaJilitation Hospital0 VTenet Health 
SIstemW0 DelraI Beach0 FL 
Pinnacle RehaJilitation0 Nashville0 TN 
Pioneer RalleI Hospital0 Test RalleI CitI0 UT 
Pioneers Memorial Hospital0 BrawleI 
Pis<ah PT U Sports RehaJilitation0 Hendersonville0 
NC 
Pleasant RalleI School District0 Pleasant RalleI 
Point Test PhIsical TherapI0 Santa Rosa 
PollocC PhIsical TherapI0 Upland 
Pomona Uni3ied School District0 Pomona 
Pomona RalleI Hospital0 Pomona 
Portals0 Los An<eles Portercare Memorial Hospital0 
Denver0 CO 
Portland RA Medical Center0 Portland0 OR 
PPTS o3 BlIthe0 BlIthe 
Premier Healthcare0 Oran<e 
Premier Healthcare0 San Bernardino 
Premier Healthcare0 Rictorville 
Premier Healthcare0 Thittier 
Premier Healthcare0 IncG0 Oran<e 
PresJIterian IntercommunitI Hospital0 Thittier 
PrioritI RehaJilitation0 San Bernardino 
Pro RehaJ0 StG Louis0 MO 
ProCare PhIsical TherapI0 Redlands 
Pro3essional Orthopedic U Sports Care0 Fontana 
Pro3essional PhIsical TherapI Association0 Thittier 
Pro3essional PhIsical TherapI Services0 Anchora<e0 
AX 
Pro3essional TherapI Associates0 IncG0 Stron<sville0 
OH 
Pro3essional TherapI SIstems0 Chattanoo<a0 TN 
Pro<ressive RehaJilitation Options0 Minneapolis0 MN 
Pro<ressive TherapI0 ColumJia0 SC 
Pro\Health RehaJ and Sports Medicine0 Lawndale 
Providence AlasCa Medical Center0 Anchora<e0 AX 
Providence Centralia Hospital0 Centralia0 TA 
Providence Health SIstems0 Everett0 TA 
Providence Health SIstems Southern Cali3ornia0 
BurJanC 
Providence Health SIstems0 Los An<eles 
Providence Health SIstems Re<ional RehaJilitation0 
Portland0 OR 
Providence Hospital[Chehalis and BlacC Hills PT0 
Chehalis0 TA 
Providence Seattle Medical Center0 Seattle0 TA 
Providence Speech U Hearin< Center0 Oran<e 
Providence StG Peter Hospital0 OlImpia0 TA 
Provider Health Services U Bood Samaritan0 
Addison0 TP 
PuJlic Health Foundation TIC Pro<ram0 Irwindale 
  
]uadraMed0 Seal Beach 
]ueen o3 An<els\HollIwood PresJIterian Medical 
Center0 Los An<eles 
]ueen o3 the RalleI Hospital\Napa0 Napa 
]ueen^s Medical Center0 Honolulu0 HI 
  
RG HG TherapI0 Lon< Beach 
Radiation TherapI Medical Broup0 Riverside 
Redlands CommunitI Hospital0 Redlands 
Ralph XG Davies Medical Center0 San Francisco 
Ramona PhIsical TherapI0 Ramona 
Rancho PhIsical TherapI0 Murrietta 
Ranier Rista Care Center0 PuIallup0 TA 
Rasco and Associates0 Blue HaI 
RCI Ima<e SIstems0 El Se<undo 
Readin< RehaJilitation Hospital0 Readin<0 PA 
ReJound Orthopedic U Sports Medicine0 Portland0 
OR 
ReJound PhIsical TherapI0 Bend0 OR 
Reche CanIon Convalescent0 Colton 
Reddin< Medical Center0 IncG0 Reddin< 
Reddin< PhIsical TherapI0 Reddin< 
RedhawC PhIsical TherapI0 Reddin< 
Redin<ton Fairview Beneral Hospital0 SCowhe<an0 
ME 
Redlands CommunitI Hospital0 Redlands 
Redlands Ortho U Sports Clinic0 Redlands 
Redlands Uni3ied School District0 Redlands 
Redlands Yucaipa Buidance Clinic Association0 
Redlands 
Re<encI Care Center0 SpoCane0 TA 
Re<encI Care Center at Talla Talla0 Talla Talla0 
TA 
Re<ional Medical Center o3 Oran<eJur< and Calhoun0 
Oran<eJur<0 SC 
RehaJ Associates0 LLC0 Hermiston0 OR 
RehaJ Hospital o3 the Paci3ic0 Honolulu0 HI 
RehaJ Plus0 Placentia 
RehaJ Specialists0 IncG0 Portland0 OR 
RehaJ Risions0 Omaha0 NE 
RehaJaccess0 Decatur0 AL 
RehaJilitation and Sport Medicine Center0 
Bradentown0 FL 
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Rehabilitation Dynamics, Inc., New Florence, MO 
Rehabilitation Hospital of Nevada, Las Vegas, NV 
Rehabilitation Hospital of Nevada, Reno, NV 
Rehabilitation Hospital of the Pacific, Honolulu, HI 
Rehabilitation Institute at Santa Barbara (The), Santa 
Barbara 
Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago, Chicago, IL 
Rehabilitation Institute of Orange, Santa Ana 
Rehabilitation Institute of Santa Barbara, Santa 
Barbara 
Rehabilitation Network, Salem, OR 
Rehabilitation Providers, Monterey 
Rehabilitation Services of Columbus, Inc., Columbus, 
GA 
Rehabilitation Technology Works, San Bernardino 
Rehability, Smyrna, TN 
Rehability Center, Harlingen, TX 
Rehability Corporation, Wharton, TX 
Rehabnet, Inc., Tustin 
Restorative Care Center, Seattle, WA 
Results Rehabilitation, Inc., Coronado 
Return to Work Center, North Vuincy, MA 
Reuben Carlos Castillo, M.D., Perris 
Reykjavik Hospital, Iceland 
Rialto Unified School District, Rialto 
Richards HealthCare, Inc., Houston, TX 
Ridgecrest Community Hospital, Ridgecrest 
Ridgecrest Physical Therapy, Ridgecrest 
Riverside Community Hospital, Riverside 
Riverside County Department of Public Health, 
Riverside 
Riverside County Office on Aging, Riverside 
Riverside County Regional Medical Center, Moreno 
Valley 
Riverside Physical Therapy Center, Riverside 
Riverside Unified School District, Riverside 
Robert F. Kennedy Medical Center, Hawthorne 
Robert H. Ballard Rehabilitation Hospital, San 
Bernardino 
Robert J. )ahne Physical Therapy Corp., Hanford 
Robert Packer Hospital, Sayre, PA 
Robin Irwin Physical Therapy Services, Decatur, AL 
Rockwood Ortho and Sports PT, Portland, OR 
Rogue Valley Manor, Medford, OR 
Rosemary Johnson and Associates, Monrovia 
Rosenberry PT Center for Sports Medicine and Spine, 
Solvang 
Rusk Rehabilitation Center, Columbia, MO 
  
S.C.O.R.E., Tucson, AriZona 
Saddleback Memorial Medical Center, Laguna Hills 
Saddleback Unified School District, Moreno Valley 
Saguaro Pediatrics, Phoenix, A\ 
Saini, Surinder, M.D., Fountain Valley 
Salinas Valley Memorial Healthcare System, Salinas 
Salinas Valley Memorial Medical Center, Salinas 
Salle, Nadine, M.D., Honolulu, HI 
Salt Lake City County Health Department, Salt Lake 
City, UT 
Samaritan Health Services, Inc., Corvallis, OR 
Samaritan Health System, Mesa, A\ 
San Antonio Community Hospital, Upland 
San Antonio Urology Medical Group, Inc., Upland 
San Bernardino City Fire Department, San Bernardino 
San Bernardino City Unified School District, San 
Bernardino 
San Bernardino County Medical Center, San 
Bernardino 
San Bernardino (County of) Mental Health 
Department, San Bernardino 
San Bernardino (County of) Office of Aging, San 
Bernardino 
San Bernardino County Preschool Services 
Department, San Bernardino 
San Bernardino (County of) Public Health 
Department, San Bernardino 
San Bernardino (County of) Superintendent of 
Schools, Colton 
San Diego (County of) California Children's Services, 
San Diego 
San Diego Hospital Association, San Diego 
San Gabriel Valley Medical Center, San Gabriel 
San Gorgonio Memorial Hospital, Banning 
San Joaquin Community Hospital (an Adventist 
Hospital), Bakersfield 
San Joaquin General Hospital, Stockton 
San Joaquin Valley Rehabilitation Hospital, Fresno 
San Jose Medical Center, San Jose 
San Pedro Peninsula Hospital, San Pedro 
SancheZ, Elias, M.D., Riverside 
Santa Ana Tustin Physical Therapy, Santa Ana 
Santa Barbara County California Children's Center, 
Santa Barbara 
Santa Monica Orthopedic Sports Medical Group, 
Santa Monica 
Scottish Rite Children's Healthcare, Atlanta, GA 
Scripps Clinic Wellness Program, La Jolla 
Scripps Health Ornish Program, La Jolla 
Scripps Memorial Hospital, Chula Vista 
Scripps Memorial Hospital, Encinitas 
Scripps Memorial Hospital, La Jolla 
Scripps Memorial Hospital, San Diego 
Scripps Mercy Hospital, San Diego 
Seattle-King County Department of Public Health, 
Seattle, WA 
Seattle Medical and Rehabilitation Center, Seattle, 
WA 
Seattle Physical Therapy, Seattle, WA 
Select Therapy, Inc., ` Corona Meadows, Irvine 
Sentara Bayside Hospital, Virginia Beach, VA 
Sequoia Regional Cancer Center, Visalia 
Seton Medical Center, Daly City 
Shady Grove Adventist Hospital, Rockville, MD 
Shady Grove Center for Sports Medicine ` 
Rehabilitation, Rockville, MD 
Shapewell, Inc., Palm Desert 
Sharp Cabrillo Hospital, San Diego 
Sharp Chula Vista Medical Center, San Diego 
Sharp Coronado Hospital ` Healthcare Center, San 
Diego 
Sharp Grossmont Hospital, San Diego 
Sharp Healthcare, Hospital Association, San Diego 
Sharp Home Care, San Diego 
Shawnee Mission Medical Center, Shawnee Mission, 
KS 
Shea Health Center, San Bernardino 
Shelley Cooper Physical Therapy, Palm Desert 
Shoroye, Adeyinka, M.D., Pediatrics, Riverside 
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S%G-$ 1%G+-I O.-$%82(*# S82#*/&*,-,0 L/:G+/ H*&&, 
S%G-$ H/E2+ 1%))G+*-I H%,8*-/&0 S%G-$ H/E2+0 OI 
S%G-$ P/#*3*# A2$/B S2.E*#2,0 E+#*+% 
S%G-$ P2+*+,G&/ H%,8*-/& H%)2.0 A< 
S%G-$ U)8VG/ P$I,*#/& T$2./8I0 A%,2BG.:0 OA 
S%G-$ M/&-%+ P$I,*#/& T$2./8I @ A2$/B*&*-/-*%+0 
S/+-/ A%,/ L2/#$0 FL 
S%G-$#2+-./& 1%G+,2&*+: 12+-2. A+#$%./:20 A< 
S%G-$2/,- A2$/B*&*-/-*%+ H%,8*-/&0 D%-$/+0 AL 
S%G-$2.+ H*&&, O2(*#/& 12+-2.0 N/,$E*&&20 TN 
S%G-$2.+ U-/$ P$I,*#/& T$2./8I0 12(/. 1*-I0 UT 
S%G-$*&& P$I,*#/& T$2./8IWS8%.-, A2$/B*&*-/-*%+0 
S8%F/+20 MA 
S%G-$,*(2 A2:*%+/& O2(*#/& 12+-2.0 P2-2.,BG.:0 HA 
S%G-$,*(2 A2$/B S2.E*#2,0 1%&%+*/& H2*:$-,0 HA 
S%G-$X2,- P/&) 1%+-.%& @ S8%.-, T$2./8I0 P/&) 
D2,2.- 
S%G-$X2,- P$I,*#/& T$2./8I0 L*--&2-%+0 1O 
S%G-$X2,- T2;/, O2-$%(*,- H%,8*-/&0 S/+ A+-%+*%0 
TY 
S822#$ /+( L/+:G/:2 D2E2&%8)2+- 12+-2.0 L/ 
O*./(/ 
S82#*/& <*(,0 OG.3.22,B%.%0 TN 
S82#*/&*Z2( PT 12+-2.0 O./+:2 1*-I0 FL 
S82#*/&-I H%,8*-/& %3 S%G-$2.+ 1/&*3%.+*/0 L/ O*./(/ 
S82#-.G) H2/&-$ E/,- 1/)8G,0 R./+( A/8*(,0 OI 
S82#-.G) OAI I)/:*+: 12+-2.0 1$*+% 
S822#$ /+( L/+:G/:2 D2E2&%8)2+- 12+-2.0 LG2+/ 
P/.F 
S8*+2 @ S8%.-, O2(*#*+2 I+,-*-G-20 1%+#%.( 
S8%%+2. P$I,*#/& T$2./8I0 S#%--,(/&20 A[ 
S8%.- /+( S8*+2 P$I,*#/& T$2./8I0 S/+ L2.+/.(*+% 
S8%.-, @ O.-$%82(*# P$I,*#/& T$2./8I0 I+#N0 
O*++2/8%&*,0 ON 
S8%.-, @ O.-$%82(*# T$2./8I S2.E*#2,0 S*&E2. S8.*+:0 
OD 
S8%.-, 1/.2 %3 S/+ F./+#*,#% P$I,*#/& T$2./8I0 S/+ 
F./+#*,#% 
S8%.-, F*- PNTN0 S/+ A/)%+ 
S8%.-, O2(*#*+2 /+( O.-$% A2$/B 12+-2.0 H*2++/0 HA 
S8%.-, O2(*#*+2 R*/+-0 1%&G)BG,0 OH 
S8%.-, O2(*#*+2 H/X/** L-(N0 H%+%&G&G0 HI 
S8%.-, O2(*#*+2 I+,-*-G-20 O./+:2 
S8%.-, O2(*#*+2 I+,-*-G-2 %3 S*+/* S/)/.*-/+ O2(*#/& 
12+-2.0 O2VG%+0 MI 
S8%.-, O.-$%82(*#, /+( A2$/B*&*-/-*%+0 T/)G+*+:0 
RG/) 
S8%.-, P2.3%.)/+#20 P&2/,/+- 
S8.*+:(/&2 H*&&/:20 O2,/0 A[ 
SVG/.2 O+2 A2$/B*&*-/-*%+0 </+,/, 1*-I0 <S 
SSO H2/&-$ 1/.2 %3 OF&/$%)/0 O< 
S-N A:+2, 1/+#2. 12+-2.0 F.2,+% 
S-N A&2;*, H%,8*-/& /+( O2(*#/& 12+-2.0 1&2E2&/+(0 
OH 
S-N A&8$%+,G, A2:*%+/& O2(*#/& 12+-2.0 L%*,20 ID 
S-N A+-$%+I H%,8*-/&0 OF&/$%)/ 1*-I0 O< 
S-N L2.+/.(*+2 O2(*#/& 12+-2.W1%))G+*-I H%,8*-/&0 
S/+ L2.+/.(*+% 
S-N 1$/.&2, H%,8*-/&0 P%.- J2332.,%+0 N= 
S-N 1$/.&2, O2(*#/& 12+-2.0 L2+(0 OA 
S-N E&*Z/B2-$ 1%))G+*-I H2/&-$ 12+-2.0 L*+#%&+0 NE 
S-N F./+#*, H2/&-$#/.2 N2-X%.F0 H%+%&G&G0 HI 
S-N F./+#*, O2(*#/& 12+-2.0 LI+X%%( 
S-N F./+#*, O2(*#/& 12+-2.\M2,-0 EX/ L2/#$0 HI 
S-N R2%.:2 1/.2 @ A2$/B 12+-2.0 S-N R2%.:20 UT 
S-N R2%.:2 P$I,*#/& T$2./8I0 1$/.&%--20 N1 
S-N H2&2+/ H%,8*-/& /+( H2/&-$ 12+-2.]/+ A(E2+-*,- 
H%,8*-/&0 D22. P/.F 
S-N J%$+^, H2/&-$ SI,-2)0 L2B/+%+0 OO 
S-N J%$+^, H%,8*-/& @ H2/&-$ 12+-2.0 S/+-/ O%+*#/ 
S-N J%$+^, O2(*#/& 12+-2.0 TG&,/0 O< 
S-N J%$+^, O2.#I H%,8*-/&0 M/,$*+:-%+0 OO 
S-N J%$+^, A2:*%+/& O2(*#/& 12+-2.0 O;+/.( 
S-N J%,28$ H2/&-$ SI,-2)0 EG.2F/ 
S-N J%,28$ H2/&-$ SI,-2),0 S/+-/ A%,/ 
S-N J%,28$ H%,8*-/&0 L2;*+:-%+0 <= 
S-N J%,28$ H%,8*-/& %3 O./+:20 O./+:2 
S-N J%,28$ O2(*#/& 12+-2.0 LG.B/+F 
S-N J%,28$ A2:*%+/& O2(*#/& 12+-2.0 L2X*,-%+0 ID 
S-N J%,28$^, H%,8*-/& %3 A-&/+-/0 A-&/+-/0 RA 
S-N J%,28$^, O2(*#/& 12+-2. %3 S-%#F-%+0 S-%#F-%+ 
S-N JG(2 O2(*#/& 12+-2.0 FG&&2.-%+ 
S-N L%G*, H2/&-$ 1/.2 N2-X%.F0 S-N L%G*,0 OO 
S-N LGF2^, H%,8*-/&0 </+,/, 1*-I0 OO 
S-N LGF2^, H%,8*-/&0 P$%2+*;0 A[ 
S-N LGF2^, A2$/B*&*-/-*%+ I+,-*-G-20 S8%F/+20 MA 
S-N O/.I O2(*#/& 12+-2.0 A88&2 H/&&2I 
S-N O/.I O2(*#/& 12+-2.0 1/-$%&*# H2/&-$#/.2 M2,-0 
S% 1/&0 L%+: L2/#$ 
S-N O/.I O2(*#/& 12+-2. /+( TG.+*+: P%*+- A2$/B0 
M/&&/ M/&&/0 MA 
S-N O/.I A2:*%+/& O2(*#/& 12+-2.0 A88&2 H/&&2I 
S-N P/-.*#F H%,8*-/&0 O*,,%G&/0 OT 
S-N A%,2 H%,8*-/&0 H/IX/.( 
S-N H*+#2+- I+3%.)/-*%+ O2(*#/& 12+-2.0 L*--&2 A%#F0 
AA 
S-/+3%.( H%,8*-/&, @ 1&*+*#,0 S-/+3%.( 
S-/. A2$/B*&*-/-*%+0 1%.%+/ 
UNIVERSITY CATALOG 1023
State of Alaska, Department of Health and Social 
Services, Division of Public Health, Anchorage, 
AK 
Stein Education Center, San Diego 
Stevens Memorial Hospital, Edmond, WA 
Stewart Rehabilitation Center, McKay Dee Hospital, 
Ogden, UT 
Storm Physical Therapy, Medford, OR 
Strategic Health Services, Riverside 
Straub Clinics Hospital, Lihue, HI 
Summit Medical Center, Hermitage, TN 
Summit Physical Therapy, Claremore, OK 
Sun City Cancer Care Center, Sun City 
Sun Health CorporationQSundance, San Diego 
Sun Healthcare Group, Fresno 
Sunbelt EastQRehab Works, Orlando, FL 
Sunbelt Therapy Management Services, Ocean 
Springs, MS 
Sunbelt Therapy Management Services, Decatur, AL 
Sundance CorpQSun Health Care Group, Carlsbad 
Sundance Rehab Corporation, Walla Walla, WA 
Sundance Rehabilitation, Seattle, WA 
SunDance Rehabilitation Corp., Concord 
Sundance Rehabilitation Corporation, Houston, TT 
Sunplus Home Health Services, Upland 
Sunrise Hospital and Medical Center Therapy 
Management, Las Vegas, NV 
Susan Jane Smyth, Eureka 
Sutter Auburn Faith Community Hospital, Auburn 
Sutter Davis Hospital, Davis 
Sutter Health Central, Sacramento 
Sutter Merced Medical Center, Merced 
Sutter Roseville Medical Center, Roseville 
Swanson Sports Training V PT, Franklin, TN 
Swedish Covenant Hospital, Chicago, IL 
Symphony Rehab Services, Inc., V Christian Heritage, 
Upland 
Symphony Rehabilitation ServicesWWillow Care 
Center, Hannibal, MO 
Symphony Rehabilitation, Inc., V Center Health Care, 
Colton 
Syncor International Corporation, Woodland Hills 
  
TahleXuah City Hospital, TahleXuah, OK 
Tarzana Regional Medical Center, Tarzana 
Team Physical Therapy, Alta Loma 
Team Physical Therapy, Auburn 
Telecare Corporation, Santa Maria 
Tenet California Health System, Santa Ana 
Tenet California HealthSystem, Whittier Hospital 
Medical Center, Whittier 
Tenet Healthcare Corporation, Daniel Freeman 
Memorial Hospital, Inglewood 
Tenet Healthcare Corporation, Garfield Medical 
Center, Monterey Park 
Tenet HealthSystem, Alvarado HMC V San Diego, 
San Diego 
Tenet Health System, Brotman Medical Center, 
Culver City 
Tenet Health System, Coastal Communities Hospital, 
Santa Ana 
Tenet Health System Desert, Inc., Desert Regional 
Medical Center, Palm Springs 
Tenet Health System, Doctors Medical Center of 
Modesto, Modesto 
Tenet Health System, Elkins Park Hospital, Elkins 
Park 
Tenet Health System, J. F. Kennedy Memorial 
Hospital, Indio 
Tenet Health System, Pinecrest Rehabilitation 
Hospital, Delray Beach 
Tenet Health System Hospitals, Inc., Monterey Park 
Hospital, Monterey Park 
Tenet Health System Hospitals, Inc., USC University 
Hospital, Los Angeles 
Tenet Health Systems, A[, Inc., [ueen of AngelsW
Hollywood Presbyterian Hospital, Los Angeles 
Tenet Western Division, Centinela Hospital Medical 
Center, Inglewood 
Tennessee Christian Medical CenterWan Adventist 
healthcare facility, Madison, TN 
Terrebonne General Hospital, Houma, LA 
Thera TT V Lake Forest Nursing Home, Lake Forest 
Therapy Center (The), Knoxville, TN 
Therapy in Action, Tarzana 
Therapy Source PA, Boise, ID 
Therapy Specialists, San Diego 
Therasport North West, Spokane, WA 
Theratx, San Diego 
Think Physical Therapy, Santa Ana 
Thompson Physical Therapy Associates, Inc., Yuba 
City 
Three Rivers Area Hospital, Three Rivers, MI 
Tokos Medical Corporation, Santa Ana 
Torrance Memorial Hospital Medical Center, 
Torrance 
Totally Kids Speciality Healthcare, Loma Linda 
Total Fitness Physical Therapy, Honolulu, HI 
Total Rehab Care, Fullerton 
Total Rehabilitation and Conditioning, Anaheim 
Totally Kids Specialty Healthcare, Loma Linda 
Tri-Cities Physical Therapy, Kennewick, WA 
Tri-City Medical Center, Oceanside 
Tri-City Mental Health, Pomona 
Tripler Army Medical Center, Honolulu, HI 
Tuality Community Hospital, Hillsboro, OR 
Tulare District Hospital, Tulare 
Tuomey Regional Medical Center, Sumter, SC 
Turner, Natalie, Fresno 
Tustin Rehab Hospital, Tustin 
  
UCSF Stanford Health Services, Stanford 
UMass Memorial Hospital, Leominister, MA 
Unilab, Riverside 
United Cerebral Palsy Association of Central Arizona, 
Phoenix, A` 
United Cerebral Palsy, Dallas, TT 
United Therapy Network, Inc., Colton 
Universal Health Systems, Murietta 
Universal Health Systems, Rancho Springs 
Universidad de Montemorelos, Nuevo Leon, Mexico 
University Hospital, Denver, CO 
University Medical Center, Fresno 
University Medical Center of Southern Nevada, Las 
Vegas 
University of CaliforniaWDavis Medical Center, Davis 
University of CaliforniaWIrvine, Irvine 
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8ni9ersity of California;Los Angeles0 Los Angeles 
8ni9ersity of California Medical Center0 Los Angeles 
8ni9ersity of California0 San Diego Medical Center0 
San Diego 
8ni9ersity of California@Stanford Hospital0 Stanford 
8ni9ersity of Connecticut Health Center0 Farmington0 
CT 
8ni9ersity of Fentucky MetaHolic Research Group0 
LeKington0 FL 
8pper Malley Medical Center0 Troy0 OH 
8S Health Work Medical Group0 Ontario 
8S Spine P Sport0 San Diego 
8SC 8ni9ersity Hospitals QTenet Health SystemR0 Los 
Angeles 
8tah Malley Regional Medical Center0 Sro9o0 8T 
  
Mal Merde 8nified School District0 Serris 
Malley ChildrenTs Hospital0 Fresno 
Malley Health Systems0 dHa Hemet Malley Hospital0 
Hemet 
Malley Medical Center0 Renton0 WA 
Malley Shysical Therapy0 Alamosa0 CO 
Malley Shysical Therapy and RehaHilitation0 Lakima0 
WA 
Malley ST0 Walla Walla0 WA 
Malley MieU Sports Medicine P RehaHilitation0 Cedar 
City0 8T 
Mancou9er ChildrenTs Therapy Center0 Mancou9er0 
WA 
ManderHilt Sports Medicine Center0 Nash9ille0 TN 
ManderHilt 8ni9ersity0 Nash9ille0 TN 
MartaHedian P Associates Designs for Wellness0 Loma 
Linda 
Megetarian Institute of Nutrition P Culinary Art0 
ColumHia0 MD 
Mencor@Hillha9en Corporation0 Concord 
Mencor0 Inc.0 Suyallup0 WA 
Mencore Hospital;Ontario0 Ontario 
Mentura County SuHlic Health0 Mentura 
Meranda Nursing P RehaH Center0 Orlando0 FL 
Meritas Health Ser9ices0 Inc.0 Chino 
Meterans Administration Hospital;San Diego0 San 
Diego 
Meterans Administration Medical Center0 LeKington0 
FL 
Meterans Administration Medical Center;Long Beach0 
Long Beach 
Meteran Administration Medical Center0 Sortland0 OR 
Meterans Administration Medical Center0 Salt Lake 
City0 8T 
Meterans Administration Northern Indiana Health 
Care0 Fort Wayne0 IN 
Meterans Affairs0 Salo Alto Health Care System0 Salo 
Alto 
Meterans Affairs Medical Center0 Fresno 
Meterans Affairs Medical Center0 ShoeniK 
Meterans Medical Center0 Zerry L. Settis Memorial0 
Loma Linda 
Mictor Malley Community Hospital0 Mictor9ille 
Mirginia Baptist Hospital0 LynchHurg0 MA 
Mirginia Mason Medical Center0 Seattle0 WA 
Mirginia RehaH0 Staunton0 MA 
Mista Hospital Systems0 Inc.0 Arroyo Grande 
Mitas Healthcare Corp.0 San Bernardino 
MNA@Ramona0 Sun City 
Molunteer Center0 Santa Cru[ 
  
WahiaUa General Hospital0 Honolulu0 HI 
Walker Shysical Therapy0 Sun City 
Walters Shysical Therapy0 Claremont 
WarHurton Hospital0 WarHurton0 Mictoria0 Australia 
Washington Hospital Center0 Washington0 DC 
Washington Shysical Therapy0 Sasco0 WA 
Waterman Shysical Therapy Ser9ices0 San Bernardino 
Way Station0 Inc.0 Frederick0 MD 
Wayne L. Shelton0 ST0 Spanish Fork0 8T 
Weed Army Community Hospital0 Ft. IrUin 
Well Tone A\uatics P Shysical Therapy Centers0 
Ri9erside 
Wellmont Health System0 Bristol0 TN 
Wellton Health Systems0 Bristol0 TN 
Wesley Woods Geriatric Hospital0 Atlanta0 GA 
West Allis Memorial Hospital0 Seak Serformance 
Clinic0 West Allis0 WI 
West Anaheim EKtended Care0 Anaheim 
West Coast Spine Restoration Center0 Ri9erside 
West Co9ina SET Medical Center0 West Co9ina 
West Dermatology Medical Group0 Redlands 
West Gate Con9alescent Center0 San Zose 
West Tennessee RehaHilitation Center0 Zackson0 TN 
Western Medical Center;Santa Ana0 Santa Ana 
Westlake Shysical Therapy0 Westlake Millage 
Westminster Therapeutic Residential0 Westminster 
Western Medical Center Hospital;Anaheim0 Anaheim 
Western RehaHilitation NOMA Care and ShoeniK 
Baptist Hospital Medical Center0 ShoeniK0 A^ 
Westside Shysical Therapy Clinic0 Lakima0 WA 
West@Star Shysical Therapy0 City of Industry 
White Memorial Medical Center;an Ad9entist health 
care facility0 Los Angeles 
Whittier Hospital Medical Center0 Whittier 
WilcoK Memorial Hospital0 Lihue0 HI 
WilcoK Shysical Therapy Center0 Anaheim 
William Beaumont Hospital0 Troy0 MI 
WilliamstoUn Shysical Therapy0 WilliamstoUn0 MA 
WimHledon Sark Shysical Therapy0 Mictor9ille 
WinUays@Enterface En9ironment0 Orange 
Wood Ri9er Medical Center0 Sun Malley0 ID 
Worthington Foods0 Inc.0 Worth 
  
_treme Shysical Therapy0 DoUney 
  
La9apai Regional Medical Center0 Srescott0 A^ 
Lonemoto ST Ser9ices0 AlhamHra 
Lonkers General Hospital0 Lonkers0 NL 
Luma RehaHilitation0 Luma0 A^ 
  
^elda Billingy0 M.D.0 MonteHello 
^iprick0 Schlit[0 Heinrich0 P Cramer0 Redlands 
!"#$E&'#() +,(,-./ 0123
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COMMITTEES(SM 
Executive 
Admissions 
Curriculum 
S<iritual Li3e and >$oleness 
Tenure 
Academic Review 
Basic Science and Translational Researc$ Executive 
Clinical FacultD Executive 
Promotions 
Basic Science FacultD AdvisorD Council 
Clinical Science FacultD AdvisorD Council 
DeanGs Administrative Council 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
ADMINISTRATION(SN 
MARILYN ML HERRMANN0 P$LDL0 RN0 Dean 
ELINABETH BOSSERT0 DLNLSL0 Associate Dean0 
Academic A33airs and Graduate NursinQ 
DYNNETTE HART0 DrLPLHL0 Associate Dean0 Student 
A33airs0 RnderQraduate NursinQ 
SEFF LEEPER0 CLPLAL0 CLMLAL0 CLILAL0 DLABFA0 
Assistant Dean0 Financial A33airs 
HEATHER TRARSE0 Director0 Admissions0 
Recruitment0 and MarketinQ 
VANETA ML CONDON0 P$LDL0 LearninQ Resource 
LaWoratorD 
PATRICIA SL SONES0 P$LDL0 Director0 O33ice o3 
International NursinQ 
NELNE LL NAMORA0 MLSLNL0 Coordinator0 Student 
Services0 RnderQraduate NursinQ 
 
COUNCILS AND COMMITTEES(SN 
 
International Nursing Council 
PATRICIA SL SONES0 C$air 
Selected Sc$ool o3 NursinQ 3acultD and Medical 
Center nursinQ administrators 
 
Faculty Council 
Dean0 C$air 
All 3ullXtime and <artXtime 3acultD 
InviteesY GFT and voluntarD 3acultD 
 
Graduate Faculty Council Amaster's and doctoral 
degree programsE 
Associate Dean0 C$air 
All 3ullXtime and <artXtime Qraduate 3acultD 
Undergraduate Faculty Council 
Associate Dean0 C$air 
All 3ullXtime and <artXtime underQraduate 3acultD 
 
Standing Faculty Committees 
Admissions 
Curriculum 
DiversitD 
FacultD A33airs 
Rank and Tenure 
Researc$ 
S<iritual Li3e and >$oleness 
TodaDGs NursinQ Tec$noloQD (TNT) 
 
CLINICAL FACILITIES(SN 
ACTS0 Loma Linda 
Addus Healt$Care0 IncL0 Riverside 
AmedDsis0 Riverside 
American PrimarD Care Medical Clinic0 Riverside 
Arrow$ead ReQional Medical Center0 Colton 
AsianXAmerican Resource Center0 San Bernardino 
  
Beaver Medical Clinic0 Redlands 
  
Cali3ornia State RniversitD\San Bernardino 
Cat$olic Healt$ Care0 >est0 Pasadena 
C$ildrenGs Hos<ital o3 LA0 Los AnQeles 
C$ildrenGs Hos<ital o3 OranQe0 OranQe 
C$ildrenGs Hos<ital o3 San DieQo0 San DieQo 
C$oice Medical Grou<0 A<<le ValleD 
Colton Soint Rni3ied Sc$ool0 BloominQton 
Coram S<ecialtD In3usion Services0 Ontario 
Cornerstone Hos<ice0 Inc0 Colton 
CountD o3 Riverside De<artment o3 CommunitD 
Healt$0 Riverside 
CountD o3 Riverside Human Resources >ellness0 
Riverside 
  
DASH0 T$e Ot$er Place0 Redlands 
Desert ValleD Hos<ital0 Victorville 
  
Eisen$ower Hos<ital0 Ranc$o MiraQe 
Etiwanda Sc$ool District0 Edtiwanda 
 
Fontana FamilD Medical Center0 Fontana 
Fontana Rni3ied Sc$ool District0 Fontana 
Fort Irwin\>eed ArmD CommunitD Hos<ital0 Fort 
Irwin 
  
Glendale Adventist Medical Center0 Glendale 
  
Healt$sout$ Cor<oration0 BirminQ$am0 AL 
Heartland Home Healt$ Care0 Riverside 
Hemet Rni3ied Sc$ool District0 Hemet 
HeritaQe Gardens0 Loma Linda 
HoaQ Memorial Hos<ital PresWDterian0 New<ort 
Beac$ 
  
Indio EmerQencD Medical Grou<0 Indio 
Inland ReQional Center0 San Bernardino 
Inland Tem<orarD Homes0 Loma Linda 
Inland ValleD Hos<ice0 Riverside 
Inland ValleD Medical Center0 >ildomar 
Inland ValleD RrQent Care Clinic0 >ildomar 
  
SFT Memorial Hos<ital0 Indio 
So$ns Ho<kins Sc$ool o3 NursinQ0 Baltimore0 MD 
Sose Limon0 MLDL0 Internal Medicine0 Moreno ValleD 
Suru<a Rni3ied Sc$ool District0 Riverside 
  
Taiser Permanente\Pasadena0 Pasadena 
Taiser Permanente\Fontana0 Fontana 
Taiser Permanente\Riverside0 Riverside 
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Kathleen Hur=itz, M.D., Murrieta 
Keen Medical Group, $ictorville 
Kenneth K. Tye, M.D., West Covina 
Kindred Hospital, Ontario 
Knotts Family N Parenting Institute for Child, San 
Bernardino 
  
Lake Elsinore Family Care Center, Lake Elsinore 
Linda $alley Care Center, Loma Linda 
Linda $alley $illa, Loma Linda 
Loma Linda Child N Adolescent Clinic, Loma Linda 
Loma Linda University Behavioral Medical Center, 
Redlands 
Loma Linda University ChildrenTs Hospital, Loma 
Linda 
Loma Linda University East Campus, Loma Linda 
Loma Linda University Family Medical Group, Loma 
Linda 
Loma Linda University Home Care Services, Loma 
Linda 
Loma Linda University Medical Center Adult Day 
Health Services, Loma Linda 
Loma Linda University Medical Center, Loma Linda 
Loma Linda University Pediatrics, Loma Linda 
Loma Linda University SAC Health System, San 
Bernardino 
Loma Linda Academy, Loma Linda 
Lone Tree Family Practice, Lone Tree, CO 
  
Mario Carcamo, Riverside 
MaryTs Mercy Center, Inc., San Bernardino 
Mission Family Care, Fallbrook 
Mountains Community Hospital, Lake Arro=head 
  
National Institute for Healthcare Education, Riverside 
Naval HospitalVCamp Pendleton 
Naval HospitalVWX Palms, T=entynine Palms 
Naval School of Health SciencesVBethesda, MD 
  
Odyssey Health Care, San Bernardino 
Olusola Oyemade M.D., Inc., Rancho Cucamonga 
  
Paradise $alley Hospital, National City 
Parent Care Management Services, Highland 
Parkvie= Adventist Medical Center, Bruns=ick 
Parkvie= Community Hospital Medical Center, 
Riverside 
Pomona Unified School District, Pomona 
Preschool Services Department, San Bernardino 
  
Ramona $NA N Hospice Hemet, Hemet 
Rancho Paseo Medical Group, Banning 
Rancho Specialty Hospiptal, Rancho Cucamonga 
Reche Canyon Rehab N Health Care Inc, Colton 
Redlands Community Hospital, Redlands 
Redlands Unified School District, Redlands 
Restora Home Health, Upland 
Rialto Unified School District, Rialto 
Riverside Center for Behavioral Medicine, Riverside 
Riverside Community Hospital, Riverside 
Riverside County Regional Medical Center, Moreno 
$alley 
Riverside Medical Clinic, Riverside 
RiversideYSan Bernardino Indian Health, Inc., 
Banning 
ROTC Department of the Army, Claremont 
  
San Antonio Community Hospital, Upland 
San Gorgonio Memorial Hospital, Banning 
San Joa[uin Community Hospital, Bakersfield 
San Bernardino City Unified School District, San 
Bernardino 
San Bernardino County Department of Public Health, 
San Bernardino 
San Bernardino County Probation Department, San 
Bernardino 
Scripps Health, San Diego 
Sharp Healthcare, San Diego 
Shriners Hospital for Children, Los Angeles 
Silverlake Youth Services, Yucaipa 
Southern California Occupational Health Services, 
San Bernardino 
St. Joseph Hospital, Orange 
St. MaryTs Medical Clinic, Riverside 
  
Talal R. Muhtaseb, M.D., San Bernardino 
Tender Loving Care Staff Builders, Riverside 
Tenet Health System Desert Inc., Palm Springs 
The Palms at Loma Linda, Loma Linda 
Tonda Bradsha=, D.O., Inc., Yucaipa 
Totally Kids, Loma Linda 
  
$eterans Hospital, Loma Linda 
$ista Community Clinic, $ista 
$isiting Nurse Association of Inland Counties, 
Riverside 
$isiting Nurse Association of Southern California, 
Claremont 
  
White Memorial Medical Center, Los Angeles 
SC#OOL OF (#ARMACY 
ADMINISTRATION—S( 
W. WILLIAM HUGHES, Ph.D., Dean 
ERIC J. MACK, Ph.D., Associate Dean for Academic 
Affairs 
NANCY E. KAWAHARA, Pharm.D., M.S.Ed., 
Associate Dean for Assessment and Professional 
Affairs 
PAUL M. NORRIS, Pharm.D., Associate Dean for 
Clinical Affairs 
ALAN C. CONNELLY, M.B.A., Assistant Dean for 
Finance 
LINDA M. WILLIAMS, M.S., Assistant Dean for 
Student Affairs 
RASHID MOSA$IN, Ph.D., Chair, Department of 
Pharmaceutical Sciences 
S. REZA TAHERI, Chair, Department of 
Pharmacotherapy and Outcomes Science 
ANH]$UONG N. LY, Pharm.D., Director, Drug 
Information Center 
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LORI B. MENDOAA, Pharm.D., Director of 
Institutional Practice, Division of EEperiential 
Education 
HYMA P. GOGINENI, Pharm.D., Director of 
Outpatient Practice, Division of EEperiential 
Education 
REBECCA J. GRYKA, Pharm.D., Director, Division of 
Therapeutics 
 
"O$$ITTEES)SP 
Academic Standing 
Admissions 
Curriculum 
EEecutive Council 
Honors and Awards 
Program Assessment 
Promotion and Tenure 
 
AFFI-IATE. / "-INI"A- FA"I-ITIES)SP 
Aero Apothecary 
Allergan Sales, Irvine, California 
American Lung Association 
AmerisourceBergan 
Arcadian Health Plan 
Arrowhead Regional Medical Center, Colton, 
California 
  
Cardinal Health, NPS 
CaremarP, Inc. 
Catholic Health Care West 
Central Valley General Hospital 
CheroPee Indian Hospital 
ChildrenSs Hospital of Orange County 
Chino Valley Medical Center, Chino 
Citrus Valley Medical Center, Covina 
City of Hope, Duarte, California 
Consumer Health Information Corporation 
Costco Wholesale Corporation 
Covidien Radiopharmacy/MallincProdt 
CVS Pharmacy, Inc. 
  
Desert AIDS ProUect 
Desert Oasis Health Care 
Desert Regional Medical Center 
Desert Valley Hospital 
Dominguez Pharmacy 
  
Feather River Hospital 
Florida Hospital, Maitland, FL 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
  
Gemmel Pharmacy, Ontario 
Glendale Adventist Medical Center, Glendale 
  
Hanford Community Medical Center 
Health South Corporation, Anaheim 
Hi-Desert Medical Center, Yucca Valley 
Indian Health Service (IHS), Morongo, Soboba 
Inland Empire Health Provider (IEHP) 
Inland Compounding Pharmacy, Loma Linda 
Irvine Medical Pharmacy, Irvine 
 
Kaiser Permanente - Southern California 
K-Mart 
  
Loma Linda University Adventist Health Sciences 
Center, Loma Linda 
Loma Linda University Medical Center, Loma Linda 
Loma Linda Veterans Administration Health Care 
System, Loma Linda 
Long Beach Memorial Medical Center, Long Beach 
Longs Drugstores 
  
Med Specialties, Yorba Linda 
  
National Institutes of Health (NIH), Bethesda, MD 
Naval Medical Center 
Nova NordisP 
  
OB Medical Supplies and Pharmacy, San Bernardino 
  
Pomona Valley Medical Center, Pomona 
Prescription Solutions 
Professional Compounding Centers of America 
(PCCA), Houston, T] 
  
Ralphs Grocery Stores - Student Agreement 
Redlands Community Hospital Pharmacy, Redlands 
Rite-Aid Corporation 
Riverside Community Hospital, Riverside 
ROI Solutions Group 
  
Salinas Valley Memorial Health Care System 
San Gorgonio Memorial Hospital, Banning 
San Joa^uin Community Hospital 
Selma Community Hospital 
Share Our Selves (SOS) 
Shriners Hospital for Children, Los Angeles 
Sierra View District Hospital 
Social Action Community Health System (SACHS)_
LLU Medical Center Affiliate, San Bernardino 
  
Target Corporation 
  
University of Florida 
  
Valley View Medical Center, Inc. 
Vons Corporation 
  
Wal-Mart, Inc. 
Walgreens Corporation 
Watson Laboratories, Inc. 
White Memorial Medical Center, Los Angeles 
WomacP Army Medical Center 
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DA$ID T. DYJAC7, Dr.P.H, CIH, Dean 
TRICIA PENNIECOO7, M.D., M.P.H., Associate 
Dean for Academic Affairs 
GORDON E. HEHES, M.B.A., Associate Dean for 
Finance 
RICHARD BLANCO, M.B.A., Director of Student 
Services 
JESSE BLISS, M.P.H., Director for Office of Public 
Health Practice 
RAFAEL MOLINA, M.Ed, Director of Distance 
Learning 
RANDALL H. D. S7ORETQ, D.Min., Director for 
Advancement 
ELIEQE STRYDOM, Director of Admissions and 
Academic Records 
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR, Director of Marketing and 
Recruitment 
 
D,P-2.M,N. "H-+2S3PH 
ERIC ANDERSON, Ph.D, M.B.A., Interim Chair, 
Health Administration 
SYNNO$E M. F. 7NUTSEN, M.D., Dr.P.H., Chair, 
Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
RONALD H. MATAYA, M.D., Chair, Global Health 
NAOMI N. MODESTE, Dr.P.H., Chair, Health 
Promotion and Education 
SAMUEL SORET, Ph.D., Environmental and 
Occupational Health 
JOAN SABATE, M.D., Dr.P.H., Chair, Nutrition 
 
"$MM+..,,S3PH 
Admissions Committee 
Administrative Committee 
Dr.P.H. Advisory Committee 
B.S.P.H. Advisory Committee 
Chr Operating Committee 
Continuing Professional-Education Committee 
Distant Campus Curricula Committee 
Diversity Committee 
Faculty Rank, Promotion, and Tenure Committee 
Student Association Advisors 
Marketing and Recruitment Committee 
Policies and Procedures Committee 
Scholarship Policy Committee 
Hholeness Enhancement Committee 
 
-dministrati<e "ommittee 
David Dyjack, Chair 
Taryn Rechenmacher, Secretary 
Richard Blanco 
Allan Darnell 
Gordon Hewes 
Synnove 7nutsen 
Renate 7rause 
Ronald Mayata 
Naomi Modeste 
Rafael Molina 
Susanne Montgomery 
Harren Peters 
Joan Sabate 
Samuel Soret 
Elieze Strydom 
Seth Hiafe, Faculty representative 
Director of Marketing and Recruitment 
Larry Beeson, IFAC representative 
Lee Berk, IFAC representative 
 
-dmissions "ommittee 
Elieze Strydom, Chair 
Anne Nicolas, Secretary 
Dora Barilla 
Donn Gaede 
Naomi Modeste 
Rafael Molina 
Tricia Penniecook 
Sujatha Rajaram 
Samuel Soret 
Serena Tonstad 
Michelle Hien 
Seth Hiafe 
Loretta Hilber 
 
-cademic "ouncil 
Rafael Molina, Chair 
Eric Anderson 
Juan Carlos Belliard 
Hilliam Colwell 
David Dyjack 
Gary Hopkins 
Synnove 7nutsen 
Naomi Modeste 
Susanne Montgomery 
Tricia Penniecook 
Joan Sabate 
Seth Hiafe 
Student representative 
 
-Bards and .raineeshiD "ommittee 
RRRRRRRRRRR, Chair 
Eric Anderson 
7risten Blakney 
Richard Blanco 
Elaine Fleming 
Donn Gaede 
Patti Herring 
Gordon Hewes 
 
"%+N+"-% '-"+%+.+,S3PH 
Center for Health Promotion, Preventive Medicine 
Clinic 
Evans Hall, Loma Linda University 
Loma Linda, CA 92350 
909]558-4594 
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Adventist Development and Relief Agency, 
>ashington, DC 
Adventist University of the Philippines, PutingBahoy, 
Silang, Cavite, Philippines 
American Cancer Society (Inland Empire), Riverside 
Asian Gealth Project, T.G.E. Clinic, Los Angeles 
Atlantic Union College, South Lancaster, LA 
 
Maptist Gospital, Care Unit Chemical Dependency 
Program and Center for Gealth Promotion, 
Nashville, TN 
 
California Conference of Directors of Environmental 
Gealth, Cameron ParB 
California Department of Public Gealth, Sacramento 
California State University, Gealth Science 
Department, San Mernardino 
California State University, San Mernardino 
Castle Ledical Center, Pailua, GI 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, 
GA 
Centinela National Athletic Gealth Institute, Los 
Angeles 
Clinica de Ledicina Deportiva del Caribe, Santurce, 
Puerto Rico 
Cooper Aerobic Center, In-Residence Program, 
Dallas, TS 
County of Orange, Gealth Care Agency, Santa Ana 
County of San Mernardino, Gealth Department, San 
Mernardino 
County of San Diego, Department of Gealth Services, 
San Diego 
 
Dine College, New LeVico 
DrinBing Driver Program Services, San Mernardino 
 
Eisenhower Ledical Center, Rancho Lirage 
El Progreso del Desierto, Inc., Coachella 
 
Foothill Aids Project, San Mernardino 
 
General Dynamics, Ontario 
Guam SDA Clinic 
 
Gealth Resources and Services Administration, 
Ginsdale Sanitarium and Gospital, Ginsdale, IL 
 
Inland Empire Gealth Plan 
Inland AIDS Project, Riverside 
Institute of Stress Ledicine, Denver, CO 
Inter-American Division of Seventh-day Adventists, 
Liami, FL 
 
Xerry L. Pettis Lemorial Veterans Administration 
Gospital, Loma Linda 
 
Pahili Lountain School, Pauai, GI 
Paiser Foundation Gospitals (Southern California 
Paiser Permanente Ledical Center), Fontana 
 
Loma Linda University Ledical Center East Campus, 
Loma Linda 
Loma Linda University Ledical Center, Loma Linda 
Los Angeles County Department of Gealth Services, 
Los Angeles 
 
Lartin Luther Ping, Xr./Charles Drew Ledical 
Center, Los Angeles 
 
Native American Coalition, Temecula 
 
People[s Choice, Inc., San Mernardino 
Pomona Unified School District, Pomona 
Portland Adventist Ledical Center, Portland, OR 
 
Redlands Community Gospital, Redlands 
Riverside County, Department of Public Gealth, 
Riverside 
Riverside-San Mernardino County, Indian Gealth, Inc. 
 
San Mernardino County Department of 
Environmental Gealth Services, San Mernardino 
San Mernardino County Ledical Center, San 
Mernardino 
San Mernardino County Public Gealth Department, 
San Mernardino 
San Diego State University, San Diego 
San Xoa\uin Gospital, MaBersfield 
School of Public Gealth, Adventist University of the 
Philippines, PutingBahoy, Silang, Cavite, 
Philippines 
Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation, Green 
Gospital, La Xolla 
Sid Richardson Cardiovascular Rehabilitation 
Institute, Lethodist Gospital, Gouston, TS 
St. Gelena Gospital and Gealth Center, Deer ParB 
State of California, Department of Public Gealth, 
Sacramento 
 
Taiwan Adventist Gospital, Taipei, Taiwan 
 
University of California MerBeley, MerBeley 
University of California Center for Gealth Promotion, 
Riverside 
University of California Los Angeles, Los Angeles 
University of Gawaii, Gonolulu, GI 
 
>ashington Adventist Gospital, TaBoma ParB, LD 
>estminster Ledical Group, >estminster 
>orld Vision, International, Lonrovia 
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SCHOOL OF RELIGION 
ADMINISTRATION1SR 
4ON PAULIEN, Dean 
RO) BRANSON, Associate Dean 
MARB F. CARR, Theological Co-director, Center for 
Christian Bioethics 
CARLA /. /OBER, Director, Center for Spiritual Life 
and Wholeness 
 
COMMITTEES1SR 
 
Center for Christian Bioethics 
Dean of School of Religion, Chair 
Dean of School of Medicine, $ice chair 
Dean of School of Allied Health Professions 
Dean of School of Dentistry 
Dean of Faculty of /raduate Studies 
Dean of School of Nursing 
Dean of School of Public Health 
Dean of School of Pharmacy 
Dean of School of Science and Technology 
Chief eSecutive officer, School of Medicine Faculty 
Practice /roup 
Representatives-at-large (2) 
Theological co-director 
Clinical co-director 
Ex officio officers: 
President of Loma Linda University 
CEO of Loma Linda University Adventist Health 
Sciences Center 
 
Center for Spiritual Life And Bholeness 
LLUAHSC $ice President for Mission and Culture, 
Chair 
Dean of the School of Religion, $ice chair 
Director of the Center for Spiritual Life and 
Wholeness, Secretary 
LLUAHSC $ice President for Educational Affairs 
LLUAHSC $ice President for Research Affairs 
LLU Assistant $ice Chancellor for Student Services 
Deans 
School of Allied Health Professions 
School of Dentistry 
School of Medicine 
School of Nursing 
School of Pharmacy 
School of Public Health 
School of Science and Technology 
Faculty of /raduate Studies 
Director of LLUMC Chaplaincy Department 
Director of LLUMC Employee Spiritual Care 
Department 
Representative from the LLU School of Religion 
Representative from the clinical area of medicine in a 
LLUAHSC health care entity 
Representative from the clinical area of nursing in a 
LLUAHSC health care entity 
Representative from the clinical area of allied health 
professions in a LLUAHSC health care entity 
Representative(s) from the community 
 
MCAC in Biomedical and Clinical Ethics 
Mark Carr, Chair 
Ivan Blazen 
Roy Branson 
Debra Craig 
Andy Lampkin 
David Larson 
4on Paulien 
Richard Rice 
4ames Walters 
/erald Winslow 
 
MCAC in Clinical Ministry 
Siro\ Sora\\akool, Chair 
Mark Carr 
Carla /ober 
4ames /reek 
4ohnny Ramirez 
Randy Roberts 
David Taylor 
 
MCAC in Religion and the Sciences 
Richard Rice, Chair 
Ivan Blazen 
Ben Clausen 
Ronald Carter 
David Larson 
4ames Walters 
/erald Winslow 
 
RanG and Tenure 
Ivan Blazen, Chair 
Mark Carr 
Richard Rice 
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SCHOOL OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLO./ 
ADMINISTRATION2ST 
BE:ERLY BUC?LES0 D.S.B.0 Dean 
DANA CARRINGTON0 Ed.S.0 Assistant Dean for 
Administration 
MIRIAM A. DOMINGO0 M.B.A.0 Assistant Dean for 
Finance 
SUSAN A. BALTERS0 M.Ed.0 Assistant Dean for 
Academic Affairs 
 
DEPARTMENT CHAIRS2ST 
BE:ERLY BUC?LES0 D.S.B.0 Chair0 Social BorJ and 
Social Ecology 
LEONARD BRAND0 Ph.D.0 Chair0 Earth and 
Biological Sciences 
LOUIS NEN?ENS0 Ph.D.0 Chair0 Psychology 
DANIEL ?. ?IDO0 M.D.0 Chair0 Biophysics 
and Bioengineering 
COLBIC? BILSON0 Ph.D.0 Chair0 Counseling and 
Family Sciences 
 
COMMITTEES2ST 
 
Academic Standards Committee 
?eQin NicJ0 Chair 
Leonard Brand 
Curtis FoR 
Stephen DunSar 
?imSerly Freeman 
Paul Haerich 
Louis NenJins 
Henry LamSerton 
?aren LesniaJ 
Carmen ?nudsonUMartin 
Froylana Miller 
Mary Moline 
Cheryl Simpson 
Susan Balters 
DaQid :ermeersch 
Ignatius YacouS 
 
Administrative Council 
BeQerly BucJles0 Chair 
Leonard Brand 
Dana Carrington 
Richard DaQidian 
Miriam Domingo 
Stephen DunSar 
Marilyn Eggers 
Terry Forrester 
?im Freeman 
Louis NenJins 
Mary Moline 
?eQin NicJ 
DaQid :ermeersch 
Susan Balters 
ColVicJ Bilson 
 
Assessment 
Susan Balters0 chair 
Adam Arechiga 
BeQ BucJles 
Leonard Brand 
Paul Buchheim 
SQe DunSar 
RicJy EscoSar 
Curtis FoR 
?im Freeman 
Paul Haerich 
Doug Huenergardt 
Carmen ?nudsonUMartin 
Froylana Miller 
Michelle MinyardUBidmann 
Mary Moline 
?eQin NicJ 
Dianna Simon 
Cheryl Simpson 
DaQe :ermeersch 
 
Executive Committe 
BeQerly BucJles0 Chair 
Leonard Brand 
?im Freeman 
Louis NenJins 
Mary Moline 
 
Institutional Review Board (IRB) 
?elly Morton0 chair 
CurtiR FoR 
Linda Halstead 
Rich Hartman 
Narineh Hartoonian Wgraduate studentX 
Sigrid Names 
Nason OVen 
 
Rank and Tenure Committee 
Doug Huenergardt0 Chair 
Leonard Brand 
Paul Buchheim 
Ian Chand 
?im Freeman 
Paul Haerich 
Louis NenJins 
SynnoQe ?nutsen 
Mary Moline 
Christine Neish 
Ignatius YacouS 
 
CLINICAL AFFILIATES2ST 
AlSany Psychology Internship Consortium0 :A 
AlSany Medical College 
Anaheim School0 Anaheim 
Arroyo High School0 San Bernardino 
Assessment and Treatment SerQices Center 
  
Bilingual Family Counseling0 Ontario 
Boys and Girls CluS0 Redlands 
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Can5on Ridge Hospital, Chino 
Casa Pacifica Clinical Services 
Catholic Charities Ps5chological Services 
Chaffe5 College, Rancho Cucamonga 
CheroIee Health S5stem 
Child and Famil5 Guidance Center, Northridge 
Child Welfare Training, Riverside 
ChildrenLs Hospital, Los Angeles 
ChildrenLs Hospital of Orange Count5 
Communit5 Hospice of Victor Valle5, Apple Valle5 
  
Doctors Hospital of West Covina, West Covina 
  
East Valle5 SELPA 
  
Famil5 Services Association, Riverside 
Famil5 Solutions CollaNorative, Ontario 
Forest Institute of Professional Ps5cholog5 
Foster Famil5 NetOorI, San Bernardino 
  
GroOing Fit 
  
HarNorQUCLA Medical Center, Los Angeles 
Health and Human Services Department of Aging, 
San Bernardino Count5, San Bernardino 
Hesperia Unified School District, Hesperia 
Highlander ChildrenLs Services, Riverside 
Huntington Memorial Hospital, Pasadena 
  
Illinois School of Professional Ps5cholog5 
Inland Regional Center, Colton 
Inland Temporar5 Homes, Loma Linda 
  
Serr5 LT Pettis Memorial VA Medical Center, 
Loma Linda 
SFK Memorial Hospital, Indio 
Surupa Unified School District, Riverside 
 
Kaiser Permanente Hospital, Riverside 
Kaiser Permanente Medical Care Program, Ps5chiatr5 
Department 
  
LacIland Air Force Base, San Antonio, TV 
Loma Linda Universit5 Adult Da5 Services, Loma 
Linda 
Loma Linda Universit5 Marriage and Famil5 Therap5 
Clinic, 
Loma Linda Universit5 Medical ChaplainLs Office, 
Loma Linda 
Loma Linda Universit5 Neurops5cholog5 
Department, Loma Linda 
Loma Linda Universit5 Ps5chiatric Medical Group, 
Loma Linda 
Los Angeles Cit5 Department of Child Assessment 
Center 
Los Angeles Count5 Child Services 
Los Angeles Department of Mental Health 
Lutheran Social Services, Apple Valle5 
  
Moreno Valle5 Communit5 Hospital, Moreno Valle5 
Morongo Inland Health, Banning 
  
Oasis Counseling Center, Victorville 
Office of Aging, Riverside 
Office of Aging, San Bernardino 
Ontario Montclair School District 
Orange Count5 Department of Child Services 
  
Pacific Clinics Institute 
Patton State Hospital, Highland 
Pediatric Neuroassessment Program 
  
Redlands Communit5 Hospital, Redlands 
Rim Famil5 Services, SI5 Forest 
River OaI Count5 Adult Protection Service 
Riverside Count5 Department of Mental Health, 
Riverside 
Riverside Department of Social Services, Riverside 
  
SACHQNorton Mental Health Clinic, 
San Bernardino Cit5 Unified School District, 
San Bernardino 
San Bernardino Count5 Department of Behavioral 
Health 
San Bernardino Count5 Department of Mental 
Health, Colton 
San Bernardino Department of Social Services, 
San Bernardino 
San Bernardino PuNlic Defender, San Bernardino 
San Diego Hospice and Palliative Care, San Diego 
Santa Ana College Health and Wellness Center 
Ps5cholog5 Services, Santa Ana 
Senior Care NetOorI, Glendora 
Serenit5 Infant Care Homes 
Sharper Future 
Shasta Count5 Mental Health Services 
Southern AriWona VA Health Care S5stem 
SpoIane Mental Health Ps5cholog5 Services 
StT AnneLs Hospice, Glendale 
Su Casa, Artesia 
  
Universit5 of Riverside 
USCD VA Ps5cholog5 Internship Program 
  
VA Los Angeles AmNulator5 Care Center 
VA Sierra Nevada Health Care S5stem 
Verdugo Hills Hospital, Glendale 
Veterans Affairs Hospital, Loma Linda 
Village of Child Hope, Beaumont 
Vitas Innovative Hospice Care, San Bernardino 
  
Warm Springs Counseling Center, Boise, ID 
West End Valle5 Counseling, Ontario 
Western Youth Service, Fullerton 
Wilford Hall Medical Center, LacIland Air Force Base 
  
Youth Service Center, Riverside 
Yucaipa Guidance, Redlands 
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FACULTY OF GRADUATE STUDIES 
ADMINISTRATION2GS 
ANTHONY =. ?UCCARELLI, Ph.D., Dean 
RAFAEL A. CANI?ALES, Ph.D., Assistant Dean for 
Administrative Affairs 
 
COMMITTEES2GS 
 
Graduate Council 
Anthony =. ?uccarelli, Chair 
Elizabeth Bossert 
Bruce Currie 
Carlos Casiano 
Stephen Dunbar 
Curtis Fox 
Ella Haddad 
Louis =enkins 
Everett Lohman 
Patrick Naylor 
Qevin Nick 
Qerby Oberg 
=anelle Pyke 
Richard Rice 
Ignatius Yacoub 
Bruce Wilcox 
Steven Yellon 
Grenith ?immerman 
 
Ran> and Tenure 
Leonard Brand, Chair 
Paul Buchheim 
Beverly Buckles 
Ian Chand 
Paul Haerich 
Louis =enkins 
Mary Moline 
Christine Neish 
Robert Teel 
Ignatius Yacoub
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Accreditation Status 
T01 UN4516S4T7 
4oun8e8 as +ollege o> %?angelists 0B1CD12E +Fartere8 
as +ollege o> He8iIal %?angelists Jy tFe state o> 
+ali>ornia DeIemJer 0NO 0B1BE ,IIre8ite8 Jy 
"ortFPest ,ssoIiation o> 'eIon8ary an8 QigFer 
'IFools ,Rril SO 0BNSE ,IIre8ite8 Jy T,'+ UTestern 
,ssoIiation o> 'IFools an8 +ollegesV URrior to January 
0B2XO Testern +ollege ,ssoIiationV 4eJruary XYO 0B21E 
ZeIame -oma -in8a !ni?ersity July 0O 0B20E 
[ro>essional IurriIula starte8 an8 aRRro?e8 as 
in8iIate8E 
T01 P69F1SS49NS 
Faculty of Graduate Studies 
'tarte8 in 0BCY as tFe /ra8uate 'IFoolO PitF 
aIIre8itation tFrougF tFe !ni?ersity aIIre8itation\ 
Iontinue8 tFrougF X11Y\ restruIture8 as tFe 4aIulty 
o> /ra8uate 'tu8ies in X11CE 
School of Allied 0ealth Professions 
+-#"#+,- -,Z.&,(.&) '+#%"+% U>ormerlyO 
He8iIal (eIFnologyV] 'tarte8 in 0BNSE ,RRro?e8 Jy 
tFe +ounIil on He8iIal %8uIation o> tFe ,meriIan 
He8iIal ,ssoIiation sinIe ,ugust X3O 0BNSE +urrently 
aIIre8ite8 Jy tFe "ational ,IIre8iting ,genIy >or 
+liniIal -aJoratory 'IienIesE +urrently aRRro?e8 Jy 
tFe +ali>ornia DeRartment o> [uJliI QealtFO 
-aJoratory 4iel8 'er?iIesE 
+.HH!"#+,(#." '+#%"+%' ,"D D#'.&D%&' 
U>ormerly '[%%+QD-,"/!,/% [,(Q.-./) ,"D 
,!D#.-./)V] ,RRro?e8 Jy tFe ,meriIan 'ReeIFD
-anguageDQearing ,ssoIiation June 0O 0BB0E 
+)(.(%+Q".-./)] 'tarte8 in 0B3XE #nitial 
aRRro?al January X1O 0B3NO Jy tFe +ommission on 
,IIre8itation o> ,llie8 QealtF %8uIation [rograms in 
IollaJoration PitF tFe +ytoteIFnology [rograms 
&e?ieP +ommitteeE 
D#,/".'(#+ H%D#+,- '."./&,[Q)] 'tarte8 in 
0BS2 as 8iagnostiI me8iIal sonograRFyE ,RRro?e8 Jy 
tFe Joint &e?ieP +ommittee on %8uIation in 
DiagnostiI He8iIal 'onograRFy .ItoJer XYO 0B3CE 
D#%(%(#+ (%+Q".-./)] 'tarte8 in 0B33E (Fe 
DietetiI (eIFnology [rogram is Iurrently grante8 
Iontinuing aIIre8itation Jy tFe +ommission on 
,IIre8itation >or DietetiIs %8uIation o> tFe ,meriIan 
DietetiI ,ssoIiation ,Rril XCO 0B33E 
%H%&/%"+) H%D#+,- +,&%] 'tarte8 in 0BBN as a 
JaIIalaureate 8egree Rrogram >or Rarame8iIsO 
resRiratory tFeraRistsO an8 otFer allie8 FealtF 
Rro>essionals 8esiring e8uIationO sIienIeO or 
management Ire8entials in emergenIy me8iIal 
ser?iIesE 
Q%,-(Q #"4.&H,(#." H,",/%H%"(] 'tarte8 
as me8iIal reIor8 a8ministration in 0B2NE ,RRro?e8 
Jy tFe +ounIil on He8iIal %8uIation o> tFe ,meriIan 
He8iIal ,ssoIiation sinIe DeIemJer 0O 0B2NE 
+urrently aRRro?e8 Jy tFe +ommission on 
,IIre8itation o> ,llie8 QealtF %8uIation [rograms in 
IollaJoration PitF tFe ,meriIan QealtF #n>ormation 
Hanagement ,ssoIiationE 
H%D#+,- &,D#./&,[Q)] 'tarte8 in 0BY0 as 
ra8iologiIal teIFnologyE ,RRro?e8 Jy tFe +ounIil on 
He8iIal %8uIation o> tFe ,meriIan He8iIal 
,ssoIiation "o?emJer 0BO 0BYYE +urrently aRRro?e8 
Jy tFe Joint &e?ieP +ommittee on %8uIation in 
&a8iologiI (eIFnology an8 tFe +ali>ornia 'tate 
DeRartment o> [uJliI QealtFE 
"!+-%,& H%D#+#"% (%+Q".-./)] 'tarte8 in 
0BS1E ,RRro?e8 Jy tFe +ounIil on He8iIal %8uIation 
o> tFe ,meriIan He8iIal ,ssoIiation June XNO 0BSNE 
+urrently aRRro?e8 Jy tFe Joint &e?ieP +ommittee 
on %8uIational [rograms in "uIlear He8iIine 
(eIFnologyE 
"!(&#(#." ,"D D#%(%(#+'] 'tarte8 in 0BXX as a 
Ierti>iIate Rrogram\ JaIIalaureate 8egree Ion>erre8 
0BNXDCY\ HE'E in nutrition an8 8eitetiIs Jegan in X113\ 
gra8uate Rrogram o>>ere8 sinIe 0BCYE #nternsFiR 
Rrogram Iontinuously aRRro?e8 Jy (Fe ,meriIan 
DietetiI ,ssoIiation >rom 0BCS tFrougF 0BSY\ 
reestaJlisFment o> JaIIalaureate 8egree Rrogram 
autFori^e8 .ItoJer 0BS0E 'inIe 0BSY tFe +oor8inate8 
[rogram in DietetiIs Fas Jeen grante8 aIIre8itation 
Jy tFe +ommission on ,IIre8itation >or DietetiIs 
%8uIation o> tFe ,meriIan DietetiI ,ssoIiationE  
.++![,(#.",- (Q%&,[)] 'tarte8 in 0BCBE #nitial 
aRRro?al Jy tFe +ounIil on He8iIal %8uIation o> tFe 
,meriIan He8iIal ,ssoIiation June 01O 0B21E 4ull 
aRRro?al HarIF N1O 0B2XE +urrently aRRro?e8 Jy tFe 
,IIre8itation +ounIil >or .IIuRational (FeraRy 
%8uIationE 
.++![,(#.",- (Q%&,[) ,''#'(,"(] 'tarte8 in 
0B33E ,RRro?e8 Jy tFe +ommission on ,IIre8itation 
o> ,llie8 QealtF %8uIation [rograms in IollaJoration 
PitF (Fe ,meriIan .IIuRational (FeraRy 
,ssoIiation U,.(,V ,Rril 0NO 0B3BE +urrently 
aIIre8ite8 Jy tFe ,IIre8itation +ounIil >or 
.IIuRational (FeraRy %8uIation o> tFe ,.(,E 
[Q-%Z.(.H)] 'tarte8 in 0BBYE 
,IIre8ite8_,RRro?e8 ,Rril 0BBS JotF Jy tFe 
+ali>ornia DeRartment o> QealtFO -aJoratory 4iel8 
'er?iIes an8 Jy tFe "ational ,IIre8iting ,genIy >or 
+liniIal -aJoratory 'IienIe U",,+-'V\ PitF 
Iontinuing state aRRro?alO reaIIre8ite8 ,Rril X110 Jy 
",,+-'E 
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School of Religion 
Started in 0:;0 as the Di?ision of ReliCionD orCaniEed 
as School of ReliCion G0:H2I0::1JK Faculty of ReliCion 
G0::1IO11;JK School of ReliCion O112P ProCrams 
accredited throuCh Uni?ersity accreditationP 
School of Science and Technology 
Started in O11SK comTininC UroCrams estaTlished one 
to fi?e decades aCoP ProCrams accredited throuCh the 
Uni?ersity accreditation andVor throuCh their 
Urofessional accreditinC TodiesP 
ProCrams offered throuCh the School of Science and 
TechnoloCy in conWunction with the Faculty of 
Graduate Studies are accredited throuCh Uni?ersity 
accreditationP 
 "ccrediting "gencies ,-.,
Accrediting Agencies 
THE UNIVERSITY 
/oma /inda 3ni4ersity is accredited by 7"89: 
"ccrediting 9ommission ;or 8enior 9olleges and 
3ni4ersities o; the 7estern "ssociation o; 8chools 
and 9olleges> 
?@A "tlantic "4enueC 8uite ,-- 
"lamedaC 9" ?DA-, 
Phone: A,-F.D@G?--, 
H"I: A,-F.D@G?.?. 
7eb site: JKKK>KascKeb>orgL 
Mmail: JKascsrNKascsenior>orgL 
7"89 is an institutional accrediting agency 
recogniOed by the 3>8> 8ecretary o; Mducation and the 
9ommission on Recognition o; PostGsecondary 
"ccreditation> 
"ll entryGle4el degrees are accredited by their 
resQecti4e Qro;essional accrediting associations> 
Rn addition to 7"89C the ;olloKing agencies accredit 
sQeci;ic 3ni4ersity schools or QrogramsS: 
SCHOOL O9 
ALLIED HEALTH PRO9ESSIONS 
CARDIOPULMONARY SCIENCES 
Respiratory Care 
9ommittee on "ccreditation ;or ResQiratory 9are 
,TD@ HarKood Road 
Ved;ordC WI .X-T,GDTDD 
Phone: @--F@.DGAX,A or @,.FT@YGT@YA 
H"I: @,.FYADG@A,? or @,.FTATG-..Y 
7eb site:JKKK>coarc>comL 
Mmail: JrichKalZerNcoarc>comL 
CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE 
Phlebotomy Certificate 
9ali;ornia DeQartment o; Public Health 
/aboratory Hield 8er4ices 
Northern 9ali;ornia ];;ice 
@A- Marina Vay ParZKay 
Vuilding PC ,st Hloor 
RichmondC 9" ?D@-DGXD-Y 
Phone: A,-FXT-GY@-- 
7eb site: KKK>dhs>ca>go4 
Clinical Laboratory Science Gformerly medical 
technologyH 
National "ccrediting "gency ;or 9linical /aboratory 
8ciences _N""9/8` 
AX-- North Ri4er RoadC 8uite .T- 
RosemontC R/ X--,@ 
Phone: ..YF.,DG@@@- 
H"I: ..YF.,DG@@@X 
7eb site: JKKK>naacls>orgL 
Mmail: Jnaaclsin;oNnaacls>orgL 
9ali;ornia DeQartment o; Public Health 
/aboratory Hield 8er4ices 
@A- Marina Vay ParZKay 
Vuilding PC ,st Hloor 
RichmondC 9" ?D@-DGXD-Y 
Phone: A,-FXT-GY@-- 
Cytotechnology 
9ommission on "ccreditation o; "llied Health 
Mducation Programs _9""HMP` 
YA Mast 7acZer Dri4eC 8uite ,?.- 
9hicagoC R/ X-X-,GTT-@ 
Phone: Y,TFAAYG?YAA 
H"I: Y,TFAAYG?X,X 
7eb site: JKKK>caaheQ>orgL 
Mmail: JcaaheQNcaaheQ>orgL 
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND 
DISORDERS 
Gformerly Speech-Language Pathology and 
AudiologyH 
"merican 8QeechG/anguageGHearing "ssociation 
,-@-, RocZ4ille PiZe 
RocZ4illeC MD T-@AT 
Phone: Y-,F@?.GA.-- 
H"I: Y-,FA.,G-D@, 
7eb site:JKKK>asha>orgL 
Mmail: JaccreditationNasha>orgL 
Speech-Language Pathology 
8QeechG/anguage Pathology Mducational 8tandards 
Voard 
"merican 8QeechG/anguageGHearing "ssociation 
,-@-, RocZ4ille PiZe 
RocZ4illeC MD T-@AT 
Phone: Y-,F@?.GA.-- 
H"I: Y-,FA.,G-DA. 
7eb site:JKKK>asha>orgL 
Mmail: JaccreditationNasha>orgL 
HEALTH IN9ORMATION MANAGEMENT 
Health Information Administration 
9ommission on "ccreditation o; "llied Health 
Mducation Programs _9""HMP` 
YA Mast 7acZer Dri4eC 8uite ,?.- 
9hicagoC R/ X-X-,GTT-@ 
Phone: Y,TFAAYG?YAA 
H"I: Y,TFAAYG?X,X 
7eb site: JKKK>caaheQ>orgL 
Mmail: JcaaheQNcaaheQ>orgL 
UN#$%RS#T) +ATA-.G 0123
!UTR%T%&! A!D D%ETET%CS 
Dietetic Technician Program9A.S. 
!utrition and Dietetics Program9B.S. 
!utrition and Dietetics Program9M.S. 
!utrition Care Management &nline Program9M.S. 
+ommission on Accreditation for Dietetics %ducation 
B+AD%C of the American Dietetic Association 
031 South Riverside PlaHaI Suite 3111 
+hicagoI #- K1K1KLKMMN 
PhoneO P03QRMML11S1I eTtU NS11V or R11QR22L0K11I eTtU 
NS11 
FAXO P03QRMMLSR02 
Yeb siteO [\\\UeatrightUorgQcade] 
%mailO [education^eatrightUorg] 
&CCUPAT%&!AL THERAPC 
The Accreditation +ouncil for .ccu_ational Thera_y 
%ducation BA+.T%C 
American .ccu_ational Thera_y AssociationI #ncU 
BA.TAC 
PU.U aoT P0331 
aethesdaI MD 31R3SL0331 
PhoneO P10QKN3L3KR3 or toll free R11QP22LRNNN 
FAXO P10QKN3L2200 
Yeb siteO[\\\UaotaUorg] 
%mailO [accred^aotaUorg] 
PHCS%CAL THERAPC 
+ommission on Accreditation in Physical Thera_y 
%ducation 
American Physical Thera_y Association BAPTAC 
0000 North FairfaT Street 
AleTandriaI $A 33P0S 
PhoneO 21PQ21KLP3SN 
FAXO 21PQRPRLRM01 
Yeb siteO[\\\Ua_taUorg] 
%mailO see Yeb site 
PHCS%C%A! ASS%STA!T SC%E!CES 
Accreditation Revie\ +ommission on %ducation for 
the Physician Assistant BAR+LPAC 
Medical %ducation De_artment 0RK 
0111 North .ac Avenue 
MarshfieldI Y# NSSSMLN22R 
PhoneO 20NQPRMLP2RN 
FAXO 20NQPR2LN0KP 
Yeb siteO[\\\UarcL_aUorg] 
%mailO [mccartyd^mfldclinUedu] 
RAD%AT%&! TECH!&L&DC 
Medical Radiography9A.S. 
Radiation Therapy Technology9Certificate 
eoint Revie\ +ommittee on %ducation in Radiologic 
Technology BeR+%RTC 
31 North Yaccer DriveI Suite M11 
+hicagoI #- K1K1KL3M10 
PhoneO P03Q21SLNP11 
FAXO P03Q21SLNP1S 
Yeb siteO [\\\UdrcertUorg] 
Diagnostic Medical Sonography9Certificate 
+ommission on Accreditation of Allied Health 
%ducation Programs B+AAH%PC 
PN %ast Yaccer DriveI Suite 0M21 
+hicagoI #- K1K10L331R 
PhoneO P03QNNPLMPNN 
FAXO P03QNNPLMK0K 
Yeb siteO[\\\Ucaahe_Uorg] 
%mailO [caahe_^caahe_Uorg] 
eoint Revie\ +ommittee on %ducation in Diagnostic 
Medical Sonogra_hy BeR+%LDMSC 
03SR Har\ood Road 
aedfordI TX 2K130LS3SS PhoneO R02QKRNLKK3M 
FAXO R02QPNSLRN0M 
Yeb siteO[\\\UdrcdmsUorg] 
%mailO [sharon\orthing^coarcUcom] 
!uclear Medicine Technology9Certificate 
+alifornia De_artment of Public Health Radiologic 
Health aranch 
PU.U aoT MM2S0SI MS 2K01 
SacramentoI +A MNRMML2S0S 
PhoneO M0KQP32LN01K 
FAXO M0KQSS1L2MMM 
Yeb siteO 
[\\\Ucd_hUcaUgovQ_rogramsQPagesQRadiologicHea
ltharanchUas_T] 
%mailO [Rgubiac^dhsUcaUgov] 
SCH&&L &H DE!T%STRC 
+ommission on Dental Accreditation of the American 
Dental Association 
300 %ast +hicago Avenue 
+hicagoI #- K1K00 
PhoneO R11QK30LR1MM 
FAXO P03QSS1L3M0N 
Yeb siteO[\\\UadaUorg] 
%mailO [accreditation^adaUorg] 
SCH&&L &H MED%C%!E 
-iaison +ommittee on Medical %ducation 
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Alumni Associations 
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 
Graduates of the School of Dentistry organized the 
Alumni Association in 1957. Membership is extended 
to those who have earned degrees at this school. 
Student membership is extended to students of the 
school. 
The primary purposes of the association are to 
promote the interests of the school, to secure unity 
among alumni, to foster alumni attachment to alma 
mater, to enlist members as continuing participants in 
the association and as active participants in Christian 
activities and interests, to aid members in attaining to 
the highest ethical and scientific standards in the 
practice of their profession, and to aid in general 
charitable and educational purposes. Major interests 
of the association include: 
1. Hosting the Alumni-Student Convention, 
including continuing education programs, 
class reunions, and spiritual events. 
2. Advancing the Century Club. Members 
include alumni and others of the dental 
profession who contribute a qualifying 
amount annually to promote and support 
interests of the alumni and the School. 
3. Preparing and distributing alumni and 
School news to faculty, staff, students, 
donors, and alumni via the biannual 
Dentistry *ournal, the monthly Dentalgram, 
and continuous electronic media such as the 
Internet and email communications. 
The School of Dentistry Alumni Association has made 
an ongoing commitment to students at the school by 
supporting a student loan fund and a scholarship 
endowment fund, both of which are administered by 
the University. 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
Graduates of the School of Medicine organized their 
Alumni Association in 1915 when only two classes 
totaling eighteen members had been graduated, and 
the organization has functioned continuously since 
that time. Membership is extended to alumni who 
have graduated with the Doctor of Medicine degree 
from this University and to graduates of the 
American Medical Missionary College, operated by 
Seventh-day Adventists in Battle Creek, Michigan, 
from l895 to 1910. Associate membership is extended 
to students of the School of Medicine, and affiliate 
membership is extended to faculty who have earned 
degrees from other institutions. During the 1986-1987 
school year, membership was extended to the basic 
science faculty. 
Statement of mission and purpose 
The Alumni Association of the School of Medicine of 
Loma Linda University is a nonprofit organization 
composed both of alumni and affiliate members. The 
association is organized to support the school, to 
promote excellence in worldwide health care, and to 
serve its members in the following ways: 
1. EDUCATION—To encourage continuing 
education among its members by organizing 
and offering graduate education and related 
programs at the Annual Postgraduate 
Convention and at other health care 
seminars. 
2. COMMUNICATION—To publish 
newsworthy, factual information about 
alumni and developments at the School of 
Medicine in the alumni journal, in the 
annual directory, and in journals of 
organizations under the umbrella of the 
association. 
3. HEALTH CARE—To foster improved health 
care and preventive medicine throughout 
the world by conducting postgraduate 
seminars, demonstrations, and people-to-
people, health care interactions with 
Christian concern and compassion. 
4. PHILANTHROPY—To encourage the 
contribution of funds for the support of 
undergraduate and graduate education at 
the school, including funds for student loans, 
research, and professorial chair 
endowments; and funds to provide for 
improvement in the school's physical plant. 
To encourage donations of money, 
equipment, and supplies for educational 
centers and health care facilities in areas of 
need worldwide. 
5. MEDICAL RESEARCH—To support 
medical research among the faculty and 
students of the school, thereby enhancing the 
association's ability to respond to the needs 
of its alumni and to advance medical 
knowledge. 
6. FRATERNITY—To promote and provide 
gatherings, in an atmosphere of Christian 
and professional friendship, which foster 
unity and advance the foregoing objectives. 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
The Loma Linda University School of Nursing 
Alumni Association (LLUSNAA) has an office in 
West Hall. A board of officers and directors carries 
out the goals and ongoing activities of the association. 
At the time of graduation, new graduates are 
 Alumni Associations -./0
1elcomed into the association5 Associate membership 
may be extended to graduates of other accredited 
schools 1ho are members of the profession in good 
standing and 1ho share the interests, ideals, and 
purposes of the alumni association5 
!"#$%se(
The purpose of the ??USBAA is to foster alumni 
unity, mobiliCe their support, and assist in an 
organiCed fashion to encourage continued interest in 
and commitment to the programs of the School of 
Bursing5 The association promotes the missions of the 
SeventhEday Adventist Church, the School of 
Bursing, and the University5 The goals of the 
association are toG 
-5 Hromote communication among alumni of 
the School of Bursing and nursing maIors in 
programs in conIunction 1ith the Faculty of 
Graduate Studies5 
L5 Foster the advancement of education and 
science 1ithin the programs of the School of 
Bursing5 
M5 Support alumni nurses in mission programs 
at home and abroad5 
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Loma Linda University 
11060 Anderson Street 
Loma Linda, CA 92350 
Fwww.llu.eduK 
PH6=94   
Switchboard4 909/558-1000, 909/558-4300 
Area code4 909/ 
For information about LLU4 1/800/422-4LLU 
Dialing from Canada4 1/800/548-7114 
 
Phone4 Fax4 
Off-campus On-campus 
  
Off-campus On-campus 
558-4540 44540 Chancellor 558-0242 80242 
558-4787 44787 Diversity 558-0140 80140 
558-4510 44510 Student Affairs 
Student welfare, housing, visas 
558-4879 44879 
558-4955 44955 International Student Services 558-4879 44879 
558-4520 44520 Student Finance 558-7904 87904 
558-4509 44509 Student Financial Aid 558-4879 44879 
558-4508 44508 University Records 558-4879 44879 
558-8770 88770 Student Health Service 558-0433 80433 
558-6028 66028 Student Counseling 558-6090 66090 
558-6050 66050 Student Assistance Program 
Spiritual Counseling 
558-6051 66051 
558-8348 88348 Campus Chaplain/Campus Ministries 558-0347 80347 
558-4570 44570 University Church 558-4186 44186 
809-1049 44270 Campus Hill Church 796-1992   
558-9200 39200 LLU Behavioral Medicine Center 558-9243 39243 
>acult@ of Braduate Studies 
558-1800 81800 Admissions 558-4528 44528 
558-9485 83374 Dean 558-0908 80908 
 
The Schools 
 
Allied Health Professions 
558-4599 44599 Admissions 558-4291 44291 
attn. Admissions 
558-4545 44545 Dean 558-4291 44291 
attn. Dean 
558-4932 44932 Cardiopulmonary Sciences 558-4701 44701 
attn. CPSC 
558-4966 44966 Clinical Laboratory Science 558-0458 80458 
attn. CLSC 
558-4998 44998 Communication Sciences and Disorders 
(formerly Speech-Language Pathology/Audiology) 
558-4291 44291 
attn. SPPA 
558-4976 44976 Health Information Management 558-0404 80404 
attn. HLIN 
558-7389 87389 Health Science (B.S., _apan only) 558-0982 80982 
attn. HSCI 
558-4593 44593 Nutrition and Dietetics 558-4291 44291 
attn. DTCS 
558-4628 44628 Occupational Therapy 558-0239 80239 
attn. OCTH 
558-4948 44948 Occupational Therapy Assistant 558-0239 80239 
attn. OCTA 
558-4632 44632 Physical Therapy 558-0459 80459 
attn. PHTH 
558-4634 44634 Physical Therapist Assistant 558-0459 80459 
attn. PTA 
558-7295 87295 Physician Assistant Sciences 558-0495 80495 
attn. PAST 
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558-4931 44931 Radiation Technology 558-4291 44291 
attn. RTCH 
558-4998 47224 Speech-Language Pathology Assistant 558-4291 44291 
attn. SLPA 
Dentistry 
558-4222 44222 Dentistry     
558-4621 44621 Admissions 558-0195 80195 
558-4683 44683 Dean 558-0483 80483 
558-8624 88624 Advanced Dental Education Programs 558-0122 80122 
558-4621 44621 Dentistry Program 558-0195 80195 
558-4631 44631 Dental Hygiene Program 558-0313 80313 
558-4669 44669 International Dentist Program 558-0133 80133 
558-4790 44790 SD Student Affairs 558-4790 44790 
558-4601 44601 SD Academic Affairs 558-0730 80730 
)e*icine 
558-4462 44462 Medicine 558-4146 44146 
558-4467 44467 Admissions 558-0359 80359 
558-4481 44481 Dean 558-4146 44146 
,-rsin. 
558-1000 44360 Nursing 558-4134 44134 
558-4923 44923 Admissions 558-0175 80175 
558-4517 44517 Dean 558-0225 80225 
558-8061 88061 Graduate 558-0719 80719 
558-8060 88060 0ndergraduate 558-0643 80643 
558-7122 87122 International Nursing 558-0224 80224 
/h1r21cy 
558-1300 41300 Pharmacy 558-4859 44859 
558-1300 41300 Admissions 558-4859 44859 
558-4745 44745 Dean 558-7973 87973 
/-3lic 6e1lth 
558-4546 44546 Public Health 558-4087 44087 
558-4918 44918 Addiction Medicine Fellowship 558-4087 44087 
558-4694 44694 Admissions/Academic Records 558-4087 44087 
attn. Admissions 
558-4578 44578 Dean 558-4087 44087 
attn. Dean 
558-8750 88750 Environmental and Occupational Health 558-0493 84493 
attn. ENUH 
558-8750 44590 Epidemiology and Biostatistics 558-0326 80326 
attn. EPDM/STAT 
558-4902 44902 Global Health 558-0389 80389 
attn. GLBH 
558-4573 44573 Health Policy and Management 558-0469 80469 
attn. HADM 
558-4741 44741 Health Promotion and Education 558-0471 80471 
attn. HPRO 
558-4575 44741 Maternal and Child Health 558-0471   
558-4598 44598 Nutrition 558-4095 44095 
attn. N0TR 
558-4918 44918 Occupational Medicine Residency Program 558-4087 44087 
558-4918 44918 Preventive Medicine Residency Program 558-4087 44087 
attn. PMR 
7eli.ion 
651-5952 15952 Admissions and Academic Records 
  
558-4856 44856 
558-8434 88434 Dean 558-4856 44856 
558-4956 44956 Biomedical and Clinical Ethics 558-0336 80336 
558-4956 44956 Center for Christian Bioethics 558-0336 80336 
558-7786 87786 Center for Spiritual Life and Wholeness 558-7988 87988 
558-8433 88433 Clinical Ministry 558-4856 44856 
558-8433 88433 Religion and the Sciences 558-4856 44856 
5584536 44536 Division of Humanities 558-4856 44856 
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Science 'nd )echnolog. 
558-1900 41900 Admissions and Records 558-7967 87967 
558-4528 44528 Dean 558-0441 80441 
 
  Web site Email 
S/uden/ Ser2ices Iwww.llu.edu/central/ssweb/index.pageQ   
4ni2ersi/. 5ecords   IregistrarRuniv.llu.eduQ 
6'cul/. of 8r'du'/e S/udies Iwww.llu.edu/science-technology/grad/index.pageQ IazuccarelliRllu.eduQ 
9d:issions Iwww.llu.edu/science-technology/grad/index.pageQ Iadmissions.gsRllu.eduQ 
)he Schools 
9llied ;e'l/h <rofessions Iwww.llu.edu/allied-health/Q   
Admissions   IadmissionsRsahp.llu.eduQ 
attn. Admissions 
Cardiopulmonary Sciences   IadmissionsRsahp.llu.eduQ 
attn. CPSC 
Clinical Laboratory Science   Iclin.sahpRllu.eduQ 
attn. CLSC 
Communication Sciences and 
Disorders 
  IadmissionsRsahp.llu.eduQ 
attn. SPPA 
Health Information Management   IadmissionsRsahp.llu.eduQ 
attn. HLIN 
Nutrition and Dietetics   InutritionRllu.eduQ 
attn. DTCS 
Occupational Therapy   IadmissionsRsahp.llu.eduQ 
attn. OCTH 
Physical Therapy   IadmissionsRsahp.llu.eduQ 
attn. PHTH 
Physical Therapy Assistant   IadmissionsRsahp.llu.eduQ 
attn. PTA 
Physician Assistant Sciences   IadmissionsRsahp.llu.eduQ 
attn. PAST 
Radiation Technology   IadmissionsRsahp.llu.eduQ 
attn. RTCH 
=en/is/r.     
Academic Affairs   IsdacademicaffairsRllu.eduQ 
Admissions Iwww.llu.edu/dentistry/Q Iadmissions.sdRllu.eduQ 
Graduate Programs Iwww.llu.edu/dentistry/gradprograms/index.pageQ IadvanceddentaleduRllu.eduQ 
Anesthesiology Iwww.llu.edu/dentistry/anesthesia/graduateprogram.pageQ IadvanceddentaleduRllu.eduQ 
Endodontics Iwww.llu.edu/dentistry/endo/graduateprogram.pageQ IadvanceddentaleduRllu.eduQ 
Implant Dentistry Iwww.llu.edu/dentistry/implant/graduateprogram.pageQ IadvanceddentaleduRllu.eduQ 
Oral and Maxillofacial Dentistry Iwww.llu.edu/dentistry/oms/graduateprogram.pageQ IadvanceddentaleduRllu.eduQ 
Orthodontics Iwww.llu.edu/dentistry/ortho/graduateprogram.pageQ IadvanceddentaleduRllu.eduQ 
Pediatric Dentistry Iwww.llu.edu/dentistry/pediatrics/graduateprogram.pageQ IadvanceddentaleduRllu.eduQ 
Periodontics Iwww.llu.edu/dentistry/perio/graduateprogram.pageQ IadvanceddentaleduRllu.eduQ 
Prosthodontics Iwww.llu.edu/dentistry/prostho/graduateprogram.pageQ IadvanceddentaleduRllu.eduQ 
Medicine Iwww.llu.edu/medicine/Q IledwardsRllu.eduQ 
Nursing Iwww.llu.edu/nursing/Q Iadmissions[snRsn.llu.eduQ 
<h'r:'c. Iwww.llu.edu/pharmacy/Q   
Admissions   Iadmissions.spRllu.eduQ 
<u@lic ;e'l/h Iwww.llu.edu/public-health/Q   
Admissions and Academic Records Iwww.llu.edu/public-health/Q Iadmissions.sphRllu.eduQ 
Distance Learning   IdistancelearningRllu.eduQ 
Environmental and Occupational 
Health 
Iwww.llu.edu/public-health/envh/index.pageQ IenvhdeptRllu.eduQ 
Epidemiology and Biostatistics Iwww.llu.edu/public-health/epibio/index.pageQ IepibiodeptRllu.eduQ 
Global Health Iwww.llu.edu/public-health/glbh/index.pageQ IglobalhealthdeptRllu.eduQ 
Health Policy and Management Iwww.llu.edu/public-health/hadm/index.pageQ IhadmdeptRllu.eduQ 
Health Promotion and Education Iwww.llu.edu/public-health/hpro/index.pageQ IdmwatsonRllu.eduQ 
Nutrition Iwww.llu.edu/public-health/nutrition/index.pageQ InutritiondeptRllu.eduQ 
Public Health Practice   IpublichealthpracticeRllu.eduQ 
Recruitment and Marketing Iwww.llu.edu/public-health/Q IsphinfoRllu.eduQ 
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Religion 5www.llu.edu/religion/index.page>   
Program Director of M.A. in 
Biomedical and Clinical Ethics 
5www.llu.edu/religion/ethics.page> 5mcarrGllu.edu> 
Program Director of M.A. in Clinical 
Ministry 
5www.llu.edu/religion/clinical-ministry.page> 5ssoraJJakoolGllu.edu> 
Program Director of M.A. in 
Religion and the Sciences 
5www.llu.edu/religion/ma-religion-sciences.page> 5rriceGllu.edu> 
Center for Christian Bioethics 5www.llu.edu/central/bioethics/index.page> 5bioethicsGllu.edu> 
Center for Spiritual Life and 
Wholeness 
5www.llu.edu/wholeness/> 5innerweaveGllu.edu> 
Chair, Division of Humanities   5JwaltersGllu.edu> 
Science and Technology 5www.llu.edu/science-technology/> 5admissions.sstGllu.edu> 
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Nriteria Aor >eneral e$3/ation /o3rses* Gniversit8* ,9 
N3lt3ral st3$ies /ertiAi/ates* 4- 
 
Se>rees* 4 
Se?osits* +1 
Si?lo1as* -< 
SisaDilit8 ins3ran/e* -0 
Sivision oA Teneral St3$ies* ,9 
Sra8son Nenter Ire/reationHFellnessK* 4C 
 
Pli>iDilit8* st3$ent 5ealt5 ?lan* 48 
P1?lo81ent Aor international st3$ents* ,1* -9 
P1?lo81ent* >eneral ?oli/8* -9 
Pn>lis5 /o1?osition reV3ire1ents in non-Sevent5-
$a8 .$ventist /olle>es* 4- 
Pn>lis5 /o1?osition reV3ire1ents in Sevent5-$a8 
.$ventist /olle>es* 4- 
Pn>lis5 ?roAi/ien/8* ,0 
P&tension st3$8* -+ 
 
Wa/ilitatin> t5e transAer oA /3rrentl8 re>istere$ 
st3$ent* -< 
Faculty of Gra#uate -tu#ie0* +-- 
./a$e1i/ inAor1ation* +-8 
SeanXs Fel/o1e* +-+ 
Winan/ial inAor1ation* +-8 
Wo3n$ations oA >ra$3ate st3$8* +-C 
Teneral re>3lations* +-C 
.??li/ation an$ a$1issions* +-C 
Wro1 1asterXs to Q5.S. $e>ree* +-C 
S/5olars5i?* +-C 
St3$ent liAe* +-8 
Faculty1 The B3ni4er0ityC7-ection ?* <,4 
Winan/ial ai$ a??li/ations* +1 
Winan/ial /learan/e* +0 
Winan/ial ?oli/ies an$ inAor1ation* +0 
Wo3n$ations* Gniversit8* 90 
Wro1 Gniversit8 to st3$ent* 4+ 
 
Teneral e$3/ation reV3ire1ents* ,9 
Teneral e$3/ation /o3rses oAAere$ at Oo1a Oin$a 
Gniversit8* ,4 
Teneral e$3/ation /o3rses;online an$ DooMlet* 
4+ 
No113ni/ation* 4, 
Ple/tives* 4- 
Realt5 an$ Fellness* +1 
R31anities an$ reli>ion* ,4 
S/ientiAi/ inV3ir8 an$ anal8sis* ,< 
General Information7-ection ?I* 10,< 
Teneral ?ra/ti/es* Ainan/ial* +0 
Tovernin> ?ra/ti/es* Gniversit8* -0 
Tra$e /5an>e* -8 
Tra$es an$ >ra$e ?oints* -+ 
Tra$3ation* -< 
Trievan/e ?ro/e$3re* -, 
 
Realt5H"113niYations* 98 
Realt5 QroAessions P$3/ation* +-1 
Realt5 servi/e* st3$ent* 4C 
R"Q.. IRealt5 "ns3ran/e* QortaDilit8* an$ 
.//o3ntaDilit8 ./tK* 48* -1 
Ristor8* Gniversit8* 90 
Ro3sin>* st3$ent* +1 
 
"$entiAi/ation /ar$* -0 
"$entiAi/ation n31Der* -0 
"n$e?en$ent st3$8* -+ 
"nternational st3$ents* 9<* +1 
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!"t$o&uctio"*Sectio" !, 1 
 
5ey deposit, 61 
5ey to program codes, 4 
 
Learning environment, !niversity, 23 
Learning outcomes, 19 
Learning resources, !niversity, 25 
Leave of absence, personal, 58 
Legal notice, ii 
Libraries, !niversity, 24 
LL!AHSC (Loma Linda !niversity Adventist Health 
Sciences Center) centers, 25 
LL!AHSC institutes, 25 
LL! school centers, 25 
Loans, 61 
 
Mace, !niversity ceremonial, 19 
Malpractice coverage, 50 
Maps and legends, 1080 
Marriage, 51 
Mission, !niversity, 17 
Monthly financial statement, 60 
 
Name change, student, 51 
Nondiscrimination policy, 9 
Non-LL! courses as part of total load for financial 
aid, academic policies and information, 54 
 
Officers of the !niversity Board of Trustees, 1040 
On-campus housing, 51, 61 
 
Payments, 61 
Personal appearance, 51 
Personal leave of absence, 58 
Personal property, 51 
Personal qualities, 26 
Philosophy, !niversity, 18 
Philosophy of general education, !niversity, 32 
Pre-entrance examinations, 28 
Prescription-drug coverage, student health plan, 49 
President's welcome, 3 
Privacy rights of students in academic records, 58 
Professional apparel, 51 
Programs offered by the !niversity, 4 
 
Recreation/Wellness (Drayson Center), 47 
Re-entrance, 28 
Refunds, 60 
Registration, 54 
Religion classes, 23 
Repeating a course, 58 
Residence hall, 51 
Room deposit, 61 
 
Scholastic standing, 56 
School administrations, committees, and affiliations, 
1041 
Faculty of Graduate Studies, 1067 
School of Allied of Health Professions, 1041 
School of Dentistry, 1058 
School of Medicine, 1058 
School of Nursing, 1059 
School of Pharmacy, 1060 
School of Public Health, 1062 
School of Religion, 1064 
School of Science and Technology, 1065 
School and program-specific GE requirements, 46 
School of 1llie& Health P$ofe55io"5, 64 
Academic policies and information, 69 
Academic probation, 68 
Academic residence, 69 
ACLS (advanced cardiac life support) course, 73 
Additional requirements, 80 
Admissions policies and information, 67 
Allied Health Studies, department of, 71 
Applicant’s records, 68 
Application and acceptance, 68 
Application-review process, 68 
Apply early, 68 
Awards and scholarships, 77 
CPCER (Center for Prehospital Care, Education, 
and Research) information, 72 
CPCER courses and programs, 72 
Dean’s welcome, 65 
Entrance requirements, 68 
Evaluation of mission and goals, 66 
Extended campus programs, 71 
Fees, 74 
Financial policies and information, 74 
General financial policies, 74 
General regulations, 67 
Goals, 66 
Grade requirement for entrance, 68 
Graduation ceremonies, 69 
Learning resource/Center for Prehospital Care, 
Education and Research (CPCER), 71 
Life Support Education, 72 
Mission, 66 
Online application, 68 
Procedure, application, 68 
Professional standards (personal grooming), 69 
Programs, degrees, and certificates offered 
Certificate in Computed Tomography (CT)—
certificate, 189 
Certificate in Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
(MRI)—certificate, 193 
Certificate in Phlebotomy—certificate, 195 
Clinical Laboratory Science—B.S., 81 
Coding Specialist—certificate, 87 
Communication Sciences and Disorders 
(formerly Speech-Language Pathology and 
Audiology)—B.S., M.S., 89 
Cytotechnology—B.S., certificate, 97 
Diagnostic Medical Sonography—certificate, 
102 
Dietetic Technology—certificate, A.S., 105 
Emergency Medical Care—B.S., 108 
Health Care Administration—B.S., 111 
Health Information Administration—B.S., 
PB certificate, HIT-Progression, 113 
Medical Dosimetry—certificate, 119 
Medical Radiography—A.S., 121 
Nuclear Medicine Technology—certificate, 
125 
Nutrition and Dietetics—B.S., M.S., 127 
Occupational Therapy—M.O.T., O.T.D., 135 
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Online Certificate in Imaging Informatics—
online program, 191 
Physical Therapy—M.P.T., D.P.T., D.Sc., 149 
Physician Assistant—M.P.A., 162 
Radiation Sciences—B.S., M.S., 166 
Radiation Therapy Technology—B.S., 
certificate, 171 
Radiologist Assistant—M.S., blended 
program, 173 
Rehabilitation Science—Ph.D., 176 
Respiratory Care—certificate, B.S., 180 
Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology 
(now Communication Sciences and 
Disorders)—B.S., M.S., 89 
Combined degrees programs  (See end of 
Section III.)  
Promotion and probation, 70 
Repeating a course, 70 
Schedule of charges, 74 
Allied health sciences, 74 
Cardiopulmonary sciences, 74 
Clinical laboratory science, 74 
Communication sciences and disorders 
(formerly Speech-language pathology and 
audiology), 74 
CPCER, 74 
Health information management, 75 
Miscellaneous expenses, 77 
Nutrition and dietetics, 75 
Occupational therapy, 75 
On- and off-campus student housing, 77 
Physical therapy, 75 
Physician assistant sciences, 76 
Radiation technology, 76 
Special charges, 77 
Supplies, 77 
Scholastic standing, 70 
School foundations, 66 
Standard of student progress (time framework), 
70 
Student life, 69 
Subject/diploma requirements, 68 
Transcripts, 68 
Where to write, 68 
Wholeness portfolio-development practicum, 67 
School of (en+i-+.y, 197 
Academic criteria for promotion, 215 
Dental hygiene, 215 
Dentistry, 215 
Graduate Student/Resident, 215 
Academic disciplinary policy, 217 
Academic discontinuation, 220 
Academic information, 214 
Academic leave of absence, 220 
Academic probation, 217 
Academic requirements for graduation, 215 
Dental Hygiene, 216 
Dentistry, 216 
Admissions criteria for advanced dental 
education programs, Summary of, 205 
Advanced dental education programs, 203 
Advanced dental education programs, learning 
outcomes, 212 
Alumni-student convention, 214 
Attendance, 214 
Awards, 225 
Basic sciences departments serving the school, 
222 
Behavioral and social attributes, 213 
Charges, 224 
Code of ethics, 213 
Cognitive abilities, 212 
Combined degrees programs, 202 
Communication, 213 
Continuation, 219 
Conventions, 214 
Core values, 201 
Course waiver, 215 
Criteria for advisory notice of potential for 
academic probation, 218 
Criteria for placement on academic probation, 
218 
Dean’s list, 214 
Dean’s welcome, 199 
Dental Hygiene Program, 211 
Disabled applicants and students, 213 
Disciplinary actions available, 219 
Discontinuation, 220 
Doctor of Dental Surgery Program, 206 
Fees, 224 
Financial information, 223 
Financial policies, 223 
General financial practices, 223 
General information, 202 
General policies, 214 
General regulations, 202 
Graduation requirements, academic, 215 
Dental Hygiene, 216 
Dentistry, 216 
History, 200 
International Dentist Program, 209 
Learning environment, 221 
Learning outcomes for the new dental graduate, 
211 
Learning outcomes, advanced dental education 
programs, 212 
Length of academic residence, 214 
Level of academic probation, 218 
Mission, 201 
Motor skills, 213 
National dental boards, 216 
Observation, 212 
On- and off-campus student housing, 225 
Policies for this school, 213 
Probation, academic, 217 
Procedures for academic review, 217 
Programs, degrees, and certificates offered 
Advanced Dental Education—M.S., post-
D.D.S./D.D.M certificate 
Dental Anesthesiology, advanced—
certificate, 255 
Endodontics, advanced—M.S., M.S.D., 
certificate, 257 
Implant Dentistry, advanced—M.S., 
M.S.D., certificate, 259 
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, 
advanced—M.S., M.S.D., certificate, 
262 
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Orthodontics and Dentofacial 
Orthopedics, advanced—M.S., 
certificate, 265 
Pediatric Dentistry, advanced—M.S., 
M.S.D., certificate, 267 
Periodontics, advanced—M.S., M.S.D., 
certificate, 269 
Prosthodontics, advanced—M.S., 
M.S.D., certificate, 271 
Combined degrees programs, advanced (See 
also end of Section III) 
Dental Hygiene—B.S., 245 
Dentistry, International Dental Program—
D.D.S., 251 
Dentistry, General—D.D.S., 229 
Dual major option, 274 
Master of Science degree, advanced—M.S., 
279 
Master of Science in Dentistry degree, 
advanced—M.S.D., 277 
Registration, 214 
Remedial action (remediation), 220 
RepeatingXremediating a course, 215 
Restrictions for a student on academic probation, 
220 
Schedule of charges, 224 
School foundations, 200 
Service learning, 221 
Special examination, 215 
Special opportunities, 214 
Specific program requirements, 202 
Student association, 214 
Student financial aid, 223 
Student housing, on-  and off-campus,  225 
Student life, 212 
Student-initiated grievance procedure, 221 
Technical standards, 212 
Tuition, 204 
Vision, 201 
School of (edicine, 281 
Academic information, 288 
Communications, 288 
Practices and regulations, 288 
Academic probation, 289 
Additional requirements, 296 
Application and admissions, 284 
Application procedure and acceptance, 285 
AMCAS deadline, 285 
Application procedure, 285 
Deadlines, 286 
Early decision program, 286 
Fees, 285 
Pre-entrance health requirement and health 
insurance, 285 
Transfer from another school of medicine, 
286 
Where to write, 285 
Awards, 294 
Center for Health Disparities and Molecular 
Medicine, 293 
Center for Perinatal Biology, 293 
Class standing, 289 
Clinical facilities, 291 
Continuing medical education, 291 
Course exemptions, 288 
Curriculum, 288 
Deadlines, 286 
Dean`s welcome, 282 
Doctor of Medicine degree requirements, 290 
Doctor of MedicineXOral and maxillofacial 
surgery degree requirements, 290 
Examinations, 289 
Fees, 294 
Financial Information, 294 
General entrance information, 284 
General financial practices, 294 
General Regulations, 284 
Grading policy, 289 
Graduate combined degrees programs, 290 
Graduate specialty medical education 
residencies, 291 
History, 283 
Instructional resources, The, 292 
Learning outcomes for medical student 
education, 288 
Length of academic residence, 288 
Licensing examinations, 291 
Living expenses, 294 
Mission, 283 
Postgraduate training, 291 
Pre-entrance health requirement and health 
insurance, 285 
Programs, degrees and certificates offered 
Medicine—M.D., 309 
Anatomy—M.S., Ph.D., 297 
Biochemistry—M.S., Ph.D., 301 
Biomedical Sciences—Postbaccalaureate 
certificate, 307 
Medical Scientist—M.D. with Ph.D., 305 
Microbiology and Molecular Genetics—M.S., 
Ph.D., 332 
Pharmacology—M.S., Ph.D., 336 
Physiology—M.S., Ph.D., 339 
Combined degrees programs  (See end of 
Section III.)  
Promotion, 289 
Required supplies, 288 
Research centers, 293 
Schedule of charges, 294 
School Foundations, 283 
Special Charges, 2009-2010, 294 
Student life, 287 
Student organiaations, 287 
Study of medicine, The, 284 
Technical standards, 286 
Transfer from another school of medicine, 286 
Tuition, 294 
USMLE Steps I and II policy, 289 
Veteranbs benefits, 294 
Whole-person formation, 288 
Withdrawal, 289 
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School of Nursing, 343 
Academic policies and practices, 354 
Academic residence, graduate, 355 
Academic residence, undergraduate, 354 
Academic standing, graduate, 356 
Graduate department, 355 
Percentage breakdown for grading, 354 
Undergraduate department, 354 
Academic progression, academic policies and 
practices for, 355 
Probation status, nursing students, 
undergraduate, 355 
Repeating a course, nursing students, 
undergraduate, 255 
Withdrawing from a course, nursing 
students, undergraduate, 355 
Accelerated B.S. degree, 351, 364 
Additional requirements/policies, 359 
Admission requirements, 350 
Advanced placement program, 354 
Adult nurse practitioner (PM certificate), 368 
Adult nurse practitioner (M.S.), 367 
Agency membership, 346 
Application and admissions, 349 
Application deadlines, undergraduate 
department, 349 
Application deadlines, graduate department, 
349 
Application fees, 349 
Essential skills, 349 
Application and class scheduling, graduate 
department, 366 
Application for candidacy, graduate, 356 
Awards honoring excellence, 358 
B.S. degree/A.S. degree program options, 361 
Accelerated B.S. degree, 364 
B.S. degree or 45-unit RN licensure option, 
365 
Intensive B.S. degree, 364 
Standard generic B.S. degree, 363 
Transitional RN to M.S. degree, 365 
B.S. degree or 45-unit RN licensure option, 364 
Challenge/equivalency examination, 354 
Charges, 358 
Clinical laboratory, nursing courses, 354 
Clinical nurse specialist: Adult and aging family 
(PM certificate), 377 
Clinical nurse specialist: Adult and aging family 
(M.S.), 376 
Clinical nurse specialist: Growing family 
(certificate), 379 
Clinical nurse specialist: Growing family (M.S.), 
378 
Clinical probation, graduate, 356 
Combined degrees programs  (See end of Section 
III.) 
Comprehensive examination, graduate program 
academic policies for, 357 
Credit by examination, academic policies and 
practices for, 354 
Curriculum change, graduate department, 366 
Dean’s welcome, 345 
Dual degree M.S./M.A., 384 
Education loan repayment program, nursing, 358 
Entrance requirements, transitional RN to M.S. 
degree, 365 
Family nurse practitioner (PM certificate), 370 
Family nurse practitioner (M.S.), 369 
Fees, 358 
Financial information, 358 
General financial practices, 358 
General regulations, 348 
General requirements, graduate program, 366 
Grade scale, graduate program academic policies 
for, 357 
Graduate department admissions criteria, 351 
Doctor of philosophy program admissions 
criteria, 352 
Master of science degree admissions criteria, 
351 
Post-master’s certificate programs 
admissions criteria, 352 
Graduate program, 366 
Application and class scheduling, 366 
Curriculum change, 366 
General requirements, 366 
Nursing M.S., 366 
M.S. degree and post-master’s certificate 
options, 366 
Adult nurse practitioner (PM 
certificate), 368 
Adult nurse practitioner (M.S.), 367 
Application and class scheduling, 366 
Clinical nurse specialist: Adult and 
aging family (PM certificate), 377 
Clinical nurse specialist: Adult and 
aging family (M.S.), 376 
Clinical nurse specialist: Growing 
family (PM certificate), 379 
Clinical nurse specialist: Growing 
family (M.S.), 378 
Family nurse practitioner (PM 
certificate), 370 
Family nurse practitioner (M.S.), 369 
Neonatal nurse practitioner (PM 
certificate), 375 
Neonatal nurse practitioner (M.S.), 373 
Nurse educator concentration area, 381 
Nurse educator: Adult and aging 
family, 383 
Nurse educator: Growing family, 381 
Nursing administration, (M.S.), 380 
Pediatric nurse practitioner (PM 
certificate), 372 
Pediatric nurse practitioner (M.S.), 371 
Dual degree M.S./M.A., 384 
Ph.D. degree, 385 
Combined degrees programs  (See end of 
Section III.) 
Graduate department, academic policies and 
regulations for, 355 
Graduation requirements, academic policies for, 
355, 357 
Graduation requirements, graduate program 
academic policies for, 357 
History, 346 
Intensive B.S. degree, 364 
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Learning outcomes, undergraduate department, 
347 
Learning outcomes, graduate department, 347 
Licensure, nursing courses, 354 
Loans, nursing and government, 358 
Mission, 346 
M.S. degree and post-master’s certificate options, 
366 
Neonatal nurse practitioner (PM certificate), 375 
Neonatal nurse practitioner (M.S.), 373 
Nondegree student credit, graduate program 
academic policies for, 356 
Nurse educator concentration area, 381 
Nurse educator: Adult and aging family, 383 
Nurse educator: Growing family, 381 
Nursing administration, (M.S.), 380 
Nursing and government loans, 358 
Nursing course grades, 354 
Nursing courses, academic policies and practices 
for, 354 
Clinical laboratory, 354 
Licensure, 354 
Nursing course grades, 354 
Nursing education loan repayment program, 358 
Nursing M.S., 366 
Nursing Ph.D. degree, 385 
Nursing programs, degrees, and certificates 
offered, 360 
On- and off-campus student housing, 358 
Our mission, 346 
Pediatric nurse practitioner (certificate), 372 
Pediatric nurse practitioner (M.S.) 371 
Ph.D. degree in nursing, 385 
Philosophy, 348 
Practicum experiences, graduate program 
academic policies for, 357 
Probation status, nursing students, 
undergraduate, 355 
Programs/Requirements for students with 
nursing licenses, 351 
Graduate department admissions criteria, 
351 
Master of Science program admission 
criteria, 351 
Post-master’s certificate programs 
admission criteria, 352 
Doctor of Philosophy program 
admission criteria, 352 
Licensed vocational nurse, 351 
Registered nurse, 351 
Transitional RN to M.S., 351 
Programs, degrees and certificates offered 
Nursing—A.S., B.S., M.S., Ph.D., certificate, 
360 
Repeating a course, nursing students, 
undergraduate, 355 
Schedule of charges, 358 
Scholarships, 359 
Scholastic standing, graduate program academic 
policies for, 357 
School foundations, 346 
Standard (generic) B.S. degree, 363 
Statistics and research prerequisites, graduate 
program academic policies, 357 
Student housing, 358 
Student life, 353 
Honor society, 353 
Programs of study, 353 
Student involvement, 353 
Student organizations, 353 
Student policies, 348 
Thesis and dissertation, graduate program 
academic policies for, 357 
Time limits, graduate program academic policies 
for, 356 
Transfer credits, graduate program academic 
policies for, 356 
Tuition, 358 
Undergraduate department admission criteria, 
350 
Undergraduate program, 361 
A.S. degree graduation requirements, 363 
B.S. degree/A.S. degree program options, 
363 
B.S. degree graduation requirements, 363 
Undergraduate students, academic policies and 
practices for, 354 
Academic residence, 354, 355 
Percentage breakdown for grading, 354 
Probation status, 355 
Repeating a course, 355 
Withdrawing from a course, 355 
School of Pharmacy, 387 
Academic dismissal, 398 
Academic policies and procedures, 395 
Academic probation, 397 
Additional requirements, financial practices, 402 
Admission deadline, 391 
Advanced pharmacy practice experience, 400 
Application and admissions—general entrance 
information, 390 
Application procedure and acceptance, 391 
Awards honoring excellence, 402 
Background checks, 392 
Chapel, 394 
Class attendance, 394 
Class leadership, 395 
Code of conduct, 393 
Computer competency, 392 
CPR and first aid certification, 394 
Curriculum outcome objectives, 395 
Dean’s list and honor roll, 397 
Dean’s welcome, 388 
Degree offered: Pharm.D., 403 
Deposits, 402 
End-of-year assessment examinations, 395 
Experiential education requirements, 399 
Experiential education, 398 
Financial information, 402 
General expectations and academic policies, 393 
General financial practices, 402 
General regulations, 390 
Goals, 389 
Good academic standing, 397 
Grade appeals, 396 
Grade changes, 396 
Grades and grade points, 395 
Grading system, 395 
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Graduation requirements, 401 
History, 389 
Honors and awards, 397 
Immunizations, 392 
Incomplete grade, 396 
Pharmacy intern hours, 401 
Pharmacy intern license, 400 
International applicants, 391 
Introductory pharmacy practice experience, 400 
Licensing, 400 
Mission, goals, and values, 389 
Mission, 389 
On- and off-campus student housing, 402 
Organization membership by invitation, 394 
Performance levels, 397 
Pharm.D. degree, 403 
Pharmacy forum, 394 
Pharmacy practice experience, 399 
Physical examination, 392 
Pre-entrance health and background 
requirement, 391 
Prerequisites for advanced pharmacy practice 
experiences, 400 
Professional development, 394 
Professional integrity, 393 
Professional organizations, 394 
Program and degree offered: Pharmacy—
Pharm.D, 403 
Readmission of dismissed students, 398 
Recommended courses, 391 
Recommended experience, 391 
Rolling admission program, 392 
Schedule of charges, 402 
School foundations, 389 
Student grade appeal process, 396 
Student life, 393 
Student organizations, 394 
Student progression, 395 
Transfer credit hours, 392 
Values, 390 
Withdrawal from the program, 398 
School of Public Health, 409 
Academic policies and general regulations, 418 
Academic probation, 418 
Accreditation, 412 
Advanced standing, 418 
Application and admissions, 417 
Bachelor of Science in Public Health, 417 
Doctor of Public Health, 417 
Graduate-degree programs—M.B.A., 
M.P.H., M.S.P.H., 417 
Master of Science, 417 
Bachelor of Science in Public Health, 417 
Bachelor’s degree program, academic policies 
and regulations, 419 
Bachelor of Science in Public Health, 419 
Campus facilities, 413 
Certificate programs, academic policies and 
regulations, 425 
Biostatistics and Epidemiology, 426 
Emergency preparedness and response, 427 
Health geoinformatics, 426 
Reproductive health, 427 
Tobacco-control methods, 427 
Combined degrees programs, 431 
Combined degrees programs  (See end of Section 
III.) 
Computer literacy, 417 
Continuing education and extension programs, 
419 
Convocation attendance, 418 
Course attendance, 418 
Dean’s welcome, 411 
Degrees offered, 419 
Departments and centers, 413 
Center for Health Promotion, 416 
Center for Health Research, 416 
Computer Center, 416 
Department of Epidemiology and 
Biostatistics, 413 
Department of Global Health, 414 
Department of Health Policy and 
Management, 414 
Department of Health Promotion and 
Education, 415 
Department of Nutrition, 415 
Health Geoinformatics Resource Laboratory, 
416 
Distance learning financial information, 424 
Doctoral degree programs, 427 
Doctor of Public Health, 427 
Financial Information, 431 
Additional requirements, 433 
Application for financial aid, 431 
Assistantships, 431 
Awards and honors, 432 
Graduation with honors, 433 
Loans, 431 
Refund policy, 432 
Schedule of charges, 432 
Student housing, on- and off-campus, 432 
Traineeships, 431 
General certificate information, 425 
General certificate requirements, 425 
General regulations, 413 
Goals, 412 
Graduation requirements, 419 
Grievance policy, 419 
History, 412 
Individual doctoral degree programs, 431 
International programs, 425 
Pacific M.B.A., 425 
Peru M.P.H., 425 
Russia M.P.H., 425 
Learning environment, 413 
Master’s degree programs, 420 
Master of Business Administration, 422 
Master of Public Health, 420 
Master of Science, 422 
Master of Science in Public Health, 422 
Peace Corps Master's International 
Program/Master of Public Health, 421 
Medical/Dental leadership program, 424 
Mission, 412 
Mission, goals, and values, 412 
Online Executive Master of Public Health, 425 
Programs and degrees, 419 
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Programs, degrees and certificates offered 
Biostatistics—M.P.H., M.S.P.H., certificates, 
434 
Emergency Preparedness and Response—PB 
certificate, 438 
Environmental and Occupational Health—
M.P.H. and interdepartmental option, 440 
Environmental Epidemiology—M.P.H., 445 
Epidemiological Research Methods—
certificate, 448 
Epidemiology—M.P.H., Dr.P.H., certificates, 
449 
Global Epidemiology—M.P.H., 461 
Global Health—M.P.H., Dr.P.H., certificates, 
464 
Global Health/Maternal and Child Health—
M.P.H., 471 
Health Care Administration—M.B.A., 474 
Health Education—M.P.H., online M.P.H., 
Dr.P.H., 476 
Health Geographics and Biomedical Data 
Management—B.S.P.H., 483 
Health Geoinformatics—certificate, 486 
Health Policy and Leadership—M.P.H., 488 
Health Services Research—M.P.H., 492 
Lifestyle Intervention—certificate, 490 
Lifestyle Medicine—M.P.H., 495 
Maternal and Child Health—M.P.H., 497 
Nutrition—M.P.H., M.S., Dr.P.H., 501 
Nutritional Epidemiology—M.P.H., 508 
Preventive Care—Dr.P.H., 511 
Public Health Practice—M.P.H., 514 
Reproductive Health—certificate, 518 
Tobacco-Control Methods—online and on-
campus certificate, 519 
Combined degrees programs  (See end of 
Section III.) 
Religion course requirement, 418 
Residency requirements, 418 
School foundations, 412 
Shared units, 418 
Student classification, 418 
Technology facilities, 413 
Time limit, 418 
University email accounts, 413 
Values, 412 
School of Religion, 521 
Admission requirements, 524 
Academic probation, 525 
Concurrent admission, 525 
Scholarship, 525 
Application and acceptance, 525 
Application procedure, 525 
Where to write, 525 
Application and admissions, 525 
Combined degrees programs  (See end of Section 
III.) 
Dean’s welcome, 522 
Division of Humanities, 533 
Financial information, 525 
Additional requirements, 525 
Student housing, on- and off-campus, 525 
General regulations, 524 
Programs, degrees, and certificates offered 
Biomedical and Clinical Ethics—M.A., PB 
certificate, 526 
Clinical Ministry—M.A., PB certificate, 528 
Division of Humanities, 533 
Religion and the Sciences—M.A., 531 
Combined degrees programs  (See end of 
Section III.) 
School foundations, 523 
History, 523 
Mission statement, 523 
Philosophy, 523 
School of Science and Technology, 535 
Academic information, 545 
Academic probation, 545 
Academic residence, 545 
Conditions of registration, residence, 
attendance, 545 
Transfer credits, 545 
Acceptance procedure, 538 
Application and acceptance, 538 
Application and admissions, 538 
Graduate degree requirements, 539 
Admission requirements, 539 
English-language competence, 539 
Graduate Record Examination, 539 
Re-entrance, 539 
Scholarship, 539 
Undergraduate programs, 538 
Admission requirements, 538 
General studies requirements, 538 
High school graduation requirement, 
538 
Major field and cognate requirements, 
539 
Minor field, 539 
Minimum required grades, 539 
Transcripts, 538 
Undergraduate degree requirements, 
538 
Application procedure, 538 
Combined degrees programs, 544 
Dean’s welcome, 536 
Doctor of Philosophy, 542 
Advisor and guidance committee, 542 
Candidacy, 543 
Comprehensive examinations, 543 
Dissertation, 543 
Final oral examination, 543 
Minimum required grade-point average, 542 
Professional performance probation, 542 
Project, 543 
Religion requirement, 543 
Residence, 542 
Scholarly competence, 542 
Specific program requirements, 543 
Study plan, 542 
Subject prerequisites and deficiencies, 542 
Time limit, 542 
Financial information, 546 
Charges, 546 
Schedule of charges, 546 
Tuition, 546 
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Master’s to Ph.D. degree, From, 540 
Bypassing master’s degree, 540 
Certificate programs, 540 
Combined degrees, 540 
Concurrent admission, 540 
Second master’s degree, 540 
Master of Arts/Master of Science/Master of 
Social Work, 540 
Advisor and guidance committee, 540 
Candidacy, 541 
Combined degrees programs, 541 
Comprehensive and final examinations, 541 
Minimum required grade-point average, 541 
Professional performance probation, 541 
Religion requirement, 541 
Research competence, 541 
Residence, 540 
Specific program requirements, 541 
Study plan, 540 
Subject prerequisites and deficiencies, 540 
Thesis, 541 
Time limit, 540 
Objectives, school, 537 
Philosophy, school, 537 
Programs, degrees, and certificates offered 
Biology—M.S., Ph.D., 547 
Case Management—PB certificate, 552 
Child Life Specialist—M.S., PB certificate, 
554 
Clinical Mediation—PH certificate, 557 
Counseling—M.S., 559 
Criminal Justice—M.S., 564 
Drug and Alcohol Counseling—PB 
certificate, 569 
Earth Science—Ph.D., 571 
Environmental Sciences—B.S., 574 
Family Counseling—PH certificate, 579 
Family Life Education—PB certificate, 581 
Family Studies—M.A., Ph.D., 583 
Geology—B.S., M.S., 589 
Gerontology—M.S., 596 
Marital and Family Therapy, California and 
Canadian campuses—M.S., 600 
Marital and Family Therapy—Ph.D., 
D.M.F.T., 608 
Natural Sciences—M.S., 618 
Program Evaluation and Research—PB 
certificate, 621 
Psychology—M.A., Psy.D., Ph.D., 623 
School Counseling—PM certificate, PPS 
credential, 629 
Social Policy and Social Research—Ph.D., 
634 
Social Work—M.S.W., 637 
Social Work, Clinical—Ph.D., 645 
Spanish Studies for Health Care 
Professionals—certificate, 649 
Student life, 545 
Thesis and dissertation, 541 
Format guide, 541 
Binding, 541 
Schedule of charges, 546 
School foundations, 537 
Seal, University, 19 
Section I—Introduction, 1 
Section II—About the University, 15 
Section III—About the Schools, 63 
Section IV—The Courses, 685 
Section V—The Faculty, 933 
Section VI—General Information, 1039 
Seventh-day Adventist heritage, 22 
Sexual harassment, 52 
Spiritual life, 23 
Student aid, 61 
Student fees, 60 
Student Health Plan, 47 
Buy-in provision, 49 
Eligibility, 48 
Enrollment, 48 
Plan year, 48 
Pre-existing condition exclusion, 48 
Preferred provider plan, 48 
Prescription drug coverage, 49 
Student health service, 47 
Student learning outcomes, 19 
Student level, 54 
Student life, 46 
Student mission-focused learning opportunity, 
University, 24 
Study deferral, 27 
Study load, 31 
Substance abuse, 52 
 
To communicate with LLU, 1076 
Transcripts, 26 
Transfer credit, 28 
Transfer of currently registered students, 59 
Transportation, 51 
 
Unique features of the University, 22 
Chapel services, 23 
Religion classes, 23 
Learning environment, University, 23 
Seventh-day Adventist heritage, 22 
Spiritual life, 23 
Student service-learning opportunities, 
University, 24 
Unit of credit, 55 
University administration, 1016 
University board and administration, 1040 
University Board of Trustees, 1040 
University coat of arms, 19 
University core values, 18 
University foundations, 20 
University history, 20 
University learning resources, 25 
University libraries, 24 
University ceremonial mace, 19 
University mission, 17 
University philosophy, 18 
University seal, 19 
University student service-learning opportunities, 24 
 
Values of the University, Fundamental, 18 
Veterans benefits, 57, 61 
Visas, international students, 30 
Vision, University, 17 
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Whole-person health, 46 
WICHE, 62 
Withdrawal from a course(s), 58 
Withdrawal, administrative, 58 
Work-study program, 61 
